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 Teams architecture

TIPTIP

 Managing Teams

If you're the admin for Microsoft Teams in your organization, you're in the right place. When you're ready to get

going with Teams, start with How to roll out Teams and Set up secure collaboration with Microsoft 365 and

Microsoft Teams.

If you're new to Teams and want to learn more, check out our short Welcome to Teams video (55 seconds).

Don't miss our Welcome to Teams for the Teams admin video ( just over 3 minutes):

If you're looking for end user Teams Help, click HelpHelp on the left side of the app, or go to the Microsoft Teams

help center. For training, go to Microsoft Teams Training.

Teams is built on Microsoft 365 groups, Microsoft Graph, and the same enterprise-level security, compliance,

and manageability as the rest of Microsoft 365 and Office 365. Teams leverages identities stored in Azure Active

Directory (Azure AD). Teams keeps working even when you're offline or experiencing spotty network conditions.

To see where Teams fits in the context of Microsoft 365, check out this architecture poster : Teams as part of

Microsoft 365

When you create a team, here's what gets created:

A new Microsoft 365 group

A SharePoint Online site and document library to store team files

An Exchange Online shared mailbox and calendar

A OneNote notebook

Ties into other Microsoft 365 and Office 365 apps such as Planner and Power BI

When you create a team from an existing group, that group's membership, site, mailbox, and notebook are

surfaced in Teams. To learn more, check out this poster : Groups in Microsoft 365 for IT Architects

To customize and extend Teams, add third-party apps through apps, bots, and connectors. With Teams, you can

include people from outside your organization by adding them as a guest to a team or channel. As part of

Microsoft 365 and Office 365, Teams offers a robust development platform so you can build the teamwork hub

you need for your organization.

For a deep dive into Teams architecture, watch the videos on the Teams Platform Academy.

As the admin, you'll manage Teams through the Microsoft Teams admin center. For a quick orientation, watch the

Manage Teams using the Teams admin center video (3:03 min):

To learn more:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/Teams-overview.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/setup-secure-collaboration-with-teams
https://www.youtube.com/embed/s3aQV3T0D6c
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE47cdp
https://support.office.com/teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/training-microsoft-teams-landing-page
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform
https://aka.ms/TeamsPlatformAcademy
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE476Yi


 Upgrade from Skype for Business to Teams

 Teamwork

Use Teams admin roles to manage Teams

Manage Teams in the Teams admin center

Manage Teams during the transition to the new Teams admin center

Manage Teams features in your Microsoft 365 or Office 365

To stay on top of what's coming for Teams and all other Microsoft 365 or Office 365 products and services in

your organization, be sure to check Message center and the Teams roadmap. You'll get announcements about

new and updated features, planned changes, and issues to help keep you informed and prepared.

Teams is the primary client for intelligent communications in Microsoft 365 and Office 365, and it'll eventually

replace Skype for Business Online. To stay on top of new features coming to Teams, see the Microsoft 365

Roadmap. To complement persistent chat and messaging capabilities, Teams offers a comprehensive meeting

and calling experience, with built in, fully integrated voice and video. Check out Teams is now a complete

meeting and calling solution in the Microsoft Teams Blog.

If you're running Skype for Business and are ready to upgrade to Teams, or if you're running Skype for Business

and Teams side-by-side and are ready to fully move to Teams, we have the tools, tips, and guidance to help make

your transition successful. To learn more, see Upgrade to Teams.

Every team is different; there's no one-size-fits-all approach to collaboration. Microsoft 365 and Office 365 are

designed to meet the unique needs of every team, empowering people to communicate, collaborate, and

achieve more with purpose-built, integrated applications.

When deciding which Microsoft 365 or Office 365 apps and services to use, think about the work your

organization does and the types of conversations your teams need to have.

TeamsTeams , as the hub for teamwork, is where people - including people outside your organization - can

actively connect and collaborate in real time to get things done. Have a conversation right where the

work is happening, whether coauthoring a document, having a meeting, or working together in other

apps and services. Teams is the place to have informal chats, iterate quickly on a project, work with team

files, and collaborate on shared deliverables.

OutlookOutlook for collaborating in the familiar environment of email and in a more formal, structured manner

or when targeted and direct communication is required.

SharePointSharePoint for sites, portals, intelligent content services, business process automation, and enterprise

search. SharePoint keeps content at the center of teamwork, making all types of content easily shareable

and accessible across teams. Tight integration with Outlook, Yammer, and Teams enables seamless

content collaboration across conversation experiences.

OneDrive for BusinessOneDrive for Business  for storing files and sharing them with people that a user invites. Content that a

user saves to OneDrive for Business is private until the user shares it with others, making it the best

option for storing personal and draft documents that are not intended to be shared or not ready to be

shared.

YammerYammer  to connect people across the organization. Drive company-wide initiatives, share best practices,

and build communities around common topics of interest or areas of practice. Crowdsource ideas to

foster open discussions with people across the company.

Office appsOffice apps  are all the familiar tools that people know and use regularly, including Word, Excel,

PowerPoint, and OneNote.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-teams-skypeforbusiness-admin-center
https://admin.microsoft.com/AdminPortal/Home#/MessageCenter
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/roadmap?rtc=1&filters=Microsoft%20Teams
https://aka.ms/O365Roadmap
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams-Blog/Microsoft-Teams-is-now-a-complete-meeting-and-calling-solution/ba-p/236042


 

Teams content updates

 Teams known issues

 Teams client release notes

See a weekly list of Teams topics that have been updated.

See Teams Troubleshooting.

See What's new in Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
https://support.office.com/article/what-s-new-in-microsoft-teams-d7092a6d-c896-424c-b362-a472d5f105de
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SEC T IO NSEC T IO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Quick start The Quick star tQuick star t  section introduces you to Teams in your
own organization. You can start using features like teams,
chats, file sharing, and more. 
If you're a small business, this might be all you need to roll
out Teams to your employees. 
For larger businesses, use this section to start a pilot
amongst your information technology group so you can get
familiar with Teams.

Small business setup The Small business setupSmall business setup section guides smaller
businesses through setting up Teams. Small business may
want all the core features of Teams (such as chat, teams,
channels, meetings, and phone support), but don't need to
plan for multiple office locations, rolling out Teams to large
numbers of users, and so on.

Are you looking for information on how to install the Teams client on your PC or mobile device? Go here: Download

Microsoft Teams.

Hi! Thanks for choosing Microsoft Teams. Whether you're a five-person law firm, or a large multi-national

distributor, Teams can help bring your organization together via chats, voice calling, video conferences, file

sharing, and more. And no matter whether you're just getting into collaboration tools for the first time, or if

you're upgrading to Teams from Microsoft Skype for Business, we can help you get up and running.

Because Teams supports such a wide array of organization types and starting points, there are several options

for setting it up. To help you find the information you need, we've split up some articles into two audiences:

Small businessSmall business  (fewer than 50 users) and Medium/large businessMedium/large business  (more than 50 users). When reading an

article, choose the audience tab that best matches your organization. Here are what the tabs look like:

The following is a list of sections you can choose from in the Get star tedGet star ted section and a short description of

each.

If you have an existing Skype for Business Online or on-premises Skype for Business deployment, check out the following

topics in addition to those in the Get star tedGet star ted section.

Upgrade from Skype for Business

Plan hybrid connectivity

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/deploy-overview.md
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/download-app


Enterprise setup The Enterprise setupEnterprise setup section guides larger business
through setting up Teams in situations where network
planning, lifecycle management, and wide-scale adoption,
are critical factors to successful deployment. This section also
helps you understand the requirements for audio and video
conferencing, and configuring Phone System and PSTN
connectivity.

Deploy Team clients The Deploy Teams clientsDeploy Teams clients  section provides instructions for
setting up the Teams client on PC, mobile, and other devices.
It also includes information on how larger business can
deploy Teams across your organization and what URLs and
IP addresses should be opened on your firewalls.

Teams training The Teams trainingTeams training section provides training materials for
end-users who use the Teams clients, and also for
organization admins who need to manage Teams across
your organization.

SEC T IO NSEC T IO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/training-microsoft-teams-landing-page
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 Start here

Are you looking for information on how to install the Teams client on your PC or mobile device? Go here: Download

Microsoft Teams.

Whether you're a small business or a multi-national, this is the place to start rolling out Teams. These articles will

guide you through a small-scale Teams rollout, which may be all you need if you're a small business or if you're

rolling out Teams quickly as your first Microsoft 365 workload to support remote workersremote workers .

If you're a larger organization, use these articles to pilot Teams with a small group of early adopters so you can

learn about Teams and start planning your org-wide deployment. Later, use the guidance on the Microsoft

Teams Adoption site to help you roll out Teams across your organization.

We recommend rolling out Teams in stages, workload by workload, as your organization is ready. You don'tYou don't

have to wait until you've completed one step before you move to the next.have to wait until you've completed one step before you move to the next. Some organizations may

want to roll out all Teams features at once, while others may prefer a phased approach. Here are the Teams

workloads, in the order we recommend rolling them out:

Chat, teams, channels, & apps

Meetings & conferencing

Cloud voice

If you have a medium or large organization, use Advisor for Teams to help you roll out Microsoft Teams to help

you plan the rollout of these workloads across your organization. The Advisor uses Teams itself to create a plan

tasks and assign them to owners, share documents, and enable discussions amongst your deployment team.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/get-started-with-teams-quick-start.md
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/download-app
https://adoption.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/#get-started


 Make sure you're ready

 Get familiar with Teams

TIPTIP

 Upgrade or migrate from Skype for Business

  Y O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N 'S P RO F IL EY O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N 'S P RO F IL E GUIDA N C EGUIDA N C E

I'm currently using Skype for Business
Online, and I'm ready to move to
Teams.

Go to Upgrade to Teams.

My organization is running Skype for
Business Server, and I want to roll out
Teams.

For a full-scale Teams rollout, first you
need to configure hybrid connectivity
between your on-premises
environment and Microsoft 365. Start
by reading Plan hybrid connectivity
between Skype for Business Server and
Microsoft 365 or Office 365. 

You should also review Upgrade to
Teams.

To get ready for your Teams rollout, here's what you need to do, whether Teams is your first workload ("Teams

First") or the next workload in an existing Microsoft 365 or Office 365 deployment:

Prepare your organization's network for Teams

This includes configuring your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 domain, SharePoint Online, Exchange

Online, and OneDrive for Business.

Get Teams licenses for everybody. Check out Teams plans and Microsoft Teams service description.

Learn about the benefits of installing the desktop, web, and mobile clients

If you're new to Teams, the best way to get familiar with it is to start using it right away. The great thing about

Teams is that what you set up now won't get in the way of any upgrades or migrations you might need to do

later.

Check out the learning paths and modules available in Microsoft Learn for Teams. You can get a tour of the Teams admin

center, learn how to configure your network for Teams, get ideas on how to best onboard your users to Teams, and more!

Use the steps below to set up a couple teams and onboard a few early adopters to help you get familiar with

Teams.

Step 1: Create your first teams and channels

Step 2: Onboard early adopters

Step 3: Monitor usage and feedback

Step 4: Start your organization-wide rollout

If you're coming to Teams from Skype for Business (online or on premises), or if you need a hybrid

configuration, you still want to follow the recommended path above for a Teams deployment, but first you need

to do some extra planning. Start by reviewing the guidance in the table below that applies to your organization's

profile.

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/compare-microsoft-teams-options
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/teams/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/m365-teams-navigate-admin-portal/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/m365-teams-connectivity/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/m365-teams-onboard-users/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-hybrid-connectivity


I don't have Skype for Business Server,
but I do have an on-premises Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)
solution. I want to roll out Teams, but I
want to keep my on-premises PSTN
solution.

Roll out Teams following the
suggestions in this article.

Then read Plan Direct Routing to learn
about using Phone System Direct
Routing to hook up your on-premises
PSTN solution with Teams.

  Y O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N 'S P RO F IL EY O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N 'S P RO F IL E GUIDA N C EGUIDA N C E
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 Suggestions for your first teams and channels

  "Get to know Teams" team"Get to know Teams" team

C H A N N ELC H A N N EL DESC RIP T IO N  A N D USA GEDESC RIP T IO N  A N D USA GE P IN N ED TA B S,  B OT S,  A N D A P P SP IN N ED TA B S,  B OT S,  A N D A P P S

General All teams start with a General channel.
Use this channel to make
announcements as you start getting
to know Teams.

Say hi Introduce yourself to the team and
share what you want to get from
Teams.

How do I A channel to ask how-to questions.
Step 1 – install the desktop and mobile
clients.
Step 2 – jump into Teams.

Pinned tab that links to the Teams help
center
Pinned tab that links to Teams training
videos
Pinned tab that links to Teams desktop
and mobile client download links

Feedback Share your thoughts on your Teams
experiences.

Pinned tab with Polly Poll

Ideas for future teams Share your thoughts on where Teams
can drive additional value in your
organization. What could these teams
be called? Who would be members?

Setting up and using your first set of teams and channels builds your experience with Teams and identifies

champions who can help drive Teams adoption across your organization. If you haven't installed Teams yet,

check out Get Teams clients and Sign in to Teams using modern authentication.

A team is a collection of people who gather together around a common goal. Channels are the collaboration

spaces within a team where the actual work gets done.

To learn more, see Overview of teams and channels in Teams and Best practices for organizing teams in Teams.

We suggest you start with a "Get to know Teams" team where your early adopters can play around, ask

questions, and discover the capabilities of Teams. This team can be essential to your success as you begin to

experiment with Teams.

Your project team can use the "Getting to know Teams" team to ensure they're set up with Teams clients, have

some initial conversations, and explore what Teams can do. You may already have a group of people in your

organization who enjoy getting early access to new capabilities. This can be one of their initial teams when you

bring them on board and will help you get early feedback.

Here's a suggested structure for the team.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/get-started-with-teams-create-your-first-teams-and-channels.md
https://support.office.com/teams
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-teams-video-training-4f108e54-240b-4351-8084-b1089f0d21d7
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads


Support If something isn't working as expected,
use this channel to get help.

C H A N N ELC H A N N EL DESC RIP T IO N  A N D USA GEDESC RIP T IO N  A N D USA GE P IN N ED TA B S,  B OT S,  A N D A P P SP IN N ED TA B S,  B OT S,  A N D A P P S

 Get your first teams up and running

NOTENOTE

  Create a teamCreate a team

  Add a team ownerAdd a team owner

  Create a channel in a teamCreate a channel in a team

As an admin, you can create and manage teams and channels in the Teams client or the Microsoft Teams admin

center. You can create teams as public or private. You can also create an org-wide team. Anyone using Teams in

your organization can join a public team. For private teams, team owners manage team membership. And for an

org-wide team, everyone in your organization is automatically added.

To get started, we recommend you create private teams and add another owner to manage team settings and

membership.

In the steps that follow, we use the Teams desktop client to create teams and channels. Keep in mind that as an admin,

you can also do these tasks in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

On the left side of Teams, click TeamsTeams , at the bottom of the teams list, click Join or create a teamJoin or create a team, and then

click Create a new teamCreate a new team.

Once you've created the team, invite people to join it. You can add individual users, groups, and even entire

contact groups (formerly known as "distribution lists").

Find the team that you created, click More options úúúMore options úúú > Manage teamManage team. Then go to the MembersMembers  tab. Find

the people you want to designate as team owners. Under RoleRole, click OwnerOwner .

Find the team that you created, click More options ...More options ... > Add channelAdd channel . You can also click Manage teamManage team and

add a channel in the ChannelsChannels  tab.

Give the channel a descriptive name to make it easier for users to understand the purpose of the channel.

As a team owner, you can automatically favorite channels for the whole team, making the channels more visible



 Next steps

for everyone on the team. You can also pin tabs to the channel to add tools, such as OneNote, links to webpages,

and other content to make it easy for users to find what they need and share their thoughts.

Here's an example of the "How do I" channel in the "Get to know Teams" team, showing pinned tabs that link to

Teams webpages – Teams video training, Teams help center, and Teams download links.

Go to Onboard your early adopters.
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 Invite users to Teams

Welcome to Microsoft Teams for <insert_company_name>. Teams is a chat-based workspace that brings together 
chat, files, people, and tools in one place. 

We created a team called "Get to know Teams" to get you started. Use it to experiment, ask questions, and 
discover the possibilities of Teams. 

To join, click <link to the team>.

 Get Teams clients

  Desktop clientDesktop client

NOTENOTE

  Teams for WindowsTeams for Windows

Send a welcome email to users with the names and descriptions of the teams you created and invite them to

join the conversations in Teams. Be sure to include the following links in the email so they know where to get

Teams clients, training, and support:

Teams web client

Desktop and mobile client download links

Teams training videos

Teams Help documentation

For example, for the "Get to know Teams" team, you might want to start your email like this:

Engage with users when they first join. Post a welcome message in Teams and start a chat in a channel. Doing

this sets the tone and encourages users to make the switch to Teams. In the welcome message, include the same

links you sent in email so users know where to get Teams as well as any other helpful information to get users

up and running quickly. Touch base with users to ensure they know how to download, install, and sign in to

Teams so they can start chatting, sharing files, and collaborating with each other.

Teams has clients for desktop (Windows and Mac), web, and mobile (iOS and Android). We recommend users

install the desktop and mobile clients to have the best experience with Teams.

Jump to: Teams for Windows | Teams for Mac | Teams for web browsers | Teams for iOS | Teams for Android

The Teams desktop client gives Windows and Mac users the best overall experience. To learn more, see Get

clients for Teams (Desktop client) and Hardware requirements for the Microsoft Teams app.

As an admin, you can choose the method to distribute the installation files to computers in your organization, such as

Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager (Windows) or Jamf Pro (macOS).

The easiest way to install the Windows desktop client is to:

1. Download the Windows desktop client from https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads.

2. Run the installer (doesn't require admin permissions).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/get-started-with-teams-onboard-early-adopters.md
https://teams.microsoft.com
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-teams-video-training-4f108e54-240b-4351-8084-b1089f0d21d7
https://support.office.com/teams
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads


NOTENOTE

  Teams for MacTeams for Mac

  Web clientWeb client

B RO W SERB RO W SER
C A L L IN G -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N DC A L L IN G -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N D
SH A RIN GSH A RIN G
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SH A RIN GSH A RIN G     

Internet Explorer 11 Not supported Meetings are supported only if the
meeting includes PSTN coordinates. To
attend a meeting on IE11 without
PSTN coordinates, users must
download the Teams desktop client.

Video: Not supported

Sharing: Incoming sharing only (no
outgoing)  

Microsoft 365 apps and services will
not support Internet Explorer 11
starting August 17, 2021 (Microsoft
Teams will not support Internet
Explorer 11 earlier, starting November
30, 2020). Learn more. Please note
that Internet Explorer 11 will remain a
supported browser. Internet Explorer
11 is a component of the Windows
operating system and follows the
Lifecycle Policy for the product on
which it is installed.

Microsoft Edge, RS2 or later Fully supported, except no outgoing
sharing

Fully supported, except no outgoing
sharing

Microsoft Edge (Chromium-based), the
latest version plus two previous
versions

Fully supported Fully supported

Google Chrome, the latest version plus
two previous versions

Fully supported Fully supported 

Sharing is supported without any
plug-ins or extensions on Chrome
version 72 or later.

3. Start Teams after installation completes.

Later, when you're considering a more formal, mass rollout of Teams across your organization, check out the Teams

Windows desktop client video to learn how to plan for and deploy it.

The easiest way to install the Mac desktop client is to:

1. Download the Mac desktop client from https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads.

2. Run the installer (requires admin permissions).

3. Start Teams after installation completes.

Teams provides a feature-rich web client, https://teams.microsoft.com, that supports a variety of browsers.

Teams fully supports the following Internet browsers, with noted exceptions for calling and meetings. This table

applies to operating systems running on desktop computers.

11 22 33

4

https://aka.ms/teams-clients
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads
https://teams.microsoft.com
https://www.microsoft.com/edge/business
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/lifecycle/faq/internet-explorer-microsoft-edge


Safari 14+ 1:1 calls not supported. Group calls
fully supported.

Video: Fully supported

Sharing: Fully supported 

Meetings: Fully supported

Video: Fully supported

Sharing: Fully supported 

Safari 13.1+ 1:1 calls not supported. Group calls
supported with full audio support.

Video: Incoming only

Sharing: Fully supported 

Meetings are supported with full audio
support.

Video: Incoming only

Sharing: Fully supported 

Firefox, the latest version plus two
previous versions

Not supported Meetings are supported only if the
meeting includes PSTN coordinates. To
attend a meeting on Firefox without
PSTN coordinates, users must
download the Teams desktop client.

Video: Not supported

Sharing: Incoming sharing only (no
outgoing) 

Safari versions before 13 Not supported Meetings are supported only if the
meeting includes PSTN coordinates. To
attend a meeting on Safari without
PSTN coordinates, users must
download the Teams desktop client.

Video: Not supported

Sharing: Incoming sharing only (no
outgoing)

Safari is enabled on versions higher
than 11.1 in preview. While in preview,
there are known issues with Safari's
Intelligent Tracking Prevention.

B RO W SERB RO W SER
C A L L IN G -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N DC A L L IN G -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N D
SH A RIN GSH A RIN G
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 To give and take control of shared content during sharing, both parties must be using the Teams desktop client.

Control isn't supported when either party is running Teams in a browser. This is due to a technical limitation that

we're planning to fix.

1

 Blur my background isn't available when you run Teams in a browser. This feature is only available in the Teams

desktop client.

2

 Teams meetings on browsers are limited to a single incoming video feed of active speaker.3

 Edge RS2 or later doesn't support sending real-time audio and video traffic through HTTP proxies.4

https://support.office.com/article/safari-browser-support-1aac0a7c-35a8-42c1-a7df-f674afe234df


NOTENOTE

  Mobile clientMobile client

  Teams for iOSTeams for iOS

  Teams for AndroidTeams for Android

 Drive initial adoption

 Next steps

As long as an operating system can run the supported browser, Teams is supported on desktop computers. For example,

running Firefox on the Linux operating system is an option for using Teams.

For mobile operating systems, we recommend that you run the Teams app, available from the Android and iOS stores.

Running Teams in a mobile operating system is supported, but many features are unavailable.

The Teams mobile clients for iOS and Android keep users connected and productive when on-the-go. To learn

more, see Get clients for Teams (Mobile clients).

Users running iOS 10.0 or later can download the Teams mobile app from the Apple App Store and get started

right away.

Users running Android 4.4 or later can download the Teams mobile app from the Google Play Store and get

started right away.

It's important to encourage your early adopters to actively use Teams to promote new collaboration experiences

and develop Teams champions. We recommend using the "How do I" channel in the "Get to know Teams" team

you created to share guidance with your users to help drive adoption.

For detailed guidance on driving Teams adoption for your organization, see Adopt Teams.

Go to Monitor usage and feedback.
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 Monitor usage

  Teams analytics & reports (Microsoft Teams admin center)Teams analytics & reports (Microsoft Teams admin center)

It's important to know how users are using Teams and what their experience is with Teams. Usage reports can

help you better understand usage patterns, and along with user feedback, give you insights to inform your

wider rollout and where to prioritize training and communication efforts.

For your first set of teams, we recommend you review reports twice a week to understand emerging trends.

For example, usage reports show that not many users are using the Teams mobile clients. This may indicate that

users aren't sure how to install the clients. Posting step-by-step installation instructions in a channel may help

drive usage of a wider range of clients. Or, usage reports show that users are primarily using Teams for private

chats. In this example, you may want to review your team scenarios because users are chatting outside the initial

teams and channels that were set up.

Here's how to get reports to view Teams usage.

Teams reports in the Microsoft Teams admin center give you insights into how Teams is used in your

organization. Use the reports to get a view into Teams usage, user activity, and device usage across your

organization.

To view these reports, you must be a global admin in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, Teams service admin, or

Skype for Business admin. Go to the Microsoft Teams admin center, in the left navigation, select Analytics &Analytics &

repor tsrepor ts , and then under Repor tRepor t, choose the report you want to run.

Teams usage repor tTeams usage repor t: This report gives you an overview of usage activity in Teams, including the total

active users and channels, and the number of active users and channels, guests, and messages in each

team.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/get-started-with-teams-monitor-usage-and-feedback.md


  Teams activity reports (Microsoft 365 admin center)Teams activity reports (Microsoft 365 admin center)

Teams user activity repor tTeams user activity repor t: This report gives you insight into the types of activities users engage in,

such as how many people communicate through 1:1 calls, channel messages, and private chat messages.

 `

Teams device usage repor tTeams device usage repor t: This report shows you how users connect to Teams, including how many

people use Teams on their mobile devices when on-the-go.

To learn more, check out Teams analytics and reporting.

You can also view Teams activity through reports that are available from the Microsoft 365 admin center. These

reports are part of the Microsoft 365 reports in the Microsoft 365 admin center and provide information about

user activity and device usage.

To view these reports, go to the Microsoft 365 admin center, click Repor tsRepor ts  > UsageUsage. Under Select a repor tSelect a repor t,

click Microsoft TeamsMicrosoft Teams . From here, choose the report you want to view.

To learn more, go to Use activity reports for Teams.



  Microsoft 365 usage analyticsMicrosoft 365 usage analytics

 Gather feedback

 Next steps

You can use Microsoft 365 usage analytics in Power BI to view and analyze usage data for Teams and other

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 products and services. Microsoft 365 usage analytics is a content pack that includes

a pre-built dashboard and a number of pre-built reports. Each report gives you specific usage data and insights.

To connect to the content pack, you need Power BI and must be a global admin in Microsoft 365, Office 365, or

reports reader. If you don't already have Power BI, sign up for the free Power BI service.

To learn more, see Microsoft 365 usage analytics.

The adoption of a new collaboration experience is about changing the behavior of users. Enabling change

requires training, encouragement, and positive examples. It's important for users to have a voice during the

transition to Teams and to be able to openly share their experiences. We recommend using the Feedback

channel in the "Get to know Teams" team you created to collect and address feedback from users on their

experiences with Teams.

Go to Get resources to plan your organization-wide rollout of Teams.

https://powerbi.microsoft.com
https://support.office.com/article/Microsoft-365-usage-analytics-77ff780d-ab19-4553-adea-09cb65ad0f1f
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TIPTIP

 

 

Now that you've successfully set up your first teams and onboarded a few early adopters, it's time to begin your

rollout of Teams to the rest of your organization.

Before you begin your Teams rollout, we strongly recommend that you complete the Prepare for a Teams deployment

with Microsoft 365 Microsoft Learn module. This 30 minute module will jump-start your understanding of Teams and talk

through key decisions you need to make as you roll out Teams.

If you want to check out more learning paths and modules available for Teams, see Microsoft Learn for Teams.

Select Small businessSmall business  if you only have a few employees or don't have multiple locations or a complex

network.

Select Medium/large businessMedium/large business  if you want to create a formal adoption process for key stakeholders; have

multiple locations or a large network with proxy servers or multiple firewalls; have complex compliance

requirements; or have other non-standard requirements that require extra planning.

Small business

Medium/large business

Teams small business setup is great for organizations that want all the functionality of Teams but don't have the

characteristics of larger organizations that require extra planning. For example, small organizations may not

need a large-scale deployment process, or not need to conform to regulatory requirements in multiple

countries.

If this sounds like your organization, you can complete Teams small business setup. Small business setup gets

you up and running with Teams quickly, letting you skip some of the considerations specific to larger

organizations.

Go to small business

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/get-started-with-teams-resources-for-org-wide-rollout.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/m365-teams-collab-prepare-deployment/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/teams/
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 IT admin guidance

 End-user communications

 End-user guidance

 Additional resources for supporting remote workers

Does your organization want to use Microsoft Teams to support your users who work remotely or from home?

Use the guidance in this article to get up and running quickly.

If you're a small or medium-sized business, don't miss Empower your small business with remote work.

Make sure everyone has access to Teams with a paid subscription that includes Teams. As an option,

eligible organizations can use the Free version of TeamsFree version of Teams , or employees can activate the TeamsTeams

Explorator yExplorator y  experience.

If you already have a subscription that includes Teams, turn it on for ever yoneturn it on for ever yone.

Understand how to get your organization started with Meetings and live events in TeamsMeetings and live events in Teams .

For more, read Additional resources for supporting remote workers below.

Ready to roll out Teams to your users? Get the Customer Success KitCustomer Success Kit, which contains these great email

templates:

Use the Announcement EmailAnnouncement Email  to tell users that Teams is available for them.

Send Countdown - Your First Day in Teams EmailCountdown - Your First Day in Teams Email  to help users feel productive quickly.

A few days later, send the Tips and Tr icks EmailTips and Tr icks Email  to help your users get the most out of Teams.

Share these assets and videos with your end users to help them get started quickly:

Watch the Welcome videoWelcome video to get an overview of Teams.

Download the Quick Star t GuideQuick Star t Guide to learn the Teams basics.

Watch a series of short Quick Star t videosQuick Star t videos  for a walkthrough of Teams.

Watch the Meetings videosMeetings videos  to learn how to use meetings in Teams.

1. Read the FAQ: Support your remote workforce, which we're updating regularly.

2. Use Advisor for Teams to help you roll out Teams. Advisor for Teams (in the Teams admin center) walks

you through your Teams deployment.

3. Read our recent blog posts:

How Microsoft is enabling its employees to work remotely with Microsoft Teams

Helping small and medium-sized businesses work remotely with Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/support-remote-work-with-teams.md
https://aka.ms/remote-business
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://support.office.com/article/Welcome-to-Microsoft-Teams-free-6d79a648-6913-4696-9237-ed13de64ae3c
https://aka.ms/TeamsCustomerSuccess
https://support.office.com/article/video-welcome-to-microsoft-teams-b98d533f-118e-4bae-bf44-3df2470c2b12?wt.mc_id=otc_microsoft_teams
https://download.microsoft.com/download/D/9/F/D9FE8B9E-22F5-47BF-A1AB-09539C41FCD0/Teams%20QS.pdf
https://support.office.com/article/video-what-is-microsoft-teams-422bf3aa-9ae8-46f1-83a2-e65720e1a34d
https://support.office.com/article/join-a-teams-meeting-078e9868-f1aa-4414-8bb9-ee88e9236ee4
https://www.microsoft.com/itshowcase/blog/how-microsoft-enables-its-employees-to-work-remotely/
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/blog/2020/03/17/helping-smb-customers-work-remotely-microsoft-teams/


The top nine ways Microsoft IT is enabling remote work for its employees

4. Teams for Education

If you work in education and want to set up teachers, students, and administrators on Teams, use

Office 365 A1. This free version of Office 365 is available to all educational institutions. Sign up at

Get Office 365 free for your entire school.

Don't miss Get started with Teams for remote learning.

5. Make sure your employees have adequate internet access and bandwidth for Teams. Use the guidance in

Prepare your organization's network for Teams to learn how to ensure adequate bandwidth.

Limited bandwidth can affect audio quality in Teams meetings. To ensure the best meeting

experience under low-bandwidth conditions, encourage users to limit video and use PSTN for calls

and meeting audio.

Read this timely blog (March 6, 2020), How to quickly optimize Microsoft 365 or Office 365 traffic

for remote staff & reduce the load on your infrastructure.

March 26, 2020 blog: Running on VPN: How Microsoft is keeping its remote workforce connected

If you're in China, check out Microsoft 365 or Office 365 global tenant performance optimization

for China users.

If you need help with troubleshooting or with fixing problems with call or meeting quality, then

follow the guidance in Known issue - China: Dialing into Skype for Business/Teams conference IDs

at the bottom of this article.

6. Security when everyone's working from home

Top tips for working more securely from home

Microsoft Security blog (March 26, 2020): Alternative ways for security professionals and IT to

achieve modern security controls in today's unique remote work scenarios

Work remotely, stay secure—guidance for CISOs

Top 12 tasks for security teams to support working from home

Optimize Microsoft 365 or Office 365 connectivity for remote users using VPN split tunneling

Security and Teams goes into all the technical details of Teams security, as part of Microsoft 365

enterprise-grade security best practices and procedures.

7. Share a link to Teams video training to help your employees get the most out of Teams.

8. Go deeper : Learn more about rolling out Teams.

As a mid-sized organization (500-5000 users), start your Teams journey with live, interactive

workshops.

Join one of our online classes to see Teams in action and get your questions answered.

Share in-depth training videos with users who want to learn more.

Read How to roll out Teams to learn how to get ready for and manage Teams.

9. Read our new content about working remotely and share it with your users:

Microsoft blog (March 10, 2020): Staying productive while working remotely with Teams

Work remotely with Teams

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2020/03/12/top-9-ways-microsoft-it-enabling-remote-work-employees/
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/academic/compare-office-365-education-plans
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/office-365-blog/how-to-quickly-optimize-office-365-traffic-for-remote-staff-amp/ba-p/1214571
https://www.microsoft.com/itshowcase/blog/running-on-vpn-how-microsoft-is-keeping-its-remote-workforce-connected/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/office-365-networking-china
https://support.office.com/article/top-tips-for-working-more-securely-from-home-c3e6c940-43a6-43a3-b780-b8784776c2a8
https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2020/03/26/alternative-security-professionals-it-achieve-modern-security-controls-todays-unique-remote-work-scenarios/
https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/?p=90736
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/top-security-tasks-for-remote-work
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/office-365-vpn-split-tunnel
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-teams-video-training-4f108e54-240b-4351-8084-b1089f0d21d7
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-in-30-workshops
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/instructor-led-training-teams-landing-page.html#body
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXPr7gfUMmKzR7_jXN5s886apYoHNC3Xk
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/blog/2020/03/10/staying-productive-while-working-remotely-with-microsoft-teams/
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/work-remotely


  Known issue - China: Dialing into Skype for Business or Teams conference IDsKnown issue - China: Dialing into Skype for Business or Teams conference IDs

NOTENOTE

Teams blog (February 28, 2020): Four tips for working from home with Microsoft Teams

Collaborate with Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Work remotely with Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Nine tips for working remotely

Satya Nadella and Teams Product Marketing Manager Aya Tange video about using Teams to work

remotely (March 20, 2020)

10. Encourage everyone to install and use the mobile app: iOS or Android.

If you're in China, go here to Get Teams for Android in China.

11. Use Teams to stay in touch with your employees:

Org-wide teams and Company Communicator app template.

Send out information about your org's work-from-home and health and safety policies.

Use Live events for company-wide meetings and outreach. If your meeting reaches the Limits and

specifications of a Teams regular meeting, then make it a live event. Turn on live captions for

meetings and live events. Turn on subtitles in live events. These features increase inclusivity,

productivity, and comprehension.

12. Staff up your helpdesk to deal with user inquiries.

13. If you're new to the Teams admin role, check out Admin training for Teams.

14. Make sure your users have the devices they need to be seen and heard clearly. Check out Teams-certified

devices for personal and shared spaces.

The following is a summary of a Feb 7, 2020 Message center post (MC203397):

Microsoft understands that some users in the China region are experiencing issues dialing into Skype for

Business or Teams conference IDs. In most cases, these problems are external to systems under our control.

Often, the issue is with local mobile and telephony carriers.

We recommend the following if you're having audio conferencing problems:

Ask the caller or meeting organizer to call your PSTN or mobile number.

Join the call or meeting from the desktop or mobile clients, using VoIP.

If you need to log a support ticket, include the following items:

Exact time of call

Conference bridge number dialed

Caller phone network

Caller phone number

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-blog/4-tips-for-working-from-home-with-microsoft-teams-by-lola/ba-p/1202083
https://support.office.com/article/Collaborate-with-Office-365-ac05a41e-0b49-4420-9ebc-190ee4e744f4
https://support.office.com/article/work-remotely-with-office-365-164946c8-a47a-470e-a0b4-feb12a2eea04
https://www.microsoft.com/tips/home/working-remotely
https://www.linkedin.com/embed/feed/update/urn:li:ugcPost:6646786497422987264?compact=1
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=835758
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=2102168
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/samples/app-templates#company-communicator
https://support.office.com/article/Use-live-captions-in-a-Teams-meeting-4be2d304-f675-4b57-8347-cbd000a21260
https://support.office.com/article/Use-live-captions-in-a-live-event-1d6778d4-6c65-4189-ab13-e2d77beb9e2a
https://aka.ms/TeamsDevices
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NOTENOTE

 Workloads
  Chat, teams, and channelsChat, teams, and channels

TIPTIP

There are lots of ways you can customize Teams. The following sections show you how to set up each Teams

workload: chats, teams and channelschats, teams and channels ; meetings and conferencingmeetings and conferencing; and cloud voicecloud voice. The order in which

you set up each workload is up to you. While we recommend setting up the chats, teams, and channels

workload first, you can start with meetings and conferencing or even cloud voice. The choice is yours.

If you haven't done so already, we strongly suggest that you begin your Teams deployment with a pilot. A pilot will allow

you and a few early adopters to get familiar with Teams and its features before your planning and eventual roll out. For

more information about how to start your pilot, check out Get started with Microsoft Teams.

Before you roll out Teams broadly, make sure your organization is ready by reviewing the items in Make sure

you're ready.

Jump to the section you're interested in:

Workloads

Deploy clients

Training

Chat, teams, and channels

Meetings and conferencing

Business Voice

Chat, teams, and channels, are the cornerstone of Teams. ChatChat lets one or more users talk to each other, share

files, and meet privately. TeamsTeams , which can be visible to everyone in your organization or only to those in the

team, let the right people collaborate whatever the task or occasion, whether it's a long-running project or

planning for a birthday party. ChannelsChannels  within teams can segment topics, projects, departments, or anything

else make sense for your team. For details about chat, teams, and channels, check out Overview of teams and

channels.

See how you can manage team roles, access, and messaging policies by completing the Manage Microsoft Teams module

on Microsoft Learn.

As you think about rolling out teams and channels, you need to decide who should be able to create them,

whether guests from outside your organization can access them, and so on. The article Chat, teams, channels, &

apps in Microsoft Teams has lots of information about planning for chat, teams, and channels, however, here are

some key things from that article you should think about. Select on a decision if you want more information

about it.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/deploy-small-business.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/m365-teams-collab-manage-teams/
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Who should be Teams administrators? Admin roles can be used to grant specific permissions to
people who you want to administer Teams. Small businesses
may not need these extra roles because the same person
may be responsible for all aspects of Teams. You can always
add or remove administrators later on.

Use Microsoft Teams administrator roles to manage Teams

Who should be Team owners and members? Team owners control who can access a team and its
channels. They can decide whether a team or channel is
public (to the organization) or private and can set up policies
like whether a channel should be moderated. Members can
access the team and its channels (unless a channel is set to
private and they're not a member of that channel) and can
be designated as moderators.

Assign team owners and members in Microsoft Teams

Should guest access be enabled? Guest access lets people in your organization invite people
outside your organization access your teams and channels.
Guest access is often used to collaborate with people outside
your organization who don't have a formal relationship with
yours. For example, you might invite a project planner to
work on a project temporarily.
Guest access is different than external access. Guest access
invites specific individuals access to interact with people in
your organization. 
Guest access is turned OffOff by default. 

Turn on or turn off guest access to Microsoft Teams

  Meetings and conferencingMeetings and conferencing

TIPTIP

You don't need to do anything else for your users to start using chat, teams, and channels. However, there are

lots of options for controlling how Teams is used. You can changes now, or wait until you can see how people are

using Teams. For more information, check out the following articles:

Manage messaging policies in Teams

Teams settings

Meetings and conferencing lets people in your organization meet with each other and those outside your

organization. Anyone with a Teams or Skype for Business client can join meetingsmeetings  to which they've been

invited. Using the microphone, camera, and screen of their device lets participants join in the conversation

without the need for a phone. Participants can chat, make voice calls, and share video and apps with other

participants using a PC or mobile device.

Audio conferencingAudio conferencing lets participants join to meetings via a regular phone by calling a conference phone

number and entering a meeting ID. Audio conferencing is useful when a participant doesn't have a good Internet

connection, the meeting is voice-only, or some other circumstance doesn't allow them to join via the Teams

client.

Get more familiar with meetings and events by completing the Manage meetings, conferences, and events with Microsoft

Teams module on Microsoft Learn.

Meetings are enabled by default in Teams, however, you can control the meeting experience for organizers and

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/m365-teams-collab-manage-meetings


  Business VoiceBusiness Voice

 Deploy clients

TIPTIP

 Training

participants. You can also set policies for what people are, and aren't, allowed to do before and during meetings.

For more information, check out the following articles:

Admin quick start - Meetings and live events in Microsoft Teams

Set up Audio Conferencing for small and medium businesses

Microsoft 365 Business Voice is a great solution for businesses with fewer than 300 users that gives you all the

features of an office phone system. Business Voice includes voicemail, caller ID, phone system menus, toll-free

numbers, and more, without the need to manage a complex and costly on-premises phone system.

Based on Microsoft 365 Phone System, Business Voice simplifies adding voice to your organization by bundling

Phone System features and add-ons, and providing an easy-to-follow wizard to help you set up your phone

system. If your organization is located in a country or region that supports Business Voice, you can transfer your

phone numbers to Microsoft 365 and let us manage your phone system for you.

With Microsoft 365 as your phone system, you can turn any device into a phone by installing the Teams client

on it. Or, if you'd rather have a traditional desk phone or conference phone, there are many Teams-certified

devices to choose from. Either way, calls are always routed to where you are, and calls you make always have

your office phone number.

If you're interested in trying out Business Voice, check out What do I need to buy to use Microsoft 365 Business

Voice?.

When you're ready for your users to start using Teams, they can install the Teams client on their Windows, Mac,

or Linux PC, or on their Android or iOS device. Users can download the Teams client directly from

https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads.

Make sure everyone who'll be using Teams has a Teams license. For more information about assigning a Teams

license, see Manage user access to Teams.

Get recommendations on how to plan your Teams client deployment by completing the Deploy Microsoft Teams clients

module on Microsoft Learn.

If your organization uses Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager, Group Policy, or a third-party distribution

mechanism, to deploy software to your user's computers, see Install Microsoft Teams using Microsoft Endpoint

Configuration Manager.

If you want detailed information about deploying Teams clients, see Get clients for Microsoft Teams.

For information on how to train your users to use Teams, see Microsoft Teams training.

https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/m365-teams-collab-deploy-clients/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/training-microsoft-teams-landing-page
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NOTENOTE

 Architecture

 Workloads

 Network planner

If you're a medium or large business, you need to think about how you're going to roll out the service to your

users, how you're going to deploy the Microsoft Teams client to them, how your network design could impact

the quality of real-time communication, and so on. Check out the following sections for pointers to articles

that'll help you plan for Teams in your organization.

If you haven't done so already, we strongly suggest that you begin your Teams deployment with a pilot. A pilot will allow

you and a few early adopters to get familiar with Teams and its features before your planning and eventual roll out. For

more information about how to start your pilot, check out Get started with Microsoft Teams.

After you've read the sections below and are ready to start deploying Teams in your organization, see Set up

Microsoft Teams in your enterprise.

Teams is tightly integrated into Microsoft 365 and uses many features to power chat, file sharing, meetings,

telephony, video streaming, and more. Before you roll out Teams, check out Microsoft Teams IT architecture and

telephony solutions posters to get familiar with how Teams works with the rest of Microsoft 365 to create a

complete collaboration experience for your users.

Teams has three workloads that can be deployed independently of each other : chat, teams, and channelschat, teams, and channels ;

meetings and conferencingmeetings and conferencing; and Phone System and PSTN (public switched telephone network)Phone System and PSTN (public switched telephone network)

connectivityconnectivity . Each workload has its own section in our documentation to make it easier to find information

about that workload. This includes deployment planning information.

To see deployment planning information for the workload you want to deploy, see the following articles:

Chat, teams, and channels

Meetings and conferencing

Phone System and PSTN connectivity

Network planning for Teams is extremely important when you have large numbers of users, complex networks,

or both. Teams supports voice calling and video conferencing, both of which rely on real-time communications

to provide the best experience possible for users. Networks must:

Have sufficient bandwidth capacity to accommodate the number of concurrent voice calls, video conferences,

meetings, screen sharing, and so on.

Have network hardware that supports real-time communication protocols.

Allow the required network ports between devices on your networks, Microsoft 365 services, and external

users.

See the following articles to help you understand Teams network requirements:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/deploy-enterprise-overview.md


 Teams advisor

TIPTIP

 Lifecycle and governance planning

Prepare your organization's network for Microsoft Teams

Proxy servers for Teams or Skype for Business Online

To help you with your planning, Teams includes the Network planner. The Network planner asks you questions

about the number and types of users you have, how many sites your organization has, the bandwidth capacity

of your network links, and more. Using this information, the Network planner creates a report that shows the

bandwidth requirements for each activity, along with the recommendations.

Go to Network planner

(You must be a Microsoft 365 global admin to open the Network planner.)

For details about how the Network planner works, see Use the Network planner for Microsoft Teams.

To see an example of how Network planner can plan your network, see Using Network Planner - example

scenario.

The Teams advisor is a solution within Teams that brings together teams, channels, file sharing, and Planner, to

create a deployment project for your organization. Teams advisor creates project plan, specific to the workload

you select (such as chat, teams, and channels), that includes the recommended tasks you should perform during

your deployment. Each task contains instructions, suggestions, and links to relevant articles, to guide you

through the process. You can easily assign tasks to one or more individuals, and specify start and end dates for

each task.

See how you can use Teams advisor to help you plan your Teams deployment by completing the Roll out using the Teams

advisor module on Microsoft Learn.

Go to Teams advisor

(You must be a Microsoft 365 global admin to open the Teams advisor.)

For details about how the Teams advisor works, see Use Advisor for Teams to help you roll out Microsoft Teams.

As you plan your Teams deployment, you need to consider the lifecycle of teams, channels, files, and so on, in

your organization. You should also think about what types of information will be stored in them. Teams may be

created for a specific project, for a department, or they might be used as a central resource for the entire

organization. Each of these uses have different requirements, which drive questions like the following:

How long will the teams remain active?

Who should own and manage the teams and their channels?

Should certain compliance requirements apply to some teams, but not others?

Should there be a naming policy to help users identify the right team?

Creating policies and guidelines as part of your initial deployment will help ensure that your users can find the

information they need. Just as importantly, however, appropriate policies will help protect your organization

from information leakage, help you conform to regulatory requirements, and help you retain information as

needed for archival purposes.

To learn more about lifecycle management and governance in Teams, see the following:

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/networkplanner/organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/about-admin-roles#commonly-used-microsoft-365-admin-center-roles
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/tutorial-network-planner-example.html#body
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/m365-teams-rollout-using-advisor/
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/teams-deployment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/about-admin-roles#commonly-used-microsoft-365-admin-center-roles


 Adoption

Plan for lifecycle management in Teams

Plan for governance in Teams

To ensure that your organization and your users get the most out of Teams, you need an adoption program. An

effective adoption program can mobilize early adopters who can:

Articulate the benefits of Teams to their colleagues and to business or group leaders.

Spark excitement in others who see how Teams improves collaboration and makes it easier to connect with

each other.

Help evaluate existing business processes and make recommendations for how Teams can be integrated into

them.

Report back to the deployment team both successes and difficulties to help improve the adoption process.

For details about setting up an adoption program, see Adopt Microsoft Teams.
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 Teams as part of Microsoft 365

 Groups in Microsoft 365

 Microsoft voice solutions

Teams is central to the logical architecture of productivity services in Microsoft 365 - including data governance,

security, and compliance capabilities.

This series of illustrations provides a view into the logical architecture of productivity services for enterprise

architects, leading with Teams.

 

PDF | Visio

This is what IT architects need to know about groups in Microsoft 365. These illustrations detail the different

types of groups, how they're created and managed, and a few governance recommendations.

 

PDF | Visio

Microsoft supports several options as you begin your journey to Teams in the Microsoft cloud. This poster helps

you decide which Microsoft voice solution (Phone System in the cloud or Enterprise Voice on-premises) is right

for users in your organization, and how your organization can connect to the Public Switched Telephone

Network (PSTN).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-architecture-solutions-posters.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-Enterprise/raw/live/Enterprise/downloads/msft-m365-teams-logical-architecture.pdf
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-Enterprise/raw/live/Enterprise/downloads/msft-m365-teams-logical-architecture.pdf
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-Enterprise/raw/live/Enterprise/downloads/msft-m365-teams-logical-architecture.vsdx
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-Enterprise/raw/live/Enterprise/downloads/msft-m365-groups.pdf
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-Enterprise/raw/live/Enterprise/downloads/msft-m365-groups.pdf
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-Enterprise/raw/live/Enterprise/downloads/msft-m365-groups.vsdx


 See Also

 

PDF | Visio

For more information, see the article for this poster : Microsoft voice solutions

Microsoft cloud IT architecture resources

Download Microsoft Teams

https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/3/5/435cd4e9-ca56-4fd1-acb6-d1fda7952320/microsoft-voice-solutions.pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/3/5/435cd4e9-ca56-4fd1-acb6-d1fda7952320/microsoft-voice-solutions.pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/7/5/c/75c13012-e20c-48bd-a6dd-ea49d1a3420d/microsoft-voice-solutions.vsdx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/microsoft-cloud-it-architecture-resources
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/download-app#desktopAppDownloadregion
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 Network requirements

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Best practice: Monitor your network using CQD and call analyticsBest practice: Monitor your network using CQD and call analytics

If you've already optimized your network for Microsoft 365 or Office 365, you're probably ready for Microsoft

Teams. In any case - and especially if you're rolling out Teams quickly as your first Microsoft 365 or Office 365

workload to support remote workersremote workers  - check the following before you begin your Teams rollout:

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

D N S  R E C O R DD N S  R E C O R D S E R V I C ES E R V I C E P R O TO C O LP R O TO C O L P R I O R I T YP R I O R I T Y W E I G H TW E I G H T P O R TP O R T TA R G E TTA R G E T

SRV sipfederation
tls

TCP 100 1 5061 sipfed.online.l
ync.com

1. Do all your locations have internet access (so they can connect to Microsoft 365 or Office 365)? In

addition to normal web traffic, make sure you've opened the TCP ports and IP addresses listed for Teams

in Office 365 URLs and IP address ranges.

If you need to federate with Skype for Business, either on-premises or online, you will need to configure an

additional DNS record.

2. Do you have a verified domain for Microsoft 365 or Office 365 (for example, contoso.com)?

If your organization hasn't rolled out Microsoft 365 or Office 365, see Get started.

If your organization hasn't added or configured a verified domain for Microsoft 365 or Office 365, see

the Domains FAQ.

3. Has your organization deployed Exchange Online and SharePoint Online?

If your organization doesn't have Exchange Online, see Understand how Exchange and Microsoft

Teams interact.

If your organization doesn't have SharePoint Online, see Understand how SharePoint Online and

OneDrive for Business interact with Microsoft Teams.

Once you've verified that you meet these network requirements, you may be ready to Roll out Teams. If you're a

large multinational enterprise, or if you know you've got some network limitations, read on to learn how to

assess and optimize your network for Teams.

For educational institutionsFor educational institutions : If your organization is an educational institution and you use a Student Information

System (SIS), deploy School Data Sync before you roll out Teams.

Running on-premises Skype for Business Ser verRunning on-premises Skype for Business Ser ver : If your organization is running on-premises Skype for Business

Server (or Lync Server), you must configure Azure AD Connect to synchronize your on-premises directory with Microsoft

365 or Office 365.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/prepare-network.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/assessing-network-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges#skype-for-business-online-and-microsoft-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/admin-overview/get-started-with-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/setup/domains-faq
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-azure-ad-connect


 Network optimization
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Network planner

Advisor for Teams Advisor for Teams is part of the Teams admin center. It
assesses your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 environment and
identifies the most common configurations that you may
need to update or modify before you can successfully roll
out Teams.

External Name Resolution Be sure that all computers running the Teams client can
resolve external DNS queries to discover the services
provided by Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and that your
firewalls are not preventing access. For information about
configuring firewall ports, go to Microsoft 365 and Office
365 URLs and IP ranges.

Maintain session persistence Make sure your firewall doesn't change the mapped Network
Address Translation (NAT) addresses or ports for UDP.

Use the Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) to gain insight into the quality of calls and meetings in Teams. CQD can

help you optimize your network by keeping a close eye on quality, reliability, and the user experience. CQD looks

at aggregate telemetry for an entire organization where overall patterns can become apparent, which lets you

identify problems and plan remediation. Additionally, CQD provides rich metrics reports that provide insight

into overall quality, reliability, and user experience.

You'll use call analytics to investigate call and meeting problems for an individual user.

The following tasks are optional and aren't required for rolling out Teams, especially if you're a small business

and you've already rolled out Microsoft 365 or Office 365. Use this guidance to optimize your network and

Teams performance or if you know you've got some network limitations.

You might want to do additional network optimization if:

Teams runs slowly (maybe you have insufficient bandwidth)

Calls keep dropping (might be due to firewall or proxy blockers)

Calls have static and cut out, or voices sound like robots (could be jitter or packet loss)

For an in-depth discussion of network optimization, including guidance for identifying and fixing network

impairments, read Microsoft 365 and Office 365 Network Connectivity Principles.

For help assessing your network, including bandwidth
calculations and network requirements across your org's
physical locations, check out the Network Planner tool,
in the Teams admin center. When you provide your
network details and Teams usage, the Network Planner
calculates your network requirements for deploying
Teams and cloud voice across your organization's
physical locations.

For an example scenario, see Using Network Planner -
example scenario.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/microsoft-365-network-connectivity-principles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/network-planner
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-network-planner-example
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/use-advisor-teams-roll-out
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/office-365-urls-ip-address-ranges


Validate NAT pool size Validate the network address translation (NAT) pool size
required for user connectivity. When multiple users and
devices access Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using Network
Address Translation (NAT) or Port Address Translation (PAT),
you need to ensure that the devices hidden behind each
publicly routable IP address do not exceed the supported
number. Ensure that adequate public IP addresses are
assigned to the NAT pools to prevent port exhaustion. Port
exhaustion will contribute to internal users and devices being
unable to connect to the Microsoft 365 or Office 365
service.

Routing to Microsoft data centers Implement the most efficient routing to Microsoft data
centers. Identify locations that can use local or regional
egress points to connect to the Microsoft network as
efficiently as possible.

Intrusion Detection and Prevention Guidance If your environment has an Intrusion Detection or
Prevention System (IDS/IPS) deployed for an extra layer of
security for outbound connections, be sure to allow all
Microsoft 365 or Office 365 URLs.

Configure split-tunnel VPN

Implement QoS Use Quality of Service (QoS) to configure packet
prioritization. This will improve call quality in Teams and help
you monitor and troubleshoot call quality. QoS should be
implemented on all segments of a managed network. Even
when a network has been adequately provisioned for
bandwidth, QoS provides risk mitigation in the event of
unanticipated network events. With QoS, voice traffic is
prioritized so that these unanticipated events don't
negatively affect quality.

N ET W O RK O P T IM IZ AT IO N  TA SKN ET W O RK O P T IM IZ AT IO N  TA SK DETA IL SDETA IL S

We recommend that you provide an alternate path for
Teams traffic that bypasses the virtual private network
(VPN), commonly known as split-tunnel VPN. Split
tunneling means that traffic for Microsoft 365 or Office
365 doesn't go through the VPN but instead goes
directly to Microsoft 365 or Office 365. Bypassing your
VPN will have a positive impact on Teams quality, and it
reduces load from the VPN devices and the
organization's network. To implement a split-tunnel VPN,
work with your VPN vendor.

Other reasons why we recommend bypassing the VPN:

VPNs are typically not designed or configured to
support real-time media.

Some VPNs might also not support UDP (which
is required for Teams).

VPNs also introduce an extra layer of encryption
on top of media traffic that's already encrypted.

Connectivity to Teams might not be efficient due
to hair-pinning traffic through a VPN device.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/nat-support-with-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/client-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/network-watcher/network-watcher-intrusion-detection-open-source-tools
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/identity-protection/vpn/vpn-routing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/qos-in-teams


Optimize WiFi
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 Bandwidth requirements

Similar to VPN, WiFi networks aren't necessarily designed
or configured to support real-time media. Planning for,
or optimizing, a WiFi network to support Teams is an
important consideration for a high-quality deployment.
Consider these factors:

Implement QoS or WiFi Multimedia (WMM) to
ensure that media traffic is getting prioritized
appropriately over your WiFi networks.

Plan and optimize the WiFi bands and access
point placement. The 2.4 GHz range might
provide an adequate experience depending on
access point placement, but access points are
often affected by other consumer devices that
operate in that range. The 5 GHz range is better
suited to real-time media due to its dense range,
but it requires more access points to get
sufficient coverage. Endpoints also need to
support that range and be configured to
leverage those bands accordingly.

If you're using dual-band WiFi networks, consider
implementing band steering. Band steering is a
technique implemented by WiFi vendors to
influence dual-band clients to use the 5 GHz
range.

When access points of the same channel are too
close together, they can cause signal overlap and
unintentionally compete, resulting in a bad
experience for the user. Ensure that access points
that are next to each other are on channels that
don't overlap.

Each wireless vendor has its own recommendations for
deploying its wireless solution. Consult your WiFi vendor
for specific guidance.

Teams is designed to give the best audio, video, and content sharing experience regardless of your network

conditions. That said, when bandwidth is insufficient, Teams prioritizes audio quality over video quality.

Where bandwidthisn'tlimited, Teams optimizes media quality, including high-fidelity audio, up to 1080p video

resolution, and up to 30fps (frames per second) for video and content.

This table describes how Teams uses bandwidth. Teams is always conservative on bandwidth utilization and can

deliver HD video quality in under 1.5Mbps. The actual bandwidth consumption in each audio/video call or

meeting will vary based on several factors, such as video layout, video resolution, and video frames per second.

When more bandwidth is available, quality and usage will increase to deliver the best experience.

ModalityModality

Bandwidth requirements (bitrate Kb/s up/down)Bandwidth requirements (bitrate Kb/s up/down)

MinimumMinimum

RecommendedRecommended

Best performanceBest performance



AudioAudio

One-to-one

10/10

58/58

76/76

Meetings

10/10

58/58

76/76

VideoVideo

One-to-one

150/150

1,500/1,500

4,000/4,000

Meetings

150/200

2,500/4,000

4,000/4,000

Screen sharingScreen sharing

One-to-one

200/200

1,500/1,500

4,000/4,000

Meetings

250/250

2,500/2,500

4,000/4,000

Together ModeTogether Mode

One-to-one

N/A

N/A

N/A

Meetings



 Related Topics

1,000/1,500

1,500/2,500

2,500/4,000

MinimumMinimum, RecommendedRecommended, and Best performanceBest performance bandwidth requirements are based on per-endpoint

usage. Typically, there's one endpoint per user, such as a computer or mobile device. However, if a user joins a

Teams meeting on both a computer and a mobile device, two endpoints are associated with that user.

MinimumMinimum Bandwidth requirements for video calls are up to 240p resolution, screen sharing content

frame rates adaptive 1.875 to 7.5fps, and Together Mode/Large Gallery video up to 540p resolution.

RecommendedRecommended Bandwidth requirements for video calls are up to 1080p resolution , screen sharing

content frame rates adaptive 7.5 to 30fps, and Together Mode/Large Gallery video up to 1080p

resolution .

*

*

Best PerformanceBest Performance Guidance allows higher fidelity video for larger attendee meetings, high loss

environments, and higher motion content with screen sharing content frame rates adaptive 15 to 30fps.

Expect up to 1080p quality but depending on your network conditions, video resolution and quality will be

optimized accordingly.

*

Microsoft 365 and Office 365 Network Connectivity Principles

Worldwide endpoints: Skype for Business Online and Teams

Proxy servers for Teams

Media in Teams: Why meetings are simple

Media in Teams: Deep dive into media flows

Identity models and authentication in Teams

How to roll out Teams

Teams Troubleshooting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/microsoft-365-network-connectivity-principles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges#skype-for-business-online-and-microsoft-teams
https://aka.ms/teams-media
https://aka.ms/teams-media-flows
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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Advisor for Teams walks you through your Microsoft Teams rollout. It assesses your Microsoft 365 organization

environment and identifies the most common configurations that you may need to update or modify before you

can successfully roll out Teams. Then, Advisor for Teams creates a Deployment team (in Teams), with channels

for each workload you want to roll out. Each workload in the Deployment team comes with a comprehensive

Planner plan that includes all the rollout tasks for each workload. Using this Planner plan, you'll assign tasks to

the people responsible for each phase of the rollout - including the project manager, Teams admins, support

people, and your adoption and user readiness team. Each rollout task contains all the guidance and resources

you need to successfully complete the task.

Advisor for Teams is part of the Teams admin center. At a minimum, you'll need a Microsoft 365 Business Basic

license so you can take advantage of the Advisor for Teams integration with Forms and Planner. To begin using

Advisor for Teams, click the Star tStar t button in the Deploying Teams workloadDeploying Teams workload widget on the Dashboard. Or go

to PlanningPlanning > Teams AdvisorTeams Advisor .

Advisor for Teams isn't available for Microsoft 365 Government (GCC High or DoD) deployments.

For a guided overview of the Advisor for Teams experience, check out the Deploy & Configure Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Mechanics video.

Teams, Forms, and Planner licenses are required to use Advisor for Teams.Teams, Forms, and Planner licenses are required to use Advisor for Teams. However, you don't have to

be a Teams admin to use Advisor for Teams - anybody in your organization can use it. We've set up special

permissions so non-admin users can get to Advisor for Teams, even though it's in the Teams admin center. You

DO have to be a Teams admin, Teams Administrator, or Global Administrator to open the tenant readiness

assessments (this is because the special non-admin roles don't have access to the Microsoft Graph APIs

underlying the assessments).

If Teams AdvisorTeams Advisor  is missing under PlanningPlanning in the Teams admin center, it means the user isn't licensed for Teams.

The first time you use Advisor for Teams, it will create a Deployment team for you in Teams. It adds a channel for

each workload you select.

If a Deployment team has already been created and a different user tries to create it, they'll get an error telling them to

contact their support team. This prevents Teams from unintentionally disclosing information about the existing team and

its members. Ask the owner of the Deployment team to add you, or contact your support person for help.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/use-advisor-teams-roll-out.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://youtu.be/o2mlsUubIO4?t=50


Available Advisor for Teams plans

 Tenant assessment

Advisor for Teams currently provides the following plans:

1. Chat, teams, channels, and apps

2. Meetings and conferencing

3. Skype for Business upgrade

4. Education (visible only to Educational organizations)

Tenant assessment

Planner plan, including adoption tasks

Forms user survey

Advisor for Teams bot

Tenant assessment

Planner plan, including adoption tasks

Forms user survey

Advisor for Teams bot

Tenant assessment

Planner plan, including adoption tasks

Forms user survey

Advisor for Teams bot

Designed for customers who are currently using Skype for Business Online or Skype for Business on-

premises environments, the Skype for Business upgrade plan will help you take the guesswork out of

your upgrade journey. Leveraging a proven success framework for implementing change, the plan will

guide you through the step-by-step process whether you’re just getting started with Teams, already

using Teams alongside Skype for Business, or ready to upgrade. The plan will also connect you to

online guidance and best practices, downloadable assets, live 1:many planning workshops, and

additional resources to support your success.

Tenant assessment

Planner plan, including adoption tasks

Forms user survey

Advisor for Teams bot

Designed for Educational organizations, the Education plan will help you deploy, adopt, and manage

Teams in your educational institution.

For commercial organizations, we recommend that you start with the Chat, teams, channels, and apps plan. For

educational organizations, we recommend that you start with Education plan. When you're done deploying that

workload, go back to Advisor for Teams and select Add channelAdd channel  to start the next workload.

Each plan includes a tenant readiness assessment that you can use to quickly identify aspects of your

environment that may need remediation before you roll out Teams. The assessments include prerequisites and

best practices. Each assessment test will have a green check mark or an orange warning triangle.

A green check mark means your tenant passed the specific test.

An orange warning triangle means that we suggest you follow up to determine if any action is needed

(for example, a Microsoft 365 Group expiration policy is recommended but not required).

https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-workshops-landing-page
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  Assessment tests for all workloadsAssessment tests for all workloads

A SSESSM EN T  T ESTA SSESSM EN T  T EST W H AT  IT  T EL L S Y O UW H AT  IT  T EL L S Y O U

Vanity domain configured Whether there's a non-@onmicrosoft.com domain
configured for your tenant (for example,
@contoso.onmicrosoft.com). You can use the
@onmicrosoft.com domain, of course, or you can configure a
vanity domain - your choice. For more information, read Add
a domain to Microsoft 365.

Teams licenses This is a prerequisite - you must havemust have Teams licenses in
order to roll out Teams. Queries the Microsoft Graph to see
whether you have Teams licenses (with at least one license
available to assign). For more information, read Microsoft
Teams service description.

Exchange Online licenses Whether you have an active subscription with available
Exchange Online licenses. While Exchange isn't required for
basic Teams functionality, integration with Exchange provides
an optimal Teams experience. Queries the Microsoft Graph
to analyze the subscriptions associated with your tenant and
validate whether you have subscriptions with an eligible
Exchange Online license (with at least one license available to
assign). For more information, read How Exchange and
Teams interact.

SharePoint Online licenses Whether you have an active subscription with available
SharePoint Online licenses. We recommend per-user
SharePoint Online licenses to provide OneDrive for Business
for file storage in chats. Queries the Microsoft Graph to see
whether you have SharePoint Online licenses (with at least
one license available to assign). For more information, read
How SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business interact
with Teams.

Guest access enabled Whether guest access is turned on. Guest access lets you
invite external users to your join your teams. See Collaborate
with guests in a team to walk through turning on guest
access in Teams; the checklist includes the required Azure AD
configurations.

External access configured Whether external access is turned on. By default, it's turned
on, with open federation.

  Assessments for chat, teams, channels, and appsAssessments for chat, teams, channels, and apps

Once a user with an Administrative role starts Advisor for Teams, all assessments run in the background. If you update or

remediate something, it may not be reflected in your assessments for up to 24 hours.

The sections below describe each assessment, including whether something is a prerequisite or best practices,

what each assessment checks is doing and why, and guidance for remediation as needed.

In addition to the Assessment tests for all workloads, the following additional assessments are run for the chat,

teams, channels, and apps workload:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/setup/add-domain
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-as-team


A SSESSM EN T  T ESTA SSESSM EN T  T EST W H AT  IT  T EL L S Y O UW H AT  IT  T EL L S Y O U

Microsoft 365 Group naming policy configured Whether naming standards have been configured for
Microsoft 365 Groups. Microsoft 365 Groups naming policy
enables your organization to apply a consistent naming
strategy to user-created teams and also applies to other
Groups workloads (including Outlook, SharePoint, Planner,
and Yammer). This test queries Azure AD via the Microsoft
Graph to check for the existence of naming policies that
apply to Microsoft 365 Groups. For more information, read
Groups naming policy.

Microsoft 365 Group Expiration Policy configured Whether a Group Expiration Policy has been defined for
Microsoft 365 Groups. This enables your organization to
automatically remove inactive Teams. It's turned off by
default. This test queries Azure AD via the Microsoft Graph
and reports whether the value has been modified from the
default. For more information, read Microsoft 365 group
expiration policy.

  Assessments for meetings and conferencingAssessments for meetings and conferencing

A SSESSM EN T  T ESTA SSESSM EN T  T EST W H AT  IT  T EL L S Y O UW H AT  IT  T EL L S Y O U

Audio Conferencing licenses Whether you have an active subscription with Audio
conferencing licenses. This is a prerequisite if you're
deploying Audio conferencing bridges. Queries the Microsoft
Graph to see whether you have Audio Conferencing licenses
(with at least one license available to assign) For more
information, read Teams add-on licensing.

Stream licenses Whether you have an active subscription with Microsoft
Stream licenses. This is a prerequisite if you want to turn on
Meeting Recording. Queries the Microsoft Graph to see
whether you have Microsoft Stream licenses (with at least
one license available to assign). For more information on
Stream and how to turn it on, read Teams cloud meeting
recording.

  Assessments for Skype for Business UpgradeAssessments for Skype for Business Upgrade

  Advisor for Teams botAdvisor for Teams bot

In addition to the Assessment tests for all workloads, the following additional assessments are run for the

meetings and conferencing workload:

In addition to the Assessment tests for all workloads, Skype for Business Upgrade also includes assessments

used in the meetings and conferencing plan.

Once Advisor for Teams creates your Deployment team, the Advisor bot delivers the following message in the

General channel:

Welcome to your Deployment team for Microsoft Teams!Welcome to your Deployment team for Microsoft Teams!

The purpose of this team is to walk you through your organization's Teams rollout by giving you all the

resources you need and providing a collaboration space for the project team. Each channel created using

Advisor for Teams includes a step-by-step Planner plan and other resources such as a Forms users survey

that can be used throughout your rollout. At any point, you can go back and review the tenant readiness

assessment or add additional workload plans using the Teams admin center.

Call to actionCall to action

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/groups-naming-policy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/office-365-groups-expiration-policy
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 Advisor for Teams and Microsoft 365 learning pathways

  Get started in learning pathwaysGet started in learning pathways

  Create a learning planCreate a learning plan
  Plan your learning contentPlan your learning content

  Explore Teams content in learning pathwaysExplore Teams content in learning pathways

If you're new to Teams or Planner, check out our Teams walkthrough and watch the Planner quick-start

videos.

Head over to your Deployment team in Teams. Select your workload channel (for example, Chat, teams,

channels, and apps), and select the PlannerPlanner  tab to get started.

To learn more about Advisor for Teams, read Use Advisor for Teams to roll out Microsoft Teams.

The Advisor for Teams Bot is only used to send a welcome message to your Deployment team. No additional data is

collected.

The Advisor for Teams bot is turned on by default. Don't turn it off if you use or plan on using Advisor for Teams.

Microsoft 365 learning pathways is an on-demand learning solution that you can customize to train your users,

and increase usage and adoption of Teams in your organization. Use learning pathways together with Advisor

for Teams to get your users up and running quickly and drive adoption.

Learning pathways gives you a SharePoint Online site template and the ability to easily build a learning site for

your users. You can customize the learning pathways training portal to include training and support content

specific to your users' needs. Use the Teams playlists from the Microsoft online catalog and add your own.

You can build a learning site in learning pathways, and then add it as a tab to a channel in teams for quick and

easy access by users.

For example, use Advisor for Teams together with learning pathways to train your help desk and Champions,

and then let learning pathways support training your end users. Build a learning site to help onboard your help

desk and Champions to Teams, and then add it as a tab to each workload channel that you're rolling out. Your

help desk and Champions can then create a support page on the learning pathways training portal with links

and custom playlists to support your users on Teams. This support page can be added to a channel in any team

to help train your end users.

The following is an overview of how you can use Advisor for Teams together with learning pathways.

To get started with learning pathways, check out Get started with learning pathways.

To set up a new learning pathways solution in your environment, see Provision a new learning pathways

solution.

Before you build your site in learning pathways, take some time to review and collect the learning resources and

capabilities available to you. With learning pathways, you can use content from the Microsoft 365 training page

and add content that you create to tailor the site to your unique needs.

To learn more, see Plan your learning pathways content and Resources for supporting your remote workforce.

Learning pathways provides a SharePoint site with a web part that's connected to an online catalog. The

https://teamsdemo.office.com/
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-planner-video-training-4d71390f-08d8-4db0-84ea-92fb078687c7
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_provision
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_plancontent
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_plancontent_remoteresources


  Take an inventory of Teams learning resources in your organizationTake an inventory of Teams learning resources in your organization

  Build your site in learning pathwaysBuild your site in learning pathways

  Add your site to TeamsAdd your site to Teams

  Train your support teamTrain your support team

  Drive adoptionDrive adoption

Microsoft 365 training page, which hosts the web part, shows all the training available in learning pathways.

Have a look around to get familiar with what's available and how content is organized.

Go to your learning pathways site, select Microsoft 365 trainingMicrosoft 365 training, and then select Microsoft TeamsMicrosoft Teams to see all

the Teams training playlists in the online catalog. Select a playlist and then select the NextNext and PreviousPrevious

buttons to navigate through it. You can also click the down arrow to view the contents of the playlist and go to a

specific topic.

Review the Teams learning content that's already available in your organization. For example, you may have

already developed custom onboarding, training, or support content for Teams. Your existing SharePoint assets

can be mixed with Microsoft content in a playlist to build a targeted playlist for your organization.

The Admin Success Center in learning pathways provides guidance and resources to help you plan and

customize learning pathways in your organization. Learn how to customize the site, show and hide content,

build custom playlists, and more.

To access the Admin Success Center, on the learning pathways Home page, select Admin Success CenterAdmin Success Center .

When your site is ready, add it to a channel in any team for quick and easy access.

1. In Teams, go to the team, and then select a channel.

2. At the top of the channel page, select ++ (Add a tabAdd a tab).

3. Select SharePoint PagesSharePoint Pages , and then select Add a page from any SharePoint siteAdd a page from any SharePoint site.

4. Paste the URL of your learning pathways site, and then select SaveSave.

To learn more, see Add a SharePoint page or list to a channel in Teams.

Use the resources in your learning pathways site to onboard your help desk and Champions to Teams. Get them

ready with the tools and information they need to support your users on Teams.

For guidance and resources on preparing your help desk and Champions for Teams, see Train your org and Build

Champions.

As the go-to contact for your users for “how to” questions, your help desk and Champions can use the learning

pathways site to train users and as an alternative to creating support tickets. Encourage your help desk and

Champions to customize your learning pathways site by building a training and support page, and then add it as

a tab to a channel in a team for users to self-serve.

After you have customized your site and put together your learning plans, consider how you'll drive awareness

with your users to encourage them to use learning pathways for ongoing learning.

Use your communication channels to promote the site and generate awareness. For example, include a standard

tagline such as “Check out our training and support site for how to get productive with Teams” in

communications to your users.

Engage your users by highlighting the ways they can collaborate in Teams, and then direct them to the learning

pathways site to learn how.

Check out these resources, which include guidance, adoption kits, best practices, and more, to help you

implement a successful rollout and adoption plan.

Drive adoption of learning pathways

Adopt Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_goto
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_successcenter
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_overview
https://support.microsoft.com/office/add-a-sharepoint-page-or-list-to-a-channel-in-teams-131edef1-455f-4c67-a8ce-efa2ebf25f0b
https://adoption.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/#train-your-org
https://adoption.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/#build-champions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/driveadoption


 Frequently asked questions
  What are the licensing requirements for Advisor for TeamsWhat are the licensing requirements for Advisor for Teams

  Can I delete the Deployment teamCan I delete the Deployment team

  Can I add or remove channels in the Deployment teamCan I add or remove channels in the Deployment team

  Can I add or remove project team members in the Deployment teamCan I add or remove project team members in the Deployment team

  Can I modify the Planner plansCan I modify the Planner plans

  Can I modify the Forms surveyCan I modify the Forms survey

  Are there any differences between Advisor for Teams in GCCAre there any differences between Advisor for Teams in GCC

  What information is Advisor for Teams collecting about my organizationWhat information is Advisor for Teams collecting about my organization

  Can I use Advisor for Teams with FastTrackCan I use Advisor for Teams with FastTrack

  Can I use Advisor for Teams with a partnerCan I use Advisor for Teams with a partner

  How do I use PlannerHow do I use Planner

  How do I use FormsHow do I use Forms

Adoption resources for Teams

At a minimum, you'll need Microsoft 365 Business Basic so you can take advantage of the Advisor for Teams

integration with Forms and Planner.

After Advisor for Teams has created your Deployment team, manage the team like any other team - including

the ability to delete it. Be aware that, if you don't delete the team by using the Teams admin center, the Teams

admin center will show that the team still exists.

Yes, once the Deployment team has been created, you'll manage the channels the same way as any other team.

Yes, once the Deployment team has been created, you'll manage it the same way as any other team.

Yes, after Advisor for Teams has created your Deployment team, you should update the Planner plan so it best

supports your Teams rollout. You can modify anything - buckets, tasks, task details - just like any other Planner

plan.

Yes, after Advisor for Teams has created your Deployment team, you can modify the Forms survey as needed.

Yes, user survey Forms are created but are not pinned in plan channels as the Teams Forms app is not available

in GCC presently.

Advisor for Teams requests your agreement to collecting non-EUII (end user identifying information). The

information that is collected is in the form of telemetry that provides feedback to Microsoft on how well Advisor

for Teams is driving successful outcomes and where it may need to be improved. This same data is used to

identify opportunities for Microsoft to proactively engage with your organization in an effort to assist with your

deployment.

Yes, FastTrack leverages Advisor for Teams for all customers looking to deploy Teams. They can assist with the

initial setup of your Deployment team using Advisor for Teams (if required) and also provide as-needed support

on specific topics during your Teams rollout.

Yes, you can use Advisor for Teams while also using a deployment partner for your Teams deployment. If your

partner is a CSP and manages your tenant on your behalf, they can use Advisor for Teams to create your

Deployment team and assist you with executing the overall project. Additionally, you can work with any partner

by adding those individuals as guests in your Deployment team, to allow them to participate as a member of the

overall project team.

Check out Microsoft Planner help and the Planner quick-start videos.

https://adoption.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/
https://support.office.com/article/Microsoft-Planner-help-4a9a13c6-3adf-4a60-a6fc-15c0b15e16fc
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-planner-video-training-4d71390f-08d8-4db0-84ea-92fb078687c7


 Related topics

Go to the Forms help center.

Customize your Teams advisor

How to roll out Teams

Best practices for organizing teams in Teams

Product names and service plan identifiers for licensing

https://support.office.com/forms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_teamsadvisor
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/licensing-service-plan-reference


   

 

Use the Network planner for Microsoft Teams
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 Create a custom persona

Network Planner is a new tool that is available in the Teams admin center. It can be found by going to PlanningPlanning

> Network plannerNetwork planner . In just a few steps, the Network Planner can help you determine and organize network

requirements for connecting Microsoft Teams users across your organization. When you provide your network

details and Teams usage, the Network Planner calculates your network requirements for deploying Teams and

cloud voice across your organization's physical locations.

Network planner allows you to:

NOTENOTE

Create representations of your organization using sites and Microsoft recommended personas (office

workers, remote workers, and Teams room system).

The recommended personas were developed based on data from Teams best use scenarios and typical usage

patterns. However, you can create up to three custom personas in addition to the three recommended personas.

Generate reports and calculate bandwidth requirements for Teams usage.

To use Network planner, you must be a Global Administrator, Teams Administrator, or Teams Communications

Administrator.

Follow these steps to create a custom persona:

1. Go to the Network planner in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

2. On the PersonasPersonas  tab, click + Custom persona+ Custom persona.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/network-planner.md


 Build your plan

 Create a report

3. In the New custom personaNew custom persona pane, add a name and description for the new persona.

4. Select the permissions that this persona will use within the organization.

5. Click SaveSave.

Follow these steps to begin building your network plan:

NOTENOTE

1. Go to the Network planner in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

2. On the Network PlanNetwork Plan tab, click Add a network planAdd a network plan.

3. Enter a name and description for your network plan. The network plan will appear in the list of available

plans.

4. Click the plan name to select the new plan.

5. Add sites to create a representation of your organization's network setup.

Depending on your organization's network, you may want to use sites to represent a building, an office

location, or something else. Sites might be connected by a WAN to allow sharing of internet and/or PSTN

connections. For best results, create sites with local connections before you create sites that remotely

connect to the internet or PSTN.

To create a site:

a. Add a name and description for your site.

b. Under Network settingsNetwork settings , add the number of network users at that site (required).

c. Add network details: WAN-enabled, WAN capacity, internet egress (LocalLocal  or RemoteRemote), and PSTN

egress (none, local, or remote).

You must add WAN and internet capacity numbers to see specific bandwidth recommendations when you

generate a report.

d. Click SaveSave.

After you add all sites, you can create a report, as follows.

1. On the Repor tsRepor ts  tab, click Star t a repor tStar t a repor t.

2. For each site you create, distribute the number of users across the available personas. If you use the

Microsoft recommended personas, the number will be distributed automatically (80% office worker and

20% remote worker).

3. After you complete the distribution, click Generate repor tGenerate repor t.

The generated report will show the bandwidth requirements in several different views so that you can

clearly understand the output:

A table with individual calculations will display bandwidth requirements for each permitted activity.

An additional view will show the overall bandwidth needs with recommendations.



 Example scenario

4. Click SaveSave. Your report will be available on the reports list for later viewing.

For an example of how to use the Network planner to set up a network plan and generate a report using these

steps, download the Network planner How-To PowerPoint deck (English only).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/network-planner-how-to.pptx?raw=true


   

 

Proxy servers for Teams or Skype for Business
Online
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 Not using a proxy server is recommended

 If you need to use a proxy server

 Related topics

This article provides guidance about using a proxy server with Teams or Skype for Business.

When it comes to Teams or Skype for Business traffic over proxies, Microsoft recommends bypassing proxies.

Proxies don't make Teams or Skype for Business more secure because the traffic is already encrypted.

And having a proxy can cause issues. Performance-related problems can be introduced to the environment

through latency and packet loss. Issues such as these will result in a negative experience in such Teams or Skype

for Business scenarios as audio and video, where real-time streams are essential.

Some organizations have no option to bypass a proxy for Teams or Skype for Business traffic. If that's the case

for you, the problems mentioned above need to be kept in mind.

Microsoft also strongly recommends:

Using external DNS resolution

Using direct UDP based routing

Allowing UDP traffic

Following the other recommendations in our networking guidelines: Prepare your organization's network

for Teams

Following this guidance should minimize potential problems.

Microsoft 365 and Office 365 Network Connectivity Principles

Prepare your organization's network for Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/proxy-servers-for-skype-for-business-online.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/microsoft-365-network-connectivity-principles


   

 

Plan for Microsoft 365 Groups when creating teams
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 Teams respects Microsoft 365 Groups naming policy

When considering the use of Microsoft 365 Groups or when creating teams, consider what the team will be

used for, who should have access, and what outcome the team will expect to achieve. Pay special attention to the

number of channels you create as people can quickly become overrun by content spread too thin (across too

many channels).

There are two scenarios that warrant some discussion around planning of Microsoft 365 Groups and their

impact on (or by) Microsoft Teams:

First, since customers could have existing investments in Groups, we currently support both Public and

Private groups, for the number of members currently supported, please see Limits and specifications for

Microsoft Teams. As mentioned previously, you want to manage the membership of people to a team

using the Teams client rather than the Microsoft 365 admin center. Given this scenario, if people are used

to threaded conversations in Microsoft 365 Groups, it is worthwhile noting that a Groups conversation is

essentially email and not the same as a chat message in a Teams channel. Educate your people about this

difference and suggest they adopt the more flexible chat message format in Teams versus emailing the

Group using Outlook or OWA.

Second, for customers who don't have existing Groups defined in Microsoft 365, you can either create

them using the Microsoft 365 admin center, the Teams web, or desktop clients. As mentioned previously,

manage all future membership to the Microsoft 365 group using the Teams client. Since membership to a

team is also defining membership to Microsoft 365 Groups, you should prepare people for this change.

Any Microsoft 365 Groups naming policy that has been set by your admin will be applied in Teams when users

create or edit team names. This includes things like mandatory prefixes or suffixes and excluding banned words.

To learn more, read Microsoft 365 Groups naming policy in Teams.

The following articles are a good place to find readiness and adoption content for your Microsoft 365 Groups:

Get more with groups in Outlook

Add or remove members from Microsoft 365 Groups using the Microsoft 365 admin center

Restore a deleted group

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/plan-Office-365-groups.md
https://support.office.com/article/Office-365-Groups-Naming-Policy-6ceca4d3-cad1-4532-9f0f-d469dfbbb552
https://support.office.com/article/Get-more-with-Office-365-Groups-in-Outlook-93132800-5b11-49de-8cc2-605b6075b2b9
https://support.office.com/article/Manage-Group-membership-in-the-Office-365-admin-center-e186d224-a324-4afa-8300-0e4fc0c3000a
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/restore-deleted-group
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TIPTIP

 Lifecycle concepts

Teams provides a rich set of tools to implement collaboration lifecycle management processes for your

organization. This article guides IT pros through the right questions to determine their requirements for lifecycle

management, and the tools to use to meet them.

Planning for lifecycle management is important, because it means you're building a plan to get your work done

effectively. Most projects consist of a beginning, middle, and end. Teams do too, but they can be constructed and

used in such a variety of ways that it's not always obvious which stage of their lifecycle they're in. Having a plan

for lifecycle management will help you track your organization's projects as they go through these stages.

Watch the following session to learn about more about lifecycle in Microsoft Teams: Governance, management and

lifecycle in Microsoft Teams

The following concepts and definitions all affect the decisions you make for lifecycle management.

TeamsTeams

A team is a collection of people, content, and tools that facilitate collaboration. A team defines who its members

are, and the permissions and policies that apply to those members. Teams are built on Microsoft 365 Groups,

and changes to Microsoft 365 group membership sync to the team. Like other Microsoft 365 Groups, Teams

come auto-provisioned with an Exchange mailbox, a SharePoint site, a OneNote notebook, and other assets

within Microsoft 365 or Office 365. Learn more about Microsoft 365 Groups.

ChannelsChannels

Channels are the collaboration spaces within a team where the actual work is done. Each channel represents a

different topic or workstream within the overall team. For each channel, a folder is automatically created on the

SharePoint site to store all files shared to that channel, making it easy for users to find and work on the

documents they care about. Channels can also be extended with apps that are relevant to the particular

workstream—for example, you can add a Power BI dashboard to a channel to track the success of one aspect of

your project.

Team access typesTeam access types

These determine who can join the team:

Private teams are restricted to team members approved by the team owner(s). This is a typical setting for

project teams and virtual teams in a large organization.

Public teams are open for anyone in the organization to join directly. This is useful for collaboration on topics

of general interest to people in different departments working on different projects. This is a good default

setting for smaller organizations.

Team user types and admin rolesTeam user types and admin roles

Team user types determine how much control a team member has:

Team creator has permissions to create a group or team in the directory. The admin can constrain this user

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/plan-teams-lifecycle.md
https://aka.ms/teams-governance
https://support.office.com/article/Learn-about-Office-365-groups-b565caa1-5c40-40ef-9915-60fdb2d97fa2
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 IT decisions to make before getting started

 Teams lifecycle stages

  Stage 1: BeginningStage 1: Beginning
  Create the teamCreate the team

TIPTIP

  Team originsTeam origins

type to a subset of admins or users. For more information, see Manage who can create Microsoft 365

Groups. Team creators automatically become an owner of the team.

Team owner manages membership and settings for the team. There can be as many as 100 team owners per

team.

Team member is a member of your organization who participates in a team.

Guest is a user who's external to your organization. Anyone with an email address can be invited as a guest if

your organization has enabled guest access.

You can learn more about team owner and team member capabilities in the article Assign role and permissions in

Microsoft Teams.

Teams admin roles determine what capabilities each admin role holder has. These are described in the following

article: Use Microsoft Teams administrator roles to manage Teams.

Before you roll Teams out to your organization, implement any governance policies that your organization has

decided it requires. These can include items like naming conventions, expiration policies, retention policies, and

more. Generally speaking, it's much easier to implement these requirements prior to scaling your deployment

across your organization.

For more information, see Plan for governance in Teams.

Generally speaking, a team has a purpose that's aligned with a project or accomplishing a goal. Even if a team

was formed based on a shared interest, the team membership will probably change over time and the

discussion might grow stale—only to surface again in a slightly different way in a different team.

Each team has a beginning, when the team is created and the channels are set up; a middle, when the team is

used and collaboration occurs to match the rhythm of the workflow; and—sometimes—an end, when the team

has completed its purpose and reached the end of its useful life.

For more information, see Manage teams in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

The first step is to define the goal of the team (which can range from business processes to org structure to

projects, or simply creating an open, unstructured collaboration hub). Defining the team goal goes hand in hand

with identifying the right people. As far as practicable, it's a good idea to foster open collaboration by aiming for

broad membership.

Team owners invite team members, set the team picture and description, and can set permissions for individual

members.

It's optimal to identify at least two team owners, to account for absence or reassignment.

Teams can originate from a variety of methods, including:

https://support.office.com/article/Manage-who-can-create-Office-365-Groups-4c46c8cb-17d0-44b5-9776-005fced8e618


    

 

Decision points

Next steps

  Set up channelsSet up channels

    

 

Decision points

Create the team from scratch. Add members by using individual email aliases or usernames, or expand a

distribution list.

Create the team from an existing team, and use its channel configuration and any app configuration as a

template. You can optionally also use its membership list.

Add a team to an existing Microsoft 365 group, which also gives the team access to its mailbox and

SharePoint site.

Use the Microsoft Graph Teams APIs or PowerShell cmdlets to create teams. The APIs can programmatically

create teams based on Global Address Book attributes (such as region or department) or business processes

(client engagements or classroom rosters, for example).

Use these links to get more information about organizing your teams:

Best practices for organizing teams in Teams

Deploy chat, teams, channels, & apps

Deploy meetings & conferencing

Deploy cloud voice

What's the purpose of the team?

Who belongs on the team?

Will the team be private or public?

Can new members add themselves or do team
owners add them?

Who will have permissions to create channels or add
tabs, bots, and connectors?

Create the team.

Plan for channels.

Any team owner or member with appropriate permissions can create channels in a team. It's important to

consider the goal of each channel—options include collaboration around projects, discussions of topics, or areas

of common interest. By default, every team includes a General channel; most teams need more than this, and

members will create additional channels. It's likely that the set of channels will grow organically as new topics or

projects arise, and discussions might outgrow the channel they began in.

To spark interest, the channel owner can post a welcome message, upload relevant documents to the FilesFiles  tab,

or add tabs or connectors to the channel. The owner also sets the channel description, and can "auto-favorite"

important channels so they're listed by default for all team members.

Consider channel names before creating them as renaming a channel in the team will not rename the

corresponding folder in the SharePoint document library which can lead to end-user confusion.

What initial channels will be added to the team?

What guidance, if any, will be provided for adding
new channels? (Will they be set up by project, by
topic, or ...?)



Next steps

    

  Stage 2: MiddleStage 2: Middle

    

 

Decision points

Next step

  Stage 3: EndStage 3: End

Create initial channels.

Post a welcome message.

Start collaborating.

As the teamwork begins, the team membership probably begins to evolve, along with the channel hierarchy.

Unless the team needs to be strictly controlled and locked down, it's a good idea to encourage exploration even

if it leads to dead ends. As users get more comfortable, they can experiment with @team mentions, marking

channels as favorite, and using the General channel to get comfortable with posting. Each team is different; let

usage guide the evolution of the design. Monitor the usage and health of the team via Teams reporting

capabilities.

Trust, tolerance, and a spirit of collaboration grow organically as key group communications are initiated and

sustained in Teams. Team members see the usefulness of group conversations over one-on-one chats. Individual

teams tend to develop their own personality, aided by fun features like Giphys and stickers. At the same time, it's

important that rogue or rude behavior be discouraged any time it occurs.

Because teams are living organisms, they occasionally need to be checked on and cared for. These are some best

practices:

Use champions to sustain usage if it starts to drop, and also to discover and propagate creative new

behaviors.

Manage guests judiciously, making sure their access ends when the business need ends.

Encourage members to use threaded conversations with subject lines to improve visibility and attention with

scrolling through a channel.

Let channels evolve with business needs, adding new ones as necessary and allowing old ones to fade (or

consider archiving or deleting them if they contain sensitive or ephemeral data, based on your retention

requirements).

Carve out new teams as larger groups or interest-based areas emerge.

Try different channel collaborations, such as channel meetings or tab conversations around documents.

Use the Microsoft Teams mobile app to increase engagement.

Who will monitor usage to identify problems?

What metrics will be used to determine whether a
team is healthy?

Identify any teams that have reached the end of their
useful life.

Identify unhealthy teams that still serve a purpose
but need revitalizing.

Implement a process to monitor individual team
health.

When the work of a team has run its course, it's important to formally acknowledge that it's over. This gives

team members a sense of closure and also prevents anyone from accessing outdated, stale information. You can

use the team itself to conduct closure rituals like postmortems and executive summaries.



    

 

Decision points

Next steps

 Related topics

You can delete teams that you know you don't need (for example, a team created purely for testing or a team

that contains sensitive data). Teams are actually deleted with a "soft delete" that IT can reverse for up to 30 days.

Deleting teams doesn't affect any chats or content that were retained in accordance with compliance policies.

Channels also have a "soft delete" and can be reversed for up to 21 days after deletion. Deleting a channel will

not delete the folder or its contents from the SharePoint document library.

You can also use expiration and retention policies in addition to archiving capabilities to reduce exposure from

teams that aren't active any longer or whose owners have left the organization.

Retention policies applied to Teams or associated services such as SharePoint may prohibit the deletion of

teams. Additionally, consider that content in a team is often more than just files in the SharePoint document

library; it is conversations, Planner boards, wikis, Forms results, recorded meetings, OneNote notebooks, and

various others.

For information about setting up expiration and retention policies, see Overview of security and compliance in

Microsoft Teams.

Define what the end of a team's life looks like.

Decide whether to keep the content of a team
available, and for how long.

Document best practices and lessons learned.

Archive data, if necessary.

Governance quick start for Teams
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 Group and team creation, naming, classification, and guest access

-- -- --

Decision points

Next steps

NOTENOTE

Teams provides a rich set of tools to implement any governance capabilities your organization might require.

This article guides IT pros to ask the right questions to determine their requirements for governance, and how to

meet them.

Watch the following session to learn about more about Governance in Microsoft Teams: Governance, management and

lifecycle in Microsoft Teams

Your organization might require that you implement strict controls on how teams are named and classified,

whether guests can be added as team members, and who can create teams. You can configure these areas by

using Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) and sensitivity labels.

Does your organization require
a specific naming convention
for teams?

Do team creators need the
ability to assign organization-
specific classifications to teams?

Do you need to restrict the
ability to add guests to teams
on a per-team basis?

Does your organization require
limiting who can create teams?

Document your organization’s
requirements for team creation,
naming, classification, and
guest access.

Plan to implement these
requirements as a part of your
Teams rollout.

Communicate and publish your
policies to inform Teams users
of the behavior they can
expect.

To help you plan ahead, learn more about setting these policies and what licenses they require.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/plan-teams-governance.md
https://aka.ms/teams-governance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/groups-settings-cmdlets#template-settings
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  Additional informationAdditional information

 Group and team expiration, retention, and archiving

-- --

 

Decision points

Next steps
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Limiting group and team creation can slow your users’ productivity, because many Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services

require that groups be created for the service to function. For additional information, visit Plan for governance in Teams.

After you’ve determined your requirements, you can implement them by using Azure AD controls. For technical

guidance on how to implement these settings, see:

Azure Active Directory cmdlets for configuring group settings

Enforce a naming policy for Microsoft 365 groups in Azure Active Directory

Microsoft 365 Groups naming policy

Use sensitivity labels to protect content in Microsoft Teams, Microsoft 365 groups, and SharePoint sites

End of lifecycle options for groups, teams, and Yammer

Your organization might have additional requirements for setting policies for expiration, retention, and archiving

teams and teams data (channel messages and channel files). You can configure group expiration policies to

automatically manage the lifecycle of the group and retention policies to preserve or delete information as

needed, and you can archive teams (set them to read-only mode) to preserve a point-in-time view of a team

that’s no longer active. Note that teams that are archived continue to have the expiration policy applied and may

be deleted unless excluded or renewed.

Does your organization require specifying an
expiration date for teams?

Does your organization require specific data
retention policies be applied to teams?

Does your organization expect to require the ability
to archive inactive teams to preserve the content in a
read-only state?

Document your organization’s requirements for team
expiration, data retention, and archiving.

Plan to implement these requirements as part of
your Teams rollout.

Communicate and publish your policies to inform
Teams users of the behavior they can expect.

Use the following table to capture your organization’s requirements.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/manage-creation-of-groups
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/groups-settings-cmdlets
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/groups-naming-policy
https://support.office.com/article/office-365-groups-naming-policy-6ceca4d3-cad1-4532-9f0f-d469dfbbb552
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitivity-labels-teams-groups-sites
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/end-life-cycle-groups-teams-sites-yammer


Expiration policy Manage the lifecycle of
Microsoft 365 groups by
setting an expiration policy.

P1 TBD

Retention policy Retain or delete data for a
specific time period by
setting retention policies for
Teams in the Security &
compliance center. NoteNote:
Using this feature requires
licensing of Microsoft 365
or Office 365 Enterprise E3
or above.

No TBD

Archive and restore Archive a team when it’s no
longer active but you want
to keep it around for
reference or to reactivate in
the future.

No TBD
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  Additional informationAdditional information

 Group and team membership management

Group expiration is an Azure AD Premium feature. For this feature to be available, your tenant must have a subscription

to Azure AD Premium and licenses for the administrator who configures the settings and the members of the affected

groups.

For technical guidance on how to implement these settings, see:

Set up Microsoft 365 groups expiration.

Set up Teams retention policies.

Archive or restore a team.

Consistently managing members of project based, or restricted groups are necessary for teams that require

rapid onboarding and offboarding or users and guests. Your organization may also need to make sure all

current members have the business justification to be in a team. Managing members can be hard because team

owners can leave and users don’t usually leave groups on their own accord when a project ends or when they

change roles. The best way to manage group membership that allows users to get access when needed but

ensure the group doesn't have a risk of inappropriate access is through two district processes: entitlement

management and access reviews.

Entitlement management allows you to delegate to someone, such as a project manager, to collect all the

resources that are needed, including teams memberships, into a single package. They can also define who can

make requests: either users in your tenant or from other connected organizations. The project manager will

receive access requests in their email and approve or deny requests in the MyAccess portal. Administrators can

configure the conditions of access to include an expiry date or period by when the user or guest will be removed

from the team unless access is renewed. Administrators can also set up the groups associated with teams to

take part in access reviews. For access reviews, the group owners will receive regular reminders to review the

members of a team. Access reviews include recommendations, which makes it easier for group owners to go

through their regular attestation process.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/groups-lifecycle
https://support.office.com/article/archive-or-restore-a-team-dc161cfd-b328-440f-974b-5da5bd98b5a7
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governance/entitlement-management-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governance/access-reviews-overview


-- -- --

Decision points Does your organization require a
consistent process for managing
membership of one or more teams? 
Does your organization require
owners, or the members themselves,
to justify their continued membership
of one or more teams on a regular
basis? 
Does your organization require
approval for users and guests to
request access to resources including
teams, groups, SharePoint sites, and
apps?

Next steps? Document your organizations
requirements for each team or specific
teams for membership expiry.
Plan how your organization can bundle
teams, groups, SharePoint sites, and
apps together in access packages.
Plan which people, such as the
requestor's manager, a project
manager, a sponsor for a connected
organization or a security officer in
your organization will need to approve
or deny access requests.

TIPTIP
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Access reviews Setup access reviews to
recertify the membership of
specific teams at regular
interval

P2 TBD

Entitlement management Setup access package to
allow users and guests to
request access to teams

P2 TBD

NOTENOTE

  Additional informationAdditional information

 Teams feature management

Use the following table to capture your organization’s requirements.

To help you plan ahead, learn more about what licenses they require.

For technical guidance on how to implement these settings, see:

Entitlement management

Access reviews

https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/active-directory/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governance/entitlement-management-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governance/access-reviews-overview


-- --

 

Decision points

Next steps

  Teams feature management focus areasTeams feature management focus areas

 Security and compliance

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Related topics

Another important aspect of governance and lifecycle management for Teams is the ability to control what

features your users will have access to. You can manage messaging, meeting, and calling features, either at the

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization level or per-user.

Does your organization require limiting Teams
features for your entire tenant?

Does your organization require limiting Teams
features for specific users?

Document your organization’s requirements for
limiting Teams features at the tenant and user level.

Plan to implement your specific requirements as part
of your Teams rollout.

Communicate and publish your policies to inform
Teams users of the behavior they can expect.

Teams provides granular capabilities for controlling messaging, meeting, calling, and live event features and

more, via policies. Different policies can be applied to all users by default or per user as required by your

organization.

For detailed lists of all settings, including technical guidance on how to implement them for your organization,

see the following articles:

Manage Microsoft Teams settings for your organization

Manage Teams during the transition to the new Microsoft Teams admin center

Private channels in Microsoft Teams

Manage meeting policies in Teams

Manage messaging policies in Teams

Manage your apps in the Microsoft Teams admin center

Additionally, you can set up moderation for a channel and give moderator capabilities to certain users so that

they can control who can create channel posts and respond to them. See Set up and manage channel

moderation in Microsoft Teams for more information.

Teams is built on the advanced security and compliance capabilities of Microsoft 365 and Office 365 and

supports auditing and reporting, compliance content search, e-discovery, Legal Hold, and retention policies.

If your organization has compliance and security requirements, review the in-depth content provided about this topic in

the article Overview of security and compliance in Microsoft Teams.

Governance quick start for Teams

Microsoft 365 licensing guidance for security & compliance

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-teams-skypeforbusiness-admin-center
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/microsoft-365-service-descriptions/microsoft-365-tenantlevel-services-licensing-guidance/microsoft-365-security-compliance-licensing-guidance
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NOTENOTE

 Plan your deployment

TIPTIP

 Workloads

 

 

Use the information in this article to guide you through the deployment of Teams in your organization.

If you haven't done so already, we strongly suggest that you begin your Teams deployment with a pilot. A pilot will allow

you and a few early adopters to get familiar with Teams and its features before your planning and eventual roll out. For

more information about how to start your pilot, check out Get started with Microsoft Teams.

Before you roll out Teams broadly, make sure your organization is ready by reviewing the items in Make sure

you're ready.

Before you start deploying Teams, make sure you've completed your planning process. Your planning process

should include:

Understanding Teams architecture

Reviewing and understanding Teams workloads and how they work with Microsoft 365

Calculated network requirements and ensuring your network and Internet connection have the hardware and

capacity required to support critical requirements like real-time communications

Understanding regulatory and compliance requirements for information stored in Teams and other Microsoft

365 services

Creating an adoption plan to help users understand the benefits of using Teams

We strongly recommend using the Teams advisor to help you with your deployment. For details about how the

Teams advisor works, see Use Advisor for Teams to help you roll out Microsoft Teams.

See how you can use Teams advisor to help you plan your Teams deployment by completing the Roll out using the Teams

advisor module on Microsoft Learn.

For information about planning for Teams, see Teams enterprise deployment overview.

There are lots of ways you can customize Teams. The following sections show you how to set up each Teams

workload: chats, teams and channelschats, teams and channels ; meetings and conferencingmeetings and conferencing; and Phone SystemPhone System. The order in

which you set up each workload is up to you. While we recommend setting up the chats, teams, and channels

workload first, you can start with meetings and conferencing or even Phone System.

Chat, teams, and channels

Meetings and audio conferencing

Phone System and PSTN connectivity

Chat, teams, and channels, are the cornerstone of Teams. ChatChat lets one or more users talk to each other, share

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/deploy-enterprise-setup.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/teams-deployment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/m365-teams-rollout-using-advisor/


TIPTIP

  Administration and team ownershipAdministration and team ownership

DEC ISIO NDEC ISIO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Who should be Teams administrators? Admin roles can be used to grant specific permissions to
people who you want to administer Teams. Small businesses
may not need these extra roles because the same person
may be responsible for all aspects of Teams. You can always
add or remove administrators later on.

Who should be Team owners and members? Team owners control who can access a team and its
channels. They can decide whether a team or channel is
public (to the organization) or private and can set up policies
like whether a channel should be moderated. Members can
access the team and its channels (unless a channel is set to
private and they're not a member of that channel) and can
be designated as moderators.

  Default settings and lifecycle policiesDefault settings and lifecycle policies

DEC ISIO NDEC ISIO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

What messaging policies should be applied? Messaging policies control which chat and channel
messaging features (such as who can use chat, who can edit
and delete sent messages, and so on) are available to users
in Teams. Teams has a global policy that applies to everyone.
All of the features in the global policy are OnOn by default.

files, and meet privately. TeamsTeams , which can be visible to everyone in your organization or only to those in the

team, let the right people collaborate whatever the task or occasion, whether it's a long-running project or

planning for a birthday party. ChannelsChannels  within teams can segment topics, projects, departments, or anything

else make sense for your team. For details about chat, teams, and channels, check out Overview of teams and

channels.

See how you can manage team roles, access, and messaging policies by completing the Manage Microsoft Teams module

on Microsoft Learn.

Use Microsoft Teams administrator roles to manage
Teams

Assign team owners and members in Microsoft Teams

If you want the same policy to apply to everyone, all you
need to do is make changes to this global policy (for
example, turn off meme support in conversations).

If you want different policies for different groups of
people (for example, one policy for office workers and
another for factory workers), you can create and assign
policies. When you assign a policy to a user, the global
policy no longer applies to them.

Manage messaging policies in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/m365-teams-collab-manage-teams/


What Team settings should be applied? Teams settings let you set up your teams for features such
as email integration, cloud storage options, organization tab,
meeting room device setup, and search scope. When you
make changes to these settings, they apply to all the teams
in your organization.

DEC ISIO NDEC ISIO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

  External and guest accessExternal and guest access

DEC ISIO NDEC ISIO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Should external access be enabled? External access lets anyone in another organization talk to
people in your organization. This is useful when you have a
close relationship with another organization, such as a
supplier, and want to make it easy for people in either
organization to chat with each other, hold meetings, and so
on.

Should guest access be enabled? Guest access lets people in your organization invite people
outside your organization access your teams and channels.
Guest access is often used to collaborate with people outside
your organization who don't have a formal relationship with
yours. For example, you might invite a project planner to
work on a project temporarily.

 Security

Teams settings

External access is different than guest access. External
access gives everyone in an organization access to
interact with people in your organization. Guest access
invites specific individuals access to interact with people
in your organization.

External access is turned OffOff by default.

Manage external access in Microsoft Teams

Guest access is different than external access. Guest
access invites specific individuals access to interact with
people in your organization. External access gives
everyone in another organization access to interact with
people in your organization.

Guest access is turned OffOff by default.

Turn on or turn off guest access to Microsoft Teams

Teams is designed and developed in compliance with the Microsoft Trustworthy Computing Security

Development Lifecycle (SDL). To conform to the SDL, Teams incorporates industry standard security

technologies as a fundamental part of its architecture, including:

Designing threat models that features are then tested against

Incorporating security-related improvements into the coding process and practices

Creating build-time tools to detect buffer overruns and other potential security threats before code can be

checked into the product

Although Teams follows a "Trustworthy by Design" methodology, it's impossible to design against all unknown

security threats. For this reason, it's important to understand how Teams works and interacts with other systems.

https://www.microsoft.com/sdl/default.aspx


 Compliance

F EAT UREF EAT URE DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Information barriers Prevents individuals or groups from communicating with, or
finding in the user picker, each other.

Retention policies Lets you control how long data in Teams should be kept or
whether data must be removed after a certain time.

Communication compliance Helps reduce communication risks by identifying, and taking
action on, offensive, profane, and harassing language; adult
racy, and gory images; and the sharing of sensitive
information.

Policy-based recording for calls and meetings Lets you control when, or whether, calls and meetings
should be automatically recorded and stored for later
processing, retention, or analysis.

Sensitivity labels Helps you to protect and regulate access to sensitive
information by creating labels that enforce selected privacy
options.

Data Loss Prevention Lets you create rules that determine how certain
information, such as social security numbers, credit card
numbers, and so on, should be handled. You can prevent the
sending of certain information, prevent it from leaving your
organization, and so on.

eDiscovery Helps you search for, and retrieve, content in your
organization when your organization receives discovery
demands in legal proceedings.

Legal hold Helps you retain information in your organization, even if it's
deleted by a user, when required during legal proceedings so
that it can be discovered during eDiscovery investigations.

Content search Provides a way to query Teams information spanning
Exchange, SharePoint Online, and OneDrive for Business.

Auditing Lets you see information about a specified action, including
who performed the action, when the action was performed,
the IP address that was used, and so on. Action include the
creation or deletion of teams, creation of channels, changed
settings in Teams, and so on.

It's also important to understand how common threats, such as IP address spoofing, denial-of-service attacks,

man-in-the-middle attacks, and so on, work so that you can design your network and Teams configuration to

reduce the chances of these attacks happening.

To understand how Teams incorporates security fundamentals into its design, and to read more about common

threats, see Security and Microsoft Teams.

Teams and Microsoft 365 provide many tools that can help you conform to regulatory requirements where your

company and users are located. See the following articles for information on how to configure each compliance

feature in Teams:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/dlp-microsoft-teams?bc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252fbreadcrumb%252ftoc.json&toc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252ftoc.json


Customer key Lets you create a data encryption policy using encryption
keys you provide.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Clients

TIPTIP

 Training

When you're ready for your users to start using Teams, they can install the Teams client on their Windows, Mac,

or Linux PC, or on their Android or iOS device. Users can download the Teams client directly from

https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads.

Make sure everyone who will be using Teams has a Teams license. For more information about assigning a

Teams license, see Manage user access to Teams.

Get recommendations on how to plan your Teams client deployment by completing the Deploy Microsoft Teams clients

module on Microsoft Learn.

If your organization uses Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager, Group Policy, or a third-party distribution

mechanism, to deploy software to your user's computers, see Install Microsoft Teams using Microsoft Endpoint

Configuration Manager.

If you want detailed information about deploying Teams clients, see Get clients for Microsoft Teams.

For information on how to train your users and admins to use Teams, see Microsoft Teams training.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/customer-key-tenant-level?bc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252fbreadcrumb%252ftoc.json&toc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252ftoc.json
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/m365-teams-collab-deploy-clients/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/training-microsoft-teams-landing-page
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NOTENOTE

            

clock Quick start Introduction to
teams and
channels

Plan your first
teams

Empower your
champions

Training Tools and
Downloads

  Deeper adoption guidanceDeeper adoption guidance

            

Star tStar t  
Get started 

Understand
teams and
channels 

Create your first
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and
organizational
readiness

ExperimentExperiment  
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program 

Governance
quick start

Define usage
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Onboard
support

ScaleScale 
Define outcome
and success 

Optimize
feedback and
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and implement
training 

Schedule service
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For an overview of making the transition to remote learning and resources to help you get started, see Get started with

Microsoft Teams for remote learning.

If you want to roll out Teams starting with chat, teams & channels, and meetings, use our prescriptive Get

started guidance, which is designed to get you up and running quickly. If you're a large organization with a

hybrid or on-premises Skype for Business configuration, or if you want to roll out voice features (such as

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 calling plans or phone system), you can start with our Get started guidance, but

you'll need the additional guidance below, under Deeper adoption guidance.

Adoption plans can be simple to complex, depending on your environment. For large-scale deployments, step

through the guidance below to ensure your organization has a smooth transition to Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/adopt-microsoft-teams-landing-page.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-adoption-quick-start-checklist
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/training-microsoft-teams-landing-page
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/adopt-tools-and-downloads
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 Adoption prerequisites

 Adoption framework

 Adoption phases

By driving adoption of Microsoft Teams, you can deliver an excellent user experience and increased business

value inside your company. Our goal is to get you up and running quickly so that you can begin your journey

with Teams. This guide focuses on user adoption of Teams and has dependencies on your environment's

technical readiness, which is addressed in other sections of our documentation.

Before getting started, make sure that:

Teams is installed and licenses are assigned in your environment. At a minimum licenses should be

assigned to your core team and to the early adopters who will participate in this initial project phase.

You've downloaded the desktop and mobile applications.

Microsoft 365 and Office 365 have an adoption framework that applies to major workloads in the service. This

framework addresses the core steps that any organization should take to support cloud services. To learn more

about the overall adoption framework, see Microsoft Enterprise documentation and resources.

In this Teams adoption plan, we've organized the steps in phases and provided specific Teams guidance as

outlined in Adoption phases, next.

Every adoption project varies in size and complexity based on your environment, but the initial steps are

identical across the board. We believe that breaking the process down into three distinct phases—startup,

experiment, and enable—will streamline adoption for everyone.

Star tStar t - In this first phase, you'll gather your team together, set up your initial teams, and use Teams to

begin planning Teams adoption. This approach will increase your technical familiarity with the product

and help you to build the skills necessary to successfully complete subsequent phases.

ExperimentExperiment - In this phase of controlled growth, you'll bring your internal champions and early adopters

onboard. You'll speak with your business users to identify scenarios that would immediately benefit from

the collaboration and communications capabilities that Teams provides. You'll gather feedback that will

inform your broad-scale adoption phase, and you'll make service decisions about governance and

lifecycle management that will ensure a successful deployment.

ScaleScale - This is the broad-scale deployment phase in which you'll turn on Teams capabilities for all your

employees. In this phase, the size of your organization will determine whether this is a "go big" project

that will turn on Teams for all employees simultaneously or if you'll approach this by region, business

unit, or other method of segmenting your employee population. In this phase you'll move to a continuous

delivery model. Employees, leaders, and business units will want to expand their use of Teams and will

require training and your engagement to understand how to best use Teams and other features of

Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Each of these adoption phases depends on your technical and environmental readiness for Teams. Let's get

started!

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-get-started.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/
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 Validate adoption prerequisites

 Assemble your team

RO L ERO L E RESP O N SIB IL IT IESRESP O N SIB IL IT IES DEPA RT M EN TDEPA RT M EN T

Executive Sponsor Communicate high-level vision.
Connect Teams implementation to core
mission and priority initiatives at the
company.

Executive Leadership

Success Owner Ensure the business goals are realized
from the Teams rollout.

Any department

Program Manager Oversee the entire Teams launch
execution and rollout process.

IT

Champions Help evangelize Teams, support skill
building, and provide usage insights.

Multiple departments

Training Lead Manage and communicate training
content about Teams.

IT or other

Department Leads (Stakeholders) Identify how specific departments will
use Teams and encourage
engagement.

Any department (management)

IT Specialists Oversee all technical aspects of
implementation, including integrations.

IT

You'll start your Teams adoption with the following activities:

Validate adoption prerequisites.

Assemble your team.

Understand teams and channels.

Set up your first teams on Teams to build your technical knowledge.

Assess your organization's readiness for change.

The primary goal of this phase is to ensure your readiness for the experimentation phase. You will also

determine if you need assistance from Microsoft or from our network of skilled partners.

Review our adoption prerequisites and work with the technical team to meet them if necessary. We'll address

deeper technical requirements within each adoption scenario.

The table below lists the core roles for your project team. In a smaller organization, some of these roles may be

carried out by the same person.

1

1

1

1

2

1

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-phase1.md


Communication Lead Oversee company-wide
communications about Teams.

Corporate Communications, IT, or
other

Community Manager Manage day-to-day Yammer network
activity. Provide guidance and best
practices.

Multiple departments

RO L ERO L E RESP O N SIB IL IT IESRESP O N SIB IL IT IES DEPA RT M EN TDEPA RT M EN T

 Additional resources

2

These roles are essential to the success of your project.

These roles are important for the overall program success.

1

2

In most cases, this initial team should be a small group of like-minded people who are interested in Teams and

may also be accountable for its implementation. As your adoption plan moves on to additional phases, you will

include more people in your team. We also suggest that you take advantage of the Microsoft resources that are

available to assist you.

The Microsoft Technical Community delivers peer-provided insights into adoption and technical issues for many

Microsoft 365 and Office 365 products. We suggest that you join the following communities:

Microsoft Teams Technical Community – Get product questions answered, learn from other Teams customers,

and follow our blog to stay up to date on new features and use cases for Teams.

Champions Program and the Driving Adoption community – Learn from your peers about how to best drive

adoption of Microsoft 365 or Office 365 workloads such as Teams, SharePoint, Yammer, and other products.

Open to IT Pros, business users, the “accidental” developer, and anyone interested in driving adoption of

cloud services.

 Next: Understand teams and channels

https://aka.ms/TechCommunity
https://aka.ms/TeamsCommunity
https://aka.ms/O365Champions
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View this short video https://www.youtube.com/embed/WkAVgNKn0hs

 Use Teams to drive cross-organization collaboration

The concepts of teams and channels are fundamental to a healthy, productive implementation of Microsoft

Teams.

A team is a collection of people, content, and tools that work together to produce a business outcome for

your company. Teams are built on Microsoft 365 Groups, and changes to Microsoft 365 group

membership sync to the team.

Channels are the collaboration spaces within a team in which the actual work is done.

To read more about teams and channels, see the Overview of teams and channels in Microsoft Teams. For

comprehensive Teams adoption guidance, get the Teams Adoption Guide. To learn more about Teams and

Microsoft 365 Groups, see Microsoft 365 Groups and Microsoft Teams and Learn more about Microsoft 365

Groups.

Team access types determine who can join a team:

Private teams are restricted to team members approved by the team owner(s). This is a typical setting for

project teams and virtual teams in a large organization.

Public teams are open to anyone in the organization, and users can join them directly. Public teams are

useful for collaboration on topics of general interest to people in different departments or to people who

are working on different projects. This is a good default setting for smaller organizations.

It's a best practice to use teams to improve cross-organization collaboration, and many projects will lend

themselves to this model. In addition, leaders or divisions inside of an organization might want a dedicated team

for their own people. Consider the organizational and project models shown in the following illustration.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-understand-teams-and-channels.md
https://aka.ms/teamstoolkit
https://support.office.com/article/Learn-about-Office-365-groups-b565caa1-5c40-40ef-9915-60fdb2d97fa2
https://www.youtube.com/embed/WkAVgNKn0hs


In an organizational team (shown on the left), key information about the way that organization runs its business,

team events, core strategies, and other operational information, such as business reviews, might be shared. For

the team shown on the right, the district's information is broken down into channels that represent the

categories of work that are being accomplished by that team. Members of this team may or may not report to

the same person, but they are all engaged in driving the results for the district.

You will work more on the structure of your teams in phase 2 of your implementation.

 Next: Create your first teams
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T EA M  N A M ET EA M  N A M E P RO P O SED C H A N N EL  N A M ESP RO P O SED C H A N N EL  N A M ES

Get to know Teams General
Say hi
How do I?
Feedback 
Ideas for future teams 
Support

Microsoft Teams Implementation General 
Awareness and Adoption 
Business Engagement 
Early Adopter Program 
Feedback and Insights 
Security and Compliance 
Strategy and Planning 
Service Health and Incidents 
Training 
Watercooler Chat

Teamwork Champions General 
Best Practices, Training, and How To 
Champion Corner 
Feedback and Support 
Program Leads 
Social Hub

T EA M / C H A N N EL  N A M ET EA M / C H A N N EL  N A M E P IN N ED TA BP IN N ED TA B

Microsoft Teams DeploymentMicrosoft Teams Deployment

The best way to drive adoption of Teams is to use the product. We recommend that you manage your Microsoft

365 or Office 365 deployment with Teams. You should also create a community of employees who are focused

on teamwork and productivity. (These initial teams may change over time.) Some suggested teams are:

Within Microsoft Teams, the tab gallery gives you access to all Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and third-party apps

that have been turned on by the administrator. To get the most value from your product, we suggest pinning key

resources as tabs in each of the appropriate channels. See the example below.

In your initial teams, we suggest pinning the following items for easy reference in your team channels. These

assets are in addition to your OneNote notebook sections. If you're working with our FastTrack team, they will

assist you in configuring these first teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-your-first-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/concepts/tabs/tabs-overview


General Web tab: Teams documentation

Awareness and adoption Teams Adoption Hub
Microsoft Teams Customer Success Kit

Business engagement Wiki – Engagement guidance
Form – Request for Teams consultation
List – Engagement requests

Early adopters Pinned feedback community 
OneNote for FAQ and common themes

Feedback and reporting Pinned Microsoft 365 or Office 365 usage report (for
Microsoft 365 or Office 365 admins only)

Security and compliance Microsoft Trust Portal 
Security and compliance documentation
Roadmap

Strategy and planning Collaboration North Star PowerPoint 
Service Adoption Project Plan

Training Custom learning training portal 
Teams online training

Teamwork ChampionsTeamwork Champions

General Use for program announcements 
Pin champion program overview

Best practices Best practices for teams, channels, and chats PowerPoint 
Team lifecycle

Champion Corner Meeting notes and presentations

Social Hub RSS connector: Teams blog and driving adoption blog

Training and How To Your training portal link

T EA M / C H A N N EL  N A M ET EA M / C H A N N EL  N A M E P IN N ED TA BP IN N ED TA B

 Making the switch to Microsoft Teams
As you begin to use Teams, it will be important for you and the rest of the project team to commit to using

Teams chat, channels, and resources to run your project. Your own usage of Teams is critical to the quality of

your adoption project. We recommend that you resist fragmenting your project by continuing to have

conversations with the core project team in email. By switching to Teams you will model the behavior you

ultimately want your employees to embrace. Set the tone, go first, and begin to enjoy having your project

information in one place!

 Next: How ready is your organization for Microsoft Teams?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/index
https://aka.ms/DriveTeamsAdoption
https://aka.ms/TeamsCustomerSuccess
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/security-roadmap
https://aka.ms/TeamsTraining
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 Assess your stakeholders

NOTENOTE

 Identify early adopters

Now that your project team has come together and you are beginning to see what Teams can do for your

organization, it's important to assess your organization's readiness for the Teams transition. To assess your

readiness, you will need to:

1. Assess your stakeholders.

2. Identify early adopters.

3. Evaluate the organization's readiness for change.

List the core stakeholders and business leaders in your organization. For each individual, ask the following

questions:

1. Is this leader friendly to new technology?

2. Rate this leader's satisfaction with your current technology.

3. Is this leader willing to use unsanctioned technology to accelerate results or create a better experience for

his/her team members?

4. Is this leader under a high degree of pressure to deliver key business results?

5. Will this leader be willing to evangelize his/her experience with Teams to assist in the transition?

6. Does this leader have a positive relationship with key members of the existing project team?

7. Does this leader like to be viewed as an "agent of change" within the organization?

You can add additional questions that are relevant to your organization. For your initial two phases (startup and

experiment), you'll see leaders who are friendly to change, somewhat dissatisfied with current technology, and

that you have a good relationship with. These leaders should be brought into the core project team as business

advisors and may have projects that will be essential for your experimentation phase. It is important to select

impactful, real world situations to experiment with, and avoid high risk projects for your initial experiments.

While it's possible to assign a score to this sort of questionnaire that would minimize the impact of the human element of

relationships within your organization, driving change depends on the chemistry of the team as much as their technical

skill or business acumen. Review this list with your team members to discuss the "fit" of your various leaders with this

project as you select projects and staff for subsequent phases.

Early adopters share certain traits no matter what size or industry your organization may be. Typically, early

adopters share these traits:

Interested in technology

Willing to be a part of change

Seeking to make improvements

Collaborative by nature

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-assess-readiness.md


 Assess your organization's readiness for change

Willing to share their observations and learnings with the group

Are risk takers; that is, they're willing to try something to see if it works

Use a simple form in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 to allow these individuals to opt into your early adopter

program for Teams. Depending on the size and complexity of your organization, you may choose to enable

some or all of these individuals for your experimentation phase. In this program, they are agreeing to actively

participate in your experimentation phase and provide regular feedback to the project team. Avoid having

individuals who simply want to test drive new technology. Let them know that by giving this active feedback,

they are helping to craft the outcome of your project. You will use this list of people in Phase 2 - experiment.

Our Early Adopter Program Guide is a helpful resource for kicking off this program in your environment.

Change is a human process that has nothing to do with technology. There is behavioral psychology and

neuroscience that educates us about the natural resistance to change. To make change acceptable, it's critical to

anticipate the needs of your users, express your understanding of their situation, and create solutions that

improve that situation. Even in doing so you will encounter natural resistance to change.

Every organization approaches change differently, depending on region, work style, professional profile, and

other elements of the organization. To assess your organization's readiness, see Assess organizational change

readiness. Use the guidelines to answer the following questions:

TIPTIP

1. What percentage of users fall into each bucket? (Change resistance)

Ear ly adoptersEar ly adopters : request the solution before it's available.

Informed usersInformed users : use the solution once its value is proven.

DissentersDissenters : push back on any change.

Early adopters make great pilot testers and peer champions. Users who are slow to adopt new tools require

additional encouragement and more time to adjust.

2. What is the users' competency for change? (Training)

Self star tersSelf star ters  require only a link to a video.

Team buildersTeam builders  do well with group training.

One-to-one learnersOne-to-one learners  require personal support.



TIPTIP

TIPTIP

Tailor the type and amount of training to competency and personas. Keep training updated as new features come

online.

3. In addition to this service deployment, how many other changes are happening? (Adaptability) 

Changes could include Office/Windows upgrades, office moves, mergers, reorgs, and so on.

None

1-3 changes

More than 3 changes

Too much change can impede acceptance and productivity. If more than 3 changes are underway, consider

spacing them out or creating a theme to bundle changes together.

Combine this data with the stakeholder profiles and employees who wish to opt in for the early adopter

program. This will let you identify groups that are ready for and can absorb change alongside their existing

duties. This method will allow you to create partners in change.

You can use internal champions to address the problem of having different change types. Here, feedback is the

key to success: encourage people to share their challenges and needs. Embrace disrupters and dissenters by

giving these individuals or groups a seat at the table during experimentation. This best practice will pave the

way for a smoother broad deployment of your collaboration improvements.

 Next: Microsoft Teams adoption phase 2: Experiment
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You are now armed with a great project team and critical information about your organization, and you are

ready to experiment with Teams. We recommend experimenting with 2 to 3 real world projects within a group

that is led by a stakeholder with whom you have a positive relationship and in whose organization there are a

sufficient number of early adopters to provide meaningful feedback. Whether your organization is large or

small, we recommend completing this phase to gain insight into how Teams can improve your collaboration

beyond using its chat and file storage features.

You will complete the following steps in this phase:

1. Create your champions program.

2. Complete your governance quick start.

3. Define your use cases.

4. Finalize early adopter program participants.

5. Set up your feedback channels.

6. Bring your support staff on board.

 Next: Create your champions program

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-phase2-experiment.md
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Champions are essential to driving awareness, adoption, and education in your organization. A champion is a

person, primarily motivated by helping others, who is interested in new technology (specifically Teams) and

helping other employees use it in alignment with your best practices. Depending on the size of your

organization you may have this as a formal part of the person's role, but often employees take on this role

themselves because of their core motivation to help others.

Champions will fit into your overall launch planning in a variety of ways as shown below.

Champions should:

Be formally trained to increase their depth and breadth of knowledge

Be encouraged and empowered to guide, teach, and train their peers

Have consistent and positive reinforcement that affirms the impact of their efforts

Have a clear plan to execute

Use our Champions Program Guide to build this program in your organization. Our best practices for this

community are:

Join the Champions Program. Make sure that at a minimum the leaders of the Champions program (and

potentially all company champions) are members of the program. This free, monthly community call will

provide valuable information for running your own program and getting the most from Teams and other

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 services. Program materials can be reused in your own internal program.

Use the Teamwork Champion team: Your champions should use the team you have setup for them for all

program communications, feedback, and to find resources. In doing this they will become increasingly

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-create-champions-program.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=854665
https://aka.ms/O365Champions


TIPTIP

familiar with the product and its benefits.

Hold regular monthly meetings: Promote enthusiasm and cohesiveness of your community by holding

regular monthly meetings. These can be a combination of in person and virtual meetings, but their

consistency is key to having a thriving champions community.

To help build your agendas, schedule your meetings for the week after the public community call.

Be clear about program requirements: Some champion programs require that members attend the

monthly meetings, hold office hours for the group of users they support, and provide training to new

users. Whatever your requirements, make sure that champions are clear on how to successfully

participate in the program.

Visibly reward your champions: Your champions will give you important insights into the progress and

potential pitfalls of your project. Reward them often for their participation. Small gestures go a long way,

and often employees are not looking for monetary gain but appreciate recognition for their

contributions. Find appropriate and fun ways to thank your community.

Train champions early and often: Your program kick off and monthly meetings can be used to build skills

in your champion community. Use these opportunities to bring them on board, conduct their initial

training, encourage them to attend our courses, and make sure they are ready to support their

employees as they move forward in the experimentation phase.

 Next: Complete the governance quick start
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 Decisions

  Decision 1: Who can create teamsDecision 1: Who can create teams

  Decision 2: Teams naming conventionsDecision 2: Teams naming conventions

  Decision 3: Guest accessDecision 3: Guest access

  Decision 4: Approved appsDecision 4: Approved apps

  Decision 5: Are meetings included in your test?Decision 5: Are meetings included in your test?

The following activities will happen simultaneously, and they may involve all or part of your key team. As a best

practice, defer large-scale governance and security conversations for after you have completed your initial

experimentation with Teams. It is important to understand how governance decisions may impact the end-user

experience and will simplify the decisions you will need to make at that later date. For this phase there are some

decisions that need to be made. To successfully make them you will first need to answer the following questions:

Which stakeholder from your earlier assessment is a good candidate to participate in this limited business

onboarding?

Has this individual (or group of individuals) suggested use cases that would be good candidates for this

phase?

Do they have enough interest from employees in their organization to be early adopters and give you

meaningful and regular feedback?

To learn more, read Plan for governance in Teams and Plan for lifecycle management in Teams.

Make the following decisions (at this point, these decisions apply only to Phase 2):

For the purposes of this phase you can restrict who is able to create teams to the early adopter population in

addition to your core project team. This will allow your early adopters to create additional teams if needed.

Monitoring this behavior will give you key information for your broad deployment.

You will likely want to implement some naming conventions for your broad deployment of Teams, and check for

duplicate names. In Phase 2 we suggest that you implement a manual naming convention for your initial

projects only. The best practice for this is to conduct an interactive onboarding with the early adopter project

team and allow them to select their own name. This will give you insight into how employees think about their

work and will be essential in creating a larger scale naming convention at a later time. (Additional information

on the elements of an interactive onboarding will appear later in this guide.)

Depending on the scope and type of your project and the nature of your industry, enabling secure collaboration

with partners or vendors may be an essential capability you want to test. You can limit who can add guests to

teams by using the appropriate tenant controls, and limit which teams are open to guests by using sensitivity

labels. You can additionally ensure that guests adhere to organizational security requirements such as the use of

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA).

The best case use of Teams includes the integration of other apps into the experience. At a minimum your

technical team should enable the first party and featured apps in your Teams experience. Depending on your use

case and other apps used in your organization, you may opt to include additional apps as a part of your

controlled experiment. Be sure to vet any third party apps to ensure they adhere to your organization’s security

and compliance requirements.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-governance-quick-start.md


  Decision 6: Content management and structureDecision 6: Content management and structure

  Decision 7: Decision 7: Data securityData security

  Decision 8: Length of your experimentDecision 8: Length of your experiment

The Teams meeting experience is high quality, supports video chatting, and brings your employees together to

be more effective. Consult with your technical team to make sure that your environment is ready to include

simple VoIP meetings. Enabling audio conferencing or voice services would normally be excluded from this

phase of your experimentation; however, that depends on your core project team, your technical readiness, and

the state of other voice/meeting services in your organization. Technical readiness should include things such as

meeting room equipment, end-user devices and accessories, and the network. We recommend including video

chats and VoIP meetings in your experimentation to gain more value from your Teams implementation.

Teams works best when users work end-to-end within the platform - instead of requiring them to continually

switch back to legacy systems and services - and offers new ways of working that differ from how users are

accustomed. As part of your experiment, work with your participants to consider team structures and channels

that embrace the multi-modal ways of collaborating within Teams, and avoid simply replicating existing folder

and storage structures. Additionally, consider any compliance requirements for content stored outside of

existing supported systems such as records management or backup systems.

In preparation for your broad deployment you may opt to use security labels to classify the types of teams in

your environment. For the purposes of this experiment we recommend that you refer to Plan for Governance in

Teams and ensure that a basic retention policy has been set on Teams data in your Microsoft 365. You may need

to coordinate this work with your technical team because Microsoft 365 administrator rights are required to

complete this work.

A successful Teams implementation proceeds at a healthy pace to ensure appropriate momentum, focus, and

learnings. We recommend that this phase of your project be 60 days in length to ensure that your early

adopters complete sufficient business cycles. Extending experimentation for too lengthy a time increases the risk

of a failed change program; however, this time will vary for every organization.

 Next: Define usage scenarios
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Make sure that you understand the business projects (scenarios) that will be in scope for this phase of your

implementation. Take a look at this list of example scenarios that are great candidates for an early adopter

program. You can get started with easy wins such as:

Personal productivity

Modern project management

Modern meetings

Additional scenarios to consider are:

Employee engagement and communication

Bring campaigns to market faster

Increase sales productivity and grow revenue

Streamline business reviews

Think of this scenario modernization motion as a cumulative process – get things going with more basic

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-define-usage-scenarios.md


 Interview business stakeholders

 Map and prioritize business scenarios

scenarios to create enthusiasm, familiarity, and credibility with this new way of working. Then move on to more

ambitious areas of impact. As more impact with Microsoft Teams is demonstrated to your business colleagues,

more of them will get engaged and momentum will build. For many of our customers, once they get this

process going they find that business stakeholders approach them after learning how their colleagues got value

from Microsoft Teams.

To confirm the selection of these early projects we recommend meeting directly with the stakeholders you

identified earlier in this process. Your goal at this point is to listen and learn additional information about their

business. Consider the following questions to drive the conversation:

What are some of the organization's challenges or pain points related to communication and collaboration?

What are the areas in which your organization would like to improve?

What are the organization's strategic initiatives or current transformation projects that Teams can support?

What methods of communication and collaboration are typically better received by your organization than

others?

What is the process for drafting, distributing, and sharing information?

To be sure that you have the right information about the business scenario, consider using the following format

to document the scenario from the perspective of the employee completing the work and the business owner of

the process. Both perspectives are required to craft a successful path forward.

After speaking to one or more business stakeholders you can prioritize your scenarios based on impact vs.

difficulty. (Your scenarios may be in addition to the scenarios we suggest above.) Appropriate candidates for

your experimentation phase should have higher impact and low to medium difficulty. This will ensure your

project isn't affected by scope creep or technical difficulties before you are able to show the value of your work.

An example chart is shown below.



NOTENOTE
We are always eager to learn about how our customers use Teams in new an innovative ways. Share your #TeamsStories

with us in our Driving Adoption discussion forum. Include the hashtag #TeamsStories#TeamsStories  in your post. We are always

interested in how you use Teams in your organization.

 Next: Onboard early adopters and gather feedback.

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/driving-adoption/ct-p/DrivingAdoption
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 Gather feedback

NOTENOTE

Return to the list of employees who expressed interest in your early adopter program. Decide which of these

individuals should participate in your initial experiments with Teams. It may be all or a portion of the people

who are interested. Even if you do not select them for these initial projects, continue communicating with them

so they remain interested and will be willing to participate in the future. They will be a part of the onboarding

process for the projects you selected based on your discussions with business stakeholders, your technical team,

and your prioritization exercise shown above.

Complete the following steps with these early adopters:

1. Send an invitation email to them to invite them into the community,

2. Host a kick-off call to share with them the goals and outcomes of the early adopter program,

3. Ensure access to the feedback channel of your teamwork champions team and any other internal social

networking tools you may use.

4. Consider creating periodic surveys for them to complete that will gather targeted information.

Use the components of Microsoft 365 or Office 365 to gather feedback for your project.

 Decision: If your organization already has an investment in a Yammer network, you can use it as a feedback

forum for your early adopter program. If not, and your early adopter program has less than 5000 members,

create a team in Teams to gather feedback and provide training.

Some organizations will combine the channels for early adopter feedback into the teamwork champions program team.

This is a good approach because many early adopters may become champions in the future, and it will build a stronger

community.

 Next: Onboard support.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-onboard-early-adopters.md
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To ensure that the early adopter and champions teams will have the appropriate support as they start using

Teams, meet with your support staff and review the capabilities of Teams. Key members of the support

organization may want to join your early adopter program. Encourage their use of Teams in their own scenarios.

Take them through the basic onboarding of the product by using our online training resources.

Foundations - Core Components of Microsoft Teams

Troubleshooting Teams

Known issues and troubleshooting

Microsoft Teams training

 Next: Microsoft Teams adoption phase 3: Scale.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-onboard-support.md
https://youtu.be/V6B4KraD-FM
https://youtu.be/0KNh9KNpXcA
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams-welcome
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/training-microsoft-teams-landing-page
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In this phase, you will use your learnings, talented project team, and relationships with stakeholders, champions,

and early adopters to support the broad scale enablement of Teams for your organization. You will complete the

following steps as you prepare for continued business engagement regarding your organizations use of

Microsoft Teams:

1. Define outcomes and success measures.

2. Select service strategy.

3. Engage stakeholders.

4. Design and launch an awareness campaign.

5. Design and launch a training program.

6. Understand reporting tools.

7. Prepare for ongoing business engagement.

8. Prepare for ongoing service health & adoption reviews.

 Next: Define outcomes and success

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-phase3-enable.md
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For every business scenario or service you modernize, it is critical to define what success looks like for your

business. You will have gathered that information for your initial scenarios as you mapped them in your prior

phase. As you prepare for your scale implementation, you will need to revisit and expand these important

success criteria.

What follows is a recommended strategy for mapping these criteria. There are many valid approaches to this

step. You can follow our guide or follow the guide of the Microsoft partner you may be working with. Whatever

method you choose, make sure that your business outcomes are supported by the technical implementation of

your services and overall objectives of your organization.

There are four categories of outcomes that can be prioritized for your business. They are interconnected and

form the foundation of the modernization and digital transformation that individual employees will experience.

Example of outcomes in each category are:

OrganizationalOrganizational

Cultural transformation

Employee retention

Talent acquisition

Social engagement

Operational agility

CulturalCultural

Employee sentiment

Employee recommendations

Customer feedback

Innovation measures (for example, idea forum contributions, hackathons, product innovation

engagements)

TangibleTangible

Customer experience impacts (faster service, reduction in service incidents, customer referral/loyalty

program participation)

Cost savings

Revenue generation

Data security

Process simplification

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-define-outcomes.md


 Select a service enablement strategy
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Lead cloud
deployment with
Teams

Lead collaboration
scenario enablement
with Teams

All employees on
Teams and
organization-wide
teams

Enable Teams and
Skype for Business

Migrate users from
Skype for Business to
Teams

- Applicable to new
or low usage
Microsoft 365 or
Office 365 customers
- Lead with Teams in
customer-specific
scenario 
- Highlight
integrated user
experience and
accelerated time to
value for Microsoft
365 or Office 365 
- Conduct planning
workload enablement
together to avoid
serial implementation

- Enable Teams along
with OneDrive and
SharePoint Online 
- Create a company
intranet to share
news resources and
video with Microsoft
Stream
Better togetherBetter together : 
Teams
SharePoint
Yammer
Planner
PowerApps

- For customers with
less than 5000 seats
(current limitation)
- Enable cross
organization
collaboration with
one team for all
- Automate common
tasks (vacation
requests, employee
surveys, executive
engagement)

- Use Teams Core
tactics to accelerate
collaboration
- Highlight meeting
scenario guidance
based on size and
feature set required
- Use Skype for
Business for
enterprise calling,
interoperability, and
hybrid scenarios
- Use public roadmap
for capability
planning.

- Plan move to Teams
from Skype for
Business by creating
service strategy
roadmap for the
customer
- Attach to feature
release schedule
- Recommend
including Side by Side
and Teams Core to
ease transition

Retirement of legacy systems

IndividualIndividual

Use of desired tools

Employee morale

Employee productivity

Employee engagement

Idea generation

In general, you should think of these measures aggregating to create a change quotient for your company in

this manner :

Teams is a transformative technology, so depending on the size of your organization and your existing

technologies, you may take different approaches. Consider these strategies:

The following are our recommendations for most customer organizations. However, there are exceptions. To get

guidance for any scenario not covered here, ask your questions in our Driving Adoption community or reach out

to the FastTrack team or Microsoft partner network.

Choose Teams First or Teams CoreChoose Teams First or Teams Core: Most organizations have an existing investment in Microsoft

technology. You may be enabling more than one workload at a time, such as Exchange Online, OneDrive

for Business, or SharePoint. In these cases, selecting Teams First or Teams Core is a wise choice. It will

enable your users to get used to the enhanced collaboration experience of Teams. Your collaboration

project team can then plan to roll out additional capabilities and the training and support required for

them to be successful.

Choose Teams Go BigChoose Teams Go Big: In new Microsoft 365 or Office 365 customer organizations it is often best to



 Engage stakeholders

 Expand your implementation team

take a Teams Go Big approach to minimize the change fatigue caused by learning new technology

multiple times. You'll get the greatest benefit by enabling Teams for both core collaboration and meetings,

SharePoint, OneDrive, Planner, and other workloads, and allowing your employees to learn about them in

the context of your Teams deployment.

Teams Go Big is also the preferred enablement strategy for organizations under 1,000 employees who

want to simplify their employee communication and engagement. Using the organization-wide team can

bring people together to review common tasks and initiatives on any device.

Choose S ide by S ideChoose S ide by S ide: For organizations that are using Skype for Business for audio conferencing,

support for conference room devices, or cloud voice capabilities, we recommend running Teams and

Skype side by side to familiarize your employees with the core collaboration features, while planning

your migration off of Skype for Business at a time that is convenient for your company. Note that running

both clients side by side can introduce user confusion about which tool to use, so we recommend

keeping this phase in your adoption journey short.

Choose MigrationChoose Migration: Migrating from Skype for Business to Teams has additional components from a

technical perspective, but the user adoption journey has the same components as a Teams Go Big

implementation. In addition, you will be educating people about the Teams meeting experience and

interface, the new persistent chat behavior, and other elements of the experience that are different from

Skype for Business.

For each enablement strategy, it's essential to work closely with your technical readiness team to ensure that

your environment will deliver a great employee experience.

 Decision: Select an enablement strategy that will best support your business outcomes for Microsoft Teams

and that can be enabled by your technical implementation team. This is a joint decision between IT leadership,

program management leads, and user adoption specialists. This decision often rests with the executive

stakeholder who is the ultimate success owner for Microsoft Teams or collaboration services in your

organization.

Best Practice: Enablement strategies can be appropriate for a given phase of your project or divisional

implementation schedule. Use key personas and their needs to make selections. Work closely with your

technical implementation team to ensure a high-quality experience for your users.

Communication and managing expectations are key elements in a successful change project. It's important to

regularly communicate your overall vision and your progress toward that goal to your stakeholders and others

in your organization.

 Decision: Decide your rhythm and method for communicating with your stakeholders in alignment with

your company culture. Target your communications to the various levels of engagement and interest across

your organization.

Option: To create an ongoing knowledge base of information about your project, consider using news pages in

your SharePoint communication site. Your news page library (site pages in the SharePoint site associated with

your planning team) can be made public so they can be shared with all interested parties.

In a large organization you should try to incorporate many different roles in your broad enablement phase. This

may include additional business sponsors, IT support staff, additional members in your champion community,

and in some cases formal change management or training personnel. The illustration below shows a large scale

adoption team that allows for a separation of duties.



 Expand your governance and information management policies
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Level 1 The authoritative team for a
division or business unit

Usually restricted to official
members of this
division/unit

In perpetuity for as long as
the division exists (for
example, IT department,
Human Resources,
Marketing)

Level 2 Project, service, or initiative
teams with a smaller scope

Normally cross-
organizational and may
include guests

For as long as that project
or service is being worked
on

Level 3 Point in time projects Small tight knit team with
individual scope; may
include guests

Short lifecycle tied to core
deliverable
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Level 1 - Divisional IT or champion for that
group to name it properly

Confidential with standard
retention policy applied and
1 year renewal policy

Think of this like reserving a
domain name. You want
control of how division
teams are named and
what's included. Design the
team before adding
additional users.

In a smaller organization one or more of these roles might be performed by a single individual, but the skills

required remain the same. Technical, communication and training skills are important in a successful change

project.

Once you've selected your enablement strategy you'll be ready to revisit and scale governance decisions you

made in Phase 1. Revisit decisions 1 through 6 from the Governance quick start to expand these policies in

alignment with the business users who will be using Teams.

Example team level provisioning and management best practices:



Level 2 - Project/service Project owner or champion Confidential or highly
confidential depending on
content. May have a
retention policy. 6 month
renewal.

Before creating this, think
just beyond the boundary
of the project or service you
are working on. Would it
make more sense to
combine forces with
another team? Make every
effort to minimize the
number of teams individual
users have to visit when
working on the same
project or service.

Level 3 – Small on-demand
project team

Anyone in the organization General label with standard
retention and 6 month
renewal. May include
naming convention
(prefix/suffix)

Self-service on demand
teams. Frictionless
provisioning. These facilitate
smooth collaboration and
communications for small
project teams looking to
get immediate value from
company provided services.

T EA M  L EVELT EA M  L EVEL W H O  C REAT ES?W H O  C REAT ES? L AVEL S A N D RET EN T IO NL AVEL S A N D RET EN T IO N C O N SIDERAT IO N SC O N SIDERAT IO N S

 Streamline business engagement
An essential part of driving digital transformation and usage in Microsoft Teams is working with your business

units to understand what needs, opportunities, and difficulties they have. While similar to the traditional IT to

business conversation, your focus should be on what is needed. Listen before moving to technical requirements.

In many cases, out of the box features in Teams will meet the needs of your organization.

Best practice: Before you consider developing a custom solution, be sure that your organization is fully using the

out-of-the-box capabilities of Microsoft 365 or Office 365. Custom solution development always incurs long

term cost for your IT and support departments.

Take the following steps to streamline your work with business units. Recognize that in very large, multi-national

corporations this process may continue long after your first large scale deployment of Microsoft Teams:

1. Meet with key influencers within a business unit before engaging the executive to gain insight and alignment.

2. Understand their current solutions for common scenarios (email, SharePoint, Yammer, and other products).

3. Start small by selecting scenarios that map to high impact, low/medium difficulty as you scale,

4. Capture feedback and develop champions with business unit knowledge to support the transition,

5. Set up monthly check points to discuss progress and prioritize the backlog of additional projects.

 Next: Optimize feedback and reporting
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 Incorporating feedback

 Invest in your champions

 Service reporting

Ensure that you are getting signals back from your service and your employees by following our best practices

for user feedback and service health reporting. In some cases, you may need administrator rights to access

certain service usage and health reports. If you are not the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 administrator for your

organization, work with that individual to be granted the report reader role in the Microsoft 365 admin center to

access some of this data.

Throughout your experiment phase you will be capturing information about how people have used the product

and their experience. Use this information now to adjust your awareness and training programs as you plan to

expand its use across your business units. Some common example questions might be:

When do I use this new tool alongside my existing technology?

Who is approved to use this tool with me?

Is it safe for highly confidential information?

Who do I speak with to learn more about Microsoft Teams?

Something's not working. How do I get help?

As you prepare to scale your usage of Microsoft Teams, recruit additional champions in each business unit or

group you are expanding to. Enroll these enthusiastic people in your service training program, and standardize

how and when you meet with them.

Be clear in your champions program design what your employees will get and what they are expected to give if

they become champions. Common program requirements are scheduled office hours, participation in monthly

community calls, and participation in internal online communities to support your transition to these new

experiences.

Best Practice: Hold a monthly Teams meeting for your internal champions. Split your agenda between teaching

new features, addressing feedback, and providing self service tools for your employee community.

Best Practice: Have representatives from your internal support department or IT Helpdesk join your champions

community to stay up to date on new information about your Teams usage.

There are three types of reporting you should review as you deploy and adopt Microsoft Teams:

Service health – from Microsoft 365, Office 365, and your internal IT support department.

Microsoft 365 Reports in the admin center – from Microsoft 365 or Office 365 view Microsoft 365 Reports in

the admin center - Microsoft Teams user activity. You may also use information from other systems within

your organization.

Service satisfaction – Gathered from internal community forums and surveys on specific experiences

 Next: Drive awareness and implement training

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-optimize-feedback-and-reporting.md
https://status.office365.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/activity-reports/activity-reports
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/activity-reports/microsoft-teams-user-activity
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 Implement end-user training

 Measure and share success

Awareness and training are the marketing and communications segment of your overall adoption strategy. This

will ensure that your employees are aware of the new capabilities of Microsoft Teams and its underlying

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 services and apps.

For both your initial pilots and your eventual company-wide roll out, your internal communications should be a

priority. They should include:

Internal awareness materials such as posters, digital signage and events.

Self-help and training information in a single location.

For your pilot phases these are the minimum steps for success:

Have a regular scheduled meeting with your project stakeholders for updates.

Make self-help documentation available, including product videos.

Hold a kick-off meeting with the pilot users to get them excited about their participation. The importance of

creating a sense of community with enthusiasm can't be overstated.

Once you have worked through the initial pilot, you can expand the efforts above to reach your entire

organization. Depending on your size, this may take time and be approached in phases by region, user profile,

or organization. During this larger scale roll out, encourage the involvement of the communicators in your

organization. We recommend these individuals be involved early and often as you use the available adoption

materials or design your own.

If your company has a central intranet portal for news, information, or support, you can use it as a hub for

information about this roll out. Providing widely available self-help information, training, and written guidance

lets users quickly come onboard. Many users will simply jump in once Teams becomes available and we

encourage this. We also know that each individual learns in different ways; a central information portal can

support all styles of learning within your organization.

Use our resources to deliver end-user training as people begin to use Microsoft Teams and other Microsoft 365

or Office 365 services. Visit our resource pages to learn more:

Instructor-led end-user training for Teams

Administrator training for Teams

Online End-user video training

Coffee in the Cloud online training for champions & IT pros

Adoption Tools

As with any communications and adoption campaign, you will want to identify your success measurements up

front. Consider these:

Active users in the product

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-drive-awareness.md
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/instructor-led-training-teams-landing-page.html#body
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-teams-video-training-4f108e54-240b-4351-8084-b1089f0d21d7
https://aka.ms/CoffeeintheCloud
https://aka.ms/O365AdoptionTools


Views of your information webpages

Questions in your user community

Views of your training videos

Attendance at learning events

Share the insights you get from your feedback channels with the hashtag #TeamsStories for easy retrieval. Share

a #TeamsStory per month on your intranet to highlight employees who are embracing the change to increase

productivity and collaboration in your environment. Also share them with us in our Driving Adoption forum on

the Microsoft Technical Community. Sharing these real world examples from within your own company is

extremely valuable to realizing sustained change over time with your user community.

Learn more about the Microsoft Teams usage reports in the Microsoft 365 admin center.

 Next: Schedule service health reviews
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In collaboration with your technical implementation team, plan to hold monthly service health reviews for

Teams. In these reviews you will share insights on the following measures:

Ser vice usageSer vice usage – Active usage data, and may include information about services deprecated or consumption

reduced as a result of moving to Teams. Typically led by service manager or product owner for collaboration

services.

Ser vice healthSer vice health – Call quality, meeting health and overall service health. Review of any support incidents

and helpdesk ticket levels. Security and governance topics. Typically led by information protection and

support teams.

Capability/project roadmapCapability/project roadmap – What is the schedule of remaining employee onboarding or further

collaboration improvement projects? What additional features is your organization going to enable? Typically

led by service manager or product owner for collaboration services in collaboration with key business

stakeholders.

Awareness campaign and training success measure updateAwareness campaign and training success measure update – Includes reach, participation, key

feedback themes, and open issues. Include key wins and success stories.

This monthly review can be quite formal in large organizations or virtual in smaller companies. It is important to

share and monitor this data to ensure a healthy and every increasingly vibrant implementation of Microsoft

Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-adoption-schedule-service-health-reviews.md
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NOTENOTE

 Desktop client

TIPTIP

NOTENOTE

Microsoft Teams has clients available for desktop (Windows, Mac, and Linux), web, and mobile (Android and

iOS). These clients all require an active internet connection and do not support an offline mode.

For details about each clients' capabilities on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

Effective November 29, 2018, you'll no longer be able to use the Microsoft Teams for Windows 10 S (Preview) app,

available from the Microsoft Store. Instead, you can now download and install the Teams desktop client on devices

running Windows 10 S mode. To download the desktop client, go to https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads. MSI builds

of the Teams desktop client are not yet available for devices running Windows 10 S mode.

For more information about Windows 10 S mode, see Introducing Windows 10 in S mode.

Watch the following session to learn about the benefits of the Windows Desktop Client, how to plan for it, and how to

deploy it: Teams Windows Desktop Client

The Microsoft Teams desktop client is a standalone application and is also available in Microsoft 365 Apps for

enterprise. Teams is available for 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows (8.1 or later), ARM64 for Windows 10

on ARM, and Windows Server (2012 R2 or later), as well as for macOS and Linux (in .deb  and .rpm  formats).

On Windows, Teams requires .NET Framework 4.5 or later ; the Teams installer will offer to install it for you if you

don't have it. On Linux, package managers such as apt  and yum  will try to install any requirements for you.

However, if they don't then you will need to install any reported requirements before installing Teams on Linux.

The desktop clients provide real-time communications support (audio, video, and content sharing) for team

meetings, group calling, and private one-on-one calls.

Desktop clients can be downloaded and installed by end users directly from

https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads if they have the appropriate local permissions (admin rights are not

required to install the Teams client on a PC but are required on a Mac).

For more details about installing Teams on a Chromebook, please see How to install and run Microsoft Office on a

Chromebook.

IT admins can choose their preferred method to distribute the installation files to computers in their

organization. Some examples include Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager (Windows) or Jamf Pro

(macOS). To get the MSI package for Windows distribution, see Install Microsoft Teams using MSI.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/get-clients.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=855754
https://www.microsoft.com/windows/s-mode
https://aka.ms/teams-clients
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/teams-install
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=855754
https://support.office.com/article/how-to-install-and-run-microsoft-office-on-a-chromebook-32f14a23-2c1a-4579-b973-d4b1d78561ad


NOTENOTE

  WindowsWindows

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Distribution of the client via these mechanisms is only for the initial installation of Microsoft Teams clients and not for

future updates.

The Microsoft Teams installation for Windows provides downloadable installers in 32-bit and 64-bit architecture.

The architecture (32-bit vs. 64-bit) of Microsoft Teams is agnostic to the architecture of Windows and Office that is

installed. We recommend the 64-bit version of Microsoft Teams on 64-bit systems.

The Windows client is deployed to the AppData folder located in the user ’s profile. Deploying to the user ’s local

profile allows the client to be installed without requiring elevated rights. The Windows client leverages the

following locations:

%LocalAppData%\Microsoft\Teams

%LocalAppData%\Microsoft\TeamsMeetingAddin

%AppData%\Microsoft\Teams

%LocalAppData%\SquirrelTemp

When users initiate a call using the Microsoft Teams client for the first time, they might notice a warning with the

Windows firewall settings that asks for users to allow communication. Users might be instructed to ignore this

message because the call will work, even when the warning is dismissed.

Windows Firewall configuration will be altered even when the prompt is dismissed by selecting “Cancel”. Two inbound

rules for teams.exe will be created with Allow action for both TCP and UDP protocols.

If you want to prevent Teams from prompting users to create firewall rules when the users make their first call

from Teams, use the Sample PowerShell script - inbound firewall rule below.



  MacMac

  Install Teams by using the PKG fileInstall Teams by using the PKG file

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

  LinuxLinux

NOTENOTE

  Install Teams using DEB packageInstall Teams using DEB package

Mac users can install Teams by using a PKG installation file for macOS computers. Administrative access is

required to install the Mac client. The macOS client is installed to the /Applications folder.

1. From the Teams download page, under MacMac, click DownloadDownload.

2. Double click the PKG file.

3. Follow the installation wizard to complete the installation.

4. Teams will be installed to /Applications folder. It is a machine-wide installation.

During the installation, the PKG will prompt for admin credentials. The user needs to enter the admin credentials,

regardless of whether or not the user is an admin.

If a user currently has a DMG installation of Teams and wants to replace it with the PKG installation, the user

should:

1. Exit the Teams app.

2. Uninstall the Teams app.

3. Install the PKG file.

IT admins can use managed deployment of Teams to distribute the installation files to all Macs in their

organization, such as Jamf Pro.

If you experience issues installing the PKG, let us know. In the FeedbackFeedback section at the end of this article, click ProductProduct

feedbackfeedback.

Users will be able to install native Linux packages in .deb  and .rpm  formats. Installing the DEB or RPM

package will automatically install the package repository.

DEB https://packages.microsoft.com/repos/ms-teams stable main

RPM https://packages.microsoft.com/yumrepos/ms-teams

The signing key to enable auto-updating using the system's package manager is installed automatically.

However, it can also be found at: https://packages.microsoft.com/keys/microsoft.asc. Microsoft Teams ships

monthly and if the repository was installed correctly, then your system package manager should handle auto-

updating in the same way as other packages on the system.

If you find a bug, submit it using Report a Problem  from within the client. For known issues, see Support Teams in your

organization. For Teams for Linux support you can use the Linux forum support channel on Microsoft Q&A. Be sure to

use the teams-linux  tag when posting questions.

1. Download the package from https://aka.ms/getteams.

2. Install using one of the following:

Open the relevant package management tool and go through the self-guided Linux app installation

process.

https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads
https://packages.microsoft.com/keys/microsoft.asc
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams-welcome
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/answers/topics/teams.html
https://aka.ms/getteams


  Install Teams using RPM packageInstall Teams using RPM package

  Install manually from the command lineInstall manually from the command line

curl https://packages.microsoft.com/keys/microsoft.asc | sudo apt-key add -

sudo sh -c 'echo "deb [arch=amd64] https://packages.microsoft.com/repos/ms-teams stable main" > 
/etc/apt/sources.list.d/teams.list'

sudo apt update
sudo apt install teams

sudo rpm --import https://packages.microsoft.com/keys/microsoft.asc

sudo sh -c 'echo -e "[teams]\nname=teams\nbaseurl=https://packages.microsoft.com/yumrepos/ms-
teams\nenabled=1\ngpgcheck=1\ngpgkey=https://packages.microsoft.com/keys/microsoft.asc" > 
/etc/yum.repos.d/teams.repo'

sudo dnf check-update
sudo dnf install teams

yum check-update
sudo yum install teams

sudo rpm --import https://packages.microsoft.com/keys/microsoft.asc

sudo sh -c 'echo -e "[teams]\nname=teams\nbaseurl=https://packages.microsoft.com/yumrepos/ms-
teams\nenabled=1\nautorefresh=1\nkeeppackages=0\ntype=rpm-
md\ngpgcheck=1\ngpgkey=https://packages.microsoft.com/keys/microsoft.asc" > /etc/zypp/repos.d/teams.repo'

sudo zypper refresh
sudo zypper install teams

 Web client

Or if you love Terminal, type: sudo dpkg -i **teams download file**

You can launch Teams via Activities or via Terminal by typing teams .

1. Download the package from https://aka.ms/getteams.

2. Install using one of the following:

Open the relevant package management tool and go through the self-guided Linux app installation

process.

Or if you love Terminal, type: sudo yum install **teams download file**

You can launch Teams via Activities or via Terminal by typing teams .

Install manually on Debian and Ubuntu distributions:

Install manually on RHEL, Fedora and CentOS based distributions:

Alternatively, to use yum instead of dnf:

Install manually on openSUSE based distributions:

The web client (https://teams.microsoft.com) is a full, functional client that can be used from a variety of

browsers. The web client supports Calling and Meetings by using webRTC, so there is no plug-in or download

required to run Teams in a web browser. The browser must be configured to allow third-party cookies.

https://aka.ms/getteams
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=855753
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Internet Explorer 11 Not supported Meetings are supported only if the
meeting includes PSTN coordinates. To
attend a meeting on IE11 without
PSTN coordinates, users must
download the Teams desktop client.

Video: Not supported

Sharing: Incoming sharing only (no
outgoing)  

Microsoft 365 apps and services will
not support Internet Explorer 11
starting August 17, 2021 (Microsoft
Teams will not support Internet
Explorer 11 earlier, starting November
30, 2020). Learn more. Please note
that Internet Explorer 11 will remain a
supported browser. Internet Explorer
11 is a component of the Windows
operating system and follows the
Lifecycle Policy for the product on
which it is installed.

Microsoft Edge, RS2 or later Fully supported, except no outgoing
sharing

Fully supported, except no outgoing
sharing

Microsoft Edge (Chromium-based), the
latest version plus two previous
versions

Fully supported Fully supported

Google Chrome, the latest version plus
two previous versions

Fully supported Fully supported 

Sharing is supported without any
plug-ins or extensions on Chrome
version 72 or later.

Safari 14+ 1:1 calls not supported. Group calls
fully supported.

Video: Fully supported

Sharing: Fully supported 

Meetings: Fully supported

Video: Fully supported

Sharing: Fully supported 

Safari 13.1+ 1:1 calls not supported. Group calls
supported with full audio support.

Video: Incoming only

Sharing: Fully supported 

Meetings are supported with full audio
support.

Video: Incoming only

Sharing: Fully supported 

Teams fully supports the following Internet browsers, with noted exceptions for calling and meetings. This table

applies to operating systems running on desktop computers.

11 22 33

4

https://www.microsoft.com/edge/business
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/lifecycle/faq/internet-explorer-microsoft-edge


Firefox, the latest version plus two
previous versions

Not supported Meetings are supported only if the
meeting includes PSTN coordinates. To
attend a meeting on Firefox without
PSTN coordinates, users must
download the Teams desktop client.

Video: Not supported

Sharing: Incoming sharing only (no
outgoing) 

Safari versions before 13 Not supported Meetings are supported only if the
meeting includes PSTN coordinates. To
attend a meeting on Safari without
PSTN coordinates, users must
download the Teams desktop client.

Video: Not supported

Sharing: Incoming sharing only (no
outgoing)

Safari is enabled on versions higher
than 11.1 in preview. While in preview,
there are known issues with Safari's
Intelligent Tracking Prevention.

B RO W SERB RO W SER
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NOTENOTE

 Mobile clients

 To give and take control of shared content during sharing, both parties must be using the Teams desktop client.

Control isn't supported when either party is running Teams in a browser. This is due to a technical limitation that

we're planning to fix.

1

 Blur my background isn't available when you run Teams in a browser. This feature is only available in the Teams

desktop client.

2

 Teams meetings on browsers are limited to a single incoming video feed of active speaker.3

 Edge RS2 or later doesn't support sending real-time audio and video traffic through HTTP proxies.4

As long as an operating system can run the supported browser, Teams is supported on desktop computers. For example,

running Firefox on the Linux operating system is an option for using Teams.

For mobile operating systems, we recommend that you run the Teams app, available from the Android and iOS stores.

Running Teams in a mobile operating system is supported, but many features are unavailable.

The web client performs browser version detection upon connecting to https://teams.microsoft.com. If an

unsupported browser version is detected, it will block access to the web interface and recommend that the user

download the desktop client or mobile app.

The Microsoft Teams mobile apps are available for Android and iOS, and are geared for on-the-go users

participating in chat-based conversations and allow peer-to-peer audio calls. For mobile apps, go to the relevant

mobile stores Google Play and the Apple App Store. The Windows Phone App was retired July 20, 2018 and may

no longer work.

https://support.office.com/article/safari-browser-support-1aac0a7c-35a8-42c1-a7df-f674afe234df
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=855753


NOTENOTE

      

Decision Point Are there any restrictions preventing
users from installing the appropriate
Microsoft Teams client on their
devices?

Next Steps If your organization restricts software
installation, make sure that process is
compatible with Microsoft Teams.
Note: Admin rights are not required
for PC client installation but are
required for installation on a Mac.

 Client update management

 Client-side configurations

 Notification settings

In China, here's how to get Teams for Android.

Supported mobile platforms for Microsoft Teams mobile apps are the following:

AndroidAndroid: Support is limited to the last four major versions of Android. When a new major version of

Android is released, the new version and the previous three versions are officially supported.

iOSiOS : Support is limited to the two most recent major versions of iOS. When a new major version of iOS is

released, the new version of iOS and the previous version are officially supported.

The mobile version must be available to the public in order for Teams to work as expected.

Mobile apps are distributed and updated through the respective mobile platform’s app store only. Distribution

of the mobile apps via MDM or side-loading is not supported by Microsoft. Once the mobile app has been

installed on a supported mobile platform, the Teams Mobile App itself will be supported provided the version is

within three months of the current release.

Clients are currently updated automatically by the Microsoft Teams service with no IT administrator intervention

required. If an update is available, the client will automatically download the update and when the app has idled

for a period of time, the update process will begin.

Currently, there are no supported options available to configure the client either through the tenant admin,

PowerShell, Group Policy Objects or the registry.

There are currently no options available for IT administrators to configure client-side notification settings. All

notification options are set by the user. The figure below outlines the default client settings.



 Sample PowerShell script - inbound firewall rule
This sample script, which needs to run on client computers in the context of an elevated administrator account,

will create a new inbound firewall rule for each user folder found in c:\users. When Teams finds this rule, it will

prevent the Teams application from prompting users to create firewall rules when the users make their first call

from Teams.



<#
.SYNOPSIS
   Creates firewall rules for Teams.
.DESCRIPTION
   (c) Microsoft Corporation 2018. All rights reserved. Script provided as-is without any warranty of any 
kind. Use it freely at your own risks.
   Must be run with elevated permissions. Can be run as a GPO Computer Startup script, or as a Scheduled 
Task with elevated permissions.
   The script will create a new inbound firewall rule for each user folder found in c:\users.
   Requires PowerShell 3.0.
#>

#Requires -Version 3

$users = Get-ChildItem (Join-Path -Path $env:SystemDrive -ChildPath 'Users') -Exclude 'Public', 'ADMINI~*'
if ($null -ne $users) {
    foreach ($user in $users) {
        $progPath = Join-Path -Path $user.FullName -ChildPath 
"AppData\Local\Microsoft\Teams\Current\Teams.exe"
        if (Test-Path $progPath) {
            if (-not (Get-NetFirewallApplicationFilter -Program $progPath -ErrorAction SilentlyContinue)) {
                $ruleName = "Teams.exe for user $($user.Name)"
                "UDP", "TCP" | ForEach-Object { New-NetFirewallRule -DisplayName $ruleName -Direction 
Inbound -Profile Domain -Program $progPath -Action Allow -Protocol $_ }
                Clear-Variable ruleName
            }
        }
        Clear-Variable progPath
    }
}
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STO RESTO RE Q R C O DEQ R C O DE

Lenovo: https://aka.ms/TeamsLenovo

Xiaomi: https://aka.ms/TeamsXiaomi

Huawei: https://aka.ms/TeamsHuawei

If you're in China, use the links in this article to get Microsoft Teams for Android through one of several stores in

China.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/get-teams-android-in-china.md
https://aka.ms/TeamsLenovo
https://aka.ms/TeamsXiaomi
https://aka.ms/TeamsHuawei


Oppo: search for "Teams" in the Oppo store

Baidu: https://aka.ms/teams_baidu_direct_dl

STO RESTO RE Q R C O DEQ R C O DE

For information about getting other mobile Teams clients, see Get clients for Teams.

https://aka.ms/teams_baidu_direct_dl
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 Hardware requirements for Teams on a Windows PC

C O M P O N EN TC O M P O N EN T REQ UIREM EN TREQ UIREM EN T

Computer and processor Minimum 1.1 GHz or faster, 2 core

Note: For Intel processors, the maximum speed achieved
using Intel Turbo Boost Technology (Max Turbo Frequency)
must be considered

Memory 4.0 GB RAM (Teams requires a dedicated 4 GB of RAM over
and above any other system requirements)

Hard disk 3.0 GB of available disk space

Display 1024 x 768 screen resolution

Graphics hardware Windows OS: Graphics hardware acceleration requires
DirectX 9 or later, with WDDM 2.0 or higher for Windows 10
(or WDDM 1.3 or higher for Windows 10 Fall Creators
Update)

Operating system Windows 11, Windows 10 (excluding Windows 10 LTSC),
Windows 10 on ARM, Windows 8.1, Windows Server 2019,
Windows Server 2016, Windows Server 2012 R2. Note: We
recommend using the latest Windows version and security
patches available.

.NET version Requires .NET 4.5 CLR or later

Video USB 2.0 video camera

Devices Standard laptop camera, microphone, and speakers

All of the requirements in the following sections apply to both the Microsoft Teams desktop app and the Teams

Web app.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/hardware-requirements-for-the-teams-app.md


Video calls and meetings

Teams live events If you are producing a Teams live event, we recommend
using a computer that has a Core i5 Kaby Lake processor,
4.0-GB RAM (or higher), and hardware encoder. See
Hardware decoder and encoder driver recommendations for
a list of unsuppor tedunsuppor ted decoders and encoders.

C O M P O N EN TC O M P O N EN T REQ UIREM EN TREQ UIREM EN T

 Hardware requirements for Teams on a Mac

C O M P O N EN TC O M P O N EN T REQ UIREM EN TREQ UIREM EN T

Computer and processor Intel Core Duo processor

Memory 4.0 GB RAM (Teams requires a dedicated 4 GB of RAM over
and above any other system requirements)

Hard disk 1.5 GB of available disk space

Display 1280 x 800 or higher resolution

Operating system One of the three most recent versions of macOS. You can
find information about the latest macOS versions, and how
to upgrade your version of macOS, here. For example, when
a new version of macOS is released, the new version and the
two immediately preceding it become the supported
versions.

Video Compatible webcam

Voice Compatible microphone and speakers, headset with
microphone, or equivalent device

Video calls and meetings

Requires 2-core processor. For higher video/screen
share resolution and frame rate, a 4-core processor
or better is recommended.

Background video effects require Windows 10 or a
processor with AVX2 instruction set.

See Hardware decoder and encoder driver
recommendations for a list of unsupported decoders
and encoders.

Joining a meeting using proximity detection in a
Microsoft Teams Room requires Bluetooth LE, which
requires Bluetooth to be enabled on the client device,
and for Windows clients it also requires the 64-bit
Teams client. This feature is not available on 32-bit
Teams clients.

Requires 2-core processor. For higher video/screen
share resolution and frame rate, a 4-core processor
or better is recommended.

Joining a meeting using proximity detection in a
Microsoft Teams Room is not available on macOS.

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201260


 Hardware requirements for Teams on Linux

C O M P O N EN TC O M P O N EN T REQ UIREM EN TREQ UIREM EN T

Computer and processor 1.6 GHz (or higher) (32-bit or 64-bit), 2 core

Memory 4.0 GB RAM (Teams requires a dedicated 4 GB of RAM over
and above any other system requirements)

Hard disk 3.0 GB of available disk space

Display 1024 x 768 screen resolution

Graphics hardware 128 MB graphics memory

Operating system Linux distribution capable of installing DEB or RPM.

Video USB 2.0 video camera

Devices Standard laptop camera, microphone, and speakers

Voice Compatible microphone and speakers, headset with
microphone, or equivalent device

Video calls and meetings

Supported Linux distributions Ubuntu 18.04 LTS, 20.04 LTS, Fedora 30 Workstation, RHEL
8 Workstation, CentOS 8

Supported Desktop environment GNOME, KDE

Supported Display server X11

 Hardware requirements for Teams on mobile devices

Requires 2-core processor. For higher video/screen
share resolution and frame rate, a 4-core processor
or better is recommended.

Joining a meeting using proximity detection in a
Microsoft Teams Room is not available on Linux.

You can use Teams on these mobile platforms:

Android: Compatible with Android phones and tablets.

Support is limited to the last fourlast four  major versions of Android. For example, when a new, major version of

Android is released, the Android requirement is the new version and the three most recent versions that

precede it.

iOS: Compatible with iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.

Support is limited to the twotwo most recent major versions of iOS. For example, when a new, major version

of iOS is released, the iOS requirement is the new version and the most recent versions that preceded it.

The optional Blur my backgroundBlur my background video effect on iOS requires an operating system of iOS 12 or later,

compatible with the following devices: iPhone 7 or later, iPad 2018 (6th generation) or later, and the iPod

touch 2019 (7th generation).



NOTENOTE

 Hardware requirements for Teams in a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
(VDI) environment

  Related topicsRelated topics

For the best experience with Teams, use the latest version of iOS and Android.

See Teams for Virtualized Desktop Infrastructure for requirements for running Teams in a virtualized

environment.

Get Teams apps

Microsoft Teams on mobile devices

Install the Microsoft Teams app using an MSI

Limits and specifications for Microsoft Teams

https://support.office.com/article/Microsoft-Teams-on-mobile-devices-2ACBCF73-8FD4-4929-9B31-AE403B88C2D3
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 Hardware decoder driver recommendations - Intel

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID) DRIVER/ RA N GEDRIVER/ RA N GE

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0116 [2,0,11,929]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0126 [0.0.0.0] - [8.15.10.2418]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [0.0.0.0] - [8.15.10.2753]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x2772 [8.15.10.1749]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0162, 0x0166 [0.0.0.0] - [9.17.10.2850]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [9.17.10.2867] - [9.17.10.4459]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x1616 [9.18.7.9]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [10.18.10.3431] - [10.18.10.4425]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [10.18.14.4280]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x1616 [10.18.15.4256]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x1916 [10.18.15.4293]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [10.18.15.4281]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [20.19.15.4390] - [20.19.15.4444]

Microsoft supports all decoders and encoders except those listed in this article.

The following combinations of operating system, model, and driver are not enabled for hardware acceleration

due to various driver issues.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/hardware-decoders-and-encoders.md


Windows 10 all [21.20.16.4541]

Windows 10 all [22.20.16.4811]

Windows 10 all [24.20.100.6293]

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID) DRIVER/ RA N GEDRIVER/ RA N GE

 Hardware decoder driver recommendations - Nvidia

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID) DRIVER/ RA N GEDRIVER/ RA N GE

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0540 [8.15.1.1243]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0A20 [8.15.11.8627], [8.15.11.8634],
[8.15.11.8642]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0A34 [8.15.11.8631], [8.15.11.8636],
[8.15.11.8652], [8.15.11.8662],
[8.15.11.8664], [8.16.11.8691]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0A74 [8.15.11.8636], [8.15.11.8652],
[8.15.11.8688]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0A28 [8.15.11.8644]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0A69 [8.16.11.8691]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0A3C [0.0.0.0] - [8.17.12.6721]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0873 [8.17.12.8562]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x040C, 0x0429, 0x06FD [0.0.0.0] - [8.17.12.9670]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [8.17.11.9745], [8.17.12.5738]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x0A2B [0.0.0.0] - [9.18.13.282]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x087D [9.18.13.697]

The following combinations of operating system, model, and driver are not enabled for hardware acceleration

due to various driver issues.



Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x1040 [0.0.0.0] - [9.18.13.1106]

Windows 10 all [10.18.13.5891] - [10.18.13.6881]

Windows 10 all [21.21.13.6909], [21.21.13.7570]

Windows 7 all [21,21,13,4201]

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID) DRIVER/ RA N GEDRIVER/ RA N GE

 Hardware decoder driver recommendations - AMD

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)

Windows 7/
Windows 8/
Windows 8.1

0x9874, 0x9851, 0x9853, 0x9854, 0x9855, 0x9856, 0x9857,
0x9858, 0x9857, 0x9858, 0x9859, 0x985A, 0x985B, 0x985C,
0x985D, 0x985E, 0x985F, 0x98E4, 0x67DF, 0x67C0, 0x67C2,
0x67C4, 0x67C7, 0x67D0, 0x67EF, 0x67FF, 0x67E0, 0x67E1,
0x67E8, 0x67E9, 0x67EB, 0x67DF, 0x67EF, 0x67FF, 0x6981,
0x6987, 0x6900, 0x694C, 0x694E, 0x694F, 0x6860, 0x6861,
0x6862, 0x6863, 0x6864, 0x6867, 0x6868, 0x6869, 0x686A,
0x686B, 0x686C, 0x686D, 0x686E, 0x687F, 0x69A0, 0x69A1,
0x69A2, 0x69A3, 0x69AF, 0x66A0, 0x66A1, 0x66A2, 0x66AF

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID) DRIVER/ RA N GEDRIVER/ RA N GE

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [0.0.0.0] – [25.20.15017.1009]

 Hardware encoder driver recommendations - Intel

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID) DRIVER/ RA N GEDRIVER/ RA N GE

Windows 7 all [8.15.10.2200] - [8.15.10.2600]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [8.15.10.2653] - [8.15.10.2827]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [9.14.3.1176] - [9.14.3.1177]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [9.17.10.2800] - [9.17.10.9999]

For legacy operating systems, only the following Device_ids are enabled for hardware acceleration.

The following combinations of operating system, model, and driver are not enabled for hardware acceleration

due to various driver issues.

The following combinations of operating system, model, and driver are not enabled for hardware acceleration

due to various driver issues.



Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [9.18.10.3222]

Windows 7 all [9.18.10.3234]

Windows 7 all [9.18.10.3272]

Windows 7 all [10.18.10.3242] - [10.18.10.9999]

Windows 8/Windows 8.1/Windows 10 all [10.18.10.0000] - [10.18.10.9999]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [10.18.14.4153] - [10.18.14.4161]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [10.18.14.4264]

Windows 7 all [10.18.14.4578]

Windows 7 all [10.18.14.4889]

Windows 7 all [10.18.14.5057]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [20.19.15.4300] - [20.19.15.4444]

Windows 7 all [20.19.15.4474]

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID) DRIVER/ RA N GEDRIVER/ RA N GE

 Hardware encoder driver recommendations - Nvidia

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID) DRIVER/ RA N GEDRIVER/ RA N GE

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [0.0.0.0] - [21.21.13.7848]

 Hardware encoder driver recommendations - AMD

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)

The following combinations of operating system, model, and driver are not enabled for hardware acceleration

due to various driver issues.

For legacy operating systems, only the following Device_ids are enabled for hardware acceleration.



Windows 7 0x9874, 0x9850, 0x9851, 0x9852, 0x9853, 0x9854, 0x9855,
0x9856, 0x9857, 0x9858, 0x9859, 0x985A, 0x985B, 0x985C,
0x985D, 0x985E, 0x985F, 0x98E4, 0x67C0, 0x67C1, 0x67C2,
0x67C3, 0x67C4, 0x67C5, 0x67C6, 0x67C7, 0x67C8,
0x67C9, 0x67CA, 0x67CB, 0x67CC, 0x67CD, 0x67CE,
0x67CF, 0x67D0, 0x67D1, 0x67D2, 0x67D3, 0x67D4,
0x67D5, 0x67D6, 0x67D7, 0x67D8, 0x67D9, 0x67DA,
0x67DB, 0x67DC, 0x67DD, 0x67DE, 0x67DF, 0x67E0,
0x67E1, 0x67E2, 0x67E3, 0x67E4, 0x67E5, 0x67E6, 0x67E7,
0x67E8, 0x67E9, 0x67EA, 0x67EB, 0x67EC, 0x67ED, 0x67EE,
0x67EF, 0x67F0, 0x67F1, 0x67F2, 0x67F3, 0x67F4, 0x67F5,
0x67F6, 0x67F7, 0x67F8, 0x67F9, 0x67FA, 0x67FB, 0x67FC,
0x67FD, 0x67FE, 0x67FF, 0x1304, 0x1305, 0x1306, 0x1307,
0x1308, 0x1309, 0x130A, 0x130B, 0x130C, 0x130D, 0x130E,
0x130F, 0x1310, 0x1311, 0x1312, 0x1313, 0x1314, 0x1315,
0x1316, 0x1317, 0x1318, 0x1319, 0x131A, 0x131B, 0x131C,
0x131D, 0x131E, 0x131F, 0x66A0, 0x66A1, 0x66A2, 0x66A3,
0x66A4, 0x66A7, 0x66AF, 0x6860, 0x6861, 0x6862, 0x6863,
0x6864, 0x6867, 0x6868, 0x6869, 0x686A, 0x686B, 0x686D,
0x686E, 0x687F, 0x69A0, 0x69A1, 0x69A2, 0x69A3, 0x69AF

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)

O P ERAT IN G SY ST EMO P ERAT IN G SY ST EM M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID)M O DEL  ( DEVIC E_ ID) DRIVER/ RA N GEDRIVER/ RA N GE

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

0x674a [0.0.0.0] – [99.9999.9999.9999]

Windows 7 all [0.0.0.0] - [16.199.9999.9999]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [15.21.0.0] - [16.199.9999.9999]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [15.201.1101.0]

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows
8.1/Windows 10

all [21.19.137.1]

 Related topics

The following combinations of operating system, model, and driver are not enabled for hardware acceleration

due to various driver issues.

Hardware requirements for the Teams app



   

 

Install Microsoft Teams using Microsoft Endpoint
Configuration Manager

 12/7/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

TIPTIP

EN T IT YEN T IT Y 32-B IT32-B IT 64-B IT64-B IT A RM 64A RM 64

Commercial 32-bit 64-bit ARM64

U.S. Government - GCC 32-bit 64-bit ARM64

U.S. Government - GCC
High

32-bit 64-bit ARM64

U.S. Government - DoD 32-bit 64-bit ARM64

 Deployment procedure (recommended)

 How the Microsoft Teams MSI package works
  

Watch the following session to learn about the benefits of the Windows Desktop Client, how to plan for it and how to

deploy it: Teams Windows Desktop Client.

To use Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager, or Group Policy, or any third-party distribution mechanisms

for broad deployment, Microsoft has provided MSI files (both 32-bit and 64-bit) that admins can use for bulk

deployment of Teams to select users or computers. Admins can use these files to remotely deploy Teams so that

users do not have to manually download the Teams app. When deployed, Teams will auto launch for all users

who sign in on that machine. (You can disable auto launch after installing the app. See below.) We recommend

that you deploy the package to the computer, so all new users of the machine will also benefit from this

deployment.

These are the links to the MSI files:

To ensure a successful deployment, be aware of the following:To ensure a successful deployment, be aware of the following:

Install the 64-bit version of Teams on 64-bit operating systems. If you try to install the 64-bit version of

Teams on a 32-bit operating system, the installation won't be successful and currently you won't receive

an error message.

Teams can also be included with a deployment of Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise. For more

information, see Deploy Microsoft Teams with Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise.

To learn more about Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager, see What is Configuration Manager?

1. Retrieve the latest package.

2. Use the defaults prepopulated by the MSI.

3. Deploy to computers when possible.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/msi-deployment.md
https://aka.ms/teams-clients
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&managedInstaller=true&download=true
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&arch=x64&managedInstaller=true&download=true
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&arch=arm64&managedInstaller=true&download=true
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&managedInstaller=true&ring=general_gcc&download=true
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&arch=x64&managedInstaller=true&ring=general_gcc&download=true
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&arch=arm64&managedInstaller=true&download=true
https://gov.teams.microsoft.us/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&managedInstaller=true&download=true
https://gov.teams.microsoft.us/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&arch=x64&managedInstaller=true&download=true
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&arch=arm64&managedInstaller=true&download=true
https://dod.teams.microsoft.us/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&managedInstaller=true&download=true
https://dod.teams.microsoft.us/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&arch=x64&managedInstaller=true&download=true
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&arch=arm64&managedInstaller=true&download=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/teams-install
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/core/understand/introduction


PC installationPC installation

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Target computer requirementsTarget computer requirements

  VDI installationVDI installation

 Clean up and redeployment procedure

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

TIPTIP

 Prevent Teams from starting automatically after installation

The Teams MSI will place an installer in Program Files. Whenever a user signs into a new Windows User Profile,

the installer will be launched and a copy of the Teams app will be installed in that user's AppData  folder. If a user

already has the Teams app installed in the AppData  folder, the MSI installer will skip the process for that user.

Do not use the MSI to deploy updates, because the client will auto update when it detects a new version is

available from the service. To re-deploy the latest installer use the process of redeploying MSI described below.

If you deploy an older version of the MSI package, the client will auto-update (except in VDI environments) when

possible for the user. If a very old version gets deployed, the MSI will trigger an app update before the user is

able to use Teams.

The default location is C:\Program Files (x86)\Teams Installer on 32-bit operating systems and C:\Program Files\Teams

Installer on 64-bit operating systems. We don't recommended that you change the default install locations, as this could

break the update flow. Having too old a version will eventually block users from accessing the service.

.NET framework 4.5 or later

Windows 8.1 or later

Windows Server 2012 R2 or later

3 GB of disk space for each user profile (recommended)

For complete guidance on how to deploy the Teams desktop app on VDI, see Teams for Virtualized Desktop

Infrastructure.

If a user uninstalls Teams from their user profile, the MSI installer will track that the user has uninstalled the

Teams app and no longer install Teams for that user profile. To redeploy Teams for this user on a particular

computer where it was uninstalled, do the following:

The next steps contain information about how to modify the registry. Make sure that you back up the registry before you

modify it and that you know how to restore the registry if a problem occurs. For more information about how to back up,

restore, and modify the registry, see Windows registry information for advanced users.

1. Uninstall the Teams app installed for every user profile. For more information, see Uninstall Microsoft Teams.

2. Delete the directory recursively under %localappdata%\Microsoft\Teams\ .

3. Delete the HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\Teams\PreventInstallationFromMsi  registry value.

4. Redeploy the MSI package to that particular computer.

You can also use our Teams deployment clean up script to complete steps 1 and 2.

The default behavior of the MSI is to install the Teams app as soon as a user signs in and then automatically start

Teams. If you don't want Teams to start automatically for users after it's installed, you can use Group Policy to set

https://support.microsoft.com/help/256986
https://support.office.com/article/uninstall-microsoft-teams-3b159754-3c26-4952-abe7-57d27f5f4c81#ID0EAABAAA=Desktop
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/scripts/powershell-script-deployment-cleanup


  Use Group Policy (recommended)Use Group Policy (recommended)

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

  Disable auto launch for the MSI installerDisable auto launch for the MSI installer

msiexec /i Teams_windows.msi OPTIONS="noAutoStart=true" ALLUSERS=1

msiexec /i Teams_windows_x64.msi OPTIONS="noAutoStart=true" ALLUSERS=1

NOTENOTE

a policy setting or disable auto launch for the MSI installer.

Enable the Prevent Microsoft Teams from star ting automatically after installationPrevent Microsoft Teams from star ting automatically after installation Group Policy setting.

You can find this policy setting in User Configuration\Policies\Administrative Templates\Microsoft Teams. This is

the recommended method because you can turn off or turn on the policy setting according to your

organization's needs.

When you enable this policy setting before Teams is installed, Teams doesn't start automatically when users log

in to Windows. After a user signs in to Teams for the first time, Teams starts automatically the next time the user

logs in.

To learn more, see Use Group Policy to prevent Teams from starting automatically after installation.

If you've already deployed Teams and want to set this policy to disable Teams autostart, first set the Group Policy

setting to the value you want, and then run the Teams autostart reset script on a per-user basis.

You can disable auto launch for the MSI installer by using the OPTIONS="noAutoStar t=true"OPTIONS="noAutoStar t=true" parameter as

follows.

For the 32-bit version:

For the 64-bit version:

When a user logs in to Windows, Teams is installed with the MSI and a shortcut to start Teams is added to the

user's desktop. Teams won't start until the user manually starts Teams. After the user manually starts Teams,

Teams automatically starts whenever the user logs in.

Note that these examples also use the ALLUSERS=1ALLUSERS=1  parameter. When you set this parameter, Teams Machine-

Wide Installer appears in Programs and Features in Control Panel and in Apps & features in Windows Settings

for all users of the computer. All users can then uninstall Teams if they have admin credentials on the computer.

If you run the MSI manually, be sure to run it with elevated permissions. Even if you run it as an administrator, without

running it with elevated permissions, the installer won't be able to configure the option to disable auto start.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/teams-install#use-group-policy-to-prevent-microsoft-teams-from-starting-automatically-after-installation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/scripts/powershell-script-teams-reset-autostart


   

 

Turn on Teams in your organization
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Turn Teams on or off for your entire organization

The Microsoft Teams admin center is gradually replacing the Skype for Business admin center, and we're migrating Teams

settings to it from the Microsoft 365 admin center. If a setting has been migrated, you'll see a notification and then be

directed to the setting's location in the Teams admin center. For more information, see Manage Teams during the

transition to the Teams admin center.

By default, Teams is turned on for all organizations. If you used Teams during the preview period, the setting

stays the same as what you set during your Teams preview.

As an administrator for your organization, you can assign user licenses to control individual access to Teams,

and you can allow or block what content sources can be used in Teams. See Manage Microsoft Teams settings

for your organization or Admin settings for apps in Microsoft Teams for more information.

To learn more about managing individual licenses, read Microsoft Teams service description.

Tenant-level control for Teams was removed effective August 2018. Control access to Teams in your organization

with user-level licensing. To learn more, see Manage user access to Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/Office-365-set-up.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-teams-skypeforbusiness-admin-center
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description


   

 

How Microsoft Teams uses memory
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 How Teams works

 Memory usage in Teams

  Expected memory usage by TeamsExpected memory usage by Teams

Some Microsoft Teams users have questions about how Teams uses memory. This article describes how

memory is used by Teams, and why the Teams desktop application (app) and the Teams web app do not prevent

other apps and workloads on the same computer from having enough memory to run optimally. Teams is

designed to use modern web technology. To achieve this, the Teams desktop client was developed on Electron,

which uses Chromium for rendering. This is the same rendering engine behind many of today's most popular

browsers, including Edge and Chrome.

Teams being designed on Electron allows for faster development, and it also maintains parity between Teams

versions across different operating systems (Windows, Mac, and Linux). This parity is possible because Electron

and Chromium maintain a similar code base across all versions. Another advantage of this architecture is there's

a similar memory usage profile between the Teams web app and the desktop version. Both the web app and the

desktop versions use memory in a similar way to how a browser would use it. More information about Electron

is available at their Web site.

See Chromium Memory Usage and Key Concepts in Chrome Memory for more information.

The following image shows side-by-side memory usages of the Teams desktop app for Windows and the Teams

Web app (in this example, running in Google Chrome).

It is important to understand the expected behavior of Teams when it comes to system memory, and to know

the symptoms of truly problematic system memory issues.

Whether you're running the Teams desktop app or the Teams web app, Chromium detects how much system

memory is available and utilizes enough of that memory to optimize the rendering experience. When other

apps or services require system memory, Chromium gives up memory to those processes. Chromium tunes

Teams memory usage on an ongoing basis in order to optimize Teams performance without impacting anything

else currently running.

In this way, similar Chromium workloads can utilize varying amounts of memory, depending on the amount of

system memory that is available.

The following graph depicts memory usage by Teams on four separate systems, each with different amounts of

memory available. Each of the systems is processing similar workloads (same apps open and running).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-memory-usage-perf.md
https://electronjs.org/
https://www.chromium.org/developers/memory-usage-backgrounder
https://chromium.googlesource.com/chromium/src.git/+/master/docs/memory/key_concepts.md


  Symptoms of system memory issuesSymptoms of system memory issues

When computers have more memory, Teams will use that memory. In systems where memory is scarce, Teams

will use less.

If you see one or more of the following symptoms on your computer, you could have a serious system memory

issue:

High memory use when multiple large applications are running simultaneously.

Slow system performance or applications hanging.

Sustained overall system memory usage of 90% or higher across all apps. With this amount of memory

usage, Teams should be giving memory back to other apps and workloads. Sustained memory usage of 90%

could mean Teams isn't giving memory back to the system, which indicates a problem.

The following images show examples of views in Task Manager when system memory usage is abnormally high.





   

 

Microsoft 365 and Office 365 URLs and IP address
ranges

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Go to Microsoft 365 and Office 365 URLs and IP address ranges for a detailed and up-to-date list of the URLs, IP

addresses, ports, and protocols that must be correctly configured for Teams. Microsoft is continuously

improving the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services and adding new functionality, which means the required

ports, URLs, and IP addresses may change over time. We recommend that you subscribe via RSS to receive

notifications when this information is updated or changed.

The Teams calling and meetings experience is built on the next generation cloud-based infrastructure that is also

used by Skype and Skype for Business. These technology investments include Azure-based cloud services for

media processing and signaling, H.264 video codec, SILK and Opus audio codec, network resiliency, telemetry,

and quality diagnostics. As such, there are URLs and IPs that are required that may be associated with both

Skype and Skype for Business.

For all Microsoft 365 and Office 365 workloads, the recommended connection method to Teams services is

bypassing the forward proxy where possible. When a proxy server sits between a client and the Office 365 data

centers, media might be forced over TCP instead of UDP, which would impact media quality. Download sample

proxy PAC files that can be used to configure traffic bypass from Managing Microsoft 365 and Office 365

endpoints.

If your networking and security policies require Microsoft 365 or Office 365 traffic to flow through a proxy

server, make sure that the above requirements are already met before deploying Teams into production. For

more information, read Proxy Servers for Teams or Skype for Business Online.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/Office-365-URLs-IP-address-ranges.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges#skype-for-business-online-and-microsoft-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges#skype-for-business-online-and-microsoft-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/managing-office-365-endpoints
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 Teams on VDI components

 Teams on VDI requirements
  Virtualization provider requirementsVirtualization provider requirements

  Platforms certified for TeamsPlatforms certified for Teams

This article describes the requirements and limitations for using Microsoft Teams in a virtualized environment.

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) is virtualization technology that hosts a desktop operating system and

applications on a centralized server in a data center. This enables a fully personalized desktop experience to

users with a fully secured and compliant centralized source.

Microsoft Teams in a virtualized environment supports chat and collaboration. And with the Azure Virtual

Desktop, Citrix, and VMware platforms, calling and meeting functionality is also supported.

Teams in a virtualized environment supports multiple configurations. These include VDI, dedicated, shared,

persistent, and non-persistent modes. Features are in continuous development and are added on a regular basis,

and functionality will expand in the coming months and years.

Using Teams in a virtualized environment might be somewhat different from using Teams in a non-virtualized

environment. For example, some advanced features might not be available in a virtualized environment, and

video resolution might differ.

To ensure an optimal user experience, follow the guidance in this article.

For details about Teams VDI on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

Using Teams in a virtualized environment requires the following components.

Vir tualization brokerVir tualization broker : The resource and connection manager to the virtualization provider, such as Azure

Vir tual desktopVir tual desktop: The Virtual Machine (VM) stack that runs Microsoft Teams

Thin clientThin client: The endpoint that the user physically interfaces with

Teams desktop appTeams desktop app: The Teams desktop client app

The Teams desktop app was validated with leading virtualization solution providers. With multiple market

providers, we recommend that you consult your virtualization solution provider to ensure that you meet the

minimum requirements.

Currently, Teams on VDI with audio/video (AV) optimization is certified with Azure Virtual Desktop, Citrix, and

VMware. Review the information in this section to ensure that you meet all requirements for proper

functionality.

The following platforms have virtual desktop infrastructure solutions for Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-for-vdi.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
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Azure Virtual Desktop

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops

VMware Horizon

  Azure Virtual DesktopAzure Virtual Desktop

  Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops requirementsCitrix Virtual Apps and Desktops requirements

  VMware Horizon Workspace and Desktop requirementsVMware Horizon Workspace and Desktop requirements

 Install or update the Teams desktop app on VDI

Azure Virtual Desktop provides AV optimization for Teams on VDI. To learn more and requirements and

installation, see Use Teams on Azure Virtual Desktop.

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops (formerly known as XenApp and XenDesktop) provides AV optimization for

Teams on VDI. With Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops, Teams on VDI supports calling and meeting functionality

in addition to chat and collaboration.

You can download the latest version of Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops at the Citrix downloads site. (You'll need

to sign in first.) The necessary components are bundled into the Citrix Workspace app (CWA) and Virtual

Delivery Agent (VDA) by default. You don't need to install any additional components or plugins on CWA or the

VDA.

For the latest server and client requirements, see this Citrix website.

VMware Horizon is a modern platform for secure delivery of virtual desktops and apps across the hybrid cloud.

To offer a great end-user experience, VMware Horizon provides media optimization for Teams. This optimization

improves overall productivity across virtual desktops and apps, and enhances user experience when calling and

meeting using Teams.

You can download the latest version of VMware Horizon from the VMware Downloads page. The required media

optimization components are part of the Horizon Agent and Horizon Client by default and there's no need to

install any additional plug-in to use the optimization feature for Teams.

To get the latest requirements and instructions on how to configure media optimization for Teams, see this

VMware website.

You can deploy the Teams desktop app for VDI using a per-machine installation or per-user installation using the

MSI package. Deciding on which approach to use depends on whether you use a persistent or non-persistent

setup and the associated functionality needs of your organization.

For a dedicated persistent setup, either approach would work. However, for a non-persistent setup, Teams

requires a per-machine installation in order to work efficiently. See the Non-persistent setup section.

With per-machine installation, automatic updates are disabled. This means that to update the Teams app, you

must uninstall the current version to update to a newer version. With per-user installation, automatic updates

are enabled. For most VDI deployments, we recommend you deploy Teams using per-machine installation.

To update to the latest Teams version, start with the uninstall procedure followed by latest Teams version

deployment.

For Teams AV optimization in VDI environments to work properly, the thin-client endpoint must have access to

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-desktop/teams-on-wvd
https://www.citrix.com/products/citrix-virtual-apps-and-desktops/
https://www.vmware.com/products/horizon.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-desktop/teams-on-wvd
https://www.citrix.com/downloads/citrix-virtual-apps-and-desktops/
https://www.citrix.com/downloads/workspace-app/
https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-virtual-apps-desktops/multimedia/opt-ms-teams.html
https://customerconnect.vmware.com/downloads/#all_products
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon/2006/horizon-remote-desktop-features/GUID-F68FA7BB-B08F-4EFF-9BB1-1F9FC71F8214.html
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vCPU 2 cores 4,6, or 8
It's important to understand the
underlying non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) configuration and
configure your VMs accordingly.

RAM 4 GB 512 to 1024 MB per user

Storage 8 GB 40 to 60 GB

  Non-persistent setupNon-persistent setup

NOTENOTE

  Te a m s  c a c h e d  c o n t e n t  e x c l u s i o n  l i s t  fo r  n o n - p e r s i s t e n t  se t u pTe a m s  c a c h e d  c o n t e n t  e x c l u s i o n  l i s t  fo r  n o n - p e r s i s t e n t  se t u p

  Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise considerationsMicrosoft 365 Apps for enterprise considerations

the internet. If internet access isn't available at the thin-client endpoint, optimization startup won't be successful.

This means that the user is in a non-optimized media state.

In a dedicated persistent setup, users' local operating system changes are retained after users log off. For

persistent setup, Teams supports both per-user and per-machine installation.

The following is the recommended minimum VM configuration.

In a non-persistent setup, users' local operating system changes are not retained after users log off. Such setups

are commonly shared multi-user sessions. VM configuration varies based on the number of users and available

physical box resources.

For a non-persistent setup, the Teams desktop app must be installed per-machine to the golden image. (To learn

more, see the Install or update the Teams desktop app on VDI section.) This ensures an efficient launch of the

Teams app during a user session.

Using Teams in a non-persistent setup also requires a profile-caching manager, for efficient Teams runtime data

synchronization. Efficient data synchronization ensures that the appropriate user-specific information (such as a

user's data, profile, or settings) is cached during the user's session. Make sure data in these two folders are

synched:

C:\Users\username\AppData\Local\Microsoft\IdentityCache (%localAppdata%\Microsoft\IdentityCache)

C:\Users\username\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Teams (%appdata%\Microsoft\Teams)

A roaming folder (or, if you are using folder redirection, a caching manager) is required to ensure that the Teams app has

the runtime data and files required to run the application. This is necessary to mitigate network latency issues or network

glitches, which would otherwise cause application errors and a slow experience due to unavailable data and files.

There are a variety of caching manager solutions available. For example, FSLogix. Consult your caching manager

provider for specific configuration instructions.

Exclude the following from the Teams caching folder, %appdata%/Microsoft/Teams. Excluding these items helps

reduce the user caching size to further optimize your non-persistent setup.

.txt files

Media-stack folder

meeting-addin\Cache (%appdata%\Microsoft\Teams\meeting-addin\Cache)

Consider the following when you deploy Teams with Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise on VDI.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/fslogix/overview
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  How to exclude Teams deployment through Microsoft 365 Apps for enterpriseHow to exclude Teams deployment through Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise

  Deploy the Teams desktop app to the VMDeploy the Teams desktop app to the VM

Before you deploy Teams through Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise, you must first uninstall any pre-existing

Teams apps if they were deployed using per-machine installation.

Teams through Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise is installed per-user. To learn more, see the Install or update

the Teams desktop app on VDI section.

Teams is also being added to existing installations of Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise. Since Microsoft 365

Apps for enterprise installs Teams per-user only, see the Install or update the Teams desktop app on VDI section.

Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise doesn't support per-machine installations of Teams. To use per-machine

installation, you must exclude Teams from Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise. See the Deploy the Teams desktop

app to the VM and How to exclude Teams deployment through Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise sections.

To learn more about Teams and Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise, see How to exclude Teams from new

installations of Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise and Use Group Policy to control the installation of Teams.

NOTENOTE

1. Download the Teams MSI package that matches your VDI VM operating system using one of the

following links:

32-bit version

64-bit version

For government clouds, see Install Microsoft Teams using Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager for the

download links to the MSI files.

The minimum version of the Teams desktop app that's required is version 1.3.00.4461. (PSTN hold isn't

supported in earlier versions.)

2. Install the MSI to the VDI VM by running one of the following commands:

msiexec /i <path_to_msi> /l*v <install_logfile_name> ALLUSERS=1

reg add "HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Teams" /v IsWVDEnvironment /t REG_DWORD /d 1 /f

msiexec /i <path_to_msi> /l*v <install_logfile_name> ALLUSER=1 ALLUSERS=1

Per-user installation (default)

This process is the default installation, which installs Teams to the %AppData% user folder. At this

point, the golden image setup is complete. Teams won't work properly with per-user installation on

a non-persistent setup.

Per-machine installation

This process adds a required registry key to the machine that lets the Teams installer know it is a

VDI instance. Without it, the installer will error out, stating: "Installation has failed. Cannot install

for all users when a VDI environment is not detected."

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/teams-install#how-to-exclude-microsoft-teams-from-new-installations-of-microsoft-365-apps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/teams-install#use-group-policy-to-control-the-installation-of-microsoft-teams
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&managedInstaller=true&download=true
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads/desktopurl?env=production&plat=windows&arch=x64&managedInstaller=true&download=true
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 Teams on VDI with calling and meetings
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This process installs Teams to the Program Files (x86) folder on a 64-bit operating system and to

the Program Files folder on a 32-bit operating system. At this point, the golden image setup is

complete. Installing Teams per-machine is required for non-persistent setups.

The next interactive logon session starts Teams and asks for credentials.

These examples also use the ALLUSERS=1ALLUSERS=1  parameter. When you set this parameter, Teams Machine-

Wide Installer appears in Programs and Features in Control Panel and in Apps & features in Windows

Settings for all users of the computer. All users can then uninstall Teams if they have admin credentials. It's

important to understand the difference between ALLUSERS=1ALLUSERS=1  and ALLUSER=1ALLUSER=1 . The ALLUSERS=1ALLUSERS=1

parameter can be used in non-VDI and VDI environments, while the ALLUSER=1ALLUSER=1  parameter is used only

in VDI environments to specify a per-machine installation.

3. Uninstall the MSI from the VDI VM. There are two ways to uninstall Teams.

msiexec /passive /x <path_to_msi> /l*v <uninstall_logfile_name>

PowerShell script: You can use this PowerShell script to uninstall Teams and remove the Teams

folder for a user. Run the script for each user profile in which Teams was installed on the computer.

Command line: Run the following command.

This process uninstalls Teams from the Program Files (x86) folder or Program Files folder,

depending on the operating system environment.

There are a variety of virtualized setup configurations, each with a different focus for optimization. For example,

a configuration might focus on user density. When planning, consider the following to help optimize your setup

based on your organization's workload needs.

Minimum requirement: Some workloads might require a setup using resources that are above the minimum

requirements. For example, workloads for developers who use applications that demand more computing

resources.

Dependencies: These include dependencies on infrastructure, workload, and other environmental

considerations outside the Teams desktop app.

Disabled features on VDI: Teams disables GPU-intensive features for VDI, which can help improve transient

CPU utilization. The following features are disabled:

Teams CSS animation

Giphy auto-start

In addition to chat and collaboration, Teams on VDI with calling and meetings is available with supported

virtualization provider platforms. Supported features are based on the WebRTC media stack and virtualization

provider implementation. The following diagram provides an overview of the architecture.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/scripts/powershell-script-deployment-cleanup
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  Migrate from Skype for Business on VDI to Teams on VDIMigrate from Skype for Business on VDI to Teams on VDI

  Teams on Chrome browser versus Teams desktop app for VDITeams on Chrome browser versus Teams desktop app for VDI

If you currently run Teams without AV optimization in VDI and you use features that are not supported yet for

optimization (such as Give and take control when app sharing), you have to set virtualization provider policies to turn off

Teams redirection. This means that Teams media sessions won't be optimized. For steps on how to set policies to turn off

Teams redirection, contact your virtualization provider.

We recommend that you evaluate your environment to identify any risks and requirements that can influence

your overall cloud voice and video deployment. Use the Skype for Business Network Assessment Tool to test

whether your network is ready for Teams.

To learn more about how to prepare your network for Teams, see Prepare your organization's network for

Teams.

If you're migrating from Skype for Business on VDI to Teams on VDI, besides the differences between the two

applications, there are some differences when VDI is also implemented. Some capabilities that aren't currently

supported in Teams VDI that are in Skype for Business VDI are as follows:

Per-platform policy to disable some AV features in VDI

Give and take control when app sharing

Screen share from chat without audio

Simultaneous video and screen sharing send and receive

Teams on Chrome browser doesn't provide a replacement for the Teams desktop app for VDI with AV

optimization. The chat and collaboration experience works as expected. When media is needed, there are some

experiences that might not meet user expectations on the Chrome browser :

The audio and video streaming experience might not be optimal. Users might experiences delays or reduced

https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=53885


 Teams on VDI with chat and collaboration

  Set policies to turn off calling and meeting functionalitySet policies to turn off calling and meeting functionality

  Assign policies using the Microsoft Teams admin centerAssign policies using the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Assign policies using PowerShellAssign policies using PowerShell

quality.

Device settings aren't available in browser settings.

Device management is handled through the browser and requires multiple settings in browser site settings.

Device settings might also need to be set in Windows device management.

If your organization wants to only use chat and collaboration features in Teams, you can set user-level policies to

turn off calling and meeting functionality in Teams.

You can set policies by using the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell. It might take some time (a few

hours) for the policy changes to propagate. If you don't see changes for a given account immediately, try again

in a few hours.

Calling policesCalling polices : Teams includes the built-in DisallowCalling calling policy, in which all calling features are

turned off. Assign the DisallowCalling policy to all users in your organization who use Teams in a virtualized

environment.

Meeting policiesMeeting policies : Teams includes the built-in AllOff meeting policy, in which all meeting features are turned off.

Assign the AllOff policy to all users in your organization who use Teams in a virtualized environment.

To assign the DisallowCalling calling policy and the AllOff meeting policy to a user :

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers .

2. Select the user by clicking to the left of the user name, and then click Edit settingsEdit settings .

3. Do the following:

4. Click ApplyApply .

a. Under Calling policyCalling policy , click DisallowCallingDisallowCalling.

b. Under Meeting policyMeeting policy , click AllOffAllOff .

To assign a policy to multiple users at a time:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers , and then search for the users or filter

the view to show the users you want.

2. In the ✓✓ (check mark) column, select the users. To select all users, click the ✓ (check mark) at the top of the

table.

3. Click Edit settingsEdit settings , make the changes that you want, and then click ApplyApply .

Or, you can also do the following:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to the policy you want to assign. For example:

2. Select Manage usersManage users .

3. In the Manage usersManage users  pane, search for the user by display name or by user name, select the name, and then

click AddAdd. Repeat this step for each user that you want to add.

4. When you're finished adding users, click SaveSave.

Go to VoiceVoice > Calling policiesCalling policies , and then click DisallowCallingDisallowCalling.

Go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies , and then click AllOffAllOff .

The following example shows how to use the Grant-CsTeamsCallingPolicy to assign the DisallowCalling calling

policy to a user.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamscallingpolicy


Grant-CsTeamsCallingPolicy -PolicyName DisallowCalling -Identity "user email id"

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -PolicyName AllOff -Identity "user email id"

 Migrate Teams on VDI with chat and collaboration to optimize Teams
with calling and meetings

  Set policies to turn on calling and meeting functionalitySet policies to turn on calling and meeting functionality

  Assign policies using the Microsoft Teams admin centerAssign policies using the Microsoft Teams admin center

To learn more about using PowerShell to manage calling policies, see Set-CsTeamsCallingPolicy.

The following example shows how to use the Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy to assign the AllOff meeting policy to

a user.

To learn more about using PowerShell to manage meeting policies, see Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy.

If you have an existing implementation of Teams on VDI with chat and collaboration in which you had set user-

level policies to turn off calling and meeting functionality, and you're migrating to Teams with AV optimization,

you must set policies to turn on calling and meeting functionality for those Teams on VDI users.

You can use the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell to set and assign calling and meeting policies to

your users. It can take some time (a few hours) for policy changes to propagate. If you don't see changes for a

given account immediately, try again after a few hours.

Calling policesCalling polices : Calling policies in Teams control which calling features are available to users. Teams includes

the built-in AllowCalling calling policy, in which all calling features are turned on. To turn on all calling features,

assign the AllowCalling policy. Or, create a custom calling policy to turn on the calling features that you want and

assign it to users.

Meeting policiesMeeting policies : Meeting policies in Teams control the types of meetings that users can create and the

features that are available to meeting participants that are scheduled by users in your organization. Teams

includes the built-in AllOn meeting policy, in which all meeting features are turned on. To turn on all meeting

features, assign the AllOn policy. Or, create a custom meeting policy to turn on the meeting features that you

want and assign it users.

To assign the AllowCalling calling policy and the AllOn meeting policy to a user :

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers .

2. Select the user by clicking to the left of the user name, and then click Edit settingsEdit settings .

3. Do the following:

4. Click ApplyApply .

a. Under Calling policyCalling policy , click AllowCallingAllowCalling.

b. Under Meeting policyMeeting policy , click AllOnAllOn.

To assign a policy to multiple users at a time:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers , and then search for the users or filter

the view to show the users you want.

2. In the ✓✓ (check mark) column, select the users. To select all users, click the ✓✓ (check mark) at the top of the

table.

3. Click Edit settingsEdit settings , make the changes that you want, and then click ApplyApply .

Or, you can also do the following:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscallingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy


  Assign policies using PowerShellAssign policies using PowerShell

Grant-CsTeamsCallingPolicy -PolicyName AllowCalling -Identity "user email id"

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -PolicyName AllOn -Identity "user email id"

 Control fallback mode in Teams

 Disable audio and video settings for VDI

NOTENOTE

  Update a module nameUpdate a module name

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to the policy you want to assign. For example:

2. Select Manage usersManage users .

3. In the Manage usersManage users  pane, search for the user by display name or by user name, select the name, and then

click AddAdd. Repeat this step for each user that you want to add.

4. When you're finished adding users, click SaveSave.

Go to VoiceVoice > Calling policiesCalling policies , and then click AllowCallingAllowCalling.

Go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies , and then click AllOnAllOn.

The following example shows how to use the Grant-CsTeamsCallingPolicy to assign the AllowCalling calling

policy to a user.

To learn more about using PowerShell to manage calling policies, see Set-CsTeamsCallingPolicy.

The following example shows how to use the Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy to assign the AllOn meeting policy to

a user.

To learn more about using PowerShell to manage meeting policies, see Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy.

When users connect from an unsupported endpoint, the users are in fallback mode, in which AV isn't optimized.

You can disable or enable fallback mode by setting one of the following registry DWORD values:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Teams\DisableFallback

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Office\Teams\DisableFallback

To disable fallback mode, set the value to 11 . To enable audio only, set the value to 22 . If the value isn't present or is

set to 00  (zero), fallback mode is enabled.

This feature is available in Teams version 1.3.00.13565 and later.

Teams VDI policies are available in the Microsoft Teams module. These policies are active and enforced on non-

optimized VDI environments.

New-CsTeamsVdiPolicy

Grant-CsTeamsVdiPolicy

Remove-CsTeamsVdiPolicy

Set-CsTeamsVdiPolicy

This is only for non-optimized environments.

update-Module -Name MicrosoftTeams -AllowPrerelease

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamscallingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscallingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy


<# Import and connect to online (CSOnline runs the policies) #>
Import-Module microsoftTeams
if( -not $sess){
    $session = New-CsOnlineSession
    $pss = Import-PSSession $session
}
<# Check out the commands #>
Get-Command -Noun *VDI*
<#

  Set policies to limit calling featuresSet policies to limit calling features

NOTENOTE

#>
New-CsTeamsVdiPolicy -Identity DisableCallsAndMeetingsTrue -DisableCallsAndMeetings $true -
DisableAudioVideoInCallsAndMeetings $false
<# Assign Policy #>
$user = 'meganb@jvteams.xyz'
Grant-CsTeamsVdiPolicy -Identity $user -PolicyName DisableCallsAndMeetingsTrue
<# wait for some time until the policy is applied #>
get-CSOnlineUser -identity $user | FL UserPrincipalName, *vdi*
<#
Show all Policies  
#>
Get-CsTeamsVdiPolicy | FT Iden*, Disable*
<#

NOTENOTE

When users with this VDI Policy setting -DisableCallsAndMeetings $true to sign in to Teams on VDI, they

shouldn't be able to:

Make calls.

Join meetings.

Do a screen share from chat.

All types of calling should be disabled.

This is only for non-optimized environments.

When users with the VDI Policy setting -DisableAudioVideoInCallsAndMeetings $true sign in to Teams on VDI,

they should be able to:

Do a screen share from chat.

Join a meeting and share a screen. Move their audio to a phone.

Users shouldn't be able to do a person-to-person audio and video call from VDI.

This is only for non-optimized environments.



#>
$PolName = "DisableCallsAndMeetingsAV"
New-CsTeamsVdiPolicy -Identity $PolName -DisableCallsAndMeetings $false -DisableAudioVideoInCallsAndMeetings 
$true
Grant-CsTeamsVdiPolicy -Identity $user -PolicyName $PolName
<# wait for some time until the policy is applied #>
get-CSOnlineUser -identity $user | FL UserPrincipalName, *vdi*
<# ## Cleanup afterwards #>
$cleanup = $false
if($cleanup){
    "Doing cleanup"
    # de-assign policy from user  
    Grant-CsTeamsVdiPolicy -Identity $user -PolicyName $null
    get-CSOnlineUser -identity $user | FL UserPrincipalName, *vdi*
    # remove Policies
    Get-CsTeamsVdiPolicy | ?{$_.identity -ne 'Global'} | remove-csTeamsVdiPolicy
}

 Known issues and limitations
  Client deployment, installation, and setupClient deployment, installation, and setup

  Calling and meetingsCalling and meetings

With per-machine installation, Teams on VDI isn't automatically updated in the way that non-VDI Teams

clients are. You have to update the VM image by installing a new MSI as described in the Install or update the

Teams desktop app on VDI section. You must uninstall the current version to update to a newer version.

In Citrix environments, if the user disconnects from the Virtual Machine while Teams is running, Teams

updates can result in the user to be in a non-optimized state for AV when they reconnect. We recommend

that users quit Teams before they disconnect from Citrix Virtual Machine to avoid this scenario.

Teams should be deployed either per user or per machine. Deployment of Teams for concurrent per user and

per machine is not supported. To migrate from either per machine or per user to one of these modes, follow

the uninstall procedure and redeploy to either mode.

Azure Virtual Desktop doesn't support macOS and Linux-based clients at this time.

Fast tenant switch can result in calling-related issues on VDI such as screen sharing not available. Restarting

the client will mitigate these issues.

The following calling and meeting features are not supported:

Any multi-window functionality like the new meeting experiences or any functionality that comes with the

new meeting experience

Enhanced emergency services

HID buttons and LED controls between the Teams app and devices

Background blur and effects

Broadcast and live event producer and presenter roles

Location-Based Routing (LBR)

PSTN call ringback tone

Shared system audio/computer sound

Media bypass for Direct Routing

Zoom control



NOTENOTE

 Troubleshooting
  Troubleshoot Citrix componentsTroubleshoot Citrix components
  Teams crashes or the Teams sign in screen is blankTeams crashes or the Teams sign in screen is blank

 Related topics

We're working on adding calling and meeting features that are currently only available in non-VDI environments. These

might include more admin control over quality, additional screen sharing scenarios, and advanced features recently added

to Teams. Contact your Teams representative to learn more about upcoming features.

The following are known issues and limitations for calling and meetings:

Interoperability with Skype for Business is limited to audio calls; there is no video modality.

Incoming and outgoing video stream resolution is limited to 720p resolution.

Only one video stream from an incoming camera or screen share stream is supported. When there's an

incoming screen share, that screen share is shown, instead of the video of the dominant speaker.

Teams doesn't switch to use the last audio device that a user selected, if the device is disconnected, and then

reconnected.

Live events are not optimized.

Outgoing screen sharing:

Give control and take control:

Application sharing is not supported.

Not supported during a screen sharing or application sharing session.

Supported during a PowerPoint sharing session.

For Teams known issues that aren't related to VDI, see Support Teams in your organization.

This is a known issue with Citrix VDA versions 1906 and 1909. To work around this issue, add the following

registry DWORD value, and set it to 204 (hexadecimal).

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Citrix\CtxHook\AppInit_Dlls\SfrHook\Teams.exe

Then, restart VDA. To learn more, see this Citrix support article, Troubleshooting HDX optimization for Teams.

Install Microsoft Teams using MSI

Teams PowerShell overview

Use Microsoft Teams on Azure Virtual Desktop

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams-welcome
https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX253754
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-desktop/teams-on-wvd
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 What is RDS?

 Teams on RDS with chat and collaboration

  Set policies to turn off calling and meeting functionalitySet policies to turn off calling and meeting functionality

  Assign policies using the Microsoft Teams admin centerAssign policies using the Microsoft Teams admin center

This article describes the requirements and limitations for using Microsoft Teams in a remote desktop services

(RDS) environment.

Remote Desktop Services (RDS) is the platform of choice for building virtualization solutions for every end

customer need. RDS lets you deliver individual virtualized applications, provide secure mobile and remote

desktop access, and provide end users the ability to run their applications and desktops from the cloud.

RDS offers deployment flexibility, cost efficiency, and extensibility. RDS is delivered through a variety of

deployment options, including Windows Server 2016 for on-premises deployments, Microsoft Azure for cloud

deployments, and a robust array of partner solutions. Depending on your environment and preferences, you can

set up the RDS solution for session-based virtualization, as a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI)

Currently, Teams in a remote desktop services environment is available with support for collaboration and chat

functionality. To ensure an optimal user experience, follow the guidance in this article.

If your organization wants to only use chat and collaboration features in Teams, you can set user-level policies to

turn off calling and meeting functionality in Teams.

You can set policies by using the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell. It might take some time (a few

hours) for the policy changes to propagate. If you don't see changes for a given account immediately, try again

in a few hours.

Calling policesCalling polices : Teams includes the built-in DisallowCalling calling policy, in which all calling features are

turned off. Assign the DisallowCalling policy to all users in your organization who use Teams in a virtualized

environment.

Meeting policiesMeeting policies : Teams includes the built-in AllOff meeting policy, in which all meeting features are turned off.

Assign the AllOff policy to all users in your organization who use Teams in a virtualized environment.

To assign the DisallowCalling calling policy and the AllOff meeting policy to a user :

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers .

2. Select the user by selecting to the left of the user name, and then select Edit settingsEdit settings .

3. Do the following steps:

a. Under Calling policyCalling policy , select DisallowCallingDisallowCalling.

b. Under Meeting policyMeeting policy , select AllOffAllOff .

4. Select ApplyApply .

To assign a policy to multiple users at a time:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers , and then search for the users or filter

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-on-rdp.md


  Assign policies using PowerShellAssign policies using PowerShell

Grant-CsTeamsCallingPolicy -PolicyName DisallowCalling -Identity "user email id"

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -PolicyName AllOff -Identity "user email id"

the view to show the users you want.

2. In the ✓✓ (check mark) column, select the users. To select all users, select the ✓ (check mark) at the top of the

table.

3. Select Edit settingsEdit settings , make the changes that you want, and then select ApplyApply .

Or, you can also do the following steps:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to the policy you want to assign. For

example:

Go to VoiceVoice > Calling policiesCalling policies , and then select DisallowCallingDisallowCalling.

Go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies , and then select AllOffAllOff .

2. Select Manage usersManage users .

3. In the Manage usersManage users  pane, search for the user by display name or by user name, select the name, and

then select AddAdd. Repeat this step for each user that you want to add.

4. When you're finished adding users, select SaveSave.

The following example shows how to use the Grant-CsTeamsCallingPolicy to assign the DisallowCalling calling

policy to a user.

To learn more about using PowerShell to manage calling policies, see Set-CsTeamsCallingPolicy.

The following example shows how to use the Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy to assign the AllOff meeting policy to

a user.

To learn more about using PowerShell to manage meeting policies, see Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamscallingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscallingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
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 What about updates to Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise?

 What about updates to Teams on VDI?

 Can admins deploy updates instead of Teams auto-updating?

 Servicing agreement

The Teams web app is updated weekly.

Teams desktop client updates are released every two weeks after rigorous internal testing and validation

through our Technology Adoption Program (TAP). The update usually takes place on a Tuesday. If a critical

update is required, Teams will bypass this schedule and release the update as soon as it’s available.

The desktop client updates itself automatically. Teams checks for updates every few hours behind the scenes,

downloads it, and then waits for the computer to be idle before silently installing the update.

Users can also manually download updates by selecting Check for updatesCheck for updates  on the ProfileProfile drop-down menu

on the top right of the app. If an update is available, it will be downloaded and silently installed when the

computer is idle.

Users need to be signed in for updates to be downloaded.

Starting July 31, 2019, Teams client updates use lower network bandwidth during the update. This update is

turned on by default and requires no action from admins or users.

Teams is installed by default with new installations of Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise as described in Deploy

Microsoft Teams with Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise.

Teams follows its own update process as outlined above. Teams doesn't follow the update process for the other

Offices apps, such as Word and Excel. To learn more, read Overview of update channels for Microsoft 365 Apps

for enterprise.

Teams clients on Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) aren't automatically updated the way that non-VDI Teams

clients are. You have to update the VM image by installing a new MSI as described in the instructions to Install

Teams on VDI. You must uninstall the current version to update to a newer version.

Teams doesn't give admins the ability to deploy updates through any delivery mechanism.

As a modern online service, the Teams client auto-updates every two weeks. Because Teams is governed by the

Modern Lifecycle Policy, it's expected that users remain on the most up-to-date version of the desktop client.

Auto-updates ensure that users have the latest capabilities, performance enhancements, security, and service

reliability.

To identify when desktop clients fall out of date, an in-app alert will be displayed if the user ’s current version is

between one and three months old, and if there's a new version available. This in-app messaging encourages

users to update to the latest version of Teams or, if necessary, to reach out to their IT admin to do so. Users on

Teams desktop clients that are more than three months old will see a blocking page that gives the options to

update now, reach out to their IT admin, or continue to Teams on the web.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-client-update.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/teams-install
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/overview-of-update-channels-for-office-365-proplus


Teams desktop clients on Government Clouds currently have an exception to this servicing agreement until

further notice.

For information on new version releases, check Message Center or go to HelpHelp > What’s newWhat’s new  in the client.

https://admin.microsoft.com/AdminPortal/Home#/MessageCenter
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update issues on Windows
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 Check whether Teams is updated successfully

 Troubleshoot installation and update issues
  Troubleshoot installation issuesTroubleshoot installation issues

  Troubleshoot update issuesTroubleshoot update issues

This article provides guidance for how to diagnose and troubleshoot installation and update issues for the

Teams desktop client app running on Windows.

Follow these steps to check whether a Teams update is successfully installed.

1. In Teams, select your profile picture, and then click AboutAbout > VersionVersion.

2. On the same menu, click Check for updatesCheck for updates .

3. Wait for the banner at the top of the app to indicate that a “refresh” of Teams is needed. The link should be

shown about a minute later as this process downloads the new version of Teams. The banner also lets you

know if you’re already running the latest version in which case, no update is necessary.

4. Click the refresh link in the banner.

5. Wait until Teams restarts, and then repeat step 1 to see whether the app is updated.

If you see a failure message or if the version number is the same as in step 4, the update process failed.

When Teams is installed, the Teams installer logs the sequence of events to

%LocalAppData%\SquirrelTemp\SquirrelSetup.log. The first thing to look for is an error message or a call stack

near the end of the log. Note that call stacks at the beginning of the log may not mean that an installation issue

exists. It can be easier to compare your log against the log from a successful installation (even on another

machine) to see what's expected.

If SquirrelSetup.log doesn't indicate the cause or if you need more information to troubleshoot the issue, see

Collect and analyze application and system logs.

When Teams is successfully installed, the log location switches from %LocalAppData%\SquirrelTemp to

%LocalAppData%\Microsoft\Teams. At this location, there are two log files of interest, SquirrelSetup.log and

logs.txt.

The SquirrelSetup.log file at this location is written by Update.exe, which is an executable that services the

Teams app.

The Logs.txt file is used by the Teams app (specifically Teams.exe) to record significant application events. It

will likely contain failure information.

These log files contain personally identifiable information (PII) and so they're not sent to Microsoft.

Teams can automatically start the update process (depending on the policy) or users can manually check for

updates by going to their profile picture > Check for updatesCheck for updates . Both methods use the following sequence of

events.

1. Check for updatesCheck for updates . Teams makes a web request and includes the current app version and deployment ring

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/troubleshoot-installation.md


 Collect and analyze application and system logs

  Collect logsCollect logs

information. The goal of this step is to get the download link. A failure at this step is logged in Logs.txt.

2. Download updateDownload update. Teams downloads the update by using the download link obtained from step 1. When

the download is complete, Teams calls Update.exe to stage the download. A download failure is also logged

in Logs.txt.

3. Stage the updateStage the update. The downloaded content is verified and unpacked into an intermediate folder,

%LocalAppData%\Microsoft\Teams\stage), which is done by Update.exe. Failures at this step are logged in

SquirrelTemp.log.

4. Install the updateInstall the update. There are multiple ways to start Teams. The system automatically starts Teams when a

user logs in or you can start Teams through a shortcut. In this step, Update.exe checks for the presence of the

staging folder, verifies the content again, and performs file operations to un-stage the app. The old

application folder in %LocalAppData%\Microsoft\Teams\current is backed up to

%LocalAppData%\Microsoft\Teams\previous and the stage folder is renamed to "current". Failures at this

step are logged in SquirrelTemp.log.

If SquirrelTemp.log or Logs.txt don't contain sufficient information to determine the underlying cause and you

need more information to troubleshoot the issue, go to Collect and analyze application and system logs.

This section describes how to collect and analyze application and system logs to get more comprehensive

information to troubleshoot the issue. You'll use Sysinternals tools to complete these steps. To learn more, see

Windows Sysinternals.

1. Download the Sysinternals tools.

2. Extract the zip file to the %TEMP% folder on your local drive.

3. Open an elevated command prompt, and then do the following:

cd /d %TEMP%

copy %LocalAppData%\SquirrelTemp\SquirrelSetup.log SquirrelSetup.log
copy %AppData%\Microsoft\Teams\logs.txt logs.txt
copy %LocalAppData%\Microsoft\Teams\SquirrelSetup.log SquirrelSetup_Teams.log

handle > handles.txt

listdlls -v Teams > dlls.txt

driverquery /v > driverquery.txt

a. Run the following to go to your TEMP folder :

b. Copy the setup and application logs. Note that depending on the point of failure, some of these

logs may not be present.

c. Run the following to capture the open handles.

d. Run the following to capture the opened DLLs.

e. Run the following to capture the drivers that are running.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/
https://download.sysinternals.com/files/SysinternalsSuite.zip


  Analyze logs (for advanced users)Analyze logs (for advanced users)

  Unable to exit TeamsUnable to exit Teams

  File permissionsFile permissions

F O L DERF O L DER USED B YUSED B Y

%LocalAppData%\SquirrelTemp Teams installer (for example, Teams_Windows_x64.exe) during
installation phase

%LocalAppData%\Microsoft\Teams Teams updater (Update.exe) to extract and stage the app
package during update process

%AppData%\Microsoft\Teams Teams app (Teams.exe) to save settings, app states, and the
(pre-staged) downloaded update package

icacls %LOCALAPPDATA%\Microsoft\Teams /save icacls.txt /T

f. Run the following to capture the access control lists (ACLs) of the Teams folder.

A failed update can result in unpredictable app behavior. For example, users may be unable to exit Teams, have a

stale version of Teams, or can't start Teams. If you experience an issue during an update, the first place to look to

find the cause is SquirrelTemp.log. Here are the different types of update failures, listed from most common to

least common, and how to analyze and troubleshoot them using logs.

As Teams determines that it needs to update itself to a newer version, it downloads and stages the new app, and

then waits for an opportunity to restart itself the next time the machine is idle. A common issue during this

process is when another process or a file system driver locks up the Teams.exe process, which prevents

Teams.exe from exiting. As a result, the Teams app can't be replaced by the newly-downloaded and staged app.

Troubleshooting tips:

To confirm that is the issue that you're experiencing, quit Teams (right-click Teams on the task bar, and then

click QuitQuit). Then, open Task Manager in Windows to see whether an instance of Teams is still running.

If you’re not on the computer that's having this issue, inspect the SquirrelTemp.log collected from the

computer that's experiencing this issue and look for a "Program: Unable to terminate the process in the log"

entry.

To determine what's preventing Teams.exe from exiting, look at the Dlls.txt and Handles.txt logs. These tell you

the processes that prevented Teams from exiting.

Another culprit that can prevent Teams from exiting is the kernel-mode file system filter driver. Use the

SysInternals tool, ProcDump, to collect the kernel-mode process dump by running procdump -mk <pid> ,

where <pid> is the process ID obtained from Task Manager. You can also inspect the Driverquery.txt log file

to see the active filter drivers that may interfere with Teams.

To recover from this state, restart the computer.

Teams creates a number of subfolders and files in the user's profile throughout the installation and update

process. Because the app and the updater runs as a non-elevated user, read and write permissions must be

granted on the following folders:

If Teams is denied access because it can't write to a file, another software application may be interfering or a

security descriptor entry may be limiting write access to a folder.

Troubleshooting tips:

Look for "access denied" evidence in SquirrelTemp.log or Logs.txt. Check these files to see whether there was

an attempt to write to a file that failed.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/procdump


  File corruptedFile corrupted

NOTENOTE

 Related topics

Open Icacls.txt and look for the effective access control entry (ACE) that blocks write operations by a user

who is not an admin. Typically, this is in one of the DACL entries. For more information, see the icacls

documentation.

In some cases, encryption software can change files in the %LocalAppData%\Microsoft\Teams folder, which can

prevent Teams from starting. This can happen at any time, even when the app isn't being updated.

Unfortunately, when a file is corrupted, the only way to recover from this state is to uninstall and re-install

Teams.

If you can't determine the underlying cause of the issue by using any of these steps, you may want to try a Process

Monitor session. Process Monitor is a Sysinternals tool that records access to the registry and file system.

Get clients for Teams

Teams client updates

Teams Troubleshooting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/administration/windows-commands/icacls
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/procmon
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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Start your rollout here View Teams features by
platform

View best practice and
how-to videos in the Coffee
in the Cloud channel on
YouTube

Teams Chalk Talks: learn
best practices and practical
guidance around popular
Teams scenarios

Key training offerings and courses

      

Teams essentials for ITTeams essentials for IT - Microsoft
Mechanics "Teams for IT" video series
shows you – the admin – how to roll
out, configure, and manage Teams.

Suppor t remote workers usingSuppor t remote workers using
Microsoft TeamsMicrosoft Teams - Get the guidance
you need – including links to training –
to support your users who are
working from home.

Manage Team collaboration for ITManage Team collaboration for IT
- Learn how to use Teams to facilitate
teamwork and communication within
your org across applications and
devices.

Ser vice Adoption SpecialistSer vice Adoption Specialist
cer tificationcer tification - The Microsoft Service
Adoption Specialist certification course
features Teams. Learn how to drive
adoption of Microsoft services in your
org.

Introduction to teamwork inIntroduction to teamwork in
Microsoft 365Microsoft 365  - The Microsoft
Service Adoption Specialist
Certification course features Teams.
Learn how to drive adoption of
Microsoft services in your org.

Microsoft 365 Cer tified:Microsoft 365 Cer tified:
Teamwork AdministratorTeamwork Administrator
AssociateAssociate - Microsoft 365 Teamwork
Administrators configure, deploy, and
manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365
workloads, such as SharePoint (online,
on-premises, and hybrid), OneDrive,
and Teams.

Technical training

M O DUL EM O DUL E VIDEOVIDEO P O W ERP O IN T  DEC KP O W ERP O IN T  DEC K

Microsoft Mechanics - Teams
Essentials for IT YouTube channel

Video: Teams Essentials for IT (10:13
min)
Video: Deploy & Configure Teams -
Intro (8:22 min) 
Video: Security and Compliance (12:42
min)
Video: Teams Controls for Security and
Compliance (10:54 min)

Foundations - Core Components Video Deck

Use the training resources to educate yourself about Teams, teach others or run workshops. Check back here

often for new content.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/ITAdmin-readiness.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCs2IXBqperxWVe2ozrr3Gdg/videos
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/chalk-talks-landing-page
https://aka.ms/MicrosoftTeamsforIT
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/paths/m365-manage-team-collaboration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/paths/m365-service-adoption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/intro-to-teamwork-in-m365/index
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/certifications/m365-teamwork-administrator
https://aka.ms/MicrosoftTeamsforIT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfDB7VenWuA&list=PLXtHYVsvn_b_JeDjgD5XdkyHTDXdYgPGn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2mlsUubIO4&list=PLXtHYVsvn_b_JeDjgD5XdkyHTDXdYgPGn&index=2
https://youtu.be/91lHNKVVvQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Km4T4hMM__k
https://aka.ms/teams-foundations
https://aka.ms/teams-foundations-deck


Windows Desktop Client Video Deck

Governance, management, and
Lifecycle

Video Deck

Security & Compliance Video Deck

Call Quality Overview Video Deck

Meetings introduction Video Deck

Media - Why meetings are simple Video Deck

Media - Media flow Video Deck

Dynamic emergency calling Video Deck

Live Events Video Deck

Phone System introduction Video Deck

Direct Routing Video 1: Planning for Direct Routing in
Teams
Video 2: Configuring and Managing
Direct Routing in Teams
Video 3: Migrating to Direct Routing in
Teams

Deck

Upgrade from Skype for Business to
Teams

Video 1: Introduction to Upgrade
Video 2: Plan your upgrade
Video 3: Coexistence and
Interoperability
Video 4: Administrator experience

Deck

M O DUL EM O DUL E VIDEOVIDEO P O W ERP O IN T  DEC KP O W ERP O IN T  DEC K

Teams Rooms Foundations for IT & AV Pros

M O DUL EM O DUL E VIDEOVIDEO P O W ERP O IN T  DEC K  ( P DF )P O W ERP O IN T  DEC K  ( P DF )

Module 1: Introduction to Microsoft
Teams Rooms (18:29 min)

Video Deck

Module 2: Microsoft Teams
Networking (34:10 min)

Video Deck

Module 3: Choosing the right device
for the right space (18:45 min)

Video Deck

Module 4: Deploying Microsoft Teams
Rooms (56:36 min)

Video Deck

The following table contains links to comprehensive video training, with accompanying PowerPoint decks (in

PDF format), on Microsoft Teams Rooms.

https://aka.ms/teams-clients
https://aka.ms/teams-clients-deck
https://aka.ms/teams-governance
https://aka.ms/teams-governance-deck
https://aka.ms/teams-security-compliance
https://aka.ms/teams-security-compliance-deck
https://aka.ms/teams-quality
https://aka.ms/teams-quality-deck
https://aka.ms/teams-meetings-intro
https://aka.ms/teams-meetings-intro-deck
https://aka.ms/media-in-teams
https://aka.ms/media-in-teams-deck
https://aka.ms/teams-media-flows
https://aka.ms/teams-media-flows-deck
https://aka.ms/teams-dec
https://aka.ms/teams-dec-deck
https://aka.ms/teams-live-events-session
https://aka.ms/teams-live-events-deck
https://aka.ms/teams-phone-system
https://aka.ms/teams-phone-system-deck
https://aka.ms/teams-dr-plan
https://aka.ms/teams-dr-config
https://aka.ms/teams-dr-migrate
https://aka.ms/teams-direct-routing-deck
https://aka.ms/teams-upgrade-intro
https://aka.ms/teams-upgrade-plan
https://aka.ms/teams-upgrade-coexistence-interop
https://aka.ms/teams-upgrade-admin
https://aka.ms/teams-upgrade-deck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpFQ24S8QlY
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/rooms/module-1-introduction-to-microsoft-teams-rooms.pdf?raw=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqQX4Mg0f1k
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/rooms/module-2-network-readiness.pdf?raw=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUac7mT7xP4
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/rooms/module-3-choosing-the-right-device.pdf?live=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJZPczMAsEM
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/rooms/module-4-deployment.pdf?raw=true


Module 5: Configuring and starting
Microsoft Teams Rooms (32:27 min)

Video Deck

Module 6: Managing Microsoft Teams
Rooms, Part 1 (18:31 min)

Video Deck

Module 7: Managing Microsoft Teams
Rooms, Part 2 (41:06 min)

Video Deck

Module 8: Microsoft Teams Rooms--
Tips, tricks, and troubleshooting (18:14
min)

Video Deck

One-touch Join Instructions Deck

M O DUL EM O DUL E VIDEOVIDEO P O W ERP O IN T  DEC K  ( P DF )P O W ERP O IN T  DEC K  ( P DF )

Teams Android devices

M O DUL EM O DUL E P O W ERP O IN T  DEC K  ( P DF )P O W ERP O IN T  DEC K  ( P DF )

Module 1: Introduction to Microsoft Teams Android devices Deck

Module 2: Planning Microsoft Teams Android devices Deck

Module 3: Features of Microsoft Teams Android Devices Deck

Module 4: Managing Microsoft Teams Android Devices Deck

Module 5: Microsoft Teams Android Devices -
Troubleshooting

Deck

Interactive guides

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L IN K  TO  T H E GUIDEL IN K  TO  T H E GUIDE

Identity, Access management & Threat
Protection for Teams

Learn how to use Microsoft admin
centers and PowerShell to configure
access and identity policies and Enable
Office 365 Advanced Threat Protection
for Teams

Teams security guide

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) Policies for
Microsoft Teams

Learn how to add Microsoft Teams to
an existing DLP policy, and how create
a new policy, whether based on a
template or fully customized to your
organization's data protection needs.

Teams DLP guide

The following table contains links to comprehensive training, with PowerPoint decks (in PDF format), on

Microsoft Teams Android Devices that includes Teams Displays, Teams Phones, Teams Rooms for Android, and

Teams Panels.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_6F6CNcpxI
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/rooms/module-5-starting-and-configuring-teams-rooms.pdf?raw=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMoZa9XGQfw
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/rooms/module-6-managing-teams-rooms-part-1.pdf?raw=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDCYM5sKylc
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/rooms/module-7-managing-teams-rooms-part-2.pdf?raw=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W3b-iRrFECA
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/rooms/module-8a-tips-tricks-troubleshooting.pdf?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/rooms/module-8b-one-touch-join-instructions.pdf?raw=true
https://download.microsoft.com/download/8/0/2/8020c233-8989-4def-b3ea-fb06365c663a/%25281%2529%20Introduction%20to%20Microsoft%20Teams%20Android%20Devices.pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/8/f/f8f94605-9545-449b-b5d3-f24efc55f966/Planning%20Microsoft%20Teams%20Android%20Devices.pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/c/9/9/c9922544-7e27-40af-bf19-dbdc8516f0c1/Module%203-%20Features%20of%20Microsoft%20Teams%20Android%20Devices.pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/c/e/b/ceb686ff-9be2-495c-9e2e-80047765e5b4/(4)%20Managing%20Microsoft%20Teams%20Android%20Devices.pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/3/7/d3728209-5caa-4bfb-b46a-3b840e80142a/Microsoft%20Teams%20Android%20Devices%20-%20Troubleshooting.pdf
https://aka.ms/teamsesecurityinteractiveguide
https://aka.ms/teamsdlpguide


Managing Compliance in Teams Use the Microsoft 365 Security,
Microsoft 365 Compliance, and
Microsoft Teams admin centers, as well
as Windows PowerShell to manage and
configure an Office 365 organization's
Microsoft Teams policies and settings.

Managing compliance in Teams guide

Teams Advisor: Deploying chats,
teams, channels and apps in Microsoft
Teams

Learn how to use Teams advisor to
assess your environment and build a
plan for deploying chats, teams,
channels, and apps.

Teams Advisor guide

Streamlining Teams administration with
PowerShell and dynamic groups

Convert an Office 365 group from
static membership to dynamic and use
Windows PowerShell to assign a new
App permission policy to all members.

Streamlining Teams administration
guide

Managing Teams and Guest Access in
the Microsoft Teams admin center

Learn how to configure and manage
Microsoft Teams and guest access for
your organization.

Managing Teams and guest access
guide

Configure Teams Phone System: Auto
Attendant & Call Queue

Step through the process of creating
and deploying a Call Queue and Auto
Attendant as part of Microsoft Teams
calling using the Microsoft Teams
admin center.

Configure Teams phone system guide

Configure Direct Routing: connecting
SBCs and voice routing

Use Microsoft Teams Phone System
Direct Routing to integrate with your
existing telephony infrastructure.

Configure direct routing guide

Configure Governance in Microsoft
Teams

Learn how to create a Teams
messaging retention policy for your
organization and how to archive,
delete, and restore individual Teams

Configure governance in Microsoft
Teams guide

Configuring and deploying Microsoft
Teams meetings

Step through the process of deploying
the meetings workload for Microsoft
Teams.

Configuring and deploying Microsoft
Teams meetings guide

Configure Audio Conferencing for
Microsoft Teams

Discover the capabilities of Audio
Conferencing in Teams and learn how
to assign conference bridges and dial-
in phone numbers.

Configuring audio conferencing for
Microsoft Teams guide

Configuring Microsoft Teams for
Firstline Workers

Learn how to configure and deploy the
right Microsoft Teams environment for
your Firstline Workforce.

Configuring Microsoft Teams for
Firstline Workers guide

Identity for the frontline workforce:
Empower IT, managers, and frontline
workers

Learn how to integrate Microsoft
Teams with existing HR systems,
configure lightweight delegated
identity management, and configure
simplified sign-in and seamless
transitions for those using shared
devices.

Frontline worker identity guide

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L IN K  TO  T H E GUIDEL IN K  TO  T H E GUIDE

https://aka.ms/complianceinteamsinteractiveguide
https://aka.ms/MicrosoftTeamsAdvisorInteractiveguide
https://aka.ms/StreamliningTeamsadminInteractiveGuide
https://aka.ms/TeamsandGuestAccessInteractiveGuide
https://aka.ms/TeamsPhoneInteractiveGuide
https://aka.ms/DirectRoutingInteractiveGuide
https://aka.ms/TeamsGovernanceInteractiveGuide
https://aka.ms/TeamsMeetingsInteractiveGuide
https://aka.ms/AudioConferencingInteractiveGuide
https://aka.ms/ConfigFLWInteractiveGuide
https://aka.ms/FLWIdentityIG


Deploying Microsoft Teams Rooms Learn how to create and configure an
account to use with Microsoft Teams
Rooms and manage the device in
Microsoft Teams admin center.

Deploying Microsoft Teams Rooms

Working with Teams Certified Android
Devices

Learn how to manage and upgrade
Microsoft Teams Phones, Microsoft
Teams Displays, Microsoft Teams
Rooms, and Microsoft Teams Panels.

Working with Microsoft Teams
Certified Android Devices

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L IN K  TO  T H E GUIDEL IN K  TO  T H E GUIDE

Quick start guides

Tutorials

Quick start: Teams for Education admins

Quick start: Configuring Calling Plans in Teams

Tutorial: Meetings in Teams

Tutorial: Audio Conferencing in Teams

Tutorial: Understand calling in Teams

https://aka.ms/teamsroomslab
https://aka.ms/teamsandroiddeviceslab
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/teams-quick-start-edu.html#body
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-meetings-in-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-audio-conferencing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-calling-in-teams
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Creating a resilient, inclusive, and
hybrid workplace with Microsoft Teams

Organizations are moving to a hybrid
workplace to support the needs of
remote and onsite employees. In the
first part, learn how teams can stay
connected through Teams meetings,
virtual events, and calling, along with
new device experiences. We’ll show
how the Teams platform can help
streamline workflows, improve decision
making, and integrate your ecosystem
of applications. 
Also check out the second part of this
series, session code DB158.

Nicole Herskowitz

Meet smarter, stay focused, and
achieve more with Microsoft Teams
meetings

Meetings are the cornerstone for how
work gets done. Learn how Teams
meetings can help you and your
organization be more productive while
adapting to a new way of working.

Shiraz Cupala

Microsoft Teams Calling Made Simple Enterprise Calling in Teams is simple to
deploy and use. Learn the basics of
Teams Calling while finding out the
latest in Calling such as new calling
experiences and collaborative calling.

Paul Cannon, Laura Kramer, Barbara
Kim

One place for admins to manage
Microsoft Teams: What's new in Teams
manageability

Teams admins have flexible and
granular management capabilities. The
capabilities lets them craft a custom
experience for their organizations that
best meets the needs of the business.
In this session, we'll introduce the
latest and greatest capabilities around
our Team Admin Center portal, discuss
what's new in policies, app
management, device management,
reporting, analytics and
troubleshooting, and PowerShell.

Ronit Ben-Sheffer, Jamie Stark

Watch these sessions to get the latest Teams news, announcements, and technical skilling content from Digital

Ignite 2020.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/ignite-2020-landing-page.md
https://aka.ms/IG20-DB156-R1
https://aka.ms/IG20-DB151
https://aka.ms/IG20-DB149
https://aka.ms/IG20-DB144


Scale and Customize Virtual Meetings
and Events with Microsoft Teams

Meetings come in all shapes and sizes
- learn how to use Teams to structure
and manage your next large event.
Teams can seamlessly scale with your
organization’s needs, providing ways
to customize and deliver optimal
attendee experiences for events of all
sizes.

Christina Torok, Ashwin Appiah

Power modern meeting experiences
across the hybrid workplace using
Microsoft Teams devices

Introduction to Microsoft Teams
devices. Teams devices are designed to
help peoplemaximizethe power of
Teams and bridge the gap between
remote and shared workspaces. Learn
about the devices designed to deliver
people-centric meeting room
experiences and reimagined personal
workspaces enabling more inclusive
and collaborative experiences with
Microsoft Teams devices.

Kendra Baker, Greg Baribault

Transforming the modern workplace
with Microsoft Teams Platform

Learn about all the new and existing
extensibility points within the Teams
platform. Discover how you can create
powerful apps and solutions to solve
your business needs.

Archana Saseetharan, Michal Lesiczka

Reimagining work with the Microsoft
365 Platform

The Microsoft 365 platform helps
organizations tailor every facet of their
environment to help people work and
collaborate better. Discover how every
app can go further by adding insights
and relevant data from Microsoft
Graph. Learn how every app can
integrate with the flow of work across
apps, including Microsoft Teams. See
how apps can deliver unique, engaging
experiences across devices. Take
advantage of key building blocks that
can speed app creation.

Yina Arenas, Mike Ammerlaan

Simplify work with low-code solutions
for Microsoft Teams & Microsoft 365

Teams and Microsoft 365 are platforms
for everyone, even if you don't have
any professional development
experience. Come see how low-code
innovations for Teams and Microsoft
365 are making it easier for teams to
build and use custom apps, bots,
automation, and data to address
challenging business processes.

Karan Nigam, Weston Lander

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

https://aka.ms/IG20-DB138
https://aka.ms/IG20-DB147
https://aka.ms/IG20-DB157
https://aka.ms/IG20-DB146
https://aka.ms/IG20-DB141


Managing Security and Compliance in
Microsoft Teams

Enabling secure, remote work is
important. In this session, learn about
the latest Teams features and
functionalities across security and
compliance. We'll cover how to use the
intelligence and strength of Microsoft
365 within Teams to keep your
organization secure and compliant.
Topics include keeping your
information protected against data
leaks, enabling safe and inclusive
meetings, and maintaining a compliant
organization across world-wide
regulations and business requirements.

John Gruszczyk

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

 Pre-recorded sessions
  Meetings, Calling, and DevicesMeetings, Calling, and Devices

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

Innovation in Teams
meetings and devices with
intelligence

We're continuously
innovating and reimagining
meetings. Learn how we're
bringing more intelligence
in meetings and our latest
innovation in devices that
bring intelligence to life.

200 Shalendra Chhabra

Advanced calling capabilities Go deeper with Calling as
we explore the new calling
experience. Receive further
information on
Collaborative Calling, e911,
Location-Based Routing and
other features. Learn how
Calling is ready for your
advanced scenarios no
matter the size of your
company.

200 Alan Xie, Roy Kuntz

https://aka.ms/IG20-OD268
https://aka.ms/PR104
https://aka.ms/IG20-OD265


Microsoft Teams devices for
shared spaces

Microsoft Teams devices are
designed to help people
maximize the power of
Teams and bridge the gap
between remote and shared
workspaces. With Teams
meetings features,
customer-centric room
experiences, and industry-
leading hardware, users
benefit from low-friction,
inclusive, and interactive
meetings. Meeting features
are available whether users
join remotely or in the
meeting room. Learn how
shared space devices like
Microsoft Teams Rooms,
collaboration bars and
Surface Hub can help your
teams stay connected and
collaborative across the
hybrid workplace.

200 Greg Baribault, Kendra
Baker, Sandhya Rao

On Skype for Business?
Design your path to
Microsoft Teams

Join this session to learn
and determine the most
suitable approach based on
your current Skype for
Business implementation
and business goals.
Whether you're a Skype for
Business Online or Server
customer, we'll share hints,
resources, and guidance to
get to Microsoft Teams
today.

200 Lisa McKee, Laszlo Somi

Modern innovation in
Teams personal devices

Customers are looking for
the right personal devices
for Teams, especially as
many of their employees
are working remotely. Join
us to learn about new
innovations in Teams
personal devices.We'll share
our momentum in features
and certified devices and
our hints for remote work.

200 Sandhya Rao, Arash
Ghanaie-Sichanie, Kruthika
Ponnusamy

Master virtual breakout
rooms in Microsoft Teams
meetings

Join us to learn about the
latest innovations with
virtual breakout rooms in
Teams. In this session, we'll
highlight use cases and best
practices for facilitating
small group ideation,
brainstorming, learning, and
discussions with virtual
breakout rooms.

200 James Skay, Nakul Madaan

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

https://aka.ms/IG20-OD261
https://aka.ms/OD251
https://aka.ms/PR108
https://aka.ms/PR109


Make your Teams meetings
safe and inclusive with
meeting and video
conferencing controls

Join this session to learn
more about meetings
safety, security, and
moderation. We highlight
the ability to hard mute all
attendees, request to speak
functionality, and
configuring breakout
rooms. We'll cover features
such as reactions and raised
hands that can help make
meetings more inclusive.

200 Nakul Madaan, Rajiv
Ramaiah

Microsoft Teams Calling and
Meetings as a platform

Learn about Teams Calling
and Meetings platform
capabilities with updates to
Microsoft Graph Cloud
Communications APIs,
Contact Center, and
Compliance Recording. We'll
share coming news in other
platform experiences.

200 Srividhya Chandrasekaran,
Mansoor Malik

Leverage Teams to deliver
engaging virtual events for
your employees, customers,
and communities

Join this session to learn
how Microsoft Teams can
seamlessly scale to help
deliver events of all types.
Imagine company
townhalls, training
webinars, and online
conferences. We'll also share
vision and roadmap for
features to help scale and
customize your virtual
meetings and events.

200 Christina Torok, Ashwin
Appiah

Best practices for delivering
more efficient and impactful
meetings with Microsoft
Teams

Teams Meetings are
evolving and integrating
deeply in the continuum of
collaboration. We make
meetings more productive,
secure, and inclusive.
Innovation in Teams will
help you better prepare,
execute, and streamline
meetings. In this session,
we'll showcase hints to help
you get the most of your
meetings and stay in the
flow of work.

200 Shiraz Cupola

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

  Deployment, Management, and SecurityDeployment, Management, and Security

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

https://aka.ms/PR110
https://aka.ms/PR111
https://aka.ms/PR112
https://aka.ms/IG20-OD267


Driving Adoption with
Virtual Events: Best
practices for organizers and
producers

This real world lessons
session will review our
Virtual Event Playbook for
event organizers and IT
professionals. Learn from
Karuana Gatimu, technical
producer of key flagship
events for Microsoft Teams
Engineering during the
initial stages of the
pandemic. Hear guidance
gathered from the
Microsoft transition to
virtual events. You can use
Teams Meetings and Live
Events to deliver compelling
events that keep your
organization connected.

300 Karuana Gatimu, Ashwin
Appiah

Deep dive on governance
for Office 365 Groups and
Microsoft Teams

View this hands-on
demonstration of
governance capabilities and
tools that will manage your
end-users experience of
Microsoft Teams. You'll feel
confident about the security
and compliance of your
information. Includes
configuration of Azure
Active Director add-on
capabilities.

300 Karuana Gatimu

Driving Industry Adoption -
Special scenarios and
features for Frontline, non-
profit, healthcare, and more.

This scenario-driven session
reviews features, both
existing and new, in the
context of the IT
professionals who must
deliver on them. The
session includes end-user
and ITPro templates and
mobile features

200 Karuana Gatimu, Kathy
Minnis

So are you ready to deploy
Microsoft Teams?

In this session, we'll walk
through all the key
products and resources that
can help you ensure your
Teams rollout is successful.
Featuring tools, resources,
and hints, this session is a
must attend if the planning
and deployment of Teams is
on your to-do list!

300 Stephen Rose

Teams Deployment and
Microsoft End Point
Manager

View hands-on
demonstrations around
best practices to help you
deploy and manage
Microsoft Teams via End-
Point Manager

300 Mayunk Jain, Mayank
Verma

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

https://aka.ms/PR101
https://aka.ms/PR102
https://aka.ms/PR121
https://aka.ms/PR127
https://aka.ms/PR122


Essentials for managing
Microsoft Teams; Advanced
manageability controls

Microsoft Teams is designed
with IT in mind, providing
management capabilities for
collaboration, meetings,
callings, and apps. Explore
the full range of
management features
available. Configuring,
managing, and monitoring
Microsoft Teams are just a
few. We'll walk through the
full scope of controls - from
enabling a smoother
onboarding experience to
ongoing maintenance and
optimization of your
environment.

200 Ronit Ben-Sheffer, Jamie
Stark

Managing Security and
Compliance in Microsoft
Teams

Delivering a secure
collaboration experience is
essential. Review the
security and compliance
features for Microsoft
Teams from an ITPro
perspective. Policy
management, content
management, retention
procedures, and
communication compliances
will be covered. See the full
compliment of capabilities
for secure, compliant
collaboration!

300 John Gruszczyk

Microsoft Teams Device
Management Essentials

The Windows AI Platform
provides ML professionals
with the OS infrastructure
they need in order to
successfully build and
deploy ML experiences on
Windows. Windows ML, the
platform's inferencing API, is
revolutionizing how
Windows developers deploy
and execute ML models.
Windows ML has an easy-
to-use interface that simply
works on any Windows
device. Use the newly
available Windows ML
redistributable package and
leverage DirectML in your
ONNX Runtime usage on
Windows. Get the info you
need to set up the preview
enabling GPU-based ML
training workloads inside
the Windows Subsystem for
Linux.

200 Kyle Spiess, Sid Roy

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

https://aka.ms/OD269
https://aka.ms/OD268
https://aka.ms/PR144


Create devops workspaces
in Microsoft Teams

See how you can use
Microsoft Teams and apps
to build a hub for your
DevOps teams.

200 Sid Uppal

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

  CollaborationCollaboration

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

Microsoft Teams Mobile
App: What's new & What's
Next

Check out what's new and
what's coming next across
the Microsoft Teams mobile
clients.

100 Marissa Salazar

Driving wellbeing and
inclusion with Microsoft
Teams

People need to feel
included. People need to be
encouraged to be present
during their personal time.
People need to be
empowered with the right
tools to set them up for
success in their role. Learn
how Teams empowers
inclusive teamwork by
ensuring everyone
collaborates in the way that
works best for them and
balance work and life.

100 Chris Bryan, Ali Oberg

Collaborate inside and
outside your organization
with chat and channels in
Microsoft Teams

Instant messaging remains
one of the most efficient
means of communication.
Without appropriate
planning, instant messaging
can limit who can
participate. Learn how to
apply chat and channel
conversations to foster
more open collaboration
with people inside and
outside your organization.
We’ll discuss the differences,
best practices, and
upcoming features in this
area.

200 Karuana Gatimu, Luis
Escobar Reyes, Somak
Bhattacharyya

  PlatformPlatform
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https://aka.ms/PR128
https://aka.ms/OD255
https://aka.ms/PR140
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Digitize and transform
business processes with no-
code building blocks and
app templates in Microsoft
Teams

Organizations are
transforming approvals,
task management, and
crowd sourcing the
organization for top ideas.
Use embedded building
blocks and production-
ready app templates to
digitize and streamline key
processes. In this session,
we’ll share how customers
are using these solutions
without any custom
development required. See
how some recent
innovations can help
simplify these processes.

200 Wes Lander, Aditya
Challapally, Christopher
Bryan

Build richer meetings
experiences with Microsoft
Teams apps using new
meetings extensibility
points

Learn how developers can
use new meetings
extensibility points to
integrate their Teams apps
across the meetings
surfaces. Apps are used
throughout the meetings
lifecycle (pre, during, post).
Apps provide users a richer
collaboration experience
within meetings.

300 Rajesh Rangarajan, Isabella
Lubin

Navigating the Teams app
lifecycle

Understand the tools you
need to securely and
efficiently manage the
Teams app lifecycle. The
lifecycle starts with
developers and IT admins
and continues to end users.
We'll cover Teams app
development, validation,
submission, configuration,
permissions, and
deployment that will help
you navigate app
management and adoption.

300 Joey Glocke, Vaibhav
Agarwal

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS
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Explore how to integrate
and power mobile
experiences in your Teams
apps

Collaborating through
mobile devices is a critical
component of how we get
work done today. You use
mobile as a companion
experience or as your
primary means. Teams
offers all the features you
need to stay on top of your
work, keep in touch with
your team and be
productive. Join us to learn
about what’s new and
coming soon as we cover
Personal apps on Mobile
and Mobile Device
capabilities you can use to
build Mobile first apps for
your employees.

300 Anuj Bahl, Vikramjit Singh
Chug

Build custom apps, bots,
and automation for
Microsoft Teams with low-
code capabilities

Building custom solutions
for Teams. We'll plunge into
the Teams + Power Platform
integration to show how
users can create custom
digital tools - even if they
have no developer
experience

300 Pete Daderko, Geneve
Estrada

Elevate user experiences
with Teams and Adaptive
Card

Teams platform with
Adaptive Cards enables
building beautifully
integrated and actionable
user experiences in Teams.
In this session, we'll cover
how developers can
leverage new capabilities to
build contextual and
compliant experiences that
elevate collaboration in
Teams.

300 Suryamanohar Mallela,
Shubham Chauhan

Tips and Tricks: Best
practices and common
challenges when building
Microsoft Teams apps

We cover some common
challenges developers run
into as they build Teams
apps. Developers will leave
this session with tips and
insights they can use as
they continue their Teams
app development journey.

400 Adrian Solis, Erin Bailie

Building friction-free apps &
enabling seamless adoption
using authorization and
authentication capabilities
and Microsoft Graph

Develop apps with powerful
capabilities like Single Sign-
On (SSO), Resource-Specific
Consent (RSC), and granular
permissions. IT Admins can
learn how to leverage
Graph APIs to automate
app lifecycle/management.

400 Nick Kramer

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS
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  IndustryIndustry
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Deployment and
governance of Teams for
Education

Understand holistic
governance for your
educational institution. This
session covers chat policies,
meeting policies, app
policies, assignments
through groups, how to
configure student safety,
and methods for
automating team class
creation.

300 Jethro Seghers

Virtual health and
collaboration with Microsoft
Teams in healthcare

Healthcare organizations
can use Microsoft Teams to
empower health teams. This
session will focus on virtual
health and health team
collaboration. Dive deep
into areas like the latest
announcements for Teams
in healthcare, virtual visits,
customer stories, and more.
You'll also learn how to use
Microsoft Teams as a
platform for addressing
many current healthcare
scenarios.

200 Evan Westenberger, Tom
McGuinness, Kristina Behr,
Daniel Canning

Tailor Microsoft Teams for
your Industry

We'll share details about
how to bootstrap your
collaboration experiences
with Templates. Use our
Industry Gallery. Customize
those templates to your
organization needs. Deploy
templates to various parts
of our organization.
Manage through policy
packages.

200 Prem Kuchi, Aaron Glick

Collaboration and
Communication using
Microsoft Teams in
Government

State, local and federal
agencies use Microsoft
Teams to collaborate and
improve response times
and citizen engagement.
Learn to maximize your use
of existing features.
Discover what's coming
next and our future vision
for Microsoft Teams in
government.

200 Rima Reyes, Karuana
Gatimu, Roxy Ndebumadu,
Sarah Gilbert

https://aka.ms/PR103
https://aka.ms/PR116
https://aka.ms/PR117
https://aka.ms/PR118


Integrate with Microsoft
Teams for Education App
Platform

Teams is an open platform
for educational institutions
to integrate apps and
create custom workflows.
We’ll cover how the Teams
app store is used across
classroom teaching to
integration with IT help
desks. Learn about third-
party app governance,
open-source app templates.
View a hands-on example
of App Studio to create a
quick custom website app
for your institution.

300 Dominic Williamson

Remote and hybrid learning
with Teams for Education

We go in depth on
everything you need to
know for remote and hybrid
learning. We include how to
create online meetings with
the right meetings options
and policies. See how to
create class teams through
automation. Learn how to
support collaborative
classroom environments.

200 Juliano Menegazzo Souza

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

  Frontline WorkerFrontline Worker

T IT L ET IT L E A B ST RA C TA B ST RA C T L EVELL EVEL SP EA KERSSP EA KERS

Enable Business Continuity
for your Frontline
Workforce with Microsoft
Teams

As organizations continue
to adjust their operations
and workforce to maintain
business continuity, new
capabilities in Microsoft
Teams help Frontline
Workers stay focused on
meeting customer
needs.This session will focus
on Shifts, Tasks, and core
communication along with
Walkie Talkie capabilities to
create a secure and
centralized user experience
that saves youtime and
money.

200 Scott Morrison, Zoe Hawtof

Deploy and Manage Teams
Enabled Devices to Meet
the Diverse Needs of your
Frontline Workforce

Learn how to deploy
Frontline specific devices
that enable new ways for
workers to focus on the job
in front of them. This
walkthrough will include
scenarios for Teams Walkie
Talkie and hands-free
collaboration.

200 Abid Chaudhry, James Ellis

https://aka.ms/PR120
https://aka.ms/PR139
https://aka.ms/OD258
https://aka.ms/PR114


Manage Distributed
Frontline Workforceswith
Capabilities in the Microsoft
365Admin Center

Discover best practices and
practical guidance around
popular IT deployment and
management scenarios in
Microsoft 365 for Frontline
Workers. Learn how to
build the right experience in
Microsoft Teams and
successfully rollout the
solution to support your
Frontline workforce.

300 Irina Parsina, Zoe Hawtof
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https://aka.ms/PR115
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Why upgrade to Microsoft Teams?

 When should my organization migrate to Teams?

 Can we continue to use Skype for Business Online as we prepare for
and execute our upgrade to Teams?

 Is Phone System available for Teams users?

Congratulations on your pending upgrade from Skype for Business to Microsoft Teams. Whether you’re just

getting started with Teams, already using Teams alongside Skype for Business, or ready to upgrade, we want to

ensure you have everything you need to navigate a successful journey to Teams.

Whether you are upgrading from Skype for Business Online to Teams or from a Skype for Business on-premises

environment to Teams, the upgrade framework will guide you through the process based on your business

scenario. We also encourage you to visit the Upgrade hub for additional training and resources for

implementing a successful upgrade from Skype for Business to Teams.

Skype for Business Online will be retired on July 31, 2021. If you haven't upgraded your Skype for Business Online users

to Microsoft Teams before that date, they will be automatically scheduled for an assisted upgrade. If you want to upgrade

your organization to Teams yourself, we strongly recommend that you begin planning your upgrade path today.

Remember that a successful upgrade aligns technical and user readiness, so be sure to leverage our upgrade guidance as

you navigate your journey to Teams.

Keep reading for frequently-asked questions about upgrade.

Microsoft Teams extends the capabilities of Skype for Business, bringing together chat, meetings, calling,

collaboration, app integration, and file storage into a single interface. Teams helps streamline the way users get

things done, improving user satisfaction and accelerating business outcomes. We’re continually expanding

Teams’ capabilities to enable you to communicate and collaborate in new ways, break down organizational and

geographical barriers, and drive efficiency in process and decision making. Learn more about the benefits of

upgrading to Teams in the Forrester report: Total Economic Impact of Microsoft Teams.

While the Skype for Business Online service will be fully functional through July 31, 2021, we strongly

recommend that you begin your upgrade to Teams today. By starting your upgrade today, you'll have ample

time to finish it prior to the retirement date. You can choose to upgrade to Teams using either the overlapping

capabilities method (“Islands mode”) or the select capabilities method. For more information about these

methods, see Choose your upgrade journey from Skype for Business to Teams.

Yes, Microsoft offers several options for running Skype for Business Online and Teams together. These

coexistence modes allow your users to become familiar with Teams today while helping accelerate your upgrade

to Teams Only. For more information, see https://aka.ms/SkypeToTeams-Coexist.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-start-here.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-skype-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-assisted
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-start-here
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/blog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/04/Total-Economic-Impact-Microsoft-Teams-Infographic.pdf


 Can we continue to use our on-premises telephony infrastructure?

 How is Microsoft helping customers with their migration to Teams?

 Why do I need upgrade guidance? Can’t I just delete/decommission
Skype for Business?

 Where do I start planning for Teams/my upgrade to Teams?

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Yes. Phone System is available to all Teams users after they are moved to TeamsOnly mode. In addition,

Microsoft provides options for connecting to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) so that users can

make phone calls anywhere in the world. For more information, see Voice - Phone System and PSTN

connectivity.

Yes. With Phone System Direct Routing, you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier. With

Direct Routing, you connect your own Session Border Controller (SBC) directly to Phone System. For more

information, see Phone System Direct Routing.

Microsoft is committed to helping make your transition from Skype for Business to Teams a success. Microsoft is

providing robust guidance built around a proven, end-to-end upgrade success framework designed to help you

plan and execute the upgrade to Teams. Our guidance is designed for every stage of the upgrade journey,

whether you are just getting started with planning, already running Teams alongside Skype for Business, or

ready to upgrade to Teams.

To help facilitate your upgrade planning and implementation, Microsoft hosts complimentary live, interactive

upgrade planning workshops, designed to help you get familiar with our upgrade framework, share insights

into preparing your users for the upgrade, and identify the right path for your organization on your journey to

Teams. Join us for an upgrade planning overview session: https://aka.ms/SkypeToTeamsPlanning.

Organizations using Skype for Business Online may be eligible for Microsoft-assisted upgrades to Teams to help

make the successful transition from Skype for Business Online prior to the July 31, 2021 retirement of the

service. Assisted upgrades reduce the number of technical tasks required of customers and allows for greater

focus on organizational preparedness, user awareness, and Teams training.

Customers scheduled for assisted upgrades will receive notifications in both the Teams admin center as well as

the Microsoft 365 Message Center three months before their upgrade date. For more information, see Assisted

upgrades from Skype for Business Online to Microsoft Teams.

Upgrading from Skype for Business to Teams is more than a technical migration. It represents a transformation

in how users communicate and collaborate, and change is not always easy. The ideal upgrade approach should

address the technical aspects of your upgrade as well as encourage user acceptance and adoption of Teams,

driving a positive user experience and business outcome realization.

Start your journey by familiarizing yourself with our upgrade success framework and associated resources. This

guidance serves as the cornerstone for navigating your journey from Skype for Business to Teams.

Learn about the Upgrade Framework and join us for a live upgrade planning overview session.

Remember that a successful upgrade ensures both technical and user readiness, so be sure to leverage the guidance

herein as you navigate your journey to Microsoft Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-workshops-landing-page
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-workshops-landing-page


TIPTIP
Watch the following sessions to learn about the Upgrade from Skype for Business to Microsoft Teams:

Introduction to upgrade

Plan your upgrade

Coexistence and interoperability

Administrator experience

https://aka.ms/teams-upgrade-intro
https://aka.ms/teams-upgrade-plan
https://aka.ms/teams-upgrade-coexistence-interop
https://aka.ms/teams-upgrade-admin
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 Sample upgrade timeline

NOTENOTE

 Pre-upgrade

To help take the guesswork out of your upgrade journey, we've employed a proven framework for implementing

change. As illustrated below, each step in the framework builds on the step prior and, for optimal results, we

recommend following the steps in order.

Begin by bringing together the right stakeholders and defining your upgrade plan (e.g. scope, goals and

timeline). With a plan in place, confirm your technical environment and your end-users are ready for Teams.

Then, implement your upgrade in stages, moving from a pilot to an organization-wide upgrade when ready.

Once your organization is on Teams, establish an operational plan that monitors for quality and accelerates user

adoption.

Look for this framework graphic on related pages to identify where you are in the upgrade process.

Your upgrade journey begins when you start planning for the change. Leveraging the success framework as a

guideline, below is a sample timeline that take you from the pre-upgrade phase where you will plan and prepare

for your upgrade, through the upgrade and into the post-upgrade operational phase, designed to sustain and

amplify your outcomes.

We understand that your journey to Teams might involve leveraging multiplemodesand upgrading groups of users at

different times, which will enable you to control the user upgrade experience while maintaining momentum with Teams.

To help demonstrate how your upgrade journey might unfold, we've provided a sample plan below that defines

a journey going from Skype for Business Online toIslandsmode to Teams only. In addition, the sample plan

outlines an organization that has divided their users into four upgrade groups, orcohorts. Using this as a

template, customize the plan to encompass your specific journey to Teams, incorporating the

variousmodesyou'll use and the number of upgrade groups you'll segment your users into.

Prepare your organization for TeamsPrepare your organization for Teams . To help ensure a successful upgrade to Teams, it's important to

allocate adequate time for preparation. Not only will your organization be able to quickly start realizing the

value of Teams, you'll be able to accelerate your upgrade from Skype for Business as soon as Teams is ready for

you. If you've already enabled Teams alongside Skype for Business, use these pre-upgrade activities as a

checkpoint to validate your organization's readiness before you upgrade users to Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-framework.md


TIPTIP

  Plan: Create your upgrade plan to help ensure your organization is set up for long-term successPlan: Create your upgrade plan to help ensure your organization is set up for long-term success

ST EPST EP   SUM M A RYSUM M A RY RESO URC ERESO URC E

11 Define yourDefine your
stakeholdersstakeholders

Assign project team
members accountable for
driving upgrade success.

Enlist your stakeholders

22 Define your projectDefine your project
vision and scopevision and scope

Design your "big picture"
vision and current project
scope to create a blueprint
for your upgrade journey.

Project vision 

Project scope

33 Define your projectDefine your project
goalsgoals

Set targeted goals that
enable you to measure
progress as well as project
success.

Project goals

44 Identify risks andIdentify risks and
mitigation plansmitigation plans

Establish a mitigation plan
to ensure you can quickly
get your project back on
track should issues arise.

Risks and mitigation

55 Define your timelineDefine your timeline Set a timeline and key
milestones to help your
project stay on time and on
budget.

Timeline 

Upgrade Success Kit

66 Define the appropriateDefine the appropriate
Skype for Business andSkype for Business and
Teams upgrade andTeams upgrade and
coexistence strategycoexistence strategy

Map your journey to ensure
the best path from Skype
for Business to Teams for
your organization.

Understand Microsoft
Teams and Skype for
Business coexistence and
interoperability 

Understand Phone System
and PSTN connectivity
options

Choose your upgrade
journey

  Prepare: Evaluate your organization's readiness for TeamsPrepare: Evaluate your organization's readiness for Teams

ST EPST EP   SUM M A RYSUM M A RY RESO URC ERESO URC E

11 Assess yourAssess your
environment andenvironment and
complete Teamscomplete Teams
technical onboardingtechnical onboarding

Ensure your environment is
ready for Teams to help
optimize the user
experience and facilitate
your upgrade over time.

Evaluate your environment
before upgrading to Teams.

Prepare your service for
upgrading to Teams

Download theUpgrade Success Kitfor template user readiness materials, such as communications and user surveys, in

addition to a sample upgrade project plan and pilot test plan. Items that are available in the kit are marked with an

asterisk (*) in the lists below.

https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit
https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit


22 Optimize network forOptimize network for
Teams, par ticularly forTeams, par ticularly for
real-time mediareal-time media
scenariosscenarios

If you're deploying audio,
video, or meetings, take
these additional steps to
optimize your network for
that functionality.

Prepare your network for
upgrading to Teams

33 Assess organizationalAssess organizational
change readiness andchange readiness and
define teamworkdefine teamwork
scenariosscenarios

Understand your user base
to prepare the right value
messaging and level of
education to facilitate and
accelerate user adoption.

Organizational change
readiness

44 Prepare a userPrepare a user
readiness plan to definereadiness plan to define
how you willhow you will
communicate, train, andcommunicate, train, and
suppor t userssuppor t users

Personalize your
communications, training,
and support plan to ensure
optimal receptiveness to
the new technology.

Prepare a user readiness
plan

Upgrade Success Kit

55 Announce the pendingAnnounce the pending
launch of Microsoftlaunch of Microsoft
TeamsTeams

Communicate early to help
users feel included, reduce
confusion, and generate
excitement.

Upgrade Success Kit

66 Prepare your IT staff forPrepare your IT staff for
TeamsTeams

Confirm your technical and
support staff has
everything they need to
ready and support your
technical environment for
Teams.

Prepare your IT staff for
Microsoft Teams 

Upgrade Success Kit

ST EPST EP   SUM M A RYSUM M A RY RESO URC ERESO URC E

  Pilot: Run a pilot to confirm that your organization is ready and inform your optimal journey to TeamsPilot: Run a pilot to confirm that your organization is ready and inform your optimal journey to Teams

ST EPST EP   SUM M A RYSUM M A RY RESO URC ERESO URC E

11 Outline pilot logisticsOutline pilot logistics Define formal pilot logistics
to help validate your
organization's readiness to
upgrade or coexist.

Outline pilot logistics

22 Select your pilotSelect your pilot
par ticipants and testpar ticipants and test
scenariosscenarios

Identify users who can help
validate teamwork scenarios
and verify Teams readiness.

Select your pilot
participants and test
scenarios

33 Design your test planDesign your test plan
and feedback sur veyand feedback sur vey

Identify clearly defined tasks
for participants to complete
and a way for them to
share their feedback.

Design your test plan and
feedback survey

44 Create your pilotCreate your pilot
communications plancommunications plan

Educate pilot participants
on what's happening, when,
and why, and what's
expected of them.

Create your
communications plan

Upgrade Success Kit

55 Conduct your pilotConduct your pilot Start your pilot, track
progress and iterate as
needed to optimize your
pilot results.

Conduct your pilot

https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit
https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit
https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit
https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit


66 Assess learnings andAssess learnings and
evaluate your go-evaluate your go-
for ward planfor ward plan

Gather user feedback,
network stats, and support
tickets for analysis against
your goals and determine
your go-forward plan.

Assess learnings and
evaluate your go-forward
plan

ST EPST EP   SUM M A RYSUM M A RY RESO URC ERESO URC E

  Deploy: Run Teams in coexistence with Skype for BusinessDeploy: Run Teams in coexistence with Skype for Business

ST EPST EP   SUM M A RYSUM M A RY RESO URC ERESO URC E

11 Announce the officialAnnounce the official
launch of Teamslaunch of Teams

Generate excitement and
momentum by sending an
official launch
announcement when Teams
is ready.

Upgrade Success Kit

22 Implement yourImplement your
upgradeupgrade

The steps you take depend
on your current
deployment of Skype for
Business.

Implement your upgrade

33 Stay informed about theStay informed about the
Teams roadmapTeams roadmap

Monitor the Teams
roadmap to identify the
right time for your
organization to move to
Teams.

Teams roadmap

44 Send additionalSend additional
communications andcommunications and
engage Teamsengage Teams
champions to drivechampions to drive
excitement andexcitement and
adoption of Teamsadoption of Teams

Encourage user adoption
and maintain excitement for
Teams with ongoing
communications and
champions.

Microsoft 365 Champions
Program

 Upgrade

  Upgrade: Implement your upgrade from Skype for Business to TeamsUpgrade: Implement your upgrade from Skype for Business to Teams

ST EPST EP   SUM M A RYSUM M A RY RESO URC ERESO URC E

11 Confirm that you'veConfirm that you've
completed the pre-completed the pre-
upgrade activitiesupgrade activities
described abovedescribed above

Help ensure upgrade
success by confirming
completion of all planning
and preparation activities.

All the above

Make the official move to TeamsMake the official move to Teams . When you upgrade your users, you move them into Teams only mode.

Teams becomes their primary app for chat, meetings, calling, and collaboration, and access to the Skype for

Business app is disabled. Although the technical aspects of this phase are quite simple, consider the effect the

change might have on user experience and allow time for users to officially transition their activities from Skype

for Business to Teams. To reduce users having different experiences with different clients, try to limit the end-to-

end upgrade window to 45 days or so.

https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit
https://aka.ms/teamsroadmap
https://aka.ms/O365Champions


22 Initiate communicationsInitiate communications
to users in your firstto users in your first
upgrade groupupgrade group

Notify users that upgrades
are starting, and keep them
informed throughout the
process.

Prepare a user readiness
plan 

Upgrade Success Kit

33 Enable the coexistenceEnable the coexistence
mode to Teams Only formode to Teams Only for
users in your firstusers in your first
upgrade groupupgrade group

Follow steps appropriate to
your Skype for Business
environment to perform the
technical user migration.

Upgrade from Skype for
Business Online to Teams 

Upgrade from Skype for
Business on-premises to
Teams

44 Repeat the precedingRepeat the preceding
upgrade activities forupgrade activities for
the remaining upgradethe remaining upgrade
groups on a rollinggroups on a rolling
cyclecycle

Continue to drive your
ongoing communications
plan and upgrade user
groups based on your plan.

55 Send post-upgradeSend post-upgrade
feedback sur veys to allfeedback sur veys to all
usersusers

Use a feedback survey to
capture feedback and
insights from users.

Upgrade Success Kit

ST EPST EP   SUM M A RYSUM M A RY RESO URC ERESO URC E

 Post-upgrade

  Operate: Measure the success of your upgradeOperate: Measure the success of your upgrade

ST EPST EP   SUM M A RYSUM M A RY RESO URC ERESO URC E

11 Assess your initialAssess your initial
upgrade successupgrade success

Evaluate progress against
the goals you established in
the pre-upgrade phase.

Project goals

22 Implement a mitigationImplement a mitigation
plan for any goals thatplan for any goals that
aren't on trackaren't on track

Define mitigation or course-
correction strategies for
goals that are not being
met.

Project goals

33 Monitor for networkMonitor for network
health and qualityhealth and quality

Implement a quality check
and monitoring plan to help
ensure a positive user
experience as well as reduce
calls to your support desk.

Monitor for network health
and quality

44 Drive user momentumDrive user momentum
and adoptionand adoption

Encourage user adoption
and maintain excitement for
Teams with an ongoing
adoption plan.

Drive user momentum and
adoption

55 Prepare for newPrepare for new
functionalityfunctionality

Realize maximum value by
establishing a change cycle
for new innovations and
product improvements.

Prepare for new
functionality

Maximize business value with TeamsMaximize business value with Teams . After your organization is fully upgraded to Teams, take time to

evaluate your success against your goals and implement a plan to continue forward momentum.

https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit
https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit


NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Our Upgrade content is continually evolving. Be sure to check back for the latest guidance, and read the Teams blog.

Skype for Business Online will be retired on July 31, 2021, after which it will no longer be accessible or supported. To

maximize benefit realization and ensure your organization has proper time to implement your upgrade, we encourage you

to begin your journey to Microsoft Teams today. Remember that a successful upgrade aligns technical and user readiness,

so be sure to leverage the guidance herein as you navigate your journey to Microsoft Teams.

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams-Blog/bg-p/MicrosoftTeamsBlog
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TIPTIP

A healthy technical environment, sustained user adoption, and the realization of your business goals all begin

with proper planning. A solid plan gives you a framework for your upgrade project and ensures that all

stakeholders are working toward the same goals. By taking time to properly define success, you can measure

results as you progress through your deployment and verify that you're achieving the outcomes you wanted.

Planning your journey includes:

Enlisting your project stakeholders

Defining the scope of your project

Understanding coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Choosing your upgrade journey based on your business needs

Planning a user pilot

After you've planned your journey, you will read topics about preparing your environment and preparing your

organization before you implement your upgrade.

Join us for live, interactive workshops in which we'll share guidance, best practices, and resources designed to kick start

upgrade planning and implementation.

Join the Plan your upgrade session first to get started.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-plan-journey.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-workshops-landing-page
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TIPTIP

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

Decide whether to create a steering committee, and
assign roles as appropriate.

This article is part of the Project Stakeholders stage of your upgrade journey, the first and most essential activity

you complete for your project's success.

From implementing project deliverables to driving accountability, your stakeholders hold the key to the success

of your project. There are two groups of stakeholders you'll want to assign: (1) a sponsorship coalition that

includes executive and project sponsors who have a vested interest in and influence on the project's success, and

(2) the project team, consisting of the people responsible for ensuring technical and user readiness, who will

complete the various tasks in the project plan. The common thread between these two groups is the project

manager, who works to ensure that project tasks get completed on schedule and reports project status back to

the coalition.

Take time to identify the ideal executive sponsor, someone who can help set the tone of your project, leads by example,

and holds others accountable. This should be a senior manager or executive who has authority over the project scope and

vision. They should also be the final decision-maker in removing blockers and resolving conflict to help keep the project

on time and on budget.

Optionally, you can create a steering committee. Sometimes large or more complex projects end up with "too

many cooks in the kitchen," resulting in disconnects among the stakeholder groups. For these projects, you

might want to form a steering committee. A steering committee is responsible for driving decisions, providing

strategic oversight, supporting the project's initiatives, and—when necessary—removing blockers. You can find

more information about implementing a steering committee in the steering committee guide.

Who are the right people to serve as your
stakeholder team for this project?

Consider the scope of your project and assign the
relevant stakeholders.

Use the following table as a guideline, but note that
this list isn't all-inclusive.
TipTip
Build a responsible-accountable-consulted-informed
(RACI) matrix to further distinguish those who will be
held accountable from those who simply need to be
kept informed in a particular area of the project.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-enlist-stakeholders.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/envision-steering-committee-complete-guide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Responsibility_assignment_matrix


RO L ESRO L ES RESP O N SIB IL IT YRESP O N SIB IL IT Y

Sponsorship coalitionSponsorship coalition

Executive Sponsor Drives overall messaging and accountability

Business Sponsor Facilitates new technology requests for their business unit

Department Managers Represents the teams most affected by this change

Human Resources Manager Is accountable for talent management

Project Manager/Lead Oversees the transition project, ensures completion of all
tasks

Project teamProject team

Collaboration Lead/ Architect Creates and implements the solution architecture

Network Lead Provides insights into network design and execution

Security Lead Provides insights into security design, process, and
implementation

Synchronous Communications Lead Owns presence tooling such as chat, meetings, and calling

Asynchronous Collaboration Lead Owns asynchronous tooling such as SharePoint, OneDrive,
and so on

Telephony Lead Provides insights into telephony design and implementation

Service Owner/ Quality Champion Owns the operation of Teams all-up, including the quality of
the user experience

Desktop and Devices Lead Provides input into clients, devices, and desktop apps

IT Pro/Tenant Admin Ensures the network readiness and Microsoft 365 admin
center configurations are in place

Support/Help Desk Lead Manages the readiness of your support desk

Change Management Lead Oversees the user change management and adoption
program

Marketing Lead Designs and implements communications campaigns

Training Lead Designs and implements training plans

After you've gathered your stakeholders, proceed to the next step: Define your project scope.
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Decision points

Next steps

 Project vision

This article is part of the Project Definition stage of your upgrade journey, an activity you complete after you

create a sponsorship coalition and project team from the stakeholders you've identified are key to your project's

success. Before proceeding, confirm that you've completed the following activities:

Enlisted project stakeholders

Taking time to define your project vision, scope, goals, and governance will help ensure all project stakeholders

are aligned and working toward the same end results. This is especially critical given that the technical readiness

team and user readiness team will be working independently to pull their respective pieces together. After you

complete this section, refer to it throughout your project to ensure you're on track to achieve the end state you

wanted. Use the goals that you identify below to measure against your outcomes, and mitigate as needed.

What do you want to accomplish with this project (in
other words, why are you doing it)?

What does success look like?

What are the risks, and what's your plan to mitigate
those risks?

Discuss the following sections with your project team
and sponsors.

Document your vision, scope, goals, and risks for this
project.

Revisit your project team to validate that you've
engaged the right team.

Your vision is the "big picture" or eventual end-state that answers the question, "Why are we doing this project?"

An ideal vision addresses your organization's business drivers and user value-add perspectives, as shown in the

following examples:

Organization business dr iverOrganization business dr iver : Standardizing on Microsoft Teams aligns with our digital workplace

transformation and enables us to drive operational efficiencies, eliminate redundant solutions, and save

USD5 million.

User value-addUser value-add: Microsoft Teams (1) saves time by providing a single location for project notes, Office docs,

team members, conversations, and meetings; (2) simplifies communication by using a centralized contact list

and persistent chat tracking for quick access to your conversations, and (3) alleviates the frustration of trying

to find that lost email attachment by storing and accessing files in one place.

Consider the following discussion points to help refine your vision:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-define-project-scope.md


TIPTIP

 Project scope

 Project goals

O B JEC T IVEO B JEC T IVE KEY  RESULTKEY  RESULT TO  DOTO  DO

Description of the current business process

Challenges with the existing business process

How technology can help overcome these challenges

The expected and measurable business outcomes if these challenges are overcome

Identify use cases and personas to further refine your project vision.

Your vision might only be realized over time, through various phases. The project scope defines the focus of

your project at this time and serves to keep your project team focused on their current tasks, enabling you to

realize your long-term vision. For example, your scope might call for you to run a pilot, deploy a specific

workload such as voice or meetings, or enable Teams alongside Skype for Business as you plan for your

upgrade over time. As part of the project scope, you should assess:

The various coexistence modes, and which would be optimal for your organization.

The best way for Skype for Business and Teams to coexist before you move to Teams.

Whether you should conduct a pilot to validate technical and user readiness in your organization.

Your goals define the outcome you want and enable you to measure the success of the project. Goals can be

defined as objectives and key results (OKRs), and the measures of project success can be defined as key success

indicators (KSIs). It's essential that you get full participation from project stakeholders in defining OKRs and KSIs,

to help ensure they feel a sense of ownership and align these measures of success to defined project tasks.

Goals should include a mix of technical and user-focused success.

OKRsOKRs  contain the objectives you set at the beginning of the project and the key results you measure on a

defined cadence (for example, monthly or quarterly). By reviewing your key results, you can ensure your

project deliverables are on schedule, or identify and mitigate issues to get your project back on track. OKRs

are typically categorized as "achieved" or "not achieved."

KSIsKSIs  measure quality and success of the key results and complement the binary nature of OKRs by detailing

good and/or bad results. When defining KSIs, we recommend that you use "specific, measurable, assignable,

realistic, time-related" (SMART) criteria:

Specific: target a specific area for improvement

Measurable: quantify, or at least suggest an indicator of, progress

Assignable: specify who will do it

Realistic: state what results can realistically be achieved, given available resources

Time-related: specify when the results can be achieved

The following table shows examples of OKRs and KSIs for the initial phases of a Skype for Business to Teams

upgrade project.



Pilot Teams alongside Skype for
Business, in collaboration-only mode

FY19Q2: 500-user pilot conducted and
completed

Successfully run collaboration-only
mode for all users in the organization
alongside Skype for Business

O B JEC T IVEO B JEC T IVE KEY  RESULTKEY  RESULT TO  DOTO  DO

T Y P ET Y P E
KEY  SUC C ESSKEY  SUC C ESS
IN DIC ATO RIN DIC ATO R H O W  M EA SUREDH O W  M EA SURED SUC C ESS C RIT ERIASUC C ESS C RIT ERIA M EA SUREDM EA SURED

Network andNetwork and
qualityquality

Percentage of poor
audio calls should be
minimal

Call Quality
Dashboard (CQD)

<3% of poor calls
with Teams

Weekly, then
monthly

Usage andUsage and
awarenessawareness

The chat, meetings,
and calling
experience is equal to
or better than Skype
for Business

Survey 80% agree or
strongly agree

Weekly through pilot,
post-rollout

Usage andUsage and
adoptionadoption

Users actively use the
solution

Microsoft 365
reports or CQD

90% participation
from pilot users,
better than the
current solution

Weekly, then
monthly

Usage andUsage and
trainingtraining

I had adequate
training/help
resources to
successfully use
Teams

Post-pilot survey 80% agree or
strongly agree

Post-pilot, post-
rollout

User satisfactionUser satisfaction I would recommend
Teams to others

Net Promoter Score
(NPS) via post-pilot
survey

NPS > 0 Post-pilot, post-
rollout

Business driverBusiness driver Cost savings Accounts Payable $X million cost
expenditure in third-
party solutions

Six months, then one
year, then five years
post-rollout

Identify pilot users

Create a pilot test plan

Enable pilot users on Teams

Implement the pilot

Execute a pilot feedback survey

Measure pilot success

60% of Skype for Business
users are using Teams within 30
days of rollout

User satisfaction with Teams is
≥80%

Design and execute a broad
communications and training
plan

Enable all users for Teams in
collaboration-only mode

Track usage monthly

Gather user feedback

Monitor network health/quality

Mitigate as needed

https://aka.ms/sof-cqd
http://www.npscalculator.com/en
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 Risks and mitigation

RISKRISK L IKEL IH O O DL IKEL IH O O D IM PA C TIM PA C T O VERA L LO VERA L L M IT IGAT IO N  P L A NM IT IGAT IO N  P L A N

Network qualityNetwork quality Medium High High Execute a network
planning exercise.

Low user adoptionLow user adoption High High High Proactively work with
users during the pilot
and deployment
phases; implement a
targeted awareness
and training
campaign to create
desire.

 Timeline

To help ensure your project stays on track, consider defining smaller, short-term milestones in addition to bigger, long-

term goals. This can include metrics that you'll capture as part of your user pilot. When considering your timeline, use the

Microsoft 365 Roadmap if you're waiting for features that aren't yet available in Teams.

With any project, unforeseen events or other factors can arise and throw your project off track. It's important to

proactively assess potential risks and define a mitigation plan for overcoming the issues that might arise, so

your project can continue toward your goals. A risk register is an excellent tool for tracking project risks—along

with how likely they are and their potential impact—and capturing your mitigation plan. The following table

shows a sample risk register.

As you scope your upgrade journey, be sure to set a timeline for key milestones (for example, enabling Teams

alongside Skype for Business for all users) in addition to the completion date. A defined timeline helps your

project team drive toward a consistent end state and informs the right work-back schedule, helping to ensure

that your project stays on track. Consider a timeline that's not too accelerated (where tasks might be

overlooked) or too distant (where momentum might be lost). The ideal timeline accounts for :

Product readiness for compliance and user scenario requirementsProduct readiness for compliance and user scenario requirements : Refer to the product roadmap to

gauge when Teams will be ready for your organization.

Upgrade groupsUpgrade groups : Determine whether you'll be enabling Teams or upgrading users by upgrade groups,

which could affect the timeline of your overall upgrade journey.

Organizational factors such as change freeze, fiscal year end, deployment lifecyclesOrganizational factors such as change freeze, fiscal year end, deployment lifecycles : Discuss and

account for any internal processes that might influence your upgrade timeline.

Other changes that are occurr ing at or around the same timeOther changes that are occurr ing at or around the same time: Consider bundling changes or spacing

them out to facilitate a positive user experience and minimize any impact on productivity.

ResourcingResourcing: Confirm resource allocation with your project stakeholders to ensure that the project team

you've brought together has enough bandwidth to complete all necessary tasks.

As a reference point, a sample timeline is provided for the pre-upgrade, upgrade, and post-upgrade phases of

the Upgrade Pro journey, which we encourage you to adjust as needed to align with the specific needs of your

organization.

After you've completed the activities described above, you should have a solid foundation for your project.

https://aka.ms/O365Roadmap
https://aka.ms/O365Roadmap


Continue with your technical readiness and organizational readiness planning activities.

Remember: Skype for Business Online will be retired on July 31, 2021. After that time, the Skype for Business

Online service will no longer be accessible or supported. To maximize benefit realization and ensure your

organization has proper time to complete your upgrade, we encourage you to begin your journey to Microsoft

Teams today.
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TIPTIP

 Coexistence of Teams and Skype for Business overview

This article is part of the Project Definition stage of your upgrade journey. Complete after you create a

sponsorship coalition and project team and define the scope, goals, and plan for your project. Before

proceeding, confirm that you've completed the following activities:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

If your organization uses Skype for Business today and you are starting to use Teams alongside Skype for

Business—or you are starting to upgrade to Teams—it's important to understand how the two applications

coexist, when and how they interoperate, and how to manage your users' migration all the way to their eventual

upgrade from Skype for Business to Teams.

Watch the following session to learn about Coexistence and Interoperability.

Additionally, you can join us for live, interactive workshops in which we'll share guidance, best practices, and resources

designed to kick start upgrade planning and implementation.

Join the Plan your upgrade session first to get started.

The following sections describe the coexistence modes that are available when you decide to upgrades to Teams,

and the capabilities each mode offers. In addition, we describe the interoperability (interop) that occurs between

users on Skype-for-Business clients and users on Teams clients, and how interop is affected by the chosen

coexistence mode.

Teams delivers collaboration capabilities, chat, calling, and meeting capabilities. Depending on how you choose

to deploy Teams, these capabilities might overlap with the capabilities delivered by Skype for Business for a

given user. The default mode is to run Teams alongside Skype for Business with the capabilities overlap.

However, a user can be assigned one of several coexistence modes (also known as upgrade modes) that were

designed to ensure that these capabilities don't overlap for that user (in which case interoperability between

Teams and Skype for Business is available). For example, if you have significant Skype for Business Server on-

premises assets with a complex Enterprise Voice deployment, but want your users to enjoy modern meetings as

quickly as possible, you might want to evaluate Meetings First as an alternative path.

We recommend that you review the following coexistence modes to help determine which path is right for your

organization.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-and-skypeforbusiness-coexistence-and-interoperability.md
https://aka.ms/teams-upgrade-coexistence-interop
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-workshops-landing-page


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Islands modeIslands mode

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Teams OnlyTeams Only

Coexistence modes continue to exist after retirement of Skype for Business Online, however users homed online can only

have a mode of TeamsOnly. It is no longer possible to assign any mode other than TeamsOnly to a user homed online. As

was the case prior to retirement of Skype for Business Online, users homed on-premises can be assigned any mode other

than TeamsOnly.

By default, users can run Teams alongside Skype for Business as two separate solutions that deliver similar and

overlapping capabilities. The capabilities include presence, chat, calling, and meetings. Teams users also can take

advantage of new collaboration capabilities such as teams and channels, access to files in Microsoft 365, and

applications.

In this coexistence mode, called IslandsIslands , each of the client applications operates as a separate island. Skype for

Business talks to Skype for Business, and Teams talks to Teams. Users are expected to run both clients at all times

and can communicate natively in the client from which the communication was started. As such, there's no need

for interoperability in IslandsIslands  mode.

To avoid a confusing or regressed Skype for Business experience, the Skype for Business handles the following

integrations that aren't handled in Teams IslandsIslands  mode:

External (federated) communications.

PSTN voice services and voice applications, Office integration.

HID controls for USB devices.

Several other integrations.

Phone System isn't supported in Teams in IslandsIslands  mode. IslandsIslands  mode doesn't support Enterprise Voice client

is Skype for Business.

In IslandsIslands mode, all messages and calls from federated users (people outside your organization) are delivered to Skype

for Business. After upgrading to Teams OnlyTeams Only  mode, all messages and calls from outside your organization are delivered

to Teams.

A Teams OnlyTeams Only  user (also called an upgraded user) has access to all the capabilities in Teams. They may retain

the Skype for Business client to join meetings on Skype for Business that have been organized by non-upgraded

users or external parties. An upgraded user can continue to communicate with other users in the organization

who are still using Skype for Business by using the interoperability capabilities between Teams and Skype for

Business (provided the Skype for Business users are not in IslandsIslands  mode). However, an upgraded user can't

initiate a Skype for Business chat, call, or meeting.

As soon as your organization is ready for some or all users to use Teams as their only communications and

collaboration tool, upgrade those users to Teams OnlyTeams Only  mode. If you're upgrading from IslandsIslands  mode, we

advise that you first saturate Teams adoption throughout your organization before beginning the upgrade

process. This adoption avoids broken communication scenarios due to IslandsIslands  mode not providing

interoperability.

When in Teams OnlyTeams Only  mode, Teams is the default app for the SIP/Tel protocol. Links in a user's contact card in

Outlook for calling or chat will be handled by Teams.

For extra considerations about moving to Teams OnlyTeams Only  mode, see Teams Only mode considerations.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-only-mode-considerations


  Skype for Business onlySkype for Business only

  Skype for Business with Teams CollaborationSkype for Business with Teams Collaboration

  Skype for Business with Teams Collaboration and Meetings, also known as Meetings FirstSkype for Business with Teams Collaboration and Meetings, also known as Meetings First

In this coexistence mode, users remain in Skype for Business—not Teams—for chat, meeting, and calling

capabilities, and they don't use Teams for teams and channels. This mode is available today; however, in the

current implementation, teams and channels are not automatically turned off for the user. This can be achieved

by using the App Setup policy to hide teams and files.

This mode can be used prior to starting a managed deployment of Teams to prevent users from starting to use

Teams ahead of having built readiness. This mode is also a way to enable authenticated participation in Teams

meetings for Skype for Business users, provided the users are licensed for Teams.

Use this mode to introduce Teams in your environment while you continue to use your existing investment in

Skype for Business. Leave Skype for Business unchanged for chat, calling, and meeting capabilities. Add Teams

collaboration capabilities:

Teams and channels.

Access to files in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Applications. Teams communications capabilities—private chat, calling, and scheduling meetings.

Teams private chat, calling, and scheduling meetings are off by default in this mode.

Organizations with a starting point of Skype for Business Server on premises or hybrid should consider this

mode as an alternative to IslandsIslands  mode if they want to give their users interoperability and predictability for

their communications, as well as having a predictable timeline for their upgrade to Teams (as opposed to relying

on adoption saturation in IslandsIslands  mode).



TIPTIP
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Decision point

Next step

  Interoperability of Teams and Skype for BusinessInteroperability of Teams and Skype for Business

Use this coexistence mode to accelerate the availability of Teams meeting and collaboration capabilities in your

organization. The coexistence mode lets your users take advantage of the superior Teams meetings experience:

Great quality.

Transcription and translation.

Background blurring.

Superior user experience across all platforms, including mobile devices and browsers.

Along with using Teams for teams and channels–based conversations in this mode, users will use Teams to

schedule and conduct their meetings. Private chat and calling remain on Skype for Business. Teams and Skype

for Business benefit from a range of "better together" capabilities, such as presence reconciliation, automatic

hold/unhold, and HID device support across both applications. It's possible to hide teams and channels, if

desired, using the App Setup policy.

This coexistence mode is especially useful for organizations with Skype for Business on-premises deployments

with Enterprise Voice. These organizations are likely to take some time to upgrade to Teams and want to benefit

from the superior Teams meetings as soon as possible.

To help identify the recommended upgrade mode based on the capabilities you want to enable in Teams while Skype for

Business is still in use, leverage the Skype to Teams Upgrade Wizard.

For more information about coexistence modes, prerequisites, and management, see Migration and

interoperability guidance for organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business and Setting your

coexistence and upgrade settings.

Which coexistence mode(s) best
fit your organization's and
users' needs?

Choose the best approach for
your upgrade journey.

Interoperability is the ability for Teams and Skype for Business users in the same organization to communicate

across Teams and Skype for Business.

Interoperability is governed by the coexistence mode (also known as upgrade mode) of the receiver. There is no

interoperability when the receiver is in IslandsIslands  mode.

https://aka.ms/SkypeToTeamsWizard


NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

  Native interop and interop escalationNative interop and interop escalation

  Native interop experiencesNative interop experiences

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

When deployed in any coexistence mode except IslandsIslands , Teams and Skype for Business can interoperate, enabling users

to chat with and call one another, and ensuring that communications remain fluid across your organization during your

upgrade journey to Teams. Coexistence modes govern interoperability. The coexistence mode of the receiver determines

whether interoperability will be available. For example, if the receiver is in a mode in which chat is only available in one

client (say, Teams), chat interoperability will generally be available in case the initiator uses the other client (in this case,

Skype for Business) to start the chat. On the other hand, if the receiver is in the mode in which chat is available in both

clients (Islands mode), interoperability won't be available for the chat. The message will be received by the receiver in the

same client in which the initiator started the chat. Therefore, proper communication in IslandsIslands mode requires Teams

adoption saturation; that is, all users actively using and monitoring both clients.

To have the latest coexistence experience, the client version must be the latest available client in theTo have the latest coexistence experience, the client version must be the latest available client in the

user ’s Office deployment channel.user ’s Office deployment channel.

There are two types of interop experiences: native and interop escalation.

A native interop experience occurs in the client that the user is currently using. One user will be in the Skype

for Business client, the other in Teams. A native interop experience won't take them to another client to

communicate. The users will be able to conduct their conversation in the client they're currently using. The

native interop experiences are one-to-one chat and calling.

An interop escalation experience means that as part of helping users perform an advanced action (such as

sharing their desktop), the client facilitates the creation of a meeting which users can join to continue the

experience in that meeting. The meeting is created on the platform of the initiator of the action. The user or

users who aren't on that platform receive a meeting join link. As they click this link, they are joined to the

meeting in a compatible client (browser, web app, or full client, depending on configuration). Interop

escalation from Skype for Business requires a recent client. Interop escalation from Teams is now available.

Both are supported in interoperability experiences in-tenant, and for federated communication cross-tenants.

Depending on the coexistence modes assigned to users (as previously described), the following native interop

experiences are available:

Skype for Business users can chat one-on-one with Teams users, and vice versa. An interop chat needs to go

through an interop gateway that's part of Teams cloud services (and therefore only exists online). Interop chats

are plain text: rich text and emoticons aren't supported. Users in Teams and in Skype for Business are notified

that the conversation is an interop conversation.

Skype for Business users can make one-on-one voice and video calls to Teams users, and Teams users can do

the same.

Interop experiences with an on-premises deployment of Skype for Business require that the on-premises environment is

in hybrid mode with Teams. For details, Configure hybrid connectivity between Skype for Business Server and Microsoft

365 or Office 365.

These interop experiences are available to and between users who have one of the following coexistence modes

assigned: Skype for Business with Teams CollaborationSkype for Business with Teams Collaboration, Skype for Business with TeamsSkype for Business with Teams

Collaboration and meetingsCollaboration and meetings , Skype for Business OnlySkype for Business Only , or Teams OnlyTeams Only . There is no interoperability to

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-hybrid-connectivity


  Native interop experience limitationsNative interop experience limitations

  Interop escalation experiencesInterop escalation experiences

  Interop escalation from Skype for BusinessInterop escalation from Skype for Business

users in IslandsIslands  mode.

Because of the difference in protocols and technology, it is not possible to support all capabilities natively.

Specifically, the following capabilities are not available:

Markdown, rich text, and the full emoticon set aren't supported either from Teams or Skype for Business.

Other native features of the compose box in Teams chats aren't supported.

Screen sharing (desktop or app sharing) between Teams and Skype for Business isn't supported natively.

However, it is supported through interop escalation.

Group chats (multiple-party conversations) in Teams can only include participants who are using Teams.

Multiple-party IM conversations (group chats) in Skype for Business can only include participants who are

using Skype for Business. However, interop escalation to multiple-party is available from Skype for Business.

Escalating an ongoing peer-to-peer voice or video call to a multiple-party call involving both Teams and

Skype for Business users isn't supported.

File transfer for two-party chats, or file attachment in group chats, from Teams to Skype for Business—and

vice versa—aren't supported.

There is no interoperability with Skype for Business Persistent Chat.

For all these limitations (except for Persistent Chat), one possible workaround is for one user to start a meeting

and invite the other user to join it.

This workaround is the basis for interop escalation. In particular, screen sharing and escalation to multiparty are

not achievable natively but they are supported via interop escalation.

Interop escalation consists in supplementing the native interop capabilities with managed escalations to

meetings. Meetings offer rich experiences available to anyone, regardless of which client they have.

When interop escalation is triggered by the Teams user, a Teams meeting is created. When it is triggered by the

Skype for Business user, a Skype for Business meeting is created. In both cases, the meeting created is a MeetMeet

nownow  meeting, which is not reflected on the user's calendar.

The other party receives the meeting join link through interop chat and joins by clicking that link. If the Skype

for Business user has a Teams account and is invited by the Teams user, they will join the meeting authenticated.

Otherwise, they will join as an anonymous participant. Conversely, Teams users almost always have a Skype for

Business account and a Skype for Business client they can use to join a Skype for Business meeting as an

authenticated participant, but they might also join as an anonymous participant, for example using the Skype

Meeting App.

Once the parties have joined the meeting, they can conduct any activity supported in meetings, such as desktop

or content sharing, file sharing or transfer, adding other participants, and so on.

Interop and interop escalation from Skype for Business was updated in the July 2019 build of monthly C2R.

Previously, Skype for Business did not have advance awareness that the remote party was using Teams. It only

surmised that from the signaling received after a session was established.

When the signaling indicated that the response came from (or through) the interop gateway, it would display

the yellow business bar (banner) indicating the other party was not using Skype for Business. With the evolution

of our service, this resulted in false positives where Skype for Business users would see the business bar when

they were connected to the Cloud Voicemail Service or other cloud voice services, rather than to an actual

Teams OnlyTeams Only  user.

To prevent these false positives, the presence service is now informing the Skype for Business client when the

other party is a Teams OnlyTeams Only  actual user. This allows Skype for Business to be aware that it needs to create an



  Interop escalation from TeamsInterop escalation from Teams

interop conversation ahead of it having been created, and the conversation window to be specific to interop.

If the Skype for Business user wants to share their desktop for example, they are informed that we will start a

meeting and guided through the steps.

Meanwhile, the Teams user receives an incoming chat message with the link to the meeting and are guided to

join.

This escalation to a Skype for Business meeting is available for both in-tenant interop and cross-tenant

federated calls and chats. It is on by default and there is no setting the admin has to provision.

Interop escalation from Teams to a Teams meeting is now available when the Teams user selects the desktop

sharing button in an in-tenant interop thread with a Skype for Business user or in a cross-tenant interop

federation thread. Interop escalation is supported from a 1:1 chat conversation or from a 1:1 call.

The capability is supported in the Teams desktop client for Windows, in the Teams desktop client for Mac, and in

the Teams web client on browsers where content sharing is supported, while in communication with any Skype

for Business client version.

In interoperability threads, and in federation interoperability threads, the Teams user now has the controls

(button) to start content sharing. When the Teams user selects the button, they are presented with an additional

menu that informs them that to share content, they will need to start a Teams meeting.

If the users were in a call, the menu also warns them that their current call between Teams and Skype for

Business will be terminated as they are put into a Teams meeting. If they choose, they can warn the Skype for

Business user prior to accepting.

Upon acceptance, they are put in the Teams meeting; they must start sharing from the sharing tray in the

meeting.

Meanwhile, the Skype for Business user receives an incoming chat message with the link to the meeting and are

guided to join.



 Technical details of Teams and Skype for Business coexistence

  MeetingsMeetings
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TeamsOnly, SfbWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings All meetings scheduled in Teams. Skype for Business add-in
is not available in Outlook.

SfbWithTeamsCollab, SfbOnly All meetings scheduled in Skype for Business. Teams add-in
is not available in Outlook.

Islands By default, meetings can be scheduled in either Skype for
Business or Teams. Both add-ins are available in Outlook.
However, you can optionally require that users in Islands
always schedule meetings in Teams by assigning them an
instance of TeamsMeetingPolicy with the
PreferredMeetingProviderForIslandsMode=Teams.

  InteroperabilityInteroperability

This escalation to a Teams meeting is available for both in-tenant interop and cross-tenant federated calls and

chats. It is on by default and there is no setting the admin has to provision. However, it is turned off for the user

if the admin sets -AllowPrivateMeetNow  in CsTeamsMeetingPolicy  to $false .

After you review this article, see Choose your upgrade journey, Migration and interoperability guidance,

Coexistence with Skype for Business, and Setting your coexistence and upgrade settings for implementation

details. We also recommend the following video: Video: Manage Coexistence and Interoperability between SfB

and Teams

The following sections summarize behavior that may be experienced when running both Teams and Skype for

Business clients in the same organization, regardless of what mode and what upgrade method is used:

Meetings

Interoperability

Interop versus native conversation threads

Presence

Federation

Contacts

Regardless of their mode, users can always join any type of meeting they are invited to, whether it is Skype for

Business or Teams. However, users must join the meeting with a corresponding client that matches the meeting

type:

If the meeting is a Teams meeting, all participants (whether they are TeamsOnly, Islands, or Skype for

Business users) use the Teams client to join the meeting. If Teams is not installed, the user will be directed

to the web, upon attempting to join a meeting.

If the meeting is a Skype for Business meeting, all participants (whether they are TeamsOnly, Islands, or

Skype for Business users) use the Skype for Business client to join the meeting. If the Skype for Business

client is not installed, the user will be directed to the web to join via the Skype Meeting App.

When organizing meetings, the meeting type that gets scheduled is based on the mode of the organizer, as

shown in the following table:

As described above in Interoperability of Teams and Skype for Business, Teams supports interop with Skype for

Business in certain scenarios. Interop communication refers to a chat or call between a Skype for Business user

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/coexistence-chat-calls-presence
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wEc9u4S3GIA&list=PLaSOUojkSiGnKuE30ckcjnDVkMNqDv0Vl&index=11


  Interop versus native conversation threadsInterop versus native conversation threads

and a Teams user. Interop communication is only possible between two users; multi-party chat/calling or adding

additional users is not supported.

An interop chat or call between two users is created when each of the following are true:

One user is using Teams and the other is using Skype for Business.

The mode of the recipient of the initial communication is NOT Islands (otherwise the communication

would land in the same client) if both users are in the same organization. In federated scenarios, the

sending user is using Teams, and the recipient is not in TeamsOnly mode.

The Teams user does NOT also have a Skype for Business account homed on-premises.

Within the interop communication, chat is plain-text only. In addition, file sharing and screen sharing are not

possible in the interop chat itself. However, users in an interop conversation can easily achieve file and/or screen

sharing by creating an on-demand meeting, from within the interop chat, as described below:

If the Teams user attempts to share their screen, an on-demand Teams meeting is automatically created

and an invite link to that meeting is sent to the Skype for Business user ’s client. Upon clicking the link, the

Skype for Business user will open Teams and join the meeting. Both users are now in a Teams meeting

and can share as needed.

If the Skype for Business user is using a client from 2018 or later and attempts to share any content, an

on-demand Skype for Business meeting is automatically created and an invite link to that meeting is sent

to the Teams user ’s client. Upon clicking the link, the Teams user will attempt to join the Skype for

Business meeting. If the Teams user has the Skype for Business client installed, it will open and the user is

prompted to sign in (if not already signed in). If the Teams user does not have the Skype for Business

client installed, the user will be prompted to use the web version. Once both users are signed in, they are

in a Skype for Business meeting and can share as needed.

Because interop communications do not support all the features of native Teams conversation, the Teams client

maintains separate conversation threads for Teams-to-Teams and Teams-to-Skype for Business communication.

These conversations are rendered differently in the user interface: Interop threads can be differentiated from a

regular native Teams thread by:

Lack of controls for rich text, file/screen sharing, inability to add users.

A modification to the target user ’s icon, showing an “S” for Skype for Business.

These differences are shown in the following screenshots:

A native Teams-to-Teams conversation with User G3 Test



An interop conversation with the same User G3 Test

Once a conversation thread is created, its type never changes. Once created, an interop thread in Teams will

always route to the target user ’s Skype for Business client. A native thread will always route to the target user ’s

Teams client. If a recipient user ’s mode changes, existing Teams threads to that user will no longer function and a

note will be displayed on that chat with a link to start a new native conversation as shown in the following

screenshot.



  PresencePresence

  FederationFederation

Presence for a given user is based on the user ’s activity in the service via the client. The presence is then

published for other users to see. Skype for Business and Teams are separate services with separate clients, so

each service has its own presence state for a user. There is also synchronization between the presence services

in Teams and in Skype for Business Online. This allows one service to potentially publish the presence of the

user from the other service if needed.

Presence publishing behavior is based on the user ’s mode. There are three basic cases:

If a user is in TeamsOnly mode, all other users see Teams presence for that user, regardless of which client

they use.

If a user is in any of the Skype for Business modes, all other users see Skype for Business presence for

that user, regardless of which client they use.

If a user is in Islands mode, presence published in Skype for Business and Teams are independent, so the

presence shown to users within the same organization will depend on the client of the other user. Users

in federated organizations will see presence of that user based on their Skype for Business activity, since

federated traffic to an Islands mode user lands in Skype for Business.

For example, Assume User A is in Islands mode. If User A is active in Teams but is not signed in to Skype for

Business, other users would see User A as active from their Teams client, but in their Skype for Business client

they would see User A as offline. This is by design, since User A cannot be reached if they are not running the

client.

Federation from Teams to another user using Skype for Business requires the Teams user to be homed online in

Skype for Business. TeamsUpgradePolicy governs routing for incoming federated chats and calls. Federated

routing behavior is the same as for same-tenant scenarios, except in Islands mode. When recipients are in

Islands mode:

Chats and calls initiated from Teams land in Skype for Business if the recipient is in a federated tenant.

Chats and calls initiated from Teams land in Teams if the recipient is in the same tenant.

Chats and calls initiated from Skype for Business always land in Skype for Business.

A federated chat can either be a native thread or an interop thread. See Interop versus native conversation

threads.

If the receiver and sender are both in TeamsOnly upgrade mode, the conversation will be a native chat



  ContactsContacts

  Related linksRelated links

experience which includes all the rich messaging and calling capabilities. To learn more, read Native chat

experience for external (federated) users in Teams.

If either of the conversation participants is NOT in TeamsOnly upgrade mode, the conversation remains

an interop experience with text-only messages. The user interface exposes federated chats in a similar

manner to same-tenant interop threads, except there is a note indicating the user is external.

For more details, see Manage external access in Microsoft Teams and Native chat experience for external

(federated) users in Teams.

Teams and Skype for Business have separate lists of contacts. This means that contact additions, removal, and

modifications made in one system are not synchronized to the other system. However, contacts from Skype for

Business are automatically copied over to Teams when either of two specific events occur :

For any Skype for Business Online user, the first time they log onto Teams, contacts from Skype for

Business will be copied over to Teams. This behavior is not available for users with an on-premises

account in Skype for Business Server.

After a user is upgraded to TeamsOnly (either via assigning TeamsUpgradePolicy or via Move-CsUser -

MoveToTeams), the next time a user logs into Teams, existing contacts in Skype for Business will be

merged with existing contacts already in Teams. This behavior happens whether the user was moved to

TeamsOnly from on-premises or online.

In both cases, the transfer of contacts from Skype for Business to Teams is asynchronous so it may be a few

minutes before contacts appear in Teams. The two events above are what trigger the copy.

Migration and interoperability guidance for organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business

Configure hybrid connectivity between Skype for Business Server and Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Move users between on-premises and cloud

Setting your coexistence and upgrade settings

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Using the Meeting Migration Service (MMS)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-hybrid-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/move-users-between-on-premises-and-cloud
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms
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NOTENOTE

 PSTN calling scenarios

This article describes Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) considerations when upgrading to Teams.

Skype for Business Online will be retired on July 31, 2021. If you haven't upgraded your Skype for Business Online users

to Microsoft Teams before that date, they will be automatically scheduled for an assisted upgrade. If you want to upgrade

your organization to Teams yourself, we strongly recommend that you begin planning your upgrade path today.

Remember that a successful upgrade aligns technical and user readiness, so be sure to leverage our upgrade guidance as

you navigate your journey to Teams.

In addition, the following articles describe important upgrade concepts and coexistence behaviors:

Coexistence of Teams and Skype for Business

Coexistence modes - Reference

Teams client experience and conformance to coexistence modes

Using Phone System with Teams is only supported when the user's account is assigned a Teams upgrade policy with

Teams Only mode.

Using Phone System with Skype for Business is only supported when the user's account is assigned a Teams upgrade

policy with an SfB mode.

Phone System is not supported when the user's account is assigned a Teams upgrade policy with Islands mode.

Any call forwarding, team-call group, and delegation settings from Skype for Business are not migrated and will need

to be re-recreated for Teams.

For a general overview of Microsoft Teams cloud voice features, and help deciding which Microsoft voice solution is

right for your organization, see Plan your Teams voice solution.

There are four possible calling scenarios when moving to TeamsOnly mode:

A user in Skype for Business Online, with a Microsoft Calling Plan. Upon upgrade, this user will continue

to have a Microsoft Calling plan.

A user in Skype for Business Online, with on-premises voice functionality through Skype for Business on-

premises or Cloud Connector Edition. The user ’s upgrade to Teams needs to be coordinated with

migration of the user to Direct Routing to ensure the TeamsOnly user has PSTN functionality.

A user in Skype for Business on-premises with Enterprise Voice, who will be moving to online and

keeping on-premises PSTN connectivity. Migrating this user to Teams requires moving the user ’s on-

premises Skype for Business account to the cloud, and coordinating that move with migration of the user

to Direct Routing.

A user in Skype for Business on-premises with Enterprise Voice, who will be moving to online and using a

Microsoft Calling plan. Migrating this user to Teams requires moving the user ’s on-premises Skype for

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-to-teams-on-prem-pstn-considerations.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-assisted
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-start-here


 From Skype for Business Online with Microsoft Calling Plans

 From Skype for Business Online with on-premises voice

 From Skype for Business Server on-premises, with Enterprise Voice, to
Direct Routing

Business account to the cloud, and coordinating that move with either A) the port of that user ’s phone

number to a Microsoft Calling Plan or B) assigning a new subscriber number from available regions.

This article provides a high-level overview only. For more information, see Phone System Direct Routing and

Calling Plans.

This is the simplest upgrade scenario involving voice.

1. Make sure users have been assigned a Teams license. By default, when you assign a Microsoft 365 or

Office 365 license, Teams is enabled, so unless you previously disabled the Teams license, no action

should be necessary.

2. If users already have a Microsoft Calling Plan with a phone number, the only required change is to assign

the user TeamsOnly mode in TeamsUpgradePolicy. Prior to assigning TeamsOnly mode, incoming PSTN

calls will land in the user ’s Skype for Business client. After the upgrade to TeamsOnly mode, incoming

PSTN calls will land in the user ’s Teams client.

In this scenario, the user is already in Skype for Business Online, but their PSTN connectivity is on-premises,

either using Skype for Business Server in hybrid mode or Cloud Connector Edition. Migrating these users to

TeamsOnly mode with PSTN functionality means enabling them for Direct Routing, in which PSTN trunks

connect directly to the Direct Routing service in the cloud, via your on-premises Session Border Controller (SBC).

The basic steps are listed below. Steps 1-4 are listed in the suggested sequence, but they can be done in any

order. The key is that all of these should be completed before Step 5.

1. If you are setting the tenant-wide policy to one of the Skype for Business modes, be sure to grandfather

any existing Islands users by explicitly assigning them Islands mode, as previously described.

2. Configure your tenant for Direct Routing. See Summary of per-tenant configuration of Direct Routing.

3. If desired, configure various Teams policies for these users (for example, TeamsMessagingPolicy,

TeamsMeetingPolicy, etc.). This can be done at any time, but if you want to ensure that users have the

correct configuration when they are upgraded, it’s best to do this before the user is upgraded to

TeamsOnly mode.

4. Prepare select users for voice migration:

If necessary, assign the Teams license. Assuming the user is already functional in Skype for Business

Online on-premises voice, the user already has Skype for Business Plan 2 as well as Microsoft Phone

System. Leave both those plans enabled, including the Skype for Business Online Plan 2 license.

Assign the desired OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy.

5. Upgrade the user : These steps should be coordinated.

In Microsoft 365 or Office 365, upgrade the user to TeamsOnly mode (Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy).

On the SBC, configure voice routing to enable incoming calls by sending calls to Direct Routing

instead of to the on-premises Mediation Server.

In this scenario, the user is still homed in Skype for Business on-premises, and their PSTN connectivity is also

on-premises. Migrating these users to TeamsOnly mode with PSTN functionality means enabling them for Direct



 From Skype for Business Server on-premises, with Enterprise Voice, to
Microsoft Calling Plan

Routing and then moving the user to the cloud.

The basic steps are listed below. Steps 1-5 are listed in the suggested sequence, but they can be done in any

order. The key is that all of these should be completed before Step 6.

1. If you will be setting the tenant-wide policy to one of the Skype for Business modes, be sure to

grandfather existing Islands users by explicitly assigning them Islands mode, as previously described.

2. If you haven’t already done so, configure the organization for Skype for Business hybrid.

3. Configure your tenant for Direct Routing. See Summary of per-tenant configuration of Direct Routing.

4. If desired, configure various Teams policies for these users (e.g. TeamsMessagingPolicy,

TeamsMeetingPolicy, etc.). This can be done at any time, but if you want to ensure that users have the

correct configuration when they are upgraded, it’s best to do this before the user is upgraded to

TeamsOnly.

5. Assign the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 licenses if necessary. The user should have both Teams and Skype

for Business Online Plan 2, as well as Phone System. If the Skype for Business Online Plan 2 is disabled,

re-enable it.

6. Upgrade the user : These steps should be coordinated.

Using the on-premises Skype for Business tools, run Move-CsUser with -MoveToTeams switch. If

you are using a version of Skype for Business Server that does not support the -MoveToTeams

switch, first run Move-CsUser and then assign TeamsOnly mode in tenant remote PowerShell or

Teams Admin Console.

On the SBC, configure voice routing to enable incoming calls by sending calls to Direct Routing

instead of to the on-premises Mediation Server.

In Microsoft 365 or Office 365: Assign the relevant OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy to enable outgoing

calls.

In this scenario, the user is still homed in Skype for Business on-premises, and their PSTN connectivity is also

on-premises. Migrating these users to TeamsOnly mode with PSTN functionality means moving the user to the

cloud and either porting their number from the old carrier to a Microsoft Calling plan or assigning the user a

new number.

The basic steps are listed below. Steps 1-5 are listed in the suggested sequence, but they can be done in any

order. The key is that all of these should be completed before Step 6.

1. If you will be setting the tenant-wide policy to one of the Skype for Business modes, be sure to

grandfather existing Islands users by explicitly assigning them Islands mode, as previously described.

2. If you haven’t already done so, configure the organization for Skype for Business hybrid.

3. If desired, configure various Teams policies for these users (for example, TeamsMessagingPolicy,

TeamsMeetingPolicy, etc.). This can be done at any time, but if you want to ensure that users have the

correct configuration when they are upgraded, it’s best to do this before the user is upgraded to

TeamsOnly.

4. Assign the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 licenses if necessary. The user should have both Teams and Skype

for Business Online Plan 2, as well as Phone System. If the Skype for Business Online Plan 2 is disabled,

re-enable it.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-hybrid-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-hybrid-connectivity


 Summary of per-tenant configuration of Direct Routing

 Manage EnterpriseVoiceEnabled property during migration

 Related links

5. Get phone numbers for your users. (For details see Manage phone numbers for your organization.)

If you will be re-using the numbers, submit a porting request to your carrier.

Alternatively, you can acquire new numbers directly from Microsoft.

6. Upgrade the user and if needed assign LineUri. Using the on-premises Skype for Business tools, run

Move-CsUser with the -MoveToTeams switch.

If you are porting numbers to Microsoft, you should coordinate the timing of this operation to

occur when the port occurs.

If you are using new numbers from Microsoft, you’ll need to change the LineUri for the user. This

must be done after the user is moved online using Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser.

1. Ensure that your Session Border Controller (SBC) is supported with Direct Routing by reviewing this list.

You must also ensure that you have correct version of firmware.

2. Pair your on-premises SBC with the Teams Direct Routing service. For details, see Pair the SBC to the

Direct Routing service of Phone System.

3. This configuration is essentially a mirror of the on-premises configuration. The online configuration

consists of:

OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy (based on the on-premises VoiceRoutingPolicy if migrating users from

Skype for Business Online, and based on VoicePolicy if migrating users from on-premises with

Enterprise Voice).

OnlinePSTNUsage objects (based on on-premises PSTN usage).

OnlineVoiceRoute objects (based on-premises VoiceRoute).

For more information, see Configure Direct Routing.

Whether using Direct Routing or a Microsoft Calling plan, a user must have EnterpriseVoiceEnabled=true in

Azure AD for the user to have PSTN functionality. EnterpriseVoiceEnabled (“EV-enabled”) is a property (not a

policy) that exists in both an on-premises directory and in the cloud. The value in the cloud is what matters for

Teams. The exact logic for how EV-enabled gets set to true depends on the following scenario:

Set-CsUser -EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $True 

If the user is EV-enabled in on-premises Skype for Business Server and a Phone System license is

assigned to the user prior to moving the user to the cloud with Move-CsUser, the online user will be

provisioned with EV-enabled=true.

If an existing TeamsOnly or Skype for Business Online user is assigned a Phone System license, EV-

enabled is not set to true by default. This also is the case if an on-premises user is moved to the cloud

prior to assigning the Phone System license. In either case, the admin must specify the following cmdlet:

Plan your Teams voice solution

Migration and interoperability guidance for organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business

Configure hybrid connectivity between Skype for Business Server and Microsoft 365 or Office 365

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-hybrid-connectivity


Move users between on-premises and cloud

Setting your coexistence and upgrade settings

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Using the Meeting Migration Service (MMS)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/move-users-between-on-premises-and-cloud
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms
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 Upgrade journey building blocks

This article is part of the Project Definition stage of your upgrade journey. Before proceeding, confirm that

you've completed the following activities:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

As an existing Skype for Business customer, your complete transition to Teams might take some time. However,

you can begin realizing the value of Teams today, by enabling your users to use Teams alongside Skype for

Business. Given that there's some overlapping functionality between the two apps, we recommend that you

review the available coexistence and upgrade modes to help determine which path is right for your

organization. For example, you might opt to enable all workloads on both solutions without interoperability. Or,

you might decide to manage the user experience, either by gradually introducing Teams capabilities or by

targeting groups of users for select capabilities, until your organization is ready to upgrade everyone to Teams.

Use the outcome of your pilot to help assess the right upgrade journey for your organization.

Skype for Business Online will be retired on July 31, 2021, after which it will no longer be accessible or supported. To

maximize benefit realization and ensure your organization has proper time to implement your upgrade, we encourage you

to begin your journey to Microsoft Teams today.

This article outlines the various modes that enable you to manage which modalities in Skype for Business and

Teams are available to your users. As with any deployment, we strongly encourage you to pilot your intended

plan with a selected group of users before upgrading your organization to Teams. Remember, introducing new

technology can be disruptive for users. Take time to assess user readiness and implement a communication and

training plan prior to implementing any of the modes outlined herein.

Join us for live, interactive workshops in which we'll share guidance, best practices, and resources designed to kick start

upgrade planning and implementation.

Join the Plan your upgrade session first to get started.

To formally prepare your organization for its journey to Teams, you need to start planning for the upgrade

scenarios that will eventually let your organization fully embrace Teams as your sole communications and

collaboration solution.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-and-coexistence-of-skypeforbusiness-and-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-workshops-landing-page


NOTENOTE

 Overlapping capabilities method (using Islands mode)

To help guide your decision-making process, familiarize yourself with the various modes, concepts, and

terminology relevant to upgrading from Skype for Business to Teams. For more information, see Microsoft

Teams and Skype for Business coexistence and interoperability.

You will also need to consider your voice migration scenarios. Phone System is Microsoft's technology for enabling call

control and Private Branch Exchange (PBX) capabilities in the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 cloud. To connect Phone System

to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) so that users can make phone calls around the world, you have options

based on your business need. For more information on Phone System and PSTN connectivity options, see Voice - Phone

System and PSTN connectivity.

A user that has been migrated to Teams no longer uses a Skype for Business client except to join a meeting

hosted in Skype for Business. All incoming chats and calls land in the user's Teams client, regardless of whether

the sender uses Teams or Skype for Business. Any new meetings organized by the upgraded user will be

scheduled as Teams meetings. If the user attempts to use the Skype for Business client, initiation of chats and

calls is blocked . However, the user can (and must) still use the Skype for Business client to join meetings they

are invited to.

1

Administrators manage their transition to Teams using the concept of mode, which is a property of

TeamsUpgradePolicy. A user that has been migrated to Teams as described above is in "TeamsOnly" mode. For

an organization that is migrating to Teams, the ultimate goal is to move all users to TeamsOnly mode.

There are two methods for migrating an existing organization with Skype for Business (whether online or on-

premises) to Teams:

Overlapping capabilities methodOverlapping capabilities method (using Islands mode): Users in an existing Skype for Business

organization are introduced to Teams so that they can use both clients side by side during a transitional

phase. During this period, most--but not all--functionality of Teams is available to them. The mode for this

configuration is referred to as Islands, and this is the default mode for any existing organization with

Skype for Business. Once the organization is ready, the administrator moves the users to TeamsOnly

mode.

Select capabilities methodSelect capabilities method (using one or more of the Skype for Business modes): The administrator

manages the transition (from Skype for Business to Teams) of chat, calling, and meeting scheduling

functionality for users in their organization. Each of these functions is available either in Skype for

Business or Teams, but not both. Administrators use TeamsUpgradePolicy to control when to shift this

functionality to Teams for their users. Users who are not yet in TeamsOnly mode continue to use Skype

for Business for chat and calling, and the two sets of users can communicate via interop functionality.

Administrators manage the transition by progressively migrating more users into TeamsOnly mode.

 Older Skype for Business clients that shipped before 2017 do not honor TeamsUpgradePolicy. Make sure you

are using the latest Skype for Business client available in your Office channel.

1

After you understand and choose your upgrade method, you can learn about the tools for managing your

organization's upgrade to Teams.

Below are the key factors to help decide the appropriate path for your organization.

With the overlapping capabilities method, users can use both Teams and Skype for Business clients for chat, VoIP

calling, and meetings. In this method, chat and VOIP calling in Teams is intra-organization focused, while Skype

for Business enables chat and VOIP/PSTN calling with external organizations (if configured). Meetings can be

scheduled and attended in both products.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps&preserve-view=true


When using the overlapping capabilities method, the communication traffic for Skype for Business and Teams

remains separate (even for the same user) and the two different clients never communicate with each other (for

users within the same organization). User experiences are based on the recipient's configuration. For example,

assume recipient User A is in Islands mode:

Communication initiated from another user's Skype for Business client will always land in User A's Skype

for Business client.

Communication initiated from the Teams client from a user in the same organization will always land in

User A's Teams client.

Communication initiated from Teams client from a user in an external organization will always land in

User A's Skype for Business client.

If you have assigned a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license to your users, this will be the default upgrade

experience for your organization. When you assign a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license, both Teams and Skype

for Business Online licenses are assigned by default.2

For this method to work effectively, all users must run both clients simultaneously. Incoming chats and calls

from within the organization to a user in Islands mode can land in either the Skype for Business or Teams client-

-and this is not under the control of the recipient. It depends on what client the sender uses to initiate the

communication. If the sender and recipient are in different organizations, incoming calls and chats to a user in

Islands mode always land in the Skype for Business client.

For example, if an Islands mode recipient is signed in to Skype for Business but not Teams, and someone

messages them from Teams, the Islands mode recipient will not see the message (but they will eventually get an

email saying they missed a message in Teams). Likewise, if a user is running Teams but not Skype for Business,

and someone messages that user from Skype for Business, the user will not see that chat. The behavior in each

of these cases is similar for calling. If users do not run both clients, it can easily lead to frustration.

Presence also functions independently between Teams and Skype for Business when you use this upgrade

method. This means other users may see different presence states for User A, depending on which client they

use. For more details, see Presence.

Other users, when using Teams, will see presence based on User A's activity in Teams.

Other users, when using Skype for Business, will see presence based on User A's activity in Skype for

Business.

Once you are ready to upgrade users to TeamsOnly mode, you can upgrade users individually or you can

upgrade the entire tenant at once using the tenant-wide policy . Once a user is upgraded to TeamsOnly mode,

they receive all incoming chats and calls in Teams. (Note that migration of Skype for Business meetings to Teams

meetings is only triggered when applying TeamsUpgradePolicy to individual users, not on a per tenant basis. See

Meeting Migration for details.)

3

However, non-upgraded recipients in Islands mode may continue to receive chats and calls from a TeamsOnly

user in either their Skype for Business or Teams clients. For existing conversations the TeamsOnly user will reply

to the client the sender initiated the chat or call from.

For new conversations from the TeamsOnly user's point of view, the chat or call will always go to the Islands

mode users Teams client. This is because the Teams client maintains separate conversation threads for Teams-to-

Teams and Teams-to-Skype for Business communication, even for the same user. To learn more, see Teams

Conversations - Interop versus native threads.

The following table summarizes the Teams experience for both Islands mode and TeamsOnly mode:



T EA M S EXP ERIEN C ET EA M S EXP ERIEN C E IN  ISL A N DS M O DEIN  ISL A N DS M O DE IN  T EA M SO N LY  M O DEIN  T EA M SO N LY  M O DE

Incoming chats and calls received in: Teams or Skype for Business Teams

PSTN calls received in: Skype for Business 
(Using PSTN functionality in Teams is
not supported in Islands mode.)

Teams

Presence Presence in Skype for Business and
Teams is independent. Users may see
different states for the same Islands
user, depending on which client they
use.

Presence is based solely on the user's
activity in Teams. All other users,
regardless of which client they use, see
that presence.

Meeting scheduling Users can schedule meetings in either
Teams or Skype for Business. By
default, they will see both add-ins in
Outlook. You can set a Teams meeting
policy to control whether users can
only use the Teams Meeting add-in or
both the Teams Meeting and Skype for
Business Meeting add-ins. To learn
more, see set the meeting provider for
users in Islands mode.

Users only schedule meetings in
Teams. Only the Teams add-in is
available in Outlook.

P RO SP RO S C O N SC O N S

Allows for rapid adoption within an organization. Potential for end user confusion because there are two
clients with similar functionality, but different user interfaces.
Also, they have no control over which client the incoming
chats/calls land in.

Allows users to learn and get familiar with Teams while still
having full access to Skype for Business.

Potential for end user dissatisfaction due to missed
messages if the user is not running both clients.

Minimal administration effort to get started in Teams. Can be challenging to "get out of Islands" mode and move
to TeamsOnly mode if users and those they regularly
communicate with are not actively using Teams. For example,
once a subset of users is upgraded to TeamsOnly mode,
those users will only send in Teams. For the rest of the
population in Islands mode, those messages will always land
in Teams. But if some of that population is not running
Teams, they will perceive these messages as missed.

Enables users to leverage capabilities to enhance teamwork
that are not available in Skype for Business.

A user who is using Skype for Business on premises and
Teams will not be able to communicate from Teams with
another user who is using Skype for Business on premises
but does not have Teams.

When using Teams, users who have an on-premises account
in Skype for Business Server do not have interop or
federation support. This can potentially create confusion if
you have a mix of Islands users--some who are homed in
Skype for Business Online and some in Skype for Business
on-premises.

The following table summarizes the pros and cons of using the overlapping capabilities method to migrate your

organization to Teams.

2



 Select capabilities method (using Skype for Business modes)

 This is true even if the user is homed on-premises in Skype for Business Server. Whether the user is homed

on-premises or online, leave the Skype for Business Online license enabled, because it is currently needed for

full Teams functionality.

2

 Note that migration of Skype for Business meetings to Teams meetings is only triggered when applying

TeamsUpgradePolicy to individual users, not on a per tenant basis. See Meeting migration for details.

3

Some organizations may prefer to provide their end users a more predictable experience as their organization

transitions from Skype for Business to Teams. In this model, IT administrators use one of the Skype for Business

modes in TeamsUpgradePolicy to explicitly designate which capabilities remain in Skype for Business prior to

migrating to TeamsOnly mode. As they are ready to shift selected capabilities to TeamsOnly mode, the

administrator updates the mode for those users to TeamsOnly. During this transition:

Administrators have options to enable certain Teams capabilities for users while keeping chat and calling

capabilities in Skype for Business before users move to TeamsOnly experience. Administration can enable

Teams collaboration capabilities or Teams meetings + collaboration capabilities.

Users still on Skype for Business receive all incoming chats and calls in their Skype for Business client,

regardless of whether the communication originated from the other user's Teams or Skype for Business

client. In addition, for these Skype for Business users, calling and chat functionality in the Teams client are

disabled to help prevent end-user confusion and to ensure proper routing and presence.

Users in TeamsOnly mode receive all incoming chats and calls in their Teams client and presence is

provided by Teams, regardless of where the communication originated from: Teams, Skype for Business,

or any kind of federated user.

Unlike the overlapping capabilities (Islands) method, in the select capabilities method, users using Skype for

Business can communicate with users who are in TeamsOnly. Communication between a Skype for Business

user and Teams user is known as interoperability or "interop". Interop communication is possible on a one-to-

one basis for chats and calls between a user in Skype for Business and another user in Teams. In addition, invited

users can always join either a Skype for Business or Teams meeting, however, they must use a client that

corresponds to the type of meeting. For more information, see Meetings.

For users in a select capabilities transition method, presence for a user is consistent regardless of which client is

used by the other user. If the user is in one of the Skype for Business modes, all other users see presence based

on that user's activity in Skype for Business. Similarly, if a user is in TeamsOnly mode, all other users see

presence based on that user's activity in Teams. For details, see Presence.

For an organization that has not yet started using Teams, the administrator should change the tenant-wide

mode from Islands to SfbWithTeamsCollab. (For organizations that already have some Teams usage, the

administrator should “grandfather” users already active in Teams to ensure this change does not apply to them.

For details, see A select capabilities method for an organization that is already using Teams in Islands mode.)

Guests user experiences will adhere to the coexistence mode assigned to the tenant. If you set a Skype for

Business mode at the tenant level, guests can't chat, call, or show their presence. To learn more, read Guest

access in Teams.

When the mode changes from Islands to SfbWithTeamsCollab, a user that has never used Teams will see no

difference in how they use Skype for Business. However, should that user start to use Teams, they would only be

exposed to functionality such as Teams & Channel and Files. Chat, calling and meeting scheduling would not be

available in Teams, since the administrator has (for now) designated Skype for Business as the desired client for

those functions.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms


NOTENOTE

T EA M S EXP ERIEN C ET EA M S EXP ERIEN C E
IN  SF B W IT H T EA M SC O L L A BIN  SF B W IT H T EA M SC O L L A B
M O DEM O DE

ININ
SF B W IT H T EA M SC O L L A B A NSF B W IT H T EA M SC O L L A B A N
DM EET IN GS M O DEDM EET IN GS M O DE IN  T EA M SO N LY  M O DEIN  T EA M SO N LY  M O DE

Incoming chats and VOIP
calls from users in your
organization received in:

Skype for Business Skype for Business Teams

PSTN calls received in: Skype for Business Skype for Business Teams

Presence Skype for Business Skype for Business Teams

Meeting Scheduling Skype for Business Teams Teams

P RO SP RO S C O N SC O N S

Predictable routing for the end user. All calls and chats either
land in Skype for Business or Teams (but not both), based on
administrator selection.

Interop conversations lack support for rich text, file sharing,
and screen sharing. This can be worked around leveraging
Meet Now functionality to initiate a meeting.

May reduce end user confusion because a given functionality
is only available in one client.

Before users are upgraded to TeamsOnly, they do not have
access to Teams for common activities performed in Skype
for Business such as chat and calling. Meaning, no side-by-
side capability.

Administrator has control over the set of capabilities
available to users while transitioning from Skype for Business
to Teams. This control includes the ability to incrementally
introduce Teams capabilities.

Allows an organization to use Teams for meetings, even if it
is not yet ready to move entirely to TeamsOnly mode.

Presence of a given user as viewed by others is the same,
regardless of which client they use.

When User A changes from Islands to one of the Skype for Business modes, the Teams client of any other user that

communicates with User A needs to know that User A's mode changed so it can route the communication to the

appropriate client for User A. For any users who have already established native Teams-to-Teams chats with User A, it can

take up to 36 hours for these other users' Teams clients to be aware of the mode change from Islands to any Skype for

Business mode. In contrast, changes for an existing user to TeamsOnly mode are discovered by other clients within 2

hours.

When administrators are ready, they can shift chat, calling, and meeting scheduling for a given user to Teams all at once

by updating the user's mode to TeamsOnly.

Alternatively, the administrator can first shift only meeting scheduling to Teams, while leaving chat and calling

functions in Skype for Business using the SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings mode. This mode allows

organizations to transition to Teams for meetings—if users are not yet ready to move to TeamsOnly mode (for

example, if you are not yet ready to migrate existing PSTN functionality). This transitional scenario is referred to

as Meetings First.

The following table summarizes the pros and cons of using Skype for Business modes as a transitional step

toward TeamsOnly mode.



 Summary of upgrade methods
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Prior to being upgraded to TeamsOnly, users must run both
clients simultaneously since incoming chats and calls may
land in either client.

Chats and calls only land in one client, based on the
recipient's mode. Non-upgraded users may run both clients,
but there is no functional overlap (calling and chat are not
available in Teams). Administrators can also control whether
users schedule meetings in Teams or Skype for Business.

Allows administrators to introduce overlapping functionality
(chat, meetings, VOIP calling) in both Skype for Business and
Teams to end users (allowing for side-by-side functionality),
as well as new capabilities (Teams and Channels) in Teams.

Allows administrators to introduce select functionality of
Teams to end users (Teams and Channels), without providing
same functionality that also exists in Skype for Business.

Interop between Skype for Business and Teams does not
exist while both users are in Islands mode. Once some users
are upgraded to TeamsOnly interop conversation may occur
between those users and others users who are still in Islands
mode. However, Islands users could choose to use Teams
and avoid the interop conversation.

Interop is required for communication between Skype for
Business and Teams users.

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 

Decision point

Next step

 

Decision point

The following table summarizes the upgrade methods:

If you are unable to follow supported methods for migrating your Skype for Business Server users to Teams, it would be

possible to transition your users to Teams by removing Skype for Business Server and all related user attributes in Active

Directory. Once the users Azure Active Directory attributes have been cleared of the Skype for Business Server attributes

and DNS records have been re-pointed to Microsoft 365 or Office 365, it would then be possible to license the users in

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and upgrade them to Teams.

With the cutover migration, contact data and meetings data will not be migrated from on premises environment to

Microsoft Teams.

Which upgrade journey is suitable to your organization's
business requirements?

Identifying your current deployment model, use case
scenarios, and key considerations for your organization
will inform the journey to Teams that's best suited to
your organization.

Which upgrade scenario is applicable to your
organization?



Next steps

 Related links

Decide the timeline of your organization's upgrade
journey based on messaging, meetings, and calling
business requirements.

Decide the required additional work to complete your
upgrade journey.

After you've chosen the best upgrade journey for your organization, perform your upgrade to Teams.

Migration and interoperability guidance for organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business

Configure hybrid connectivity between Skype for Business Server and Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Move users between on-premises and cloud

Setting your coexistence and upgrade settings

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Using the Meeting Migration Service (MMS)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-hybrid-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/move-users-between-on-premises-and-cloud
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms
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Decision point

Next step

TIPTIP

 1. Outline pilot logistics

This article is part of Deployment and Implementation stage of your upgrade journey, and shares insights for

running an effective pilot. Before proceeding, confirm that you've completed the following activities:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

Prepared your environment

Prepared your organization

By deploying new technologies, your organization can realize business value such as cost savings, security

compliance, employee satisfaction, and operational efficiencies, but it can also affect your users' productivity and

organizational infrastructure (your network). Before enabling new technology across your organization, conduct

a formal user pilot. Just like you'd paint a small patch of color on a wall before painting the whole room, you'd

test a broad rollout on a smaller scale by conducting a pilot to validate technical and user readiness, identify and

mitigate issues, and help ensure a successful organization-wide implementation.

To achieve the most realistic results, the pilot should involve actual users, mimic how they communicate and

collaborate, and verify both technical and user experiences. Whether your organization is considering running

Skype for Business and Teams side by side, upgrading to Teams in the future, or deploying new functionality

such a calling or conferencing, a pilot can help identify the right path forward for your organization. Sometimes

considered Phase 1 of a rollout, the ideal pilot leverages the preparation you've already started and implements

your defined plan with a targeted group of users.

How will you use a pilot to inform project direction?

Use the guidance below to design and execute your
formal pilot.

Use the sample pilot resources to help design your communications, test plan, and feedback survey.

A successful pilot has defined start and end dates, and clearly defined goals for measuring success. These goals

should align with the scope of your broader project, as you documented when you defined your project scope,

and will be used to inform your path forward after your pilot is over. You should also ensure that you've

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/pilot-essentials.md
https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit


 2. Select your pilot participants and test scenarios

TIPTIP

 3. Design your test plan and feedback survey

 4. Create your communications plan

 5. Conduct your pilot

included the right stakeholders for the duration of the project. You'll want to be sure to allow enough time to run

the pilot and assess its impact: we recommend a minimum of 30 days.

Start small, and add to your pilot as appropriate—whether by adding workloads or features, or additional users

—making time to assess results and adjust your pilot as you iterate. You might even opt to run subsequent

pilots as new Teams features are released per the roadmap.

One of the most important tasks of pilot planning is thoughtful participant selection. Remember that Teams is

optimized for teamwork, so be sure to select pilot participants not solely based on roles or personas but also

based on their project and cross-team work. A great place to start is asking your stakeholders and department

managers for real projects that you can validate in Teams. An example of a role-based project might be to use

Teams with your sales organization to ensure that field reps can easily access the resources they need and share

insights with other field members. An example of project-based work might be coordinating a product launch

event with the marketing, training, public relations, and event planning teams. Whichever scenarios you select,

the pilot should extend to key people in IT, training, and your helpdesk, so you can thoroughly validate the

solution while fully optimizing project management resources.

When selecting your Teams pilot group participants, be sure to include top users of Skype for Business. Check with those

users to understand how they use Skype for Business today, then build out a test plan to verify that Teams can meet their

current needs.

For a successful pilot experience, give your participants clearly defined tasks to complete along with a way for

them to share their feedback. Group tasks together to offer real-world scenarios to your users, demonstrating

relevancy to their daily activities. Let the use cases you defined in Assess organizational change readiness guide

your test plan.

Your organization might choose to pilot all functionality at once, or use a gradual approach—for example, pilot

collaboration first, then meetings, then chat and calling. Ensure that you have an open feedback channel to track

progress and measure outcomes. Use a predefined survey as an easy way to capture and assess pilot results; the

survey design should be based on the scenarios and features in your test plan.

It's crucial to the success of your pilot that you educate pilot participants on what's happening, when, and why,

and what's expected of them. To drive excitement and maximum participation, be sure to include user value

messaging in addition to links to training and support where users can get additional information as they

progress through the pilot. Here are a few sample resources to get you started with your pilot communications

plan:

Pilot resources, including email templates and sample feedback survey questions

Switch to Teams from Skype for Business, a quick-start guide designed to help Skype for Business users get

started with Teams

With all the logistics in place, you're now ready to begin your pilot. Conducting your pilot includes

communicating with your users, monitoring your network and usage to ensure your network performance and

call quality remain healthy, gathering feedback from participants, and reviewing helpdesk tickets for questions

https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit
https://support.office.com/article/Switch-to-Teams-from-Skype-for-Business-6295a0ae-4e8e-4bba-a100-64cc951cc964


  Tips for pilot successTips for pilot success

  Suggested timelineSuggested timeline

 6. Assess learnings and evaluate your go-forward plan

TIPTIP

related to Teams.

The following tips can help ensure the success of your pilot:

Before beginning your pilot, confirm that all pilot participants are enabled for the appropriate [coexistence

mode]

(https://aka.ms/SkypeToTeams-SetCoexistence) you want to validate.

Weekly, throughout your pilot, meet with your project stakeholders to review user feedback, usage data,

network data, and helpdesk tickets to ensure your pilot is running smoothly. Make any adjustments as

needed.

Here's a suggested timeline for a 30-day pilot:

One week before the pilot kickoff: Send initial communication to pilot users.

Day 1: Send kickoff communication to pilot users.

Day 7: Hold the first weekly project team checkpoint meeting.

Day 14: Send mid-point communication to your pilot users, hold a weekly project team checkpoint meeting.

Day 21: Hold a weekly project team checkpoint meeting.

Day 30: Send final communication to your pilot users.

Days 31–45: Assess pilot results, and plan for next steps.

After your pilot is complete, it's time to gather all feedback surveys, final network stats, and support tickets for

analysis against your goals and determine whether you'll implement your go-forward plan. You might find that

your organization is ready for a broad deployment, or you want to extend your pilot to more users, or you want

to revisit the pilot at a later date after any concerns you've identified have been mitigated. Remember that your

pilot is a great way to predict technical and user outcomes in a controlled environment; be thoughtful about

jumping ahead too quickly.

If your results indicate:

Your pilot goals (for example, user satisfaction and network quality) have been achievedYour pilot goals (for example, user satisfaction and network quality) have been achieved, you

should be ready to proceed with the next phase of your rollout. Depending on the goals of your project, this

could be one of the following:

Your pilot didn't achieve the outcomes you wanted (for example, user satisfaction and networkYour pilot didn't achieve the outcomes you wanted (for example, user satisfaction and network

quality)quality) , take time to make the appropriate adjustments to your plan and revisit your pilot.

Extending the pilot to additional participants

Enabling Teams alongside Skype for Business (IslandsIslands  mode) for some or all of your organization

Upgrading users from Skype for Business to Teams (Teams onlyTeams only  mode) for some or all of your

organization

Enlist your pilot participants as peer champions to help evangelize and onboard new users to Teams. Peer champions can

easily relate to other users, sharing their own experiences and learnings, and offering support and guidance to their

colleagues. Learn more about champions and how you might use them within your own rollout.

https://aka.ms/SkypeToTeams-SetCoexistence
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=859068
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This article is part of the Technical Readiness stage of your upgrade journey, an activity you complete in parallel

with the User Readiness stage. Before proceeding, confirm that you've completed these activities from previous

stages:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

To drive a successful Teams upgrade in your organization, it's important that you validate your current Skype for

Business environment and your network readiness. Preparing your current environment will help ensure a high-

quality user experience now, in addition to improving the quality of the user experience in Teams. Taking time to

plan individual steps can help accelerate your deployment and ensure that you haven't skipped any important

action items.

Complete these activities in parallel with your user readiness preparation:

Prepare your IT staff to help ensure they have what they need for a successful upgrade journey.

Verify that your environment meets all prerequisites, and understand dependencies among Microsoft 365 or

Office 365 services and Teams.

Evaluate your environment by performing environmental discovery by using a sample questionnaire to

confirm your organization's readiness to undertake a successful upgrade journey to Teams.

Prepare your network through planning, preparation, and taking any necessary remediation steps for your

network to support Teams workloads.

Prepare your service for rollout by using onboarding checklists to ensure that your Teams configuration is

ready to support migrating your users from Skype for Business to Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-prepare-environment.md
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Decision points

Next steps

This article is part of the Technical Readiness stage of your upgrade journey, an activity you complete in parallel

with the User Readiness stage. Before proceeding, confirm that you've completed these activities from previous

stages:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

Your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization admins, technical leads, and support desk are accountable for

driving a high-quality user experience. This includes ensuring that your network is ready to support Teams,

configuring Teams for your users, and being able to effectively troubleshoot and resolve issues that might arise.

Share the following resources with your IT staff members, and confirm that they're ready to support users

before you begin your upgrade to Teams:

Admin training for Microsoft Teams

Contact support for business products - Admin Help

Troubleshoot connectivity issues with the Microsoft Teams client

Use log files in troubleshooting Microsoft Teams

Have you involved all support staff who are likely to
be involved in deploying and supporting Teams?

Have you developed a training plan for onboarding
additional staff as your upgrade progresses?

Verify that IT staff has the information they need.

Revisit your training and preparation plans as new
features are released.

After you've prepared your IT staff for Teams, verify that your environment meets all prerequisites.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-prepare-IT-pros.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/contact-support-for-business-products
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/connectivity-issues
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This article is part of the Technical Readiness stage of your upgrade journey, an activity you complete in parallel

with the User Readiness stage. Before proceeding, confirm that you've completed these activities from previous

stages:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

Teams combines multiple Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services, and is therefore dependent on the correct

implementation and operation of these services. These services include—but aren't limited to—SharePoint

Online, Exchange Online, and OneDrive for Business.

Although not all services are required, we highly recommend that you implement all of them. If you choose not

to implement certain services, it will affect the functionality that Teams can offer your organization. For example,

though you don't have to implement SharePoint Online, Teams does rely on SharePoint Online for certain

functionality such as file sharing in group conversations, so not implementing this service will reduce the

functionality offered through the client.

See the following articles to learn about prerequisites and how Teams interacts with other technologies:

If your organization hasn't deployed any Microsoft 365 or Office 365 workloads, see Get started.

If your organization hasn't added or configured a verified domain for Microsoft 365 or Office 365, see

Domains FAQ.

If your organization hasn't synchronized identities to Azure Active Directory, see Identity models and

authentication in Microsoft Teams.

If your organization doesn't have Exchange Online, see Understand how Exchange and Microsoft Teams

interact.

If your organization doesn't have SharePoint Online, see Understand how SharePoint Online and

OneDrive for Business interact with Microsoft Teams.

To learn how Microsoft 365 groups and Microsoft Teams interact.

If your organization is an educational institution and you use a Student Information System, see Welcome

to Microsoft School Data Sync before deploying Microsoft Teams.

If your organization is considering Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) calling options, see Voice -

Phone System and PSTN connectivity, Which Calling Plan is right for you, and Phone System Direct

Routing.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-plan-journey-prerequisites.md
https://support.office.com/article/Get-started-with-Office-365-for-Business-d6466f0d-5d13-464a-adcb-00906ae87029
https://support.office.com/article/Verify-your-Office-365-domain-to-prove-ownership-nonprofit-or-education-status-or-to-activate-Yammer-87d1844e-aa47-4dc0-a61b-1b773fd4e590
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync


To ensure all network requirements have been met before rolling out Teams, see Prepare your

organization's network for Microsoft Teams.

If you are currently using Skype for Business Online Connector to manage your services, you will need to

move to the Teams PowerShell module and update your existing PowerShell scripts. See Move from

Skype for Business Online Connector to the Teams PowerShell module for more information.

After you've verified that your environment meets all applicable prerequisites, evaluate your current

environment for Teams.
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 Introduction to the Discovery Questionnaire

This article is part of the Technical Readiness stage of your upgrade journey, an activity you complete in parallel

with the User Readiness stage. Before proceeding, confirm that you've completed these activities from previous

stages:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

This article gives an overview of the requirements for properly evaluating your current environment for

operating Teams. By evaluating your environment, you identify risks and requirements that will influence your

overall deployment. By identifying these items beforehand, you can adjust your planning to drive success.

To achieve your objective key results (OKRs), you previously made key service decisions. The next step is to

perform environmental discovery to evaluate all aspects relating to your IT infrastructure, networking, and

operations to confirm that your organization is ready to implement the solution. Discovery is one of the very

first, key steps that you take when planning for your journey to Teams. Environmental discovery must include a

network readiness assessment to ensure your network can support upgrading to Teams. You perform a detailed

discovery of your environment to better understand its current state and to reveal any difficulties or—even

more important—possible blockers to the execution of your Teams rollout.

You identify technical risks as part of an environmental assessment and adoption readiness evaluation, and

develop a mitigation plan for each identified risk. You should incorporate this information in the risk register.

All matters related to your existing collaboration infrastructure and Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization,

networking, endpoints, operations, and adoption and readiness are included as part of the environmental

discovery questionnaire. Work with your project team to provide the requested information with as much detail

as possible to facilitate your planning activities.

The questionnaire is divided into the following sections to confirm your organization's readiness for your Teams

deployment in several major areas:

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization details

Existing collaboration platform summary

Collaboration platform deployment details

Networking and access to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 services

Endpoints

Operations

Adoption and readiness

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-plan-journey-evaluate-environment.md


TIPTIP

 

Decision point

Next step

 Project team

You can start by copying the questionnaire into a Microsoft Word document. Try to answer all questions and capture all

details as you move through.

Who will be responsible for completing an
environment assessment?

Document the results of the environment
assessment.

Ensure that you've engaged the right people for your project team. Verify the steps you completed in Enlist your

project stakeholders.

After you evaluate your environment, proceed to the next step: Prepare your service.
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 Onboarding checklists and landing pages for Microsoft Teams rollout

This article is part of the Technical Readiness stage of your upgrade journey, an activity you complete in parallel

with the User Readiness stage. Before proceeding, confirm that you've completed these activities from previous

stages:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

This article gives an overview of the requirements for preparing your organization for collaboration and cloud

voice services with Teams. By preparing properly, you can be sure you're ready to provide these capabilities to

your organization.

The following checklists and landing pages walk you through the steps for deploying Microsoft Teams in your

organization:

Prepare Microsoft 365 or Office 365 for Teams

Configure Teams core capabilities

Prepare your network

Chat, teams, channels, and apps

Meetings and audio conferencing

Phone System and PSTN connectivity options

The tasks and activities in these checklists are the core "to-do" items that apply to every deployment of

collaboration and voice capabilities with Teams. You can customize the checklists to include the activities and

tasks that are specific to your own Teams journey.

Use the provided checklists to track the status of each individual activity and task, and to be sure you haven't

skipped any critical steps. Each activity includes a detailed description of required actions and references to

additional information that you can use to complete that activity.

Although we recommend that you follow the checklists in order, the exact sequence will depend on the scope of

your deployment and the configuration and complexity of your environment. They're organized to support

either a "greenfield" Teams deployment (one with no previous Skype for Business Online presence) or

upgrading from Skype for Business Online to Teams. If you're upgrading from Skype for Business Online, you

might have already completed some of these activities and can ignore them now.

When you're onboarding users on a per-site basis, we highly recommended that you use the Site Enablement

Playbook for Voice (Playbook) as a supplementary guide to these checklists.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-prepare-environment-prepare-service.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/onboarding-checklist-enable-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/onboarding-checklist-configure-microsoft-teams-core-capabilities
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/site-enablement-playbook-for-voice-(playbook).xlsx?raw=true


NOTENOTE

 

Decision point

Next steps

 Continue onboarding

Most of the configuration settings are common between Teams and Skype for Business Online. You use the Microsoft

Teams admin center to configure those settings.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the
completion of the onboarding checklists?

Download the onboarding checklists.

Work through the onboarding checklist items step-
by-step in accordance with your organization's
deployment plan.

After you complete this checklist, proceed to the next step: Conduct a user pilot
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TIPTIP

This article is part of the User Readiness stage of your upgrade journey, an activity you complete in parallel with

the Technical Readiness stage. Before proceeding, confirm that you've completed these activities from previous

stages:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

To realize maximum value from Teams, users must actually use it, but getting users to change the way they work

isn't always easy. Taking time to understand your users and design the right readiness plan can help facilitate

change and accelerate adoption of Teams. These activities should be completed in parallel with your technical

readiness preparation:

Assessing organizational change readiness: This includes understanding who your users are, how they'll use

the new technology, and how readily they adapt to change. This is also an opportunity to identify specific

user profiles who would benefit from focused onboarding.

Preparing a user readiness plan: Consisting of awareness, training, and support activities, your readiness plan

should address both your broad user base and targeted profiles, as identified in the assessing change

readiness article.

Download the Upgrade Success Kit for template user readiness materials, such as communications and user surveys, in

addition to a sample upgrade project plan and pilot test plan.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-prepare-organization.md
https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit
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NOTENOTE

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

This article is part of the User Readiness stage of your upgrade journey, an activity you complete in parallel with

the Technical Readiness stage. Before proceeding, confirm that you've completed these activities from previous

stages:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

After you've secured your project team and defined your vision, scope, and goals, the next step on your upgrade

journey is to ensure that your organization and users are ready for Teams—an activity that you complete in

parallel with ensuring your technical readiness. To realize value from Teams, users must actually use it. Simply

enabling Teams doesn't guarantee that you achieve your goal. Users have different use cases and varying

learning styles, and they adapt to new technology at different speeds. The good news is that managing change

isn't all that complicated, but it does take a focused effort. The guided discussions below are designed to help

you understand your user base so that you can prepare the right level of education to facilitate and accelerate

user adoption. There are two ways you should look at your user base:

Organizational change readinessOrganizational change readiness : Understanding how quickly (or not) users typically react to change.

This information will help inform the amount of awareness, training, and value-selling you might need to do

to drive user adoption.

Teamwork scenariosTeamwork scenarios : Understanding how users work will enable you to map Teams to their work activities,

accelerating adoption and facilitating the shift away from Skype for Business.

You can adapt the assessment activities given below to any change initiative in your organization. Simply address the

questions based on the scope of your project. In the following discussions, "new solution" can apply to audio calling, audio

conferencing, or your upgrade from Skype for Business to Teams.

What is the culture of your organization when it
comes to change?

How can the new technology optimize the way users
work?

Which users are likely to require special attention to
get them to change the way they work?

Use the following guidance and associated activities
to capture your organization's user readiness profile.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-org-change-readiness.md


 Organizational change readiness

  ActivityActivity

  What percentage of users fall into each bucket?What percentage of users fall into each bucket?

EA RLY  A DO P T ERSEA RLY  A DO P T ERS IN F O RM ED USERSIN F O RM ED USERS L A GGA RDSL A GGA RDS

These users request the solution
before it's available.

These users accept the solution as
soon as its value is demonstrated.

These users reject the solution, even
when pushed into change.

TIPTIP

  What percentage of users fall into each competency?What percentage of users fall into each competency?

SEL F -M OT IVAT EDSEL F -M OT IVAT ED T EA M  P L AY ERST EA M  P L AY ERS H A N D- H O L DIN G SEEKERSH A N D- H O L DIN G SEEKERS

These learners seek out resources,
learn by doing.

These users enjoy group and
interactive training; they'll go along
with coworkers.

These users expect "white glove" or
one-on-one assistance.

TIPTIP

 Assessing teamwork scenarios

By assessing your organization's readiness, you can determine how receptive (or not) your users are likely to be

to changing the way they work and adopting new technology. Understanding how users react to change

empowers your organization to proactively address concerns, adjust your rollout plan to get optimal buy-in, and

identify users who can actually help you facilitate the change with their peers.

Use the following conversation starters to conduct an organizational readiness assessment and document the

culture of your organization when it comes to change. This information can help inform how much awareness

and training you might need to implement for your project. Don't worry about exact numbers. This exercise

represents a general understanding of your organizational culture. If you need help getting started, simply

evaluate a past rollout; this can help you anticipate how users might react to change and help you proactively

address the reactions you expect.

Enlist your early adopters for your pilot testing in addition to serving as peer champions. Champions help evangelize new

technology and lead by example to show their peers how to realize value. To learn more about creating a formal

champions program, see the Office adoption guide. Your laggards might need more convincing before they adopt a new

technology. If more than 20 percent of your organization falls into this bucket, spend more time communicating the value

messaging and delivering tailored training. In addition, support them through the change by opening a feedback loop to

better understand and address their hesitations.

Not everyone learns the same way. For those who are self-motivated, point to Microsoft's online videos and training

articles. If 20 percent or more are team players, enlist your training team or a partner to deliver live, interactive training

(in person or online). Typically, you'll find executives or targeted roles in the hand-holding category. This is a critical group

who would benefit from personalized, short training sessions. Enlist your champions to help deliver training to these

users, for an optimal experience.

Microsoft Teams expands the capabilities of Skype for Business, offering a comprehensive communication and

collaboration solution. As you design your plan for upgrading users from Skype for Business to Teams, consider

how you can use the power of teamwork collaboration to both excite users and facilitate their transition from

Skype for Business to Teams.

At its core, teamwork is how people work together to get things done. It's about aligning the right people with

https://fto365dev.blob.core.windows.net/media/Default/DocResources/en-us/Office_365_Adoption_Guide.pdf
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Core attributes

Teamwork challenges today

the relevant tools in a way that works for them. Teams brings people, conversations, files, and projects together

into one workspace, creating a true hub for teamwork in your organization.

Understanding how user work and how they come together can help users visualize how they can use Teams,

facilitating the shift away from Skype for Business. There are two core ways to think about teamwork scenarios:

people-centric and project-centric.

Project-centr ic teamworkProject-centr ic teamwork centers on a specific project or initiative (for example, planning a product launch

event). From scope planning to budget management to marketing efforts, project-centric teamwork helps

align project workstreams, keeping everyone informed.

People-centr ic teamworkPeople-centr ic teamwork revolves around people with similar responsibilities or attributes who might

work on the same team (for example, the sales team, road warriors) or across teams (for example, peer

champions). From chatting with a colleague to get an answer to a question to participating in a team

meeting, people-centric activities include information sharing and rapport building.

To get the most out of Teams, build a teamwork strategy that includes both scenarios, helping users understand

how Teams can work for them.

What relatable teamwork scenarios will you employ
to help accelerate user adoption of Teams and
facilitate your upgrade from Skype for Business?

Use the samples below to help craft your own
teamwork scenarios. Document them in the Upgrade
Workbook.

For additional scenarios and examples, go to the
Productivity Library

Project-centr ic teamwork : Product launch eventProject-centr ic teamwork : Product launch event (for example: your organization is getting ready to launch

a new product to the market and is planning a broad promotional event to drive awareness, generate leads, and

encourage sales).

Cross-team stakeholders with various project
workstreams

Frequent targeted meetings

Lots of pieces/people coming together (budget,
schedules, presentations, registration, and so on)

Workstreams are working in silos with limited
visibility into overall project status or cross-team
efforts:

Lost productivity time when bringing a new member
on board or catching up from missing a meeting

Disconnected conversations and lack of "who's
doing what"

Information tracked in various places with no
cross-team visibility

https://aka.ms/upgradesuccesskit
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/success/


Teamwork requirements

Teamwork in Teams

C O N SIDERAT IO NC O N SIDERAT IO N N OT ESN OT ES

C O N SIDERAT IO NC O N SIDERAT IO N N OT ESN OT ES

Core attributes

Teamwork challenges today

Teamwork requirements

Quick access to project schedule and task assignment

Open conversation channel to keep everyone in-the-
know

Central location for current presentation files and
other resources

Ability to bring new project team members up-to-
speed quickly

Way to encourage and support one another to keep
momentum

Team/channels to organize project content and
threaded conversations

SharePoint for hosting PPT files

Planner/Trello for assigning individual project tasks
and due dates

Teams for online meetings

Teams mobile app for connecting on the go

1

1

 Supporting app integration or alignment in Teams.1

People-centr ic teamwork : Sales teamPeople-centr ic teamwork : Sales team (for example: your regionally-dispersed sales team needs to stay

connected from the road, remain aligned on the pipeline, and understand key offers and initiatives that can help

drive toward annual quota targets)

Work remotely (on the road, hotels, customer sites)

Relationship-focused – core external

Repeated conversations with multiple field reps (chat,
calls, meetings, etc) – can't get everyone together at
once

Missed opportunities to learn from sales "wins" –
word of mouth sharing only

Continually shuffling between applications:

Sales Pipeline in Excel

Trending in Power BI

Sales collateral in email

Customer demo resources on SharePoint

1:1 chats and point-in-time meetings

Sales community outreach in Yammer

Quick access to sales collateral

Reach an expert quickly

Fast turn-around for questions and approvals

Sales meetings, pipeline reviews

Sales training resources

Customer database management



Teamwork in Teams

C O N SIDERAT IO NC O N SIDERAT IO N N OT ESN OT ES

  Tips for identifying a "good fit" for your teamwork strategyTips for identifying a "good fit" for your teamwork strategy

Teams/channels by region or customer designed to
focus content and conversations

SharePoint for collateral/resources

XLS/Power BI for pipeline and databases

Teams for online meetings

Teams mobile app for connecting on the go

Teams app integration with CRM system

Yammer for broad-reach SME insights and
information sharing*

1

1

1

1

 Supporting app integration or alignment in Teams.1

It could be easy to get carried away forming a teamwork strategy for every user, every team, and every project.

Not every project or team requires a fully defined teamwork strategy. Here are some best practices for getting

started:

Consider cross-team projects that are just starting out or are upcoming.

Event planning – coordination from multiple teams (budget, logistics, presentations, and so on)

Pilot new product - share information, gather feedback in a controlled environment

Identify user personas and core work groups, connecting the various ways they interact with one another

into Teams

Sales teams/regions – road warriors, easy access resources, quick turn-around responses

HR – standardized processes across all divisions, consistent approach for hiring

Frontline workers – connection to their peers/management, access to procedures, NEO

Keep these considerations in mind:

Start small. Save bigger, more complex projects for after you've vetted the teamwork model.

Focus on new projects. Avoid changing an existing project that's well underway as this may disrupt

workflow.

Consider timing. Rolling out a new teamwork strategy to sales at the end of your fiscal year may not

be ideal.

Iterate. No need to reinvent the wheel. When you find a teamwork structure that works, repeat it with

other workgroups and projects. Define a template team and set guidelines to help users quickly

assimilate into Teams and provide consistency.

Use the information you've gathered above to inform your user readiness plan.
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Decision points

Next step

W H AT  C O M M UN IC AT IO N  C H A N N EL SW H AT  C O M M UN IC AT IO N  C H A N N EL S
W IL L  Y O U L EVERA GE?W IL L  Y O U L EVERA GE?
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L EVERA GE?L EVERA GE?

W H AT  SUP P O RT  C H A N N EL S W IL L  Y O UW H AT  SUP P O RT  C H A N N EL S W IL L  Y O U
USE?USE?

This article is part of the User Readiness stage of your upgrade journey, an activity you complete in parallel with

the Technical Readiness stage. Before proceeding, confirm that you've completed these activities from previous

stages:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

An optimal user readiness plan incorporates how you'll communicate with, train, and support your users as you

pilot, onboard, and upgrade to Teams. As you discovered in Assess organizational change readiness, readiness is

not one-size-fits-all. To ensure optimal receptiveness to the new technology, use a combination of broad-reach

messaging (incorporating the vision/value messaging and universal use cases) and messaging, training, and

support tailored to the personas and cohorts you've defined and also to your laggards, as appropriate. This

personalized plan will help facilitate user adoption by enabling users to more quickly relate to Teams, while

demonstrating that you understand their needs.

Download the Upgrade Success Kit for template user readiness materials, such as communications and user surveys, in

addition to a sample upgrade project plan and pilot test plan.

How can you create a readiness plan to facilitate and
accelerate user adoption of the new solution?

Do you have the right awareness, training, and
support resources that align with your users' ability
to deal with change and the user personas you've
defined?

Use the list below to generate ideas for your
readiness plan. Select the most relevant activities—or
add your own—to design a readiness plan optimized
for your organization. Remember to use a
combination of broad-reach (for your whole
organization) and targeted (for laggards or specific
personas) campaigns for maximum results.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-user-readiness.md
https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit


Email
Tip:Tip:  Use our sample pilot,
coexistence, and upgrade
emails to customize your email
campaign.

Posters and digital signage

Launch events

Department managers

Champions

Teams/channels

Gamification

Microsoft instructor-led
training

Microsoft-published online
articles and videos

Resources:

In-product assistance (Help)

In-house training team

Partner training team

Switch to Teams from
Skype for Business

Teams Video Training

In-house helpdesk

Outsourced support desk

Self-service (intranet site)

Online help and how-to

Floor-walkers and champions

Feedback loop (surveys,
ratings)

After you've created your user readiness plan and associated resources, and your technical readiness is in place,

proceed to pilot Teams in your organization.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/instructor-led-training-teams-landing-page
https://support.office.com/article/Switch-to-Teams-from-Skype-for-Business-6295a0ae-4e8e-4bba-a100-64cc951cc964
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-teams-video-training-4f108e54-240b-4351-8084-b1089f0d21d7?wt.mc_id=otc_home
https://support.office.com/teams
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 Prerequisite planning activities

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Choose your upgrade starting point

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

This article is part of the Deployment and Implementation stage of your upgrade journey.

Before proceeding with your upgrade implementation, confirm that you've read the planning content starting with Plan

your upgrade to ensure you've completed all prerequisite planning activites.

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

Planned a user pilot

Prepared your environment

Prepared your organization

The steps you take to perform your upgrade to Teams depends on your current deployment of Skype for

Business:

Based on your current environment, choose your starting point:

If you are upgrading from Skype for Business Online to TeamsIf you are upgrading from Skype for Business Online to Teams , follow the steps in Upgrade from

Skype for Business Online to Teams.

If you are upgrading from a Skype for Business on-premises environmentIf you are upgrading from a Skype for Business on-premises environment, you'll need to

perform some extra steps to set up connectivity between your on-premises and online environments

before you move your users to Teams. For more information, see Upgrade Skype for Business on-

premises to Teams.

Having the option to upgrade doesn’t necessarily mean your organization is ready for this change. For the best user

experience, confirm that Teams meets your collaboration and communication requirements, make sure that your network

is ready to support Teams, and implement your user readiness plan before upgrading users to Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-to-Teams.md
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Assign the coexistence and upgrade mode

 Upgrade all users to Teams at one time

  Step 1: Notify the users of the change (optional)Step 1: Notify the users of the change (optional)

  

This article is part of Deployment and Implementation stage of your upgrade journey. Before proceeding,

confirm that you've completed the following activities:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

Prepared your environment

Prepared your organization

Conducted a pilot

Follow the guidance in this article if you have wholly deployed Skype for Business Online and want to upgrade

your users from Skype for Business to Teams. You can upgrade users selectively or all-in, based on the upgrade

journey that your organization has chosen, by assigning the appropriate coexistence and upgrade mode to your

users.

Skype for Business Online will be retired on July 31, 2021, after which it will no longer be accessible or supported. To

maximize benefit realization and ensure your organization has proper time to implement your upgrade, we encourage you

to begin your journey to Microsoft Teams today. Remember that a successful upgrade aligns technical and user readiness,

so be sure to leverage the guidance herein as you navigate your journey to Microsoft Teams.

You can upgrade your users to TeamsOnly mode by assigning the UpgradeToTeams instance of

TeamsUpgradePolicy, which can be performed by using the Microsoft Teams admin center or a Skype for

Business remote Windows PowerShell session. You can do this either on a per user basis, or on a tenant-wide

basis if you want to upgrade the entire tenant in one step.

For more information, see Setting your coexistence and upgrade settings and TeamsUpgradePolicy: managing

migration and coexistence.

Follow these steps to upgrade all of your users to Teams at one time.

1. In the Microsoft Teams admin center, select Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings  > Teams upgradeTeams upgrade.

2. Under Coexistence modeCoexistence mode, change the Notify Skype for Business users that an upgrade to Teams isNotify Skype for Business users that an upgrade to Teams is

availableavailable switch to OnOn.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-to-Teams-execute-SkypeforBusinessOnline.md


Step 2: Set the coexistence mode to TeamsOnly for the organizationStep 2: Set the coexistence mode to TeamsOnly for the organization

 Upgrade users in stages

  Step 1: Identify groups of users for upgradeStep 1: Identify groups of users for upgrade

  Step 2: Set notification for the users in the current upgrade wave (optional)Step 2: Set notification for the users in the current upgrade wave (optional)

  Step 3: Set the coexistence mode for users to Teams OnlyStep 3: Set the coexistence mode for users to Teams Only

  Step 4: Repeat steps 1-3 for successive waves of usersStep 4: Repeat steps 1-3 for successive waves of users

 Phone System and PSTN connectivity options

  PSTN connectivity optionsPSTN connectivity options

1. In the Microsoft Teams admin center, select Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings .

2. Select Teams OnlyTeams Only  mode from the Coexistence modeCoexistence mode drop-down list.

Follow these steps if you want to gradually upgrade your users to TeamsOnly.

Often organizations may choose to upgrade their organizations in success waves of users. You'll want to identify

these users first so you can easily search for them in the Microsoft Teams admin center. Alternatively, you may

want to use PowerShell to more efficiently do this. Once you have identified the set of users for a given upgrade

wave, continue with the remaining steps.

If using the Microsoft Teams admin center, you can configure TeamsUpgradePolicy for up to 20 user at once:

1. In the Microsoft Teams admin center, select UsersUsers , and find and multi-select the checkbox for up to 20 users

who should be upgraded.

2. Select Edit settingsEdit settings  in the upper left corner of the listview.

3. In the Edit settingsEdit settings  pane on the right, under Teams upgradeTeams upgrade, change Notify the Skype for BusinessNotify the Skype for Business

useruser  switch to OnOn. Note: If the value of coexistence mode is "Use Org-wide settings", you won't see this

switch, so you'll need to first explicitly set the Coexistence mode for these users to whatever the default value

is for the org.

Alternatively, you may find it easier to enable notifications for groups of users at once using PowerShell.

When you are ready to upgrade the users in the current wave to use Teams as their only application, set the

Coexistence mode for the users to Teams Only.

If using the Microsoft Teams admin center, you can configure TeamsUpgradePolicy for up to 20 user at once:

1. In the Microsoft Teams admin center, select UsersUsers , and then select the checkbox for up to 20 users.

2. Select Edit settingsEdit settings  in the upper left corner of the listview.

3. In the Edit settingsEdit settings  pane on the right, under Teams upgradeTeams upgrade section, set the coexistence mode to TeamsTeams

OnlyOnly  in the drop-down list.

Alternatively, you may find it easier to upgrade groups of users at once using PowerShell.

As you validate your upgrade to Teams Only mode and are ready to expand, repeat the previous steps to apply

TeamsOnly to more users.

Phone System with Teams is supported after the user is in TeamsOnly mode. (If the user is in Islands mode,

Phone System is only supported with Skype for Business.)

When considering Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) connectivity options, there are two possible

scenarios when moving from Skype for Business Online to TeamsOnly mode:

A user in Skype for Business Online, with a Microsoft Calling Plan. Upon upgrade, this user will continue

to have a Microsoft Calling plan. This is the simplest scenario requiring only a couple of steps. For more



information, see From Skype for Business Online with Microsoft Calling Plans.

A user in Skype for Business Online, with on-premises voice functionality through Skype for Business on-

premises or Cloud Connector Edition. The user ’s upgrade to Teams needs to be coordinated with

migration of the user to Direct Routing to ensure the TeamsOnly user has PSTN functionality. For more

information see, From Skype for Business Online with on-premises voice.
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Step 1: Configure hybrid connectivity

 Step 2: Set transitional coexistence mode (optional)

This article is part of Deployment and Implementation stage of your upgrade journey. Before proceeding,

confirm that you've completed the following activities:

Enlisted your project stakeholders

Defined your project scope

Understood coexistence and interoperability of Skype for Business and Teams

Chosen your upgrade journey

Prepared your environment

Prepared your organization

Conducted a pilot

If you've deployed Skype for Business Server or Microsoft Lync on-premises and your organization wants to

upgrade to Teams, follow the guidance in this article. You need to set up hybrid connectivity with your Microsoft

365 or Office 365 organization, and determine coexistence requirements if you are moving your users to Teams

in phases.

Before you begin, IT Pros and administrators should review the Important considerations for organizations with

Skype for Business Server on-premises later in this article.

Skype for Business Online will be retired on July 31, 2021, after which it will no longer be accessible or supported. To

maximize benefit realization and ensure your organization has proper time to implement your upgrade, we encourage you

to begin your journey to Microsoft Teams today. Remember that a successful upgrade aligns technical and user readiness,

so be sure to leverage this guidance as you navigate your journey to Microsoft Teams.

The key prerequisite for upgrading your on-premises users to Teams is to configure hybrid connectivity for your

Skype for Business Server on-premises deployment.

Start by readingPlan hybrid connectivity, and then follow the tasks outlined in Configure hybrid connectivity.

Coexistence and interoperability between Skype for Business and Teams clients and users are defined by Teams

Upgrade modes. Hybrid organizations, as well as any organization created prior to Sept 3, 2019, are by default

in Islands mode. Islands mode allows users to use both Teams and Skype for Business clients side by side. For an

organization moving to Teams, TeamsOnly mode is the final destination for each user--though not all users need

to be assigned TeamsOnly (or any other mode) at the same time.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-to-Teams-execute-SkypeforBusinessHybridOnPrem.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-hybrid-connectivity?toc=%252fskypeforbusiness%252fsfbhybridtoc%252ftoc.json
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/skype-for-business-hybrid-solutions/deploy-hybrid-connectivity/deploy-hybrid-connectivity


 Step 3: Move users from Skype for Business on-premises to Teams
Only

 Step 4: Disable hybrid to complete your migration to the cloud

 Phone System and PSTN connectivity options

  PSTN connectivity optionsPSTN connectivity options

 Important considerations for organizations with Skype for Business

Prior to users reaching TeamsOnly mode, organizations can optionally use any of the Skype for Business

coexistence modes to ensure predictable communication between users who are in TeamsOnly mode and users

who aren't yet. The purpose of the Skype for Business coexistence modes (SfBOnly, SfBWithTeamsCollab,

SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings) is to provide a simple, predictable experience for end users as organizations

transition from Skype for Business to Teams. A user homed in Skype for Business Server on-premises can be

assigned any mode other than TeamsOnly. Once a user is moved to the cloud, they are TeamsOnly. Cloud-only

users cannot be assigned a mode other than TeamsOnly. (However, they can be moved back to on-premises,

which would result in them receiving the tenant's global policy of TeamsUpgradePolicy.)

When a user is in any of the Skype for Business modes, all incoming chats and calls are routed to the user's

Skype for Business client. To avoid end-user confusion and ensure proper routing, calling and chat functionality

in the Teams client is disabled when a user is in any of the Skype for Business modes. Similarly, meeting

scheduling in Teams is explicitly disabled when users are in the SfBOnly or SfBWithTeamsCollab modes, and

explicitly enabled when a user is in the SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings mode.

Depending on your requirements, you can assign the appropriate coexistence mode based on the upgrade path

that your organization has chosen. For more information, see Migration and interoperability guidance for

organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business and Setting your coexistence and upgrade settings.

Microsoft has recently simplified the process to move users to TeamsOnly. This process is now a single step,

regardless of which version of Skype for Business Server or Lync Server 2013 you are using. For more

information, seeMove users between on-premises and the cloud and Move users from on-premises to Teams.

After you have moved all users from on-premises to the cloud, you can decommission the on-premises Skype

for Business deployment. For more information, see Disable hybrid to complete migration to the cloud.

Phone System with Teams is supported after the user is in TeamsOnly mode. (If the user is in Islands mode,

Phone System is only supported with Skype for Business.)

When considering Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) connectivity options, there are two possible

scenarios when moving from Skype for Business on premises to TeamsOnly mode:

A user in Skype for Business on-premises with Enterprise Voice, who will be moving to online and using a

Microsoft Calling plan. Migrating this user to Teams requires moving the user ’s on-premises Skype for

Business account to the cloud, and coordinating that move with either A) the port of that user ’s phone

number to a Microsoft Calling Plan or B) assigning a new subscriber number from available regions. For

more information, see From Skype for Business Server on-premises, with Enterprise Voice, to Microsoft

Calling Plan.

A user in Skype for Business on-premises with Enterprise Voice, who will be moving to online and

keeping on-premises PSTN connectivity. Migrating this user to Teams requires moving the user ’s on-

premises Skype for Business account to the cloud, and coordinating that move with migration of the user

to Direct Routing. For more information, see From Skype for Business Server on-premises, with

Enterprise Voice, to Direct Routing.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/move-users-between-on-premises-and-cloud
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/move-users-from-on-premises-to-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/cloud-consolidation-disabling-hybrid


Server on-premises
The following articles describe important upgrade concepts and coexistence behaviors:

Coexistence of Teams and Skype for Business

Coexistence modes - Reference

Teams client experience and conformance to coexistence modes

Setting up Skype for Business hybrid is a prerequisite to migrate to TeamsOnly mode. While it is possible

for on-premises Skype for Business Server users to use Teams in Islands mode without hybrid, the

transition to TeamsOnly mode cannot be made without moving the user to the cloud using Move-CsUser,

for which hybrid connectivity is required. For more information, see Configure hybrid connectivity. Also,

the upcoming retirement of Skype for Business Online will not change this requirement. For

organizations to move from Skype for Business Server to Teams, they must still set up and configure

hybrid using the same toolset, exactly as before the retirement.

To move an on-premises user to the cloud, use Move-CsUser  in the on-premises administration tools. It is

no longer required to specify the -MoveToTeams  switch to move users directly from on-premises to

TeamsOnly. When moving a user from on-premises to the cloud with Move-CsUser , users are now

automatically assigned TeamsOnly mode and their meetings from on-premises are automatically

converted to Teams meetings, just as if the -MoveToTeams switch had been specified , regardless of

whether the switch is actually specified.

If your organization has Skype for Business Server and you have not configured hybrid connectivity but

you still want to use Teams, to administer Teams functionality you must use an administrative account

that has an .onmicrosoft.com domain. Without hybrid connectivity, the administrative tools won't

recognize your on-premises domains.

Teams users who have a Skype for Business account on-premises (that is, they have not yet been moved

to the cloud by using Move-CsUser) cannot interoperate with any Skype for Business users, nor can they

federate with external users. This functionality is only available once the users are moved to the cloud and

are TeamsOnly users.

If you have any users with Skype for Business accounts on-premises or if you still have a lyncdiscover

DNS record for an on-premises deployment, you cannot assign TeamsOnly mode at the tenant level. You

must first move all users with on-premises Skype for Business accounts to the cloud using Move-CsUser

and then follow the steps described in Disable hybrid to complete migration to the cloud which includes

removal of DNS entries. Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -PolicyName UpgradeToTeams  will not work at the

tenant level if a lyncdiscover DNS record is detected that points to a location other than Office 365.

You must ensure your users are properly synchronized into Azure AD with the correct Skype for Business

attributes. These attributes are all prefixes with “msRTCSIP-”. If users are not synchronized properly to

Azure AD, the management tools in Teams will not be able to manage these users. (For example, you

won’t be able to assign Teams policies to on-premises users unless you are properly syncing these

attributes.) For more information, see Configure Azure AD Connect for Teams and Skype for Business.

To create a new TeamsOnly in a hybrid organization, you must first enable the user in Skype for Business

Server on-premises, and then move the user from on-premises to the cloud using Move-CsUser. Creating

the user in on-premises first ensures that any other remaining on-premises Skype for Business users will

be able route to the newly created user. Once all users have been moved online, it is no longer necessary

to first enable users in on-premises.

If you would like display notifications in the Skype for Business client for on-premises users, you must

use TeamsUpgradePolicy in the on-premises toolset. Only the NotifySfbUsers parameter is relevant for

on-premises users. On-premises users receive their mode from the online instances of

TeamsUpgradePolicy. See the notes in Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/move-users-between-on-premises-and-cloud
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-hybrid-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/cloud-consolidation-disabling-hybrid
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-azure-ad-connect
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps


NOTENOTE

 Related links

Any new tenants created after Sept 3, 2019 are created as TeamsOnly tenants unless the organization already has an on-

premises deployment of Skype for Business Server. Microsoft uses DNS records to identify on-premises Skype for Business

Server organizations. If your organization has on-premises Skype for Business Server with no public DNS entries, you will

need to call Microsoft Support to have your new tenant downgraded.

Migration and interoperability guidance for organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business

Configure hybrid connectivity between Skype for Business Server and Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Move users between on-premises and cloud

Setting your coexistence and upgrade settings

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Using the Meeting Migration Service (MMS)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-hybrid-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/move-users-between-on-premises-and-cloud
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms
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 Upgrade options

 Overlapping capabilities upgrade (using Islands mode)

 A select capabilities upgrade for an organization that has not yet
started using Teams

This article is for IT administrators who want to implement their upgrade to Teams from Skype for Business.

Before implementing your upgrade, we recommend the following articles which describe important upgrade

concepts and coexistence behaviors:

Understand Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business coexistence and interoperability

Coexistence modes - Reference

Teams client experience and conformance to coexistence modes

This section describes how to implement your upgrade by using one of the following upgrade options:

Overlapping capabilities upgrade (using Islands mode)

A select capabilities upgrade for an organization that has not yet started using Teams

A select capabilities upgrade for an organization that is already using Teams in Islands mode

If you need more information about the options, make sure you have already read Choose your upgrade

journey from Skype for Business to Teams.

For the overlapping capabilities upgrade option:

Consider this option if you can do a fast upgrade for your overall organization. Since there is potential

risk of confusion for end users with running both clients, it’s best if you can minimize the time period

during which users must run both clients. You should ensure your users know to run both clients.

This option is the out-of-the box model, and doesn’t require administrator action to get started with

Teams except to assign the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license. If your users already have Skype for

Business Online, you may already be in this model.

It can be challenging getting out of overlapping capabilities mode and moving to TeamsOnly. Because

upgraded users only communicate via Teams, any other user in the organization communicating with

that user must be using Teams. If you have users that have not started using Teams, they will be exposed

to missing messages. Furthermore, they won’t see the TeamsOnly users online in Skype for Business.

Some organizations choose to do a tenant-wide upgrade using the Tenant global policy to avoid this,

however that requires upfront planning as well as waiting until all users are ready to be upgraded.

If your organization does not yet have any active users in Teams, the first step is to set the default tenant-wide

policy for TeamsUpgradePolicy to one of the Skype for Business modes, for example, SfbWithTeamsCollab. Users

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-to-Teams-on-prem-implement.md
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who have not yet started using Teams won’t notice any difference in behavior. However, setting this policy at the

tenant level makes it possible to start upgrading users to TeamsOnly mode, and ensures that the upgraded

users can still communicate with non-upgraded users. Once you have identified your pilot users you can

upgrade them to TeamsOnly. If they are on-premises, use Move-CsUser. If they are online, simply assign them

TeamsOnly mode by using Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy. By default, any Skype for Business meetings scheduled

by these users will be migrated to Teams.

Following are the key commands:

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -PolicyName SfbWithTeamsCollab -Global

1. Set the tenant-wide default to mode SfbWithTeamsCollab as follows:

2. Upgrade the pilot users to TeamsOnly as follows:

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -PolicyName UpgradeToTeams -Identity $username 

Move-CsUser -identity $user -Target sipfed.online.lync.com -MoveToTeams -credential $cred 

For a user who is online:

For a user who is on-premises:

Notes

Instead of setting the tenant-wide policy to SfbWithTeamsCollab, you could set it to

SfbWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings. This causes all users to schedule all new meetings in Teams.

By default, Skype for Business meetings are migrated to Teams when upgrading to TeamsOnly mode or when

assigning SfbWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings mode.  

In preparation for the upcoming retirement of Skype for Business Online, Microsoft has simplified how organizations

move to Teams. It is no longer required to specify the -MoveToTeams  switch in Move-CsUser  to move users directly

from on-premises directly to TeamsOnly. Previously, if this switch was not specified, users transitioned from being homed

in Skype for Business Server on-premises to Skype for Business Online, and their mode remained unchanged. Now when

moving a user from on-premises to the cloud with Move-CsUser , users are automatically assigned TeamsOnly mode and

their meetings from on-premises are automtically converted to Teams meetings, just as if the 

-MoveToTeams switch had been specified , regardless of whether the switch is actually specified. This behavior is

available on all versions of Skype For Business Server and Lync Server 2013 (which never had support for -MoveToTeams

).

The diagram below shows the conceptual phases of select capabilities upgrade for an organization with no prior

usage of Teams. The height of the bars represents number of users. During any phase of the upgrade, all users

can communicate with each other. Skype for Business users communicate with TeamsOnly users using Interop,

and vice versa. Users in Islands mode must be sure to run both clients.



 A select capabilities upgrade for an organization that is already using
Teams in Islands mode
If some users in your organization are actively using Teams in Islands mode, you probably do not want to

remove functionality from existing users. Therefore, an extra step is required before changing the tenant-wide

policy. The solution is to “grandfather” these existing active Teams users into Islands mode, before setting the

tenant-wide policy to SfbWithTeamsCollab. Once you’ve done that, you can proceed with deployment as above,

however, you’ll have two groups of users who are moving to TeamsOnly: the users who were active in Teams will

be in Islands mode, and the remaining users will be in SfbWithTeamsCollab mode. You can progressively move

these users to TeamsOnly mode.

$users=get-content “C:\MyPath\users.txt” 
 foreach ($user in $users){ 
 Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -identity $user -PolicyName Islands} 

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -Global -PolicyName SfbWithTeamsCollab 

1. Find users who are active in Teams as follows:

a. From the Microsoft 365 admin center, in the left-hand navigation, go to Reports, and then Usage.

b. In the “Select a report” dropdown, choose Microsoft Teams, and then User Activity. This will provide an

exportable table of users who have been active in Teams.

c. Click Export, open Excel, and filter to show only the users who are active in Teams.

2. For each active Teams user found in step 1, assign them Islands mode in remote PowerShell. This allows

you to go to the next step, and ensures you don’t change the user experience.

3. Set the tenant-wide policy to SfbWithTeamsCollab:

4. Upgrade selected users to TeamsOnly mode. You can choose to upgrade either users in Islands mode or

SfbWithTeamsCollab mode, although you might want to prioritize upgrading the users in Islands mode

first to minimize the potential for confusion that can arise when users are in Islands mode.

For users homed in Skype for Business Online:



 Related links

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -Identity $user -PolicyName UpgradeToTeams 

Move-CsUser -Identity $user -Target sipfed.online.lync.com -MoveToTeams -credential $cred 

For users homed in Skype for Business Server on-premises:

The diagram below shows the conceptual phases of a select capabilities transition in which there are active

Islands users at the start. The height of the bars represents the number of users. During any phase of the

upgrade, all users can communicate with each other. Skype for Business users communicate with TeamsOnly

users using interop, and vice versa.

Migration and interoperability guidance for organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business

Configure hybrid connectivity between Skype for Business Server and Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Move users between on-premises and cloud

Setting your coexistence and upgrade settings

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Using the Meeting Migration Service (MMS)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-hybrid-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/move-users-between-on-premises-and-cloud
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms
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 Monitor for network health and quality

 Drive user momentum and adoption

 Prepare for new functionality

This article is part of the Operational Excellence stage of your upgrade journey, which begins as soon as you've

completed your upgrade from Skype for Business to Teams.

Technology is innovating at an unprecedented pace. Staying current and enabling a modern workplace

environment has become a standard in how organizations operate. As Microsoft Teams, Microsoft 365, and

Microsoft's intelligent communication vision continue to unfold, having an operational plan in place will help

ensure your organization is set up for long-term success. An optimal operational plan includes monitoring your

environment for health and quality, continuing user momentum to optimize adoption, and planning for new

functionality that will continue to come online over time.

The status of your network affects the user experience. When a user has a poor experience (for example, call

drops or lag time when joining meetings), they correlate this to the technology itself, leaving them with the

impression that the technology doesn't work and opening the door for unsupported apps. Implementing a plan

to monitor and mitigate network health will help ensure a positive user experience in addition to reducing calls

to your support desk. For more information, see:

Operate your service

Monitor and improve call quality

Enhance your service

To realize maximum benefit and business outcomes with Teams, users must actually use it. However, initial

excitement tends to wane and users easily revert to old ways of working. Encourage user adoption and maintain

excitement for Teams with an ongoing adoption plan, which can include:

Enlisting peer champions to help evangelize and encourage fellow users.

Checking the Microsoft 365 Adoption Guide for tips on boosting engagement and driving adoption.

Leveraging the Teams Customer Success Kit to enhance awareness and share best practices.

Implementing a formal adoption and change management strategy to help sustain adoption growth.

The lifecycle of any given technology has shifted to a dynamic growth cycle. This means that the Teams and

Microsoft 365 roadmaps will continue to unfold, with new functionality lighting up on a regular cadence.

Establishing a change cycle within your organization will ensure you're ready to manage continual collaboration

improvements and realize maximum value. This can include:

Monitor the Teams roadmap.

Implement a change planning form (as illustrated below) to prepare and implement new functionality. Be

sure to include both technical and user readiness activities.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/continue-journey.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=859045
https://aka.ms/TeamsCustomerSuccess
http://www.successwithteams.com/
https://products.office.com/business/office-365-roadmap?filters=microsoft%20teams
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 Why is Skype for Business Online retiring?

 What this means for Skype for Business customers

 How Microsoft is helping customers upgrade to Teams

In July 2019, we announced Skype for Business Online will be retired on July 31, 2021,Skype for Business Online will be retired on July 31, 2021, giving our

customers two years to plan their upgrades to Microsoft Teams, the core app for communication and

collaboration in Microsoft 365. As Skype for Business Online is retired, we want to ensure customers have the

information and resources they need to plan and execute a successful upgrade to Teams.

Since its introduction, Skype for Business Online has been a valuable tool for millions of people around the

world. By combining instant messaging, calling, and video into one application, Skype for Business Online

established new possibilities for business communications. Microsoft Teams is the next chapter in that vision.

The capabilities of Microsoft Teams go beyond those of Skype for Business Online. By combining chat, video,

calling, document collaboration, and application integration into a single experience, Teams enables entirely

news way of working. And ongoing platform innovation and development means Teams users benefit from

richer performance, functionality, flexibility, and security.

Teams isn’t just an upgrade for Skype for Business Online, it’s a powerful tool that enables companies, schools,

and organizations to become more agile and improve the efficiency of key workflows. Learn more about the

potential benefits of Teams for your organization in the Forrester white paper, The Total Economic Impact™ of

Microsoft Teams.

For more information about the Skype for Business Online retirement, see FAQ — Upgrading from Skype for

Business to Microsoft Teams.

After Skype for Business Online retires on July 31, 2021, the service will no longer be accessible. Until then,

current Skype for Business Online customers will experience no change in service. As of September 1, 2019, all

new Microsoft 365 customers have been onboarded directly to Teams for chat, meetings, and calling.

The time needed to fully upgrade to Teams will vary based upon the unique characteristics of the organization,

including number of users, technical complexity, and internal adaptability to change. We strongly recommend

that you begin your upgrade to Teams today. By starting your upgrade today, you'll have ample time to finish it

prior to the retirement date. Beginning in August, Microsoft will provide an assisted upgrade process to help you

move any remaining Skype for Business Online users to Teams Only.

Teams is available in most Microsoft 365 Business and Enterprise plans, and your existing licensing investments

carry forward to Teams. Capabilities that are premium workloads in Skype for Business Online today will

continue to be premium workloads in Teams. For example, if you have purchased Audio Conferencing

standalone or as part of E5 with Skype for Business, Audio Conferencing will be enabled in Teams.

The Skype consumer service and Skype for Business Server are not affected by the retirement of Skype for

Business Online. Customers with hybrid deployments of Skype for Business Server or Lync Server 2013 should

review Implications of the upcoming retirement of Skype for Business Online.

We strongly recommend that you begin your upgrade from Skype for Business Online to Teams today. By

starting your upgrade today, you'll have ample time to finish it prior to the retirement date.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/skype-for-business-online-retirement.md
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/blog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/04/Total-Economic-Impact-Microsoft-Teams.pdf?rtc=1
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/faq-journey.html#body
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-hybrid-connectivity#implications-of-the-upcoming-retirement-of-skype-for-business-online


 What to expect post-retirement

 What organizations with hybrid configurations (Skype for Business
Online and on-premises Skype for Business Server) can expect when
Skype for Business Online retires

Take advantage of the resources available to help plan your Teams deployment and upgrade from Skype for

Business:

Teams deployment and upgrade documentation – Free technical guidance for IT administrators.

Teams upgrade planning workshops – Free interactive upgrade planning workshops, where you’ll receive

guidance, best practices and resources designed to help you plan and implement your upgrade to Teams.

Assisted upgrades from Skype for Business Online to Microsoft Teams – Automated program that assists

you with the technical steps of upgrading Skype for Business Online users to Teams.

FastTrack for Microsoft 365 – Teams deployment assistance available for qualifying plans.

Teams live training – Free online training classes designed to get your organization up and running with

Teams.

Teams Chalk Talks – Free online workshops for IT pros and decision makers sharing best practices for

some of the most popular and compelling scenarios in Teams.

Microsoft Partners – Microsoft solution providers can help you take full advantage of Teams.

Microsoft Teams blog – Get the latest Teams news covering new features, adoption and usage resources,

Teams devices, and integration with other business productivity applications.

If you’re a current Skype for Business Online customer, start planning your upgrade to Teams today. We’re

excited for you to experience its powerful communication and collaboration capabilities, and we’re committed to

helping along the way.

It is no longer possible for users homed in the cloud to be assigned a mode other than TeamsOnly. Users that

are TeamsOnly cannot be assigned any other coexistence mode.

In addition, Microsoft will provide assisted upgrades for Skype for Business Online users not in Teams Only

mode at retirement. Customers will receive notifications in both the Teams admin center, and the Microsoft 365

Message Center, 90 days before their scheduled upgrade date to allow time for technical and user readiness.

After the assisted upgrade is complete, all online users will be in Teams Only mode. Users in Teams Only mode

receive incoming chats and calls, and schedule meetings, in Teams. Users in Teams Only mode will not be able to

initiate chats or calls or schedule meetings in Skype for Business Online. Teams Only users will still be able to

join Skype for Business meetings scheduled by users still using Skype for Business Server.

For more information, see Assisted Upgrades from Skype for Business Online to Microsoft Teams.

Hybrid customers with online and on-premises configurations will be required to upgrade online users from

Skype for Business Online to Microsoft Teams by the July 31, 2021 retirement date. Microsoft will provide

assisted upgrades to help upgrade remaining Skype for Business Online users to Teams Only mode after the

retirement date.

Organizations with a hybrid configuration can continue to use Skype for Business and Teams side-by-side until

they're ready to move to Teams Only mode. After the Skype for Business Online retirement date, when a Skype

for Business Server user is moved to the cloud, that user will be in Teams Only mode.

For more information, see Implications of the upcoming retirement of Skype for Business Online.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-workshops-landing-page
https://www.microsoft.com/fasttrack/microsoft-365
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/instructor-led-training-teams-landing-page.html#body
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/chalk-talks-landing-page
https://www.microsoft.com/solution-providers/home
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-blog/bg-p/MicrosoftTeamsBlog
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-hybrid-connectivity#implications-of-the-upcoming-retirement-of-skype-for-business-online
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 Notifications for scheduled customers

 The assisted upgrade experience

Microsoft offers assisted upgrades to Teams to help organizations make a successful transition from Skype for

Business Online as the service retires July 31, 2021. Whether your organization is upgrading from a Skype for

Business Online or Skype for Business Online with hybrid (users in both Skype for Business Online andand Skype

for Business Server) environment, assisted upgrades reduce the number of technical tasks you need to do and

allow for greater focus on organizational preparedness, user awareness, and Teams training.

We recommend that you review our upgrade guidance before your upgrade. Our upgrade guidance includes

recommended activities and helpful resources for completing an upgrade from Skype for Business Online to

Teams. This guidance applies to any organization planning an upgrade to Teams, whether they manage all

aspects of the upgrade or use the assisted process.

If you're scheduled for an assisted upgrade to Teams, you can perform your own upgrade from Skype for Business Online

before your scheduled upgrade date. For more information about how to manually upgrade to Teams, see our upgrade

guidance.

Assisted upgrades are not available for on-premises deployments of Skype for Business Server.

Skype for Business Online customers that are scheduled for assisted upgrades to Teams will receive a series of

upgrade notifications. These notifications will begin 90 days before the scheduled upgrade date. These

notifications will be delivered as Plan for Change posts in the Microsoft 365 Message Center, upgrade

dashboard notifications in Teams admin center, and in-app flags to end users.

Upgrade notifications will include the scheduled date of the assisted upgrade, and will link to upgrade resources

and training to help drive adoption and usage of Teams.

Assisted upgrades will begin in August 2021 with tenant-specific dates shared in the scheduling notifications

mentioned above.

Your assisted upgrade experience will differ slightly depending on whether you have a Skype for Business

Online-only or a Skype for Business Online with hybrid environment:

Skype for Business Online-onlySkype for Business Online-only  The assisted upgrade process will apply the 

TeamsUpgradeOverridePolicy  policy to your organization. When this policy is applied, all your Skype for

Business Online users will be placed in Teams Only mode.

Skype for Business Online with hybridSkype for Business Online with hybrid Hybrid environments may have users that fall into one of the

following categories:

On-premises users homed on Skype for Business Server

Skype for Business Online users that are in Teams Only mode

Skype for Business Online users that are notnot in Teams Only mode

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-assisted.md
https://aka.ms/SkypeToTeams
https://aka.ms/SkypeToTeams
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 The post-upgrade experience

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Related content

If you have a mixture of users in each of the categories listed above, the assisted upgrade process will

only switch Skype for Business Online users to Teams Only mode if they're not already in that mode. On-

premises Skype for Business users won't be impacted by the assisted upgrade process.

Don't worry if your assisted upgrade is scheduled for a date after July 31, 2021. Your organization will be able to use

Skype for Business Online until your upgrade is complete.

The duration of the upgrade will vary by volume of users and the characteristics of the deployment. In most

cases, users within a tenant will be upgraded within 24 hours of the start of the upgrade. During this time, end

users will still have access to Skype for Business Online functionality. Once the upgrade has completed and

users sign out of Skype for Business Online, they'll start using Teams for messaging, meetings, and calling.

When the assisted upgrade completes, the Coexistence ModeCoexistence Mode for upgraded users is set to Teams Only. We

recommend that you review Teams Only mode considerations before your upgrade. The table below provides a

high-level overview of the Teams Only user experience.

Chat and CallingChat and Calling

All calls and chats are started and received in Teams

Users can communicate (chat/call) with any Skype for Business user

Organizations can enable Teams users to communicate with users of the Skype consumer service by

managing external access permissions

Teams users who attempt to sign in to Skype for Business Online are redirected to Teams

MeetingsMeetings

Users schedule all new meetings in Teams (plugin replaced)

Migrated DataMigrated Data

Existing contacts from Skype for Business Online including federated (but no distribution lists)

Contacts are migrated when users log into Teams for the first time.

Contacts must be migrated within 90 days of the completion of your upgrade.

Existing Skype for Business Online meetings are converted to Teams meetings

Customers with pure Skype for Business Online configurations need to use the Meeting Migration Service (MMS) to

migrate existing Skype for Business Online meetings to Teams meetings. We recommend using MMS prior to the assisted

upgrade date. For more information about MMS, see Using the Meeting Migration Service (MMS).

If you have a Skype for Business Server hybrid deployment and upgrade to Teams, you can move users between

Skype for Business Server and Teams after your upgrade is complete.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-only-mode-considerations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms


Getting started with your Microsoft Teams upgrade

Skype for Business Online retirement

Get-CsTeamsUpgradeStatus

Teams Only mode considerations

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csteamsupgradestatus?view=skype-ps&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-only-mode-considerations
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 Tools for managing the upgrade
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This article describes tools for upgrading to Teams from Skype for Business.

Before beginning your upgrade, Microsoft recommends the following articles that describe important upgrade

concepts and coexistence behaviors:

Coexistence of Teams and Skype for Business

Coexistence modes - Reference

Teams client experience and conformance to coexistence modes

Whichever upgrade method you choose, for users that already have Skype for Business Online, you manage the

transition to TeamsOnly using TeamsUpgradePolicy, which controls a user ’s coexistence mode. For users with an

on-premises account in Skype for Business Server, you also use Move-CsUser  to move them to the cloud. For

more information on each of the modes, see Coexistence modes.

If you are currently using Skype for Business Online Connector to manage your services, you will need to move to the

Teams PowerShell module and update your existing PowerShell scripts. See Move from Skype for Business Online

Connector to the Teams PowerShell module for more information.

Whether you perform a select capabilities transition using Skype for Business modes or simply upgrade to

TeamsOnly mode from the default Islands configuration, TeamsUpgradePolicy is the primary tool.Like any other

policy in Teams, you can assign TeamsUpgradePolicy directly to a user. You can also set the policy as the tenant-

wide default. Any assignment to a user takes precedence over the tenant default setting. You can manage the

policy in the Teams Admin Console and in PowerShell.

You can assign any mode of TeamsUpgradePolicy, except for TeamsOnly mode, to users homed in Skype for

Business on-premises. Conversely, users homed in the cloud can only be assigned TeamsOnly mode.

TeamsOnly mode can only be assigned to a user who is already homed in the cloudTeamsOnly mode can only be assigned to a user who is already homed in the cloud because interop

and federation with Skype for Business users as well as Microsoft 365 Phone System functionality are only

possible if the user is homed in Skype for Business Online. Further, you can't assign TeamsOnly mode asyou can't assign TeamsOnly mode as

the tenant-wide default if you have a Skype for Business on-premises deploymentthe tenant-wide default if you have a Skype for Business on-premises deployment (which is detected

by presence of a lyncdiscover DNS record that points to location other than Office 365. For details, see Disable

your hybrid configuration to complete migration to Teams Only.

Users with Skype for Business accounts homed on-premises must be moved online to Teams Only mode using

Move-CsUser in the Skype for Business on-premises toolset.

Unlike other policies, it is not possible to create new instances of TeamsUpgradePolicy in Microsoft 365 or Office

365. All the existing instances are built into the service. (Note that mode is a property within

TeamsUpgradePolicy, rather than the name of a policy instance.) In some--but not all--cases, the name of the

policy instance is the same as mode. In particular, to assign TeamsOnly mode to a user, you will grant the

“UpgradeToTeams” instance of TeamsUpgradePolicy to that user. To see a list of all instances, you can run the

following command:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-to-Teams-on-prem-tools.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/move-users-between-on-premises-and-cloud
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/cloud-consolidation-disabling-hybrid
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/move-users-from-on-premises-to-teams


Get-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy|ft Identity, Mode, NotifySfbUsers

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -PolicyName UpgradeToTeams -Identity $user 

Move-CsUser -identity $user -Target sipfed.online.lync.com -credential $cred

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -PolicyName SfbWithTeamsCollab -Global

NOTENOTE

 Using notifications in Skype for Business clients

To upgrade an online user to TeamsOnly mode, assign the “UpgradeToTeams” instance:

To upgrade an on-premise Skype for Business user to TeamsOnly mode, use Move-CsUser in the on-premises

toolset:

To change the mode for all users in the tenant, except those who have an explicit per-user grant (which takes

precedence), run the following command:

If you have any users with Skype for Business accounts on-premises, you cannot assign TeamsOnly mode at the tenant

level. You must move these users individually to Teams Only mode using Move-CsUser.

Administrators have the option to provide end user notifications in the Skype for Business client to inform users

that they will soon be upgraded to Teams, as shown in the following diagram. For example, a week before the

administrator plans to upgrade a group of users to TeamsOnly mode, the administrator might want to turn on

these notifications for that group of users. These notifications are enabled using an instance of

TeamsUpgradePolicy with NotifySfbUsers=true. For all modes other than TeamsOnly, there are actually two

instances per mode, corresponding to the two values of NotifySfbUsers. For all modes other than TeamsOnly,

there are actually two instances per mode, corresponding to the two values of NotifySfbUsers.

If your users are homed in Skype for Business Online, simply assign the policy instance that has the same mode

as the user, but with NotifySfbUsers=true.



New-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -Identity EnableNotification -NotifySfbUsers $true

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -Identity $user -PolicyName EnableNotification

 Meeting migration

 Related links

If your users are homed in Skype for Business Server on-premises, you’ll need to use the on-premises toolset

and you’ll need Skype for Business Server 2019 or CU8 for Skype for Business Server 2015. For users homed in

Skype for Business Server on-premises, the mode property from the online instance of TeamsUpgradePolicy is

honored, but the NotifySfbUsers property is not. If notifications are desired, you must create an on-premises

instance of TeamsUpgradePolicy to control the client behavior.

In the on-premises PowerShell window, create a new instance of TeamsUpgradePolicy with NotifySfbUsers=true:

Then, using the same on-premises PowerShell window, assign that new policy to the desired users:

When a user is migrated to TeamsOnly mode, by default their existing Skype for Business meetings that they

organized will be converted to Teams. You can optionally disable the default behavior when assigning

TeamsOnly mode to a user. When moving users from on-premises, meetings must be migrated to the cloud to

function with the online user account, but if you do not specify -MoveToTeams, the meetings will be migrated as

Skype for Business meetings, rather than converted to Teams.

When assigning TeamsOnly mode at the tenant level, meeting migration is not triggered for any users. If you

wish to assign TeamsOnly mode at the tenant level and migrate meetings, you can use PowerShell to get a list of

users in the tenant (for example, using Get-CsOnlineUser with whatever filters are needed) and then loop

through each of these users to trigger meeting migration using Start-CsExMeetingMigration. For details, see

Using the Meeting Migration Service (MMS).

Coexistence modes - Reference

Configure hybrid connectivity between Skype for Business Server and Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Move users between on-premises and cloud

Setting your coexistence and upgrade settings

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Using the Meeting Migration Service (MMS)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-hybrid-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/move-users-between-on-premises-and-cloud
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

M O DEM O DE C A L L IN G A N D C H ATC A L L IN G A N D C H AT
M EET IN GM EET IN G
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TeamsOnlyTeamsOnly
Only possible if the
user does not have
an on-premises
account in Skype for
Business Server

Teams Teams Yes The final state of
being upgraded. The
default for new
tenants, unless a
hybrid configuration
is detected.

After retirement of Skype for Business Online on July 31, 2021, it is no longer possible to assign a coexistence mode

other than TeamsOnly to a user homed in the cloud. As was the case prior to retirement, users homed in Skype for

Business Server on-premises can be assigned any mode other than TeamsOnly.

Coexistence modes provide a simple, predictable experience for end users as organizations transition from

Skype for Business to Teams. For an organization moving to Teams, the TeamsOnly mode is the final destination

for each user, though not all users need to be assigned TeamsOnly (or any mode) at the same time. Prior to

users reaching TeamsOnly mode, organizations can use any of the Skype for Business modes (SfBOnly,

SfBWithTeamsCollab, SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings) to ensure predictable communication between users

who are TeamsOnly and those who aren't yet.

From a technical perspective, a user's mode governs several aspects of the user's experience:

Incoming routing: In which client (Teams or Skype for Business) do incoming chats and calls land?

Presence publishing: Is the user's presence that is shown to other users based on their activity in Teams or

Skype for Business?

Meeting scheduling: Which service is used for scheduling new meetings and ensuring that the proper add-in

is present in Outlook? TeamsUpgradePolicy does not govern meeting join. Users can always join any

meeting, whether it be a Skype for Business meeting or a Teams meeting.

Client experience: What functionality is available in Teams and/or Skype for Business client? Can users initiate

calls and chats in Teams, Skype for Business, or both? Is Teams & Channels experience available?

For more information on routing and presence behavior based on mode, see Coexistence with Skype for

Business.

However, from an experience perspective, mode can be described as defining the experience for :

Chat and Calling: Which client does a user use?

Meeting Scheduling: Do users schedule new meetings as Teams or Skype for Business meetings?

Availability of collaboration functionality in Teams client. Is Teams & Channels and Files functionality

available while users still have Skype for Business?

The modes are listed below. Cloud users must be TeamsOnly, and users homed on-premises must be any mode

other than TeamsOnly. 

11
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https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/migration-interop-guidance-for-teams-with-skype.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/coexistence-chat-calls-presence


Islands Either Either Yes Default configuration
for hybrid
organizations. Allows
a single user to
evaluate both clients
side by side. Chats
and calls can land in
either client, so users
must always run
both clients. To avoid
a confusing or
regressed Skype for
Business experience,
external (federated)
communications,
PSTN voice services
and voice
applications, Office
integration, and
several other
integrations continue
to be handled by
Skype for Business.

SfBWithTeamsCollabA
ndMeetings

Skype for Business Teams Yes "Meetings First".
Primarily for on-
premises
organizations to
benefit from Teams
meeting functionality,
if they are not yet
ready to move calling
to the cloud.

SfBWithTeamsCollab Skype for Business Skype for Business Yes Alternate starting
point for complex
organizations that
need tighter
administrative
control.

SfBOnly Skype for Business Skype for Business No Specialized scenario
for organizations
with strict
requirements around
data control. Teams is
used only to join
meetings scheduled
by others.

M O DEM O DE C A L L IN G A N D C H ATC A L L IN G A N D C H AT
M EET IN GM EET IN G
SC H EDUL IN GSC H EDUL IN G T EA M S &  C H A N N EL ST EA M S &  C H A N N EL S USE C A SEUSE C A SE

2

3

Notes:Notes:

 The ability to join an existing meeting (whether scheduled in Teams or in Skype for Business) isn't governed by

mode. By default, users can always join any meeting they have been invited to.

1

2



 Using TeamsUpgradePolicy

PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER T Y P ET Y P E
A L LO W ED VA L UESA L LO W ED VA L UES
( DEFA ULT  IN  ITA L IC S)( DEFA ULT  IN  ITA L IC S) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Mode Enum Islands
TeamsOnly
SfBOnly
SfBWithTeamsCollab
SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMe
etings

Indicates the mode the
client should run in.

NotifySfbUsers Bool False or true Indicates whether to show a
banner in the Skype for
Business client informing
the user that Teams will
soon replace Skype for
Business. This can't be true
if Mode=TeamsOnly.

IDEN T IT YIDEN T IT Y M O DEM O DE N OT IF Y SF B USERSN OT IF Y SF B USERS

Islands Islands False

IslandsWithNotify Islands True

SfBOnly SfBOnly False

SfBOnlyWithNotify SfBOnly True

SfBWithTeamsCollab SfBWithTeamsCollab False

SfBWithTeamsCollabWithNotify SfBWithTeamsCollab True

SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings False

 By default, when assigning either TeamsOnly or SfbWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings to an individual user, any

existing Skype for Business meetings scheduled by that user for the future are converted to Teams meetings. If

desired, you can leave these meetings as Skype for Business meetings either by specifying

-MigrateMeetingsToTeams $false  when granting TeamsUpgradePolicy, or by unselecting the checkbox in the

Teams Admin portal. The ability to convert meetings from Skype for Business to Teams is not available when

granting TeamsUpgradePolicy on a tenant-wide basis.

2

 Currently, Teams does not have the ability to disable the Teams and Channels functionality so this remains

enabled for now.

3

TeamsUpgradePolicy exposes two key properties: Mode and NotifySfbUsers. 

Teams provides all relevant instances of TeamsUpgradePolicy via built-in, read-only policies. Therefore, only Get

and Grant cmdlets are available. The built-in instances are listed below. 



SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetingsWith
Notify

SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings True

UpgradeToTeams TeamsOnly False

Global
Default

Islands False

IDEN T IT YIDEN T IT Y M O DEM O DE N OT IF Y SF B USERSN OT IF Y SF B USERS

 The Teams client user experience when using Skype for Business
modes

NOTENOTE

 Detailed mode descriptions

M O DEM O DE EXP L A N AT IO NEXP L A N AT IO N

These policy instances can be granted either to individual users or on a tenant-wide basis. For example:

To upgrade a user ($SipAddress) to Teams, grant the "UpgradeToTeams" instance:

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -PolicyName UpgradeToTeams -Identity $SipAddress

To upgrade the entire tenant, omit the identity parameter from the grant command:

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -PolicyName UpgradeToTeams

When a user is in any of the Skype for Business modes (SfBOnly, SfBWithTeamsCollab,

SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings), all incoming chats and calls are routed to the user's Skype for Business

client. To avoid end-user confusion and ensure proper routing, calling and chat functionality in the Teams client

is automatically disabled when a user is in any of the Skype for Business modes. Similarly, meeting scheduling in

Teams is automatically disabled when users are in the SfBOnly or SfBWithTeamsCollab modes, and

automatically enabled when a user is in the SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings mode. For details, see Teams

client experience and conformance to coexistence modes.

Prior to delivery of the automatic enforcement of Teams and Channels, the SfbOnly and SfBWithTeamsCollab modes

behave the same.



IslandsIslands
(on-premises only)

A user runs both Skype for Business and Teams side by side.
This user:

Can schedule meetings in Teams or Skype for Business
(and will see both plug-ins by default).

Can join any Skype for Business or Teams meeting; the
meeting will open in the respective client.

M O DEM O DE EXP L A N AT IO NEXP L A N AT IO N

Can initiate chats and VoIP calls in either Skype for
Business or Teams client. Note: Users with Skype for
Business homed on-premises cannot initiate from
Teams to reach another Skype for Business user,
regardless of the recipient's mode.

Receives chats & VoIP calls initiated in Skype for
Business by another user in their Skype for Business
client.

Receives chats & VoIP calls initiated in Teams by
another user in their Teams client if they are in the
same tenant.
Receives chats & VoIP calls initiated in Teams by
another user in their Skype for Business client if they
are in a federated tenant.
Has PSTN functionality as noted below:

Receives Microsoft Call Queues and Auto-Attendant
calls in Skype for Business:

When the user is homed in Skype for Business
on-premises and has Enterprise Voice, PSTN
calls are always initiated and received in Skype
for Business.

When the user is homed on Skype for
Business Online and has Microsoft Phone
System, the user always initiates and receives
PSTN calls in Skype for Business:

This happens whether the user has a
Microsoft Calling Plan, or connects to
the PSTN network through either
Skype for Business Cloud Connector
Edition or an on-premises deployment
of Skype for Business Server (hybrid
voice).

Note: Phone System DirectNote: Phone System Direct
Routing is not suppor ted inRouting is not suppor ted in
Islands mode.Islands mode.

Phone numbers assigned to Call Queues and
Auto-Attendants cannotcannot  be Phone System
Direct Routing numbers in Islands mode.



SfBOnlySfBOnly
(on-premises only)

A user runs only Skype for Business. This user:

SfBWithTeamsCollabSfBWithTeamsCollab
(on-premises only)

A user runs both Skype for Business and Teams side by side.
This user:

SfBWithTeamsCollabSfBWithTeamsCollab
AndMeetingsAndMeetings
(on-premises only)

A user runs both Skype for Business and Teams side by side.
This user:

TeamsOnlyTeamsOnly
(cloud users only)

A user runs only Teams. This user:

M O DEM O DE EXP L A N AT IO NEXP L A N AT IO N

 Related topics

Can initiate chats and calls from Skype for Business
only.

Receives any chat/call in their Skype for Business
client, regardless of where initiated, unless the
initiator is a Teams user with Skype for Business
homed on-premises.*

Can schedule only Skype for Business meetings, but
can join Skype for Business or Teams meetings.
*Using Islands mode with on-premises users is not
recommended in combination with other users in
SfBOnly mode. If a Teams user with Skype for
Business homed on-premises initiates a call or chat
to an SfBOnly user, the SfBOnly user is not reachable
and receives a missed chat or call email.

Has the functionality of a user in SfBOnly mode.

Has Teams enabled only for group collaboration
(Channels); chat/calling/meeting scheduling are
disabled.

Has the chat and calling functionality of user in
SfBOnly mode.

Has Teams enabled for group collaboration (channels
- includes channel conversations); chat and calling are
disabled.

Can schedule only Teams meetings, but can join
Skype for Business or Teams meetings.

Receives any chats and calls in their Teams client,
regardless of where initiated.

Can initiate chats and calls from Teams only.

Can schedule meetings in Teams only, but can join
Skype for Business or Teams meetings.

Can continue to use Skype for Business IP phones.

Using TeamsOnly mode in combination with other
users in Islands mode is not recommended until
Teams adoption is saturated; that is, all Islands mode
users actively use and monitor both the Teams and
Skype for Business clients. If a TeamsOnly user
initiates a call or chat to an Islands user, that call or
chat will land in the Islands user's Teams client; if the
Islands user does not use or monitor Teams, that
user will appear offline and will not be reachable by
the TeamsOnly user.



Coexistence with Skype for Business

Teams client experience and conformance to coexistence modes

Get-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Get-CsTeamsUpgradeConfiguration

Set-CsTeamsUpgradeConfiguration

Using the Meeting Migration Service (MMS)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/coexistence-chat-calls-presence
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csteamsupgradeconfiguration?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsupgradeconfiguration?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms
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 How the available functionality in Teams client changes based on
mode

USER'S EF F EC T IVE  M O DEUSER'S EF F EC T IVE  M O DE EXP ERIEN C E IN  T EA M S C L IEN TEXP ERIEN C E IN  T EA M S C L IEN T

Any Skype for Business mode Calling, Chat, and self-presence are disabled.

SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings Meeting scheduling is available

SfBWithTeamsCollab or SfBOnly Meeting scheduling is not available

 

The purpose of the Skype for Business coexistence modes (SfBOnly, SfBWithTeamsCollab,

SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings) is to provide a simple, predictable experience for end users as organizations

transition from Skype for Business to Teams. For an organization moving to Teams, the Teams OnlyTeams Only  mode is the

final destination for each user, though not all users need to be assigned Teams OnlyTeams Only  (or any other mode) at the

same time. Prior to users reaching TeamsOnly mode, organizations can use any of the Skype for Business

coexistence modes to ensure predictable communication between users who are Teams OnlyTeams Only  and those who

aren't yet.

When a user is in any of the Skype for Business modes, all incoming chats and calls are routed to the user's

Skype for Business client. To avoid end user confusion and ensure proper routing, calling and chat functionality

in the Teams client is disabled when a user is in any of the Skype for Business modes. Similarly, meeting

scheduling in Teams is explicitly disabled when users are in the SfBOnly or SfBWithTeamsCollab modes, and

explicitly enabled when a user is in the SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings mode.

Because presence is an indication of reachability through chat and calling, when chat and calling are disabled,

self-presence in Teams (that is, the display of one's own presence in the Teams client in the user's picture) is also

hidden.

The available functionality in Teams depends on the user's coexistence mode, as set by TeamsUpgradePolicy. The

following table summarizes the behavior :

1

The following screenshots illustrate the difference between Teams OnlyTeams Only  or IslandsIslands  mode and all other modes.

Note that the chat and calling icons are available by default with Teams OnlyTeams Only  or IslandsIslands  mode (left screenshot),

but not with the other modes (right screenshot):

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-client-experience-and-conformance-to-coexistence-modes.md


 Impact of Mode on other policy settings

In addition, self presence is not available in the other modes, as shown here.

Note:Note:  At this time, SfBwithTeamsCollab and SfBOnly behave the same, but the intent is for SfBOnly mode to

also disable Channels and Files functionality in Teams. In the interim, Channels can be hidden using the App

Permissions policy.

1

As described above, a user's coexistence mode impact's what functionality is available in the user's Teams client.

This means that the value of mode can take precedence over the value of other policy settings, depending on the



M O DA L IT Y  ( A P P )M O DA L IT Y  ( A P P ) P O L IC Y. SET T IN GP O L IC Y. SET T IN G

Chat TeamsMessagingPolicy.AllowUserChat

Calling TeamsCallingPolicy.AllowPrivateCalling

Meeting scheduling TeamsMeetingPolicy.AllowPrivateMeetingScheduling
TeamsMeetingPolicy.AllowChannelMeetingScheduling

M O DEM O DE A L LO W USERC H ATA L LO W USERC H AT
A L LO W P RIVAT EC A L L IA L LO W P RIVAT EC A L L I
N GN G

A L LO W P RIVAT EM EET IA L LO W P RIVAT EM EET I
N GSC H EDUL IN GN GSC H EDUL IN G

A L LO W C H A N N EL M EEA L LO W C H A N N EL M EE
T IN GSC H EDUL IN GT IN GSC H EDUL IN G

TeamsOnly or Islands Enabled Enabled Enabled Enabled

SfBWithTeamsCollabA
ndMeetings

Disabled Disabled Enabled Enabled

SfBWithTeamsCollab
or SfBOnly

Disabled Disabled Disabled Disabled

 Related topics

mode. Specifically, coexistence mode impacts whether the following policy settings are honored:

Administrators need not explicitly set these policy settings when using co-existence mode, but it's important to

understand that these settings effectively behave as follows for a given mode.

When using PowerShell, the Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy  cmdlet checks the configuration of the corresponding

settings in TeamsMessagingPolicy, TeamsCallingPolicy, and TeamsMeetingPolicy to determine if those settings

would be superseded by TeamsUpgradePolicy and if so, an informational message is provided in PowerShell. As

noted above, is no longer necessary to set these other policy settings. The following is an example of what the

PowerShell warning looks like:

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -Identity user1@contoso.com -PolicyName SfBWithTeamsCollab

WARNING: The user 'user1@contoso.com' currently has enabled values for: AllowUserChat, AllowPrivateCalling,
AllowPrivateMeetingScheduling, AllowChannelMeetingScheduling, however these values will be ignored. This is
because you are granting this user TeamsUpgradePolicy with mode=SfBWithTeamsCollab, which causes the Teams
client to behave as if they are disabled.

Migration and interoperability guidance for organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Set upgrade options for all users in your organization

When you upgrade your Skype for Business users to use Teams, you have several options to help you make it a

seamless process for your users. You have the option to make coexistence and upgrade settings for all of the

users in your organization at once, or you can make settings changes for a single or set of users in your

organization. Note that older versions of Skype for Business clients may not honor these settings. For more

information about Skype for Business client versions, go to the Skype for Business downloads and updates

page.

You can get a better understanding of the modes that are available to you by reading Understand Microsoft

Teams and Skype for Business coexistence and interoperability or Coexistence with Skype for Business.

Having the option to upgrade doesn’t necessarily mean your organization is ready for this change. For the best user

experience, confirm that Teams meets your collaboration and communication requirements, make sure that your network

is ready to support Teams, and implement your user readiness plan before upgrading users to Teams.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the Microsoft Teams admin center, in the left navigation, go to Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings  > Teams upgradeTeams upgrade.

2. At the top of the Teams upgradeTeams upgrade page, modify the following options as desired.

Set the CoexistenceCoexistence mode.

IslandsIslands  - Use this setting if you want users to be able to use both Skype for Business and

Teams simultaneously.

Skype for Business onlySkype for Business only  - Use this setting if you want your users to only use Skype for

Business.

Skype for Business with Teams collaborationSkype for Business with Teams collaboration - Use this setting if you want your users

to use Skype for Business in addition to using Teams for group collaboration (channels).

Skype for Business with Teams collaboration and meetingsSkype for Business with Teams collaboration and meetings  - Use this setting if you

want your users to use Skype for Business in addition to using Teams for group

collaboration (channels) and Teams meetings.

Teams onlyTeams only  - Use this setting if you want your users to use only Teams. Note that even

with this setting, users can still join meetings hosted in Skype for Business.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/setting-your-coexistence-and-upgrade-settings.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/software-updates
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/coexistence-chat-calls-presence
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/


 Set upgrade options for a single user in your organization

  Related topicsRelated topics

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
You can only assign TeamsOnly mode to the entire tenant after both of the following steps ahve

been completed:

All on-premises users have been moved to Teams Only using Move-CsUser in the Skype for

Business Server on-premises toolset.

You have updated any Skype for Business DNS records to point to Microsoft 365.

For more detail, see Disable your hybrid configuration to complete migration to Teams Only.

Set Notify Skype for Business users that Teams is available for upgradeNotify Skype for Business users that Teams is available for upgrade. If you turn this

on, it will tell the Skype for Business users that they will soon be upgraded to the Teams app.

Set the Preferred app for users to join Skype for Business meetingsPreferred app for users to join Skype for Business meetings . This setting

determines which app is used for joining Skype for Business meetings and is honored regardless

of the value of coexistence mode.

Skype Meetings appSkype Meetings app

Skype for Business with limited featuresSkype for Business with limited features

Set whether to Download the Teams app in the background for Skype for Business usersDownload the Teams app in the background for Skype for Business users .

This setting silently downloads the Teams app for users running Skype for Business on Windows. It

is honored only if coexistence mode for the user is Teams only or if notifications of pending

upgrade are enabled in Skype for Business.

3. Click SaveSave after you make your changes.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list.

2. On the AccountAccount tab for the user, under Teams upgradeTeams upgrade, click EditEdit.

3. You can set the Coexistence modeCoexistence mode. Modes other than Teams Only can only be applied to users homed in

Skype for Business Server on-premises, and conversely only users homed in the cloud can have TeamsOnly

mode. Choose from the following options:

4. If you select any Coexistence modeCoexistence mode other than Use Org-wide settingsUse Org-wide settings , you have the option to enable

notifications in the user's Skype for Business app that upgrade to Teams is coming soon. You can enable this

notification for the user by turning on the Notify the Skype for Business userNotify the Skype for Business user  option.

5. Click SaveSave after you make your changes.

Use Org-wide settingsUse Org-wide settings  - Use this setting if you want the user to use the settings in the Org-wideOrg-wide

settings.

IslandsIslands  - Use this setting if you want the user to be able to use both Skype for Business and Teams.

Skype for Business onlySkype for Business only  - Use this setting if you want the user to use Skype for Business.

Skype for Business with Teams collaborationSkype for Business with Teams collaboration - Use this setting if you want the user to use Skype

for Business in addition to using Teams for group collaboration (channels).

Skype for Business with Teams collaboration and meetingsSkype for Business with Teams collaboration and meetings  - Use this setting if you want the

user to use Skype for Business in addition to using Teams for group collaboration (channels) and

Teams meetings.

Teams onlyTeams only  - Use this setting if you want the user to use only Teams. The user will still be able to join

Skype for Business meetings.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/cloud-consolidation-disabling-hybrid


Plan the journey

Understand the coexistence and upgrade journey for Skype for Business and Teams

Migration and interoperability guidance for organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business

Decommission your on-premises Skype for Business environment

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/decommission-on-prem-overview
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 What is Meetings First?

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Who should consider Meetings First?

"Meetings First" is targeted at and optimized for Skype for Business Server organizations with Enterprise Voice

on premises who want to start using Teams meetings as rapidly as possible. For these organizations, Meetings

First is an alternative to using IslandsIslands  mode that prioritizes the Teams meetings experience.

Meetings First is based on the SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetingsSfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings  coexistence mode. Meetings First isn't a

product or a feature—it is a configuration that uses capabilities and features of Teams and Skype for Business to

provide a uniquely tailored coexistence experience.

In Meetings First, users create their meeting in Teams, while continuing to use Skype for Business for chat,

calling, and presence. There is no overlap of modalities between Teams and Skype for Business. Chat, calling, and

presence are on in Skype for Business and off in Teams. This enables unique "better together" scenarios between

Skype for Business and Teams that enhance the user's experience during coexistence, as well as interoperability

scenarios with Teams OnlyTeams Only  users.

Meetings First is a better match for organizations who have no or few active Teams chat users. Active Teams chat users

should not be switched to Meetings First mode, as they would lose the ability to chat in Teams and to access to their chat

history. These users should be grandfathered in IslandsIslands mode instead, and Meetings First only granted to the users not

yet active in chat in Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/meetings-first.md


 Capabilities in Meetings First

Meetings First was designed for organizations who use Skype for Business Server with Enterprise Voice who

want to accelerate their move to Teams meetings, especially those with strong IT discipline who want a

managed, deterministic upgrade path to Teams.

For complex or large organizations, voice migrations are typically done on a site-by-site basis and might take a

long time, potentially several years, resulting in extended coexistence scenarios. If that coexistence is in IslandsIslands

mode, users will always have the choice of two meeting solutions (Skype for Business and Teams), which can

result in confusing or suboptimal situations. Unlike voice migrations, meetings migrations can generally be

completed across the entire company in a short amount of time. Organizations who want to completely switch

to Teams meetings as quickly as possible (and without waiting for their voice migration to be complete) should

consider Meetings First.

Meetings First might not be useful to organizations who have no Enterprise Voice users. These organizations

should be able to upgrade to Teams OnlyTeams Only  as soon as they are able to adopt Teams meetings. They should

consider skipping Meetings First.

In addition, Meetings First is useful to organizations whose scope is a pure-play meeting solution, for example

when a "meetings-only" RFP is being issued.

Meeting First brings the following capabilities together :

Provision a Skype for Business Server (on-premises) user with Teams Audio Conferencing.

Meetings Migration Service: Meetings organized by the user will be migrated to the cloud and converted to

Teams meetings as the user is promoted to Meetings First (requires Exchange Online).

Streamlined user experience in Teams, centered on Teams meetings and teams and channels (which can,

optionally, be hidden using the App Permissions policy); Teams private chat, calling, and self-presence are not

exposed in Meetings First, enabling the deployment and adoption effort to fully focus on meetings.

Superior Teams meeting experience.

"Better Together" between Teams and Skype for Business:

Automatic hold: When in a meeting in Teams, getting in a call in Skype for Business will place the

Teams meeting on hold, and vice-versa. This prevents users from having their private calls overheard

by the meetings participants. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-audio-conferencing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-audio-conferencing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-meetings-in-teams


 Prerequisites for Meetings First

 Prepare for Teams meetings in Meetings First

Presence reconciliation: Activity in Teams is reflected in the user's presence, which is the Skype for

Business presence since chat and calling are in Skype for Business. Specifically, when Meetings First

users are in a Teams meeting, their presence will be updated to reflect that. When they present their

screen, their presence will be updated to show Do Not Disturb (based on their settings in Skype for

Business).

USB device HID control reconciliation (also available on Mac): The HID controls are honored by Teams

while in Teams meetings and by Skype for Business in all other circumstances.

Unless otherwise mentioned, Better Together capabilities require recent Windows desktop clients at

this time.

The only hard requirements for Meetings First are the same as the requirements for Teams with on-premises

Active Directory and a Skype for Business on-premises deployment:

General pre-requisites for Teams, including

Identity and authentication in Teams and

Configure Azure Active Directory for Teams and Skype for Business.

A Skype for Business hybrid topology is not required, but it is recommended. Some capabilities such as

Meetings Migration Service and interoperability rely on that topology.

Meetings First is supported with any version of the Skype for Business Server (and known to work with the no-

longer-supported Lync Server). It is supported with any supported Skype for Business client, however Better

Together capabilities require a recent client.

Once these requirements are met (and not prior), the users can be licensed for Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and

Teams.

For the best Meetings First experience, users should be enabled for Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, and

OneDrive for Business, and Microsoft 365 group creation. Meetings First is supported for users whose mailbox

is on Exchange on-premises, or who don't have SharePoint Online or OneDrive For Business, or Microsoft 365

group creation. However, their experience will be less complete. In particular, for organizations using Exchange

Server on-premises, there might be (depending on the version of Exchange Server) some limitations to creating

and viewing meetings from the Teams client, as well as with respect to compliance capabilities.

At minimum, users must be licensed for Teams. In addition, they can be licensed for Audio Conferencing, if

needed.

We recommend you grant SfBOnlySfBOnly  or SfBWithTeamsCollabSfBWithTeamsCollab mode as tenant default at the time you license

the users. This ensures users would not start using Teams on their own in the default IslandsIslands  mode prior to you

being ready to launch Meetings First.

Meetings First is supported on full desktop clients (Windows and Mac), on browser clients, and on mobile

clients. It is also compatible with Microsoft Teams Rooms. Better Together requires the full desktop client.

For your users to have the best possible experience in Teams meetings, you should:

Follow the steps in Meetings and conferencing for Microsoft Teams, in particular.

Evaluate your environment.

Prepare your organization's network for Microsoft Teams.

Upgrade your meeting rooms with Teams capable meeting room devices and solutions, or use Cloud Video

Interop for Microsoft Teams to enable your existing third-party rooms and devices to join Teams meetings.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-azure-ad-connect
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-federation-with-skype-for-business-online
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/assign-licenses-to-user-accounts
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/room-systems/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/3-envision-evaluate-my-environment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/certification/devices-meeting-rooms?bc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252fbreadcrumb%252ftoc.json&toc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252ftoc.json


 Configure users for Meetings First

 Reporting and Call Analytics

 Related links

Equip your users with certified USB audio and video devices.

Prepare to drive awareness and adoption for Teams meetings.

Plan your service management.

Familiarize yourself with the rich Call Analytics reports to troubleshoot poor call quality.

You might consider running a moderate scale production ready pilot at this stage.

Once you have licensed your users and prepared your organization for Teams meetings, it's time to enable your

users for Meetings First. We've made it easy: one single setting will do it all!

All capabilities and user experiences in Meetings First, including the Teams client configuration and auto-

conformance of the user experience, Meetings Migration Service, and Better Together capabilities, are

configured by granting the user (or group of users, or tenant default) the SfBWithTeamsCollabAndMeetings

coexistence mode either in the Microsoft Teams admin center or by using PowerShell.

Optionally, should you want to hide the Teams and Channels application from the left navigation of your users'

Teams client to further focus their experience on meetings, that can be achieved by using the App Setup policy.

Reporting and Call Analytics for Teams meetings in Meetings First are unchanged from what they are in other

modes.

After you review this article, you might want to consult Choose your upgrade journey, Migration and

interoperability guidance, and Coexistence with Skype for Business for further details.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/certification/devices-usb-devices?bc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252fbreadcrumb%252ftoc.json&toc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252ftoc.json
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/4-envision-plan-my-service-management
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/coexistence-chat-calls-presence
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 Security

To learn how to best ensure security while ever yone's working from home during the COVID-19 outbreaksecurity while ever yone's working from home during the COVID-19 outbreak,

read these articles:

Top 12 tasks for security teams to support working from home

Optimize Microsoft 365 or Office 365 connectivity for remote users using VPN split tunnelling

Updated April 2, 2020: Teams security guide

Microsoft Teams is built on the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 hyper-scale, enterprise-grade cloud, delivering the

advanced security and compliance capabilities our customers expect. For more information on planning for

security in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, the security roadmap is a good place to start. For more information on

planning for compliance in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, you can start with Plan for security & compliance.

This article will provide further information about Teams-specific security and compliance. Don't miss these

Microsoft Mechanics videos about security and compliance:

Microsoft Teams Essentials for IT: Security and Compliance (12:42 min)

Microsoft Teams Controls for Security and Compliance (10:54 min)

As a customer of Microsoft 365 or Office 365, you own and control your data. Microsoft does not use your data for

anything other than providing you with the service that you have subscribed to. As a service provider, we do not scan

your email, documents, or teams for advertising or for purposes that are not service-related. Microsoft doesn't have

access to uploaded content. Like OneDrive and SharePoint in Microsoft 365, customer data stays within the tenant. You

can check out more about our trust and security related information at the Microsoft Trust Center. Teams follows the

same guidance and principles as the Microsoft Trust Center.

Teams enforces team-wide and organization-wide two-factor authentication, single sign-on through Active

Directory, and encryption of data in transit and at rest. Files are stored in SharePoint and are backed by

SharePoint encryption. Notes are stored in OneNote and are backed by OneNote encryption. The OneNote data

is stored in the team SharePoint site. The Wiki tab can also be used for note taking and its content is also stored

within the team SharePoint site.

Read Identity models and authentication for more insight into authentication and Teams, and How modern

authentication works will help with modern authentication in particular.

Because Teams works in partnership with SharePoint, OneNote, Exchange, and more, you should be comfortable

managing security in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 all-up. To learn more, read about how to configure your

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization for increased security.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/security-compliance-overview.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/top-security-tasks-for-remote-work
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/office-365-vpn-split-tunnel
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/security-roadmap
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/plan-for-security-and-compliance
https://youtu.be/91lHNKVVvQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Km4T4hMM__k
https://microsoft.com/trustcenter
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/tenant-wide-setup-for-increased-security


NOTENOTE

  Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)

  Safe LinksSafe Links

  Safe AttachmentsSafe Attachments

  Secure ScoreSecure Score

  How Conditional Access policies work for TeamsHow Conditional Access policies work for Teams

Currently, private channels supports limited security and compliance features. Support for the full set of security and

compliance features in private channels is coming soon.

Advanced Threat protection (ATP) is available for Microsoft Teams, along with SharePoint and OneDrive,

applications that integrate with Teams for content management. ATP allows you to determine if content in these

applications is malicious in nature, and block this content from user access.

How the affected content is managed after detection is up to the settings you've selected in Microsoft 365 or

Office 365. We strongly recommend you consider all applications when it comes to configuring ATP, and for

further reading, ATP for SharePoint, OneDrive, and Microsoft Teams will have detailed information on how to get

started.

While, at this time, Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) safe links are not available in Microsoft Teams, they are

now in public preview through our Technology Adoption Program (TAP), and while a release date for general

availability isn't set, we'll update this article when that time arrives. Meanwhile, for information on Microsoft 365

or Office 365 Safe Links, please review ATP Safe Links. ATP Safe links is available in both ATP Plan 1 and ATP

Plan 2.

Safe attachments is a feature designed to enhance user security by checking for, and detecting, malicious

attachments. Global- or Security Administrators create policies for handling these suspected malicious

attachments to prevent them from being sent to users, clicked, and acted upon. Safe attachment protection is

available to SharePoint, OneDrive, and Microsoft Teams, and Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Advanced Threat

Protection Plan 1 and 2 have this capability. Read more about Safe Attachments and how they can help protect

your organization in Safe Attachments in Microsoft Defender for Office 365.

Microsoft Secure Score is a measurement of an organization's security posture, with a higher number indicating

more improvement actions taken. It can be found in the Microsoft 365 security center. Following the Secure

Score recommendations can protect your organization from threats. From a centralized dashboard in the

Microsoft 365 security center, organizations can monitor and work on the security of their Microsoft 365

identities, apps, and devices. Microsoft Teams now has recommendations on Secure Score and administrators

are encouraged to monitor their security stance on the platform.

Secure Score helps organizations:

Report on the current state of the organization's security posture.

Improve their security posture by providing discoverability, visibility, guidance, and control.

Compare with benchmarks and establish key performance indicators (KPIs).

Microsoft Teams relies heavily on Exchange Online, SharePoint, and Skype for Business Online for core

productivity scenarios, like meetings, calendars, interop chats, and file sharing. Conditional access policies that

are set for these cloud apps apply to Microsoft Teams when a user directly signs in to Microsoft Teams - on any

client.

Microsoft Teams is supported separately as a cloud app in Azure Active Directory conditional access policies.

Conditional access policies that are set for the Microsoft Teams cloud app apply to Microsoft Teams when a user

signs in. However, without the correct policies on other apps like Exchange Online and SharePoint, users may

still be able to access those resources directly. For more information about setting up a conditional access policy

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/atp-for-spo-odb-and-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/atp-safe-links-for-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/atp-safe-links#how-to-get-atp-safe-links-protection
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/office-365-atp
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/set-up-atp-safe-attachments-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/office-365-atp
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/atp-safe-attachments
https://security.microsoft.com/securescore


 Compliance

  Information BarriersInformation Barriers

  Communication complianceCommunication compliance

  Retention policiesRetention policies

 Sensitivity labels

  Data Loss Prevention (DLP)Data Loss Prevention (DLP)

in the Azure portal, see Azure Active Directory Quickstart.

Microsoft Teams desktop clients for Windows and Mac support modern authentication. Modern authentication

brings sign-in based on the Azure Active Directory Authentication Library (ADAL) to Microsoft Office client

applications across platforms.

Microsoft Teams desktop application supports AppLocker. For more information about AppLocker prerequisites,

please see: Requirements to use AppLocker.

Teams has a wide range of information to help you with compliance areas, including communication compliance

for channels, chats, and attachments, retention policies, Data Loss Protection (DLP), eDiscovery and legal hold

for channels, chats and files, audit log search, as well as mobile application management with Microsoft Intune.

We've provided some information on all these topics below, and you can go to the Microsoft 365 compliance

center to manage these settings.

Information barriers are policies put in-place by Teams administrators to do things like keep people or groups

from communicating with one another (when there is no business need for them to do so, or a regulatory

reason to block them from doing so), and it also allows you to set policies relating to things like lookups and

eDiscovery (covered below). These policies can impact users in 1:1 chats, group chats, or at a team-level. The

Information Barrier feature is available in the public cloud and starting January 2021 it has been rolled out to

the GCC cloud.

For further reading on this topic, go to Information barriers in Microsoft Teams.

Communication compliance in Microsoft 365 allows you to add users to in-scope policies that can be configured

to examine Microsoft Teams communications for offensive language, sensitive information, and information

related to internal and regulatory standards. Chat communications and associated attachments in both public

and private Teams channels, individual chats, and attachments can be scanned to help minimize communication

risks in your organization. For more information on how you can configure policies to help you detect, capture,

and take action for inappropriate Teams communications, see Communication compliance in Microsoft 365.

Retention policies in Microsoft Teams allows you to both retain data that's important for your organization to

keep, for regulatory, legal, business, or other reasons, and also to remove content and communications that are

not relevant to be retained. You can also use retention policies to keep data for a period of time and then delete

it. For further information, review Retention policies in Microsoft Teams.

Apply sensitivity labels to protect and regulate access to sensitive organizational content created during

collaboration within teams. For example, apply labels that configure the privacy (public or private) of teams,

control guest access and external sharing, and manage access from unmanaged devices. For further

information, review Sensitivity labels in Microsoft Teams.

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) in Microsoft Teams, as well as the larger DLP story for Microsoft 365 or Office 365,

revolves around business readiness when it comes to protecting sensitive documents and data. Whether you

have concerns around sensitive information in messages or documents, DLP policies will be able to help ensure

your users don't share this sensitive data with the wrong people.

For information on Data Loss Prevention in Teams, please review DLP for Microsoft Teams. A good article for

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-conditional-access-azure-portal-get-started
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/windows-defender-application-control/applocker/requirements-to-use-applocker
https://compliance.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/communication-compliance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitivity-labels
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/dlp-microsoft-teams


  eDiscoveryeDiscovery

  EDISC O VERYEDISC O VERY A DVA N C ED EDISC O VERYA DVA N C ED EDISC O VERY

Case Management X X

Access Control X X

Content Searches X X

Hold(s) X X

Export X X

Duplication Detection - X

Relevance Searches with Machine
Learning

- X

Unstructured Data Analysis - X

  Legal HoldLegal Hold

O365 DLP concerns is Overview of data loss prevention.

Electronic discovery, or eDiscovery, is the electronic aspect of identifying, collecting and producing electronically

stored information (ESI) in response to a request for production in a law suit or investigation. Capabilities

include case management, preservation, search, analysis, and export of Teams data. This includes chat,

messaging and files, meeting and call summaries. For Teams meetings and Calls, a summary of the events that

happened in the meeting and call are created and made available in eDiscovery.

For more details about how to do Microsoft 365 or Office 365 eDiscovery in the security center and compliance

center and run compliance content search for Teams content, please go to the links below:

eDiscovery

Content Search

We have a Teams-specific article for more information, eDiscovery of guest-to-guest chats.

Customers can leverage eDiscovery or Advanced eDiscovery per their requirements. The following table

outlines the differences between the two:

During litigation, you may need all data associated with a user (custodian) or a Team to be preserved as

immutable, so that it can be used as evidence for the case. You can do this by placing either a user (user mailbox)

or a Team on legal hold. For a team legal hold, the team's mailbox can be put on the following holds:

In-Place Hold (a subset of the mailbox or site collection through targeted queries or filtered content is put on

hold), or

Litigation Hold (the entire mailbox or site collection is placed on hold).

In either case, once the hold is set it ensures that, even if end users delete or edit channel messages that are in

the group mailbox, immutable copies of that content are maintained and available through eDiscovery search.

Legal holds are generally applied within the context of an eDiscovery case.

Please see Overview of retention policies to understand more about preservation and holds in the Microsoft

365 compliance center. For more Teams-specific information on legal hold, we also have Place a Microsoft Teams

user or team on legal hold for you to learn more.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/data-loss-prevention-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/manage-legal-investigations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-for-content
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/office-365-advanced-ediscovery
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/retention-policies


  Compliance Content SearchCompliance Content Search

TIPTIP

  Auditing and ReportingAuditing and Reporting

 Customer Key

 Privacy

Content search can be used to search for all Teams data through rich filtering capabilities. The resulting data can

be exported to a specific container for compliance and litigation support. This can be done with or without an

eDiscovery case. This enables compliance admins to gather Teams data across all users, review and export it for

further processing. Please refer to Content Search to learn more about how to conduct a compliance content

search for Microsoft Teams and other Microsoft 365 or Office 365 content in the Microsoft 365 compliance

center.

Using content search, you can filter down to Microsoft Teams only content, such as Chat and Channel Messages,

Meetings, and Calls, if necessary.

If you'd like further Teams-specific information on configuring content search, review Content search in

Microsoft Teams.

Audit log search plugs right into the Microsoft 365 compliance center and gives you the ability to set alerts, as

well as report on audit events, by allowing the export of workload specific or generic event sets for admin use

and investigation across an unlimited auditing timeline. You can set up alerts for all audit Log data within the

Microsoft 365 compliance center, and filter and export this data for further analysis. Please refer to Search the

audit log to learn more about how to conduct an Audit log search for Microsoft 365 or Office 365. To learn more

about searching for Microsoft Teams events in the Microsoft 365 compliance center, we also have Turn on

auditing in Teams for you to review.

Microsoft 365 offers an additional layer of encryption on top of service encryption for your content. Using keys

you provide, Customer Key encrypts several different types of data in Microsoft Teams. Using Customer Key at

the application level, Customer Key encrypts Teams files stored in SharePoint Online. For information, see

Service encryption with Customer Key.

Using Customer Key at the tenant level, Customer Key encrypts:

Teams chat messages (1:1 chats, group chats, meeting chats, and channel conversations)

Teams media messages (images, code snippets, videos, and wiki images)

Teams call and meeting recordings stored in Teams storage

Teams chat notifications

Teams chat suggestions by Cortana

Teams status messages For more information, see Overview of Customer Key for Microsoft 365 at the tenant

level and read the Microsoft Teams blog that covers Customer Key support for Microsoft Teams now in Public

Preview. For information about the Microsoft Information Protection release that included Customer Key at

the tenant level, read Announcing new Microsoft Information Protection capabilities to know and protect

your sensitive data.

At Microsoft, protecting your data is our highest priority. To learn about our privacy practices, read:

Privacy at Microsoft

Our commitment to privacy and security in Microsoft Teams

For IT professionals: Privacy and security in Microsoft Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/content-search
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-the-audit-log-in-security-and-compliance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/customer-key-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/customer-key-tenant-level
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-blog/customer-key-support-for-microsoft-teams-now-in-public-preview/ba-p/1999893
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-security-and/announcing-new-microsoft-information-protection-capabilities-to/ba-p/1999692
https://www.microsoft.com/trust-center/privacy
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2020/04/06/microsofts-commitment-privacy-security-microsoft-teams/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2020/04/06/it-professionals-privacy-security-microsoft-teams/#:%257E:text=We%20safeguard%20your%20privacy%20by,and%20distribution%20of%20your%20data.
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 Licensing

NOTENOTE

 Location of data in Teams

The following figure indicates the ingestion flow of Teams data to both Exchange and SharePoint for Teams Files

and Messages.

The following figure indicates the ingestion flow of Teams Meetings and calling data to Exchange.

There can be up to a 24-hour delay to discover Teams content.

When it comes to information protection capabilities, Microsoft 365 subscriptions, Office 365 subscriptions, and

the associated standalone licenses will determine the available feature set.

For information on determining the licensing needs to implement features for security and compliance, please

review the licensing requirements for security and compliance features.

Content Search and eDiscovery do not need to be enabled in the Security & Compliance Center to work.

Data in Teams resides in the geographic region associated with your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/microsoft-365-service-descriptions/microsoft-365-tenantlevel-services-licensing-guidance/microsoft-365-security-compliance-licensing-guidance


 Compliance standards

 Related topics

To see what regions are supported currently, please review Location of data in Microsoft Teams.

If you need to see which region houses data for your tenant, go to the Microsoft 365 admin center > SettingsSettings  >

Organization profileOrganization profile. Scroll down to Data locationData location.

Teams uses the following standards: ISO 27001, ISO 27018, SSAE18 SOC 1 and SOC 2, HIPAA, and EU Model

Clauses (EUMC). Within the Microsoft compliance framework, Microsoft classifies Microsoft 365 and Office 365

applications and services into four categories. Each category is defined by specific compliance commitments

that must be met for a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 service, or a related Microsoft service, to be listed in that

category.

Details can be found in the Data Protection Resources. Teams also supports Cloud Security Alliance compliance.

Microsoft 365 Security

Microsoft 365 Compliance

Microsoft compliance offerings

https://portal.office.com/adminportal/home
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/offering-iso-27001
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/offering-iso-27018
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/offering-soc
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/offering-hipaa-hitech
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/offering-eu-model-clauses
https://servicetrust.microsoft.com/ViewPage/TrustDocumentsV3?command=Download&downloadType=Document&downloadId=b7d05b86-c69b-41ba-8245-21161b9febf9&tab=7f51cb60-3d6c-11e9-b2af-7bb9f5d2d913&docTab=7f51cb60-3d6c-11e9-b2af-7bb9f5d2d913_Compliance_Guides
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/offering-home
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 Trustworthy by design

 Trustworthy by default

 How Teams handles common security threats

  Compromised-key attackCompromised-key attack

  Network denial-of-service attackNetwork denial-of-service attack

The Teams service model is subject to change in order to improve customer experiences. For example, the default access

or refresh token expiration times may be subject to modification in order to improve performance and authentication

resiliency for those using Teams. Any such changes would be made with the goal of keeping Teams secure and

Trustworthy by Design.

Microsoft Teams, as part of the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services, follows all the security best practices and

procedures such as service-level security through defense-in-depth, customer controls within the service,

security hardening, and operational best practices. For full details, see the Microsoft Trust Center.

Teams is designed and developed in compliance with the Microsoft Trustworthy Computing Security

Development Lifecycle (SDL), which is described at Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle (SDL). The first

step in creating a more secure unified communications system was to design threat models and test each

feature as it was designed. Multiple security-related improvements were built into the coding process and

practices. Build-time tools detect buffer overruns and other potential security threats before the code is checked

in to the final product. It's impossible to design against all unknown security threats. No system can guarantee

complete security. However, because product development embraced secure design principles from the start,

Teams incorporates industry standard security technologies as a fundamental part of its architecture.

Network communications in Teams are encrypted by default. By requiring all servers to use certificates and by

using OAUTH, Transport Layer Security (TLS), and Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol (SRTP), all Teams data is

protected on the network.

This section identifies the more common threats to the security of the Teams Service and how Microsoft

mitigates each threat.

Teams uses the PKI features in the Windows Server operating system to protect the key data used for encryption

for the TLS connections. The keys used for media encryptions are exchanged over TLS connections.

A distributed denial-of-service (DDOS) attack occurs when the attacker prevents normal network use and

function by valid users. By using a denial-of-service attack, the attacker can:

Send invalid data to applications and services running in the attacked network to disrupt their normal

function.

Send a large amount of traffic, overloading the system until it stops responding or responds slowly to

legitimate requests.

Hide the evidence of the attacks.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-security-guide.md
https://microsoft.com/trustcenter
https://www.microsoft.com/sdl/default.aspx


  EavesdroppingEavesdropping

  Identity spoofing (IP address spoofing)Identity spoofing (IP address spoofing)

  Man-in-the-middle attackMan-in-the-middle attack

  Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) replay attackReal-time Transport Protocol (RTP) replay attack

  SpimSpim

Prevent users from accessing network resources. Teams mitigates against these attacks by running Azure

DDOS network protection and by throttling client requests from the same endpoints, subnets, and federated

entities.

Eavesdropping occurs when an attacker gains access to the data path in a network and has the ability to monitor

and read the traffic. Eavesdropping is also called sniffing or snooping. If the traffic is in plain text, the attacker

can read the traffic when the attacker gains access to the path. An example is an attack performed by controlling

a router on the data path.

Teams uses mutual TLS (MTLS) for server communications within Microsoft 365 and Office 365, and also uses

TLS from clients to the service. MTLS makes eavesdropping difficult or impossible to achieve within the time

period of a single conversation. TLS authenticates all parties and encrypts all traffic. While TLS doesn't prevent

eavesdropping, the attacker can't read the traffic unless the encryption is broken.

The TURN protocol is used for real-time media purposes. The TURN protocol doesn't mandate the traffic to be

encrypted and the information that it's sending is protected by message integrity. Although it's open to

eavesdropping, the information it's sending, that is, IP addresses and port, can be extracted directly by looking at

the source and destination addresses of the packets. The Teams service ensures that the data is valid by checking

the Message Integrity of the message using the key derived from a few items including a TURN password, which

is never sent in clear text. SRTP is used for media traffic and is also encrypted.

Spoofing occurs when the attacker identifies and then uses an IP address of a network, computer, or network

component without being authorized to do so. A successful attack allows the attacker to operate as if the

attacker is the entity normally identified by the IP address.

TLS authenticates all parties and encrypts all traffic. Using TLS prevents an attacker from performing IP address

spoofing on a specific connection (for example, mutual TLS connections). An attacker could still spoof the

address of the Domain Name System (DNS) server. However, because authentication in Teams is performed with

certificates, an attacker would not have a valid certificate required to spoof one of the parties in the

communication.

A man-in-the-middle attack occurs when an attacker reroutes communication between two users through the

attacker's computer without the knowledge of the two communicating users. The attacker can monitor and read

the traffic before sending it on to the intended recipient. Each user in the communication unknowingly sends

traffic to and receives traffic from the attacker, all while thinking they are communicating only with the intended

user. This scenario can happen if an attacker can modify Active Directory Domain Services to add their server as

a trusted server or modify DNS configuration to get clients to connect through the attacker on their way to the

server.

Man-in-the-middle attacks on media traffic between two endpoints participating in Teams audio, video, and

application sharing, is prevented by using SRTP to encrypt the media stream. Cryptographic keys are negotiated

between the two endpoints over a proprietary signaling protocol (Teams Call Signaling protocol) which uses TLS

1.2 and AES-256 (in GCM mode) encrypted UDP/TCP channel.

A replay attack occurs when a valid media transmission between two parties is intercepted and retransmitted

for malicious purposes. Teams uses SRTP with a secure signaling protocol that protects transmissions from

replay attacks by enabling the receiver to maintain an index of already received RTP packets and compare each

new packet with packets already listed in the index.

Spim is unsolicited commercial instant messages or presence subscription requests, like spam, but in instant
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message form. While not by itself a compromise of the network, it's annoying in the least, can reduce resource

availability and production, and can possibly lead to a compromise of the network. An example is users

spimming each other by sending requests. Users can block each other to prevent spimming, but with federation,

if a malicious actor establishes a coordinated spim attack, it can be difficult to overcome unless you disable

federation from the partner.

A virus is a unit of code whose purpose is to reproduce more, similar code units. To work, a virus needs a host,

such as a file, email, or program. Like a virus, a worm is a unit of code that reproduces more, similar code units,

but that unlike a virus doesn't need a host. Viruses and worms primarily show up during file transfers between

clients or when URLs are sent from other users. If a virus is on your computer, it can, for example, use your

identity and send instant messages on your behalf. Standard client security best practices such as periodically

scanning for viruses can mitigate this issue.

This section gives an overview of fundamental elements that form a security framework for Microsoft Teams.

Core elements are:

Azure Active Directory (Azure AD), which provides a single trusted back-end repository for user accounts.

User profile information is stored in Azure AD through the actions of Microsoft Graph.

Transport Layer Security (TLS), and mutual TLS (MTLS) which encrypt instant message traffic and enable

endpoint authentication. Point-to-point audio, video, and application sharing streams are encrypted and

integrity checked using Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol (SRTP). You may also see OAuth traffic in your

trace, particularly around negotiating permissions while switching between tabs in Teams, for example to

move from Posts to Files. For an example of the OAuth flow for tabs, see this document.

Teams uses industry-standard protocols for user authentication, wherever possible.

There may be multiple tokens issued which you may see if tracing your network traffic. Including

Skype tokens you might see in traces while looking at chat and audio traffic.

The next sections discuss some of these core technologies.

Azure Active Directory functions as the directory service for Microsoft 365 and Office 365. It stores all user

directory information and policy assignments.

Microsoft 365 and Office 365 traffic takes place over TLS/HTTPS encrypted channels, meaning that certificates

are used for encryption of all traffic. Teams requires all server certificates to contain one or more CRL

distribution points. CRL distribution points (CDPs) are locations from which CRLs can be downloaded for

purposes of verifying that the certificate hasn't been revoked since the time it was issued and the certificate is

still within the validity period. A CRL distribution point is noted in the properties of the certificate as a URL and

is secure HTTP. The Teams service checks CRL with every certificate authentication.

All components of the Teams service require all server certificates to support Enhanced Key Usage (EKU) for

server authentication. Configuring the EKU field for server authentication means that the certificate is valid for

authenticating servers. This EKU is essential for MTLS.

TLS and MTLS protocols provide encrypted communications and endpoint authentication on the Internet. Teams

uses these two protocols to create the network of trusted servers and to ensure that all communication over

that network is encrypted. All communication between servers occurs over MTLS. Any remaining or legacy SIP

communication from client to server occurs over TLS.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/tabs/how-to/authentication/auth-flow-tab
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Server-to-server MTLS

Client-to-server, for example, instant messaging and
presence

TLS

Media flows, for example, audio and video sharing of media TLS

Audio and video sharing of media SRTP/TLS

Signaling TLS

Client-to-client enhanced encryption (for example, end-to-
end encryption calls)

SRTP/DTLS

  

TLS enables users, through their client software, to authenticate the Teams servers to which they connect. On a

TLS connection, the client requests a valid certificate from the server. To be valid, the certificate must have been

issued by a Certificate Authority (CA) that is also trusted by the client and the DNS name of the server must

match the DNS name on the certificate. If the certificate is valid, the client uses the public key in the certificate to

encrypt the symmetric encryption keys to be used for the communication, so only the original owner of the

certificate can use its private key to decrypt the contents of the communication. The resulting connection is

trusted and from that point is not challenged by other trusted servers or clients.

Server-to-server connections rely on mutual TLS (MTLS) for mutual authentication. On an MTLS connection, the

server originating a message and the server receiving it exchange certificates from a mutually trusted CA. The

certificates prove the identity of each server to the other. In the Teams service, this procedure is followed.

TLS and MTLS help prevent both eavesdropping and man-in-the middle attacks. In a man-in-the-middle attack,

the attacker reroutes communications between two network entities through the attacker's computer without

the knowledge of either party. TLS and Teams' specification of trusted servers mitigate the risk of a man-in-the

middle attack partially on the application layer by using encryption that is coordinated using the Public Key

cryptography between the two endpoints. An attacker would have to have a valid and trusted certificate with the

corresponding private key and issued to the name of the service to which the client is communicating to decrypt

the communication.

Teams data is encrypted in transit and at rest in Microsoft data centers. Microsoft uses industry standard

technologies such as TLS and SRTP to encrypt all data in transit between users' devices and Microsoft data

centers, and between Microsoft data centers. Data in transit includes messages, files, meetings, and other

content. Enterprise data is also encrypted at rest in Microsoft data centers so that organizations can decrypt the

content if needed, to meet security and compliance obligations through methods such as eDiscovery. For more

information about encryption in Microsoft 365, see Encryption in Microsoft 365

There are multiple layers of encryption at work within Microsoft 365. Encryption in Teams works with the rest of

Microsoft 365 encryption to protect your organization's content. This article describes encryption technologies

that are specific to Teams. For an overview of encryption in Microsoft 365, see Encryption in Microsoft 365.

All server-to-server traffic requires MTLS, regardless of whether the traffic is confined to the internal network or

crosses the internal network boundary. This table summarizes the protocols used by Teams.

Teams uses TLS and MTLS to encrypt instant messages.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/encryption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/encryption
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Call flows in Teams are based on the Session Description Protocol (SDP) RFC 4566 offer and answer model over

HTTPS. Once the callee accepts an incoming call, the caller and callee agree on the session parameters.

Media traffic is encrypted by, and flows between, the caller and callee using Secure RTP (SRTP), a profile of Real-

time Transport Protocol (RTP) that provides confidentiality, authentication, and replay attack protection to RTP

traffic. SRTP uses a session key generated by a secure random number generator and exchanged using the

signaling TLS channel. In most cases, client to client media traffic is negotiated through client to server

connection signaling, and is encrypted using SRTP when going directly from client to client.

In normal call flows, negotiation of the encryption key occurs over the call signaling channel. In an end-to-end

encrypted call, the signaling flow is the same as a regular one-to-one Teams call. However, Teams uses DTLS to

derive an encryption key based on per-call certificates generated on both client endpoints. Since DTLS derives

the key based on the client certificates, the key is opaque to Microsoft. Once both clients agree upon the key, the

media begins to flow using this DTLS-negotiated encryption key over SRTP.

To protect against a man-in-the-middle attack between the caller and callee, Teams derives a 20-digit security

code from the SHA-256 thumbprints of the caller ’s and callee’s endpoint call certificates. The caller and callee

can validate the 20-digit security codes by reading them to each other to see if they match. If the codes don’t

match, then the connection between the caller and callee has been intercepted by a man-in-the-middle attack. If

the call has been compromised, users can end the call manually.

Teams uses a credentials-based token for secure access to media relays over TURN. Media relays exchange the

token over a TLS-secured channel.

Teams uses FIPS compliant algorithms for encryption key exchanges. For more information on the

implementation of FIPS, see Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication 140-2.

A trusted user is one whose credentials have been authenticated by Azure AD in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Authentication is the provision of user credentials to a trusted server or service. Teams uses the following

authentication protocols, depending on the status and location of the user.

Modern Authentication (MA)Modern Authentication (MA)  is the Microsoft implementation of OAUTH 2.0 for client to server

communication. It enables security features such as multifactor authentication and Conditional Access. To use

MA, both the online tenant and the clients need to be enabled for MA. The Teams clients across PC and

mobile, and the web client, all support MA.

If you want more information on Azure AD authentication and authorization methods, this article's Introduction and

'Authentication basics in Azure AD' sections will help.

Teams authentication is accomplished through Azure AD and OAuth. The process of authentication can be

simplified to:

User sign in > token issuance > next request use issued token.

Requests from client to server are authenticated and authorized by Azure AD with the use of OAuth. Users with

valid credentials issued by a federated partner are trusted and pass through the same process as native users.

However, further restrictions can be put into place by administrators.

For media authentication, the ICE and TURN protocols also use the Digest challenge as described in the IETF

TURN RFC.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4566
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/offering-fips-140-2
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In Teams, IT Admins can manage their service via the Microsoft 365 admin center or by using Tenant Remote

PowerShell (TRPS). Tenant admins use Modern Authentication to authenticate to TRPS.

For Teams to function properly, for example, for users to be able to join meetings, customers need to configure

their internet access such that outbound UDP and TCP traffic to services in the Teams cloud is allowed. For more

information, see Office 365 URLs and IP address ranges.

The UDP 3478-3481 and TCP 443 ports are used by clients to request service for audio visuals. A client uses

these two ports to allocate UDP and TCP ports respectively to enable these media flows. The media flows on

these ports are protected with a key that is exchanged over a TLS protected signaling channel.

Federation provides your organization with the ability to communicate with other organizations to share IM and

presence. In Teams federation is on by default. However, tenant admins have the ability to control federation

through the Microsoft 365 admin center.

There are two options to control who arrives in Teams meetings and who will have access to the information

you present.

" W H O  C A N  B Y PA SS T H E LO B B Y "" W H O  C A N  B Y PA SS T H E LO B B Y "
SET T IN G O P T IO N S AVA IL A B L E  INSET T IN G O P T IO N S AVA IL A B L E  IN
M EET IN G O P T IO N S PA GEM EET IN G O P T IO N S PA GE

USER T Y P ES JO IN IN G T H E M EET IN GUSER T Y P ES JO IN IN G T H E M EET IN G
DIREC T LYDIREC T LY USER T Y P ES GO IN G TO  T H E LO B B YUSER T Y P ES GO IN G TO  T H E LO B B Y

People in my organization - In-tenant 
- Guest of tenant

- Federated
- Anonymous
- PSTN dial-in

People in my organization and
trusted organizations

- In-tenant
- Guest of tenant
- Federated

- Anonymous
- PSTN dial-in

Everyone - In-tenant
- Guest of tenant
- Federated Anonymous
- PSTN dial-in

A C T IO N SA C T IO N S P RESEN T ERSP RESEN T ERS AT T EN DEESAT T EN DEES

Speak and share their video Y Y

Participate in meeting chat Y Y

Change settings in meeting options Y N

1. You can control who joins your meetings through settings for the lobbylobby .

2. The second way is through structured meetingsstructured meetings  (where Presenters can do about anything that should

be done, and attendees have a controlled experience). After joining a structured meeting, presenters

control what attendees can do in the meeting.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
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Mute other participants Y N

Remove other participants Y N

Share content Y N

Admit other participants from the
lobby

Y N

Make other participants presenters
or attendees

Y N

Start or stop recording Y N

Take control when another
participant shares a PowerPoint

Y N

A C T IO N SA C T IO N S P RESEN T ERSP RESEN T ERS AT T EN DEESAT T EN DEES

Teams provides the capability for enterprise users to create and join real-time meetings. Enterprise users can

also invite external users who don't have an Azure AD, Microsoft 365, or Office 365 account to participate in

these meetings. Users who are employed by external partners with a secure and authenticated identity can also

join meetings and, if promoted to do so, can act as presenters. Anonymous users can't create or join a meeting

as a presenter, but they can be promoted to presenter after they join.

For Anonymous users to be able to join Teams meetings, the Participants meetings setting in the Teams Admin

Center must be toggled on.

The term anonymous users means users that are not authenticated to the organizations tenant. In this context all

external users are considered anonymous. Authenticated users include tenant users and Guest users of the tenant.

Enabling external users to participate in Teams meetings can be useful, but entails some security risks. To

address these risks, Teams uses the following safeguards:

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

Participant roles determine meeting control privileges.

Participant types allow you to limit access to specific meetings.

Scheduling meetings is restricted to users who have an AAD account and a Teams license.

Anonymous, that is, unauthenticated, users who want to join a dial-in conference, dial one of the

conference access numbers. If the "Always allow callers to bypass the lobby" setting is turned On then

they also need to wait until a presenter or authenticated user joins the meeting.

If you do not wish for Anonymous users (users you don't explicitly invite) to join a meeting, you need to

ensure the Anonymous users can join a meetingAnonymous users can join a meeting is set to OffOff  for the Par ticipantPar ticipant meeting section.

It's also possible for an organizer to configure settings to let Dial-in callers be the first person in a meeting. This

setting is configured in the Audio Conferencing settings for users and would apply to all meetings scheduled by

the user.
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  Participant typesParticipant types

  Participant admittanceParticipant admittance
C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

For more information on Guest and External Access in Teams, see this article. It covers what features guest or external

users can expect to see and use when they login to Teams.

If you're recording meetings and want to see a permissions matrix around accessing the content, consult this article and

its matrix.

Meeting participants fall into three groups, each with its own privileges and restrictions:

OrganizerOrganizer  The user who creates a meeting, whether impromptu or by scheduling. An organizer must be an

authenticated in-tenant user and has control over all end-user aspects of a meeting.

PresenterPresenter  A user who is authorized to present information at a meeting, using whatever media is

supported. A meeting organizer is by definition also a presenter and determines who else can be a presenter.

An organizer can make this determination when a meeting is scheduled or while the meeting is under way.

AttendeeAttendee A user who has been invited to attend a meeting but who is not authorized to act as a presenter.

A presenter can also promote an attendee to the role of presenter during the meeting.

Meeting participants are also categorized by location and credentials. You can use both of these characteristics

to decide which users can have access to specific meetings. Users can be divided broadly into the following

categories:

Users that belong to the tenantUsers that belong to the tenant. These users have a credential in Azure Active Directory for the

tenant.

People in my organization – These users have a credential in Azure Active Directory for the tenant. People

in my organization includes invited Guest accounts.

Remote users – These users are joining from outside the corporate network. They can include employees

who are working at home or on the road, and others, such as employees of trusted vendors, who have

been granted enterprise credentials for their terms of service. Remote users can create and join meetings

and act as presenters.

Users that do not belong to the tenantUsers that do not belong to the tenant. These users do not have credentials in Azure AD for the

tenant.

Federated Users - Federated users have valid credentials with federated partners and are therefore

treated as authenticated by Teams, but are still external to the meeting organizer tenant. Federated users

can join meetings and be promoted to presenters after they have joined the meeting, but they can't create

meetings in enterprises with which they are federated.

Anonymous Users - Anonymous users do not have an Active Directory identity and are not federated

with the tenant.

Many meetings involve external users. Those same customers also want reassurance about the identity of

external users before allowing those users to join a meeting. The next section describes how Teams limits

meeting access to those user types that have been explicitly allowed, and requires all user types to present

appropriate credentials when entering a meeting.

If you do not want Anonymous users (users you don't explicitly invite) to join a meeting, you need to ensure the

Anonymous users can join a meetingAnonymous users can join a meeting is set to OffOff  for the Par ticipantPar ticipant meeting section.
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In Teams, anonymous users can be transferred to a waiting area called the lobby. Presenters can then either

admit these users into the meeting or reject them. When these users are transferred to the lobby, the presenter

and attendees are notified, and the anonymous users must then wait until they are either accepted or rejected,

or their connection times out.

By default, participants dialing in from the PSTN go directly to the meeting once an authenticated user joins the

meeting, but this option can be changed to force dial-in participants to go to the lobby.

Meeting organizers control whether participants can join a meeting without waiting in the lobby. Each meeting

can be set up to enable access using any one of the following methods:

The defaults are:

People in my Organization - Everyone external to the organization will wait in the lobby until admitted.

People from my organization and trusted organizations - Authenticated users and external users from Teams

and Skype for Business domains that are in the external access allowlist can bypass the lobby. All other users

will wait in the lobby until admitted.

Everyone - All meeting participants bypass the lobby once an authenticated user has joined the meeting.

Meeting organizers control whether participants can present during a meeting. Each meeting can be set up to

limit presenters to any one of the following options:

People in my organization - All in tenant users, including guests, can present

People in my organization and trusted organizations - All in tenant users, including guests, can present and

external users from Teams and Skype for Business domains that are in the external access allowlist can

present.

Everyone - All meeting participants are presenters.

You can modify the meeting options while a meeting is on-going. The change, when saved, will be noticeable in

the running meeting within seconds. It also affects any future occurrences of the meeting.

Top 12 tasks for security teams to support working from home

Microsoft Trust Center

Manage meeting settings in Microsoft Teams

Optimize Microsoft 365 or Office 365 connectivity for remote users using VPN split tunneling

Implementing VPN split tunneling

Meeting recordings in Teams, where recordings are stored, and who can access them

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/top-security-tasks-for-remote-work
https://microsoft.com/trustcenter
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/office-365-vpn-split-tunnel
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/office-365-vpn-implement-split-tunnel


   

 

Use end-to-end encryption for one-to-one
Microsoft Teams calls (Public preview)

 12/7/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
The Teams service model, and its encryption support, is subject to change in order to improve customer experiences. For

example, the service regularly deprecates cipher suites that are no longer considered secure. Any such changes would be

made with the goal of keeping Teams secure and Trustworthy by Design. In addition, all customer content in Microsoft

data centers is encrypted. For information about encryption layers in Microsoft 365, see Encryption in Microsoft 365.

End-to-end encryption, or E2EE, happens when content is encrypted before it's sent and decrypted only by the

intended recipient. With end-to-end encryption, only the two endpoint systems are involved in encrypting and

decrypting the call data. No other party, including Microsoft, has access to the decrypted conversation.

With this public preview release, we're rolling out E2EE for unscheduled one-to-one calls. Only the real-time

media flow, that is, video and voice data, for one-to-one Teams calls are end-to-end encrypted. Both parties

must turn on this setting to enable end-to-end encryption. Encryption in Microsoft 365 protects chat, file

sharing, presence, and other content in the call.

If you don't enable end-to-end encryption, Teams still secures a call or meeting using encryption based on

industry standards. Data exchanged during calls is always secure while in transit and at rest. For more

information, see Media encryption for Teams.

During an end-to-end encrypted call, Teams secures the following features:

Audio

Video

Screen sharing

The following advanced features aren't available during an E2EE call:

Live captions and transcription

Call transfer

Call merge

Call park

Consult then transfer

Call companion and transfer to another device

Adding a participant

Recording

Also, if your organization uses compliance recording, end-to-end encryption isn't available. For more info on

how Teams supports compliance recording, see Introduction to Teams policy-based recording for callings &

meetings.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-end-to-end-encryption.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/encryption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/encryption


 

Configure end-to-end encryption for Microsoft Teams

  Use the Teams admin center to configure end-to-end encryptionUse the Teams admin center to configure end-to-end encryption

  Use Microsoft PowerShell to configure end-to-end encryptionUse Microsoft PowerShell to configure end-to-end encryption

Complete these tasks so your users can place end-to-end encrypted calls.

Enable end-to-end encryption for your organization by creating one or more policies that define who can

use end-to-end encryption. Before you start, make sure that your work or school account has been

assigned the Teams or global administrator role. For information, see Use Microsoft Teams administrator

roles to manage Teams. When you're ready to set up E2EE, you can use the Teams admin center or

Microsoft PowerShell.

Switch on end-to-end encrypted calls in Teams settings on your device. Each user needs to complete this

task, but they only need to do it on one device. Teams synchronizes this setting across supported end

points for each user. For instructions, see Use end-to-end encryption for Teams calls.

The global, organization-wide, default policy specifies that end-to-end encryption is disabled. Users in your

organization will automatically get the global policy unless you create and assign a custom policy. To enable

end-to-end encryption, create a new encryption policy or modify the global default policy. To enable end-to-end

encryption using the Teams admin center, complete these steps.

1. Using a work or school account that has been assigned the Teams or global administrator role, sign in to

the Teams admin center.

2. Go to Other settingsOther settings  > Enhanced encr yption policiesEnhanced encr yption policies .

3. Either choose the default policy or choose AddAdd to add a new policy and then name the new policy.

4. To enable end-to-end encryption for your users, for End-to-end call encr yptionEnd-to-end call encr yption, choose users canusers can

turn it onturn it on, and then choose SaveSave.

To disable end-to-end encryption, choose Turn it off for ever yoneTurn it off for ever yone.

Once you’ve finished setting up the policy, assign the policy to users, groups, or your entire tenant the same way

you manage other Teams policies. For information about using policies in Teams, see Manage Teams with

policies.

You can manage end-to-end encryption policies using Microsoft PowerShell and the Teams admin center.

Several end-to-end encryption cmdlets are included in the Teams PowerShell module and documented in the

Microsoft Teams cmdlet reference. This article lists the cmdlets you can use and provides simple example

configurations. These configurations use the default, global policy. Your organization might require more

complex policy configuration. Complete information about these cmdlets is provided in the cmdlet reference.

End-to-end encryption PowerShell cmdlets:

Get-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy returns information about the Teams enhanced encryption

policies in your organization.

Grant-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy assigns and unassigns existing enhanced encryption policies to

a user. Use $NULL  to unassign all policies from a user.

New-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy creates a new Teams enhanced encryption policy.

Remove-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy deletes an enhanced encryption policy from your

organization. You can't delete the global, default policy.

Set-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy updates values in an existing Teams enhanced encryption policy.

Your work or school account needs the Teams or global administrator role to configure end-to-end encryption.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/1274b4d2-b5c5-4b24-a376-606fa6728a90
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=2024339
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/teams/?view=teams-ps&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csteamsenhancedencryptionpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/grant-csteamsenhancedencryptionpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csteamsenhancedencryptionpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/remove-csteamsenhancedencryptionpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/set-csteamsenhancedencryptionpolicy


  To enable end-to-end encryption for your entire tenant using the global policyTo enable end-to-end encryption for your entire tenant using the global policy

Set-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy -Identity Global -CallingEndtoEndEncryptionEnabledType 
DisabledUserOverride

  To disable end-to-end encryption for your entire tenant using the global policyTo disable end-to-end encryption for your entire tenant using the global policy

Grant-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy -Identity Global -CallingEndtoEndEncryptionEnabledType Disabled

  To enable end-to-end encryption for a single userTo enable end-to-end encryption for a single user

Grant-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy -Identity "username" -PolicyName "policyname"

Grant-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy -Identity "kenmeyer@contoso.onmicrosoft.com" -PolicyName 
"ContosoE2EEUserPolicy"

  To unassign an end-to-end encryption policy from a single userTo unassign an end-to-end encryption policy from a single user

Grant-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy -Identity "kenmeyer@contoso.onmicrosoft.com" -PolicyName $NULL

By default, end-to-end encryption is disabled. To enable end-to-end encryption for the entire tenant by setting

the default global policy, run the Set-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy cmdlet as follows.

Where:

Global  means that you're setting this configuration on the global, organization-wide default policy.

DisabledUserOverride  means that E2EE is disabled in Teams by default, but users can override the default

and turn on E2EE in their Teams settings.

By default, end-to-end encryption is disabled. If you've made changes to the global policy, you can change the

setting back by running the Grant-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy cmdlet as follows.

Where:

Global  means that you're setting this configuration on the global, organization-wide default policy.

Disabled  means that you're disabling E2EE for everyone and users can't turn it on in their Teams settings.

To enable end-to-end encryption for a user, run the Grant-CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy cmdlet as follows.

Where:

username  is the name of the user.

policyname  is the name you want to use for the policy. Policy names can't contain spaces, for example,

ContosoE2EEUserPolicy.

Users still need to switch on end-to-end encrypted calling in their Teams settings before they can make an end-

to-end encrypted call. For instructions, see Use end-to-end encryption for Teams calls.

For example:

Users can have one and only one encryption policy assigned to them at a time. When you unassign a policy

from a user, the user is then assigned the global, organization-wide, default policy. You can't unassign the default

policy. To unassign an end-to-end encryption policy from a user, run the Grant-

CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy cmdlet as follows.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/set-csteamsenhancedencryptionpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/grant-csteamsenhancedencryptionpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/grant-csteamsenhancedencryptionpolicy
https://support.microsoft.com/office/1274b4d2-b5c5-4b24-a376-606fa6728a90
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/grant-csteamsenhancedencryptionpolicy


 Switch on end-to-end encryption on your device

 Related topics

For instructions, see Use end-to-end encryption for Teams calls.

Top 12 tasks for security teams to support working from home

Manage meeting settings in Microsoft Teams

https://support.microsoft.com/office/1274b4d2-b5c5-4b24-a376-606fa6728a90
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/top-security-tasks-for-remote-work
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

 Sentinel and Microsoft Teams Activity Logs

NOTENOTE

 Step 1: Collect Teams logs: Enable Audit logs in Microsoft 365

 Step 2: Connect Office 365 logs to Azure Sentinel

 Helpful hunting KQL queries

Azure Sentinel now has an integrated connector. For more information, see Connect Office 365 Logs to Azure Sentinel.

This is the recommended route for collecting these logs and supersedes the collection methods described below.

Teams serves a central role in communication and data-sharing in the Microsoft 365 Cloud. Since Teams touches

on so many technologies in the Cloud, it can benefit from human and automated analysis. This applies to both

hunting in logs, and real-time monitoring of meetings. Azure Sentinel offers admins these solutions.

Need a refresher on Azure Sentinel? This article is just the thing.

This article focuses on collecting Teams activity logs in Azure Sentinel.

Sentinel lets administrators do security management in one location. This includes managing:

Third-party devices

Microsoft Threat Protection

Microsoft 365 Workloads

Sentinel workbooks and runbooks can make security monitoring systematic. A good first step in this process is

collecting the logs needed analysis.

More than one Microsoft 365 subscription can be surfaced in the same instance of Azure Sentinel. This will allow for

realtime monitoring and hunting for threats in historical log files. Administrators will be able to hunt using cross-resource

queries, that is within a single resource group, across resource groups, or in another subscription.

Because Teams logs activity through Microsoft 365, audit logs aren't collected by default. Turn on this feature

with these steps. Teams data is collected in the Microsoft 365 audit under Audit.General.

Azure Sentinel provides a built-in connector for Office 365 logs, which enables you to ingest Teams data into

Azure Sentinel together with other Office 365 data.

In Azure Sentinel, enable the Office 365 data connector. For more information, see the Azure Sentinel

documentation.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-sentinel-guide.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/connect-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/livestream
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/log-query/cross-workspace-query
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/turn-audit-log-search-on-or-off
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/connect-office-365


  Federated external users queryFederated external users query

OfficeActivity
| where TimeGenerated > ago(7d)
| where Operation =~ "MemberAdded"
| where parse_json(Members)[0].Role == 3
| project TeamName, Operation, UserId, Members
| mv-expand bagexpansion=array Members
| evaluate bag_unpack(Members)

TIPTIP

  Who recently joined / Whose role changedWho recently joined / Whose role changed

OfficeActivity
| where TimeGenerated > ago(7d)
| where Operation =~ "MemberAdded"
| where Members has "<DisplayName>" or Members has "<UserPrincipalName>"
| project TeamName, Operation, UserId, Members

OfficeActivity
| where TimeGenerated > ago(7d)
| where Operation =~ "MemberRoleChanged"
| project TeamName, Operation, UserId, Members
| mv-expand bagexpansion=array Members
| evaluate bag_unpack(Members)
| where Role == '1'

  External users from unknown or new organizationsExternal users from unknown or new organizations

  External users who were added and then removedExternal users who were added and then removed

Use these queries to familiarize yourself with your Teams data and Teams environment. Knowing how the

environment should look and behave is a good first step in recognizing suspicious activity. From there, you can

branch out into threat hunting.

Get the list of Teams sites that have federated external users. These users have a domain name and/or a UPN

suffix that isn't owned by your organization.

In this example query, the organization owns contoso.com.

To learn more about External and Guest access types in Teams see Communicate with users from other organizations, or

the Participant Types section in the Teams Security Guide.

Query a specific user to check if they were added to a Teams channel in the last seven days, or within a week:

Query whether a user's role changed for a Team in the last seven days:

In Teams, you can add external users to your environment or channels. Organizations often have a limited

number of key partnerships and add users from among these partners. This KQL looks at external users added

to teams who come from organizations that haven't been seen or added before.

For more information, see the query in the Azure Sentinel community git hub.

Attackers with some level of existing access may add a new external account to Teams to access and exfiltrate

data. They may also quickly remove that user to hide that they made access. This query hunts for external

accounts that are added to Teams and swiftly removed to help identify suspicious behavior.

For more information, see the query in the Azure Sentinel community git hub.

https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel/blob/master/Hunting%20Queries/OfficeActivity/ExternalUserFromNewOrgAddedToTeams.yaml
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel/blob/master/Detections/OfficeActivity/ExternalUserAddedRemovedInTeams.yaml


  New bot or application addedNew bot or application added

  User accounts who are Owners of large numbers of TeamsUser accounts who are Owners of large numbers of Teams

  Many Team deletions by a single userMany Team deletions by a single user

  Expanding your threat hunting opportunitiesExpanding your threat hunting opportunities

Teams can include apps or bots in a Team to extend the feature set (including custom apps and bots). In some

cases, an app or bot can be used for persistence in Teams without needing a user account, and can access files

and other data. This query hunts for apps or bots that are new to Teams.

For more information, see the query in the Azure Sentinel community git hub.

Attackers looking to elevate their privileges may assign themselves Owner privileges of a large number of

diverse teams. Usually, users create and own a few teams around specific topics. This KQL query looks for

suspicious behavior.

For more information, see the query in the Azure Sentinel community git hub.

Attackers can cause disruptions and jeopardize projects and data by deleting multiple teams. Since teams are

usually deleted by individual Owners, central deletion of many teams can be a sign of trouble. This KQL looks for

single users who delete multiple teams.

For more information, see the query in the Azure Sentinel community git hub.

Combining queries from resources like Azure Active Directory (Azure AD), or other Office 365 workloads can be

used with Teams queries. For example, combine the detection of suspicious patterns in Azure AD SigninLogs,

and use that output while hunting for Team Owners.

https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel/blob/master/Hunting%20Queries/OfficeActivity/NewBotAddedToTeams.yaml
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel/blob/master/Hunting%20Queries/OfficeActivity/MultiTeamOwner.yaml
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel/blob/master/Hunting%20Queries/OfficeActivity/MultipleTeamsDeletes.yaml


let timeRange = 1d;
let lookBack = 7d;
let threshold_Failed = 5;
let threshold_FailedwithSingleIP = 20;
let threshold_IPAddressCount = 2;
let isGUID = "[0-9a-z]{8}-[0-9a-z]{4}-[0-9a-z]{4}-[0-9a-z]{4}-[0-9a-z]{12}";
let azPortalSignins = SigninLogs
| where TimeGenerated >= ago(timeRange)
// Azure Portal only and exclude non-failure Result Types
| where AppDisplayName has "Azure Portal" and ResultType !in ("0", "50125", "50140")
// Tagging identities not resolved to friendly names
| extend Unresolved = iff(Identity matches regex isGUID, true, false);
// Lookup up resolved identities from last 7 days
let identityLookup = SigninLogs
| where TimeGenerated >= ago(lookBack)
| where not(Identity matches regex isGUID)
| summarize by UserId, lu_UserDisplayName = UserDisplayName, lu_UserPrincipalName = UserPrincipalName;
// Join resolved names to unresolved list from portal signins
let unresolvedNames = azPortalSignins | where Unresolved == true | join kind= inner (
   identityLookup ) on UserId
| extend UserDisplayName = lu_UserDisplayName, UserPrincipalName = lu_UserPrincipalName
| project-away lu_UserDisplayName, lu_UserPrincipalName;
// Join Signins that had resolved names with list of unresolved that now have a resolved name
let u_azPortalSignins = azPortalSignins | where Unresolved == false | union unresolvedNames;
let failed_signins = (u_azPortalSignins
| extend Status = strcat(ResultType, ": ", ResultDescription), OS = tostring(DeviceDetail.operatingSystem), 
Browser = tostring(DeviceDetail.browser)
| extend FullLocation = strcat(Location,'|', LocationDetails.state, '|', LocationDetails.city)
| summarize TimeGenerated = makelist(TimeGenerated), Status = makelist(Status), IPAddresses = 
makelist(IPAddress), IPAddressCount = dcount(IPAddress), FailedLogonCount = count()
by UserPrincipalName, UserId, UserDisplayName, AppDisplayName, Browser, OS, FullLocation
| mvexpand TimeGenerated, IPAddresses, Status
| extend TimeGenerated = todatetime(tostring(TimeGenerated)), IPAddress = tostring(IPAddresses), Status = 
tostring(Status)
| project-away IPAddresses
| summarize StartTime = min(TimeGenerated), EndTime = max(TimeGenerated) by UserPrincipalName, UserId, 
UserDisplayName, Status, FailedLogonCount, IPAddress, IPAddressCount, AppDisplayName, Browser, OS, 
FullLocation
| where (IPAddressCount >= threshold_IPAddressCount and FailedLogonCount >= threshold_Failed) or 
FailedLogonCount >= threshold_FailedwithSingleIP
| project UserPrincipalName);
OfficeActivity
| where TimeGenerated > ago(time_window)
| where Operation =~ "MemberRoleChanged"
| mv-expand bagexpansion=array Members
| evaluate bag_unpack(Members)
| where Role == '2'
| where Members in (failed_signins)

| where AppDisplayName has 'Teams'

Also, you can make the SigninLogs detections specific to Teams by adding a filter for only Teams-based logons

by using:

To help explain using where AppDisplayName has Teams further, the KQL you see below demonstrates a

successful logon from one IP address with failure from a different IP address, but scoped to only Teams sign-ins:



let timeFrame = 1d;
let logonDiff = 10m;
SigninLogs 
  | where TimeGenerated >= ago(timeFrame) 
  | where ResultType == "0" 
  | where AppDisplayName has "Teams"
  | project SuccessLogonTime = TimeGenerated, UserPrincipalName, SuccessIPAddress = IPAddress, 
AppDisplayName, SuccessIPBlock = strcat(split(IPAddress, ".")[0], ".", split(IPAddress, ".")[1])
  | join kind= inner (
      SigninLogs 
      | where TimeGenerated >= ago(timeFrame) 
      | where ResultType !in ("0", "50140") 
      | where ResultDescription !~ "Other"  
      | where AppDisplayName startswith "Microsoft Teams"
      | project FailedLogonTime = TimeGenerated, UserPrincipalName, FailedIPAddress = IPAddress, 
AppDisplayName, ResultType, ResultDescription
  ) on UserPrincipalName, AppDisplayName 
  | where SuccessLogonTime < FailedLogonTime and FailedLogonTime - SuccessLogonTime <= logonDiff and 
FailedIPAddress !startswith SuccessIPBlock
  | summarize FailedLogonTime = max(FailedLogonTime), SuccessLogonTime = max(SuccessLogonTime) by 
UserPrincipalName, SuccessIPAddress, AppDisplayName, FailedIPAddress, ResultType, ResultDescription 
  | extend timestamp = SuccessLogonTime, AccountCustomEntity = UserPrincipalName, IPCustomEntity = 
SuccessIPAddress

 Important information and updates
Thank you for content collaboration, Pete Br yan, Nicholas DiCola, and Matthew Lowe.Thank you for content collaboration, Pete Br yan, Nicholas DiCola, and Matthew Lowe. Pete Bryan,

and people he collaborates with, continue to develop detection and hunting queries for Teams.

Stay in touch with this Git Hub repository for updates.

Watch for updates to the parser and logic app used in this article.

You should also join (and contribute to) the Azure Sentinel community. We are actively looking for feedback on

this article, so please use the feedback option below. Thank you & Happy hunting.

Registering your application in Azure AD

Turn audit log search on or off

What is Azure Sentinel?

https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel/tree/master/Hunting%20Queries/TeamsLogs
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel/blob/master/Parsers/Teams_parser.txt
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel/tree/master/Playbooks/Get-O365Data
https://github.com/Azure/Azure-Sentinel/wiki
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skype-sdk/ucwa/registeringyourapplicationinazuread%C2%A0%20%20%C2%A0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/turn-audit-log-search-on-or-off
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/overview
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All

Microsoft FastTrack is available to assist
you.

Cloud identity

Hybrid identity

Microsoft Teams supports all the identity models that are available with Microsoft 365 and Office 365, which

include:

Cloud-onlyCloud-only : User accounts are created and managed in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and stored in Azure

Active Directory (Azure AD). User sign-in credentials (account name and password) are validated by

Azure AD.

HybridHybrid: User accounts are typically managed in an on-premises Active Directory Domain Services (AD

DS) forest. Depending on the configuration, credential validation can be done by Azure AD, AD DS, or a

federated identity provider. This model uses directory synchronization from AD DS to Azure AD with

Azure AD Connect.

For more information, see Microsoft 365 identity models and Azure AD.

Depending on your organization's decisions of which identity model and configuration you use, the

implementation steps may vary.

If you haven't already deployed Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and an identity model, use this table.

1. Compare Microsoft 365 and
Office 365 plan options and
obtain a subscription and a
tenant.

2. Create a Microsoft 365 or
Office 365 organization for
your tenant.

3. Purchase Microsoft 365 or
Office 365 licenses for the
tenant

4. Configure domains and admin
user accounts.

Office 365 plan options

Compare Microsoft 365 for
business Plans

Buy or remove subscription
licenses

Add licenses to a subscription

Set up Microsoft 365 for
business

Add a domain with the setup
wizard

Create user accounts with the
Microsoft 365 admin center

Add users and assign licenses

1. Install Azure AD Connect.

2. Configure directory
synchronization.

3. Manage users and groups with
AD DS tools.

Set up directory
synchronization

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/identify-models-authentication.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/about-microsoft-365-identity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-platform-service-description/office-365-plan-options
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=854617
https://support.office.com/article/Buy-licenses-for-your-Office-365-for-business-subscription-36081d8d-b3fa-4948-8c34-e217bba825e1
https://support.office.com/article/Add-licenses-to-a-subscription-paid-for-using-a-product-key-4fb4bd7e-3920-4ce0-98fb-0c06e3fedf53
https://support.office.com/Article/set-up-Office-365-for-business-6a3a29a0-e616-4713-99d1-15eda62d04fa
https://support.office.com/article/Add-users-and-domain-with-the-setup-wizard-6383f56d-3d09-4dcb-9b41-b5f5a5efd611
https://www.microsoft.com/fasttrack/microsoft-365
https://support.office.com/article/Add-users-individually-or-in-bulk-to-Office-365-Admin-Help-1970f7d6-03b5-442f-b385-5880b9c256ec
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/set-up-directory-synchronization


Hybrid identity with federated
authentication
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 Multi-factor authentication

1. Install and configure a
federated identity provider
such as AD FS.

2. Install Azure AD Connect and
configure directory
synchronization and federated
authentication.

3. Manage users and groups with
AD DS tools.

Plan your AD FS deployment

Checklist: Deploy your
federation server farm

Configure extranet access for
AD FS

Set up a trust between AD FS
and Azure AD

Verify and manage single sign-
on with ADFS

Set up directory
synchronization

Passwords are the most common method of authentication for signing in to a computer or online service, but

they are also the most vulnerable. People can choose easy passwords and use the same passwords for multiple

sign-ins to different computers and services.

To provide an additional level of security for sign-ins, use multi-factor authentication (MFA), which requires both

a password and an additional verification method such as:

A text message sent to a phone that requires the user to type a verification code.

A phone call.

The Microsoft Authenticator smart phone app.

Other methods available with hybrid identity and federated authentication.

MFA is supported with any Microsoft 365 or Office 365 plan that includes Microsoft Teams. It is highly

recommended that at a minimum you require MFA for that accounts that are assigned administrator roles, such

as Teams service admin.

You should also roll out MFA to your users. Once your users are enrolled for MFA, the next time they sign in,

they will see a message that asks them to set up their additional verification method.

For more information, see Multi-factor authentication for Microsoft 365.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/azure/azure-services/dn151324(v=azure.100)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/azure/azure-services/dn528856(v=azure.100)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/azure/azure-services/dn528859(v=azure.100)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/azure/azure-services/jj205461(v=azure.100)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/azure/azure-services/jj151809(v=azure.100)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/set-up-directory-synchronization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/about-admin-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/security-and-compliance/multi-factor-authentication-microsoft-365
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  How modern authentication worksHow modern authentication works

Microsoft recommends that organizations use recent versions of Windows 10 with either Hybrid Domain Join or

Azure AD Join configuration. Using recent versions ensures that users’ accounts are primed in Windows’ Web

Account Manager, which in turn enables single sign-on to Teams and other Microsoft applications. Single sign-

on provides a better user experience (silent sign-in) and a better security posture.

Microsoft Teams uses modern authentication to keep the sign-in experience simple and secure. To see how users

sign in to Teams, read Sign in to Teams.

Modern authentication is a process that lets Teams know that users have already entered their credentials, such

as their work email and password elsewhere, and they shouldn't be required to enter them again to start the

app. The experience varies depending on a couple factors, like if users are working in Windows or on a Mac. It

will also vary depending on whether your organization has enabled single-factor authentication or multifactor

authentication. Multifactor authentication usually involves verifying credentials via a phone, providing a unique

code, entering a PIN, or presenting a thumbprint. Here's a rundown of each modern authentication scenario.

Modern authentication is available for every organization that uses Teams. If users aren't able to complete the

process, there might be an underlying issue with your organization's Azure AD configuration. For more

information, see Why am I having trouble signing in to Microsoft Teams?

If users have already signed in to Windows or to other Office apps with their work or school account,

when they start Teams they're taken straight to the app. There's no need for them to enter their

credentials.

Microsoft recommends using Windows 10 version 1903 or later for the best Single Sign-On experience.

If users are not signed in to their Microsoft work or school account anywhere else, when they start Teams,

they're asked to provide either single-factor or multifactor authentication (SFA or MFA). This process

depends on what your organization has decided they'd like the sign-in procedure to require.

If users are signed in to a domain-joined computer, when they start Teams, they might be asked to go

through one more authentication step, depending on whether your organization opted to require MFA or

if their computer already requires MFA to sign in. If their computer already requires MFA to sign in, when

they open up Teams, the app automatically starts.

On Domain joined PCs, when SSO isn't possible Teams may pre-fill its login screen with the user principal

name (UPN). There are cases where you may not want this, especially if your organization uses different

UPNs on-premises and in Azure Active Directory. If that's the case, you can use the following Windows

registry key to turn off pre-population of the UPN:

Computer\HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\Teams

SkipUpnPrefill(REG_DWORD)

0x00000001 (1)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/sign-in-teams.md
https://support.office.com/article/sign-in-to-teams-ea4b1443-d11b-4791-8ae1-9977e7723055
https://support.office.com/article/why-am-i-having-trouble-signing-in-to-microsoft-teams-a02f683b-61a3-4008-9447-ee60c5593b0f


  Signing in to another account on a Domain Joined computerSigning in to another account on a Domain Joined computer

 macOS users

 Teams on iOS and Android users

NOTENOTE

 Using Teams with multiple accounts

NOTENOTE
Skipping or ignoring user name pre-fill for user names that end in ".local" or ".corp" is on by default, so you don't

need to set a registry key to turn these off.

Users on domain-joined computer may not be able to sign in to Teams with another account in the same Active

Directory domain.

On macOS, Teams will prompt users to enter their username and credentials and may prompt for multifactor

authentication depending on your organization's settings. Once users enter their credentials, they won't be

required to provide them again. From that point on, Teams automatically starts whenever they're working on the

same computer.

Upon sign in, mobile users will see a list of all the Microsoft 365 accounts that are either currently signed-in or

were previously signed-in on their device. Users can tap on any of the accounts to sign in. There are two

scenarios for mobile sign in:

1. If the selected account is currently signed in to other Office 365 or Microsoft 365 apps, then the user will

be taken straight to Teams. There's no need for the user to enter their credentials.

2. If user isn't signed in to their Microsoft 365 account anywhere else, they will be asked to provide single-

factor or multifactor authentication (SFA or MFA), depending on what your organization has configured

for mobile sign-in policies.

For users to experience the sign on experience as described in this section, their devices must be running Teams for iOS

version 2.0.13 (build 2020061704) or later, or Teams for Android version 1416/1.0.0.2020061702 or later.

Teams for iOS and Android supports the use of multiple work or school and multiple personal accounts side by

side. Teams desktop applications will support one work/school and one personal account side by side in

December 2020, with support for multiple work/school accounts coming at a later date.

The following images show how users can add multiple accounts in Teams mobile applications.



 Restrict sign in to Teams

  How to restrict sign in on mobile devicesHow to restrict sign in on mobile devices

P L AT F O RMP L AT F O RM KEYKEY VA L UEVA L UE

iOS IntuneMAMAllowedAccountsOnlyIntuneMAMAllowedAccountsOnly EnabledEnabled: The only account allowed is
the managed user account defined by
the IntuneMAMUPN key.
DisabledDisabled (or any value that is not a
case insensitive match to EnabledEnabled):
Any account is allowed.

iOS IntuneMAMUPNIntuneMAMUPN UPN of the account allowed to sign in
to Teams.
For Intune enrolled devices, the
{{userprincipalname}} token may be
used to represent the enrolled user
account.

Organization may want to restrict how corporate-approved apps are used on managed devices, for example to

restrict students' or employees’ ability to access data from other organizations or use corporate-approved apps

for personal scenarios. These restrictions can be enforced by setting Devices Policies that Teams applications

recognize.

Teams for iOS and Android offers IT administrators the ability to push account configurations to Microsoft 365

accounts. This capability works with any Mobile Device Management (MDM) provider that uses the Managed

App Configuration channel for iOS or the Android Enterprise channel for Android.

For users enrolled in Microsoft Intune, you can deploy the account configuration settings using Intune in the

Azure portal.

Once account setup configuration has been configured in the MDM provider, and after the user enrolls their

device, on the sign-in page, Teams for iOS and Android will only show the allowed account(s) on the Teams sign-

in page. The user can tap on any of the allowed accounts on this page to sign in.

Set the following configuration parameters in the Azure Intune portal for managed devices.

https://developer.apple.com/library/archive/samplecode/sc2279/Introduction/Intro.html
https://developer.android.com/work/managed-configurations


Android com.microsoft.intune.mam.Allowecom.microsoft.intune.mam.Allowe
dAccountUPNsdAccountUPNs

Only account(s) allowed are the
managed user account(s) defined by
this key.
One or more semi-colons;]- delimited
UPNs.
For Intune enrolled devices, the
{{userprincipalname}} token may be
used to represent the enrolled user
account.

P L AT F O RMP L AT F O RM KEYKEY VA L UEVA L UE

  How to restrict sign in on desktop devicesHow to restrict sign in on desktop devices

NOTENOTE

Once the account setup configuration has been set, Teams will restrict the ability to sign in, so that only allowed

accounts on enrolled devices will be granted access.

To create an app configuration policy for managed iOS/iPadOS devices, see Add app configuration policies for

managed iOS/iPadOS devices.

To create an app configuration policy for managed Android devices, see Add app configuration policies for

managed Android devices.

Teams apps on Windows and macOS are gaining support for device policies that restrict sign in to your

organization. The policies can be set via usual Device Management solutions such as MDM (Mobile Device

Management) or GPO (Group Policy Object).

When this policy is configured on a device, users can only sign in with accounts homed in an Azure AD tenant

that is included in the “Tenant Allow List” defined in the policy. The policy applies to all sign-ins, including first

and additional accounts. If your organization spans multiple Azure AD tenants, you can include multiple Tenant

IDs in the Allow List. Links to add another account may continue to be visible in the Teams app, but they won't be

operable.

1. The policy only restricts sign-ins. It does not restrict the ability for users to be invited as a guest in other Azure AD

tenants, or switch to those other tenants (where users have been invited as a guest).

2. The policy requires Teams for Windows version 1.3.00.30866 or higher, and Teams for macOS version 1.3.00.30882

(released mid-November 2020).

Policies for WindowsPolicies for Windows Administrative Template files (ADMX/ADML) are available from the Download center

(the policy setting descriptive name in the administrative template file is "Restrict sign in to Teams to accounts in

specific tenants"). Additionally, you can manually set keys in Windows Registry:

Value Name: RestrictTeamsSignInToAccountsFromTenantList

Value Type: String

Value Data: Tenant ID, or comma-separated list of Tenant IDs

Path: use one of the following

Computer\HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Policies\Microsoft\Cloud\Office\16.0\Teams

Computer\HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Policies\Microsoft\Office\16.0\Teams

Computer\HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Office\16.0\Teams

Example: SOFTWARE\Policies\Microsoft\Office\16.0\Teams\RestrictTeamsSignInToAccountsFromTenantList =

Tenant ID or SOFTWARE\Policies\Microsoft\Office\16.0\Teams\RestrictTeamsSignInToAccountsFromTenantList =

Tenant ID 1,Tenant ID 2,Tenant ID 3

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/app-configuration-policies-use-ios
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/app-configuration-policies-use-android
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=49030


  Global sign inGlobal sign in

 URLs and IP address ranges

 Related topics

Policies for macOSPolicies for macOS  For macOS managed devices, use .plist to deploy sign-in restrictions. The configuration

profile is a .plist file that consists of entries identified by a key (which denotes the name of the preference),

followed by a value, which depends on the nature of the preference. Values can either be simple (such as a

numerical value) or complex, such as a nested list of preferences.

Domain: com.microsoft.teams

Key: RestrictTeamsSignInToAccountsFromTenantList

Data Type: String

Comments: Enter comma separate list of Azure AD tenant ID(s)

The Teams Android app now supports Global sign-in, to provide a hassle free sign-in experience for Frontline

Workers. Employees can pick a device from the shared device pool and do a single sign in to "make it theirs" for

the duration of their shift. At the end of their shift, they should be able to perform sign out to globally sign out

on the device. See Sign out of Teams to learn more. This with remove all of their personal and company

information from the device so they can return the device to the device pool. To get this capability, the device

must be in shared mode. To learn how to set up a shared device, see How to use a shared device mode in

Android.

The sign-in experience looks similar to our standard Teams sign-in experience.

Teams requires connectivity to the Internet. To understand endpoints that should be reachable for customers

using Teams in Office 365 plans, Government, and other clouds, read Office 365 URLs and IP address ranges.

Teams Troubleshooting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/tutorial-v2-shared-device-mode#set-up-an-android-device-in-shared-mode
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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 Account sharing between apps

 Sign out of Teams on desktop

 Sign out of Teams on mobile devices

  Global sign-in and sign-out for Frontline workersGlobal sign-in and sign-out for Frontline workers

 Manual Cleanup

We recommend for users to remain signed in to the Microsoft Teams app to continue receiving chats, incoming

calls, and other activities. We understand that, at times, users might want to sign out of the Teams application for

several reasons:

Because they're done using Teams for the day

They want to use a different account

Because they're on a device that they share with another person

For these reason and others, Teams allows you to sign out of the app and end your session.

Modern operating systems allow sharing of accounts between different apps on a device. This single sign-on

(SSO) design allows users to use multiple apps on their device without requiring them to sign in to every single

app. Teams doesn't control this behavior, but it does take advantage of the convenience this design provides for

the end-user experience.

SSO has an important impact on sign out. When users sign out of Teams, the data associated with their account

is removed from the Teams app, but other apps on the device could continue to have access to their account. It

also means that users might not be prompted to reenter their credentials if they choose to sign back in to Teams

with the same account.

To sign out of the Teams desktop client or from the browser, select your profile picture at the top of the app, and

then select S ign outSign out.

For the desktop app, you can also right-click the app icon in the taskbar, and then select S ign outSign out.

If you have multiple accounts added, you'll need to sign out of each individual account. Once you've signed out

of the accounts in Teams, you might need to enter your credentials again on the next launch of the app to access

your account.

On mobile, you can sign out of Teams by going to the menu, selecting the MoreMore menu, and then selecting S ignSign

outout. Once signed out, you'll need to reenter their credentials the next time you launch the app.

The Teams Android app now supports Global sign-in and sign-out, to provide a hassle free sign-in and sign-out

experience for Frontline Workers. Employees can pick a device from the shared device pool and do a single sign-

in to "make it theirs" for the duration of their shift. At the end of their shift, they should be able to perform sign

out to globally sign out on the device. This will remove all of their personal and company information from the

device so they can return the device to the device pool. To get this capability, the device must be in shared mode.

To learn how to set up a shared device, see How to use a shared device mode in Android.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/sign-out-of-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/tutorial-v2-shared-device-mode#set-up-an-android-device-in-shared-mode


 Related topics

While rare, it's possible that Teams might not be able to clean up after itself fully on sign-out. Based on user

reports, the common causes include files being locked by a service running on the system but there could be

other reasons dependent on an individual’s device configurations or policies and user permissions applied to

the device.

One common manifestation of this problem is that Teams will try to automatically select an existing account to

sign the user in. In situations like this, the user might want to manually clean up Teams’ local cache. Learn more

at Sign in or remove an account from Teams.

Sign in or remove an account from Teams

https://support.microsoft.com/office/sign-out-or-remove-an-account-from-teams-a6d76e69-e1dd-4bc4-8e5f-04ba48384487?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://support.microsoft.com/office/sign-out-or-remove-an-account-from-teams-a6d76e69-e1dd-4bc4-8e5f-04ba48384487?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
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 Teams allow list with AppLocker

  Example of publisher condition rulesExample of publisher condition rules

Publisher: O=MICROSOFT CORPORATION, L=REDMOND, S=WASHINGTON, C=US
Product name: MICROSOFT TEAMS
Product name: MICROSOFT TEAMS UPDATE

 Related topics

This article explains how to enable the Teams desktop client app with AppLocker application control policies. Use

of AppLocker is designed to restrict program and script execution by non-administrative users. For more

information and guidance on AppLocker, see What is AppLocker?.

The process for enabling Teams with AppLocker requires the creation of AppLocker-based allow listing policies.

Policies are created with Group Policy management software and/or the use of Windows PowerShell cmdlets for

AppLocker (see the AppLocker technical reference for more information). The AppLocker policy is saved in XML

format and can be edited with any text or XML editor.

AppLocker rules are organized into collections of rules. AppLocker rules apply to the targeted app, and they are

the components that make up the AppLocker policy.

To allow Teams, we recommend that you use the publisher condition rules since all Teams app files are digitally

signed.

We don't recommend the use of path rules because the Teams installation directory is user-writable. We also

don't recommend the use of hash rules because the rules would have to be updated each time the Teams client

app is updated.

Since Teams desktop executable files are digitally signed, the publisher condition identifies an app file based on

its digital signature and embedded version attributes. The digital signature contains information about the

company that created the app file (the publisher). The version information, which is obtained from the binary

resource, includes the name of the product that the file is part of and the version number of the application file.

For the Teams client app (all files, all versions) add the following to the Executable Rules & DLL Rules:

What is AppLocker? AppLocker technical reference

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/applocker-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/windows-defender-application-control/applocker/what-is-applocker
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/windows-defender-application-control/applocker/applocker-technical-reference
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/windows-defender-application-control/applocker/understanding-the-publisher-rule-condition-in-applocker
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/windows-defender-application-control/applocker/what-is-applocker
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/windows-defender-application-control/applocker/applocker-technical-reference
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Applying any Conditional Access (CA) policy on SharePoint in Microsoft 365 is also applied to Teams. However,

some organizations want to block access to SharePoint files (upload, download, view, edit, create) yet allow their

employees to use Teams desktop, mobile, and web clients on unmanaged devices. Under the CA policy rules,

blocking SharePoint would lead to blocking Teams as well. This article explains how you can work around this

limitation and allow your employees to continue using Teams while completely blocking access to files stored in

SharePoint.

Blocking or limiting access on unmanaged devices relies on Azure AD conditional access policies. Learn about Azure AD

licensing. For an overview of conditional access in Azure AD, see Conditional access in Azure Active Directory. For info

about recommended SharePoint Online access policies, see Policy recommendations for securing SharePoint sites and files.

If you limit access on unmanaged devices, users on managed devices must use one of the supported OS and browser

combinations, or they will also have limited access.

You can block or limit access for :

Users in the organization or only some users or security groups.

All sites in the organization or only some sites.

When access is blocked, users will see an error message. Blocking access helps provide security and protects

secure data. When access is blocked, users will see an error message.

1. Open the SharePoint Admin Center.

2. Expand PoliciesPolicies  > Access PoliciesAccess Policies .

3. In the Unmanaged DevicesUnmanaged Devices  section, select Block AccessBlock Access  and select SaveSave.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/block-access-sharepoint.md
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/active-directory/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/sharepoint-file-access-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/concept-conditional-access-conditions#supported-browsers


NOTENOTE

4. Open the Azure Active Directory portal and navigate to Conditional Access PoliciesConditional Access Policies .

You'll see a new policy has been created by SharePoint that's similar to this example:

5. Update the policy to target only specific users or a group.

Setting this policy will cut your access to the SharePoint admin portal. We recommended that you configure the exclusion

policy and select the Global and SharePoint admins.

6. Verify that only SharePoint is selected as targeted Cloud App

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_AAD_IAM/ConditionalAccessBlade/Policies


7. Update ConditionsConditions  to include desktop clients, as well.

8. Make sure that Grant accessGrant access  is enabled



9. Make sure Use app enforced restr ictionsUse app enforced restr ictions  is enabled.

10. Enable your policy and select SaveSave.

To test your policy, you need to sign out from any client such as the Teams desktop app or the OneDrive for

Business sync client and sign in again to see the policy working. If your access has been blocked, you'll see a

message in Teams that states the item might not exist.



 Related topics

In SharePoint, you'll receive an access denied message.

Control access for unmanaged devices in SharePoint

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/control-access-from-unmanaged-devices
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 Background

Information barriers (IBs) are policies that an admin can configure to prevent individuals or groups from

communicating with each other. IBs are useful if, for example, one department is handling information that

shouldn't be shared with other departments. IBs are also useful when a group needs to be isolated or prevented

from communicating with anyone outside of that group.

For Microsoft Teams, information barriers can determine and prevent the following kinds of unauthorized

collaborations:

Adding a user to a team or channel

User access to team or channel content

User access to 1:1 and group chats

User access to meetings

Prevents lookups and discovery, users will not be visible in the people picker.

Information barrier groups cannot be created across tenants.

Using bots, Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) apps, APIs to send activity feed notifications, and some APIs to add

users is not supported in version 1.

Private channels are compliant to information barriers policies that you configure.

For information about support for barriers for SharePoint sites that are connected to Teams, see Segments associated

with Microsoft Teams sites.

The primary driver for IBs comes from the financial services industry. The Financial Industry Regulatory

Authority (FINRA) reviews IBs and conflicts of interest within member firms and provides guidance about

managing such conflicts (FINRA 2241, Debt Research Regulatory Notice 15-31.

However, since introducing IBs, many other areas have found them to be useful. Other common scenarios

include:

EducationEducation: Students in one school aren't able to look up contact details for students of other schools.

LegalLegal : Maintaining the confidentiality of data that is obtained by the lawyer of one client and preventing it

from being accessed by a lawyer for the same firm who represents a different client.

GovernmentGovernment: Information access and control are limited across departments and groups.

Professional ser vicesProfessional ser vices : A group of people in a company is only able to chat with a client or a specific

customer via guest access during a customer engagement.

For example, Enrico belongs to the Banking segment and Pradeep belongs to the Financial advisor segment.

Enrico and Pradeep can't communicate with each other because the organization's IB policy blocks

communication and collaboration between these two segments. However, Enrico and Pradeep can communicate

with Lee in HR.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/information-barriers-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/information-barriers#segments-associated-with-microsoft-teams-sites
https://www.finra.org
https://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/Regulatory-Notice-15-31_0.pdf


 When to use information barriers

 Managing information barrier policies

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Information barriers administrator role

 Information barrier triggers

You might want to use IBs in situations like these:

A team must be prevented from communicating or sharing data with a specific other team.

A team must not communicate or share data with anyone outside of the team.

The Information Barrier Policy Evaluation Service determines whether a communication complies with IB

policies.

IB policies are managed in the Microsoft 365 Compliance Center (SCC) using PowerShell cmdlets. For more

information, see Define policies for information barriers.

Before you set up or define policies, you must enable scoped directory search in Microsoft Teams. Wait at least a few

hours after enabling scoped directory search before you set up or define policies for information barriers. For more

information, see Define information barrier policies.

The IB Compliance Management role is responsible for managing IB policies. For more information about this

role, see Permissions in the Microsoft 365 Compliance Center.

IB policies are activated when the following Teams events take place:

Members are added to a teamMembers are added to a team: Whenever you add a user to a team, the user's policy must be

evaluated against the IB policies of other team members. After the user is successfully added, the user can

perform all functions in the team without further checks. If the user's policy blocks them from being

added to the team, the user won't show up in search.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/information-barriers-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/information-barriers-policies#prerequisites
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/permissions-in-the-security-and-compliance-center


A new chat is requestedA new chat is requested: Each time that a user requests a new chat with one or more other users, the

chat is evaluated to make sure that it isn't violating any IB policies. If the conversation violates an IB policy,

then the conversation isn't started.

Here's an example of a 1:1 chat.

Here's an example of a group chat.

A user is invited to join a meetingA user is invited to join a meeting: When a user is invited to join a meeting, the IB policy that applies

to the user is evaluated against the IB policies that apply to the other team members. If there's a violation,

the user won't be allowed to join the meeting.



A screen is shared between two or more usersA screen is shared between two or more users : When a user shares a screen with other users, the

sharing must be evaluated to make sure that it doesn't violate the IB policies of other users. If an IB policy

is violated, the screen share won't be allowed.

Here's an example of screen share before the policy is applied.

Here's an example of screen share after the policy is applied. The screen share and call icons aren't visible.



 How policy changes impact existing chats

A user places a phone call in TeamsA user places a phone call in Teams : Whenever a user initiates a voice call (via VOIP) to another user

or group of users, the call is evaluated to make sure that it doesn't violate the IB policies of other team

members. If there's any violation, the voice call is blocked.

Guests in TeamsGuests in Teams : IB policies apply to guests in Teams, too. If guests need to be discoverable in your

organization's global address list, see Manage guest access in Microsoft 365 Groups. Once guests are

discoverable, you can define IB policies.

When the IB policy administrator makes changes to a policy, or when a policy change is activated because of a

change to a user's profile (such as for a job change), the Information Barrier Policy Evaluation Service

automatically searches the members to ensure that their membership in the team doesn't violate any policies.

If there's an existing chat or other communication between users, and a new policy is set or an existing policy is

changed, the service evaluates existing communications to make sure that the communications are still allowed

to occur.

1 :1 chat1:1 chat: If communication between two users is no longer allowed (because of application to one or

both users of a policy that blocks communication), further communication is blocked. Their existing chat

conversations become read-only.

Here's an example that shows the chat is visible.

Here's an example that shows the chat is disabled.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/manage-guest-access-in-groups
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/information-barriers-policies


 

Group chatGroup chat: If communication from one user to a group is no longer allowed (for example, because a

user changed jobs), the user—along with the other users whose participation violates the policy—may be

removed from group chat, and further communication with the group won't be allowed. The user can still

see old conversations, but won't be able to see or participate in any new conversations with the group. If

the new or changed policy that prevents communication is applied to more than one user, the users who

are affected by the policy may be removed from group chat. They can still see old conversations.

In this example, Enrico moved to a different department within the organization and is removed from the

group chat.

Enrico can no longer send messages to the group chat.

TeamTeam: Any users who have been removed from the group are removed from the team and won't be able

to see or participate in existing or new conversations.



Scenario: A user in an existing chat becomes blocked
Currently, users experience the following scenarios if an IB policy blocks another user :

People tabPeople tab: A user can't see blocked users on the PeoplePeople tab.

People PickerPeople Picker : Blocked users won't be visible in the people picker.

Activity tabActivity tab: If a user visits the ActivityActivity  tab of a blocked user, no posts will appear. (The ActivityActivity  tab

displays channel posts only, and there would be no common channels between the two users.)

Here's an example of the activity tab view that is blocked.

Org char tsOrg char ts : If a user accesses an org chart on which a blocked user appears, the blocked user won't

appear on the org chart. Instead, an error message will appear.

People cardPeople card: If a user participates in a conversation and the user is later blocked, other users will see an

error message instead of the people card when they hover over the blocked user's name. Actions listed

on the card (such as calling and chat) will be unavailable.

Suggested contactsSuggested contacts : Blocked users don't appear on the suggested contacts list (the initial contact list

that appears for new users).

Chat contactsChat contacts : A user can see blocked users on the chats contact list, but the blocked users will be

identified. The only action that the user can perform on the blocked users is to delete them. The user can

also select them to view their past conversation.



 Teams policies and SharePoint sites

 Information barrier modes and Teams

Calls contactsCalls contacts : A user can see blocked users on the calls contact list, but the blocked users will be

identified. The only action that the user can perform on the block users is to delete them.

Here's an example of a blocked user in the calls contact list.

Here's an example of the chat being disabled for a user on the calls content list.

Skype to Teams migrationSkype to Teams migration: During a migration from Skype for Business to Teams, all users—even

those users who are blocked by IB policies—will be migrated to Teams. Those users are then handled as

described above.

When a team is created, a SharePoint site is provisioned and associated with Microsoft Teams for the files

experience. Information barrier policies aren't honored on this SharePoint site and files by default. To enable

information barriers in SharePoint and OneDrive, follow the guidance and steps in the Use information barriers

with SharePoint article.

Information barriers mode help strengthen who can be added to or removed from a Team. When using

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/information-barriers#enable-sharepoint-and-onedrive-information-barriers-in-your-organization


Set-UnifiedGroup -InformationBarrierMode Implicit

 Required licenses and permissions

 Known Issues

information barriers with Teams, the following IB modes are supported:

OpenOpen: This configuration is the default IB mode for all existing groups that were provisioned before

information barriers were enabled. In this mode, there are no IB policies applicable.

ImplicitImplicit: This configuration is the default IB mode when a Team is provisioned after enabling Information

barriers. Implicit mode allows you to add all compatible users in the group.

Microsoft 365 Groups created before activating an information barrier policy are automatically set to Open

mode by default. Once you activate IB policies on your tenant, you would be required to update mode that will

reevaluate groups and sites and result in non-compliant users being automatically removed from these groups

and sites. If you need to change the Open mode configuration on existing Teams-connected groups to meet

compliance requirements for your organization, you'll need to update the IB modes for SharePoint sites

connected to the Teams team.

Use the Set-UnifiedGroup cmdlet with the InformationBarrierMode parameter that corresponds to the mode

you want to use for your segments. Allowed list of values for the InformationBarrierMode parameter are Open

and Implicit.

For example, to configure the Implicit mode for a Microsoft 365 Group, you'll use the following PowerShell

command:

For more information about how users may be automatically removed from groups, see the Information

barriers compliance assistant (preview) article.

For more information on licenses and permissions, plans, and pricing, see Microsoft 365 licensing guidance for

security & compliance.

Users can't join ad-hoc meetingsUsers can't join ad-hoc meetings : If IB policies are enabled, users aren't allowed to join meetings if the

size of the meeting roster is greater than the meeting attendance limits. The root cause is that IB checks rely

on whether users can be added to a meeting chat roster, and only when they can be added to the roster are

they allowed to join the meeting. A user joining a meeting once adds that user to the roster ; hence for

recurring meetings, the roster can fill up fast. Once the chat roster reaches the meeting attendance limits,

additional users cannot be added to the meeting. If IB is enabled for the organization and the chat roster is

full for a meeting, new users (those users who aren't already on the roster) aren't allowed to join the meeting.

But if IB isn't enabled for the organization and the meeting chat roster is full, new users (those users who

aren't already on the roster) are allowed to join the meeting, though they won't see the chat option in the

meeting. A short-term solution is to remove inactive members from the meeting chat roster to make space

for new users. We will, however, be increasing the size of meeting chat rosters at a later date.

Users can't join channel meetingsUsers can't join channel meetings : If IB policies are enabled, users aren't allowed to join channel

meetings if they're not a member of the team. The root cause is that IB checks rely on whether users can be

added to a meeting chat roster, and only when they can be added to the roster are they allowed to join the

meeting. The chat thread in a channel meeting is available to Team/Channel members only, and non-

members can't see or access the chat thread. If IB is enabled for the organization and a non-team member

attempts to join a channel meeting, that user isn't allowed to join the meeting. However, if IB is not enabled

for the organization and a non-team member attempts to join a channel meeting, the user is allowed to join

the meeting—but they won't see the chat option in the meeting.

Maximum number of segments allowed in a organizationMaximum number of segments allowed in a organization: Each organization can set up to 100

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/information-barriers.md#view-and-manage-ib-modes-as-an-administrator-with-sharepoint-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/set-unifiedgroup
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/information-barriers-compliance-assistant
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/microsoft-365-service-descriptions/microsoft-365-tenantlevel-services-licensing-guidance/microsoft-365-security-compliance-licensing-guidance


 More information

 Availability

segments when configuring IB policies. There is no limit on the number of policies that can be configured.

IB policies don't work for federated usersIB policies don't work for federated users : If you allow federation with external organizations, the users

of those organizations won't be restricted by IB policies. If users of your organization join a chat or meeting

organized by external federated users, then IB policies also won't restrict communication between users of

your organization.

To learn more about IBs, see Information barriers.

To set up IB policies, see Get started with information barriers.

To edit or remove IB policies, see Manage information barrier policies.

The feature is available in our public cloud; in January 2021, we rolled out information barriers in the GCC

cloud.

The feature is not yet available in the GCC - High and DOD clouds.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/information-barriers
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/information-barriers-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/information-barriers-edit-segments-policies
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 How Teams retention policies support retain and delete actions

If you are seeing a message in Teams that your chats or messages have been deleted by a retention policy, see Teams

messages about retention policies.

The information on this page is for IT administrators who manage these retention policies.

Retention policies and retention labels from Microsoft 365 help you to more effectively manage the information

in your organization. You can configure retention settings to keep data that's needed to comply with your

organization's internal policies, industry regulations, or legal requirements. You can also configure retention

settings to delete data that's considered a liability, that you're no longer required to keep, or that has no legal or

business value.

Teams supports retention policies for chat and channel messages so that as an admin, you can decide

proactively whether to retain this data, delete it, or retain it for a specific period of time and then delete it. The

start of the retention period for these actions is always based on when a message is created. You can apply a

Teams retention policy to your entire organization or to specific users and teams. Retention labels aren't

supported for Teams.

To learn more about retention solutions in Microsoft 365, see Learn about retention policies and retention labels.

Users who are subject to a retention policy for Teams must have an appropriate license, such as Office 365 E3 or

Office 365 A3. For other licensing options for these retention policies, see the Information Governance section

from Microsoft 365 licensing guidance for security & compliance. To learn more about licensing for Teams, see

Microsoft Teams service description.

If you configure a Teams retention policy to retain chats or channel messages, users can still edit and delete their

messages in their Teams app. Although users no longer see their pre-edited or deleted messages in Teams, data

from these messages is stored in a secured location that's designed for eDiscovery searches by compliance

administrators. Permanent deletion of this data doesn't happen before the end of the configured retention

period, or if another retention policy is configured to retain this data, or it is subject to an eDiscovery hold.

When a retention policy is configured to delete chats and channel messages, these messages become eligible

for automatic deletion. If the messages are still displayed in the Teams app, they will disappear from there and

users are informed that a retention policy has deleted these messages. If the messages were previously subject

to a retain action and have been edited or deleted by users, these messages will now be deleted from the

secured location and no longer returned in eDiscovery searches.

For detailed information about how these policies work depending on your policy configuration and user

actions, and what message data is included and excluded for Teams retention policies, see Learn about retention

for Microsoft Teams. That page also explains why you might sometimes experience delays when retention

policies delete messages. For example, messages can be visible to users in the Teams app up to 7 days after the

expiration period you've configured in the retention policy.

If you set up multiple Teams retention policies with different retention settings, the principles of retention

resolve any conflicts. For example:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/retention-policies.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-messages-about-retention-policies-c151fa2f-1558-4cf9-8e51-854e925b483b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/retention
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/microsoft-365-service-descriptions/microsoft-365-tenantlevel-services-licensing-guidance/microsoft-365-security-compliance-licensing-guidance#information-governance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/microsoft-365-service-descriptions/microsoft-365-tenantlevel-services-licensing-guidance/microsoft-365-security-compliance-licensing-guidance#information-governance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/retention#when-to-use-retention-policies-and-retention-labels-or-ediscovery-holds
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/retention-policies-teams


 When to use retention policies for Teams

 Create and manage retention policies for Teams

 End-user experience

If there is a conflict between retaining or deleting the same content, the content is always retained in the

secured location so that it remains searchable with eDiscovery for compliance administrators.

This principle also applies to messages that are under eDiscovery holds for legal or investigative reasons.

If there is a conflict in how long to retain the same content, it is retained in the secured location for the

longest retention period.

These two principles of retention address most conflicts that might arise when you have multiple retention

policies for Teams, but for more information, see The principles of retention, or what takes precedence?

In many cases, organizations consider private chat data as more of a liability than channel messages, which are

typically more project-related conversations.

You can very efficiently configure a single retention policy for all Teams messages. Or, for more fine-grained

control, you can:

Have separate retention policies for private chats (1:1 or 1:many chats), messages from standard

channels, or messages from private channels.

Apply the policies only to specific users or teams in your organization. For Teams chats and private

channels, you can select which users the policy applies to. For Teams channel messages, you can select

which teams the policy applies to.

For example, for standard channel messages: Create a retention policy for specific teams in your organization

and configure that policy with a delete action after 1 year. Then create another retention policy for standard

channel messages for all other teams and configure that policy with a delete action after 3 years.

To create or edit a retention policy for Teams messages, use the instructions from Retention policy for Teams

locations.

That page has additional information about creating and managing retention policies for other workloads in

Microsoft 365. For example, you might want to also create a retention policy for Microsoft 365 Groups to retain

and delete files that are accessed in Teams and stored in OneDrive or SharePoint.

For private chats (1:1 chats) or group chats, users will see that chats older than the retention policy configuration

are deleted and an automatically generated message stating "We've deleted older messages due to your org's

retention policy" is shown on top of yet undeleted messages. For example:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/retention#the-principles-of-retention-or-what-takes-precedence
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/create-retention-policies#retention-policy-for-teams-locations


For Channel messages, users (channel members) will see the deleted messages disappear from view after

messages expire. If the deleted message was a parent message of a threaded conversation, then, in place of

parent message, a message stating "This message has been deleted because of a Retention Policy" will be

displayed. For example:



NOTENOTE

 Related topics

The displayed messages that users see as a result of deleted messages are not configurable at this time.

The links in these displayed messages go to Teams messages about retention policies. This documentation for

end users helps to answer basic questions about why their messages have been deleted. However, as part of

your retention policy deployment, make sure that you communicate to users and your help desk the impact of

your configured settings.

Get started with retention policies and retention labels

Learn about retention for Microsoft Teams

Create and configure retention policies

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/teams-messages-about-retention-policies-c151fa2f-1558-4cf9-8e51-854e925b483b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/get-started-with-retention
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/retention-policies-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/create-retention-policies
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 How to use communication compliance in Microsoft Teams

  Getting startedGetting started

  Act on inappropriate messages in Microsoft TeamsAct on inappropriate messages in Microsoft Teams

Communication compliance is an insider risk solution in Microsoft 365 that helps minimize communication

risks by helping you detect, capture, and act on inappropriate messages in your organization.

For Microsoft Teams, communication compliance helps identify the following types of inappropriate content in

Teams channels, Private Teams channels, or in 1:1 and group chats:

Offensive, profane, and harassing language

Adult, racy, and gory images

Sharing of sensitive information

For more information on communication compliance and how to configure policies for your organization, see

Communication compliance in Microsoft 365.

Communication compliance and Microsoft Teams are tightly integrated and can help minimize communication

risks in your organization. After you've configured your first communication compliance policies, you can

actively manage inappropriate Microsoft Teams messages and content that is automatically flagged in alerts.

Getting started with communication compliance in Microsoft Teams begins with planning and creating pre-

defined or custom policies to identify inappropriate user activities in Teams channels or in 1:1 and groups. Keep

in mind that you'll need to configure some permissions and basic prerequisites as part of the configuration

process.

Teams administrators can configure communication compliance policies at the following levels:

User levelUser level : Policies at this level apply to an individual Teams user or may be applied to all Teams users in

your organization. These policies cover messages that these users may send in 1:1 or group chats. Chat

communications for the users are automatically monitored across all Microsoft Teams where the users are a

member.

Teams levelTeams level : Policies at this level apply to a Microsoft Teams channel, including a Private channel. These

policies cover messages sent in the Teams channel only.

After you have configured your policies and have received communication compliance alerts for Microsoft

Teams messages, it's time for compliance reviewers in your organization to take action on these messages.

Reviewers can help safeguard your organization by reviewing communication compliance alerts and removing

flagged messages from view in Microsoft Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/communication-compliance.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/communication-compliance-feature-reference
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/communication-compliance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/communication-compliance-plan
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/communication-compliance-configure


Removed messages and content are replaced with notifications for viewers explaining that the message or

content has been removed and what policy is applicable to the removal. The sender of the removed message or

content is also notified of the removal status and provided with original message content for context relating to

its removal. The sender can also view the specific policy condition that applies to the message removal.

Example of policy tip seen by sender :

Example of policy condition notification seen by the sender :

Example of policy tip seen by recipient:



   

 

Introduction to Teams policy-based recording for
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 Teams interaction recording overview

Policy-based recording enables organizations that adopt Microsoft Teams for calling and meetings to stipulate,

using an administrative policy, when calls and online meetings should be automatically recorded and captured

for subsequent processing and retention as required by relevant corporate or regulatory policy.

Teams has been enhanced to support integration of third-party recording solutions, including the platform

functionality, user experiences, and administrative interfaces needed to provide an end-to-end solution for

configuring, managing, recording, storing, and analyzing Teams communications. Enhancements include

communications platform APIs and events for recording, which provides:

Seamless, high-quality media capture across devices and all supported endpoints for audio, video, screen

share, and chat.

Support for interaction capture between Teams users and supported calling endpoints (Teams, Teams

Mobile, Skype for Business, PSTN)

New administrative policies for compliance recording, including integration with existing Teams

administrative calling and meeting tools and policies

Compliance Recording can be enabled on Microsoft 365 A3/A5/E3/E5/Business Premium and Office 365

A3/A5/E3/E5 users.

The compliance recording solution integration capabilities were also reviewed at Ignite 2019 in the Compliance

Recording and Microsoft Teams session.

Interaction recording use cases can effectively be separated into four primary categories of recording

functionality – Convenience, Functional, Organizational, and Lawful Intercept, as shown in the image:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-recording-policy.md
https://myignite.microsoft.com/archives/IG19-VCE40


T Y P ET Y P E
C O N VEN IEN C E ( REGUL A R T EA M SC O N VEN IEN C E ( REGUL A R T EA M S
REC O RDIN G)REC O RDIN G)

O RG -  REGUL AT ED ( C O M P L IA N C EO RG -  REGUL AT ED ( C O M P L IA N C E
REC O RDIN G)REC O RDIN G)

Initiator User Admin (system)

Target Per-call / meeting Per-user

Storage owner User Compliance

Notification required? Yes Yes

Access Owner User Compliance

Retention Policy? Optional Yes

 Example user needs

P ERSO N AP ERSO N A N EEDSN EEDS

Recorded users

Communications admin

Each of the categories entails different requirements for how recordings are initiated, what is recorded, where

recordings are stored, who is notified, who controls access, and how retention is handled.

Teams provides various capabilities for convenient and functional recording of meetings and live events.

Organizational recording means enabling organizations that adopt Teams for calling and meetings to stipulate,

by way of an administrative policy, when calls and online meetings should be automatically recorded and

captured for subsequent processing and retention as required by relevant corporate or regulatory policy. Users

under this policy will be aware that their digital interactions with Teams are being recorded but will not be able

to disable the recording and will not have access to the recording once the interaction is complete. The

recording becomes part of the organizational archive available to compliance and legal personnel for

eDiscovery, legal hold, and other corporate retention uses.

Be notified when recording is in progress.

Be informed when policy and/or recorder error is
causing changes in calling behavior.

Understand why and how to apply / enforce
recording policies to Teams users / endpoints.

Configure and maintain Teams recording policies
for the organization.

Monitor and troubleshoot recording-related
issues with Teams calls and meetings.

Support internal compliance officer with
operational analytics on usage, quality, and
reliability.



Compliance officer

P ERSO N AP ERSO N A N EEDSN EEDS

 Solution architecture overview

NOTENOTE

 Recorder

Collect all Teams communications in the manner
required to meet compliance obligations in
appropriate regional boundaries.

Search for interactions based on communication-
related metadata or interaction content.
Common examples include:

MetadataMetadata - Participants, time, direction,
dialed number, origin number, Custom
business data

ContentContent  – Transcription, sentiment,
phonetics, related interactions

Analyze and interact with collected
communications, including the ability to monitor
interactions as they are being collected.

Ensure security of collected communications and
prevent tampering at all stages.

Compliance recording solutions are integrated with Teams as shown in the following diagram:

This solution is designed specifically to enable policy-based compliance recording with Teams. Any other use of this

solution will not be supported.

The core component of the compliance recording solution is the recorder. Recorders are built as scalable Azure-

based services (bots) that use Microsoft’s communications platform and register as applications with Microsoft

Graph. The recorder provides the direct interaction with the Teams calls and meetings communications platform

APIs and provides the endpoint for media ingestion.

A sample compliance recorder application is available that shows how to configure the bot, create the app

instance and assign the compliance policies. The sample also has examples on API usage for recording specific

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/cloud-communications-concept-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/communications-api-overview
https://github.com/microsoftgraph/microsoft-graph-comms-samples/tree/a3943bafd73ce0df780c0e1ac3428e3de13a101f/Samples/BetaSamples/LocalMediaSamples/ComplianceRecordingBot


 Compliance recording policy assignment and provisioning

interactions such as handling incoming call routing, changing recording states, and removing the user who is

being recorded. Graph documentation on the specific APIs can be found here for updateRecordingStatus and

incomingContext.

The exact implementation of the recorder service will vary by partner but must be designed to support multiple

recorders in order to achieve high availability and geographical distribution of deployment to reduce latency

from Teams to the recorder. In addition, it is expected that Recorders themselves be designed with resiliency and

redundancy in mind.

Partners must confirm the minimum required release version of the Microsoft Graph communications APIs and

SDKs with Microsoft before submitting their solution for certification to ensure that all requirements of

compliance recording integration are supported.

Two specific requirements that are fundamental for compliance recording scenario are:

Recorder bot must be deployed in Azure

Recorder bot must run on a Windows VM in Azure

The Azure and Windows VM requirements only apply to the Teams Bot component, which means that a partner

may implement the rest of the platform of their choice provided they can meet the relevant performance and

functional requirements for compliance recording.

IT Administrators can determine which users are to be recorded and which recorder will be used for each user,

by creating and assigning compliance recording policies. Recorders are automatically invited to participate in

conversations based on the configuration of these policies when a communication interaction takes place.

Compliance recording policies are managed using Microsoft PowerShell and can be applied at the tenant, per-

user, and security group level for each organization. You can find more information on Microsoft Docs for

Meeting policies, calling policies and group policies.

PS C:\> New-CsOnlineApplicationInstance -UserPrincipalName cr.instance@contoso.onmicrosoft.com -
DisplayName ComplianceRecordingBotInstance -ApplicationId fcc88ff5-a42d-49cf-b3d8-f2e1f609d511

RunspaceId        : 4c13efa6-77bc-42db-b5bf-bdd62cdfc5df
ObjectId          : 5069aae5-c451-4983-9e57-9455ced220b7
TenantId          : 5b943d7c-5e14-474b-8237-5022eb8e0dc9
UserPrincipalName : cr.instance@contoso.onmicrosoft.com
ApplicationId     : fcc88ff5-a42d-49cf-b3d8-f2e1f609d511
DisplayName       : ComplianceRecordingBotInstance
PhoneNumber       :

PS C:\> Sync-CsOnlineApplicationInstance -ObjectId 5069aae5-c451-4983-9e57-9455ced220b7

PS C:\> New-CsTeamsComplianceRecordingPolicy -Identity TestComplianceRecordingPolicy -Enabled $true -
Description "Test policy created by tenant admin"

Identity                        : Global
ComplianceRecordingApplications : {}
Enabled                         : True
WarnUserOnRemoval               : True
Description                     : Test policy created by tenant admin

1. Create an application instance in your tenant.

2. Create a Compliance Recording policy.

https://github.com/microsoftgraph/microsoft-graph-comms-samples/blob/a3943bafd73ce0df780c0e1ac3428e3de13a101f/Samples/BetaSamples/LocalMediaSamples/ComplianceRecordingBot/FrontEnd/Http/Controllers/PlatformCallController.cs#L199-L244
https://github.com/microsoftgraph/microsoft-graph-comms-samples/blob/a3943bafd73ce0df780c0e1ac3428e3de13a101f/Samples/BetaSamples/LocalMediaSamples/ComplianceRecordingBot/FrontEnd/Bot/CallHandler.cs#L135-L138
https://github.com/microsoftgraph/microsoft-graph-comms-samples/blob/a3943bafd73ce0df780c0e1ac3428e3de13a101f/Samples/BetaSamples/LocalMediaSamples/ComplianceRecordingBot/FrontEnd/Bot/CallHandler.cs#L121-L126
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/call-updaterecordingstatus?tabs=http
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/incomingcontext


 User experiences

NOTENOTE

 Compliance recording for Teams certification programs

PS C:\> Set-CsTeamsComplianceRecordingPolicy -Identity TestComplianceRecordingPolicy `
-ComplianceRecordingApplications @(New-CsTeamsComplianceRecordingApplication -Id 5069aae5-c451-4983-
9e57-9455ced220b7 -Parent TestComplianceRecordingPolicy)

PS C:\> Grant-CsTeamsComplianceRecordingPolicy -Identity testuser@contoso.onmicrosoft.com -PolicyName 
TestComplianceRecordingPolicy

PS C:\> Get-CsOnlineUser testuser@contoso.onmicrosoft.com | select SipAddress, TenantId, 
TeamsComplianceRecordingPolicy | fl

UserPrincipalName              : testuser@contoso.onmicrosoft.com
TenantId                       : 5b943d7c-5e14-474b-8237-5022eb8e0dc9
TeamsComplianceRecordingPolicy : TestComplianceRecordingPolicy

See Set-CsTeamsComplianceRecordingPolicy.

3. Assign the Compliance Recording policy to a user.

See Grant-CsTeamsComplianceRecordingPolicy.

Support for notifications is enabled using the Teams client experiences. The experiences can be either visual or

audio.

Teams clients - visual noticeTeams clients - visual notice

Desktop/web

Mobile (iOS/Android)

Teams phones

Teams rooms

Other endpoints - audio noticeOther endpoints - audio notice

SIP phones

Skype for Business

Audio conferencing

PSTN callers

Compliance Recording is not supported with Conference mode call queues. Please use Transfer mode call queues.

In addition to publishing publicly available APIs allowing partners to develop and integrate CCaaS solutions with

Teams, we have developed the compliance recording for Microsoft Teams certification program to provide

customers with the assurance that each participating partner ’s solution has been tested and verified to provide

the quality, compatibility, and reliability they expect from Microsoft solutions.

The following partners have certified their solution for Microsoft Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscompliancerecordingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamscompliancerecordingpolicy


PA RT N ERPA RT N ER SO L UT IO N  W EB SIT ESO L UT IO N  W EB SIT E

ASC Technologies https://www.asctechnologies.com/english/ASC_Recording_Ins
ights_Compliance_Recording_for_Microsoft_Teams.html

AudioCodes https://www.audiocodes.com/solutions-
products/voiceai/meetings-and-recording/smarttap-360

CallCabinet https://www.callcabinet.com/compliance-microsoft-teams-
call-recording

Dubber https://www.dubber.net/call-recording/

Insightful Technology https://insightfultechnology.com/teams/

NICE https://www.niceactimize.com/compliance/ms-teams-
recording.html

Numonix https://numonix.cloud

Red Box https://www.redboxvoice.com/compliance-recording-for-
microsoft-teams

Theta Lake https://thetalake.com/integrations/microsoft/

Verint https://www.verba.com/solutions/microsoft-teams-recording

The following partners are in the process of certifying their solution for Microsoft Teams.

PA RT N ERPA RT N ER SO L UT IO N  W EB SIT ESO L UT IO N  W EB SIT E

Landis Technologies https://landistechnologies.com/

Luware https://luware.com/en/solution/microsoft-teams-recording/

Oak Innovation https://www.oakinnovate.com/call-recording

 Next steps

This list will be updated as more partners join and meet the certification criteria.

If you are a vendor seeking to join the certification program, send mail to

Teamscategorypartner@microsoft.com.

https://www.asctechnologies.com/english/ASC_Recording_Insights_Compliance_Recording_for_Microsoft_Teams.html
https://www.audiocodes.com/solutions-products/voiceai/meetings-and-recording/smarttap-360
https://www.callcabinet.com/compliance-microsoft-teams-call-recording
https://www.dubber.net/call-recording/
https://insightfultechnology.com/teams/
https://www.niceactimize.com/compliance/ms-teams-recording.html
https://numonix.cloud
https://www.redboxvoice.com/compliance-recording-for-microsoft-teams
https://thetalake.com/integrations/microsoft/
https://www.verba.com/solutions/microsoft-teams-recording
https://landistechnologies.com/
https://luware.com/en/solution/microsoft-teams-recording/
https://www.oakinnovate.com/call-recording
mailto:Teamscategorypartner@microsoft.com
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 What's the difference between sensitivity labels and Teams
classification?

 Example scenarios for sensitivity labels

  Set the privacy level for teamsSet the privacy level for teams

Sensitivity labels allow Teams admins to protect and regulate access to sensitive organizational content created

during collaboration within teams. After you configure sensitivity labels with their associated policies in the

Microsoft compliance center, these labels can be applied to teams in your organization.

Sensitivity labels are currently unsupported in class teams for customers using Teams Education SKUs. To learn

more about licensing, see Microsoft Teams service description.

Sensitivity labels are different from Teams classification, also known as Azure AD group classification.

Classifications are text strings that can be associated with a Microsoft 365 group but don't have any actual

policies associated with them. You use classification as metadata and then must use other methods such as

internal tools and scripts, to enforce policies.

The benefit of using sensitivity labels is that their policies are automatically enforced end-to-end through a

combination of the Microsoft 365 Groups platform, the compliance center, and Teams services. Sensitivity labels

provide powerful infrastructure support for securing your organization's sensitive data and ensuring compliance

with your internal policies or regulations.

If you currently use Teams classification, see the following documentation for more information and instructions

how to convert these values to sensitivity labels: Classic Azure AD group classification.

Example scenarios for how you can use sensitivity labels with Teams in your organization:

Set the privacy level (public or private) for teams

Control guest access to teams

You can create and configure a sensitivity label that, when applied during team creation, allows users to create

teams with a specific privacy (public or private) setting.

For example, you create and publish a sensitivity label named "Confidential" that has the label privacy option

configured as Pr ivatePrivate. As a result, any team that's created with this label must be a private team.

When a user creates a new team and selects the ConfidentialConfidential  label, the only privacy option that's available to

the user is Pr ivatePrivate. Other privacy options such as Public and Org-wide aren't available for the user to select:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/sensitivity-labels.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitivity-labels
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/go-to-the-securitycompliance-center
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitivity-labels-teams-groups-sites#classic-azure-ad-group-classification


Similarly, you create and publish a sensitivity label named "General" that has the label privacy option configured

as PublicPublic. When a user creates a new team, they can only create public or org-wide teams when they select this

label:



  Control guest access to teamsControl guest access to teams

 

When the team is created, the sensitivity label is visible to users in the upper-right corner of channels in the

team.

A team owner can change the sensitivity label and the privacy setting of the team at any time by going to the

team, and then click Edit teamEdit team.

You can use sensitivity labels to control guest access to your teams. Teams created with a label that doesn't allow

guest access are only available to users in your organization. People outside your organization can't be added to

the team.



Microsoft Teams admin center

 Limitations

 How to create and configure sensitivity labels for Teams

You can apply sensitivity labels when you create or edit a team in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Sensitivity labels are also visible in team properties and in the ClassificationClassification column on the Manage teamsManage teams

page of the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Before you use sensitivity labels for Teams, be aware of the following limitations:

Sensitiv ity labels aren't suppor ted by Teams Graph APIs, PowerShell cmdlets, and templatesSensitiv ity labels aren't suppor ted by Teams Graph APIs, PowerShell cmdlets, and templates

Users won't be able to specify sensitivity labels while creating teams directly through Teams Graph APIs,

Teams PowerShell cmdlets, and Teams templates. However Modern Groups Graph APIs and PowerShell

cmdlets do allow creation of groups with labels. So users can first create Groups with labels using Groups

Graph APIs or PowerShell cmdlets and then convert these Groups in to Teams.

Suppor t for pr ivate channelsSuppor t for pr ivate channels

Private channels that are created in a team inherit the sensitivity label that was applied on a team. The

same label is automatically applied on the SharePoint site collection for the private channel.

However, if a user directly changes the sensitivity label on a SharePoint site for a private channel, that

label change isn't reflected in the Teams client. In this scenario, users continue to see the original

sensitivity label applied on the team in the private channel header.

Use the instructions from the Microsoft 365 documentation to create and configure sensitivity labels for Teams:

Use sensitivity labels to protect content in Microsoft Teams, Microsoft 365 groups, and SharePoint sites.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitivity-labels-teams-groups-sites
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 Overview

C O N T EN T  T Y P EC O N T EN T  T Y P E EDISC O VERA B L EEDISC O VERA B L E N OT ESN OT ES

Audio recordings No

Card content Yes See Search for card content for more
information.

Chat links Yes

Chat messages Yes This includes content in Teams
channels, 1:1 chats, 1:N group chats,
and chats with guest user participants.

Code snippets No

Edited messages Yes If the user is on hold, previous versions
of edited messages are also preserved.

Emojis, GIFs, and stickers Yes

Inline images Yes

Meeting IM conversations Yes

Meeting metadata Yes

Name of channel No

Private channel messages Yes

Large Enterprises are often exposed to high penalty legal proceedings that demand submission of all

Electronically Stored Information (ESI). Microsoft Teams content can be searched and used during eDiscovery

investigations.

All Microsoft Teams 1:1 or group chats are journaled through to the respective users' mailboxes. All standard

channel messages are journaled through to the group mailbox representing the team. Files uploaded in

standard channels are covered under the eDiscovery functionality for SharePoint Online and OneDrive for

Business.

eDiscovery of messages and files in private channels works differently than in standard channels. To learn more,

see eDiscovery of private channels.

Not all Teams content is eDiscoverable. The following table shows the content types that you can search for

using Microsoft eDiscovery tools:

1

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/eDiscovery-investigation.md


Quotes Yes Quoted content is searchable.
However, search results don't indicate
that the content was quoted.

Reactions (such as likes, hearts, and
other reactions)

No

Subject Yes

Tables Yes

Feed notifications No

C O N T EN T  T Y P EC O N T EN T  T Y P E EDISC O VERA B L EEDISC O VERA B L E N OT ESN OT ES

 Meeting (and call) metadata includes the following:1

Meeting start and end time, and duration

Meeting join and leave events for each participant

VOIP join/calls

Anonymous join

Federated user join

Guest user join

The image shows an example of meeting metadata.

Here's an example of an IM conversation between participants during the meeting.



 eDiscovery of private channels

For more information about conducting an eDiscovery investigation, see Get started with Core eDiscovery.

Microsoft Teams data will appear as IM or Conversations in the Excel eDiscovery export output. You can open

the .pst  file in Outlook to view those messages after you export them.

When viewing the .pst file for the team, all conversations are located in the Team Chat folder under Conversation

History. The title of the message contains the team name and channel name. For example, the image below

shows a message from Bob who messaged the Project 7 standard channel of the Manufacturing Specs team.

Private chats in a user's mailbox are stored in the Team Chat folder under Conversation History.

Records for messages sent in a private channel are delivered to the mailbox of all private channel members,

rather than to a group mailbox. The titles of the records are formatted to indicate which private channel they

were sent from.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/get-started-core-ediscovery


  Include private channel files in an eDiscovery searchInclude private channel files in an eDiscovery search

NOTENOTE

  Include private channel messages in an eDiscovery searchInclude private channel messages in an eDiscovery search

Because each private channel has its own SharePoint site that's separate from the parent team site, files in a

private channel are managed independently of the parent team.

Teams doesn't support eDiscovery search of a single channel within a team, so the whole team must be

searched. To perform an eDiscovery search of content in a private channel, search across the team, the site

collection associated with the private channel (to include files), and mailboxes of private channel members (to

include messages).

Use the following steps to identify files and messages in a private channel to include in your eDiscovery search.

Before you perform these steps, install the SharePoint Online Management Shell and connect to SharePoint

Online.

Get-SPOSite

$sites = get-sposite -template "teamchannel#0"
foreach ($site in $sites) {$x= get-sposite -identity $site.url -detail; $x.relatedgroupID; $x.url}

$sites = get-sposite -template "teamchannel#0"
$groupID = "e8195240-4a70-4830-9106-80193cf717cb"
foreach ($site in $sites) {$x= Get-SpoSite -Identity $site.url -Detail; if ($x.RelatedGroupId -eq 
$groupID) {$x.RelatedGroupId;$x.url}}

1. Run the following to get a list of all SharePoint site collections associated with private channels in the

team.

2. Run the following PowerShell script to get a list of all SharePoint site collection URLs associated with

private channels in the team and the parent team group ID.

3. For each team or group ID, run the following PowerShell script to identify all relevant private channel

sites, where $groupID  is the group ID of the team.

SharePoint sites for private channels created after June 28, 2021 use the value teamchannel#1  for the custom template

ID. So for private channels created after this date, use the value teamchannel#1  when running the previous two scripts.

Before you perform these steps, make sure you have the latest version of the Teams PowerShell module

installed.

Get-TeamChannel -GroupId <GroupID> -MembershipType Private

Get-TeamChannelUser -GroupId <GroupID> -DisplayName "Engineering" -Role Member

1. Run the following command to get a list of private channels in the team.

2. Run the following command to get a list of private channel members.

3. Include the mailboxes of all members from each private channel in the team as part of your eDiscovery

search query.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/sharepoint/sharepoint-online/connect-sharepoint-online
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-for-content-in-core-ediscovery


 Search for content for guest users
You can use eDiscovery tools to search for Teams content related to guest users in your organization. Teams chat

content that's associated with a guest user is preserved in a cloud-based storage location and can be searched

for using eDiscovery. This includes searching for content in 1:1 and 1:N chat conversations in which a guest user

is a participant with other users in your organization. You can also search for private channel messages in which

a guest user is a participant and search for content in guest:guest chat conversations where the only participants

are guest users.

To search for content for guest users:

Get-AzureADUser -Filter "userType eq 'Guest'" -All $true | FL UserPrincipalName

TIPTIP

New-ComplianceSearch <search name> -ExchangeLocation <guest user UPN>  -
AllowNotFoundExchangeLocationsEnabled $true -IncludeUserAppContent $true

New-ComplianceSearch "Sara Davis Guest User" -ExchangeLocation 
"sara.davis_hotmail.com#EXT#@contoso.onmicrosoft.com" -AllowNotFoundExchangeLocationsEnabled $true -
IncludeUserAppContent $true

Start-ComplianceSearch <search name>

1. Connect to Azure AD PowerShell. For instructions, see the "Connect with the Azure Active Directory

PowerShell" section in Connect to Microsoft 365 with PowerShell. Be sure to complete Step 1 and Step 2

in the previous topic.

2. After you successfully connect to Azure AD PowerShell, run the following command to display the user

principal name (UPN) for all guest users in your organization. You have to use the UPN of the guest user

when you create the search in step 4.

Instead of displaying a list of user principal names on the computer screen, you can redirect the output of the

command to a text file. You can do this by appending > filename.txt  to the previous command. The text file

with the user principal names will be saved to the current folder.

3. In a different Windows PowerShell window, connect to Security & Compliance Center PowerShell. For

instructions, see Connect to Security & Compliance Center PowerShell. You can connect with or without

using multi-factor authentication.

4. Create a content search that searches for all content (such as chat messages and email messages) in

which the specified guest user was a participant by running the following command.

For example, to search for content associated with the guest user Sara Davis, you would run the following

command.

For more information about using PowerShell to create content searches, see New-ComplianceSearch.

5. Run the following command to start the content search that you created in step 4:

6. Go to https://compliance.microsoft.com and then click Show allShow all  > Content searchContent search.

7. In the list of searches, select the search that you created in step 4 to display the flyout page.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/connect-to-microsoft-365-powershell#connect-with-the-azure-active-directory-powershell-for-graph-module
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/exchange/connect-to-scc-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/new-compliancesearch
https://compliance.microsoft.com


 Search for card content

8. On the flyout page, you can do the following things:

Click View resultsView results  to view the search results and preview the content.

Next to the Quer yQuer y  field, click EditEdit to edit and then rerun the search. For example, you can add a

search query to narrow the results.

Click Expor t resultsExpor t results  to export and download the search results.

Card content generated by apps in Teams channels, 1:1 chats, and 1xN chats is stored in mailboxes and can be

searched. A card is a UI container for short pieces of content. Cards can have multiple properties and

attachments, and can include buttons that can trigger card actions. For more information, see Cards

Like other Teams content, where card content is stored is based on where the card was used. Content for cards

used in a Teams channel is stored in the Teams group mailbox. Card content for 1:1 and 1xN chats are stored in

the mailboxes of the chat participants.

To search for card content, you can use the kind:microsoftteams  or itemclass:IPM.SkypeTeams.Message  search

conditions. When reviewing search results, card content generated by bots in a Teams channel has the

Sender/AuthorSender/Author  email property as <appname>@teams.microsoft.com , where appname  is the name of the app that

generated the card content. If card content was generated by a user, the value of Sender/AuthorSender/Author  identifies the

user.

When viewing card content in Content search results, the content appears as an attachment to the message. The

attachment is named appname.html , where appname  is the name of the app that generated the card content. The

following screenshots show how card content (for an app named Asana) appears in Teams and in the results of a

search.

Card content in TeamsCard content in Teams

Card content in search resultsCard content in search results

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/task-modules-and-cards/what-are-cards


NOTENOTE

 Related topics

To display images from card content in search results at this time (such as the checkmarks in the previous screenshot),

you have to be signed into Teams (at https://teams.microsoft.com) in a different tab in the same browser session that you

use to view the search results. Otherwise, image placeholders are displayed.

Microsoft 365 eDiscovery solutions

Get started with Core eDiscovery

Teams workflow in Advanced eDiscovery

Teams PowerShell Overview

https://teams.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/ediscovery
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/get-started-core-ediscovery
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/teams-workflow-in-advanced-ediscovery


   

 

Place a Microsoft Teams user or team on legal hold
 12/7/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

When a reasonable expectation of litigation exists, organizations are required to preserve electronically stored

information (ESI), including Teams chat messages that are relevant to the case. Organizations may need to

preserve all messages related to a specific topic or for certain individuals. This article will cover legal hold in

Microsoft Teams. To hold content across Microsoft 365, see Create an eDiscovery hold.

In February 2020, we turned on legal hold for private channels. Private channel chats are stored in user mailboxes, while

normal channel chats are stored in the Teams’ group mailbox. If there is already a legal hold in place for a user mailbox,

the hold policy will now automatically apply to private channel messages stored in that mailbox. There is no further action

needed for an admin to turn this on. Legal hold of files shared in private channels is also supported.

Within Microsoft Teams, an entire team or select users can be put on legal hold. Doing that will make sure that

all messages that were exchanged in those teams (including private channels) or messages exchanged by those

individuals are discoverable by the organization's compliance managers or Teams Admins.

Placing a user on hold does not automatically place a group on hold or vice-versa. Notifications sent in activity feed can't

be placed on hold.

To put a user or a team on legal hold in a Core eDiscovery case:

1. Go to the Microsoft 365 compliance center. When you create a new case, you are presented with the

option to place mailboxes or sites on hold.

2. Go to eDiscover yeDiscover y  > CoreCore and create a case by clicking Create a caseCreate a case. After the case is created, open it.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/legal-hold.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/create-ediscovery-holds
https://compliance.microsoft.com


NOTENOTE
You can also place a user on a hold that's associated with an Advanced eDiscovery case. For more information, see

Manage holds in Advanced eDiscovery.

3. Go to the HoldsHolds  tab on the top menu and click CreateCreate to create a hold. Placing a user or a team on hold

preserves all the messages exchanged by those users or messages. When you create a new case, you are

presented with the option to place mailboxes or sites on hold.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/managing-holds


a. Name your holdName your hold. Select a descriptive and unique name for the hold you are going to create.

b. Choose locationChoose location. Choose whether you want the hold to be applied on a user or on an entire

Team (hold cannot be applied on individual channels for now). Note: if a user is on hold, all their

messages would be on hold, including whatever they sent in a 1:1 chat, 1:many or group chat, or a

channel conversation (including private channels). 

c. Create quer yCreate quer y . You can customize the hold if you want more granularity in the hold policy. For

example, you can specify keywords to look for, or you can add more conditions, that would need to

be satisfied for the hold to take effect.



IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Content locations to place on legal hold to preserve Teams content

SC EN A RIOSC EN A RIO C O N T EN T  LO C AT IO NC O N T EN T  LO C AT IO N

Teams chats for a user (for example, 1:1 chats, 1:N group
chats, and private channel conversations)

User mailbox.

Teams channel chats (excluding private channels) Group mailbox used for the team.

Teams file content (for example, Wiki content and files) SharePoint site used by the team.

Teams private channel files Dedicated SharePoint site for private channels.

User's private content The user's OneDrive for Business account.

Card content in chats User mailbox for 1:1 chats, 1:N group chats, and private
channel conversations or group mailbox for card content in
channel messages. For more information, see the "Preserve
card content" section in Create an eDiscovery hold.

NOTENOTE

d. Review your settingsReview your settings  before creating the hold.

After the legal hold has been created, you can search the content retained by any hold policy. For more

information, see Conduct an eDiscovery investigation in Teams.

When a user or group is placed on hold, all message copies will be retained. For example, if a user posted a message in a

channel and then modified the message, in a hold scenario, both copies of the message are retained. Without the legal

hold in-place, only the latest message is retained.

As a helpful guide, you can use the following table to understand what content location (such as a mailbox or

site) to place on legal hold to preserve different types of Teams content.

To retain communication in private channels, you need to put the user mailboxes ( Private channel users) on hold and

when using eDiscovery tool to search, you should search in that user’s mailbox. As was stated earlier, private channel

chats are stored in user mailboxes, not in group mailbox of a Team.

If you want to read further on this topic for non-Teams areas in Microsoft 365, you should review Manage

eDiscovery cases: Place content locations on hold.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/create-ediscovery-holds#preserve-card-content
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/ediscovery-cases#step-4-place-content-locations-on-hold


   

 

Use Content search in Microsoft Teams
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NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 Content search of private channels

  Include private channel files in a content searchInclude private channel files in a content search

Content search of messages and files in private channels work differently than in standard channels. To learn more, see

Content search of private channels.

Content search provides a way to query Microsoft Teams information spanning Exchange, SharePoint Online,

and OneDrive for Business.

To learn more, see Content search in Microsoft 365.

For example, using Content searchContent search against your Manufacturing Specs mailbox and Manufacturing Specs

SharePoint site, you can search against Teams standard channel conversations from Exchange, file uploads and

modifications from SharePoint Online, and OneNote changes.

You can also add query criteria to the Content SearchContent Search to narrow the results returned. In the above example,

you can look for content where the keywords "New Factor y Specs"New Factor y Specs" were used.

After adding search conditions, you can export a report or the actual content to your computer for analysis.

Records for messages sent in a private channel are delivered to the mailbox of all private channel members,

rather than to a group mailbox. The titles of the records are formatted to indicate which private channel they

were sent from.

Because each private channel has its own SharePoint site collection that's separate from the parent team site,

files in a private channel are managed independently of the parent team.

Teams doesn't support content search of a single channel, so the whole team must be searched. To perform a

content search of a private channel, search across the team, the site collection associated with the private

channel (to include files), and mailboxes of private channel members (to include messages).

Use the following steps to identify files and messages in a private channel to include in your content search.

Before you perform these steps, install the SharePoint Online Management Shell and connect to SharePoint

Online.

Get-SPOSite

1. Run the following to get a list of all SharePoint site collections associated with private channels in the

team.

2. Run the following PowerShell script to get a list of all SharePoint site collection URLs associated with

private channels in the team and the parent team group ID.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/content-search.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/content-search
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/sharepoint/sharepoint-online/connect-sharepoint-online?view=sharepoint-ps


  Include private channel messages in a content searchInclude private channel messages in a content search

 Related topics

$sites = get-sposite -template "teamchannel#0"
foreach ($site in $sites) {$x= get-sposite -identity $site.url -detail; $x.relatedgroupID; $x.url} 

$sites = get-sposite -template "teamchannel#0"
$groupID = "e8195240-4a70-4830-9106-80193cf717cb"
foreach ($site in $sites) {$x= Get-SpoSite -Identity $site.url -Detail; if ($x.RelatedGroupId -eq 
$groupID) {$x.RelatedGroupId;$x.url}}

3. For each team or group ID, run the following PowerShell script to identify all relevant private channel

sites.

Before you perform these steps, make sure you have the latest version of the Teams PowerShell module

installed.

Get-TeamChannel -GroupId <GroupID> -MembershipType Private

Get-TeamChannelUser -GroupId <GroupID> -DisplayName "Engineering" -Role Member

1. Run the following to get a list of private channels in the team.

2. Run the following to get a list of private channel members.

3. Include the mailboxes of all members from each private channel in the team as part of your content

search query.

eDiscovery cases in the Microsoft 365 Compliance Center

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/ediscovery-cases
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

 Turn on auditing in Teams

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Retrieve Teams data from the audit log

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

The Microsoft Teams admin center is gradually replacing the Skype for Business admin center, and we're migrating Teams

settings to it from the Microsoft 365 admin center. If a setting has been migrated, you'll see a notification and then be

directed to the setting's location in the Teams admin center. For more information, see Manage Teams during the

transition to the Teams admin center.

The audit log can help you investigate specific activities across Microsoft 365 services. For Microsoft Teams, here

are some of the activities that are audited:

Team creation

Team deletion

Added channel

Deleted channel

Changed channel setting

For a complete list of Teams activities that are audited, see Teams activities and Shifts in Teams activities.

Audit events from private channels are also logged as they are for teams and standard channels.

Before you can look at audit data, you have to first turn on auditing in the Microsoft 365 compliance center. For

more information, see Turn auditing on or off.

Audit data is only available from the point at which you turned on auditing.

1. To retrieve audit logs for Teams activities, go to https://compliance.microsoft.com and select AuditAudit.

2. On the SearchSearch page, filter the activities, dates, and users you want to audit.

3. Export your results to Excel for further analysis.

For step-by-step instructions, see Search the audit log in the compliance center.

Audit data is only visible in the audit log if auditing is turned on.

The length of time that an audit record is retained and searchable in the audit log depends on your Microsoft

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/audit-log-events.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-teams-skypeforbusiness-admin-center
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/turn-audit-log-search-on-or-off
https://compliance.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-the-audit-log-in-security-and-compliance#search-the-audit-log


 Tips for searching the audit log

 Teams activities

365 or Office 365 subscription, and specifically the type of license that's assigned to users. To learn more, see the

Security & Compliance Center service description.

Here are tips for searching for Teams activities in the audit log.

You can select specific activities to search for by clicking the checkbox next to one or more activities. If an

activity is selected, you can click it to cancel the selection. You can also use the search box to display the

activities that contain the keyword that you type.

To display events for activities run using cmdlets, select Show results for all activ itiesShow results for all activ ities  in the

ActivitiesActivities  list. If you know the name of the operation for these activities, type it in the search box to

display the activity and then select it.

To clear the current search criteria, click Clear allClear all . The date range returns to the default of the last seven

days.

If 5,000 results are found, you can probably assume that there are more than 5,000 events that met the

search criteria. You can refine the search criteria and rerun the search to return fewer results, or you can

export all the search results by selecting Expor tExpor t > Download all resultsDownload all results . For step-by-step instructions

to export audit logs, see Export the search results to a file.

Check out this video for using audio log search. Join Ansuman Acharya, a program manager for Teams, as he

demonstrates how to do an audit log search for Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-platform-service-description/office-365-securitycompliance-center
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/audit-log-search-page.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-the-audit-log-in-security-and-compliance#step-3-export-the-search-results-to-a-file
https://www.youtube.com/embed/UBxaRySAxyE
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Added bot to team BotAddedToTeam A user adds a bot to a team.

Added channel ChannelAdded A user adds a channel to a team.

Added connector ConnectorAdded A user adds a connector to a channel.

Added details about Teams meeting MeetingDetail Teams added information about a
meeting, including the start time, the
end time, and the URL to join the
meeting.

Added information about meeting
participants 

MeetingParticipantDetail Teams added information about the
participants of a meeting, including the
user ID of each participant, the time a
participant joined the meeting, and the
time a participant left the meeting.

Added members MemberAdded A team owner adds members to a
team, channel, or group chat.

Added tab TabAdded A user adds a tab to a channel.

Changed channel setting ChannelSettingChanged The ChannelSettingChanged operation
is logged when the following activities
are performed by a team member. For
each of these activities, a description of
the setting that was changed (shown
in parentheses is displayed in the ItemItem
column in the audit log search results.

Changed organization setting TeamsTenantSettingChanged The TeamsTenantSettingChanged
operation is logged when the following
activities are performed by a global
admin in the Microsoft 365 admin
center. These activities affect org-wide
Teams settings. To learn more, see
Manage Teams settings for your
organization. 
For each of these activities, a
description of the setting that was
changed (shown in parentheses) is
displayed in the ItemItem column in the
audit log search results.

Here's a list of all events that are logged for user and admin activities in Teams in the Microsoft 365 audit log.

The table includes the friendly name that's displayed in the ActivitiesActivities  column and the name of the

corresponding operation that appears in the detailed information of an audit record and in the CSV file when

you export the search results.

2

2

Changes name of a team
channel (Channel nameChannel name)

Changes description of a team
channel (ChannelChannel
descriptiondescription)

Enables or disables Teams for
the organization (MicrosoftMicrosoft
TeamsTeams).

Enables or disables



F RIEN DLY  N A M EF RIEN DLY  N A M E O P ERAT IO NO P ERAT IO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
interoperability between
Microsoft Teams and Skype for
Business for the organization
(Skype for BusinessSkype for Business
interoperabilityinteroperability ).

Enables or disables the
organizational chart view in
Microsoft Teams clients (OrgOrg
char t viewchar t view).

Enables or disables the ability
for team members to schedule
private meetings (PrivatePrivate
meeting schedulingmeeting scheduling).

Enables or disables the ability
for team members to schedule
channel meetings (ChannelChannel
meeting schedulingmeeting scheduling).

Enables or disables video calling
in Teams meetings (Video forVideo for
Skype meetingsSkype meetings).

Enables or disables screen
sharing in Microsoft Teams
meetups for the organization
(Screen sharing for SkypeScreen sharing for Skype
meetingsmeetings).

Enables or disables that ability
to add animated images (called
Giphys) to Teams conversations
(Animated imagesAnimated images).

Changes the content rating
setting for the organization
(Content ratingContent rating). The content
rating restricts the type of
animated image that can be
displayed in conversations.

Enables or disables the ability
for team members to add
customizable images (called
custom memes) from the
internet to team conversations
(Customizable images fromCustomizable images from
the Internetthe Internet ).

Enables or disables the ability
for team members to add
editable images (called stickers)
to team conversations
(Editable imagesEditable images).

Enables or disables that ability
for team members to use bots
in Microsoft Teams chats and
channels (Org-wide bots)Org-wide bots).

Enables specific bots for
Microsoft Teams. This doesn't
include the T-Bot, which is
Teams help bot that's available
when bots are enabled for the
organization (IndividualIndividual
botsbots).

Enables or disables the ability
for team members to add
extensions or tabs (ExtensionsExtensions
or tabsor tabs).

Enables or disables the side-
loading of proprietary bots for



Changed role of members in team MemberRoleChanged A team owner changes the role of
members in a team. The following
values indicate the role type assigned
to the user. 

11  - Indicates the Member role.
22  - Indicates the Owner role.
33  - Indicates the Guest role.

The Members property also includes
the name of your organization and the
member's email address.

Changed team setting TeamSettingChanged The TeamSettingChanged operation is
logged when the following activities
are performed by a team owner. For
each of these activities, a description of
the setting that was changed (shown
in parentheses) is displayed in the
ItemItem column in the audit log search
results.

Created a chat ChatCreated A Teams chat was created.

F RIEN DLY  N A M EF RIEN DLY  N A M E O P ERAT IO NO P ERAT IO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
Microsoft Teams (Side loadingSide loading
of Botsof Bots).

Enables or disables the ability
for users to send email
messages to a Microsoft Teams
channel (Channel emailChannel email).

Changes the access type for a
team. Teams can be set as
private or public (Team accessTeam access
typetype). When a team is private
(the default setting), users can
access the team only by
invitation. When a team is
public, it's discoverable by
anyone.

Changes the information
classification of a team (TeamTeam
classificationclassification). For example,
team data can be classified as
high business impact, medium
business impact, or low
business impact.

Changes the name of a team
(Team nameTeam name).

Changes the team description
(Team descriptionTeam description).

Changes made to team
settings. To access these
settings, a team owner can
right-click a team, select
Manage teamManage team, and then click
the SettingsSettings tab. For these
activities, the name of the
setting that was changed is
displayed in the ItemItem column
in the audit log search results.

1, 2



Created team TeamCreated A user creates a team.

Deleted a message MessageDeleted A message in a chat or channel was
deleted.

Deleted all organization apps DeletedAllOrganizationApps Deleted all organization apps from the
catalog.

Deleted app AppDeletedFromCatalog An app has been deleted from the
catalog.

Deleted channel ChannelDeleted A user deletes a channel from a team.

Deleted team TeamDeleted A team owner deletes a team.

Edited a message with a URL link in
Teams

MessageEditedHasLink A user edits a message and adds a
URL link to it in Teams.

Exported messages MessagesExported Chat or channel messages were
exported.

Fetched chat ChatRetrieved A Microsoft Teams chat was retrieved.

Fetched all hosted content of a
message

MessageHostedContentsListed All hosted content in a message, such
as images or code snippets, was
retrieved.

Installed app AppInstalled An app was installed.

Performed action on card PerformedCardAction A user took action on an adaptive card
within a chat. Adaptive cards are
typically used by bots to allow the rich
display of information and interaction
in chats. 

Note:Note:  Only inline input actions on an
adaptive card inside a chat will be
available in the audit log. For example,
when a user submits a poll response in
a channel conversation on an adaptive
card generated by a Poll bot. User
actions such as "View result", which will
open a dialog, or user actions inside
dialogs won't be available in the audit
log.

Posted a new message MessageSent A new message was posted to a chat
or channel.

Published app AppPublishedToCatalog An app was added to the catalog.

Read a message MessageRead A message of a chat or channel was
retrieved.
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Read hosted content of a message MessageHostedContentRead Hosted content in a message, such as
an image or a code snippet, was
retrieved.

Removed bot from team BotRemovedFromTeam A user removes a bot from a team.

Removed connector ConnectorRemoved A user removes a connector from a
channel.

Removed members MemberRemoved A team owner removes members from
a team, channel, or group chat.

Removed tab TabRemoved A user removes a tab from a channel.

Retrieved messages MessagesListed Messages from a chat or channel were
retrieved.

Sent a message with a URL link in
Teams

MessageCreatedHasLink A user sends a message containing a
URL link in Teams.

Sent change notification for message
creation 

MessageCreatedNotification A change notification was sent to
notify a subscribed listener application
of a new message.

Sent change notification for message
deletion 

MessageDeletedNotification A change notification was sent to
notify a subscribed listener application
of a deleted message.

Sent change notification for message
update 

MessageUpdatedNotification A change notification was sent to
notify a subscribed listener application
of an updated message.

Subscribed to message change
notifications 

SubscribedToMessages A subscription was created by a
listener application to receive change
notifications for messages.

Uninstalled app AppUninstalled An app was uninstalled.

Updated app AppUpdatedInCatalog An app was updated in the catalog.

Updated a chat ChatUpdated A Teams chat was updated.

Updated a message MessageUpdated A message of a chat or channel was
updated.

Updated connector ConnectorUpdated A user modified a connector in a
channel.

Updated tab TabUpdated A user modified a tab in a channel.

Upgraded app AppUpgraded An app was upgraded to its latest
version in the catalog.
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User signed in to Teams TeamsSessionStarted A user signs in to a Microsoft Teams
client. This event doesn't capture token
refresh activities.
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NOTENOTE

 Shifts in Teams activities
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Added scheduling group ScheduleGroupAdded A user successfully adds a new
scheduling group to the schedule.

Edited scheduling group ScheduleGroupEdited A user successfully edits a scheduling
group.

Deleted scheduling group ScheduleGroupDeleted A user successfully deletes a
scheduling group from the schedule.

Withdrew schedule ScheduleWithdrawn A user successfully withdraws a
published schedule.

Added shift ShiftAdded A user successfully adds a shift.

Edited shift ShiftEdited A user successfully edits a shift.

Deleted shift ShiftDeleted A user successfully deletes a shift.

Added time off TimeOffAdded A user successfully adds time off on
the schedule.

Edited time off TimeOffEdited A user successfully edits time off.

Deleted time off TimeOffDeleted A user successfully deletes time off.

Added open shift OpenShiftAdded A user successfully adds an open shift
to a scheduling group.

Edited open shift OpenShiftEdited A user successfully edits an open shift
in a scheduling group.

 An audit record for this event is only logged when the operation is performed by calling a Microsoft Graph API. If the

operation is performed in the Teams client, an audit record will not be logged

 This event is only available in Advanced Audit. That means users must be assigned the appropriate license before these

events are logged in the audit log. For more information about activities only available in Advanced Audit, see Advanced

Audit in Microsoft 365. For Advanced Audit licensing requirements, see Auditing solutions in Microsoft 365.

1

2

(in preview)(in preview)

If your organization is using the Shifts app in Teams, you can search the audit log for activities related to the

Shifts app. Here's a list of all events that are logged for Shifts activities in Teams in the Microsoft 365 audit log.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/advanced-audit#advanced-audit-events
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/auditing-solutions-overview#licensing-requirements


Deleted open shift OpenShiftDeleted A user successfully deletes an open
shift from a scheduling group.

Shared schedule ScheduleShared A user successfully shared a team
schedule for a date range.

Clocked in using Time clock ClockedIn A user successfully clocks in using Time
clock.

Clocked out using Time clock ClockedOut A user successfully clocks out using
Time clock.

Started break using Time clock BreakStarted A user successfully starts a break
during an active Time clock session.

Ended break using Time clock BreakEnded A user successfully ends a break during
an active Time clock session.

Added Time clock entry TimeClockEntryAdded A user successfully adds a new manual
Time clock entry on Time Sheet.

Edited Time clock entry TimeClockEntryEdited A user successfully edits a Time clock
entry on Time Sheet.

Deleted Time clock entry TimeClockEntryDeleted A user successfully deletes a Time clock
entry on Time Sheet.

Added shift request RequestAdded A user added a shift request.

Responded to shift request RequestRespondedTo A user responded to a shift request.

Canceled shift request RequestCancelled A user canceled a shift request.

Changed schedule setting ScheduleSettingChanged A user changes a setting in Shifts
settings.

Added workforce integration WorkforceIntegrationAdded The Shifts app is integrated with a
third-party system.

Accepted off shift message OffShiftDialogAccepted A user acknowledges the off-shift
message to access Teams after shift
hours.
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 Office 365 Management Activity API

 Attribution in Teams audit logs

You can use the Office 365 Management Activity API to retrieve information about Teams events. To learn more

about the Management Activity API schema for Teams, see Teams schema.

Membership changes to Teams (such as users added or deleted) made through Azure Active Directory (Azure

AD), Microsoft 365 admin portal, or Microsoft 365 Groups Graph API will appear in Teams audit messages and

in the General channel with an attribution to an existing owner of the team, and not to the actual initiator of the

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office/office-365-management-api/office-365-management-activity-api-schema#microsoft-teams-schema


 Use Cloud App Security to set activity policies

  External user scenarioExternal user scenario

action. In these scenarios, consult Azure AD or Microsoft 365 Group audit logs to see the relevant information.

Using Microsoft Cloud App Security integration, you can set activity policies to enforce a wide range of

automated processes using the app provider's APIs. These policies enable you to monitor specific activities

carried out by various users, or follow unexpectedly high rates of one certain type of activity.

After you set an activity detection policy, it starts to generate alerts. Alerts are only generated on activities that

occur after you create the policy. Here's some example scenarios for how you can use activity policies in Cloud

App Security to monitor Teams activities.

One scenario you might want to keep an eye on, from a business perspective, is the addition of external users to

your Teams environment. If external users are enabled, monitoring their presence is a good idea. You can use

Cloud App Security to identify potential threats.

The screenshot of this policy to monitor adding external users allows you to name the policy, set the severity

according to your business needs, set it as (in this case) a single activity, and then establish the parameters that

will specifically monitor only the addition of non-internal users, and limit this activity to Teams.

The results from this policy can be viewed in the activity log:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-the-audit-log-in-security-and-compliance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-app-security/what-is-cloud-app-security
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-app-security/user-activity-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-app-security/what-is-cloud-app-security
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/teamsexternaluseraddpolicy.png#lightbox


  Mass delete scenarioMass delete scenario

Here you can review matches to the policy you've set, and make any adjustments as needed, or export the

results to use elsewhere.

As mentioned earlier, you can monitor deletion scenarios. It's possible to create a policy that would monitor

mass deletion of Teams sites. In this example, an alert-based policy is set up to detect mass deletion of teams in

a span of 30 minutes.

As the screenshot shows, you can set many different parameters for this policy to monitor Teams deletions,

including severity, single or repeated action, and parameters limiting this to Teams and site deletion. This can be

done independently of a template, or you may have a template created to base this policy on, depending on

your organizational needs.

After you establish a policy that works for your business, you can review the results in the activity log as events

are triggered:

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/teamsexternaluserlist.png#lightbox
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/teamsmassdeletepolicy.png#lightbox


  Alert and governance scenarioAlert and governance scenario

 Use Cloud App Security to set anomaly detection policies

You can filter down to the policy you've set to see the results of that policy. If the results you're getting in the

activity log are not satisfactory (maybe you're seeing lots of results, or nothing at all), this may help you to fine-

tune the query to make it more relevant to what you need it to do.

You can set alerts and send emails to admins and other users when an activity policy is triggered. You can set

automated governance actions such as suspending a user or making a user to sign in again in an automated

way. This example shows how a user account can be suspended when an activity policy is triggered and

determines a user deleted two or more teams in 30 minutes.

Anomaly detection policies in Cloud App Security provide out-of-the-box user and entity behavioral analytics

(UEBA) and machine learning (ML) so that you can immediately run advanced threat detection across your cloud

environment. Because they're automatically enabled, the new anomaly detection policies provide immediate

results by providing immediate detections, targeting numerous behavioral anomalies across your users and the

machines and devices connected to your network. Additionally, the new policies expose more data from the

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/teamsmassdeletelist.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-app-security/anomaly-detection-policy


 Related topics

Cloud App Security detection engine, to help you speed up the investigation process and contain ongoing

threats.

We're working to integrate Teams events into anomaly detection policies. For now, you can set up anomaly

detection policies for other Office products and take action items on users who match those policies.

Search the audit log in the Microsoft 365 compliance center

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-the-audit-log-in-security-and-compliance
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 What is supported by the Teams Export APIs?

NOTENOTE

 How to access Teams Export APIs

Teams Export APIs allow you to export 1:1, group chat, meeting chats, and channel messages from Microsoft

Teams. If your organization needs to export Microsoft Teams messages, you are able to extract them using

Teams Export APIs. Chat Message represents an individual chat message within a channel or chat. The chat

message can be a root chat message or part of a reply thread that is defined by the replyToIdreplyToId property in the

chat message.

Here are some examples on how you can use these export APIs:

Example 1Example 1 : If you have enabled Microsoft Teams in your organization and want to export all the Microsoft

Teams messages to date programmatically by passing the date range for a given user or team.

Example 2Example 2 : If you want to programmatically export all user or team messages daily by providing a date

range. Export APIs can retrieve all the messages created or updated during the given date range.

Bulk Expor t of Teams Message:Bulk Expor t of Teams Message: Teams Export APIs support up to 200 RPS Per App Per tenant and 600

RPS for an Application, with these limits you should be able to bulk export of Teams messages.

Application ContextApplication Context: To call Microsoft Graph, your app must acquire an access token from the

Microsoft identity platform. The access token contains information about your app and the permissions it

has for the resources and APIs available through Microsoft Graph. To get an access token, your app must

be registered with the Microsoft identity platform and be authorized by either a user or an administrator

for access to the Microsoft Graph resources it needs.

If you are already familiar with integrating an app with the Microsoft identity platform to get tokens, see

the Next Steps section for information and samples specific to Microsoft Graph.

Hybrid Environment:Hybrid Environment: Export APIs support messages sent by users who are provisioned on Hybrid

Environment (on-premises Exchange and Teams). Any messages that are sent by users who are

configured for hybrid environment will be accessible using Export APIs.

User Deleted Messages:User Deleted Messages: Messages that are deleted by users from the Teams client can be accessed

using export APIs up to 21 days from the time of deletion.

Message Attachments:Message Attachments: Export APIs include the links to the attachments that are sent as part of

messages. Using Export APIs you can retrieve the files attached in the messages.

Chat Message Proper ties:Chat Message Proper ties: Refer to the complete list of properties that Teams Export APIs support here.

Export APIs do not support reactions.

Example 1Example 1  is a simple query to retrieve all the messages of a user or team without any filters:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/export-teams-content.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/channel?view=graph-rest-beta
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/chat?view=graph-rest-beta
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/auth/auth-concepts?view=graph-rest-1.0#next-steps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/chatmessage?view=graph-rest-beta#properties
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 Prerequisites to access Teams Export APIs

 License requirements for Teams Export APIs

  S+C/Model A scenariosS+C/Model A scenarios

  General usage/Model B scenariosGeneral usage/Model B scenarios

GET https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/users/{id}/chats/getAllMessages

GET https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/teams/{id}/channels/getAllMessages

GET https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/users/{id}/chats/getAllMessages?
$top=50&$filter=lastModifiedDateTime gt 2020-06-04T18:03:11.591Z and lastModifiedDateTime lt 2020-06-
05T21:00:09.413Z

GET https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/teams/{id}/channels/getAllMessages?
$top=50&$filter=lastModifiedDateTime gt 2020-06-04T18:03:11.591Z and lastModifiedDateTime lt 2020-06-
05T21:00:09.413Z

Example 2Example 2  is a sample query to retrieve all the messages of a user or team by specifying date time filters

and top 50 messages:

The API returns response with next page link in case of multiple results. For getting next set of results, simply call GET on

the url from @odata.nextlink. If @odata.nextlink is not present or null then all messages are retrieved.

Microsoft Teams APIs in Microsoft Graph that access sensitive data are considered protected APIs. Export

APIs require that you have additional validation, beyond permissions and consent, before you can use

them. To request access to these protected APIs, complete the request form.

Application permissionsare used by apps that run without a signed-in user present; application

permissions can only beconsented by an administrator. The following permissions are needed:

Chat.Read.All: enables access to all 1:1, Group chat, and meeting chat messages

ChannelMessage.Read.All: enables access to all channel messages

User.Read.All: enables access to the list of users for a tenant

Export API supports Security and Compliance (S+C) and general usage scenarios through a model query

parameter. S+C scenarios (Model A) include seeded capacity and require an E5 subscription and general usage

scenarios (Model B) are available for all subscriptions and is consumption only. For more information about

seeded capacity and consumption fees, see Licensing and payment requirements for Microsoft Graph Teams

APIs.

Restricted to applications performing security and/or compliance functions, users must have specific E5 licenses

to use this functionality and receive seeded capacity. Seeded capacity is per user and is calculated per month and

is aggregated at the tenant level. For usage beyond the seeded capacity, app owners are billed for API

consumption. Model A can only access messages from users with an assigned E5 license.

Available for all non-S+C related scenarios, there are no license requirements or seeded capacity. When

consumption meters become available, app owners will be charged for all monthly API calls.

https://aka.ms/teamsgraph/requestaccess
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/teams-licenses


  

Evaluation Mode (default)Evaluation Mode (default)

 JSON representation

{
"id": "string (identifier)",
"replyToId": "string (identifier)",
"from": {"@odata.type": "microsoft.graph.identitySet"},
"etag": "string",
"messageType": "string",
"createdDateTime": "string (timestamp)",
"lastModifiedDateTime": "string (timestamp)",
"deletedDateTime": "string (timestamp)",
"subject": "string",
"from": {
                "application": null,
                "device": null,
                "conversation": null,
                "user": {

                    "id": \[{"@odata.type": "microsoft.graph.user"}\],
                    "displayName": "User Name",

                    "userIdentityType": "aadUser"                }
            },
"body": {"@odata.type": "microsoft.graph.itemBody"},
"summary": "string",

"chatId": \[{"@odata.type": "microsoft.graph.chat"}\]

"attachments": \[{"@odata.type": "microsoft.graph.chatMessageAttachment"}\],
"mentions": \[{"@odata.type": "microsoft.graph.chatMessageMention"}\],
"importance": "string",
"locale": "string",
}

NOTENOTE

No model declaration enables access to APIs with limited usage per each requesting application for evaluation

purposes.

The following example is a JSON representation of the resource:

Namespace: microsoft.graph

For more details on chatMessage resource, see the chatMessage resource type article.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/chatmessage
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 What personal data does Microsoft Teams collect and for what
purposes does Microsoft Teams use this data?

 Legal Basis of Processing

When an organization is considering relying on Microsoft Teams for communication and collaboration, privacy

is something that needs to be addressed at every level. The questions we have below should address the privacy

concerns you may have when planning your Teams implementation, or at any point during Teams usage.

Microsoft processes the personal data in Microsoft Teams to deliver the agreed-upon services defined in the

Online Services Terms and ultimately for the purposes determined by the data controller obtaining the

service.Microsoft Teams, as a cloud-based service, processes various types of personal data as part of delivering

the service. This personal data includes:

ContentContent Your meetings and conversations chats, voicemail, shared files, recordings and transcriptions.

Profile DataProfile Data Data that is shared within your company about you. Examples include your E-mail address,

profile picture, and phone number.

Call Histor yCall Histor y  A detailed history of the phone calls you make, which allows you to go back and review your

own call records.

Call Quality dataCall Quality data Details of meetings and call data are available to your system administrators. This allows

your administrators to diagnose issues related to poor call quality and service usage.

Suppor t/Feedback dataSuppor t/Feedback data Information related to troubleshooting tickets or feedback submission to

Microsoft.

Diagnostic and ser vice dataDiagnostic and ser vice data Diagnostic data related to service usage. This personal data allows Microsoft

to deliver the service (troubleshoot, secure and update the product and monitor performance) as well as

perform some internal business operations, such as:

Determine revenue

Develop metrics

Determine service usage

Conduct product and capacity planning

To the extent Microsoft Teams processes personal data in connection with Microsoft's legitimate business

operations, Microsoft will be an independent data controller for such use and will be responsible for complying

with all applicable laws and controller obligations.

Our customers are controllers for the data provided to Microsoft, as set forth in the Online Services Terms, and

they determine legal bases of processing.Microsoft, in turn, processes the data on the customers' instructions, as

a processor.

To the extent Microsoft processes personal data in connection with its own legitimate business operations, as

described in the Online Services Terms, Microsoft will be an independent controller for such processing, the

legal basis of which is legitimate interests. "Microsoft's legitimate business operations" consist of the following,

each as incident to delivery of Microsoft Teams to the customer: (1) billing and account management; (2)

compensation (e.g., calculating employee commissions and partner incentives); (3)internal reporting and

modeling (e.g., forecasting, revenue, capacity planning, product strategy); (4)combatting fraud, cybercrime, or

cyber-attacks that may affect Microsoft or Microsoft Products; (5) improving the core functionality of

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-privacy.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=2050263
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=2050263
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=2050263


 What third parties have access to personal data?

 Where does Teams transfer and store personal data?

 How long does Microsoft Teams retain personal data?

  Right to withdraw consentRight to withdraw consent

 Contact Details of Microsoft's Data Protection Officer

accessibility, privacy or energy-efficiency; and (6)financial reporting and compliance with legal obligations.

Microsoft will not disclose personal data except:

1. as the customer directs (including as required to complete phone calls);

2. as described in the Online Service Terms (such as the use of authorized subcontractors to provide certain

components of services);

3. as required by law.

If law enforcement contacts Microsoft with a demand, Microsoft will attempt to redirect the law enforcement

agency to request that personal data directly from the customer. If compelled to disclose personal data to law

enforcement, Microsoft will promptly notify the customer and provide a copy of the demand unless legally

prohibited from doing so. For more information about data that we disclose in response to requests from law

enforcement and other government agencies, please see our Law Enforcement Requests Report.

The Teams Security Guide has more information about our compliance standards.

Personal data is transferred and stored as set forth in the Online Service Terms.

For transfers of personal data from the EEA, EU, Switzerland, and the UK, Microsoft is certified to the EU-U.S. and

Swiss-U.S. Privacy Shield Frameworks and the commitments they entail, although Microsoft does not rely on the

EU-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework as a legal basis for transfers of Personal Data in light of the judgment of the

Court of Justice of the EU in Case C-311/18.

We have information on the Location of data in Microsoft Teams if you need to learn more.

Microsoft Teams retains your data for the minimum amount of time necessary to deliver the service.

Because this data is required to provide the service, this typically means that we retain personal data until the

user stops using Microsoft Teams, or until the user deletes personal data.If a user (or an administrator on the

user's behalf) deletes the data, Microsoft will ensure that all copies of the personal data are deleted within 30

days.

If a company terminates service with Microsoft, corresponding personal data will all be deleted between 90 and

180 days of service termination.

In some circumstances, local laws require that Microsoft Teams retain telephone records (for billing purposes)

for a specific period of time, in those circumstances Microsoft Teams follows the law for each region.

Additionally, if a company requests that Microsoft Teams hold a user's data to support a legal obligation,

Microsoft will respect the company administrator's request.

If Microsoft Teams processes any personal data based on consent, you may have the right to withdraw your

consent at any time. You should direct your request to withdraw consent to your administrator, where your

administrator is the controller of the personal data at issue.

If you have a privacy concern, complaint or question for the Microsoft Chief Privacy Officer and EU Data

Protection Officer, please contact us by using our web form. Our EU Data Protection Officer is located at

https://www.microsoft.com/corporate-responsibility/law-enforcement-requests-report
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=2050263
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=321116


Microsoft Place, South County Business Park, Leopardstown, Dublin 18, Ireland. Telephone: +353 1 706

3117.You can also raise a concern or lodge a complaint with a data protection authority or other official with

jurisdiction.
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Where your Teams data is stored

 Data stored with a third-party storage provider

Data in Teams resides in the geographic region associated with your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization.

Currently, Teams supports the Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, India, Japan, Norway, South Africa,

South Korea, Switzerland (which includes Liechtenstein), the United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Americas,

APAC, and EMEA regions.

Teams currently offers data residency in Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, India, Japan, Norway, the United Arab

Emirates, United Kingdom, South Korea, South Africa, and Switzerland (which includes Liechtenstein) for new tenants only.

A new tenant is defined as any tenant that hasn’t had a single user from the tenant sign in to Teams or its admin user has

never signed in to the Teams admin center. Existing tenants from Australia, India, Japan, and South Korea will continue to

have their Teams data stored in the APAC region. Existing tenants in Brazil and Canada will continue to have their data

stored in the Americas. Existing tenants in France, Germany, Liechtenstein, Norway, the United Arab Emirates, the United

Kingdom, South Africa, and Switzerland will have their data stored in the EMEA region.

To see which region houses data for your tenant, go to the Microsoft 365 admin center > SettingsSettings  >

Organization profileOrganization profile. Scroll down to Data locationData location.

For a detailed list of countries and data stored, see Where your Microsoft 365 customer data is stored.

Organizations who allow users to store files with a third-party storage provider are dependent on the storage

location of those services and should, therefore, review the location of data at rest for those services separately.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/location-of-data-in-teams.md
https://portal.office.com/adminportal/home
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/o365-data-locations?view=o365-worldwide
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At Microsoft we take feedback from our customers very seriously. The feedback you provide will be used to

troubleshoot, fix bugs, enhance existing features, and develop new ones. Your feedback may be reviewed by

teams responsible for product quality and customer assurance.

You can request copies of your feedback or ask for the feedback you provided to be deleted. For more info, see

the Export or delete your Teams data article.

When submitting feedback, we ask that you not include sensitive information, like phone numbers, addresses,

or highly personal stories. Instead, please provide information on the specific issue you are experiencing with

our app or your experience with the app. This will help us maintain your privacy as we review and take action

based on your feedback.

As always, thank-you for taking the time to share your thoughts with us. Your perspectives help us improve our

existing products and develop better ones.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-privacy-feedback.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/export-or-delete-your-teams-data-1ed6ac68-5fb4-41be-9861-1a4127fecf68
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NOTENOTE

Applying any Conditional Access (CA) policy on SharePoint in Microsoft 365 is also applied to Teams. However,

some organizations want to block access to SharePoint files (upload, download, view, edit, create) yet allow their

employees to use Teams desktop, mobile, and web clients on unmanaged devices. Under the CA policy rules,

blocking SharePoint would lead to blocking Teams as well. This article explains how you can work around this

limitation and allow your employees to continue using Teams while completely blocking access to files stored in

SharePoint.

Blocking or limiting access on unmanaged devices relies on Azure AD conditional access policies. Learn about Azure AD

licensing. For an overview of conditional access in Azure AD, see Conditional access in Azure Active Directory. For info

about recommended SharePoint Online access policies, see Policy recommendations for securing SharePoint sites and files.

If you limit access on unmanaged devices, users on managed devices must use one of the supported OS and browser

combinations, or they will also have limited access.

You can block or limit access for :

Users in the organization or only some users or security groups.

All sites in the organization or only some sites.

When access is blocked, users will see an error message. Blocking access helps provide security and protects

secure data. When access is blocked, users will see an error message.

1. Open the SharePoint Admin Center.

2. Expand PoliciesPolicies  > Access PoliciesAccess Policies .

3. In the Unmanaged DevicesUnmanaged Devices  section, select Block AccessBlock Access  and select SaveSave.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/block-access-sharepoint.md
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/active-directory/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/sharepoint-file-access-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/concept-conditional-access-conditions#supported-browsers


NOTENOTE

4. Open the Azure Active Directory portal and navigate to Conditional Access PoliciesConditional Access Policies .

You'll see a new policy has been created by SharePoint that's similar to this example:

5. Update the policy to target only specific users or a group.

Setting this policy will cut your access to the SharePoint admin portal. We recommended that you configure the exclusion

policy and select the Global and SharePoint admins.

6. Verify that only SharePoint is selected as targeted Cloud App

https://portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_AAD_IAM/ConditionalAccessBlade/Policies


7. Update ConditionsConditions  to include desktop clients, as well.

8. Make sure that Grant accessGrant access  is enabled



9. Make sure Use app enforced restr ictionsUse app enforced restr ictions  is enabled.

10. Enable your policy and select SaveSave.

To test your policy, you need to sign out from any client such as the Teams desktop app or the OneDrive for

Business sync client and sign in again to see the policy working. If your access has been blocked, you'll see a

message in Teams that states the item might not exist.



 Related topics

In SharePoint, you'll receive an access denied message.

Control access for unmanaged devices in SharePoint

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/control-access-from-unmanaged-devices
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Diagnostic data sent from Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise to
Microsoft

 Clients that adhere to diagnostic controls

 Diagnostic data sent from the Teams app to Microsoft

Microsoft is committed to providing you with the information and controls you need to make choices about

how your data is collected and used when you’re using Microsoft Teams, a part of Microsoft 365.

This article is intended to provide you with information about privacy controls for the following areas:

Diagnostic dataDiagnostic data that is collected and sent to Microsoft about Teams and Office software being used on

computers running Windows in your organization.

Connected experiencesConnected experiences  that use cloud-based functionality to provide enhanced Teams and Office features

to you and your users.

As part of these changes, there are new and updated user interface (UI) elements and policy settings

For further reading, please review Overview of privacy controls for Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise.

Diagnostic data is used to:

Keep Teams secure and up-to-date.

Detect, diagnose, and remediate problems.

Make product improvements.

An example of some of the collected data includes:

Application language

User type

Build version of the OS

The following clients adhere to diagnostic controls and will submit data:

iOS

Android

Desktop (only the component that is using the win32 API)

To see a list of required diagnostic data events and their properties, see the following articles:

Required mobile diagnostic data for Microsoft Teams

Required desktop diagnostic data for Microsoft Teams

This diagnostic data is collected and sent to Microsoft about Teams software being used on computers running

Windows in your organization.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/policy-control-overview.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/privacy/overview-privacy-controls


 Required service data for connected experiences

 Essential services for Microsoft Teams

There are three levels of diagnostic data for Teams software that you can choose from:

RequiredRequired The minimum data necessary to help keep Office secure, up-to-date, and performing as expected

on the device it’s installed on.

OptionalOptional  Additional data that helps us make product improvements and provides enhanced information to

help us detect, diagnose, and remediate issues.

NeitherNeither  No diagnostic data about Teams software running on the user ’s device is collected and sent to us.

This option, however, significantly limits our ability to detect, diagnose, and remediate problems your users

may encounter using Teams.

Required diagnostic data could include, for example, information about the version of Teams client installed on

the device, or include information that indicates that the Teams application is crashing when trying to join a

meeting. Optional diagnostic data could include information about the time it takes to initiate a phone call,

which could indicate an issue with connectivity or network performance.

If you choose to send us optional diagnostic data, required diagnostic data is also included.

As an admin for your organization, you’ll be able to use a policy setting to choose which level of diagnostic data

is sent to us. Optional diagnostic data will be sent to Microsoft unless you change the setting. Providing optional

diagnostic data better enables the Office engineering team at Microsoft to detect, diagnose, and mitigate issues

to reduce impacts to your organization.

To choose which level of diagnostic data is sent to us, use the Office cloud policy service and configure the

Configure the level of client software diagnostic data sent by Office to Microsoft policy setting. This is the same

policy setting that is used to configure which level of diagnostic data is sent by other Office apps (such as Word,

Excel, and PowerPoint) that come with Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise.

Your users won’t be able to change the diagnostic data level for their devices if they are signed in to Teams with

their organizational credentials, which is sometimes referred to as a work or school account.

This diagnostic data doesn’t include names of users, their email addresses, or other user content, such as Office

files shared in Teams, a chat message sent in Teams, or the text of a post published in a Teams channel. Our

system creates a unique ID that it associates with your user ’s diagnostic data. When we receive diagnostic data

showing that the Teams app crashed 100 times, this unique ID lets us determine if it was a single user who

crashed 100 times or if it was 100 different users who each crashed once. We don’t use this unique ID to identify

a specific user.

To see what diagnostic data is being sent to Microsoft, you can use the Diagnostic Data Viewer, which you can

download and install for free from the Microsoft Store. For more information, see Using the Diagnostic Data

Viewer with Office.

Required service data is data that enables us to deliver these cloud-based connected experiences and help make

these experiences secure and perform as expected. You can choose to not offer this functionality to your users, in

which case this information will not be provided to Microsoft to support the functionality of connected

experiences. You can learn more about required service data.

There is also a set of services that are essential to how Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise functions and cannot

be disabled. For example, the licensing service that confirms that you are properly licensed to use Microsoft 365

Apps for enterprise. Required service data about these services is collected and sent to Microsoft, regardless of

any other policy settings that you have configured.

For more information, see Essential services for Office.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/overview-office-cloud-policy-service
https://support.microsoft.com/topic/cf761ce9-d805-4c60-a339-4e07f3182855
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/privacy/required-service-data
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/privacy/essential-services
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 Events

NOTENOTE

  PanelActionPanelAction

NOTENOTE

The following article contains a list of Microsoft Teams mobile events, and lists of properties each event collects.

For more information about diagnostic data, including how to control what diagnostic data is sent to Microsoft,

see Diagnostic data sent from the Teams app to Microsoft. To view the diagnostic data being sent to Microsoft,

you can use the Diagnostic Data Viewer.

There are common properties for all events listed below, to review them, see Properties sent with all events.

For information on the properties of PanelAction events, see Properties sent with panelaction events.

acceptUseracceptUser  - The user has accepted a 1:1 chat.

accessibilityUserConfigurationaccessibilityUserConfiguration - When a user toggles an accessibility feature.

acknowledgeSettingChangeacknowledgeSettingChange - Acknowledge an update in the we updated a notification setting dialog.

This is a feature success metrics used to acknowledge update notifications and to determine overall

notification reliability.

actionComposeMenuactionComposeMenu

Create message extension usage.

Action message extension usage.

active_session_banner_dismissedactive_session_banner_dismissed - The location sharing active reminder banner was dismissed.

activityChatClickedactivityChatClicked - Triggered when non-live chat is selected in the ActivityActivity  tab or a split view is

shown.

activityContextMenuactivityContextMenu - Overflow actions in the activity feed.

activityFeedClickactivityFeedClick  - An activity feed item is tapped on and a bot chat is navigated to.

activityFeedLongPressactivityFeedLongPress  - Captures long press gestures on feed items.

activityFeedSwipeactivityFeedSwipe - Captures swipe gestures on feed items.

activityFilterClickactivityFilterClick  - Captures activity filter usage.

activityFilterOptionsClickactivityFilterOptionsClick  - Captures activity filter usage.

activityFilterOptionsClickedactivityFilterOptionsClicked - Captures activity filter usage.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/policy-control-diagnostic-data-mobile.md
https://support.microsoft.com/topic/cf761ce9-d805-4c60-a339-4e07f3182855


activityL iveChatClickedactivityL iveChatClicked - Triggered when chat is selected from a live meeting on the ActivityActivity  tab.

activityL iveDetailsClickedactivityL iveDetailsClicked - Triggered when DetailsDetails  is selected from a live meeting on the ActivityActivity

tab.

activityTabClickedactivityTabClicked - Helps to determine if:

The ActivityActivity  tab is shown.

Teams captures an ActivityActivity  tab event.

activityTypeDropdownactivityTypeDropdown - Captures activity filter usage to switch between My ActivityMy Activity  and FeedsFeeds .

addChanneladdChannel  - Adding a channel. This item provides success data around the successful creation of a

channel.

addMemberaddMember  - Triggered the Invite peopleInvite people button is selected in the MoreMore menu.

addMembersaddMembers  - Add members to a team or private channel.

addToCalendaraddToCalendar  - Select the Add to calendarAdd to calendar  button for calendar events missing in private calendar.

addToListaddToList - A contact is added to a contact list.

addToMeetingaddToMeeting - Select the Add to meetingAdd to meeting button in the participant list for a meeting (for participants

who are a part of the chat).

addUserAsContactaddUserAsContact - A contact can be added by selecting the Add contactAdd contact icon from the profile card of

the contact.

admitAlladmitAll  - The number of times the Admit allAdmit all  button is selected from the lobby section.

admitPar ticipantadmitPar ticipant - The number of times someone is admitted into a meeting from the meeting roster.

aler tsNavAler taler tsNavAler t - Tapping on a feed item.

aliasDiscoverabilitySettingOpenedaliasDiscoverabilitySettingOpened - Entry point to discoverabaility settings.

android: nullandroid: null  - Mute or unmute a bot chat. This is enhancing existing telemetry around chats only adds

application information.

anonymousMeetingJoinanonymousMeetingJoin - Join meetingJoin meeting is selected on an anonymous join provide name page or OKOK

is tapped in the name dialog.

anonymousMeetingJoinWelcomeanonymousMeetingJoinWelcome - Join as guestJoin as guest is selected on an anonymous join meeting landing

page.

anonymousMeetingPostMeetingChatanonymousMeetingPostMeetingChat - The number of user views of chat from the call end screen.

anonymousMeetingPostMeetingRejoinanonymousMeetingPostMeetingRejoin - The number of times an anonymous user tries to rejoin a

meeting.

anonymousMeetingSignInanonymousMeetingSignIn - The number of times a user navigated to sign-in from the name input

screen.

anonymousMeetingSignInWelcomeanonymousMeetingSignInWelcome - The S ign in and joinSign in and join is selected on an anonymous join

meeting landing page.

anonymousMeetingToggleMutedanonymousMeetingToggleMuted - The number of times the mute toggle button was selected.

anonymousMeetingToggleVideoanonymousMeetingToggleVideo - The number of times the video toggle button was selected.

appKilledappKilled - The application is terminated.

approveTimeOffRequestapproveTimeOffRequest - When a Frontline Worker (FLW) Manager approves a Frontline Worker



request to take time off.

assigneeChangeassigneeChange - Triggers when a new assignee is added to a task item.

assignmentPickerClickedassignmentPickerClicked - The Assign ToAssign To button is selected, opening an assignee picker page.

assignmentRemovedassignmentRemoved - Triggers when an assignee is removed from a task item by selecting the xx

(which is the only way to remove an assignee).

attachmentAddedattachmentAdded - Confirms that an attachment in a task was successfully added.

attachmentDeletedattachmentDeleted - Confirms that an attachment in a task was successfully deleted.

attachmentUpdatedattachmentUpdated - Confirms that an attachment in a task was successfully updated.

audioOnlyLowBatter yBanneraudioOnlyLowBatter yBanner  - The Audio onlyAudio only  option is selected due to a low battery banner.

audioOnlyPoorNetworkBanneraudioOnlyPoorNetworkBanner  - The Video offVideo off  option is selected due to a poor connection banner.

audioUserDoubleTapaudioUserDoubleTap - Double tap on an audio participant.

autoReconnectCallmebackCallDropautoReconnectCallmebackCallDrop - The number of times the CallmebackCallmeback button was selected at a

call end screen.

autoReconnectDialInautoReconnectDialIn

The Dial inDial in  button is selected on the reconnect UFD.

The number of times the Dial InDial In button was selected while a reconnect is happening.

autoReconnectDialInonCallDropautoReconnectDialInonCallDrop - The Dial inDial in  button is selected on the call disconnected UFD.

autoReconnectDialOutautoReconnectDialOut - The Call me backCall me back button is selected on the reconnect UFD.

autoReconnectRejoinonCallDropautoReconnectRejoinonCallDrop - The number of times the RejoinRejoin or the RedialRedial  button was selected

at the call end screen.

backFromCallMePSTNbackFromCallMePSTN - Call Me back PSTN number flow is not completed.

backToPhotoSharebackToPhotoShare - Returning to a camera.

backToStageFromWhiteboardbackToStageFromWhiteboard - Returning to a call screen from a whiteboard.

backToWhiteboardFromStagebackToWhiteboardFromStage - Going to a whiteboard from a call screen.

blockAnonymousblockAnonymous  - When:

Enables calling setting to block calls without caller id from settings.

Disables calling setting to block calls without caller id from settings.

Enables calling setting to block calls without caller id from action sheet.

Disables calling setting to block calls without caller id from action sheet.

blockCallerblockCaller  - Blocking:

A number and contact from the new iOS calls action sheet.

A contact and number from the contact card.

Numbers from settings.

blockChatblockChat - Blocking a bot chat. This enhances existing telemetry around chats and is only adding

application information.

botClickCardActionbotClickCardAction - Connector card usage.

brbFormOpenedbrbFormOpened - The user requested to send feedback.



brbFormSubmitbrbFormSubmit - The user submitted feedback.

breakStar tEndClickedbreakStar tEndClicked - On the clock in screen, the Star tStar t or the End breakEnd break button is selected.

breakStar tEndTriggeredbreakStar tEndTriggered - Register a user chooses to use break start or end.

bucketSelectedbucketSelected - Confirms that a bucket has been successfully selected.

bucketUnselectedbucketUnselected - Confirms that a bucket has been successfully unselected.

bucketPickerClickedbucketPickerClicked - Confirms that the bucket picker successfully launched.

BYOELiveEventJoinBYOELiveEventJoin - BYOE (broadcast your own event) live event is joined by a user.

calendarLiveChatClickedcalendarLiveChatClicked - Chat from live meeting on the ScheduleSchedule tab.

calendarMeetingJoincalendarMeetingJoin - Meeting JoinMeeting Join button selected from a calendar.

calendarTabcalendarTab - Select the MeetingsMeetings  tab in the bottom rail. Useful in understanding the calendar usage

and comparing with other apps on the bottom rail, or determining if there was a failure in rendering the

calendar post after selecting from the bottom bar.

calendarTabClickedcalendarTabClicked - In the circumstances listed below, this will show calendar usage and allow you to

compare with other navbar apps on the bottom rail. This can be used to determine if there was a failure

when:

The ScheduleSchedule tab is shown.

The MeetingsMeetings  tab is selected in the bottom rail.

calendarUpcomingChatClickedcalendarUpcomingChatClicked - Chat from an upcoming meeting on the ScheduleSchedule tab.

callAcceptedcallAccepted - Call accepted.

callAcceptedSFBcallAcceptedSFB - Call accepted.

callAppPreferencecallAppPreference - A preferred calling App is selected.

callControlsManualDismisscallControlsManualDismiss  - Call controls are dismissed manually.

callControlsManualInvokecallControlsManualInvoke - Call controls are invoked manually.

callHistor yItemExpandcallHistor yItemExpand - Call History item expanded.

callHistor yTabcallHistor yTab - CallHistor yCallHistor y  tab is selected in Calls.

callInProgressShowncallInProgressShown - A *Call in progressCall in progress  banner is shown.

callMePSTNConnectedcallMePSTNConnected - Call meCall me is successful.

callOrMeetUpAddPar ticipantscallOrMeetUpAddPar ticipants  - Triggered when:

Add participant button is tapped on a 1:1 call screen.

Select Person (VoIP) in Add participants.

Select PSTN in Add participants.

Add people in a live private meeting.

Select PSTN in a live private meeting.

Select Company contact in a live Private meeting.

Select Device contact in a live private meeting.

Add Participants Done in a live private meeting.

Add people in a live channel meeting.

Select PSTN in a live channel meeting.



Select Team Member in a live channel meeting.

Select Device contact in a live channel meeting.

Add Participants Done in a live channel Meeting.

callOrMeetUpAddPar ticipantsDonecallOrMeetUpAddPar ticipantsDone - A user finalizes their participant addition.

callOrMeetUpAddRoomcallOrMeetUpAddRoom - Triggered when:

Add roomAdd room is selected in roster.

A search result is selected in add room.

DismissDismiss  is selected for Nearby.

Enable BTEnable BT or LocationLocation is selected for Nearby.

A nearby room result is selected in add room.

A suggested room result is selected in add room.

DoneDone is selected in add room.

callOrMeetUpAudioOffSwitchcallOrMeetUpAudioOffSwitch - Flip Audio offAudio off  button while in companion join mode in a live call or

meetup.

callOrMeetUpAutoReconnectcallOrMeetUpAutoReconnect - Poor network performance causes a user's device to go into

Autoreconnect mode.

callOrMeetUpCallAcceptedcallOrMeetUpCallAccepted - Triggered when:

A call is accepted.

A PSTN Call is accepted.

callOrMeetUpCallEndedcallOrMeetUpCallEnded - Triggered when:

An End callEnd call  button is tapped.

A Call endedCall ended button is tapped while in callOrMeetupLive.

A Call endedCall ended button is tapped while in lockScreen.

A Call endedCall ended button tapped while in notification.

A Call endedCall ended button tapped while in inApp.

A Call endedCall ended button tapped while in callKit.

A Call EndedCall Ended button for PSTN tapped.

callOrMeetUpChatWithPar ticipantscallOrMeetUpChatWithPar ticipants  - Chat toggle while in live meeting or call.

callOrMeetUpDeviceAudioSwitchcallOrMeetUpDeviceAudioSwitch - Triggered when:

Switch audio source to speaker.

Switch audio source to device.

Switch audio source to Bluetooth.

Switch audio source to audio off.

Switch speaker while in live meeting or a call.

Switch speaker to Audio off while in live meeting or a call.

Flip Audio offAudio off  button while in companion join mode in live call or meetup.

Device Audio Switch while in PSTN.

callOrMeetUpEnterDriveModecallOrMeetUpEnterDriveMode - Switches manually to drive mode from the ...... menu.

callOrMeetupExitDriveModecallOrMeetupExitDriveMode - Exit dr ive modeExit dr ive mode button tapped.

callOrMeetUpHoldcallOrMeetUpHold - Triggered when:

The HoldHold button is tapped while in live meeting or a call.

Call Hold in PSTN.



callOrMeetUpIncomingVideoSwitchcallOrMeetUpIncomingVideoSwitch - Turn off IncomingVideo while in live meeting or a call.

callOrMeetUpInvitedPar ticipantscallOrMeetUpInvitedPar ticipants  - Triggered when:

Clicked See allSee all  at the bottom of an Others invitedOthers invited participant group during private live meeting.

Clicked See allSee all  at the bottom of an Others invitedOthers invited participant group during live channel meeting.

callOrMeetUpJoinedPar ticipantscallOrMeetUpJoinedPar ticipants  - Triggered when:

Clicked See allSee all  at the bottom of an In the meetingIn the meeting participant group during private live meeting.

Clicked See allSee all  at the bottom of an In the meetingIn the meeting participant group during live channel meeting.

callOrMeetUpLobbyPar ticipantscallOrMeetUpLobbyPar ticipants  - Triggered when:

Clicked See allSee all  at the bottom of a LobbyLobby  participant group during private live meeting.

Clicked See allSee all  at the bottom of a LobbyLobby  participant group during live channel meeting.

callOrMeetUpMicrophoneSwitchcallOrMeetUpMicrophoneSwitch - Triggered when:

Switch Microphone on.

Switch Microphone off.

MicrophoneMicrophone button is selected while in a live meeting or a call.

Microphone switch while in PSTN.

callOrMeetUpMutePar ticipantcallOrMeetUpMutePar ticipant - A remote participant is muted.

callOrMeetUpMutePar ticipantscallOrMeetUpMutePar ticipants  - Mute all participants while in live meeting or a call.

callOrMeetUpPar ticipantscallOrMeetUpPar ticipants  - Participants toggle while in live meeting or a call.

callOrMeetUpRemoteMuteUFDcallOrMeetUpRemoteMuteUFD - You have been muted UFD.

callOrMeetUpResumecallOrMeetUpResume Triggered when:

ResumeResume button is selected while in a live meeting or a call.

Call Resume in PSTN.

callOrMeetUpSearchPar ticipantscallOrMeetUpSearchPar ticipants  - Triggered when:

Clicked SearchSearch in meeting participants during private live meeting.

Clicked SearchSearch after viewing the LobbyLobby  participant group during private meeting.

Clicked SearchSearch after viewing the In the meetingIn the meeting participant group during private meeting.

Clicked SearchSearch after viewing the Others invitedOthers invited participant group during private meeting.

Clicked SearchSearch in meeting participants during a live channel meeting.

Clicked SearchSearch after viewing the LobbyLobby  participant group during a live channel meeting.

Clicked SearchSearch after viewing the In the meetingIn the meeting participant group during a live channel meeting.

Clicked SearchSearch after viewing the Others invitedOthers invited participant group during a live channel meeting.

callOrMeetUpVideoSwitchcallOrMeetUpVideoSwitch - Triggered when:

Switch Video on.

Switch Video off.

Video button selected while in live meeting or call.

callParkcallPark  - Triggered when:

Park CallPark Call  is selected in the …… menu.

Retr ieveRetr ieve button is selected.

PickupPickup is selected in the retrieve dialog.

CancelCancel  is selected in the retrieve dialog.

callPreferenceSettingcallPreferenceSetting - Call preference app setting.



callsTabNewCallcallsTabNewCall  - New CallNew Call  is selected in the CallsCalls  tab.

callTransfercallTransfer  - A call transfer is started.

callVoicemailTabcallVoicemailTab - VoicemailVoicemail  tab selected in Calls.

cameraPermissionCancelcameraPermissionCancel  - CancelCancel  is selected the camera permission dialog.

cameraPermissionGoToSettingscameraPermissionGoToSettings  - SettingsSettings  is navigated to from the camera permissions dialog.

cancelEditMeetingcancelEditMeeting - Select the CloseClose button while on the meeting scheduler page, after selecting EditEdit

meetingmeeting. This logs when a user abandons the edit meeting selection.

cancelFileSharecancelFileShare - CancelCancel  is selected on the confirmation dialog.

cancelFileUploadcancelFileUpload - xx is selected on the upload dialog.

cancelMeetingcancelMeeting - Select Cancel eventCancel event from the meeting details page. Used to get aggregated data on

the number of cancelled meetings.

cancelNavigationToLinkcancelNavigationToLink - Cancel navigation was chosen.

cancelRequestToJoinTeamcancelRequestToJoinTeam - Cancel request to join a team.

cancelRequestToJoinTeamErrorcancelRequestToJoinTeamError  - Error with a cancel join request.

cancelNewMeetingcancelNewMeeting - To log abandoned Create meeting selections and verify what caused them when:

The CloseClose button is selected while on meeting scheduler page.

The CloseClose button is selected while on meeting scheduler page after selecting Edit meetingEdit meeting.

cardView - No AS assignedcardView - No AS assigned - Card view and card rendering. Cards are key platform constructs and

measuring their usage and pattern is necessary to understand platform usage and keep a look out for

potential issues on the client side. This item is required to measure any error with joining a team.

castPptcastPpt - Event is triggered when:

A PowerPoint option is selected.

A particular PowerPoint is selected.

The Teams and Channels folder is selected in the file picker page.

Selects a OneDrive folder in the file picker page.

Stops the casting session.

Taps on multitasking PiP.

Selects a display option from file view.

castScreencastScreen - Refers to:

Tapping on share screen option.

Stopping the screen sharing session.

Selecting display option from file view.

center_on_team_clickedcenter_on_team_clicked - A user successfully centers map on groups.

channelFollowchannelFollow  - Turn on notifications for a channel.

channelUnfollowchannelUnfollow  - Turn off notifications for a channel.

channelsActiveSettingchannelsActiveSetting - The notify me when I'm active on desktopnotify me when I'm active on desktop notification setting is changed.

chatCreationchatCreation - Successful chat creation.

changeIsActiveSettingchangeIsActiveSetting - Change desktop activity based notification.



channelchannel  - New message button or textbox in chat.

channelDetailschannelDetails  - Channel navigation information for when:

A channel header is selected.

The channel details page is navigated to.

channelFollow/channelUnfollowchannelFollow/channelUnfollow  - Follow or unfollow a channel.

channelNavchannelNav  - Navigating to a channel from anywhere.

channelNavTabchannelNavTab - Provides success and discoverability data for files in Teams when:

The FilesFiles  tab is selected in channel.

There is a connector card reply.

channelNotificationSettingschannelNotificationSettings  - Triggered when:

The New Notification settingsNew Notification settings  dialog is selected.

The channel notification settings button is selected in channel view.

A channel notification setting is selected.

channelSelectedchannelSelected - Confirms that a channel was successfully selected for a new plan.

channelSendMessagechannelSendMessage - Triggered when:

A channel message is sent.

A bot is @mentioned in a compose box.

channelTabOverflowchannelTabOverflow  - Selects the MoreMore tab in a channel.

chatchat - Refers to:

A new message button or textbox in chat.

1:1 chat selected on a callHistory item.

A 1:1 chat selection from call list.

chat - No AS Assignedchat - No AS Assigned - Viewing unread chat or editing the chat roster, specifically:

Selecting the DoneDone button when adding a user to a chat.

A chat list filter is selected, to filter by unread.

chatAddChatchatAddChat - Add a member to chat button tapped (this will be same for 1:1 chat and group chat).

chatAllowJoinViaLinkchatAllowJoinViaLink - Turns the Join Link capabilities in the Chat Details page on or off.

chatAvatarEditchatAvatarEdit - Tracks how many groups change their avatar from the Chat Details page.

chatAvatarEditCamerachatAvatarEditCamera - Triggered when a user edits the avatar from a live camera feed.

chatAvatarEditGaller ychatAvatarEditGaller y  - Triggered when a user edits the avatar from the phone's gallery.

chatAvatarEditViewchatAvatarEditView  - Triggered when a user views the existing avatar image.

chatL istNavConversationschatL istNavConversations  - When a user taps into a chat list item.

chatCancelAudioCallchatCancelAudioCall  - Cancel a group audio call - Confirm dialog.

chatCancelVideoCallchatCancelVideoCall  - Cancel a group video call - Confirm dialog.

chatCM_CopyTextchatCM_CopyText - Tap Copy textCopy text on a chat context menu.

chatCM_DeleteMessagechatCM_DeleteMessage - Tap Delete messageDelete message on a chat context menu.

chatCM_editchatCM_edit - Tap EditEdit on a chat context menu.



chatCM_For wardchatCM_For ward - Tap For wardFor ward on a chat context menu.

chatCM_markUnreadchatCM_markUnread - Tap Mark as unreadMark as unread on a chat context menu.

chatCM_savechatCM_save - Tap SaveSave on a chat context menu.

chatCM_SeenBychatCM_SeenBy  - Tap on SeenSeen on a context menu option. Read Receipts, such as read by (readby).

chatContactsEnterchatContactsEnter  - The Chat ContactsChat Contacts  tab is entered.

chatDetailschatDetails  - Provides success and discoverability data for a chat details page when:

A chat header is selected.

A chat detail page is navigated to.

chatRecentEnterchatRecentEnter  - The Chat RecentChat Recent tab is entered.

chatSendMessagechatSendMessage - Send a chat message.

chatShareLinkchatShareLink Tracks how many users send a group invite link.

chatStar tAudioCallchatStar tAudioCall  - Triggered when:

1:1 audio call button tapped.

Taps the AudioAudio button on a search result.

Taps the Star t CallStar t Call  button on the right.

1:1 audio call tapped from a callHistory item.

1:1 audio call tapped from a voicemail item.

Place a group audio call - Confirm dialog.

chatStar tAudioCallOnBehalfOfchatStar tAudioCallOnBehalfOf - Delegate starts a call from the action sheet as Boss.

chatStar tAudioCallOnBehalfOfMyselfchatStar tAudioCallOnBehalfOfMyself  - Delegate starts a call from the action sheet as Myself.

chatStar tAudioCallSFBchatStar tAudioCallSFB - 1:1 audio call button tapped.

chatStar tVideoCallchatStar tVideoCall  - Triggered when:

1:1 video call button tapped.

Taps video button on search result.

1:1 video call tapped from callHistory item.

Place a group video call - Confirm dialog.

chatStar tVideoCallSFBchatStar tVideoCallSFB - 1:1 video call button tapped.

chatWithMeetingPar ticipantschatWithMeetingPar ticipants  - Selects the ChatChat tab from Meeting Details page.

checkListAddClickedcheckListAddClicked - Add an itemAdd an item is selected inside the task details view for checklist section.

checkListItemAddedcheckListItemAdded - A checklist item is created for a task.

checkListItemDeletedcheckListItemDeleted - A checklist item is deleted from a task.

checkListItemUpdatedcheckListItemUpdated - A checklist item is updated for a task.

channelPickerClickedchannelPickerClicked - Confirms that the channel picker successfully launched.

checklistSeeAllClickedchecklistSeeAllClicked When the See AllSee All  button is selected inside task details to view all checklist

items.

chicletExpandchicletExpand - Understand how cards are previewed on mobile and the preview closure behavior.

clearFilterclearFilter  - When all filters are cleared while viewing a tasklist.



clickPhotoOfficeLensclickPhotoOfficeLens  - Select Take photoTake photo - Launch camera (Android only).

clockInEntr yTeamSelectionShownclockInEntr yTeamSelectionShown - A user selects a team for time clock while not clocked in.

clockInOutClickedclockInOutClicked - On the clock in screen, the Clock InClock In or Clock OutClock Out button are selected.

clockInOutTr iggeredclockInOutTr iggered - Register a user's clock in or out. This will not trigger until you have checked the

location, assuming location is required.

closedBannerMessageclosedBannerMessage - Triggered when the banner message of a notification is closed.

closeLobbyBannercloseLobbyBanner  - Number of times the lobby toast is closed using its CloseClose button.

commentAddedcommentAdded - Confirms that a comment was added to a task.

commentsClickedcommentsClicked - Confirms that the comments view was successfully launched.

commentUpdatedcommentUpdated - Confirms that a comment was successfully updated on a task.

companionBannerJoincompanionBannerJoin - Select JoinJoin on the top-level banner.

companionDismisscompanionDismiss  - Dismiss the companion banner.

companionDismissProximitycompanionDismissProximity  - Dismiss the companion banner.

companionJoincompanionJoin - Join as companion option is selected on the sheet.

companionJoinProximitycompanionJoinProximity  - Joined through the companion banner.

completeVaultFREcompleteVaultFRE - User completes process of generating a master key which is used to encrypt their

Safe data.

completionStateChangecompletionStateChange - Triggers when a completed or uncompleted filter toggle is selected in filter

view from task list.

composeExpandComposercomposeExpandComposer  - FormatFormat button tapped.

composeFilePickcomposeFilePick - Native file picker launched.

composeImagePickercomposeImagePicker  - ImageImage button tapped.

composeLocationcomposeLocation - LocationLocation button tapped in compose.

composeMentioncomposeMention - @mention.

composeOpenEmoticonPickercomposeOpenEmoticonPicker  - Emoticon picker tapped.

composeOpenFunPickercomposeOpenFunPicker  - Fun picker tapped.

composePar ticipantAddedcomposePar ticipantAdded - When a participant is added to the Shifts app.

composeSearchResultcomposeSearchResult - Message extension result selection, which is helpful to understand the app

search result relevance. Also enhances message send telemetry with app data.

composeSelectExtensioncomposeSelectExtension - Tap on a ME app.

composeSendSmar tReplycomposeSendSmar tReply  - A smart reply item is clicked.

composeSendMessagecomposeSendMessage - Enhances message send telemetry with app data.

confirmAudioOnconfirmAudioOn - A user confirms that they want audio on.

confirmFileShareconfirmFileShare - ShareShare is selected on the confirmation dialog.

consultTransferconsultTransfer  - Triggered when:



Selects TransferTransfer  > Consult firstConsult first

Transfer target set to Person

Transfer target set to Phone Number.

consultTransferCallconsultTransferCall  - Triggered when:

A consult call is initiated.

Confirm is selected on a confirms transfer dialog.

Cancel is selected on a confirms transfer dialog.

The Banner transferBanner transfer  button is selected.

The Banner resumeBanner resume button is selected.

consultTransferChatconsultTransferChat Triggered when:

A consult chat is initiated.

Confirm is selected on a confirms transfer dialog.

Confirms is selected on a confirms transfer dialog.

A Banner transferBanner transfer  button or Banner resumeBanner resume button is selected.

consumeVoiceMessageconsumeVoiceMessage - Voice message played.

ContactCard_SeeMoreOOFContactCard_SeeMoreOOF - See more of a long OOF message.

contactOrganizercontactOrganizer  - Selected Contact organizerContact organizer .

conversation, tabsconversation, tabs  - Tab selected.

copyLinkcopyLink - Copy a link to a channel post.

contactActivitycontactActivity  - When the button to view a user's activity from the contact card is selected.

conversationconversation - When a user navigates to the ChatChat or PostsPosts  tab.

cor tanaClosecor tanaClose - When a user manually dismisses Cortana canvas.

cor tanaEduCategor ySelectcor tanaEduCategor ySelect - When a user clicks on an education tips category item.

cor tanaEduOpencor tanaEduOpen - When education page shows on Cortana canvas.

cor tanaInvokecor tanaInvoke - When Cortana starts listening.

cor tanaKWSSwitchTogglecor tanaKWSSwitchToggle - When a user tap on KWS switch in Cortana settings page.

cor tanaMicPermissionDialogButtonClickcor tanaMicPermissionDialogButtonClick  - When a user grants or declines mic permission on

Cortana canvas.

cor tanaOpencor tanaOpen - When a user opens Cortana canvas.

cor tanaOptionsOpencor tanaOptionsOpen - When the user taps options button on Cortana canvas.

cor tanaSafetyFirstActionscor tanaSafetyFirstActions  - When the user accepts safety first declaration.

cor tanaSafetyFirstLaunchcor tanaSafetyFirstLaunch - When the user opens Cortana for the first time after FRE is finished.

cor tanaSettingsOpencor tanaSettingsOpen - When a user opens Cortana settings page via clicking Cortana settings button

on Cortana canvas.

cor tanaStopRespondingcor tanaStopResponding - When a user clicks cancel button on Cortana canvas.

cor tanaUserSettingsLaunchcor tanaUserSettingsLaunch - When the user opens Cortana settings in Teams settings.

cor tanaVoiceSelectcor tanaVoiceSelect - When a user selects Cortana voice font in Cortana settings page.



createChannelcreateChannel  - Provides success data around the successful creation or discard action for new channel

creation, when:

The DoneDone button is selected on the Create ChannelCreate Channel  Page.

The CancelCancel  button is selected on the Create ChannelCreate Channel  Page.

createComposeExtensioncreateComposeExtension - Create message extension usage, or action ME usage.

createConversationClickedcreateConversationClicked - When a conversation is created with other workers.

createDefaultPlannerPlancreateDefaultPlannerPlan - A shared list is created automatically when the Tasks app is opened for the

first time by anyone in that group, checks auto list created with Planner service. Confirms the default

shared task list is successfully created in Planner the first time a user attempts to create a shared task list.

createOrJoinTeamcreateOrJoinTeam - The ++ button is selected to create or join a team.

createPersonalPlancreatePersonalPlan - A personal list is created, checks list created with ToDo service. Confirms a new

personal task list is created in ToDo.

createPersonalSubtaskcreatePersonalSubtask - Confirms a personal sub-task has been successfully created.

createPersonalTaskcreatePersonalTask - Confirms a personal task has been successfully created.

createPlancreatePlan - Confirms that a shared task list has been successfully created. Confirms that a shared plan

has been successfully created through middle tier.

createPlannerPlancreatePlannerPlan - A shared list is created, checks list created with Planner service. Confirms a new

shared task list is created in Planner.

createPlannerTaskcreatePlannerTask - Checks a call to the Planner service. Confirms that a task has successfully been

created in a shared tasks list.

createShiftClickedcreateShiftClicked - When a manager selects Create a shiftCreate a shift.

createShiftOrTimeOffClickedcreateShiftOrTimeOffClicked - Triggered if you select Create a shiftCreate a shift or Time offTime off .

createTaskcreateTask - Used for when create action fails, checks call to Planner service. Confirms a task create

operation failed.

createTaskListcreateTaskList - When a user navigates to the create plan view from home view.

createTeamcreateTeam - Provides success data around the successful creation or discard action for new team

creation, when:

The DoneDone button is selected on the Create TeamCreate Team Page.

The CancelCancel  button is selected on the Create TeamCreate Team Page.

createTeam, createChannelcreateTeam, createChannel  - This provides success data around the successful addition of members in

a team and the successful creation of a new team when:

The SkipSkip button is selected in the Add MembersAdd Members  page (check existing first).

The DoneDone button is selected in the Add MembersAdd Members  page (check existing first).

Shows team or channel creation acknowledgement.

crossCloudDialogCancelcrossCloudDialogCancel  - CancelCancel  is selected for a cross-cloud dialog.

crossCloudDialogJoincrossCloudDialogJoin - Join as guestJoin as guest is selected for a cross-cloud dialog.

dashboardNavdashboardNav  - A user navigates to a tile on the chat dashboard.

dateChangeddateChanged - A user modified a shift date.

datePickerLaunchdatePickerLaunch - Confirms that date picker was successfully launched.



dayClickeddayClicked - Selecting the day view when user is seeing their shifts.

daySaveddaySaved - A user saves the day availability, saves a day of shifts.

declineTimeOffRequestdeclineTimeOffRequest - When a user declines the request for time off of work. It's a key functionality

for time off, for manager to reject time off request.

deleteClickeddeleteClicked - When DeleteDelete is selected within task details, which brings up the confirmation dialog.

deleteContactdeleteContact - A user deletes an existing private contact.

deleteMeetingdeleteMeeting - Select the DeleteDelete button from the Meeting Details page.

deletePersonalTaskdeletePersonalTask - Confirms a personal task has been successfully deleted.

deletePersonalSubtaskdeletePersonalSubtask - Confirms a personal sub-task has been successfully deleted.

deletePersonalVaultItemdeletePersonalVaultItem - User requests to delete their personal Safe.

deletePlannerTaskdeletePlannerTask - Confirms that a shared task delete operation completed successfully.

deleteShiftdeleteShift - Shift deletion.

duration_picker_dismissedduration_picker_dismissed - When the duration picker is dismissed.

deleteTaskdeleteTask - Verifies with the Planner service as to whether a delete action was successful or

unsuccessful. Confirms that a task delete failed, that is, the deletion of a task was unsuccessful.

deleteVoicemaildeleteVoicemail  - Delete voicemail item tapped.

demotedToAttendeedemotedToAttendee - A user demotes a presenter - ChangeChange button in the dialog box.

denyPar ticipantdenyPar ticipant - Number of times a user denies someone entry from the roster.

descr iptionChangeddescr iptionChanged - Confirms a shared task description has changed successfully.

descr iptionClickeddescr iptionClicked - When a user selects View descr iptionView descr iption from task details.

detailsTabClickeddetailsTabClicked - The DetailsDetails  tab is selected on the meeting.

deviceAddressBookSyncdeviceAddressBookSync - Fired when address book sync is turned on from the settings page.

deviceAddressBookUnsyncdeviceAddressBookUnsync - Fired when address book sync is turned off from the settings page.

deviceSyncEnableddeviceSyncEnabled - Device sync enabled.

deviceSyncDisableddeviceSyncDisabled - Device sync disabled.

dialIndialIn - A user chooses to Dial in into a meeting (various locations).

dialInBadNetworkBannerdialInBadNetworkBanner  - Dial inDial in  is selected for a poor connection banner.

dialInBadNetworkBannerCanceldialInBadNetworkBannerCancel  - The Dial inDial in  is cancelled on the native dialog.

dialInBadNetworkBannerConfirmdialInBadNetworkBannerConfirm - The Dial inDial in  is confirmed on the native dialog.

dialInCalldialInCall  - CallCall  is selected on the Dial inDial in  pop-up.

dialInCanceldialInCancel  - CancelCancel  is selected on the Dial inDial in  pop-up.

dialOutCalldialOutCall  - Triggered when a user :

Joins in Drive mode.

Selects CallCall  on the Call me backCall me back pop-up.

dialOutCallAADdialOutCallAAD - When any number is selected from My numbersMy numbers  in the action sheet



dialOutCallRecentdialOutCallRecent - When any number is selected from previous recent numbers in the action sheet.

dialOutCanceldialOutCancel  - CancelCancel  is selected on the Call me backCall me back pop-up.

dialOutDialogdialOutDialog - New numberNew number  is selected in the action sheet.

dialOutFailRetr ydialOutFailRetr y  - Retr yRetr y  is selected from a failure banner.

DialPadDialPad - The DialPadDialPad button is selected from the call list.

directSharedirectShare - Shared an invite link to a Sms/Email native app.

disableCategor ydisableCategor y  - Disable a type of notification or disable incoming call notifications.

disableddisabled - Skip notificationsSkip notifications  is selected in the First-run experience (FRE). This provides key success

data for skipping the notification in the FRE flow.

disableQuietDaysdisableQuietDays  - Quiet Days disabled. Feature success telemetry for quiet days.

disableQuietHoursdisableQuietHours  - Quiet Hours disabled.

discoverTeamsdiscoverTeams - Navigate to Browse and Join Teams page.

Dismiss_ear lycancelledCQFDismiss_ear lycancelledCQF - The CQF early cancelled call form is dismissed.

Dismiss_ratemycallCQFDismiss_ratemycallCQF - The CQF rate my call form is dismissed.

Dismiss_ratemyliveeventCQFDismiss_ratemyliveeventCQF - The CQF rate my live event form is dismissed.

dismissBadNetworkBannerdismissBadNetworkBanner  - DismissDismiss  is selected for a poor connection banner.

dismissFlyoutdismissFlyout - DismissDismiss  button is selected.

dismissModalitydismissModality  - The modality picker is exited without sharing.

dismissModalityPickerdismissModalityPicker  - The Modality pickerModality picker  button is selected.

dismissReadReceiptsNoticedismissReadReceiptsNotice - Got itGot it is selected from a feature notice.

dismissStar tRecordingdismissStar tRecording - Dismiss error when starting recording.

dismissStopRecordingdismissStopRecording - Dismiss error when stopping recording.

dismissUseWifiForVideoBannerdismissUseWifiForVideoBanner  - Triggered when a user dismisses a banner :

That tells the user that remote participant video is blocked, and users have to switch to WiFi to see it.

That tells the user that users have to switch to WiFi to share video.

DLPDeleteDLPDelete - A user deleted a blocked message.

DLPEditDLPEdit - A user edited a blocked message.

DLPOverr ideDLPOverr ide - A user overrode blocked message.

DLPOverr ideRepor tDLPOverr ideRepor t - A user reported a false positive and overrode the message.

DLPRepor tDLPRepor t - A user reported a false positive.

DLPResolveDLPResolve - A user attempted to resolve a DLP message.

DLPSeeOriginalDLPSeeOriginal  - A user tapped to see an original message.

downloadFiledownloadFile - Helps to:

Determine if a download operation was initiated.

Determine if a file was downloaded successfully.



dragDatePickerHandledragDatePickerHandle

dtmfPSTNCalldtmfPSTNCall  - DTMF button on DialPad is tapped.

dueDateChangeddueDateChanged - Triggers when a user assigns a duedate to a task.

dueDatePickerClickeddueDatePickerClicked - Triggers when the Due DateDue Date button is selected in task details, opening the

duedate picker page.

dueDateSelecteddueDateSelected - Triggers when a user applies a filter by duedate while viewing a tasklist.

dueDateUnselecteddueDateUnselected - Triggers when a user unapplies a filter by dueddate while viewing a tasklist.

editedit - EditEdit button in a chat message.

editChanneleditChannel  - A user selects a button to edit a channel that they own or administer.

editContacteditContact - A user edits an existing private contact, this can be done by navigating to the contact card.

editMeetingResponseeditMeetingResponse - Edit meeting response from the meeting detail page.

editNavigationeditNavigation - ReorderReorder  is selected in the MoreMore menu to edit the order of bottom bar apps.

editRsvpMeetingOptionseditRsvpMeetingOptions  - Select RSVPRSVP to change from the previous selection.

editShiftClickededitShiftClicked - Edit a shift.

editSmar tReplyeditSmar tReply  - A smart reply item is edited.

editTeameditTeam - A user taps on a button to edit a team that they own or administer.

editTeam, editChanneleditTeam, editChannel  - Relating to the successful addition of members in a team and successful

creation of an existing team when:

The CancelCancel  button is selected in the Add MembersAdd Members  page (existing team or channel).

The DoneDone button is selected in the Add MembersAdd Members  page (existing team or channel).

emergencyCallemergencyCall  - Emergency Call placed calling plan.

emergencyCallDirectRoutingemergencyCallDirectRouting - Emergency Call placed direct routing.

emergencyCallLocationPolicyBasedemergencyCallLocationPolicyBased - DialEmergency using DialPad.

emergencycallSecurityDeskNotifyemergencycallSecurityDeskNotify  - Emergency Call placed, security desk informed.

enableCategor yenableCategor y  - Relating to notification settings when enabling:

A type of notification.

Incoming call notifications.

enabledenabled - Relating to enabling the notification in the First-run experience (FRE) flow:

Enable notificationsEnable notifications  is selected in the First-run experience (FRE).

Enable is selected in a reminder.

enabled/disabledenabled/disabled - Calling permissions or contact permissions (Android only).

enabled, notNowenabled, notNow  - Notification permission prompt AcceptAccept button, First-run experience (FRE)

Notifications Permission (iOS). This captures how many people have enabled the notification feature and

provides information.

enablediOSPromptenablediOSPrompt - A user actually enables notifications in the iOS notifications permissions prompt.

This gives information about users who actually enable notifications in iOS from notifications

permissions prompt.



enabledQuietDaysenabledQuietDays  - Quiet Days enabled.

enableLocationPermissionenableLocationPermission - When a user enables location permissions for the share location feature.

enableQuietDaysenableQuietDays  - A user enables quiet days.

enableQuietHoursenableQuietHours  - Quiet Hours enabled.

endEditingendEditing - SaveSave button pressed.

endFileShareendFileShare - Go backGo back is selected on a file sharing dialog.

endMyShiftendMyShift - Number of devices in shared mode or number of times signed out.

endPhotoShareendPhotoShare - xx out from photo share.

entr yPointClickedentr yPointClicked - Selecting RequestsRequests  in the ScheduleSchedule tab. Requests are for when a Frontline

Worker (FLW) is requesting a shift time, etc..

endPSTNCallSelectedendPSTNCallSelected - A user ends a PSTN and a Content call.

endPSTNCallShownendPSTNCallShown - A user is prompted to end a PSTN or a Content call.

endVideoShareendVideoShare - xx out from Video share.

errorShownerrorShown - An error is shown.

expand/collapseexpand/collapse - Device contacts or company contacts section.

expandCollapseSectionexpandCollapseSection - Tap a section header to expand or collapse a section.

Expected: atMention - Android: chatSendMessage - iOS: sendMsgExpected: atMention - Android: chatSendMessage - iOS: sendMsg - @mention a bot in a

compose box.

Expected: botClickCardAction - Android: showCard - iOS: missingExpected: botClickCardAction - Android: showCard - iOS: missing - Tap on card buttons. Cards

are key platform constructs and measuring their usage and pattern is necessary to understand platform

usage and keep a look out for potential issues on the client side.

Expected: chatSendMessage - iOS: composeSendMessageExpected: chatSendMessage - iOS: composeSendMessage - Tap on ReplyReply  and reply to a bot chat

in a channel.

Expected: composeSendMessage - Android: replyChannel - iOS: missingExpected: composeSendMessage - Android: replyChannel - iOS: missing - Tap on ReplyReply  and

reply to a bot chat in a channel.

Expected: messageLike - Android: reactL ike_CMExpected: messageLike - Android: reactL ike_CM - Like a bot message.

Expected: messageUnread - Android: markAsLastUnreadExpected: messageUnread - Android: markAsLastUnread - Message context menu options for a

bot message.

federatedUpgradeNewChatfederatedUpgradeNewChat - Legacy chat is upgraded to native.

filesfiles  - Tracks if the file listing is done successfully in the chat and channel files tab.

fileSelectedfileSelected - A PowerPoint presentation is selected.

fileThumbnailPreviewDownloadedfileThumbnailPreviewDownloaded - Helps to identify if a thumbnail was rendered successfully for a

file.

fileThumbnailPreviewFromCachefileThumbnailPreviewFromCache - Captures if thumbnail shows from cache successfully and helps to

identify if thumbnail was rendered successfully for a file.

fileThumbnailPreviewNotAvailablefileThumbnailPreviewNotAvailable - Helps to identify if thumbnail was rendered successfully for a

file.



fil lFrameVideofillFrameVideo - Fill frame from action sheet.

firstTimeSignedInfirstTimeSignedIn Sign in or sign up event triggered by:

Sign-in success.

First sign-in succeeded.

Sign-in Errors are seen by a user.

Record telemetry about MAM/MDM policies implemented on first time login.

Record app install referrer parameters after first time successful login.

fitToFrameVideofitToFrameVideo - Fit to frame from action sheet.

flipCameraflipCamera - Flip camera.

forcedUpdateAcceptforcedUpdateAccept - A user accepts to update the app version in the force update dialog.

forcedUpdateExitforcedUpdateExit - A user closes the app instead of updating the app version in the force update dialog.

forcedUpdatePromptforcedUpdatePrompt - Used in situations where users on older versions, that may not have the latest

security and privacy fixes, need to be reached.

formattingBoldformattingBold - A user selects bold formatting.

formattingHighlightformattingHighlight - A user selects highlight formatting.

formattingImpor tantformattingImpor tant - A user selects importance.

formattingItatlicsformattingItatlics  - A user selects italics.

formattingTextColorformattingTextColor  - A user selects text color formatting.

formattingUnderlineformattingUnderline - A user selects underline.

FRE - No AS AssignedFRE - No AS Assigned - Record telemetry about MAM/MDM policies on app launch. Telemetry for

Intune integration for MAM and MDM. Provides success data about failure during First-run experience

(FRE).

freActionClickedfreActionClicked - Get star tedGet star ted, Tr y LaterTr y Later , or CloseClose (GPS) is selected in the First-run experience (FRE).

freDonefreDone - First-run experience (FRE) has been done.

freTr iggeredfreTr iggered - A user views the time clock on the First-run experience (FRE).

funSearchQuer yEnteredfunSearchQuer yEntered - Giphy query entered. Success data for the giphy attachment feature in

Teams.

funSelectItemfunSelectItem - Giphy image chosen. Success data for the giphy attachment feature in Teams.

galler yImagegaller yImage - Image uploaded - gallery.

get_directions_clickedget_directions_clicked - The Get directionsGet directions  button is selected.

giphyUserDisabledgiphyUserDisabled - User selects to decline Giphy terms/conditions.

giphyUserEnabledgiphyUserEnabled - User selects to accept Giphy terms/conditions.

goToNotificationSettingsgoToNotificationSettings  - Go to the notification settings page from we updated notificationwe updated notification

settingssettings  dialog.

GPSPromptClickedGPSPromptClicked - The AllowAllow  or Don't AllowDon't Allow  is selected in an OS prompt. either allowing GPS or

not.

group_map_closedgroup_map_closed - A user opens the map view from chat.



group_map_opengroup_map_open - User closes the map view.

groupCallJoingroupCallJoin - A user joins a Group call.

groupClickedgroupClicked - Tracks when a user selects the shift group.

guideMeguideMe - Users selects a banner that informs them about a 3P app blocking notifications and offers

troubleshooting guidance.

hamburgerMenuhamburgerMenu - Navigate to the hamburger menu. The hamburger menu contains important actions,

such as account switch, notification settings, data setting, and profile settings.

handoffCompletehandoffComplete - A meeting or call was handed off on this device.

handoffJoinhandoffJoin A meeting hand-off option is selected on the action sheet.

hardwareAudioOffhardwareAudioOff  - Turn audio off through the hardware buttons.

hardwareAudioOnhardwareAudioOn - Turn audio on through the hardware buttons.

hidehide - Hide chat.

hideChannelhideChannel  - Hide a channel from the teams and channel list.

imageimage - Image.

inAppNotificationinAppNotification- Triggered when a notification is tapped while the user is active in the app.

immediateCallFor wardimmediateCallFor ward - Immediate call forward target is set, or enabling immediate call forwarding

(Calls ring me is disabled).

impor tanceToggleClickedimpor tanceToggleClicked - Triggers when the !!  field is toggled inside task item details.

impor tantMessage_selectimpor tantMessage_select - A user selects an important message from the priority context menu.

impor tantMessageSendimpor tantMessageSend - A user sends an important message.

inCallDialOutinCallDialOut - A user selects the Call me backCall me back button from in-call more options.

initiatePhotoShareinitiatePhotoShare - Initiate photo share.

initiateVideoShareinitiateVideoShare - Initiate video share.

installinstall  - Install or Install Event.

installReferrerinstallReferrer  - Record app install referrer parameters after first time install.

invisionWhiteboardClickedinvisionWhiteboardClicked - Invision whiteboard is selected:

The Channel FilesChannel Files  tab.

The meeting Chat FilesChat Files  tab.

inviteFreemiuminviteFreemium - Tapping the ++ button in the Invite screen.

inviteGuestinviteGuest - Tapping the ++ button in the Invite screen.

joinFromDeeplinkInTeamsjoinFromDeeplinkInTeams - A user joined through a deeplink from within the Teams app.

joinFromDeeplinkOutsideTeamsjoinFromDeeplinkOutsideTeams - A user joined through a deeplink from outside the Teams app.

joinFromJoinLauncherjoinFromJoinLauncher  - A user joined from a Join Launcher.

joinFromNudgejoinFromNudge - A user joined from nudge.

joinFromStorejoinFromStore - A user joined after downloading the app from the app store.



joinMeetingjoinMeeting - detects the success or failure of joining meetings from calendar in the following

circumstances:

Join the meeting through Dial in.

Join the meeting through Call me back.

Join the meeting content only.

Select the Meeting joinMeeting join button from agenda view.

joinOptionsEdujoinOptionsEdu - An EDU user selects options to join a scheduled meeting and is shown the proper

options.

joinTeamjoinTeam - The JoinJoin button is pressed.

joinViaCodejoinViaCode - A user joins a meeting via a code.

labelPickerClickedlabelPickerClicked - Confirms that the label picker successfully launched.

labelSelectedlabelSelected - Confirms that a label has been successfully selected.

labelUnselectedlabelUnselected - Confirms that a label has been successfully unselected.

launchLinksGaller ylaunchLinksGaller y  - When a user enters the links gallery from the dashboard.

launchSlideshowlaunchSlideshow  - User Launches Slideshow full screen image viewer from one of three possible app

feature locations. 

Launch source such as direct, l ink , appShor tcutLaunch source such as direct, l ink , appShor tcut - Launches directly or via link (recording Mobile

Application Management (MAM) or Mobile Device Management (MDM) telemetry on app launch to

collect data for active users).

lastSearchableAliasTurnedOfflastSearchableAliasTurnedOff  - The user has disabled all searchable aliases for account.

leaveChatleaveChat - Confirm leaving chat.

legacyChatLinklegacyChatLink - A link is selected to a legacy chat.

linklink - User initiated redeem of invite link by entering Teams application.

likeAppDismisslikeAppDismiss  - When the prompt that asks whether a user likes the app or not is dismissed without a

response.

likeAppNolikeAppNo - When the prompt that asks whether user likes the app receives a response of no.

likeAppYeslikeAppYes  - When the prompt that asks whether user likes the app receives a response of yes.

likeMsglikeMsg - Select L ikeLike.

linkPreviewCancellinkPreviewCancel  - Understand the preview closure behavior.

listUserClickedlistUserClicked - When a user selects a user in Working Now.

liveCaptionsliveCaptions  - Live captions are turned on or off.

l iveEventAdditonalL inkliveEventAdditonalL ink - An additional link is selected.

liveEventInfoliveEventInfo - The InfoInfo button is selected.

liveEventJoinliveEventJoin - A user joins a live event.

liveEventLeaveliveEventLeave - The LeaveLeave button is pressed.

liveEventPresenterJoinliveEventPresenterJoin - A live event is joined by a presenter.

liveEventPresenterJoinAsAttendeeliveEventPresenterJoinAsAttendee - A live event presenter joined as an attendee.



l iveEventQnAliveEventQnA - The Q&AQ&A icon is selected.

liveEventYammerliveEventYammer  - The YammerYammer  icon is selected.

liveMeetingPushNotificationClickedliveMeetingPushNotificationClicked - Push notification is selected.

liveMeetingToastClickedliveMeetingToastClicked - In-app toast is selected.

live_location_in_chats_from_profile_clickedlive_location_in_chats_from_profile_clicked - L ive locationsLive locations  is selected in profile view.

lobbyPickAudiolobbyPickAudio - Number of times a user switches audio output from lobby.

lobbyToggleMutedlobbyToggleMuted - Number of times a user turned the mic on or off from lobby.

lobbyToggleVideolobbyToggleVideo - Number of times a user turned video on or off from lobby.

logOutClickedlogOutClicked - When a user logs out.

location_active_trackinglocation_active_tracking - A user's device is switched to active tracking.

locationCardlocationCard - Select a location card.

location_family_synclocation_family_sync - Showing members of a Family group that were created in MSA family app.

Confirms that all family members that can be granted consent are displayed.

location_data_use_privacy_deniedlocation_data_use_privacy_denied - The user denied acceptance of privacy terms.

location_group_map_synclocation_group_map_sync - Map view is opened.

location_map_loadlocation_map_load - Map view load.

location_map_markers_loadlocation_map_markers_load - Map view load. Confirms that location markers for all users actively

sharing are displayed properly on the map view.

location_message_sendlocation_message_send - A user initiates a location sharing session.

location_data_use_privacy_deniedlocation_data_use_privacy_denied - A user dismisses or selects Not nowNot now  on a popup explaining use

of location data by TFL.

location_data_use_privacy_grantedlocation_data_use_privacy_granted - A user selects AllowAllow  on a popup explaining the use of location

data by TFL.

location_settings_openlocation_settings_open - A user opens location settings.

location_sharing_star tlocation_sharing_star t - A user shares their live location in a chat.

location_sharing_stoplocation_sharing_stop - A user stops sharing their live location in a chat.

loginFailedloginFailed - User was unable to login.

loginSuccessloginSuccess  - User was able to login.

logoutVaultlogoutVault - User logs out of the app and in turn logs out of Safe.

manageBlockedNumbersmanageBlockedNumbers  - Access blocked numbers through Settings.

manageVaultKeymanageVaultKey  - User changes their Safe key management choice (MSA vs self tracked).

manualSendMessagemanualSendMessage - A message is sent out manually.

mapAppPickermapAppPicker  - When a user selects which mapping app to use when they tap on a location card.

markAsReadmarkAsRead - Mark as read.

markAsUnreadmarkAsUnread - Mark as unread.



markChannelReadmarkChannelRead - A user marks a channel read.

messageBookmarkMessagemessageBookmarkMessage - Connector card save. Uses existing telemetry with app specific data. Or

save a bot message.

markAsLastUnreadmarkAsLastUnread - Connector card context menu.

maskCaller IdmaskCaller Id - A user enables or disables calling setting to mask caller id.

meetingAttachmentFileClickmeetingAttachmentFileClick  - A meeting attachment item is clicked.

meetingAttachmentFileOptionsmeetingAttachmentFileOptions  - A meeting attachment item options is clicked.

meetingAttachmentSeeMoreClickmeetingAttachmentSeeMoreClick  - A meeting attachment see more button is clicked.

meetingDetailCalendarListmeetingDetailCalendarList - Meeting Details page selected from calendarList, or select the DetailsDetails  tab

on the Meeting Details page.

meetingDetailChatWithPar ticipantsmeetingDetailChatWithPar ticipants  - Chat with participants from the Meeting detail page.

meetingDetailDeleteMeetingforSelfmeetingDetailDeleteMeetingforSelf  - Delete a Meeting from Meeting Detail page for oneself.

meetingDetailJoinmeetingDetailJoin - The Meeting JoinMeeting Join button is selected from Meeting Detail page.

meetingDetailPar ticipantsmeetingDetailPar ticipants  - See all participants from the Meeting Detail page.

meetingDetailScheduledMeetingmeetingDetailScheduledMeeting - Meeting details page selected from scheduled meeting object (……),

or select the DetailsDetails  tab of a scheduled meeting.

meetingDetailSearchPar ticipantsmeetingDetailSearchPar ticipants  - Selected SearchSearch in meeting participants on the meeting schedule.

meetingInsightFileClickmeetingInsightFileClick  - A meeting related file item is clicked.

meetingInsightFileLocatorClickmeetingInsightFileLocatorClick  - A meeting related content locator tip button is clicked.

meetingInsightFileOptionsmeetingInsightFileOptions  - A meeting related file item options is clicked.

meetingInsightSeeMoreClickmeetingInsightSeeMoreClick  - A meeting related content see more button is clicked.

meetingJoinLeavemeetingJoinLeave - Leave tapped -> xx is tapped after the JoinJoin button is tapped.

meetingJoinNowmeetingJoinNow  - Join now for VOIPJoin now for VOIP selected.

meetingJoinNowWithCallMemeetingJoinNowWithCallMe - A user joins a meeting with Call meCall me.

meetingJoinNowWithPSTNmeetingJoinNowWithPSTN - A user joins a meeting with Dial in.

meetingLeaveChatmeetingLeaveChat - Leave chat.

meetingMuteChatmeetingMuteChat - Mute chat.

meetingNotesCreatedInChatLinkmeetingNotesCreatedInChatLink - The Meeting notes createdMeeting notes created chicklet is selected in private

meeting chat or in channel meeting chat.

meetingNotesMentionCharLinkmeetingNotesMentionCharLink - The @mention link is selected in private meeting chat.

meetingNotesMentionChatLinkmeetingNotesMentionChatLink - The @mention link is selected in channel meeting chat.

meetingNotesTabEntr yPointmeetingNotesTabEntr yPoint - The Meeting NotesMeeting Notes  tab is selected in private meeting or in a channel.

meetingNotificationSettingsAcceptedmeetingNotificationSettingsAccepted - Notification settings option was changed to Accepted only.

meetingNotificationSettingsAllmeetingNotificationSettingsAll  - Notification settings option was changed to All.

meetingNotificationSettingsNonemeetingNotificationSettingsNone - Notification settings option was changed to None.



messagePrior ity_selectmessagePrior ity_select - A Message priority entry point is selected.

messageSeeOriginalmessageSeeOriginal  - A user reverts translated message back to original.

meetingSeePar ticipantsChatDetailsmeetingSeePar ticipantsChatDetails  - See all participants.

memberListLoadMorememberListLoadMore - Scroll down to load more.

messagedEditMessagemessagedEditMessage - A user edits a message.

messageShareMessagemessageShareMessage - Share a message.

messageTranslatemessageTranslate - A user translates a message.

messageUnabletoEditmessageUnabletoEdit - A user is unable to edit a message.

meetingUserAnonB2BmeetingUserAnonB2B - Anonymous B2B joined the meeting.

meetingUserAnonB2CmeetingUserAnonB2C - Anonymous B2C joined the meeting.

meetingUserDialInmeetingUserDialIn - PSTN (Dial in) user joined the meeting.

meetingUserDialOutmeetingUserDialOut - PSTN Call me back user joined the meeting.

meetingUserFederatedmeetingUserFederated - A federated user joined the meeting.

meetingUserFreemiummeetingUserFreemium - A freemium user joined the meeting.

meetingUserGuestmeetingUserGuest - A guest user joined the meeting.

meetingUserTenantmeetingUserTenant - An in-tenant user joined the meeting.

memeGeneratedmemeGenerated - When a meme is generated given a user input of image and text data. 

meProfileFetchmeProfileFetch - Indicates a successful profile fetch and creation.

messageCopyMessagemessageCopyMessage - Copy Message.

messageDeletemessageDelete - Message delete.

messageEditMessagemessageEditMessage - Edit message.

messageFor wardMessagemessageFor wardMessage - A user selects a Forward entry point from message context menu.

messageLike/messageUnlikemessageLike/messageUnlike - Message like or unlike.

messageMuteSendermessageMuteSender  - Mute or unmute sender.

messageLikemessageLike - Connector card like. Uses existing telemetry with app specific data.

messageScheduledMeetingmessageScheduledMeeting - Meeting object in channel selected (Not only scheduled ones).

messageTriggeredmessageTriggered - This is when a notification is triggered for a message.

micPermissionCancelmicPermissionCancel  - CancelCancel  is selected on the mic permission dialog.

micPermissionGoToSettingsmicPermissionGoToSettings  - A user navigates to settings from the mic permissions dialog.

MicrosoftWhiteboardClickedMicrosoftWhiteboardClicked - Microsoft whiteboard is selected on the Channel FilesChannel Files  tab or the

Meeting Chat FilesMeeting Chat Files  tab.

moreOptionsClickedmoreOptionsClicked - Triggers when ...... menu on the top-right is selected on the task item editor

screen.

moveTaskClickedmoveTaskClicked - Option inside task item more options list.



msaAddDeleteAliasL inkClickedmsaAddDeleteAliasL inkClicked - Link to setup an alias on MSA Profile page.

multiCallEndFromUFDmultiCallEndFromUFD - Number of times a user ends the call on hold in a multi-call scenario.

multiCallResumeFromUFDmultiCallResumeFromUFD - Number of times a user selects to resume a call from hold.

multiCallSwitchmultiCallSwitch - Number of times a user selects an option to switch the call and list of calls on hold

shows up.

multipleAccountsmultipleAccounts  - Number of accounts for a user.

multipleTenantsmultipleTenants  - Number of tenants per account.

mutemute - Mute chat.

muteOnWhiteboardmuteOnWhiteboard - A user mutes or unmutes on the whiteboard screen.

mutePar ticipantmutePar ticipant - Mute participant (move to the action sheet).

my_location_button_clickedmy_location_button_clicked - User centers the map on their location by selecting the My locationMy location

button.

my_location_clickedmy_location_clicked - A user centers the map on their location by selecting the blue dotblue dot on the map.

myShiftPickerClickedmyShiftPickerClicked - Only logged if the request being sent is a swap or offer. My ShiftMy Shift picker is

selected.

nameGroupChatnameGroupChat - Name group chat.

nativeTimeClockBreaknativeTimeClockBreak - A break on the time clock.

nativeChatLinknativeChatLink - A link to native chat is selected.

navActivitynavActivity - Navigate to the activity feeds page.

navBookmarknavBookmark - A user navigates to the SavedSaved tab or app on the bottom bar or app tray.

navCalendarnavCalendar  - Measures if a user navigates to a calendar.

navCallingSettingsnavCallingSettings  - A user navigates to the calling settings.

navCallsnavCalls  - CallsCalls  tab tapped.

navCameranavCamera - A user navigates to the CameraCamera tab or app on the bottom bar or app tray.

navChatnavChat - A user navigates to the ChatChat tab or app on the bottom bar or app tray.

navContactsnavContacts  - A user navigates to the ContactsContacts  or PeoplePeople tab or app on the bottom bar or app tray.

navDashboardTabnavDashboardTab - A user navigates to the DashboardDashboard tab within a conversation.

navDynamics365navDynamics365  - Triggered when the Dynamics365 app is opened.

navFilesnavFiles  - Files app is selected, tracks if a user can launch the files app in the app tray (iOS).

navFilesTabnavFilesTab - Files app is selected, tracks if a user can launch the files app in the bottom nav bar (iOS).

navMeetingsnavMeetings  - CalendarCalendar  tab tapped.

navNotesnavNotes  - Triggered when the Notes app is opened.

navOrganizationnavOrganization - Triggered when the Organization app is opened.

navOrgChar tnavOrgChar t - Triggered when the Orgchart app is opened.

navPeoplenavPeople - Event is triggered when the People app is opened.



navPeopleSettingsnavPeopleSettings  - Triggered when you navigate to the PeoplePeople category in the Settings menu.

navPersonalFilesnavPersonalFiles  - Files app is selected, tracks if a user can launch the files app in the bottom nav bar

(Android).

navPhotoTabnavPhotoTab - PhotoPhoto tab.

navSavednavSaved - A user navigates to the SavedSaved tab or app on the bottom bar or app tray.

navSelectPlannavSelectPlan - When a user selects a shared plan to navigate to from home view.

navSelectPersonalL istnavSelectPersonalL ist - When a user selects a personal plan to navigate to from home view.

navSelectSmar tL istnavSelectSmar tL ist - When a user selects a smart plan to navigate to from home view.

navTasksnavTasks  - Triggered when the Tasks app is opened.

navTeamsnavTeams - Tap See allSee all .

navVideocameranavVideocamera - A user navigates to the CameraCamera tab or app on the bottom bar or app tray.

navVideoTabnavVideoTab - VideoVideo tab.

navVoicemailnavVoicemail  - A user navigates to the voicemail page.

navWalkieTalkienavWalkieTalkie A user has opened the walkie talkie app.

navWikinavWiki  - Triggered when the Wiki app is opened.

newChatnewChat - A user creates a chat.

newCallnewCall  - Taps New callNew call  button.

newCallDialPadnewCallDialPad - Taps the DialpadDialpad button on tab.

newCallPeoplenewCallPeople - Taps the PeoplePeople button on tab.

noBGActivityDetectednoBGActivityDetected - Exceeds the threshold for background activity failures.

notBlockedDevicenotBlockedDevice - A user doesn't reach the threshold for background activity failures in 30 days.

notNownotNow  - Not nowNot now  is selected in reminder.

notNowUpdatenotNowUpdate - UpdateDefer.

notification/ notification_clickednotification/ notification_clicked – Triggered when a notification is tapped.

notificationNavChannelConversationnotificationNavChannelConversation - Launch the app using a notification for a channel

conversation.

notificationNavChannelThreadConversationnotificationNavChannelThreadConversation - Launch the app using a notification for a specific

message in a channel conversation.

notificationSettingTurnedOffnotificationSettingTurnedOff  - Turn off push notifications for the Teams Android app.

notificationNavPreCallnotificationNavPreCall  - A user gets a notification of a meeting starts that navigates them to the

precall screen on selection.

ocvFeedbackocvFeedback - Relating to the performance of the OCV feedback form.

ocvFormCancelledocvFormCancelled - An event sent when the OCV feedback form is cancelled and the user returns to

the app.

ocvFormOpenedocvFormOpened - An event sent when the OCV form is opened.



ocvFormSubmitocvFormSubmit - An event sent when the user clicks submit on the OCV feedback form.

offerRecipientClickedofferRecipientClicked - Only logged if the request being sent is an offer. The user enters the team

member picker to offer a shift. Offering means offering a shift time off.

offerSwapShiftFromL1offerSwapShiftFromL1  - The type of shift a user tries to offer or swap from a shifts list. iOS action is a

SwipedRightSwipedRight and Android action is LongPressedLongPressed.

offerSwapShiftFromL1TriggeredofferSwapShiftFromL1Triggered - A user offers to swap a shift with another user.

officeLensofficeLens  - Fires when the app launches the officeLens camera feature, either when:

A user tries to attach a photo to their message

A user tries to take a photo and upload directly to the gallery.

officeLens or cameraImageofficeLens or cameraImage - Camera picture selected - standard camera or office lens.

onBackClickedonBackClicked - Whenever the back arrow is selected to navigate back a page.

oneNoteoneNote - When a user opens the OneNote app.

openopen - Notification Settings tap.

open editopen edit - Wiki usage telemetry - User selects to edit the wiki.

openAppopenApp - Opening a personal app.

openAppDraweropenAppDrawer  - MoreMore is selected at the bottom bar to open the app drawer.

openEditMeetingFormopenEditMeetingForm - The EditEdit button is selected from the Meeting Details page.

openFileopenFile - Helps:

To identify a file was able to be opened in the chat successfully.

To identify a file was able to be opened from a files listing.

To check if files can be opened from a OneDrive list.

To identify open files can be opened from a channel list.

Determining if files can be opened from group chats.

Determining if a file can be successfully opened from files app.

Determining if a message file can be opened from the chicklet successfully.

Determining if files from recent list can be opened successfully.

Determining if a file from file list can be opened successfully.

Determining if a file can be opened from a messages file chicklet.

Determining if files can be opened successfully from a file list.

openInAppClickedopenInAppClicked - Option inside task item more options list, only available for personal tasks.

opensCalendarViewopensCalendarView  - Tapping on Open shiftsOpen shifts  from the ScheduleSchedule tab.

openContactCardopenContactCard - A user taps on a ContactContact icon or a contact in the people app to launch the profile

card of that contact.

openContactCard_ReactionSummar yopenContactCard_ReactionSummar y  - Navigate to contact card from the reaction summary page.

openFileInAppopenFileInApp - Helps to identify if user opted to open files outside of Teams versus inside of Teams.

openHamburgerMenuopenHamburgerMenu - The HamburgerHamburger  icon (top-left) is selected to open the side menu for access to

settings, presence, and tenant switcher.

openInStreamopenInStream - Open a video in Stream.

openMeetingDetailsopenMeetingDetails  - Open the meeting details or the Open Meeting details page of a particular



meeting.

openModalityPickeropenModalityPicker  - X = ChatsAndChannels for chats and channels.

openNewMeetingFormopenNewMeetingForm - Confirms a personal sub-task has been successfully updated.

openNewMeetingFormopenNewMeetingForm - Open the scheduler while setting up a new meeting.

openPhotoLibrar yopenPhotoLibrar y  - Select a photo library.

openQuietDaysopenQuietDays  - Navigate to Quiet Days page.

openQuietHoursopenQuietHours  - Navigate to Quiet Hours Page.

openReactionHoverBubbleopenReactionHoverBubble - Press the Add reactionAdd reaction button on the reaction summary page.

openReactionSummar yopenReactionSummar y  - Invoke reaction summary drawer.

openSettingsSetUpInstructionsopenSettingsSetUpInstructions  - Open SettingsSettings  from instructions.

openSharedLinkopenSharedLink - When a user opens a link from the dashboard links tile or the links gallery.

openShiftsClickedopenShiftsClicked - How many people tap the CalendarCalendar  icon.

orgChar t - No AS assignedorgChar t - No AS assigned - Basic usage telemetry for org chart.

pageEnteredpageEntered - A user entered a page.

parental_consent_grantparental_consent_grant - A user grants permission for a minor in their MSFamily to use the Live

Location feature in TFL.

parental_consent_removeparental_consent_remove - A user revokes permission for a minor in their MSFamily to use the Live

Location feature in TFL.

pauseVoicemailpauseVoicemail  - PausePause tapped on a voicemail item.

peoplePickerDismissedpeoplePickerDismissed - Indicates the People Picker has been dismissed.

peoplePickerInvokedpeoplePickerInvoked - People Picker is used across seven places in Teams mobile, including (but not

limited to):

New chat picker.

Forward a message.

add participant to a meeting.

personalAppNavBotChatpersonalAppNavBotChat - Navigate to the bot within personal app.

personalAppNavTabpersonalAppNavTab - Navigate to tabs within personal app.

photoLibrar yPickerphotoLibrar yPicker  - Open photo librar yOpen photo librar y  tapped inside image picker.

pickGaller yPhotopickGaller yPhoto - Pick a photo from the gallery.

pickPar ticipantChatDetailspickPar ticipantChatDetails  - Pick a user from the list.

pickRecentPhotopickRecentPhoto - Chooses a recent image to share.

pinChannelpinChannel  - Pin a channel to show it above the teams and channels list.

pinSelfpinSelf  - Pin myself from the action sheet.

pinUserpinUser  - Pin a user from the action sheet.

place_createdplace_created - The user created a shared place.



place_deletedplace_deleted - The user deleted a shared place.

place_editedplace_edited - The user edited a shared place.

playplay  - Play the recording.

playVoicemailplayVoicemail  - PlayPlay  tapped on voicemail item.

plusButtonClickedplusButtonClicked - Selecting the plus buttonplus button (++).

pptNextSlidepptNextSlide - Next slide as a presenter or in private viewing.

pptPreviousSlidepptPreviousSlide - Previous slide as a presenter or in private viewing.

pptReturnToPresenterpptReturnToPresenter  - Go to the L iveLive slide (the one that the presenter and everyone else is on).

pptStopPresentingpptStopPresenting - Stop presenting.

pptTakeControlpptTakeControl  - Take control.

preJoinAddRoompreJoinAddRoom - The Add a roomAdd a room button is selected in pre-join dropdown, JoinJoin is selected in the

Add a roomAdd a room scenario.

preJoinAudioOffpreJoinAudioOff  - The Audio offAudio off  button is selected in pre-join dropdown.

preJoinAutoAddRoompreJoinAutoAddRoom - Join nowJoin now  is selected when a room is nearby.

preJoinBackpreJoinBack - BackBack or CloseClose button selected.

preJoinDeniedpreJoinDenied - A user is unable to join a meeting.

preJoinDeviceAudiopreJoinDeviceAudio - Join with device audioJoin with device audio is selected from dropdown.

preJoinDialInpreJoinDialIn - The Dial inDial in  button is selected in the pre-join dropdown.

preJoinDialInCallpreJoinDialInCall  - A user confirms the DIal inDIal in  request on prejoin.

preJoinDialInCancelpreJoinDialInCancel  - A user cancels the Dial inDial in  request on prejoin.

preJoinDialOutpreJoinDialOut - The Call me backCall me back button is selected the in pre-join dropdown.

preJoinDialOutCallpreJoinDialOutCall  - A user confirms the Call me backCall me back request on prejoin.

preJoinDialOutCancelpreJoinDialOutCancel  - A user cancels the Call me backCall me back request on prejoin.

preJoinPSTNOptionspreJoinPSTNOptions  - A user selects a dropdown for other join options.

pr ior ityChangeprior ityChange - Triggers when priority filter is applied while viewing a tasklist.

pr ior ityPickerClickedprior ityPickerClicked - Triggers when a user navigates to a priority filter picker from the task list filter

screen.

pr ivateMeetingJoinprivateMeetingJoin - Meeting JoinMeeting Join button tapped from Private meeting chat.

processInBGprocessInBG - Process incoming notification in the background (Android).

processInFGprocessInFG - Process incoming notification in the foreground (Android).

profileNameSavedprofileNameSaved - Profile name was updated.

progressItemClickedprogressItemClicked - Confirms a user has successfully opened the progress picker for a task.

promotedToPresenterpromotedToPresenter  - User promotes an attendee - ChangeChange button in the dialog box.

provideFeedbackDismissprovideFeedbackDismiss  - Dismiss the prompt that asks whether the user would like to send feedback

about why they didn't like the app.



provideFeedbackNoprovideFeedbackNo - Respond no to prompt that asks whether the user would like to send feedback

about why they didn't like the app.

provideFeedbackYesprovideFeedbackYes  - Respond yes to prompt that asks whether the user would like to send feedback

about why they didn't like the app.

provideRatingDismissprovideRatingDismiss  - Dismiss the prompt that asks whether the user would like to rate us on the

app store after saying they liked the app.

provideRatingNoprovideRatingNo - Respond no to the prompt that asks whether the user would like to rate us on app

store after saying they liked the app.

provideRatingYesprovideRatingYes  - Respond yes to the prompt that asks whether the user would like to rate us on app

store after saying they liked the app.

proximityPermissionDismissedproximityPermissionDismissed - Permission banner is dismissed.

proximityPermissionGrantedproximityPermissionGranted - Permission is given on the pop-up.

proximityPermissionViewedproximityPermissionViewed - Permission banner is tapped.

pushNotificationpushNotification - Triggering events are:

Launch via notification.

Push notification selected.

Reconnecting push notification is tapped.

Reconnect failedReconnect failed push notification is tapped.

quickNotificationActionquickNotificationAction - When a user interacts with one of the quick action responses on a

notification (such as the ability to like a message directly from the push notification).

quickSelectImagePickerquickSelectImagePicker  - Quick select.

quickStar tL iveEventJoinquickStar tL iveEventJoin - Quick start live event is joined by a user.

quietHoursValuesquietHoursValues  - Capture Quiet Hours State on back button navigation.

quotedReplySentquotedReplySent - A user sent a reply message with context type.

reactAngr y_CMreactAngr y_CM - React with angry from the context menu.

reactAngr y_HBreactAngr y_HB - React with angry from the hover bubble.

reactHear t_CMreactHear t_CM - React with heart from the context menu.

reactHear t_HBreactHear t_HB - React with heart from the hover bubble.

reactLaugh_CMreactLaugh_CM - React with laugh from the context menu.

reactLaugh_HBreactLaugh_HB - React with laugh from the hover bubble.

reactL ike_CMreactL ike_CM - React with like from context menu or like a bot message.

reactL ike_doubleTapreactL ike_doubleTap - React with like from the double tap.

reactL ike_HBreactL ike_HB - React with like from the hover bubble.

reactSad_CMreactSad_CM - React with sad from the context menu.

reactSad_HBreactSad_HB - React with sad from the hover bubble.

reactSurprised_CMreactSurprised_CM - React with surprise from the context menu.



reactSurprised_HBreactSurprised_HB - React with surprise from the hover bubble.

reactRemoved_HBreactRemoved_HB - When a user removes a reaction through the reaction summary page experience.

readReceiptsreadReceipts  - User enabled feature.

redeemInviteredeemInvite - In app redemption.

redeemLinkInAppStar tredeemLinkInAppStar t - User initiated redeem of invite link from within Teams application.

refreshCalendarListrefreshCalendarList - Pull down to refresh agenda view.

refreshLinksGaller yrefreshLinksGaller y  - When a user swipes down to refresh the links gallery.

removeAssigneeremoveAssignee - Confirms that an assignee is removed from the assignment picker view (as opposed

to assignmentRemoved which triggers when selecting xx outside of assignment picker view).

removeMeetingremoveMeeting - Select Remove from CalendarRemove from Calendar  from the Meeting Details page of a cancelled

meeting.

removePar ticipantFromEditMeetingremovePar ticipantFromEditMeeting - Remove a participant after selecting Edit meetingEdit meeting from the

Meeting Details page.

removePar ticipantFromNewMeetingremovePar ticipantFromNewMeeting - Remove a participant from the scheduler page while setting

up a new meeting.

removeReplyObjectremoveReplyObject - A user removed reply object from compose.

removeUserremoveUser  - Confirms that an assignee is removed from within the assignment picker view (as

opposed to assignmentRemoved which triggers when selecting xx outside of assignment picker view).

removeUser_CMremoveUser_CM - When a user removes someone via the chat participant list.

removeUserConfirmremoveUserConfirm - A user confirmed a remove user dialog.

removeUserContextMenuremoveUserContextMenu - A user removed a participant via context menu.

removeUserSwiperemoveUserSwipe - A user removed a participant via swipe.

reorderChannelItemreorderChannelItem - A user reorders pinned channels.

repor tAbuseConfirmationrepor tAbuseConfirmation - When a user selects the DoneDone button on the confirmation screen.

repor tAbuseOpenrepor tAbuseOpen The number of times the Repor t a concernRepor t a concern button is selected in the context menu.

repor tAbuseSendrepor tAbuseSend - When a user selects the Repor tRepor t button, the telemetry should store the type of

report selected.

replyChainreplyChain - Selected New messageNew message button or textbox in reply chain (thread).

replyChannelreplyChannel  - Selected ReplyReply  button in channels.

replyNavigationreplyNavigation - Reply object was selected to navigate to referenced post.

replySendMessagereplySendMessage - Send channel reply.

replyViaMsgOptionsreplyViaMsgOptions  - User started reply via context menu.

replyViaSwipereplyViaSwipe - User started reply via swipe.

requestActedOnrequestActedOn - Triggered when a manager acts on open shift requests.

requestActionClickedrequestActionClicked - When a user requests an action, such as when the request for a shift is selected

(either a Frontline Worker (FLW) manager viewing or a Frontline Worker.



requestDetailsClickedrequestDetailsClicked - When the request for a shift is selected (either a Frontline Worker (FLW)

manager viewing or Frontline Worker).

requestJoinTeamrequestJoinTeam - RequestRequest button pressed.

requestSentrequestSent - Logs if there was a request sent.

requestToJoinTeamrequestToJoinTeam - Request to join team (public or private).

requestToJoinTeamErrorrequestToJoinTeamError  - Error with join request.

requestTypeClickedrequestTypeClicked - Determining the type of request people select from the requests picker.

resetLocalVaultresetLocalVault - User resets and clears all Safe data from their device.

resolveIssueresolveIssue - ResolveResolve is selected in the notification troubleshooter flyout to navigate to the blocker

app.

responseClickedresponseClicked - A user selects a response page.

retr yButtonClickedretr yButtonClicked - The Retr yRetr y  button is selected.

returnToMessagereturnToMessage - The ReturnReturn button is selected to navigate back to the message.

runningLaterunningLate - The user is running late.

safeLinksafeLink - Link verified as safe.

saveEditMeetingsaveEditMeeting - Select the SaveSave button while on the meeting scheduler page after updating a

meeting.

saveNewMeetingsaveNewMeeting - Select the SaveSave button while on the meeting scheduler page. To log successfully

saved meetings and the percentage of meetings that failed to create due to a client side or service error.

savePlanClickedsavePlanClicked - Triggers CreateCreate is selected in the new plan creator from the default opening of the

app.

scenarioChannelDashboardscenarioChannelDashboard - The user navigates to a tile on the dashboard.

scenarioDashboardNavscenarioDashboardNav  - The user navigates to the dashboard tab within a conversation (sibling of the

chat tab).

scheduledMeetingJoinscheduledMeetingJoin - The Meeting JoinMeeting Join button is selected from the scheduled meeting object.

scrollCalendarListscrollCalendarList - Measures scrolls in calendar.

scrollDatePickerscrollDatePicker  - Scroll through the calendar date picker control.

searchAbandonedsearchAbandoned - Determines if search was abandoned.

searchCancelledsearchCancelled - Determine if:

Search was successful or if the user abandoned search.

A search query was successful.

searchContactssearchContacts  - Search from the Call List.

searchInitiatedsearchInitiated - Determines if search can be triggered, and the source of search trigger.

searchMeetingPar ticipantssearchMeetingPar ticipants  - Search for participants to add within the scheduler form. To distinguish

between the number of appointments created versus the number of meetings created.

searchResultsClickedsearchResultsClicked - Determines:

If relevant results can be found successfully.



If search results were from the All tab versus an individual domain.

searchTabClickedsearchTabClicked - Determines:

Domain information of the search result - for people, chat, messages, and files.

If the relevant results are found successfully.

seeAllMeetingPar ticipantsseeAllMeetingPar ticipants  - Select See AllSee All  from the meeting details page, or view all participants.

Logs user data across the calendar funnel, where calendar meeting details play an important role, this

helps validate selections for Dial ins, Teams meetings, RSVPs, etc..

seeMeetingDescr iptionseeMeetingDescr iption - Opening the Meeting Details page or selecting See MoreSee More on the Meeting

description from the Meeting Details page. Data is logged across the calendar funnel, where calendar

meeting details play an important role, this helps validate selections for Dial ins, Teams meetings, RSVPs,

etc..

seeRsvpMeetingOptionsseeRsvpMeetingOptions  - Select Notify OrganizerNotify Organizer  from the RSVP pop up, or select RsvpRsvp options

from the Meeting Details page.

selectActivityTypeselectActivityType - Captures select gestures on feed item.

selectCalendarDateselectCalendarDate - Select a specific date on the calendar date picker control.

selectDeviceselectDevice - Selecting a particular device in the displays app.

selectGeneralSettingselectGeneralSetting - Go to general settings.

selectionselection - Device contact selected, or company contact selected.

selectMeetingChickletselectMeetingChicklet | Meeting.

selectMeetingRsvpOptionselectMeetingRsvpOption - Select the RSVPRSVP button to choose an option.

selectMeetingRsvpOptionsselectMeetingRsvpOptions  - Select the RSVPRSVP button to choose an option.

selectPersonalL istselectPersonalL ist - Confirms that the user successfully navigated to a personal task list by tapping it.

selectPlannerListselectPlannerList - Confirms that the user successfully navigated to a shared task list by tapping it.

selectSettingOptionselectSettingOption - Go to the SettingsSettings  tab from the hamburger menu.

selectThemeselectTheme - Enable dark theme.

selectUserselectUser  - Confirms that an assignee was successfully selected for a task.

selfLongPressselfLongPress  - Long press on myself.

Send_earlycancelledCQFSend_earlycancelledCQF - A user submits feedback on CQF early cancelled call form.

send_map_pin_clickedsend_map_pin_clicked - A user sends a static location.

Send_ratemycallCQFSend_ratemycallCQF - A user submits feedback on CQF rate my call form.

Send_ratemyliveeventCQFSend_ratemyliveeventCQF - A user submits feedback on CQF rate my live event form.

sendFor wardsendFor ward - A user confirms to send a forward message from the forward picker.

sendImagesendImage - Send image.

sendLocationsendLocation - Send location.

sendMsgsendMsg - Select SendSend in reply.

sendRequestBulkClickedsendRequestBulkClicked - This is logged once for each bulk request send.



sendRequestClickedsendRequestClicked - Shift request sentShift request sent is selected.

sendVoiceMessagesendVoiceMessage - RecordRecord button is released.

Setting/DismissSetting/Dismiss  - Device contacts setting.

settingsNavReadReceiptNoticesettingsNavReadReceiptNotice - User went to settings from the feature notice.

settingsOpenedsettingsOpened - This is triggered when the user's device time zone doesn't match the team time zone,

and the user goes to Settings.

setupPinVaultsetupPinVault - User saves a Safe pin for their account.

shareCharmCompletedshareCharmCompleted - User completed sharing of an invite link via application share charm.

shareCharmOpenedshareCharmOpened - User initiated sharing of an invite link via application share charm.

shareFileshareFile - Triggered when Share fileShare file is selected. Also helps to check if:

The user was able to initiate share file operation.

The user can share a file successfully.

shareHistor yshareHistor y  - Share history picker selected.

shareIntoshareInto -- A user shares something from another app into Teams.

sharePlanToChatsharePlanToChat - A shared list is manually shared from the tasks app to the group chat as a chicklet,

check chicklet sent via the backend messaging service.

sharePPTFromChannelssharePPTFromChannels  - Teams and ChannelsTeams and Channels  is selected.

sharePPTFromOneDrivesharePPTFromOneDrive - OneDriveOneDrive is selected.

shareRecordingshareRecording - Share a recording.

shareScreenshareScreen - Start or stop a screen share.

shareShiftshareShift - The information that is given when a shift is shared.

shareShiftsClickedshareShiftsClicked - The details of an open shift.

shareTrayshareTray  - Share…Share… is selected in the action sheet.

shiftAssigneeClickedshiftAssigneeClicked - The Shifts Calendar view showing the particular shifts details.

shiftDetailsshiftDetails  - This allows you to see the details of a shift.

shiftDetailsCalendarshiftDetailsCalendar  - User goes to shift details.

shiftDetailsMyShiftsshiftDetailsMyShifts  - Tapping on CalendarCalendar  from the SchedulesSchedules  tab.

shiftDetailsTodaysCoworkersshiftDetailsTodaysCoworkers  - On the clock in screen, the Star tStar t or End breakEnd break button is selected.

shor tCircuitContactCountshor tCircuitContactCount - The number of address book matched short circuited contacts received

from a contacts fetch.

showBannershowBanner  - Number of times the WiFi Connected, No InternetWiFi Connected, No Internet banner appears.

showCardshowCard - Tap on card buttons. Cards are key platform constructs and measuring their usage and

pattern is necessary to understand platform usage and keep a look out for potential issues on the client

side.

shownReadReceiptNoticeshownReadReceiptNotice - The user shown feature notice with settings options.

signInsignIn - S ign inSign in is selected on welcome page, or the S ign InSign In button is tapped.



SignInWithOTPSignInWithOTP - User selects the option to sign in as a guest with one time passcode (OTP).

signUpsignUp - Create a free accountCreate a free account or S ign up for freeSign up for free is selected.

S ignUpFromSignInSignUpFromSignIn- User taps on Create a new accountCreate a new account option from sign-in.

simultaneousCallFor wardsimultaneousCallFor ward - Triggered when:

Simultaneous call forward target is set.

Simultaneous call forwarding is enabled (Calls ring me is enabled & Also ring is set).

skipVerificationForLinkskipVerificationForLink - The user chose to skip verification.

smar tReplysmar tReply  - Smart reply toggle button is clicked.

SMSSendMessageSMSSendMessage - The user sends a SMS message.

sor tChangedsor tChanged - Triggers when user changes sort order while viewing a tasklist.

SSOAccountListItemSSOAccountListItem: Triggered when the user taps on an SSO account to sign in.

star tEditingstar tEditing - EditEdit button selected.

star tPresentPhotostar tPresentPhoto - Start presenting photo.

star tPresentVideostar tPresentVideo - Start presenting video.

star tPSTNCallstar tPSTNCall  - Triggered due to:

PSTN Result in Global Search (People).

PSTN call placed from Device contactCard.

PSTN Call placed from callList.

DialPSTN Number using DialPad.

star tRecordingstar tRecording - Start recording.

star tVoicemailCallstar tVoicemailCall  - Change voicemail greetingChange voicemail greeting selected.

static_place_selectedstatic_place_selected - A user drags map to select a static place.

statusCheckBoxClickedstatusCheckBoxClicked - Triggers when task item is either completed or uncompleted.

statusMsgCancelstatusMsgCancel  - A user cancels change to status message.

statusMsgExpir ystatusMsgExpir y  - A user sets the expiry time.

statusMsgSetstatusMsgSet - A user sets a new status message.

statusPageViaContactCardstatusPageViaContactCard - A user enters the status compose experience via a contact card.

statusPageViaHamburgerstatusPageViaHamburger  - A user enters the status compose experience via the hamburger.

stop_location_sharing_logoutstop_location_sharing_logout - A user logs out of the app.

stopMeetingButtonstopMeetingButton - The number of times a user leaves the lobby without being admitted into the

meeting.

stopPresentPhotostopPresentPhoto - Stop presenting photo.

stopPresentVideostopPresentVideo - Stop presenting video.

stopRecordingstopRecording - Stop recording.

structuredMeetingsBannerDismissstructuredMeetingsBannerDismiss  - a user dismisses the banner that informs them about their

meeting role.



stuckOnConnectingDialInSelectedstuckOnConnectingDialInSelected - Dial inDial in  is selected on the drawer.

stuckOnConnectingRetr ySelectedstuckOnConnectingRetr ySelected - Retr yRetr y  is selected on the drawer.

stuckOnConnectingShownDismissedstuckOnConnectingShownDismissed - A user dismissed the drawer.

suggested_place_selectedsuggested_place_selected - A user shares a static location by selecting a suggested place.

SwitchingSwitching- Tenant or account is switched from the app. This is required to measure account/tenant

switch issues proactively and provides a smooth account/tenant switch experience.

switchTeamActionswitchTeamAction - A user switches teams within the time clock. This should fire after the user selects

which team they want to switch to.

switchTeamsDialogTriggeredswitchTeamsDialogTriggered - A user views the ShiftsShifts  tab.

tabActionCopyLinktabActionCopyLink - How users discover and use the tab copy link on mobile.

tabActionMoreOptionstabActionMoreOptions  - Understand ellipsis (......) usage from within a tab.

tabActionOpenInBrowsertabActionOpenInBrowser  - Open in browser usage. This is necessary to understand if users prefer

opening a tab outside Teams.

tabActionOpenInBrowserFromTabtabActionOpenInBrowserFromTab - Understand open in browser usage from within a Tab for more

option - discoverability and usage.

tabActionOpenInTeamstabActionOpenInTeams - Open in usage. This is key in understanding if the tab can be by default set to

open in Teams.

tabActionRemovetabActionRemove - Understand how discoverable the delete option is and the usage of the feature.

tabActionRenametabActionRename - Understand how discoverable rename is and the usage of the feature.

tabActionSetting, Android - fixtabActionSetting, Android - fix - How users discover and use tab config on mobile.

tabletable - Select a table.

tabListMoreOptionstabListMoreOptions  - Understand the usage of the more options for a tab.

tabOpentabOpen - Notes success in opening tabs, or if there are issues in the way tabs open.

tabViewedtabViewed - Only logged if the request being sent is a swap, for entries into the Team ShiftTeam Shift picker.

takePhototakePhoto - Take a photo.

takePhotoPickertakePhotoPicker  - Take photoTake photo selected inside the image picker.

tapChicletExpandtapChicletExpand - How users preview cards on mobile.

tapDatePickerHandletapDatePickerHandle - Expand the calendar date picker control.

tapSettingstapSettings  - The number of users re-configuring apps on mobile.

tasksAppLaunchAdaptiveCardtasksAppLaunchAdaptiveCard - The Tasks app is opened from an adaptivecard in a group chat, check

the app launch via the URL of the IC3 service.

tasksAppLaunchComposeExtensiontasksAppLaunchComposeExtension - The Tasks app is opened from the compose extension in a

group chat, check the app launch via the MT service.

tasksAppLaunchDashboardtasksAppLaunchDashboard - The Tasks app is opened from the dashboard tile or specific plan, check

the app launch via the MT service.

tasksAppLaunchDashboardSeeAlltasksAppLaunchDashboardSeeAll  - The Tasks app is opened from the dashboard See allSee all  button on

the dashboard, check the app launch via the MT service.



tasksAppLaunchDefaulttasksAppLaunchDefault - The Tasks app is opened from the bottom drawer, check the app launch via

the MT service.

tabCalendarClickedtabCalendarClicked - A user has chosen a team from the team picker.

teamChannelChangedteamChannelChanged - Triggered when a user selects and navigates to a plan from plan list. Only sent

to appInsights, not Aria.

teamCreateteamCreate - A user selects the option to create a new team.

teamEditteamEdit - A user edits some aspect of a team that they own or administer.

teamNavteamNav  - View menu options for a team.

teamsDeviceCallResumedteamsDeviceCallResumed - A user with a bluetooth connected peripheral (mobile phone dock)

reactivates a call from hold.

teamSelectedClickedteamSelectedClicked - When a user selects Team selectedTeam selected for a timesheet.

teamShiftPickerClickedteamShiftPickerClicked - When a user adds a new break entry. The event is logged once the user saves

the changes.

tenantSwitchtenantSwitch - On Switch Tenant. Feature success metrics for MTMA (multiple tenant and multiple

account) feature, this helps identify and fix issues proactively and provide a smooth switching experience.

tenantSwitchUnsuppor tedErrortenantSwitchUnsuppor tedError  - Tenant Unsupported Error (when a user sees the error). Feature

success metrics for MTMA (multiple tenant and multiple account), provides telemetry around account or

tenant switch errors, so we can identify and fix issues proactively and provide a smooth switching

experience.

timeClockClickedtimeClockClicked - A user selects the Time clockTime clock button on the My Shifts tab.

timeOffReasonClickedtimeOffReasonClicked - Determining if a reason for time off is cited.

timesheetAddClickedtimesheetAddClicked - When a user adds a note to their break edits. The event is logged once the user

saves the changes. timesheetBreakAddedtimesheetBreakAdded - Adding a new clock entry. The event is logged once the

changes are saved.

timesheetBreakEditedtimesheetBreakEdited - When a user confirms their timesheet. The event is logged when the user hits

confirm in the modal.

timesheetBreakNoteAddedtimesheetBreakNoteAdded - When a user deletes their timesheet. The event is logged when the user

confirms the delete in the modal.

timesheetClockAddedtimesheetClockAdded - When a user selects Edit for a timesheet.

timesheetClockEditedtimesheetClockEdited When a user selects Save on an edited timesheet.

timesheetConfirmedtimesheetConfirmed - When a user adds a note to their timesheet edits. The event is logged once the

user saves the changes.

timesheetDeletedtimesheetDeleted - If a user does or does not have a shift reminder set, and the amount of minutes

before a shift a user wants to be alerted.

timesheetEditClickedtimesheetEditClicked - User Configuration telemetry.

timesheetEditSavedtimesheetEditSaved - A user taps on a time sheet from a user's profile to open that user's time sheet.

timesheetNoteAddedtimesheetNoteAdded - To view an approved time off request.

titleChangedtitleChanged - Triggers when a task item title changes, triggers on every character change.



toasttoast - In-app toast is selected.

toggleChannelsInChattoggleChannelsInChat - Turn feature on or off. Feature success metrics for unified chats and channel

experience.

toggleClickedtoggleClicked - A toggle is selected.

transferNowtransferNow  - Triggered when:

A user selects TransferTransfer  > Transfer nowTransfer now .

Transfer target is set to a Person.

Transfer target is set to a Phone Number.

translateFailedtranslateFailed - Translation failed (excluding offline). Feature success metrics for message translation

feature.

tr igger_createdtr igger_created - The user created a geofence.

tr igger_deletedtr igger_deleted - The user deleted a geofence.

unansweredCallFor wardunansweredCallFor ward - An unanswered call forward target is set. Also enables unanswered call

forwarding (Calls ring me is enabled and If unanswered is enabled).

unblockCallerunblockCaller  - Unblock:

Contact or number from the action sheet.

Contact or number from a contact card.

Number from settings.

unblockChatunblockChat - Unblock a bot chat.

unpinChannelunpinChannel  - Unpin a channel.

unpinSelfunpinSelf  - Unpin yourself from the action sheet.

unpinUserunpinUser  - Unpin a user from the action sheet.

unsafeLinkunsafeLink - A link was determined to be unsafe.

updatePersonalTaskupdatePersonalTask - Confirms a personal task has been successfully updated.

updatePlaybackSpeedVoicemailupdatePlaybackSpeedVoicemail  - Voicemail playback speed value is changed.

updateTaskupdateTask - Confirms update tasks action failed.

updateTaskStateupdateTaskState - Confirms that the task state has been updated. action.

upgradeupgrade - Selecting the UpgradeUpgrade button in the MoreMore menu.

uploadFileuploadFile - A user selects Upload from deviceUpload from device.

uploadSelectedFileuploadSelectedFile - Triggered under these circumstances:

Upload files in channel successfully.

Upload files in chat successfully.

Upload files in the reply window.

Upload files successfully in group chat.

Usage of core scenario.

The start of upload scenario in channel.

The start of upload scenario in chat.

The start of end of upload scenario in channel.



Upload a file into the FilesFiles  tab successfully.

If a prompt is acted on during file upload.

If a selected file is uploaded successfully.

uploadSelectFileuploadSelectFile - Select a file successfully; Select the Upload fileUpload file button successfully.

urgentMessageSelecturgentMessageSelect - Selects an urgent message from the priority context menu.

urgentMessageSendurgentMessageSend - Sends an urgent message.

ur lur l  - URL.

ur lPreviewurlPreview  - URL preview.

ur lPreviewAddurlPreviewAdd - URL preview add.

ur lPreviewOpenurlPreviewOpen - URL preview open.

ur lPreviewRemoveurlPreviewRemove - URL preview removed.

userConfigurationuserConfiguration - To view a pending time off request.

userJoinedViaShareLinkuserJoinedViaShareLink - A user joined a meeting from a link.

userLongPressuserLongPress  - Long press on a participant.

userProfileOpeneduserProfileOpened - A user selects a UserUser  icon to open a user profile.

userTimesheetOpened** - A user selects a timesheet from a user's profile to open that person's

timesheet.

useWifiForAudioDialoguseWifiForAudioDialog - A user selects OKOK while the system prompts, while an Admin has blocked

audio and video calls on cellular.

useWifiForVideoDialoguseWifiForVideoDialog - Triggered when:

OKOK is selected while the system prompts, while an Admin has blocked video calls on cellular.

Trying to enable video in meeting, while an Admin has blocked it on cellular.

OKOK is selected while the system prompts, while an Admin has blocked video in meetings on cellular.

v ideoUserDoubleTapvideoUserDoubleTap - Double tap on a video participant.

viewChannelMembersviewChannelMembers  - View a channel members list.

v iewContactCardviewContactCard - ContactCard selected from:

A callHistory item.

A voicemail item.

A call list.

v iewedviewed - A user viewed a page.

viewFullAllDayMeetingListviewFullAllDayMeetingList - Agenda view on Mobile.

viewLobbyFromBannerviewLobbyFromBanner  - The number of times a user selects View lobbyView lobby  from a notification banner.

viewMeetingDetailsviewMeetingDetails  - Select the ...... menu on the Meeting Details page. Pertaining to the usage of the

MoreMore menu on mobile calendars.

viewMeetingOccurrenceviewMeetingOccurrence - Open up the meeting details of an instance of a recurring meeting.

Telemetry to log user data across the calendar funnel, where calendar meeting details play an important

role, that helps validate Selects Dial ins, Teams meetings, RSVPs, and so on.

viewMeetingSeriesviewMeetingSeries  - To log the successful rendering of a meeting series in the following circumstances:



  PanelViewPanelView

NOTENOTE

When switching from an instance to the series meeting detail page.

When selecting View ser iesView ser ies  from the meeting details page.

viewOrgChar tviewOrgChar t - Basic usage telemetry for an org chart.

v iewRequestsviewRequests  - The View requestsView requests  button is pressed.

voiceDataCollectionOptOutvoiceDataCollectionOptOut - A user opts-out of the recording from mobile by clicking the banner.

voicemail - No AS Assignedvoicemail - No AS Assigned - A speaker taps on a voicemail item.

whiteboardUsedwhiteboardUsed - A user annotates on a whiteboard (any action on the webview).

wiki - No AS assignedwiki - No AS assigned - Wiki usage telemetry.

poorNetworkBannerpoorNetworkBanner  - Poor network banner shown.

badNetworkBannerbadNetworkBanner  - Bad network banner shown.

For information on the properties of PanelView events, see Properties sent with panelview events.

appInstallappInstall : Triggered when a user opens the app for the first time after installation.

fileDeleteFailedfileDeleteFailed - Triggered when a file delete operation fails.

fileDeleteSuccessfileDeleteSuccess  - Triggered when a file delete operation succeeds.

filePreviewfilePreview  - Triggered in following scenarios:

filesfiles  - Triggered in following scenarios:

filesChannelfilesChannel  - Triggered when channel files screen is opened.

fileSourcesfileSources  - Triggered when files options menu is opened or when one of the options in that menu is

tapped.

filesPersonalfilesPersonal  - Triggered when a batch of files is loaded in OneDrive or recent files screen.

fileUploadDeleteTr iggeredfileUploadDeleteTr iggered - Triggered when a file attachment is deleted or detached from message area.

fileUploadFailedfileUploadFailed - Triggered when a file upload operation fails.

fileUploadIndividualNotificationfileUploadIndividualNotification - Triggered when the contents of file upload notification change or

when the notification is interacted with. The interactions may include gestures like swiping to dismiss the

notification or tapping the notification etc.

fileUploadSuccessfileUploadSuccess  - Triggered when a file upload operation succeeds.

fileUploadSummar yNotificationfileUploadSummar yNotification - Triggered when the contents of file upload summary notification

change or when the notification is interacted with. The interactions may include gestures like swiping to

dismiss the notification or tapping the notification etc.

When share option is tapped in file preview screen.

When copy option is tapped in file preview screen.

When download option is tapped in file preview screen.

When a file preview is successfully loaded.

When a file is previewed within Teams app.

When file upload option is tapped in OneDrive files screen.

When "Copy Link" option is tapped in file preview screen.

When the file sharing screen is dismissed.

When files options menu is opened or when one of the options in that menu is tapped.

When "in-call" files screen is opened.

When a file is tapped to open.



  ScenarioScenario

NOTENOTE

meetingFilesmeetingFiles  - Triggered when meeting files screen is opened.

meetNowActionSheetmeetNowActionSheet - Triggered when user creates a Meet Now meeting.

navPersonalFilesnavPersonalFiles  - Triggered when navigation to files screen is performed.

signInSSOPagesignInSSOPage: Triggered when the user views a single sign-on page while signed in. -- signInErrorsignInError :

Triggered when the user hits any error while signed in. This is needed to proactively identify and fix issues

that users face during sign-in. -- TfLSignInSuccessfulTfLSignInSuccessful : Triggered when the user successfully signs in to a

personal Microsoft account. This is needed to understand sign-in and sign-up reliability and proactively

identify and fix issues. -- TfWFreemiumSignInSuccessfulTfWFreemiumSignInSuccessful : Triggered when the user successfully signs in to

a freemium account. This is needed to understand sign-in and sign-up reliability and proactively identify and

fix issues. -- TfWSignInSuccessfulTfWSignInSuccessful : Triggered when the user successfully signs in to a work or school

account. This is needed to understand sign-in and sign-up reliability and proactively identify and fix issues.

appDrawerappDrawer  - Triggered when app drawer is opened successfully.

appPolicyChangeappPolicyChange - Triggered when a user resets and save new tabs order locally.

app_stageviewapp_stageview  - Triggered when a stage view is successfully rendered.

For information on the properties of PanelAction events, see Properties sent with scenario events.

acquire_resource_token_interactiveacquire_resource_token_interactive- Required service call which is triggered when an authentication

token is acquired by interactive sign-in.

acquire_resource_token_silentacquire_resource_token_silent- Required service call which is triggered when an authentication token is

acquired by silent sign-in.

add_buddyadd_buddy  - Captures status of adding a contact.

app_crash2app_crash2  – Triggered when the app is crashed unexpectedly. Provides information on how frequently the

Teams app is crashing.

app_incremental_sync_launchapp_incremental_sync_launch - Confirms that the pill count gets updated successfully for cold launch.

app_incremental_sync_resumeapp_incremental_sync_resume - Confirms that the pill count gets updated successfully for warm/hot

launch.

app_star t_coldapp_star t_cold - To monitor cold app launch (Android only).

app_star t_hotapp_star t_hot - To monitor hot app launch (Android only).

app_star t_warmapp_star t_warm - To monitor warm app launch (Android only).

auth_adal_tokensauth_adal_tokens- Required service call to do silent authentication. Triggered when a user starts the app, or

the token is refreshed on expiry.

chat_add_giphychat_add_giphy  - Confirms that the Giphy GIF rendering action succeeded or failed.

chat_send_message_sfcchat_send_message_sfc- Triggered when a chat message is sent in SfC interop chat.

cor tanaErrorcor tanaError  - To monitor Cortana error happens.

cor tanaViewcor tanaView  - To monitor Cortana canvas appear.

cor tanaRestar tcor tanaRestar t - To monitor Cortana restart.

cor tanaSetNewConversationcor tanaSetNewConversation To monitor Cortana sets new conversation.

cor tanaSpeechRecognizationcor tanaSpeechRecognization To monitor Cortana speech recognization latency.

cor tanaStar tcor tanaStar t To monitor Cortana backend start.

cor tanaStar tL isteningcor tanaStar tL istening To monitor Cortana start listening.

cor tanaStopListeningcor tanaStopListening To monitor Cortana stop listening.

cor tanaThinkingcor tanaThinking To monitor Cortana state change to thinking(waiting for service's response).

cor tanaTokenRefreshcor tanaTokenRefresh To monitor Cortana token refresh in foreground.

cor tanaWarmingUpcor tanaWarmingUp To monitor Cortana warming up start(Cortana is open but token is still fetching).



cor tana_admin_policy_refreshcor tana_admin_policy_refresh - To monitor Cortana admin policy refresh.

cor tana_background_token_refreshcor tana_background_token_refresh - To monitor Cortana token refresh.

cor tana_initializationcor tana_initialization - To monitor Cortana initialization steps.

cor tana_sdk_eventscor tana_sdk_events  - To monitor Cortana turn related events.

cor tana_skill_action_executioncor tana_skill_action_execution - To monitor Cortana action execution.

cor tana_skill_action_delaycor tana_skill_action_delay  - Confirms the start of delay action.

cor tana_watchdogcor tana_watchdog - To monitor Cortana watchdog recovery process.

create_default_plan_and_nav_to_viewcreate_default_plan_and_nav_to_view  - Confirms successful creation of a default shared task list and

how long it took for a user to land on the resulting view after action.

create_new_chat_thread_sfccreate_new_chat_thread_sfc- Triggered when a new chat thread is created for an SfC interop chat.

create_personal_plan_and_nav_to_viewcreate_personal_plan_and_nav_to_view  - Confirms successful creation of a personal task list and how

long it took for a user to land on the resulting view after action.

create_personal_taskcreate_personal_task - Confirms successful creation of a personal task item.

create_planner_plan_and_nav_to_viewcreate_planner_plan_and_nav_to_view  - Confirms successful creation of shared task list and how long it

took for a user to land on resulting view after action.

create_planner_taskcreate_planner_task - Confirms successful creation of shared task item.

for wardExistingAmsObjectfor wardExistingAmsObject Confirms that the media forward action succeeded or failed.

delete_personal_plandelete_personal_plan - Confirms the successful deletion of a personal task list.

delete_personal_taskdelete_personal_task - Confirms the successful deletion of a personal task item.

delete_planner_plandelete_planner_plan - Confirms the successful deletion of a shared task list.

delete_planner_taskdelete_planner_task - Confirms the successful deletion of a shared task item.

json_parse_failurejson_parse_failure- Provides information on the frequently of JSON parsing issues.

fetch_me_profilefetch_me_profile - The users profile creation status.

getProfilePicturegetProfilePicture- Necessary service call to get user profile picture.

get_resource_token_asyncget_resource_token_async: Required service call to acquire tokens for Azure Active Directory resources

asynchronously.

get_resource_token_syncget_resource_token_sync: Required service call to acquires tokens for Azure Active Directory resources

synchronously.

get_sender_sub_scenarioget_sender_sub_scenario - Get sender sub scenario in activity.

interactiveAuthNopa2interactiveAuthNopa2  – Triggered when no password user is interrupted to do interactive authentication.

load_chat_plans_listload_chat_plans_list - Confirms the successful fetching of planner plans for a chat's plan view.

load_home_pageload_home_page - Confirms the successful fetching of both personal and shared tasklists for the main

home view.

load_personal_task_listload_personal_task_list - Confirms the successful fetching of a personal tasklist's tasks for the tasklist

view.

load_shared_task_listload_shared_task_list - Confirms the successful fetching of a shared tasklist's tasks for the tasklist view.

load_smar t_task_listload_smar t_task_list - Confirms the successful fetching of a smart tasklist's tasks for the tasklist view.

meetingAttachmentRendermeetingAttachmentRender  - Confirms the render of meeting attachments.

meetingInsightFetchmeetingInsightFetch - Confirms the fetch of meeting related content.

meetingInsightLocatorRendermeetingInsightLocatorRender  - Confirms the render of meeting related content locator tip.

meetingInsightRendermeetingInsightRender  - Confirms the render of meeting related content.

meetingInsightVisiblemeetingInsightVisible - Confirms the visibility of meeting related content.

open_imageopen_image Confirms that the full screen image rendering succeeded or failed.

rename_personal_planrename_personal_plan - Confirms the successful renaming of a personal task list.

rename_planner_planrename_planner_plan - Confirms the successful renaming of a shared task list.

save_imagesave_image Confirms that the image save action succeeded or failed.

saveMeProfilesaveMeProfile- Required service call that gets triggered when user saves the profile



share_imageshare_image - Confirms that the image share action succeeded or failed.

smar t_reply_enabledsmar t_reply_enabled - Confirms that smart reply is enabled for current user.

smar t_reply_receivedsmar t_reply_received - Confirms that a smart reply suggestion is received.

smar t_reply_bannedsmar t_reply_banned - Confirms that smart reply cannot be displayed for current user.

park_call_for_hold_v2park_call_for_hold_v2  - Confirms that putting call on hold succeeded or failed using call park.

unpark_call_for_hold_v2unpark_call_for_hold_v2  - Confirms that resuming call succeeded or failed using call un-park.

update_planner_task_and_nav_to_viewupdate_planner_task_and_nav_to_view  - Confirms the successful updating of a shared task item and

how long it took for a user to land on resulting view after action.

update_personal_task_and_nav_to_viewupdate_personal_task_and_nav_to_view  - Confirms the successful updating of a personal task item and

how long it took for a user to land on resulting view after

updatePlannerTaskupdatePlannerTask - Confirms that a user has successfully updated a task in a shared task list.

upload_imagesupload_images  Confirms that the image upload action succeeded or failed.

upload_voice_messagesupload_voice_messages  Confirms that the voice message upload action succeeded or failed.

voiceMessageUploadvoiceMessageUpload Confirms that the voice message upload action succeeded or failed.

cancel_channel_meetingcancel_channel_meeting Confirms that the cancellation of a channel meeting has succeeded or failed.

cancel_meetingcancel_meeting Confirms that the cancellation of a meeting has succeeded or failed.

cancel_pr ivate_meetingcancel_pr ivate_meeting Confirms that the cancellation of a private meeting has succeeded or failed.

edit_channel_meetingedit_channel_meeting Confirms that the edit operation of a channel meeting has succeeded or failed.

edit_meetingedit_meeting Confirms that the edit operation of a meeting has succeeded or failed.

ser ver_fetch_agenda_viewser ver_fetch_agenda_view  Confirms that the calendar event sync using the Middle Tier API has succeeded

or failed.

ser ver_fetch_date_picker_viewser ver_fetch_date_picker_view  Confirms that the calendar event sync using the Outlook REST API has

succeeded or failed.

ser ver_fetch_agenda_view_groupser ver_fetch_agenda_view_group Confirms that the calendar event sync using the Middle Tier API for the

TFL group has succeeded or failed.

ser ver_fetch_date_picker_view_incrementalser ver_fetch_date_picker_view_incremental  Confirms that the calendar event incremental sync using

the Outlook REST API has succeeded or failed.

meeting_detailsmeeting_details  - Confirms that the meeting details sync has succeeded or failed.

show_meeting_par ticipantsshow_meeting_par ticipants  - Confirms that showing the meeting participant list has succeeded or failed.

searchsearch - Confirms that the whole search session has succeeded or failed.

time_based_retention_shared_channeltime_based_retention_shared_channel  – Captures performance data for pruning the database.

toggle_searchabilitytoggle_searchability  - Captures status of network call for stamping/unstamping an alias.

sync_user_entitlements_and_app_definitionssync_user_entitlements_and_app_definitions  - Required service call to fetch aggregatedEntitlements.

bots_load_mediacardsbots_load_mediacards  - Captures instanced when Connector cards are configured in chat and channel.

bots_load_one_cardbots_load_one_card - Captures if at least one card is present and loaded when chatting with a bot.

load_assignmentsload_assignments  - Captures exceptional handling for loading assignment app.

load_channel_tabload_channel_tab - Captures loading of channel tab. (Android only)

load_messaging_extension_resultsload_messaging_extension_results  - Captures loading of messaging extension search/query result.

(Android only)

load_static_tabload_static_tab - Captures loading of static tab. (Android only)

app_authenticatedapp_authenticated - Confirms that the authentication is sucessful and a token is fetched. (Android only)

blocked_by_conditional_accessblocked_by_conditional_access  - When receive conditional access blocked error code in authentication.

(we try to force refresh the primary token in that case). (Android only)

get_resource_token_syncget_resource_token_sync - Triggered when we attempt to fetch token for app resources synchronously.

(Android only)

get_resource_token_asyncget_resource_token_async - Triggered when we attempt to fetch token for app resources asynchronously.

(Android only)



 OnePlayer events

NOTENOTE

  OnePlayer user action eventsOnePlayer user action events

  OnePlayer playback eventsOnePlayer playback events

 Property lists
  Properties sent with all eventsProperties sent with all events

P RO P ERT Y  N A M EP RO P ERT Y  N A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

EventInfo_Time Event generation time

EventInfo_Name Event name - Used to differentiate between event types

EventInfo_BaseType/name Event type - Used to differentiate between event types in an
event

EventInfo_Source Source of the event generation

AppInfo_Language App language

AppInfo_ETag Experiment ID assigned to a user

DeviceInfo_OsBuild Build version of the OS

For OnePlayer events, only properties listed in Property lists for OnePlayer events apply.

PlayerPlayPlayerPlay  - Confirms if the user taps on the play button in the OnePlayer view.

PlayerPausePlayerPause - Confirms if the user taps on the pause button in the OnePlayer view.

PlayerSeekPlayerSeek - Confirms if the user seeks the video either using the seek bar or forward/backward buttons in

the OnePlayer view (iOS only).

VideoPlayerSeekFor wardVideoPlayerSeekFor ward - Confirms if the user seeks the video either using the seek bar or forward

buttons in the OnePlayer view (Android only).

VideoPlayerSeekBackwardVideoPlayerSeekBackward - Confirms if the user seeks the video either using the seek bar or backward

buttons in the OnePlayer view (Android only).

ChangePlaybackSpeedChangePlaybackSpeed - Confirms if the user has selected a new playback speed.

changePlaybackQualitychangePlaybackQuality  - Confirms if the user has selected a new video quality for playback.

ShareVideoShareVideo - Confirms if the user has tapped on the share icon.

PlayerClosePlayerClose - Confirms if the user has tapped on the close icon.

VideoCaptionsOnVideoCaptionsOn - Confirms if the user has switched on the captions.

VideoCaptionsOffVideoCaptionsOff  - Confirms if the user has switched off the captions.

ChangePlayerOrientationChangePlayerOrientation - Confirms if the user has changed the orientation of the device.

OpenPlayerSettingsMenuOpenPlayerSettingsMenu - Confirms if the user has opened the settings menu.

OpenPlaybackSpeedMenuOpenPlaybackSpeedMenu - Confirms if the user has opened the playback speed menu.

PlayerActionPlayerAction - Custom action provided by the host app.

PlayerHear tbeatPlayerHear tbeat - This is a recurring event that sends the current status of the player and playback to a log.



UserInfo_Mri Type a user ID

Session_RunId Type of a session ID

DeviceInfo_DetailModel Model of the device

UserInfo_TimeZone Time zone of the user

DeviceInfo_OsName Device OS name

DeviceInfo_NetworkProvider Device network provider

DeviceInfo_Model Device Model

DeviceInfo_NetworkType Device network type

UserInfo_Language User language - similar to app language

client_ring/UserInfo_Ring User ring that helps to release features to early adopters

UserInfo_Id User ID

UserInfo_TenantId Tenant ID

EventInfo_SdkVersion SDK version used to generate the event

DeviceInfo_Id Device ID provided by device OS

eventpriority Priority of an event

DeviceInfo_Make Device manufacturer

AppInfo_Version Version of the app

DeviceInfo_OsVersion Device OS version

Session_Id/SessionId Session ID of the request

Session_Environment Session Environment

isNetworkIssue Captures info if there was a network issue while serving the
request

UserRole User role in a tenant

Tenant_Model Captures if the account is a freemium or enterprise account

licenseType/UserInfo_LicenseType Licence type assigned to the user

UserLocale Locale in which app is being accessed
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Intune_sdkVersion Version of the Intune SDK

Intune_sdkBundleVersion Detailed version of the Intune SDK

AppInfo_Environment Environment in which the app is being access
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  Properties sent with panelaction eventsProperties sent with panelaction events
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Action_DestinationUri Uri of the resource being accessed by user action

Panel_Uri Uri of the panel delivered to the user

Action_Gesture Type of gesture performed by user on the app

Action_ScenarioType Feature grouping that relates to business metric for feature

Panel_Type Panel type accessed by the user

Action_Outcome Outcome of the action performed by user

Team_Id ID of the team in which action was performed by the user

Module_Type Type of the module which hosted user action

Module_Name Name of the module which hosted user action

Module_Summary Summary of the module that hosted user action

Thread_Id ID of the thread that was accessed by user

Panel_PreviousUri URI of the previous panel

Panel_Region Region where the panel was hosted in the app

Panel_LaunchMethod Method through which the panel was launched

Panel_PreviousType Type of the previous panel

Thread_Type Type of thread accessed by user

Module_State State of the module accessed by user

Action_Scenario Feature inside a group of features that relates to business
metric

Panel_LaunchSource Source information of the panel that was launched

Tab_Type Type of the tab accessed by user



Team_Type Type of team accessed by user
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  Properties sent with panelview eventsProperties sent with panelview events

PA N EL _URIPA N EL _URI URI O F  T H E PA N EL  DEL IVERED TO  T H E USERURI O F  T H E PA N EL  DEL IVERED TO  T H E USER

Panel_Type Panel type accessed by the user

Team_Id ID of the team in which action was performed by the user

Thread_Id ID of the thread that was accessed by user

Panel_PreviousUri URI of the previous panel

Panel_Region Region where the panel was hosted in the app

Panel_LaunchMethod Method through which the panel was launched

Panel_PreviousType Type of the previous panel

Thread_Type Type of thread accessed by user

Panel_LaunchSource Source information of the panel that was launched

Tab_Type Type of the tab accessed by user

Team_Type Type of team accessed by user

  Properties sent with scenario eventsProperties sent with scenario events
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Scenario_Status Status of a scenario - Abandon/OK/ERROR

Scenario_Step When a scenario contains multiple steps with different failure
points, this property captures details about the step

Scenario_StatusCode Property records status code of the scenario based on
scenario success or failure

  Properties sent with trace eventsProperties sent with trace events
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Trace_message Contains error string and details about the reasons due to
which a failure might have happened

 Property lists for OnePlayer events
  1. Properties sent with all OnePlayer events1. Properties sent with all OnePlayer events
  1 .1  St a n d a r d  p r o p e r t i e s1 .1  St a n d a r d  p r o p e r t i e s
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eventType Type of event (AppLogic, ErrorAlert, Performance,
UserAction)

accountType Type of user account (for example, business)

component OnePlayer

language Locale/language of the app

platform Platform of OnePlayer (iOS/Android)

tenantId Tenant ID

version Version of the OnePlayer being used

aadUserId User ID

  1 .2  P l a y e r  p r o p e r t i e s1 .2  P l a y e r  p r o p e r t i e s
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engineName Underlying player name (AVFoundation for iOS/ExoPlayer for
Android)

engineVersion Operating System version

loadMode Load mode of the player

playbackSessionId Session ID for playback

  1 .3  H o st  p r o p e r t i e s1 .3  H o st  p r o p e r t i e s
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hostIntegrationType Host integration type (for example, Package, OneUp)

hostPlatform Platform for host app

hostProperties Host properties, if any (iOS only)

hostApp Name of the host app

hostVersion Version of the host app

  1 .4  Ex p e r i m e n t a t i o n  p r o p e r t i e s1 .4  Ex p e r i m e n t a t i o n  p r o p e r t i e s
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ring Ring to which the user belongs

hostSettings Attributes set by the host app (moreOptionsEnabled,
shareFeatureEnabled, playbackQualityFeatureEnabled,
playbackSpeedFeatureEnabled)



flightFilters Description

flightsOverridden Bool for flights overridden or not
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  1 .5  Se r v i c e  p r o p e r t i e s1 .5  Se r v i c e  p r o p e r t i e s
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contentType Type of content being served

environment Environment name

mediaService Which media service is being used (SPO, ODB, ODC, IC3-
AMS, Unknown)

mediaType Type of the media being played

playbackTech Playback tech of the media

correlationId Correlation ID for the media, if any

  2. Properties sent with all OnePlayer User Action Events2. Properties sent with all OnePlayer User Action Events
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actionType Type of action being performed, such as tap, drag, and flick(
iOS only)

isIntentional Boolean value if the action is intentional or not (iOS only)

  2.1 Properties sent with changePlaybackQuality Event2.1 Properties sent with changePlaybackQuality Event
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currentPlaybackQuality current playback quality

  2.2 Properties sent with ChangePlaybackSpeed Event2.2 Properties sent with ChangePlaybackSpeed Event

P RO P ERT Y  N A M EP RO P ERT Y  N A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

previousPlaybackRate Previous playback rate of the video (iOS only)

currentPlaybackRate Current playback rate of the video

  2.3 Properties sent with PlayerSeek Event (iOS only)2.3 Properties sent with PlayerSeek Event (iOS only)
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seekSource Source of seek (seekbar, forwardButton, backwardButton)

seekValue Seek position

  3. Properties sent with OnePlayer Heartbeat Event3. Properties sent with OnePlayer Heartbeat Event
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mediaCurrentTime Current playback time of the media (iOS only)

isLoaded Is media loaded

loadTimeMs Load time taken in milliseconds

numberOfStalls Number of stalls during playback (iOS only)

bufferingCount Number of stalls during playback (Android only)

observedBitrate Observed bit rate during playback (iOS only)

avgBitrateBitsPerSecond Observed bit rate during playback (Android only)

playedSeconds Played seconds till the event

rebufferingSeconds Rebuffering seconds during playback

timeSinceSourceSetMs Time since source was set (ms)

triggerType Trigger type (buffering, error, errorLog, canPlayThrough,
intervalHeartbeat, sourceset, unload)

errorId Error ID for the error, if any

errorCorrelationId Error correlation ID for the error, if any

errorLog Error log for the error, if any

errorType Error type for the error, if any

errorMessage Error message for the error, if any

errorStack Extended error info for the error, if any

metaUrl Meta URL for media

odspDocId ODSP doc ID for media

siteId Site ID for media

teamsCallId Teams call ID for media, if any
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 Events

NOTENOTE

  LoggingLogging

NOTENOTE

The following article contains a list of Microsoft Teams desktop events, and lists of properties each event

collects.

For more information about diagnostic data, including how to control what diagnostic data is sent to Microsoft,

see Diagnostic data sent from the Teams app to Microsoft. To view the diagnostic data being sent to Microsoft,

you can use the Diagnostic Data Viewer.

There are common properties for all events listed below, to review them, see Properties sent with all events.

For information on the properties of Logging events, see Properties sent with logging events.

adal-anonymous-mac.ts:this.logger.logErroradal-anonymous-mac.ts:this.logger.logError  - Records that a generic sso error occurred when logging

in anonymously on a Mac device.

adalAnonymousUtil.ts :loggingSer vice.getInstanceadalAnonymousUtil.ts :loggingSer vice.getInstance - Records error statement logging that the app

could not launch anonymous user authentication.

adal-anonymous-windows.ts:this.logger.logErroradal-anonymous-windows.ts:this.logger.logError  - Records that a generic sso error occurred when

logging in anonymously on a windows device.

adalBase.ts:this.loggingSer vice.logErroradalBase.ts:this.loggingSer vice.logError  - Records information needed to determine that the user

profile is null or empty.

adal-impl-mac.ts:this.loggingSer vice.logErroradal-impl-mac.ts:this.loggingSer vice.logError  - Records the occurrence of an issue when parsing

telemetry received during authentication or generic sso error occurred when logging in on a Mac device.

adal-r igel-windows.ts:this.logger.logErroradal-r igel-windows.ts:this.logger.logError  - General logging statement indicating a generic sso error

occurred when logging in on our Meeting room device.

adal-sso-windows.ts:this.loggingSer vice.logErroradal-sso-windows.ts:this.loggingSer vice.logError  - Records that a generic sso error occurred when

logging in on a Windows device, errors in initiating the chat service or log in failure information.

appOnlineSer vice.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstanceappOnlineSer vice.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstance - Records the occurrence of an error due to settings

that could not be parsed during startup or with downloading pre-user authentication, pre-authorized

settings.

appStar t.ts:loggingSer vice.logErrorappStar t.ts:loggingSer vice.logError  - Records the occurrence of an error when the application could not

launch, disk space error, valid certificate error or failed to find the correct certificate, and restarting the app.

browserWindowHttp.ts:this.loggingSer vice.logErrorbrowserWindowHttp.ts:this.loggingSer vice.logError  - Records information to indicate that the

application could not be updated due to issues with the file system.

contextInstallSer vice.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstancecontextInstallSer vice.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstance - Records the occurrence of an error when:

attempting to parse or read a file or resolve a URL critical to the contextual install feature.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/policy-control-diagnostic-data-desktop.md
https://support.microsoft.com/topic/cf761ce9-d805-4c60-a339-4e07f3182855


  Outlook addinOutlook addin

NOTENOTE

  ScenarioScenario

NOTENOTE

crashManager.ts:loggingSer vice.logErrorcrashManager.ts:loggingSer vice.logError  - Records information to determine the cause of an error

when the application crashes.

localStorageSer vice.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstancelocalStorageSer vice.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstance - Records the occurrence of an error when essential

boot data does not load properly to run the application.

logProviders\pageDumpProvider.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstancelogProviders\pageDumpProvider.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstance - Records error information when the

application crashes.

multiWindowManager.ts:this.logErrormultiWindowManager.ts:this.logError  - Records the occurrence of an error when essential boot data

does not load properly to run the application.

nativeElectronNotifications\osNotificationSer vice.ts:this.loggingSer vice.logErrornativeElectronNotifications\osNotificationSer vice.ts:this.loggingSer vice.logError  - This event

records the occurrence of an error when attempting to launch a notification about a failure.

OutlookMeetingAddinHelper.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstanceOutlookMeetingAddinHelper.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstance - Records the occurrence of an error when

attempting to connect to a meeting using the Outlook meeting addin.

recover yManager.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstancerecover yManager.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstance - Records the occurrence of an error during update

rollbacks.

renderer\star tPage\star tPage.ts:this.logger.logErrorrenderer\star tPage\star tPage.ts:this.logger.logError  - Records the occurrence of an error with the

application start page.

settingsSer vice.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstancesettingsSer vice.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstance - Records the occurrence of an error with the application

settings.

updateInfo.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstanceupdateInfo.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstance - Records the occurrence of an error with transmitting

updates.

updatenotification.js :this._ loggingSer vice.logErrorupdatenotification.js :this._ loggingSer vice.logError  - Records the occurrence of disk space issues.

utility.ts:loggingSer vice.logErrorutility.ts:loggingSer vice.logError  - Records an error accessing a local file (a file in the application).

utility.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstanceutility.ts:loggingSer vice.getInstance - Records an error in available diskspace, display issues, url issues,

cookie issues, protocols, or regkey issues on machine to load the application.

windowmanager.js :this._ loggingSer vice.logErrorwindowmanager.js :this._ loggingSer vice.logError  - Records the occurrence of cookie issues,

whitescreen issues, issues between desktop and shell communication, url issues,errors with loading page

messages, errors with process rendering, and network connectivity issues.

windowmanager.js :loggingSer vice.getInstancewindowmanager.js :loggingSer vice.getInstance - Records information to indicate when the recovery

window cannot br shown.

the URL shortener attempts to run the contextual install feature.

For information on the properties of Outlook addin events, see Properties sent with Outlook addin events.

joinmeetingoperationjoinmeetingoperation - Records information needed to join a user to a meeting.

meetingaddinapplifecyclemeetingaddinapplifecycle - Records information regarding app state such as Launch or Exit.

meetingaddinloadtimemeetingaddinloadtime - Records the time it takes to load meeting information from Outlook.

openmeetingoperationopenmeetingoperation - Records information needed to open a scheduled meeting.

savemeetingoperationsavemeetingoperation - Records information needed to save the meeting while scheduling it.

For information on the properties of Scenario events, see Properties sent with scenario events.

desktop_app_loaddesktop_app_load - Records information needed to determine that the desktop application has launched,

that the service should be initialized, and that it is able to be initialized.



  TrackingTracking

NOTENOTE

desktop_app_not_readydesktop_app_not_ready  - Records information needed to determine that the desktop application is not

ready to function.

desktop_installdesktop_install  - Records information needed to determine that the desktop application has been installed

successfully, or that it failed to install.

desktop_previous_lifecycle_invaliddesktop_previous_lifecycle_invalid - Records information needed to determine that the desktop

application restarted after it had been previously been running and then crashed.

For information on the properties of Tracking events, see Properties sent with tracking events.

deeplink_scenario_missingdeeplink_scenario_missing - Teams was launched from a deeplink, but the telemetry/diagnostic is not

present.

desktop_app_initializeddesktop_app_initialized - Records information needed to determine if the application has successfully

started when the desktop application is initialized.

desktop_app_quit_exceptiondesktop_app_quit_exception - The application crashed while attempting to close.

desktop_blankScreenDetecteddesktop_blankScreenDetected - Records information needed to determine errors when the desktop

application renders a blank screen.

desktop_blankScreenDetectedAfterRepaintdesktop_blankScreenDetectedAfterRepaint - Detected that page was blank upon detecting rendering

attempt.

desktop_blankScreenRecoveredAfterRepaintdesktop_blankScreenRecoveredAfterRepaint - Recovered from a rendering issue where the screen was

not rendered earlier.

desktop_configuration_failed_to_savedesktop_configuration_failed_to_save - Collects information needed to determine configuration errors

when desktop settings have failed to save.

desktop_navigation_error_recover ydesktop_navigation_error_recover y  - Collects information needed to determine desktop navigation

errors when a page fails to load after five attempts.

desktop_previous_gpu_crasheddesktop_previous_gpu_crashed - Records information needed to determine graphics processing unit

errors when the desktop crashes.

desktop_previous_plugin_host_crasheddesktop_previous_plugin_host_crashed - Collects information need to determine media stack issues

associated with desktop application crashes.

desktop_recover y_cleared_user_datadesktop_recover y_cleared_user_data - Records application crashed multiple times, and app had to clear

local cache to recover.

desktop_settings_blank_on_loaddesktop_settings_blank_on_load - This is an error that the applications settings are not present.

desktop_settings_failed_to_loaddesktop_settings_failed_to_load - Collects information needed to determine cause when desktop

settings fail to load.

desktop_silent_restar tdesktop_silent_restar t - Client update is staged and client is updated without user disruption.

desktop_terminateddesktop_terminated - Records information needed to determine whether the inter-process communication

has been disconnected when the user closes the desktop application.

desktop_uncaught_exceptiondesktop_uncaught_exception Function call on an undefined object, this will result in a crash/app restart.

desktop_write_storage_faileddesktop_write_storage_failed - Records information needed to determine disk errors when the desktop

application fails to write to storage.

registration_failedregistration_failed - Records information needed to resolve add-in registration failures.

registration_successregistration_success  - Records information needed to determine whether add-in registrations where

successful.

security_unsuppor ted_ipc_channelsecurity_unsuppor ted_ipc_channel  - Interprocess message that was not permitted was inbound.

sfb_running_not_connectedsfb_running_not_connected - Detected that the Skype for Business app is not running.

sfb_not_runningsfb_not_running - Records that the 'wait for response' from call to Skype of Business timed out.

sfb_never_repliedsfb_never_replied - Tracks no API response when communicating with Skype for Business.



 UserBI panelaction
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  UserBI panelviewUserBI panelview

NOTENOTE

 Property lists
  Properties sent with all eventsProperties sent with all events
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EventInfo_Time Event generation time

EventInfo_Name Event name - Used to differentiate between event types

EventInfo_BaseType/name Event type - Used to differentiate between event types in an
event

EventInfo_Sequence Sequence of the event

userAgent Browser agent string

userpdclevel Privacy data control setting of the user

eventpdclevel Privacy data control categorization level of the event

ser ver_error_hitser ver_error_hit - Tracks that an error from the ipc pipes communicating with Skype for Business.

unexpected_sfb_ipc_disconnectionunexpected_sfb_ipc_disconnection - Records information needed to determine a failure to connect to the

service.

unregister_failedunregister_failed - Records information needed to determine errors in de-registering the Outlook meeting

add-in.

For information on the properties of UserBI panelaction events, see Properties sent with UserBI panelaction events.

inlinereplyinlinereply  - Records information whether a user has replied from the notification.

toastclicktoastclick  - Records a user's click to navigate to the message entry to toast notifications to monitor

service SLA and to load the appropriate response to toast notification.

toastdismisstoastdismiss  - Records information needed to determine errors and delays when the user dismisses the

rendering of a toast notification.

toast_skiptoast_skip - Records information needed to avoid transmitting a delayed toast notification.

toasttimeouttoasttimeout - Records information needed to determine errors and delays when the rendering of a

toast notification has timed out.

For information on the properties of UserBI panelview events, see Properties sent with UserBI panelview events.

toastshowtoastshow  - Records information needed to determine that a toast was rendered.



AppInfo_Language App language

clientType/AppInfo_ClientType Client type where the app is running

environment/AppInfo_Environment Engineering environment that served the user request

clientVersion/appversion/AppInfo_Version/desktopBuildVersi
on

Version of the app

buildtime timestamp that the app was built in engineering systems

osversion/DeviceInfo_OsVersion OS version

AppInfo_ProcessArchitecture System architecture (32bit/64bit)

preferredLocales preferred locale for the user

locale/AppInfo_Locale App locale

os/DeviceInfo_OsName OS Name

UserInfo_Language Selected user language

UserInfo_Id User ID

UserInfo_TenantId/TenantId Tenant ID

ring/UserInfo_Ring Concept that helps deliver application in a phased manner

region Datacenter region that served user's request

UserInfo_ConfigIds/UserInfo_Etag ID that helps identify users in different experiments/rollouts

DeviceInfo_BrowserName Browser name

DeviceInfo_BrowserVersion Browser version

DeviceInfo_Id/machineId/DeviceInfo_IdV2 ID that helps identify the device

totalMemory Hardware memory of the device

cores Hardware cores of the device

cpuspeed Hardware cpu speed of the device

DeviceInfo_CpuArchitecture/cpuarchitecture CPU architecture of the device

UserRole Helps identify user role in a tenant

DeviceInfo_WindowsMode Helps identify Windows security mode
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desktopSession/Session_Id Helps identify a session

dbOpen Captures state of the local database

UserInfo_Upn One sided hash of user identifier
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  Properties sent with logging eventsProperties sent with logging events
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message Captures a detailed message about the log

  Properties sent with scenario eventsProperties sent with scenario events
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Scenario_Status Status of a scenario

Scenario_Step Step in a scenario

sequence Sequence number of the scenario

delta Time taken to complete different steps in a scenario

elapsed Time since the scenario started

scenario Uniquely identify a scenario

Scenario_Name Name of the scenario

errorInfo Info of the error that might have occurred during a scenario

session Unique session ID

freeMemory Captures free memory available

processMemory Captures process memory

scenarioDelta Captures time different between 2 scenario steps

Session_DesktopId Unique session ID

machineLocked Captures if the machine was locked or not

windowIsVisible Captures if the app window was visible to use

appStates/webAppStates records a list of app states that the app went through. This
helps with crash investigation because we can see what state
the app was in

crashDesktopSession Captures ID of the crashed session



appRuntime Captures runtime of the app

diagnosticEvents Last 50 web app diagnostic events before app crash

activities Last 50 user scenario names which happened before crash

crashSession Captures ID of the crashed session

crashId Captures ID of the crashed session

isPreviousLifecycleValid Whether previous app was fully initialized and terminated
successfully

isSettingValid Whether preauth settings are valid

rollbackReason Reason due to which app was rolled back

deeplinkType Type of the deeplink

watchdogCrash Whether app crashed due to hang

protocols Protocol used to launch the app

electronBuild Build version of electron app

distribution whether Teams was installed via exe or msi or dmg or pkg,
etc.

updateTimeOfDay Time the app was updated

launchPath whether Teams is installed in %LOCALAPPDATA%,
%PROGRAMFILES%, or other locations

loggedIn If the user was logged in

envType/complianceEnvironmentType Commercial cloud or private (e.g. DoD, GCC-High, etc.)

cpuusage CPU usage

installationSource Type of installation user has

adalVersion Version of the auth library

asyncStart Is the app using synchronous or asynchronous start

attempts Number of online check attempts made for the user before
showing a blocking screen
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  Properties sent with tracking eventsProperties sent with tracking events
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name2 Captures name of the tracking event

numVisibleNotifications Number of visible application notifications

giphyEnabled Whether giphy service was enabled

error Captures error details related to the tracking event

method Protocol method GET or POST

channel Captures inter-process communication channel within the
app

windowTitle Type of display window associated with event

message The type of error message

crashSession/crashDesktopSession/crashId/Session_DesktopI
d/Session_DesktopBackgroundId

Captures unique ID for session debug purposes

responseCode Captures response code for the service call

errorUrl The URL that failed to load

errorCode Captures error code

ssoEventData Authentication state and status

correlationId ID to correlate events with service side for debug purposes

errorDescription Captures description of the errorcode

source Method to get the Teams app and what package type Teams
was installed from

windowIsDestroyed True/False state of Application Windows during event

windowIsFocused True/False state of Application Windows during event

windowIsVisible Was the application visible when event happened

windowIsMinimized True/False state of Application Windows during event

windowIsMaximized True/False state of Application Windows during event

windowIsFullscreen True/False state of Application Windows during event

distSrc Captures the distribution source of user landing into the app

retries Retry count when attempting to connect to an endpoint



uses_slimcore True or false if web call is using slimcore

persistCookieExpiresIn Time remaining in validity of web application cookie

tenantName Name of tenant for user of the application

appStartReason How the application session started such as user initiated,
after updating, etc.

machineLocked Whether machine was locked or not locked during the event

data Captures technical data for scenario investigation

appRuntime Captures runtime of the app

activities Last 50 user scenario names which happened before crash

timeSinceActivity Time since last user activity

appStates Records a list of app states that the desktop app went
through, which helps with crash investigations because it
shows what state the desktop app was in

timeSinceAppState Time since the app state changed

webAppStates Records a list of app states that the web client went through,
which helps with crash investigations because it shows what
state the web client app was in

timeSinceWebAppState Time since the web app state changed

diagnosticEvents Last 50 web app diagnostic events before app crash

timeSinceLastDiagnosticEvent Time since last diagnostic event sent

timeSinceSecondLastDiagnosticEvent Time since second-last diagnostic event sent

appInitialized Whether webapplication has started

targetVersion Version application is going to be updated to

port Internet message port number

originalUrl Original location of page being rendered

deeplinkId GUID for destination type of Teams link

appSessionEnd Whether event occurred at end of application session

eventData Captures machine state and app config to help debugging in
case of issues
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deeplinkType Type of the deeplink (chat, meeting, channel)

previousUpdateUrl Location where application last retrieved its update from

previousUpdateVersion Last version application was updated to

previousUpdateTime When application binaries were last updated

protocol Handler type for link, such as file or image

files Type of file associated with an event, such as Application
cache or GPU cache

Perf_WorkingSetSizeKB Size of memory cache

isTimeboxingWebAppInitialize Whether app initialized before time box counter ran out

isExp Whether the app version in use is part of an experiment

deviceType Captures type of the device

sanitizedErr Captures sanitized version of the error information

rigelVersion Captures version of rigel device

DeviceInfo_OsSku Captures OS SKU information

isLoggedOut Captures if the user is logged out

complianceEnvironmentType Commercial cloud or private (e.g. DoD, GCC-High, etc.)

restartTimes Exact times of previous restarts

Skype_ResultCode Captures result of interop communication between Skype
and Teams

cpumodel Captures model of CPU

isSlimCoreRunningOutproc Whether Slimcore component is running in its own process

isSlimCoreStartedAsync Type of launch of internal audio/video (A/V) stack

networkState Captures state of the network

desktopBuildAge How old the application build is at event time

vdiMode Captures if the app is running in VDI mode
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  Properties sent with UserBI panelview eventsProperties sent with UserBI panelview events
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Panel_Uri Uri of the panel delivered to the user

Panel_Type Panel type accessed by the user

Team_Id ID of the team in which action was performed by the user

Thread_Id ID of the thread that was accessed by user

Panel_PreviousUri URI of the previous panel

Panel_Region Region where the panel was hosted in the app

Panel_LaunchMethod Method through which the panel was launched

Panel_PreviousType Type of the previous panel

Thread_Type Type of thread accessed by user

Panel_LaunchSource Source information of the panel that was launched

Tab_Type Type of the tab accessed by user

Team_Type Type of team accessed by user

  Properties sent with UserBI panelaction eventsProperties sent with UserBI panelaction events
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Action_DestinationUri Uri of the resource being accessed by user action

Panel_Uri Uri of the panel delivered to the user

Action_Gesture Type of gesture performed by user on the app

Action_ScenarioType Feature grouping that relates to business metric for feature

Panel_Type Panel type accessed by the user

Action_Outcome Outcome of the action performed by user

Team_Id ID of the team in which action was performed by the user

Module_Type Type of the module which hosted user action

Module_Name Name of the module which hosted user action

Module_Summary Summary of the module that hosed user action

Thread_Id ID of the thread that was accessed by user



Panel_PreviousUri URI of the previous panel

Panel_Region Region where the panel was hosted in the app

Panel_LaunchMethod Method through which the panel was launched

Panel_PreviousType Type of the previous panel

Thread_Type Type of thread accessed by user

Module_State State of the module accessed by user

Action_Scenario Feature inside a group of features that relates to business
metric

Panel_LaunchSource Source information of the panel that was launched

Tab_Type Type of the tab accessed by user

Team_Type Type of team accessed by user
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  Properties sent with Outlook addin eventsProperties sent with Outlook addin events
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AccountComparisonFailedReason Addin compares the account with Teams account to see if
creation is allowed, this event is sent if the comparison fails

AccountComparisonSuccessful Addin compares the account with Teams account to see if
creation is allowed, this event is sent if the comparison is
successful

AdalVersion Version of the authentication library used

AddinBitness Version of addin

AddinLanguage Language of addin strings being used

AggregatorSetupCompletedTime Setup time for addin loader

AppDomainCreatedTime Time when addin loader initializes app domain

AppointmentDisplayTime Time at which the appointment item was displayed during
meeting creation

AuthenticationCompletedTime Time at which authentication was provided for a given
request

ConnectionMode Indicates the connection mode of the user's primary
Exchange account

ConnectionStartedTime Time when Outlook calls OnConnection



ErrorDetails Captures details of the error

ErrorName Captures name of the error

ExchangeVersion Captures version of Exchange

IsSmtpFormatError Error in SMTP address

IsTeamsRunning Captures if there is a Teams process running

IsTeamsUserLoggedOut Captures if the user is logged out of Teams

LanguageSetupCompletedTime Time at which language setup got completed

ManagedConnectTime Time when the managed add-in received the connect
callback

ManagedOnStartupTime Time when managed started the startup

MTFetchCompleted Time when MT meeting options request is completed

NetFrameworkVersion .nET framework used

NetworkAvailable Is network available

OperationStartTime Time when different operations started

OsBitness Bitness of OS

OutlookLanguage Captures language of the Outlook app

OutlookVersion Captures version of Outlook app

OwnerResolutionTime Time to resolve the meeting owner

ParseResponseCompletedTime Time when parsing of response completed

RecipientResolutionError Error details when resolving a recipient

RecipientsResolutionTime Total time to resolve all recipients

RehydrateCompletedTime Time when properties are read from Outlook

SaveToOutlookCompletedTime Time when properties are saved to Outlook

ServiceRequestStartTime Start time of the service request

ServiceResponseReceiveTime Time of response from the service

SettingsInitializeCompletedTime Time when settings initialized
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SetupLoggingCompletedTime Time when logging was set up

ShutdownBeginTime Time when shutdown of addin begins

ShutdownCompletedTime Time when shutdown completed

StartupBeginTime Time when startup of addin begins

StartupCompletedTime Time when startup completed

TeamsDeployment Deployment of Teams client (Dev, Prod)

TeamsRing Ring of current user logged into Teams client

TeamsVersion Captures version of Teams app

TelemetrySetupCompletedTime Time when telemetry setup is completed

UpnMismatch Whether there is a upn mismatch between outlook and
teams

UserDomain Domain of the user

ViewUpdatedTime Time when the view got updated
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Overview of optional connected experiences in
Microsoft Teams
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NOTENOTE

 GIPHY

 URL Preview service

 Related articles

If you have a work or school account, your organization's admin may have provided you with the ability to use

one or more cloud-backed services (also referred to as optional connected experiencesoptional connected experiences ) while using

Microsoft Teams, like GIPHY and/or URL Preview service. These cloud-backed services are optional. Whether

you use them is up to you. They're offered to you under terms that differ from theMicrosoft Online Service

Terms, as described separately for each optional service. This article lists our Teams cloud-backed services.

If your admin has given you the ability to use optional connected experiences in Teams, you can go to SettingsSettings

> Pr ivacyPrivacy  in Teams and choose whether you want to use optional connected experiences.

If you're an admin, you can give or restrict your users' ability to use optional connected experiences. You can do this by

using the Office cloud policy service and configuring the Allow the use of additional optional connected experiences in

Office policy setting. This is the same policy setting that controls whether optional connected experiences are available to

your users in the Office apps (such as Word, Excel, and PowerPoint) that come with Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise.

GIPHY is a cloud-backed service that lets you use GIFs in your Teams chats. If you’re in TeamsTeams > GIFGIF  > SearchSearch,

the search terms are sent to GIPHY. These experiences, if allowed by your admin and after you choose to use

them, are subject to the GIPHY Privacy Policy and Terms of Service.

The URL Preview service automatically generates a preview snippet and attaches under the snippet the URL

when a user sends a URL string. This service will make a request to the service URL as the user is typing the

message.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-privacy-oce-overview.md
https://www.microsoft.com/licensing/product-licensing/products
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/overview-office-cloud-policy-service
https://support.giphy.com/hc/articles/360032872931-GIPHY-Privacy-Policy
https://support.giphy.com/hc/articles/360020027752-GIPHY-User-Terms-of-Service


Overview of policy controls for Teams

Privacy and Microsoft Teams

Overview of optional connected experiences in Office

Required service data for Office

Account Privacy Settings

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/privacy/optional-connected-experiences
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/privacy/required-service-data
https://support.microsoft.com/office/3e7bc183-bf52-4fd0-8e6b-78978f7f121b
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Microsoft is the controller of Personal Data it processes in connection with Operator Connect. Customer must

notify its end users of the following information:

Microsoft’s Operator Connect functionality for Microsoft Teams enables Teams end users to communicate

with others through calling networks via Microsoft Teams.

When this feature is enabled by your organization, Microsoft shares information with your organization’s

communication services carrier/s (each, an Operator) to ensure proper functioning of the service and for

troubleshooting purposes.

Information Microsoft shares with the Operator when you use Operator Connect includes:

your phone number and, if applicable, the Microsoft-assigned SIP URI (Session Initiation Protocol Uniform

Resource Identifiers) assigned to your phone number;

call details and call quality data, such as caller and call recipient phone numbers; call invite and end times;

certain caller identifiers; call duration; and information about service connections (e.g., IP addresses and

operating systems of the caller and call recipient); and

emergency calling location information.

Operators will be able to export and download the information listed above.

This information will be handled by your Operator in accordance with your Operator ’s privacy practices. For

more information, refer to your Operator ’s privacy policy and terms of use. For information about Microsoft’s

privacy practices, please refer to the Microsoft privacy notice applicable to Teams at this link.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/operator-connect-data-transfer.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=521839


   

 

Manage and monitor Teams
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  Related topicsRelated topics

Teams provides several tools for managing and monitoring the Teams service, and for managing the users in

your organization.

This article provides a roadmap to the content you'll need to successfully manage and monitor your Teams

deployment.

Administrator roles. Read this article to understand Teams administrator roles and capabilities, and how

to assign roles to users.

The Teams admin center. Read this article to understand how to use the Teams admin center for

managing Teams.

Manage Teams during the transition to the new admin center. Read this article to understand how to

transition from the Skype for Business admin center to the new Teams admin center.

Manage Teams setting for your organization. Read this article to understand how to manage Teams

settings for guest and external access, notifications, email integration, and devices.

Communicate with users from other organizations. Read this article to understand the differences

between guest and external access and what functionality is available with both. Additional articles in this

section describe how to manage guest and external access.

Manage policies. Read this article to understand how to define and assign policies to manage users,

permissions, and Teams functionality.

Monitor and manage call quality. Read this article to understand how to use the tools available for

monitoring and improving call quality for your organization.

Reports in the Teams admin center and Reports in the Microsoft 365 admin center. Read these articles to

understand what reports are available, and how to use these reports to monitor Teams usage and service

health.

Operate your service and Enhance your service. Read these articles for guidelines and roadmaps for how

to operate and enhance your Teams service.

Some manage topics remain under the relevant workload sections. For more information, see the overview

articles for the following:

Chat, teams, channels

Meetings and Audio Conferencing

Voice

Apps, bots, and connectors

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-teams-overview.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-teams-skypeforbusiness-admin-center


   

 

Use Microsoft Teams administrator roles to manage
Teams
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 Teams roles and capabilities
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Using Azure Active Directory (Azure AD), you can designate administrators who need different levels of access

for managing Microsoft Teams. Administrators can manage the entire Teams workload, or they can have

delegated permissions for troubleshooting call quality problems or managing your organization's telephony

needs.

There are several Teams admin roles available: Teams administrator, Teams communications administrator,

Teams communications support specialist, Teams communications support engineer, and Teams Device

Administrator. Review the following table to understand what each role can do and which tools the admin can

use in the Microsoft Teams admin center and PowerShell.

To follow along, you must be an admin. The instructions for getting the permissions are in this article.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/using-admin-roles.md


Teams Administrator Manage the Teams service, and
manage and create Microsoft 365
Groups.

Everything in the Microsoft Teams
admin center and associated
PowerShell controls, including:
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Manage meetings, including
meeting policies,
configurations, and conference
bridges.

Manage voice, including calling
policies and phone number
inventory and assignment.

Manage messaging, including
messaging policies.

Manage all org-wide settings,
including federation, teams
upgrade, and teams client
settings.

Manage the teams in the
organization and their
associated settings, including
membership (group
management supported via
PowerShell, team management
in the Teams admin center).

Manage Teams-certified devices
and set up and assign
configuration policies.

View user profile page and
troubleshoot user call quality
problems using advanced
troubleshooting toolset.

Access all reports in the
Microsoft Teams admin center

Access, monitor and
troubleshoot tenant's call
quality and reliability using data
exposed in Call Quality
Dashboard (CQD) down to the
users impacted by poor call
quality. Create new call quality
reports, update and remove
call quality reports as needed.
Upload and update CQD
building data.

Publish apps to the tenant app
catalog in the Microsoft Teams
admin center

1,2

1,3

1,2

1,2

1,2

1

2



Teams Communications Administrator Manage calling and meetings features
within the Teams service.

Manage meetings, including meeting
policies, configurations, and conference
bridges.

Manage voice, including calling policies
and phone number inventory and
assignment.

View user profile page and
troubleshoot user call quality problems
using the advanced troubleshooting
toolset.  

Access, monitor, and troubleshoot
tenant's call quality and reliability using
data exposed in Call Quality
Dashboard (CQD) down to the users
who are impacted by poor call quality.
Create new call quality reports, update
and remove call quality reports as
needed. Upload and update CQD
building data.

Teams Communications Support
Engineer

Troubleshoot communications issues
within Teams by using advancedadvanced
tools.

View user profile page and
troubleshoot user call quality problems
using advanced troubleshooting
toolset.  

Access, monitor, and troubleshoot
tenant's call quality and reliability using
data exposed in Call Quality
Dashboard (CQD) down to the users
who are impacted by poor call quality.

Teams Communications Support
Specialist

Troubleshoot communications issues
within Teams by using basicbasic tools.

Access user profile page for
troubleshooting calls in Call Analytics.
Can only view user information for the
specific user being searched for.  

Access, monitor, and troubleshoot
tenant's call quality and reliability using
data exposed in Call Quality
Dashboard (CQD).

Teams Device Administrator Manage devices configured for use
with the Teams service.

Manage device configuration and
updates, review device health and
status of connected peripherals, set up
and apply configuration profiles, and
restart devices.
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1,2

1,3

2

2

2

The Teams Device Administrator
role doesn't provide access to call
quality data or call analytics. To
view call quality data or call
analytics, you need to be assigned
the Teams Communications
Administrator role.

 PowerShell - Microsoft Teams module (The public release 1.1.6 or later is integrated with Skype for Business

Online Connector.)

1

2 3

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/


 Assign users to each role

 Cmdlets available for each role

Get-Command -Module MicrosoftTeams

  Related topicsRelated topics

 Microsoft Teams admin center  Teams administrator account must have a valid Teams license.2 3

For more information about the admin tools available for managing Microsoft Teams, see Managing Microsoft

Teams.

For more information about limits, specifications, and other requirements that apply to Teams, see Limits and

specifications for Microsoft Teams.

You can assign users to these roles in Azure AD. To learn how to assign administrative roles to a user in Azure

AD, see Assign a user to administrator roles in Azure Active Directory.

Most of the PowerShell tools for these admin roles live in the Teams PowerShell module, and it's important to

note that some of the cmdlets that these admin roles have access to control shared settings that are also used

for Skype for Business Online.

To view the full list of cmdlets:

Microsoft Teams PowerShell Overview

Microsoft Teams PowerShell

Assign team owners and members in Microsoft Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-teams-skypeforbusiness-admin-center
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-teams-skypeforbusiness-admin-center
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/active-directory-users-assign-role-azure-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
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 Overview

 Teams overview grid

This article provides an overview of the management tools for Teams in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

As an admin, you may need to view or update the teams that your organization set up for collaboration, or you

might need to perform remediation actions such as assigning owners for ownerless teams. You can manage the

teams used in your organization through both the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module and the Microsoft Teams

admin center. You can access the admin center at https://admin.microsoft.com. For full administration

capabilities using these two toolsets, you should make sure that you are assigned one of the following roles:

Global Administrator

Teams Administrator

You can learn more about admin roles in Teams in Use Microsoft Teams admin roles to manage Teams, and you

can read more about how to use the PowerShell cmdlets for managing teams in the Microsoft Teams cmdlet

reference.

Management tools for teams are under the TeamsTeams node in the Microsoft Teams admin center. (In the admin

center, select TeamsTeams > Manage teamsManage teams .) Each team is backed by a Microsoft 365 Group, and this node provides

a view of groups that have been Microsoft Teams-enabled in your organization.

The grid displays the following properties:

Team nameTeam name

ChannelsChannels  - a count of all channels in the team, including the default General channel.

Team membersTeam members  - a count of total users, including owners, guests, and members from your tenant.

OwnersOwners  - a count of owners for this team.

GuestsGuests  - a count of Azure Active Directory B2B guest users who are members of this team.

PrivacyPrivacy  - the Visibility/AccessType of the backing Microsoft 365 group.

StatusStatus  - the Archived or Active status for this team. Learn more about archiving teams in Archive or restore a

team.

Descr iptionDescr iption - the description of the backing Microsoft 365 group.

ClassificationClassification - the classification (if used in your organization) assigned to the backing Microsoft 365

group. Learn more about classifications at Create classifications for Office groups in your organization.

GroupIDGroupID - the unique GroupID of the backing Microsoft 365 group.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-teams-in-modern-portal.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=2024339
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/teams/
https://support.office.com/article/archive-or-restore-a-team-dc161cfd-b328-440f-974b-5da5bd98b5a7
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/manage-office-365-groups-with-powershell#create-classifications-for-office-groups-in-your-organization


NOTENOTE

  AddAdd

NOTENOTE

  EditEdit

  ArchiveArchive

  DeleteDelete

  SearchSearch

 Team profile

If you don't see all these properties in the grid, click the Edit columnsEdit columns icon. In the Edit columnsEdit columns pane, you can use the

toggles to turn on or turn off columns in the grid. When you're finished, click ApplyApply .

To add a new team, click AddAdd. In the Add a new teamAdd a new team pane, give the team a name and description, set whether

you want to make it a private or public team, and set the classification.

Newly created teams can be managed right away in the Teams Admin Center, unlike the experience in other clients like,

Outlook.

To edit group and team-specific settings, select the team by clicking to the left of the team name, and then select

EditEdit.

You can archive a team. Archiving a team puts the team into read-only mode within Teams. As an admin, you can

archive and un-archive teams on behalf of your organization in the admin center.

Deleting a team is a soft-delete of the team and corresponding Microsoft 365 group. To restore a mistakenly

deleted team, follow the instructions in Restore a deleted Group.

Search currently supports the string "Begins with" and searches the Team nameTeam name field.

You can navigate to the team profile page of any team from the main teams overview grid by clicking the team

name. The team profile page shows the members, owners, and guests that belong to the team (and its backing

Microsoft 365 group), as well as the team's channels and settings. From the team profile page, you can:

Add or remove members and owners.

Add or remove channels (note that you can't remove the General channel).

Change team and group settings.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/restore-deleted-group


 Making changes to teams

 Troubleshooting

On the team's profile page, you can change the following elements of a team:

MembersMembers  - add or remove members and promote or demote owners.

ChannelsChannels  - add new channels, and edit or remove existing channels. Remember that you can't delete the

default General channel.

Team nameTeam name

Descr iptionDescr iption

PrivacyPrivacy  - set whether the team is public or private.

ClassificationClassification - this is backed by your Microsoft 365 group classifications. Choose ConfidentialConfidential , HighlyHighly

ConfidentialConfidential , or GeneralGeneral .

Conversations settingsConversations settings  - set whether members can edit and delete sent messages.

Channels settingsChannels settings  - set whether members can create new channels and edit existing ones, and add, edit,

and remove tabs, connectors, and apps.

The changes that you make to a team are logged. If you're modifying group settings (changing the name,

description, photo, privacy, classification, or team members), the changes are attributed to you through the audit

pipeline. If you're performing actions against Teams-specific settings, your changes are tracked and attributed to

you in the General channel of the team.

Issue: Teams missing from the Team over view gridIssue: Teams missing from the Team over view grid

Some of your teams are missing from the list of teams in the Teams overview grid.



 Learn more

CauseCause: This issue occurs when the team was incorrectly (or not yet) profiled by the system, which can lead to a

missing property for it to be recognized.

Resolution: Manually set the proper ty to the correct value via MS GraphResolution: Manually set the proper ty to the correct value via MS Graph

Replace {groupid}{groupid}  in the Query for the actual GroupId in question, which you can get via the Exchange Online

PowerShell, with the ""Get-UnifiedGroupGet-UnifiedGroup"" cmdlet, as the "ExternalDirector yObjectIdExternalDirector yObjectId" attribute.

1. Access Graph Explorer.

2. Sign in to Graph Explorer on the left menu.

3. Change the query line to: PATCH > v1.0 > https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/groups/{groupid}.

4. Add the following value on the request body: {"resourceProvisioningOptions": ["Team"]}.

5. Run the query on the top-right.

6. Confirm the team appears correctly in the Microsoft Teams admin center - Team Overview.

Teams cmdlet reference

Use Teams administrator roles to manage Teams

Plan for lifecycle management in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/users-and-groups/get-unifiedgroup
https://developer.microsoft.com/graph/graph-explorer
https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/groups/%257Bgroupid%257D
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/teams/
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 Teams apps settings in the Microsoft Teams admin center

 Teams external access and guest access settings in the Microsoft
Teams admin center

  External accessExternal access

  Guest accessGuest access

 Teams settings and Teams upgrade settings in the Microsoft Teams
admin center

  Teams settingsTeams settings

  Notifications and feedsNotifications and feeds

You manage apps for your organization in Teams appsTeams apps  in the Microsoft Teams admin center. For example, you

can set policies to control what apps are available org-wide or to specific Teams users and you can customize

Teams by pinning the apps that are most important for your users.

To learn more, see Admin settings for apps in Teams.

You can control external and guest access settings in the Microsoft Teams admin center. To edit these settings, go

to the Microsoft Teams admin center, and then select UsersUsers . You can configure the following settings.

External accessExternal access  lets your Teams and Skype for Business users communicate with users who are outside of

your organization or domain. To configure external access, go to Let your Teams users chat and communicate

with users in another Teams organization.

To add or block a domain:

1. Select Add a domainAdd a domain.

2. In the Add a domain pane, enter the domain name, and select the space bar to save the name.

3. Select AllowedAllowed or BlockedBlocked.

4. Select DoneDone to save your changes.

Guest accessGuest access  in Microsoft Teams allows teams in your organization to collaborate with people outside your

organization by granting them access to teams and channels. Anyone with a business or consumer email

account, such as Outlook, Gmail, or others, can participate as a guest in Teams with full access to team chats,

meetings, and files. For more information, see Guest access in Microsoft Teams.

You can control Teams settings and Teams upgrade settings in the Microsoft Teams admin center. To edit these

settings, go to the Microsoft Teams admin center, and then select TeamsTeams . You can configure the following

settings.

In Teams settingsTeams settings , you can set up features for teams including notifications and feeds, email integration, cloud

storage options, and devices.

Here you can control whether suggested feeds appear in users' activity feed in Teams. To learn more about the

activity feed, see Explore the Activity feed in Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/enable-features-office-365.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://support.office.com/article/explore-the-activity-feed-in-teams-91c635a1-644a-4c60-9c98-233db3e13a56


  TaggingTagging

  Email integrationEmail integration

  FilesFiles

  OrganizationOrganization

  DevicesDevices

  Search by nameSearch by name

  Safety and communicationsSafety and communications

  Teams upgrade settingsTeams upgrade settings

Tags let users communicate with a subset of people on a team. Tags can be added to one or more team

members. After a tag is added, it can be used in @mentions by anyone on the team in a channel post to

communicate with only those people who are assigned that tag. Use these settings to control who can add tags

and how tags are used across your organization. To learn more, see Manage tags in Teams.

Turn on this feature so users can send email to a channel in Teams, using the channel email address. Users can

do this for any channel belonging to a team they own. Users can also send emails to any channel in a team that

has adding connectors turned on for team members. To turn on email integration, make sure that Allow usersAllow users

to send emails to a channel email addressto send emails to a channel email address  is OnOn. Next, check to make sure that the domain for the sender's

email address isn't blocked in Teams Admin Center>Org-Wide settings>Teams Settings>Email

integration>Accept channel email from these SMTP domainsAccept channel email from these SMTP domains . It should be either blank or includes all the

domains that you expect to receive emails from. Next, you need to make sure you have the necessary rules in

place to ensure the email to the Teams channel email address isn't blocked.

Here you can turn on or turn off file sharing and cloud file storage options.

Users can upload and share files from cloud storage services in Teams channels and chats. Cloud storage

options in Teams currently include Dropbox, Box, ShareFile, Google Drive, and Egnyte. Turn on the switch for the

cloud storage providers that your organization wants to use.

Here you can turn on the OrganizationOrganization tab, which shows the detailed organizational chart for the user's

organization. For more information, see Use the organization tab in Teams.

These settings control resource account behavior for Surface Hub devices attending Microsoft Teams meetings.

Use these settings to configure authentication requirements, require a content PIN, and turn on Surface Hub

resource accounts to send messages.

Require a secondar y form of authentication to access meeting contentRequire a secondar y form of authentication to access meeting content – Select the level of access

that users have when they enter the content PIN.

Set content PINSet content PIN – Require users to enter this PIN to prevent unauthorized access to documents. This

prevents an unauthorized user from joining upcoming meetings and browsing attachments.

Resource accounts can send messagesResource accounts can send messages  – Turn this setting OnOn to allow messages to be sent from the

Surface Hub resource account.

Microsoft Teams scoped directory search uses Exchange address book policy (APB) to allow organizations to

create virtual boundaries that control how users can find and communicate with other users in their

organization. You might want to use a scoped directory search in situations like these:

Your organization has multiple companies within its tenant that you want to keep separate.

Your school wants to limit chats between faculty and students.

Switch this setting OnOn to turn on scoped directory searches.

Supervised chat allows organizations and schools to limit chat capabilities using role-based permissions. These

permissions control the amount of supervision a user requires while chatting with others. Learn more about

supervised chat.

You can use these settings to configure how your users will be upgraded from Skype for Business to Microsoft

Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/exchange-online-protection-service-description/anti-spam-and-anti-malware-protection-eop#customize-anti-spam-policies
https://support.office.com/article/use-the-organization-tab-in-teams-ff02568b-290a-46d6-ae7a-cda22f723894


  Coexistence modeCoexistence mode

  App preferencesApp preferences

  Planning settings in the Microsoft Teams admin centerPlanning settings in the Microsoft Teams admin center
  Network PlannerNetwork Planner

 Other settings in the Microsoft Teams admin center
  Skype for BusinessSkype for Business

 How can I tell which features are available?

 More information

You can specify a coexistence mode:

Teams onlyTeams only

IslandsIslands  (Teams and Skype for Business will coexist)

Skype for Business onlySkype for Business only

Skype for Business with Teams collaborationSkype for Business with Teams collaboration (Users receive chats and calls and schedule meetings in

Skype for Business but use Teams for group collaboration)

Skype for Business with Teams collaboration and meetingsSkype for Business with Teams collaboration and meetings  (Users receive chats and calls in Skype for

Business but use Teams for group collaboration and to schedule meetings)

The coexistence mode you choose determines the routing of incoming calls and chats and the app that is used

by the user to initiate chats and calls or to schedule meetings. For more information about coexistence modes,

go to Understand Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business coexistence and interoperability.

Here you can choose the app that users will use to join Skype for Business meetings (Skype for Business or the

Skype Meetings App). This setting isn't dependent on the coexistence mode setting.

Network Planner helps you determine and organize network requirements for connecting Teams users across

your organization. Learn how to Use the Network Planner for Microsoft Teams.

You can also select the "Download the Teams app in the background for Skype for Business users" option as

well. By default this setting is set to On. With this setting enabled it will download the Teams app in the

background for users running the Skype for Business app on Windows PCs. This happens if the Coexistence

mode for the user is Teams Only, or if a pending upgrade notification is enabled in the Skype for Business app.

Use this page to manage Skype for Business features for Skype for Business users in your organization. To learn

more, see Manage Skype for Business settings in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

See the Microsoft 365 Roadmap for information about new Teams features. For more information about new

and upcoming features, see the Teams What's New page and the Tech Community Microsoft Teams blog for

Teams.

For information about which roles can perform admin functions, see Use Microsoft Teams admin roles to

manage Teams.

https://support.office.com/article/What-is-Skype-Meetings-App-Skype-for-Business-Web-App-1FF3D412-718A-4982-8FF2-A4992608CDB5
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/skype-for-business-settings
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/roadmap?rtc=1&filters=Microsoft%20Teams
https://support.office.com/article/what-s-new-in-microsoft-teams-d7092a6d-c896-424c-b362-a472d5f105de?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams-Blog/What-s-new-in-Teams-Microsoft-Ignite-Edition/ba-p/252531
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 What you use policies for

 How to assign policies

 How to manage policies

Policies are an important part of managing Teams. Use this article to navigate how to use policies to benefit

your organization.

Policies are used to accomplish many tasks in your organization across different areas such as messaging,

meetings, and applications. Some of the things you can do include allowing users to schedule meetings in a

teams channel, enabling users to edit sent messages, and controlling whether users can pin apps to the Teams

app bar.

Policies can be assigned in several different ways depending on what your organization is trying to accomplish.

You can make and view assignments in the Teams admin center.

Learn more about assigning policies here.

Policies are managed with the Microsoft Teams admin center or using PowerShell.

For example, an app setup policy can allow you to enable users to upload custom apps, install apps on behalf of

your users, and pin apps to the Teams app bar. These policies are configured in the Teams admin center.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-teams-with-policies.md


  Teams for EducationTeams for Education

Additionally, a meeting policy can be used to control audio and video settings in Teams meetings such as

transcriptions, cloud recordings, and IP audio/video.

You can also use the Teams for Education policy wizard to easily set up and manage policies for your learning

environment.



 Types of policies

P O L IC Y  T Y P EP O L IC Y  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Policy packages A policy package in Microsoft Teams is a collection of
predefined policies and settings you can assign to users who
have similar roles in your organization.

Meeting policies A meeting policy is used to control the features that are
available to meeting participants for meetings scheduled by
users in your organization. Meeting policies include the
following topics.
- Audio and video policies
- Content and screen sharing policies
- Participants, guests, and access policies
- General policies

Voice and calling policies Voice and calling policies manage these settings through
teams such as emergency calling, call routing, and caller ID.

App policies App policies are used to control applications in Microsoft
Teams. Admins can allow or block which apps users can
install, pin applications to a user's Teams app bar, and install
application on behalf of your users.

Messaging policies Messaging policies control chat and channel feature
availability.

 Related topics

The following policies can be managed with Microsoft Teams.

Assign policies in Teams - getting started

Manage feedback policies in Microsoft Teams

Manage teams policies in Microsoft Teams

Set up for live events in Microsoft Teams



Teams for Education policies and policy packages
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 Which policy takes precedence?

As an admin, you use policies to control the Teams features that are available to users in your organization. For

example, there are calling policies, meeting policies, and messaging policies, to name just a few.

Organizations have different types of users with unique needs. Custom policies that you create and assign let

you tailor policy settings to different sets of users based on those needs.

To easily manage policies in your organization, Teams offers several ways to assign policies to users. Assign a

policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment, or to a group that the users

are members of. You can also use policy packages to assign a preset collection of policies to users in your

organization who have similar roles. The option that you choose depends on the number of policies that you're

managing and the number of users you're assigning policies to. Global (Org-wide default) policies apply to the

largest number of users in your organization. You only have to assign policies to those users that require

specialized policies.

This article describes the different ways that you can assign policies to users and the recommended scenarios

for when to use what.

For details on how to assign policies to users and groupsassign policies to users and groups , see assigning policies to users and groups. For

details on how to assign policy packagesassign policy packages , see assign policy packages.

A user has one effective policy for each policy type. It's possible, or even likely, that a user is directly assigned a

policy and is also a member of one or more groups that's assigned a policy of the same type. In these kinds of

scenarios, which policy takes precedence? A user's effective policy is determined according to rules of

precedence, as follows.

If a user is directly assigned a policy (either individually or through a batch assignment), that policy takes

precedence. In the following visual example, the user's effective policy is the Lincoln Square meeting policy,

which is directly assigned to the user.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/policy-assignment-overview.md


If a user isn't directly assigned a policy of a given type, the policy assigned to a group that the user is a member

of takes precedence. If a user is a member of multiple groups, the policy that has the highest (group assignment

ranking) for the given policy type takes precedence.

In this visual example, the user's effective policy is the Exec Teams and HD policy, which has the highest

assignment ranking relative to other groups that the user is a member of and that are also assigned a policy of

the same policy type.

If a user isn't directly assigned a policy or isn't a member of any groups that are assigned a policy, the user gets

the global (Org-wide default) policy for that policy type. Here's a visual example.



 Ways to assign policies

DO  T H ISDO  T H IS IF. . .IF. . . USIN G. . .USIN G. . .

Assign a policy to individual users You're new to Teams and just getting
started or you only need to assign one
or a couple of policies to a small
number of users.

The Microsoft Teams admin center or
PowerShell cmdlets in the Teams
PowerShell module

Assign a policy to a group Assign policies based on a user's group
membership. For example, assign a
policy to all users in a security group
or distribution list.

The Microsoft Teams admin center or
PowerShell cmdlets in the Teams
PowerShell module

Assign a policy to a batch of users Assign policies to large sets of users.
For example, assign a policy to
hundreds or thousands of users in
your organization at a time.

The Microsoft Teams admin center or
PowerShell cmdlets in the Teams
PowerShell module

Assign a policy package to users Assign multiple policies to specific sets
of users in your organization who have
the same or similar roles. For example,
assign the Education (Teacher) policy
package to teachers in your school to
give them full access to chats, calling,
and meetings. Assign the Education
(Secondary school student) policy
package to secondary students to limit
certain capabilities such as private
calling.

The Microsoft Teams admin center or
PowerShell cmdlets in the Teams
PowerShell module

To learn more, see (Precedence rules).

Here's an overview of the ways that you can assign policies to users and the recommended scenarios for each.

Select the links to learn more.

Before assigning policies to individual users or groups, start by setting the global (Org-wide default) policies so

that they apply to the largest number of users in your organization. Once the global policies are set, you'll only

need to assign policies to those users that require specialized policies.



Assign a policy package to a group (in
private preview)

Assign multiple policies to a group of
users in your organization who have
the same or similar roles. For example,
assign a policy package to all users in a
security group or distribution list.

The Microsoft Teams admin center
(coming soon) or PowerShell cmdlets in
the Teams PowerShell module

Assign a policy package to a batch of
users

Assign multiple policies to a batch of
users in your organization who have
the same or similar roles. For example,
assign the Education (Teacher) policy
package to all teachers in your school
using batch assignment to give them
full access to chats, calling, and
meetings. Assign the Education
(Secondary school student) policy
package to a batch of secondary
students to limit certain capabilities
such as private calling.

PowerShell cmdlets in the Teams
PowerShell module

DO  T H ISDO  T H IS IF. . .IF. . . USIN G. . .USIN G. . .

 Set the global policies

  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

Follow these steps to set the global (Org-wide default) policies for each policy type.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to the policy page for the policy type you want

to update. For example, TeamsTeams > Teams policiesTeams policies , MeetingsMeetings  > Meetings policiesMeetings policies , Messaging policiesMessaging policies ,

or VoiceVoice > Calling policiesCalling policies .

2. Select the Global (Org-wide default)Global (Org-wide default)  policy to view the current settings.

3. Update the policy as needed, and then select ApplyApply .



  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

Get-CsTeamsMessagingPolicy -Identity Global
 
Identity                      : Global
Description                   :
AllowUrlPreviews              : True
AllowOwnerDeleteMessage       : False
AllowUserEditMessage          : True
AllowUserDeleteMessage        : True
AllowUserChat                 : True
AllowRemoveUser               : True
AllowGiphy                    : True
GiphyRatingType               : Moderate
AllowMemes                    : True
AllowImmersiveReader          : True
AllowStickers                 : True
AllowUserTranslation          : False
ReadReceiptsEnabledType       : UserPreference
AllowPriorityMessages         : True
ChannelsInChatListEnabledType : DisabledUserOverride
AudioMessageEnabledType       : ChatsAndChannels
Expand (20 lines) Collapse 

Set-CsTeamsMessagingPolicy -Identity Global -AllowUserEditMessage $false

 View your policy assignments in the Activity log

 View your policy assignment activities in the Activity log

To set the global policies using PowerShell, use the Global identifier. Start by reviewing the current Global policy

to determine which setting you want to change.

Next, update the Global policy as needed. You only need to specify values for the settings that you want to

change.

When you assign policies to users in the Microsoft Teams admin center, you can view the status of those policy

assignments in the Activity log. The Activity log shows policy assignments to batches of more than 20 users

through the Microsoft Teams admin center from the last 30 days. Keep in mind that the Activity log doesn't show

policy package assignments, policy assignments to batches of less than 20 users through the Microsoft Teams

admin center, or policy assignments through PowerShell.

To view your policy assignments in the Activity log:



NOTENOTE

 Related topics

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to DashboardDashboard, and then under Activity LogActivity Log,

select View detailsView details .

2. You can view all policy assignments or filter the list by status to show only assignments that are NotNot

star tedstar ted, In progressIn progress , or CompletedCompleted. You'll see the following information about each assignment:

NameName: The name of the policy assignment. Click the link to view more details. This includes the

number of users the policy was assigned to and the number of assignments completed, in

progress, and not started. You'll also see the list of users in the batch, and the status and result for

each user. Here's an example:

SubmittedSubmitted: Date and time the policy assignment was submitted.

Completion timeCompletion time: Date and time the policy assignment was completed.

Impact onImpact on: Number of users in the batch.

Overall statusOverall status : Status of the policy assignment.

You can also get to the Activity log from the UsersUsers  page. After you click ApplyApply  to submit a bulk policy assignment, you'll

see a banner at the top of the page. Click the Activity logActivity log link in the banner.

Assign policies to users and groups

Assign policy packages to users and groups

Manage Teams with policies

Teams PowerShell Overview
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 Assign a policy to individual users

  Use the Microsoft Teams admin centerUse the Microsoft Teams admin center

This article reviews the different ways to assign policies to users and groups in Microsoft Teams. Before reading,

be sure you've read Assign policies in Teams - getting started.

Follow these steps to assign a policy to an individual user or to a small number of users at a time.

To assign a policy to a user :

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers , and then select the user.

2. Select the user by clicking to the left of the user name, and then select Edit settingsEdit settings .

3. Select the policy you want to assign, and then select ApplyApply .

Or, you can also do the following:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to the policy page.

2. Select the policy you want to assign by clicking to the left of the policy name.

3. Select Manage usersManage users .

4. In the Manage usersManage users  pane, search for the user by display name or by user name, select the name, and then

select AddAdd. Repeat this step for each user that you want to add.

5. When you're finished adding users, select ApplyApply .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/assign-policies-users-and-groups.md


  Use PowerShellUse PowerShell

NOTENOTE

  # When using Teams PowerShell Module

   Import-Module MicrosoftTeams
   $credential = Get-Credential
   Connect-MicrosoftTeams -Credential $credential

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity reda@contoso.com -PolicyName "Student Meeting Policy"

 Assign a policy to a group

Each policy type has its own set of cmdlets for managing it. Use the Grant-  cmdlet for a given policy type to

assign the policy. For example, use the Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy  cmdlet to assign a Teams meeting policy to

users. These cmdlets are included in the Teams PowerShell module and are documented in the Skype for

Business cmdlet reference.

Download and install the Teams PowerShell public release (if you haven't already), and then run the following to

connect.

Skype for Business Online Connector is currently part of the latest Teams PowerShell module.

If you're using the latest Teams PowerShell public release, you don't need to install the Skype for Business Online

Connector.

In this example, we assign a Teams meeting policy named Student Meeting Policy to a user named Reda.

To learn more, read Manage policies via PowerShell.

Policy assignment to groups lets you assign a policy to a group of users, such as a security group or distribution

list. The policy assignment is propagated to members of the group according to precedence rules. As members

are added to or removed from a group, their inherited policy assignments are updated accordingly.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/skype
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/


  What you need to know about policy assignment to groupsWhat you need to know about policy assignment to groups

  Precedence rulesPrecedence rules

  Group assignment rankingGroup assignment ranking

GRO UPGRO UP T EA M S C A L L IN G P O L IC Y  N A M ET EA M S C A L L IN G P O L IC Y  N A M E RA N KRA N K

Store Managers Store Managers Calling Policy 1

Store Employees Store Employees Calling Policy 2

Policy assignment to groups is recommended for groups of up to 50,000 users but it will also work with larger

groups.

When you assign the policy, it's immediately assigned to the group. However, the propagation of the policy

assignment to members of the group is performed as a background operation and might take some time,

depending on the size of the group. The same is true when a policy is unassigned from a group, or when

members are added to or removed from a group.

Group policy assignments are only propagated to users who are direct members of the group. The assignments

aren't propagated to members of nested groups.

Before you get started, it's important to understand precedence rules and group assignment ranking.

For a given policy type, a user's effective policy is determined according to the following:

A policy that's directly assigned to a user takes precedence over any other policy of the same type that's

assigned to a group. In other words, if a user is directly assigned a policy of a given type, that user won't

inherit a policy of the same type from a group. This also means that if a user has a policy of a given type that

was directly assigned to them, you have to remove that policy from the user before they can inherit a policy

of the same type from a group.

If a user doesn't have a policy directly assigned to them and is a member of two or more groups and each

group has a policy of the same type assigned to it, the user inherits the policy of the group assignment that

has the highest ranking.

If a user isn't a member of any groups that are assigned a policy, the global (Org-wide default) policy for that

policy type applies to the user.

A user's effective policy is updated according to these rules:

when a user is added to or removed from a group that's assigned a policy.

a policy is unassigned from a group.

a policy that's directly assigned to the user is removed.

When you assign a policy to a group, you specify a ranking for the group assignment. This is used to determine

which policy a user should inherit as their effective policy if the user is a member of two or more groups and

each group is assigned a policy of the same type.

The group assignment ranking is relative to other group assignments of the same type. For example, if you're

assigning a calling policy to two groups, set the ranking of one assignment to 1 and the other to 2, with 1 being

the highest ranking. The group assignment ranking indicates which group membership is more important or

more relevant than other group memberships with regards to inheritance.

Say, for example, you have two groups, Store Employees and Store Managers. Both groups are assigned a Teams

calling policy, Store Employees Calling Policy and Store Managers Calling Policy, respectively. For a store

manager who is in both groups, their role as a manager is more relevant than their role as an employee, so the

calling policy that's assigned to the Store Managers group should have a higher ranking.

If you don't specify a ranking, the policy assignment is given the lowest ranking.



  In the Teams admin centerIn the Teams admin center

NOTENOTE

  Use the PowerShell optionUse the PowerShell option

NOTENOTE

  Install and connect to the Microsoft Teams PowerShell moduleInstall and connect to the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module

  Assign a policy to a group of usersAssign a policy to a group of users

Currently, policy assignment to groups using the Microsoft Teams admin center is only available for Teams calling policy,

Teams call park policy, Teams policy, Teams live events policy, Teams meeting policy, and Teams messaging policy. For other

policy types, use PowerShell.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to the policy type page. For example, go to

MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies .

2. Select the Group policy assignmentGroup policy assignment tab.

3. Select Add groupAdd group, and then in the Assign policy to groupAssign policy to group pane, do the following:

a. Search for and add the group you want to assign the policy to.

b. Set the ranking for the group assignment.

c. Select the policy that you want to assign.

d. Select ApplyApply .

To remove a group policy assignment, on the Group policy assignmentGroup policy assignment tab of the policy page, select the

group assignment, and then select RemoveRemove.

To change the ranking of a group assignment, you have to first remove the group policy assignment. Then,

follow the steps above to assign the policy to a group.

Currently, policy assignment to groups using PowerShell isn't available for all Teams policy types. See New-

CsGroupPolicyAssignment for the list of supported policy types.

For step-by-step guidance, see Install Teams PowerShell.

Use the New-CsGroupPolicyAssignment cmdlet to assign a policy to a group. You can specify a group by using

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csgrouppolicyassignment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csgrouppolicyassignment


New-CsGroupPolicyAssignment -GroupId d8ebfa45-0f28-4d2d-9bcc-b158a49e2d17 -PolicyType TeamsMeetingPolicy -
PolicyName "Retail Managers Meeting Policy" -Rank 1

  Get policy assignments for a groupGet policy assignments for a group

Get-CsGroupPolicyAssignment -GroupId e050ce51-54bc-45b7-b3e6-c00343d31274

Get-CsGroupPolicyAssignment -PolicyType TeamsMeetingPolicy

  Remove a policy from a groupRemove a policy from a group

GRO UP  N A M EGRO UP  N A M E P O L IC Y  N A M EP O L IC Y  N A M E RA N KRA N K

Sales Sales policy 1

West Region West Region policy 2

Division Division policy 3

Subsidiary Subsidiary policy 4

GRO UP  N A M EGRO UP  N A M E P O L IC Y  N A M EP O L IC Y  N A M E RA N KRA N K

Sales Sales policy 1

Division Division policy 2

Subsidiary Subsidiary policy 3

Remove-CsGroupPolicyAssignment -PolicyType TeamsMeetingPolicy -GroupId f985e013-0826-40bb-8c94-e5f367076044

the object ID, SIP address, or email address.

In this example, we assign a Teams meeting policy named Retail Managers Meeting Policy to a group with an

assignment ranking of 1.

Use the Get-CsGroupPolicyAssignment cmdlet to get all policies assigned to a group. Note that groups are

always listed by their group ID even if its SIP address or email address was used to assign the policy.

In this example, we retrieve all policies assigned to a specific group.

In this example, we return all groups that are assigned a Teams meeting policy.

Use the Remove-CsGroupPolicyAssignment cmdlet to remove a policy from a group. When you remove a policy

from a group, the priorities of other policies of the same type assigned to that group, and that have a lower

ranking, are updated. For example, if you remove a policy that has a ranking of 2, policies that have a ranking of

3 and 4 are updated to reflect their new ranking. The following two tables show this example.

Here's a list of the policy assignments and priorities for a Teams meeting policy.

If we remove the West Region policy from the West Region group, the policy assignments and priorities are

updated as follows.

In this example, we remove the Teams meeting policy from a group.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csgrouppolicyassignment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/remove-csgrouppolicyassignment


  Change a policy assignment for a groupChange a policy assignment for a group

NOTENOTE

Set-CsGroupPolicyAssignment -GroupId 566b8d39-5c5c-4aaa-bc07-4f36278a1b38 -PolicyType TeamsMeetingPolicy -
PolicyName SupportCallPark -Rank 3

  Change the effective policy for a userChange the effective policy for a user

Get-CsUserPolicyAssignment -Identity daniel@contoso.com -PolicyType TeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy | select -
ExpandProperty PolicySource

AssignmentType PolicyName         Reference
-------------- ----------         ---------
Direct         Employee Events
Group          Vendor Live Events 566b8d39-5c5c-4aaa-bc07-4f36278a1b38

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity daniel@contoso.com -PolicyName $null

New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -OperationName "Assigning null at bulk" -PolicyType 
TeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -PolicyName $null -Identity $users  

 

The Set-CsGroupPolicyAssignment cmdlet will be available soon. In the meantime, to change a group policy assignment,

you can remove the current policy assignment from the group, and then add a new policy assignment.

After you assign a policy to a group, you can use the Set-CsGroupPolicyAssignment cmdlet to change that

group's policy assignment as follows:

Change the ranking

Change the policy of a given policy type

Change the policy of a given policy type and the ranking

In this example, we change a group's Teams call park policy to a policy named SupportCallPark and the

assignment ranking to 3.

Here's an example of how to change the effective policy for a user who is directly assigned a policy.

First, we use the Get-CsUserPolicyAssignment cmdlet together with the PolicySource  parameter to get details

of the Teams meeting broadcast policies associated with the user.

The output shows that the user was directly assigned a Teams meeting broadcast policy named Employee

Events, which takes precedence over the policy named Vendor Live Events that's assigned to a group the user

belongs to.

Now, we remove the Employee Events policy from the user. This means that the user no longer has a Teams

meeting broadcast policy directly assigned to them and will inherit the Vendor Live Events policy that's assigned

to the group the user belongs to.

Use the following cmdlet in the Skype for Business PowerShell module to do this.

Use following cmdlet in the Teams PowerShell module to do this at scale though a batch policy assignment,

where $users is a list of users that you specify.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/set-csgrouppolicyassignment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/set-csgrouppolicyassignment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csuserpolicyassignment


Assign a policy to a batch of users
  Use the admin centerUse the admin center

  Use PowerShell methodUse PowerShell method

NOTENOTE

  Install and connect to the Teams PowerShell moduleInstall and connect to the Teams PowerShell module

Install-Module -Name MicrosoftTeams

Connect-MicrosoftTeams

  Install and connect to the Azure AD PowerShell for Graph module (optional)Install and connect to the Azure AD PowerShell for Graph module (optional)

To assign a policy to users in bulk:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, select UsersUsers .

2. Search for the users you want to assign the policy to or filter the view to show the users you want.

3. In the ✓✓ (check mark) column, select the users. To select all users, click the ✓ (check mark) at the top of the

table.

4. Select Edit settingsEdit settings , make the changes that you want, and then select ApplyApply .

To view the status of your policy assignment, in the banner that appears at the top of the UsersUsers  page after you

select ApplyApply  to submit your policy assignment, select Activity logActivity log. Or, in the left navigation of the Microsoft

Teams admin center, go to DashboardDashboard, and then under Activity logActivity log, select View detailsView details . The Activity log

shows policy assignments to batches of more than 20 users through the Microsoft Teams admin center from the

last 30 days. To learn more, see View your policy assignments in the Activity log.

Currently, batch policy assignment using PowerShell isn't available for all Teams policy types. See New-

CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation for the list of supported policy types.

With batch policy assignment, you can assign a policy to large sets of users at a time without having to use a

script. You use the New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation cmdlet to submit a batch of users and the policy

that you want to assign. The assignments are processed as a background operation and an operation ID is

generated for each batch. You can then use the Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation cmdlet to track the

progress and status of the assignments in a batch.

Specify users by their object ID or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) address. A user's SIP address often has the

same value as the User Principal Name (UPN) or email address, but this is not required. If a user is specified

using their UPN or email, but it has a different value than their SIP address, then policy assignment will fail for

the user. If a batch includes duplicate users, the duplicates will be removed from the batch before processing and

status will only be provided for the unique users remaining in the batch.

A batch can contain up to 5,000 users. For best results, don't submit more than a few batches at a time. Allow

batches to complete processing before submitting more batches.

Run the following to install the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module. Make sure you install version 1.0.5 or later.

Run the following to connect to Teams and start a session.

When you're prompted, sign in using your admin credentials.

You might also want to download and install the Azure AD PowerShell for Graph module (if you haven't already)

and connect to Azure AD so that you can retrieve a list of users in your organization.

Run the following to connect to Azure AD.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/activity-log
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/active-directory/install-adv2


Connect-AzureAD

  Assign a setup policy to a batch of usersAssign a setup policy to a batch of users

$user_ids = Get-Content .\users_ids.txt
New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -PolicyType TeamsAppSetupPolicy -PolicyName "HR App Setup Policy" -
Identity $users_ids -OperationName "Example 1 batch"

Connect-AzureAD
$users = Get-AzureADUser
New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -PolicyType TeamsMessagingPolicy -PolicyName "New Hire Messaging 
Policy" -Identity $users.SipProxyAddress -OperationName "Example 2 batch"

  Get the status of a batch assignmentGet the status of a batch assignment

$Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -OperationId f985e013-0826-40bb-8c94-e5f367076044 | fl

Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -OperationId f985e013-0826-40bb-8c94-e5f367076044 | Select -
ExpandProperty UserState

 Related topics

When you're prompted, sign in using the same admin credentials that you used to connect to Teams.

In this example, we use the New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation cmdlet to assign an app setup policy

named HR App Setup Policy to a batch of users listed in the Users_ids.text file.

In this example, we connect to Azure AD to retrieve a collection of users and then assign a messaging policy

named New Hire Messaging Policy to a batch of users specified by using their SIP address.

Run the following to get the status of a batch assignment, where OperationId is the operation ID that's returned

by the New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation  cmdlet for a given batch.

If the output shows that an error occurred, run the following to get more information about errors, which are in

the UserState  property.

To learn more, see Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation.

Manage Teams with policies

Teams PowerShell Overview

Assign policies in Teams - getting started

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation


   

 

Assign policy packages to users and groups
 12/7/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Assign a policy package to users

  Assign a policy package to one userAssign a policy package to one user

  Assign a policy package to multiple usersAssign a policy package to multiple users

This article reviews the different ways to assign policy packages to users and groups in Microsoft Teams. Before

reading, be sure you've read Assign policies in Teams - getting started.

Each user will require the Advanced Communications add-on in order to receive a custom policy package assignment. For

more information, see Advanced Communications add-on for Microsoft Teams.

A policy package in Teams is a collection of predefined policies and policy settings that you can assign to users

who have the same or similar roles in your organization. Each policy package is designed around a user role and

includes predefined policies and policy settings that support activities typical for that role. Some examples of

policy packages are the Education (Teacher) package and Healthcare (Clinical worker) package. To learn more,

see Manage policy packages in Teams.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers , and then select the user.

2. On the user's page, select PoliciesPolicies , and then next to Policy packagePolicy package, select EditEdit.

3. In the Assign policy packageAssign policy package pane, select the package you want to assign, and then select SaveSave.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Policy packagesPolicy packages , and then select the

policy package you want to assign by clicking to the left of the package name.

2. Select Manage usersManage users .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/assign-policy-packages.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-add-on-licensing/advanced-communications


 Assign a policy package to a group

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Assign a policy package to a group of users in the admin centerAssign a policy package to a group of users in the admin center

3. In the Manage usersManage users  pane, search for the user by display name or by user name, select the name, and

then select AddAdd. Repeat this step for each user that you want to add.

4. When you're finished adding users, select SaveSave.

Policy package assignment to groups let you assign multiple policies to a group of users, such as a security

group or distribution list. The policy assignment is propagated to members of the group according to

precedence rules. As members are added to or removed from a group, their inherited policy assignments are

updated accordingly.

Policy package assignment to groups is recommended for groups of up to 50,000 users, but it will also work

with larger groups.

When you assign the policy package, it's immediately assigned to the group. However, the propagation of the

policy assignment to members of the group is performed as a background operation and might take some time,

depending on the size of the group. The same is true when a policy is unassigned from a group, or when

members are added to or removed from a group.

Before you get started, it's important to understand (precedence rules) and (group assignment ranking). Make sure you

read and understand the concepts in (What you need to know about policy assignment to groups) earlier in this article.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. In the left navigation, go to the policy package page.

3. Select the Group policy assignment tab.

4. Select Add groupAdd group, and then in the Assign a policy package to group pane, do the following:

a. Search for and add the group you want to assign the policy package to.

b. Select a policy package.



  Work with PowerShellWork with PowerShell
  Get the Teams PowerShell moduleGet the Teams PowerShell module

  Assign a policy package to a group of usersAssign a policy package to a group of users

Grant-CsGroupPolicyPackageAssignment -GroupId "dae90bb4-120f-4a3e-a15d-30f142e79f69" -PackageName 
"Education_Teacher" -PolicyRankings "TeamsAppSetupPolicy, 1", "TeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy, 1", 
"TeamsMeetingPolicy, 2"

 Assign a policy package to a batch of users

c. Set the ranking for each policy type.

d. Select ApplyApply .

5. To manage ranking for a specific policy type, navigate to the specific policy page.

6. To reassign a policy package to a group, first remove the group policy assignment. Then, follow the steps

above to assign the policy package to a group.

For step-by-step guidance, see Install Teams PowerShell.

Use the Grant-CsGroupPolicyPackageAssignment cmdlet to assign a policy package to a group. You can specify a

group by using the object ID, SIP address, or email address. When you assign the policy package, specify a

(group assignment ranking) for each policy type in the policy package.

In this example, we assign the Education_Teacher policy package to a group with an assignment ranking of 1 for

TeamsAppSetupPolicy and TeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy and a ranking of 2 for TeamsMeetingPolicy.

With batch policy package assignment, you can assign a policy package to large sets of users at a time without

having to use a script. You use the New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation cmdlet to submit a batch of users

and the policy package that you want to assign. The assignments are processed as a background operation and

an operation ID is generated for each batch. You can then use the Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation

cmdlet to track the progress and status of the assignments in a batch.

Specify users by their object ID or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) address. A user's SIP address often has the

same value as the User Principal Name (UPN) or email address, but this isn't required. If a user is specified using

their UPN or email, but it has a different value than their SIP address, then policy assignment will fail for the

user. If a batch includes duplicate users, the duplicates will be removed from the batch before processing and

status will only be provided for the unique users remaining in the batch.

A batch contains up to 5,000 users. For best results, don't submit more than a few batches at a time. Allow

batches to complete processing before submitting more batches.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/grant-csgrouppolicypackageassignment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation


  Use the Teams PowerShell moduleUse the Teams PowerShell module

Install-Module -Name MicrosoftTeams

Connect-MicrosoftTeams

  Assign policy packages to a batch of usersAssign policy packages to a batch of users

New-CsBatchPolicyPackageAssignmentOperation -Identity 1bc0b35f-095a-4a37-a24c-
c4b6049816ab,user1@econtoso.com,user2@contoso.com -PackageName Education_PrimaryStudent

  See the status of a batch assignmentSee the status of a batch assignment

$Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -OperationId f985e013-0826-40bb-8c94-e5f367076044 | fl

Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -OperationId f985e013-0826-40bb-8c94-e5f367076044 | Select -
ExpandProperty UserState

 Related topics

Run the following to install the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module (if you haven't already). Make sure you

install version 1.0.5 or later.

Run the following to connect to Teams and start a session.

When you're prompted, sign in using your admin credentials.

In this example, we use the New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation cmdlet to assign the

Education_PrimaryStudent policy package to a batch of users.

Run the following to get the status of a batch assignment, where OperationId is the operation ID that's returned

by the New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation  cmdlet for a given batch.

If the output shows that an error occurred, run the following to get more information about errors, which are in

the UserState  property.

To learn more, see Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation.

Manage Teams with policies

Manage policy packages in Microsoft Teams

Teams PowerShell Overview

Assign policies in Teams - getting started

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation
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This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Users in your organization can send feedback about Microsoft Teams to let us know how we're doing directly

from within the Teams desktop, web clients, and mobile. We're continually improving the Teams experience and

we use this feedback to make Teams better.

Feedback policies aren't available in GCC, GCC High, or DOD deployments.

The The Give feedbackGive feedback feature feature

Users can send comments and suggestions about Teams to us by going to HelpHelp > Give feedbackGive feedback in Teams

desktop and web.

Access feedback on mobile using SettingsSettings  > Help & feedbackHelp & feedback > Send feedbackSend feedback .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-feedback-policies-in-teams.md


 Set whether users can send feedback about Teams to Microsoft

Data sent through Give feedbackGive feedback and Send feedbackSend feedback is considered as "Support Data" under your Microsoft

365 or Office 365 agreement, including information that would otherwise be considered "Customer Data" or

"Personal Data".

Sur veysSur veys

Users can also rate their experience with Teams and send us details about the rating they give. This pop-up

survey is displayed to users from time-to-time in Teams. When a user selects Provide feedbackProvide feedback in the

notification, the survey is displayed for them to complete.



 Create a custom feedback policy

New-CsTeamsFeedbackPolicy -identity "New Hire Feedback Policy" -userInitiatedMode disabled -
receiveSurveysMode disabled

 Assign a custom feedback policy to users

Grant-CsTeamsFeedbackPolicy -Identity user1@contoso.com -PolicyName "New Hire Feedback Policy"

 Related topics

As an admin, you can control whether users in your organization can send feedback about Teams to Microsoft

and whether they receive the survey. By default, all users in your organization are automatically assigned the

global (Org-wide default) policy, and the feedback feature and survey are enabled in the policy. The exception is

Teams for Education, where the features are enabled for teachers and disabled for students.

You can edit the global policy or create and assign a custom policy. After you edit the global policy or assign a

custom policy, it can take a few hours for changes to take effect.

Say, for example, you want to allow all users in your organization to send feedback and receive surveys except

for new hires in training. In this scenario, you create a custom policy to turn off both features and assign it to

new hires. All other users in your organization get the global policy with the features turned on.

You manage feedback policies by using PowerShell. Use the New-CsTeamsFeedbackPolicyNew-CsTeamsFeedbackPolicy  cmdlet to create a

custom policy. Use the Grant-CsTeamsFeedbackPolicyGrant-CsTeamsFeedbackPolicy  cmdlet to assign it to one or more users or groups of

users, such as a security group or distribution group. Use Set-CsTeamsFeedbackPolicySet-CsTeamsFeedbackPolicy  to set specific flags.

To turn off and turn on the features, set the following parameters:

Give feedbackGive feedback : Set the userInitiatedModeuserInitiatedMode parameter to enabledenabled to allow users who are assigned the

policy to give feedback. Setting the parameter to disableddisabled turns off the feature and users who are

assigned the policy don't have the option to give feedback.

Sur veysSur veys : Set the receiveSur veysModereceiveSur veysMode parameter to enabledenabled to allow users who are assigned the

policy to receive the survey. To have users receive the survey and allow them to opt out, set the

parameter to enabledUserOverr ideenabledUserOverr ide. In Teams, users can then go to SettingsSettings  > Pr ivacyPrivacy  and choose

whether they want to participate in surveys. Setting the parameter to disableddisabled turns off the feature and

users who are assigned the policy won't receive the survey.

EmailEmail : Use the AllowEmailCollectionAllowEmailCollection flag to add an email field.

Log collectionLog collection: Use the AllowLogCollectionAllowLogCollection flag to add log collection opt-in for users. Log collection is

currently enabled only on mobile. For more details on what data is shared via logs, learn more.

In this example, we create a feedback policy called New Hire Feedback Policy and we turn off the ability to give

feedback through Give feedbackGive feedback and the survey.

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

In this example, we assign a custom policy named New Hire Feedback Policy to a user named user1.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/manage-skype-for-business-online-with-office-365-powershell
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2168178


Teams PowerShell Overview

Assign policies to your users in Teams
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 What is a policy package?

A policy package in Microsoft Teams is a collection of predefined policies and policy settings that you can assign

to users who have similar roles in your organization. We built policy packages to simplify, streamline, and help

provide consistency when managing policies for groups of users across your organization.

You can use the policy packages included in Teams or create your own custom policy packages.

You can customize the settings of the policies in a policy package to suit the needs of your users. When you

change the settings of policies in a package, all users who are assigned to that package get the updated settings.

You manage policy packages by using the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell.

Each user will require the Advanced Communications add-on in order to receive a custom policy package assignment. For

more information, see Advanced Communications add-on for Microsoft Teams.

Policy packages let you control Teams features that you want to allow or restrict for specific sets of people across

your organization. Each policy package in Teams is designed around a user role and includes predefined policies

and policy settings that support the collaboration and communication activities that are typical for that role.

Policy packages support the following Teams policy types:

Messaging policy

Meeting policy

App setup policy

Calling policy

Live events policy

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-policy-packages.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-add-on-licensing/advanced-communications


 

Policy packages included in Teams

PA C KA GE N A M EPA C KA GE N A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Education (Higher education student) Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
higher education students.

Education (Primary school student) Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
primary students.

Education (Secondary school student) Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
secondary students.

Education (Teacher) Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
teachers.

Education (Primary school teacher using remote learning) Creates a set of policies that apply to primary teachers to
maximize student safety and collaboration when using
remote learning.

Education (Primary school student using remote learning) Creates a set of policies that apply to primary students to
maximize student safety and collaboration when using
remote learning.

Frontline manager Creates a set of policies and applies those settings to
Frontline managers in your organization.

Frontline worker Creates a set of policies and applies those settings to
Frontline workers in your organization.

Healthcare clinical worker Creates a set of policies and policy settings that give clinical
workers such as registered nurses, charge nurses, physicians,
and social workers full access to chat, calling, shift
management, and meetings.

Healthcare information worker Creates a set of policies and policy settings that give
information workers such as IT personnel, informatics staff,
finance personnel, and compliance officers, full access to
chat, calling, and meetings.

Healthcare patient room Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
patient rooms in your healthcare organization.

Small and medium business user (Business Voice) Creates an app setup policy that includes the apps for a
business voice experience.

Small and medium business user (without Business Voice) Creates an app setup policy relevant for a small and medium
sized business Teams users (non-Business Voice experience).

Public safety officer Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
public safety officers in your organization.

Teams currently includes the following policy packages.



NOTENOTE

 Custom policy packages

We'll be adding more policy packages in future releases of Teams, so check back for the most up-to-date information.

Each individual policy is given the name of the policy package so you can easily identify the policies that are

linked to a policy package. For example, when you assign the Education (Teacher) policy package to teachers in

your school, a policy that's named Education_Teacher is created for each policy in the package.

Custom policy packages let you bundle your own set of policies for users with similar roles in you organization.

Create your own policy packages by adding the policy types and policies that you need.

To create a new custom policy package:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, select Policy packagesPolicy packages , and then click AddAdd.

2. Enter a name and description for your package.



 How to use policy packages

NOTENOTE

  View the settings of a policy in a policy packageView the settings of a policy in a policy package

  Customize policies in a policy packageCustomize policies in a policy package

3. Select the policy types and policy names to include in the package.

4. Click SaveSave.

The following outlines how to use policy packages in your organization.

ViewView : View the policies in a policy package. Then, view the settings of each policy in a package before you

assign the package. Make sure that you understand each setting. Decide whether the predefined values

are appropriate for your organization or whether you need to change them to be more restrictive or

lenient based on your organization's needs.

If a policy is deleted, you can still view the settings but you won't be able to change any settings. A

deleted policy is re-created with the predefined settings when you assign the policy package.

CustomizeCustomize: Customize the settings of policies in the policy package to fit the needs of your organization.

AssignAssign: Assign the policy package to users.

You can also change the settings of policies in a policy package after you assign a package. Any changes you make to

policy settings are automatically applied to users who are assigned the package.

Here are the steps for how to view, assign, and customize policy packages in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, select Policy packagesPolicy packages , and then select a

policy package by clicking to the left of the package name.

2. Click the policy you want to view.

You can edit the settings of a policy through the Policy packagesPolicy packages  page or by going directly to the policy page



  Assign a policy packageAssign a policy package

 Related topics

in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, do one of the following:

Click Policy packagesPolicy packages , and then select the policy package by clicking to the left of the package name.

Click the policy type. For example, click Messaging policiesMessaging policies .

2. Select the policy you want to edit. Policies that are linked to a policy package have the same name as the

policy package.

3. Make the changes that you want, and then click SaveSave.

You can assign a policy package to an individual user, a group, or a batch of users. For more information on how

to assign policy packages, see Assign policy packages to users and groups.

Assign policy packages

Teams policy packages for EDU admins

Teams policy packages for healthcare

Teams policy packages for government
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 External access (federation)

NOTENOTE

 Guest access

When you need to communicate and collaborate with people outside your organization, Microsoft Teams has

two options:

External accessExternal access  - A type of federation that allows users to find, call, and chat with people in other

organizations. These people cannot be added to teams unless they are invited as guests.

Guest accessGuest access  - Guest access allows you to invite people from outside your organization to join a team.

Invited people get a guest account in Azure Active Directory.

Note that Teams allows you to invite people outside your organization to meetings. This does not require

external or guest access to be configured.

Set up external access if you need to find, call, chat, and set up meetings with people outside your organization

who use Teams, Skype for Business (online or on premises) or Skype.

By default, external access is enabled for all domains. You can restrict external access by allowing or blocking

specific domains or by turning it off.

To configure external access, see Manage external access.

Microsoft Teams free licenses do not support external access.

Use guest access to add a person from outside your organization to a team, where they can chat, call, meet, and

collaborate on files. A guest can be given nearly all the same Teams capabilities as a native team member. For

more information, see Guest experience in Teams.

Guests are added to your organization's Azure Active Directory as B2B users and must sign in to Teams using

their guest account. This means that they may have to sign out of their own organization to sign in to your

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/communicate-with-users-from-other-organizations.md


 Compare external and guest access

  Things your users can doThings your users can do

USERS C A NUSERS C A N EXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERSEXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERS GUEST SGUEST S

Chat with someone in another
organization

Yes Yes

Call someone in another organization Yes Yes

See if someone from another
organization is available for call or chat

Yes Yes

Search for people in other
organizations

Yes No

Share files No Yes

See the out-of-office message of
someone in another organization

No Yes

Block someone in another
organization

No Yes

Use @mentions Yes Yes

  Things people outside your organization can doThings people outside your organization can do

P EO P L E  O UT SIDE Y O URP EO P L E  O UT SIDE Y O UR
O RGA N IZ AT IO N  C A NO RGA N IZ AT IO N  C A N EXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERSEXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERS GUEST SGUEST S

Access Teams resources No Yes

Be added to a group chat Yes Yes

Be invited to a meeting Yes Yes

Make private calls Yes Yes

View the phone number for dial-in
meeting participants

No Yes

Use IP video Yes Yes

Use screen sharing Yes Yes

Use meet now No Yes

organization.

To configure guest access for Teams, see Collaborate with guests in a team.

The following tables show the differences between using external access (federation) and guests. In both cases,

people outside your organization are identified to your users as being external.

1

2

3

5

4

5

3 5

5

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-as-team


Edit sent messages Yes Yes

Delete sent messages Yes Yes

Use Giphy in conversation Yes Yes

Use memes in conversation Yes Yes

Use stickers in conversation Yes Yes

Presence is displayed Yes Yes

Use @mentions Yes Yes

P EO P L E  O UT SIDE Y O URP EO P L E  O UT SIDE Y O UR
O RGA N IZ AT IO N  C A NO RGA N IZ AT IO N  C A N EXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERSEXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERS GUEST SGUEST S

 Related topics

3 5

3 5

3 5

3 5

3 5

3

 Provided that the user has been added as a guest and is signed in with the guest account.

 Only by email or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) address.

 Supported for 1:1 chat for Teams Only to Teams Only users from two different organizations. 

 By default, external participants can't see the phone numbers of dialed-in participants. If you want to maintain

the privacy of these phone numbers, select TonesTones  for Entr y/exit announcement typeEntr y/exit announcement type (this prevents the

numbers from being read out by Teams). To learn more, read Turn on or off entry and exit announcements for

meetings in Microsoft Teams. 

 Allowed by default, but can be turned off by the Teams admin

1

2

3

4

5

External access in Teams

Guest access in Teams
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 Plan for external access

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

External access is a way for Teams users from outside your organization to find, call, chat, and set up meetings

with you in Teams. You can also use external access to communicate with people from other organizations who

are still using Skype for Business (online and on-premises) and Skype (in preview).

If you want people from other organizations to have access to your teams and channels, use guest access

instead. For more information about the differences between external access and guest access, see Compare

external and guest access.

Use external access when:

You have users in external domains who need to collaborate. For example, Rob@contoso.com and

Ann@northwindtraders.com are working on a project together along with some others in the

contoso.com and northwindtraders.com domains.

You want the people in your organization to use Teams to contact people in specific businesses outside of

your organization.

You want anyone else in the world who uses Teams to be able to find and contact you, using your email

address.

By default, external access is turned on in Teams, which means that your organization can communicate with all

external domains. If you add blocked domains, all other domains will be allowed; and if you add allowed

domains, all other domains will be blocked. The exception to this rule is if anonymous participants are allowed

in meetings. There are three scenarios for setting up external access in the Teams admin center (UsersUsers  >

External accessExternal access ):

Teams users can add apps when they host meetings or chats with people from other organizations. They can also use

apps shared by people in other organizations when they join meetings or chats hosted by those organizations. The data

policies of the hosting user's organization, as well as the data sharing practices of any third-party apps shared by that

user's organization, are applied.

If you turn off external access in your organization, external users can still join meetings through anonymous join. To learn

more, see Manage meeting settings in Teams.

Allow all external domainsAllow all external domains : This is the default setting in Teams, and it lets people in your organization

find, call, chat, and set up meetings with people external to your organization in any domain.

In this scenario, your users can communicate with all external domains that are running Teams or Skype

for Business or are allowing all external domains or have added your domain to their allow list.

Allow only specific external domainsAllow only specific external domains : By adding domains to an AllowAllow  list, you limit external access

to only the allowed domains. Once you set up a list of allowed domains, all other domains will be

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-external-access.md


NOTENOTE

 Allow or block domains

 Communicate with Skype users (preview)

blocked. To allow specific domains, click Add a domainAdd a domain, add the domain name, click Action to take onAction to take on

this domainthis domain, and then select AllowedAllowed.

Block specific domainsBlock specific domains  - By adding domains to a BlockBlock list, you can communicate with all external

domains except the ones you've blocked. To block specific domains, click Add a domainAdd a domain, add the domain

name, click Action to take on this domainAction to take on this domain, and then select BlockedBlocked. Once you set up a list of blocked

domains, all other domains will be allowed.

Block all external domainsBlock all external domains  - Prevents people in your organization from finding, calling, chatting, and

setting up meetings with people external to your organization in any domain.

The allowed or blocked domains only apply to meetings if anonymous access to meetings is "off".

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

To allow specific domains

1. In the Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers  > External accessExternal access .

2. Under Choose which domains your users have access toChoose which domains your users have access to, choose Allow only specific externalAllow only specific external

domainsdomains .

3. Select Allow domainsAllow domains .

4. In the DomainDomain box, type the domain that you want to allow and then click DoneDone.

5. If you want to allow another domain, click Add a domainAdd a domain.

6. Click SaveSave.

To block specific domains

1. In the Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers  > External accessExternal access .

2. Under Choose which domains your users have access toChoose which domains your users have access to, choose Block only specific externalBlock only specific external

domainsdomains .

3. Select Block domainsBlock domains .

4. In the DomainDomain box, type the domain that you want to allow and then click DoneDone.

5. If you want to block another domain, click Add a domainAdd a domain.

6. Click SaveSave.

Make sure the admin in the other Teams organization completes these same steps. For example, in their

allowed domainsallowed domains  list, their admin needs to enter the domain for your business if they limit the organizations

that can communicate with their users.

Follow these steps to let Teams users in your organization chat with and call Skype users. Teams users can then

search for and start a one-on-one text-only conversation or an audio/video call with Skype users and vice versa.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center



 Block unsolicited contact with external unmanaged Teams users

 Test access

1. In the left navigation, go to UsersUsers  > External accessExternal access .

2. Turn on the Allow users in my organization to communicate with Skype usersAllow users in my organization to communicate with Skype users  setting.

To learn more about the ways that Teams users and Skype users can communicate, including limitations that

apply, see Teams and Skype interoperability.

Follow these steps to keep Teams users in your organization from unsolicited contact with external Teams users

whose accounts are not managed by an organization.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to UsersUsers  > External accessExternal access .

2. Follow one of these steps:

To block Teams users in your organization from communicating with external Teams users whose

accounts are not managed by an organization, turn off the People in my organization canPeople in my organization can

communicate with Teams users whose accounts aren't managed by an organizationcommunicate with Teams users whose accounts aren't managed by an organization

setting and clear the External users with Teams accounts not managed by an organizationExternal users with Teams accounts not managed by an organization

can contact users in my organizationcan contact users in my organization checkbox.

To let Teams users in your organization communicate with external Teams users whose accounts

are not managed by an organization if your Teams users have initiated the contact, turn on the

People in my organization can communicate with Teams users whose accounts aren'tPeople in my organization can communicate with Teams users whose accounts aren't

managed by an organizationmanaged by an organization setting and clear the External users with Teams accounts notExternal users with Teams accounts not

managed by an organization can contact users in my organizationmanaged by an organization can contact users in my organization checkbox.

To let Teams users in your organization communicate with external Teams users whose accounts

are not managed by an organization and receive requests to communicate with those external

Teams users, turn on the People in my organization can communicate with Teams usersPeople in my organization can communicate with Teams users

whose accounts aren't managed by an organizationwhose accounts aren't managed by an organization setting and select the External usersExternal users

with Teams accounts not managed by an organization can contact users in mywith Teams accounts not managed by an organization can contact users in my

organizationorganization checkbox.

To test your setup, you need a Teams user who's not behind your firewall.

1. After you and the admin from the organization have changed the External accessExternal access  settings, you should

be good to go.

2. In the Teams app, search for the person by email address, and send a request to chat.

3. Ask your Teams contact to send you a request to chat. If you don't receive their request, the problem is

your firewall settings (assuming they've already confirmed their firewall settings are correct).

4. Another way to test whether the problem is your firewall is to go to a WiFi location not behind your

firewall. such as a coffee shop, and use Teams to send a request to your contact to chat. If the message

goes through at the WiFi location, but does not when you're at work, then you know the problem is your

firewall.
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 Common external access scenarios

  Enable federationEnable federation

IF  Y O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N  ISIF  Y O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N  IS EN A B L E  F EDERAT IO N  A S F O L LO W SEN A B L E  F EDERAT IO N  A S F O L LO W S

Online with no Skype for Business on-premises. This includes
organizations that have TeamsOnly users and/or Skype for
Business Online users.

If using Teams Admin Center: 
- Make sure the domains that you want to communicate
with are allowed in External Access.

If using PowerShell:
- Ensure the tenant is enabled for federation: 
Get-CsTenantFederationConfiguration  must show 

AllowFederatedUsers=true . 

- Ensure the user’s effective value of 
CsExternalAccessPolicy  has 

EnableFederationAccess=true .

- If you are not using open federation, ensure the target
domain is listed in AllowedDomains  of 

CsTenantFederationConfiguration .

Pure on-premises In on-premises tools: 
- Ensure federation is enabled in 
CsAccessEdgeConfiguration .

- Ensure federation for the user is enabled through 
ExternalAccessPolicy  (either through the global policy,

site policy, or user assigned policy). 
- If you are not using open federation, ensure the target
domain is listed in AllowedDomains .

Hybrid with some users online (in either Skype for Business
or Teams) and some users on-premises.

Follow above steps for both online and on-premises
organizations.

  Delivery of incoming chats and callsDelivery of incoming chats and calls

IF  Y O U WA N T  TOIF  Y O U WA N T  TO DO  T H IS:DO  T H IS:

Ensure incoming federated chats and calls arrive in the user’s
Teams client:

Configure your users to be TeamsOnly.

Ensure incoming federated chats and calls arrive in the user’s
Skype for Business client

Configure your users to be in any mode other than
TeamsOnly.

If you and another user both turn on external access and allow one another's domains, this will work. If it doesn't work,

the other user should make sure their configuration isn't blocking your domain.

The following sections describe how to enable federation for common external access scenarios, and how the

TeamsUpgradePolicy determines delivery of incoming chats and calls.

To enable users in your organization to communicate with users in another organization, both organizations

must enable federation. The steps to enable federation for a given organization depend on whether the

organization is purely online, hybrid, or purely on-premises.

Incoming chats and calls from a federation organization will land in the user ’s Teams or Skype for Business

client depending on the recipient user ’s mode in TeamsUpgradePolicy.



  Enable federation between users in your organization and consumer users of SkypeEnable federation between users in your organization and consumer users of Skype

IF  Y O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N  ISIF  Y O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N  IS EN A B L E  C O N SUM ER F EDERAT IO N  A S F O L LO W SEN A B L E  C O N SUM ER F EDERAT IO N  A S F O L LO W S

Pure online with no Skype for Business on-premises. This
includes organizations that have TeamsOnly users and/or
Skype for Business Online users.

If using Teams Admin Center: 
-Make sure Allow users in my organization toAllow users in my organization to
communicate with Skype userscommunicate with Skype users  is enabled in External
Access.

If using PowerShell: 
-Ensure the tenant is enabled for federation: 
Get-CsTenantFederationConfiguration  must show 

AllowPublicUsers=true . 

- Ensure the user’s effective value of 
CsExternalAccessPolicy  has 

EnablePublicCloudAccess=true .

Pure on-premises In on-premises tools: 
- Ensure Skype is enabled as a federated partner. 
- Ensure EnablePublicCloudAccess=true  for the user

through ExternalAccessPolicy  (either via global policy,

site policy, or user assigned policy).

Hybrid with some users online (in either Skype for Business
or Teams) and some users on-premises.

Follow above steps for both online and on-premises
organizations.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Federation Diagnostic Tool

 Related topics

To enable federation between users in your organization and consumer users of Skype:

You don't have to add any Skype domainsSkype domains as allowed domains in order to enable Teams or Skype for Business Online

users to communicate with Skype users inside or outside your organization. All Skype domainsSkype domains are allowed.

If you're an administrator, you can use the following diagnostic tool to validate a Teams user can communicate

with a federated Teams user :

1. Select Run TestsRun Tests  below, which will populate the diagnostic in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center.

Run Tests: Teams Federation

2. In the Run diagnostic pane, enter the Session Initiation Protocol (S IP) AddressSession Initiation Protocol (S IP) Address  and the FederatedFederated

tenant's domain nametenant's domain name, and then select Run TestsRun Tests .

3. The tests will return the best next steps to address any tenant or policy configurations that are preventing

communication with the federated user.

Native chat experience for external (federated) users

https://aka.ms/TeamsFederationDiag
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 How do I know if I'm in a native chat?

 What happens if a user isn't in Teams Only mode anymore?

 Related topics

When a Microsoft Teams user is chatting with an external (federated) user, the chat experience is limited to text.

However, if both your Teams user and the person in another organization are in the TeamsOnly upgrade mode,

you can have a "native-Teams chat experience," which includes rich formatting, @mentions, and other chat

features.

The native chat experience for people in other organizations is turned on for all Teams tenants, but not all people

are eligible. To be offered a native chat experience, both the sender and receiver need to be configured for

TeamsOnly upgrade mode. To learn more about upgrade policies, read Setting your coexistence and upgrade

settings.

To see a list of capabilities for external access users in Teams, see Compare external and guest access.

If you can only exchange text in your chat with people in other organizations, then you're in a standard external-

access (federated) chat. If you've got other chat functionality, including formatting, @mentions, emojis, etc., then

you're in a native Teams chat.

Teams periodically checks the upgrade mode for people in other organizations and, when it finds an them

running Teams in the TeamsOnly upgrade mode, it'll prompt you to switch to a native Teams chat and lock the

original chat.

When you switch to a native Teams chat, Teams doesn't merge the two conversations. Instead, you'll see both of

the chats in your chat feed. The new, native-Teams chat is active, but the old, text-only chat is locked.

If you were having a native Teams chat with people in other organizations and then one of you gets switched out

of the TeamsOnly upgrade mode, Teams locks the native Teams chat and gives you a link for a limited, text-only

chat. You won't be able to continue in the native Teams chat. You can still read the native Teams chat, but you

can't continue the conversation there.

If Teams finds an old text-only chat with this person, it'll revive that chat. Otherwise, Teams creates a new text-

only chat.

Manage external access in Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/native-chat-for-external-users.md
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NOTENOTE

 Chat and calling experience

  Teams user starts a chat or call with a Skype userTeams user starts a chat or call with a Skype user

  Skype user starts a chat or call with a Teams userSkype user starts a chat or call with a Teams user

NOTENOTE

  

This article gives you an overview of the interoperability capabilities between Microsoft Teams and Skype

(Consumer). Learn how Teams users and Skype users can communicate through chats and calls and the admin

controls that apply.

Teams users in your organization can chat with and call Skype users by using their email address and vice versa.

Teams users can search for and start a one-on-one text-only conversation or an audio/video call with a Skype

user.

Skype users can search for and start a one-on-one text-only conversation or an audio/video call with a Teams

user.

These capabilities are available on the desktop, web, and mobile (Android and iOS) clients for both Teams and

Skype. For an optimal experience, we recommend Skype version 8.58 and later.

The Teams and Skype interop capabilities discussed in this article aren't available in GCC, GCC High, or DOD deployments,

or in private cloud environments.

Here's an overview of the chat and calling experience.

Teams users can search for a Skype user by typing their email address in a new chat or in the search bar. The

Teams user can then select the Skype user in the search results to start a chat or call with them.

A Skype user may choose not to appear in search results. In this case, they won't show up in the search results in

Teams and Teams users won't be able to find them.

Skype users can search for and start a chat with a Teams user by using their email address. The Teams user is

notified that they have a new message from a Skype user, and has to first accept the message before they can

reply to it.

If the Teams user selects AcceptAccept, the conversation is accepted, and both users can chat and call each other.

If the Teams user selects BlockBlock , the conversation is blocked, and subsequent messages and calls from that

Skype user are blocked.

If the Teams user selects View messagesView messages , the message is displayed in Teams, which helps the user decide

whether to accept or block the conversation.

If you upgraded from Skype for Business to Teams and your users are in Teams Only mode, chats and calls from Skype

users to Teams users are delivered to Teams. If your users are in Islands mode, chats and calls from Skype users to Teams

users are delivered to Skype for Business.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-skype-interop.md


Teams user blocks or unblocks a Skype userTeams user blocks or unblocks a Skype user

 Limitations

 Set whether Teams users can communicate with Skype users

  In the Microsoft Teams admin centerIn the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

After a Teams user accepts or blocks the initial conversation request from a Skype user, they can choose to block

or unblock that person at any time. They can do this either in the conversation or in their privacy settings in

Teams. Skype users won't know that they've been blocked.

Blocked Skype users, along with other people and public switched telephone network (PSTN) phone numbers

that a Teams user has blocked, are listed on the user's blocked contact list in Teams.

Conversations are text-only. This means that there's no rich formatting, @mentions, emojis, or other any of

the other chat features that are available in a native Teams chat experience.

Conversations are one-on-one only. Group chats aren't supported.

Teams users and Skype users can't see each other's presence.

Searching for Skype users by using their Skype ID or phone number isn't supported.

Skype users can't call Teams users who set up call forwarding to another user's number, a delegate's number,

or a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) number. Only voicemail is supported.

Interop escalation, group calls, and meetings aren't supported.

The ability for a delegate to call a Skype user on behalf of a Teams user isn't supported.

Screen sharing with chat isn't supported.

As an admin, you use the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell to set external access settings to control

whether Teams users in your organization can communicate with Skype users. By default, this capability is

turned on for new tenants. However, there's a prerequisite that the following DNS SRV record needs to be

configured by the IT Admin if not already available for your domain, for example _sipfederationtls.contoso.com.

Ser viceSer vice: sipfederationtls

ProtocolProtocol : TCP

Prior ityPr ior ity : 100

WeightWeight: 1

Por tPor t: 5061

TargetTarget: sipfed.online.lync.com

If you upgraded from Skype for Business to Teams, the external communications settings that you configured in

the Skype for Business admin center are migrated to Teams.

In the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings  > External accessExternal access , and then turn on UsersUsers

can communicate with Skype userscan communicate with Skype users . For step-by-step guidance on how to configure this and other external

access settings, see Manage external access in Teams.

Do the following:

1. Use the Set-CsExternalAccessPolicy cmdlet together with the EnablePublicCloudAccess  parameter to

control whether Teams users can communicate with Skype users. Setting the parameter to true  allows

Teams users to communicate with Skype users. You can use the EnablePublicCloudAudioVideoAccess

parameter to enable/disable audio/video calls.

2. Use the Set-CsTenantPublicProvider cmdlet together with the Provider  parameter set to "WindowsLive"

so that Teams users can communicate with Skype users.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csexternalaccesspolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cstenantpublicprovider


 

Related topics
Manage external access in Teams

Teams PowerShell overview
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Set up guest access

With guest access, you can provide access to teams, documents in channels, resources, chats, and applications to

people outside your organization, while maintaining control over your corporate data. See Set up secure

collaboration with Microsoft 365 and Microsoft Teams. Guest access in Teams is an organization-wide setting

and is turned on by default. You can control guest access to individual teams by using sensitivity labels.

If you just want to find, call, chat, and set up meetings with people in other organizations, use external access.

A guest is someone who isn't an employee, student, or member of your organization. They don't have a school

or work account with your organization. For example, guests may include partners, vendors, suppliers, or

consultants. Anyone who is not part of your organization can be added as guest in Teams. This means that

anyone with a business account (that is, an Azure Active Directory account) or consumer email account (with

Outlook.com, Gmail.com or others) can participate as a guest in Teams, with access to teams and channel

experiences.

Guests in Teams are covered by the same compliance and auditing protection as the rest of Microsoft 365, and

can be managed within Azure AD. Guest access is subject to Azure AD and Microsoft 365 or Office 365 service

limits.

The guest experience has limitations by design. For a full list of what a guest can and can't do in Teams, see

comparison of team member and guest capabilities.

Guests follow Teams Org-wide settings for the coexistence Upgrade mode. This can't be changed.

To set up guest access, see Collaborate with guests in a team.

To compare external access (federation) with guest access (and decide which one you should use), read

Communicate with users from other organizations in Teams.

Guest access in Teams requires configuring other settings in Microsoft 365, including settings in Azure AD,

Microsoft 365 Groups, and SharePoint. If you're ready to start inviting guests to teams, read one of the

following:

To configure guest access for Teams for general use, see Collaborate with guests in a team.

To collaborate with a partner organization that uses Azure Active Directory and allow guests to self-enroll for

team access, see Create a B2B extranet with managed guests.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/guest-access.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/setup-secure-collaboration-with-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitivity-labels-teams-groups-sites
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-as-team
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-as-team
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/b2b-extranet
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  Turning guest access offTurning guest access off

 How a guest becomes a member of a team

NOTENOTE

 Licensing for guest access

 Guest access reviews

If you're an administrator, and you're having trouble with Guest Access in Microsoft Teams, select Run TestsRun Tests  below, which

will populate the Guest Access diagnostic in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center. These tests will check your configuration

and quickly recommend next steps to enable Guest Access for your tenant.

Run Tests: Guest Access

If you turn guest access off in Teams, existing guests lose access to their team. However, they are not removed

from the team. They are still visible to the team members and can be @mentioned. If you turn Teams guest

access on again, they will regain access.

If you plan to leave guest access off, you may want to advise your team owners to manually remove the guest

accounts from their teams. While these guests won't have access, having their accounts visible in the team could

lead to confusion for other team members.

1. A team owner or a Microsoft 365 admin adds a guest to a team.

2. The guest receives a welcome email from the team owner, with information about the team and what to

expect now that they're a member.

3. The guest accepts the invitation. Guests who have a work or school account in Azure Active Directory can

accept the invitation and authenticate directly. Other users are sent a one-time pass code to validate their

identity (One-time passcode authentication required).

4. After accepting the invitation, the guest can participate in teams and channels, receive and respond to

channel messages, access files in channels, participate in chats, join meetings, collaborate on documents, and

more.

In Teams, guests are clearly identified. A guest's name includes the label (Guest)(Guest) , and a channel includes an icon

to indicate that there are guests on the team. For more details, see What the guest experience is like.

Guests can leave the team at any time from within Teams. For details, see How do I leave a team?

Leaving the team doesn't remove the guest account from your organization's directory. This must be done by a Microsoft

365 global admin or an Azure AD admin.

Guest access can be used with all Microsoft 365 Business Standard, Microsoft 365 Enterprise, and Microsoft 365

Education subscriptions. No additional Microsoft 365 license is necessary. The billing model for Azure AD

External Identities applies to guests in Microsoft 365. Only people from outside your organization can be invited

as guests.

You can use Azure AD to create an access review for group members or users assigned to an application.

Creating recurring access reviews can save you time. If you need to routinely review users who have access to

an application, a team, or are members of a group, you can define the frequency of those reviews.

You can perform a guest access review yourself, ask guests to review their own membership, or ask an

https://aka.ms/TeamsGuestAccessDiagDMC
https://support.office.com/article/add-guests-to-a-team-fccb4fa6-f864-4508-bdde-256e7384a14f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/one-time-passcode
https://support.office.com/article/df38ae23-8f85-46d3-b071-cb11b9de5499
https://support.office.com/article/access-files-in-channels-c593c78a-27c4-4661-a598-682baa30ca7e
https://support.office.com/article/leave-a-team-e481005d-3ec6-4694-b300-375472ba4076
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/b2b/licensing-guidance


 Related topics

application owner or business decision maker to perform the access review. Use the Azure portal to perform

guest access reviews. For more information, see Manage guest access with Azure AD access reviews.

Collaborating with people outside your organization

Block guests from a specific Microsoft 365 group or Microsoft Teams team

Create a secure guest sharing environment

Contact support for business products - Admin Help

Configure Teams with three tiers of protection

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governance/manage-guest-access-with-access-reviews
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-with-people-outside-your-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/per-group-guest-access
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/create-secure-guest-sharing-environment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/contact-support-for-business-products
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/configure-teams-three-tiers-protection
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 Comparison of team member and guest capabilities

C A PA B IL IT Y  IN  T EA M SC A PA B IL IT Y  IN  T EA M S T EA M S USER IN  T H E O RGA N IZ AT IO NT EA M S USER IN  T H E O RGA N IZ AT IO N GUESTGUEST

Create a channel 
Team owners control this setting. 

✓ ✓

Participate in a private chat ✓ ✓

When a guest is invited to join a team, they receive a welcome email message. This message includes some

information about the team and what to expect now that they're a member. The guest must accept the invitation

by selecting Open Microsoft TeamsOpen Microsoft Teams in the email message before they can access the team and its channels.

All team members see a message in the channel thread announcing that the team owner has added a guest and

providing the guest's name. Everyone on the team can identify easily who is a guest. A tag in the upper-right

corner of the channel thread indicates the number of guests on the team and a (Guest)(Guest)  label appears next to

each guest's name.

Check out these videos about the guest experience in Teams:

Join a team as a guest

Join a Teams meeting with guests

The following table compares the Teams functionality available for an organization's team members and its

guests. Teams admins control the features available to guests.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/guest-experience.md
https://support.office.com/article/join-a-team-as-a-guest-928d1eef-61e2-49ec-b754-c2fe86b34824
https://support.office.com/article/join-a-company-meeting-a120c282-063d-46b8-b973-851197ab75d8


Participate in a channel conversation ✓ ✓

Post, delete, and edit messages ✓ ✓

Share a channel file ✓ ✓

Access SharePoint files ✓ ✓

Attach files ✓ Channel posts only

Download private chat files ✓ ✓

Search within files ✓

Share a chat file ✓

Add apps (tabs, bots, or connectors) ✓

Create meetings or access schedules ✓

Access OneDrive for Business storage ✓

Create tenant-wide and
teams/channels guest access policies 

✓

Invite a user outside the Microsoft 365
or Office 365 organization's domain 
Team owners control this setting. 

✓

Create a team ✓

Discover and join a public team ✓

View organization chart ✓

Use inline translation ✓

Become team owner ✓

C A PA B IL IT Y  IN  T EA M SC A PA B IL IT Y  IN  T EA M S T EA M S USER IN  T H E O RGA N IZ AT IO NT EA M S USER IN  T H E O RGA N IZ AT IO N GUESTGUEST

C A L L IN G F EAT UREC A L L IN G F EAT URE GUESTGUEST E1 A N D E3 USERE1 A N D E3 USER
E5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC EE5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC E
USERUSER

VOIP calling Yes Yes Yes

Group calling Yes Yes Yes

The following table shows the calling and meeting features available to guests, compared to other types of

users.



Core call controls
supported (hold, mute,
video on/off, screen sharing)

Yes Yes Yes

Transfer target Yes Yes Yes

Can transfer a call Yes Yes Yes

Can consultative transfer Yes Yes Yes

Can add other users to a
call via VOIP

Yes Yes Yes

Can add users by phone
number to a call

No No Yes

Forward target No Yes Yes

Call group target No Yes Yes

Unanswered target No Yes Yes

Can be the target of a
federated call

No Yes Yes

Can make a federated call No Yes Yes

Can immediately forward
their calls

No No Yes

Can simultaneously ring
their calls

No No Yes

Can route their unanswered
calls

No No Yes

Missed calls can go to
voicemail

No No Yes

Have a phone number that
can receive calls

No No Yes

Can dial phone numbers No No Yes

Can access call settings No No Yes

Can change voicemail
greeting

No No Yes

Can change ringtones No No Yes

C A L L IN G F EAT UREC A L L IN G F EAT URE GUESTGUEST E1 A N D E3 USERE1 A N D E3 USER
E5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC EE5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC E
USERUSER

1

1



Supports TTY No No Yes

Can have delegates No No Yes

Can be a delegate No No Yes

C A L L IN G F EAT UREC A L L IN G F EAT URE GUESTGUEST E1 A N D E3 USERE1 A N D E3 USER
E5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC EE5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC E
USERUSER

NOTENOTE

 Related topics

 This feature will be available soon.1

The Guest user access restrictionsGuest user access restrictions policy in Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) determines permissions for guests in

your directory. There are three policy options.

The Guest users have the same access as members (most inclusive)Guest users have the same access as members (most inclusive) setting means guests have the same

access to directory data as regular users in your directory.

The Guest users have limited access to proper ties and membership of director y objectsGuest users have limited access to proper ties and membership of director y objects  settings means

that guests don't have permissions for certain directory tasks, such as enumerating users, groups, or other directory

resources using Microsoft Graph.

The Guest user access is restricted to proper ties and memberships of their own director y objectsGuest user access is restricted to proper ties and memberships of their own director y objects

(most restrictive)(most restrictive) setting means guests can only access their own directory objects.

To learn more, see What are the default user permissions in Azure Active Directory?

Leave an organization as a guest

Use guest access and external access to collaborate with people outside your organization

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/users-default-permissions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/b2b/leave-the-organization
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NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Configure guest access in the Teams admin center

Until Februar y 2021Februar y 2021 , guest access is turned off by default. You must turn on guest access for Teams before admins or

team owners can add guests. After you turn on guest access, it might take a few hours for the changes to take effect. If

users see the message Contact your administratorContact your administrator  when they try to add a guest to their team, it's likely that either

guest access hasn't been turned on or the settings aren't effective yet.

After Februar y 2021Februar y 2021 , guest access in Microsoft Teams will be turned on by default for new customers & existing

customers who haven't configured this setting. When this change is implemented, if you've not already configured guest

access capability in Microsoft Teams, that capability will be enabled in your tenant. If you want guest access to remain

disabled for your organization, you'll need to confirm that the guest access setting is set to OffOff instead of Ser viceSer vice

defaultdefault .

Turning on guest access depends on settings in Azure Active Directory, Microsoft 365, SharePoint, and Teams. For more

information, see Collaborate with guests in a team.

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Teams admin center.

2. Select UsersUsers  > Guest accessGuest access .

3. Set Allow guest access in TeamsAllow guest access in Teams to OnOn.

4. Under CallingCalling, MeetingMeeting, and MessagingMessaging, select OnOn or OffOff  for each capability, depending on what you

want to allow for guests.

Make pr ivate callsMake pr ivate calls  – Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to make peer-to-peer calls.

IP videoIP video - Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use video in their calls and meetings.

Screen sharing modeScreen sharing mode – This setting controls the availability of screen sharing for guests.

Meet NowMeet Now  – Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use the Meet Now feature in Microsoft Teams.

Turn this setting to DisabledDisabled to remove the ability for guests to share their screens in Teams.

Turn this setting to S ingle applicationSingle application to allow sharing of individual applications.

Turn this setting to Entire screenEntire screen to allow complete screen sharing.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-guests.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-as-team
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/


Edit sent messagesEdit sent messages  - Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to edit messages they previously sent.

Delete sent messagesDelete sent messages  – Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to delete messages they previously

sent.

ChatChat – Turn this setting OnOn to give guests the ability to use chat in Teams.

Giphy in conversationsGiphy in conversations  – Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use Giphys in conversations. Giphy

is an online database and search engine that allows users to search for and share animated GIF files.

Each Giphy is assigned a content rating.

Giphy content ratingGiphy content rating – Select a rating from the drop-down list:

Memes in conversationsMemes in conversations  - Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use Memes in conversations.

Stickers in conversationsStickers in conversations  – Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use stickers in conversations.

Immersive reader for messagesImmersive reader for messages  - Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use immersive reader in

Teams.

Allow all contentAllow all content - Guests will be able to insert all Giphys in chats, regardless of the content

rating.

ModerateModerate - Guests will be able to insert Giphys in chats, but will be moderately restricted from

adult content.

Str ictStr ict – Guests can insert Giphys in chats, but will be restricted from inserting adult content.

5. Select SaveSave.

https://support.microsoft.com/topic/a700c0d0-bc53-4696-a94d-4fbc86ac7a9a


 External access (federation) vs. guest access

 See also

External access (federation) and guest access are different:

External access gives access permission to an entire domain.

Guest access gives access permission to an individual.

For a detailed comparison, see Communicate with users from other organizations.

Set up secure collaboration with Microsoft 365

Block guests from a specific team

Set-CsTeamsClientConfiguration

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/setup-secure-collaboration-with-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/per-group-guest-access
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsclientconfiguration
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Anyone in a team can see all members of a team, including guests, via Manage teamManage team in Microsoft Teams. Refer

to See who's on a team or in a channel for more details.

To identify guests:

1. Sign in to the Microsoft 365 admin center.

2. Select Admin centersAdmin centers  > TeamsTeams .

3. In the Teams admin center, select UsersUsers . You will see guestguest appended to the display name of any guests.

You can also identify guests from within a team that you own.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/view-guests.md
https://support.office.com/article/see-who-s-on-a-team-or-in-a-channel-5c6be9be-9c45-4a0f-a1a0-f332b23cb6b7
https://admin.microsoft.com
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 Guest users in the Microsoft 365 admin

You can edit guest information from the Microsoft 365 admin center or the Azure Active Directory portal.

1. To edit the guest information in the Microsoft 365 admin center, select UsersUsers  > Guest UsersGuest Users .

2. Select a user from Guest usersGuest users .

3. In guest user information, select Manage contact informationManage contact information.

4. Edit any fields that you choose except for Display nameDisplay name in Manage contact informationManage contact information, and then

select Save changesSave changes .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/edit-guests-information.md
https://admin.microsoft.com


You can also edit the guest from the Azure Active Directory portal.

https://aad.portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_AAD_IAM/UsersManagementMenuBlade/MsGraphUsers
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 Monitor and troubleshoot call quality

 Prioritize important network traffic using QoS

This article introduces three key tools you can use to monitor, troubleshoot, manage, and improve call quality in

Microsoft Teams.

Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) : To analyze org-wide trends or problems, drive improvements to

performance

Call analyticsCall analytics : To analyze call and meeting quality for individual users

Quality of Ser vice (QoS)Quality of Ser vice (QoS) : To prioritize important network traffic

You'll use per-user Call analyticsCall analytics  and Call Quality DashboardCall Quality Dashboard to find and troubleshoot call-quality problems

that come up during ongoing operation. This lets you drive performance improvements across your network.

Both of these tools are in the Teams admin center.

Call analyticsCall analytics  shows detailed information about the devices, networks, and connectivity related to

specific calls and meetingsspecific calls and meetings  for each user in Teams. Teams admin and helpdesk agents will use this

information to troubleshoot call quality and connection problems in a specific call. To learn more, read Set

up call analytics and Use Call Analytics to troubleshoot poor call quality.

Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)  gives you a network-wide viewnetwork-wide view  of call quality across your

organization. Use CQD information to help you identify and fix problems. First, Set up CQD. Then read

Manage call and meeting quality in Teams.

Call analytics and CQD run in parallel and can be used independently or together. For example, if a

communications support specialist determines that they need more help troubleshooting a user's call problem,

they escalate the call to a communications support engineer, who has access to additional information about the

call. In turn, the communications support engineer alerts a network engineer to a possible site-related issue they

noticed in the call analytics. The network engineer checks CQD to see if an overall site-related issue could be a

contributing cause of the user's call problem.

As your users start using Teams for calls and meetings, they may experience a caller's voice breaking up or

cutting in and out of a call or meeting. Shared video may freeze or pixelate, or fail altogether. This is due to the IP

packets that represent voice and video traffic encountering network congestion and arriving out of sequence or

not at all. If this happens (or to prevent it from happening in the first place), use Quality of Ser vice (QoS)Quality of Ser vice (QoS) .

With QoS, you prioritize delay-sensitive network traffic (for example, voice or video streams), allowing it to "cut

in line" in front of traffic that is less sensitive (like downloading a new app, where an extra second to download

isn't a big deal). QoS identifies and marks all packets in real-time streams using Windows Group Policy Objects

and a routing feature called Port-based Access Control Lists, which instructs your network to give voice, video,

and screen sharing their own dedicated network bandwidth.

Ideally, you'll implement QoS on your internal network while getting ready to roll out Teams, but you can do it

anytime. If you're small enough, you might not need QoS.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/monitor-call-quality-qos.md


 Related Topics

When you're ready, read Implement Quality of Service (QoS) in Microsoft Teams.

To use QoS to manage meeting traffic, read Set how you want to handle real-time media traffic for Teams

meetings.

Set up call analytics

Use Call Analytics to troubleshoot poor call quality

Set up CQD

Manage call and meeting quality in Teams

Teams Troubleshooting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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The Microsoft Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) - https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com - shows call and meeting quality,

at an org-wide levelorg-wide level , for Microsoft Teams, Skype for Business Online, and Skype for Business Server 2019.

The latest version of CQD features a near-real-time (NRT) data feed, which means that call records are available

in CQD within 30 minutes of the end of a call.

Wherever CQD includes end-user identifiable information (EUII) data, it's managed in the same way as EUII

throughout Microsoft 365.

CQD is designed to help Teams admins, Skype for Business admins, and network engineers monitor call and

meeting quality at an org-wide level. You'll use CQD to help you optimize your networkoptimize your network to drive performance

quality. When you need to look into call and meeting information for a specific userspecific user , use CQD data in

conjunction with per-user call analytics.

For example, using CQD, you can determine that a user's poor call quality (which you observed using per-user

call analytics) is due to a network issue that also affects many other users. CQD captures both the individual call

experience and the overall quality of calls made using Teams or Skype for Business. With CQD, overall patterns

may become apparent, so network engineers can make informed assessments of call quality. CQD provides

reports of call quality metrics that give you insight into overall call quality, server-client streams, client-client

streams, and voice quality SLA.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/CQD-what-is-call-quality-dashboard.md
https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/office-365-data-retention-deletion-and-destruction-overview
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=846252


In CQD, we encourage you to upload building and endpoint information, which lets you use Location-Enhanced

Reports to analyze call quality and reliability within a user's building. The data can be assessed to determine if

the problem is isolated to a single user or affects a larger segment of users. To turn on building or endpoint-

specific views in CQD, an admin must upload building or endpoint information on the CQD Tenant DataTenant Data

UploadUpload page.



 Use Power BI to analyze CQD data

Don't miss our Manage call and meeting quality article, which offers in-depth guidance for the Teams admin or

support engineer responsible for managing service quality in Teams.

New in January 2020: Download Power BI query templates for CQD. Customizable Power BI templates you can

use to analyze and report your CQD data.

Read Use Power BI to analyze CQD data to learn more.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/CQD-Power-BI-query-templates.zip?raw=true


 Related topics
Improve and monitor call quality for Teams

Set up Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)

Upload tenant and building data

CQD data and reports

Use CQD to manage call and meeting quality

Dimensions and measures available in CQD

Stream Classification in CQD

Use Power BI to analyze CQD data

Teams Troubleshooting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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Open the Microsoft Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) at https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com (sign in with your admin

credentials). Or go to the Teams admin center and select Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > Call Quality DashboardCall Quality Dashboard.

On the page that opens, click S ign inSign in and enter your Global Administrator account or Microsoft Teams

Administrator account information. After the first time you sign in, CQD will begin collecting and processing

data. Keep in mind that it may take one or more hours to process enough data to display meaningful results in

the reports.

CQD shows call and meeting quality, at an org-wide level, for Microsoft Teams, Skype for Business Online, and

Skype for Business Server 2019.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/turning-on-and-using-call-quality-dashboard.md
https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Assign admin roles for access to CQD

  VIEW  REP O RT SVIEW  REP O RT S VIEW  EUII F IEL DSVIEW  EUII F IEL DS C REAT E REP O RT SC REAT E REP O RT S
UP LO A D B UIL DIN GUP LO A D B UIL DIN G
DATADATA

Global Administrator Yes Yes Yes Yes

Teams Administrator Yes Yes Yes Yes

Teams
Communications
Administrator

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Teams
Communications
Support Engineer

Yes Yes Yes No

Teams
Communications
Support Specialist

Yes No Yes No

Skype for Business
Administrator

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Global Reader Yes Yes Yes No

Reports Reader Yes No Yes No

NOTENOTE

 Use Power BI to analyze CQD data

To use CQD with Skype for Business Server 2019, you'll have to Configure Call Data Connector. See Plan Call Data

Connector before you start.

Assign roles for accessing CQD to the people who need to use it.

If you want non-admin users (such as support engineers and helpdesk agents) to use Call Quality Dashboard,

you can assign those users one of the following roles, which gives access to CQD.

1

 In addition to reading CQD reports, the Reports Reader can view all the activity reports in the admin center and

any reports from the Microsoft 365 Adoption content pack.

1

If you're not seeing EUII (end-user identifiable information) and you have one of the roles that's permitted to see this

information, keep in mind that CQD only keeps EUII for 28 days. Anything older than 28 days is deleted.

For more information about these roles, see About Office 365 admin roles.

After the first time you sign in, CQD will begin collecting and processing data.

New in January 2020: Download Power BI query templates for CQD. Customizable Power BI templates you can

use to analyze and report your CQD data.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-call-data-connector
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-call-data-connector
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/about-admin-roles
https://support.office.com/article/activity-reports-0d6dfb17-8582-4172-a9a9-aed798150263
https://support.office.com/article/Office-365-Adoption-content-pack-77ff780d-ab19-4553-adea-09cb65ad0f1f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/admin/add-users/about-admin-roles
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/CQD-Power-BI-query-templates.zip?raw=true


 Related topics

Read Use Power BI to analyze CQD data to learn more.

Improve and monitor call quality for Teams

What is CQD?

Upload tenant and building data

CQD data and reports

Use CQD to manage call and meeting quality

Dimensions and measures available in CQD

Stream Classification in CQD

Use Power BI to analyze CQD data
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To get the most out of Call Quality Dashboard (CQD), we recommend that you upload your tenant and building

data. There are 2 types of tenant data files, Building and Endpoint.

You can download a sample tenant data template here. For help with building mapping, read Create a building

map for CQD.

From the CQD Summary Reports dashboard, select Tenant Data UploadTenant Data Upload from the CQD SettingsSettings  menu (a gear

icon at the top of CQD). From here, admins can upload their organization's building and endpoint information,

such as mapping of IP addresses and geographical information, mapping each wireless access point and its

MAC address, etc.

1. Open CQD (from the Teams admin center, or at https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com), then select the gear icon

in the upper-right corner and choose Tenant Data UploadTenant Data Upload from the Summar y Repor tsSummar y Repor ts  page.

2. Alternatively, if this is your first time visiting CQD, you'll be asked to upload building data. You can select

Upload NowUpload Now  to quickly navigate to the Tenant Data UploadTenant Data Upload page.

3. On the Tenant Data UploadTenant Data Upload page, select BrowseBrowse to choose a data file.

4. After selecting a data file, specify Star t dateStar t date and, optionally, specify an end date.

5. After selecting Star t dateStar t date, select UploadUpload to upload the file to CQD. 

Before the file is uploaded, it's validated. If validation fails, an error message is displayed requesting that

you correct the file. The following figure shows an error occurring when the number of columns in the

data file is incorrect.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/CQD-upload-tenant-building-data.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/locations-template.zip?raw=true
https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com


NOTENOTE

 Upload building data file

6. If no errors occur during validation, the file upload will succeed. You can then see the uploaded data file in

the My uploadsMy uploads  table, which shows the full list of all uploaded files for the current tenant at the bottom

of that page.

It can take up to four hours to finish processing the building file. 

If you've already uploaded a building file and need to add subnets that might have been missed or excluded, modify the

original file by adding the new subnets, remove the current file, and re-upload the newly edited file. There can be only one

active building data file in CQD.

The first type of tenant data file in CQD is the BuildingBuilding data file. The Subnet column is derived by expanding the

Network+NetworkRange column, then joining the Subnet column to the call record’s First Subnet or Second

Subnet column to show Building, City, Country, or Region information. The format of the data file you upload

must meet the following criteria to pass the validation check before upload:

C O L UM N  N A M EC O L UM N  N A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E EXA M P L EEXA M P L E GUIDA N C EGUIDA N C E

NetworkIP String 192.168.1.0 Required

NetworkName String USA/Seattle/SEATTLE-
SEA-1

Required

NetworkRange Number 26 Required

BuildingName String SEATTLE-SEA-1 Required

OwnershipType String Contoso Optional

The file must be either a .tsv file (columns are separated by a TAB) or a .csv file (columns are separated by

a comma).

The data file doesn't include a table header row. The first line of the data file is expected to be real data,

not header labels like "Network".

Data types in the file can only be String, Integer, or Boolean. For the Integer data type, the value must be a

numeric value. Boolean values must be either 0 or 1.

If a column uses the String data type, a data field can be empty but must still be separated by a tab or

comma. An empty data field just assigns an empty String value.

There is a 1,000,000 expanded row limit per tenant data file.

There must be 15 columns for each row, each column must have the appropriate data type, and the

columns must be in the order listed in the following table (comma or tab delimited):

Building data file formatBuilding data file format

1

1



IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  SupernettingSupernetting

BuildingType String IT Termination Optional

BuildingOfficeType String Engineering Optional

City String Seattle Recommended

ZipCode String 98001 Recommended

Country String US Recommended

State String WA Recommended

Region String MSUS Recommended

InsideCorp Bool 1 Required

ExpressRoute Bool 0 Required

VPN Bool 0 Optional

C O L UM N  N A M EC O L UM N  N A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E EXA M P L EEXA M P L E GUIDA N C EGUIDA N C E

2

3

 While not required by CQD, the templates are configured to display Building and Network name.1

 This setting can be used to reflect whether or not the subnet is inside the corporate network. You can

customize usage for other purposes.

2

 This setting can be used to reflect whether or not the network uses Azure ExpressRoute. You can

customize usage for other purposes.

3

Sample row:Sample row:

192.168.1.0,USA/Seattle/SEATTLE-SEA-1,26,SEATTLE-SEA-1,Contoso,IT
Termination,Engineering,Seattle,98001,US,WA,MSUS,1,0,0

The network range can be used to represent a supernet (combination of several subnets with a single routing prefix). All

new building uploads will be checked for any overlapping ranges. If you have previously uploaded a building file, you

should download the current file and re-upload it to identify any overlaps and fix the issue before uploading again. Any

overlap in previously uploaded files may result in the wrong mappings of subnets to buildings in the reports. Certain VPN

implementations do not accurately report the subnet information.

The VPN column is optional and will default to 0. If the VPN column’s value is set to 1, the subnet represented by that

row will be fully expanded to match all IP addresses within the subnet. Please use this sparingly and only for VPN subnets

since fully expanding these subnets will have a negative impact on query times for queries involving building data. If the

expansion of the subnet results in the expansion row limit of 1,000,000 being exceeded, the building file will not be

accepted.

You can use supernetting, commonly called Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR,) in place of defining each

subnet. A supernet is a combination of several subnets that share a single routing prefix. Instead of adding an

entry for each subnet, you can use the supernetted address. Supernetting is supported, but we don't

recommend using it.

For example, Contoso's marketing building is made up of the subnets below:



IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  VPNVPN

10.1.0.0/24—first floor

10.1.1.0/24—second floor

10.1.2.0/24—third floor

10.1.3.0/24—fourth floor

Instead of adding an entry for each subnet, you can use the supernetted address—in this example, 10.1.0.0/22.

Network = 10.1.0.0

Network Range = 22

Here are a few things to consider before you implement supernetting:

Supernetting can only be used in a subnet mapping with 8-bit to 28-bit mask.

Supernetting takes less time up front, but it comes at the cost of reducing the richness of your data. Let's

say there's a quality problem involving subnet 10.1.2.0. If you implemented supernetting, you won't know

where in the building the subnet is located or what type of network it is (for example, a lab). If you'd

defined all the subnets for a building and uploaded floor location information, you'd be able to see that

distinction.

It's important to ensure that the supernetted address is correct and isn't catching unwanted subnets.

It's quite common to find 192.168.0.0 in data. For many organizations, this indicates that the user is at

home. For others, this is the IP address scheme for a satellite office. If your organization does have offices

that use this configuration, don't include it in your building file because it's difficult to distinguish

between home and internal networks by using common subnets.

The network range can be used to represent a supernet. All new building data file uploads will be checked for any

overlapping ranges. If you've previously uploaded a building file, you should download the current file and upload it again

to identify any overlaps and fix the issue. Any overlap in previously uploaded files might result in the wrong mappings of

subnets to buildings in the reports.

The quality of experience (QoE) data that clients send to Microsoft 365 or Office 365—which is where CQD data

is sourced from—includes a VPN flag. CQD will see this as the First VPN and Second VPN dimensions. However,

this flag relies on VPN vendors' reporting to Windows that the VPN network adapter registered is a Remote

Access adapter. Not all VPN vendors properly register Remote Access adapters. Because of this, you might not

be able to use the built-in VPN query filters. Use the VPN column discussed above to accurately mark and

identify VPN subnets. It is also good practice to label your VPN networks for easy identification in your reports.

Below are two examples of how to label your VPN subnets:

Define a Network NameNetwork Name by entering "VPN" in this field for VPN subnets.

Define a Building NameBuilding Name by entering "VPN" in this field for VPN subnets.



NOTENOTE

 Endpoint data file

 Update a building file

VPN connections have been known to misidentify the network connection type as wired when the underlying connection

is wireless. When looking at quality over VPN connections, you can't assume that the connection type has been accurately

identified.

The other type of CQD tenant data file is the EndpointEndpoint data file. The column values are used in the call record’s

First Client Endpoint Name or Second Client Endpoint Name column to show Endpoint Make, Model, or Type

information. The format of the data file you upload must meet the following criteria to pass the validation check

before upload:

The file must be either a .tsv file (columns are separated by a TAB) or a .csv file (columns are separated by

a comma).

The content of the data file doesn't include table headers. The first line of the data file is expected to be

real data, not a header label like "EndpointName".

All seven columns use the String data type only. The maximum allowed length is 64 characters.

A data field can be empty but must still be separated by a tab or comma. An empty data field just assigns

an empty String value.

EndpointName must be unique, otherwise the upload fails. If there is a duplicate row or two rows that

use the same EndpointName the conflict will cause incorrect joining.

EndpointLabel1, EndpointLabel2, and EndpointLabel3 are customizable labels. They can be empty Strings

or values such as “IT Department designated 2018 Laptop” or “Asset Tag 5678”.

There must be seven columns for each row and the columns must be in the following order :

Field order :Field order :

EndpointName, EndpointMake, EndpointModel, EndpointType, EndpointLabel1, EndpointLabel2,

EndpointLabel3

Sample row:Sample row:

1409W3534, Fabrikam, Model 123, Laptop, IT designated 2018 Laptop, Asset Tag 5678, Purchase 2018

While gathering building and subnet information, administrators will often upload the building file in multiple

iterations over time, adding new subnets and their building information as it becomes available. When this

occurs, you'll need to re-upload your building file. This process is like the initial upload as described in the

previous section, with a few exceptions as noted in the following section.



IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Add net new subnets

 Add missing subnets

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

 Related topics

Only one building file can be active at a time. Multiple building files aren't cumulative.

There are times when you'll need to add net new subnets to CQD that weren't originally part of your network

topology. To add net new subnets, do the following from the Tenant Data UploadTenant Data Upload page in CQD:

1. Download the original file, if you don't already have an up-to-date copy.

2. Remove the current file in CQD.

3. Edit the original building file and provide an end date that occurs at least one day before the net new

subnets were acquired.

4. Append the net new subnets to the original building file.

5. Upload the newly modified building file, and set the start date for one day after the previous building file

ends.

After you upload building information for managed networks, every managed network should have a building

association. However, this won't always be the case; typically, a few subnets are missed. To find these missing

networks, review the Missing Subnet Repor tMissing Subnet Repor t on the Quality of Experience Repor tsQuality of Experience Repor ts  page in CQD. This

presents all the subnets with 10 or more audio streams that aren't defined in the building data file and are being

marked as outside. Ensure that there are no managed networks in this list. If subnets are missing, use the

following procedure to update the original building data file and re-upload it to CQD.

1. Go to the Tenant Data UploadTenant Data Upload page in CQD.

2. Download the original file, if you don't already have an up-to-date copy.

3. Remove the current file in CQD.

4. Append the new subnets to the original file.

5. Upload the building file. Be sure to set the start date to at least eight months prior so that CQD will

process historical data.

You'll need to add your tenant ID as a query filter for Second Tenant IDSecond Tenant ID to this report to filter the report to view only

your organization's tenant data. Otherwise, the report will show federated subnets.

Be sure to adjust the Month Year report filter to the current month. Select EditEdit , and adjust the Month YearMonth Year  report filter

to save the new default month.

Create a building map for CQD
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Data and reports in Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)
 12/7/2021 • 16 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Many ways to access CQD data

    

Teams admin center (https://admin.teams.microsoft.com) CQD data is included on the UsersUsers  page in the Teams admin
center, showing the most common data you need in an
easy-to-read format. You can't customize CQD data that you
find under UsersUsers .

CQD portal (https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com) Robust summary and detailed reports that meet most
needs, with drill-through filtering. You can also customize
reports in the CQD portal. 

Get two CQD report templates to help you analyze data in
the CQD portal.

Power BI Use direct queries to view your CQD data in Power BI using
customizable Power BI templates. Download Power BI query
templates for CQD.

You can also use the REST API to access CQD data through
Power BI. Use this method if you want to download your
CQD data so you can work on it offline. The benefit of using
this method is better performance, especially useful for large
data sets that bog down in Power BI when you're online.

Graph API Access call quality data yourself using the Graph API. This is
the most complex method, but it gives you the most control
and flexibility in analyzing your call quality data. For example,
if you need to join it with other data for your organization,
you can use the Graph API to create a data model and
incorporate call quality data.

 Import the CQD report templates

Microsoft Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) uses a near-real-time (NRT) data feed. Call records are available in CQD

within 30 minutes of the end of a call. Call records from the NRT pipeline are only available for a few months

before they are removed from the data set.

You can access CQD data by several different avenues. Pick the one that best meets your needs:

Download two curated CQD report templates (All Networks and Managed Networks) to help you get up to

speed quickly with CQD. The All Networks template, though optimized to work with a building data file, can be

used while you work toward collecting and uploading building information into CQD, as described in the next

section.

To impor t the templates (.CQDX) into CQDTo impor t the templates (.CQDX) into CQD

1. In CQD, select Detailed Repor tsDetailed Repor ts  from the menu at the top of the page.

2. In the left panel, select Impor tImpor t. Browse to the first CQDX template and select OpenOpen.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/CQD-data-and-reports.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/CQD-Power-BI-query-templates.zip?raw=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/management-tools/call-quality-dashboard/data-api
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/callrecords-api-overview
https://aka.ms/qertemplates


 EUII data

  Admin roles with and without EUII accessAdmin roles with and without EUII access

 Date controls

NOTENOTE

3. After the template is uploaded, a pop-up window will display the message "Report import was

successful."

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the second CQD template.

Each user must import the CQD templates into their CQD instance.

For compliance reasons, end-user identifiable information (EUII) data (also known as personally-identifiable

information or PII) is only kept for 28 days. As NRT data crosses the 28-day mark, fields that contain EUII are

cleared, resulting in EUII-free NRT data. Fields that contain EUII data are:

Full IP address

Media Access Control (MAC) Address

Basic Service Set identifier (BSSID)

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) URI (Skype for Business only)

User Principal Name (UPN)

Machine Endpoint Name

User Verbatim Feedback

Object ID (the Active Directory object ID of the endpoint's user)

These RBAC roles DODO have EUII access:

Global Admin

Teams Service Admin

Teams Communications Admin

Teams Communications Support Engineer

Global Reader

Skype for Business Admin

These RBAC roles DON'TDON'T have EUII access:

Reports Reader

Teams Communications Support Specialist

CQD supports the following Rolling Trend types:

5-day

7-day

30-day

60-day

90-day

The URL Date parameter accepts a Day field. Rolling-day reports use dates specified in the YYYY-MM-DD format

as the last day of the trend. The URL Date parameter “00” indicates “today”.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/overview


URLURL EN D DAT E O F  RO L L IN G DAY  T REN DEN D DAT E O F  RO L L IN G DAY  T REN D

https://<cqdv3>/spd/#/Dashboard/<reportid>/2019-02/ Current Day of Feb 2019

https://<cqdv3>/spd/#/Dashboard/<reportid>/2019-02-
15/

Feb 15, 2019

https://<cqdv3>/spd/#/Dashboard/<reportid>/00/ Current Day

 Data available in CQD reports

F EAT UREF EAT URE SUM M A RY  REP O RT SSUM M A RY  REP O RT S DETA IL ED REP O RT SDETA IL ED REP O RT S

Application sharing metric No Yes

Customer building information
support

Yes Yes

Customer endpoint information
support

Only in cqd.teams.microsoft.com Only in cqd.teams.microsoft.com

Drill down analysis support No Yes

Media reliability metrics No Yes

Out-of-the-box reports Yes Yes

Overview reports Yes Yes

Per-user report set No Yes

Report set customization (add, delete,
modify reports)

No Yes

Video-based screen sharing metrics No Yes

Video metrics No Yes

Amount of data available Last 12 months Last 12 months

Microsoft Teams data Yes Yes

  Select product data to see in reportsSelect product data to see in reports

By default, the current day of the month is used as the last day of the Rolling Day Trend.

The default summary and detailed CQD reports may be all you need to manage call quality for your org. If you

need to, you can create custom reports.

If you want to use Power BI to analyze your CQD data, read Use Power BI to analyze CQD data for Teams.

In the Summary and Location-Enhanced Reports, you can use the Product FilterProduct Filter  drop-down to show all



 Summary Reports

TA BTA B DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Overall Call Quality Aggregate of the other 3 tabs.

Server—Client Details of the streams between server and client endpoints.

Client—Client Details of the streams between two client endpoints.

Voice Quality SLA Info about calls included in the Skype for Business voice
quality SLA.

  Overall Call Quality tabOverall Call Quality tab

product data, only Microsoft Teams data, or only Skype for Business Online data.

In Detailed reports, you can use the Is TeamsIs Teams dimension to filter the data to Microsoft Teams or Skype for

Business Online data.

These are the reports that you'll see on the CQD Dashboard when you first sign in to CQD. They give you an at-

a-glance look at quality trends with daily, monthly, and table reports to assist with identifying subnets that have

poor quality.

Use the data on this tab to evaluate call quality status and trends based on stream counts and poor percentages.

The legend in the upper-right corner shows which color and visual elements represent these metrics.

Streams are classified in three groups: Good, Poor, and Unclassified. There are also calculated Poor % values that

give you the ratio of streams classified as Poor to the total classified stream count. Since Poor % = Poor streams/

(Poor streams+ Good streams) * 100, the Poor % is unaffected by the presence of multiple Unclassified streams.

To see what classifies a stream as poor or good, refer to Stream Classification in Call Quality Dashboard.

Use the scale on the left to measure the stream count values.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=846252


NOTENOTE

  Server-Client tab and Client-Client tabsServer-Client tab and Client-Client tabs

Use the scale on the right to measure the Poor % values.

You can also obtain the actual numerical values by hovering the mouse over a bar.

The following example is from a very small sample data set, and the values aren't realistic for an actual deployment.

The overall stream volume helps determine how relevant the calculated Poor percentages are. The smaller the

volume of overall streams, the less reliable the reported Poor percentage values are.

These two tabs provide details for the streams that took place in their endpoint-to-endpoint scenarios. The

Server-Client tab has four collapsible sections that represent four scenarios under which media streams would

flow.

Wired Inside

Wired Outside

WiFi Inside

WiFi Outside



  Inside versus OutsideInside versus Outside

  Wired versus WiFiWired versus WiFi

NOTENOTE

 Tenant Data information

 Detailed reports

N A M EN A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Location-Enhanced Reports Shows quality trends based on location information. This
report appears only if you've uploaded your tenant data.

Reliability Reports Includes audio, video, video-based screen sharing (VBSS),
and app sharing reports.

Quality of Experience Reports Audio quality and reliability for all clients and devices,
including meeting rooms. These reports are a “slimmed-
down” version of the downloadable CQD templates, focusing
on key areas for analyzing audio quality and reliability.

Similarly, the Client-Client tab has five collapsible sections:

Wired Inside — Wired Inside

Wired Inside — Wired Outside

Wired Outside — Wired Outside

Wired Inside — WiFi Inside

Wired Inside — WiFi Outside

CQD classifies a stream as Inside or Outside using Building information, if it exists. Endpoints of each stream are

associated with a subnet address. If the subnet is in the list of the subnets marked InsideCorp in the uploaded

Building information, then it is considered Inside. If Building information has not yet been uploaded, then Inside

Test always classifies the streams as Outside.

The Inside Test for a Server-Client scenario only considers the client endpoint. Because servers are always

outside from a user's perspective, this isn't accounted for in the test.

As the names indicate, the classification criteria is based on the type of client connections. Server is always wired

and it isn't included in the calculation. In a given stream, if one of the two endpoints is connected to a WiFi

network, then CQD classifies it as WiFi.

Given a stream, if one of the two endpoints is connected to a WiFi network, then it is classified as WiFi in CQD.

The CQD Summary Reports dashboard includes a Tenant Data UploadTenant Data Upload page, accessed by selecting TenantTenant

Data UploadData Upload from the settings menu in the top-right corner. This page is used for admins to upload their own

information, such as:

A map of IP address and geographical information.

A map of each wireless AP and its MAC address.

A map of Endpoint to Endpoint Make/Model/Type, etc.

We recommend that you upload your tenant, building, and location data so CQD can include this information in

your reports. If you haven't already uploaded this data, read Upload tenant and building data.

https://aka.ms/QERtemplates


Quality Drill Down Reports Drill downs: Date by region, locations, subnets, hour, and
users.

Failure Drill Down Reports Drill downs: Date by region, locations, subnets, hour, and
users.

Rate My Call Reports Analyze user call ratings by region, location, or by user.
Includes verbatim feedback.

Help Desk Reports Help Desk Reports look at call and meeting data for
individual users, groups of users, or everyone. Incorporating
building and EUII data, these reports help identify possible
system issues based on network location, conference details,
devices, or firmware.

Client Version Reports Client Version Summary: View the Sessions and Users counts
for each client app version

Client Version by User: View user names for each client app
version 

Pre-built filters for Product and Client Type help focus the
versions to specific clients.

Endpoint Reports Shows call quality by machine endpoints (computer make
and model). These reports include building data, if you've
uploaded it.

N A M EN A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Create custom detailed reports

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

If the default CQD reports don't meet your needs, use these instructions to create a custom report. Or (as of

January 2020) Use Power BI for CQD reports instead.

From the pull-down list of reports at the top of the screen displayed at login (the Summar y Repor tsSummar y Repor ts  screen)

Select Detailed Repor tsDetailed Repor ts  and then NewNew . Click EditEdit in a report to see the Query Editor. Each report is backed by

a query into the cube. A report is a visualization of the data returned by its query. The Query Editor helps you

edit these queries and the display options of the report.

The network range can be used to represent a supernet (combination of several subnets with a single routing prefix). All

new building uploads will be checked for any overlapping ranges. If you have previously uploaded a building file, you

should download the current file and re-upload it to identify any overlaps and fix the issue before uploading again. Any

overlap in previously uploaded files may result in the wrong mappings of subnets to buildings in the reports. Certain VPN

implementations do not accurately report the subnet information. It is recommended that when adding a VPN subnet to

the building file, instead of one entry for the subnet, separate entries are added for each address in the VPN subnet as a

separate 32-bit network. Each row can have the same building metadata. For example, instead of one row for

172.16.18.0/24, you should have 256 rows, with one row for each address between 172.16.18.0/32 and

172.16.18.255/32, inclusive.

The VPN column is optional and will default to 0. If the VPN column's value is set to 1, the subnet represented by that row

will be fully expanded to match all IP addresses within the subnet. Please use this sparingly and only for VPN subnets

since fully expanding these subnets will have a negative impact on query times for queries involving building data.



 Query filters

F ILT ERF ILT ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N C Q D Q UERY  F ILT ER EXA M P L EC Q D Q UERY  F ILT ER EXA M P L E

No blank values Some filters don’t have the option to
filter for blank values. To filter blank
values manually, use the blank
expression and set the filter to Equals
or Not Equals, depending on your
needs.

Second Building Name <> ^\s*$

Exclude common subnets Without a valid building file to
separate managed from unmanaged
networks, home networks will be
included in the reports. These home
subnets are outside the scope of IT’s
control and can be quickly excluded
from a report. Common subnets, as
defined in this guide, are 10.0.0.0,
192.168.1.0 and 192.168.0.0.

Second Subnet <> 10.0.0.0 |
192.168.0.0 | 192.168.1.0

View inside only Used to filter a report for managed
(inside) or unmanaged (outside). The
managed CQD template is already
preconfigured with these filters.

Second Inside Corp = Inside

 Report filters

F ILT ERF ILT ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N C Q D REP O RT  F ILT ER EXA M P L EC Q D REP O RT  F ILT ER EXA M P L E

Month Start with the year first, then month. 2017-10

Alphabetic Filters for any alphabetic characters. [a-z]

Numeric Filters for any numeric characters. [0-9]

Percentage Filters for a percentage. ([3-9]\.)|([3-9])|([1-9][0-9])

  Drill-down filtersDrill-down filters

Point to bar charts and trend lines in the report to display detailed values. The report that has focus will show

the action menu: EditEdit, CloneClone, DeleteDelete, DownloadDownload, and Expor t Repor t TreeExpor t Repor t Tree.

Query filters are implemented by using the Query Editor in CQD. These filters are used to reduce the number of

records returned by CQD, thus minimizing the report’s overall size and query times. This is especially useful for

filtering out unmanaged networks. The filters listed in the following table use regular expressions (RegEx).

Use CQD report filters to narrow the focus of your investigations. Use report filters by adding a filter to the

rendered report either in the Query Editor or directly in the report. The following report filters are used

throughout the CQD templates.

CQD reports feature several drill-down filters, which are powerful tools for narrowing the focus of your call-

quality investigations. If you select a drill-down field, the report automatically opens the appropriate tab and

filters on the selected value. If that tab has its own drill-down fields and one is selected, both sets of filters are

applied, progressively narrowing the resulting data set.

https://aka.ms/QERtemplates


  Adding and editing drill-down fieldsAdding and editing drill-down fields

When editing a report, you have the option to specify drill-down fields of your own using the Query Editor.

Start by clicking …… for the report you want to edit, then select EditEdit.

Select a Dimension from the list on the left side of the Query Editor. Then click on the dropdown below the

Navigate ToNavigate To label and select the tab and expander group that you want that Dimension to drill through to.

Note: Presently, drill-down functionality only works by navigating to different tabs. Support for drilling through

to a specific expander will be added later. Finally, click CloseClose to save your changes to the Dimension, then click

SaveSave to save and close the Query Editor.



  Multi-select filtersMulti-select filters
In addition to drill-down functionality, CQD also supports specifying Filters with multiple values (OR filters).

In order to select multiple filter values, begin by adding a new filter to the report. Click ++ beside the FiltersFilters

label, enter the name of the Dimension you want to use, and click AddAdd.

Then, click SearchSearch (a magnifying glass icon next to the new filter). You'll see a text field, and a number of

options, including Select AllSelect All  and Inver tInver t. Enter a value, and click SearchSearch next to that field to search.

Alternatively, leave the text field empty and click SearchSearch to view up to the first 100 options.



/filter/[AllStreams].[Second Tenant Id]\|[YOUR TENANT ID HERE]

  Dashboard level filtersDashboard level filters

/filter/[AllStreams].[Is Teams]|[TRUE | FALSE]

  URL filtersURL filters

Example:

Certain CQD reports have dashboard-level filters added to them, making it easy to filter by common

parameters. These filters appear outside the regular report tabs and directly beneath the Product filter, and they

apply to all filters in the Dashboard.

CQD supports adding filters to the URL. This makes it easy to share or bookmark a CQD query. You can define

parameters in the URL, such as Trending Month, tenant ID, or language. You can also add Product or Dashboard

level filters to the URL. Excluding federated data from CQD reports is useful when you're remediating managed

buildings or networks where federated endpoints might influence your reports.

To add a filter, append the following to the end of the URL:



/filter/[AllStreams].[Second Tenant Id]\|[YOUR TENANT ID HERE]

F ILT ERF ILT ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N C Q D Q UERY  F ILT ER EXA M P L EC Q D Q UERY  F ILT ER EXA M P L E

No blank values Some filters don't have the option to
filter for blank values. To filter blank
values manually, use the blank
expression and set the filter to Equals
or Not Equals, depending on your
needs.

Second Building Name <> ^\s*$

Exclude common subnets Without a valid building file to
separate managed from unmanaged
networks, home networks will be
included in the reports. These home
subnets are outside the scope of IT's
control and can be quickly excluded
from a report. Common subnets, as
defined in this article, are 10.0.0.0,
192.168.1.0 and 192.168.0.0.

Second Subnet <> 10.0.0.0 |
192.168.0.0 | 192.168.1.0

View inside only Used to filter a report for managed
(inside) or unmanaged (outside). The
managed CQD template is already
preconfigured with these filters.

Second Inside Corp = Inside

  How to find your tenant IDHow to find your tenant ID

Example:

https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com/cqd/#/1234567/2018-08/filter/[AllStreams].[Second Tenant Id]|[TENANTID]

To add a Dashboard-level filter to a URL, that filter must exist in CQD as either a Product or Dashboard level

filter. Add these filters to the URL after the Trending Month and before the URL parameters:

filter/DATA_MODEL_NAME|VALUE

For example, to apply a Product filter value of Microsoft Teams, you'd add the following:

filter/[AllStreams].[Is%20Teams]|[True]

Your entire URL would look something like this:

https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com/spd/#/Dashboard/2624085/2018-9/filter/[AllStreams].[Is%20Teams]|[True]

To apply URL filters with multi-select values, separate each value with a pipe ( | ) character. For example:

filter/[AllStreams].[Media%20Type]|[Video]|[Audio]|[VBSS]

If you specify an invalid name or value, the URL filter won't be applied.

You can use a URL filter to filter every report for a specific dimension. The most common URL filters are used to

filter reports to exclude federated participant telemetry, or focus on only Teams or Skype for Business Online.

Excluding federated data from CQD reports is useful when you're remediating managed buildings or networks

where federated endpoints might influence your reports.

The tenant ID in CQD corresponds to the Directory ID in Azure. If you don't know your Directory ID, you can find

it in the Azure portal:

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Azure portal: https://portal.azure.com

https://portal.azure.com


Login-AzureRmAccount

 Comparing Teams and Skype for Business CQD data

 Related topics

2. Select Azure Active Director yAzure Active Director y .

3. Under ManageManage, select Proper tiesProper ties . Your tenant ID is in the Director y IDDirector y ID box.

You can also find your tenant ID by using PowerShell:

When reviewing your data, you may see differences in data between Teams and Skype for Business. Some

reasons:

Differences in the mechanisms for ensuring performance and reliability:

Differences in IP address ranges between Teams and Skype for Business. The Teams IP ranges are newer,

which could cause connectivity problems at the firewall.

Teams has auto-reconnect and fast roaming. Skype for Business doesn't.

Teams has dynamic bandwidth management. Skype for Business doesn't.

Improve and monitor call quality for Teams

What is CQD?

Set up Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)

Upload tenant and building data

Use CQD to manage call and meeting quality

Dimensions and measures available in CQD

Stream Classification in CQD

Use Power BI to analyze CQD data
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User sur veyUser sur vey

DevicesDevices

This article will help you - the Teams admin or support and helpdesk engineer - to develop a process for

monitoring and maintaining call and meeting quality for your organization by using Microsoft Teams Call

Quality Dashboard (CQD). Our guidance emphasizes audio-quality scenarios because any network

improvements you make to improve the audio experience will translate to improvements in video and sharing.

Key to this guidance are the two curated CQD templates - we recommend that you download them before you

go through the guidance in this article.

This article assumes that you've already set up CQD.

Once you've rolled out meetings and voice in Teams, you'll need a plan for ongoing monitoring and

maintenance. Doing so will ensure that Teams is always running optimally. This plan should include the key

areas listed below. You should also establish targets for quality metrics and a plan for troubleshooting and

isolating problems when they happen.

Break down the metrics by internal calls (within your
organization, such as VPN, WiFi, wired) or external calls

Break down the metrics by building or network

VPN calls

Calls using TCP, UDP, or proxy

Identify and remediate any network or firewall problems

Gain insights into the percentages of call setup and drop
failures

Learn where the majority of call setup and drop failures
occur

Use Rate My Call data to learn about users' actual
experience

Where are the poor experiences occurring?

Correlate the poor experience with call quality, reliability,
and devices

Learn which microphones and speakers are most
commonly used and their impact on call quality

Are the supporting audio, video, USB, and WiFi drivers
being regularly patched?

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/quality-of-experience-review-guide.md
https://aka.ms/QERtemplates


ClientsClients
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  Intended audienceIntended audience

 What is quality?

  Service metricsService metrics

  Poor stream ratePoor stream rate

Learn which client types and versions are being used
and their impact on call quality and reliability

By continually assessing and remediating the areas described in this article, you can reduce their potential to

negatively affect your users. Most user problems can be grouped into the following categories:

Incomplete firewall or proxy configuration

Poor Wi-Fi coverage

Insufficient bandwidth

VPN

Inconsistent or outdated client versions and drivers

Unoptimized or built-in audio devices

Problematic subnets or network devices

Through proper planning and design before deploying Teams or Skype for Business Online, you can reduce the

amount of effort that will be required to maintain high-quality experiences.

This article focuses on using the Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) Online as the primary tool to report and

investigate each area, with a special emphasis on audio to maximize adoption and impact. Any improvements

made to the network to improve the audio experience will also directly translate to improvements in video and

desktop sharing.

To accelerate your assessment, two curated CQD templates are provided: one is for managing all networks and

the other is filtered for managed (internal) networks only. Although the All Networks template reports are

configured to display building and network information, they can still be used while you work toward collecting

and uploading building information. Uploading building information into CQD enables the service to enhance

reporting by adding custom building, network, and location information while differentiating internal from

external subnets. For more information, read Building mapping.

This article is intended to be used by partner and customer stakeholders with roles such as Collaboration

Lead/Architect, Consultant, Change Management/Adoption Specialist, Support/Help Desk Lead, Network Lead,

Desktop Lead, and IT Admin.

This article is also intended to be used by the designated quality champion(s). For more information, see the

Quality Champion role.

In this context, quality is a combination of service metrics and user experience.

Service metrics consist of specific client-based metrics. During each call, the client collects telemetry for the call

and submits a report at the end of each call that can later be accessed in CQD or in per-user call analytics. These

metrics include (but aren't limited to):

Poor Stream (incoming and outgoing)

Setup Failure Rate

Drop Failure Rate

The poor stream rate (PSR) represents the organization's overall percentage of streams that have poor quality.

https://aka.ms/qertemplates
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/4-envision-plan-my-service-management
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Jitter >30 ms This is the average change in delay
between successive packets. Teams and
Skype for Business can adapt to some
levels of jitter through buffering. It's
only when the jitter exceeds the
buffering that a participant notices the
effects of jitter.

The packets arriving at different speeds
cause a speaker's voice to sound
robotic.

Packet loss rate >10% or 0.1 This is often defined as a percentage of
packets that are lost. Packet loss
directly affects audio quality—from
small, individual lost packets that have
almost no impact to back-to-back
burst losses that cause audio to cut
out completely.

The packets being dropped and not
arriving at their intended destination
cause gaps in the media, resulting in
missed syllables and words, and
choppy video and sharing.

Round-trip time >500 ms This is the time it takes to get an IP
packet from point A to point B and
back to point A. This network
propagation delay is tied to the
physical distance between the two
points and the speed of light, and
includes additional overhead taken by
the various devices in the network
path.

The packets taking too long to arrive
at their destination cause a walkie-
talkie effect.

NMOS degradation average >1.0 Average Network Mean Opinion Score
(NMOS) degradation for the stream.
Represents how much the network loss
and jitter has affected the quality of
received audio that caused the NMOS
to drop by more than one point.

This is a combination of jitter, packet
loss, and—to a lesser degree—
increased round-trip time. The user
might be experiencing a combination
of these symptoms.

This metric is meant to highlight areas where your organization can concentrate effort to have the strongest

impact toward reducing this value and improving the user experience, which is why managed networks are the

primary focus when looking at PSR. External users are important too, but investigation differs on an

organizational basis. Consider providing best practices for external users, and investigate external calls

independently from the overall organization.

The actual measurement in CQD varies by workload, but for the purposes of this article, we focus primarily on

the Audio Poor Percentage measurement. PSR is made up of the five network metric averages described in the

following table. For a stream to be classified as poor, only one metric needs to exceed the defined threshold.

CQD provides the "Poor Due To…" measurements to better understand what condition caused the stream to be

classified as poor. To learn more, read Stream classification in CQD.

CQD provides the "Poor due to…" measurements to better understand what condition caused the stream to be classified

as poor.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/office/communications-server/bb894481(v=office.12)#network-mos


Average ratio of concealed samples
>7% or 0.07

Average ratio of the number of audio
frames with concealed samples
generated by packet loss healing to
the total number of audio frames. A
concealed audio sample is a technique
used to smooth out the abrupt
transition that would usually be caused
by dropped network packets.

High values indicate that significant
levels of loss concealment were applied
and resulted in distorted or lost audio.
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  Setup Failure RateSetup Failure Rate

Streams let us know which particular leg of the call was poor - outgoing or incoming. When you're looking at

call analytics for a poor call, determine whether the poor call was due to that caller's stream (outbound) or

callee's stream (inbound). Determining which stream is impacting call quality is even more important for

conferences. If you're only looking at call data, you'll see how many conferences a person participates in, but you

won't see which people are active speakers, doing the most screen sharing.

Call data gives you usage metrics, but it won't necessarily lead you to the root cause for poor call quality. By

looking at stream direction, you can identify factors such as a call that's not on a managed network, a call from a

non-employee (e.g., a vendor or someone on a different network). In these cases, if the other person's network

connection was poor, the entire call will be flagged as poor. You can't do anything about external factors, so this

data isn't helpful.

Stream direction can also help you identify problematic devices or clients.

For example, If you have a limited budget for devices and want to provide devices only for heavy audio

users, use the audio usage report (VoIP) and filter for outbound streams and conferencing. Look for high-

volume audio users who are speaking into built-in microphones - these may correlate to poorer call

quality (and you might want to provide audio devices for these people). For added clarity, you could filter

for packet utilization, which will let you target especially high-volume audio users.

Another example involves screen sharing. If a customer is using an old Teams client, screen sharing

performance may be affected. You could address this problem by prioritizing client upgrades for people

who do a lot of screen sharing.

By identifying which direction of a stream is causing poor call quality, you can determine whether you've

got a QoS or bandwidth-related problem. If you haven't fully implemented QoS, or if you only mark

packets at the client and not at the inbound stream, you might see poorer call quality. By looking at

stream direction, you can get a more granular view of packet loss, latency, or jitter in a specific direction.

For example, let's say a user complains of robotic audio while on a wired connection ( jitter). By

looking at stream and direction, you can determine that the problem happens on the inbound stream,

only for a specific set of subnets. After you give this information to your networking team, they can

track it down to a misconfigured WAN accelerator that was not bypassing media traffic. Once the

network team reconfigures the WAN accelerator, jitter disappears and call quality improves.

The setup failure rate, otherwise known as the Total Call Setup Failure Percentage measurement in CQD, is the

number of streams where the media path couldn't be established between the endpoints at the start of the call.

This represents any media stream that couldn't be established. Given the severity of the impact of this problem

on the user experience, the goal is to reduce this value to as close to zero as possible. A high value for this metric

is more common in new deployments with incomplete firewall rules than a mature deployment, but it's still

important to watch on a regular basis.

This metric is calculated by taking the total number of streams that failed to set up divided by the total number



  Drop Failure RateDrop Failure Rate

  Define your target metricsDefine your target metrics
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AllAll Internal 2.0% 0.5% 2.0%

Overall 3.0% 1.0% 3.0%

ConferencingConferencing Internal 2.0% 0.5% 2.0%

Wired internal 1.0% 0.5% 1.0%

Wi-Fi 5 GHz internal 1.0% 0.5% 1.0%

Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz
internal

2.0% 0.5% 2.0%

Overall 2.0% 0.5% 3.0%

P2PP2P Internal 2.0% 0.5% 2.0%

Wired/Wi-Fi 5 GHz
internal

1.0% 0.5% 1.0%

Wired/Wi-Fi 5 GHz
overall

2.0% 1.0% 1.0%

Overall 2.0% 1.0% 3.0%

  User experienceUser experience

of streams that submitted a successful call detail record (CDR):

Setup Failure RateSetup Failure Rate = Total Call Setup Failed Stream Count / Total CDR Available Stream Count

The drop failure rate, otherwise known as the Total Call Dropped Failure Percentage measurement in CQD, is the

percentage of successfully established streams where the media path didn't terminate normally.

This represents any media stream that terminated unexpectedly. Although the impact of this isn't as severe as a

stream that failed to set up, it still negatively affects the user experience. Sudden and frequent media drops not

only can have a severe impact on the user experience, they result in the need for users to reconnect, resulting in

lost productivity (not to mention frustration).

The metric is calculated by taking the total number of dropped streams divided by the total count of streams

that set up successfully:

Drop Failure RateDrop Failure Rate = Total Call Dropped Stream Count / Total Call Setup Succeeded Stream Count

This section discusses some of the core service metrics that we use to assess the health of the services. By

continually assessing and driving efforts to keep these metrics below their defined targets, you'll help ensure

that your users experience consistent, reliable call quality. As a starting point, use the suggested targets in the

table below. Adjust the targets as needed to meet your business objectives.

Analyzing the user experience is more art than science, because the metrics gathered here don't always mean
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that there's a problem with the network or service but rather, they simply indicate that the user perceives a

problem. CQD includes a built-in survey mechanism — Rate My Call (RMC) — to help gauge overall user

experience. RMC will give you insight into the following questions from the perspective of your users:

Do I know how to use the solution?

Is the solution easy to use and intuitive, and does it support my day-to-day communication needs?

Does the solution help me get my job done?

What's my overall perception of the solution?

Can I use the solution at any point in time, regardless of where I am?

Can I set up and maintain a call?

Rate My Call (RMC) is built into Teams and Skype for Business. It automatically pops up after one in every 10

calls, or 10 percent. This brief survey asks the user to rate the call and provide a little context for why the call

quality might have been poor. A one or two rating is considered poor, three to four is good, and five is excellent.

Although it's somewhat of a lagging indicator, this is a useful metric for uncovering issues that service metrics

can miss.

The human factor: Users often ignore the survey when call quality is good, and they fill it out when call quality is bad. As a

result, your RMC reports might be skewed to the poor side even while service metrics are good.

You can use CQD to report on RMC user responses, and sample reports are included in the CQD template.

However, they aren't discussed in detail in this article.

You need a solid client and device strategy to help ensure that your users have a consistent and positive user

experience. A few key principles drive each readiness strategy.

Keeping the Teams client up-to-date ensures that your users are always getting the best-possible experience.

Microsoft releases frequent updates to the Teams client (the update installs itself in the background unless

you've turned off this functionality - which we don't recommend). It's also important to remember to patch

network, video, USB, and audio drivers, because they're often overlooked and can affect call and meeting quality.

Consider adding network, Wi-Fi, video, USB, and audio drivers to your current patch management process.

No one single strategy can affect the user experience more than your device readiness strategy. For example,

users who rely on their laptop speakers and microphone will experience a lot of background noise in calls and

meetings. Teams is designed to work with almost any device, but if you're having device-related problems, check

out Phone for Teams.

Operationalize a set of quality-management practices - this gives you the best chance of good call and meeting

quality. A good quality management plan addresses these categories:

Network :Network : Audio quality focused on the Poor Stream Ratio (PSR) metric, TCP usage, wired and wireless

subnets, and identifying the use of HTTP proxies and VPN

Endpoints:Endpoints: Audio devices and up-to-date clients

Ser vice Management:Ser vice Management: This category comprises two sections:

First is Microsoft's responsibility to manage and maintain the Teams and Skype for Business

Online services.



  Service management tasksService management tasks

  Network tasksNetwork tasks

  Endpoints tasksEndpoints tasks

 Use CQD to manage call quality

Second are tasks your organization manages to ensure reliable access to the service, such as

updating building information and maintaining firewalls for new Office 365 IP addresses as

infrastructure is added to the service.

Review the following list of tasks recommended to maintain quality. You should perform these tasks regularly -

for example, weekly.

These tasks range from ensuring there is sufficient bandwidth to reach the service without saturating internet

links, validating that quality of service (QoS) is in place on all managed network areas, and staying on top of

Office 365 IP ranges on firewalls.

There are two categories of network tasks: reliability and quality. Reliability focuses on measuring the user's

ability to make calls successfully and stay connected. Quality focuses on the aggregated telemetry sent to Teams

and Skype for Business Online by the user's client during the call and after it has ended.

Given the critical impact that reliability has on the user experience, we recommend that you assess and

investigate reliability metrics before you dive into quality.

The main task in this category removing any obstacles to regular Teams client updates. By default, Teams

automatically updates regularly (unless you turn off that setting, which we don't recommend).

You should also monitor devices and provide updates whenever you identify problems related to a device.

Once you've set up CQD, you're ready to start using it to manage call and meeting quality for your organization.

Most problems with Teams performance fall into the following categories:

Incomplete firewall or proxy configuration

Poor Wi-Fi coverage

Insufficient bandwidth

VPN

Inconsistent or outdated client versions and drivers

Unoptimized or built-in audio devices

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
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  CQD reports overviewCQD reports overview

  Teams vs. Skype for BusinessTeams vs. Skype for Business

  Summary reportsSummary reports

  Detailed reportsDetailed reports

/filter/[AllStreams].[Is Teams]|[FALSE]

Problematic subnets or network devices

If you take the time before you roll out Teams to assess these areas and remediate any deficiencies, you'll reduce

the amount of effort needed to maintain a high-quality Teams experience for all your users. For help assessing

your network in preparation for your Teams rollout, read Advisor for Teams and Prepare your network for

Teams.

Use the Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) to gain insight into the quality of calls made by using Teams and Skype

for Business services. CQD is designed to help Teams and Skype for Business admins and network engineers

optimize the network and keep a close eye on quality, reliability, and the user experience. CQD looks at

aggregate telemetry for an entire organization, where overall patterns can become apparent; this lets you make

informed assessments and plan remediation. CQD provides reports of metrics that provide insight into overall

quality, reliability, and user experience.

CQD, although useful for analyzing trends and subnets, doesn't always provide a specific cause for a given

scenario. It's important to understand this and set the correct expectation when using CQD:

CQD won't provide the root cause for every scenario

CQD won't contain Phone System or Audio Conferencing streams

CQD will call out areas for further investigation based on trends

Use the drop-down menu at the top of the screen to open a report. For a list of the data provided in each report,

read Data available in CQD reports.

New in January 2020: Download Power BI query templates for CQD. Customizable Power BI templates you can

use to analyze and report your CQD data.

CQD can report on both Teams and Skype for Business. However, there might be times when you want to

develop a report to look at Teams telemetry separate from Skype for Business.

To modify the summary reports page to look at only Teams or Skype for Business, select the Product FilterProduct Filter

drop-down menu from the top of the screen, and then select the product you want.

To filter all detailed reports, in the browser bar, append the following to the end of the URL:

Example:Example:

https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com/cqd/#/1234567/2018-5/filter/[AllStreams].[Is Teams]|[FALSE]

For more information about URL filters, read Filtering reports later in this section.

To filter an individual detailed report, add the filter Is Teams  to the report and set it to True or False.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/CQD-Power-BI-query-templates.zip?raw=true


  Managed versus unmanaged networksManaged versus unmanaged networks

  Dimensions, measures, and filtersDimensions, measures, and filters

  First vs. secondFirst vs. second

  Stream vs. callStream vs. call

By default, all endpoints in CQD are classified as external. As soon as a building file is introduced, we can begin

to look at managed endpoint data. As previously discussed, networks in CQD are defined as:

A managed network, often referred to as internal or inside, can be influenced and controlled by the

organization. This includes the internal LAN, the remote WAN, and VPN.

An unmanaged network, often referred to as external or outside, can't be influenced or controlled by the

organization. An example of an unmanaged network is a hotel or airport network.

A well-formed CQD query contains all three of the following parameters:

Dimension:Dimension: How I want to pivot on the data.

Measure:Measure: What I want to report on.

Filter :Filter : How I want to reduce the dataset the query returns.

Another way to look at this is that a dimension is the grouping function, a measure is the data I'm interested in,

and a filter is how I want to narrow down the results to those that are relevant to my query.

An example of a well-formed query is Show me Poor Streams [Measure] by Subnet [Dimension] forShow me Poor Streams [Measure] by Subnet [Dimension] for

Building 6 [Filter]Building 6 [Filter] . For more information, see Dimensions and measures available in CQD.

Many of the dimensions and measures in CQD are classified as first or second. CQD doesn't use caller/callee

fields—these have been renamed first and second because there are intervening steps between the caller and

callee. The following logic determines which endpoint involved is labeled as first:

FirstFirst will always be a server endpoint (Conference Server, Mediation Server, and so on) if a server is

involved in the stream or call.

SecondSecond will always be a client endpoint unless the stream is between two server endpoints.

If both endpoints are the same type, the choice of which is first is based on internal ordering of the user

agent category. This ensures the ordering is consistent.

For more information about determining the first or second endpoint when they're both the same, see

Dimensions and measures available in CQD.



  Good, poor, and unclassified callsGood, poor, and unclassified calls

  Common subnetsCommon subnets

 Reliability investigations

You need to understand the difference between a call and a stream to properly choose which dimensions or

measures you'll be looking at in CQD. Although CQD's primary focus is on streams, call-based measurements

are also available.

Stream:Stream: A stream exists between only two endpoints. There is only one stream for each direction, and

two streams are required for communication. Streams are useful for investigating buildings, networks, or

subnets. In some cases, both call and stream are used in the measurement's name (for example, Call

Setup Stream or Call Dropped Stream). These are still classified as streams.

Call:Call: A call is a grouping of all streams from all participants. A call consists of—at minimum—two

streams. A single call will have at least two endpoints, each with a minimum of one stream.

For additional guidance on whether the dimension or measure is referring to a call or a stream, see Dimensions

and measures available in CQD

A call is categorized either as good, poor, or unclassified. Let's take a moment to talk about each one in more

detail.

Good or poor :Good or poor : A good or poor call consists of a call that contains a complete set of service metrics, for

which a full QoE report was generated and received by the service. Determining whether a stream is

good or poor is described earlier in this article.

Unclassified:Unclassified: An unclassified stream doesn't contain a full set of service metrics. These can be short calls

—usually less than 60 seconds—where averages couldn't be computed and a QoE report wasn't

generated. The most common reason for calls to be unclassified is that there was little to no packet

utilization. An example of this would be a participant who joins a meeting on mute and never speaks. The

participant is receiving, but not transmitting, media. Without media being transmitted, there won't be any

metrics available for CQD to use to classify the endpoint's outbound media stream.

To learn more, read Stream classification in CQD.

Common subnets are specific private subnets that are used by hotels, home networks, hotspots, and similar

areas. These subnets are difficult to triage due to their widespread use. If your organization uses one of these

common subnets, we recommend that you move that network to another subnet. This will make reporting

easier in CQD. When noted, reports in the All Networks template have been configured to exclude these subnets

to eliminate them as a source of poor quality. Common subnets are defined below; their impact will vary by

organization.

10.0.0.0/24

192.168.0.0/24

192.168.1.0/24

192.168.2.0/24

172.20.10.0/24

192.168.43.0/24

When investigating a managed network that uses a common subnet, you'll need to use the Second Reflexive

Local IP dimension to group subnets. This dimension contains the endpoint's public IP address.

The first step to improving quality is to assess the state of reliability across the organization. Because reliability is

vital to a positive user experience, we start with the two components that measure reliability:

1. Setup failures:Setup failures: The call couldn't be established.
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  Setup failuresSetup failures

  Setup failure trend analysisSetup failure trend analysis

  A n a l y s i sA n a l y s i s

  Setup failure investigationsSetup failure investigations

NOTENOTE

  R e m e d i a t i o nR e m e d i a t i o n

C A L L  SET UP  FA IL URES REA SO NC A L L  SET UP  FA IL URES REA SO N T Y P IC A L  C A USET Y P IC A L  C A USE

Missing FW Deep Packet Inspection Exemption Rule Indicates that network equipment along the path prevented
the media path from being established due to deep packet
inspection rules. This is likely due to firewall rules not being
correctly configured. In this scenario, the TCP handshake
succeeded but the SSL handshake didn't.

2. Drop failures:Drop failures: The call was established and unexpectedly terminated.

Throughout this section, we'll cover methods to investigate both areas.

Not all reports included in the templates are covered in this article. However, the methods of investigation explained

below still apply. Please refer to the individual report description for more information.

Prioritize remediating setup failures in this area first, because these failures have a significant negative impact

on the user experience.

Begin your investigation by assessing the percentage of overall setup failures for the organization, and then

prioritize areas of investigation based on the highest percentage by building or network.

This report displays the total amount of streams, stream setup failures, and the stream setup failure rate. Point

to any one of the columns to display its individual values.

By using this report, you can answer the following questions and determine your next course of action:

What is the total call setup failure percentage for the current month?

Is the total call setup failure percentage below or above the defined target metric?

Is the failure trend worse or better than the previous month?

Is the failure trend increasing, steady, or decreasing?

Irrespective of your answers to these questions, take the time to investigate further by using the companion

sub-reports to look for any individual buildings or subnets that might need remediation. Although the overall

failure rate might be below the target metric, the failure rates for one or more buildings or networks might be

above the target metric and need investigation.

This summary report is used to discover and isolate any buildings or networks that might need remediation.

Be sure to adjust the Month Year report filter to the current month. Select EditEdit , and adjust the Month YearMonth Year  report filter

to save the new default month.

Focus your first remediation efforts on buildings or subnets that have the largest volume of failures. This will

maximize impact on the user experience and help to quickly reduce the rate of organizational call setup failures.

The following table lists the two reasons for setup failures as reported by CQD.



Missing FW IP Block Exception Rule Indicates that network equipment along the path prevented
the media path from being established to the Microsoft 365
or Office 365 network. This might be due to proxy or firewall
rules not being correctly configured to allow access to IP
addresses and ports used for Teams and Skype for Business
traffic.

C A L L  SET UP  FA IL URES REA SO NC A L L  SET UP  FA IL URES REA SO N T Y P IC A L  C A USET Y P IC A L  C A USE
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Configure firewalls Work with your network team and verify your firewalls
configuration against the Office 365 IP address list.

Verify that the media subnets and ports are included in the
firewall rules. 

Verify that the necessary ports are opened in the firewall.
UDP should be given priority because TCP is considered a
failback protocol for audio, video, and video-based screen
sharing, and its use will affect the quality of the call. Legacy
RDP application sharing uses TCP only.

  Drop failuresDrop failures

  Drop failure trend analysisDrop failure trend analysis

  A n a l y s i sA n a l y s i s

  Drop failure investigationsDrop failure investigations

  R e m e d i a t i o nR e m e d i a t i o n

As you begin your remediation, you can focus your efforts on a particular building or subnet. As the preceding

table shows, these issues are due to firewall or proxy configurations. Review the options in the following table

for remediation actions.

Unlike setup failure codes, CQD has no drop failure code to indicate why drop failures occur, which makes it

difficult to isolate a specific root cause. To better triage drop failures, use an inferred approach. By remediating

any areas of interest for media, patching clients and drivers, and driving usage of certified devices for Teams and

Skype for Business, you can expect drop failures to decline.

This report displays the total amount of audio streams, total drop failures, and the drop failure rate. Point to any

one of the columns to display its values.

By using this type of report, you can answer the following questions:

What is the current drop failure rate?

Is the drop failure rate below the defined target metric?

Is the failure trend worse or better than the previous month?

Is the failure trend increasing, steady, or decreasing?

Irrespective of the answers to the questions above, take the time to investigate using the sub-reports to look for

any buildings or networks that might need remediation. Although the overall drop failure rate might be below

the target metric, the drop failure rate for one or more buildings or networks might be above the target metric

and need investigation.

Failures reported here indicate that the call was dropped unexpectedly and resulted in a negative user

experience. Unlike the trending reports, these reports provide additional insights into specific subnets that need

further investigation.

Using the included table reports, you can isolate problem areas in the network where the drop rate is above the

target metric you've defined. Focus your first remediation efforts on buildings or subnets that have the highest

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://support.office.com/article/Office-365-URLs-and-IP-address-ranges-8548a211-3fe7-47cb-abb1-355ea5aa88a2#bkmk_teams
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Network/internetNetwork/internet CongestionCongestion: Work with your network team to monitor
bandwidth at specific buildings/subnets to confirm that there
are issues with overutilization. If you do confirm that there is
network congestion, consider increasing bandwidth to that
building or applying QoS. Use the included Quality Poor
Stream summary reports to review the problem subnets for
issues with jitter, latency, and packet loss, because these will
often precede a dropped stream.

QoSQoS: If increasing bandwidth is impractical or cost-
prohibitive, consider implementing QoS. This tool is very
effective at managing congested traffic and can guarantee
that media packets on the managed network are prioritized
above non-media traffic. Alternatively, if there's no clear
evidence that bandwidth is the culprit, consider these
solutions:

Perform a network readiness assessmentPerform a network readiness assessment : A network
assessment provides details about expected bandwidth
usage, how to cope with bandwidth and network changes,
and recommended networking practices for Teams and
Skype for Business. Using the preceding table as your
source, you have a list of buildings or subnets that are
excellent candidates for an assessment.

Clients (Skype for Business Online only)Clients (Skype for Business Online only) Some older Skype for Business clients have known,
documented issues with media reliability. Review the Call
Analytics reports from multiple affected users, or create a
custom Client Version table report in CQD filtered to specific
buildings or subnets with Total Call Dropped Failure %
measure. This information will help you understand whether
a relationship exists between call drops in that specific
building and a specific version of the client.

total stream count, to make the biggest impact.

Common causes of call drops:

Under-provisioned network or internet egress

No QoS configured on constrained networks

Older client versions

User behavior

After you discover your problem areas, you can use per-user call analytics to further review users in that

building for specific issues. Call analytics contains additional EUII data and can be useful for further isolating

potential reasons for the drop failures.

Regardless of your next step, it's a good practice to notify your helpdesk that an issue has been discovered with

specific buildings or subnets. This lets the helpdesk quickly respond to incoming calls and triage users more

efficiently. Flagged users can then be reported back to the engineering team for further investigation.

The following table lists some common methods to manage and remediate drop failures.

Microsoft Teams QoS guidance

Prepare your organization's network for Teams



DevicesDevices If devices are the culprit in call-quality problems, consider
updating offending devices. Read Phones for Teams to learn
more.

User behaviorUser behavior If you determine that neither network, devices, or clients are
the issue, consider developing a user adoption strategy to
educate users how to best join and exit meetings. A smarter
Teams and Skype for Business user will produce a better user
experience for all participants in the meeting. For example, a
user who puts their laptop to sleep (by closing the lid)
without exiting the meeting will be classified as an
unexpected call drop.
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 Quality investigations

NOTENOTE

  QualityQuality

  Quality trend analysisQuality trend analysis

NOTENOTE

The next step to assess the state of audio quality across the organization is to investigate Poor Stream Rate

(PSR), TCP, and proxy usage. It's important to remember that CQD data doesn't provide you a specific root cause,

but instead provides you with likely problem areas to begin a collaborative conversation with the appropriate

teams for remediation activities.

Not all reports included in the templates are covered in this article; however, the methods of investigation explained

below will still apply for those reports. Refer to the individual report description for more information.

The PSR percentages are used to indicate whether the organization is meeting defined metric targets for a given

focus area. It's important to note that even if the high-level percentages are within the defined target, individual

subnets or buildings might not meet the defined targets and, therefore, need further investigation. For example,

if the overall audio PSR percentage is 2 percent in April, which meets the sample target, individual buildings and

subnets might still be having poor experiences, depending on the overall distribution of that 2 percent.

To assess the percentage of poor streams, use the quality reports. Various quality reports are provided to review

metrics for overall, conferencing, two-party, PSTN calling, VPN, and meeting rooms. Monthly, weekly, and daily

reports are provided to assist in this process. Weekly and daily reports are limited to the Managed Networks

template to increase their effectiveness and reduce noise.

Trending reports display quality information over time and are used to help identify and understand quality

trends within each area of interest. As noted above, there are report trees included in the templates for

investigating quality; conferencing, two-party, PSTN calling, VPN, and meeting rooms. For the purposes of

analyzing quality, the investigative process is the same. However, we recommend that you start with

conferencing first, because any improvements in conference quality will also positively affect all other areas.

Investigating two-party, PSTN calling, and meeting rooms are similar to investigating conferencing. The focus is to isolate

buildings or subnets that have the worst quality and identify the reason for the poor quality.



IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  I n v e s t i g a t i o nIn v e s t i g a t i o n

  Quality investigationsQuality investigations

NOTENOTE

  R e m e d i a t i o nR e m e d i a t i o n

VPN-based reports are filtered by using the Second VPN dimension. This dimension requires that the VPN network

adapter be properly registered as a Remote Access Adapter. VPN vendors don't reliably use this flag, and your mileage will

vary depending on the VPN vendor deployed at your organization. Modify the VPN reports if needed by using the

building or network name.

By using these reports, you can answer the following questions:

What is the total PSR for the current month?

Is the PSR below the defined target metric?

Is PSR worse or better than the previous month?

Is the PSR trend increasing, steady, or decreasing?

Irrespective of the answers to the questions above, take the time to investigate by using the sub-reports to look

for any buildings or subnets that might need investigation. Although the overall PSR might be below the target

metric, often the PSR for one or more buildings or networks is above the metric and needs remediation.

The quality summary reports give you deeper insight into what contributed to the streams' being classified as

poor and helps to isolate problem areas in the managed network.

Although the dimensions used might differ slightly between report, each report will include measures for total

streams, total poor streams, PSR, and poor quality due to. Reports have been created for each area of interest:

conferencing, two-party, PSTN calling, VPN, and meeting rooms. The Managed Network template includes

additional reports to take advantage of the location information uploaded via the building file.

Common subnets are difficult to triage due to their widespread use. A separate report that displays the client's public IP

(Second Reflexive Local IP) has been added to the All Networks template to assist with remediating offices that use

common networks.
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NetworksNetworks CongestionCongestion: An overused or under-provisioned network
can cause issues with media quality. Work with the network
team to determine whether the network connections from
the user to the internet egress point has enough bandwidth
to support media. 

Perform a network readiness assessmentPerform a network readiness assessment : A network
assessment provides details about expected bandwidth
usage, how to cope with bandwidth and network changes,
and recommended networking practices for Teams and
Skype for Business. Using the preceding table as your
source, you have a list of buildings or subnets that are
excellent candidates for an assessment.

Quality of Ser vice (QoS)Quality of Ser vice (QoS) QoS is a proven tool to help prioritize packets on a
congested network to ensure they arrive at their destination
intact and on time. Consider implementing QoS across your
organization to maximize the quality of the user experience
where bandwidth is constrained. QoS will help solve issues
typically associated with high levels of packet loss, and—to a
lesser degree—jitter and round-trip times.

Focus your remediation efforts on buildings or subnets that have the largest volume of streams, because this

will maximize impact and help to improve the user experience quickly. Use the jitter, packet loss, and round-trip

time (RTT) measurements to understand what's contributing to the poor quality (it's possible for there to be

more than one problem):

J itterJitter : Media packets are arriving at different speeds, which causes a speaker to sound robotic.

Packet lossPacket loss : Media packets are being dropped, which creates the effect of missing words or syllables.

RTTRTT: Media packets are taking a long time to get to their destination, which creates a walkie-talkie effect.

To assist your investigation into quality issues, use per-user call analytics. With Call Analytics, you can look at a

specific conference or user's call report. This report will contain EUII/PII data and is useful when you're looking

for the cause of a failure. After you know which building is affected, it should be straightforward to track down

users in that building.

Don't forget to let your helpdesk know that these networks are experiencing quality issues, so they can quickly

triage and respond to incoming calls.

Prepare your organization's network for Teams

Teams QoS guidance



Wi-FiWi-Fi Wi-Fi can have a significant impact on call quality. Wi-Fi
deployments don't typically take into consideration the
network requirements for VoIP services and are often a
source of poor quality. For more information about
optimizing your Wi-Fi infrastructure, see this article about
Wi-Fi planning.

Wireless driverWireless driver : Ensure that wireless drivers are up to date.
This will help mitigate any poor user experience related to an
outdated driver. Many organizations don't include wireless
drivers in their patch cycles, and these drivers can go
unpatched for years. Many wireless issues are solved by
ensuring the wireless drivers are up to date.

WMMWMM: Wireless Multimedia Extensions (WMM), also known
as Wi-Fi Multimedia, provides basic QoS features to wireless
networks. Modern wireless networks must support many
devices. These devices compete for bandwidth and can lead
to quality issues for VoIP services, where speed and latency
are vital. Consult your wireless vendor for specifics and
consider implementing WMM on your wireless network to
prioritize Skype for Business and Teams media.

Access point densityAccess point density : Access points might be too far
apart or not in an ideal location. To minimize potential
interference, place extra access points in conference rooms
and in locations that aren't obstructed by walls or other
objects where the Wi-Fi signal is weak.

2.4 GHz versus 5 GHz2.4 GHz versus 5 GHz: 5 GHz provides less background
interference and higher speeds, and should be prioritized
when deploying VoIP over Wi-Fi. However, 5 GHz isn't as
strong as 2.4 GHz and doesn't penetrate walls as easily.
Review your building layout to determine which frequency
you can rely on for the best connection.

Network deviceNetwork device Larger organizations might have hundreds of devices spread
out across the network. Work with your network team to
ensure that the network devices from the user to the
internet are maintained and up to date.

VPNVPN VPN appliances aren't traditionally designed to handle real-
time media workloads. Some VPN configurations prohibit
the use of UDP (which is the preferred protocol for media)
and rely on TCP only. Consider implementing a VPN split-
tunnel solution to help reduce VPN as a source of poor
quality.

ClientsClients  
(Skype for Business Online only)

Ensure all clients are being regularly updated.

DevicesDevices If devices are the culprit in call-quality problems, consider
updating offending devices. Read Phones for Teams to learn
more.

DriversDrivers Patching network (Ethernet and Wi-Fi), audio, video, and
USB drivers should be part of your overall patch
management strategy. Many quality issues are solved by
updating drivers.

REM EDIAT IO NREM EDIAT IO N GUIDA N C EGUIDA N C E

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/certification/plan-wifi


Meeting rooms on Wi-FiMeeting rooms on Wi-Fi We highly recommend that meeting room devices be
connected to the network by using at least a 1-Gbps
Ethernet connection. Meeting room devices typically include
multiple audio and video streams, along with meeting
content such as screen sharing, and have higher network
requirements than other Teams or Skype for Business
endpoints. Meeting rooms are, by definition, stationary
devices where Wi-Fi affords a benefit only during installation.

Meeting rooms need to be treated with extra care and
attention to ensure that the experience using these devices
is meeting or exceeding expectations. Quality issues with
meeting rooms are usually going to be escalated quickly,
because they're often used by senior-level staff.

With all things being equal (apart from convenience), Wi-Fi
performance is often less than a wired connection. With the
rise of "bring your own device" policies and the proliferation
of laptops, Wi-Fi access points are often over-utilized. Real-
time media might not be prioritized on Wi-Fi networks,
which can lead to quality issues during peak use times. This
heavy usage can coincide with a meeting where there might
be a dozen people in attendance, each with their own laptop
and smartphone, all connected to the same Wi-Fi access
point as the meeting room device.

Wi-Fi should only be considered as a temporary solution, for
a mobile installation, or when Wi-Fi has been properly
provisioned to support business-class, real-time–based
media.
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  TCPTCP

NOTENOTE

  TCP usageTCP usage

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is considered a failback transport and not the primary transport you want

for real-time media. The reason it's a failback transport is due to the stateful nature of TCP. For example, if a call

is made on a latent network and media packets are delayed, then packets from a few seconds ago—which are

no longer useful—compete for bandwidth to get to the receiver, which can make a bad situation worse. This

makes the audio healer stitch and stretch audio, resulting in audible artifacts, often in the form of jitter.

The reports in this section don't make a distinction between good and poor streams. Given that UDP is

preferred, the reports look for the use of TCP for audio, video, and video-based screen sharing (VBSS). Poor

stream rates are provided to help compare UDP quality versus TCP quality so that you can focus your efforts

where the impact is the greatest. TCP usage is primarily caused by incomplete firewall rules. For more

information about firewall rules for Teams and Skype for Business Online, see Microsoft 365 and Office 365

URLs and IP address ranges.

Audio, video, and VBSS all prefer UDP as their primary transport. The legacy RDP Application Sharing workload only uses

TCP.

TCP reports indicates the overall TCP usage over the last seven months. All further reports in this section will

focus on narrowing down specific buildings and subnets where TCP is most commonly used. Separate reports

are available for both conferencing and two-party streams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
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  TCP vs. UDPTCP vs. UDP

By using this report, you can answer the following questions:

What is the total volume of TCP streams for the current month?

Is it worse or better than the previous month?

Is the TCP usage trend increasing, steady, or decreasing?

Is the TCP PSR the same as my overall PSR?

If you notice that the TCP usage trend is increasing or above normal monthly usage, take the time to investigate

by using the sub-reports to look for any buildings or networks that might need remediation. Ideally, you want as

few TCP-based audio sessions as possible on the managed network.

This report identifies the volume of TCP versus UDP usage reporting on the latest month for audio, video, and

video-based screen sharing (VBSS).



  A n a l y s i sA n a l y s i s

  TCP investigationsTCP investigations

  R e m e d i a t i o nR e m e d i a t i o n
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Configure firewall Verify that Microsoft 365 or Office 365 IP ports and
addresses are excluded from your firewall. For media-related
TCP issues, focus your initial efforts on the following:

Verify Use the Microsoft Network Assessment Tool to check for
issues with connectivity to specific Microsoft 365 or Office
365 IP addresses and ports from the affected building or
subnet.

  HTTP proxyHTTP proxy

Although you want TCP usage to be as low as possible, you might see a bit of TCP usage in an otherwise healthy

deployment. TCP by itself won't contribute to a poor call, so stream rates are provided to help identify whether

TCP usage is a contributor to poor quality.

In the provided CQD templates, navigate to the TCP Streams by Building and Subnet reports by using either the

Managed Networks or All Networks template. For the purpose of investigating TCP usage, the process is the

same, so we'll focus the discussion here on conferencing.

This report identifies specific buildings and subnets that are contributing to the volume of TCP usage. An

additional report is also included to identify the Microsoft Relay IP that was used in the call to help isolate

missing firewall rules. Focus your remediation efforts on those buildings that have the highest volume of TCP

streams to maximize impact.

The most common cause of TCP usage is missing exception rules in firewalls or proxies. We'll be talking about

proxies in the next section, so for now focus your efforts on the firewalls. By using the building or subnet

provided, you can determine which firewall needs to be updated.

Verify that the client media subnets 13.107.64.0/18
and 52.112.0.0/14 are in your firewall rules.

UDP ports 3478–3481 are the required media ports
and must be opened, otherwise the client will fail
back to TCP port 443.

HTTP proxies aren't the preferred path for establishing media sessions, for a multitude of reasons. Many contain

deep packet inspection features that can prevent connections to the service from being completed and

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=53885
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  HTTP proxy usageHTTP proxy usage

  A n a l y s i sA n a l y s i s

introduce disruptions. Additionally, almost all proxies force TCP as opposed to allowing UDP, which is

recommended for optimal audio quality.

We always recommend that you configure the client to directly connect to Teams and Skype for Business

services. This is especially important for media-based traffic.

We recommend that you upload a valid building file so you can distinguish inside from outside audio streams when

analyzing proxy usage.

The HTTP proxy stream report in this section of the template is much like the TCP reports. It doesn't look at

whether calls are poor or good, but whether the call is connected over HTTP.

You want to see as few HTTP media streams as possible. If you have streams traversing your proxy, consult your

networking team to ensure that the proper exclusions are in place so that clients are directly routing to Teams or

Skype for Business Online media subnets.

If you have only one internet proxy in your organization, verify the proper Microsoft 365 or Office 365 URLs and

IP address range exclusions. If more than one internet proxy is configured in your organization, use the HTTP

sub-report to isolate which building or subnet is affected.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges


  HTTP proxy investigationsHTTP proxy investigations
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 Endpoint investigations

NOTENOTE

  Client versionsClient versions

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  RemediationRemediation

For organizations that can't bypass the proxy, ensure that the Skype for Business client is configured to sign in

properly when it's located behind a proxy, as outlined in the article Skype for Business should use proxy server

to sign in instead of trying direct connection.

This report identifies specific buildings and subnets that are contributing to HTTP usage.

We recommend that you always bypass proxies for Skype for Business and Teams, especially media traffic.

Proxies don't make Skype for Business more secure, because its traffic is already encrypted. Performance-related

problems can be introduced to the environment through latency and packet loss. Issues such as these will result

in a negative experience with audio, video and screen sharing, where real-time streams are essential.

The most common cause of HTTP usage is missing exception rules in proxies. By using the building or subnet

provided, you can quickly determine which proxy needs to be configured for media bypass.

Verify that the required Microsoft 365 or Office 365 FQDNs are add to an allowlist in your proxy.

This section is focused on the tasks for reporting on client versions and the use of certified devices. Reports are

available to outline usage for client versions, client type, capture devices and drivers (microphone), video

capture devices, and Wi-Fi vendor and driver versions.

Not all reports included in the templates are covered in this article; however, the methods of investigation explained

below still apply. Refer to the individual report description for more information.

These reports focus on identifying Skype for Business client versions in use and their relative volume in the

environment.

Currently, Teams clients are distributed and updated automatically through the Azure Content Delivery Network and will

be kept up to date by the service. As a result, you don't need to monitor Teams client versions (unless you turn off the

auto updating, which we don't recommend).

Unless you exclude federated participant data, these reports will include client telemetry from federated

endpoints. To exclude federated endpoints, you must add a query filter for Second Tenant ID set to your

organization's tenant ID. Alternatively, you can use a URL filter to exclude federated participant telemetry.

A critical part of driving high-quality user experiences is ensuring that managed clients are running up-to-date

versions of Skype for Business, in addition to ensuring the supporting audio, video, network, and USB drivers

are up to date. This provides several benefits, among them:

It's easier to manage a few versions versus many versions.

It provides a level of consistency of experience.

It makes it easier to troubleshoot problems with call quality and usability.

Microsoft continually makes general improvements and optimizations across the product. Ensuring that

users receive these updates reduces their risk of running into a problem that has already been solved.

Limiting your deployment to client versions that are less than six months old will improve the overall user

https://support.microsoft.com/help/3207112/skype-for-business-should-use-proxy-server-to-sign-in-instead-of-tryin
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges


  DevicesDevices

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

experience and improve manageability by reducing the number of versions that need to be supported.

If you're using only Office Click-to-Run, you'll automatically be within the six-month window. No further action is

required.

If you have a mix of Click-to-Run and installer packages (MSI), you can use the report to verify that the MSI

clients are being updated regularly. If you notice clients are falling behind, work with the team responsible for

managing Office updates and ensure that they're approving and deploying client patches regularly.

It's also important to consider and ensure that the network, video, USB, and audio drivers are being patched as

well. It can be easy to overlook these drivers and not include them in your patch management strategy.

Version numbers for Skype for Business can be found via the links below:

Release information for updates to Microsoft 365 Apps

Update history for Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise

Skype for Business downloads and updates

To make use of the microphone device report, we need to understand the concept of the mean opinion score

(MOS). MOS is the gold-standard measurement to gauge the perceived audio quality. It's represented as an

integer rating from 0 to 5.

The basis of all measures of voice quality is how a person perceives the quality of speech. Because it's affected

by human perception, it's inherently subjective. There are several different methodologies for subjective testing.

Most voice quality measures are based on an absolute categorization rating (ACR) scale.

In an ACR subjective test, a statistically significant number of people rate their quality of experience on a scale of

1 (bad) to 5 (excellent). The average of the scores is the MOS. The resulting MOS depends on the range of

experiences that were exposed to the group and to the type of experience being rated.

Because it's impractical to conduct subjective tests of voice quality for a live communication system, Microsoft

Teams and Skype for Business generate MOS values by using advanced algorithms to objectively predict the

results of a subjective test.

The available set of MOS and associated metrics provide a view into the quality of the experience being

delivered to the users by an audio device.

By supplying users with devices certified for Teams and Skype for Business, you reduce the likelihood of

encountering negative experiences due to the device itself (which is more likely, for example, with built-in laptop

speakers and microphones). For more information, see these articles on the certification program and the

partner solutions catalog.

The device reports are used to assess device usage by volume and MOS score (audio only), and can be found in

the accompanying templates under Clients & Devices.

Unless you exclude federated participant data, these reports will include client telemetry from federated endpoints. To

exclude federated endpoints, you must add a query filter for Second Tenant IDSecond Tenant ID set to your organization's tenant ID.

ALternatively, you can use a URL filter to exclude federated participant telemetry.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/officeupdates/release-notes-office365-proplus
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/officeupdates/update-history-office365-proplus-by-date
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/software-updates
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/certification/overview
https://partnersolutions.skypeforbusiness.com/solutionscatalog/personal-peripherals-pcs
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 Related topics

You might notice when viewing this report that you see the same device reported multiple times. This is due to the way

the device is reported being reported to CQD. Differences in hardware and OS locale cause differences in how device data

is reported.

Typically, you'll need to discover and phase out non-certified devices and replace them with certified devices.

Some considerations when reviewing the device reports include:

Are the devices in use certified for Teams and Skype for Business?

You can identify users of a specific device by using per-user call analytics. Check to make sure they have the

latest device drivers and that their device isn't connected through a USB hub or docking station.

How many different versions of various drivers are in use? Are they being patched regularly? Ensuring that

audio, video, and Wi-Fi drivers are being patched regularly will help eliminate these as a source of quality

issues and make the user experience more predictable and consistent.

The next task is to determine the overall usage of certified audio devices. We recommend that at least 80

percent of all audio streams use a certified audio device. This is best accomplished by exporting the microphone

devices report to Excel to calculate the usage of certified or approved devices. Organizations typically keep a list

of all approved devices, so filtering and sorting the data should be straightforward.

Video drivers are important to keep updated as well. Ensuring that video cards are being regularly patched will

help exclude video drivers as a source of poor quality for video streams. Using certified video devices will help

ensure a smooth and high-quality user experience. Video devices that support H.264 native encoding are

preferred, to reduce CPU usage during video conferencing.

Wi-Fi drivers also need to be patched on a regular cadence as well and should be included in your patch

management strategy. Many quality issues can be corrected by maintaining up-to-date Wi-Fi drivers. For more

information about optimizing your Wi-Fi infrastructure, see this article about Wi-Fi planning.

Use Advisor for Teams

Prepare your network for Teams

Office 365 Network Connectivity Principles

Teams analytics and reporting

Manage your devices in Teams

Improve and monitor call quality for Teams

What is CQD?

Set up Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)

Upload tenant and building data

CQD data and reports

Dimensions and measures available in CQD

Stream Classification in CQD

https://partnersolutions.skypeforbusiness.com/solutionscatalog/personal-peripherals-pcs
https://partnersolutions.skypeforbusiness.com/solutionscatalog/personal-peripherals-pcs
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/certification/networking-wifi
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/microsoft-365-network-connectivity-principles
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 Frequently asked questions

  Why does CQD mark a call as "Good" if one or more meeting participants had a poor experience?Why does CQD mark a call as "Good" if one or more meeting participants had a poor experience?

Why does CQD mark a call as "Good" if one or more meeting participants had a poor experience?

Why do I see up to 0.2% difference in call and user count values on measures and how to get most accurate

volumes?

Why can't I see EUII in CQD?

Why am I seeing Skype for Business information in CQD when I've filtered for Teams only?

Why do my custom reports only return a maximum of 10,000 rows when I know there should be more entries?

Why do Wi-Fi VPN connections show as Wired instead of Wi-Fi?

Check out the rules CQD uses for stream classification.

For audio streams, any of the five classifiers, which are calculated for the average based on the length of the call,

could all be within "good" parameters. It doesn't mean the users didn't experience something that contributed to

an audio drop out, static, or glitch.

To determine if it was a network problem, look at the delta between the average values for the session and the

max values. Max values are the maximum detected and reported during the session.

Here's an example of how to troubleshoot this situation. Let's say you take a network trace during a call and the

first 20 minutes there are no lost packets but then you have a gap of 1.5 seconds of packets and then good for

the remainder of the call. The average is going to be <10% (0.1) Packet loss even in a Wireshark trace RTP

analysis. What was the Max Packet Loss? 1.5 Seconds in a 5-second period would be 30% (0.3). Did that occur

within the 5-second sampling period (maybe or it could be split over the sampling period)?

If network metrics look good in the averages and max values, then look to other telemetry data:

Check CPU Insufficient Event Ratio to see if the detected CPU resources available were insufficient and

caused poor quality.

Was the audio device in Half Duplex mode to prevent feedback due to microphones that are to close to

speakers?

Check the Device Half Duplex AEC Event Ratio. Was the device glitching or the microphone glitching

introducing noise or static due to USB Audio Drop outs when plugged into a Hub or Docking Station?

Check the Device Glitches and Microphone glitches event ratios. Was the device itself functioning properly?

Check the Capture and Render Device Not Functioning Event Ratios.

For more on dimensions and measures available in CQD telemetry, read Dimensions and measurements

available in Call Quality Dashboard.

For background noise, check mute event ratio to see the length of time participants were muted.

Create detailed reports in CQD and filter on Meeting ID to look at all users and streams in a meeting and add the

fields you are interested in. A user reporting the issue may not be the one that was having the issue. They are

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/CQD-frequently-asked-questions.md


  Why do I see up to 0.2% difference in call and user count values on measures and how to get most accurateWhy do I see up to 0.2% difference in call and user count values on measures and how to get most accurate
volumes?volumes?

  Why can't I see EUII in CQD?Why can't I see EUII in CQD?

  Why am I seeing Skype for Business information in CQD when I've filtered for Teams only?Why am I seeing Skype for Business information in CQD when I've filtered for Teams only?

  Why do my custom reports only return a maximum of 10,000 rows when I know there should be more entries?Why do my custom reports only return a maximum of 10,000 rows when I know there should be more entries?

  Why do Wi-Fi VPN connections show as Wired instead of Wi-Fi?Why do Wi-Fi VPN connections show as Wired instead of Wi-Fi?

 Related articles

just reporting the experience.

The telemetry will not necessarily call out the issue, but it can help you better understand where to look and

inform your decisions. Is it network, device, driver or firmware updates, usage, or user?

To compute call count and user count measures, a distinct countif operation is performed against the call or user

identifiers in the data set. On large data sets, there is an up to 0.2% error inherent with the distinct countif

operation. For the most accurate volume, you should rely on stream count measures since they do not rely on

this distinct countif operation. Filtering to reduce the data volume may reduce the error but may not eliminate

this source of error in distinct call and user counts. Refer to Dimensions and measurements available in Call

Quality Dashboard for which measures are impacted.

These admin roles can access CQD, but they can't view EUII (end-user identifiable information):

Microsoft 365 Reports Reader

Teams Communications Support Specialist

To learn more about roles that can access CQD - including EUII - read Assign roles for accessing CQD.

When you filter for Teams only in CQD reports (isTeams = 1), you're filtering for all calls where the first endpoint

is Teams. If the second endpoint is Skype for Business, that information will show up in your CQD report.

CQDv2 and CQDv3 will always have different total counts since CQDv3 will have new scenarios that CQDv2 will

not have. That’s why comparing Summary Total or Aggregated all-up numbers with no filters will have these

expected differences.

Depending on Customers’ scenario, CQDv3 will include SFB 2019 on-premises calls (if SFB 2019 is used with a

data connector), Skype Bot calls (AA, CVI, VDI), Live Events, and PSTN calls. Scenarios/Features that are available

for the customers, but their data are not in CQD V2.

For instance, it is expected that your customers and you will see 200,000 audio streams, with 5000 failures in

CQD V2 Summary Report, versus 300,000 audio streams with 5500 failures (coming from 2019 on-prem calls,

CVI calls, PSTN calls, and so on) in CQD V3.

In order to determine, if there are any unexpected differences, you must look at various breakdowns of the

overall data. Compare with intent. Slicing the data by User Agent Category Pair is one of the first things we

recommend. First Product and Second Product are also good slicers.

CQD is designed for summarized data queries, and is not designed for data export. We recommend

restructuring your reports, where possible, to prevent the 10,000 row limit from being exceeded. Start by

looking at your KPIs using broader, lower-cardinality dimensions, such as Month, Year, Date, Region, Country, etc.

From there, you can drill down into increasingly higher-cardinality dimensions. The Helpdesk and Location-

Enhanced Reports both provide good examples of this drill down workflow.

This is expected. The VPN vendor created a virtual ethernet adapter that is treated like a wired connection. Since

it's not properly labeled, the operating system doesn't know it's a WiFi connection and reports it as wired.

Improve and monitor call quality for Teams



What is CQD?

Set up Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)

Upload tenant and building data

CQD data and reports

Use CQD to manage call and meeting quality

Dimensions and measures available in CQD

Stream Classification in CQD

Use Power BI to analyze CQD data

Teams Troubleshooting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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 First and Second endpoint classification

USER A GEN TUSER A GEN T
C AT EGO RY  O FC AT EGO RY  O F
C A L L ERC A L L ER

USER A GEN TUSER A GEN T
C AT EGO RY  O FC AT EGO RY  O F
C A L L EEC A L L EE F IRST  EN DP O IN TF IRST  EN DP O IN T SEC O N D EN DP O IN TSEC O N D EN DP O IN T F IRST  IS C A L L ERF IRST  IS C A L L ER

AV-MCU OC (Skype for
Business client)

AV-MCU OC (Skype for
Business client)

TRUE

OC (Skype for
Business client)

AV-MCU AV-MCU OC (Skype for
Business client)

FALSE

OC (Skype for
Business client)

OC (Skype for
Business client)

OC (Skype for
Business client)

OC (Skype for
Business client)

FALSE

AV-MCU Mediation Server Mediation Server AV-MCU

Mediation Server AV-MCU Mediation Server AV-MCU TRUE

OC (Skype for
Business client)

OC Phone (Skype for
Business IP Phone)

OC (Skype for
Business client)

OC Phone (Skype for
Business IP Phone)

TRUE

OC Phone (Skype for
Business IP Phone)

OC (Skype for
Business client)

OC (Skype for
Business client)

OC Phone (Skype for
Business IP Phone)

FALSE

NOTENOTE

The Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) for Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business Online allows you to better

understand call quality of calls made with these services. This topic provides detailed information about the

dimensions and measurements visible through CQD. To learn more about CQD, see Use CQD to manage call and

meeting quality in Microsoft Teams.

Many of the dimensions and measurements in CQD are labeled as first or second. The following logic

determines which endpoint involved in the stream or call is labeled as first:

A Server endpoint (AV MCU, Mediation Server, and so on) is considered First when a Server is involved in the

stream or call.

A Client endpoint is considered Second unless the stream is between two Server endpoints.

If both endpoints are the same type, first vs. second is set based on internal ordering of the user agent

category to ensure that the ordering is consistent.

For example, here each row represents a pair of User Agents involved in a stream:

That First and Second classification is separate from which endpoint is the caller or callee. The First Is Caller dimension can

be used to help identify which endpoint was the caller or callee.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/dimensions-and-measures-available-in-call-quality-dashboard.md


 Dimensions
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EndpointEndpoint

First CPU Name String Name of the CPU used by
the first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Contoso
CPU X11 @ 1.80 GHz

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint

Second CPU Name String Name of the CPU used by
the second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Contoso
CPU X11 @ 1.80 GHz

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint

First CPU Number Of Cores Number of cores Number of CPU cores
available on the first
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  8

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint

Second CPU Number Of
Cores

Number of cores Number of CPU cores
available on the second
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  8

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint

First CPU Processor Speed CPU speed in MHz Speed in MHz of the CPU
used by the first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  1800

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint

Second CPU Processor
Speed

CPU speed in MHz Speed in MHz of the CPU
used by the second
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  1800

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint

First Endpoint String Machine name reported by
the first endpoint if the
endpoint is a server or a
cloud service client. 
Example value:Example value:
MACHINENAME

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint

Second Endpoint String Machine name reported by
the second endpoint if the
endpoint is a server or a
cloud service client. 
Example value:Example value:
MACHINENAME

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint

Dimensions information is based in part on data uploaded to the CQD portal. Many Dimension values can also

be used as filters. The following table lists the dimensions currently available in CQD, in the order listed in the

Query Editor used to create reports or edit previously defined reports.



First OS String Full Operating System and
architecture string reported
by the first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Windows
10.0.14996 SP: 0.0 Type:
1(Workstation) Suite: 256
Arch: x64 WOW64: True

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint

Second OS String Full Operating System and
architecture string reported
by the second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Windows
10.0.14996 SP: 0.0 Type:
1(Workstation) Suite: 256
Arch: x64 WOW64: True

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint

First OS Filtered String Operating System name
and major and minor
version reported by the first
endpoint. This string can
contain more than the OS
name and version. 
Example value:Example value:  Windows
10

• The endpoint did not
report this information 
• The report from this
endpoint was not received.

Second OS Filtered String Operating System name
and major and minor
version reported by the
second endpoint. This string
can contain more than the
OS name and version. 
Example value:Example value:  Windows
10

• The endpoint did not
report this information 
• The report from this
endpoint was not received

First OS Architecture String Hardware architecture
reported by the first
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  x64

• The endpoint did not
report this information 
• The report from this
endpoint was not received 
• The format of the
architecture wasn't
recognized

Second OS Architecture String Hardware architecture
reported by the second
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  x64

• The endpoint did not
report this information 
• The report from this
endpoint was not received 
• The format of the
architecture wasn't
recognized

First Virtualization Flag Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
"0x00" = None 
"0x01" = Hyper-V 
"0x02" = VMware 
"0x04" = Virtual PC 
"0x08" = Xen PC

Flag that indicates the type
of virtualization
environment reported by
the first endpoint.

• Data was not reported by
the endpoint

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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Second Virtualization Flag Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
"0x00" = None 
"0x01" = Hyper-V 
"0x02" = VMware 
"0x04" = Virtual PC 
"0x08" = Xen PC

Flag that indicates the type
of virtualization
environment reported by
the second endpoint.

• Data was not reported by
the endpoint

First Endpoint Make String Device manufacturer,
information is read from an
Endpoint Data file
EndpointMake field.

• No data file for the
endpoint

First Endpoint Model String Device model, information
is read from an Endpoint
Data file EndpointModel
field.

• No data file for the
endpoint

First Endpoint Type String Device type, information is
read from an Endpoint Data
file EndpointType field.

• No data file for the
endpoint

First Endpoint Label 1 String A customizable label,
information is read from an
Endpoint Data file .

• No data file for the
endpoint

First Endpoint Label 2 String A customizable label,
information is read from an
Endpoint Data file.

• No data file for the
endpoint

First Endpoint Label 3 String A customizable label,
information is read from an
Endpoint Data file.

• No data file for the
endpoint

Second Endpoint Make String Device manufacturer,
information is read from an
Endpoint Data file
EndpointName field.

• No data file for the
endpoint

Second Endpoint Model String Device model, information
is read from an Endpoint
Data file EndpointModel
field.

• No data file for the
endpoint

Second Endpoint Type String Device type, information is
read from an Endpoint Data
file EndpointType field.

• No data file for the
endpoint

Second Endpoint Label 1 String A customizable label,
information is read from an
Endpoint Data file.

• No data file for the
endpoint

Second Endpoint Label 2 String A customizable label,
information is read from an
Endpoint Data file.

• No data file for the
endpoint

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
P O SSIB L E  REA SO N S F O RP O SSIB L E  REA SO N S F O R
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Second Endpoint Label 3 String A customizable label,
information is read from an
Endpoint Data file.

• No data file for the
endpoint

First ASN String Autonomous system
number for the first
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  8069

• Network data was not
available to determine
endpoint ASN

Second ASN String Autonomous system
number for the second
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  8069

• Network data was not
available to determine
endpoint ASN

First ASN Country Code String Country code for the
Autonomous System
Number determined for the
first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  US

• Network data was not
available to determine
endpoint ASN

Second ASN Country Code String Country code for the
Autonomous System
Number determined for the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  US

• Network data was not
available to determine
endpoint ASN

First ASN Country String Country name for the
Autonomous System
Number determined for the
first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  United
States

• Network data was not
available to determine
endpoint ASN

Second ASN Country String Country name for the
Autonomous System
Number determined for the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  United
States

• Network data was not
available to determine
endpoint ASN

First ASN City String City name for the
Autonomous System
Number determined for the
first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Redmond

• Network data was not
available to determine
endpoint ASN

Second ASN City String City name for the
Autonomous System
Number determined for the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Redmond

• Network data was not
available to determine
endpoint ASN

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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First ASN State String State name for the
Autonomous System
Number determined for the
first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  WA

• Network data was not
available to determine
endpoint ASN

Second ASN State String State name for the
Autonomous System
Number determined for the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  WA

• Network data was not
available to determine
endpoint ASN

BuildingBuilding

First Network String Subnet used for media
stream by the first endpoint
if the subnet exists in
subnet to tenant building
data. 
Example value:Example value:
10.0.1.12.0

• Network data was not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not defined in
subnet-mapping data.

First Network Name String Name of network used for
media stream by first
endpoint. Based on
mapping subnet to tenant
building data. 
Example value:Example value:
USA/WA/REDMOND

• Network data was not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not defined in
subnet-mapping data

First Network Range String Network prefix/range of the
subnet used for the media
stream by the first
endpoint, based on data-
mapping subnet to tenant
building. 
Example value:Example value:  24

• Network data was not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not defined in
subnet-mapping data

First Building Name String Name of the building where
the first endpoint was
located based on mapping
subnet to tenant building
data. 
Example value:Example value:  Main

• Network data was not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not defined in
subnet-mapping data

First Ownership Type String Ownership type of the
building where the first
endpoint was located.
Based on mapping subnet
to tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  Contoso-
IT

• Network data was not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within the
corporate network or
network ownership is not
defined in subnet-mapping
data

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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First Building Type String Type of building where the
first endpoint was located
based on mapping subnet
to tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  Open
Office

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network building type is
not defined in subnet-
mapping data

First Building Office Type String Type of building where the
first endpoint was located
based on mapping subnet
to tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  Open
Office

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network building type is
not defined in subnet-
mapping data

First City String City where the first
endpoint was located based
on mapping subnet to
tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  Redmond

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
city defined in subnet-
mapping data

First Zip Code String Zip/Postal code where the
first endpoint was located
based on mapping subnet
to tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  98052

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
zip code defined in subnet-
mapping data

First Country String Country where the first
endpoint was located based
on mapping subnet to
tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  USA

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
country defined in subnet-
mapping data

First State String State where the first
endpoint was located based
on mapping subnet to
tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  WA

• Network data was not
reported by the endpoint
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
State defined in subnet-
mapping data.

First Region String Region where the first
endpoint was located based
on mapping subnet to
tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  North
America

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
region defined in subnet-
mapping data.
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First Express Route Boolean True if the subnet used for
the media stream by the
first endpoint is enabled for
Azure ExpressRoute, based
on mapping subnet to
tenant building data. You
can customize usage for
other purposes if you
decide to.

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have an
ExpressRoute flag set in
subnet-mapping data.

First Network Mapped VPN Boolean True if the subnet used for
the media stream by the
first endpoint is a VPN
subnet, based on mapping
subnet to tenant building
data.

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
VPN flag set in subnet-
mapping data.

Second Network String Subnet used for media
stream by second endpoint
if subnet exists in subnet to
tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:
10.0.1.12.0

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not defined in
subnet-mapping data

Second Network Name String Name of the network used
for the media stream by the
second endpoint, based on
mapping subnet to tenant
building data. 
Example value:Example value:  USA/ WA/
REDMOND

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network does not have a
network name defined in
subnet-mapping data

Second Network Range String Network prefix/range of the
subnet used for the media
stream by the second
endpoint, based on
mapping subnet to tenant
building data. 
Example value:Example value:  24

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network does not have a
network range defined in
subnet-mapping data

Second Building Name String Name of the building where
the second endpoint was
located based on mapping
subnet to tenant building
data. 
Example value:Example value:  Main

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
building name defined in
subnet-mapping data

Second Ownership Type String Ownership type of building
where the second endpoint
was located based on
mapping subnet to tenant
building data. 
Example value:Example value:  Contoso
— IT

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have
ownership defined in
subnet-mapping data
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Second Building Type String Type of building where the
second endpoint was
located based on mapping
subnet to tenant building
data. 
Example value:Example value:  Open
Office

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network building type is
not defined in subnet-
mapping data

Second Building Office Type String Office building type where
the second endpoint was
located based on mapping
subnet to tenant building
data. 
Example value:Example value:  Office

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
building office type defined
in subnet-mapping data.

Second City String City where the second
endpoint was located based
on mapping subnet to
tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  Redmond

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
city defined in subnet-
mapping data

Second Zip Code String Zip/Postal code where the
second endpoint was
located based on mapping
subnet to tenant building
data. 
Example value:Example value:  98052

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
zip code defined in subnet-
mapping data

Second Country String Country where the second
endpoint was located based
on mapping subnet to
tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  USA

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have
country defined in subnet-
mapping data

Second State String State where the second
endpoint was located based
on mapping subnet to
tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  WA

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
state defined in subnet-
mapping data
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Second Region String Region where the second
endpoint was located based
on mapping subnet to
tenant building data. 
Example value:Example value:  North
America

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have
region defined in subnet-
mapping data.

Second Express Route Boolean True if the subnet used for
the media stream by the
second endpoint is enabled
for ExpressRoute, based on
mapping subnet to tenant
building data.

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have an
ExpressRoute flag set in
subnet-mapping data

Second Network Mapped
VPN

Boolean True if the subnet used for
the media stream by the
second endpoint is a VPN
subnet, based on mapping
subnet to tenant building
data.

• Network data not
reported by the endpoint 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have a
VPN flag set in subnet-
mapping data.

First Inside Corp Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
Inside, Outside

Indicates if the first
endpoint was on a subnet
within the corporate
network, based on mapping
subnet to tenant building
data. By default, the
endpoint is considered
Outside. 
Example value:Example value:  Inside

Second Inside Corp Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
Inside, Outside

Indicates if the second
endpoint was on a subnet
within the corporate
network, based on mapping
subnet to tenant building
data. By default, the
endpoint is considered
Outside. 
Example value:Example value:  Inside

DeploymentDeployment

First Tenant Id String Tenant ID for the first
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  00000000
— 0000 -0000 - 0000 —
000000000000

• Tenant id for the first
endpoint could not be
determined. This may
indicate that the endpoint
was signed in to an on-
premise Skype for Business
Server deployment.
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Second Tenant Id String Tenant ID for the second
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  00000000
— 0000 - 0000 - 0000 —
000000000000

• Tenant id for the second
endpoint could not be
determined. This may
indicate that the endpoint
was signed in to an on-
premise Skype for Business
Server deployment.

First Pool String Skype for Business Online
pool FQDN assigned to the
first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
pool1.lync.com

• Indicates that the
endpoint was signed in to a
Microsoft Teams or Skype
for Business. This field will
only be populated for
streams using on-premise
Skype for Business Server
deployments.

Second Pool String Skype for Business Online
pool FQDN assigned to the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
pool1.lync.com

• Skype for Business Online
pool could not be
determined for the second
endpoint. This may indicate
that the endpoint was
signed in to an on-premise
Skype for Business Server
deployment.

Is Federated Boolean True if streams were
between two federated
tenants, False otherwise.

• It could not be
determined if this was a
federated stream 
• Some signaling data was
not collected

Region String Region where the
deployment was located
based on the home region
of the tenant. 
Example value:Example value:  North
America

• Network data not
reported 
• Network is not within
corporate network 
• Network does not have
region defined in subnet-
mapping data.

StreamStream

QoE Record Available Boolean True if at least one Quality
of Experience report was
available for call/session.
Many dimensions and
measurements are available
only if a QoE record was
available. If the call setup
fails, a QoE record will not
be available.
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CDR Record Available Boolean True if at least one Call
Detail Records was available
for call/session.

Media Line Label Integer Label in SDP for media line.
Use Media Type to
determine if label is used for
video, audio, app sharing,
or video based screen
sharing. 
Example value:Example value:  0

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint.

Media Type String Type of media (video, audio,
app sharing, or video based
screen sharing). 
Example value:Example value:  Audio

Media Line Label Text String The Session Description
Protocol (SDP) Label
Attribute of the media line
corresponding to the
stream. See RFC 4574 for
more detailed info. 
Example valuesExample values : 
main-audio
main-video
main-video1
main-video2
main-video3
main-video4
main-video5
main-video6
main-video7
main-video8
main-video9
panoramic-video
applicationsharing-video
data

First Is Server Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• Client 
• Server

Indicates if the first
endpoint is a server
endpoint such as a
conferencing server
(AVMCU, ASMCU) or other
media servers (Mediation
Server), or is a client
endpoint. Example value:Example value:
Client

Second Is Server Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• Client 
• Server

Indicates if the second
endpoint is a server
endpoint, or is a client
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Client

First Is Caller Boolean True if the first endpoint
was the caller who initiated
the session.
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First Network Connection
Detail

Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• Wired 
• WiFi 
• MobileBB 
• Tunnel 
• Other

Type of network used by
the first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Wired

• Data was not reported by
the endpoint

Second Network
Connection Detail

Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• Wired 
• WiFi 
• MobileBB 
• Tunnel 
• Other

Type of network used by
the second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Wired

• Data was not reported by
the endpoint

Stream Direction Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• First-to-Second 
• Second-to-First 

Indicates the direction of a
stream. 
• Example value:Example value:  First-to-
Second

• No data was reported to
indicate the direction of the
stream

Payload Description String Name of last codec used in
the stream. 
Example value:Example value:  SILKWide

• No data is available

Audio and Video Call Boolean True if call had both audio
and video streams, False
otherwise

• No data was reported to
indicate the media types of
the stream.

Duration 5 seconds or less Boolean True if stream had duration
of 5 seconds or less, False
otherwise.

Duration 60 seconds or
more

Boolean True if stream had duration
of 60 seconds of more,
False otherwise.

Is Teams Boolean True indicates that the first
or second user agent for
the stream is a Microsoft
Teams endpoint. 
False indicates that the user
agents are Skype for
Business endpoints.

Duration (Minutes) Range (minutes) Duration of stream in
minutes. Values grouped by
range. 
Example value:Example value:  065: [3–4)

Duration (Seconds) Range (seconds) Duration of stream in
seconds. Values grouped by
range. 
Example value:Example value:  062: [1 -2)

DateDate
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End Time String Time of day the call ended. • Call setup failed or was
not established (see CDR
Response Reason)

Year Integer Year of the end of the
stream. Values are reported
in the UTC time zone. 
Example value:Example value:  2018

Month Integer Month of the end of the
stream. Values are reported
in the UTC time zone. 
Example value:Example value:  2

Day Integer Day of the end of the
stream. Values are reported
in the UTC time zone. 
Example value:Example value:  1

Date String Date the stream ended.
Values are reported in the
UTC time zone. 
Example value:Example value:  2018-06-
01

Hour Integer Hour of the end of the
stream. Values are reported
in the UTC time zone. 
Example value:Example value:  1

Minute Integer Minute of the end of the
stream. Values are reported
in the UTC time zone. 
Example value:Example value:  30

Second Integer Second of the end of the
stream. Values are reported
in the UTC time zone. 
Example value:Example value:  12

Day Of Year Integer Day of year of the end of
the stream. Values are
reported in the UTC time
zone. 
Example value:Example value:  32

Day Of Week String Day of week of the end of
the stream. Values are
reported in the UTC time
zone. 
Example value:Example value:
Wednesday
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Day Number Of Week Integer Day number of week of the
end of the stream. Values
are reported in the UTC
time zone. 
Example value:Example value:  3

Week String Starting date of the week in
which the call took place. 
Example value:Example value:  2019-09-
01

• Call setup failed or was
not established (see CDR
Response Reason)

Month Year String Month and year of the end
of the stream. Values are
reported in the UTC time
zone. 
Example value:Example value:  2017-02

Full Month Date time Full Month of the end of
the stream. Values are
reported in the UTC time
zone. 
Example value:Example value:  2017-02-
01T00:00:00

Start time String Time of day the call started. • Call setup failed or was
not established (see CDR
Response Reason)

UserAgentUserAgent

First Domain String Domain of the first
endpoint's user. If the first
endpoint is a conference
server, it uses the domain
of the organizer of the
meeting. May also be the
domain of service accounts
used in scenario. 
Example value:Example value:
contoso.com

Second Domain String Domain of the second
endpoint's user. If the
second endpoint is a
conference server, it uses
the domain of the organizer
of the meeting. May also be
the domain of service
accounts used in scenario. 
Example value:Example value:
contoso.com

First User Agent Category String Category of the user agent
of the first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  OC

• A user agent does not
currently have a mapping
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Second User Agent
Category

String Category of the user agent
of the second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  OC

• A user agent does not
currently have a mapping

First User Agent String User agent string of the
first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
UCCAPI/16.0.7766.5281
OC/16.0.7766.2047 (Skype
for Business)

• No user agent reported
by first endpoint

Second User Agent String User agent string of the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
UCCAPI/16.0.7766.5281
OC/16.0.7766.2047 (Skype
for Business)

• No user agent was
reported by second
endpoint

Conference Type Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• conf:applicationsharing 
• conf:audio-video 
• conf:focus

Type of conference URI. 
Example value:Example value:
conf:audio-video

• Non-conference scenario.

Conference ID String Conference ID (or Call ID)
associated with the streams.
In cqd.teams.microsoft.com,
all calls have a call ID
regardless of whether they
are a person-to-person
(P2P) call or a conference
call. This dimension may
have too many rows to be
used as dimension in a
report. It can be used a
filter instead. 
Example valueExample value
(cqd.teams.microsoft.co(cqd.teams.microsoft.co
m):m):  5a962ccf-b9cb-436a-
a433-f28bf5404ad8

First Client App Version String Version of the application
used for the first endpoint.
Data is parsed from the
user agent string. 
Example value:Example value:
16.0.7766.2047

• The version string could
not be parsed 
• The value was not
reported.

Second Client App Version String Version of the application
used for the second
endpoint. Data is parsed
from the user agent string. 
Example value:Example value:
16.0.7766.2047

• The version string could
not be parsed 
• The value was not
reported.
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Meeting Id String The identifier for the
meeting, generated when
the meeting was created. 
Example value:Example value:
19:meeting_MzB...zIw@thre
ad.v2

NetworkNetwork

Transport Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• UDP 
• TCP 
• Unrecognized

Network transport type
used by stream.
Unrecognized indicates that
the system could not
determine if the transport
type was TCP or UDP.

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Connectivity Ice Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• DIRECT= Direct network
path 
• RELAY = through relay 
• HTTP = through HTTP
proxy 
• FAILED = connectivity
failed

ICE connectivity type used
by the first endpoint.

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Connectivity Ice Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• DIRECT= Direct network
path 
• RELAY = through relay 
• HTTP = through HTTP
proxy 
• FAILED = connectivity
failed

ICE connectivity type used
by the second endpoint.

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

First IP Address String IP address for first
endpoint. Note this
dimension may have too
many rows to be used as
dimension in a report. It
can be used as a filter
instead. 
Example value:Example value:  10.0.0.10

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second IP Address String IP address for second
endpoint. 
Note:Note:  This dimension may
have too many rows to be
used as dimension in a
report. It can be used as a
filter instead. 
Example value:Example value:  10.0.0.10

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established
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First Link Speed Integer Link speed in bits per
second reported by the
network adapter used by
the first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  10000000

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Link Speed Integer Link speed in bits per
second reported by the
network adapter used by
the second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  10000000

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Port Port number Network port number used
by first endpoint for media. 
Example value:Example value:  50018

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Port Port number Network port number used
by second endpoint for
media. 
Example value:Example value:  50018

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Reflexive Local IP String IP address of first endpoint
as seen by the media relay
server. This is typically the
public internet IP address
associated to the first
endpoint for the stream. 
Example value:Example value:
104.43.195.251

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Reflexive Local IP String IP address of second
endpoint as seen by the
media relay server. This is
typically the public internet
IP address associated to the
second endpoint for the
stream. 
Example value:Example value:
104.43.195.251

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Relay IP String IP address of the media
relay server allocated by the
first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
104.43.195.251

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Relay IP String IP address of the media
relay server allocated by the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
104.43.195.251

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Relay Port Integer Media port allocated on the
media relay server by the
first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  3478

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established
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Second Relay Port Integer Media port allocated on the
media relay server by the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  3478

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Subnet String Subnet used for media
stream by first endpoint
with dashes separating each
octet. 
Example value:Example value:
104.43.195.0

•Data not reported by the
endpoint 
• Media path was not
established 
• IPv6 was used

Second Subnet String Subnet used for media
stream by second endpoint
with dashes separating each
octet. 
Example value:Example value:
104.43.195.0

•Data not reported by the
endpoint 
• Media path was not
established 
• IPv6 was used

First VPN Boolean True if the network adapter
used by first endpoint
indicated it was a VPN
connection, False otherwise.
Some VPN's do not
correctly report this data
correctly.

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second VPN Boolean True if the network adapter
used by second endpoint
indicated it was a VPN
connection, False otherwise.
Some VPN's do not
correctly report this data
correctly.

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

Applied Bandwidth Source Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• Static Max 
• API Modality 
• API Modality_All 
• API SendSide BWLimit 
• Preference Value 
• TURN 
• ReceiveSide TURN 
• API SDP Modality 
• Remote Received 
• Side BWLimit 
• API ServiceQuality 
• API SDP 
• Receive SidePDP

Identifies the source of
bandwidth applied to the
stream.

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

Bandwidth Est Integer Range Average estimated
bandwidth available
between first and second
endpoint in bits per second.
Example value:Example value:  026:
[260000 - 270000)

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established
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Mediation Server Bypass
Flag

Boolean True if the media stream
bypassed the Mediation
Server and went straight
between client and PSTN
Gateway/PBX, False
otherwise.

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

First CDR Connectivity Type Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• OS 
• PeerDerived 
• Stun 
• Turn

Identifies the ICE
connectivity path selected
by the first endpoint for use
for this stream. 
Example value:Example value:  OS

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second CDR Connectivity
Type

Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• OS 
• PeerDerived 
• Stun 
• Turn

Identifies the ICE
connectivity path selected
by the second endpoint for
use for this stream. 
Example value:Example value:  OS

• Transport type was not
reported 
• The media path was not
established

First BSSID String The Wireless LAN basic
service set identifier of the
First endpoint used to
connect to the network.

Second BSSID String The Wireless LAN basic
service set identifier of the
Second endpoint used to
connect to the network.

First Base Address String IP address of the interface
that the first endpoint used
for allocating media relay
candidates. Only available
for the past 28 days of data
and only visible to users
with roles allowing EUII
access. 
Example value:Example value:  10.0.0.10

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Base Address String IP address of the interface
that the second endpoint
used for allocating media
relay candidates. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access. 
Example value:Example value:  10.0.0.10

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established
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First Local Address String IP address that the first
endpoint used for media
flow at the end of media
connectivity checks. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access. 
Example value:Example value:  10.0.0.10

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Local Address String IP address that the second
endpoint used for media
flow at the end of media
connectivity checks. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access. 
Example value:Example value:  10.0.0.10

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Local Address Type Enumeration 
Possible ValuesPossible Values 
•IceAddrType_Os 
•IceAddrType_Stun 
•IceAddrType_Turn 
•IceAddrType_UPnP 
•IceAddrType_ISA_Proxy 
•IceAddrType_PeerDerived 
•IceAddrType_Invalid

The candidate type of First
Local Address.
IceAddrType_Turn indicates
a relayed call. The rest of
the types indicate direct
connections.

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Local Address Type Enumeration 
Possible ValuesPossible Values 
•IceAddrType_Os 
•IceAddrType_Stun 
•IceAddrType_Turn 
•IceAddrType_UPnP 
•IceAddrType_ISA_Proxy 
•IceAddrType_PeerDerived 
•IceAddrType_Invalid

The candidate type of
Second Local Address.
IceAddrType_Turn indicates
a relayed call. The rest of
the types indicate direct
connections.

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Remote Address String IP Address of the second
endpoint to which the first
endpoint will send media to
at the end of media
connectivity checks. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access. 
Example value:Example value:  10.0.0.10

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established
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Second Remote Address String IP Address of the first
endpoint to which the
second endpoint will send
media to at the end of
media connectivity checks.
Only available for the past
28 days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access. 
Example value:Example value:  10.0.0.10

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Remote Address Type Enumeration 
Possible ValuesPossible Values 
•IceAddrType_Os 
•IceAddrType_Stun 
•IceAddrType_Turn 
•IceAddrType_UPnP 
•IceAddrType_ISA_Proxy 
•IceAddrType_PeerDerived 
•IceAddrType_Invalid

Candidate type of First
Remote Address.
IceAddrType_Turn indicates
a relayed call. The rest of
the values indicate direct
connections.

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Remote Address
Type

Enumeration 
Possible ValuesPossible Values 
•IceAddrType_Os 
•IceAddrType_Stun 
•IceAddrType_Turn 
•IceAddrType_UPnP 
•IceAddrType_ISA_Proxy 
•IceAddrType_PeerDerived 
•IceAddrType_Invalid

Candidate type of Second
Remote Address.
IceAddrType_Turn indicates
a relayed call. The rest of
the values indicate direct
connections.

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Local Site String IP address of the first
endpoint as seen by the
media relay server. This is
typically the public internet
IP address associated with
the first endpoint for the
stream. If for some reason
the relays are not reachable
or allocations failed, this will
be the IP of a local interface
on the first endpoint. 
This is similar to First
Reflexive Local IP, but this
information is reported by
the Transport Diagnostic
event instead of QoE. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access. 
Example value:Example value:
104.43.195.251

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established
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Second Local Site String IP Address of the second
endpoint as seen by the
media relay server. This is
typically the public internet
IP address associated with
the second endpoint for the
stream. If for some reason
the relays are not reachable
or allocations failed, this will
be the IP of a local interface
on the first endpoint. 
This is similar to Second
Reflexive Local IP, but this
information is reported by
the Transport Diagnostic
event instead of QoE. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access. 
Example value:Example value:
104.43.195.251

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Remote Site String The Local Site IP address
reported by the second
endpoint and exchanged
with the first endpoint. 
Extra information in case
Transport Diagnostic event
on the second endpoint is
not available for any reason.
Only available for the past
28 days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access. 
Example value:Example value:
104.43.195.251

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Remote Site String The Local Site IP address
reported by the first
endpoint and exchanged
with the second endpoint. 
Extra information in case
the Transport Diagnostic
event on the first endpoint
is not available for any
reason. Only available for
the past 28 days of data
and only visible to users
with roles allowing EUII
access. 
Example value:Example value:
104.43.195.251

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established
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First Local Media Relay
Address

String Microsoft IP address of the
media relay server allocated
by the first endpoint. 
This is similar information to
First Relay IP, but is
reported by the Transport
Diagnostic event instead of
QoE. 
Example value:Example value:
52.114.5.237

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Local Media Relay
Address

String Microsoft IP address of the
media relay server allocated
by the second endpoint. 
This is similar information to
Second Relay IP, but is
reported by the Transport
Diagnostic event instead of
QoE. 
Example value:Example value:
52.114.5.237

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

First Remote Media Relay
Address

String Microsoft IP address of the
media relay server allocated
by the second endpoint and
exchanged with the first
endpoint. 
Extra information in case
the Transport Diagnostic
event on the second
endpoint is not available for
any reason. 
Example value:Example value:
52.114.5.237

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Remote Media Relay
Address

String Microsoft IP address of the
media relay server allocated
by the first endpoint and
exchanged with the second
endpoint. 
Extra information in case
the Transport Diagnostic
event on the first endpoint
is not available for any
reason. 
Example value:Example value:
52.114.5.237

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established
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First Transport Protocol Enumeration string The communications
protocol used by the first
endpoint for sending media.
Possible ValuesPossible Values 
•UDP - Multi-purpose UDP
used for both TURN and
host allocations 
•TurnTCP - TCP TURN
allocation. Uses the proxy if
proxy settings are specified 
•TCPHostPassive - TCP
listen host socket for a
passive connection type 
•TCPHostActive - TCP
connection using an active
connection type 
•CompoundTCP - A
combination of upstream
and downstream TCP
connections. Typically over
the HTTPS protocol. 
•MultiTCP - A connectivity
model that uses multiple
TCP connections and
distributes packets to each
using round robin. 

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Transport Protocol Enumeration string The communications
protocol used by the
second endpoint for
sending media. 
Possible ValuesPossible Values 
•UDP - Multi-purpose UDP
used for both TURN and
host allocations 
•TurnTCP - TCP TURN
allocation. Uses the proxy if
proxy settings are specified 
•TCPHostPassive - TCP
listen host socket for a
passive connection type 
•TCPHostActive - TCP
connection using an active
connection type 
•CompoundTCP - A
combination of upstream
and downstream TCP
connections. Typically over
the HTTPS protocol. 
•MultiTCP - A connectivity
model that uses multiple
TCP connections and
distributes packets to each
using round robin. 

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established
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First Reflexive Local IP
Network

String IP subnet (/24) of first
endpoint as seen by the
media relay server. This is
typically the subnet of the
public internet IP address
associated to the first
endpoint for the stream. 
Example value:Example value:  52.114.5.0

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

Second Reflexive Local IP
Network

String IP subnet (/24) of second
endpoint as seen by the
media relay server. This is
typically the subnet of the
public internet IP address
associated to the second
endpoint for the stream. 
Example value:Example value:  52.114.5.0

• Transport Diagnostic type
was not reported 
• The media path was not
established

First VPN Estimated Boolean Indicates high probability of
a connection over a Virtual
Private Network (VPN). 
Possible values:Possible values:  0 or 1

Second VPN Estimated Boolean Indicates high probability of
a connection over a Virtual
Private Network (VPN). 
Possible values:Possible values:  0 or 1

First Roaming Count Range (Integer) Indicates number of times
the first endpoint
performed a lightweight
reconnect mid-call where
signaling was not involved.
An example of this is when
an endpoint switches
wireless access points on
the same network. 
Example value:Example value:  064: [1 -
2)

Second Roaming Count Range (Integer) Indicates number of times
the second endpoint
performed a lightweight
reconnect mid-call where
signaling was not involved.
An example of this is when
an endpoint switches
wireless access points on
the same network. 
Example value:Example value:  064: [1 -
2)

DeviceDevice
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First Capture Dev String Name of the capture device
used by the first endpoint.
For: 
Audio streamsAudio streams = device
used for the microphone 
Video streamsVideo streams = device
used for the camera 
Video-based-screen-Video-based-screen-
sharing streamssharing streams = screen
scraper 
App sharing streamsApp sharing streams =
blank 
Example value:Example value:  Headset
Microphone (Microsoft
LifeChat LX-6000)

• The data was not
reported by the endpoint 
• The media path was not
established 
• The stream was video-
based screen sharing or
application sharing.

Second Capture Dev String Name of the capture device
used by the second
endpoint. 
Audio streamsAudio streams = device
used for the microphone 
Video streamsVideo streams = device
used for the camera 
Video-based-screen-Video-based-screen-
sharing streamssharing streams = screen
scraper 
App sharing streamsApp sharing streams =
blank 
Example value:Example value:  Headset
Microphone (Microsoft
LifeChat LX-6000)

• Data was not reported by
the endpoint 
• Media path was not
established 
• The stream was video-
based screen sharing or
application sharing

First Capture Dev Driver String Name of the capture device
driver used by the first
endpoint in the form of
"manufacturer : version".
For: 
Audio streamsAudio streams = driver
used for the microphone 
Video streamsVideo streams = driver
used for the camera 
Video-based-screen-Video-based-screen-
sharing and app sharingsharing and app sharing
streamsstreams = blank 
Example value:Example value:  Microsoft:
10.0.14393.0

• Data was not reported by
the endpoint 
• The media path was not
established 
• The stream was video-
based screen sharing or
application sharing.
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Second Capture Dev Driver String Name of the capture device
driver used by the second
endpoint in the form of
"manufacturer : version".
For: 
Audio streamsAudio streams = driver
used for the microphone 
Video streamsVideo streams = driver
used for the camera 
Video-based-screen-Video-based-screen-
sharing and app sharingsharing and app sharing
streamsstreams = blank 
Example value:Example value:  Microsoft:
10.0.14393.0

• Data was not reported by
the endpoint 
• The media path was not
established 
• The stream was video-
based screen sharing or
application sharing.

First Render Dev String Name of the render device
used by the first endpoint.
For: 
Audio streams - device
used for the speaker 
Video and video-based-
screen-sharing streams -
device used for the display 
App sharing streams -
blank 
Example value:Example value:  Headset
Earphone (Microsoft
LifeChat LX-6000)

• This data not reported by
the endpoint 
• The media path was not
established 
• The stream was
application sharing

Second Render Dev String Name of the render device
used by the second
endpoint. For: 
Audio streams - device
used for the speaker 
Video and video-based-
screen-sharing streams -
device used for the display 
App sharing streams -
blank 
Example value:Example value:  Headset
Earphone (Microsoft
LifeChat LX-6000)

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint, 
• Media path was not
established 
• The stream was
application sharing

First Render Dev Driver String Name of the render device
driver used by the first
endpoint. For: 
Audio streams - driver used
for the speaker 
Video and video-based-
screen-sharing streams -
driver used for the display 
App sharing streams -
blank 
Example value:Example value:  Microsoft:
10.0.14393.0

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint 
• Media path was not
established 
• The stream was
application sharing
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Second Render Dev Driver String Name of the render device
driver used by the second
endpoint. For: 
Audio streams - driver used
for the speaker 
Video and video-based-
screen-sharing streams -
driver used for the display 
App sharing streams -
blank 
Example value:Example value:  Microsoft:
10.0.14393.0

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint 
• Media path was not
established 
• The stream was
application sharing

WiFiWiFi

First Wi-Fi Microsoft Driver String Name of Microsoft WiFi
driver used reported by the
first endpoint. Value may be
localized based on the
language used by endpoint.
Example value:Example value:  Microsoft
Hosted Network Virtual
Adapter

• WiFi wasn't used by the
endpoint 
• The driver information
was not reported

Second Wi-Fi Microsoft
Driver

String Name of Microsoft WiFi
driver used reported by the
second endpoint. Value may
be localized based on the
language used by endpoint.
Example value:Example value:  Microsoft
Hosted Network Virtual
Adapter

• WiFi wasn't used by the
endpoint 
• The driver information
was not reported

First Wi-Fi Vendor Driver String Vendor and name of WiFi
driver reported by the first
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Contoso
Dual Band Wireless-AC
Driver

• WiFi wasn't used by the
endpoint 
• The driver information
was not reported

Second Wi-Fi Vendor Driver String Vendor and name of WiFi
driver reported by the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Contoso
Dual Band Wireless-AC
Driver

• WiFi wasn't used by the
endpoint 
• The driver information
was not reported

First Wi-Fi Microsoft Driver
Version

String Version of Microsoft WiFi
driver reported by the first
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
Microsoft:10.0.14393.0

• WiFi wasn't used by the
endpoint 
• The driver information
was not reported
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Second Wi-Fi Microsoft
Driver Version

String Version of Microsoft WiFi
driver reported by the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
Microsoft:10.0.14393.0

• WiFi wasn't used by the
endpoint 
• The driver information
was not reported

First Wi-Fi Vendor Driver
Version

String Vendor and version of WiFi
driver reported by the first
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
Contoso:15.1.1.0

• WiFi wasn't used by the
endpoint 
• The driver information
was not reported

Second Wi-Fi Vendor Driver
Version

String Vendor and version of WiFi
driver reported by the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
Contoso:15.1.1.0

• WiFi wasn't used by the
endpoint 
• The driver information
was not reported

First Wi-Fi Channel String WiFi channel used by the
first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  10

• WiFi was not used 
• The channel was not
reported

Second Wi-Fi Channel String WiFi channel used by the
second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  10

• WiFi was not used 
• The channel was not
reported

First Wi-Fi Radio Type String Type of WiFi radio used by
the first endpoint. HRDSSS
is equivalent to 802.11b. 
Example value:Example value:  802.11ac

• WiFi was not used 
• The WiFi type was not
reported

Second Wi-Fi Radio Type String Type of WiFi radio used by
the second endpoint.
HRDSSS is equivalent to
802.11b. 
Example value:Example value:  802.11ac

• WiFi was not used 
• The WiFi type was not
reported

First DNS Suffix String DNS suffix associated with
the network adapter
reported by the first
endpoint. Note this value
may be reported for any
type of network adapter.
Example value:Example value:
corp.contoso.com

• This value was not
reported by the endpoint 

Second DNS Suffix String DNS suffix associated with
the network adapter
reported by the second
endpoint. Note this value
may be reported for any
type of network adapter.
Example value:Example value:
corp.contoso.com

• This value was not
reported by the endpoint
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First Wi-Fi Band String WiFi band used as reported
by the first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  5.0 Ghz

• The value was not
computed by the endpoint 
• The value was not
reported

Second Wi-Fi Band String WiFi band used as reported
by the second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  5.0 Ghz

• The value was not
computed by the endpoint 
• The value was not
reported

First Wi-Fi Signal Strength String WiFi signal strength in
percentage [0-100]
reported by the first
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  081: [90 -
100)

• The value was not
computed by the endpoint 
• The value was not
reported

Second Wi-Fi Signal
Strength

String WiFi signal strength in
percentage [0-100]
reported by the second
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  081: [90 -
100)

• The value was not
computed by the endpoint 
• The value was not
reported

First Wi-Fi Battery Charge Range (percentage) Estimated remaining
battery charge in
percentage [0-99] reported
by the first endpoint. Values
grouped by range. 0
indicates that the device
was plugged in. 
Example value:Example value:  081: [90 -
100)

• WiFi was not used 
• The charge value was not
reported

Second Wi-Fi Battery
Charge

Range (percentage) Estimated remaining
battery charge in
percentage [0-99] reported
by the second endpoint.
Values grouped by range. 0
indicates that the device
was plugged in. 
Example value:Example value:  081: [90 -
100)

• WiFi was not used 
• The charge value was not
reported

MetricsMetrics
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Audio Degradation Avg Range (Mean opinion score
0-5)

Average Network Mean
Opinion Score degradation
for stream. Represents how
much the network loss and
jitter have impacted the
quality of received audio.
Not for use with SATIN or
WebRTC/VDI. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  015: [0.01
- 0.02)

• No network MOS
degradation was reported
by the endpoint receiving
the stream 
• The stream is not an
audio stream.

Jitter Range (millisecond) Average jitter for stream in
milliseconds. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  065: [2 -
3)

• No jitter data was
reported by the endpoint
receiving the stream

Jitter Max Range (millisecond) Maximum jitter for stream
in milliseconds. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  065: [2 -
3)

• No jitter data was
reported by the endpoint
receiving the stream

Packet Loss Rate Range (ratio) Average packet loss rate for
stream. Values grouped by
range. 0.1 indicates 10%
packet loss. 
Example value:Example value:  015: [0.01
- 0.02)

• No packet loss data was
reported by the endpoint
receiving the stream

Packet Loss Rate Max Range (ratio) Maximum packet loss rate
for stream. Values grouped
by range. 0.1 indicates 10%
packet loss. 
Example value:Example value:  023: [0.09
- 0.1)

• No packet loss data was
reported by the endpoint
receiving the stream 
• Packet utilization for a
given stream is less than
100 packets

Send Listen MOS Range (MOS) Average MOS for stream.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  076: [4.4 -
4.5)

• No MOS was reported by
the endpoint receiving the
stream 
• The stream is not an
audio stream 
• Codec used does not
report MOS

Overall Avg Network MOS Range (MOS) Average Network MOS for
stream. Values grouped by
range. 
Example value:Example value:  076: [4.4 -
4.5)

• No network MOS
degradation was reported
by the endpoint receiving
the stream 
• The stream is not an
audio stream 
• Codec used does not
report MOS
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Ratio Concealed Samples
Avg

Range (ratio) Ratio of the number of
audio frames with samples
generated by packet loss
concealment to the total
number of audio frames.
Values grouped by range.
0.1 indicates 10% of frames
contained concealed
samples. 
Example value:Example value:  015: [0.01
- 0.02)

• This value was not
reported by the receiver of
the stream 
• The stream was not an
audio stream

Conceal Ratio Max Range (ratio) The maximum seen number
of audio frames with
samples generated by
packet loss concealment to
the total number of audio
frames. Values grouped by
range. 0.1 indicates 10% of
frames contained concealed
samples. 
Example value:Example value:  015: [0.01
- 0.02)

Ratio Stretched Samples
Avg

Range (ratio) Ratio of the number of
audio frames with samples
that have been stretched to
compensate for jitter or loss
to the total number of
audio frames. Values
grouped by range. 0.1
indicates 10% audio frames
contained stretched
samples. 
Example value:Example value:  017: [0.03
- 0.04)

• This value was not
reported by the receiver of
the stream 
• The stream was not an
audio stream

Healer Packet Drop Ratio Range (ratio) Ratio of audio packets
dropped by healer over
total number of audio
packets received by healer.
See 2.2.1.12.1 Child
Elements for more
information.

Healer FEC Packet Used
Ratio

Range (ratio) Ratio of used Forward Error
Correction (FEC) packets
over total number of
received FEC packets. See
2.2.1.12.1 Child Elements
for more information.
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Round Trip Range (milliseconds) Average network
propagation round-trip
time computed as specified
in RFC3550 in milliseconds.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  070: [15 -
20)

• The value was not
computed by the endpoint 
• The value was not
reported

Round Trip Max Range (milliseconds) Maximum network
propagation round-trip
time computed as specified
in RFC3550 in milliseconds.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  098: [350
- 375)

• The value was not
computed by the endpoint 
• The value was not
reported

Packet Utilization Number (Packets) Number of Real-Time
Transport Protocol (RTP)
packets sent in the session.

Jitter Buffer Size Avg Number (Range) Average size of jitter buffer
during session.

Jitter Buffer Size Max Number (Range) Maximum size of jitter
buffer during session.

Jitter Buffer Size Min Number (Range) Minimum size of jitter
buffer during session.

Relative OneWay Gap
Duration

Duration of gaps in the
relative one way delay of
the peer.

Audio Post FECPLR Number Reports packet loss rate
after FEC has been applied
for audio. Value between
0.00 and 1.00.

Network Jitter Avg Range (milliseconds) Average of network jitter in
milliseconds computed over
20 second windows during
the session. Values grouped
by range. 
Example value:Example value:  066: [3–4)

• The stream was not an
audio stream 
• Data was not reported by
the endpoint receiving the
stream

Network Jitter Max Number of events Maximum of network jitter
computed over 20 second
windows during the session.

Network Jitter Min Number of events Minimum of network jitter
computed over 20 second
window during the session.
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Video Post FECPLR Range (ratio) Packet loss rate after FEC
has been applied for
aggregated across all video
streams and codecs. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  014: [0 -
0.01)

• The stream was not a
video or video-based-
screen-sharing stream 
• Data was not reported by
the endpoint receiving the
stream

Video Local Frame Loss
Percentage Avg

Range (percentage) Average percentage of
video frames lost as
displayed to the user. Values
grouped by range. This
includes frames recovered
from network losses. 
Example value:Example value:  160: [80 -
85)

• The stream was not a
video or video-based-
screen-sharing stream 
• Data was not reported by
the endpoint receiving the
stream

Received Frame Rate
Average

Range (frames per second) Average frames per second
received for all video
streams computed over the
duration of the session.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  101: [14.5
- 15)

• The stream was not a
video or video-based-
screen-sharing stream 
• Data was not reported by
the endpoint receiving the
stream

Low Frame Rate Call
Percent

Range (percentage) Percentage of time of the
call where frame rate is less
than 7.5 frames per second.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  099: [13.5
- 14)

• The stream was not a
video or video-based-
screen-sharing stream 
• Data was not reported by
the endpoint receiving the
stream

Video Packet Loss Rate Range (ratio) Average fraction of packets
lost, as specified in
RFC3550, computed over
the duration of the session.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  037: [0.75
- 0.8)

• The stream was not a
video or video-based-
screen-sharing stream 
• Data was not reported by
the endpoint receiving the
stream

Video Frame Rate Avg Range (frames per second) Average frames per second
received for a video stream,
computed over the
duration of the session.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  135: [31.5
- 32)

• The stream was not a
video or video-based-
screen-sharing stream 
• Data was not reported by
the endpoint receiving the
stream

Dynamic Capability Percent Range (percentage) Percentage of time that the
client is running < 70%
expected video processing
capability for this type of
CPU grouped by range 
Example value:Example value:  122: [25 -
25.5)

• The stream was not a
video or video-based-
screen-sharing stream 
• Data was not reported by
the endpoint receiving the
stream
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Spoiled Tile Percent Total Range (percentage) Percentage of tiles which
are discarded instead of
being sent to a remote peer
(for example, from the MCU
to a viewer). Values
grouped by range.
Discarded tiles may be
caused by bandwidth
restrictions between client
and server. 
Example value:Example value:  140: [34 -
34.5)

• The stream was not an
application sharing stream 
• The data was not
reported by the endpoint
sending the stream

AppSharing Relative
OneWay Average

Range (seconds) Average relative one-way
delay between the
endpoints in seconds for
application sharing streams.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  015: [0.01
- 0.02)

• The stream was not an
application sharing stream 
• The data was not
reported by the endpoint
sending the stream

AppSharing RDP Tile
Processing Latency Average

Range (milliseconds) Average latency in
milliseconds processing tiles
on the RDP Stack at the
conferencing server. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  103: [15.5
- 16)

• The stream was not an
application sharing stream
in a conference 
• The data was not
reported by the endpoint
sending the stream

First Network Delay Event
Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected the
network delay was
significant enough to
impact the ability to have
real-time two-way
communication. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Network Delay
Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
the network delay was
significant enough to
impact the ability to have
real-time two-way
communication. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint
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First Network Bandwidth
Low Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected the
available bandwidth or
bandwidth policy was low
enough to cause poor
quality of the audio sent.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Network Bandwidth
Low Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
the available bandwidth or
bandwidth policy was low
enough to cause poor
quality of the audio sent.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Mic Glitch Rate Number Average glitches per 5
minutes for the microphone
capture of the first
endpoint. See 2.2.1.12.1
Child Elements for more
information.

Second Mic Glitch Rate Number Average glitches per 5
minutes for the microphone
capture of the second
endpoint. See 2.2.1.12.1
Child Elements for more
information.

First Speaker Glitch Rate Number of events Average glitches per 5
minutes for the first
loudspeaker rendering.

Second Speaker Glitch Rate Number of events Average glitches per 5
minutes for the second
loudspeaker rendering.

AudioAudio

Audio FEC Used Boolean True indicates that audio
forward error correction
(FEC) was used at some
point during the call. False
otherwise

• The stream was not an
audio stream 
• The data was not
reported by the endpoint
sending the stream

First Audio Render Device In
Use

String Indicates which hardware
device was used for
playback of the audio
stream on the first
endpoint.

• The data was not
reported by the endpoint
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Second Audio Render
Device In Use

String Indicates which hardware
device was used for
playback of the audio
stream on the second
endpoint.

• The data was not
reported by the endpoint

First Audio Capture Device
In Use

String Indicates which hardware
device was used for capture
of the audio stream on the
first endpoint.

• The data was not
reported by the endpoint

Second Audio Capture
Device In Use

String Indicates which hardware
device was used for capture
of the audio stream on the
second endpoint.

• The data was not
reported by the endpoint

MeasureMeasure

ClassifiedPoorCall Boolean True if one or more streams
in the call were classified as
poor based on the metrics
listed in Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

• The call did not have
sufficient metrics reported
to be classified as good or
poor

Video Poor Due To
VideoPostFecplr

Boolean True if the stream was
classified as poor based on
the Video Post FEC PLR
metric threshold listed here:
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. Will
always be False for non-
video streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not a
video stream.

Video Poor Due To
VideoLocalFrameLossPercen
tageAvg

Boolean True if the video stream was
classified as poor based on
the Video Local Frame Loss
Percentage Avg metric
threshold listed here:
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. Will
always be False for non-
video streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not a
video stream.

Video Poor Due To
VideoFrameRateAvg

Boolean True if the video stream was
classified as poor based on
the Video Frame Rate Avg
metric threshold listed here:
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. Will
always be False for non-
video streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not a
video stream
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VBSS Poor Due To
VideoPostFecplr

Boolean True if the video based-
screen-sharing stream was
classified as poor based on
the Video Post FEC PLR
metric threshold listed here:
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. Will
always be False for non-
video based-screen-sharing
streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not a
video-based screen sharing
stream

VBSS Poor Due To
VideoLocalFrameLossPercen
tageAvg

Boolean True if the video based-
screen-sharing stream was
classified as poor based on
the Video Local Frame Loss
Percentage Avg metric
threshold listed here:
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. Will
always be False for non-
video based-screen-sharing
streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not a
video-based screen sharing
stream

Video Poor Due To Freeze Boolean 1 if the video stream was
classified as poor based on
the Video Freeze instance :
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not a
video stream. This field is
specific to Microsoft Teams
only.

VBSS Poor Due To
VideoFrameRateAvg

Boolean True if the video based-
screen-sharing stream was
classified as poor based on
the Video Frame Rate Avg
metric threshold listed here:
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. Will
always be False for non-
video based-screen-sharing
streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not a
video-based screen sharing
stream

AppSharing Poor Due To
SpoiledTilePercentTotal

Boolean True if the application
sharing stream was
classified as poor based on
the Spoiled Tile Percent
Total metric threshold listed
here: Stream Classification
in Call Quality Dashboard.
Will always be False for
non-application sharing
streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not an
application sharing stream.
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AppSharing Poor Due To
RelativeOneWayAverage

Boolean True if the application
sharing stream was
classified as poor based on
the Relative One Way
Average metric threshold
listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard. Will always be
False for non-application
sharing streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not an
application sharing stream

AppSharing Poor Due To
RDPTileProcessingLatencyA
verage

Boolean True if the application
sharing stream was
classified as poor based on
the RDP Tile Processing
Latency Average metric
threshold listed here:
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. Will
always be False for non-
application sharing streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not an
application sharing stream

Audio Poor Due To Jitter Boolean True if the audio stream was
classified as poor based on
the Jitter metric threshold
listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard. Will always be
False for non-audio
streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not an
audio sharing stream

Audio Poor Due To
RoundTrip

Boolean True if the audio stream was
classified as poor based on
the Round Trip metric
threshold listed here:
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. Will
always be False for non-
audio streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not an
audio sharing stream

Audio Poor Due To Packet
Loss

Boolean True if the audio stream was
classified as poor based on
the Packet Loss metric
threshold listed here:
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. Will
always be False for non-
audio streams.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not an
audio sharing stream
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Audio Poor Due To
Degradation

Boolean True if the audio stream was
classified as poor based on
the Degradation metric
threshold listed here:
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. Will
always be False for non-
audio streams. Note: This
has been deprecated in the
classifier.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not an
audio sharing stream

Audio Poor Due To
Concealed Ratio

Boolean True if the audio stream was
classified as poor based on
the Concealed Ratio metric
threshold listed here:
Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. Will
always be False for non-
audio streams. Note: This
has been deprecated in the
classifier.

• The endpoint did not
report this data 
• The stream was not an
audio sharing stream

Poor Reason Flags 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• Concealed Ratio 
• Degradation 
• Jitter 
• Packet Loss 
• Round Trip 
Video Frame Rate Avg 
Video Local Frame Loss
Percentage Avg 
• Video Post FEC PLR 
• RDP Tile Processing
Latency Average 
• Relative OneWay Average 
• Spoiled Tile Percent Total

List of flags that identify
why the stream was marked
as poor. There may be
multiple flags set since
there may be multiple
reasons why the stream
was marked as Poor. Refer
to Stream Classification in
Call Quality Dashboard for
details.

• The stream was not
classified as poor

Poor Boolean True if the stream has
sufficient data to be
classified as good or poor
and stream is classified as
poor. False otherwise.

Good Boolean True if the stream has
sufficient data to be
classified as good or poor
and stream is classified as
good. False otherwise.

Unclassified Boolean False if the stream has
sufficient data to be
classified as good or poor.
True otherwise. 
Example value:Example value:  1

OnePercent PacketLoss Boolean True if packet loss exceeded
1%, False otherwise.
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RatingRating

First Feedback Rating User rating (1-5) Rating of the call associated
with the stream by the first
endpoint on 1-5 scale (5 =
excellent). 0 indicates the
user was shown the call
rating survey but did not
rate their experience. 
Example value:Example value:  5

• No survey was shown to
the first endpoint

Second Feedback Rating User rating (1-5) Rating of the call associated
with the stream by the
second endpoint on 1-5
scale (5 = excellent). 0
indicates the user was
shown the call rating survey
but did not rate their
experience. 
Example value:Example value:  5

• No survey was shown to
the second endpoint

First Feedback Tokens String String containing list of
feedback tokens with
boolean flag that indicates if
token was set by the user
providing feedback from
the first endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
{DistortedSpeech:1;
ElectronicFeedback:1;
BackgroundNoise:1;
MuffledSpeech:1; Echo:1;}

• No feedback was provided
by the user of the first
endpoint

Second Feedback Tokens String String containing list of
feedback tokens with
boolean flag that indicates if
token was set by the user
providing feedback from
the second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:
{DistortedSpeech:1;
ElectronicFeedback:1;
BackgroundNoise:1;
MuffledSpeech:1; Echo:1;}

• No feedback was provided
by the user of the second
endpoint

First Feedback Has Audio
Issue

Boolean True if feedback tokens from
first endpoint indicate
stream had an audio issue,
false otherwise.

Second Feedback Has Audio
Issue

Boolean True if feedback tokens from
second endpoint indicate
stream had an audio issue,
False otherwise.
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First Feedback Has Video
Issue

Boolean True if feedback tokens from
first endpoint indicate
stream had a video issue,
False otherwise.

Second Feedback Has Video
Issue

Boolean True if feedback tokens from
second endpoint indicate
stream had a video issue,
False otherwise.

First Feedback Has
AppSharing Issue

Boolean True if feedback tokens from
first endpoint indicate
stream had an app sharing
issue. False otherwise.

Second Feedback Has
Appsharing Issue

Boolean True if feedback tokens from
second endpoint indicate
stream had an app sharing
issue. False otherwise.

Audio SignalAudio Signal

First Echo Event Causes Flags Flags that indicate the
reasons the
DeviceEchoEvent was raised
on the first endpoint. There
may be multiple flags for a
single stream. Flags include:
BAD_TIMESTAMP - audio
sample timestamps from
capture or render device
used were poor quality 
POSTAEC_ECHO - high level
of echo remained after echo
cancellation 
MIC_CLIPPING - signal level
from capture device had
significant instances of
maximum signal level 
EVENT_ANLP - audio
samples from capture
contain high noise. 
Example value:Example value:
BAD_TIMESTAMP

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• No event causes were
reported by the first
endpoint
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Second Echo Event Causes Flags Flags that indicate the
reasons the
DeviceEchoEvent was raised
on the second endpoint.
There may be multiple flags
for a single stream. Flags
include: 
BAD_TIMESTAMP - audio
sample timestamps from
capture or render device
used were poor quality 
POSTAEC_ECHO - high level
of echo remained after echo
cancellation 
MIC_CLIPPING - signal level
from capture device had
significant instances of
maximum signal level 
EVENT_ANLP - audio
samples from capture
contain high noise. 
Example value:Example value:
BAD_TIMESTAMP

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• No event causes were
reported by the first
endpoint

First Echo Percent Mic In Range (percentage) Percentage of time when
echo is detected in the
audio from the capture or
microphone device prior to
echo cancellation by the
first endpoint. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  068: [5 -
10)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Echo Percent Mic In Range (percentage) Percentage of time when
echo is detected in the
audio from the capture or
microphone device prior to
echo cancellation by the
second endpoint. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  068: [5 -
10)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
second endpoint

First Echo Percent Send Range (percentage) Percentage of time echo is
detected in the audio after
echo cancellation by the
first endpoint. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  068: [5 -
10)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Echo Percent Send Range (percentage) Percentage of time echo is
detected in the audio after
echo cancellation by the
second endpoint. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  068: [5 -
10)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint
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First Send Signal Level Range (dB decibels) Average energy level of
sent audio for audio
classified as mono speech,
or left channel of stereo
speech by the first
endpoint. Values grouped
by range. 
Example value:Example value:  055: [-15
- -10)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Send Signal Level Range (dB decibels) Average energy level of
sent audio for audio
classified as mono speech,
or left channel of stereo
speech by the second
endpoint. Values grouped
by range. 
Example value:Example value:  055: [-15
- -10)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Received Signal Level Range (dB decibels) Average energy level of
received audio for audio
classified as mono speech,
or left channel of stereo
speech by the first
endpoint. Values grouped
by range. 
Example value:Example value:  056: [-10
- -5)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Received Signal
Level

Range (dB decibels) Average energy level of
received audio for audio
classified as mono speech,
or left channel of stereo
speech by the second
endpoint. Values grouped
by range. 
Example value:Example value:  056: [-10
- -5)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Send Noise Level Range (dB decibels) Average energy level of
audio classified as mono
noise or stereo left channel
noise sent by the first
endpoint. Values grouped
by range. 
Example value:Example value:  048: [-50
- -45)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Send Noise Level Range (dB decibels) Average energy level of
audio classified as mono
noise or stereo left channel
noise by the second
endpoint. Values grouped
by range. 
Example value:Example value:  048: [-50
- -45)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint
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First Received Noise Level Range (dB decibels) Average energy level of
mono noise or stereo left
channel noise received by
the first endpoint. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  048: [-50
- -45)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Received Noise
Level

Range (dB decibels) Average energy level of
mono noise or stereo left
channel noise received by
the second endpoint. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  048: [-50
- -45)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Initial Signal Level RMS Range (dB decibels) The root-mean-square
(RMS) of the received signal
for the first 30 seconds of
the call for the first
endpoint. See 2.2.1.28.1
Child Elements

Second Initial Signal Level
RMS

Range (dB decibels) The root-mean-square
(RMS) of the received signal
for the first 30 seconds of
the call for the second
endpoint. See 2.2.1.28.1
Child Elements for more
information.

First RxAGC Signal Level Range (dB decibels) Signal level received at the
automatic gain control
(AGC) for the first inbound
audio stream.

Second RxAGC Signal Level Range (dB decibels) Signal level received at the
automatic gain control
(AGC) for the second
inbound audio stream.

First RxAGC Noise Level Range (dB decibels) Noise level received at the
automatic gain control
(AGC) for the first inbound
audio stream.

Second RxAGC Noise Level Range (dB decibels) Noise level received at the
automatic gain control
(AGC) for the second
inbound audio stream.

First Render Loopback
Signal Level

Range (dB decibels) Loopback signal level for
the first inbound audio
stream.
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Second Render Loopback
Signal Level

Range (dB decibels) Loopback signal level for
the Second inbound audio
stream.

Client EventClient Event

First Network Send Quality
Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected the
network was causing poor
quality of the audio sent.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  015: [0.01
- 0.02)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the first endpoint

Second Network Send
Quality Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
the network was causing
poor quality of the audio
sent. Values grouped by
range. 
Example value:Example value:  015: [0.01
- 0.02)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Network Receive
Quality Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected the
network was causing poor
quality of the audio
received. Values grouped by
range. 
Example value:Example value:  015: [0.01
- 0.02)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Network Receive
Quality Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
the network was causing
poor quality of the audio
received. Values grouped by
range. 
Example value:Example value:  015: [0.01
- 0.02)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First CPU Insufficient Event
Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected the
CPU resources available
were insufficient and caused
poor quality of the audio
sent and received. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the first endpoint
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Second CPU Insufficient
Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
the CPU resources available
were insufficient and caused
poor quality of the audio
sent and received. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Half Duplex
AEC Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected
issues and operated the
acoustic echo canceler in
half-duplex mode, which
impacted the ability to have
real-time two-way
communication. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Device Half Duplex
AEC Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
issues and operated the
acoustic echo canceler in
half-duplex mode, which
impacted the ability to have
real-time two-way
communication. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Render Not
Functioning Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected the
render device was not
working properly. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Device Render Not
Functioning Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
the render device was not
working properly. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Capture Not
Functioning Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected the
capture device was not
working properly. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint
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Second Device Capture Not
Functioning Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
the capture device was not
working properly. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Glitches Event
Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected as
glitches or gaps that caused
poor quality of the audio
being sent or received.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Device Glitches
Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
as glitches or gaps in the
audio that caused poor
quality of the audio being
sent or received. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Low SNR Event
Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected low
speech to noise level that
caused poor quality of the
audio being sent. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the first endpoint

Second Device Low SNR
Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
low speech to noise level
that caused poor quality of
the audio being sent. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Low Speech
Level Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected low
speech level that caused
poor quality of the audio
being sent. Values grouped
by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint
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Second Device Low Speech
Level Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
low speech level that
caused poor quality of the
audio being sent. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Clipping Event
Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected
clipping in the captured
audio that caused poor
quality of the audio being
sent. Values grouped by
range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the first endpoint

Second Device Clipping
Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
clipping in the captured
audio that caused poor
quality of the audio being
sent. Values grouped by
range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Echo Event
Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
first endpoint detected echo
that caused poor quality of
the audio being sent. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Device Echo Event
Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected
echo that caused poor
quality of the audio being
sent. Values grouped by
range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Near End To
Echo Ratio Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call where
the first endpoint detected
a ratio of near end signal to
echo that caused poor
quality audio. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint
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Second Device Near End To
Echo Ratio Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected a
ratio of near end signal to
echo level that caused poor
quality audio. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Render Zero
Volume Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that first
endpoint detected device
render volume is set to 0.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Device Render Zero
Volume Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that
second endpoint detected
device render volume is set
to 0. Values grouped by
range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Render Mute
Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that first
endpoint detected device
render is muted. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Device Render Mute
Event Ratio

Range (ratio) Fraction of the call that
second endpoint detected
device render is muted.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

First Device Multiple
Endpoints Event Count

Range (ratio) Number of times during the
call that the first endpoint
detected multiple endpoints
in the same room or
acoustic environment.
Values grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Device Multiple
Endpoints Event Count

Range (ratio) Number of times during the
call that the second
endpoint detected multiple
endpoints in the same
room or acoustic
environment. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint
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First Device Howling Event
Count

Range (ratio) Number of times during the
call that the first endpoint
detected two or more
endpoints in the same
room that caused poor
quality audio in the form of
howling or screeching
audio. Values grouped by
range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• This was a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
first endpoint

Second Device Howling
Event Count

Range (ratio) Number of times during the
call that the second
endpoint detected two or
more endpoints in the same
room or acoustic
environment that caused
poor quality audio in the
form of howling or
screeching audio. Values
grouped by range. 
Example value:Example value:  016: [0.02
- 0.03)

• Indicates a non-audio
stream 
• Data was not reported by
the second endpoint

Call DiagnosticCall Diagnostic

Error Report Sender String Indicates which endpoint
sent the call error report for
the stream. This report
contains additional
telemetry and may indicate
call setup or call drop issue
with the call. 
Example value:Example value:  First

• Indicates no call error
report was received.

Is Media Error String Indicates if the call error
report for the stream was a
media level error or not.
This report contains
additional telemetry and
may indicate call setup or
call drop issue with the call.

• Indicates no call error
report was received.

Media Failure Type Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
• Midcall 
• CallSetup 
• NotMediaFailure.

The type of media failure
associated with the stream. 
Note: "NotMediaFailure"
does not indicate a non-
media failure occurred, only
that no media failures
occurred.

• Indicates no call error
report was received.

Call Classification Enumeration Reliability Classification
assigned to the call. 
Possible valuesPossible values : Success,
Failure,
ClassificationUnavailable
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Classification Reason String Reason the classification
was assigned to the stream.

Test Call Type Enumeration Indicates whether this call is
a regular call or a test call. If
it's a test call, this indicates
the type of test call. 
Possible Values:Possible Values:  NonTest,
Silent, UserInitiated,
Synthetic 
Meanings:Meanings:  
NonTest – Regular Call 
Silent – Silent Test Call 
UserInitiated – User
initiated test call 
Synthetic – ST endpoint-
initiated call

SessionSession

RTP RTCP Mux Boolean True indicates that RTP and
RTCP were multiplexed on
the same ports. False
otherwise.

• Data was not reported by
the endpoint

Stun Version Integer Version of STUN protocol
used for establishing the
call.

• Data was not reported by
the endpoint 
Example value:Example value:  2

Media Relay String IP address for Media
relay(s) used for the session.
May report a pair of relay
separated by a '+' if the
stream. 
Example value:Example value:
"13.107.8.2 + 13.107.8.2"

• This data was not
reported by the endpoints

Is Anonymous Join Session Boolean True if user joining
conference was anonymous,
False otherwise.

• No data to determine if
user was joined
anonymously or not

Has Media Diagnostic Blob Boolean True if session had media
diagnostics data, False
otherwise.

• Some signaling data was
not collected for this stream
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Call Setup Failure Reason Enumeration Classification of why media
connection could not be
established for a call. 
Possible values:Possible values:  
Missing FW Deep PacketMissing FW Deep Packet
Inspection ExemptionInspection Exemption
RuleRule - indicates that
network equipment along
the path likely prevented
the media path from being
established due to deep
packet inspection rules. This
may be due to proxy or
firewall rules not being
correctly configured. 
Missing FW IP BlockMissing FW IP Block
Exemption RuleExemption Rule -
indicates that network
equipment along the path
likely prevented the media
path from being established
to the Office 365 network.
This may be due to proxy or
firewall rules not being
correctly configured to
allow access to IP addresses
and ports used for Skype
for Business traffic. 
OtherOther  - indicates the
media path for the call
could not be established
but the root cause could
not be classified. 
Not Media Failure -
indicates no issue was
detected with the
establishment of the media
path.

• Call set up failed due to
an unknown media issue

Session Type Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
Conf, P2P

Indicates if the call session
type was a meeting (Conf)
or peer-to-peer call (P2P)
scenario. 
Example value:Example value:  Conf

CDR Response Reason Enumeration 
Possible values:Possible values:  
0 or 200 = "OK" 
410 =
"MediaConnectivityErrors"
480 = "UserUnavailable"
487 = "PickupTimedOut" 
603 = "CallDeclined" 
All other CDR codes =
"Other"

Provides the reason for a
call session concluding,
whether the call was
successful or not, and
allows for differentiation
between incomplete calls
(no answer, busy, declined)
and failed calls (media
establishment). 
Example value:Example value:  OK

• A value of "Other" implies
response code is not
diagnostically useful outside
of Microsoft's engineering
teams

DNSDNS
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Used DNS Resolve Cache Boolean True if endpoint used DNS
cache to resolve media relay
address, False otherwise.

• This data was not
reported by the endpoint

UserDataUserData

First User ObjectId String The Active Directory object
ID of the first endpoint's
user. Only available for the
past 28 days of data and
only visible to users with
roles allowing EUII access.

Second User ObjectId String The Active Directory object
ID of the second endpoint's
user. Only available for the
past 28 days of data and
only visible to users with
roles allowing EUII access.

First MAC Address String The media access control
(MAC) address of the first
endpoint's network device.
Only available for the past
28 days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access.

Second MAC Address String The media access control
(MAC) address of the
second endpoint's network
device. Only available for
the past 28 days of data
and only visible to users
with roles allowing EUII
access.

First Sip Uri String The Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) URI of the
first endpoint's user. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access.

• Populated only for Skype
for Business endpoints. 
• User does not have
permissions to view EUII.

Second Sip Uri String The SIP URI of the first
endpoint's user. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access.

• Populated only for Skype
for Business endpoints.
• User does not have
permissions to view EUII.
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First Phone Number String The phone number of the
first endpoint's user. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access. The
last four digits of PSTN
numbers are always
obfuscated in CQD
irrespective of EUII viewing
privileges.
Example value:Example value:
+1425555****

• Populated only for PSTN
endpoints. 
• User does not have
permissions to view EUII.

Second Phone Number String The phone number of the
second endpoint's user.
Only available for the past
28 days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access. The
last four digits of PSTN
numbers are always
obfuscated in CQD
irrespective of EUII viewing
privileges.
Example value:Example value:
+1425555****

• Populated only for PSTN
endpoints.
• User does not have
permissions to view EUII.

First UPN String The user principal name
(UPN) of the first endpoint's
user. Only available for the
past 28 days of data and
only visible to users with
roles allowing EUII access.

• Not all UserTypes have
UPNs; include the Second
UserType or Second User
ObjectId dimensions to
learn more about these
endpoints.

Second UPN String The user principal name
(UPN) of the second
endpoint's user. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access.

• Not all UserTypes have
UPNs; include the Second
UserType or Second User
ObjectId dimensions to
learn more about these
endpoints.

First Feedback Text String Verbatim feedback text, if
any, provided by first
endpoint's user at the end
of a call. Only available for
the past 28 days of data
and only visible to users
with roles allowing EUII
access.
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Second Feedback Text String Verbatim feedback text, if
any, provided by second
endpoint's user at the end
of a call. Only available for
the past 28 days of data
and only visible to users
with roles allowing EUII
access.

First Client Endpoint Name String The machine name of the
first endpoint. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access.

Second Client Endpoint
Name

String The machine name of the
second endpoint. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access.

First Endpoint Product
Name

String The product name of the
first endpoint (either Skype
for Business or Microsoft
Teams).

Second Endpoint Product
Name

String The product name of the
second endpoint (either
Skype for Business or
Microsoft Teams).

First UserType Enumeration string The type of user on the first
endpoint. 
Possible values:Possible values:  User,
Server, Anonymous,
Application, PSTN,
Voicemail, Unknown 

UnknownUnknown - the default
value if UserType can't be
determined based on the
info received. 
PSTNPSTN - a PSTN User. 
AnonymousAnonymous - a Teams
user or Skype for Business
visitor. 
ApplicationApplication - a bot. 
UserUser  - an AAD User, can be
either Skype for Business
User or Teams User. 
Ser verSer ver  - for conferences, at
least one side is a server. 
VoicemailVoicemail - the endpoint
was answered by the
voicemail service.
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Second UserType Enumeration string The type of user on the
second endpoint. 
Possible values:Possible values:  User,
Server, Anonymous,
Application, PSTN,
Voicemail, Unknown 

UnknownUnknown - the default
value if UserType can't be
determined based on the
info received. 
PSTNPSTN - a PSTN User. 
AnonymousAnonymous - a Teams
user or Skype for Business
visitor. 
ApplicationApplication - a bot. 
UserUser  - an AAD User, can be
either Skype for Business
User or Teams User. 
Ser verSer ver  - for conferences, at
least one side is server. 
VoicemailVoicemail - the endpoint
was answered by voicemail
service.

Organizer ObjectId String The Active Directory object
ID of the meeting
organizer's user. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access.

• User does not have
permissions to view EUII. •
Record is older than 28
days.

Organizer UPN String The user principal name
(UPN) of the meeting
organizer's user. Only
available for the past 28
days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access.

• User does not have
permissions to view EUII. •
Record is older than 28
days.

Organizer Sip Uri String The Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) URI of the
meeting organizer's user.
Only available for the past
28 days of data and only
visible to users with roles
allowing EUII access.

• Populated only for Skype
for Business endpoints. 
• User does not have
permissions to view EUII. •
Record is older than 28
days.

DevicesDevices

First Capture Device Form
Factor

Enumeration string The form factor of the audio
capture device
(microphone) on the first
endpoint.

• Not reported by the
endpoint.
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Second Capture Device
Form Factor

Enumeration string The form factor of the audio
capture device
(microphone) on the first
endpoint.

• Not reported by the
endpoint.

First Render Device Form
Factor

Enumeration string The form factor of the audio
capture device (speakers)
on the first endpoint.

• Not reported by the
endpoint.

Second Render Device Form
Factor

Enumeration string The form factor of the audio
capture device (speakers)
on the first endpoint.

• Not reported by the
endpoint.

VideoVideo

First Video Duration
Seconds

Range (seconds) Duration of the first
endpoint's video stream,
measured in seconds and
displayed as a range. 
Example value:Example value:  254:
[1000 - 1500]

• Not reported by the
endpoint.

Second Video Duration
Seconds

Range (seconds) Duration of the second
endpoint's video stream,
measured in seconds and
displayed as a range. 
Example value:Example value:  254:
[1000 - 1500]

• Not reported by the
endpoint.

PSTNPSTN

First PSTN Country Region String If FirstIsCaller is true, First
PSTN Country Region is the
caller's country. If it is false,
then Second PSTN Country
region is the caller's
country.
Example:Example:  US

Second PSTN Country
Region

String If FirstIsCaller is false,
Second PSTN Country
Region is the caller's
country. If it is true, then
First PSTN Country region
is the caller's country.
Example:Example:  US

PSTN Trunk FQDN String FQDN is the fully qualified
domain name (FQDN) of
the Session Border
Controller (SBC).
Example:Example:
sbcgw.contoso.com
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PSTN Carrier Name String The company that is
authorized by regulatory
agencies to operate a
telecommunications system.
Example:Example:  Colt

Direct Routing does not
have a carrier. Only a calling
plan has a carrier.

PSTN Call Type String This string combines the
service type and call type.

Service type:
user -> calling plan
byot -> direct routing
conf -> audio conferencing
ucap -> voice app
emergency -> emergency
number

Call type:
In -> inbound call
Out -> outbound call
Out_transfer -> outbound
call gets transferred to third
person
Out_forward -> outbound
call gets forwarded to third
person
Out_conf -> outbound call
with ad-hoc PSTN
participant

Example:Example:  ByotIn

PSTN Connectivity Type String PSTN connectivity type
includes Direct Routing,
Calling Plan, or Audio
Conferencing. At this time,
only Direct Routing is
available in the Call Quality
Dashboard (CQD).
Example:Example:  Direct Routing

PSTN Final SIP Code Phrase String The reason phrase
corresponding to the SIP
response code and
Microsoft response code.
Example:Example:  BYE

PSTN Call End Sub Reason Int A response code sent out
from the Microsoft
component that indicates
specific actions that
occurred.
Example:Example:  540000

PSTN Event Type String An event type that provides
telemetry.
Example:Example:  End
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PSTN Event Info Time Date The time in UTC format
when an outbound call
starts from the Microsoft
network or an inbound call
reaches the Microsoft
network.
Example:Example:  2020-02-06
20:57:53.1750000

PSTN MP Location String The Media Processor
location will show the media
path when in non-bypass
mode.
Example:Example:  USWE

PSTN Call End Reason Int A three-digit integer
response code shows the
final status of the call. 
For more information about
SIP explanation, please see
the List of SIP response
codes. 
Example:Example:  404

Voice Apps (Preview)Voice Apps (Preview) For this category, see Auto
Attendant & Call Queue
Historical Report for more
information.)

Auto Attendant Identity String Name of the resource
account attached to the
Auto Attendant.

Auto Attendant Chain Index Integer Order of the Auto
Attendant in the call.

Auto Attendant Chain Start
Time

String The Auto Attendant call
start time and date.

Auto Attendant Chain
Duration Seconds

Integer The duration of the call in
the Auto Attendant,
measured in seconds.

Auto Attendant Caller
Action Count

Integer Count of actions selected
by the caller in an Auto
Attendant during the call.

Auto Attendant Call Flow String Encapsulates the different
states of the Auto
Attendant call.

Auto Attendant Transfer
Action

Enumeration The call transfer target type.

Auto Attendant Call Result Enumeration Final call result with the
Auto Attendant.
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Auto Attendant Directory
Search Method

Enumeration The last address book
search method used.

Auto Attendant Count Integer Number of Auto Attendants
involved in the call.

Call Queue Identity String Name of the resource
account attached to the Call
Queue.

Call Queue Is Conference
Mode

Boolean If True, Call Queue is
configured to use
conference mode otherwise
Call Queue is configured to
use transfer mode.

Call Queue Agent Count Integer Number of agents
configured in the queue.

Call Queue Agent Opt In
Count

Integer Number of configured
agents that have opted into
the queue.

Call Queue Target Type Enumeration The call redirection target
type.

Call Queue Call Result Enumeration The Call Queue call final
state.

Call Queue Final State
Action

Enumeration The Call Queue final action.

Call Queue Timed Out Time Integer The configured timed out
value for the Call Queue.

Is Auto Attendant Involved Boolean If True, an Auto Attendant
was involved in a given call
or stream.

Is Call Queue Involved Boolean If True, a Call Queue was
involved in a given call or
stream.

MeetingMeeting

Scheduling Source App Id String The AppID of the first or
third-party scheduling
client that booked the
meeting.

The scheduling client has
not provided this parameter
through its telemetry.

DatapairDatapair
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Network Connection Detail
Pair

Enumerated pair 
Possible values:Possible values:  
wifi : wifi 
wifi : wired 
Wired : wifi 
Wired : Wired 
MobileBB : MobileBB 
MobileBB : Other 
MobileBB : Tunnel 
MobileBB : wifi 
MobileBB : Wired 
Other : Other 
Other : wifi 
Other : Wired 
Tunnel : Tunnel 
Tunnel : wifi 
Tunnel : Wired 
: MobileBB 
: Other 
: Tunnel 
: wifi 
: Wired 
:

Pair of network connection
detail for the first and
second endpoint.

• Endpoint network
connectivity type was
unknown. This may happen
if the call could not be
established.

User Agent Category Pair Enumerated pair Pair of User Agent Category
for first and second
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  AV-MCU :
OC

• Endpoint user agent was
not a known type

Is Server Pair Enumerated pair 
Possible values:Possible values:  Client :
Client 
Client : Server 
Server : Server

Pair of identification of first
and second endpoints as
either Client or Server.

no Blank values

Connectivity Ice Pair Enumerated pair 
Possible values:Possible values:  
DIRECT : DIRECT 
DIRECT : FAILED 
DIRECT : HTTP 
FAILED : FAILED 
FAILED : RELAY 
HTTP : RELAY 
: 
: DIRECT 
: FAILED 
: HTTP 
: RELAY

Pair of type of ICE
connectivity used by each
endpoint.

• ICE connectivity used by
endpoint was not known or
reported

OS Pair Enumerated pair Pair of the OS name and
version for first and second
endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  Windows
10 : Windows 10

• OS name could not be
parsed or was not reported
by endpoint
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Tenant Id Pair Enumerated pair Pair of the tenant ids for
first and second endpoint. 
Example value:Example value:  00000000
— 0000 - 0000 - 0000 —
000000000000 : 00000000
— 0000 - 0000 - 0000 —
000000000000

• The tenant identifier could
not be determined. This
may happen if endpoint is
signed in to an on-premise
Skype for Business Server
deployment.

Building Name Pair Enumerated pair Pair of the building name
for the first and second
endpoint.

• The building name for an
endpoint could not be
determined. This could be
because the endpoint is
located outside the
corporate network, or is
accessing the network from
a site without a subnet
mapping. 
Example value:Example value:  Main
Building : Branch Site
Building

Inside Corp Pair Enumerated pair 
Possible values:Possible values:  
Inside : Inside 
Inside : Outside 
Outside : Outside

Pair showing if the
endpoints were located
inside or outside the
corporate network based
on the subnet mapping.

ScenarioScenario

Scenario Pair Enumerated pair Pair showing if the
endpoints were located
inside or outside the
corporate network based
on the subnet mapping and
the network connection
detail. 
Note:Note:  The pairs are
separated by '--'. 
Example value:Example value:  Client-
Inside--Client-Inside-wifi

• The network connectivity
type was unknown for
either or both endpoints.
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  Notes on dimension data type/unitsNotes on dimension data type/units
  BooleanBoolean

  RangeRange

Boolean values are always either True or False. In some cases, True can also be represented as 1 and False can be

represented as 0.

Dimensions that are provided as range or group of values are shown using the following format:

<sort order string> [<lower bound inclusive> - <upper bound exclusive>

For example, the Duration (Minutes) dimension represents the call duration in seconds with the value reported

as a range of values.



DURAT IO N  ( M IN UT ES)DURAT IO N  ( M IN UT ES) H O W  TO  IN T ERP RETH O W  TO  IN T ERP RET

062: [0 - 0) Stream duration = 0 minutes

064: [1 - 2) 1 minute < = stream duration < 2 minutes

065: [2 - 3) 2 minutes < = stream duration < 3 minutes

066: [3–4) 3 minutes < = stream duration < 4 minutes

NOTENOTE

  Enumeration stringsEnumeration strings

  Enumeration pairEnumeration pair

N ET W O RK C O N N EC T IO N  DETA IL  PA IRN ET W O RK C O N N EC T IO N  DETA IL  PA IR H O W  TO  IN T ERP RETH O W  TO  IN T ERP RET

Wired : Wired First and second endpoints both used wired ethernet
connections.

Wired : wifi First endpoint used wired ethernet connection and second
endpoint used Wi-Fi connection, or the second endpoint
used wired ethernet connection and first endpoint used Wi-
Fi connection.

: wifi First endpoint used a WiFi connection and the network
connection used by the second endpoint is unknown, or the
second endpoint used a WiFi connection and the network
connection used by the first endpoint is unknown.

The <sort order string> is used to control the sort order when presenting the data and can be used for filtering.

For example, a filter on Duration (Minutes) < "065", would show streams with duration less than 2 minutes (The

leading '0' is needed for the filter to work as expected). The actual value of the sort order string isn't significant.

You may notice ranges that seem to be invalid for a given dimension. An example would be Wifi Signal Strength showing

calls in the 082: [100 - 110) range when 100 is the maximum possible value for Wifi Signal Strength. This is due to how

numbers are assigned to ranges in CQD's data model. If a whole number value is 99, it will be counted in the 081: [90 -

100) range. If that value is 100, it will be counted in the 082: [100 - 110) range. This does not indicate that there are Wifi

Signal Strength values greater than 100% being reported.

Strings used by CQD are often derived from data files, and these can be nearly any combination of character

within the allowed length. Some dimensions look like strings, but since they can only be one of a short list of

predefined values, they are enumerations and not true strings. Some enumerations strings are also used in

pairs.

Dimensions that are provided as an enumeration pair are shown using the following format:

<enumeration value from one end point> : <enumeration value from the other endpoint>

The ordering of the enumeration values is consistent but doesn't reflect ordering of the first or second

endpoints.

For example, the Network Connection Detail Pair shows the Network Connection Detail values for the two

endpoints:



  Blank valuesBlank values

 Measurements
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Total Stream Count Number of streams Number media streams regardless of
type of media, including
reliability/diagnostics streams that may
not have a media type.

Total CDR Available Stream Count Number of streams Number of media streams with
reliability/diagnostics information
available. See Call detail recording
(CDR) in Skype for Business Server

Total Media Failed Stream Count Number of streams Number of streams where either media
path could not be established or did
not terminate normally.

Total Call Setup Failed Stream Count Number of streams Number of streams where media path
could not be established between the
endpoints at the start of the call.

Total Call Dropped Stream Count Number of streams Number of streams where media path
did not terminate normally.

Total Media Succeeded Stream Count Number of streams Number of streams where media path
was established and terminated
normally.

Total Call Setup Succeeded Stream
Count

number of streams Number of streams where media path
could be established between the
endpoints at the start of the call.

Total Call Setup Failure Percentage Percentage Percentage of all streams where media
path could not be established between
the endpoints at the start of the call.

Total Call Dropped Failure Percentage Percentage Percentage of successfully established
streams where media path did not
terminate normally.

Total Answer Seizure Ratio Ratio Ratio of calls with duration less than 5
seconds over the total number of calls.

Total Short Call Percentage Percentage Percentage of total calls less than 1
minute long.

The table above lists possible reasons why a dimension may be blank. Many dimensions and measurements will

be blank if the QoE Record Available dimension is false. This typically occurs when the call wasn't successfully

established.

Many Measurement values can also be used as filters. The following table lists the measurements currently

available in CQD, shown in the order listed in the Query Editor

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/manage/health-and-monitoring/call-detail-recording-cdr


Total Media Failure Percentage Percentage Percentage of all streams where either
media path could not be established or
did not terminate normally.

Total Audio Stream Duration (Minutes) Minutes Total audio stream duration in minutes
in the selected time range.

Media Failed Due To Firewall DPI
Stream Count

Number of streams Number of streams that failed to be
established due to network equipment
blocking access due to deep packet
inspection not allowing Skype for
Business traffic. These failures typically
indicate a proxy, firewall or other
network security device is not correctly
configured to access the IP address
and ports used by Skype for Business
in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Firewall DPI Media Failure Percentage Percentage Percentage of streams that failed to be
established due to network equipment
blocking access due to deep packet
inspection not allowing Skype for
Business traffic. These failures typically
indicate a proxy, firewall or other
network security device is not correctly
configured to access the IP address
and ports used by Skype for Business
in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Media Failed Due To Firewall IP Blocked
Stream Count

Number of streams Number of streams that failed to be
established due to network equipment
blocking access to Skype for Business
servers. These failures typically indicate
a proxy, firewall or other network
security device is not correctly
configured to access the IP address
and ports used by Skype for Business
in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Firewall IP Blocked Media Failure
Percentage

Percentage Percentage of streams that failed to be
established because network
equipment blocked access to Skype for
Business servers. These failures
typically indicate a proxy, firewall, or
other network security device is not
correctly configured to access the IP
address and ports used by Skype for
Business in Microsoft 365 or Office
365.

Media Failed Due To Other Stream
Count

Number of streams Number of streams where media path
could not be established between the
endpoints due to an
undetermined/unclassified reason.
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Other Media Failure Percentage Percentage Percentage of streams where media
path could not be established between
the endpoints due to an
undetermined/unclassified reason.

Total CDR Available Call Count Number of streams Total number of media streams with
reliability/diagnostics information
available. There is an up to 0.2% error
for this measure. See note below for
details.

Total Media Failed Call Count Number of streams Number of streams where media path
could not be established between the
endpoints. There is an up to 0.2% error
for this measure. See note below for
details.

Audio Stream Count Number of streams Number of audio streams.

Audio Poor Stream Count Number of streams Number of audio streams classified as
poor based on network metrics listed
here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.

Audio Good Stream Count Number of streams Number of audio streams classified as
good based on network metrics listed
here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.

Audio Unclassified Stream Count Number of streams Number of audio streams that did not
have sufficient data to be classified as
good or poor based on network
metrics listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

Audio Poor Percentage Percentage Percentage of all audio streams that
were classified as poor based on
network metrics listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

Audio OnePercent PacketLoss Count Number of streams Number of audio streams with packet
loss greater than 1%.

Audio OnePercent PacketLoss
Percentage

Percentage Percentage of all audio streams with
packet loss greater than 1%.

Audio Poor Due To Jitter Count Number of streams Number of audio streams where the
jitter metric exceeds thresholds listed
here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.
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Audio Poor Due To PacketLoss Count Number of streams Number of audio streams where the
packet loss metric exceeds thresholds
listed here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard

Audio Poor Due To Degradation Count Number of streams Number of audio streams where the
degradation metric exceeds thresholds
listed here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.

Audio Poor Due To RoundTrip Count Number of streams Number of audio streams where the
round trip exceeds thresholds listed
here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.

Audio Poor Due To ConcealedRatio
Count

Number of streams Number of audio streams where the
concealed ratio exceeds thresholds
listed here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.

Audio SLA Good Call Count Number of calls Number of audio calls within scope of
the Skype for Business Voice Quality
SLA (Volume Licensing for Microsoft
Products and Online Services) classified
as meeting the network performance
targets.

Audio SLA Poor Call Count Number of calls Number of audio calls within scope of
the Skype for Business Voice Quality
SLA (Volume Licensing for Microsoft
Products and Online Services) classified
as not meeting the network
performance targets.

Audio SLA Call Count Number of calls Number of audio calls within scope of
the Skype for Business Voice Quality
SLA (Volume Licensing for Microsoft
Products and Online Services).

Audio SLA Good Call Percentage Percentage Percentage of audio calls within scope
of the Skype for Business Voice Quality
SLA (Volume Licensing for Microsoft
Products and Online Services) that
were classified as meeting the network
performance targets.

Audio Good Call Stream Count Number of streams Number of audio streams where both
audio streams in the call (call-leg) are
not classified as poor based on
network metrics listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.
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Audio Poor Call Stream Count Number of streams Number of audio streams where at
least one audio stream in the call (call-
leg) was classified as poor based on
network metrics listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

Audio Unclassified Call Stream Count Number of streams Number of audio streams where both
audio streams in the call (call-leg)
could not be classified due to missing
network metrics.

Audio Poor Call Level Percentage Percentage Percentage of all audio streams where
at least one audio stream in the call
(call-leg) was classified as poor based
on network metrics listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

Audio Call Count Number Number of calls involving audio. There
is an up to 0.2% error for this measure.
See note below for details.

Audio Poor Call Count Number Number of calls involving audio
classified as poor. There is an up to
0.2% error for this measure. See note
below for details.

Audio Good Call Count Number of calls Number of calls involving audio
classified as good. There is an up to
0.2% error for this measure. See notes
below for details.

Audio Unclassified Call Count Number of calls Number of calls involving audio that
could not be classified Good or Poor.
There is an up to 0.2% error for this
measure. See note below for details.

Audio Poor Call Percentage Percentage of calls Percentage of calls involving audio
classified as poor. There is an up to
0.2% error for this measure. See note
below for details.

AppSharing Stream Count Number of streams Number of RDP-based application
sharing streams.

AppSharing Poor Due To
SpoiledTilePercentTotal Count

Number of streams Number of application sharing streams
where the spoiled tile percent total
metric exceeds thresholds listed here:
Stream Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

AppSharing Poor Due To
RelativeOneWayAverage Count

Number of streams Number of application sharing streams
where the spoiled tile percent total
metric exceeds thresholds listed here:
Stream Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.
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AppSharing Poor Due To
RDPTileProcessingLatencyAverage
Count

Number of streams Number of application sharing streams
where the RDP tile processing latency
average exceeds thresholds listed here:
Stream Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

AppSharing Poor Stream Count Number of streams Number of application sharing streams
classified as poor based on network
metrics listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

AppSharing Good Stream Count Number of streams Number of application sharing streams
classified as good based on network
metrics listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

AppSharing Unclassified Stream Count Number of streams Number of application sharing streams
that did not have sufficient data to be
classified as good or poor based on
network metrics listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

AppSharing Poor Percentage Percentage Percentage of total application sharing
streams that were classified as poor
based on network metrics listed here:
Stream Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

Video Stream Count Number of streams Number of video streams.

Video Poor Due To VideoPostFecplr
Count

Number of streams Number of video streams where the
Video Post Fec plr exceeds thresholds
listed here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.

Video Poor Due To
VideoLocalFrameLossPercentageAvg
Count

Number of streams Number of video streams where the
Video Local Frame Loss Percentage
Avg exceeds thresholds listed here:
Stream Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

Video Poor Due To
VideoFrameRateAvg Count

Number of streams Number of Video streams where the
Video Frame Rate Avg exceeds
thresholds listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

Video Poor Due to Freeze Count Number of streams Number of main video streams where
the Video Freeze metric exceeds
thresholds listed here. Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard. This field is specific to
Microsoft Teams only
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Video Poor Stream Count Number of streams Number of video streams classified as
poor based on network metrics listed
here Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.

Video Good Stream Count Number of streams Number of video streams classified as
good based on network metrics listed
here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.

Video Unclassified Stream Count Number of streams Number of video streams that did not
have sufficient data to be classified as
good or poor based on network
metrics listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

Video Poor Percentage Percentage Percentage of total video streams that
were classified as poor based on
network metrics listed here Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

Video Poor Percentage Due to Freeze Percentage Percentage of main video streams that
were classified as poor based on the
Video Poor metric Due to Freeze listed
here Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard. This field is specific
to Microsoft Teams only

VBSS Stream Count Number of streams Number of video-based-screen sharing
streams.

VBSS Poor Due To VideoPostFecplr
Count

Number of streams Number of video-based-screen-
sharing streams where the Video Post
Fec plr exceeds thresholds listed here:
Stream Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

VBSS Poor Due To
VideoLocalFrameLossPercentageAvg
Count

Number of streams Number of video-based-screen-
sharing streams where the Video Local
Frame Loss Percentage Avg exceeds
thresholds listed here: Stream
Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

VBSS Poor Due To VideoFrameRateAvg
Count

Number of streams Number of video-based-screen-
sharing streams where the Video
Frame Rate Avg exceeds thresholds
listed here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.

VBSS Poor Stream Count Number of streams Number of video-based-screen-
sharing streams classified as poor
based on network metrics listed here:
Stream Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.
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VBSS Good Stream Count Number of streams Number of video-based-screen-
sharing streams classified as good
based on network metrics listed here:
Stream Classification in Call Quality
Dashboard.

VBSS Unclassified Stream Count Number of streams Number of video-based-screen-
sharing streams that did not have
sufficient data to be classified as good
or poor based on network metrics
listed here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.

VBSS Poor Percentage Percentage Percentage of total video-based-
screen-sharing streams that classified
as poor based on network metrics
listed here: Stream Classification in Call
Quality Dashboard.

Avg Call Duration Seconds Average duration of streams in
seconds.

First Feedback Rating Avg User rating (1-5) Average rating of streams reported by
the user using the first endpoint. Calls
are rated from 1-5 and the rating is
applied to all streams of the call.

Second Feedback Rating Avg User rating (1-5) Average rating of streams reported by
the user using the second endpoint.
Calls are rated from 1-5 and the rating
is applied to all streams of the call.

First Feedback Rating Count Number of rated streams Number of streams rated by the user
using the first endpoint. Calls are rated
from 1-5 and the rating is applied to
all streams of the call.

Second Feedback Rating Count Number of rated streams Number of streams rated by the user
using the second endpoint. Calls are
rated from 1-5 and the rating is
applied to all streams of the call.

First Feedback Rating Poor Count Number of rated streams Number of streams rated by the user
using the first endpoint as either 1 or
2. Calls are rated from 1-5 and the
rating is applied to all streams of the
call.

Second Feedback Rating Poor Count Number of rated streams Number of streams rated by the user
using the second endpoint as either 1
or 2. Calls are rated from 1-5 and the
rating is applied to all streams of the
call.
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First Feedback Rating Poor Percentage Number of rated streams Percentage of all rated streams that
were rated by the user using the first
endpoint as either 1 or 2. Calls are
rated from 1-5 and the rating is
applied to all streams of the call.

Second Feedback Rating Poor
Percentage

Number of rated streams Percentage of all rated streams that
were rated by the user using the
second endpoint as either 1 or 2. Calls
are rated from 1-5 and the rating is
applied to all streams of the call.

First Feedback Token Audio Issue
Count

Number rated streams Number of streams where user using
the first endpoint indicated an issue
with audio.

Second Feedback Token Audio Issue
Count

Number rated streams Number of streams where user using
the second endpoint indicated an issue
with audio.

First Feedback Token Video Issue
Count

Number of rated streams Number of streams where user using
the first endpoint indicated an issue
with video.

Second Feedback Token Video Issue
Count

Number of rated streams Number of streams where user using
the second endpoint indicated an issue
with video.

Avg First Echo Percent Mic In Percentage Average percentage of time during the
stream that the first endpoints
detected echo in the audio from the
capture or microphone device prior to
echo cancellation.

Avg Second Echo Percent Mic In Percentage Average percentage of time during the
stream that the second endpoints
detected echo in the audio from the
capture or microphone device prior to
echo cancellation.

Avg First Echo Percent Send Percentage Average percentage of time during the
stream that the first endpoints
detected echo in the audio from the
capture or microphone device after
echo cancellation.

Avg Second Echo Percent Send Percentage Average percentage of time during the
stream that the second endpoints
detected echo in the audio from the
capture or microphone device after
echo cancellation.

Avg First Initial Signal Level RMS Range (Decibels) Average of the root-mean-square
(RMS) of the received signal for the
first 30 seconds of the call for the first
endpoint. See 2.2.1.28.1 Child
Elements for more information
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Avg Second Initial Signal Level RMS Range (Decibels) Average of the root-mean-square
(RMS) of the received signal for the
first 30 seconds of the call for the
second endpoint.

Avg First RxAGC Signal Level Range (Decibels) Average signal level received at the
automatic gain control for the first
inbound audio stream.

Avg Second RxAGC Signal Level Range (Decibels) Average signal level received at the
automatic gain control for the second
inbound audio stream.

Avg First RxAGC Noise Level Range (Decibels) Average noise level received at the
automatic gain control for the first
inbound audio stream.

Avg Second RxAGC Noise Level Range (Decibels) Average noise level received at the
automatic gain control for the second
inbound audio stream.

Avg First Render Loopback Signal Level Range (Decibels) Average level of first speaker loopback
signal (after any device offload effects
have been applied).

Avg Second Render Loopback Signal
Level

Range (Decibels) Average level of second speaker
loopback signal (after any device
offload effects have been applied).

Avg First Audio Send Signal Level Decibels Average energy level of sent audio for
audio classified as mono speech, or left
channel of stereo speech sent by first
endpoints.

Avg Second Audio Send Signal Level Decibels Average energy level of sent audio for
audio classified as mono speech, or left
channel of stereo speech sent by
second endpoints.

Avg First Audio Received Signal Level Decibels Average energy level of received audio
for audio classified as mono speech, or
left channel of stereo speech by the
first endpoints.

Avg Second Audio Received Signal
Level

Decibels Average energy level of received audio
for audio classified as mono speech, or
left channel of stereo speech by the
second endpoints.

Avg First Audio Send Noise Level Decibels Average energy level of sent audio for
audio classified as mono noise or left
channel of stereo noise by the first
endpoints.
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Avg Second Audio Send Noise Level Decibels Average energy level of sent audio for
audio classified as mono noise or left
channel of stereo noise by the second
endpoints.

Avg First Audio Received Noise Level Decibels Average energy level of received audio
for audio classified as mono noise or
left channel of stereo noise by the first
endpoints.

Avg Second Audio Received Noise
Level

Decibels Average energy level of received audio
for audio classified as mono noise or
left channel of stereo noise by the
second endpoints.

First Audio Echo BAD_TIMESTAMP
Count

Number of streams Number of streams where the echo
was caused by bad device timestamps
from the first endpoints that limited
echo cancellation in audio sent.

First Audio Echo POSTAEC_ECHO
Count

Number of streams Number of streams where the high
echo was detected after echo
cancellation for audio sent by the first
endpoints.

First Audio Echo EVENT_ANLP Count Number of streams Number of streams where the first
endpoints detected noise in the
captured audio that limited echo
cancellation in audio sent.

First Audio Echo EVENT_DNLP Count Number of streams Number of streams where the first
endpoints detected noise in the
captured audio that limited echo
cancellation in audio sent.

First Audio Echo MIC_CLIPPING Count Number of streams Number of streams where the first
endpoints detected clipping in the
captured audio that limited echo
cancellation in audio sent.

First Audio Echo BAD_STATE Count Number of streams Number of streams where the first
endpoints detected issues with the
internal state that limited echo
cancellation in audio sent.

Second Audio Echo BAD_TIMESTAMP
Count

Number of streams Number of streams where the echo
was caused by bad device timestamps
from the second endpoints that limited
echo cancellation in audio sent.

Second Audio Echo POSTAEC_ECHO
Count

Number of streams Number of streams where the high
echo was detected after echo
cancellation for audio sent by the
second endpoints.
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Second Audio Echo EVENT_ANLP
Count

Number of streams Number of streams where the second
endpoints detected noise in the
captured audio that limited echo
cancellation in audio sent.

Second Audio Echo EVENT_DNLP
Count

Number of streams Number of streams where the second
endpoints detected noise in the
captured audio that limited echo
cancellation in audio sent.

Second Audio Echo MIC_CLIPPING
Count

Number of streams Number of streams where the second
endpoints detected clipping in the
captured audio that limited echo
cancellation in audio sent.

Second Audio Echo BAD_STATE Count Number of streams Number of streams where the second
endpoints detected issues with the
internal state that limited echo
cancellation in audio sent.

Avg Audio Degradation Mean Opinion Score (0-5) Average Network Mean Opinion Score
degradation for streams. Represents
how much the network loss and jitter
have impacted the quality of received
audio.

Avg Jitter Milliseconds Average network jitter for streams in
milliseconds.

Avg Jitter Max Milliseconds Maximum network jitter for streams in
milliseconds.

Avg Packet Loss Rate Ratio Average of average percentage of
packets lost computed using 5 second
interval for streams. 0.1 indicates 10%
packet loss.

Avg Packet Loss Rate Max Ratio Average of maximum percentage of
packets lost during any 5 second
interval for streams. 0.1 indicates 10%
packet loss.

Avg Send Listen MOS Number Average of the prediction of the
Wideband Listening Quality Mean
Opinion Score (MOS-LQ) of the audio
stream that is being sent from the
user. 
See "Avg. sending MOS" at Lync
Monitoring Reports Decoder

Avg Overall Avg Network MOS Mean Opinion Score (0-5) Average or average network Mean
Opinion Score for streams. Represents
the average predicted quality of
received audio factoring in network
loss, jitter, and codec.
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Avg Ratio Concealed Samples Ratio Average of average ratio of the
number of audio frames with samples
generated by packet loss concealment
to the total number of audio frames
for streams. 0.1 indicates 10% of
frames contained concealed samples.

Avg Conceal Ratio Max Ratio Average of the maximum ratios of the
number of audio frames with samples
generated by packet loss concealment
to the total number of audio frames
for streams. 0.1 indicates 10% of
frames contained concealed samples.

Avg Ratio Stretched Samples Ratio Average of average ratio of the
number of audio frames with samples
that have been stretched to
compensate for jitter or loss to the
total number of audio frames for
streams. 0.1 indicates 10% audio
frames contained stretched samples.

Avg Healer Packet Drop Ratio Range (Ratio) Average ratio of audio packets
dropped by healer over total number
of audio packets received by healer.

Avg Healer FEC Packet Used Ratio Range (Ratio) Average ratio of used FEC packets over
total number of received FEC packets.

Avg Round Trip Milliseconds Average of average network
propagation round-trip time
computed as specified in RFC3550 in
milliseconds for streams.

Avg Round Trip Max Milliseconds Average of maximum network
propagation round-trip time
computed as specified in RFC3550 in
milliseconds for streams.

Avg Packet Utilization Number of packets Average number of Real-Time
Transport Protocol (RTP) packets sent
per second in the session.

Avg Network Jitter Milliseconds Average of network jitter computed
over 20 second windows during the
session.

Avg Network Jitter Max Milliseconds Average of maximum network jitter in
milliseconds computed over 20 second
windows during the session.

Avg Network Jitter Min Milliseconds Average of minimum network jitter
values in milliseconds computed over
20 second windows during the session
for streams.
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Avg Jitter Buffer Size Max Milliseconds Maximum size of jitter buffer during
session.

Avg Jitter Buffer Size Min Milliseconds Minimum size of jitter buffer during
session.

Avg Relative OneWay Milliseconds Average computed relative one way
delay of the peer.

Avg Relative OneWay Gap Occurrences Milliseconds Average number of instances of gaps
in the relative one way delay of the
peer.

Avg Relative OneWay Gap Density Milliseconds Average density of gaps in the relative
one way delay of the peer.

Avg Relative OneWay Gap Duration Number (Milliseconds) Average duration of gaps in the
relative one way delay of the peer.

Avg Audio Post FECPLR Ratio Average of packet loss rate after FEC
has been applied for aggregated
across all audio streams and codecs for
streams.

Avg Video Post FECPLR Ratio Average of packet loss rate after FEC
has been applied for aggregated
across all video streams and codecs for
streams.

Avg Video Local Frame Loss
Percentage

Percentage Average percentage of video frames
lost as displayed to the user for
streams. This includes frames
recovered from network losses.

Avg Video Received Frame Rate
Average

Frames per second Average of average frames per second
received for all video streams
computed over the duration of the
session for streams.

Avg Video Low Frame Rate Call
Percent

Percentage Average of percentage of time of the
call where frame rate is less than 7.5
frames per second for streams.

Avg Video Packet Loss Rate Ratio Average of average fraction of packets
lost, as specified in RFC3550,
computed over the duration of the
session for streams.

Avg Video Frame Rate Frames per second Average frames per second received
for a video stream, computed over the
duration of the session. Values
grouped by range.
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Avg Video Dynamic Capability Percent Milliseconds Average of percentage of time that the
client is running < 70% expected video
processing capability for this type of
CPU for streams.

Avg AppSharing Spoiled Tile Percent
Total

Milliseconds Average of percentage of tiles which
are discarded instead of being sent to
a remote peer (for example, from the
MCU to a viewer) for streams.
Discarded tiles may be caused by
bandwidth restrictions between client
and server.

Avg AppSharing Relative OneWay Seconds Average of average relative one-way
delay between the endpoints in
seconds for application sharing
streams.

Avg AppSharing RDP Tile Processing
Latency

Milliseconds Average of average latency in
milliseconds processing tiles on the
RDP Stack at the conferencing server
for streams.

Avg First Device Capture Not
Functioning Event Ratio

Ratio Average of the fraction of the call that
the first endpoint detected the capture
device was not working properly.

Avg Second Device Capture Not
Functioning Event Ratio

Ratio Average of the fraction of the call that
the second endpoint detected the
capture device was not working
properly.

Avg First Device Render Not
Functioning Event Ratio

Ratio Average of the fraction of the call that
the first endpoint detected the render
device was not working properly.

Avg Second Device Render Not
Functioning Event Ratio

Ratio Average of the fraction of the call that
the second endpoint detected the
render device was not working
properly.

Avg First Mic Glitch Rate Number of glitches Average First Mic Glitch Rate (glitches
per 5 minutes for the endpoint
microphone) for the stream.

Avg Second Mic Glitch Rate Number of glitches Average Second Mic Glitch Rate
(glitches per 5 minutes for the
endpoint microphone) for the stream.

Avg First Speaker Glitch Rate Number of glitches Average First Speaker Glitch Rate
(glitches per 5 minutes for the
endpoint loudspeaker) for the stream.

Avg Second Speaker Glitch Rate Number of glitches Average Second Speaker Glitch Rate
(glitches per 5 minutes for the
endpoint loudspeaker) for the stream.
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First User Count Number Number of unique or distinct first
endpoint users. Only available for the
past 28 days of data. There is an up to
0.2% error for this measure. See note
below for details.

Second User Count Number Number of unique or distinct second
endpoint users. Only available for the
past 28 days of data. There is an up to
0.2% error for this measure. See note
below for details.

Avg First Device Glitches Event Ratio Percentage Average fraction of the calls that the
first endpoint detected glitches or gaps
in the media played or captured that
caused poor quality of the media being
sent or received.

Avg Second Device Glitches Event
Ratio

Percentage Average fraction of the call that the
second endpoint detected glitches or
gaps in the media played or captured
that caused poor quality of the media
being sent or received.

First Device Glitches Event Count Number Number of streams where the first
endpoint detected significant glitches
or gaps in the media played or
captured that caused poor quality of
the media being sent or received.

Second Device Glitches Event Count Number Number of stream where the second
endpoint detected significant glitches
or gaps in the media played or
captured that caused poor quality of
the media being sent or received.

PSTN Total Attempts Count Number of calls Total attempted calls, including
successful calls and failed calls in the
selected time range. There is an up to
0.2% error for this measure. See note
below for details.

PSTN Total Connected Count Number of calls Total successfully connected calls in the
selected time range. There is an up to
0.2% error for this measure. See note
below for details.

PSTN Inbound Attempts Count Number of calls Total inbound attempted calls,
including successful calls and failed
calls in the select time range. There is
an up to 0.2% error for this measure.
See note below for details.

PSTN Inbound Connected Count Number of calls Total inbound successfully connected
calls in the selected time range. There
is an up to 0.2% error for this measure.
See note below for details.
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PSTN Outbound Attempts Count Number of calls Total outbound attempted calls,
including successful calls and failed
calls in the selected time range. There
is an up to 0.2% error for this measure.
See note below for details.

PSTN Outbound Connected Count Number of Calls Total outbound successfully connected
calls in the selected time range. There
is an up to 0.2% error for this measure.
See note below for details.

PSTN Total Minutes Minutes Total minute usage in the selected time
range.

PSTN Inbound Total Minutes Minutes Total inbound minute usage in the
selected time range.

PSTN Outbound Total Minutes Minutes Total outbound minute usage in the
selected time range.

PSTN Active User Count Number of users The number of users who made at
least one connected call during that
day.

PSTN Average Call Duration Minutes The average duration of all connected
calls in the selected time range.
Normally, a 1:1 PSTN call is four to five
minutes. However, this average can
differ for each company.

PSTN Total Inbound Concurrent Call
Count

Number of calls Maximum number of simultaneous
active inbound calls in a minute.

PSTN Total Outbound Concurrent Call
Count

Number of calls Maximum number of simultaneous
active outbound calls in a minute.

P50 Latency Milliseconds 50% of the requests should be faster
than given latency.

P50 Jitter Milliseconds 50% of the requests should be faster
than given Jitter.

P50 Packet Loss Rate Percentage 50% of the requests should have lower
than the given Packet Loss Rate.

PSTN Outgoing Post Dial Delay Milliseconds The delay that occurs on outgoing calls
measured from the time a number has
been dialed until the caller or called
party hears ringing.

PSTN Incoming Post Dial Delay Milliseconds The time or delay that occurs on
incoming calls measured from the time
a number has been dialed until the
caller or called party hears ringing.
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PSTN NER Good Percentage Percentage The NER measures the ability of a
network to deliver calls by measuring
the number of calls sent versus the
number of calls delivered to a recipient.
NER = (Answered calls + User Busy +
Ring no Answer + Terminal Reject
Seizures）/ Total Attempt Calls x
100.There is an up to 0.2% error for
this measure. See note below for
details.
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  Notes on measurementsNotes on measurements
  Accuracy limitationsAccuracy limitations

 Filters

 Related topics

Certain user and call count measurements rely on performing a distinct countif operation on the data set to

compute the count. There is currently an up to 0.2% error inherent with the distinct countif operation depending

on the number of rows the operation is performed on. For the most accurate volume, you should use stream

count measures since they do not rely on this distinct countif operation. Filtering to reduce the data volume may

reduce the error but may not eliminate this source of error in distinct call and user counts. More information

about this limitation can be found here dcount aggregate function.

Many Dimension and Measurement values can also be used as filters. You can use filters in your query to

eliminate information in the same way you'd select a Dimension or Measurement to add or include information

in the query.

Improve and monitor call quality for Teams

What is CQD?

Set up Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)

Upload tenant and building data

CQD data and reports

Use CQD to manage call and meeting quality

Stream Classification in CQD

Use Power BI to analyze CQD data

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/dcount-aggfunction
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 Classifier Definitions

  Audio ClassifierAudio Classifier
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Round Trip ALL > 500 Average round-trip network
propagation time,
computed in milliseconds.
Details available in
RFC3550.

Packet Loss Rate ALL > 0.1 Average packet loss rate for
stream.

Jitter ALL > 30 Average jitter for stream in
milliseconds.

  Video Classifier due to FreezeVideo Classifier due to Freeze
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UN AVA IL A BUN AVA IL A B
L EL E

EXP L A N AT IEXP L A N AT I
O NO N

The Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) for Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business Online allows you to gain

insights into the quality of calls made using Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business services. This topic

provides detailed information about the quality classification of media streams. To learn more about CQD and

how to set it up, see Set up Call Quality Dashboard.

Streams in CQD are classified as Good, Poor, or Unclassified based on the values of the available key quality

metrics. The metrics and conditions used to classify stream are shown in the tables that follow. CQD's "Poor Due

To" dimensions can be used to understand which metric is responsible for a Poor classification. For more

information on these dimensions, see Dimensions and measures available in Call Quality Dashboard.

If one or more of the following conditions are met, an audio stream is marked as Poor:

The video stream is marked Good or Poor based on the value of a classifier score generated to estimate that the

end user experienced Frozen Video. This classifier is available for Microsoft Teams product only.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/stream-classification-in-call-quality-dashboard.md
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3550


1 Video Poor
Due to
Freeze
Classifier

Is Server
Pair is
Client :
Server

>0.246 Poor Good Unclassified A Score
between 0
and 1 that
is
generated
based on a
combinatio
n of user
experience,
freeze
duration
statistics
and overall
call
experience

2 Video Poor
Due to
Freeze
Classifier

Is Server
Pair is
Client :
Client

>0.524 Poor Good Unclassified A Score
between 0
and 1 that
is
generated
based on a
combinatio
n of user
experience,
freeze
duration
statistics
and overall
call
experience

ST EP  #ST EP  # M ET RICM ET RIC SC EN A RIOSC EN A RIO
C O N DIT IOC O N DIT IO
NN

C L A SSIF IC AC L A SSIF IC A
T IO N  IFT IO N  IF
C O N DIT IOC O N DIT IO
N  IS T RUEN  IS T RUE

C L A SSIF IC AC L A SSIF IC A
T IO N  IFT IO N  IF
C O N DIT IOC O N DIT IO
N  IS FA L SEN  IS FA L SE

C L A SSIF IC AC L A SSIF IC A
T IO N  IFT IO N  IF
M ET RIC  ISM ET RIC  IS
UN AVA IL A BUN AVA IL A B
L EL E

EXP L A N AT IEXP L A N AT I
O NO N

  Video ClassifierVideo Classifier

ST EP  #ST EP  # M ET RICM ET RIC C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IFO N  IF
C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N
IS T RUEIS T RUE

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IFO N  IF
C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N
IS FA L SEIS FA L SE

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IF  M ET RICO N  IF  M ET RIC
ISIS
UN AVA IL A B L EUN AVA IL A B L E

EXP L A N AT IOEXP L A N AT IO
NN

1 Video Local
Frame Loss
Percentage
Avg

> 50% Poor Good Proceed to
step 2

Average
percentage of
video frames
lost as
displayed to
the user. The
average
includes
frames
recovered
from network
losses.

A video stream is marked as Good or Poor based on the value of the first available metric in the following order :



2 Video Frame
Rate Avg

< 7 Poor Good Proceed to
step 3

Average
frames per
second
received for a
video stream,
computed
over the
duration of
the session.

3 Video Post
FECPLR

> 0.15 Poor Good Unclassified Packet loss
rate after FEC
has been
applied
aggregated
across all
video streams
and codecs.

ST EP  #ST EP  # M ET RICM ET RIC C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IFO N  IF
C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N
IS T RUEIS T RUE

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IFO N  IF
C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N
IS FA L SEIS FA L SE

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IF  M ET RICO N  IF  M ET RIC
ISIS
UN AVA IL A B L EUN AVA IL A B L E

EXP L A N AT IOEXP L A N AT IO
NN

  VBSS ClassifierVBSS Classifier

ST EP  #ST EP  # M ET RICM ET RIC C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IFO N  IF
C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N
IS T RUEIS T RUE

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IFO N  IF
C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N
IS FA L SEIS FA L SE

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IF  M ET RICO N  IF  M ET RIC
ISIS
UN AVA IL A B L EUN AVA IL A B L E

EXP L A N AT IOEXP L A N AT IO
NN

1 Video Local
Frame Loss
Percentage
Avg

> 50% Poor Good Proceed to
step 2

Average
percentage of
video frames
lost as
displayed to
the user. The
average
includes
frames
recovered
from network
losses.

2 Video Frame
Rate Avg

< 2 Poor Good Proceed to
step 3

Average
frames per
second
received for a
video stream,
computed
over the
duration of
the session.

A VBSS stream is marked as Good or Poor based on the value of the first available metric in the following order :



3 Video Post
FECPLR

> 0.15 Poor Good Unclassified Packet loss
rate after FEC
has been
applied
aggregated
across all
video streams
and codecs.

ST EP  #ST EP  # M ET RICM ET RIC C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IFO N  IF
C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N
IS T RUEIS T RUE

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IFO N  IF
C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N
IS FA L SEIS FA L SE

C L A SSIF IC AT IC L A SSIF IC AT I
O N  IF  M ET RICO N  IF  M ET RIC
ISIS
UN AVA IL A B L EUN AVA IL A B L E

EXP L A N AT IOEXP L A N AT IO
NN

  Application Sharing ClassifierApplication Sharing Classifier

M ET RICM ET RIC C O N DIT IO NC O N DIT IO N EXP L A N AT IO NEXP L A N AT IO N

Spoiled Tile Percent Total > 36 Percentage of tiles that are discarded
instead of sent to a remote peer (for
example, from the MCU to a viewer).
Discarded (or spoiled) tiles might be
caused by bandwidth restrictions
between client and server.

AppSharing RDP Tile Processing
Latency Average

> 400 Average latency in milliseconds
processing tiles on the RDP Stack at
the conferencing server.

AppSharing Relative OneWay Average > 1.75 Average relative one-way delay
between the endpoints in seconds for
application sharing streams.

 Unclassified Streams

An application sharing stream is marked as Poor if one or more of the following conditions are met:

In CQD, a stream is marked Unclassified when Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) connectivity fails or

when all the metrics required to compute the stream classification are not reported.

To check for ICE connectivity failures, examine the dimensions "First Connectivity Ice" and "Second Connectivity

Ice" for a "FAILED" value. If either value indicates a failure, the stream is marked as Unclassified.

If ICE connectivity succeeded for an Unclassified stream, the stream is likely considered Unclassified because key

stream metrics were not reported. There are a few reasons these metrics may not be reported:

QoE repor ts were not receivedQoE repor ts were not received — The metrics used for classification are reported in a QoE report

sent at the end of a call. If this report is not produced (for example, because some third-party endpoints

may not send QoE) or could not be sent (for example, because of a network outage), CQD is unable to

classify the stream.



 Related Topics

TIPTIP

TIPTIP

TIPTIP

The "QoE Record Available" dimension can be used to determine whether a QoE report was received for a stream.

Note that this dimension will have a value of "True" if a QoE report was received from either endpoint. A QoE

report from both endpoints is required for the most accurate reporting of metrics.

Shor t callsShor t calls  — Short calls may not have enough media activity to compute key stream metrics. Without

these metrics, CQD is unable to classify the stream.

The dimensions "Duration (Seconds)", "Duration (Minutes)", "Duration 5 seconds or less", and "Duration 60

seconds or more" can be used to determine the duration of a stream. The measurement "Avg Call Duration" can

also be used to compute the average duration for a set of streams.

Low packet utilizationLow packet utilization — Like the "short call" scenario, sufficient packet utilization is required for

computation of key stream metrics. Without these metrics, CQD is unable to classify the stream.

A common low packet utilization scenario occurs when an attendee joins a meeting to listen to the

presenter, but never speaks (the microphone is muted for most of the call). Here, the audio stream

inbound to the client has high packet utilization while the audio stream outbound from the client has

little to no packet utilization. The duration of the stream may be an hour or longer but the packet

utilization on the stream from the client to the server is low since the microphone was muted, and an

Unclassified stream results.

The "Packet Utilization" dimension and "Avg Packet Utilization" measurement can be used to determine the packet

activity of a stream.

Improve and monitor call quality for Teams

What is CQD?

Set up Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)

Upload tenant and building data

CQD data and reports

Use CQD to manage call and meeting quality

Dimensions and measures available in CQD

Use Power BI to analyze CQD data



   

 

Create a building map for Call Quality Dashboard
(CQD)

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Building mapping tools

 Related topics

In a Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business Online deployment, all clients are external. As a result, by default, all

clients are reported as outside in Call Quality Dashboard (CQD), regardless of whether the client is connected on

an internal corporate network.

When you work with CQD, you need to know the location of an endpoint and whether it was connected to a

network you can manage or a network you can't manage, the assumption being that you can only improve

networks you can manage. By uploading subnet and building information to CQD, you enable CQD to determine

whether the endpoint was connected to an internal (managed) network or to an external (unmanaged) network.

That's why it's important to create a building map for your organization and upload it to CQD.

There are many ways to map your organization's subnets. If you need help, you can use the CQDTools

PowerShell Module described in this blog post. These tools are based on PowerShell and use Active Directory

(AD) Sites and Services and Microsoft DHCP services to help pre-populate your building file. These tools will

help with the following tasks:

1. Query AD Sites and Services, and create a building file based on the information contained within.

2. Query a Microsoft DHCP server or servers to pull subnet information and automatically create a building file.

3. Validate an existing building file, checking for duplicates and overlaps.

4. Find unmapped subnets in CQD.

Upload tenant and building data in CQD

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/CQD-building-mapping.md
https://aka.ms/cqdtools


   

 

Use Power BI to analyze CQD data for Microsoft
Teams

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

    

(New!)(New!) CQD Teams Auto Attendant & Call Queue Historical
Report.pbit

This template provides the following three reports:

Auto Attendant – showing analytics for calls coming into
your Auto Attendants.

Call Queue – showing analytics for calls coming into your
Call Queues.

Agent Timeline – showing a timeline view of agents being
active in Call Queue calls.

To learn more, read Auto Attendant & Call Queue Historical
Report.

CQD Helpdesk Report.pbit Integrating building and EUII data, this report is designed to
let you drill up from a single user to find the upstream root
cause of poor call quality for that user (for example, the user
is in a building that's experiencing network problems).

CQD Location Enhanced Report.pbit Re-imagining CQD SPD location reports. Includes 9 reports,
providing Call Quality, Building WiFi, Reliability, and Rate My
Call (RMC) information with additional drill-thrus by Building
or by User. Make sure you upload the building data to
maximize your reporting experience.

CQD Mobile Device Report.pbit Provides insights specifically tuned towards mobile device
users, including Call Quality, Reliability, and Rate My Call.
View mobile network, WiFi network, and mobile operating
system reports (Android, iOS).

CQD PSTN Direct Routing Report.pbit Provides insights specific for PSTN calls that go through
Direct Routing. To learn more, read Using the CQD PSTN
Direct Routing Report.

New in January 2020: Download Power BI query templates for CQD. Customizable Power BI templates you can

use to analyze and report your CQD data.

For Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) reports in Teams, if you'd rather use Power BI to query and report your data,

download our CQD Power BI templates. When you open the templates in Power BI, you'll be prompted to sign in

with your CQD admin credentials. You can customize these query templates and distribute them to anyone in

your organization who has a Power BI license and CQD admin permissions.

Before you can use these PBIT files, you'll need to Install the Power BI Connector for Microsoft CQD using the

MicrosoftCallQuality.pqx file included in the download.

Make sure you have the right CQD access role to access the Power BI reports.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/CQD-Power-BI-query-templates.md
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=102291
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=102291


CQD Summary Report.pbit Better visualizations, improved presentation, increased
information density, and rolling dates. These reports make it
easier to identifier outliers. Drill into call quality by location
with an easy-to-use interactive map. 9 new reports:

(New!)(New!) CQD Teams Utilization Report.pbit Shows how users in your organization are using Teams and
how much. Make sure you upload the building data to
maximize your reporting experience. To learn more, read Use
CQD Power BI report to view Microsoft Teams utilization.

CQD User Feedback (Rate My Call) Report.pbit Shows Rate My Call data in a way that you can easily use to
help support calling for your organization. Cross reference
with verbatims to identify end user education opportunities.

    

TIPTIP

 Related topics

- Quality Overall
- Reliability Overall
- RMC (Rate My Call) Overall
- Conference Quality
- P2P Quality
- Conference Reliability
- P2P Reliability
- Conference RMC
- P2P RMC

Once you've set up your Power BI reports for CQD data, add them as a tab to a channel. After you select ++ in a channel,

select Power BIPower BI  and then find your report. To learn more, read Embed report with the Power BI tab for Teams. Remember,

only people with a Power BI license and CQD admin credentials can access these reports.

Dimensions and measures available in Call Quality Dashboard

Stream Classification in Call Quality Dashboard

Set up Skype for Business Call Analytics

Use Call Analytics to troubleshoot poor call quality

Call Analytics and Call Quality Dashboard

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/service-embed-report-microsoft-teams


   

 

Install Microsoft Call Quality connector for Power BI
to use Call Quality Dashboard query templates

 12/7/2021 • 11 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Installation

 Setup

Before you can use the Power BI query templates (PBIX files) for Microsoft Teams Call Quality Dashboard (CQD),

you'll need to install the Microsoft Call Quality connector for Power BI, using the MicrosoftCallQuality.pqx file

included in the download.

Read Use Power BI to analyze CQD data for Teams to learn about these templates.

Make sure you have the right CQD access role to access the Power BI reports.

The Microsoft Call Quality connector only supports DirectQuery in Power BI; Import mode is not supported.

The process for installing a custom connector and adjusting security to enable use of the connector is described

in detail in the Power BI documentation. For the sake of simplicity, here's a quick explanation:

1. Check to see if your computer already has a [Documents]\Power BI Desktop\Custom Connectors folder. If

not, create this folder.1

2. Download the connector file (either a *.mez or *.pqx file) and place it in the Custom Connectors directory.

3. If the connector file is a If the connector file is a * .mez*.mez file, file, you will also need to adjust your security settings as described in

the custom connector setup documentation.

If a new version of the Microsoft Call Quality connector is released, replace the old connector file in the Custom

Connectors directory with the new file.

In order to build a report and run queries, you will first need to connect to the CQD data source. Follow the steps

below in order to connect:

1. In the Home tab of Power BI Desktop, click on Get Data.

2. The Get Data window should appear at this point. Navigate to Online Services, then select Microsoft Call

Quality (Beta) and hit Connect.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/CQD-Power-BI-connector.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/CQD-Power-BI-query-templates.zip?raw=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/desktop-connector-extensibility
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/desktop-connector-extensibility#data-extension-security


 Building Queries

3. You will be prompted to sign in next. Use the same credentials that you use for Call Quality Dashboard.2

4. The next prompt will give you the option between two Data Connectivity modes. Select DirectQuery and

hit OK.

5. Finally, you will be given a final prompt showing you the entire data model for Call Quality Dashboard.

No data will be visible at this point, only the data model for CQD. Select Load to complete the setup

process.

6. At this point, Power BI will load the data model onto the right side of the window. The page will remain

otherwise blank, and no queries will be loaded by default. Proceed to Building QueriesBuilding Queries  below in order

to build a query and return data.

If any of the steps during this setup process weren't clear, a more detailed explanation of the process can be

found in Quickstart: Connect to data in Power BI Desktop.

Once setup is complete, you should see the names of several hundred dimensions and measures load in the

Fields pane. Constructing actual queries from here is simple, just select the dimensions and measures you want

for your query, then drag and drop them onto the page. Here's a more detailed explanation, with a simple

example:

1. Select the visualization you want to use from the Visualizations pane. A blank version of that visualization

should appear on the page. For the purposes of this example, we will be using the Table visualization.

2. Determine which dimensions and measures (denoted by an aggregation symbol by their name) you wish

to use for your query, then manually select them and drag them onto the black visualization. Alternately,

drag them onto the Values field beneath the visualization options.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/desktop-quickstart-connect-to-data


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Call Quality Dashboard requires a measure for any query to run. Failure to add a measure to a query will cause

that query to fail.

3. Next, select any dimensions you want to filter on and drag them to the Filters on this visual field in the

Filters pane. The Microsoft Call Quality connector currently supports Basic filtering (select values from a

list of possible dimension values), Advanced filtering (manually specify values and operands to filter on,

similar to Call Quality Dashboard), and Relative date filtering (only available for the End Time and Start

Time dimensions). Filtering according to Top N is not supported by Call Quality Dashboard.

Filters are only supported when applied to Dimensions. Filtering on the values of Measurements is not supported

in Call Quality Dashboard.

4. Finally, select the Format tab within the Visualizations pane to style and format your query.



 Creating a Drillthrough Report

  Best practiceBest practice

 

NOTENOTE
Call Quality Dashboard queries require at least one measure in order to run. If your query does not load, double

check that you have included a measure in the query.

Drillthrough in Power BI allows you to create focused reports that you can quickly filter using the values of other

reports as context. Once you know how to create your first query with the Microsoft Call Quality connector,

creating a drillthrough is even simpler.

1. Create another page for the focused report, and then add your queries to that page.

2. Select the dimension you want to use as a drillthrough filter and drag them onto the Drillthrough field

under on the Visualizations pane.

3. That's it!That's it!  Any other query on another page that uses that dimension can now drill through to that page,

automatically applying the drillthrough dimension's value as a filter.

Unlike Call Quality Dashboard, Power BI supports non-sequential drillthrough. If a query includes the necessary

dimension, it can drill through to any other page.

Microsoft Call Quality connector queries should be designed with drillthrough functionality in mind. Instead of

trying to load all the data at once, and then slicing down with filters, start with broader, low-cardinality queries

and drill down to high-cardinality queries. For instance, when attempting to diagnose which subnets contribute

most to quality issues, it's helpful to first identify those regions and countries that contribute to the problem,

then drill down to the subnets in that region or country. The Call Quality connector templates have been

designed in this manner in order to act as an example.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/desktop-drillthrough


Limitations

 Troubleshooting
  I'm trying to use the Date column as a Date slicer. As soon as I convert the data type of this column to Date, II'm trying to use the Date column as a Date slicer. As soon as I convert the data type of this column to Date, I
get this errorget this error

 

Despite making use of Power BI, not all Power BI functionality is support by the Microsoft Call Quality connector,

either as a result of limitations on Call Quality Dashboard's data model or on DirectQuery connectors in general.

The list below notes some of the Connector's more noteworthy limitations, but this list should not be considered

exhaustive:

1. Calculated Columns –Calculated Columns – DirectQuery connectors in general have limited support for calculated columns

in Power BI. Some calculated columns might work with the Connector, that those columns are exceptions.

As a general rule, calculated columns don't function.

2. Aggregations –Aggregations –  The Call Quality Dashboard data model is built on a cube model, meaning that

aggregations are already supported in the form of measures. Attempting to manually add aggregations

to different dimensions or changing the aggregation type of a measure will not work with the Connector,

and it will generally result in an error.

3. Custom Visuals –Custom Visuals –  While the Microsoft Call Quality connector does work with a range of custom visuals,

we are unable to guarantee compatibility with all custom visuals. Many custom visuals rely on the use of

calculated columns or imported data, neither of which is supported by DirectQuery connectors.

4. Referencing Cached Data –Referencing Cached Data – Power BI currently does not support referencing cached data from a

DirectQuery connector in any way. Any attempt to reference the results of a query will result in a new

query.

5. Relative Data Filter ing –Relative Data Filter ing – Is supported in the Microsoft Call Quality connector, but only with the Start

Time and End Time dimensions. Although the Date dimension may be the obvious choice for relative date

filtering, Date is not stored as a date time object and thus does not support relative date filtering in Power

BI.

6. Measurement Only Queries -Measurement Only Queries - Are not supported at this time in the Microsoft Call Quality connector.

When creating a visualization with three or more measurements and no dimensions, the column data will

be transposed. To avoid this, always include at least one dimension (eg: Month Year) in your

visualizations. This is slated to be resolved in an upcoming release of the Microsoft Call Quality connector

for Power BI.

7. Government Community Cloud (GCC) Suppor t –Government Community Cloud (GCC) Suppor t –  For customers in the GCC environment, the

Microsoft Call Quality connector will work when using Power BI Desktop only. The Microsoft Call Quality

connector is not presently compatible with the Power BI service for GCC customers.

Most of these issues are either restrictions to DirectQuery connector design in Power BI or fundamental to the

design of the CQD data model.

Couldn't load the data for this visualCouldn't load the data for this visual : OLE DB or ODBC error : [Expression.Error] We couldn't fold the

expression to the data source. Please try a simpler expression.

Date slicers aren't supported with the Microsoft Call Quality connector. To specify a date range, apply two filters

to the report, specifying a less than and greater than date.

Alternatively, if the dates you want to view are recent, apply a relative date filter to show only data for the last N

days/weeks/months.



Error Codes

 Footnotes

 Frequently asked questions
  When will the Power BI Connector be updated from "Beta" status?When will the Power BI Connector be updated from "Beta" status?

  Why does the connector seem slower compared to Call Quality Dashboard in the browser? What can I do toWhy does the connector seem slower compared to Call Quality Dashboard in the browser? What can I do to
improve performance?improve performance?

Because the Microsoft Call Quality connector for Power BI is less restricted than the browser app in terms of

kinds of queries you can construct, you may occasionally encounter a number of errors while building your

queries. In the event that you receive an error message of the type "CQDError. RunQuery – Query Execution

Error", reference the list below with the ErrorType number provided in order to troubleshoot the possible issue

with the query. The following are the most common Error Type codes you may encounter with the CQD Power BI

Connector :

ErrorType 1 - Quer y Structure Error :ErrorType 1 - Quer y Structure Error : A query structure error is typically caused by the Connector

failing to build a properly formatted query. This happens most often when using unsupported

functionality, as specified in the Limitations above. Double check that you are not using any calculated

columns or custom visuals for that query.

ErrorType 2 - Quer y Building Error :ErrorType 2 - Quer y Building Error : A query building error is caused by the Microsoft Call

Quality connector being unable to properly parse the query you are attempting to build. This

happens most often when using unsupported functionality, as specified in the Limitations above.

Double check that you are not using any calculated columns or custom visuals for that query.

ErrorType 5 - Execution Timeout:ErrorType 5 - Execution Timeout: The query has reached the maximum possible runtime

before timing out. Try adding more filters to the query in order to limit its scope. Narrowing the

data range is often the most effective way to achieve this.

ErrorType 7 - No Measurements Error :ErrorType 7 - No Measurements Error : Call Quality Dashboard queries require a measure in

order to function. Double check that your query includes measure. Measures in the Microsoft Call

Quality connector are denoted by the aggregation (sum) symbol before their name.

If you encounter any additional errors outside of this scope, please notify the Call Quality Dashboard team so

that we can help troubleshoot the issue and update the documentation as appropriate.

 Certain processes and apps (e.g., OneDrive) may cause your Documents root folder to change; make sure that

the Power BI Desktop\Custom Connectors directory is placed inside of the current root folder Documents folder.

11

 The login credentials you use for Call Quality Dashboard do not need to be the same credentials you use for

logging into the Power BI Desktop app itself.

22

Despite the Beta tag, the Microsoft Call Quality (Beta) connector for Power BI is the first 'release' version of the

connector and has been officially security signed by the Power BI team to reflect this. At the time of the

connector's initial release, the Power BI team was unable to provide support and broader certification, but was

still prepared to attest to the security, authenticity, and general functionality of the Microsoft Call Quality

connector. Looking ahead, we are planning to invest in the Microsoft Call Quality connector for Power BI in the

near future.

Query performance for the various templates is actually the same in both the browser and in the connector. Just

like any other standalone app, Power BI adds its authentication and rendering time to our performance. In

addition, the difference comes in the number of concurrent queries being run. Because the in-browser version of

Call Quality Dashboard had less well-developed and information-dense visualization options, most of our

reports were limited to loading 2-3 queries at a time. On the other hand, the connector templates often display



  I find that I routinely run into the 10,000-row limit when running queries. How can I get the connector toI find that I routinely run into the 10,000-row limit when running queries. How can I get the connector to
return more than 10,000 rows?return more than 10,000 rows?

 Related topics

20+ concurrent queries. If you wish to build reports that are just as responsive as the older ones you were used

to, try creating reports with no more than 2-3 queries per tab.

For more information, see the following articles:

Optimization guide for Power BI

DirectQuery model guidance

The 10,000-row limit is actually specified on the API end, and it is designed to help significantly improve

performance and reduce the risk of query execution errors resulting from low memory conditions.

Instead of attempting to increase the result row count, it is best to restructure your reports according to

connector best practices. The templates we have included are designed to demonstrate these best practices.

Where possible, start by looking at your KPIs using broader, lower-cardinality dimensions, such as Month, Year,

Date, Region, Country, etc. From there, you can drill down into increasingly higher-cardinality dimensions. The

Helpdesk and Location-Enhanced Reports both provide good examples of this drill down workflow.

Use Power BI to analyze CQD data for Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/guidance/power-bi-optimization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/guidance/directquery-model-guidance
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NOTENOTE

 Call Count Summary Report

New in March 2020, we've added a Teams Utilization report to our downloadable Power BI query templates for

CQD.

This new Teams Utilization reports lets you see how (and how much) your users are using Microsoft Teams by

accessing Teams Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) data. These reports are intended to be a centralized location that

both administrators and business leaders can quickly go to for this data.

The Teams Utilization Power BI report consists of two primary reports: Call Count Summar yCall Count Summar y  and AudioAudio

Minutes Summar yMinutes Summar y . The Daily Usage, Regional Audio Details, Conference Details and User List reports come

into play when a user takes advantage of the drill-down reports, noted in the descriptions below.

Building and subnet data must be populated to provide regional and network filtering capabilities.

The main page (Call Count Summary) immediately provides the number of audio, video and screen sharing

sessions over the last 30 and 90 days as noted in the section title. The data initially displayed is for the

organization as a whole and can be filtered using the slicer dropdown options on the left side of the page.

1. To the right of the slicer dropdowns, the number of calls by media type is broken down to an

internal/external view over the past thirty days. We can see through the above screenshot that there are

more calls happening from outside organizational locations, which makes sense considering the current

global environment. 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/CQD-teams-utilization-report.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/CQD-Power-BI-query-templates.zip?raw=true


2. To the right of the media type count box, we have the Monthly Call Count by Media Type for the last 90

days. Each column and media type can be hovered over to display the count for a previous month or the

current month to date, providing usage trend information. 

3. The middle graph functions as the 90-day graph does, however it provides a daily usage view for the past

30 days and allows a user to right click and drill down into details for a specific day. 

On the bottom left section of the page, you'll find a table providing total values for each media type over the

past year. 



To the right of the table, a bar chart shows clients with the most use (calls/streams) for the past 30 days. 

The last set of charts for this page show each media type individually, with a breakdown showing conference

and P2P usage. The charts below show that there is a significantly higher number of conference usage as

compared to P2P. 



 Audio Minutes Summary Report

compared to P2P. 



On the Audio Minutes usage report, the total minute usage is provided through a few different views.

We have the thirty-day usage summary shown next to the slicers as easy to consume text boxes. The top

number shows the thirty-day total, with internal and external breakdowns below that.

The top right bar graph provides a yearlong view of conference audio usage. Hover over the month to show the

conference audio minutes.

To show the difference in P2P and conference audio, the bottom left chart takes all audio for the past year and

breaks it up between the two types.

The last chart for the Audio minutes page shows audio minute usage on a global map overlay. This chart will

only work if building and subnet data is uploaded to the tenant. The pie chart overlay on the map can be drilled

into, subsequently providing regional audio usage.



 Drill-through capabilities

  Daily UsageDaily Usage

As previously noted, users can drill into the daily and regional usage reports.

The Daily Usage report allows an administrator to identify peak consumption periods through the course of a

day. In addition to usage, we are also able to capture overall user sentiment and feedback for that day.

The Daily usage report displays the number of Audio, Video and Screen shares for the selected day with the

added ability to differentiate between internal and external connectivity. A Conference and Peer to Peer

breakdown is to the immediate right of the modality total box. The top right of the report provides a list of

conferences with their associated ID and participants for the day. The conference list provides an additional drill

down to the Conference Details report as well. REPLACE GRAPHIC



  Conference DetailsConference Details

The bar graph in the center area allows the user to identify peak consumption periods through the course of a

day. Users may drill down into the hour represented on the graph which will present the User List report for the

hour.

To the right of the bar graph, User Feedback is presented in a visual format. While user sentiment can be

subjective, it does provide insight that can be used to identify potential issues.

The bottom table provides a range of metrics for the day. Poor percentages along with failure rates can provide

an administrator with potential areas of improvement. Each hour can also be selected individually as shown

below.

This data can be used to identify regions having problems during peak consumption times.

Click on the column for that day to display metrics for that hour. 

1. The table below the chart will display the metrics for that hour. This can be sorted by any column header ;

however, we would be interested in finding problematic areas.

2. We see that the IND region is experiencing poor video performance in conferences during this time

frame. Subsequently, the CQD QER Microsoft reports can be used to narrow down the problematic

location as the region and time frame has been identified.

The Conference Details report provides additional insight for meetings, from an attendee list, to the media types

used during the session.

Right click a conference the participant bar in the conference ID chart on the Daily usage page to drill down into

the conference details.



  Regional Audio DetailsRegional Audio Details

We can see the participants in the conference as well as all the pertinent information down to packet loss and

jitter to assist with potential troubleshooting efforts in the bottom table.

The Regional Audio Details drill down specifically shows the audio minute usage for the selected region. Users

with access to CQD can see usage trends for both P2P and conference audio within the selected region.

1. On the Call Count Summary page, drill-through to as specific region through the table. 

2. Select the row with the region additional information is needed for. 



  User ListUser List

3. The data trends show a significant number of minutes being used on the internal network, with

conferencing far surpassing P2P use. 

The regional audio trend can be used to show how users are impacted by external influences in the world.

Specifically, right now, we would expect to see the external usage for the EMEA and APAC regions to increase

with people being asked to work remotely.

The User List drill down provides, as one might expect, user specific information for a specific hour selected by

the person viewing the report. The User List report is accessible through a drill down in the Hourly Trends graph

on the Daily Usage report. Right click on the hour additional information is needed for and select Drill through

and User List, as shown below.

The User List report shows internal/external connectivity through the doughnut chart in the top center of the



 Related topics

page. We can see that there is a large amount of participation from Outside the corporate network in the below

image.

The top right of the graph shows the number of calls made by each user within that hour.

The bottom table provides detailed information for the sessions each user participated in during that hour. The

Failure Type column is useful in determining what caused a call to drop. The Capture and Render Device

columns are useful in identifying why a call was reported having poor quality.

Dimensions and measures available in Call Quality Dashboard

Stream Classification in Call Quality Dashboard

Set up Skype for Business Call Analytics

Use Call Analytics to troubleshoot poor call quality

Call Analytics and Call Quality Dashboard

Teams Troubleshooting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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 Highlights

New in March 2020, we've added a Microsoft Teams Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) PSTN Direct Routing report

to our downloadable Power BI query templates for CQD.

The CQD PSTN Direct Routing report (CQD PSTN Direct Routing Report.pbit) helps you understand the usage

patterns and quality of your PSTN services. Use this report to monitor service usage, information about your

Session Border Controller (SBC), the telephony service, network parameters, and Network Effectiveness Ratio

details. This information can help you identify issues, including the reason for dropped calls. For example, you'll

be able to see when volume drops, or how many calls get affected and for what reason.

The CQD PSTN Direct Routing Report has four sections:

PSTN Overview

Service Details

Network Effectiveness Ratio

Network Parameters

1. Analyze by call type, SBC, caller and callee country

The CQD PSTN Direct Routing report aggregates reliability and usage metrics for all SBCs on your tenant

for the last 7, 30, or 180 days (6 months). You can analyze data by call type, SBC, caller and callee country.

If you're interested in a particular SBC or country, you'll be able to identify changes in trends over the

selected time range.

2. Track trends

Trends analysis is essential when trying to understand service usage and reliability. Hourly trends provide

a close look at daily performance, which helps identify real-time incidents. Daily trends let you see your

service health from a long-term perspective. It's important to be able to shift between those two modes

with appropriate data granularity. The CQD PSTN Direct Routing report provides 6-month trends

overview, 7- and 30-day daily trends, and hourly trends so you can analyze performance at each level.

3. Drill through to SBC or user level

We've been building in drill-through capability on many data categories in CQD, which lets you quickly

understand usage or reliability distribution at the SBC or user level. By using drill through, you can

quickly poinpoint issues and understand real user impact. The CQD PSTN Direct Routing report features

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/CQD-PSTN-report.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/CQD-Power-BI-query-templates.zip?raw=true


 PSTN Overview

C A L L  O UTC A L L  O UT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

1 You can use the filters at the top to drill down and select
ByotIn as call type, abc.bca.contoso.com as Session Boarder
Controller, and US as internal country.

2 Usage trend for the past 180 days. You can find usage detail
report on Service Detail page.

3 Post Dial Delay, Latency, Jitter, and Packet Loss trend for the
past 180 days. You can find detail report on Network
Parameters page.

drill through on the Service Detail and Network Effectiveness Ratio metrics. Click the data point you're

interested in to drill through to SBC- or user-level details.

The CQD PSTN Direct Routing Report provides the following information related to overall health of the service

for the past 180 days. 

For example, if you are interested in the overall usage and health about all inbound calls going through SBC

abc.bca.adatum.biz with US as the internal country:



4 Concurrent Call and Daily Active User trend for the past 180
days. This chart can help you understand the max volume of
the service.

5 Top Call End Reason affected service quality for the past 180
days. You can find service health detail on Network Effective
Ratio(NER) page.

C A L L  O UTC A L L  O UT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Service Details
This page provides service usage trends per day and user feedback breakdown by geographic.

Total Attempt Calls –Total Attempt Calls –  Total attempt calls in that time range, including both success and failed calls

Total Connected Calls -Total Connected Calls - Total connected calls in that time range

Total Minutes –Total Minutes –  Total minute usage in that time range

Daily Active Users(DAU) –Daily Active Users(DAU) –  Count of daily active user who made at least one connected call in that day

Concurrent Calls –Concurrent Calls –  Max of simultaneous active calls in a minute

User Feedback –User Feedback – "Rate My Call" score comes from the user. 3-5 is considered as a good call. 1-2 is

considered as a bad call.

For example:

1. If you see average call duration drops to 0 at 02/14/2020, you can first check if the call volume looks

normal and see if there is a big discrepancy between total connect calls and total attempt calls. Then go to

Network Effectiveness Ratio page to invest on call failure reasons.

2. If you see increasing red spots on the user feedback map, you could go to Network Effectiveness Ratio

page and Network Parameter to see if there are any anomalies and you could raise a ticket using MS



 Network Effectiveness Ratio

Service Desk.

This is the same metric that appears on the Overall Health dashboard. You can check hourly NER number with

affected calls detail for both call directions (inbound/outbound) on the Hourly network effectiveness ratio and

call ending reason chart below.

NERNER  - The ability (%) of a network to deliver calls by measuring the number of calls sent versus the

number of calls delivered to a recipient.

S IP response codeSIP response code- A three-digit integer response code shows the call status.

Microsoft response codeMicrosoft response code-A response code sent out from Microsoft component.

Descr iptionDescr iption – The reason phase that corresponding to the SIP response code and Microsoft response

code.

Number of calls affectedNumber of calls affected – The total number of calls got affected during the selected time range.

For example:



 Network Parameters

If Daily NER has a dip on 02/05/2020, you can click on the date and other charts will zoom to that specific date.

From the NER Good Percentage Hourly Trend, you can find the dip happens around 21:00. Then click again to

zoom to hour 21 and check Effected Call Details to see how many calls failed in that hour and what are the call

end reasons. You can start with self-trouble shooting on any SBC problems or report to Service Desk if the

problem is not related to SBC.

All network parameters are measured from the Direct Routing interface to the Session Border Controller. For

information about the recommended values, see Prepare your organization's network for Microsoft Teams, and

look at the Customer Edge to Microsoft Edge recommended values.



J itterJitter  – Is the millisecond measure of variation in network propagation delay time computed between

two endpoints using RTCP (The RTP Control Protocol).

Packet LossPacket Loss  – Is a measure of packet that failed to arrive; it is computed between two endpoints.

LatencyLatency  - (Also known as round trip time) is the length of time it takes for a signal to be sent plus the

length of time it takes for the acknowledgment of that signal to be received. This time delay consists of

the propagation times between the two points of a signal.

For example:

If you see a spike on any of the four charts (Latency, Jitter, Package Loss Rate, Post Dial Delay) for a specific date,

for example, Latency on 02/14/2020, click on the date point. And the hourly trend chart at the bottom will

refresh to show the hourly number. You can check the SBCs or raise a ticket with MS Service Desk.



 Related topics
Use Power BI to analyze CQD data for Microsoft Teams

Teams Troubleshooting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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 Give permission to support and helpdesk staff

 Upload a .tsv or .csv file to add building, site, and tenant information

 Related topics

As a Microsoft Teams admin, you can use per-user call analytics to troubleshoot Teams call quality and

connection problems for individual usersindividual users . To take full advantage of call analytics, set up the following:

Assign specialized support roles to people, such as helpdesk agents, to let them view call analytics for

users. These support roles can't access the rest of the Teams admin center.

Add building, site, and tenant information to per-user call analytics by uploading a .tsv or .csv data file.

When you're ready to start using per-user call analytics, read Use per-user call analytics to troubleshoot poor call

quality.

As the Teams admin, you have full access to call analytics information for all users. We've created some

specialized Azure Active Directory roles that you can assign to support staff and helpdesk agents so they can

also access per-user call analytics (without having access to the rest of the Teams admin center). Assign the

Teams communications suppor t specialistTeams communications suppor t specialist role to users who should have a limited view of per-user call

analytics (Tier 1 support). Assign the Teams communications suppor t engineerTeams communications suppor t engineer  role to users who need full

access to per-user call analytics (Tier 2 support). Neither role has access to the rest of the Teams admin center.

To learn what each of these roles does, read What does each Teams Support role do?

For more information about Teams admin roles, see Use Teams admin roles to manage Teams. To learn how to

assign admin roles in Azure Active Directory, see View and assign roles in Azure Active Directory.

To learn how to assign administrative roles in Azure Active Directory, see View and assign roles in Azure Active

Directory.

You can add building, site, and tenant information to per-user call analytics by uploading a .csv or .tsv file. With

all this information, call analytics can map IP addresses to physical locations. Admins and helpdesk agents can

use this information to help spot trends in call problems. For example, why are users in the same building

having similar call quality problems?

If you're a Teams or Skype for Business admin, you can use an existing tenant and building data file from the

Teams or Skype for Business Call Quality Dashboard (CQD). First, you download the file from CQD, then upload

it to call analytics.

To download an existing data file, go to Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center  > Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  >

Call Quality DashboardCall Quality Dashboard > Upload nowUpload now . In the My uploadsMy uploads  list, click DownloadDownload next to the file you

want.

To upload the new file, go to Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center  > LocationsLocations , and then select UploadUpload

location datalocation data or Replace location dataReplace location data.

If you're creating the .tsv or .csv file from scratch, see Upload tenant and building data.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-call-analytics.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/directory-manage-roles-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/directory-manage-roles-portal


Use per-user call analytics to troubleshoot poor call quality

Teams Troubleshooting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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 Call Analytics permissions

 Introduction to Call Analytics

 Where to find per-user Call Analytics

This article explains how to use Call Analytics to troubleshoot poor Microsoft Teams call or meeting quality for

individual users if you hold the Teams Administrator, Teams communications support specialist, or Teams

communications support engineer role.

This article assumes that you've already set up Call Analytics. If you haven't, read Set up call analytics for Teams.

Call Analytics shows detailed information about Teams calls and meetings for each user in your Office 365

account. It includes information about devices, networks, connectivity, and call quality (any of these can be a

factor in poor call or meeting quality). If you upload building, site, and tenant information, this information will

also be shown for each call and meeting. Use Call Analytics to help you figure out why a user had a poor call or

meeting experience.

Call Analytics shows you each leg of a call or meeting - for example, from one participant to a second

participant. By analyzing these details, a Teams admin can isolate problem areas and identify the root cause for

poor quality.

As the Teams admin, you get full access to all Call Analytics data for each user. In addition, you can assign Azure

Active Directory roles to support staff. To learn more about these roles, read Give permission to support and

helpdesk staff. Don't miss What does each Teams Support role do? below.

To see all call information and data for a user, go to the Teams admin center. Under UsersUsers , select a user and then

open the Meetings & CallsMeetings & Calls  tab on the user's profile page. Here you'll find all calls and meetings for that user

for the last 30 days.

To get additional information about a given session, including detailed media and networking statistics, click a

session to see the details.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/use-call-analytics-to-troubleshoot-poor-call-quality.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


 What does each Teams Support role do?
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CallsCalls Caller name Only the name of the user
for whom the agent
searched.

User name.

Recipient name Shows as Internal User or
External User.

Recipient name.

The Teams communications suppor t specialistTeams communications suppor t specialist (Tier 1 support) handles basic call-quality problems. They

don't investigate issues with meetings. Instead, they collect related information and then escalate to a Teams

communications support engineer.

The Teams communications suppor t engineerTeams communications suppor t engineer  (Tier 2 support) sees information in detailed call logs that

are hidden from the Teams communications support specialist. The table below lists the information available to

each Teams communication support role.

The following table tells you what per-user information is available for each communications support role.



Caller phone number Entire phone number
except last three digits are
obfuscated with asterisk
symbols. For example,
15552823***.

Entire phone number
except last three digits are
obfuscated with asterisk
symbols. For example,
15552823***.

Recipient phone number Entire phone number
except last three digits are
obfuscated with asterisk
symbols. For example,
15552823***.

Entire phone number
except last three digits are
obfuscated with asterisk
symbols. For example,
15552823***.

Call DetailsCall Details  > AdvancedAdvanced
tab

Information not shown. All details shown, such as
device names, IP address,
subnet mapping, and more.

Call DetailsCall Details  > AdvancedAdvanced
> DebugDebug tab

Information not shown. All details shown, such as
DNS suffix and SSID.

MeetingsMeetings Participant names Only the name of the user
for whom the agent
searched. Other
participants identified as
Internal User or External
User.

All names shown.

Participant count Number of participants. Number of participants.

Session details Session details shown with
exceptions. Only the name
of the user for whom the
agent searched is shown.
Other participants identified
as Internal User or External
User. Last three digits of
telephone number
obfuscated with asterisk
symbols.

Session details shown. User
names and session details
shown. Last three digits of
telephone number
obfuscated with asterisk
symbols.

A C T IVIT YA C T IVIT Y IN F O RM AT IO NIN F O RM AT IO N
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NOTENOTE

 Troubleshoot user call quality problems

The information contained in the Debug tab contains telemetry and service diagnostic data meant to assist Microsoft

support engineers. Without the context of the additional data available to support engineers, it may appear to be

redundant, inaccurate, or confusing. While we make it available for advanced users who are looking for another level of

detail in troubleshooting call issues, we don't recommend making judgments based on this data without Microsoft

support.

1. Open the Teams admin center (https://admin.teams.microsoft.com) and sign in with your Teams

communications support or Teams Administrator credentials.

2. On the DashboardDashboard, in User SearchUser Search, start typing either the name or SIP address of the user whose calls

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


ISSUEISSUE A REAA REA DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Call setup Session The error code Ms-diag 20-29
indicates the call setup failed. The user
couldn't join the call or meeting.

Audio network classified poor call Session Network quality issues (such as packet
loss, jitter, NMOS degradation, RTT, or
concealed ratio) were encountered.

Device not functioning Device A device isn't functioning correctly.
Device not functioning ratios are:

 Related topics

you want to troubleshoot, or select View usersView users  to see a list of users.

3. Select the user from the list.

4. Select Call histor yCall histor y , and then select the call or meeting that you want to troubleshoot.

5. Select the AdvancedAdvanced tab, and then look for yellow and red items which indicate poor call quality or

connection problems.

In the session details for each call or meeting, minor issues appear in yellow. If something is yellow, it's

outside of normal range, and it may be contributing to the problem, but it's unlikely to be the main cause

of the problem. If something is red, it's a significant problem, and it's likely the main cause of the poor call

quality for this session.

In rare cases, Quality of Experience data isn't received for audio sessions. Often this is caused by the a dropped

call or when the connection with the client terminates. When this occurs, the session rating is unavailableunavailable.

For audio sessions that do have Quality of Experience (QoE) data, the following table describes major issues that

qualify a session as poorpoor .

DeviceRenderNotFunctioningEvent
Ratio >= 0.005 
DeviceCaptureNotFunctioningEven
tRatio >= 0.005

Set up per-user call analytics
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 What is Real-Time Analytics?

 Where to find per-user real-time troubleshooting telemetry

This article explains how to use Real-Time Analytics (RTA) to troubleshoot poor Microsoft Teams meeting quality

for individual users. You can access Real-Time Analytics if you have one of the following roles:

Teams Administrator

Teams Communications Support Specialist

Teams Communications Support Engineer

For more information on Teams admin roles, see Use Microsoft Teams administrator roles to manage Teams.

Real-Time Analytics lets IT admins look at their important users’ scheduled meetings and see audio, video,

content sharing, and network-related issues. As an admin, you can use this telemetry to investigate these issues

during meetings and troubleshoot in real time.

Today, individual meeting troubleshooting is available for Teams administrators through Call Analytics after the

meeting ends. Real-Time Analytics lets admins troubleshoot scheduled meetings while they're in progress.

Real-Time Analytics shows detailed information about Teams meetings for each user in your Office 365 account,

updated in real time. It includes information about devices, network, connectivity, audio, video, and content

sharing issues, which will help admins troubleshoot call quality more effectively.

As a Teams admin, you get full access to all real-time telemetry data for each user. In addition, you can assign

Azure Active Directory roles to support staff. To learn more about these roles, see Give permission to support

and help desk staff.

To see all meeting information and data for a user, go to the Teams admin center. Under UsersUsers  > ManageManage

usersusers , select a user, and open the Meetings & callsMeetings & calls  tab on the user's profile page. Under Recent meetingsRecent meetings ,

you'll see a list of meetings the user has attended within the past 24 hours for which real-time telemetry is

available, including any in progress meetings. If the meeting is not in progress or doesn't have real-time

telemetry data, it will show up in Past meetingsPast meetings .

To get additional information about participants of a meeting that's in progress, including their device, network,

and audio statistics, find the meeting in Recent meetingsRecent meetings  and select the link under the Par ticipantsPar ticipants  column.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/use-real-time-telemetry-to-troubleshoot-poor-meeting-quality.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/using-admin-roles
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


 Measures available in Real-Time Analytics
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Jitter Milliseconds Less than 30 ms Jitter is a measure of the
variation in packet delay for
a data stream. When this is
too high, audio can become
choppy.

Packet Loss Percentage Less than 5% Packet loss occurs when
data packets fail to reach
their destination. The
percentage of packets lost
is based on the total
number of packets sent.

To look at the telemetry of a given user for an in-progress meeting, including information around device,

network, audio, video, and content sharing details, select the Meeting IDMeeting ID.



Round Trip Time Milliseconds Less than 500 ms Round trip time is the time
it takes for a single packet
to travel from the client to
the remote endpoint and
back to the client. High
round trip time can cause
delays in stream playback.
An example of this is when
two people in a meeting are
unintentionally speaking
over each other due to the
delay.

Bitrate (Audio) Kilobits per second (Kbps) Greater than 24 Kbps Throughput of the audio
stream expressed in kilobits
per second.

Bitrate (Video & App
sharing)

Megabits per second
(Mbps)

Information only Throughput of the video
stream expressed in
megabits per second.

Frame Rate (Video) Frames per second 360p or better: 25-30 FPS 
270p or lower: 7-15 FPS

For outbound video
streams, frame rate (FPS) is
the number of frames per
second of video the client is
sending. Lower than
expected values here may
suggest system resource
constraints, insufficient
network bandwidth, or
misbehaving video capture
devices. Different
resolutions have different
acceptable FPS ranges.

Frame Rate (App sharing) Frames per second (FPS) Information only For app sharing, frame rate
is content-aware to ensure
as many frames as
necessary are sent to
ensure a good experience
while avoiding sending
frames if they're not
needed. For example,
sharing a text document
on-screen only requires 1
frame-per-second to
produce a good experience,
whereas sharing a video or
content with more activity
will increase frames per
second to a maximum of 30
FPS to produce a smoother
experience.
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 Client platforms supported for real-time telemetry
Windows

macOS



 Teams devices with support for real-time telemetry

 Limitations

 Related topics

Linux

Android

iOS

MTR - Surface Hub

MTR - Teams Display

MTR - Collaboration bar

IP Phone devices

Real-time telemetry is only available for scheduled meetings. For ad hoc meetings like Meet Now, PSTN, 1:1

calls, and group calls, real-time telemetry isn't available.

Real-time telemetry is only available for presenters of scheduled live event. It's currently not available for live

event attendees.

Real-time telemetry data is available for a meeting under Recent meetingsRecent meetings  for 24 hours after the meeting

has ended. After 24 hours, you can't access the data and the meeting moves to Past meetingsPast meetings . If a meeting

is longer than 3 hours, real-time telemetry will only be available for the last 3 hours.

Telemetry isn't available in real time when using older versions of Teams. If no telemetry is available, try

updating your client.

If external participants or anonymous users join a meeting, their display name will show as unavailableunavailable to

retain cross-tenant privacy.

Set up per-user call analytics

Use Microsoft Teams administrator roles to manage Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/using-admin-roles
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 QoS implementation checklist

Quality of Service (QoS) in Microsoft Teams allows real-time network traffic that's sensitive to network delays

(for example, voice or video streams) to "cut in line" in front of traffic that's less sensitive (like downloading a

new app, where an extra second to download isn't a large deal). QoS uses Windows Group Policy Objects and

Port-based Access Control Lists to identify and mark all packets in real-time streams. This helps your network to

give voice, video, and screen share streams a dedicated portion of network bandwidth.

If you support a large group of users who are experiencing any of the problems described in this article, then

you probably need to implement QoS. A small business with few users might not need QoS, but even there it

should be helpful.

Without some form of QoS, you might see the following quality issues in voice and video:

Jitter – media packets arriving at different rates, which can result in missing words or syllables in calls

Packet loss – packets dropped, which can also result in lower voice quality and hard to understand speech

Delayed round-trip time (RTT) – media packets taking a long time to reach their destinations, which result in

noticeable delays between two parties in a conversation and causes people to talk over each other

The least complex way to address these issues is to increase the size of the data connections, both internally and

out to the internet. Since that is often cost-prohibitive, QoS provides a way to more effectively manage the

resources you have instead of adding bandwidth. To address quality issues, we recommend that you first use

QoS, then add bandwidth only where necessary.

For QoS to be effective, you must apply consistent QoS settings throughout your organization. Any part of the

path that fails to support your QoS priorities can degrade the quality of calls, video, and screen sharing. This

includes applying settings to all user PCs or devices, network switches, routers to the internet, and the Teams

service.

Figure 1. The relationship between an organization's networks and Microsoft 365 or Office 365 services

At a high level, do the following to implement QoS:

1. Make sure your network is ready.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/QoS-in-Teams.md


 Make sure your network is ready

  VPN considerationsVPN considerations

 Introduction to QoS queues

2. Select a QoS implementation method.

3. Choose initial port ranges for each media type.

4. Implement QoS settings:

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

a. On clients using a Group Policy Object (GPO) to set client device port ranges and markings.

b. On routers (see the manufacturer documentation) or other network devices. This might include

port-based Access Control Lists (ACLs) or simply defining the QoS queues and DSCP markings, or

all of these.

We recommend implementing these QoS policies using the client source ports and a source and

destination IP address of “any.” This will catch both incoming and outgoing media traffic on the internal

network.

c. Set how you want to handle media traffic for Teams meetings.

5. Validate your QoS implementation by analyzing Teams traffic on the network.

As you prepare to implement QoS, keep the following guidelines in mind:

The shortest path to Microsoft 365 is best.

Closing ports will only lead to quality degradation.

Any obstacles in between, such as proxies, aren't recommended.

Limit the number of hops:

Client to network edge – 3 to 5 hops

ISP to Microsoft network edge – 3 hops

Microsoft network edge to final destination – irrelevant

For information about configuring firewall ports, go to Office 365 URLs and IP ranges.

If you're considering a QoS implementation, you should already have determined your bandwidth requirements

and other network requirements.

Traffic congestion across a network will greatly impact media quality. A lack of bandwidth leads to performance

degradation and a poor user experience. As Teams adoption and usage grows, use reporting, per-user call

analytics, and Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) to identify problems and then make adjustments using QoS and

selective bandwidth additions.

QoS only works as expected when implemented on all links between callers. If you use QoS on an internal

network and a user signs in from a remote location, you can only prioritize within your internal, managed

network. Although remote locations can receive a managed connection by implementing a virtual private

network (VPN), a VPN inherently adds packet overhead and creates delays in real-time traffic. We recommend

that you avoid running real-time communications traffic over a VPN.

In a global organization with managed links that span continents, we strongly recommend QoS because

bandwidth for those links is limited in comparison to the LAN.



 Select a QoS implementation method

  Insert DSCP markersInsert DSCP markers

To provide QoS, network devices must have a way to classify traffic and must be able to distinguish voice or

video from other network traffic.

When network traffic enters a router, the traffic is placed into a queue. If a QoS policy isn't configured, there is

only one queue, and all data is treated as first-in, first-out with the same priority. That means voice traffic (which

is very sensitive to delays) might get stuck behind traffic where a delay of a few extra milliseconds wouldn't be a

problem.

When you implement QoS, you define multiple queues using one of several congestion management features,

such as Cisco’s priority queuing and Class-Based Weighted Fair Queueing (CBWFQ) and congestion avoidance

features, such as weighted random early detection (WRED).

Figure 2. Examples of QoS queues

A simple analogy is that QoS creates virtual "carpool lanes" in your data network so some types of data never or

rarely encounter a delay. Once you create those lanes, you can adjust their relative size and much more

effectively manage the connection bandwidth you have, while still delivering business-grade experiences for

your organization's users.

You could implement QoS via port-based tagging, using Access Control Lists (ACLs) on your network's routers.

Port-based tagging is the most reliable method because it works in mixed Windows, Mac, and Linux

environments and is the easiest to implement. Mobile clients don't provide a mechanism to mark traffic by using

DSCP values, so they'll require this method.

Using port-based tagging, your network's router examines an incoming packet, and if the packet arrived using a

certain port or range of ports, it identifies it as a certain media type and puts it in the queue for that type, adding

a predetermined DSCP mark to the IP Packet header so other devices can recognize its traffic type and give it

priority in their queue.

Although port-based tagging works across platforms, it only marks traffic at the WAN edge (not all the way to

the client machine) and creates management overhead. Refer to the documentation provided by the router

manufacturer for instructions on implementing this method.

You could also implement QoS by using a Group Policy Object (GPO) to direct client devices to insert a DSCP

marker in IP packet headers identifying it as particular type of traffic (for example, voice). Routers and other

network devices can be configured to recognize this and put the traffic in a separate, higher-priority queue.

Although this scenario is entirely valid, it will only work for domain-joined Windows clients. Any device that isn't

https://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/ios/12_0t/12_0t5/feature/guide/cbwfq.html#wp17641
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weighted_random_early_detection
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2474
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 Choose initial port ranges for each media type

M EDIA  T RA F F IC  T Y P EM EDIA  T RA F F IC  T Y P E
C L IEN T  SO URC EC L IEN T  SO URC E
P O RT  RA N GEP O RT  RA N GE P ROTO C O LP ROTO C O L DSC P  VA L UEDSC P  VA L UE DSC P  C L A SSDSC P  C L A SS

Audio 50,000–50,019 TCP/UDP 46 Expedited
Forwarding (EF)

Video 50,020–50,039 TCP/UDP 34 Assured Forwarding
(AF41)

Application/Screen
Sharing

50,040–50,059 TCP/UDP 18 Assured Forwarding
(AF21)

a domain-joined Windows client won't be enabled for DSCP tagging. Other clients, such as those running

macOS, have hard-coded tags and will always tag traffic.

On the plus side, controlling the DSCP marking via GPO ensures that all domain-joined computers receive the

same settings and that only an administrator can manage them. Clients that can use GPO will be tagged on the

originating device, and then configured network devices can recognize the real-time stream by the DSCP code

and give it an appropriate priority.

We recommend a combination of DSCP markings at the endpoint and port-based ACLs on routers, if possible.

Using a GPO to catch the majority of clients, and also using port-based DSCP tagging will ensure that mobile,

Mac, and other clients will still get QoS treatment (at least partially).

DSCP markings can be likened to postage stamps that indicate to postal workers how urgent the delivery is and

how best to sort it for speedy delivery. Once you've configured your network to give priority to real-time media

streams, lost packets and late packets should diminish greatly.

Once all devices in the network are using the same classifications, markings, and priorities, it's possible to

reduce or eliminate delays, dropped packets, and jitter by changing the size of the port ranges assigned to the

queues used for each traffic type. From the Teams perspective, the most important configuration step is the

classification and marking of packets. However, for end-to-end QoS to be successful, you also need to carefully

align the application's configuration with the underlying network configuration. Once QoS is fully implemented,

ongoing management is a question of adjusting the port ranges assigned to each traffic type based on your

organization's needs and actual usage.

The DSCP value tells a correspondingly configured network what priority to give a packet or stream, whether

the DSCP mark is assigned by clients or the network itself based on ACL settings. Each media workload gets its

own unique DSCP value (other services might allow workloads to share a DSCP marking, Teams doesn't) and a

defined and separate port range used for each media type. Other environments might have an existing QoS

strategy in place, which will help you determine the priority of network workloads.

The relative size of the port ranges for different real-time streaming workloads sets the proportion of the total

available bandwidth dedicated to that workload. To return to our earlier postal analogy: a letter with an "Air

Mail" stamp might get taken within an hour to the nearest airport, while a small package marked "Bulk Mail"

mark can wait for a day before traveling over land on a series of trucks.

Recommended initial port ranges

Be aware of the following when you use these settings:

If you plan to implement ExpressRoute in the future and haven't yet implemented QoS, we recommend



 Migrate QoS to Teams

NOTENOTE

  Implement QoS in Teams on Windows using PowerShellImplement QoS in Teams on Windows using PowerShell

new-NetQosPolicy -Name "Teams Audio" -AppPathNameMatchCondition "Teams.exe" -IPProtocolMatchCondition Both -
IPSrcPortStartMatchCondition 50000 -IPSrcPortEndMatchCondition 50019 -DSCPAction 46 -NetworkProfile All

new-NetQosPolicy -Name "Teams Video" -AppPathNameMatchCondition "Teams.exe" -IPProtocolMatchCondition Both -
IPSrcPortStartMatchCondition 50020 -IPSrcPortEndMatchCondition 50039 -DSCPAction 34 -NetworkProfile All

new-NetQosPolicy -Name "Teams Sharing" -AppPathNameMatchCondition "Teams.exe" -IPProtocolMatchCondition Both 
-IPSrcPortStartMatchCondition 50040 -IPSrcPortEndMatchCondition 50059 -DSCPAction 18 -NetworkProfile All

 Managing source ports in the Teams admin center

that you follow the guidance so that DSCP values are the same from sender to receiver.

All clients, including mobile clients and Teams devices, will use these port ranges and will be affected by

any DSCP policy you implement that uses these source port ranges. The only clients that will continue to

use dynamic ports are the browser-based clients (clients that let participants join meetings by using their

browsers).

Although the Mac client uses the same port ranges, it also uses hard-coded values for audio (EF) and

video (AF41). These values aren't configurable.

If you later need to adjust the port ranges to improve user experience, the port ranges can't overlap and

should be adjacent to each other.

If you've previously deployed Skype for Business Online, including QoS tagging and port ranges, and are now

deploying. Teams, Teams will respect the existing configuration and will use the same port ranges and tagging as

the Skype for Business client. In most cases, no additional configuration will be needed.

If you're using Application Name QoS tagging via Group Policy, you must add Teams.exe as the application name.

Set QoS for audioSet QoS for audio

Set QoS for videoSet QoS for video

Set QoS for shar ingSet QoS for shar ing

In Teams, QoS source ports used by the different workloads should be actively managed, and adjusted as

necessary. Referring to the table in Choose initial port ranges for each media type, the port ranges are

adjustable, but the DSCP markings aren't configurable. Once you have implemented these settings, you might

find that more or fewer ports are needed for a given media type. Per-user call analytics and Call Quality

Dashboard (CQD) should be used in making a decision to adjust port ranges after Teams has been implemented,

and periodically as needs change.



NOTENOTE

 Validate your QoS implementation

 Implement QoS for other devices

 Related topics

If you've already configured QoS based on source port ranges and DSCP markings for Skype for Business Online, the

same configuration will apply to Teams and no further client or network changes to the mapping will be required, though

you may have to set the ranges used in Teams to match what was configured for Skype for Business Online.

If you’ve previously deployed Skype for Business Server on-premises, you might need to re-examine your QoS

policies. Adjust the policies to match port range settings you've verified provide a quality user experience for

Teams.

For QoS to be effective, the DSCP value set by the GPO needs to be present at both ends of a call. By analyzing

the traffic generated by the Teams client, you can verify that the DSCP value isn’t changed or stripped out when

the Teams workload traffic moves through the network.

Preferably, you capture traffic at the network egress point. You can use port mirroring on a switch or router to

help with this.

Read these topics for information about implementing QoS for Intune, Surface, iOS, Android, and Mac

QoS for Surface Hub 2S

QoS for Surface Hub

QoS for iOS, Android, and Mac

Video: Network Planning

Prepare your organization's network for Microsoft Teams

Implement QoS in the Teams client

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/surface-hub/surface-hub-2s-manage-intune
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/surface-hub/surface-hub-qos
https://aka.ms/teams-networking
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Audio 50,000–50,019 TCP/UDP 46 Expedited
Forwarding (EF)

Video 50,020–50,039 TCP/UDP 34 Assured Forwarding
(AF41)

Application/Screen
Sharing

50,040–50,059 TCP/UDP 18 Assured Forwarding
(AF21)

You can use policy-based Quality of Service (QoS) within Group Policy to set the source port range for the

predefined DSCP value in the Teams client. The port ranges specified in the following table are a starting point

to create a policy for each workload.

Table 1. Recommended initial port ranges

Wherever possible, configure policy-based QoS settings within a Group Policy object. The following steps are

very similar to Configuring port ranges and a Quality of Service policy for your clients on Skype for Business

Server, which has some additional details that may not be necessary.

To create a QoS audio policy for domain-joined Windows 10 computers, first log on to a computer on which

Group Policy Management has been installed. Open Group Policy Management (click Start, point to

Administrative Tools, and then click Group Policy Management), and then complete the following steps:

1. In Group Policy Management, locate the container where the new policy should be created. For example,

if all your client computers are located in an OU named ClientsClients , the new policy should be created in the

Clients OU.

2. Right-click the appropriate container, and then click Create a GPO in this domain, and L ink it hereCreate a GPO in this domain, and L ink it here.

3. In the New GPONew GPO dialog box, type a name for the new Group Policy object in the NameName box, and then

click OKOK.

4. Right-click the newly created policy, and then click EditEdit.

5. In the Group Policy Management Editor, expand Computer ConfigurationComputer Configuration, expand Windows SettingsWindows Settings ,

right-click Policy-based QoSPolicy-based QoS , and then click Create new policyCreate new policy .

6. In the Policy-based QoSPolicy-based QoS  dialog box, on the opening page, type a name for the new policy in the NameName

box. Select Specify DSCP ValueSpecify DSCP Value and set the value to 4646 . Leave Specify Outbound Throttle RateSpecify Outbound Throttle Rate

unselected, and then click NextNext.

7. On the next page, select Only applications with this executable nameOnly applications with this executable name and enter the name

Teams.exeTeams.exe, and then click NextNext. This setting instructs the policy to only prioritize matching traffic from

the Teams client.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/QoS-in-Teams-clients.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/manage/network-management/qos/configuring-port-ranges-for-your-skype-clients#configure-quality-of-service-policies-for-clients-running-on-windows-10


 Verify DSCP markings in the Group Policy object

8. On the third page, make sure that both Any source IP addressAny source IP address  and Any destination IP addressAny destination IP address  are

selected, and then click NextNext. These two settings ensure that packets will be managed regardless of which

computer (IP address) sent the packets and which computer (IP address) will receive the packets.

9. On page four, select TCP and UDPTCP and UDP from the Select the protocol this QoS policy applies toSelect the protocol this QoS policy applies to drop-

down list. TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol) are the two

networking protocols most commonly used.

10. Under the heading Specify the source por t numberSpecify the source por t number , select From this source por t or rangeFrom this source por t or range. In the

accompanying text box, type the port range reserved for audio transmissions. For example, if you

reserved ports 50000 through ports 50019 for audio traffic, enter the port range using this format:

50000:5001950000:50019 . Click FinishFinish .

11. Repeat steps 5-10 to create policies for Video and Application/Desktop Sharing, substituting the

appropriate values in steps 6 and 10.

The new policies you've created won't take effect until Group Policy has been refreshed on your client

computers. Although Group Policy periodically refreshes on its own, you can force an immediate refresh by

following these steps:

gpupdate /force

1. On each computer for which you want to refresh Group Policy, open a Command Prompt as

administrator (Run as administrator).

2. At the command prompt, enter

To verify that the values from the Group Policy object have been set, perform the following steps:

gpresult /R > gp.txt

gpresult /H gp.html

1. Open a Command Prompt as administrator (Run as administrator).

2. At the command prompt, enter

This will generate a report of applied GPOs and send it to a text file named gp.txt.

For a more readable HTML report named gp.html, enter the following command:

3. In the generated file, look for the heading Applied Group Policy ObjectsApplied Group Policy Objects  and verify that the names of

the Group Policy objects created earlier are in the list of applied policies.

4. Open the Registry Editor, and go to

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Policies\Microsoft\Windows\QoS

Verify the values for the registry entries listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Values for Windows registry entries for QoS



 Related topics

N A M EN A M E T Y P ET Y P E DATADATA

Application Name REG_SZ Teams.exe

DSCP Value REG_SZ 46

Local IP REG_SZ *

Local IP Prefix Length REG_SZ *

Local Port REG_SZ 50000-50019

Protocol REG_SZ *

Remote IP REG_SZ *

Remote IP Prefix REG_SZ *

Remote Port REG_SZ *

Throttle Rate REG_SZ -1

5. Verify that the value for the Application Name entry is correct for the client you're using, and verify that

both the DSCP Value and Local Port entries reflect the settings in the Group Policy object.

Implement Quality of Service (QoS) in Teams
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 Introduction to the Operations Guide

This article is part of the Operational Excellence stage of your upgrade journey, which begins as soon as you've

completed your upgrade from Skype for Business to Teams.

This article gives an overview of the requirements for successfully operating Teams for your organization after

you've upgraded. By properly operating your Teams services, you can be sure you're providing a high-quality,

reliable experience for your organization.

The Operations Guide gives you an overview of all the tasks and activities required as part of the service

management function for Microsoft Teams.

Service management is a broad topic that covers day-to-day operations of the Microsoft Teams service after it

has been deployed and enabled for users. The Teams service encompasses Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and the

infrastructure components that are deployed on-premises (for example, networking).

The notion of service management is most likely not a new concept for most organizations. You might have

already implemented processes and tasks that are associated with existing services. That said, you can probably

augment your current processes when you plan for service management today to support Teams in the future.

Service management encompasses all the activities and processes involved in managing Teams end to end. As

noted earlier, some components of service management—the infrastructure that the Microsoft 365 or Office

365 service itself comprises—are Microsoft's responsibility, whereas you, the customer, are accountable to your

users to manage the various aspects of Teams, the network, and endpoints you provide.

The tasks and activities in this guide are grouped into eight categories as depicted in the following diagram.

Each of these categories will be expanded upon in the following sections.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-operate-my-service.md


 

Decision points

Next steps

  Operational role mappingOperational role mapping

Decide how operations will be implemented for
Teams.

Review the Operations Guide in full.

Implement an operations strategy that aligns with
your organization's goals to deliver the quality and
reliability of Teams workloads.

Review the Quality of Experience Review guide.

Implement an operations strategy to regularly
perform Quality of Experience Reviews to make sure
your Teams deployment is operating at its peak
capabilities.

The planning you undertook for operations during the Envision phase is critical, because operations activities

begin when the first pilot users are enabled. This guide lists the activities and tasks that must be performed on a

daily, weekly, monthly, or as-needed basis to maintain a high-quality Teams deployment. This guide provides

knowledge and guidance for how to perform these critical activities and tasks.

One crucial component of a successful deployment is to ensure that the planning you do early in the Envision

phase includes determining who will be responsible for performing specific activities. After you've figured out

which tasks and activities apply to your deployment, they need to be understood and followed by the groups or

individuals that you assign to them.

Each team you identify must review and agree on the tasks and responsibilities identified and start preparation.

This might include training and readiness, providing updates to the staffing plan, or ensuring that external

providers are ready to deliver.

The activities and roles defined in this guide should be valid in most scenarios, but every Teams deployment is

unique; therefore, you can use this guide as a starting point to customize the activities and default roles to meet

your needs.

Ensure that each accountable team has a good understanding of the activities that are required to run the



Next steps

  Teams service dependenciesTeams service dependencies

  ReferencesReferences

 Operations Guide activities

 Monitor service health

service. It's critical that each team accepts and signs off on their accountability in your organization before the

first pilot begins.

After an agreement is in place, the corresponding teams should start to operationalize their roles.

Use this document to facilitate the operational role
mapping exercise.

Meet with the respective support teams to assign
names to each item in the list of required activities.

Gain acceptance or sign-off on the assigned roles.

Ensure that the corresponding teams have the
appropriate training, readiness, and resources to
complete the activities required of them.

Microsoft Teams brings together technologies across Microsoft 365 and Office 365 to provide a hub for

teamwork. Examples include:

Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) provides authentication and authorization services for Teams.

Exchange Online provides advanced features like legal hold and e-discovery.

SharePoint Online provides the ability to share files in channels, and OneDrive for Business provides a

mechanism for sharing files within a private chat.

Organizations can also leverage existing investments in on-premises infrastructure. For example, existing on-

premises Active Directory accounts can be used for authentication by leveraging Azure AD Connect. Certain

versions of Exchange Server can be used in place of Exchange Online.

These technologies come together to provide a rich, collaborative, and intelligent communications suite for

users. This tight integration is a key benefit of Teams, but it also drives a requirement for service management

across these technologies.

This guide covers the key areas of focus to manage the Teams service. Most likely, you have service

management plans in place for the supporting technologies that Teams depends on. If not, you'll need to

establish proper service management plans for those technology components (both on-premises and online) as

well. This will help ensure your users enjoy a high-quality, reliable experience with Teams.

Overview of Microsoft Teams

How Exchange and Microsoft Teams interact

How SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business interact with Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business coexistence and interoperability

The following sections give an overview of the activities that are required to successfully operate the Microsoft

Teams service. They include reference to tools, contextual information, and additional content to help you

understand the activity and to assist in readiness initiatives.

It's important that you understand the overall health of the Microsoft Teams service so that you can proactively

alert others in your organization of any event that affects the service. As described earlier, Teams is dependent

on other Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services such as Azure Active Directory, Exchange Online, SharePoint
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Microsoft 365 admin center Available from any device with a
supported browser.

Use when you don't need real-time
notifications.

Microsoft 365 Admin app Provides push notifications to your
mobile device.

Use when you need to be notified of
service incidents while you're on the
go.

Microsoft System Center Integration with Microsoft System
Center.

Use when you need advanced
monitoring capabilities and notification
support.

Microsoft 365 Service
Communications API

Programmatic access to Microsoft 365
or Office 365 service health.

Use when you need integration with a
third-party monitoring tool or want to
build your own solution.

NOTENOTE

  Monitoring with the Microsoft 365 admin centerMonitoring with the Microsoft 365 admin center

  Monitoring with the mobile appMonitoring with the mobile app

  Monitoring with Microsoft System CenterMonitoring with Microsoft System Center

Online, and OneDrive for Business. Because of this, it's equally important that you monitor the health of the

dependent services.

Incorporate this activity into your incident management process to proactively inform users, the helpdesk, and

your operations teams to prepare to handle user escalations.

The following sections describe the tools that you can leverage to monitor for service incidents that affect the

Teams service. A summary of the benefits of each tool, and when you should use each one, is included in the

following table.

Only individuals who are assigned the global adminglobal admin or ser vice administratorser vice administrator  role can view service health.

The Microsoft 365 admin center provides a Service Health dashboard where you can view the current health of

the Teams service in addition to dependent services.

The Microsoft 365 Admin app is available on Apple iOS, Android, and Windows (PC and mobile). The app

provides administrators information about service health and upcoming changes. The app supports push

notifications that can alert you almost immediately after an advisory has been posted. This helps you stay

current on the status, health, and any upcoming changes to the service. The notification support makes it the

recommended monitoring tool for administrators. For more information, see:

Microsoft 365 Admin Mobile App

Download the Microsoft 365 Admin Mobile App

Microsoft System Center is an integrated management platform that helps you manage datacenter, client

devices, and hybrid cloud IT environments. Microsoft 365 or Office 365 administrators who use System Center

now have the option to import the Management Pack, which enables them to view all service communications

within Operations Manager in System Center. Using this tool gives you access to the status of your subscribed

services, active and resolved service incidents, and your Message Center communications (upcoming changes).

For more information, refer to the following blog post.

If you leverage System Center to monitor Teams service health (and dependent services), you can further

customize the management pack to alert or notify specific groups or individuals who have been identified to

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-platform-service-description/service-health-and-continuity#anchor_1
https://portal.office.com/
https://portal.office.com/adminportal/home#/servicehealth
https://support.office.com/article/Office-365-Admin-Mobile-App-e16f6421-2a1a-4142-bf9d-9846600a060a
https://products.office.com/business/manage-office-365-admin-app
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2014/07/29/new-office-365-admin-tools/


  Monitoring for advanced scenariosMonitoring for advanced scenarios

  Daily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasksDaily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasks
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Monitor service health Proactively monitor
Microsoft Teams service
health, (and dependent
services) by using the tools
available. Dependent
services include: Exchange
Online, SharePoint Online,
OneDrive for Business,
Azure Active Directory.

Real-time

Incident notification Notify internal stakeholders
of events that affect the
Teams service. Internal
stakeholders can include
users, helpdesks, and
incident managers.

As needed

  ReferencesReferences

 Manage organizational change

  Monitoring for changeMonitoring for change

react to incidents. These groups can include service owners, helpdesks, second-level and third-level support

groups, and incident managers in your organization.

You can monitor service health and upcoming changes by leveraging the Service Communications API to access

service health and changes programmatically. Use this API to create your own monitoring tool, or connect your

existing monitoring tools to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 service communications, potentially simplifying how

you monitor your environment. For more information, see Microsoft 365 or Office 365 for Enterprise

developers.

How to check Microsoft 365 or Office 365 service health

Verify service health for Microsoft Teams

Service Health and Continuity

Microsoft Teams is a cloud-based service. With that comes the ability to provide new features and functionality

at a rapid pace. Delivering ongoing innovation provides an obvious benefit to organizations, but these changes

need to be managed appropriately within your organization to avoid user resistance or escalations to your

helpdesk.

Updates to Teams are rolled out automatically to your users. Your users will always have the latest client and

features available in the Teams service. It's not possible to manage the rollout of Teams updates to your users,

therefore it's critically important to manage change through effective communication, training, and adoption

programs. If your users are aware of the change, educated about the benefits, and empowered to leverage the

new capabilities—they'll be able to adapt more quickly and welcome the change.

The first step in change management is monitoring the changes that are planned for Teams. The best source for

monitoring these changes is the Microsoft 365 Roadmap, which lists features that are currently in development,

being rolled out to customers, or have fully launched. You can search for Teams-specific features by using the

filter provided, or you can download the roadmap to an Excel file for further analysis. For each feature, the

roadmap gives a short description, along with the anticipated release date.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office/developer-program/microsoft-365-developer-program-faq
https://support.office.com/article/How-to-check-Office-365-service-health-932AD3AD-533C-418A-B938-6E44E8BC33B0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-platform-service-description/service-health-and-continuity
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/roadmap


  Planning for changePlanning for change

  Feature: Cloud Recording (Release date: January 2018)Feature: Cloud Recording (Release date: January 2018)

C H A N GE REA DIN ESSC H A N GE REA DIN ESS STAT USSTAT US N OT ES/ N EXT  ST EP SN OT ES/ N EXT  ST EP S O W N ERO W N ER

Legal review Completed This feature is a prerequisite
to onboarding the training
team.

Project team

C H A N GE REA DIN ESSC H A N GE REA DIN ESS STAT USSTAT US N OT ES/ N EXT  ST EP SN OT ES/ N EXT  ST EP S O W N ERO W N ER

IT changes required Yes Admin needs to enable
recording for identified
users only.

Support team

Technical readiness
complete

Yes Support team

C H A N GE REA DIN ESSC H A N GE REA DIN ESS STAT USSTAT US N OT ES/ N EXT  ST EP SN OT ES/ N EXT  ST EP S O W N ERO W N ER

User impact Low

User readiness required Yes

Communications ready No Communication email has
been drafted—pending
review.

Communications Team

Training ready Yes Training will leverage
existing Microsoft video.

Training Team

In the Microsoft Teams blog, you can learn about best practices, trends, and news about Teams product updates.

Expect to find major feature updates to Teams to be announced here. You can also subscribe to the blog through

an RSS feed. You can then add the RSS feed directly into a Teams channel, so all the important news is delivered

directly inside of Teams.

All features that are released are documented in the Release Notes for Microsoft Teams. Here you'll find a list of

features that were released for desktop, web, and mobile devices. The same set of release notes are also

available on the What's newWhat's new  tab in Help.

Become familiar with the resources available, and ensure that you assign applicable owners to monitor for

change.

Now that you're aware of upcoming changes to the Teams service, the next step is to prepare and plan

accordingly. Assess each change to determine which changes require communication to users, awareness

campaigns, training for support teams or users, or feature evaluation and adoption campaigns. This is the

primary role of a change management team in your organization. Below is a collection of sample tables that can

help you plan for change.

General trackGeneral track

Technical change managementTechnical change management

User change managementUser change management

Status trackStatus track

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams-Blog/bg-p/MicrosoftTeamsBlog
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/gxcuf89792/rss/board?board.id=MicrosoftTeamsBlog
https://support.office.com/article/Release-notes-for-Microsoft-Teams-d7092a6d-c896-424c-b362-a472d5f105de
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/get-help-in-microsoft-teams
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Release status in progress Pending review by executive
sponsor.

Change Management Team

Release sign-off

Release date

  Daily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasksDaily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasks
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Monitor for change Monitor for upcoming
changes to Microsoft Teams
service.

Daily

Planning for change Evaluate and plan for new
features and capabilities,
including communication
plans, awareness
campaigns, and training.

As needed

User readiness Perform targeted
communication, awareness,
or training campaigns to
ensure users are ready for
the upcoming change.

As needed

Support team readiness Perform targeted
communication, awareness,
or training campaigns to
ensure the support team is
ready. Support teams can
include the "white glove"
team, helpdesks, Tier 2 or
Tier 3 support, external
partners, and so on.

As needed

 Assess Teams usage

For more information about planning for change management with Teams, see Create a change management

strategy for Microsoft Teams.

After the initial pilot begins, it's critical to establish a regular cadence for measuring actual Teams usage. This

enables your organization to gain insights into how actual usage aligns with the usage you predicted during the

Envision phase. Although this section focuses on Teams usage, this should be part of a broader effort to

measure and assess Microsoft 365 or Office 365 usage overall.

Reviewing usage frequently early in the deployment gives you the opportunity to:

Validate whether users are using Teams.

Identify potential adoption challenges before they create critical issues across the organization.

Understand whether there are discrepancies between the Envision phase requirements and actual usage.

If usage isn't what you expect, this could be due to a deployment issue, or the adoption plan isn't being executed

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/change-management-strategy


  Measuring usage with the Microsoft 365 admin centerMeasuring usage with the Microsoft 365 admin center

  Required permissionsRequired permissions

  Assessing usageAssessing usage

  Daily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasksDaily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasks
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Measure usage
(enablement phase)

Measure and assess Teams
usage as sites continue to
be onboarded during the
enablement phase. Address
usage issues as required.

Weekly

properly, or some other problem. Depending on the actual reason behind the low usage, the administrator must

collaborate with the related teams to help remove usage barriers.

Usage data from Teams is available in the Reporting dashboard. Teams usage data can be found in three

different reports. The first report provides a cross-product view of how users communicate and collaborate by

using the various services in Microsoft 365 or Office 365. This report can be found here: Microsoft 365 Reports

in the admin center - Active Users

The other two reports are Teams-specific, and they provide further detail about Teams usage from a user and

device perspective. Both reports can be found here:

Microsoft Teams device usage report

Microsoft Teams user activity report

The usage reports in the admin center can be accessed by people who have been assigned a GlobalGlobal

administratoradministrator  role, or a product-specific admin role (Exchange administratorExchange administrator , Skype for BusinessSkype for Business

administratoradministrator , SharePoint administratorSharePoint administrator ).

In addition, the Repor ts readerRepor ts reader  role is available for users who require access to the reports, but don't perform

any tasks that require administrator-level permissions. You assign this role to provide usage reports to anyone

who is a stakeholder, to monitor and drive adoption. For more information about the different roles available,

see About Microsoft 365 admin roles.

After you've used the Reporting dashboard to measure usage, it's important to compare the measured usage

against any key success indicators (KSIs) that you defined during the project's Envision phase. You can define a

KSI that might be defined as active usage, or one that's indirectly linked to active usage.

It's important to identify any variances between actual and planned usage before resuming the rollout to

additional sites or users. You'll likely identify organizational learnings as part of this activity that you can

leverage to ensure that the next batch of sites or users don't encounter the same issues.

First, pinpoint whether this is an adoption or technical problem. Begin by investigating the items below, in order,

to determine where the problem is.

1. Validate quality by performing a Quality of Experience Review.

2. Work with the helpdesk team to check that there are no trending technical issues preventing users from

accessing or using the service. If issue trends do exist, use the endpoint troubleshooting section later in

this article to try to solve the problem before engaging support.

3. Work with the training and adoption team to gather direct feedback from users (see Assess user

sentiment later in this article), and to check the effectiveness of awareness and adoption activities.

https://support.office.com/article/Office-365-Reports-in-the-Admin-Center-Active-Users-FC1CF1D0-CD84-43FD-ADB7-A4C4DFA8112D
https://support.office.com/article/Office-365-Reports-in-the-Admin-Center-Microsoft-Teams-device-usage-917b3e1d-203e-4439-8539-634e80196687
https://support.office.com/article/Office-365-Reports-in-the-Admin-Center-Microsoft-Teams-user-activity-07f67fc4-c0a4-4d3f-ad20-f40c7f6db524
https://support.office.com/article/About-Office-365-admin-roles-da585eea-f576-4f55-a1e0-87090b6aaa9d
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-monitor-quality


Measure usage Measure and assess Teams
usage in the Drive Value
phase (after deployment
has been completed).
Address usage issues as
required.

Biweekly

(drive value phase)

Update adoption plan Update your adoption plan
based on how measured
usage compares to your
planning targets.

As needed
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 Assess user sentiment

  NPSNPS

About the Microsoft 365 admin center

Activity Reports in the Microsoft 365 admin center

Understanding user sentiment can act as a key indicator for gauging the success of your Teams deployment.

User feedback can drive changes in your organization; this might include changes to your communication plans,

training programs, or the way that you offer support to your users.

It's important to get feedback early and continue with assessing user sentiment throughout the lifecycle of the

project and beyond. Use the following guidance to determine the interval in which your organization will seek

out feedback:

Beginning of the projectBeginning of the project: By assessing user sentiment at the beginning of the project, you can get an

early view into how your users feel about their Teams experience.

After major milestonesAfter major milestones : By collecting feedback throughout the project lifecycle, you can gauge user

sentiment on a continuous basis and make changes as needed. This is especially useful after major

milestones.

Project conclusionProject conclusion: Assessing user sentiment at the end of a project will tell you how well you've done

and where work still needs to be done, and allow you to compare results against the previous survey.

OngoingOngoing: Continue to measure user sentiment indefinitely. Changes in user sentiment might be due to

changes in your organization's environment or changes in the Teams service. By gauging user sentiment

at regular intervals, you can understand how well your service management teams are performing and

how your organization is responding to changes in the Teams service.

User sentiment can be assessed through many different methods. These can include email surveys, in-person or

telephone-style interviews, or simply creating a feedback channel in Teams or Yammer. For more information,

see Best practices for user feedback methods in Microsoft Teams.

You can also use an industry-wide approach to assess user sentiment called net promotor score (NPS), which is

described in the following section.

Net promoter score (NPS) is an industry-wide customer loyalty metric and a good approach to use to assess

user sentiment. NPS can be calculated by asking two questions: "How likely are you to recommend Teams to a

colleague?", followed by the freeform question, "Why?"

https://support.office.com/article/About-the-Office-365-admin-center-758befc4-0888-4009-9f14-0d147402fd23
https://support.office.com/article/Activity-Reports-in-the-Office-365-admin-center-0d6dfb17-8582-4172-a9a9-aed798150263
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/best-practices-feedback


  Daily/weekly/monthly/as needed tasksDaily/weekly/monthly/as needed tasks
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Assess user sentiment Capture and assess user
sentiment by using surveys
or interviews, or through a
feedback channel in Teams
or Yammer.

As needed

Update adoption plans Drive change in your
organization based on user
feedback; this can include
changes to your
communication plans,
training programs, or the
way that you offer support
to your users.

As needed

  ReferencesReferences

NPS is an index ranging from –100 to 100 that measures a customer's willingness to recommend a company's

product or service. NPS is based on an anonymous survey that's delivered to users through email or other

electronic means. NPS measures the loyalty between a provider and a consumer. It consists of only one

question, which asks users to rate their experience from 1 through 10, with the option of providing additional

comments. Users are then classified based on the following ratings:

9 or 10 are Promoters: Loyal enthusiasts who will promote your service and fuel others.

7 or 8 are Passive: Satisfied but unenthusiastic, vulnerable to another service or offering.

From 1 through 6 are Detractors: Unhappy customers who can damage your service and impede growth.

Although the base NPS number is useful, you'll get the most value from analyzing user comments. They'll help

you understand why the user would (or wouldn't) recommend Teams to others. These comments can provide

valuable feedback to help the project or service management teams understand the adjustments necessary to

provide a quality service.

To provide NPS surveys to your organization, you can leverage your favorite online survey tool.

Net Promoter Score

Using Yammer to collect feedback

Best practices for user feedback

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_Promoter
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Yammer-Blog/The-Microsoft-Teams-team-uses-Yammer/ba-p/55210
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/best-practices-feedback


 

Manage network quality

  Daily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasksDaily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasks
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Monitor Microsoft 365 or
Office 365 IPs and URLs

Monitor any changes to the
Office 365 URLs and IP
address ranges by using the
provided RSS feed and
initiate a change request to
applicable networking
groups.

Daily

Update the network based
on changes to Microsoft
365 or Office 365 IPs and
URLs

Make updates to the
applicable network
components (firewalls,
proxy servers, VPNs, client-
side firewalls, and so on) to
reflect changes to the Office
365 URLs and IP address
ranges.

As needed

Provide building data Provide updated subnet
information to the quality
champion (or relevant
stakeholders) to ensure that
the building definitions in
CQD are kept up to date.

As needed

Implement change Implement changes on the
network to support
changing Teams business
and technical requirements.
Network elements can
include:

As needed

Many core planning elements go into optimizing, right-sizing, and remediating your network infrastructure to

ensure a high-quality, efficient path to the Microsoft Teams service. The planning tasks and requirements are

covered in our network readiness guidance. Networks often evolve over time due to upgrades, expansion, or

other business requirements. It's important that you account for your requirements for Teams in your network

planning activities.

Although network planning is a critical aspect of a Teams deployment, it's equally important to ensure the

network remains healthy and stays current, based on changing business or technical requirements.

To ensure the health of your network, a number of operations activities need to be performed at regular

intervals.

Firewalls

VPNs

Wired and Wi-Fi
networks

Internet connectivity
and ExpressRoute

DNS

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=236301
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/using-call-quality-in-your-organization/turning-on-and-using-call-quality-dashboard#upload-building-information


Network monitoring and
reporting

Monitor the network end to
end for availability,
utilization, and capacity
trends by using your
existing third-party network
management tools and
reporting capabilities
available from your network
providers. Use trending
data for network capacity
planning.

Daily, weekly, monthly

Capacity planning Collaborate with the Teams
service owners to
understand changing
business and technical
requirements that might
drive additional capacity
changes.

As needed

Network troubleshooting
and remediation

Assist the Teams helpdesks,
service owners, and key
stakeholders to
troubleshoot and remediate
issues to related to Teams
connectivity, reliability, or
quality. Network elements
can include:

As needed

Disaster recovery and high
availability testing

Perform regular high
availability and disaster
recovery testing on the
network infrastructure to
ensure that it meets the
stated service level
objectives (SLOs) or service
level agreements (SLAs) for
the Teams service.

Monthly
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 Assess and ensure quality

Firewalls

VPNs

Wired and Wi-Fi
networks

Internet connectivity
and ExpressRoute

DNS

Office 365 URLs and IP address ranges

Building data schema

All organizations need a group or individual to be accountable for quality. This is the most important role in

service management. The Quality Champion role is assigned to a person or group who is passionate about their

users' experience. This role requires the skills to identify trends in the environment and the sponsorship to work

with other teams to drive remediation. The best candidate for the quality champion is typically the customer

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/using-call-quality-in-your-organization/turning-on-and-using-call-quality-dashboard#tenant-data-file-format-and-building-data-file-structure


  Daily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasksDaily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasks
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Nominate and train quality
champion(s)

Nominate and train a
quality champion.

As needed

Perform Quality of
Experience Reviews (QERs)

Perform a QER to identify
trends in quality and
reliability, review against
defined targets, and report
out to key stakeholders in
the organization.

Monthly (weekly during
deployments)

Drive remediation Coordinate remediation
efforts across the
organization based on the
QER assessments and
findings.

As needed

Update building data in
CQD

Update or add new building
definitions in CQD when
changes are made to the
network (see Upload
Building information).

As needed

service owner. Depending on the organization's size and complexity, this could be any person or group with a

passion for ensuring a high-quality user experience.

The quality champion leverages existing tools and documented processes, such as Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)

and Improve and monitor call quality for Teams, to monitor user experience, identify quality trends, and drive

remediation where needed. The quality champion should work with the respective teams to drive remediation

actions and report to a steering committee about progress and any open issues.

Improve and monitor call quality for Teams includes activities that assess and provide remediation guidance in

key areas that have the greatest impact on improving user experience. The guidance provided in the Quality

Experience Review Guide focuses on using CQD Online as the primary tool to report and investigate each area,

with a focus on audio to maximize adoption and impact. Any optimizations made to the network to improve the

audio experience will also directly translate to improvements in video and desktop sharing.

We strongly recommend that you nominate the quality champion early on. After being nominated, they should

start to familiarize themselves with the content in Improve and monitor call quality for Teams and associated

training materials.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/using-call-quality-in-your-organization/turning-on-and-using-call-quality-dashboard#upload-building-information


Fill the Quality Champion
role

End-to-end responsibility
for quality in the
organization. This includes:

Daily
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 Manage endpoints

  Endpoint requirementsEndpoint requirements

  Endpoint firewallsEndpoint firewalls

  Wi-Fi driversWi-Fi drivers

Ensure that the QER
is being conducted
regularly.

Report out to key
stakeholders on
quality status.

Ensure the building
data definitions are
up to date.

Coordinate
remediation efforts
across the
organization to
ensure that users
have a high-quality
experience with
Teams.

Upload Building information

Improve and monitor call quality for Teams

Microsoft Teams endpoints can be defined as any PC, Mac, tablet, or mobile (or any other) device running the

Teams client. The term endpoint not only encompasses the device itself, but how a user connects to the device—

for example, by using the device's built-in mic or speaker, earbuds, or an optimized headset. After they're

deployed, endpoints must not be forgotten. The Teams endpoints require ongoing care and maintenance. The

following sections describe specific areas to focus on.

One of the key benefits of Teams is that the client is kept up to date automatically. The clients on the PC and Mac

are updated by using a background process that checks for new builds and downloads the new client when the

app is idle. The Teams mobile apps are kept current through their respective app stores.

The Teams client has minimum requirements in terms of the underlying software platform. These requirements

might change over time, and therefore it's important that you monitor them for changes. For example, the

Teams client has a minimum iOS version. If the client uses an internet browser, the browser needs to be kept

current as well. A list of supported platforms can be found in Get clients for Microsoft Teams.

Client-side firewalls can have a significant impact on the user experience. Client-side firewalls can affect call

quality and even prevent a call from being established. After the appropriate exclusions on the client firewall

have been configured, they need to be kept up to date based on the information in Office 365 URLs and IP

address ranges. Your third-party vendor will have specific guidance for how to update the exclusions.

Wi-Fi drivers might be problematic. As an example, a driver might have very aggressive roaming behaviors

between access points that can induce unnecessary access-point switching, leading to poor call quality. A poorly

performing Wi-Fi driver might be discovered through a Quality of Experience Review (see Improve and monitor

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/using-call-quality-in-your-organization/turning-on-and-using-call-quality-dashboard#upload-building-information
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges


  Endpoint managementEndpoint management

  Endpoint troubleshootingEndpoint troubleshooting

  Daily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasksDaily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasks
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Endpoint requirements Ensure that the Teams
endpoint continues to meet
all the software
requirements for Teams
listed in Get clients for
Microsoft Teams.

Monthly

call quality for Teams for more detail). It’s essential to implement a quality-driven process that monitors new Wi-

Fi drivers and ensures that they're tested before being deployed to the general user population.

A catalog of supported endpoints and interface devices (such as headsets) should be available and maintained.

This catalog will include a list of approved devices that were selected and validated as part of the Envision and

Onboard phases. Typically, specific devices are selected for each persona type in your organization to meet the

needs of that persona's attributes. All endpoints have a lifecycle, and you need to manage the vendor contracts,

warranty, replacement, distribution, and repair policies associated with these devices.

Even if you've followed the previous guidance, users in your organization still might run into issues with Teams.

Although the problem might not be with the endpoint itself, the symptoms of the issue are typically surfaced

through the client to the user. The following guidance is intended to provide general steps you can take to

resolve the issue; it's not meant to be a comprehensive troubleshooting guide. The steps are provided in a

specific order, but they don't have to be followed explicitly and might not be applicable, depending on the nature

of the issue.

1. Validate ser vice health:Validate ser vice health: The issue a user might be experiencing can be related to an event that

negatively affects the Teams service or its dependent services. As a first step, we recommend that you

confirm there are no active service issues. Consult How to check Microsoft 365 service health. Remember

to check for the status of dependent services (for example, Exchange, SharePoint, OneDrive for Business).

Monitoring for service health is discussed in more detail in the previous section, Monitor service health.

2. Validate client connectivity:Validate client connectivity: Connectivity issues cause functionality or sign-in issues in Teams. We

recommend (especially for new sites or locations) that you validate connectivity to the service. Ensure the

following Office 365 URLs and IP address ranges guidance is followed for each site. You can leverage the

Microsoft Network Assessment Tool to perform a connectivity test to validate that the media ports have

been opened correctly for Teams capabilities. Detailed steps on how to run the connectivity tests are

provided in the network readiness guidance.

3. Check the known issues list:Check the known issues list: Consult Teams Troubleshooting to determine whether the user has been

negatively affected by one of these issues. Follow the workaround provided (if there is one) to resolve the

issue.

4. Visit the Microsoft Teams community:Visit the Microsoft Teams community: The Microsoft Teams community offers dedicated spaces for

Teams. The Teams community provides a discussion list, blog posts, and announcements centered around

Teams. You can post a question or search previous discussions for solutions to your issue.

5. Contact Microsoft Suppor t:Contact Microsoft Suppor t: You can contact Microsoft Support for issues with Teams online or by

phone. For information, see Contact support for business products - Admin Help. For Premier customers,

support requests can be initiated by following the guidance at Contact support for Microsoft Teams

(Premier customers).

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/view-service-health
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=53885
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams/ct-p/MicrosoftTeams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/contact-support-for-business-products
https://support.microsoft.com/premier/contacts


Endpoint firewalls Maintain the appropriate
exclusions on the endpoint
firewall based on the
information in Office 365
URLs and IP address
ranges. Your third-party
vendor will have specific
guidance for how to
maintain the exclusions.
Subscribe to the RSS feed to
be notified automatically of
changes.

As needed

Wi-Fi drivers Test and update Wi-Fi
drivers on the PC. Validate
the results by using CQD
(Improve and monitor call
quality for Teams).

As needed

Endpoint management Maintain the catalog of
supported endpoints and
interface devices (such as
headsets). Manage vendor
contracts, warranty,
distribution, replacement,
and repair policies.

Monthly

Endpoint troubleshooting Troubleshooting tasks can
include verifying
connectivity, consulting the
known issues list, log
gathering, analysis, and
escalation to Microsoft
Support or third-party
vendors.

As needed
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  ReferencesReferences

 Manage Teams

Office 365 URLs and IP address ranges

Get clients for Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Teams community

Teams Troubleshooting

Verify service health for Microsoft Teams

Contact support for business products - Admin Help

Contact Premier support

Troubleshooting Teams video

After the Microsoft Teams service has been deployed, you'll need to perform several activities relating to its

administration. The activities range from administering the service and individual users to capacity planning and

provisioning licensing and telephone numbers. The following sections cover some of these common

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://support.office.com/o365ip/rss
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams/ct-p/MicrosoftTeams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
https://support.office.com/article/Contact-support-for-business-products-Admin-Help-32a17ca7-6fa0-4870-8a8d-e25ba4ccfd4b
https://support.microsoft.com/premier/contacts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4O4d_7uZTQY


  Service administrationService administration

  User administrationUser administration

  General tasksGeneral tasks

  Team creation (optional)Team creation (optional)

  Daily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasksDaily/weekly/monthly/as-needed tasks
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Service administration Administration of tenant-
wide Teams settings.

As needed

User administration Administration of user-
based settings and licensing
in Teams.

As needed

License management Plan for current and future
needs for both user and
consumption-based
licensing (Calling Plans and
Communication Credits) by
leveraging the PSTN usage
report and PSTN minute
pools report.

Weekly

Telephone number
management

Manage the telephone
numbers available for future
growth, and adjust
inventory levels to meet
your organizational needs.

Weekly

Team creation (optional) Review and process
requests for team creation.

As needed

administration tasks.

The Teams service has multiple settings that can be configured tenant-wide. Changes made to the tenant

settings affect all users who have been enabled for Teams. For a detailed list of these settings, see Manage

Microsoft Teams settings for your organization.

To support users, an organization might require any number of related tasks—the specific tasks vary from one

organization to the next. Ultimately, these tasks need to be managed by a support team that has been assigned

these operational duties. The following tasks are commonly required to support users in Teams.

Manage user access to Microsoft Teams

By default, all users with a mailbox in Exchange Online have permissions to create Microsoft 365 groups and,

therefore, a team in Microsoft Teams. If you want to have tighter control and restrict the creation of new teams

(and thus the creation of new Microsoft 365 groups), you can delegate group creation and management rights

to a set of administrators. If your organization wants to pursue this option, see the process described in this

article to allow users to submit requests that are processed by an assigned team.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/skype-for-business-online-reporting/pstn-usage-report
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/skype-for-business-online-reporting/pstn-minute-pools-report
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 Enhance your service overview

 

Decision points

Next steps

This article is part of the Operational Excellence stage of your upgrade journey, which begins as soon as you've

completed your upgrade from Skype for Business to Teams.

This article gives an overview of the requirements for getting the most out of operating Teams after your

upgrade. By continuously monitoring Teams service capabilities, you can be sure you're delivering the most

value for your organization.

After you've successfully deployed Teams to your organization, and are operating the service with quality and

reliability, the next step is to regularly evaluate whether you have any opportunities to enhance your services.

This is a part of continuous service improvement planning that is a modern standard for cloud service

management.

A great way to make sure you're always getting the most out of your services is to monitor the Teams public

roadmaps for new feature enhancements that might be of interest to your organization. If you have access to

the Microsoft 365 admin center, you'll receive regular updates from us about new and changing features

through our Message Center.

When you do see opportunities to enhance your service, take the time to do it right. Revisit Deploy chat, teams,

channels, and apps in Microsoft Teams and our implementation phases and apply the same guidance end to

end. When making small, incremental changes, it's unlikely that you'll need to complete all activities and tasks in

full, but you should be sure to evaluate each activity and task along the way to give yourself the best chance at a

successful outcome.

Decide who will monitor public roadmaps and other
service announcements for new features or services
that your organization might benefit from.

Decide on the cadence in which to report those new
features or services back to the key stakeholders, via
your steering committee.

Implement a strategy for staying up to date with
your services to get the most value for your
organization.

Drive service enhancements through a full project
lifecycle to make sure you've properly accounted for
the impact they have on your deployment.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-enhance-my-service.md
https://products.office.com/business/office-365-roadmap?filters=microsoft%20teams
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NOTENOTE

 Set the Update policy

Features included in preview might not be complete and could undergo changes before becoming available in the public

release. They’re provided for evaluation and exploration purposes only. The preview features aren't supported in Office

365 Government Community Cloud (GCC).

Public Preview for Microsoft Teams provides early access to unreleased features in Teams. Previews allow you to

explore and test upcoming features. We also welcome feedback on any feature in public previews. Public

preview is enabled per Team user, so you don’t need to worry about affecting your entire organization.

For a list of what's available in the Teams public preview, visit Microsoft Teams Public Preview tech notes, Release

Notes for Teams Admin Features, and What's new in Teams.

Public preview is enabled on a per-user basis, and the option to turn on public preview is controlled in an admin

policy. Update policies are used to manage Teams and Office preview users who will see pre-release or preview

features in the Teams app. You can use the Global (Org-wide default) policy and customize it, or create one or

more custom policies for your users. The policy needs to be assigned to specific users because it doesn’t over-

write the global policy.

NOTENOTE

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Teams admin center.

2. Select TeamsTeams > Teams Update policiesTeams Update policies .

3. Select AddAdd to create a new policy or select an existing policy to open Update policyUpdate policy .

4. Name the update policy, add a description, and select the setting for Show preview featuresShow preview features .

Follow Office PreviewFollow Office Preview  (default): This new default option will automatically enable Teams Public

Preview features for any user enrolled in Office Current Channel (Preview). There are no more actions

required by the end user.

EnabledEnabled: This option enables Teams Public Preview regardless of whether a user is enrolled in Office

Current Channel (Preview). The end user must also opt in to Teams public preview in their Teams app.

For existing users in Teams Public Preview who are NOT in the Current Channel (Preview)Current Channel (Preview), IT admins need to

switch from default, Follow Office PreviewFollow Office Preview to EnabledEnabled.

Not enabledNot enabled: Teams Public Preview features will not be available to end users.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/public-preview-doc-updates.md
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-public-preview/bd-p/MicrosoftTeamsPublicPreview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/officeupdates/teams-admin
https://support.microsoft.com/office/what-s-new-in-microsoft-teams-d7092a6d-c896-424c-b362-a472d5f105de
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/


NOTENOTE

 Enable public preview

NOTENOTE

 Teams now follows Office Preview users

 Known Issues

You can also set the policy using the PowerShell Set-CsTeamsUpdateManagementPolicy  cmdlet with the 

-AllowPublicPreview  parameter.

AllowPreview parameter will be deprecated soon.

To enable public preview on a desktop or web client, you need to complete the following tasks:

1. Select the three dots to the left of your profile to display the Teams menu.

2. Select AboutAbout > Public previewPublic preview .

3. Select Switch to Public previewSwitch to Public preview .

This option is only available when Show preview featuresShow preview features is set to EnabledEnabled.

The new global policy default of Follow Office PreviewFollow Office Preview  will allow users to automatically be in the Public

Preview channel of Teams if they are in Current Channel (Preview) for the Office 365 Client on Windows.

Microsoft Office will continue to receive updates from Current Channel (Preview) and Teams client will receive

updates via Public Preview channel. This policy will NOT switch Office channels based on Teams channels. 

How to retain your existing Teams preview users who are NOT using Office Current ChannelHow to retain your existing Teams preview users who are NOT using Office Current Channel

(Preview)?(Preview)?

For existing users who you have allowed to opt-in or opt-out of Teams Public Preview and want to maintain that

setting in its current form, you will need to switch from the new default, Follow Office PreviewFollow Office Preview  to EnabledEnabled

(Refer to Set the Update policy)

How to opt-out of this setting?How to opt-out of this setting?

You can disable the setting from Teams Admin Center from Follow Office PreviewFollow Office Preview  to Not EnabledNot Enabled (Refer to

Set the Update policy)

Office Current Channel (Preview) users may exit Teams Public Preview through Teams client About menu while

their update policy is set to Follow Office PreviewFollow Office Preview . This functionality is not intended and will be removed in



 Related topics

the future. Teams client may automatically set itself back to Public Preview when the device is idle the next time

if user is in Current Channel (Preview) for Office.

Public developer preview

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/resources/dev-preview/developer-preview-intro


   

 

Turn off inline message translation in Microsoft
Teams

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Use PowerShell to turn off inline message translation

 Use the Microsoft Teams admin center to turn off inline message
translation

NOTENOTE

Inline message translation is a Microsoft Teams feature that lets users translate Teams messages into the

language specified by their personal language settings.

Inline message translation is rolled out by default for your organization. You don't need to make changes if you

want to allow users to use this feature within the Teams client.

This rollout is excluded from Office 365 subscriptions in our Office 365 Government Community Cloud and Office 365

Germany environments.

You can use the messaging policy to turn off the inline message translation.

Turn off the policy by using the Set-CsTeamsMessagingPolicy cmdlet. The policy takes a few minutes to apply.

Users might need to sign out and sign back in to Teams.

In the Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center , select Messaging PoliciesMessaging Policies  from the left navigation, then either create

a new policy or edit an existing policy, and set the Translate messagesTranslate messages  option to OffOff .

The service does the translation and delivers it to the client with no effect on the content captured in the compliance

records. To learn more about translation, see What is Microsoft Translator?

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/inline-message-translation-teams.md
https://support.office.com/article/translate-a-message-in-teams-d8926ce9-d6a6-47df-a416-f1adb62d3194
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmessagingpolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/translator/translator-info-overview
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NOTENOTE

 When should you use scoped directory searches?

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Turn on scoped directory search

Microsoft Teams scoped directory search allows organizations to create virtual boundaries that control how

users can find and communicate with other users in their organization.

Microsoft Teams lets organizations provide custom views of the directory to their users. Microsoft Teams uses

Information Barrier policies to support these custom views. Once the policies are enabled, the results returned

by searches for other users (for example, to initiate a chat or to add members to a team) will be scoped

according to the configured policies. Users will not be able to search or discover any teams when scoped search

is in effect, but existing members in those teams can add users, as allowed by active Information Barrier policies.

In Exchange hybrid environments, this feature only works with Exchange Online mailboxes, and not with on-premises

mailboxes.

See also Address book policies in Exchange Online.

Scenarios that benefit from scoped directory searches are similar to address book policy scenarios. For example,

you may want to use scoped directory search in the following situations:

Your organization has multiple companies within its tenant that you want to keep separate.

Your school wants to limit chats between faculty and students.

To learn how to use address book policies, read Information Barrier policies in Exchange Online.

Address book policies provide only a virtual separation of users from directory perspective. It is also important to note

that any user data that had already been cached, prior to the enforcement of new or updated address book policies, will

remain available to users for up to 30 days.

1. Use Information Barrier policies to configure your organization into virtual subgroups. For more

information, see Define Information Barrier policies.

2. In the Microsoft Teams admin center, select TeamsTeams > Teams settingsTeams settings .

3. Under Search by nameSearch by name, next to Scope director y search in Teams using an Exchange addressScope director y search in Teams using an Exchange address

book policybook policy , turn the toggle OnOn.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-scoped-directory-search.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/information-barriers
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/address-books/address-book-policies/address-book-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/information-barriers
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/information-barriers-policies


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
This change can take a few hours to replicate.
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  Is Microsoft taking proactive action to be ready for the added workload of users working from home toIs Microsoft taking proactive action to be ready for the added workload of users working from home to
avoid service disruption? All those 1:1 calls will now use Microsoft infrastructure.avoid service disruption? All those 1:1 calls will now use Microsoft infrastructure.

NOTENOTE

  With the actions that Microsoft is taking, do we anticipate problems?With the actions that Microsoft is taking, do we anticipate problems?

  What can admins do if attendees are having trouble joining meetings by dialing in, such as if calls aren'tWhat can admins do if attendees are having trouble joining meetings by dialing in, such as if calls aren't
getting through?getting through?

  What are the general Microsoft guidelines regarding network optimization for Microsoft 365? Some of myWhat are the general Microsoft guidelines regarding network optimization for Microsoft 365? Some of my
users in China are having a bad experience; what should I do to optimize our network?users in China are having a bad experience; what should I do to optimize our network?

This article answers the most frequently asked questions about how IT admins can manage the increased

number of users working remotely. Use this information to support your remote workforce to be productive

when they're working from home (WFH).

Check out Support your remote workers with Teams, which will answer many of your questions and help you

get ready to support a remote workforce.

Microsoft has been significantly expanding capacity in key regions with the recent announcements regarding

the COVID-19 (coronavirus) outbreak. We are monitoring the situation and our services very closely to ensure

that our services are available for our customers.One of the benefits of a cloud service is the ability to scale

dynamically,including utilization of our significant supply chain, reallocation of resources between services,and

redistribution of load.We have seen an increase intheutilization of Microsoft Teams which we have responded to

and continue to monitor closely. We are also working to stay ahead of Calling Plans demand, and working to

procure enough telephone numbers as needed.

If you're already set up with Microsoft 365, and want to know more about the actions Microsoft is taking, please go to

the Message Center and review the MC205458MC205458  message center post.

Don't miss our March 5, 2020 blog post from Jared Spataro, Corporate Vice President for Microsoft 365: Our

commitment to customers during COVID-19.

Although Microsoft is doing what we can to avoid problems, an unexpected peak in an area due to a spread of

the virus may create temporary issues. While we're actively monitoring and adding capacity as needed, you

might feel impact until we're able to add capacity in those areas. Also, there are external situations that Microsoft

doesn't have control over. We foresee ISPs and telephony carriers are also taking proactive action, but they may

or may not have the capacity to handle more load with more people working from home.We are working

acrossindustrywith a focus on networking infrastructure. If you have an outage concern, check the Message

Center to learn about any current outages.

During the duration of the COVID-19 outbreak, we recommend that users join meetings by clicking the JoinJoin

Teams MeetingTeams Meeting button rather than dialing in by using the PSTN conference numbers or by using Call me atCall me at.

This is primarily because of congestion in the telephony infrastructures of countries impacted by COVID-19. By

avoiding PSTN calls, you'll likely experience better audio quality.

Because of unique needs in China, customers may need to take specific actions:

Office 365 global tenant performance optimization for China users

General guidelines for any network where Microsoft 365 is being used

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/FAQ-support-remote-workforce.md
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2020/03/05/our-commitment-to-customers-during-covid-19/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/office-365-networking-china
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/assessing-network-connectivity


  My users are reporting bad calls, or their calls are not connecting. What should I do to get help?My users are reporting bad calls, or their calls are not connecting. What should I do to get help?

  What other actions can I take to have a better experience?What other actions can I take to have a better experience?

  Is Teams free to help with the COVID-19 (coronavirus) outbreak? How does this work? I don't have MicrosoftIs Teams free to help with the COVID-19 (coronavirus) outbreak? How does this work? I don't have Microsoft
365.365.

  I have Microsoft 365 already, but I don't use Teams. Are you providing trial licenses?I have Microsoft 365 already, but I don't use Teams. Are you providing trial licenses?

  How do I get help to get started with Teams and make sure the deployment is successful?How do I get help to get started with Teams and make sure the deployment is successful?

Prepare your organization's network for Teams

We're here to help. Before you contact Support, make sure you've followed all of our networking

recommendations. To help you troubleshoot call quality, use Call Analytics and Call Quality Dashboard. We also

recommend checking the Service health dashboard in the Microsoft 365 admin center for any current advisories

or issues with Microsoft services.

We recommend that users install and use our rich desktop clients instead of web clients (e.g., Outlook, Teams

desktop). Desktop clients will cache information and deliver a better performance under bandwidth restrictions

or networking problems. From a communications perspective, we strongly recommend using Teams instead of

Skype for Business, as Teams has more modern communications protocols and will better handle networking

issues. We suggest you experiment with Teams in case of issues - read Get started with your Teams upgrade to

learn more.

Teams is available for free through a couple of different programs:

IndividualsIndividuals

Sign in with your work or school credentials at https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams. We'll

automatically route you to the version of Teams associated with your organization's account, even if you

don't have a license.

If your organization doesn't have a Microsoft cloud account, sign up for the free version of Teams at

https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/free and invite your co-workers to join. To learn more, read

Welcome to Teams free. IT admins, read Manage the free version of Teams.

IT professionalsIT professionals

If you work for a business and want to get employees set up on Teams, you can sign up for Teams

Exploratory.

If you work in Education and want to set up teachers, students, and administrators on Teams, use Office

365 A1, the free version of Office 365 available to educational institutions. Sign up at

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/academic/compare-office-365-education-plans.

If you have Microsoft 365, then you already have Teams. Turn it on for all your users. Once it's turned on, your

users can run Teams, either by installing desktop and mobile clients, or from the browser at

https://teams.microsoft.com.

Microsoft offers the FastTrack Center Benefit for Office 365, which will help you to plan, deploy, drive usage, and

adopt best practices. This service is offered at no cost when you have at least 150 users. To find out more, read

Requesting FastTrack assistance for Microsoft 365 just got easier. FastTrack setup guidance for Microsoft 365 is

available to all Office 365 organization administrators. To access this guidance, sign into

https://aka.ms/setupguidance with your admin credentials.

If you want to get started on your own, read How to roll out Teams and check out our Teams in 30 webinar

series, designed to get you up and running with Teams in as few as 30 days.

For Education (EDU) tenants, Microsoft offers School Data Sync, which helps you to sync information from a

school's Student Information System (SIS). For help deploying Microsoft 365, read Microsoft 365 Education

deployment overview. Don't miss our new article, Get started with Teams for remote learning.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/contact-support-for-business-products
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/view-service-health
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/free
https://support.office.com/article/Welcome-to-Microsoft-Teams-free-6d79a648-6913-4696-9237-ed13de64ae3c
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/academic/compare-office-365-education-plans
https://teams.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/fasttrack/o365-fasttrack-benefit-for-office-365
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/fasttrack-blog/requesting-fasttrack-assistance-for-microsoft-365-just-got/ba-p/393125#
https://aka.ms/setupguidance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-in-30-workshops
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/education/deploy/


  Where do I find help getting Teams running for my company so my users can work from home during thisWhere do I find help getting Teams running for my company so my users can work from home during this
crisis?crisis?

  I just got started with Microsoft 365 so I can use Teams to support my remote workers or students. I'veI just got started with Microsoft 365 so I can use Teams to support my remote workers or students. I've
signed up for the service, but when a user tries to use Teams, they get this error: "You're missing out! Asksigned up for the service, but when a user tries to use Teams, they get this error: "You're missing out! Ask
your admin to enable Microsoft Teams." What should I do?your admin to enable Microsoft Teams." What should I do?

  In meetings, attendees are having trouble joining by dialing in - calls aren't getting through.In meetings, attendees are having trouble joining by dialing in - calls aren't getting through.

  Can I use Calling Plans with the Office 365 E1 Trial that Microsoft is offering? Can I assign a telephone numberCan I use Calling Plans with the Office 365 E1 Trial that Microsoft is offering? Can I assign a telephone number
to my users? How much am I going to pay?to my users? How much am I going to pay?

  Can I set up an Auto Attendant with the new Teams E1 Trial so I can have an emergency line internally at myCan I set up an Auto Attendant with the new Teams E1 Trial so I can have an emergency line internally at my
company to deal with COVID-19 (coronavirus)?company to deal with COVID-19 (coronavirus)?

  Where can I find more information to help remote workers?Where can I find more information to help remote workers?

  What is Microsoft doing to support its own employees during the COVID-19 outbreak?What is Microsoft doing to support its own employees during the COVID-19 outbreak?

Read Support remote workers using Teams. It covers most of the common tasks and questions on getting

started with Teams for remote workers.

After you activate one of the free Teams offers, you'll still need to turn it on for your users. Read Manage user

access to Teams and Add users individually or in bulk.

If you're licensing or enabling a user for the first time but you've had Microsoft 365 for a while, you might need

to Turn on Teams for your organization. Check I have Microsoft 365 already, but I don't use Teams. Are you

providing trial licenses? in this article.

During periods of high meeting volume (which we've been experiencing in conjunction with the COVID-19

outbreak), we recommend that users join meetings by clicking the Join Teams MeetingJoin Teams Meeting button rather than

dialing in by using the PSTN conference numbers or by using Call me atCall me at. This helps ensure quality audio

during times when high meeting volume is causing congestion on the PSTN network.

Users can make app-to-app audio and video calls in any version of Teams. To assign a number to an employee,

you'll need Phone System. We recommend working with your Microsoft partner or sales representative to

obtain and deploy this. Learn more at Voice and video calling with Teams.

To set up a Cloud Auto Attendant in Teams, you'll need Phone System in addition to Teams. We recommend

working with your Microsoft partner or sales representative to obtain and deploy this.

End users: Collaborate with Microsoft 365 - how to work better together across all Microsoft 365 workloads

IT admins/ITPro: Support remote workers using Teams.

Read our March 5, 2020 blog from Brad Smith, Microsoft President: As we work to protect public health, we also

need to protect the income of hourly workers who support our campus.

Also be sure to visit Responding to COVID-19 together on Microsoft.com.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/add-users
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/voice-calling
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/what-are-phone-system-auto-attendants.html
https://support.office.com/article/collaborate-with-office-365-ac05a41e-0b49-4420-9ebc-190ee4e744f4
https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2020/03/05/covid-19-microsoft-hourly-workers/
https://news.microsoft.com/covid-19-response/?icid=mscom_marcom
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 How to view the Teams reports in the Reports dashboard

 Teams activity reports that are available

  Microsoft Teams user activity reportMicrosoft Teams user activity report

  Interpret the Microsoft Teams user activity reportInterpret the Microsoft Teams user activity report

You can use activity reports in the Microsoft 365 admin center to see how users in your organization are using

Microsoft Teams. For example, if some don't use Microsoft Teams yet, they might not know how to get started or

understand how they can use Teams to be more productive and collaborative. Your organization can use the

activity reports to decide where to prioritize training and communication efforts.

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, select Repor tsRepor ts  > UsageUsage.

2. On the UsageUsage page, choose Select a repor tSelect a repor t, and then under Microsoft TeamsMicrosoft Teams in the list of reports,

choose the report you want to view.

There are currently two activity reports you can view:

Microsoft Teams user activity report

Microsoft Teams device usage report

The Teams user activity report gives you a view of the most common activities that your users perform in Teams.

This includes how many people engage in a chat in a channel, how many communicate via private chat

message, and how many participate in calls or meetings. You can see this information for your whole

organization, as well as for each individual user.

You can get a view into Teams user activity by looking at the ActivityActivity  and UsersUsers  charts.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-activity-reports.md
https://portal.office.com/adminportal/home
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11 The Teams user activity report can be viewed for trends over
the last 7 days, 30 days, 90 days, or 180 days. However, if
you click into a particular time range in the report, the table
(7) will show data for 30 days, up to the date (2) for when
the report was generated.

22 Each report has a date for when this report was generated.
The reports usually reflect a 24 to 48 hour latency from time
of activity.

33 The ActivityActivity  view shows you the number of Microsoft
Teams activities by activity type. The activity types are
number of team chat messages, private chat messages, calls,
and meetings.

44 The UsersUsers  view shows you the number of users by activity
type. The activity types are number of team chat messages,
private chat messages, calls, and meetings.

55 The X axis on the charts is the selected date range for the
specific report.

66 You can filter the series you see on the chart by clicking on
an item in the legend. For example, on the ActivityActivity  chart,
click or tap Channel messagesChannel messages , Chat messagesChat messages , CallsCalls , or
MeetingsMeetings to see only the info related to each one.
Changing this selection doesn't change the information in
the grid table.

On the ActivityActivity  chart, the Y axis is the count of the
specified activity.

On the UsersUsers  chart, the Y axis is the number of
users participating in teams chats, private chats, calls,
or meetings.



77 The list of active teams across the widest (180-day)
reporting time frame. The activity count will vary according
to the date selection. 

To see the following information the table, make sure you
add the columns to the table.

If your organization's policies prevents you from viewing
reports where user information is identifiable, you can
change the privacy setting for all these reports. Check out
the How do I hide user level details?How do I hide user level details? section in the
Activity Reports in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center Preview.

88 Click or tap ColumnsColumns to add or remove columns in the
table.

99 Click or tap Expor tExpor t  to export report data to an Excel .csv
file. This exports data of all users and enables you to do
simple sorting and filtering for further analysis. If you have
less than 2,000 users, you can sort and filter within the table
in the report itself. If you have more than 2,000 users, you
will have to export the data to filter and sort the report.
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  Microsoft Teams device usage reportMicrosoft Teams device usage report

UsernameUsername is the email address of the user. You can
display the actual email address or make this field
anonymous.

Last Activity Date (UTC)Last Activity Date (UTC) refers to the last date
that the user participated in a Microsoft Teams
activity.

Channel messagesChannel messages is the number of unique
messages that the user posted in a team chat during
the specified time period.

Chat messagesChat messages is the number of unique messages
that the user posted in a private chat during the
specified time period.

CallsCalls  is the number of calls that the user participated
in during the specified time period.

MeetingsMeetings is the number of online meetings that the
user participated in during the specified time period.

Other activityOther activity  is the number of other team
activities by the user some of which include, and not
limited to: liking messages, apps, working on files,
searching, following teams and channel and
favoriting them.

DeletedDeleted indicates if the team is deleted. If the team
is deleted, but had activity in the reporting period, it
will show up in the grid with deleted set to true.

Deleted dateDeleted date is the date that the user was deleted.

Product assignedProduct assigned is the list of products that are
assigned to the user.

The Teams device usage report provides you with information about how your users connect to Teams,

including mobile apps. The report helps you understand which devices are popular in your organization and

https://support.office.com/article/activity-reports-in-the-office-365-admin-center-0d6dfb17-8582-4172-a9a9-aed798150263


  Interpret the Microsoft Teams device usage reportInterpret the Microsoft Teams device usage report
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11 The Teams device report can be viewed for trends over the
last 7 days, 30 days, 90 days, or 180 days. However, if you
click into a particular time range in the report, the table (7)
will show data for 30 days, up to the date (2) for when the
report was generated.

22 Each report has a date for when this report was generated.
The reports usually reflect a 24 to 48 hour latency from time
of activity.

33 The UsersUsers  view shows you the number of daily users by
device type.

how many users work on the go.

You can get a view into Teams device usage by looking at the UsersUsers  and Distr ibutionDistr ibution charts.



44 The DistributionDistribution view shows you the number of users by
device over the selected time period.

55

66 You can filter the series you see on the chart by clicking on
an item in the legend. For example, on the DistributionDistribution
chart, click or tap WindowsWindows, MacMac, LinuxLinux, WebWeb, iOSiOS, or
AndroidAndroid to see only the info related to each one. Changing
this selection doesn't change the information in the grid
table.

77 The list of active teams across the widest (180-day)
reporting time frame. The activity count will vary according
to the date selection. 

To see the following information in the table, make sure you
add the columns to the table.

If your organization's policies prevents you from viewing
reports where user information is identifiable, you can
change the privacy setting for all these reports. Check out
the How do I hide user level details?How do I hide user level details? section in the
Activity Reports in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center Preview.
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On the UsersUsers  chart, the X axis is the selected date
range for the report and the Y axis is the number of
users by device type.

On the DistributionDistribution chart, the X axis shows the
different devices used to connect to Teams and the Y
axis is the number of users using the device.

UsernameUsername is the email address of the user. You can
display the actual email address or make this field
anonymous.

Last Activity Date (UTC)Last Activity Date (UTC) refers to the last date
that the user participated in a Teams activity.

DeletedDeleted indicates if the team is deleted. If the team
is deleted, but had activity in the reporting period, it
will show up in the grid with deleted set to true.

Deleted dateDeleted date is the date that the user was deleted.

WindowsWindows is selected if the user was active in the
Teams desktop client on a Windows-based computer.

MacMac is selected if the user was active in the Teams
desktop client on a macOS computer.

LinuxLinux is selected if the user was active in the Teams
desktop client on a Linux computer.

WebWeb is selected if the user was active on the Teams
web client.

iOSiOS is selected if the user was active on the Teams
mobile client for iOS.

Android phoneAndroid phone is selected if the user was active on
the Teams mobile client for Android.

https://support.office.com/article/activity-reports-in-the-office-365-admin-center-0d6dfb17-8582-4172-a9a9-aed798150263


88 Click or tap ColumnsColumns to add or remove columns in the
table.

99 Click or tap Expor tExpor t  to export report data to an Excel .csv
file. This exports data of all users and enables you to do
simple sorting and filtering for further analysis. If you have
less than 2,000 users, you can sort and filter within the table
in the report itself. If you have more than 2,000 users, you
will have to export the data to filter and sort the report.
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 Who can access the Teams activity reports

  Reports reader roleReports reader role

 Other information on the Reports dashboard
  At-a-glance activity widgetAt-a-glance activity widget

  Teams activity cardTeams activity card

The activity reports can be accessed by users that are assigned:

Global admin role

Product-specific admin role (Exchange, Skype for Business, or SharePoint)

Reports reader role

You can assign the Reports reader role to people who don’t have administrator rights but are responsible for

driving adoption or tracking license usage of Teams. To learn how to assign roles, read Assign administrator and

non-administrator roles to users with Azure Active Directory.

The Reports dashboard includes the usage data from Teams in the at-a-glance activity widget, which gives you a

cross-product view of how users communicate and collaborate using the other various services in Microsoft

365 or Office 365.

The Teams activity card on the Reports dashboard gives you an overview of the activity in Teams, including the

number of active users, so that you can quickly understand how many users are using the service. Clicking the

activity card on the dashboard takes you to the Teams user activity report.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/active-directory-users-assign-role-azure-portal
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 How to access the reports
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 Teams reporting reference

REP O RTREP O RT W H AT 'S M EA SURED?W H AT 'S M EA SURED?

Teams usage report Active users
Active users in teams and channels
Active channels
Messages
Privacy setting of teams
Guests in a team

Teams user activity report Messages a user posted in a team chat
Messages a user posted in a private chat
1:1 calls a user participated in
Number of meeting user organized 
number of meeting user participated it
Meetings Audio, Video and Screen sharing time
Last activity date of a user

A new analytics and reporting experience for Microsoft Teams is available in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

You can run different reports to get insights into how users in your organization are using Teams. For example,

you can see how many users communicate through channel and chat messages and the kinds of devices they

use to connect to Teams. Your organization can use the information from the reports to better understand usage

patterns, help make business decisions, and inform training and communication efforts.

To access the reports, you must be a global admin in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, global reader in Microsoft 365

or Office 365, Teams service admin, or Skype for Business admin. To learn more about Teams admin roles and

which reports each admin role can access, see Use Teams administrator roles to manage Teams.

Go to the Microsoft Teams admin center, in the left navigation, select Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts , and then under

View Repor tsView Repor ts , choose the report you want to run.

The reports in the Microsoft Teams admin center are separate from the activity reports for Teams that are part of the

Microsoft 365 reports in the Microsoft 365 admin center. For more information about the activity reports in the Microsoft

365 admin center, see Teams activity reports in the Microsoft 365 admin center

Here's a list of the Teams reports available in the Microsoft Teams admin center and an overview of some of the

information that's available in each report.

We're continually improving the Teams reporting experience and adding features and functionality. Over time,

we'll be building additional capabilities into the reports and adding new reports in the Microsoft Teams admin

center.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/teams-reporting-reference.md


Teams device usage report Windows users
Mac users
iOS users
Android phone users

Teams live event usage report Total views
Start time
Event status
Organizer
Presenter
Producer
Recording setting
Production type

Teams PSTN blocked users report Display name
Phone number
Reason
Action type
Action date and time

Teams PSTN minute pools report Country or region
Capability (license) 
Total minutes
Minutes used
Minutes available

Teams PSTN usage report - Calling Plans Time stamp
User name
Phone number
Call type 
Called to
To country or region 
Called from 
From country or region
Charge
Currency
Duration
Domestic/International
Call ID
Number type
Country or region
Conference ID
Capability (license)

REP O RTREP O RT W H AT 'S M EA SURED?W H AT 'S M EA SURED?



Teams PSTN usage report - Direct Routing Time stamp
Display name
SIP address
Phone number 
Call type
Called to
Start time
Invite time
Failure time
End time
Duration
Number type
Media bypass
SBC FQDN
Azure region
Event type
Final SIP code
Final Microsoft subcode
Final SIP phrase
Correlation ID

Teams information protection license report
Whether users have valid licenses to push their messages via
change notifications

Total number of change notification events triggered by a
user

What apps are listening to org-wide change notification
events

REP O RTREP O RT W H AT 'S M EA SURED?W H AT 'S M EA SURED?

 Definitions
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Active user Measures the number of unique users who perform an
action in Teams during the specified date range.

Active channel Measures the number of channels of a team in which users
perform an action during the specified date range.

 Make the user specific data anonymous

The Teams reports show data for active users and active channels. For example, if a user in your organization

isn't active in Teams during the date range that you specified for a report, data for that user isn't included in that

report.

To make the data in Teams user activity and Teams device usage report anonymous, you have to be a global

administrator. This will hide identifiable information such as display name, email and AAD ID in reports and their

exports.

1. In Microsoft 365 admin center, go to the SettingsSettings  > Org SettingsOrg Settings , and under Ser vicesSer vices  tab, choose

Repor tsRepor ts .

2. Select Repor tsRepor ts , and then choose to Display anonymous identifiersDisplay anonymous identifiers . This setting gets applied both to

the usage reports in Microsoft 365 admin center as well as Teams admin center.



NOTENOTE

3. Select Save changesSave changes .

Enabling this setting will de-identify information in Teams user activity report and Teams device usage report reports. It

will not affect other usage reports available in Teams admin center.
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 View the usage report

 Interpret the report
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11 The Teams usage activity report can be viewed for trends
over the last 7 days, 30 or 90 days.

22 Each report has a date for when this report was generated.
The reports usually reflect a 24 to 48 hour latency from time
of activity.

The Teams usage report in the Microsoft Teams admin center gives you an overview of the usage activity in

Teams, including the number of active users and channels, so you can quickly see how many users across your

organization are using Teams to communicate and collaborate. You can view usage information for teams,

including the number of active users and channels, guests, and messages in each team.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > Usage repor tsUsage repor ts .

On the View repor tsView repor ts  tab, under Repor tRepor t, select Teams usageTeams usage.

2. Under Date rangeDate range, select a range, and then click Run repor tRun repor t.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/teams-usage-report.md


33

Hover over the dot representing an item or activity on a
given date to see the number of instances of that item or
activity on that given date.

44 You can filter what you see on the chart by clicking an item
in the legend. For example, click Total active usersTotal active users , TeamsTeams
& Channels active users& Channels active users , Active channelsActive channels , or
MessagesMessages to see only the info related to each one.
Changing this selection doesn’t change the information in
the table.

55 The table gives you a breakdown of usage by team.

Note that if a user account no longer exists in Azure AD, the
user name is displayed as "--" in the table. 

To see the information that you want in the table, make sure
to add the columns to the table.

66 Select Edit columnsEdit columns to add or remove columns in the table.
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The X axis on the chart is the selected date range for
the report.

The Y axis is the count of active items or activity.

Team nameTeam name is the display name of the team. You
can click the team name to go to the team's settings
page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

PrivacyPrivacy  refers to whether the team is a private team
or public team.

Active usersActive users  is the number of active users in the
team in the specified time period.

GuestsGuests  is the number of guests in the team in the
specified time period.

Active channelsActive channels  is the number of channels that
have at least one active user in the specified time
period.

Post MessagesPost Messages is the number of all the post
messages in channels in the specified time period.

Reply messagesReply messages is the number of all the reply
messages in channels in the specified time period.

Meetings organizedMeetings organized is the number of scheduled
and ad hoc meetings a user organized during the
specified time period.

Urgent messagesUrgent messages is the number of all the urgent
messages in the specified time period.

ReactionsReactions is the number of all the reactions to
messages in the specified time period.

MentionsMentions is the number of all the mentions used in
messages in the specified time period.

Channel messagesChannel messages is the number of unique
messages that the team's users posted in a team
chats during the specified time period.



77 You can export the report to a CSV file for offline analysis.
Click Expor t to ExcelExpor t to Excel, and then on the DownloadsDownloads tab,
click DownloadDownload to download the report when it's ready.

88 Time series data points in the graph show different usage
metrics aggregated at tenant

99 Tabular data represented different usage metrics aggregated
per team
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 Definitions
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Active user Measures the number of unique users who perform an
action in Teams during the specified date range.

Active channel Measures the number of channels of a team in which users
perform an action during the specified date range.

 Related topics

The Teams reports show data for active users and active channels. For example, if a user in your organization

isn't active in Teams during the date range that you specified for a report, data for that user isn't included in that

report.

Teams analytics and reporting
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 View the user activity report

 Interpret the report
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11 The Teams user activity report can be viewed for trends over
the last 7 days, 30 or 90 days.

The Teams user activity report gives insight into the types of activities that users in your organization do in

Teams. You can see how many users communicate on an unplanned basis through unscheduled meetings (1:1

and group calls). See how many meetings a Teams user has organized, and meetings a Teams user has

participated in. See details about screen, video, and audio minutes, and chat communication statistics, such as

how many users reply to and post channel messages, and how many users engage in 1:1 or group chat

messages.

The ability to schedule a user activity report isn't available at this time.

You must be a Teams service admin to make these changes. See Use Teams administrator roles to manage

Teams to read about getting admin roles and permissions.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, select Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > UsageUsage

repor tsrepor ts . On the View repor tsView repor ts  tab, under Repor tRepor t, select Teams user activityTeams user activity .

2. Under Date rangeDate range, select a range, and then select Run repor tRun repor t.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/user-activity-report.md


22 Each report has a date for when this report was generated.
The reports usually reflect a 24-hour latency from time of
activity.

33 Time series data points in the graph show different usage
metrics aggregated at tenant.

44 Tabular data represented different usage metrics aggregated
per user.

55

Hover over the dot representing an item or activity on a
given date to see the number of instances of that item or
activity on that given date.

66 Each of the metrics represented in graph at tenant level.
Filter what you see on the chart by selecting an item in the
legend. Select Channel messagesChannel messages , Reply messagesReply messages , ChatChat
messagesmessages , or Meetings OrganizedMeetings Organized to see info related to
each one. Changing this selection doesn’t change the
information in the table.

77 The table gives you a breakdown of usage by user.
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The X axis on the chart is the selected date range for
the report.

The Y axis is the count of active items or activity.

Display nameDisplay name is the display name of the user. Select
the display name to go to the user details page in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Channel messagesChannel messages is the number of unique
messages that the user posted in a team channel
during the specified time period.

Reply messagesReply messages is the number of unique reply
messages that the user posted in a team channel
during the specified time period.

Post messagesPost messages is the number of unique post
messages that the user posted in a team channel
during the specified time period.

Chat messagesChat messages is the number of unique messages
that the user posted in a private chat during the
specified time period.

Urgent messagesUrgent messages is the number of urgent
messages that the user posted in a chat during the
specified time period.

Total Meetings organizedTotal Meetings organized is the sum of one time
scheduled, Recurring, unplanned, and unclassified
meetings a user organized during the specified time
period.

Meetings organized scheduled onetimeMeetings organized scheduled onetime is the
number of one time scheduled meetings a user
organized during the specified time period.

Meetings organized scheduled recurringMeetings organized scheduled recurring is the
number of recurring meetings a user organized
during the specified time period.

Meetings organized adhocMeetings organized adhoc is the number of
unplanned meetings a user organized during the
specified time period.

Total Meetings par ticipatedTotal Meetings par ticipated is the sum of the
one-time scheduled, recurring, unplanned, and



Group callsGroup calls  has been replaced by Meetings organizedMeetings organized
adhocadhoc and Meetings par ticipated adhocMeetings par ticipated adhoc. The sum of
these two values is equal to what was measured by GroupGroup
callscalls .

88 Select Edit columnsEdit columns to add or remove columns in the table.

99 Export the report to a CSV file for offline analysis. Select
Expor t to ExcelExpor t to Excel, and then the DownloadsDownloads tab, select
DownloadDownload to download the report when it's ready.

When you view the report in Excel, you'll also see an IDID
column, which represents the User ID. A User ID is typically
an alphanumeric string.
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 Definitions

unclassified meetings a user participated in during
the specified time period.

Meetings par ticipated scheduled onetimeMeetings par ticipated scheduled onetime is
the number of the one time scheduled meetings a
user participated in during the specified time period.

Meetings par ticipated scheduled recurringMeetings par ticipated scheduled recurring is
the number of the recurring meetings a user
participated in during the specified time period.

Meetings par ticipated adhocMeetings par ticipated adhoc is the number of
unplanned meetings a user participated in during the
specified time period.

1:1 calls1:1 calls  are the number of 1:1 calls that the user
participated in during the specified time period.

Audio timeAudio time is the total audio time (minutes) that
the user participated in during the specified time
period.

Video timeVideo time is the total video time (minutes) that the
user participated in during the specified time period.

Screen sharing timeScreen sharing time is the total screen share time
(minutes) that the user participated in during the
specified time period.

Last activityLast activity  is the last date (UTC) that the user
participated in a Teams activity.

Other activityOther activity  tracks when the user is considered
active but has a value of zero for chat messages, 1:1
calls, channel messages, total meetings, and meetings
organized. Examples actions are when a user opens a
channel message post but doesn't reply to it or when
a user receives a private message and reads it but
doesn't respond to it.

Unclassified meetingsUnclassified meetings are those that can't be
identified as scheduled, recurring, or unplanned.
These are few in number and often can't be identified
because of imperfect telemetry information.

The Teams reports show data for active users and active channels. For example, if a user in your organization

isn't active in Teams during the date range that you specified for a report, data for that user isn't included in that

report.
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Active user Measures the number of unique users who perform an
action in Teams during the specified date range.

Active channel Measures the number of channels of a team in which users
perform an action during the specified date range.

 Make the user-specific data anonymous

 Related topics

To make the data in Teams user activity report anonymous, you have to be a global administrator. This will hide

identifiable information (using MD5 hashes) such as display name, email, and AAD ID in report and their export.

1. In Microsoft 365 admin center, go to the SettingsSettings  > Org SettingsOrg Settings , and under Ser vicesSer vices  tab, choose

Repor tsRepor ts .

2. Select Repor tsRepor ts , and then choose to Display anonymous identifiersDisplay anonymous identifiers . This setting gets applied both to

the usage reports in Microsoft 365 admin center and Teams admin center.

3. Select Save changesSave changes .

Teams analytics and reporting
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 View the App Usage report

 Interpret the report

The Teams app usage report in the Microsoft Teams admin center provides you with information about which

apps users are using in Teams.

1. In the left navigation of the admin center at https://admin.teams.microsoft.com, click Analytics &Analytics &

repor tsrepor ts  > Usage repor tsUsage repor ts .

2. On the View repor tsView repor ts  tab, under Repor tRepor t, select Apps UsageApps Usage.

3. Under Date rangeDate range, select a range, and then click Run repor tRun repor t. The Teams Apps usage report can be

viewed for trends over the last 7, 30 or 90 days.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/app-usage-report.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


NOTENOTE

1. Each report has a date at the upper left that shows when the report was created. Reports usually reflect a

24-hour latency from the time an app was opened.

2. The Y axis on the chart is the number of users who for the date you selected by hovering over the chart

are considered active users because the have opened an app at least once.

3. The X axis on the chart is the date range that you selected for the report.

4. Hover over the dot representing an app's usage on any date to see the total number of that app’s active

users on that date.

5. To select other apps, at the upper right, click the FilterFilter  icon, select or type new criteria, and then click

ApplyApply .

6. The table at the bottom of the report shows active users and teams by app name.

App nameApp name is the display name of the app used in Teams.

Active usersActive users  is the number of users who opened the app at least once during the specified time

period.

App typeApp type is a static value of either “Microsoft” or “Third Party”.

Active teamsActive teams is the number of teams who have opened the app by at least one member of the team

and during the specified time periods.

PublisherPublisher  is the software publisher of the app.

VersionVersion is the software version of the app, from the app publisher.

Active usersActive users  and Active teamsActive teams are calculated for apps used in channels only.

7. To add or remove columns in the table, at the upper right, click the Edit columnsEdit columns  icon, on the EditEdit

columnscolumns tab, select new criteria, and then click ApplyApply .

8. To export the report to a CSV file for offline analysis, at the upper right, select the Expor t to ExcelExpor t to Excel  icon,

and then on the DownloadsDownloads  tab under StatusStatus , click DownloadDownload.

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/teams-analytics-and-reports/media/app-usage-report5.png#lightbox


 Related topics

9. When you view the report in Excel, you'll also see an IdId column, which represents the app ID, typically an

alphanumeric string. If the IdId is \n\n, this means that a user asked that their information be deleted.

Teams analytics and reporting

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/teams-analytics-and-reports/media/app-usage-report7.png#lightbox
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11 The Teams device usage report can be viewed for trends
over the last 7 days or 30 days.

22 Each report has a date for when the report was generated.
The reports usually reflect a 24 hour latency from time of
activity.

The Teams device usage report in the Microsoft Teams admin center provides you with information about how

users connect to Teams. You can use the report to see the devices that are used across your organization,

including how many use Teams from their mobile devices when on-the-go.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > Usage repor tsUsage repor ts .

On the View repor tsView repor ts  tab, under Repor tRepor t, select Teams device usageTeams device usage.

2. Under Date rangeDate range, select a range, and then click Run repor tRun repor t.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/device-usage-report.md


33

Hover over the bar representing a device to see the number
of users using the device to connect to Teams.

44 The table gives you a breakdown of device usage by user.

Note that if a user account no longer exists in Azure AD, the
user name is displayed as "--" in the table. 

To see the information that you want in the table, make sure
to add the columns to the table.

55 Select Edit columnsEdit columns to add or remove columns in the table.

66 You can export the report to a CSV file for offline analysis.
Click Expor t to ExcelExpor t to Excel, and then on the DownloadsDownloads tab,
click DownloadDownload to download the report when it's ready.
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 Make the user specific data anonymous

The X axis on the chart represents the different
devices (WindowsWindows, MacMac, LinuxLinux, iOSiOS, AndroidAndroid
PhonePhone, WebWeb) used to connect to Teams.

The Y axis is the number of users using the device
over the selected time period.

UsernameUsername is the display name of the user. You can
click the display name to go to the user's setting
page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

WindowsWindows is selected if the user was active in the
Teams desktop client on a Windows-based computer.

MacMac is selected if the user was active in the Teams
desktop client on a macOS computer.

LinuxLinux is selected if the user was active in the Teams
desktop client on a Linux computer.

iOSiOS is selected if the user was active on the Teams
mobile client for iOS.

Android phoneAndroid phone is selected if the user was active on
the Teams mobile client for Android.

WebWeb is selected if the user was active on the Teams
web client.

Last activityLast activity  is the last date (UTC) that the user
participated in a Teams activity.

To make the data in Teams device usage report anonymous, you have to be a global administrator. This will hide

identifiable information such as display name, email and AAD ID in report and their export.

1. In Microsoft 365 admin center, go to the SettingsSettings  > Org SettingsOrg Settings , and under Ser vicesSer vices  tab, choose

Repor tsRepor ts .

2. Select Repor tsRepor ts , and then choose to Display anonymous identifiersDisplay anonymous identifiers . This setting gets applied both to

the usage reports in Microsoft 365 admin center as well as Teams admin center.



 Related topics

3. Select Save changesSave changes .

Teams analytics and reporting



   

 

Microsoft Teams PSTN blocked users report
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 View the PSTN blocked users report

 Interpret the report
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11 Each report has a date for when it was generated. The
reports usually reflect a 24 to 48 hour latency from time of
activity.

22 The X axis is the date. The Y axis is the number of users. 
Hover over the dot on a given date to see the number of
users blocked on that date.

The PSTN blocked users report in the Microsoft Teams admin center shows you the users in your organization

who are blocked from making PSTN calls in Teams. You can view more information about each blocked user,

including their assigned phone number and the reason they were blocked from making calls.

In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > Usage repor tsUsage repor ts . On the

View repor tsView repor ts  tab, under Repor tRepor t, select PSTN blocked usersPSTN blocked users , and then click Run repor tRun repor t.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/pstn-blocked-users-report.md


33 The table gives a breakdown of all users who are blocked
from making PSTN calls. It shows all users who have Phone
System or Audio Conferencing assigned and gives you more
information about each user.

To see the information that you want in the table, make sure
to add the columns to the table.

44 Select Edit columnsEdit columns to add or remove columns in the table.

55 Select Full screenFull screen to view the report in full screen mode.
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 Related topics

Display nameDisplay name is the display name of the user. You
can click the display name to go to the user's setting
page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

PhonePhone is the number that's assigned to the user.

Blocked reasonBlocked reason is the reason the user is blocked
from making calls.

Blocked actionBlocked action tells you whether the user is
blocked or unblocked from making PSTN calls in
Teams.

Blocked timeBlocked time is the date and time (UTC) that the
user was blocked from making calls.

Teams analytics and reporting



   

 

Microsoft Teams PSTN minute pools report
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 View the PSTN minute pools report

 Interpret the report
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11 Each report has a date for when it was generated. The
reports usually reflect a 24 to 48 hour latency from time of
activity.

22 Click a capability (license) to view activity for that capability.

The Teams PSTN minute pools report in the Microsoft Teams admin center gives you an overview of audio

conferencing and calling activity in your organization by showing you the number of minutes consumed during

the current month. You can see a breakdown of activity including the license used for calls, total minutes

available, used minutes, and license usage by location.

In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > Usage repor tsUsage repor ts . On the

View repor tsView repor ts  tab, under Repor tRepor t, select PSTN minute and SMS(preview) poolsPSTN minute and SMS(preview) pools , and then click Run repor tRun repor t.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/pstn-minute-pools-report.md


33 The X axis is country or region. The Y axis is number of
minutes. 
Hover over a bar on the chart to see the activity for that
usage location.

44 You can filter what you see on the chart by clicking an item
in the legend. For example, click UnusedUnused, Domestic usersDomestic users ,
No dataNo data, or International usedInternational used to see only the info
related to each one.

55 The table gives you a breakdown of minute pools by
capability and usage location.

To see the information that you want in the table, make sure
to add the columns to the table.

66 Select Edit columnsEdit columns to add or remove columns in the table.

77 Select Full screenFull screen to view the report in full screen mode.
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 Related topics

Countr y or regionCountr y or region is the usage location.

Capability descriptionCapability description is the description of the
license used for the call. The capability descriptions
you may see in this report include:

Total minutesTotal minutes is the total number of minutes
available for the month.

Minutes usedMinutes used is the number of minutes used each
month

Minutes availableMinutes available is the number of minutes
remaining for the month.

CapabilityCapability  is the license used for the call. The
licenses you may see include:

Domestic and international calling plan (1200
domestic minutes)

Domestic and international calling plan (3000
domestic minutes)

Domestic and international calling plan (600
international minutes)

MCOPSTN1MCOPSTN1  - Domestic Calling Plan (3000
min US / 1200 min EU plans)

MCOPSTN2MCOPSTN2  - International Calling Plan

MCOPSTN5MCOPSTN5  - Domestic Calling Plan (120
min calling plan)

MCOPSTN6MCOPSTN6  - Domestic Calling Plan (240
min calling plan)

MCOMEETADDMCOMEETADD - Audio Conferencing

Teams analytics and reporting



   

 

Microsoft Teams PSTN usage report
 12/7/2021 • 15 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 View the PSTN usage report

 Interpret the report
  Calling PlansCalling Plans

The Teams PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) usage report in the Microsoft Teams admin center gives

you an overview of calling and audio conferencing activity in your organization. You can view detailed calling

activity for Calling Plans if you use Microsoft as your telephony carrier and for Direct Routing if you use your

own telephony carrier.

The Calling PlansCalling Plans  tab shows information including the number of minutes that users spent in inbound and

outbound PSTN calls and the cost of these calls. The Direct RoutingDirect Routing tab shows you information including the

SIP address and call start and end times. Use the information in this report to gain insight into PSTN usage in

your organization and help you to investigate, plan, and make business decisions.

If you have a Telstra or Softbank calling plan, you will not see any call detail records in the PSTN usage report. Please

contact Telstra or Softbank for your reporting needs.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > Usage repor tsUsage repor ts . On

the View repor tsView repor ts  tab, under Repor tRepor t, select PSTN usage repor tPSTN usage repor t.

2. Under Date rangeDate range, select a predefined range of 7 or 28 days, or set a custom range, and then select RunRun

repor trepor t.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/pstn-usage-report.md
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11 The report can be viewed for trends over the last 7 days, 28
days, or a custom date range that you set

22 Each report has a date for when it was generated. The
reports usually reflect a 24 to 48 hour latency from time of
activity.

33 The X axis is the selected date range for the specific report.
The Y axis is the total number of calls over the selected time
period. 
Hover over the dot on a given date to see the total calls on
that date.

44 The table gives you a breakdown of PSTN usage per call.

Time stamp (UTC)Time stamp (UTC) is the time the call started.

Display nameDisplay name is the display name of the user. You
can click the display name to go to the user's setting
page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

UsernameUsername is the user's sign in name.

Phone numberPhone number  is the number that received the call
for inbound calls or the number dialed for outbound
calls.

Call typeCall type is whether the call was a PSTN outbound
or inbound call and the type of call such as a call
placed by a user or an audio conference. The calls
types you may see include:

Teams user call typesTeams user call types

user_inuser_in - the user received an inbound PSTN
call.

user_outuser_out  - the user placed an outbound
PSTN call

user_out_confuser_out_conf - the user added two or
more PSTN participants to the call such as a
three-way conference call
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Teams bots call typesTeams bots call types

Called toCalled to is the number dialed.

To countr y or regionTo countr y or region is the country or region
dialed.

Called fromCalled from is the number that placed the call.

From countr y or regionFrom countr y or region is the country or region
from where the call was placed.

ChargeCharge is the amount of money or cost of the call
that's charged to your account.

CurrencyCurrency  is the type of currency used to calculate
the cost of the call.

DurationDuration is how long the call was connected.

Domestic/InternationalDomestic/International tells you whether the call
was domestic (within a country or region) or
international (outside a country or region) based on
the user's location.

Call IDCall ID is the call ID for a call. It's an identifier for the
call you can use when calling Microsoft Support.

Number typeNumber type is the user's phone number type,
such as a service of toll-free number.

Countr y or regionCountr y or region is the usage location.

Conference IDConference ID is the conference ID of the audio
conference.

CapabilityCapability  is the license used for the call. The license
types you may see include:

user_out_transferuser_out_transfer  - the user transferred the
call to a PSTN number

user_out_for wardinguser_out_for warding - the user forwarded
the call to a PSTN number

conf_inconf_in - an inbound call to the Audio
Conferencing bridge

conf_outconf_out  - an outbound call from the Audio
Conferencing bridge usually to add a PSTN
number to the conference

unassigned_inunassigned_in - an inbound PSTN call via
Calling Plan to an unassigned number

ucap_inucap_in - an inbound PSTN call to Teams bot
such as auto attendant or call queue

ucap_outucap_out  - an outbound PSTN call from a
Teams bot such as auto attendant or call
queue

MCOEV or MCOEV_VIRTUALUSER orMCOEV or MCOEV_VIRTUALUSER or
MCOEV_VIRTUALUSER_GOVMCOEV_VIRTUALUSER_GOV - Voice
Applications such as Auto-Attendant or Call
Queues

FREECALLFREECALL  - In the event of a technical issue
that prevents us from pricing a call, the call is
provided for free and will appear with this
capability

MCOPSTN1MCOPSTN1  - Domestic Calling Plan (3000
min US / 1200 min EU plans)

MCOPSTN2MCOPSTN2  - International Calling Plan

MCOPSTN5MCOPSTN5  - Domestic Calling Plan (120
min calling plan)

MCOPSTN6MCOPSTN6  - Domestic Calling Plan (240
min calling plan)

MCOPSTN8MCOPSTN8  - Domestic Calling Plan 120 min
per user (not pooled across users like the
other calling plans are)

MCOPSTN9MCOPSTN9  - International Calling Plan



To see the information that you want in the table, make sure
to add the columns to the table.

55 Select Edit columnsEdit columns to add or remove columns in the table.

66 Select FilterFilter  to filter the report by username or call type

77 Select Full screenFull screen to view the report in full screen mode.

88 You can export the report to a CSV file for offline analysis.
Click Expor t to ExcelExpor t to Excel, and then on the DownloadsDownloads tab,
click DownloadDownload to download the report when it's ready.
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  Direct RoutingDirect Routing

MCOPSTNCAPMCOPSTNCAP - Common Area Phone

MCOPSTNPPMCOPSTNPP - Communications Credits

MCOMEETADDMCOMEETADD - Audio Conferencing

MCOMEETADD_DIALOUT_USMCOMEETADD_DIALOUT_US - Audio
Conferencing US and Canada dial-out plan

MCOMEETADD_CN_GLOBALMCOMEETADD_CN_GLOBAL  - Audio
Conferencing for non-China users

MCOMEETADD_TATAMCOMEETADD_TATA - Tata
Communications Connections

MCOMEETACPEAMCOMEETACPEA - Audio Conferencing
Pay-Per-Minute

MCOMEETACPEA_GOVMCOMEETACPEA_GOV - Audio
Conferencing Pay-Per-Minute for Government
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11 The report can be viewed for trends over the last 7 days or
28 days.

22 Each report has a date for when it was generated. The
reports usually reflect a 24 to 48 hour latency from time of
activity.

33 The X axis is the selected date range for the specific report.
The Y axis is the total number of calls over the selected time
period.
Hover over the dot on a given date to see the total calls on
that date.

44 The table gives you a breakdown of PSTN usage per call.

Time stamp (UTC)Time stamp (UTC) is the time the call started.

Display nameDisplay name is the display name of the user. You
can click the display name to go to the user's settings
page in the Microsoft Teams admin center. The name
can also be the name of a bot, for example the Call
Queue or Cloud Auto Attendant.

SIP addressSIP address is the SIP address of the user or a bot
who received or made the call.

Caller numberCaller number  is the number of the user or the bot
who made the call.

Callee numberCallee number  is the number of the user or the bot
who received the call. On an inbound call to a Teams
user it will be the Teams user, on an outbound call
from a Teams user it will be the PSTN User.

Call typeCall type is whether the call was a PSTN outbound
or inbound call and the type of call such as a call
placed by a user or an audio conference. The call
types you may see include:

Teams user call typesTeams user call types

dr_indr_in - the user received an inbound PSTN
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Teams bots call typesTeams bots call types

Called toCalled to is the number of the user who received
the call.

Star t time (UTC)Star t time (UTC) is the time when the SIP proxy
received the final answer (SIP Message "200 OK")
from the SBC on an outbound call (Teams/Bot to a
PSTN User), or after the SIP Proxy send the Invite to
the next hop within the Teams backend on an
inbound call (PSTN User to a Teams/Bot).

Invite time (UTC)Invite time (UTC) is the time when the initial Invite
was sent on an outbound call from a Teams user or
bot call to the SBC, or received on an inbound call to
a Teams or bot call by the SIP Proxy component of
Direct Routing from the SBC.

Failure time (UTC)Failure time (UTC) is the time the call failed. For
failed calls only. Final SIP Code, Final Microsoft
Subcode, and Final SIP Phrase provide the reasons
why the call failed and can help with troubleshooting.

End time (UTC)End time (UTC) is the time the call ended (for
successful calls only).

DurationDuration is how long the call was connected.

Number typeNumber type is the user's phone number type,
such as a service of toll-free number.

Media bypassMedia bypass indicates whether the trunk was
enabled for media bypass.

SBC FQDNSBC FQDN is the fully qualified domain name
(FQDN) of the Session Border Controller (SBC).

Azure region for MediaAzure region for Media is the data center that
was used as media path in a non-bypass call.

Azure region for SignalingAzure region for Signaling is the data center that
was used for signaling for both bypass and non-
bypass calls.

Event typeEvent type is the event type of the call. You'll see
Success for successful calls and Attempt for failed
calls.

Final SIP codeFinal SIP code is the code with which the call
ended.

Final Microsoft subcodeFinal Microsoft subcode is a code that indicates
specific actions that occurred.

Final SIP phraseFinal SIP phrase is the description of the SIP code

call

dr_outdr_out  - the user placed an outbound PSTN
call

dr_out_user_confdr_out_user_conf - the user added a PSTN
participant to the call

user_out_transferuser_out_transfer  - the user transferred the
call to a PSTN number

dr_out_user_for wardingdr_out_user_for warding - the user
forwarded the call to a PSTN number

dr_out_user_transferdr_out_user_transfer  - the user transferred
the call to a PSTN number

dr_emergency_outdr_emergency_out  - the user made an
emergency call

dr_unassigned_indr_unassigned_in - an inbound PSTN call
via Direct Routing to an unassigned number

dr_in_ucapdr_in_ucap - an inbound PSTN call to a
Teams bot such as auto attendant or call
queue

dr_out_ucapdr_out_ucap - an outbound PSTN call from
a Teams bot such as auto attendant or call
queue



To see the information that you want in the table, make sure
to add the columns to the table.

55 Select Edit columnsEdit columns to add or remove columns in the table.

66 Select Full screenFull screen to view the report in full screen mode.

77 Select Expor t to ExcelExpor t to Excel to download the data in a comma
separated file (CSV) for offline analysis or to use it as input
for your billing system.
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  Caller/Callee fields considerationsCaller/Callee fields considerations

  About Shared Correlation IDAbout Shared Correlation ID

 Exporting the reports

and Microsoft subcode.

Correlation IDCorrelation ID is a unique identifier for the call that
you can use when calling Microsoft Support.

Shared Correlation IDShared Correlation ID is only visible in the
downloadable CSV file and does not exist in the
portal. The shared correlation ID exists in at least two
calls which are related. Please see detailed description
below.

Depending on the call direction, the Caller or Callee names can contain non-E164 numbers.

These fields can come from the customer SBC(s). There are three formats that the SBC can send to Direct

Routing: E.164 numbers, non-E.164 numbers, and strings.

E.164 phone number from a user who has an E.164 number to a user who also has an E.164 number.

Call from a non-E.164 number. A user from a third-party PBX interconnected with Direct Routing makes a call

to a Teams user. In this case, the caller number might be any non-E.164 number, for example +1001.

A spammer calls and doesn't present a number, only a name, for example "Internal Revenue Service". This

string will be shown in the reports.

The Shared Correlation ID only exists in the exported Excel file that you download and indicates that two or

more calls are related. The following explains the different scenarios, and when Shared Correlation ID is present.

1. PSTN User 1 on a PSTN endpoint called Teams User 1 on Teams client, call type Dr_In, correlation ID

57f28917-42k5-4c0c-9433-79734873f2ac, no shared correlation ID.

2. Teams User 1 on Teams client called PSTN User 1 on a PSTN endpoint, call type Dr_Out 2c12b8ca-62eb-

4c48-b68d-e451f518ff4, no shared correlation ID.

3. PSTN User 1 on a PSTN endpoint called a Teams User 2 on Teams client, call type Dr_In f45e9a25-9f94-46e7-

a457-84f5940efde9, shared correlation ID f45e9a25-9f94-46e7-a457-84f5940efde9.

4. Existing call 3 with correlation ID "f45e9a25-9f94-46e7-a457-84f5940efde9". PSTN User 1 in a call with

Teams User 2. Teams User 2 transferred (blind or consultative) a call to Teams or PSTN User, call type

Dr_Out_User_Transfer 45a1da7c-9e97-481a-8a05-3fe19a9a77e0, shared correlation ID f45e9a25-9f94-

46e7-a457-84f5940efde9.

Click Expor t to ExcelExpor t to Excel , and then on the DownloadsDownloads  tab, click DownloadDownload to download the report when it's

ready. Export process can take from a few seconds to several minutes to complete, depending on the quantity of

the data.

This exports data of all users and enables you to do simple sorting and filtering for further analysis. Exported

files contain additional fields that are not available in the online report. These can be used for troubleshooting

and automated workflows.



  Exported PSTN usage reportExported PSTN usage report

## N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P E  ( SQ L  SERVER)DATA  T Y P E  ( SQ L  SERVER) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

0 UsageId uniqueidentifier Unique call identifier

1 Call ID nvarchar(64) Call identifier. Not
guaranteed to be unique

2 Conference ID nvarchar(64) ID of the audio conference

3 User Location nvarchar(2) Country code of the user,
ISO 3166-1 alpha-2

4 AAD ObjectId uniqueidentifier Calling user's ID in Azure
Active Directory.
This and other user info will
be null/empty for bot call
types (ucap_in, ucap_out)

5 UPN nvarchar(128) UserPrincipalName (sign in
name) in Azure Active
Directory.
This is usually the same as
user's SIP Address, and can
be same as user's e-mail
address

6 User Display Name nvarchar(128) Display name of the user

7 Caller ID nvarchar(128) Number that received the
call for inbound calls or the
number dialed for
outbound calls. E.164
format

8 Call Type nvarchar(32) Whether the call was a
PSTN outbound or inbound
call and the type of call such
as a call placed by a user or
an audio conference

You will receive a zip file named "Calls.Expor t.Calls.Expor t. [identifier] .zip.zip", with the identifier being an unique ID for the

export that can be used for troubleshooting.

If you have both Calling Plans and Direct Routing, the exported file may contain data for both products. PSTN

usage report file will have filename "PSTN.calls .PSTN.calls . [UTC date] .csv.csv " and Direct Routing "DirectRouting.calls .DirectRouting.calls .

[UTC date] .csv.csv ".

In addition to PSTN and Direct Routing files, the archive contains file "parameters.jsonparameters.json", with the selected

export time range and capabilities.

Exported files are in Comma Separated Values (CSV) format, compliant with RFC 4180 standard. The files can be

opened in Excel or any other standards-compliant editor without requiring any transformations.

The first row of the CSV contains column names. All dates are UTC and in ISO 8601 format.

You can export data up to one year from the current date unless country-specific regulations prohibit retention

of the data for 12 months.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4180
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/data-types/data-types-transact-sql
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E.164


9 Number Type nvarchar(16) User's phone number type,
such as a service of toll-free
number

10 Domestic/International nvarchar(16) Whether the call was
domestic (within a country
or region) or international
(outside a country or
region) based on the user's
location

11 Destination Dialed nvarchar(64) Country or region dialed

12 Destination Number nvarchar(32) Number dialed in E.164
format

13 Start Time datetimeoffset Call start time

14 End Time datetimeoffset Call end time

15 Duration Seconds int How long the call was
connected

16 Connection Fee numeric(16, 2) Connection fee price

17 Charge numeric(16, 2) Amount of money or cost
of the call that is charged to
your account

18 Currency nvarchar(3) Type of currency used to
calculate the cost of the call
(ISO 4217)

19 Capability nvarchar(32) The license used for the call

## N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P E  ( SQ L  SERVER)DATA  T Y P E  ( SQ L  SERVER) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

  Exported Direct Routing usage reportExported Direct Routing usage report

## N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P E  ( SQ L  SERVER)DATA  T Y P E  ( SQ L  SERVER) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

0 CorrelationId uniqueidentifier Unique call identifier

You can export data up to five months (150 days) from the current date unless country-specific regulations

prohibit retention of the data for that period.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E.164
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_4217
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/data-types/data-types-transact-sql


1 SIP Address nvarchar(128) The address of the user or
bot that made or received
the call.
Note that this is actually
UserPrincipalName (UPN,
sign in name) in Azure
Active Directory, which is
usually the same as SIP
Address

2 Display Name nvarchar(128) The name of a user or a
calling bot (for example, Call
Queue or Auto Attendant)
as set in Microsoft 365
admin center

3 User country nvarchar(2) Country code of the user,
ISO 3166-1 alpha-2

4 Invite time datetimeoffset When the initial Invite send
on outbound from Teams
user or bot call to the SBC,
or received on inbound to
Teams or bot call by the SIP
Proxy component of Direct
Routing from the SBC

5 Start time datetimeoffset Time when the SIP proxy
received the final answer
(SIP Message "200 OK")
from the SBC on outbound
(Teams/Bot to a PSTN User),
or after the SIP Proxy send
the Invite to the next hop
within Teams backend on
inbound call (PSTN User to
a Teams/Bot).
For failed and unanswered
calls, this can be equal to
invite or failure time

6 Failure time datetimeoffset Only exists for failed (not
fully established) calls

7 End time datetimeoffset Only exists for successful
(fully established) calls. Time
when call ended

8 Duration (seconds) int Duration of the call

9 Success nvarchar(3) Yes/No. Success or attempt

## N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P E  ( SQ L  SERVER)DATA  T Y P E  ( SQ L  SERVER) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-2


10 Caller Number nvarchar(32) Number of the user or bot
who made the call. On
inbound to a Team user call
it will be a PSTN User, on
outbound from Teams user
call it will be the Teams user
number

12 Callee Number nvarchar(32) Number of the user or bot
who received the call. On
inbound to a Team user call
it will be the Teams user, on
outbound from Teams user
call it will be the PSTN User

13 Call type nvarchar(32) Call type and direction

14 Azure region for Media nvarchar(8) The datacenter used for
media path in non-bypass
call

15 Azure region for Signaling nvarchar(8) The datacenter used for
signaling for both bypass
and non-bypass calls

16 Final SIP code int The code with which the call
ended, RFC 3261

17 Final Microsoft subcode int In addition to the SIP codes,
Microsoft has own
subcodes that indicate the
specific issue

18 Final SIP Phrase nvarchar(256) Description of the SIP code
and Microsoft subcode

19 SBC FQDN nvarchar(64) Fully qualified domain name
of the session border
controller

20 Media bypass nvarchar(3) Yes/No. Indicates if the
trunk was enabled for
media bypass or not

21 Shared correlation ID uniqueidentifier Indicates that two or more
calls are related

## N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P E  ( SQ L  SERVER)DATA  T Y P E  ( SQ L  SERVER) DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Related topics
Teams analytics and reporting

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3261


   

 

Microsoft Teams live event usage report
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 View the live event usage report

 Interpret the report

C A L LO UTC A L LO UT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

11 The Teams live event report can be viewed for trends over
the last 7 days, 28 days, or a custom date range that you
set.

22 Each report has a date for when it was generated. The
report reflects near real time activity when the page is
refreshed.

The Teams live event usage report in the Microsoft Teams admin center shows you the activity overview for live

events held in your organization. You can view usage information, including event status, start time, views, and

production type for each event. You can gain insight into usage trends and see who in your organization

schedules, presents, and produces live events.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > Usage repor tsUsage repor ts .

On the View repor tsView repor ts  tab, under Repor tRepor t, select Teams live event usageTeams live event usage.

2. Under Date rangeDate range, select a predefined range or set a custom range. You can set a range to show data up

to a year, six months before and after the current date.

3. (Optional) Under OrganizerOrganizer , you can choose to show only live events organized by a specific user.

4. Click Run repor tRun repor t.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/teams-live-event-usage-report.md
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/teams-live-event-usage-report-with-callouts.png#lightbox


33

Hover over the dot on a given date to see the number of
views across all live events on that date.

44 The table gives you a breakdown of each live event.

Note that if a user account no longer exists in Azure AD, the
user name is displayed as "--" in the table. 

To see the information that you want in the table, make sure
to add the columns to the table.

55 Select Edit columnsEdit columns to add or remove columns in the table.

C A L LO UTC A L LO UT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Notes

 View event details

The X axis on the chart is the selected date range for
the report.

The Y axis is the total view count.

EventEvent  is the display name of the live event. Click the
the event name to get more details about the event.

Star t TimeStar t Time refers to the start date and time of the
event.

Event StatusEvent Status shows whether the event has taken
place.

OrganizerOrganizer  is the name of the event organizer.

PresentersPresenters  are the names of the event presenters.

ProducersProducers  are the names of the event producers.

ViewsViews is the number of unique views after the event
is completed .

RecordingRecording shows whether the recording setting is
on or off.

Production TypeProduction Type shows whether the event is
produced in Teams or by an external application or
device.

We show up to 100 live events that match the current report criteria. To see more live events, apply date filters

to reduce the list size.

Anonymous presenters will not be included in the report.

Anybody who watches the recording of the event or the event on demand will not be included in the view count.

The live event details page gives you a summary of the details of a live event and lists all the files, including

transcripts and recordings, associated with the event. Click a file name to view or download the file.



 Related topics

If your organization is enabled for Hive eCDN or Kollective eCDN, you can get additional attendee analytics by

clicking the partner report link.

Teams analytics and reporting

What are Teams live events?

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/teams-live-event-usage-report-event-detail.png#lightbox
https://www.hivestreaming.com/partners/integration-partners/microsoft/
https://kollective.com
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 View the information protection license report

 Interpret the report

C A L LO UTC A L LO UT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

11 The information protection license report can be viewed for
trends over the last 7 days, 30, or 90 days.

22 App name will display a list of all apps that have subscribed
to change notification events of messages in the last n days
as selected in the date range.

The Teams information protection license report gives insight into apps that have subscribed to change

notification events to listen to created, updated, or deleted messages at tenant level (that is,

/teams/getAllMessage or /chats/getAllMessages). A change notification corresponding to the message is sent

successfully only when the user has the required license. You can see how many change notifications was

triggered by a given user.

You must be a Teams service admin to make these changes. See Use Teams administrator roles to manage

Teams to read about getting admin roles and permissions.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, select Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > UsageUsage

repor tsrepor ts . On the View repor tsView repor ts  tab, under Repor tRepor t, select Information Protection L icenseInformation Protection L icense.

2. Under Date rangeDate range, select a range.

3. Under AppsApps , select an app and then select Run repor tRun repor t.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/information-protection-license-report.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/subscription?view=graph-rest-1.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/webhooks?view=graph-rest-1.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/teams-licenses


33 The table gives you a breakdown of usage per user for the
selected app.

44 Export the report to a CSV file for offline analysis. Select
Expor t to ExcelExpor t to Excel, and then the DownloadsDownloads tab. Select
DownloadDownload to download the report when it's ready.

55 Export the report to a CSV file for offline analysis. Select
Expor t to ExcelExpor t to Excel, and then the DownloadsDownloads tab. Select
DownloadDownload to download the report when it's ready. When
you view the report in Excel, you'll also see an IdId and emailemail
column, which represents the User ID and email address of
the user.

C A L LO UTC A L LO UT DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Make the user-specific data anonymous

Display nameDisplay name is the display name of the user. Select
the display name to go to the user's details page in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Has Required LicenseHas Required License is yes if the user has one of
the required licenses as defined (here)
[https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/teams-
licenses]. If the user does not have the required
license, the Assign license link is displayed which
navigated to the user's license detail page in the
Microsoft admin center (UsersUsers  > Active UsersActive Users  >
select username).

License Protected EventsLicense Protected Events  is the number of unique
change notification events sent to the app against a
message which was created, updated or deleted by
that user.

To make the data in the Teams user activity report anonymous, you have to be a global administrator. This will

hide identifiable information such as display name, email, and Azure AD ID in reports and their exports.

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to SettingsSettings  > Org SettingsOrg Settings , and under the Ser vicesSer vices  tab, choose

Repor tsRepor ts .

2. Select Repor tsRepor ts , and then choose to Display anonymous identifiersDisplay anonymous identifiers . This setting gets applied both to

the usage reports in the Microsoft 365 admin center and the Teams admin center.

3. Select Save changesSave changes .
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NOTENOTE

 Collect and enable logging

There are three types of log files automatically produced by the client, which can be leveraged to assist in

monitoring and troubleshooting Teams:

Debug logs

Media logs

Desktop logs

This article describes these logs and how they are used. For information about troubleshooting specific issues,

see: Teams Troubleshooting. For information about how to contact support, see Get support. When creating a

support request with Microsoft Support, the support engineer will require the debug logs. Having the debug

logs on hand before creating the support request will allow Microsoft to quickly start troubleshooting the

problem. MediaMedia or DesktopDesktop logs are only required if requested by Microsoft.

In this article, the term Debug logsDebug logs refers to the logs that are used for troubleshooting. However, the files that are

generated for these logs will contain the term diagnostic logsdiagnostic logs in their names.

It’s important to collect logs as soon as an issue occurs. The logs can be collected together with just a couple of

clicks.

Windows: Right-click on the Teams icon in the system tray and choose Collect suppor t filesCollect suppor t files .

Mac: Select the Help menu and choose Collect suppor t filesCollect suppor t files .

Debug, Desktop, and Media logs will be collected in one folder with the name MSTeams Diagnostics Log <local

date and time>. This folder can be compressed and shared when you open a support request with Microsoft

Support. The folder will contain folders for Desktop, Meeting (Media), and Debug (web). You can collect the files

using the following keyboard shortcuts:

Windows: Ctrl + Alt + Shift + 1

Mac: Option + Command + Shift + 1

Media logging is turned off by default. To enable Media logging, users must turn on the option in the Teams

client. Go to SettingsSettings  > GeneralGeneral , and select Enable logging for meeting diagnostics (requiresEnable logging for meeting diagnostics (requires

restar ting Teams)restar ting Teams) . The Teams client must be restarted for logging to begin.

If a problem occurs with a specific meeting or live event, it's helpful to have the URL associated with the

meeting. This provides additional information to help pinpoint the exact meeting or live event in the logs. This

information can be collected from any participant for a meeting or from presenter or producer for a live event.

This URL can be captured by hovering over the join URL and choosing Copy HyperlinkCopy Hyperlink .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/log-files.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business-video/get-help-support
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C L IEN TC L IEN T DEB UGDEB UG DESKTO PDESKTO P M EDIAM EDIA

Web X - -

Windows X X X

Mac OSX X X X

Linux X X X

iOS - - -

Android - - -

 Debug logs

If Media logging is enabled, there will be additional files included in the Meeting folder which are necessary for

investigating audio and video issues. If Media logging is not enabled, there will be a limited number of logs available.

The debug logs were previously collecting using the keyboard shortcuts below. These still function and will complete the

same log capture as the Collect suppor t filesCollect suppor t files  option.

Windows: Crtl + Alt + Shift + 1

Mac: Option + Command + Shift + 1

The following table outlines the various clients and their associated logs. Log files are stored in locations specific

to the client and operating system.

For a complete list of supported operating systems and browsers, see Get clients for Microsoft Teams.

See the Collect and enable logging section for Windows and Mac instructions. Debug logs are produced by the

Windows and Mac desktop clients, as well as by browser-based clients. The logs are text-based and are read

from the bottom-up. They can be read using any text-based editor, and new logs are created when logging into

the client.

Debug logs show the following data flows:

Login

Connection requests to middle-tier services

Call/conversation

To collect logs for Linux:

Keyboard shortcut: Ctrl + Alt + Shift + 1

The files will be available in ~/Downloads

To collect logs for Browser and Windows:

Keyboard shortcut: Ctrl + Alt + Shift + 1



 Media logs
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Teams.msrtc-0-s1039525249.blog Contains information related to the media stack. This
includes channel status such as resolution, decoders and
encoders used, and the number of frames sent and received,
and camera and video-based screen sharing (VBSS) session
status.

rtmcontrol.msrtc-0-2415069487.blog Records information related to remote control actions, such
as the time stamp when control is given, and mouse pointer
information.

Teams_MediaStackETW-2-U-xr-U.etl Records media stack trace events.

Debug-0-s2790420889.blog Contains information related to the media agent, including
rendering quality.

tscalling-0-2061129496.blog Records events in the ts-calling API.

 Desktop logs

The files will be available in %userprofile%\Downloads

See the Collect and enable logging section for Windows and Mac instructions. Media logs contain diagnostic

data about audio, video, and screen sharing in Teams meetings. They are required for support cases that are

linked to call-related issues.

Media logging is turned off by default. To log diagnostic data for Teams meetings, users must turn on the option

in the Teams client. Go to SettingsSettings  > GeneralGeneral , select the Enable logging for meeting diagnosticsEnable logging for meeting diagnostics

(requires restar ting Teams(requires restar ting Teams) check box, restart Teams, and reproduce the issue.

When you send the log files to Microsoft support, please verify the timestamp of the log files to ensure the logs

cover the time frame when you reproduced the issue.

To collect logs for Linux:

The files will be available in the following locations:

~/.config/Microsoft/Microsoft Teams/media-stack/\*\.blog

~/.config/Microsoft/Microsoft Teams/skylib/\*\.blog

To collect logs for Windows:

The files will be available in the following locations:

%userprofile%\Downloads\MSTeams Diagnostics Log\meeting\media-stack\\\*\.blog

%userprofile%\Downloads\MSTeams Diagnostics Log\meeting\skylib\\\*\.blog

Here's a list of the log files that are generated and the information they contain.

See the Collect and enable logging section for Windows and Mac instructions. Desktop logs, also known as

bootstrapper logs, contain log data that occurs between the desktop client and the browser. Like media logs,

these logs are only needed if requested by Microsoft. The logs are text-based and can be read using any text-

based editor in a top-down format.



 Browser trace

NOTENOTE

 WebRTC logs in browsers

 Related topics

To collect logs for Linux:

Click on the Microsoft Teams icon in your system tray, and select Get LogsGet Logs .

The files will be available in ~/.config/Microsoft/Microsoft Teams/logs.txt .

To collect logs for Windows:

Click the Microsoft Teams icon in your system tray, and select Collect suppor t filesCollect suppor t files .

The logs.txt  file will be opened in Notepad automatically.

When investigating problems signing into Teams, you might need to manually collect the desktop logs. These

log files are located at %appdata%\Microsoft\Teams in Windows.

For some categories of errors, Microsoft Support might require you to collect a browser trace. This information

can provide important details about the state of the Teams client when the error occurs.

Before you start the browser trace, make sure that you’re signed in to Teams. It's important to do this before you

start the trace so that the trace doesn't contain sensitive sign-in information.

After you’re signed in, select one of the following links, as appropriate for your browser, and follow the provided

steps.

Chrome & Edge (Chromium)

Edge

Safari

Firefox

In the steps, replace all references to the Azure portal with the Teams client.

WebRTC logs can assist Microsoft Support by providing connection details for audio and video calls. Follow the

steps to access the WebRTC logs in Edge (Chromium) or Chrome:

1. Open a new tab and go to one of the following URLs:

Edge (Chromium): edge://webrtc-internals/

Chrome: chrome://webrtc-internals/

2. Open the Teams Web application and reproduce the problem.

3. Go back to the tab that was accessed in step 1 and you will see at least two tabs:

GetUserMedia Requests

https://teams.microsoft.com/url

4. Choose the tab with the name of the Teams application and save the page content.

Teams Troubleshooting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-portal/capture-browser-trace#google-chrome-and-microsoft-edge-chromium?preserve-view=true#resolution
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-portal/capture-browser-trace#microsoft-edge-edgehtml?preserve-view=true#resolution
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-portal/capture-browser-trace#apple-safari?preserve-view=true#resolution
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-portal/capture-browser-trace#firefox?preserve-view=true#resolution
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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 Related topics

Service health for Microsoft Teams is displayed on the Microsoft 365 admin center. Before troubleshooting

issues, it's a good practice to verify that the Teams service is healthy. Go to the Teams Service Health console to

review the service health.

Also, keep in mind that, Microsoft Teams is built on top of other Microsoft 365 or Office 365 services, so when

you look at Service Health, remember to also check the status of Exchange, SharePoint, and OneDrive for

Business. Service Health issues for these other services doesn't automatically mean Teams is affected (for

example, Address Book downloads in Exchange are unavailable), but you should review the advisories for those

affected services to determine if there's an impact to Microsoft Teams.

Teams Troubleshooting

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/service-health.md
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/%20https://admin.microsoft.com/adminportal/home?ref=servicehealth
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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To look up your support PIN, which enables Microsoft Customer Support through the telephone, please follow

these steps:

1. Log in to the Office Admin Center.

2. Click on the gear icon.

3. Your support PIN will be displayed in the lower right pane. You may also choose to re-generate your PIN

if needed.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/support-pin.md
https://admin.microsoft.com/Adminportal/Home?source=applauncher#/homepage
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TIPTIP

NOTENOTE

 Chat deployment prerequisites

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Is my organization ready to roll out Teams? To answer this question, see:

 Core deployment decisions

  Teams administratorsTeams administrators

Teams provides a great out-of-the-box collaboration experience for your organization, and most organizations

find that the default settings work for them. This article helps you decide whether to change any of the default

settings, based on your organization's profile and business requirements, then it walks you through each

change. We've split the settings into two groups, starting with the core set of changes you're more likely to

make. The second group includes the additional settings you may want to configure, based on your

organization's needs.

To get started, watch our short Teams chat, teams, and channels video (4:30 minutes):

You can use Advisor for Teams to help you roll out Microsoft Teams. Advisor for Teams walks you through your

Teams rollout. It assesses your Microsoft 365 environment and identifies the most common configurations that

you may need to update or modify before you can successfully roll out Teams.

We recommend that you include our featured apps -- such as Planner -- in your initial Teams rollout. Add other apps,

bots, and connectors as you drive Teams adoption.

For details about Teams features on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

Before you roll out Teams across your organization, take time to confirm that your environment is ready for

Teams. Review Prepare your organization's network for Teams and make any required changes to your

environment.

Prepare your organization's network for Teams

URLs and IP address ranges

Plan for Microsoft 365 Groups when creating teams

These are the chat, teams, and channels settings that most organizations want to change (if the default settings

don't work for them).

Teams provides a set of custom administrator roles that can be used to manage Teams for your organization.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/deploy-chat-teams-channels-microsoft-teams-landing-page.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE476Yj
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
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Who will be assigned the Teams Communications
Administrator role?

To learn more about Teams administrator roles see Use
Microsoft Teams admin roles to manage Teams.

Who will be assigned the Teams Communications Support
Engineer role?

To assign admin roles, see Assign administrator and non-
administrator roles to users with Active Directory.

Who will be assigned the Teams Communications Support
Specialist role?

  Teams owners and membersTeams owners and members

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Who should be assigned to each role? To compare the capabilities of each role, see Assign team
owners, moderators, and members in Microsoft Teams.

How do I assign a user role? To assign or change a role, see Assign a user role.

Do I need to control who can post and reply in a channel? To configure moderation, see Set up and manage channel
moderation in Microsoft Teams.

  Messaging policiesMessaging policies

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will I customize the global messaging policy? For information about using the Microsoft Teams admin
center to change the global messaging policy or add a new
policy, see Manage messaging policies in Teams.

Do I require multiple messaging policies? To create and assign a messaging policy in PowerShell, see
PowerShell script sample - Create and assign a messaging
policy.

How will I determine which groups of users get which
messaging policy?

To learn about the CsTeamsMessagingPolicy cmdlets, see
Set-CsTeamsMessagingPolicy.

  External accessExternal access

The roles provide various capabilities to administrators.

In addition to administrator roles, Teams lets you assign owner and member user roles, and selectively give

them moderator capabilities (if moderation has been set up) to control who can perform certain actions within a

channel. Moderation allows you to control who can start new posts in a channel, add and remove team

members as moderators, and control whether team members can reply to existing channel messages.

Messaging policies control which chat and channel messaging features are available to users in Teams. For

example, who can edit and delete sent messages, who can use chat, who can use memes in conversations, and

more. By default, users are assigned the global messaging policy and all features are OnOn. You can use the default

global policy or create one or more custom messaging policies for people in your organization. 

External access (formerly known as federation) lets your Teams and Skype for Business users communicate with

users who are outside of your organization. By turning this on and adding domains to the allowed list, your

users can communicate with users in other domains and organizations. External access differs from guest access

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/active-directory-users-assign-role-azure-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/scripts/powershell-script-teams-messaging-policy-edu
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmessagingpolicy?view=skype-ps
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To turn on external access, see Plan for external access.

  Guest accessGuest access

NOTENOTE

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will I turn on guest access for my organization? To turn on guest access, see Turn on or off guest access in
Teams.

If enabled, will I customize the features available to guests in
my organization?

To customize guest access feature availability, see Authorize
guest access in Teams.

  Teams settingsTeams settings

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will I customize Teams settings for my organization? To learn about Teams settings and how to customize them,
see Teams settings.

  Teams clientsTeams clients

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will I customize Teams client availability for my organization? Check out Hardware requirements for the Teams app.

Will I customize Teams client settings for my organization? Learn how to Install Teams using MSI.

  Teams usage reportingTeams usage reporting

in that an entire domain is given access permission, not an individual. External access is turned on by default.

Will I turn on external access for my organization?

If enabled, will I limit which domains my organization
can communicate with?

Guest access in Teams lets individuals outside your organization access teams and channels. You can use the

guest access settings to control which features guests can or can't use. Guest access is turned on by default. To

learn more, see Guest access in Teams.

For more on External access and Guest access see here - Communicate with users from other organizations in Microsoft

Teams

Teams settings let you set up your teams for features such as email integration, cloud storage options,

organization tab, meeting room device setup, and search scope. When you make changes to these settings, they

apply to all the teams in your organization. To learn more, see Teams settings.

Teams supports a number of clients from web to desktop to mobile, and the default configuration lets users

choose whichever clients they want. To learn more, see Get clients for Teams.

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/teams-dependencies.html#body
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Who needs to see the Teams usage reports, and do they
have the correct role to view them?

  Teams default appsTeams default apps

 Additional deployment decisions

  Teams licensingTeams licensing
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Do my users have the licenses they need in order to use all
the Teams features I want to roll out?

To learn about licensing requirements, read Microsoft Teams
service description.

  Exchange and SharePoint interoperabilityExchange and SharePoint interoperability

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will I be able to deploy the Teams features that I require with
the current Exchange and SharePoint deployments?

For more information about Exchange and SharePoint in
Teams, see:

  Teams limits and specificationsTeams limits and specifications

The Global Admin, Teams Service Admin, and Reports Readers roles can view Teams usage reports. To learn

more, see the Microsoft 365 usage analytics.

If the user isn't an admin, assign the Reports reader
role.

See Roles and permissions and View and assign roles
to learn how to assign admin roles in Azure Active
Directory.

Teams provides a number of first-party (Microsoft provided) and third-party apps to engage users, support

productivity, and integrate commonly used business services into Teams. Get apps from the Teams Store. Apps

are turned on by default in Teams.

To learn more about rolling out and managing apps in Teams, see our in-depth Apps, bots, & connectors

guidance.

You may want to change these settings, based on your organization's needs and configuration.

Teams is provided as part of many Microsoft 365 or Office 365 licenses. To learn more about Teams licensing,

see Microsoft Teams service description.

For the full Teams experience, every user should be enabled for Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, and

Microsoft 365 Group creation. The following articles outline information related to Exchange mailboxes hosted

in various environments, how Exchange and Teams interact, and similar considerations for SharePoint and

OneDrive for Business.

How Exchange and Teams interact

How SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business
interact with Teams

When planning an enterprise deployment of Teams, you should take into account any relevant limitations and

specifications, such as the maximum number of members in a team, the maximum number of teams a user can

create, and so on.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/usage-analytics/usage-analytics
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/directory-assign-admin-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/directory-manage-roles-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
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What limits am I likely to hit with my Teams rollout? To learn more, read Limits and specifications for Teams.

  URLs and portsURLs and ports
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Do I require internet access rules to enable users to use
Teams, or is it sufficient to open the minimum required
ports?

To learn more, see URLs and IP address ranges.

  Governance (naming conventions, who can create teams)Governance (naming conventions, who can create teams)
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Will I need to implement controls on who can create teams? Read Plan for governance in Teams.

Will I need to implement controls on how teams are named? Read Enforce a naming policy for Microsoft 365 Groups in
Azure AD.

  Teams application policy (side-rail control)Teams application policy (side-rail control)
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Should I create preconfigured sets of pinned Teams
applications?

Read Admin settings for apps in Teams.

How will I decide which groups receive these app groupings? Read Teams apps permissions and considerations.

  Archiving and complianceArchiving and compliance

Organizations that maintain fine-grained control of their internet traffic should read URLs and IP address ranges

for an up-to-date list of the URLs, IP addresses, ports, and protocols that must be correctly configured for Teams.

Microsoft is continuously improving the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services and adding new functionality,

which means the required ports, URLs, and IP addresses may change over time. We recommend that you

subscribe via RSS to receive notifications when this information is updated or changed. At a minimum, make

sure you've opened the ports listed above in Chat deployment prerequisites.

Your organization might require that you implement controls on how teams are named and classified, who can

create teams, and team expiration, retention, and archiving. This is called governance. You can use Azure Active

Directory (Azure AD) to configure each of these areas.

A pinned app shows up in the side rail in Teams. By creating Teams application policies, you can preconfigure

sets of pinned Teams apps to personalize Teams for select groups of users. By default, the Allow external appsAllow external apps

in Microsoft Teamsin Microsoft Teams setting is turned on.

Your organization might require that you implement controls on how teams are archived and the types of data

that are held in certain types of teams. Read Overview of security and compliance in Teams to learn which Teams

settings are turned on by default.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/groups-naming-policy
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Will I need to configure team retention? To set up retention policies, see Set up Teams retention
policies.

Will I need to configure team archiving? To archive or restore a team, see Archive or restore a team.

Will I need to configure additional compliance settings? For more information about security and compliance, see
Overview of security and compliance in Teams.

  Conditional accessConditional access

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will I need to configure conditional access for Teams?

  Education (EDU)Education (EDU)

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will I use EDU-specific Teams templates? To learn more about Teams for Education, see Microsoft
Education governance FAQ for admins.

Will I deploy scoped search? To set up Teams for EDU, see Quickstart - Teams for
Education admins.

Will I integrate Teams with the School Data Sync service to
provision user accounts?

Teams resources for Education admins

  Government - GCC considerationsGovernment - GCC considerations

Teams relies heavily on Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, and Skype for Business Online for core productivity

scenarios, including meetings, calendars, interop chats, and file sharing. Conditional access policies that are set

for these cloud apps apply to Teams when a user signs in directly to Teams, on any client. Conditional access

policies that are set for the Teams cloud app control aspects such as whether users can access Teams services

from certain networks.

To understand how access policies work, see How do
conditional access policies work for Teams?

To set up multifactor authentication (MFA) for Teams,
see:

Quickstart: Require MFA for specific apps with
Azure Active Directory conditional access

Azure Active Directory conditional access
settings reference

IT pros working in education can take advantage of Teams for Education, which comes with a number of

capabilities that have been tailored to meet education-specific scenarios for students, faculty, and the wider

business.

The use of Office 365 for Government - GCC (Government Community Cloud) is appropriate to meet the

requirements of IT pros who are driving deployments of Office 365 in US federal, state, local, tribal, or territorial

government entities or other entities that handle data that's subject to government regulations and

requirements.

https://support.office.com/article/archive-or-restore-a-team-dc161cfd-b328-440f-974b-5da5bd98b5a7
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/app-based-mfa
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/technical-reference
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/teams-quick-start-edu.html#body
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Will I need to deploy Teams in a Office 365 for Government
– GCC environment?

For deployment considerations, see Plan for Office 365
Government - GCC deployments.

 Next steps
Drive adoption of chat, teams, channels, & apps.

Include featured apps - such as Planner - in your initial Teams rollout. Add other apps, bots, & connectors as

you drive Teams adoption.

Roll out meetings & conferencing

Roll out cloud voice
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 Using Advisor for Teams
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Advisor for Teams walks you through your Microsoft Teams rollout. It assesses your Microsoft 365 organization

environment and identifies the most common configurations that you may need to update or modify before you

can successfully roll out Teams. Then, Advisor for Teams creates a Deployment team (in Teams), with channels

for each workload you want to roll out. Each workload in the Deployment team comes with a comprehensive

Planner plan that includes all the rollout tasks for each workload. Using this Planner plan, you'll assign tasks to

the people responsible for each phase of the rollout - including the project manager, Teams admins, support

people, and your adoption and user readiness team. Each rollout task contains all the guidance and resources

you need to successfully complete the task.

Advisor for Teams is part of the Teams admin center. At a minimum, you'll need a Microsoft 365 Business Basic

license so you can take advantage of the Advisor for Teams integration with Forms and Planner. To begin using

Advisor for Teams, click the Star tStar t button in the Deploying Teams workloadDeploying Teams workload widget on the Dashboard. Or go

to PlanningPlanning > Teams AdvisorTeams Advisor .

Advisor for Teams isn't available for Microsoft 365 Government (GCC High or DoD) deployments.

For a guided overview of the Advisor for Teams experience, check out the Deploy & Configure Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Mechanics video.

Teams, Forms, and Planner licenses are required to use Advisor for Teams.Teams, Forms, and Planner licenses are required to use Advisor for Teams. However, you don't have to

be a Teams admin to use Advisor for Teams - anybody in your organization can use it. We've set up special

permissions so non-admin users can get to Advisor for Teams, even though it's in the Teams admin center. You

DO have to be a Teams admin, Teams Administrator, or Global Administrator to open the tenant readiness

assessments (this is because the special non-admin roles don't have access to the Microsoft Graph APIs

underlying the assessments).

If Teams AdvisorTeams Advisor  is missing under PlanningPlanning in the Teams admin center, it means the user isn't licensed for Teams.

The first time you use Advisor for Teams, it will create a Deployment team for you in Teams. It adds a channel for

each workload you select.

If a Deployment team has already been created and a different user tries to create it, they'll get an error telling them to

contact their support team. This prevents Teams from unintentionally disclosing information about the existing team and

its members. Ask the owner of the Deployment team to add you, or contact your support person for help.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/use-advisor-teams-roll-out.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://youtu.be/o2mlsUubIO4?t=50


Available Advisor for Teams plans

 Tenant assessment

Advisor for Teams currently provides the following plans:

1. Chat, teams, channels, and apps

2. Meetings and conferencing

3. Skype for Business upgrade

4. Education (visible only to Educational organizations)

Tenant assessment

Planner plan, including adoption tasks

Forms user survey

Advisor for Teams bot

Tenant assessment

Planner plan, including adoption tasks

Forms user survey

Advisor for Teams bot

Tenant assessment

Planner plan, including adoption tasks

Forms user survey

Advisor for Teams bot

Designed for customers who are currently using Skype for Business Online or Skype for Business on-

premises environments, the Skype for Business upgrade plan will help you take the guesswork out of

your upgrade journey. Leveraging a proven success framework for implementing change, the plan will

guide you through the step-by-step process whether you’re just getting started with Teams, already

using Teams alongside Skype for Business, or ready to upgrade. The plan will also connect you to

online guidance and best practices, downloadable assets, live 1:many planning workshops, and

additional resources to support your success.

Tenant assessment

Planner plan, including adoption tasks

Forms user survey

Advisor for Teams bot

Designed for Educational organizations, the Education plan will help you deploy, adopt, and manage

Teams in your educational institution.

For commercial organizations, we recommend that you start with the Chat, teams, channels, and apps plan. For

educational organizations, we recommend that you start with Education plan. When you're done deploying that

workload, go back to Advisor for Teams and select Add channelAdd channel  to start the next workload.

Each plan includes a tenant readiness assessment that you can use to quickly identify aspects of your

environment that may need remediation before you roll out Teams. The assessments include prerequisites and

best practices. Each assessment test will have a green check mark or an orange warning triangle.

A green check mark means your tenant passed the specific test.

An orange warning triangle means that we suggest you follow up to determine if any action is needed

(for example, a Microsoft 365 Group expiration policy is recommended but not required).

https://aka.ms/UpgradeSuccessKit
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-workshops-landing-page
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  Assessment tests for all workloadsAssessment tests for all workloads

A SSESSM EN T  T ESTA SSESSM EN T  T EST W H AT  IT  T EL L S Y O UW H AT  IT  T EL L S Y O U

Vanity domain configured Whether there's a non-@onmicrosoft.com domain
configured for your tenant (for example,
@contoso.onmicrosoft.com). You can use the
@onmicrosoft.com domain, of course, or you can configure a
vanity domain - your choice. For more information, read Add
a domain to Microsoft 365.

Teams licenses This is a prerequisite - you must havemust have Teams licenses in
order to roll out Teams. Queries the Microsoft Graph to see
whether you have Teams licenses (with at least one license
available to assign). For more information, read Microsoft
Teams service description.

Exchange Online licenses Whether you have an active subscription with available
Exchange Online licenses. While Exchange isn't required for
basic Teams functionality, integration with Exchange provides
an optimal Teams experience. Queries the Microsoft Graph
to analyze the subscriptions associated with your tenant and
validate whether you have subscriptions with an eligible
Exchange Online license (with at least one license available to
assign). For more information, read How Exchange and
Teams interact.

SharePoint Online licenses Whether you have an active subscription with available
SharePoint Online licenses. We recommend per-user
SharePoint Online licenses to provide OneDrive for Business
for file storage in chats. Queries the Microsoft Graph to see
whether you have SharePoint Online licenses (with at least
one license available to assign). For more information, read
How SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business interact
with Teams.

Guest access enabled Whether guest access is turned on. Guest access lets you
invite external users to your join your teams. See Collaborate
with guests in a team to walk through turning on guest
access in Teams; the checklist includes the required Azure AD
configurations.

External access configured Whether external access is turned on. By default, it's turned
on, with open federation.

  Assessments for chat, teams, channels, and appsAssessments for chat, teams, channels, and apps

Once a user with an Administrative role starts Advisor for Teams, all assessments run in the background. If you update or

remediate something, it may not be reflected in your assessments for up to 24 hours.

The sections below describe each assessment, including whether something is a prerequisite or best practices,

what each assessment checks is doing and why, and guidance for remediation as needed.

In addition to the Assessment tests for all workloads, the following additional assessments are run for the chat,

teams, channels, and apps workload:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/setup/add-domain
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-as-team
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Microsoft 365 Group naming policy configured Whether naming standards have been configured for
Microsoft 365 Groups. Microsoft 365 Groups naming policy
enables your organization to apply a consistent naming
strategy to user-created teams and also applies to other
Groups workloads (including Outlook, SharePoint, Planner,
and Yammer). This test queries Azure AD via the Microsoft
Graph to check for the existence of naming policies that
apply to Microsoft 365 Groups. For more information, read
Groups naming policy.

Microsoft 365 Group Expiration Policy configured Whether a Group Expiration Policy has been defined for
Microsoft 365 Groups. This enables your organization to
automatically remove inactive Teams. It's turned off by
default. This test queries Azure AD via the Microsoft Graph
and reports whether the value has been modified from the
default. For more information, read Microsoft 365 group
expiration policy.

  Assessments for meetings and conferencingAssessments for meetings and conferencing

A SSESSM EN T  T ESTA SSESSM EN T  T EST W H AT  IT  T EL L S Y O UW H AT  IT  T EL L S Y O U

Audio Conferencing licenses Whether you have an active subscription with Audio
conferencing licenses. This is a prerequisite if you're
deploying Audio conferencing bridges. Queries the Microsoft
Graph to see whether you have Audio Conferencing licenses
(with at least one license available to assign) For more
information, read Teams add-on licensing.

Stream licenses Whether you have an active subscription with Microsoft
Stream licenses. This is a prerequisite if you want to turn on
Meeting Recording. Queries the Microsoft Graph to see
whether you have Microsoft Stream licenses (with at least
one license available to assign). For more information on
Stream and how to turn it on, read Teams cloud meeting
recording.

  Assessments for Skype for Business UpgradeAssessments for Skype for Business Upgrade

  Advisor for Teams botAdvisor for Teams bot

In addition to the Assessment tests for all workloads, the following additional assessments are run for the

meetings and conferencing workload:

In addition to the Assessment tests for all workloads, Skype for Business Upgrade also includes assessments

used in the meetings and conferencing plan.

Once Advisor for Teams creates your Deployment team, the Advisor bot delivers the following message in the

General channel:

Welcome to your Deployment team for Microsoft Teams!Welcome to your Deployment team for Microsoft Teams!

The purpose of this team is to walk you through your organization's Teams rollout by giving you all the

resources you need and providing a collaboration space for the project team. Each channel created using

Advisor for Teams includes a step-by-step Planner plan and other resources such as a Forms users survey

that can be used throughout your rollout. At any point, you can go back and review the tenant readiness

assessment or add additional workload plans using the Teams admin center.

Call to actionCall to action

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/groups-naming-policy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/office-365-groups-expiration-policy
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 Advisor for Teams and Microsoft 365 learning pathways

  Get started in learning pathwaysGet started in learning pathways

  Create a learning planCreate a learning plan
  Plan your learning contentPlan your learning content

  Explore Teams content in learning pathwaysExplore Teams content in learning pathways

If you're new to Teams or Planner, check out our Teams walkthrough and watch the Planner quick-start

videos.

Head over to your Deployment team in Teams. Select your workload channel (for example, Chat, teams,

channels, and apps), and select the PlannerPlanner  tab to get started.

To learn more about Advisor for Teams, read Use Advisor for Teams to roll out Microsoft Teams.

The Advisor for Teams Bot is only used to send a welcome message to your Deployment team. No additional data is

collected.

The Advisor for Teams bot is turned on by default. Don't turn it off if you use or plan on using Advisor for Teams.

Microsoft 365 learning pathways is an on-demand learning solution that you can customize to train your users,

and increase usage and adoption of Teams in your organization. Use learning pathways together with Advisor

for Teams to get your users up and running quickly and drive adoption.

Learning pathways gives you a SharePoint Online site template and the ability to easily build a learning site for

your users. You can customize the learning pathways training portal to include training and support content

specific to your users' needs. Use the Teams playlists from the Microsoft online catalog and add your own.

You can build a learning site in learning pathways, and then add it as a tab to a channel in teams for quick and

easy access by users.

For example, use Advisor for Teams together with learning pathways to train your help desk and Champions,

and then let learning pathways support training your end users. Build a learning site to help onboard your help

desk and Champions to Teams, and then add it as a tab to each workload channel that you're rolling out. Your

help desk and Champions can then create a support page on the learning pathways training portal with links

and custom playlists to support your users on Teams. This support page can be added to a channel in any team

to help train your end users.

The following is an overview of how you can use Advisor for Teams together with learning pathways.

To get started with learning pathways, check out Get started with learning pathways.

To set up a new learning pathways solution in your environment, see Provision a new learning pathways

solution.

Before you build your site in learning pathways, take some time to review and collect the learning resources and

capabilities available to you. With learning pathways, you can use content from the Microsoft 365 training page

and add content that you create to tailor the site to your unique needs.

To learn more, see Plan your learning pathways content and Resources for supporting your remote workforce.

Learning pathways provides a SharePoint site with a web part that's connected to an online catalog. The

https://teamsdemo.office.com/
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-planner-video-training-4d71390f-08d8-4db0-84ea-92fb078687c7
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_provision
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_plancontent
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_plancontent_remoteresources


  Take an inventory of Teams learning resources in your organizationTake an inventory of Teams learning resources in your organization

  Build your site in learning pathwaysBuild your site in learning pathways

  Add your site to TeamsAdd your site to Teams

  Train your support teamTrain your support team

  Drive adoptionDrive adoption

Microsoft 365 training page, which hosts the web part, shows all the training available in learning pathways.

Have a look around to get familiar with what's available and how content is organized.

Go to your learning pathways site, select Microsoft 365 trainingMicrosoft 365 training, and then select Microsoft TeamsMicrosoft Teams to see all

the Teams training playlists in the online catalog. Select a playlist and then select the NextNext and PreviousPrevious

buttons to navigate through it. You can also click the down arrow to view the contents of the playlist and go to a

specific topic.

Review the Teams learning content that's already available in your organization. For example, you may have

already developed custom onboarding, training, or support content for Teams. Your existing SharePoint assets

can be mixed with Microsoft content in a playlist to build a targeted playlist for your organization.

The Admin Success Center in learning pathways provides guidance and resources to help you plan and

customize learning pathways in your organization. Learn how to customize the site, show and hide content,

build custom playlists, and more.

To access the Admin Success Center, on the learning pathways Home page, select Admin Success CenterAdmin Success Center .

When your site is ready, add it to a channel in any team for quick and easy access.

1. In Teams, go to the team, and then select a channel.

2. At the top of the channel page, select ++ (Add a tabAdd a tab).

3. Select SharePoint PagesSharePoint Pages , and then select Add a page from any SharePoint siteAdd a page from any SharePoint site.

4. Paste the URL of your learning pathways site, and then select SaveSave.

To learn more, see Add a SharePoint page or list to a channel in Teams.

Use the resources in your learning pathways site to onboard your help desk and Champions to Teams. Get them

ready with the tools and information they need to support your users on Teams.

For guidance and resources on preparing your help desk and Champions for Teams, see Train your org and Build

Champions.

As the go-to contact for your users for “how to” questions, your help desk and Champions can use the learning

pathways site to train users and as an alternative to creating support tickets. Encourage your help desk and

Champions to customize your learning pathways site by building a training and support page, and then add it as

a tab to a channel in a team for users to self-serve.

After you have customized your site and put together your learning plans, consider how you'll drive awareness

with your users to encourage them to use learning pathways for ongoing learning.

Use your communication channels to promote the site and generate awareness. For example, include a standard

tagline such as “Check out our training and support site for how to get productive with Teams” in

communications to your users.

Engage your users by highlighting the ways they can collaborate in Teams, and then direct them to the learning

pathways site to learn how.

Check out these resources, which include guidance, adoption kits, best practices, and more, to help you

implement a successful rollout and adoption plan.

Drive adoption of learning pathways

Adopt Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_goto
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_successcenter
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_overview
https://support.microsoft.com/office/add-a-sharepoint-page-or-list-to-a-channel-in-teams-131edef1-455f-4c67-a8ce-efa2ebf25f0b
https://adoption.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/#train-your-org
https://adoption.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/#build-champions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/driveadoption


 Frequently asked questions
  What are the licensing requirements for Advisor for TeamsWhat are the licensing requirements for Advisor for Teams

  Can I delete the Deployment teamCan I delete the Deployment team

  Can I add or remove channels in the Deployment teamCan I add or remove channels in the Deployment team

  Can I add or remove project team members in the Deployment teamCan I add or remove project team members in the Deployment team

  Can I modify the Planner plansCan I modify the Planner plans

  Can I modify the Forms surveyCan I modify the Forms survey

  Are there any differences between Advisor for Teams in GCCAre there any differences between Advisor for Teams in GCC

  What information is Advisor for Teams collecting about my organizationWhat information is Advisor for Teams collecting about my organization

  Can I use Advisor for Teams with FastTrackCan I use Advisor for Teams with FastTrack

  Can I use Advisor for Teams with a partnerCan I use Advisor for Teams with a partner

  How do I use PlannerHow do I use Planner

  How do I use FormsHow do I use Forms

Adoption resources for Teams

At a minimum, you'll need Microsoft 365 Business Basic so you can take advantage of the Advisor for Teams

integration with Forms and Planner.

After Advisor for Teams has created your Deployment team, manage the team like any other team - including

the ability to delete it. Be aware that, if you don't delete the team by using the Teams admin center, the Teams

admin center will show that the team still exists.

Yes, once the Deployment team has been created, you'll manage the channels the same way as any other team.

Yes, once the Deployment team has been created, you'll manage it the same way as any other team.

Yes, after Advisor for Teams has created your Deployment team, you should update the Planner plan so it best

supports your Teams rollout. You can modify anything - buckets, tasks, task details - just like any other Planner

plan.

Yes, after Advisor for Teams has created your Deployment team, you can modify the Forms survey as needed.

Yes, user survey Forms are created but are not pinned in plan channels as the Teams Forms app is not available

in GCC presently.

Advisor for Teams requests your agreement to collecting non-EUII (end user identifying information). The

information that is collected is in the form of telemetry that provides feedback to Microsoft on how well Advisor

for Teams is driving successful outcomes and where it may need to be improved. This same data is used to

identify opportunities for Microsoft to proactively engage with your organization in an effort to assist with your

deployment.

Yes, FastTrack leverages Advisor for Teams for all customers looking to deploy Teams. They can assist with the

initial setup of your Deployment team using Advisor for Teams (if required) and also provide as-needed support

on specific topics during your Teams rollout.

Yes, you can use Advisor for Teams while also using a deployment partner for your Teams deployment. If your

partner is a CSP and manages your tenant on your behalf, they can use Advisor for Teams to create your

Deployment team and assist you with executing the overall project. Additionally, you can work with any partner

by adding those individuals as guests in your Deployment team, to allow them to participate as a member of the

overall project team.

Check out Microsoft Planner help and the Planner quick-start videos.

https://adoption.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/
https://support.office.com/article/Microsoft-Planner-help-4a9a13c6-3adf-4a60-a6fc-15c0b15e16fc
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-planner-video-training-4d71390f-08d8-4db0-84ea-92fb078687c7


 Related topics

Go to the Forms help center.

Customize your Teams advisor

How to roll out Teams

Best practices for organizing teams in Teams

Product names and service plan identifiers for licensing

https://support.office.com/forms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/customlearning/custom_teamsadvisor
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/licensing-service-plan-reference
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 Membership, roles, and settings

Let’s get started by thinking about how Microsoft Teams allows individual teams to self-organize and collaborate

across business scenarios:

TeamsTeams are a collection of people, content, and tools surrounding different projects and outcomes within

an organization.

Teams can be created to be private to only invited users.

Teams can also be created to be public and open and anyone within the organization can join (up to

10,000 members).

A team is designed to bring together a group of people who work closely to get things done. Teams can

be dynamic for project-based work (for example, launching a product, creating a digital ship room), as

well as ongoing, to reflect the internal structure of your organization (for example, departments and

office locations). Conversations, files and notes across team channels are only visible to members of the

team.

ChannelsChannels  are dedicated sections within a team to keep conversations organized by specific topics,

projects, disciplines—-whatever works for your team! Files that you share in a channel (on the Files tab)

are stored in SharePoint. To learn more, read How SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business interact

with Teams.

Channels are places where conversations happen and where the work actually gets done. Channels

can be open to all team members or, if you need a more select audience, they can be private. Standard

channels are for conversations that everyone in a team can participate in and private channels limit

communication to a subset of people in a team.

Channels are most valuable when extended with apps that include tabs, connectors, and bots that

increase their value to the members of the team. To learn more, see Apps, bots, & connectors in Teams.

For help using teams and channels, check out Teams and channels.

View this short video to learn more about best practices for creating teams and channels:

TechTip: Guidance for Creating Teams & Channels including Private Channels in Microsoft Teams (21:08 min)

Team membershipTeam membership

When Teams is activated for your entire organization, team owners can invite anyone at your organization they

work with to join their team. Teams makes it easy for team owners to add people in the organization based on

their name. Depending on your organization's settings people from outside of your organization can be added

to your teams as guests. See Guest Access in Microsoft Teams for more information.

Team owners can also create a team based on an existing Microsoft 365 group. Any changes made to the group

membership will be synced with Teams automatically.

Team rolesTeam roles

There are two main roles in Teams:

Team ownerTeam owner  - The person who creates the team. Team owners can make any member of their team a co-

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-channels-overview.md
https://support.office.com/article/teams-and-channels-df38ae23-8f85-46d3-b071-cb11b9de5499
https://youtu.be/WkAVgNKn0hs
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 Example Teams

owner when they invite them to the team or at any point after they’ve joined the team. Having multiple team

owners lets you share the responsibilities of managing settings and membership, including invitations.

Team membersTeam members  - The people who the owners invite to join their team.

In addition, if moderation is set up, team owners and members can have moderator capabilities for a channel.

Moderators can start new posts in the channel and control whether team members can reply to existing channel

messages. Team owners can assign moderators within a channel. (Team owners have moderator capabilities by

default.) Moderators within a channel can add or remove other moderators within that channel. For more

information, see Set up and manage channel moderation in Microsoft Teams.

When you add a team owner, they are also added as a member, except when the team is created in the Teams admin

center or when a team is added to a new or existing Microsoft 365 group.

Team settingsTeam settings

Team owners can manage team-wide settings directly in Teams. Settings include the ability to add a team

picture, set permissions across team members for creating standard and private channels, adding tabs and

connectors, @mentioning the entire team or channel, and the usage of GIFs, stickers, and memes.

If you are a Teams administrator in Microsoft 365, you have access to system-wide settings in the Teams admin

center. These settings can impact the options and defaults team owners see under team settings. For example,

you can enable a default channel, “General”, for team-wide announcements, discussions, and resources, which

will appear across all teams.

By default, all users have permissions to create a team. To modify this, see Assign roles and permissions in

Teams.

One key early planning activity to engage users with Teams is to help people think and understand how Teams

can enhance collaboration in their day to day lives. Talk with people and help them select business scenarios

where they are currently collaborating in fragmented ways. Bring them together in a channel with the relevant

tabs that will help them get their work done. One of the most powerful use cases of Teams is any cross-

organizational process.

When you create a new team or private channel in Microsoft Teams, a team site in SharePoint gets automatically created.

To edit the site description or classification for this team site, go to the corresponding channel’s settings in Microsoft

Teams.

Learn more about managing Microsoft Teams connected teams sites.

Below are a few functional examples of how different types of users may approach setting up their teams,

channels, and apps (tabs/connectors/bots). This may be useful to help kick off a conversation about Teams with

your user community. As you think about how to implement Teams in your organization, remember that you

can provide guidance on how to structure their teams; however, users have control of how they can self-

organize. These are just examples to help get teams to start thinking through the possibilities.

Teams is great for breaking down organizational silos and promoting cross-functional teams, so encourage your

users to think about functional teams rather than organizational boundaries.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/change-a-team-s-data-security-classification-in-teams-bf39798f-90d2-44fb-a750-55fa05a56f1d
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/teams-connected-sites


T Y P ES O F  T EA M ST Y P ES O F  T EA M S P OT EN T IA L  C H A N N EL SP OT EN T IA L  C H A N N EL S

A P P S ( TA B S A P P S ( TA B S / C O N N EC TO RS / C O N N EC TO RS 

/ B OT S / B OT S ))

Sales Annual Sales Meeting
Quarterly Business Review
Monthly Sales Pipeline Review
Sales Playbook

Power BI
Trello
CRM
Summarize Bot

Public Relations Press Releases
News and Updates
Fact Checking

RSS Feed
Twitter

Event Planning Marketing
Logistics and Scheduling
Venue
Budget

Twitter
Facebook
Planner
PDF

Marketing/Go to Market Market Research
Messaging Pillars
Communications Plan
Marketing Bill of Materials

YouTube
Microsoft Stream
Twitter
MailChimp

Technical Operations Incident Management
Sprint Planning
Work Items
Infrastructure and Operations

Team Services
Jira
AzureBot

Product Team Strategy
Marketing
Sales
Operations
Insights
Services & Support

Power BI
Team Services

Finance Current Fiscal
FY Planning
Forecasting
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable

Power BI
Google Analytics

Logistics Warehouse Operations
Vehicle Maintenance
Driver Rosters

Weather Service
Travel / Road Disruptions
Planner
UPS Bot

HR Talent Management
Recruiting
Performance Review Planning
Morale

HR Tools
External Job Posting Sites
Growbot

Cross-organizational 
Virtual Team

Strategy
Workforce Development
Compete & Research

Power BI
Microsoft Stream

It's possible to create Teams that align with the organizational structure. This is best used for leaders who want

to drive morale, have team-specific reviews, clarify employee onboarding processes, discuss workforce plans,

and increase visibility across a diverse workforce.



 Org-wide teams

 Next steps

If your organization has no more than 10,000 users, you can create an org-wide team. Org-wide teams provide

an automatic way for everyone in an organization to be a part of a single team for collaboration. For more

information, including best practices for creating and managing an org-wide team, see Create an org-wide team

in Microsoft Teams.

Read Chat, teams, channels, & apps in Teams to walk through a list of decisions important to your Teams rollout.
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 Private channel creation

 

Private channels in Microsoft Teams create focused spaces for collaboration within your teams. Only the users

on the team who are owners or members of the private channel can access the channel. Anyone, including

guests, can be added as a member of a private channel as long as they are already members of the team.

You might want to use a private channel if you want to limit collaboration to those who have a need to know or

if you want to facilitate communication between a group of people assigned to a specific project, without having

to create an additional team to manage.

For example, a private channel is useful in these scenarios:

A group of people in a team want a focused space to collaborate without having to create a separate team.

A subset of people in a team want a private channel to discuss sensitive information, such as budgets,

resourcing, strategic positioning, and so on.

A lock icon indicates a private channel. Only members of private channels can see and participate in private

channels that they are added to.

When a private channel is created, it's linked to the parent team and can't be moved to a different team.

Additionally, private channels can't be converted to standard channels and vice versa.

By default, any team owner or team member can create a private channel. Guests can't create them. The ability

to create private channels can be managed at the team level and at the organization level. Use policies to control

which users in your organization are allowed to create private channels. Once you've set the policies, team

owners can turn off or turn on the ability for members to create private channels in the SettingsSettings  tab for a team.

The person who creates a private channel is the private channel owner and only the private channel owner can

directly add or remove people from it. A private channel owner can add any team member to a private channel

they created, including guests. Members of a private channel have a secure conversation space, and when new

members are added, they can see all conversations (even old conversations) in that private channel.

Team owners can see the names of all private channels in their team and can also delete any private channel in

the team. (A deleted private channel can be restored within 30 days after it's deleted). Team owners can't see the

files in a private channel or the conversations and member list of a private channel unless they are members of

that private channel.

Team members can only see private channels that they've been added to.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/private-channels.md


Adding and removing owners and members

 Channel owner settings

 Private channel owner and member actions
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Create private
channel

Admin
controlled

Admin and
team owner
controlled

No N/A N/A N/A

Delete private
channel

Yes No No Yes No No

Leave private
channel

N/A N/A N/A Yes unless
they are the
last owner

Yes Yes

A private channel owner can't be removed through the Teams client if they are the last owner of one or more

private channels.

If a private channel owner leaves your organization or if they are removed from the Microsoft 365 Group

associated with the team, a member of the private channel is automatically promoted to be the private channel

owner.

If a team member leaves or is removed from a team, that user will also leave or be removed from all private

channels in the team. If the user is added back to the team, they must be added back to the private channels in

the team.

Each private channel has its own settings that the channel owner can manage, including the ability to add and

remove members, add tabs, and @mentioning for the entire channel. These settings are independent of the

parent team settings. When a private channel is created, it inherits settings from the parent team, after which its

settings can be changed independently of the parent team settings.

The private channel owner can click Manage channelManage channel , and then use the MembersMembers  and SettingsSettings  tabs to add or

remove members and edit settings.

The following table outlines what actions owners, members, and guests can do in private channels.



Edit private
channel

No N/A N/A Yes No No

Restore
deleted
private
channel

Yes No No Yes No No

Add members No N/A N/A Yes No No

Edit settings No N/A N/A Yes No No

Manage tabs
and apps

No N/A N/A Yes, apps
must be
installed for
the team

Channel
owner
controlled

No
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 Manage the lifecycle of private channels

 Private channel SharePoint sites

NOTENOTE

See Manage the lifecycle of private channels in Teams for guidance on how to manage the lifecycle of private

channels in your organization. This includes how to control whether users in your organization can create

private channels, how to create a private channel on behalf of a team owner, how to get a list of all private

channel messages for archiving and auditing purposes, and other management tasks.

Each private channel has its own SharePoint site. The separate site is to ensure access to private channel files is

restricted to only members of the private channel. These sites are created with a document library by default,

and can be easily enhanced to a full-featured site through the site management interface. Each site is created in

the same geographic region as the site for the parent team. These lightweight sites have a custom template ID,

"TEAMCHANNEL#0", for easier management through PowerShell and Graph API.

Only users with owner or member permissions granted in Microsoft Teams will have access to content in the private

channel site. Private channel SharePoint sites created after June 28, 2021 will have the custom template ID

TEAMCHANNEL#1.

A private channel site syncs data classification and inherits guest access permissions from the site of the parent

team. Membership to the site owner and member groups are kept in sync with the membership of the private

channel within Teams. Site permissions for a private channel site can't be managed independently through

SharePoint.

Teams manages the lifecycle of the private channel site. If the site is deleted outside of Teams, a background job

restores the site within four hours as long as the private channel is still active. If the site is permanently deleted,

a new site is provisioned for the private channel.

If a private channel or a team containing a private channel is restored, the sites are restored with it. If a private

channel site is restored and it's beyond the 30-day soft delete window for the private channel, the site operates

as a standalone site.

https://support.office.com/article/A2F2A5C2-093D-4897-8B7F-37F86D83DF04


NOTENOTE

 Private channel message compliance records

 Considerations around file access in private channels

 Private channel limitations

 Related topics

When you create a new team or private channel in Microsoft Teams, a team site in SharePoint gets automatically created.

To edit the site description or classification for this team site, go to the corresponding channel’s settings in Microsoft

Teams.

Learn more about managing Microsoft Teams connected teams sites.

Records for messages sent in a private channel are delivered to the mailbox of all private channel members,

rather than to a group mailbox. The titles of the records are formatted to indicate which private channel they

were sent from.

For more information about performing an eDiscovery search for private channel messages, see eDiscovery of

private channels.

When a new OneNote notebook is created in a private channel, additional users can still get access to the

notebook because the behavior is the same as sharing access to any other item in a private channel SharePoint

site with a user.

If a user is granted access to a notebook in a private channel through SharePoint, removing the user from the

team or private channel won't remove the user's access to the notebook.

If an existing notebook is added as a tab to a private channel, access to the private channel isn't changed and the

notebook retains its existing permissions.

Currently, private channels support connectors and tabs (except Stream, Planner, and Forms). We're working on

full apps support for private channels, including messaging extensions and bots.

Each team can have a maximum of 30 private channels and each private channel can have a maximum of 250

members. The 30 private channel limit is in addition to the 200 standard channel limit per team.

When you create a team from an existing team, any private channels in the existing team won't be copied over.

Notifications from private channels are not included in missed activity emails at this time.

Channel meetings can't be scheduled.

Overview of teams and channels in Teams

Teams PowerShell overview

Use the Microsoft Graph API to work with Teams

https://support.microsoft.com/office/change-a-team-s-data-security-classification-in-teams-bf39798f-90d2-44fb-a750-55fa05a56f1d
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/teams-connected-sites
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teams-api-overview
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 Set whether team members can create private channels

PATCH /teams/<team_id>
{"memberSettings": 
  {
    "allowCreatePrivateChannels": false
  }
}

 Create a private channel on behalf of a team owner

POST /teams/{id}/channels
{ "membershipType": "Private",
  "displayName": "<Channel_Name>",
  "members":[{    
           "@odata.type":"#microsoft.graph.aadUserConversationMember",
           "user@odata.bind":"https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/users('<user_id>')",
           "roles":["owner"]
            }]

 Get a list of all private channel messages

GET /teams/{id}/channels/{id}/messages
GET /teams/{id}/channels/{id}/messages/{id}/replies/{id}

 Find SharePoint URLs for all private channels in a team

Here you'll find the guidance you need to manage use the Graph API to manage Teams private channels in your

organization.

As an admin, you can use Graph API to control whether members can create private channels in specific teams.

Here's an example.

As an admin, you can use the Graph API to create a private channel on behalf of a team owner. For example, you

may want to do this if your organization wants to centralize creation of private channels.

You may want to get a list of all messages and replies posted in a private channel for archiving and auditing

purposes. Here's how to use Graph API to do this.

Whether you're looking to perform eDiscovery or legal hold on files in a private channel or looking to build a

custom app that places files in specific private channels, you'll want a way to query the unique SharePoint site

collections that are created for each private channel.

As an admin, you can use Graph APIs commands to query these URLs.

You can try these commands through Graph Explorer.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/private-channels-life-cycle-management.md
https://developer.microsoft.com/graph/graph-explorer


 List and update roles of owners and members in a private channel

GET https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teams/<group_id>/channels?$filter=membershipType eq 'private'

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-type: application/json
Content-length:

{
  "value": [
    {
      "description": "description-value",
      "displayName": "display-name-value",
      "id": "channel_id",
      "membershipType": "membership-type-value",
      "isFavoriteByDefault": false,
      "webUrl": "webUrl-value",
      "email": "email-value"
    }
  ]
}

GET https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teams/<group_id>/channels/<channel_id>/filesFolder

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-type: application/json
Content-length:

{
  "value": [
    {
      "description": "description-value",
      "displayName": "display-name-value",
      "id": "channel_id",
      "membershipType": "membership-type-value",
      "isFavoriteByDefault": false,
      "webUrl": "webUrl-value",
      "email": "email-value"
    }
  ]
}

1. Use the following to get the list of private channel IDs for a given team, where <group_id> is the group

ID of the team. You'll need this in subsequent calls. (You can easily find the group ID in the link to the

team).

RequestRequest

ResponseResponse

2. For each private channel which you want to get the SharePoint URL, make the following request, where

<channel_id> is the channel ID.

RequestRequest

ResponseResponse

You may want to list out the owners and members of a private channel to decide whether you need to promote

certain members of the private channel to an owner. This can happen when you have owners of private channels



who have left the organization and the private channel requires admin help to claim ownership of the channel.

As an admin, you can use the Graph API to perform these actions.

You can try these commands through Graph Explorer.

GET https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teams/<group_id>/channels/<channel_id>/members

HTTP/1.1 200 OK Content-type: application/json
Content-length: 
{
      "@odata.context": 
"https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/$metadata#teams({group_id}')/channels('{channel_id}')/members",
      "@odata.count": 2,
      "value": [
          {
              "@odata.type": "#microsoft.graph.aadUserConversationMember",
              "id": "id-value",
              "roles": [],
              "displayName": "display-name-value",
              "userId": "userId-value",
              "email": "email-value"
          },
          {
              "@odata.type": "#microsoft.graph.aadUserConversationMember",
          "id": "id-value",
          "roles": ["owner"],
          "displayName": "display-name-value",
          "userId": "userId-value",
          "email": "email-value"
          }
      ]
}

PATCH 
https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teams/<group_id>/channels/<channel_id>/members/<id>

{
"@odata.type": "#microsoft.graph.aadUserConversationMember",
"roles": ["owner"]
}

1. Use the following, where <group_id> is the group ID of the team and <channel_id> is the channel ID.

RequestRequest

ResponseResponse

2. Use the following to promote the member to an owner, where <group_id>, <channel_id>, and <id> are

returned from the previous call. Note that <id> and <userId> returned from the previous call aren't the

same and aren't interchangeable. Make sure you use <id>.

RequestRequest

ResponseResponse

https://developer.microsoft.com/graph/graph-explorer


 Related topics

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-type: application/json

{
  "@odata.context": 
"https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/$metadata#teams('{group_id}')/channels('{channel_id}')/members/$ent
ity",
  "@odata.type": "#microsoft.graph.aadUserConversationMember",
  "id": "id-value",
  "roles": ["owner"],
  "displayName": "display-name-value",
  "userId": "userId-value",
  "email": "email-value"
 }

Use the Microsoft Graph API to work with Teams

List channels

Create channel

Add member to channel

Update member in channel

Remove member from channel

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teams-api-overview?view=graph-rest-1.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/channel-list
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/channel-post
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/conversationmember-add
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/conversationmember-update
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/conversationmember-delete
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Create teamCreate team Yes No

Leave teamLeave team Yes Yes

Edit team name/descriptionEdit team name/description Yes No

Delete teamDelete team Yes No

Add standard channelAdd standard channel Yes Yes

Edit standard channelEdit standard channel
name/descriptionname/description

Yes Yes

Delete standard channelDelete standard channel Yes Yes

*Add private channelAdd private channel Yes Yes

*Edit private channelEdit private channel
name/descriptionname/description

No N/A

*Delete private channelDelete private channel Yes No

Add membersAdd members Yes No

Request to add membersRequest to add members N/A Yes

Add appsAdd apps Yes Yes

Within Microsoft Teams there are two user roles: ownerowner  and membermember . By default, a user who creates a new

team is granted the owner status. In addition, owners and members can have moderator capabilities for a

channel (provided that moderation has been set up). If a team is created from an existing Microsoft 365 Group,

permissions are inherited.

The table below shows the difference in permissions between an owner and a member.

1

2

2

2

2

3 4

5

2

 Team owners can create teams unless they've been restricted from doing so. Permissions to create teams

below.

 An owner can turn off these items at the team level, in which case members would not have access to them.

 After adding a member to a team, an owner can also promote a member to owner status. It is also possible for

an owner to demote their own status to a member.

 Team members can add other members to a public team.

 While a team member can't directly add members to a private team, they can request someone to be added to

a team they're already a member of. When a member requests someone to be added to a team, team owners

1

2

3

4

5

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/assign-roles-permissions.md


NOTENOTE

 Moderator capabilities

 Assign a user role

 Permissions to create teams

receive an alert that they have a pending request that they can accept or deny.

*To learn more about permissions for private channels, see Private channels in Teams.

Owners can make other members owners in the View teamsView teams option. A team can have up to 100 owners. We

recommend that you have at least a few owners to help manage the team; this will also prevent orphaned groups if a sole

owner leaves your organization. For more information about orphaned groups, see Assign a new owner to an orphaned

group.

In addition to other capabilities, team owners and members can have moderator capabilities for a channel

(provided that moderation is turned on for a team). Moderators can start new posts in a channel and control

whether team members can reply to existing channel messages. They can also control whether bots and

connectors can submit channel messages.

Moderator capabilities are assigned at the channel level. Team owners have moderator capabilities by default.

Team members have moderator capabilities turned off by default, but a team owner can give moderator

capabilities for a channel to a team member. Moderators within a channel can add and remove other

moderators within that channel.

For more information about moderator capabilities, see Set up and manage channel moderation in Microsoft

Teams.

To assign a user role, in Teams, select the team name and click More optionsMore options  > Manage teamManage team. On the

MembersMembers  tab, you can add members and choose owners and moderators (if you have sufficient permissions).

For more information , see Change team settings in Teams.

By default, all users with a mailbox in Exchange Online have permissions to create Microsoft 365 groups and

therefore a team within Microsoft Teams. You can have tighter control and restrict the creation of new teams and

thus the creation of new Microsoft 365 groups by delegating group creation and management rights to a set of

users. For instructions, see Manage who can create Microsoft 365 Groups.

https://support.office.com/article/Assign-a-new-owner-to-an-orphaned-group-86bb3db6-8857-45d1-95c8-f6d540e45732
https://support.office.com/article/ce053b04-1b8e-4796-baa8-90dc427b3acc
https://support.office.com/article/manage-who-can-create-office-365-groups-4c46c8cb-17d0-44b5-9776-005fced8e618
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 Related topics

Microsoft Teams supports teams associated with Microsoft 365 groups by using dynamic membership. Dynamic

membership enables the membership of a team to be defined by one or more rules that check for certain user

attributes in Azure Active Directory (Azure AD). Users are automatically added or removed to the correct teams

as user attributes change or users join and leave the tenant.

With dynamic membership you can set up teams for certain cohorts of users in your organization. Possible

scenarios include:

A hospital can create distinct teams for nurses, doctors, and surgeons to broadcast communications. This is

especially important if the hospital relies on temp employees.

A university can create a team for all faculty within a particular college, including an adjunct faculty that

changes frequently.

An airline wants to create a team for each flight (like a Tuesday afternoon non-stop from Chicago to Atlanta)

and have a frequently changing flight crew automatically assigned or removed as needed.

Using this feature, a given team's members update automatically based on a specific set of criteria, instead of

manually managing membership. Doing this requires Azure AD Premium P1 licenses and team membership can

be assigned by a tenant admin to any user's Azure AD properties provided you have a tenant and an admin

account.

Microsoft Teams may take anywhere from a few minutes to up to 2 hours to reflect dynamic membership

changes once they take effect in the Microsoft 365 group for a team.

When using teams with dynamic groups:

Rules can define who is a team member, but not who is a team owner.

Owners will not be able to add or remove users as members of the team, since members are defined by

dynamic group rules.

Teams clients don't allow member management for the team. Options to add members, edit member roles,

send and approve join requests, and leave the team are all hidden.

To create a team that uses dynamic membership, start by creating a dynamic Microsoft 365 group and then

create a team from that group.

You can change an existing team to have a dynamic membership. See Change static group membership to

dynamic in Azure Active Directory for information.

Limits and specifications for Microsoft Teams

Dynamic membership rules for groups in Azure Active Directory

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/dynamic-memberships.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/groups-dynamic-membership
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/groups-create-rule
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/create-a-team-from-an-existing-group-24ec428e-40d7-4a1a-ab87-29be7d145865
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/groups-change-type
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/groups-dynamic-membership
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 Add teams gradually

 Create channels to focus discussions

Teams are collections of people who gather together around a common goal. This group of people may be

within a department or across the organization. What brings them together is the outcome they are driving

toward. Members of a team may work at a different pace or create assets differently, but in our experience they

often collaborate quickly with each other, a process we call "high velocity teamwork."

Before creating a team, think about the goal, project, or work items and who in your organization can help

deliver it collaboratively. Once you've identified them, add these people or groups to a team to start

collaborating. Because membership can change over time, it's a good idea to designate multiple owners for each

team. For more information, see Managing teams.

Take a look at this short video to see some examples of how to structure cross-organizational or single purpose

teams:

When you first roll out Teams, we recommend starting with a small number of teams and team members. Add

new people or groups as you go. The great thing with Teams is that, when you add new people or groups, they

can quickly get up to speed on what's already been discussed, as the conversations and files are available to

users regardless of when they join. Avoid the temptation to create a bunch of different teams that have the same

set of members; instead, create channels in a single team.

Once you've created your team, it's a good idea to start to think about the different projects and types of

conversations you need to support. Create initial channels so people know where to contribute and to find

existing conversations. Use descriptive channel names, to make it easy for people to know where to go for each

conversation. Add tools (such as OneNote, Power BI, or Planner) as tabs to a channel so members have

everything they need, right in the channel. You can also add a commonly used web page as a tab to a channel.

Learn more about working in teams with these quick tips for end users.

Best practice: Create teams with a larger set of members and more channels. Minimize the number of teams that

require a person's participation. Channels within a team should be thought of as topics or workstreams to aid

the team in organizing their work to deliver on their joint objectives. There is no specific number of channels

that should be created. Each team should craft channels based on their work, priorities, and style.

Use standard channels for conversations that everyone on the team can contribute to. Take advantage of Private

channels in Teams when you need a focused collaboration space with a select group of members.

Larger organizations may want to create teams as "templates" to standardize the information they capture

about specific types of work. This is useful for strategic customer management, classroom management, health

care scenarios, claim management, incident management and other scenarios appropriate to a specific industry.

To learn more, check out Get started with Teams templates and Teams templates for small and medium

businesses.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/best-practices-organizing.md
https://support.office.com/article/Teams-and-Channels-df38ae23-8f85-46d3-b071-cb11b9de5499
https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/WkAVgNKn0hs
https://support.office.com/article/teams-and-channels-df38ae23-8f85-46d3-b071-cb11b9de5499#ID0EAABAAA=Work_in_teams


 

Use the General channel

 Consider setting up moderation in your channels

 Related topics

By default, the General channelGeneral channel  is created for you when you create the team. There are many useful purposes

for this channel:

Use it to share an overview of what the team wants to achieve such as a project charter or who's who in the

team.

Use it for new team member onboarding and other high-level information that a new team member would

find useful.

Use it for announcements, or configure the SharePoint News connector to post your modern status reports

to this channel.

For new or single purpose teams, it may be the only channel at the beginning as you decide how Teams can

best support your goals.

You can't remove, rename, or unfavorite the General channel. Channels appear in alphabetical order (with the

General channel at the top). In teams with many channels, use HideHide or ShowShow  to display the channels you use

the most.

To learn more, peruse the Work in channelsWork in channels  tab on the Teams and channels page.

Team owners can turn on moderation for a channel to control who can start new posts and reply to posts in that

channel. When you set up moderation, you can choose one or more team members to be moderators. (Team

owners are moderators by default.) For more information, see Set up and manage channel moderation in

Microsoft Teams.

Create an org-wide team in Teams

Limits and specifications for Microsoft Teams

https://support.office.com/article/teams-and-channels-df38ae23-8f85-46d3-b071-cb11b9de5499#ID0EAABAAA=Work_in_channels
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 Value of large teams

 Create teams from existing groups

 Bulk import/export/remove members in a team

Microsoft Teams is equally effective at facilitating communications between small groups with dozens of

members and large groups with thousands of members. Review Limits and specifications for Teams for updates

on team sizes. Increase in team size leads to unique management and operational challenges. This article

describes best practices for creating and managing large teams comprised of thousands of members.

Large teams are very useful in enabling the following collaboration scenarios:

Depar tment-wide collaborationDepar tment-wide collaboration: If your organization has multiple departments such as Finance,

Operations, R&D etc., then you can create a single team that includes all members in a specific

department. Now all communications relevant to a department can be shared in this team, which

facilitates instant reach and engagement from members.

Collaboration in employee resource groupsCollaboration in employee resource groups : Organizations often have large groups of people with

mutual interests who belong to a different department or work group. As an example, there can be a

group of people who share a passion for personal finance and investing. It's often hard to connect in a

large organization. To develop communities for such groups, tenant admins can create a large team that

serves as a public company-wide resource group that anyone can join and take advantage of. Eventually,

these communities collect information that both new and existing members can enjoy.

Collaboration between internal and external membersCollaboration between internal and external members : Popular products often develop a

community of early adopters who are eager to try new product releases and provide feedback. Early

adopters develop a relationship with product groups to help shape the product. In such scenarios, tenant

admins can set up a large team which includes both internal product groups and external product

evaluators to facilitate a rich product development process. These teams can also provide customer

support to a select set of customers.

Use contact groups, security groups, or Office groups to jump start your team. You can import a group to make

a team or create a team from an Office group.

Impor t a group to make a teamImpor t a group to make a team: When you import a group with up to 3,500 members into Teams, Teams

automatically calculates the total number of members in the group. This is a one-time import only and future

changes in the group will not automatically be updated in Teams.

Create a team from a large Microsoft 365 groupCreate a team from a large Microsoft 365 group: When you create a team from a large Microsoft 365

group, members are automatically part of the Microsoft 365 group andand the team. In the future, as team

members join or leave the Microsoft 365 group, they're automatically added or removed from the team.

The Azure portal allows users to bulk import/export/remove members in a Microsoft 365 Group. For more

information, see To bulk import group members.

Since every team is backed by a Microsoft 365 Group, you can use the Azure portal to perform these operations

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/best-practices-large-groups.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/enterprise-users/groups-bulk-import-members#to-bulk-import-group-members


 Create channels to focus discussions

 Restrict channel creation

 Add favorite channels

in the group corresponding to the team. The member operations will be reflected in the team within 24 hours.

You can narrow the group discussions by creating focused channels. See Best practices for organizing teams.

If any team member is allowed to create channels, that team can have channel sprawl. Team owners should turn

off channel create, update, delete, and restore for members in Settings > Member permissionsSettings > Member permissions . See

Overview of teams and channels.

In order to speed up new user engagement and content discovery, you can select favorite channels that are

available to the user by default. In the ChannelsChannels  pane of the admin center, check the channels under the ShowShow

for membersfor members  column.



 Regulate applications and bots in large teams

See Create your first teams and channels for details.

To prevent addition of distracting applications or bots, team owners can disable, add, remove, and upload apps

and connectors for team members. In the admin center under Settings > Member permissionsSettings > Member permissions , uncheck the

three options that allow members to add apps or connectors.



 Regulate team and channel mentions

See Apps, bots, & connectors.

Team and channel mentions can be used to draw the attention of the whole team to certain channel posts. Once

a mention is used in a post, a notification is sent to thousands of team members. If the notifications are too

frequent, then team members can become overloaded and might complain to team owners. To prevent team or

channel mentions, turn off team and channel mentions for members by unchecking the boxes in the teams

**Settings > @mentions** pane.



 Consider setting up moderation in your channels

 Related topics

Team owners can turn on moderation for a channel to control who can start new posts and reply to posts in that

channel. When you set up moderation, you can choose one or more team members to be moderators. Team

owners are moderators by default. For more information, see Set up and manage channel moderation.

Best practices for organizing Teams

Create an org-wide team
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Organization-wide teams provide an automatic way for everyone in a small-to-medium-sized organization to

be part of a single and collaborative team.

With organization-wide teams, global admins can easily create a public team that has the following

characteristics:

Pulls in every user in the organization

Keeps the membership up to date with Active Directory as users join and leave the organization.

Only global admins can create organization-wide teams. Currently, an organization-wide team is limited to

organizations with no more than 10,000 users. There's also a limit of five organization-wide teams per tenant.

When creating a team, if these requirements are met, global admins will see Org-wideOrg-wide as an option when they

select Build a team from scratchBuild a team from scratch.

When an organization-wide team is created, all global admins and Teams service administrators are added as

team owners and all active users are added as team members. Unlicensed users are also added to the team. The

first time an unlicensed user signs in to Teams, the user is assigned a Microsoft Teams Exploratory license. To

learn more about the Exploratory license, check out Manage the Microsoft Teams Exploratory license.

The following types of accounts won't be added to your organization-wide team:

Accounts that are blocked from sign in

Guest users

Resource or service accounts (for example, accounts associated with auto attendants and call queues)

Room or equipment accounts

Accounts backed by a shared mailbox

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/create-an-org-wide-team.md


NOTENOTE

 Best practices

  Allow only team owners to post to the General channelAllow only team owners to post to the General channel

  Turn off @team and @[team name] mentionsTurn off @team and @[team name] mentions

  Automatically show important channelsAutomatically show important channels

  Set up channel moderationSet up channel moderation

  Remove accounts that might not belongRemove accounts that might not belong

As your organization's directory is updated to include new active users or to disable accounts of users who no

longer work at your company, changes are automatically synced and the users are added or removed from the

team. Team members can't leave an organization-wide team. As a team owner, you can manually add or remove

users if needed.

If you don't see the Org-wideOrg-wide option when creating a team and you're a global admin, you might have reached the

five organization-wide teams limit, or your organization might have more than the current size limit of 10,000

members. We're looking to increase this limit in the future. Org-wide teams aren't yet available for Teams for

Education.

Rooms that aren't a part of a room list, equipment, and resource accounts might be added or synced to the

organization-wide team. Team owners can easily remove these accounts from the team.

All actions by the system to add or remove members are posted in the General channel. The channel will also be

marked as having new activity in the Teams client.

We'll automatically create an organization-wide team for your organization if your organization is new to Teams and

has no more than 5,000 users. The team name will reflect the tenant name and will have a General channel. Global

admins can edit this team like any other team.

To get the most out of your organization-wide team, we recommend that team owners do the following tasks:

Reduce channel noise by having only team owners post to the General channel.

1. Go to the team, locate the General channel, and then select úúú More optionsúúú More options  > Manage channelManage channel .

2. On the Channel settingsChannel settings  tab, click PermissionsPermissions , and then select Only owners can post messagesOnly owners can post messages .

Reduce @mentions to keep them from overloading the entire organization.

1. Go to the team and click úúú More optionsúúú More options  > Manage TeamManage Team.

2. On the SettingsSettings  tab, click @mentions@mentions  > turn off Show members the option to @team or @[teamShow members the option to @team or @[team

name]name] .

Show important channels to ensure everyone in your organization engages in specific conversations. To learn

more, see Auto-favorite channels for the whole team.

Consider setting up channel moderation and giving moderator capabilities to certain team members. (When

moderation is set up, team owners are given moderator capabilities automatically.) Moderators can:

Control who can start a new post in a channel

Add and remove moderators

Control whether team members can reply to existing channel messages

Control whether bots and connectors can submit channel messages.

For more information, see Set up and manage channel moderation in Microsoft Teams.

Even though members can't leave an organization-wide team, as a team owner, you can manage the team roster

by removing accounts that don't belong. Make sure you use Teams to remove users from your org-wideMake sure you use Teams to remove users from your org-wide

https://support.office.com/article/auto-favorite-channels-for-the-whole-team-a948272c-5aa5-429c-863c-4e1e1cd6b0f6


 FAQ
  Is there a way to create an organization-wide team other than using the Teams client?Is there a way to create an organization-wide team other than using the Teams client?

NOTENOTE

  Is there a way to convert an existing team to an organization-wide team?Is there a way to convert an existing team to an organization-wide team?

  Can I create an organization-wide team using a team template?Can I create an organization-wide team using a team template?

 See also

teamteam. If you use another way to remove a user, such as the Microsoft 365 admin center or from a group in

Outlook, the user might be added back to the organization-wide team.

Only global admins can create an organization-wide team by using the Teams client. If your organization limits

creating teams to using PowerShell, the recommended workaround is to add your global admins to the security

group of users who can create a team.

For more information, see Manage who can create groups.

If this workaround isn't an option, you can use PowerShell to create a public team and add a global admin as the

team owner. Then, have the global admin click More optionsMore options  next to the team name, click Edit teamEdit team, and then

change the privacy to Org-wide - Ever yone in your organization will be automatically addedOrg-wide - Ever yone in your organization will be automatically added.

Only team owners can access the Edit teamEdit team option and only global admins can see the Org-wideOrg-wide option.

Global admins can convert an existing team to an organization-wide team by editing it in Teams client. Go to the

team name, click More optionsMore options  > Edit teamEdit team.

Team templates can't be used to create an organization-wide team. Work for this feature is currently in progress.

Watch a video about creating a company-wide team in Microsoft Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/manage-creation-of-groups
https://support.office.com/article/037bb27a-bcc9-48fe-8d72-44d9482420a3
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 How to use the PowerShell script

 Best practices

 Related topics

When you roll out Microsoft Teams, rather than launching with a "blank slate" (no teams or channels), we

strongly recommend that you set up a base framework of teams and channels. This helps to prevent "team

sprawl," where users create numerous teams when they should be creating channels in existing teams. To help

you get started with a well-designed teams and channels structure, we've created a PowerShell script that

creates a team for each of your first and second line people managers, with each manager's direct reports as

team members. This is a "point-in-time" script (it doesn't update your teams or channels automatically when

people are added or removed from an organization). But it's a valuable tool you can use to impose some order

on your Teams structure from the start. This script reads your Azure AD, gets a list of managers and their direct

reports. It uses this list to create one team per people manager.

Start by running the Export managers and their directs script (which assumes you've already run the Connect-

AzureAd and Connect-MicrosoftTeams PowerShell modules). The Export managers and their directs script

creates a tab-delimited file (ExportedManagerDirects.txt) that lists all managers with their direct reports.

Then, run the Create new people manager teams script. This script reads in the ExportedManagerDirects.txt file

and creates a team for each manager, with that manager's direct reports as members. If any manager or direct

isn't enabled for Teams, the script skips them and doesn't create a team. (Review the report, then rerun the script

after you've turned on Teams for anybody who needs it. The script won't create a second team for any manager

it's already created a team for.)

For each team, the script creates a General and "Just for fun" channel.

Ask each people manager to add your organization's crisis communications website as a tab to the

General channel for each team.

Check out the new Crisis Communications app by reading this March 8, 2020 blog post: Coordinate crisis

communications using Microsoft Teams + Power Platform.

Best practices for organizing teams

Create an org-wide team in Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/create-manager-directs-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/scripts/powershell-script-create-teams-from-managers-export-managers
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/azuread/connect-azuread?view=azureadps-2.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/connect-microsoftteams?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/scripts/powershell-script-create-teams-from-managers-new-teams
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-blog/coordinate-crisis-communications-using-microsoft-teams-power/ba-p/1216715
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 Create a custom teams policy

 Edit a teams policy

 Assign a custom teams policy to users

As an admin, you can use teams policies in Microsoft Teams to control what users in your organization can do in

teams and channels. For example, you can set whether users are allowed to create private channels.

You manage teams policies by going to TeamsTeams > Teams policiesTeams policies  in the Microsoft Teams admin center. You can

use the global (Org-wide default) policy or create and assign custom policies. Users in your organization will

automatically get the global policy unless you create and assign a custom policy.

You can edit the global policy or create and assign a custom policy. After you edit the global policy or assign a

policy, it can take a few hours for changes to take effect.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to TeamsTeams > Teams policiesTeams policies .

2. Click AddAdd.

3. Enter a name and description for the policy.

4. Turn on or turn off Create pr ivate channelsCreate pr ivate channels ,
 depending on whether you want to allow users to create private channels.

5. Click SaveSave.

You can edit the global policy or any custom policies that you create.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to TeamsTeams > Teams policiesTeams policies .

2. Select the policy by clicking to the left of the policy name, and then click EditEdit.

3. Turn on or turn off the settings that you want, and then click SaveSave.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-policies.md


 Related topics

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

Manage Teams connected sites and channel sites

Private channels in Teams

Assign policies to your users in Teams

New-CsTeamsChannelsPolicy

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/teams-connected-sites
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamschannelspolicy
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NOTENOTE

 What can a channel moderator do?

 Scenarios

  Use a channel as an announcement channelUse a channel as an announcement channel

  Use a channel for class discussions in Teams for EducationUse a channel for class discussions in Teams for Education

 Manage channel moderation

In Microsoft Teams, team owners can turn on moderation for a standard channel to control who can start new

posts and reply to posts in that channel.

Team owners can also add team members as moderators. A team owner might not have the subject matter

expertise at the channel level to best support channel moderation. By allowing specific team members to

moderate a channel, the responsibility of managing content and context within a channel is shared between

team owners and channel moderators. For example, a team owner can add business owners or content owners

as moderators, which lets them control information sharing in that channel.

Channel moderation is available for standard channels. It's not available for the General channel or private channels.

Channel moderators can:

Start new posts in the channel. When moderation is turned on for a channel, only moderators can start new

posts in that channel.

Add and remove team members as moderators to a channel. Keep in mind that by default, team owners are

channel moderators and can't be removed.

Control whether team members can reply to existing channel messages and whether bots and connectors

can submit channel messages.

Here's some examples of how your organization can use channel moderation in Teams.

The Marketing team uses a specific channel to share key project announcements and deliverables. Sometimes

team members post content to the channel that more appropriately belongs in other channels. The team owner

wants to restrict information sharing in the channel to only announcements so that team members can use that

channel to stay on top of what's important.

In this scenario, the team owner adds Marketing leads as moderators so they can post announcements in the

channel and turns off the ability for team members to reply to messages in that channel.

In Teams for Education, a science teacher wants to use a channel to engage students in focused discussions on

specific classroom topics.

In this scenario, the teacher allows their teaching assistants to moderate the channel. The teaching assistants can

then create new posts to initiate and drive discussions with students.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-channel-moderation-in-teams.md


NOTENOTE

  Turn on or turn off moderation for a channelTurn on or turn off moderation for a channel

  Add or remove channel moderatorsAdd or remove channel moderators

  Set team member permissionsSet team member permissions

 Related topics

In Teams, go to the channel, click More options ...More options ... > Manage channelManage channel . From here you can turn on and turn off

moderation, add team members as moderators, and set preferences.

Channel moderation is a per-channel setting. There's no tenant-level setting for channel moderation. If you'd like

us to add a tenant-level channel moderation setting, request it on Teams UserVoice.

Microsoft will be moving from UserVoice to our own customer feedback solution on a product-by-product basis during

2021. Learn more.

By default, moderation is off, which means that the usual channel settings apply to team owners and team

members. For example, you can restrict new posts to only team members or allow everyone, including guests,

to start new posts.

To turn on moderation for a channel, under Channel moderationChannel moderation, click OnOn. When channel moderation is on,

only moderators can start new posts.

Under Who are the moderators?Who are the moderators?, click ManageManage, and then add or remove team members as moderators.

Team owners and moderators can add and remove other moderators.

Under Team member permissionsTeam member permissions , select the check boxes next to the activities you want to allow.

Overview of teams and channels in Teams

https://microsoftteams.uservoice.com/
https://support.microsoft.com/topic/-pages-430e1a78-e016-472a-a10f-dc2a3df3450a
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NOTENOTE

 Clients and platforms

 Settings management

 Checking if the Fluid Framework is enabled through the SharePoint
Online PowerShell Cmdlet

 Enabling the Fluid Framework through the SharePoint Online

Live components in Teams chat offer a new way to ideate, create, and make decisions together. Send a

component—like a table, task list, or paragraph—where everyone in your chat can edit inline and see changes

as they’re made. This means you can gather ideas and feedback from your team while holding fewer meetings

and minimizing the need for long chat threads.

Live components is the first feature of the Microsoft Loop app to become available in Teams. Please note that "Live

components" will be renamed "Loop components" in early 2022.

Get tasks done faster together.Get tasks done faster together. Crowd-source an agenda, track a group's action items, or take notes

collectively. These are just a few scenarios made easier with live components.

Share components.Share components. In this release, you can share live components into different Teams chats. Recipients can

edit from wherever they are and see updates instantly no matter where the changes were made. In future

releases, live components will be supported in Teams meeting notes and channels, Outlook, and eventually

across all Microsoft 365 applications.

Star t in chat, build from there.Star t in chat, build from there. Every component you create from Teams chat is automatically saved to a file

in OneDrive. So, you might begin collaborating in chat then later move to the file, where you have a larger visual

space for editing and can add as many components as you like.

Available on Teams apps on Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS, and Android.

Live components are built with Microsoft Fluid Framework supported across Microsoft 365 suite and controlled

from SharePoint Online and not from the Teams admin center.

You'll need the latest version of SharePoint Online PowerShell module to enable or disable all Fluid Experiences

across your Office 365 tenant. Microsoft Fluid Framework defaults to ONON for all targeted release tenants.

Because live components are designed for collaboration, the components are always shared as editable by

others, even if your tenant is set to default to view-only for other file types. See the Learn moreLearn more link next to the

setting for more details.

1. Connect to SharePoint Online PowerShell. 

2. Check if Fluid Framework is enabled by running the Get-SPOTenant cmdlet without any arguments.

3. Verify the value of IsFluidEnabled is truetrue.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/live-components-in-teams.md
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-loop
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/manage-sharepoint-online-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/sharepoint/sharepoint-online/connect-sharepoint-online?view=sharepoint-ps#to-connect-with-a-user-name-and-password


PowerShell Cmdlet

 Disabling Fluid Framework through SharePoint Online PowerShell
Cmdlet

C:\\WINDOWS\\system32&gt; Connect-SPOService
cmdlet Connect-SPOService at command pipeline position 1

Supply values for the following parameters:
Url: <https://a830edad9050849822e21011208-admin.sharepoint.com/>
PS C:\\WINDOWS\\system32&gt; set-SPOTenant -isFluidEnabled $true
PS C:\\WINDOWS\\system32&gt;

 Known issues

 Known limitations

1. Connect to SharePoint Online PowerShell. 

2. Enable Fluid using the cmdlet Set-SPOTenant -IsFluidEnabled $true 

The change will take a short time to apply across your tenancy. 

The feature will be available on Teams Windows Desktop, Mac, iOS, Android. When enabled, users will see a new

option for inserting live components in the message compose experience for these clients.

1. Connect to SharePoint Online PowerShell.

2. Disable Fluid using the Set-SPOTenant cmdlet Set-SPOTenant -IsFluidEnabled $false. 

The change will take a short time to apply across your tenancy. 

If you need to re-enable this capability, you can use SharePoint Online PowerShell Cmdlets.

Live components in chat cannot be edited via Office app when using Teams on Android.

If tenant default file permissions are set to Specific people (only the people the user specifies)Specific people (only the people the user specifies) , and

the sender removes some users from the Specific people list in the permissions dialog when creating a

component, those users may still have access to the content. This issue is due to the access management

limitation of the permission dialog and will be fixed in the future release.

If the tenant's Conditional Access Policy settings prevent client network to connect to 

https://pushchannel.1drv.ms , live components will not work as expected for saving real time changes to

the service.

Searching for live components in Teams search will return a link to the component in office.com, not the

chat message itself.

Live components are disabled in federated chats.

B2B guests will not be able to collaborate on live component that is shared with them via Company Share

Link unless tenant sets external access option to allow B2B guests have same access level as tenant

members.

Teams Web client full support of Live components will be available soon.

Live components are not supported in Teams channels yet, but their inline editing in channels is planned

for more experiences in the future.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/sharepoint/sharepoint-online/connect-sharepoint-online?view=sharepoint-ps#to-connect-with-a-user-name-and-password
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/sharepoint/sharepoint-online/connect-sharepoint-online?view=sharepoint-ps


 How to check your tenant's default file permissions

 Storage of .fluid  files

With tenant default file permissions set to Specific people (only the people the user specifies)Specific people (only the people the user specifies) ,

copying link to live component and pasting in another chat requires the sender to use permissions dialog

and add the recipients in the Specific people option to grant access properly.

With tenant default file permissions set to Specific people (only the people the user specifies)Specific people (only the people the user specifies) ,

creating a live component in group chat with more than 20 members will require the sender to manually

select the permission options for the component.

Live components in chat will not load only if file was moved to different library. If file is moved to

different folder then it will continue to load in chat.

1. Go to the Microsoft 365 admin center.

2. At the left, under Admin centersAdmin centers , select SharePointSharePoint.

3. Select PoliciesPolicies  > SharingSharing, and under File and folder linksFile and folder links , view your tenant's default file permissions.

How How .fluid  are stored? are stored?

Live components created in Teams are backed by a .fluid  file stored in the creator ’s OneDrive for Business.

Being a file in OneDrive for Business means that users can create, discover, and manage live components (

.fluid  files) as easily as any Office document.

Users can search for content in .fluid  files from Office.com and OneDrive for Business. .fluid  files work with

data governance features like eDiscovery, auditing, reporting, and legal hold.

.fluid  files will now appear on Office.com and OneDrive for Business, such as in the Recent and

Recommended areas. .fluid  files can be restored to previous versions from OneDrive for Business.

Chat participants must have a OneDrive account to create live components. Without a valid OneDrive account,

chat participants might still be able to collaborate on a component created by other users who have a valid

OneDrive account, but cannot create their own.

Moving a .fluid  file from OneDrive to a SharePoint site will result in the live component failing to load in

Teams chat.

What happens if the owner of the file leaves the company?What happens if the owner of the file leaves the company?

OneDrive retention policies apply to .fluid  files just as they do to other content created by the user.

How are How are .fluid  files shared? files shared?

Live components can be inserted in Teams chat or copied from one chat to another. (Live components aren't yet

supported in channels.) They default to the tenant’s existing permissions, but users can change permissions

before sending to ensure everyone has access.

Opening components from Teams chat in Office.com offers share functionality at the top of the window, similar

to the sharing options offered for other Office documents.

What if a What if a .fluid  file becomes corrupted or damaged? file becomes corrupted or damaged?

Version History allows you to review and copy from previous versions of the file.

What apps can open and edit What apps can open and edit .fluid  files? files?

https://admin.microsoft.com/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/move-files-and-folders-between-onedrive-and-sharepoint-5916f90d-f58a-4bf9-b135-10853f516d0b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/retention-policies-sharepoint?view=o365-worldwide#when-a-user-leaves-the-organization


.fluid  files can only be opened as links in your browser, such as Office.com, and as live components in Teams

chat. If downloaded, they can't be opened again without first uploading them back to OneDrive for Business or

SharePoint Online.
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 Share to Outlook

 Actionable activity emails

NOTENOTE

Microsoft Teams includes features that make it easy for users in your organization to share information between

email in Outlook and chat or channel conversations in Teams and to stay on top of missed conversations. This

article gives you an overview of these features and the admin controls that apply.

Share to OutlookShare to Outlook lets users share a copy of a Teams conversation to an email in Outlook, without having to

leave Teams. This feature is handy if users need to share conversations or status updates with users outside their

immediate team or even your organization. Go to the top of the conversation in Teams, select úúú Moreúúú More

optionsoptions , and then select Share to OutlookShare to Outlook. To learn more, see Share to Outlook from Teams.

To use this feature, Outlook on the web must be turned on for the user. If Outlook on the web is turned off, the

Share to OutlookShare to Outlook option isn't displayed in Teams for the user. For steps on how to turn on and turn off

Outlook on the web, see Enable or disable Outlook on the web for a mailbox.

Users automatically get actionable missed activity emails which help them to catch up on missed conversations

in Teams. The missed activity emails show the latest replies from a conversation, including messages that were

sent after the missed message, and users can click ReplyReply  to respond directly from within Outlook. To learn

more, see Reply to missed activity emails from Outlook.

This feature isn't supported in Outlook for Mac or some older versions of Outlook for Windows. For more information,

see Actionable messages in Outlook and Office 365 Groups.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-outlook-email-integration.md
https://support.office.com/article/share-to-outlook-from-teams-f9dabbe9-9e9b-4e35-99dd-2eeeb67c4f6d
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/recipients-in-exchange-online/manage-user-mailboxes/enable-or-disable-outlook-web-app
https://support.office.com/article/reply-to-missed-activity-emails-from-outlook-bc0cf587-db26-4946-aac7-8eebd84f1381
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/outlook/actionable-messages/


You can use the Set-OrganizationConfig cmdlet together with the SmtpActionableMessagesEnabledSmtpActionableMessagesEnabled

parameter to turn off actionable emails. By default, the SmtpActionableMessagesEnabledSmtpActionableMessagesEnabled parameter is set to

truetrue. Setting the parameter to falsefalse turns off actionable email messages across Office 365. For Teams users, this

means that the ReplyReply  option to respond directly in Outlook isn't available in missed activity emails. Instead, the

missed activity emails include a Reply in TeamsReply in Teams option for users to reply in Teams.

See also Actionable messages in Outlook and Office 365 Groups.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/organization/set-organizationconfig
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/outlook/actionable-messages/
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 Outlook add-in for Share to Teams

NOTENOTE

 Enabling or disabling Share to Teams

NOTENOTE

 Browsers and Single Sign-on

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Share to Teams from Outlook (Share to Teams) enables users to share emails, including attachments, from

Outlook to any chat or channel in Teams.

The Share to Teams feature requires an add-in for Outlook. This add-in is installed automatically whenever a

user logs on to either the Teams Web app or the Teams desktop client.

Be sure to review Add-ins for Outlook in Exchange Online and Client Access Rules in Exchange Online to make sure your

add-ins for Outlook function correctly. Also, disabling connected experiences can prevent add-ins for Outlook from

working properly. See Connected experiences in Office for more information.

Share to Teams uses the same transport mechanism as when a user emails a channel. For sharing to chats,

emails (including email attachments) are copied to the sender’s OneDrive. For sharing to channels, emails and

attachments are copied to the Email messagesEmail messages  folder in SharePoint.

The Outlook add-in for Share to Teams uses requirement set 1.7, as detailed in Outlook add-ins documentation,

which includes details on Outlook add-ins, environment requirements for Outlook add-ins, and the specific

Outlook clients that are supported with requirement set 1.7.

The Outlook add-in for Share to Teams can be selectively disabled or enabled on a per-user basis using the

following PowerShell cmdlets.

Disabling the add-in is only possible after the add-in has been installed. If you would like to enforce disabling for all users

in your tenant, run a script periodically.

To disable the add-in for Outlook used by Share to Teams, run the cmdlet found here.

To enable the add-in for Outlook used by Share to Teams, run the cmdlet found here.

Share to Teams, in both Outlook on the web and Outlook desktop clients, relies on a browser WebView. See

Browsers used by Office Add-ins for details on which clients use which specific browsers.

Share to Teams requires both third-party cookies and local storage access to be enabled for users' browsers.

Share to Teams uses Single Sign-on (SSO), which means users don’t need to provide their credentials when

using the add-in via Share to Teams. SSO for Outlook on the web supports

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-outlook-share-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/clients-and-mobile-in-exchange-online/add-ins-for-outlook/add-ins-for-outlook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/clients-and-mobile-in-exchange-online/client-access-rules/client-access-rules
https://support.microsoft.com/topic/connected-experiences-in-office-8d2c04f7-6428-4e6e-ac58-5828d4da5b7c
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/clients-and-mobile-in-exchange-online/add-ins-for-outlook/add-ins-for-outlook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/disable-app?view=exchange-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/enable-app?view=exchange-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office/dev/add-ins/concepts/browsers-used-by-office-web-add-ins


https://outlook.office365.com/owa/extSSO.aspx and https://outlook.office.com/owa/extSSO.aspx reply URLs by

default. For vanity domains, administrators need to add the appropriate Azure Active Directory reply URL.

https://outlook.office365.com/owa/extSSO.aspx
https://outlook.office.com/owa/extSSO.aspx
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 Create a custom messaging policy

 Edit a messaging policy

 Assign a custom messaging policy to users

Messaging policies are used to control which chat and channel messaging features are available to users

(owners and members) in Microsoft Teams. You can use the global (Org-wide default) policy that's created

automatically or create and assign custom messaging policies.

Users in your organization will automatically get the global policy, unless you create and assign a custom policy.

Edit the settings in the global policy or create and assign one or more custom policies to turn on or turn off the

features that you want.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Messaging policiesMessaging policies .

2. Select AddAdd.

3. Enter a name and description for the policy.

4. Choose the settings that you want.

5. Select SaveSave.

For example, you want to make sure that sent messages aren't deleted or altered. Create a new custom policy

named "Retain sent messages" and turn off the following settings:

Owners can delete sent messages

Users can delete sent messages

Users can edit sent messages

Then assign the policy to users.

You can edit the global policy and any custom policies that you create.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Messaging policiesMessaging policies .

2. Select the policy by clicking to the left of the policy name, and then select EditEdit.

3. From here, make the changes that you want.

4. Select SaveSave.

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

A user can only be assigned one messaging policy at a time.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/messaging-policies-in-teams.md


NOTENOTE

 Messaging policy settings

You can't delete a policy if users are assigned to it. You must first assign a different policy to all affected users, and then

you can delete the original policy.

Here are the messaging policy settings that you can configure.

Owners can delete sent messagesOwners can delete sent messages  Use this setting to let owners delete messages that users sent in

chat.

Delete sent messagesDelete sent messages  Use this setting to let users delete messages that they sent in chat.

Edit sent messagesEdit sent messages  Use this setting to let users edit the messages that they sent in chat.

Read receiptsRead receipts  Read receipts allow the sender of a chat message to be notified when their message was

read by the recipient in 1:1 and group chats 20 people or fewer. Message read receipts remove

uncertainly about whether a message was read, and improve team communication. Read receipts aren't

captured in eDiscovery reporting.

User controlledUser controlled This means that users get to decide if they want read receipts ON or OFF. Default

setting within the app is ON. Users can then turn it OFF.

Turned on for ever yoneTurned on for ever yone This means everyone in the tenant will have the feature ON with no option

to turn it off. When using the On for ever yoneOn for ever yone setting, the only way to set receipts for the whole

tenant is either to have only one messaging policy for the whole tenant (the default policy named

"Global (Org-wide Default)") or to have all messaging policies in the tenant use the same settings for

receipts. The read receipts feature is most effective when the feature is enabled to On for ever yoneOn for ever yone.

Turned off for ever yoneTurned off for ever yone This means the feature is disabled and no one in the tenant has read

receipts nor can they turn it on.
 

ChatChat Turn this setting on if you want users in your organization to be able to use the Teams app to chat

with other people.

Use Giphy in conversations* If you turn on Giphys, users can include Giphys in chat conversations with

other people. Giphy is an online database and search engine that allows users to search for and share

animated GIF files. Each Giphy is assigned a content rating. In addition to turning on this setting, you need

to enable Optional Connected Experiences to allow Giphys in conversations.

Giphy content ratingGiphy content rating

No restr ictionNo restr iction This means that your users will be able to insert any Giphy in chats regardless of the

content rating.

ModerateModerate This means that your users will be able to insert Giphys in chats, but will be moderately

restricted from adult content.

Str ictStr ict This means that your users will be able to insert Giphys in chats, but will be strictly restricted

from adult content.

Memes in conversationsMemes in conversations  If you turn Memes on, users can include Memes in chat conversations with

other people.

Stickers in conversationsStickers in conversations  If you turn this on, users can include Stickers in chat conversations with

other people.

URL previewsURL previews  Use this setting to turn automatic URL previewing on or off in messages.

Translate messagesTranslate messages  Turn this setting on to let users automatically translate Teams messages into the

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/privacy/manage-privacy-controls#policy-setting-for-optional-connected-experiences


NOTENOTE

  Related topicsRelated topics

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

language specified by their personal language settings for Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Immersive reader for messagesImmersive reader for messages  Turn this setting on to let users view messages in Microsoft

Immersive Reader. Immersive Reader is a learning tool that provides a full screen reading experience to

increase readability of text.

Send urgent messages using pr ior ity notificationsSend urgent messages using pr ior ity notifications  If you turn this on, users can send messages

using priority notifications. Priority notifications notify users every 2 minutes for 20 minutes or until

messages that are marked as urgent are picked up and read by the recipient. This feature increases the

likelihood that the message is acted upon in a timely manner.

Create voice messagesCreate voice messages

Audio messages are not captured in eDiscovery reporting.

Allowed in chats and channelsAllowed in chats and channels  This means that users can leave audio messages in both chats and

channels.

Allowed in chats onlyAllowed in chats only  This means that users can leave audio messages in chats, but not in channels.

Not enabledNot enabled This means that users cannot create audio messages in chats or channels.

On mobile devices, display favorite channels above recent chatsOn mobile devices, display favorite channels above recent chats  Enable this setting to move

favorite channels to the top of the mobile device screen so that a user doesn't need to scroll to find them.

Remove users from group chatsRemove users from group chats  Turn this setting on to let a user remove other users from a group

chat. This feature lets you continue a chat with a smaller group of people without losing the chat history.

Text predictionsText predictions  Turn on this setting to let a user get text predictions for chat messages.

Suggested repliesSuggested replies  Turn this setting on to enable suggested replies for chat messages.

Chat permission roleChat permission role Use this setting to define the supervised chat role of the user. Learn more about

supervised chat.

Some of these settings, such using Giphys, can also be configured at the team level by team owners and at the private

channel level by private channel owners.

Assign policies to users and groups in Teams

Assign team owners and members in Microsoft Teams

https://support.microsoft.com/article/mark-a-message-as-important-or-urgent-in-teams-ea99d5b6-1317-4550-8d75-86ff14cd4462
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 Presence states in Teams

USER C O N F IGUREDUSER C O N F IGURED A P P  C O N F IGUREDA P P  C O N F IGURED

 Available  Available

 Available, Out of Office. Note: Out of office is
automatically set for the periods of time where the user sets
"automatic replies". If the user is using the app during these
periods of time, a dual presence might be shown, such as
"Out of office, available".

 Busy  Busy

 In a call

 In a meeting

 On a call, out of office

 Do not disturb

 Presenting

 Focusing. Focus happens when the users schedule focus
time in MyAnalytics/Insights in their calendars.

 Away  Away

 Away Last Seen time

Presence is part of a user's profile in Microsoft Teams (and throughout Microsoft 365 or Office 365). Presence

indicates the user's current availability and status to other users. By default, anyone in your organization using

Teams can see (in nearly real time) if other users are available online. Presence is updated in real time on the

web and desktop versions when you refresh the page on mobile.

For details about Teams user profiles on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

Teams respects your privacy configuration so if you have enabled the privacy mode, your presence will not be visible to

external users.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/presence-admins.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3


 Be right back

 Appear offline  Offline. When users aren't logged in on any of their
devices for a few minutes, they appear offline.

 Status unknown

 Out of Office. Out of Office is used when an automatic
reply is set.

USER C O N F IGUREDUSER C O N F IGURED A P P  C O N F IGUREDA P P  C O N F IGURED

NOTENOTE

  Dual presenceDual presence

 User configured states expiration

USER C O N F IGURED STAT EUSER C O N F IGURED STAT E DEFA ULT  EXP IRAT IO NDEFA ULT  EXP IRAT IO N

Busy 1 day

Do not disturb 1 day

Others 7 days

For users that have their mailbox hosted on-prem, presence delays of one hour (maximum) are expected.

App-configured presence states are based on user activity (Available, Away), Outlook calendar states (In a

meeting), or Teams app states (In a call, Presenting). When you're in focus mode based on your calendar,

FocusingFocusing will be the state people see in Teams. Focus mode will display as Do not disturbDo not disturb in other products.

Your current presence state changes to Away when you lock your computer or when your computer enters idle

or sleep mode. On a mobile device, your presence status changes to Away whenever the Teams app is in the

background.

Users receive all chat messages sent to them in Teams regardless of their presence state. If a user is offline when

someone sends them a message, the chat message appears in Teams the next time the user is online. If a user

state is set to Do not disturb, the user will still receive chat messages, but banner notifications aren't displayed.

Users receive calls in all presence states except for Do not disturb, in which incoming calls go to voicemail. If the

recipient blocked the caller, the call won't be delivered and the caller sees the recipient's presence as Offline.

Users can add people to their priority access list by going to SettingsSettings  > Pr ivacyPrivacy  in Teams. People who have

priority access can contact the user even when the user's status is set to Do not disturb.

The way presence works for most users is motivated by the events in the calendar or device events, such as a

call. The user can override this status in the UI by manually setting states, which have some expiration time.

When a user selects a specific presence state, it takes precedence over any app activity update. For example, if a

user sets herself as Do not disturb, her presence will remain as Do not disturb even if she attends a meeting or

answers a call.

User configured states have default expiration settings in Teams, in order to prevent users from displaying a

status that may not be relevant after a period of time.



NOTENOTE

 Admin settings in Teams compared to Skype for Business

NOTENOTE

 Admin settings in Teams compared to Microsoft Outlook

 Coexistence with Skype for Business

A user can also configure manually a duration for her presence. For instance, a user can set herself as Appear offline until

tomorrow morning.

The following admin settings Skype for Business are different in Teams:

In Teams, presence sharing is always enabled for users in the organization. Privacy (where you define who

can see presence) configuration isn't available in Teams.

Presence sharing with everyone (including Federated services) is always enabled for users in Teams. Their

contact list (if they had one in Skype for Business) is visible under Chat > ContactsChat > Contacts  or under Calls >Calls >

ContactsContacts .

Client Do Not Disturb and Breakthrough features are always enabled for users in Teams.

Calendar (includes out of office and other calendar information) integration is always enabled for users when

Teams is integrated with Outlook.

The Last seen or Away since indicator is always enabled for users in Teams if the organization also uses

Skype for Business.

The ability of a Teams admin to customize these settings is not currently supported.

Teams presence in Outlook is supported on the Outlook 2013 desktop app and later for contacts in the same

organization.

If the upgrade mode policy of the user account is set to TeamsOnly, Outlook talks to Teams to get presence. If the

user account isn't set to TeamsOnly, then Outlook talks to Skype for Business.

See Coexistence with Skype for Business for details on how Teams presence functions when your organization

also uses Skype for Business.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/coexistence-chat-calls-presence
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 Overview

NOTENOTE

 How tags work

 Manage custom tags for your organization

Tags in Microsoft Teams let users quickly and easily connect with a subset of people on a team. You can create

and assign custom tags to categorize people based on attributes, such as role, project, skill, or location. Or, tags

can be automatically assigned to people based on their schedule and shift information in the Shifts app. After a

tag is added to one or multiple team members, it can be used in @mentions by anyone on the team in a channel

post or to start a conversation with only those people who are assigned that tag.

As mentioned earlier, there are two kinds of tags in Teams.

Custom tagsCustom tags : Team owners and team members (if the feature is enabled for them) can manually create and

assign tags to people. For example, a "Designer" or "Radiologist" tag will reach those sets of people on a

team without having to type their names.

Tagging by shiftTagging by shift: With this feature, people are automatically assigned tags that match their schedule and

shift group name in the Shifts app in Teams. For example, the "EngineerOnCall" tag reaches all engineers who

are scheduled in Shifts to work at the time the tag is used in a chat or channel post. With tagging by shift,

Teams takes the guesswork out of knowing the name of on-shift staff when users need to quickly relay

information. Tagging by shift can also be backed by major workforce management systems like JDA, Kronos,

and AMiON by integrating them with Shifts in Teams. To learn more about how to set up this feature, see Set

up tagging by shift.

Tags are not yet supported in private channels. Tags are not available in Department of Defense (DoD) organizations.

A tag can be manually added or automatically assigned to a person on a specific team. It can then be used in

@mentions on the ToTo line in a chat or in a post on any standard channel of the team. Here's some examples of

how tags can be used in Teams:

A store manager posts an announcement to a channel to notify all cashiers.

A hospital administrator sends a message to all radiologists in a channel.

A marketing manager starts a group chat with all designers.

A nurse sends a message to all on-call cardiologists. (coming soon)

A system engineer posts an announcement to a channel to notify all on-shift field engineers. (coming soon)

When a tag is @mentioned in a channel conversation, team members associated with the tag will get notified,

just like any other @mention.

As an admin, you can control how tags are used across your organization in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Currently, you can't use PowerShell to manage tags.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-tags.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b?#PickTab=Shifts
https://support.microsoft.com/office/get-started-in-shifts-5f3e30d8-1821-4904-be26-c3cd25a497d6#bkmk_openshiftsappdesktop


  Set who can add custom tagsSet who can add custom tags

  Configure custom tags settingsConfigure custom tags settings

 Manage custom tags settings for a team

A team can have up to 100 tags, up to 100 team members can be assigned to a tag, and up to 25 tags can be

assigned to a single user.

By default, team owners can add custom tags. You can change this setting to allow team owners and team

members to create, edit, delete, and manage tags or you can turn off tags for your organization.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings  > Teams settingsTeams settings .

2. Under TaggingTagging, next to Tags are managed byTags are managed by , select one of the following options:

Team owners and membersTeam owners and members : Allow team owners and members to manage tags.

Team ownersTeam owners : Allow team owners to manage tags.

DisabledDisabled: Turn off tags.

You can configure the following tags settings to control how custom tags are used across your organization.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings  > Teams settingsTeams settings .

2. Under TaggingTagging, set the following, depending on the needs of your organization.

Let team owners overr ide who can manage tagsLet team owners overr ide who can manage tags : When you turn on this setting, team owners

can set whether team members can create and manage tags within a team and the value of the TagsTags

are managed byare managed by  setting is the default value for each team. If you turn off this setting, the Tags areTags are

managed bymanaged by  setting can't be changed per team.

Suggested default tagsSuggested default tags : Use this to add a set of default tags. You can add up to 25 tags, and each

tag can contain a maximum of 25 characters. Team owners and members (if the feature is enabled for

them) can use these suggestions, add to them, or create a new set of tags.

Let custom tags be createdLet custom tags be created: Turn on this setting to let people add tags other than the suggested

default tags that you set. If this is turned off, people can only use the suggested default tags. If you

turn this off, make sure that you add one or more default tags.

If you turned on the Let team owners overr ide who can manage tagsLet team owners overr ide who can manage tags  setting in the Microsoft Teams

admin center, team owners can set whether members can add tags at the team level. To do this, on the SettingsSettings

tab for a team, go to TagsTags , and then choose who can add tags.



 Use tags

  Create and assign custom tagsCreate and assign custom tags

  Set up tagging by shiftSet up tagging by shift

Here's how to add custom tags and how to set up tagging by shift (if you're using the Shifts app in Teams). To

learn more, check out Using tags in Teams.

To create and assign custom tags, select TeamsTeams on the left side of the app, and then find your team in the list.

Select úúú More optionsúúú More options , and then choose Manage tagsManage tags . Here, you can create tags and assign them to

people on your team.

To delete a tag, select úúú More optionsúúú More options  next to the tag, and then select Delete tagDelete tag.

Tagging by shift allows your users to reach the people on-shift in real-time. Teams automatically assigns users

with tags matching their schedule and shift group name from the Shifts app, enabling dynamic role-based

messaging. Notifications are sent only to those people who are on shift at the time a tag is used to start a chat

or in a channel post.

1. In Teams, go to the Shifts app.

2. Create shift groups and name them after an attribute such as a role. For example, EngineerOnCall. The shift

group name will be the name of the tag.

3. Fill out a schedule by assigning shifts to members of your teams. When you're finished, in the upper-right

corner of the Shifts app, select Share with teamShare with team.

4. Wait 15 minutes for the scheduled shifts to populate the tagging service.

5. Use the tag anywhere you use tags in Teams.

https://support.office.com/article/using-tags-in-teams-667bd56f-32b8-4118-9a0b-56807c96d91e
https://support.microsoft.com/office/get-started-in-shifts-5f3e30d8-1821-4904-be26-c3cd25a497d6#bkmk_openshiftsappdesktop
https://support.microsoft.com/office/fill-out-a-schedule-in-shifts-2d58df9b-1c6c-4c84-b0c3-835de7ad13ea#bkmk_organizeshiftsbygroup
https://support.microsoft.com/office/fill-out-a-schedule-in-shifts-2d58df9b-1c6c-4c84-b0c3-835de7ad13ea


 Related topics
Using tags in Teams

Manage the Shifts app for your organization in Teams

Shifts Help documentation

https://support.office.com/article/using-tags-in-teams-667bd56f-32b8-4118-9a0b-56807c96d91e
https://support.microsoft.com/office/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b
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 View cross-team analytics

In Microsoft Teams, users can view analytics for teams and channels that they are part of. This information gives

users insight into usage patterns and activity on their teams. Users can see data such as the number of active

users, posts, replies, and more at three levels.

Cross-team analyticsCross-team analytics  gives users a broad overview of usage data for all teams that they are a member or

owner of in a single list view.

Per-team analyticsPer-team analytics  gives users a more granular view, showing usage data for a specific team.

Per-channel analyticsPer-channel analytics  gives users an even more granular view, showing usage data for a specific channel.

Users can filter any of these views to see data for a specified time period.

IT EMIT EM DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

NameName Name of the team.

Active usersActive users Number of active users on the team and trend line of
team activity during the specified time period.

PeoplePeople Total number of people on the team in the specified time
period. This includes team owners, team members, and
guests.

GuestsGuests Number of guests on the team during the specified time
period.

PostsPosts Number of new messages posted in team chat during
the specified time period.

RepliesReplies Number of replies in team chat during the specified time
period.

1. In Teams, at the bottom of the teams list, next to Join or create a teamJoin or create a team, click Manage teamsManage teams .

2. Click the AnalyticsAnalytics  tab.

3. Select a date range to show usage data for all teams that you're a member or owner of.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/view-analytics.md


 View per-team analytics

TypeType Whether the team is a private team or public team.

IT EMIT EM DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

1. In Teams, go to the team that you want, click More options (...)More options (...) , and then click Manage teamManage team.

2. Click the AnalyticsAnalytics  tab.

3. Select a date range to show usage data for the team.





TIPTIP

 View per-channel analytics

IT EMIT EM DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Summar ySummar y Summary of team activity including the following:

Active usersActive users Number of active and inactive users.

RoleRole Numbers of users by role, including team owners, team
members, and guests.

Active usersActive users  chart Number of daily active. Hover over the dot on a given
date to see the number of active users on that date.

MessagesMessages chart Total number of messages posted in team chat by date.
Hover over the dot on a given date to see the number of
new posts and replies posted on that date.

UsersUsers : Total number of users in the specified time
period. This includes team owners, team
members, and guests.

PostsPosts : Number of new messages posted in team
chat during the specified time period.

RepliesReplies : Number of replies in team chat during
the specified time period.

AppsApps: Number of apps added to the team.

MeetingsMeetings : Number of Teams meetings organized
at the team level.

You can also view per-team analytics by clicking a team in list in the cross-team analytics view.

1. In Teams, go to the channel that you want, click More options (...)More options (...) , and then click Manage channelManage channel .

2. Click the AnalyticsAnalytics  tab.

3. Select a date range to show usage data for the channel.



TIPTIP

IT EMIT EM DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Summar ySummar y Summary of channel activity including the following:

MessagesMessages chart Total number of messages posted to the channel chat by
date. Hover over the dot on a given date to see the
number of new posts and replies posted on that date.

UsersUsers : Total number of users in the specified time
period. This includes team owners, team
members, and guests.

PostsPosts : Number of new messages posted to the
channel during the specified time period.

RepliesReplies : Number of replies in the channel during
the specified time period.

AppsApps: Number of apps added to the channel.

You can also view per-channel analytics by selecting a channel in the drop-down list box in the per-team analytics view.



NOTENOTE

 Related topics

We define active users as users who perform an intentional action in the desktop client, mobile client, and web client.

Examples of an intentional action include starting a chat, placing a call, sharing a file, editing a document within teams,

participating in a meeting, and so on. We strip out passive actions like auto boot, minimizing a screen, or closing the app.

We also de-dupe all actions across a single user ID.

View analytics for your teams

Teams analytics and reporting

https://support.office.com/article/view-analytics-for-your-teams-5b8ad4b1-af34-4217-aff4-cd11a820b56b
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 Team auto-renewal

 Known issues

Organizations with a large number of teams often have teams that are never actually used. This can happen

because of several reasons including product experimentation, short-term team collaboration, or team owners

leaving the organization. Over time, such teams can accumulate and create a burden on tenant resources.

To curb the number of unused teams, as an admin, you can use Microsoft 365 group expiration policy to

automatically clean up unused teams. Because teams are backed by groups, group expiration policies

automatically apply to teams as well.

When you apply an expiration policy to a team, a team owner receives a notification for team renewal 30 days,

15 days and 1 day before the team's expiration date. When the team owner receives the notification, they can

click Renew nowRenew now  in team settings to renew the team.

If the team owner doesn't renew the team and there is no further activity on the team until the end of the

expiration policy, the team is put in a "soft-deleted" state, which means it can be restored within the next 30 days.

There can be times when a team owner is unable to renew the team perhaps because they forgot to renew or

were away when renewal was due. In these scenarios, a team in active use can get deleted because of expiration

policies that apply to the team.

To prevent accidental deletion, auto-renewal is automatically enabled for a team in the group expiration policy.

When the group expiration policy is set up, any team that has at least one channel visit from any team member

before its expiration date is automatically renewed without any manual intervention from the team owner.

Expiration date of team and underlying group don't matchExpiration date of team and underlying group don't match

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/team-expiration-renewal.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/office-365-groups-expiration-policy


Before a team is renewed, the group that backs the team is renewed first. As part of renewal, a new expiry date

is set on the group for a future date. This new date may not be immediately visible in Teams. It can take up to 24

hours to sync. If you see a discrepancy between the expiry date for a team and its underlying group, wait 24

hours before seeking further support.
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Archive a team

 Make an archived team active

Over time, a team created in Microsoft Teams might fall out of use or you might want to archive or delete a team

at the end of a project. If you're a Microsoft Teams admin, follow the steps in this article to archive or delete a

team that's no longer needed.

When you archive a team, all activity for that team ceases. Archiving a team also archives private channels in the

team and their associated site collections. However, you can still add or remove members and update roles and

you can still view all the team activity in standard and private channels, files, and chats.

When you delete a team, team activity in standard and private channels (and associated site collections), files,

and chats is also deleted.

Archived teams can be reactivated, but you can’t directly restore a team that has been deleted. Consider archiving the

team first, and postpone the deletion until you're sure that you no longer need the team.

Follow these steps to archive a team. You must be a Teams service admin to make these changes. See Use Teams

administrator roles to manage Teams to read about getting admin roles and permissions.

1. In the admin center, select TeamsTeams .

2. Select a team by clicking the team name.

3. Select ArchiveArchive. The following message will appear.

4. To prevent people from editing the content in the SharePoint site and Wiki tab associated with the team,

select Make the SharePoint site read-only for team membersMake the SharePoint site read-only for team members . (Teams owners will still be able to

edit this content.)

5. Select ArchiveArchive to archive the team. The team’s status will change to ArchivedArchived.

Follow these steps to make an archived team active again.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/archive-or-delete-a-team.md


 Delete a team

 Restore a deleted team

  Install the AzureADPreview moduleInstall the AzureADPreview module

  Restore the deleted Microsoft 365 groupRestore the deleted Microsoft 365 group

1. In the admin center, select TeamsTeams .

2. Select a team by clicking the team name.

3. Select UnarchiveUnarchive. The team’s status will change to ActiveActive.

If the team will not be required in the future, then you can delete it rather than archiving it. Follow these steps to

delete a team.

1. In the admin center, select TeamsTeams .

2. Select a team by clicking the team name.

3. Select DeleteDelete. A confirmation message will appear.

4. Select DeleteDelete to permanently delete the team.

Follow these steps to restore a deleted team by restoring the Microsoft 365 group that's associated with the

team. Restoring the Microsoft 365 group for a team restores team content, including tabs, standard channels,

and private channels and their associated site collections.

By default, a deleted Microsoft 365 group is retained for 30 days. This 30-day period is called "soft-delete"

because you can restore the group. To learn more, see Restore a deleted Group.

Uninstall-Module AzureADPreview

Uninstall-Module AzureAD

Install-Module AzureADPreview

1. Open Windows PowerShell as an admin.

2. If you have an earlier version of the AzureADPreview module installed or the AzureAD module installed,

uninstall it by running one of the following:

3. Install the latest version of the AzureADPreview module by running the following:

Connect-AzureAD

Get-AzureADMSDeletedGroup

1. Connect to Azure AD by running the following:

When you're prompted, sign in using your admin account and password.

2. Run the following to display a list of all soft-deleted Microsoft 365 groups that are still within the 30-day

retention period. Use the -All $True-All $True parameter if you have a lot of groups.

3. Find the group that you want to restore, and then make a note of the Id.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/restore-deleted-group


 Related topics

Restore-AzureADMSDeletedDirectoryObject -Id [Id]

Get-AzureADGroup -ObjectId [Id]

4. Run the following to restore the group, where [Id] is the group Id.

5. Run the following to verify the group was successfully restored, where [Id] is the group Id.

It can take up to 24 hours for the restore process to complete, after which the team and content

associated with the team, including tabs and channels, is displayed in Teams.

Archive or restore a team

https://support.microsoft.com/office/archive-or-restore-a-team-dc161cfd-b328-440f-974b-5da5bd98b5a7
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 Plan your migration from Slack
  What you can and can’t migrateWhat you can and can’t migrate

This article walks you through the journey of moving to Microsoft Teams from Slack.

When planning your organization’s move to Teams from Slack, it's important to decide what you need to keep

(if anything). We'll start off by describing what types of data can be migrated and then walk you through how to

assess your needs, plan your move, and then make the move.

The diagram below shows the Slack architecture at a high level.

Your Slack service plan will determine what you can and can’t migrate. For example, some Slack service plans

only let you export public channels history and files, other require a DocuSign request to include Private

Channels and Direct Messages.

To determine your Slack Workspace service level, log into Slack and note your plan type on the About thisAbout this

WorkspaceWorkspace page.

To learn more about Slack export options, go to the Slack website: https://get.slack.help/hc/articles/204897248-

Guide-to-Slack-import-and-export-tools

The diagram below gives you a high-level look at the Slack migration landscape that we’ll cover in this article.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/migrate-slack-to-teams.md
https://get.slack.help/hc/articles/204897248-Guide-to-Slack-import-and-export-tools


  Assess your Slack workspacesAssess your Slack workspaces

NOTENOTE

  Export ChannelsExport Channels

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  

When you're done with this section, you should understand:

The service level of your Slack Workspaces

What can and can't be exported

Common approaches to exporting

Before you can plan your organization’s migration plan, you need to pull together some information about your

Slack workspaces. Understanding how your Slack workspaces are being used helps you determine the scope of

your migration. For example, how many workspaces are being moved? Are they used by a specific department,

many, or in use by an entire organization?

If you’re a member of the Slack Workspaces you want to migrate, you can analyze the usage yourself by going

to <your Slack workspace>.slack.com/stats. Review the Channels and Members tabs to look for usage patterns.

Decide which workspaces you want to migrate (and which ones you want to leave behind).

If you don’t have access to the stats page, you’re not an admin or owner.

In Slack, users join a channel which is part of a Slack Workspace, whereas in Teams users join a team which is a

collection of channels. We recommend that you use Slack analytics to see how much activity happens in each

channel to help you decide which channels to move. You’ll use the resulting list to figure out how to group your

Slack channels into teams in Teams as well as who should be members of each team.

If you have a paid Slack service plan (anything other than Free), you can use Slack’s analytics (<your Slack

workspace>.slack.com/admin/stats#channels) to see how active a channel is, when it was last used, and how

many people are members. This can help you decide whether to migrate the channel. By default, public channels

content (messages and files) can be exported. Depending on your Slack service plan and whether you’ve

requested Private Channels and Direct Messages from Slack, those can be exported.

To learn more about Slack export options, go to the Slack website: https://get.slack.help/hc/articles/204897248-

Guide-to-Slack-import-and-export-tools

Check your organization’s privacy and compliance requirements around channel data. Your organization may have

compliance requirements around the handling, storage, and processing of this data, in addition to complying with the

lifecycle of end-user identifiable content (EUII).

https://get.slack.help/hc/articles/204897248-Guide-to-Slack-import-and-export-tools


Export Direct MessagesExport Direct Messages

  Apps and custom integrationsApps and custom integrations

  UsersUsers

Connect-AzureAD
Function Get-TimeStamp {
    return "[{0:MM/dd/yy} {0:HH:mm:ss}]" -f (Get-Date)
}

class User {
    [ValidateNotNullOrEmpty()] $ID
    [ValidateNotNullOrEmpty()] $FullName
    [string] $Email
    [string] $UPN
    [ValidateNotNullOrEmpty()][bool] $ExistsAzureAD
    [ValidateNotNullOrEmpty()][bool] $TeamsEnabled
}

$output = New-Object -type System.Collections.ObjectModel.Collection["User"]

$users = Get-Content -Raw -Path .\slackHistory\users.json | ConvertFrom-Json

Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "$(Get-Timestamp) User Count: " $users.Count

$i=1
Write-Host "$(Get-Timestamp) Attempting direct email match.. `n"
foreach ($slackUser in $users) {
    $user = New-Object User
    $user.id = $slackUser.id
    $user.FullName = $slackUser.name
    try {
        if ($null -ne $slackUser.profile.email) {
            $user.email = $slackUser.profile.email
            $emailSplit = $slackUser.profile.email.Split('@')

Direct Messages are the same as chats in Teams, which are 1:1 or 1-to-many non-channel conversations. Export-

ability depends on your Slack service plan and if you’ve requested Direct Messages to be included in your Slack

Export. Teams doesn’t support importing Direct messages currently. Consult a Microsoft partner to learn about

third-party solutions you can explore that bring Direct Messages content into Teams.

For exporting Direct Messages, check out tools, such as Export, in the Slack App Store.

Apps in Slack are like apps in Teams. Once you have a list of apps and their configurations in the Workspace, you

can search in the Teams App store to see if they’re available for Teams*.

Go to <your Slack workspace>.slack.com/apps/manage to get a list of Apps and Custom Integrations. This page

also shows you the number of configurations where each app is in use. Custom Integrations vary in their

“migrate-ability.” If it’s a Web Hook, you can usually send it to a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Connector to shift

the workflow into Teams. Assess bots and other apps on a case-by-case basis to plan for moving them to Teams.

* If your administrator has restricted apps usage, you may not be looking at the full list of available apps.

The identity schemes you used in Slack might not map directly to Microsoft 365 or Office 365. For example, the

email addresses of your Slack users may not map to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 work or school accounts. You

should create a user-ID map before you start planning your Teams rollout.

If you’re on a paid Slack service plan, you can go to <your Slack workspace>.slack.com/admin/stats#members

to get member details such as email address and account type for each user (for example, single vs. multi-

channel guest).

Here’s a script you can use to compare email addresses from a Slack export against Azure AD to help solve for

name ambiguity. It’ll also report if the user is enabled for Teams. If you need help with PowerShell, read Get

started with Azure PowerShell.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/get-started-azureps


            $emailSplit = $slackUser.profile.email.Split('@')
            $mailNickName = $emailSplit[0]
            $result = Get-AzureADUser -Filter "MailNickName eq '$($mailNickName)' or UserPrincipalName eq 
'$($slackUser.profile.email)' or proxyAddresses/any(c:c eq 'smtp:$($slackUser.profile.email)')"
            if ($null -ne $result) {
                $user.ExistsAzureAD = $true
                $user.UPN = $result.UserPrincipalName
                $assignedPlans = $result.assignedPlans
                foreach ($plan in $assignedPlans) {
                    if ($plan.ServicePlanId -eq "57ff2da0-773e-42df-b2af-ffb7a2317929") {
                        if ($plan.CapabilityStatus -eq "Enabled") {
                            $user.TeamsEnabled = $true
                        }
                        else {
                            $user.TeamsEnabled = $false
                        }
                    }
                }
                Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "$(Get-Timestamp) Current User $($i) - AzureAD object 
found:" $result.MailNickName
                Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "$(Get-Timestamp) Current User $($i) - Teams Enabled:" 
$user.TeamsEnabled
            }
            else {
                $user.ExistsAzureAD = $false
                Write-Host -ForegroundColor Yellow "$(Get-Timestamp) Current User $($i) - AzureAD object not 
found: " $slackUser.profile.email
            }
        }
        $i++
    }   
    catch
    {
        $user.ExistsAzureAD = $false
        Write-Host -ForegroundColor Yellow "$(Get-Timestamp) Current User $($i) - AzureAD object not found: 
$($i)" $user.profile.email
        $i++
    }
    $output.Add($user)
}

$output | Export-Csv -Path .\SlackToAzureADIdentityMapping.csv -NoTypeInformation
Write-Host "`n $(Get-Timestamp) Generated SlackToAzureADIdentityMapping.csv. Exiting..."

 Plan your Teams deployment

When you’re done with this section, you should have:

A list of Channels per Workspace with usage statistics.

A list of Slack Apps with configurations per channel.

Determined what type of Slack message history you want to export (if any).

A list of users whose Slack accounts map to Microsoft work or school accounts and which Teams license they

have.

You’ve exported what you need from Slack (and left behind anything you don’t need). Now it’s time to plan how

you’ll roll out Teams and import your Slack data. This is a great opportunity to assess what's worked well for the

team based on usage and include those elements in your Teams deployment plan. At the end of this section,

you’ll have a blueprint for your Teams users, channels, and apps.

The diagram below gives you a high-level outline of the things you’ll address in your Teams deployment.



  Team and channel structureTeam and channel structure

SL A C K-TO -T EA M S M A P P IN GSL A C K-TO -T EA M S M A P P IN G DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

1 Slack Workspace ➡️ 1 team For smaller Slack workspaces that need fewer than 200
channels
Include a buffer for growth and private channel planning

1 Slack Workspace ➡️ multiple teams Use your Slack Workspace analytics data to create logical
channel groupings, which become the basis of your teams

2+ Slack Workspaces ➡️ multiple teams Use your Slack Workspace analytics data to create logical
team and channel groupings, which become the basis of
your teams

TIPTIP

  Team PlanningTeam Planning

A Slack Workspace may represent a single team, multiple teams or an entire organization. It’s important to

understand the scope of the Workspaces as you determine the structure. The closest relationship to a Teams

team in Slack is the Workspace, which contains a collection of channels. The diagram below demonstrates 3

different Slack-to-Teams mappings, and guidance for picking the right one for each Workspace.

Third-party solutions have usage statistics to help you assess how active the channel is and how many posts

there are. Typically, channels that are frequently used would be candidates to include in your team planning.

Retain only what is required in your approach to determine which channels to recreate in Teams. To learn more, read

Overview of teams and channels.

Using the Channel inventory you compiled in the Planning section above, work with your Slack owners and

admins to figure out which channels should become teams and which ones should become channels in a team.

Use either Excel or Power BI to help with this analysis - both can provide additional insights to help drive these

discussions on which channels to retain.



TIPTIP

  Channel HistoryChannel History

  Channel FilesChannel Files

$ExportPath = ".\slackHistory"
$ExportContents = Get-ChildItem -path $ExportPath -Recurse
Function Get-TimeStamp {
    return "[{0:MM/dd/yy} {0:HH:mm:ss}]" -f (Get-Date)
}

class File {
    [string] $Name
    [string] $Title
    [string] $Channel
    [string] $DownloadURL
    [string] $MimeType
    [double] $Size
    [string] $ParentPath
    [string] $Time
}

$channelList = Get-Content -Raw -Path .\slackHistory\channels.json | ConvertFrom-Json
$Files = New-Object -TypeName System.Collections.ObjectModel.Collection["File"]

Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "$(Get-TimeStamp) Starting Step 1 (processing channel export for files) of 
2. Total Channel Count: $($channelList.Count)"
#Iterate through each Channel listed in the Archive
foreach ($channel in $channelList) {
    #Iterate through Channel folders from the Export
    foreach ($folder in $ExportContents)
    {
        #If Channel Name matches..
        if ($channel.name -eq $folder){
            $channelJsons = Get-ChildItem -Path $folder.FullName -File
            Write-Host -ForegroundColor White "$(Get-TimeStamp) Info: Starting to process 
$($channelJsons.Count) days of content for #$($channel.name)."
            #Start processing the daily JSON for files
            foreach ($json in $channelJsons){

Teams currently has a 200-channel limit per team. If your list of channels is getting close to that limit, you should figure

out a way to split them into two separate teams.

There are both free solutions on GitHub and paid solutions you can use, depending on your organization’s

requirements to retain Channel History of Public and Private channels. Additionally, this could be scripted into

Teams.

Once you’ve set up your new team and channel structure in Teams, you can copy the exported files into the

appropriate document libraries in your Teams channels.

To automate the importing of your content, there are several approaches you can consider. There are free

solutions on GitHub (ChannelSurf or Slack Export Viewer) and partner solutions. Choose a solution based on

your organization’s needs.

Most solutions will export files. However, they’re typically provided as links in the Channel History that require

an API key to programmatically retrieve.

For files stored in Slack, once you’ve set up your teams and channels in Teams, you can programmatically copy

them from Slack into the target Teams channel.

The following script retrieves files from Slack. It searches the specified Slack export on your computer, creates a

folder in each target channel, and downloads all of the files to that location. Third-party solutions exist that can

extract data. If you need help with PowerShell, read Get started with Azure PowerShell.

https://github.com/tamhinsf/ChannelSurf
https://github.com/hfaran/slack-export-viewer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/get-started-azureps


            foreach ($json in $channelJsons){
                $currentJson = Get-Content -Raw -Path $json.FullName | ConvertFrom-Json
                #Write-Host -ForegroundColor Yellow "$(Get-TimeStamp) Info: Processing $($json.Name) in 
#$($channel.name).."
                #Iterate through every action
                foreach ($entry in $currentJson){
                    #If the action contained file(s)..
                    if($null -ne $entry.files){
                        #Iterate through each file and add it to the List of Files to download
                        foreach ($item in $entry.Files) {
                        $file = New-Object -TypeName File
                            if ($null -ne $item.url_private_download){
                                $file.Name = $item.name
                                $file.Title = $item.Title
                                $file.Channel = $channel.name
                                $file.DownloadURL = $item.url_private_download
                                $file.MimeType = $item.mimetype
                                $file.Size = $item.size
                                $file.ParentPath = $folder.FullName
                                $file.Time = $item.created
                                $files.Add($file)
                            }
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "$(Get-TimeStamp) Step 1 of 2 complete. `n"

Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "$(Get-TimeStamp) Starting step 2 (creating folders and downloading files) 
of 2."
#Determine which Files folders need to be created
$FoldersToMake = New-Object System.Collections.ObjectModel.Collection["string"]
foreach ($file in $files){
    if ($FoldersToMake -notcontains $file.Channel){
        $FoldersToMake.Add($file.Channel)
    }
}

#Create Folders
foreach ($folder in $FoldersToMake){
    #$fullFolderPath = $file.ParentPath + "\Files"
    $fullFolderPath = $ExportPath +"\$($folder)"
    $fullFilesPath = $ExportPath +"\$($folder)\Files"
    if (-not (Test-Path $fullFilesPath)){
        New-Item -Path $fullFolderPath  -Name "Files" -ItemType "directory"
    }
}

#Downloading Files
foreach ($file in $files)
{
    Write-Host -ForegroundColor Yellow "$(Get-TimeStamp) Downloading $($file.Name)."
    $fullFilePath = $file.ParentPath + "\Files\" + $file.Name
        if (-not (Test-Path $fullFilePath)){
            try{
                $request = (New-Object System.Net.WebClient).DownloadFile($file.DownloadURL, $fullFilePath)
            }
            catch [System.Net.WebException]{
                Write-Host -ForegroundColor Red "$(Get-TimeStamp) Error: Unable to download $($file.Name) to 
$($fullFilePath)"
            }   
        }
        else {
            try{
                $extensionPosition = $file.name.LastIndexOf('.')
                $splitFileName = $file.name.Substring(0,$extensionPosition)
                $splitFileExtention = $file.name.Substring($extensionPosition)



                $splitFileExtention = $file.name.Substring($extensionPosition)
                $newFileName = $splitFileName + $file.Time + $splitFileExtention
                $fullFilePath = $file.ParentPath + "\Files\" + $newFileName
                $request = (New-Object System.Net.WebClient).DownloadFile($file.DownloadURL, $fullFilePath)
            }
            catch [System.Net.WebException]{
                Write-Host -ForegroundColor Red "$(Get-TimeStamp) Error: Unable to download $($file.Name) to 
$($fullFilePath)"
            }   
        }
}
Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "$(Get-TimeStamp) Step 2 of 2 complete. `n"
Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "$(Get-TimeStamp) Exiting.."

  Apps and Custom IntegrationsApps and Custom Integrations

  User readiness and adoption planUser readiness and adoption plan

 Move to Teams

Review your list of Slack apps and custom integrations (with configurations) and decide which ones you want to

move to Teams. Check the Teams Marketplace to see if an app is available. If not, there are likely alternatives.

To figure out which apps to add to Teams, it’s important to understand how the app is being used. By asking the

question "what functionality is the app providing to this channel?", you'll learn about the outcome the app is

delivering.

In many cases, apps primarily receive event-driven data from an external service (for example, monitoring

system) and push a message into Slack. You can achieve the same outcome by using a Microsoft 365 Connector

that can push messages into Teams based on events.

Below are examples of Slack solutions where a Microsoft 365 Connector was used in Teams for integration.

Ansible

New Relic

Nagios

ZenDesk

Jenkins

Alerts can be sent to Teams via Ansible webhook

Check out this user solution for sending New Relic alerts to Teams

Alerts can be integrated today via Connectors. https://github.com/isaac-galvan/nagios-teams-notify

App exists in Teams Store

Alerts can be sent to Teams using Jenkins’s Office 365 Connector

The cornerstone of any successful software deployment hinges on how prepared users are for the change. Users

in your organization using Slack will easily understand Teams concepts, but training is still needed to help them

make a smooth transition. For a comprehensive set of Teams adoption resources, go to the Teams adoption hub.

For example, both products feature channels, but they’re used differently in each product. For example, often a

Channel in Slack is used like a chat in Teams for short-term, transactional conversations. Other notable

differences are around threaded/non-threaded conversations and tuning notification settings.

Check out our rich library of End-user Teams video training.

Now that your transition plan is defined, you can begin creating your teams and channels in Teams.

Once you’ve created your teams & channels, begin copying files from Slack channels into Teams and

configuring your apps. If you’re using a solution to retain history, that can be configured now as well. Then

you’re ready to start licensing users (if they aren’t licensed already) and adding them to the appropriate teams.

https://docs.ansible.com/ansible-tower/latest/html/userguide/notifications.html#webhook
https://discuss.newrelic.com/t/new-relic-alerts-not-working-with-microsoft-teams/48609/3
https://github.com/isaac-galvan/nagios-teams-notify
https://plugins.jenkins.io/Office-365-Connector
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-teams-video-training-4f108e54-240b-4351-8084-b1089f0d21d7


To reduce the need for additional exports and file copies, consider removing Slack access at an agreed-upon

date that coincides with each user ’s addition to the team. This avoids needing to re-export and import delta

changes on files and history.

Follow the steps in the diagram below to roll out Teams in your organization. For more information, check out

How to roll out Teams.
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Template type Team membership

Team name Team picture

Team description Channel settings

Team visibility (public or private) Connectors

The ability to create custom templates is not yet suppor ted for EDU customers.The ability to create custom templates is not yet suppor ted for EDU customers.

Private channels and sensitivity labels are currently not supported in team templates. Private channel creation is not

included in template definitions. The sensitivity label option in Create team from templateCreate team from template flow will not be applied to

the team.

A team template in Microsoft Teams is a definition of a team's structure designed around a business need or

project. As an admin, you can use templates to easily deploy consistent teams across your organization. With

templates, your users can quickly create rich collaboration spaces with predefined settings, channels, and apps.

You can manage team templates in the Microsoft Teams admin center or by using PowerShell. You can use the

pre-built templates that we provide and you can also create your own custom templates. You can also apply

template policies to control which templates are available to your users in Teams.

This article gives you an overview of working with team templates in the Teams admin center. You'll learn about

the properties that are supported in templates, the pre-built templates that we provide, template size limits, how

to create and manage templates, and more.

Your users can create teams from pre-built or custom team templates in the Teams app. Developers can also

programmatically create teams from pre-built team templates using Microsoft Graph. To learn more, see Get started with

team templates using Microsoft Graph.

Most properties in a team are included and supported by team templates. But there are a few properties and

features that aren't currently supported. Here's a summary of what's included and what's not included in team

templates.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/get-started-with-teams-templates-in-the-admin-console.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-from-a-template-a90c30f3-9940-4897-ab5b-988e69e4cd9c


Team settings (for example, member, guest, @ mentions) Files and content

Autofavorite channel

Installed app

Pinned tabs
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NOTENOTE

 Pre-built team templates in the Teams admin center
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Adopt Office 365 com.microsoft.teams.template.AdoptOffice365Channels:

Apps:

Manage a project com.microsoft.teams.template.ManageAProjectChannels:

Apps:

We'll be adding more template capabilities in future releases of Microsoft Teams, so check back for the most up-to-date

information on supported properties.

Here are the pre-built team templates that are available in the Teams admin center. Pre-built templates are

templates that we created for specific industries. To view these templates, in the left navigation of the Teams

admin center, go to TeamsTeams > Team templatesTeam templates .

You can duplicate pre-built templates but you can't edit them. If you want to change the properties in a pre-built

template, you can create a new template from an existing one, and then add or remove the properties that you

want. Keep in mind that certain properties in some templates can't be changed.

General

Announcements

Champions corner

Team forms

Calendar

Wiki

Channel calendar

Milestones

Bulletins

General

Announcements

Resources

Planning

Wiki

OneNote

Tasks

Lists

Power Automate



Manage an event com.microsoft.teams.template.ManageAnEventChannels:

Apps:

Onboard employees com.microsoft.teams.template.OnboardEmployeesChannels:

Apps:

Organize help desk com.microsoft.teams.template.OrganizeHelpDeskChannels:

Apps:
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General

Announcements

Budget

Content

Logistics

Planning

Marketing and PR

Wiki

Website

YouTube

Tasks

OneNote

Employee ideas

Issue Reporter

Power Automate

Bulletins

Milestones

General

Announcements

Employee chat

Training

Wiki

Communities

Tasks

Employee ideas

Power Automate

Bulletins

Milestones

General

Announcements

FAQ

Wiki

OneNote

Tasks

Praise

Issue Reporter

Power Automate

Bulletins



Patient care com.microsoft.teams.template.healthcareWardChannels:

Apps:

Crisis communication com.microsoft.teams.template.CollaborateOnAGlobalCrisisOrEventChannels:

Apps:
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General

Announcements

Huddles

Rounds

Staffing

Training

Wiki

Lists

Approvals

Bulletins

Inspection

General

Announcements

World news

Internal comms

External comms

Approvals request

Customer escalations

Executive update

Planning

Logistics

Website

Tasks

Issue Reporter

Approvals

Bulletins

OneNote

Power Automate

SharePoint



Bank branch com.microsoft.teams.template.CollaborateWithinABankBranchChannels:

Apps:

Incident response com.microsoft.teams.template.CoordinateIncidentResponseChannels:

Apps:
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General

Announcements

Huddles

Customer meetings

Approvals Request

Coaching

Skills development

Loan processing

Customer complaints

Kudos

Fun stuff

Compliance

Praise

Issue Reporter

Wiki

Calendar

Approvals

Bulletins

Ideas

General

Announcements

Logistics

Planning

Recovery

Urgent

Wiki

Excel

OneNote

SharePoint

Tasks

Approvals

Inspection

Power Automate

Bulletins

Milestones



Hospital com.microsoft.teams.template.healthcareHospitalChannels:

Apps:

Organize a store com.microsoft.teams.template.retailStoreChannels:

Apps:

Retail for managers com.microsoft.teams.template.retailManagerCollaborationChannels:

Apps:
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General

Announcements

Compliance

Custodial

Human resources

Pharmacy

Wiki

Lists

Tasks

Approvals

Shifts

Bulletins

Inspection

Ideas

General

Shift handoff

Store readiness

Learning

Wiki

Tasks

Shifts

Inspection

General

Operations

Learning

Wiki

Tasks

Inspection



Quality and safety com.microsoft.teams.template.QualitySafetyChannels:

Apps:

Manage volunteers com.microsoft.teams.template.ManageVolunteersChannels:

Apps:
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  Team templates by category and industryTeam templates by category and industry

 Team template size limits

General

Announcements

Leadership

Maintenance

Production Line 1

Production Line 2

Production Line 3

Health and Safety

Training

Fun stuff

Wiki

Tasks

Issue Reporter

Inspection

General

Announcements

Reporting

Volunteer Management

Engagement Opportunities

Volunteer Onboarding

Website

YouTube

Power BI

Power Apps

Tasks

SharePoint

OneNote

¹App added to the channel as a tab.

For more information about ways to use the pre-built templates in your industry, see:

Financial team templates

General team templates

Government team templates

Healthcare team templates

Manufacturing team templates

Nonprofit team templates

Retail team templates

Templates are limited to a specific number of channels, tabs, and apps.

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/retail-teams-templates-in-the-admin-console.html


NOTENOTE

F EAT UREF EAT URE L IM ITL IM IT

Channels per template 15

Tabs per channel in a template 20

Apps per template 50

 Manage team templates
  Manage team templates in the Teams admin centerManage team templates in the Teams admin center
  View team templatesView team templates

  Create your own team templatesCreate your own team templates

  Apply team template policiesApply team template policies

  Manage team templates using PowerShellManage team templates using PowerShell

 Related articles

You can add more channels, tabs, and apps to the team after it's created from a template.

For more information, see Limits and specifications of Teams.

To view team templates, in the left navigation of the Teams admin center, go to TeamsTeams > Team templatesTeam templates .

Select a template to see more details, including the channels and apps it contains.

You can create your own custom templates from scratch, from an existing team, and from an existing template.

To learn more, see:

Create a custom team template

Create a template from an existing team

Create a team template from an existing team template

To control the templates that users see in Teams for creating teams, you can set templates policies and assign

them to users and groups in your organization. To learn more, see Manage team templates in the Teams admin

center.

Use the following cmdlets to manage your templates in PowerShell.

Get-CsTeamTemplate

Get-CsTeamTemplateList

New-CsTeamTemplate

Remove-CsTeamTemplate

Update-CsTeamTemplate

Create a team from a template

Get started with team templates using Microsoft Graph

Clone a team

https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-with-team-templates-702a2977-e662-4038-bef5-bdf8ee47b17b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csteamtemplate?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csteamtemplatelist?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csteamtemplate?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/remove-csteamtemplate?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/update-csteamtemplate?view=teams-ps
https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-with-team-templates-702a2977-e662-4038-bef5-bdf8ee47b17b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-clone?view=graph-rest-1.0&tabs=http
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 Team template capabilities
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Template type Team membership

Team name Team picture

Team description Channel settings

Team visibility (public or private) Connectors

Team settings (for example, member, guest, @ mentions) Files and content

Auto-favorite channel

Installed app

Pinned tabs

Team templates currently don't support creating private channels. Private channel creation isn't included in template

definitions.

A team template in Microsoft Teams is a definition of a team's structure designed around a business need or

project. With team templates, you can quickly and easily create rich collaboration spaces with predefined

settings, channels, and apps. Team templates can help you to deploy consistent teams across your organization.

With Microsoft Graph, you use the pre-built team templates that are included with Teams to create teams. In this

article, you'll learn about the properties that can be defined in templates and the templates that are available

only with Microsoft Graph.

This article is for you if you're:

Responsible for planning, deploying, and managing multiple teams across your organization

A developer wanting to programmatically create a team with predefined channels and apps

Most properties in a team are included and supported by templates. But there are a few properties and features

that aren't currently supported. Here's a quick summary of what's included and what's not included in team

templates.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/get-started-with-teams-templates.md
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 Pre-built templates
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Standard https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/

teamsTemplates('standard')

No additional apps and properties

Education -
Class Team

https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/

teamsTemplates('educationClass')

Apps:

Team properties:

Education -
Staff Team

https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/

teamsTemplates('educationStaff')

Apps:

Education -
PLC team

https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/

teamsTemplates('educationProfessionalLearningCommunity')

Apps:

NOTENOTE

 Related articles

We'll be adding more template capabilities in future releases of Microsoft Teams, so check back for the most up-to-date

information on supported properties.

Pre-built team templates are templates that we created for specific industries. Here's the pre-built templates that

are available only with Microsoft Graph.

OneNote Class Notebook
(pinned to the GeneralGeneral tab)

Assignments app (pinned to
the GeneralGeneral tab)

Team visibility set to
HiddenMembershipHiddenMembership (cannot
be overridden)

OneNote Staff Notebook
(pinned to the GeneralGeneral tab)

OneNote PLC Notebook
(pinned to the GeneralGeneral tab)

For a list of pre-built templates that you can use in the Teams client and with Microsoft Graph, see Get started with team

templates in the Teams admin center.

Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center

Create a team (in preview)

New-Team

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-post?view=graph-rest-beta
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-team?view=teams-ps
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 Company-Wide template
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SMB - 
Company-wide

https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/

teamsTemplates('SmallBusinessOrgWide')

Channels

Apps

Team properties

  RequestRequest

Team templates in Microsoft Teams allow you to quickly and easily create teams by providing a predefined team

structure of settings, channels, and pre-installed apps.

For small and medium businesses, templates can be especially powerful, as they help you to quickly deploy

Teams across your organization. Templates also help users to get oriented with how to effectively use Teams.

This article is for you if you're responsible for planning, deploying, and managing multiple teams across your

organization.

We currently offer three pre-built templates for small and medium businesses that you can use for various

situations. All templates create private teams. After you create the teams and are ready to roll out to your

organization, you can set the privacy to Org-Wide or Public, as appropriate.

To learn more about team templates in general, see Get started with team templates using Microsoft Graph.

The Company-Wide template is meant for communication and collaboration for the entire company. You can

use the General channel for company-wide announcements, industry news or executive posts. The Human

Resources channel is a great place to consolidate all HR-related activities like job posts, new employee

onboarding, training, and development. The Fun Stuff channel provides a social platform for all random and fun

posts.

General*

Human Resources*

Fun Stuff*

Company Portal (Website
pinned to the HumanHuman
ResourcesResources channel)

Team visibility set to Private

*Auto-favorited channels

To create the Company-Wide team by taking default settings from the pre-defined template, supply the JSON

representation of the team object in the request body. To learn more about how to deploy team templates, see

the Microsoft Graph article on creating a Team.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/smb-templates.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-post?view=graph-rest-beta


POST https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teams 
Content-Type: application/json 
{
    "template@odata.bind": "https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teamsTemplates('SmallBusinessOrgWide')",
    "displayName": "Org-wide",
    "description": "All posts that are relevant for entire company (e.g. Company-wide announcements, Exec 
posts, employee poll/feedback).",
    "visibility": "Private"
}

 Executive Team template
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SMB - 
Executives Team

https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/

teamsTemplates('SmallBusinessExecutive')

Channels

Apps

Team properties

  RequestRequest

POST https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teams 
Content-Type: application/json 
{
    "template@odata.bind": "https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teamsTemplates('SmallBusinessExecutive')",
    "displayName": "Executive",
    "description": "All posts, announcements and daily collaboration and communication for the company's 
leadership team.",
    "visibility": "Private"
}

 Departmental Team template

The Executive Team template is ideal for creating a team for company executives to communicate and

collaborate on company initiatives like annual priorities, fiscal budgets, strategic initiatives, and top clients. This

template comes with a private channel to invite select users for specific topics.

General*

Private *

OneNote (pinned to the
PrivatePrivate channel)

Planner (pinned to the PrivatePrivate
channel)

Team visibility set to Private

*Auto-favorited channels

To create the Executives team by taking default settings from the pre-defined template, supply the JSON

representation of the team object in the request body. To learn more about how to deploy team templates, see

the Microsoft Graph article on creating a Team.

The Departmental team template can be used for creating a team for individual departments or for projects. The

Finance team template is ideal for all posts, announcements, and daily collaboration and communication within

the Finance team members and executive team members as appropriate. The template comes with a private

channel to invite select users for specific topics.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-post?view=graph-rest-beta
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SMB - 
Finance

https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/

teamsTemplates('SmallBusinessFinance')

Channels

Apps

Team properties

  RequestRequest

POST https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teams 
Content-Type: application/json 
{
    "template@odata.bind": "https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teamsTemplates('SmallBusinessFinance')",
    "displayName": "Finance",
    "description": "All posts, announcements and daily collaboration and communication within the Finance 
team members (and exec team members as appropriate).",
    "visibility": "Private"
}

  Example: Finance Team template extension scriptExample: Finance Team template extension script

{
  "template@odata.bind": "https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teamsTemplates('standard')",
  "displayName": "Finance",
  "description": "Finance Team",
  "channels": 
   [
        {
            "displayName": "Private",
            "isFavoriteByDefault": true,
            "description": "Invite a more select audience for specific topics.",
             "tabs": 
             [
                {
                    "teamsApp@odata.bind": 
"https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/appCatalogs/teamsApps('0d820ecd-def2-4297-adad-78056cde7c78')",
                    "name": "OneNote"
                },
                {
                    "teamsApp@odata.bind": 
"https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/appCatalogs/teamsApps('com.microsoft.teamspace.tab.planner')",

We also provide the script below for the Finance team that can be used to extend the template to additional

departments or specific projects by adding, deleting from, or editing to your liking. For example, if you have a

Marketing department, then the script can be adapted by renaming the team from Finance to Marketing to

create a new Marketing team

General*

Private *

OneNote (pinned to the
PrivatePrivate channel)

Planner (pinned to the PrivatePrivate
channel)

Team visibility set to Private

*Auto-favorited channels

To create the Finance team by taking default settings from the pre-defined template, supply the JSON

representation of the team object in the request body. To learn more about how to deploy team templates, see

the Microsoft Graph article on creating a Team.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-post?view=graph-rest-beta


"https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/appCatalogs/teamsApps('com.microsoft.teamspace.tab.planner')",
                    "name": "Planner"
                }
            ]
        }
    ],
    "memberSettings": 
    {
        "allowCreateUpdateChannels": true,
        "allowDeleteChannels": true,
       "allowAddRemoveApps": true,
        "allowCreateUpdateRemoveTabs": true,
        "allowCreateUpdateRemoveConnectors": true
    },
    "guestSettings": 
    {
        "allowCreateUpdateChannels": false,
        "allowDeleteChannels": false
    },
    "funSettings": 
    {
        "allowGiphy": true,
        "giphyContentRating": "Moderate",
        "allowStickersAndMemes": true,
        "allowCustomMemes": true
    },
    "messagingSettings": 
    {
        "allowUserEditMessages": true,
        "allowUserDeleteMessages": true,
        "allowOwnerDeleteMessages": true,
        "allowTeamMentions": true,
        "allowChannelMentions": true
    },
    "discoverySettings": 
    {
        "showInTeamsSearchAndSuggestions": true
    },
    "installedApps": 
    [
        {
            "teamsApp@odata.bind": "https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/appCatalogs/teamsApps('0d820ecd-def2-
4297-adad-78056cde7c78')"
        },
        {
            "teamsApp@odata.bind": 
"https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/appCatalogs/teamsApps('com.microsoft.teamspace.tab.planner')"
        }
    ]
}

 Related topics
Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center

Get started with team templates using Microsoft Graph

Create team (in preview)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-post?view=graph-rest-beta
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Custom templates are not yet suppor ted for EDU customers.Custom templates are not yet suppor ted for EDU customers.

A custom team template is a predefined team structure with a set of channels, tabs, and apps. You can develop a

template that helps you create the right collaboration space quickly. Your custom team template uses your

preferred settings.

To get started:

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. In the left navigation, expand TeamsTeams > Team templatesTeam templates .

3. Select AddAdd.

4. In the Team templatesTeam templates  section, select Create a brand new templateCreate a brand new template.

5. In the Template settingsTemplate settings  section, complete the following fields and then select NextNext:

Template name

Template short and long descriptions

Locale visibility

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/create-a-team-template.md
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/videoplayer/embed/RE4P5rx


6. In the channels, tabs, and appschannels, tabs, and apps  section, add any channels and apps that your team needs.

a. In the ChannelsChannels  section, select AddAdd.

b. In the AddAdd dialog, name the channel.

c. Add a description.

d. Decide if the channel should be shown by default.

e. Search for an app name that you want to add to the channel.

f. Select ApplyApply  when finished.

7. Select SubmitSubmit when completed.

Your new template is displayed in the Team templatesTeam templates  list. The template can be used to create a team in Teams.



NOTENOTE

 Customizing Website Tab apps

NOTENOTE

It can take up to 24 hours for teams users to see a custom template change in the gallery.

This feature is in early preview

You might want to specify URLs for website tabs for channels in custom team templates. End users who create

teams with templates will have website tabs that are preset to the specified site URL.

To get started:

1. Create a new team template or edit an existing team template.

2. In the Channels section, add a new channel or select an existing channel and select EditEdit.

3. In the Add an app for this templateAdd an app for this template section, add a Website app.

4. Select the edit icon and input the URL of your choice.



 Known issues

5. Select SaveSave for your tab app edits, and then select ApplyApply  to save your changes.

ProblemProblem: If you've created a team from a custom template that contained additional custom tabs, you might

see blank tabs in place of your custom tab apps. Your default tabs (such as PostsPosts , FilesFiles , and WikiWiki ) will appear as

expected.

SolutionSolution: To fix this issue, remove the custom tab and add a new tab with the same app. If you don't have

permissions to remove the custom tab and add a new tab, contact the team owner for assistance.

We're currently working on a fix for future teams created from custom templates.

ProblemProblem: When using Teams in the browser, some websites don't support being rendered within a Teams tab.



 Related topics

SolutionSolution: If you have trouble viewing the contents of the website tab, you'll be redirected to either open the tab

in a separate webpage, or open Teams in the desktop app instead to view your website tab app.

Get started with team templates in the admin center

Create a template from an existing team

Create a team template from an existing team template
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This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Custom templates are not yet suppor ted for EDU customers.Custom templates are not yet suppor ted for EDU customers.

Microsoft Teams lets you create a template from an existing team that can be saved and modified to meet your

particular organizational needs.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. In the left navigation, expand TeamsTeams > Team templatesTeam templates .

3. Select AddAdd.

4. Select Use an existing team as a templateUse an existing team as a template, and select NextNext.

5. Select a team to use as a starting point by selecting next to the team name, and then select NextNext.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/create-template-from-existing-team.md


NOTENOTE

 Related articles

6. In the Template settingsTemplate settings  section, complete the following fields and then select NextNext:

Template name

Template short and long descriptions

Locale visibility

7. In the channels, tabs, and appschannels, tabs, and apps  section, add any channels and apps that your team needs.

a. In the ChannelsChannels  section, select AddAdd.

b. In the AddAdd dialog, name the channel.

c. Add a description.

d. Decide if the channel should be shown by default.

e. Search for an app name that you want to add to the channel.

f. Select ApplyApply  when finished.

8. Select SubmitSubmit to save your changes.

Your new template is displayed in the Team templatesTeam templates  list. The template can be used to create a team in Teams.

It can take up to 24 hours for teams users to see a custom template in the gallery.

Get started with team templates in the admin center



Create a template from an existing team template

Create a team template
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Custom templates are not yet suppor ted for EDU customers.Custom templates are not yet suppor ted for EDU customers.

Microsoft Teams provides pre-built templates that can be saved and modified to meet your particular

organizational needs.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. In the left navigation, expand TeamsTeams > Team templatesTeam templates .

3. In the Team templatesTeam templates  section, select next to a team template that you want to duplicate to highlight it.

4. Select DuplicateDuplicate.

(Alternatively, you can select AddAdd > Star t with an existing templateStar t with an existing template to open Select the template to useSelect the template to use

as a star ting pointas a star ting point.)

5. In the Select the template to use as a star ting pointSelect the template to use as a star ting point screen, select NextNext.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/create-template-from-existing-template.md


NOTENOTE

 Related articles

The duplicated template opens, and the word CopyCopy  is appended to the name.

6. Complete the following fields and then select NextNext:

Template name

Template short and long descriptions

Locale visibility

7. In the channels, tabs, and appschannels, tabs, and apps  section, modify any existing channels and apps that your team needs.

a. Select a channel to edit, and select EditEdit.

b. ApplyApply  your changes when finished.

8. Add any channels or apps that your team needs.

a. In the ChannelsChannels  section, select AddAdd.

b. In the AddAdd dialog, name the channel.

c. Add a description.

d. Decide if the channel should be shown by default.

e. Search for an app name that you want to add to the channel.

f. Select ApplyApply  when finished.

9. Select SubmitSubmit when you're finished adding channels and apps.

The new template is saved to the template library.

It can take up to 24 hours for teams users to see a custom template in the gallery.

Get started with team templates in the admin center

Create a template from an existing team

Create a team template
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IF  Y O U'RE :IF  Y O U'RE : T H EN ,  Y O U:T H EN ,  Y O U:

An admin or IT pro Manage team templates in the Teams admin center. View
team templates and apply templates policies to control
which templates your staff can use in Teams for creating
teams.

A developer Use Microsoft Graph to create teams from team templates.

 Manage team templates in the Teams admin center

  Collaborate within a bank branchCollaborate within a bank branch

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

Team templates in Microsoft Teams allow you to quickly and easily create teams by providing a predefined team

structure of settings, channels, and pre-installed apps.

For financial services organizations, team templates can be especially powerful, as they help you to quickly

deploy consistent teams across your organization. Templates also help staff to get oriented with how to

effectively use Teams.

Teams includes templates designed for financial services organizations. Use these pre-built templates to quickly

create teams for staff to communicate and collaborate. In this article, we introduce you to each of these

templates and recommend how to use them.

How you manage and work with team templates depends on whether you're an admin or developer.

As an admin, you can manage team templates in the Microsoft Teams admin center. Here, you can view details

about each template. You can also create and assign templates policies to your staff to control which templates

they see in Teams for creating teams.

To learn more about team templates in general, see Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center.

We currently offer the following pre-built team templates for financial services organizations. To view them, in

the left navigation of the Teams admin center, go to TeamsTeams > Team templatesTeam templates .

Centralize collaboration for your bank branch employees across huddles, customer meetings, business

processes such as mortgage collaboration, and keep everyone in the loop with announcements and kudos.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/financial-teams-templates-in-the-admin-console.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-with-team-templates-702a2977-e662-4038-bef5-bdf8ee47b17b


Bank branch CollaborateWithinABankBranch Channels:

Apps:

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

 Use team templates with Microsoft Graph

  Bank branchBank branch

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID T EM P L AT E C H A N N EL ST EM P L AT E C H A N N EL S

Bank branch https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teamsTemplates('CollaborateWithinABankBranch')General
Announcements
Huddles
Customer meetings
Approvals request
Coaching
Skills development
Loan processing
Customer complaints
Kudos
Fun stuff
Compliance

General

Announcements

Huddles

Customer meetings

Approvals request

Coaching

Skills development

Loan processing

Customer complaints

Kudos

Fun stuff

Compliance

Praise

Issue Reporter

Wiki

Calendar

Approvals

Bulletins

Ideas

Developers can use Microsoft Graph to create teams from pre-built team templates. To learn more about using

team templates with Microsoft Graph, see Get started with team templates using Microsoft Graph, Microsoft

Teams API overview, and teamsTemplate resource type.

Centralize collaboration for your bank branch employees across huddles, customer meetings, business

processes such as mortgage collaboration, and keep everyone in the loop with announcements and kudos.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/teams-concept-overview?view=graph-rest-1.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teamstemplate?view=graph-rest-1.0


NOTENOTE

 Related articles

For additional team templates that apply to financial services organizations, see Team templates built in Microsoft Graph

for small and medium businesses.

Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center

Create a team from a template

Get started with team templates using Microsoft Graph

https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-with-team-templates-702a2977-e662-4038-bef5-bdf8ee47b17b
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 Adopt Office 365

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

Adopt Office 365 com.microsoft.teams.template.AdoptOffice365Channels:

Apps:

 Manage a project

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

Team templates in Microsoft Teams allow you to quickly and easily create teams by providing a predefined team

structure of settings, channels, and pre-installed apps.

Use team templates to deploy consistent teams across your organization. Templates can also help users get

oriented with how to effectively use Teams. You can also extend the templates to create teams that are tailored to

your specific organizational needs.

Teams includes pre-built templates that we created for specific business needs and projects. In this article, we

introduce you to the general category of templates that you can use in your organization for various scenarios.

To learn more about team templates in general, see Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center.

Help build, grow, and sustain your Champions community rollout by evangelizing and helping your peers with

the new technology.

General

Announcements

Champions corner

Team forms

Calendar

Wiki

Channel calendar

Milestones

Bulletins

Manage tasks, share documents, conduct project meetings and document risks and decisions with this template

for general project management.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/general-teams-templates-in-the-admin-console.md


Manage a project com.microsoft.teams.template.ManageAProjectChannels:

Apps:

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

 Manage an event

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

Manage an event com.microsoft.teams.template.ManageAnEventChannels:

Apps:

 Onboard employees

General

Announcements

Resources

Planning

Wiki

OneNote

Tasks

Lists

Power Automate

Manage tasks, documents, and collaborate on everything you need to deliver a compelling event. Invite guests

users to have secure collaboration inside and outside of your company.

You might not have access to certain apps based on your app permission policy.

General

Announcements

Budget

Content

Logistics

Planning

Marketing and PR

Wiki

Website

YouTube

Tasks

OneNote

Employee ideas

Issue Reporter

Power Automate

Bulletins

Milestones

Improve your culture and streamline your employee onboarding with this central team for resources, questions,

and a bit of fun.



T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

Onboard employees com.microsoft.teams.template.OnboardEmployeesChannels:

Apps:

 Organize a help desk

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

Organize help desk com.microsoft.teams.template.OrganizeHelpDeskChannels:

Apps:

 Crisis communication

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

General

Announcements

Employee chat

Training

Wiki

Communities

Tasks

Employee ideas

Power Automate

Bulletins

Milestones

Collaborate on documentation, policy, and processes that support your helpdesk. Integrate your existing

ticketing system or use our template to manage requests.

General

Announcements

FAQ

Wiki

OneNote

Tasks

Praise

Issue Reporter

Power Automate

Bulletins

Centralize collaboration for your crisis team across business units and help create business continuity plans,

share remote working tips, track customer communications, and keep everyone in the loop with

announcements and news.



Crisis communication com.microsoft.teams.template.CollaborateOnAGlobalCrisisOrEventChannels:

Apps:

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

 Related articles

General

Announcements

World news

Internal comms

External comms

Approvals request

Customer escalations

Executive update

Planning

Logistics

Website

Tasks

Issue Reporter

Approvals

Bulletins

OneNote

Power Automate

SharePoint

Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center

Create a team from a template

https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-with-team-templates-702a2977-e662-4038-bef5-bdf8ee47b17b
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 Quality and safety

B A SE T EM P L AT E T Y P EB A SE T EM P L AT E T Y P E B A SET EM P L AT E IDB A SET EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
B A SE T EM P L AT EB A SE T EM P L AT E

Quality and safety com.microsoft.teams.template.QualitySafetyChannels:

Apps:

Team templates allow you to quickly and easily create teams by providing a predefined template of settings,

channels, and pre-installed apps.

Team templates have pre-built definitions of team structures designed around manufacturing needs. You can

also extend the team templates to create teams that are tailored to your specific organizational needs.

In this article, we introduce each of the team templates and recommend how to use them.

This article is for you if you're responsible for planning, deploying, and managing multiple teams across your

manufacturing organization. You've already deployed Teams service in your organization. If you haven't yet

rolled out Teams, start by reading the How to roll out Microsoft Teams.

To learn more about team templates in general, refer to Get started with team templates.

Centralize communication, access to resources, and plant operations with a Manufacturing Plant team. Include

policy and procedure documents, training videos, safety notices, shift handover processes.

General

Announcements

Line 1

Line 2

Line 3

Safety

Training

Maintenance

Fun stuff

Wiki

Planner

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manufacturing-teams-templates-in-the-admin-console.md
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 Manage volunteers team template

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

Team templates in Microsoft Teams allow you to quickly and easily create teams by providing a predefined team

structure of settings, channels, and pre-installed apps.

For nonprofit organizations, team templates can be especially powerful, as they help you to quickly deploy

consistent teams across your organization. Templates also help staff to get oriented with how to effectively use

Teams.

Teams includes a Manage volunteers team template designed to streamline volunteer management activities.

Use this pre-built template to quickly create teams for staff to communicate and collaborate on volunteer

management tasks and activities.

In this article, you'll learn about the Manage volunteers team template and how to use it to create a team. This

article also gives you an overview of how to manage team templates in the Teams admin center.

Bring your staff together to communicate and collaborate on volunteer management tasks and activities.

This template includes channels and apps designed to streamline volunteer management activities. Staff can

organize and share onboarding materials and frequently used documents, view reporting, stay up to date on

important team and event announcements, and more. The template also integrates with Volunteer

Management, an app that's part of Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit, enabling staff to manage volunteer

engagement opportunities within Teams.

Here's the channels and apps that come with the Manage volunteers team template.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/team-templates-nonprofit.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/industry/nonprofit/volunteer-management-use
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/industry/nonprofit/


Manage volunteers ManageVolunteers Channels:

Apps:

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

 Create a team using the Manage volunteers team template
  Create the teamCreate the team

  Add the Volunteer Management app to the Power Apps tabAdd the Volunteer Management app to the Power Apps tab

 View and manage team templates in the Teams admin center

General

Announcements

Reporting

Volunteer Management

Engagement Opportunities

Volunteer Onboarding

Website¹

Power BI¹

Power Apps¹

Tasks¹

SharePoint¹

OneNote¹

Website

YouTube

Power BI

Power Apps

Tasks

SharePoint

OneNote

¹App added to the channel as a tab.

It takes only a few quick steps to create a team from the Manage volunteers template.

1. In Teams, go to TeamsTeams > Join or create a teamJoin or create a team > Create teamCreate team.

2. Choose the Manage volunteersManage volunteers  team template.

3. Choose a privacy level:

4. Give your team a name and add a description. You can also rename channels to customize the team.

5. Select CreateCreate.

Pr ivatePrivate: People need permission from the team owner to join the team.

PublicPublic: Anyone in your organization can join the team.

To learn more, see Create a team with a team template.

To use the Volunteer Management app in Teams, add it to the Power Apps tab in the Volunteer Management

channel.

1. In Teams, go to the team you created, choose the Volunteer Management channel, and then select the PowerPower

AppsApps  tab.

2. In the drop-down list, select Model-dr iven appsModel-dr iven apps , and then search for and select Volunteer ManagementVolunteer Management.

3. Select SaveSave.

To learn more, see Embed a model-driven app as a tab app in Teams.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-with-team-templates-702a2977-e662-4038-bef5-bdf8ee47b17b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/teams/embed-model-driven-teams-tab


 Related articles

If you're an admin, you can view and manage team templates in the Microsoft Teams admin center. To view the

Manage volunteers template, in the left navigation of the Teams admin center, go to TeamsTeams > Team templatesTeam templates .

You can also create and assign templates policies to your users to control which templates they see in Teams for

creating teams.

To learn more about team templates in general, see Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center.

Teams help documentation

Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit documentation

https://support.microsoft.com/teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/industry/nonprofit/
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 Create template policies and assign available templates

Manage the team templates that your end users see by creating templates policies in the admin center. Within

each template policy, you can designate which templates are shown or hidden. Assign different users to different

template policies so that your users view only the subset of team templates specified.

Watch this short video to learn how to manage template policies.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. Expand TeamsTeams > Templates policiesTemplates policies .

3. Select AddAdd.

4. In the Templates Policies SettingsTemplates Policies Settings  section, complete the following fields:

Templates Policy name

Templates Policy short description

5. In the Viewable TemplatesViewable Templates  table, select the templates you want to hide and select HideHide.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/templates-policies.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RWyXL9


 Assign users to the template policies

You can see the templates you've selected to hide in the Hidden TemplatesHidden Templates  table.

6. To unhide certain templates, scroll to the Hidden templatesHidden templates  table.

7. Select the templates to unhide, and then select ShowShow .

The selected templates will appear in your Viewable templatesViewable templates  table.

8. Select SaveSave.

Your new template policy is displayed in the Templates PoliciesTemplates Policies  list.

Users assigned to a policy will only be able to view the viewable templates within that policy.

1. From Templates PoliciesTemplates Policies , select a policy, and then select Manage usersManage users .

2. Type the users to assign to this policy.



NOTENOTE

 Size limits for Template policies

 Frequently asked questions

3. Select ApplyApply .

It might take up to 24 hours for your new policy to take effect for end users.

You can hide a max of 100 templates per policy. The HideHide button is disabled if the given policy already has 100

templates hidden.

Q: Can I batch assign users to team templates policies?Q: Can I batch assign users to team templates policies?

A: Yes, we support batch assignment for template policy in PowerShell. The policy type for this action is

TeamsTemplatePermissionPolicy. Learn more

Q: Can Groups be assigned to team templates policies?Q: Can Groups be assigned to team templates policies?

A: Currently no. This functionality will be available in the future.

Q: If a new template is created, will the template be included in my policies?Q: If a new template is created, will the template be included in my policies?

A: Any new templates will be visible by default. You can choose to hide the template in the admin center in the

Templates Policies section.

Q: What happens if a template is deleted?Q: What happens if a template is deleted?

A: Any deleted templates will no longer be present in any templates policies.

Q: Can I assign multiple users to a template policy in the Teams Admin Center?Q: Can I assign multiple users to a template policy in the Teams Admin Center?

A: Yes.

1. In the Admin center, go to UsersUsers .

2. In the Users list table, select the users you want to assign to a certain templates policy.

3. Select Edit settings, and change the Templates policies field.

4. Select apply. Learn more.

Q: How do I v iew all users assigned to a specific policy?Q: How do I v iew all users assigned to a specific policy?

A: In the Admin center :

1. Go to the UsersUsers  section.

2. Select the filter in the Users list table and filter for the team template policy.

3. Select ApplyApply .

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation


 Related topics

Q: Can I manage templates policies via PowerShell?Q: Can I manage templates policies via PowerShell?

A: No, managing templates in PowerShell isn't supported.

Q: Are templates policies applicable to EDU?Q: Are templates policies applicable to EDU?

A: No, template policies for EDU isn't supported.

Get started with team templates in the admin center

Create a custom team template

Create a template from an existing team

Create a team template from an existing team template

Assign policies to your users in Microsoft Teams - Microsoft Teams | Microsoft Docs

Batch assign users to a policy

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation
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 External access (federation)

NOTENOTE

 Guest access

When you need to communicate and collaborate with people outside your organization, Microsoft Teams has

two options:

External accessExternal access  - A type of federation that allows users to find, call, and chat with people in other

organizations. These people cannot be added to teams unless they are invited as guests.

Guest accessGuest access  - Guest access allows you to invite people from outside your organization to join a team.

Invited people get a guest account in Azure Active Directory.

Note that Teams allows you to invite people outside your organization to meetings. This does not require

external or guest access to be configured.

Set up external access if you need to find, call, chat, and set up meetings with people outside your organization

who use Teams, Skype for Business (online or on premises) or Skype.

By default, external access is enabled for all domains. You can restrict external access by allowing or blocking

specific domains or by turning it off.

To configure external access, see Manage external access.

Microsoft Teams free licenses do not support external access.

Use guest access to add a person from outside your organization to a team, where they can chat, call, meet, and

collaborate on files. A guest can be given nearly all the same Teams capabilities as a native team member. For

more information, see Guest experience in Teams.

Guests are added to your organization's Azure Active Directory as B2B users and must sign in to Teams using

their guest account. This means that they may have to sign out of their own organization to sign in to your

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/communicate-with-users-from-other-organizations.md


 Compare external and guest access

  Things your users can doThings your users can do

USERS C A NUSERS C A N EXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERSEXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERS GUEST SGUEST S

Chat with someone in another
organization

Yes Yes

Call someone in another organization Yes Yes

See if someone from another
organization is available for call or chat

Yes Yes

Search for people in other
organizations

Yes No

Share files No Yes

See the out-of-office message of
someone in another organization

No Yes

Block someone in another
organization

No Yes

Use @mentions Yes Yes

  Things people outside your organization can doThings people outside your organization can do

P EO P L E  O UT SIDE Y O URP EO P L E  O UT SIDE Y O UR
O RGA N IZ AT IO N  C A NO RGA N IZ AT IO N  C A N EXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERSEXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERS GUEST SGUEST S

Access Teams resources No Yes

Be added to a group chat Yes Yes

Be invited to a meeting Yes Yes

Make private calls Yes Yes

View the phone number for dial-in
meeting participants

No Yes

Use IP video Yes Yes

Use screen sharing Yes Yes

Use meet now No Yes

organization.

To configure guest access for Teams, see Collaborate with guests in a team.

The following tables show the differences between using external access (federation) and guests. In both cases,

people outside your organization are identified to your users as being external.

1

2

3

5

4

5

3 5

5

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-as-team


Edit sent messages Yes Yes

Delete sent messages Yes Yes

Use Giphy in conversation Yes Yes

Use memes in conversation Yes Yes

Use stickers in conversation Yes Yes

Presence is displayed Yes Yes

Use @mentions Yes Yes

P EO P L E  O UT SIDE Y O URP EO P L E  O UT SIDE Y O UR
O RGA N IZ AT IO N  C A NO RGA N IZ AT IO N  C A N EXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERSEXT ERN A L  A C C ESS USERS GUEST SGUEST S

 Related topics

3 5

3 5

3 5

3 5

3 5

3

 Provided that the user has been added as a guest and is signed in with the guest account.

 Only by email or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) address.

 Supported for 1:1 chat for Teams Only to Teams Only users from two different organizations. 

 By default, external participants can't see the phone numbers of dialed-in participants. If you want to maintain

the privacy of these phone numbers, select TonesTones  for Entr y/exit announcement typeEntr y/exit announcement type (this prevents the

numbers from being read out by Teams). To learn more, read Turn on or off entry and exit announcements for

meetings in Microsoft Teams. 

 Allowed by default, but can be turned off by the Teams admin

1

2

3

4

5

External access in Teams

Guest access in Teams
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 Plan for external access

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

External access is a way for Teams users from outside your organization to find, call, chat, and set up meetings

with you in Teams. You can also use external access to communicate with people from other organizations who

are still using Skype for Business (online and on-premises) and Skype (in preview).

If you want people from other organizations to have access to your teams and channels, use guest access

instead. For more information about the differences between external access and guest access, see Compare

external and guest access.

Use external access when:

You have users in external domains who need to collaborate. For example, Rob@contoso.com and

Ann@northwindtraders.com are working on a project together along with some others in the

contoso.com and northwindtraders.com domains.

You want the people in your organization to use Teams to contact people in specific businesses outside of

your organization.

You want anyone else in the world who uses Teams to be able to find and contact you, using your email

address.

By default, external access is turned on in Teams, which means that your organization can communicate with all

external domains. If you add blocked domains, all other domains will be allowed; and if you add allowed

domains, all other domains will be blocked. The exception to this rule is if anonymous participants are allowed

in meetings. There are three scenarios for setting up external access in the Teams admin center (UsersUsers  >

External accessExternal access ):

Teams users can add apps when they host meetings or chats with people from other organizations. They can also use

apps shared by people in other organizations when they join meetings or chats hosted by those organizations. The data

policies of the hosting user's organization, as well as the data sharing practices of any third-party apps shared by that

user's organization, are applied.

If you turn off external access in your organization, external users can still join meetings through anonymous join. To learn

more, see Manage meeting settings in Teams.

Allow all external domainsAllow all external domains : This is the default setting in Teams, and it lets people in your organization

find, call, chat, and set up meetings with people external to your organization in any domain.

In this scenario, your users can communicate with all external domains that are running Teams or Skype

for Business or are allowing all external domains or have added your domain to their allow list.

Allow only specific external domainsAllow only specific external domains : By adding domains to an AllowAllow  list, you limit external access

to only the allowed domains. Once you set up a list of allowed domains, all other domains will be

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-external-access.md
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 Allow or block domains

 Communicate with Skype users (preview)

blocked. To allow specific domains, click Add a domainAdd a domain, add the domain name, click Action to take onAction to take on

this domainthis domain, and then select AllowedAllowed.

Block specific domainsBlock specific domains  - By adding domains to a BlockBlock list, you can communicate with all external

domains except the ones you've blocked. To block specific domains, click Add a domainAdd a domain, add the domain

name, click Action to take on this domainAction to take on this domain, and then select BlockedBlocked. Once you set up a list of blocked

domains, all other domains will be allowed.

Block all external domainsBlock all external domains  - Prevents people in your organization from finding, calling, chatting, and

setting up meetings with people external to your organization in any domain.

The allowed or blocked domains only apply to meetings if anonymous access to meetings is "off".

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

To allow specific domains

1. In the Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers  > External accessExternal access .

2. Under Choose which domains your users have access toChoose which domains your users have access to, choose Allow only specific externalAllow only specific external

domainsdomains .

3. Select Allow domainsAllow domains .

4. In the DomainDomain box, type the domain that you want to allow and then click DoneDone.

5. If you want to allow another domain, click Add a domainAdd a domain.

6. Click SaveSave.

To block specific domains

1. In the Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers  > External accessExternal access .

2. Under Choose which domains your users have access toChoose which domains your users have access to, choose Block only specific externalBlock only specific external

domainsdomains .

3. Select Block domainsBlock domains .

4. In the DomainDomain box, type the domain that you want to allow and then click DoneDone.

5. If you want to block another domain, click Add a domainAdd a domain.

6. Click SaveSave.

Make sure the admin in the other Teams organization completes these same steps. For example, in their

allowed domainsallowed domains  list, their admin needs to enter the domain for your business if they limit the organizations

that can communicate with their users.

Follow these steps to let Teams users in your organization chat with and call Skype users. Teams users can then

search for and start a one-on-one text-only conversation or an audio/video call with Skype users and vice versa.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center



 Block unsolicited contact with external unmanaged Teams users

 Test access

1. In the left navigation, go to UsersUsers  > External accessExternal access .

2. Turn on the Allow users in my organization to communicate with Skype usersAllow users in my organization to communicate with Skype users  setting.

To learn more about the ways that Teams users and Skype users can communicate, including limitations that

apply, see Teams and Skype interoperability.

Follow these steps to keep Teams users in your organization from unsolicited contact with external Teams users

whose accounts are not managed by an organization.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to UsersUsers  > External accessExternal access .

2. Follow one of these steps:

To block Teams users in your organization from communicating with external Teams users whose

accounts are not managed by an organization, turn off the People in my organization canPeople in my organization can

communicate with Teams users whose accounts aren't managed by an organizationcommunicate with Teams users whose accounts aren't managed by an organization

setting and clear the External users with Teams accounts not managed by an organizationExternal users with Teams accounts not managed by an organization

can contact users in my organizationcan contact users in my organization checkbox.

To let Teams users in your organization communicate with external Teams users whose accounts

are not managed by an organization if your Teams users have initiated the contact, turn on the

People in my organization can communicate with Teams users whose accounts aren'tPeople in my organization can communicate with Teams users whose accounts aren't

managed by an organizationmanaged by an organization setting and clear the External users with Teams accounts notExternal users with Teams accounts not

managed by an organization can contact users in my organizationmanaged by an organization can contact users in my organization checkbox.

To let Teams users in your organization communicate with external Teams users whose accounts

are not managed by an organization and receive requests to communicate with those external

Teams users, turn on the People in my organization can communicate with Teams usersPeople in my organization can communicate with Teams users

whose accounts aren't managed by an organizationwhose accounts aren't managed by an organization setting and select the External usersExternal users

with Teams accounts not managed by an organization can contact users in mywith Teams accounts not managed by an organization can contact users in my

organizationorganization checkbox.

To test your setup, you need a Teams user who's not behind your firewall.

1. After you and the admin from the organization have changed the External accessExternal access  settings, you should

be good to go.

2. In the Teams app, search for the person by email address, and send a request to chat.

3. Ask your Teams contact to send you a request to chat. If you don't receive their request, the problem is

your firewall settings (assuming they've already confirmed their firewall settings are correct).

4. Another way to test whether the problem is your firewall is to go to a WiFi location not behind your

firewall. such as a coffee shop, and use Teams to send a request to your contact to chat. If the message

goes through at the WiFi location, but does not when you're at work, then you know the problem is your

firewall.
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 Common external access scenarios

  Enable federationEnable federation

IF  Y O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N  ISIF  Y O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N  IS EN A B L E  F EDERAT IO N  A S F O L LO W SEN A B L E  F EDERAT IO N  A S F O L LO W S

Online with no Skype for Business on-premises. This includes
organizations that have TeamsOnly users and/or Skype for
Business Online users.

If using Teams Admin Center: 
- Make sure the domains that you want to communicate
with are allowed in External Access.

If using PowerShell:
- Ensure the tenant is enabled for federation: 
Get-CsTenantFederationConfiguration  must show 

AllowFederatedUsers=true . 

- Ensure the user’s effective value of 
CsExternalAccessPolicy  has 

EnableFederationAccess=true .

- If you are not using open federation, ensure the target
domain is listed in AllowedDomains  of 

CsTenantFederationConfiguration .

Pure on-premises In on-premises tools: 
- Ensure federation is enabled in 
CsAccessEdgeConfiguration .

- Ensure federation for the user is enabled through 
ExternalAccessPolicy  (either through the global policy,

site policy, or user assigned policy). 
- If you are not using open federation, ensure the target
domain is listed in AllowedDomains .

Hybrid with some users online (in either Skype for Business
or Teams) and some users on-premises.

Follow above steps for both online and on-premises
organizations.

  Delivery of incoming chats and callsDelivery of incoming chats and calls

IF  Y O U WA N T  TOIF  Y O U WA N T  TO DO  T H IS:DO  T H IS:

Ensure incoming federated chats and calls arrive in the user’s
Teams client:

Configure your users to be TeamsOnly.

Ensure incoming federated chats and calls arrive in the user’s
Skype for Business client

Configure your users to be in any mode other than
TeamsOnly.

If you and another user both turn on external access and allow one another's domains, this will work. If it doesn't work,

the other user should make sure their configuration isn't blocking your domain.

The following sections describe how to enable federation for common external access scenarios, and how the

TeamsUpgradePolicy determines delivery of incoming chats and calls.

To enable users in your organization to communicate with users in another organization, both organizations

must enable federation. The steps to enable federation for a given organization depend on whether the

organization is purely online, hybrid, or purely on-premises.

Incoming chats and calls from a federation organization will land in the user ’s Teams or Skype for Business

client depending on the recipient user ’s mode in TeamsUpgradePolicy.



  Enable federation between users in your organization and consumer users of SkypeEnable federation between users in your organization and consumer users of Skype

IF  Y O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N  ISIF  Y O UR O RGA N IZ AT IO N  IS EN A B L E  C O N SUM ER F EDERAT IO N  A S F O L LO W SEN A B L E  C O N SUM ER F EDERAT IO N  A S F O L LO W S

Pure online with no Skype for Business on-premises. This
includes organizations that have TeamsOnly users and/or
Skype for Business Online users.

If using Teams Admin Center: 
-Make sure Allow users in my organization toAllow users in my organization to
communicate with Skype userscommunicate with Skype users  is enabled in External
Access.

If using PowerShell: 
-Ensure the tenant is enabled for federation: 
Get-CsTenantFederationConfiguration  must show 

AllowPublicUsers=true . 

- Ensure the user’s effective value of 
CsExternalAccessPolicy  has 

EnablePublicCloudAccess=true .

Pure on-premises In on-premises tools: 
- Ensure Skype is enabled as a federated partner. 
- Ensure EnablePublicCloudAccess=true  for the user

through ExternalAccessPolicy  (either via global policy,

site policy, or user assigned policy).

Hybrid with some users online (in either Skype for Business
or Teams) and some users on-premises.

Follow above steps for both online and on-premises
organizations.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Federation Diagnostic Tool

 Related topics

To enable federation between users in your organization and consumer users of Skype:

You don't have to add any Skype domainsSkype domains as allowed domains in order to enable Teams or Skype for Business Online

users to communicate with Skype users inside or outside your organization. All Skype domainsSkype domains are allowed.

If you're an administrator, you can use the following diagnostic tool to validate a Teams user can communicate

with a federated Teams user :

1. Select Run TestsRun Tests  below, which will populate the diagnostic in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center.

Run Tests: Teams Federation

2. In the Run diagnostic pane, enter the Session Initiation Protocol (S IP) AddressSession Initiation Protocol (S IP) Address  and the FederatedFederated

tenant's domain nametenant's domain name, and then select Run TestsRun Tests .

3. The tests will return the best next steps to address any tenant or policy configurations that are preventing

communication with the federated user.

Native chat experience for external (federated) users

https://aka.ms/TeamsFederationDiag
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 How do I know if I'm in a native chat?

 What happens if a user isn't in Teams Only mode anymore?

 Related topics

When a Microsoft Teams user is chatting with an external (federated) user, the chat experience is limited to text.

However, if both your Teams user and the person in another organization are in the TeamsOnly upgrade mode,

you can have a "native-Teams chat experience," which includes rich formatting, @mentions, and other chat

features.

The native chat experience for people in other organizations is turned on for all Teams tenants, but not all people

are eligible. To be offered a native chat experience, both the sender and receiver need to be configured for

TeamsOnly upgrade mode. To learn more about upgrade policies, read Setting your coexistence and upgrade

settings.

To see a list of capabilities for external access users in Teams, see Compare external and guest access.

If you can only exchange text in your chat with people in other organizations, then you're in a standard external-

access (federated) chat. If you've got other chat functionality, including formatting, @mentions, emojis, etc., then

you're in a native Teams chat.

Teams periodically checks the upgrade mode for people in other organizations and, when it finds an them

running Teams in the TeamsOnly upgrade mode, it'll prompt you to switch to a native Teams chat and lock the

original chat.

When you switch to a native Teams chat, Teams doesn't merge the two conversations. Instead, you'll see both of

the chats in your chat feed. The new, native-Teams chat is active, but the old, text-only chat is locked.

If you were having a native Teams chat with people in other organizations and then one of you gets switched out

of the TeamsOnly upgrade mode, Teams locks the native Teams chat and gives you a link for a limited, text-only

chat. You won't be able to continue in the native Teams chat. You can still read the native Teams chat, but you

can't continue the conversation there.

If Teams finds an old text-only chat with this person, it'll revive that chat. Otherwise, Teams creates a new text-

only chat.

Manage external access in Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/native-chat-for-external-users.md
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NOTENOTE

 Chat and calling experience

  Teams user starts a chat or call with a Skype userTeams user starts a chat or call with a Skype user

  Skype user starts a chat or call with a Teams userSkype user starts a chat or call with a Teams user

NOTENOTE

  

This article gives you an overview of the interoperability capabilities between Microsoft Teams and Skype

(Consumer). Learn how Teams users and Skype users can communicate through chats and calls and the admin

controls that apply.

Teams users in your organization can chat with and call Skype users by using their email address and vice versa.

Teams users can search for and start a one-on-one text-only conversation or an audio/video call with a Skype

user.

Skype users can search for and start a one-on-one text-only conversation or an audio/video call with a Teams

user.

These capabilities are available on the desktop, web, and mobile (Android and iOS) clients for both Teams and

Skype. For an optimal experience, we recommend Skype version 8.58 and later.

The Teams and Skype interop capabilities discussed in this article aren't available in GCC, GCC High, or DOD deployments,

or in private cloud environments.

Here's an overview of the chat and calling experience.

Teams users can search for a Skype user by typing their email address in a new chat or in the search bar. The

Teams user can then select the Skype user in the search results to start a chat or call with them.

A Skype user may choose not to appear in search results. In this case, they won't show up in the search results in

Teams and Teams users won't be able to find them.

Skype users can search for and start a chat with a Teams user by using their email address. The Teams user is

notified that they have a new message from a Skype user, and has to first accept the message before they can

reply to it.

If the Teams user selects AcceptAccept, the conversation is accepted, and both users can chat and call each other.

If the Teams user selects BlockBlock , the conversation is blocked, and subsequent messages and calls from that

Skype user are blocked.

If the Teams user selects View messagesView messages , the message is displayed in Teams, which helps the user decide

whether to accept or block the conversation.

If you upgraded from Skype for Business to Teams and your users are in Teams Only mode, chats and calls from Skype

users to Teams users are delivered to Teams. If your users are in Islands mode, chats and calls from Skype users to Teams

users are delivered to Skype for Business.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-skype-interop.md


Teams user blocks or unblocks a Skype userTeams user blocks or unblocks a Skype user

 Limitations

 Set whether Teams users can communicate with Skype users

  In the Microsoft Teams admin centerIn the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

After a Teams user accepts or blocks the initial conversation request from a Skype user, they can choose to block

or unblock that person at any time. They can do this either in the conversation or in their privacy settings in

Teams. Skype users won't know that they've been blocked.

Blocked Skype users, along with other people and public switched telephone network (PSTN) phone numbers

that a Teams user has blocked, are listed on the user's blocked contact list in Teams.

Conversations are text-only. This means that there's no rich formatting, @mentions, emojis, or other any of

the other chat features that are available in a native Teams chat experience.

Conversations are one-on-one only. Group chats aren't supported.

Teams users and Skype users can't see each other's presence.

Searching for Skype users by using their Skype ID or phone number isn't supported.

Skype users can't call Teams users who set up call forwarding to another user's number, a delegate's number,

or a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) number. Only voicemail is supported.

Interop escalation, group calls, and meetings aren't supported.

The ability for a delegate to call a Skype user on behalf of a Teams user isn't supported.

Screen sharing with chat isn't supported.

As an admin, you use the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell to set external access settings to control

whether Teams users in your organization can communicate with Skype users. By default, this capability is

turned on for new tenants. However, there's a prerequisite that the following DNS SRV record needs to be

configured by the IT Admin if not already available for your domain, for example _sipfederationtls.contoso.com.

Ser viceSer vice: sipfederationtls

ProtocolProtocol : TCP

Prior ityPr ior ity : 100

WeightWeight: 1

Por tPor t: 5061

TargetTarget: sipfed.online.lync.com

If you upgraded from Skype for Business to Teams, the external communications settings that you configured in

the Skype for Business admin center are migrated to Teams.

In the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings  > External accessExternal access , and then turn on UsersUsers

can communicate with Skype userscan communicate with Skype users . For step-by-step guidance on how to configure this and other external

access settings, see Manage external access in Teams.

Do the following:

1. Use the Set-CsExternalAccessPolicy cmdlet together with the EnablePublicCloudAccess  parameter to

control whether Teams users can communicate with Skype users. Setting the parameter to true  allows

Teams users to communicate with Skype users. You can use the EnablePublicCloudAudioVideoAccess

parameter to enable/disable audio/video calls.

2. Use the Set-CsTenantPublicProvider cmdlet together with the Provider  parameter set to "WindowsLive"

so that Teams users can communicate with Skype users.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csexternalaccesspolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cstenantpublicprovider


 

Related topics
Manage external access in Teams

Teams PowerShell overview
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Set up guest access

With guest access, you can provide access to teams, documents in channels, resources, chats, and applications to

people outside your organization, while maintaining control over your corporate data. See Set up secure

collaboration with Microsoft 365 and Microsoft Teams. Guest access in Teams is an organization-wide setting

and is turned on by default. You can control guest access to individual teams by using sensitivity labels.

If you just want to find, call, chat, and set up meetings with people in other organizations, use external access.

A guest is someone who isn't an employee, student, or member of your organization. They don't have a school

or work account with your organization. For example, guests may include partners, vendors, suppliers, or

consultants. Anyone who is not part of your organization can be added as guest in Teams. This means that

anyone with a business account (that is, an Azure Active Directory account) or consumer email account (with

Outlook.com, Gmail.com or others) can participate as a guest in Teams, with access to teams and channel

experiences.

Guests in Teams are covered by the same compliance and auditing protection as the rest of Microsoft 365, and

can be managed within Azure AD. Guest access is subject to Azure AD and Microsoft 365 or Office 365 service

limits.

The guest experience has limitations by design. For a full list of what a guest can and can't do in Teams, see

comparison of team member and guest capabilities.

Guests follow Teams Org-wide settings for the coexistence Upgrade mode. This can't be changed.

To set up guest access, see Collaborate with guests in a team.

To compare external access (federation) with guest access (and decide which one you should use), read

Communicate with users from other organizations in Teams.

Guest access in Teams requires configuring other settings in Microsoft 365, including settings in Azure AD,

Microsoft 365 Groups, and SharePoint. If you're ready to start inviting guests to teams, read one of the

following:

To configure guest access for Teams for general use, see Collaborate with guests in a team.

To collaborate with a partner organization that uses Azure Active Directory and allow guests to self-enroll for

team access, see Create a B2B extranet with managed guests.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/guest-access.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/setup-secure-collaboration-with-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitivity-labels-teams-groups-sites
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-as-team
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-as-team
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/b2b-extranet
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  Turning guest access offTurning guest access off

 How a guest becomes a member of a team

NOTENOTE

 Licensing for guest access

 Guest access reviews

If you're an administrator, and you're having trouble with Guest Access in Microsoft Teams, select Run TestsRun Tests  below, which

will populate the Guest Access diagnostic in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center. These tests will check your configuration

and quickly recommend next steps to enable Guest Access for your tenant.

Run Tests: Guest Access

If you turn guest access off in Teams, existing guests lose access to their team. However, they are not removed

from the team. They are still visible to the team members and can be @mentioned. If you turn Teams guest

access on again, they will regain access.

If you plan to leave guest access off, you may want to advise your team owners to manually remove the guest

accounts from their teams. While these guests won't have access, having their accounts visible in the team could

lead to confusion for other team members.

1. A team owner or a Microsoft 365 admin adds a guest to a team.

2. The guest receives a welcome email from the team owner, with information about the team and what to

expect now that they're a member.

3. The guest accepts the invitation. Guests who have a work or school account in Azure Active Directory can

accept the invitation and authenticate directly. Other users are sent a one-time pass code to validate their

identity (One-time passcode authentication required).

4. After accepting the invitation, the guest can participate in teams and channels, receive and respond to

channel messages, access files in channels, participate in chats, join meetings, collaborate on documents, and

more.

In Teams, guests are clearly identified. A guest's name includes the label (Guest)(Guest) , and a channel includes an icon

to indicate that there are guests on the team. For more details, see What the guest experience is like.

Guests can leave the team at any time from within Teams. For details, see How do I leave a team?

Leaving the team doesn't remove the guest account from your organization's directory. This must be done by a Microsoft

365 global admin or an Azure AD admin.

Guest access can be used with all Microsoft 365 Business Standard, Microsoft 365 Enterprise, and Microsoft 365

Education subscriptions. No additional Microsoft 365 license is necessary. The billing model for Azure AD

External Identities applies to guests in Microsoft 365. Only people from outside your organization can be invited

as guests.

You can use Azure AD to create an access review for group members or users assigned to an application.

Creating recurring access reviews can save you time. If you need to routinely review users who have access to

an application, a team, or are members of a group, you can define the frequency of those reviews.

You can perform a guest access review yourself, ask guests to review their own membership, or ask an

https://aka.ms/TeamsGuestAccessDiagDMC
https://support.office.com/article/add-guests-to-a-team-fccb4fa6-f864-4508-bdde-256e7384a14f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/one-time-passcode
https://support.office.com/article/df38ae23-8f85-46d3-b071-cb11b9de5499
https://support.office.com/article/access-files-in-channels-c593c78a-27c4-4661-a598-682baa30ca7e
https://support.office.com/article/leave-a-team-e481005d-3ec6-4694-b300-375472ba4076
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/b2b/licensing-guidance


 Related topics

application owner or business decision maker to perform the access review. Use the Azure portal to perform

guest access reviews. For more information, see Manage guest access with Azure AD access reviews.

Collaborating with people outside your organization

Block guests from a specific Microsoft 365 group or Microsoft Teams team

Create a secure guest sharing environment

Contact support for business products - Admin Help

Configure Teams with three tiers of protection

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governance/manage-guest-access-with-access-reviews
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-with-people-outside-your-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/per-group-guest-access
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/create-secure-guest-sharing-environment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/contact-support-for-business-products
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/configure-teams-three-tiers-protection
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 Comparison of team member and guest capabilities

C A PA B IL IT Y  IN  T EA M SC A PA B IL IT Y  IN  T EA M S T EA M S USER IN  T H E O RGA N IZ AT IO NT EA M S USER IN  T H E O RGA N IZ AT IO N GUESTGUEST

Create a channel 
Team owners control this setting. 

✓ ✓

Participate in a private chat ✓ ✓

When a guest is invited to join a team, they receive a welcome email message. This message includes some

information about the team and what to expect now that they're a member. The guest must accept the invitation

by selecting Open Microsoft TeamsOpen Microsoft Teams in the email message before they can access the team and its channels.

All team members see a message in the channel thread announcing that the team owner has added a guest and

providing the guest's name. Everyone on the team can identify easily who is a guest. A tag in the upper-right

corner of the channel thread indicates the number of guests on the team and a (Guest)(Guest)  label appears next to

each guest's name.

Check out these videos about the guest experience in Teams:

Join a team as a guest

Join a Teams meeting with guests

The following table compares the Teams functionality available for an organization's team members and its

guests. Teams admins control the features available to guests.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/guest-experience.md
https://support.office.com/article/join-a-team-as-a-guest-928d1eef-61e2-49ec-b754-c2fe86b34824
https://support.office.com/article/join-a-company-meeting-a120c282-063d-46b8-b973-851197ab75d8


Participate in a channel conversation ✓ ✓

Post, delete, and edit messages ✓ ✓

Share a channel file ✓ ✓

Access SharePoint files ✓ ✓

Attach files ✓ Channel posts only

Download private chat files ✓ ✓

Search within files ✓

Share a chat file ✓

Add apps (tabs, bots, or connectors) ✓

Create meetings or access schedules ✓

Access OneDrive for Business storage ✓

Create tenant-wide and
teams/channels guest access policies 

✓

Invite a user outside the Microsoft 365
or Office 365 organization's domain 
Team owners control this setting. 

✓

Create a team ✓

Discover and join a public team ✓

View organization chart ✓

Use inline translation ✓

Become team owner ✓
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C A L L IN G F EAT UREC A L L IN G F EAT URE GUESTGUEST E1 A N D E3 USERE1 A N D E3 USER
E5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC EE5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC E
USERUSER

VOIP calling Yes Yes Yes

Group calling Yes Yes Yes

The following table shows the calling and meeting features available to guests, compared to other types of

users.



Core call controls
supported (hold, mute,
video on/off, screen sharing)

Yes Yes Yes

Transfer target Yes Yes Yes

Can transfer a call Yes Yes Yes

Can consultative transfer Yes Yes Yes

Can add other users to a
call via VOIP

Yes Yes Yes

Can add users by phone
number to a call

No No Yes

Forward target No Yes Yes

Call group target No Yes Yes

Unanswered target No Yes Yes

Can be the target of a
federated call

No Yes Yes

Can make a federated call No Yes Yes

Can immediately forward
their calls

No No Yes

Can simultaneously ring
their calls

No No Yes

Can route their unanswered
calls

No No Yes

Missed calls can go to
voicemail

No No Yes

Have a phone number that
can receive calls

No No Yes

Can dial phone numbers No No Yes

Can access call settings No No Yes

Can change voicemail
greeting

No No Yes

Can change ringtones No No Yes
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E5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC EE5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC E
USERUSER
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Supports TTY No No Yes

Can have delegates No No Yes

Can be a delegate No No Yes

C A L L IN G F EAT UREC A L L IN G F EAT URE GUESTGUEST E1 A N D E3 USERE1 A N D E3 USER
E5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC EE5 A N D EN T ERP RISE  VO IC E
USERUSER
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 Related topics

 This feature will be available soon.1

The Guest user access restrictionsGuest user access restrictions policy in Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) determines permissions for guests in

your directory. There are three policy options.

The Guest users have the same access as members (most inclusive)Guest users have the same access as members (most inclusive) setting means guests have the same

access to directory data as regular users in your directory.

The Guest users have limited access to proper ties and membership of director y objectsGuest users have limited access to proper ties and membership of director y objects  settings means

that guests don't have permissions for certain directory tasks, such as enumerating users, groups, or other directory

resources using Microsoft Graph.

The Guest user access is restricted to proper ties and memberships of their own director y objectsGuest user access is restricted to proper ties and memberships of their own director y objects

(most restrictive)(most restrictive) setting means guests can only access their own directory objects.

To learn more, see What are the default user permissions in Azure Active Directory?

Leave an organization as a guest

Use guest access and external access to collaborate with people outside your organization

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/users-default-permissions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/b2b/leave-the-organization
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Configure guest access in the Teams admin center

Until Februar y 2021Februar y 2021 , guest access is turned off by default. You must turn on guest access for Teams before admins or

team owners can add guests. After you turn on guest access, it might take a few hours for the changes to take effect. If

users see the message Contact your administratorContact your administrator  when they try to add a guest to their team, it's likely that either

guest access hasn't been turned on or the settings aren't effective yet.

After Februar y 2021Februar y 2021 , guest access in Microsoft Teams will be turned on by default for new customers & existing

customers who haven't configured this setting. When this change is implemented, if you've not already configured guest

access capability in Microsoft Teams, that capability will be enabled in your tenant. If you want guest access to remain

disabled for your organization, you'll need to confirm that the guest access setting is set to OffOff instead of Ser viceSer vice

defaultdefault .

Turning on guest access depends on settings in Azure Active Directory, Microsoft 365, SharePoint, and Teams. For more

information, see Collaborate with guests in a team.

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Teams admin center.

2. Select UsersUsers  > Guest accessGuest access .

3. Set Allow guest access in TeamsAllow guest access in Teams to OnOn.

4. Under CallingCalling, MeetingMeeting, and MessagingMessaging, select OnOn or OffOff  for each capability, depending on what you

want to allow for guests.

Make pr ivate callsMake pr ivate calls  – Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to make peer-to-peer calls.

IP videoIP video - Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use video in their calls and meetings.

Screen sharing modeScreen sharing mode – This setting controls the availability of screen sharing for guests.

Meet NowMeet Now  – Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use the Meet Now feature in Microsoft Teams.

Turn this setting to DisabledDisabled to remove the ability for guests to share their screens in Teams.

Turn this setting to S ingle applicationSingle application to allow sharing of individual applications.

Turn this setting to Entire screenEntire screen to allow complete screen sharing.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-guests.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-as-team
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/


Edit sent messagesEdit sent messages  - Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to edit messages they previously sent.

Delete sent messagesDelete sent messages  – Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to delete messages they previously

sent.

ChatChat – Turn this setting OnOn to give guests the ability to use chat in Teams.

Giphy in conversationsGiphy in conversations  – Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use Giphys in conversations. Giphy

is an online database and search engine that allows users to search for and share animated GIF files.

Each Giphy is assigned a content rating.

Giphy content ratingGiphy content rating – Select a rating from the drop-down list:

Memes in conversationsMemes in conversations  - Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use Memes in conversations.

Stickers in conversationsStickers in conversations  – Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use stickers in conversations.

Immersive reader for messagesImmersive reader for messages  - Turn this setting OnOn to allow guests to use immersive reader in

Teams.

Allow all contentAllow all content - Guests will be able to insert all Giphys in chats, regardless of the content

rating.

ModerateModerate - Guests will be able to insert Giphys in chats, but will be moderately restricted from

adult content.

Str ictStr ict – Guests can insert Giphys in chats, but will be restricted from inserting adult content.

5. Select SaveSave.

https://support.microsoft.com/topic/a700c0d0-bc53-4696-a94d-4fbc86ac7a9a


 External access (federation) vs. guest access

 See also

External access (federation) and guest access are different:

External access gives access permission to an entire domain.

Guest access gives access permission to an individual.

For a detailed comparison, see Communicate with users from other organizations.

Set up secure collaboration with Microsoft 365

Block guests from a specific team

Set-CsTeamsClientConfiguration

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/setup-secure-collaboration-with-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/per-group-guest-access
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsclientconfiguration
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 Related topics

Anyone with a business or consumer email account, such as Outlook, Gmail, or others, can participate as a guest

in Teams.

As an admin, you can add a new guest to the organization in a couple of ways:

Global admins or Teams admins and team owners add a guest to a team in the Teams clients or in the

Teams admin center. To learn more, read Add guests to a team. If you haven't set up guest access yet, go

through the steps in the Collaborate with guests in a team.

Add guests to your organization through Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) B2B collaboration. For details,

check out Quickstart: Add guests to your directory in the Azure portal.

Admins can also delegate permissions to add guests to others in their organization by assigning the Guest

Inviter role. For more information, see Enable B2B external collaboration and manage who can invite guests.

With Azure AD B2B collaboration, organizations can enforce conditional access and multi-factor authentication

(MFA) policies for B2B users. These policies can be enforced at the tenant, app, or individual user level, the same

way that they are enabled for full-time employees and members of the organization. Such policies are enforced

at the resource organization. For more information, see Conditional access for B2B collaboration users.

Individual guests can't be blocked.

Guests you have already added via Azure AD B2B, Microsoft 365 Groups, or SharePoint are ready to go. The

Microsoft 365 admin or a team owner can add those guests to their respective teams. If you add a guest directly

to the Microsoft 365 group associated with a team, the guest will get access to the team but the Microsoft 365

group doesn't generate an invitation email to the guest, so someone on the team should notify the guest.

Guests are subject to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and Azure Active Directory service limits.

You can track guest additions in Azure AD or the Microsoft 365 security center. Adding a guest in Microsoft

Teams is audited and logged as an Azure AD group administration activity "Added member to group". For more

details, see Auditing and reporting a B2B collaboration user and Search the audit log in the compliance Center.

Authorize guest access in Microsoft Teams

Turn on or off guest access in Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/add-guests.md
https://support.office.com/article/add-guests-to-a-team-fccb4fa6-f864-4508-bdde-256e7384a14f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/collaborate-as-team
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/b2b-quickstart-add-guest-users-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/delegate-invitations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/conditional-access
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-service-descriptions-technet-library
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/current-limitations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/auditing-and-reporting
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-the-audit-log-in-security-and-compliance
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/teams-dependencies.html#body
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Anyone in a team can see all members of a team, including guests, via Manage teamManage team in Microsoft Teams. Refer

to See who's on a team or in a channel for more details.

To identify guests:

1. Sign in to the Microsoft 365 admin center.

2. Select Admin centersAdmin centers  > TeamsTeams .

3. In the Teams admin center, select UsersUsers . You will see guestguest appended to the display name of any guests.

You can also identify guests from within a team that you own.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/view-guests.md
https://support.office.com/article/see-who-s-on-a-team-or-in-a-channel-5c6be9be-9c45-4a0f-a1a0-f332b23cb6b7
https://admin.microsoft.com
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 Guest users in the Microsoft 365 admin

You can edit guest information from the Microsoft 365 admin center or the Azure Active Directory portal.

1. To edit the guest information in the Microsoft 365 admin center, select UsersUsers  > Guest UsersGuest Users .

2. Select a user from Guest usersGuest users .

3. In guest user information, select Manage contact informationManage contact information.

4. Edit any fields that you choose except for Display nameDisplay name in Manage contact informationManage contact information, and then

select Save changesSave changes .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/edit-guests-information.md
https://admin.microsoft.com


You can also edit the guest from the Azure Active Directory portal.

https://aad.portal.azure.com/#blade/Microsoft_AAD_IAM/UsersManagementMenuBlade/MsGraphUsers
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 Admin control and limitations

PS C:\> New-CsTeamsCortanaPolicy -Identity EmployeeCortanaPolicy -CortanaVoiceInvocationMode Disabled

Cortana voice assistance is supported in Microsoft Teams mobile apps for iOS and Android and Microsoft Teams displays

for users in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, India, and Australia. Microsoft Teams Rooms on Windows is only

supported for devices with locale set to en-us. Cortana voice assistance isn't currently available for GCC, GCC-High, DoD,

and non-US EDU tenants. Cortana voice assistance in the Teams mobile app is now available for EDU customers in en-US.

Expansion to additional languages and regions will happen as part of future releases.

Cortana voice assistance in the Teams mobile app, on Microsoft Teams Rooms on Windows, and on Microsoft

Teams display devices enables Microsoft 365 Enterprise users to streamline communication, collaboration, and

meeting-related tasks using spoken natural language. Users can speak to Cortana by selecting the microphone

button located in the upper right of the Teams mobile app, or by saying "Cortana" in the Microsoft Teams Room

or when using a Microsoft Teams display. To quickly connect with their team hands-free and while on the go,

users can say queries such as "call Megan" or "send a message to my next meeting". Users can also join

meetings by saying "join my next meeting" and use voice assistance to share files, check their calendar, and

more. These voice assistance experiences are delivered using Cortana enterprise-grade services that fully

comply with Office 365's privacy, security, and compliance promises as reflected in the Online Services Terms

(OST).

Cortana voice assistance in Teams is delivered using services that fully comply with the Office 365 enterprise-

level privacy, security, and compliance promises as reflected in the Online Services Terms (OST). The feature will

be enabled by default for tenants.

Tenant admins can control who in their tenant can use Cortana voice assistance in Teams using a policy

(TeamsCortanaPolicy). This policy is set at either a user account level or tenant level. Admins can use the

CortanaVoiceInvocationMode field within this policy control to determine whether Cortana is disabled, enabled

with push-button invocation only, or with wake word invocation as well (applicable to devices that support it,

like the Microsoft Teams display).

Admins can use the following PowerShell cmdlets to manage this policy (the policy is currently not available in

Microsoft Teams admin center).

New-CsTeamsCortanaPolicy

Get-CsTeamsCortanaPolicy

Grant-CsTeamsCortanaPolicy

Set-CsTeamsCortanaPolicy

Remove-CsTeamsCortanaPolicy

For example, the command below creates a new policy with name "EmployeeCortanaPolicy" where Cortana

voice assistance in Microsoft Teams is disabled.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/cortana-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/misc/cortana-integration?view=o365-worldwide
https://www.microsoft.com/licensing/product-licensing/products?rtc=1
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamscortanapolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csteamscortanapolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamscortanapolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscortanapolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csteamscortanapolicy


PS C:\> Set-CsTeamsCortanaPolicy -Identity EmployeeCortanaPolicy -CortanaVoiceInvocationMode 
PushToTalkUserOverride

PS C:\> Set-CsTeamsCortanaPolicy -Identity EmployeeCortanaPolicy -CortanaVoiceInvocationMode 
WakeWordPushToTalkUserOverride

 User control

This example shows updating an existing policy with name "EmployeeCortanaPolicy" and enabling Cortana

voice assistance in Microsoft Teams with push-button invocation only. Users will be able to invoke Cortana by

selecting the Cortana mic button in Teams. Wake word ("Hey Cortana" or "Cortana") invocation will be disabled.

This example shows updating the policy and enabling Cortana voice assistance with both push button and wake

word invocation.

At the time, of the initial release for Microsoft 365 Enterprise users in the US in English, the following are

available functions:

The Teams mobile app won't support wake word activation, but it will be supported in the future.

Microsoft Teams Rooms on Windows and Microsoft Teams display devices will support wake word

activation.

Individual users can try Cortana voice assistance in different devices:

Select the microphone button in the Teams mobile app.

Select the microphone button or say "Cortana" in Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Say "Cortana" on Microsoft Teams displays devices.

You can control whether Cortana in Teams is enabled for your device by using a setting in the device.



  Microsoft Teams Rooms on WindowsMicrosoft Teams Rooms on Windows
Making changes at the device level is available only if Cortana is enabled at the tenant level.

At the device level, you can configure Cortana to be used in two different ways. You can enable either option, or

both at the same time:

By tapping on a microphone, which is called Cortana Push to talk

By saying "Hey, Cortana", which is called Cortana Voice Activation

Cortana Push to talk is enabled by default if your room is set up with any of the following languages: en-au

(Australia), en-ca (Canada), en-gb (United Kingdom), en-in (India), en-us (United States). Learn More. Cortana

icon will displace the Present button under the More… menu in your Teams Room console. To disable Cortana

Push to talk use PowerShell.Learn More.

To enable Cortana Voice Activation, these conditions must be met:

a Cortana certified device must be connected to your Teams Room. You can find a list of certified devices at

the end of this article.

the Teams Room must be set up with any of the following languages: en-au (Australia), en-ca (Canada), en-gb

(United Kingdom), en-in (India), en-us (United States). More languages will be available at a later date.

one of the following configuration changes must be made:

turn on the feature in Teams admin center Learn More.

add the following XML attribute to the SkypeSettings XML file:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/console#to-apply-your-desired-language
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamscortanapolicy?view=skype-ps#example-1
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/rooms-manage


 Cortana certified devices for Teams Rooms

<SkypeSettings>  
    <CortanaWakewordEnabled>true</CortanaWakewordEnabled>  
</SkypeSettings> 

At the meeting level, making changes is available only if Cortana Voice Activation is enabled at the device level.

To enable Cortana Voice Activation during a meeting move the toggle OnOn, or OffOff  to disable. Once the meeting

ends, Cortana returns to the device level settings set.

Making changes at the meeting level is available if Cortana is enabled at the device level.

To enable Cortana voice activation during a meeting, move the toggle OnOn or OffOff . Once the meeting ends,

Cortana returns to the device level settings set.

Cortana Voice Activation can be enabled if you are using a Lenovo Hub 500 or if you have any of these devices

connected to your room:

Jabra Panacast 50

Rally microphones

Bose Video Bar VB1
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 Terminology

Setting up a team targeting hierarchy will allow your organization to publish content to a large set of teams. The

team targeting hierarchy defines how all the teams in your hierarchy are related to each other, which users can

publish tasks, and which teams users have permissions to publish to. Publishing features are disabled for all

users unless a team targeting hierarchy is set up for your organization. To set up a team targeting hierarchy,

you'll need to create a file that defines the hierarchy and then upload it to Teams to apply it to your organization.

After the schema is uploaded, apps within Teams can use it.

For the initial release, only the Tasks app supports hierarchical teams. Applying a team targeting hierarchy to your

organization will enable task publishing in the Tasks app. You won't see a hierarchy of teams in other areas of Microsoft

Teams.

Here's an example of how the hierarchy is represented in the Tasks app in Teams. After a task list is created,

members of the publishing team can then select the recipient teams to send (publish) the task list to. When

selecting teams, the publishing team can filter by hierarchy, by attributes, or a combination of both.

The following terms will be important as you navigate hierarchies. Teams will be referred to as nodesnodes .

Root nodesRoot nodes  are the topmost nodes in the hierarchy. In the example, Retail Communications is a root node.

Parent nodesParent nodes  and child nodeschild nodes  are terms that represent a relationship between two connected nodes. In

the example, District 01 is a child node of Area 1.

Multiple levels of children are referred to as descendantsdescendants . District 01, Store 01, Store 03, Store 07, District

02, and District 03 are all descendants of Area 1.

A node with no children is called a leaf nodeleaf node. They are at the bottom of a hierarchy.

Recipient teamsRecipient teams are teams that have been selected to receive a specific set of content to be published. They

must be leaf nodes.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-your-team-hierarchy.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/publish-task-lists-to-create-and-track-work-in-your-organization-095409b3-f5af-40aa-9f9e-339b54e705df


 Plan your hierarchy

  Permissions to publishPermissions to publish
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  GuidelinesGuidelines

  Example hierarchyExample hierarchy

Before you create the schema that defines your hierarchy, you need to do some planning and decide how you

want to shape your organization. One of the first priorities is deciding which organizational groups need to

publish tasks to other groups. Each node in the hierarchy represents a working group or group of groups.

Permission to publish depends on whether a user is a member of any teams in the hierarchy plus the

relationship of that team or set of teams to other teams in the hierarchy.

The owner of a team is also granted publishing permissions.

If a user is a member of at least one team that has descendants in the hierarchy, that user can publish to

those descendants without being a member of all teams they want to publish to.

If a user is a member of a least one team in the hierarchy but isn't a member of any team with descendants in

the hierarchy, that user can see and receive published content from their organization.

If a user isn't a member of any team in the hierarchy, that user won't see any publishing-related functionality.

There can only be one hierarchy file applied per organization. However, you can include different parts of

your organization together as distinct hierarchies of nodes within one file. For example, Contoso

Pharmaceuticals has a Pharmacy root node and a Retail root node. Both root nodes have multiple rows of

descendants and there's no overlap between them.

Only leaf nodes can be recipients of a publication. Other nodes in the hierarchy are helpful for selecting

recipients of a publication.

A team can only be represented one time in a hierarchy.

A hierarchy can contain up to 15,000 nodes. We plan to work with customers to raise this limit for larger

organizations.

For example, in the following hierarchy, Recall, Communications, and HR can publish tasks to every bottom node

(team) in the hierarchy, but Northeast Zone can only publish tasks to the New York Store and Boston Store

teams. The example hierarchy allows the Recall, Communications, and HR groups to publish tasks that apply to

the entire company, such as benefits information or messages from the CEO. Northeast Zone can publish tasks

like personnel scheduling, weather information, and so on, only to the New York Store and Boston Store teams.
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  Add required columnsAdd required columns

C O L UM N  N A M EC O L UM N  N A M E REQ UIREDREQ UIRED DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

DisplayName Yes This field is the name of the node. The
name can be up to 100 characters
long and contain only the characters
A-Z, a-z, and 0-9. Node names must
be unique.

The remainder of this article discusses setting up a team hierarchy in the context of publishing tasks to recipient teams.

Refer to Manage the Tasks app for your organization in Teams for an overview of the Tasks app, where task publishing

appears when enabled.

The schema that defines your hierarchy is based on a comma-separated values (CSV) file. The file must be in

UTF-8 format. Each row in the CSV file corresponds to one node within the hierarchy of teams. Each row

contains information that names the node within the hierarchy, optionally links it to a team, and includes

attributes that can be used to filter teams in apps that support it.

You can also define bucketsbuckets , which are categories that the publishing team can use to organize content sent to

recipient teams to make it easier for them to view, sort, and focus on relevant content.

The CSV file must contain the following three columns, in the following order, starting at the first column. A

node must be linked to a team for it to receive tasks.



ParentName Yes This is the name of the parent node.
The value you specify here must match
the value in the DisplayNameDisplayName field of
the parent node exactly. If you want to
add more than one parent node,
separate each parent node name with
a semicolon (;). You can add up to 25
parent nodes, and each parent node
name can be up to 2500 characters
long. A node can have multiple parent
nodes only if the parent nodes are
root nodes. 

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT Be careful not to create
a loop where a parent higher up in the
hierarchy references a child node lower
in the hierarchy. This isn't supported.

TeamId Yes, if the team publishes tasks or
receives tasks from a parent node

This contains the ID of the team you
want to link a node to. Each node
must refer to a unique team, so each
TeamId value may appear only once in
the hierarchy file. To get the ID of a
team you want to link a node to, run
the following PowerShell command: 
Get-Team | Export-Csv
TeamList.csv

. This command lists the teams in your
organization and includes the name
and ID for each team. Find the name
of the team you want to link to, and
then copy the ID into this field.

C O L UM N  N A M EC O L UM N  N A M E REQ UIREDREQ UIRED DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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  Add attribute columnsAdd attribute columns
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If the values for an attribute are
mutually exclusive, the column name
you specify becomes the name of the
attribute.

Each row can contain one value for
that attribute, and each attribute
column can have up to 50 unique
values. Each value can be up to 100
characters long. The set of attribute
values you specify in the attribute
column will be displayed as filter values
for that attribute when selecting
recipient teams using the team
targeting hierarchy.

You want users to be able to filter
stores by layout. The values for this
attribute are mutually exclusive
because a store can have only one
layout. 

To add an attribute to filter stores by
layout, add a column named Store
layout. In this example, values for the
Store layout attribute are Compact,
Standard, and Large.

If a node isn't a root node or a leaf node and you don't need the team membership to grant the corresponding

permissions for publishing and reporting, you can leave the TeamId blank. This method can be used to add more

granularity when choosing recipient teams or for viewing completion reports without having a corresponding team.

After you add the three required columns, you can add optional attribute columns. These attributes can be used

to filter nodes so that you can more easily select the ones you want to publish tasks to. There are two ways to

define your attributes, depending on whether values for that attribute are mutually exclusive.



If you need to indicate multiple values
for an attribute and the values aren't
mutually exclusive, use the
AttributeName:UniqueValueAttributeName:UniqueValue
format for the column names. 

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT Make sure to use the
English-only colon (:) as unicode isn't
supported as an attribute column
delimiter.

The text string before the colon (:)
becomes the name of the attribute. All
columns that contain the same text
string before the colons (:) are grouped
together into a section in the filtering
menu. Each of the strings after the
colon become the values for that
section.

Each row can have a value of 0 (zero)
or 1 for that attribute. A value of 0
means that the attribute doesn't apply
to the node and a value of 1 means
that the attribute applies to that node.

You want users to be able to filter
stores by department. A store can
have multiple departments and so the
values for this attribute aren't mutually
exclusive.

In this example, we add
Departments:Clothing,
Departments:Electronics,
Departments:Foods,
Departments:Home and Garden,
Departments:Sporting goods as
attribute columns. Departments
becomes the attribute name and users
can filter by the Clothing, Electronics,
Foods, Home and Garden, and
Sporting goods departments.
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  Add bucket columnsAdd bucket columns

  ExampleExample

When you add an attribute column, keep the following in mind:

The column name you specify or the column name that you specify before the colon (:) becomes the name of

the attribute. This value will be displayed in the Teams apps that use the hierarchy.

You can have up to 50 attribute columns in your hierarchy.

The column name can be up to 100 characters long and contain only the characters A-Z, a-z, and 0-9, and

spaces. Column names must be unique.

You can add bucket columns to create buckets, which are groupings into which tasks can be organized. Each

bucket gets its own column in the CSV file. The buckets you create are made available to the publishing team.

The publishing team can then use these buckets to categorize tasks for the recipient teams. If a bucket doesn't

already exist on a team, buckets are created on-demand when tasks are published.

By categorizing the work items one time centrally, the publishing team can pre-organize the task list for all the

tens, hundreds, or thousands of recipient teams that receive the task list. The recipient teams can then sort and

filter their tasks by bucket to focus on the area most relevant to their work.

When you add a bucket column, note the following:

The column name becomes the name of the bucket. Each bucket you specify will appear in the Buckets list in

the Teams apps that use the hierarchy.

We recommend that you don't include sensitive information in bucket names. At this time, publishing teams

can't remove a bucket through publishing after it's created.

The column name must be preceded by a hashtag (#). It can be up to 100 characters long and contain only

the characters A-Z, a-z, and 0-9. For example, #Operations and #Frozen Goods.

A hierarchy may contain up to 25 bucket columns. We plan to work with customers to increase this limit for

larger organizations.

Here's an example of a schema CSV file that would be created to support the hierarchy shown in the previous

image. This schema contains the following:

Three required columns named TargetName , ParentName , and TeamId

Three attribute columns named Store layout , Departments:Clothing , and Departments:Foods

Three bucket columns named Fresh Foods , Frozen Foods , and Women's Wear



TargetName,ParentName,TeamId,Store layout,Departments:Clothing,Departments:Foods,#Fresh Foods,#Frozen 
Foods,#Women's Wear
Recall,,db23e6ba-04a6-412a-95e8-49e5b01943ba,,,,,,
Communications,,145399ce-a761-4843-a110-3077249037fc,,,,,,
HR,,125399ce-a761-4983-a125-3abc249037fc,,,,,,
East Regional Office,HR;Communications;Recall,,,,,,,
West Regional Office,HR;Communications;Recall,,,,,,,
Northeast Zone,East Regional Office,,,,,,,
Southeast Zone,East Regional Office,,,,,,,
New York Store,Northeast Zone,e2ba65f6-25e7-488b-b8f0-b8562d5de60a,Large,1,1,,,
Boston Store,Northeast Zone,0454f08a-0507-437c-969a-682eb2fae7fc,Standard,1,1,,,
Miami Store,Southeast Zone,619d6e4e-5f68-4b36-8e1f-16c98d7396c1,Compact,0,1,,,
New Orleans Store,Southeast Zone,6be960b8-72af-4561-a343-9ac4711874eb,Compact,0,1,,,
Seattle Store,West Regional Zone,487c0d20-4e55-4dc2-8187-a24c826e0fee,Standard,1,1,,,
Los Angeles Store,West Regional Zone,204a1287-2efb-4a8a-88e0-56fbaf5a2389,Large,1,1,,,

 Apply your hierarchy

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Set-TeamTargetingHierarchy -FilePath "C:\ContosoTeamSchema.csv"

  Update your hierarchyUpdate your hierarchy

  Check the status of your hierarchyCheck the status of your hierarchy

Get-TeamTargetingHierarchyStatus

F IEL DF IEL D DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Id The unique ID for the upload.

The Store layout  attribute has values that include Compact , Standard , and Large . The Departments  attribute

columns can be set to a value of 0  (zero) or 1 . The Store  layout and Departments  attributes aren't shown in

the image above. They're added here to help show how attributes can be added to node entries. The same is true

for the three bucket columns.

To perform this step, you must install and use the Teams PowerShell public preview module from the PowerShell Gallery.

For steps on how to install the module, see Install Teams PowerShell.

Government Community Cloud (GCC) customers must use cmdlet preview version 2.4.0-preview or later to ensure data is

routed to the GCC environment, rather than the public cloud environment.

After you've defined your hierarchy in the schema CSV file, you're ready to upload it to Teams. To do this, run the

following command. You must be a global admin or Teams service admin to do this step.

You can upload a new hierarchy to replace the old one using the same PowerShell command as above. Each

time you upload a new hierarchy, it replaces the previous hierarchy.

You can run the following command to check the status of your hierarchy upload.

The command will return the following fields:

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.4.0-preview


Status Upload status. Values include Star tingStar ting, ValidatingValidating,
SuccessfulSuccessful, and FailedFailed

ErrorDetails Details if there's an upload error. For more information about
the error details, see the Troubleshooting section. If there's
no error, this field is blank.

LastUpdatedAt Timestamp and date of when the file was last updated.

LastModifiedBy The ID of the last user who modified the file.

FileName The file name of the CSV.

F IEL DF IEL D DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Remove your hierarchy

Remove-TeamTargetingHierarchy

 Create a sample hierarchy
  Install the Teams PowerShell moduleInstall the Teams PowerShell module

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Sample scriptSample script

  Create teams for a simple hierarchyCreate teams for a simple hierarchy

$tm1 = New-Team -DisplayName "HQ"
$tm2 = New-Team -DisplayName "North"
$tm3 = New-Team -DisplayName "Store 1"
$tm4 = New-Team -DisplayName "Store 2"
$tm5 = New-Team -DisplayName "South"
$tm6 = New-Team -DisplayName "Store 3"
$tm7 = New-Team -DisplayName "Store 4"

  Use team data to create comma-separated output (DisplayName, ParentName, TeamId)Use team data to create comma-separated output (DisplayName, ParentName, TeamId)

If you want to immediately disable the Published listsPublished lists  tab for all users in your organization, you can remove

your hierarchy. Users won't have access to the Published listsPublished lists  tab or any of the functionalities on the tab. This

includes the ability to create new task lists to publish, access draft lists, publish, unpublish, and duplicate lists,

and view reporting. Removing the hierarchy doesn't unpublish tasks that were previously published. These tasks

will remain available for recipient teams to complete.

To remove your hierarchy, run the following command. You must be an admin to perform this step.

When confirming deletion, the status message will still display the previous schema is present, although

attempting to delete again returns an error that the object is null.

To perform this step, you must install and use the Teams PowerShell public preview module from the PowerShell Gallery.

For steps on how to install the module, see Install Teams PowerShell.

The following script can be used to create the teams and upload a .csv file to your Microsoft Teams tenant. If you

have an existing hierarchy, this script will replace it.

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/


$csvOutput = "DisplayName" + "," + "ParentName" + "," + "TeamId" + "`n"
$csvOutput = $csvOutput + $tm1.DisplayName + "," + "," + $tm1.GroupID + "`n"
$csvOutput = $csvOutput + $tm2.DisplayName + "," + $tm1.DisplayName + "," + $tm2.GroupID + "`n"
$csvOutput = $csvOutput + $tm3.DisplayName + "," + $tm2.DisplayName + "," + $tm3.GroupID + "`n"
$csvOutput = $csvOutput + $tm4.DisplayName + "," + $tm2.DisplayName + "," + $tm4.GroupID + "`n"
$csvOutput = $csvOutput + $tm5.DisplayName + "," + $tm1.DisplayName + "," + $tm5.GroupID + "`n"
$csvOutput = $csvOutput + $tm6.DisplayName + "," + $tm5.DisplayName + "," + $tm6.GroupID + "`n"
$csvOutput = $csvOutput + $tm7.DisplayName + "," + $tm5.DisplayName + "," + $tm7.GroupID 

  Save output to a .csv file in the Save output to a .csv file in the DownloadsDownloads folder folder

$csvOutputPath = $env:USERPROFILE + "\downloads\testhierarchy-" + (Get-Date -Format "yyyy-MM-dd-hhmmss") + 
".csv" 
$csvOutput | Out-File $csvOutputPath

  Upload the hierarchyUpload the hierarchy

Set-TeamTargetingHierarchy -FilePath $csvOutputPath
Get-TeamTargetingHierarchyStatus

 Troubleshooting
  How to view error detailsHow to view error details

(Get-TeamTargetingHierarchyStatus).ErrorDetails.ErrorMessage

  You receive an error message when you upload your schema CSV fileYou receive an error message when you upload your schema CSV file

  You receive an "Error: InvalidTeamId" error message when you upload your schema CSV fileYou receive an "Error: InvalidTeamId" error message when you upload your schema CSV file

Error: InvalidTeamId
Description: TeamID in row # doesn't match a valid Group ID. Please view our documentation to learn how to 
get the proper GroupID for each team.

 Related topics

You can run the following command to understand what is causing an error and return the error details.

Take note of the error message as it should include troubleshooting information to indicate why the schema

couldn't be uploaded. Review and edit your schema CSV file based on the information in the error message and

then try again.

When you try to upload your schema CSV file, you get the following error message:

Check to make sure that you're using the correct TeamId for the team in your schema CSV file. The TeamId

should be the same as the Group ID of the Microsoft 365 group that backs the team. You can look up the Group

ID of the team in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to TeamsTeams > Manage teamsManage teams .

2. If the Group IDGroup ID column isn't displayed in the table, select Edit columnsEdit columns  in the upper-right corner of the

table, and then turn on Group IDGroup ID.

3. Find the team in the list, and then locate the Group ID.

Make sure that the TeamId in your schema CSV file matches the Group ID that's displayed in the Microsoft

Teams admin center.

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/


Manage the Tasks app for your organization in Teams

Teams PowerShell overview



   

 

Supervised chats for non-educational tenants
 12/7/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Enable supervised chat

NOTENOTE

Supervised chat allows designated supervisors to initiate chats with anyone in their organization and blocks

restricted users from starting new chats unless an appropriate supervisor is present. When chat supervision is

enabled, supervisors aren't allowed to leave chats and other participants aren't allowed to remove them,

ensuring that chats involving restricted users are properly supervised.

These limitations are only applied to new private chats that are created after supervised chat has been fully

enabled. They don't apply to existing private chats, meetings chats, or channels.

Supervised chat is tailored for educational institution needs, but it is also available to non-educational tenants.

Supervised chat protects new chats created after the feature is enforced. It doesn't protect existing chats.

Ensure that you set up chat permission roles and the role-based chat permission policies before enabling chat for your

institution to avoid unwanted restricted user access to unsupervised chats.

Define chat permission roles for each user in your environmentDefine chat permission roles for each user in your environment

For supervised chat to work as expected each user within your environment needs to be assigned the correct

chat permission role. There are three roles that a user can have assigned:

Full permissions: This role should be assigned to the chat supervisors in your environment. They can start

chats with any user within your environment. Users with full permissions are expected to supervise the

chats they participate in. They can't leave or be removed from chats that they start or chats that they're

supervising in federated tenants.

Limited permissions: This role is ideal for staff members who should only have supervised access to

restricted users. They can start chats with any full or limited users but can't start chats with restricted

users. If a user with full permissions begins a chat with a restricted user, limited users can be brought into

the conversation. This access happens because a user with full permissions is present to supervise

collaboration between limited and restricted users.

Restricted permissions: This role is ideal for users who need to be supervised. They can only start chats

with users who have full permissions. They can participate in any conversation that a user with full

permissions invites them to. In federated chat cases, restricted users can only be added to chats by a user

with full permissions who is from the restricted user ’s tenant.

To set your users’ chat permission role, use the Chat permissions roleChat permissions role policy found within your Messaging

policy options in the Teams admin portal. You can use PowerShell to define roles using the ChatPermissionRole

policy with the values Full, Limited, or Restricted. This policy is under CsTeamsMessagingPolicy.

Roles can't be assigned to guests in your tenant. Guests are assigned the limited role.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/supervised-chat-non-edu.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmessagingpolicy?view=skype-ps


 

Allow supervised chat
Supervised chat is disabled by default for your tenant. After you've set chat permission roles for your users, you

can enable supervised chat within your tenant by going to Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings  > Teams SettingsTeams Settings  and

setting Role-based chat permissionsRole-based chat permissions  policy to OnOn. You can also use PowerShell to enable Supervised Chat by

setting AllowRoleBasedChatPermissions to True. This cmdlet is under CsTeamsClientConfiguration.

Supervised chat must be enabled for all users in the tenant and cannot be enabled for only a portion of your

users.

Enable chatEnable chat

Enable chat for all your users using the existing Chat policy available in Teams admin center.

Maintain super vised chatsMaintain super vised chats

After supervised chat is initially enabled, you'll need to do a few things to ensure that the chats in your

environment remain supervised:

Assign appropriate roles to any new users that join your tenant. By default, users will be assigned a

restricted role.

If a user with full permissions leaves or is removed from a tenant, the chats they were supervising will be

left unattended. Before you remove the original user, ensure that another user with full permissions is

added to these conversations so that the chat can remain supervised. Once the original supervisor is

removed, new participants can't be added to the conversation, but current participants can continue to

communicate.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsclientconfiguration?view=skype-ps


   

 

Meetings and conferencing in Microsoft Teams
 12/7/2021 • 9 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Meetings and conferencing deployment decisions

TIPTIP

 Meetings and conferencing prerequisites

For an overview of making the transition to remote learning and resources to help you get started, see our remoteremote

learning home pagelearning home page.

Resources to assist educators and students with remote learning are available in Remote teaching and learning inRemote teaching and learning in

Office 365 EducationOffice 365 Education.

You've completed Get started. You've rolled out Teams with chat, teams, channels, & apps across your

organization. Now you're ready to add the meetings workload, including audio conferencing, video, and sharing.

This article walks you through the rollout of meetings and audio conferencing. Start by watching our Teams

meetings, conferencing, and devices video (3:28 minutes):

To learn more about the meetings experience for your users, see Meetings and calls.

New in April 2020: Meeting organizers can end a meeting for all meeting participants in Teams by clicking EndEnd

meetingmeeting in the meeting controls within the meeting.

New in November 2019: You can now use Advisor for Teams (preview) to help you roll out Microsoft Teams.

Advisor for Teams (preview) walks you through your Teams rollout, including meetings and conferencing. It

assesses your Office 365 environment and identifies the most common configurations that you may need to

update or modify before you can successfully roll out meetings and conferencing in Teams.

For details about Teams meetings and conferencing on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

Teams provides a great out-of-the-box experience for your organization, and most organizations find that the

default settings work for them. This article helps you decide whether to change any of the default settings, based

on your organization's profile and business requirements, then it walks you through each change. We've split

the settings into two groups, starting with the core set of changes you're more likely to make. The second group

includes the additional settings you may want to configure, based on your organization's needs.

Watch the following session to learn more about Meetings: Introduction to Meetings in Microsoft Teams for IT Pros

Before scaling your meetings deployment across your organization, take time to review and confirm that your

environment is ready to provide users with the best possible experience. Review the following information and

make any required changes to your environment as needed.

To get the best experience on Teams, your organization must have deployed Exchange Online and SharePoint

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/deploy-meetings-microsoft-teams-landing-page.md
https://www.microsoft.com/education/remote-learning
https://support.office.com/article/remote-teaching-and-learning-in-office-365-education-f651ccae-7b65-478b-8366-51bb884025c4
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE46ZdQ
https://support.office.com/article/meetings-and-calls-d92432d5-dd0f-4d17-8f69-06096b6b48a8
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
https://aka.ms/teams-meetings-intro
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Is my network ready for Teams meetings deployment? To verify that your network is ready, see:

 Core deployment decisions

  Teams administratorsTeams administrators

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Who will be assigned the Teams Communications
Administrator role?

To learn more about Teams administrator roles see Use
Microsoft Teams admin roles to manage Teams.

Who will be assigned the Teams Communications Support
Engineer role?

To assign admin roles, see Assign administrator and non-
administrator roles to users with Active Directory.

Who will be assigned the Teams Communications Support
Specialist role?

  Meetings settingsMeetings settings

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will I customize the initial meeting settings? See the Meetings in Teams tutorial to learn more about
meetings settings.

Will I implement QoS? See Quality of Service in Microsoft Teams for information
about QoS concepts. scenarios, and implementation.

  Meeting policiesMeeting policies

Online, and you must have a verified domain for O365 such as contoso.com.

To scale meetings across your organization you should ensure that all user locations have internet access to

connect to the Office 365 Services. At a minimum you should make sure that the following common ports are

open to the internet from your user's locations:-

TCP ports 80 and 443 outgoing from clients that will use Teams

UDP ports 3478 through 3481 outgoing from clients that will use Teams

Prepare your organization's network for Microsoft
Teams

URLs and IP address ranges

These are the settings that most organizations want to change (if the Teams default settings don't work for the

organization).

Teams provides a set of custom administrator roles that can be used to manage Teams for your organization.

The roles provide various capabilities to administrators.

Meetings settings are used to control whether anonymous users can join Teams meetings, set up meeting

invitations, and if you want to turn on Quality of Service (QoS), set the ports for real-time traffic. These settings

will be used for all of the Teams meetings that users schedule in your organization.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/active-directory-users-assign-role-azure-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-meetings-in-teams
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Read Manage meeting policies in Teams.

  Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing

  Meeting room and personal devicesMeeting room and personal devices

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will I purchase personal devices for my users? Read Manage your devices in Teams.

Will I purchase and deploy room system devices for my
conference rooms?

Read Meeting room devices and solutions.

  ReportingReporting

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Who will be responsible for reporting? Read Use activity reports for Teams.

Who will be responsible for monitoring usage? Read Monitor usage and feedback in Teams.

 Additional deployment decisions

  Bandwidth planningBandwidth planning

Meeting policies are used to control what features are available to users when they join Teams meetings. You

can use the default policy or create one or more custom meeting policies for people that host meetings in your

organization. To learn more, see the Meetings in Microsoft Teams tutorial.

Will I customize the initial meeting policies?

Do I require multiple meeting policies?

How will I determine which groups of users get which
meetings policy applied?

Audio Conferencing provides organizations with additional entry points to any meeting (ad hoc or scheduled)

by allowing meeting participants to join via public switched telephone network (PSTN) by dialing in using a

traditional land line, private branch exchange (PBX), or mobile phone.

When you're ready to roll out Audio Conferencing, see the in-depth Audio Conferencing rollout guidance.

For an optimal meeting experience in Teams, consider using Teams devices such as room systems, phones,

headsets, and cameras. To learn more, see Teams devices for intelligent communications.

Use activity reports to see how users in your organization are using Teams. For example, if some don't use

Teams yet, they might not know how to get started or understand how they can use Teams to be more

productive and collaborative. Your organization can use the activity reports to decide where to prioritize training

and communication efforts.

You may want to change these settings, based on your organization's needs and configuration.

Bandwidth planning lets organizations estimate the bandwidth that will be required to support meetings across

their wide area networks and internet links so they can confirm that the network is correctly provisioned to

support a scaled out meeting service.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-meetings-in-teams
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/certification/devices-meeting-rooms?bc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252fbreadcrumb%252ftoc.json&toc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252ftoc.json


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
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Do I need to do bandwidth planning prior to and during my
Meetings rollout?

See Network Readiness for more information and links to
tools to simplify your planning process.

  Meeting recording and archivingMeeting recording and archiving

NOTENOTE
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Will I turn on the meeting transcription service? See Turn on or turn off recording transcription

  Live events policiesLive events policies

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will my organization use Teams live events? See the live events articles for more information about
planning for, setting up, and configuring Teams live events.

  Conference room systems rolloutConference room systems rollout

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

What do I need to do to roll out conference room systems? Check out the Plan Microsoft Teams Rooms articles.

  Cloud video interopCloud video interop

Teams won't let users schedule meetings or live events when they're offline or running with limited bandwidth.

Users can record their meetings and group calls to capture audio, video, and screen sharing activity. There is also

an option for recordings to have automatic transcription, so that users can play back meeting recordings with

closed captions and search for important discussion items in the transcript. The recording happens in the cloud

and is saved in Microsoft Stream, so users can share it securely across their organization. To find the recording

for a meeting, go to the meeting conversation.

The change from using Microsoft Stream to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for meeting recordings will be a phased

approach. At launch you'll be able to opt-in to this experience, in November you'll have to opt-out if you want to continue

using Stream, and some time in early 2021 we'll require all customers to use OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for

new meeting recordings.

To learn more, see Teams cloud meeting recording.

Teams live events policies are used to manage event settings for groups of users. You can use the default policy

or create additional policies that can be assigned to users who hold live events within your organization.

Organizations with many conference rooms may want to consider a structured approach to inventorying their

rooms, identifying the appropriate devices, and then rolling them out.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/3-envision-evaluate-my-environment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/plan-your-deployment/clients-and-devices/skype-room-systems-v2-0?bc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252fbreadcrumb%252ftoc.json&toc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252ftoc.json
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Will I use a cloud video interop solution as part of my room
systems deployment?

Read Cloud Video Interop for Teams.

  Personal device rolloutPersonal device rollout

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will I use a site-by-site approach to roll out Meetings? The Site enablement playbook for Teams provides a good
foundation that you can use for your own deployments. The
guide is focused on voice, but the general principles of
device delivery, account readiness, adoption, and training
apply to a large meeting deployment.

  Troubleshoot meeting and call qualityTroubleshoot meeting and call quality

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Who will be responsible for monitoring and troubleshooting
call quality issues?

Read Use Call Analytics to troubleshoot poor call quality for
information about permission levels required to
troubleshoot call quality issues.

  Operate your meetings serviceOperate your meetings service

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Who in my organization will be responsible for managing the
meetings service?

Make sure this person has the Teams admin permissions
they need in order to manage your meetings service. To
learn more about Teams administrator roles see Use
Microsoft Teams admin roles to manage Teams.

 

Cloud video interop makes it possible for third-party meeting room devices to join Teams meetings.

Video teleconferencing with content collaboration helps you make the most out of meetings. However, meeting

room systems and devices are expensive to upgrade. Cloud video interop for Teams works with third-party

systems and delivers a native meeting experience for all participants – in meeting rooms or inside Teams clients.

When planning a larger rollout of personal devices to support meetings or voice deployments, consider using a

repeatable site-by-site rollout process that delivers repeatable quality.

Teams gives you two ways to monitor and troubleshoot call quality problems: Call Analytics and Call Quality

Dashboard. Call Analytics shows detailed information about the devices, networks, and connectivity related to

the specific calls and meetings for each user. Call Analytics is designed to help admins and helpdesk agents

troubleshoot call quality problems with specific calls, whereas the Call Quality Dashboard is designed to help

admins and network engineers optimize a network. Call Quality Dashboard shifts focus from specific users and

instead looks at aggregate information for an entire Teams organization.

It's important that you understand the overall health of the Teams service so that you can proactively alert

others in your organization of any event that affects the service. The Operate my service articles provide in-

depth guidance for service operations.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/3-onboard-deploy-my-service
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/1-drive-value-operate-my-service


Next steps
Drive adoption of meetings & conferencing throughout your organization.

Add audio conferencing

Roll out cloud voice

Include featured apps - such as Planner - in your initial Teams rollout. Add other apps, bots, & connectors as

you drive Teams adoption.
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NOTENOTE

 Meetings, webinars, and live events

T Y P E  O F  M EET IN GT Y P E O F  M EET IN G N UM B ER O F  PA RT IC IPA N T SN UM B ER O F  PA RT IC IPA N T S IN T ERA C T IO NIN T ERA C T IO N REGIST RAT IO N  SUP P O RT EDREGIST RAT IO N  SUP P O RT ED

Meetings Up to 20,000* -Participants up to 1,000
have fully interactive equal
meeting capabilities. 
-Participants over 1,000 up
to 20,000 have View-only
capabilities.

No

Webinars -Up to 1,000
-Increased limits with View-
only capabilities coming
soon.

-Participants up to 1,000
have fully interactive
capabilities. 
-Audience interaction
configurable. 
-Can specify presenters.

Yes

Live events Up to 20,000** -Broadcast to large
audiences. 
-Moderated Q&A for
audience interaction. 
-Can specify producers and
presenters, including
external presenters.
-Supports more advanced
production capabilities.

No

There are multiple ways to meet in Microsoft Teams: meetings, webinars, and live events.

This article, intended for administrators and IT Pros, briefly describes the differences between meetings,

webinars, and live events. It then provides links to the information you need to quickly roll out this functionality

for your users.

For details about quickly configuring Teams meetings and events on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

Meetings, webinars, and live events are all types of meetings, but webinars and live events provide additional

control for the organizer over the conversation and participants. Webinars provide two-way interaction while

live events provide a managed Q&A experience.

The different types of meetings also have different participant limits and participant capabilities.

The following table briefly summarizes the three types of meetings, the number of recommended participants,

and how participants can interact in the meeting. More information about each type of meeting follow the table. 

*The usual 10,000 is increased to 20,000 through June 30, 2022.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/quick-start-meetings-live-events.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3


  MeetingsMeetings

  Articles for administratorsArticles for administrators

A RT IC L EA RT IC L E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Meeting settings Describes how to configure meetings settings for
anonymous users, meeting invitations, and media traffic.

Meeting policies Describes how to create and manage the policies that
determine which features are available to meeting
participants.

Manage Teams cloud meeting recording Describes how to manage meeting recordings.

Manage your organization's devices Describes how to manage your organization's devices, such
as phones and Teams Rooms.

  Key training for end usersKey training for end users

T RA IN IN GT RA IN IN G DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

**The usual 10,000 is increased to 20,000 through June 30, 2022. You can schedule even greater numbers with

live events in Yammer and/or Microsoft Stream. For more information, see Live events across Microsoft 365.

Note that events over 20,000 attendees require the Live Events Assistance Program.

Considerations for large meetings, webinars, and live eventsConsiderations for large meetings, webinars, and live events  - When hosting large meetings, consider

the following:

For the best experience in large meetings, webinars, and live events, Microsoft recommends using the

latest version of the Teams desktop client or Teams mobile clients.

Presenters in large meetings, webinars, and live events should use the Teams desktop client.

For more tips on hosting large meetings, see Best practices for a large Teams meeting.

For information about the view-only meeting experience, see Teams view-only meeting experience.

Note that NDI is fully supported in meetings, webinars, and live events, allowing you to produce the broadcast

by using tools such as OBS and Wirecast. For more information, see Use NDI® technology in Microsoft Teams.

MeetingsMeetings  in Teams include audio, video, and screen sharing for up to 1,000 people and view-only capabilities

for participants over 1,000. Participants don't need to be a member of an organization (or have a Teams

account) to join a Teams meeting. They can join directly from the calendar invitation via the Join meeting link or

call in via audio if available.

As the administrator, you'll configure meeting settings and control which meeting features are enabled for your

organization by specifying meeting policies.

In addition to regularly scheduled meetings, your users can create channel meetings. With channel meetings,

everybody in a team can see there is a meeting, join the meeting, and use the meeting chat. Channel meetings

are a way to quickly invite everyone in a team to a meeting. For more information about how end users

schedule meetings, see Schedule a meeting.

The following table highlights key articles that you'll want to review:

The following table lists training available to the end users in your organization:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/live-event-m365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/live-events-assistance
https://support.microsoft.com/office/best-practices-for-a-large-teams-meeting-ce2cdb9a-0546-43a4-bb55-34ab98ab6b16
https://support.microsoft.com/office/schedule-a-meeting-in-teams-943507a9-8583-4c58-b5d2-8ec8265e04e5
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/device-management.html


Manage meetings A quick training video for users who are new to Teams
meetings.

Schedule a meeting Article that describes how to schedule different types of
meetings.

Run effective meetings with Teams A free instructor-led class about how to make meetings
more engaging, productive, and meaningful.

Change participant settings for a Teams meeting Article about managing meeting options.

T RA IN IN GT RA IN IN G DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

  WebinarsWebinars

  Key training for end usersKey training for end users

T RA IN IN GT RA IN IN G DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Get started with Teams webinars A quick training video for users who are new to Teams
webinars.

Visual quick start guide A downloadable visual guide that describes how to start
scheduling webinars.

  Live eventsLive events

  Articles for administratorsArticles for administrators

A RT IC L EA RT IC L E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

What are Teams live events? A quick introduction to live events.

Plan for Teams live events What you need to know before configuring live events.

Set up for Teams live events Describes prerequisites such as network planning.

Configure live events Steps for configuring live events.

  Key training for end usersKey training for end users

WebinarsWebinars  are structured meetings where presenters and participants have clear roles. A key difference

between webinars and Teams meetings is that webinars support registration and provide attendee engagement

data. To enable webinars in your organization, see Set up webinars in Teams.

The following table lists training available to the end users in your organization:

L ive eventsL ive events  are structured meetings that enable your organization to schedule and produce events that stream

to large online audiences—up to 20,000 people. With live events, the audience interaction is a managed Q&A

experience.

The following table highlights key articles that you'll want to review:

The following table lists training available to the end users in your organization:

https://support.office.com/article/join-a-teams-meeting-078e9868-f1aa-4414-8bb9-ee88e9236ee4
https://support.microsoft.com/office/schedule-a-meeting-in-teams-943507a9-8583-4c58-b5d2-8ec8265e04e5
https://microsoftteams.eventbuilder.com/MaximizingTeamsMeetings
https://support.microsoft.com/article/change-participant-settings-for-a-teams-meeting-53261366-dbd5-45f9-aae9-a70e6354f88e
https://support.microsoft.com/office/get-started-with-teams-webinars-42f3f874-22dc-4289-b53f-bbc1a69013e3
https://teamworktools.azurewebsites.net/assets/TeamsWebinarsGetStartedGuide.pdf


T RA IN IN GT RA IN IN G DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Get started with live events An introduction to live events and how to get started.

Teams Live Events video training Video that describes how to plan and schedule a live event.

 Apps for meetings

A RT IC L EA RT IC L E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Apps, bots, & connectors Introduction to apps and how to deploy apps for your
organization.

[Apps for Teams meetings](/microsoftteams/platform/apps-
in-teams-meetings/teams-apps-in-meetings

Overview of meeting app extensibility, API references, and
how to enable and configure apps for meetings.

Manage the Whiteboard in Teams Describes Whiteboard functionality and how to enable and
disable for your organization.

 License requirements for meetings, webinars, and live events

 Related topics

To produce larger scale virtual events, review the Virtual Event Guide, which has guidance for event organizers,

technical producers, IT professionals, and content creators.

Microsoft enables you to enhance meeting experiences by integrating and using meeting apps. For example,

whiteboard integration in Teams meetings is powered by the Whiteboard web app, which lets Teams meeting

participants draw, sketch, and write together on a shared digital canvas.

You can add meetings apps to your Teams deployment by using the apps provided with Teams, using certified

third-party apps and templates, and creating your own custom apps.

The following table lists articles for more information:

Anyone can attend a Teams meeting, webinar, or live event for free—no license is required.

For the people who organize, schedule, and host meetings, webinars, or live events, they'll need one of the

Microsoft 365 licenses listed in the Microsoft Teams service description. If you're already using Teams, you

probably have the license you need for organizing and hosting meetings, webinars, and live events.

To allow people to dial in to a meeting by phone, you'll need to set up audio conferencing. For more information

about audio conferencing, see Audio conferencing in Teams.

Meetings and conferencing in Teams

Set up webinars in Teams

Live events in Teams

Teams view-only meeting experience

Limits and specifications for Teams

https://support.office.com/article/get-started-with-microsoft-teams-live-events-d077fec2-a058-483e-9ab5-1494afda578a
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/plan-and-schedule-a-live-event-f92363a0-6d98-46d2-bdd9-f2248075e502?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://adoption.microsoft.com/virtual-event-guidance/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description


Microsoft Technical Community: Live events in Microsoft 365

https://resources.techcommunity.microsoft.com/live-events/
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NOTENOTE

IM P L EM EN TAT IO N  T Y P EIM P L EM EN TAT IO N  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Per-organizer When you implement a per-organizer policy, all meeting
participants inherit the policy of the organizer. For example,
Automatically admit peopleAutomatically admit people is a per-organizer policy and
controls whether users join the meeting directly or wait in
the lobby for meetings scheduled by the user who is
assigned the policy.

Per-user When you implement a per-user policy, only the per-user
policy applies to restrict certain features for the organizer
and/or meeting participants. For example, Meet now inMeet now in
channelschannels  is a per-user policy.

Per-organizer and per-user When you implement a combination of a per-organizer and
per-user policy, certain features are restricted for meeting
participants based on their policy and the organizer's policy.
For example, Cloud recordingCloud recording is a per-organizer and per-
user policy. Turn on this setting to allow the meeting
organizer and participants to start and stop a recording.

NOTENOTE

 Create a custom meeting policy

 

 

 

Meeting policies are used to control the features that are available to meeting participants for meetings that are

scheduled by users in your organization. You can use the global (Org-wide default) policy that's automatically

created or create and assign custom policies. You manage meeting policies in the Microsoft Teams admin center

or by using PowerShell.

For information about using roles to manage the permissions of meeting presenters and attendees, see Roles in a Teams

meeting.

You can implement policies in the following ways, which affect the meeting experience for users before a

meeting starts, during a meeting, or after a meeting.

You can edit the settings in the global policy or create and assign one or more custom policies. Users will get the

global policy unless you create and assign a custom policy.

Meeting details button will be available if a user has the audio conference licenses enabled or the user is allow for audio

conferencing, if not, the meeting details will not be available.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies .

2. Click AddAdd.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/meeting-policies-overview.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/roles-in-a-teams-meeting-c16fa7d0-1666-4dde-8686-0a0bfe16e019?ui=en-us&rs=en-us&ad=us


 Edit a meeting policy

NOTENOTE

 Assign a meeting policy to users

NOTENOTE

 Meeting policy settings

3. Enter a name and description for the policy. The name can't contain special characters or be longer than 64

characters.

4. Choose the settings that you want.

5. Click SaveSave.

For example, say you have a bunch of users and you want to limit the amount of bandwidth that their meeting

would require. You would create a new custom policy named "Limited bandwidth" and disable the following

settings:

Under Audio & videoAudio & video:

Turn off Cloud recording.

Turn off IP video.

Under Content shar ingContent shar ing:

Disable screen sharing mode.

Turn off Whiteboard.

Turn off Shared notes.

Then assign the policy to the users.

You can edit the global policy and any custom policies that you create.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies .

2. Select the policy by clicking to the left of the policy name, and then click EditEdit.

3. From here, make the changes that you want.

4. Click SaveSave.

A user can be assigned only one meeting policy at a time.

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

You can't delete a policy if users are assigned to it. You must first assign a different policy to all affected users, and then

you can delete the original policy.

When you select an existing policy on the Meeting policiesMeeting policies  page or select AddAdd to add a new policy, you can

configure settings for the following.

General



 Related topics

Audio & video

Recording & transcription

Content sharing

Participants & guests

Teams PowerShell overview

Assign policies to your users in Teams

Remove the RestrictedAnonymousAccess Teams meeting policy from users
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 Meet now in channels

 Outlook add-in

 Channel meeting scheduling

 

This article describes the following general policy settings for Teams meetings:

Meet now in channels

Outlook add-in

Channel meeting scheduling

Private meeting scheduling

Meet now in private meetings

Designated presenter role mode

Engagement report

Meeting registration

Who can register

Meeting provider for Islands mode

This is a per-user policy and applies before a meeting starts. This setting controls whether a user can start an ad

hoc meeting in a Teams channel. If you turn this on, users can click the MeetMeet button to start an ad hoc meeting

or schedule a meeting in the channel. The default value is True.

This is a per-user policy and applies before a meeting starts. This setting controls whether Teams meetings can

be scheduled from within Outlook (Windows, Mac, web, and mobile).

If you turn this off, users are unable to schedule Teams meetings when they create a new meeting in Outlook.

For example, in Outlook on Windows, the New Teams MeetingNew Teams Meeting option won't show up in the ribbon.

Use the existing AllowChannelMeetingScheduling policy to control the types of events that can be created on

the team channel calendars. This is a per-user policy and applies before a meeting starts. This setting controls

whether users can schedule a meeting in a Teams channel. By default, this setting is turned on.

If this policy is turned off, users will not be able to create new channel meetings. However, existing channel

meetings can be edited by the organizer of the event.

Schedule a meeting will be disabled.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/meeting-policies-in-teams-general.md
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/meeting-policies-meet-now.png#lightbox


Channel selection is disabled.

In the channel posts page, the following will be disabled:

Schedule a meetingSchedule a meeting button on the channel reply compose box. 

Schedule a meetingSchedule a meeting button on the channel header. 

In the channel calendar :

Add new eventAdd new event button on channel calendar header will be disabled. 

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/meeting-policies-select-a-channel-to-meet-in.png#lightbox


 Private meeting scheduling

 Meet now in private meetings

 Designated presenter role mode

Users will not be able to drag and select a time block on the channel calendar to create a channel

meeting.

Users cannot use Keyboard shortcuts to create a meeting on the channel calendar.

In the admin center :

The channel calendar app will show up in the Microsoft appsMicrosoft apps  section on the app permission policies page.

This is a per-user policy and applies before a meeting starts. This setting controls whether users can schedule

private meetings in Teams. A meeting is private when it's not published to a channel in a team.

Note that if you turn off Allow scheduling pr ivate meetingsAllow scheduling pr ivate meetings  and Allow channel meeting schedulingAllow channel meeting scheduling, the

Add required attendeesAdd required attendees  and Add channelAdd channel  options are disabled for users in Teams. By default, this setting is

turned on.

This is a per-user policy and applies before a meeting starts. This setting controls whether a user can start an ad

hoc private meeting. By default, this setting is turned on.

This is a per-user policy. This setting lets you change the default value of the Who can present?Who can present? setting in

Meeting optionsMeeting options  in the Teams client. This policy setting affects all meetings, including Meet Now meetings.

The Who can present?Who can present? setting lets meeting organizers choose who can be presenters in a meeting. To learn

more, see Change participant settings for a Teams meeting and Roles in a Teams meeting.

Currently, you can only use PowerShell to configure this policy setting. You can edit an existing Teams meeting

policy by using the Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet. Or, create a new Teams meeting policy by using the New-

CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet and assign it to users.

To specify the default value of the Who can present?Who can present? setting in Teams, set the

DesignatedPresenterRoleModeDesignatedPresenterRoleMode parameter to one of the following:

https://support.microsoft.com/article/change-participant-settings-for-a-teams-meeting-53261366-dbd5-45f9-aae9-a70e6354f88e
https://support.microsoft.com/article/roles-in-a-teams-meeting-c16fa7d0-1666-4dde-8686-0a0bfe16e019
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmeetingpolicy


 Engagement report

 Meeting registration

 Who can register

Ever yoneUserOverr ideEver yoneUserOverr ide: All meeting participants can be presenters. This is the default value. This

parameter corresponds to the Ever yoneEver yone setting in Teams.

Ever yoneInCompanyUserOverr ideEver yoneInCompanyUserOverr ide: Authenticated users in the organization, including guest users, can be

presenters. This parameter corresponds to the People in my organizationPeople in my organization setting in Teams.

OrganizerOnlyUserOverr ideOrganizerOnlyUserOverr ide: Only the meeting organizer can be a presenter and all meeting participants

are designated as attendees. This parameter corresponds to the Only meOnly me setting in Teams.

Keep in mind that after you set the default value, meeting organizers can still change this setting in Teams and

choose who can present in the meetings that they schedule.

This is a per-user policy. This setting controls whether meeting organizers can download the meeting attendance

report.

This policy is off by default and allows your organizers to see who registered and attended the meetings and

webinars they set up. To turn this on in the Teams admin center, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies , and set

the policy to EnabledEnabled.

You can edit an existing Teams meeting policy by using the Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet. Or, create a new

Teams meeting policy by using the New-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet and assign it to users.

To enable a meeting organizer to download the meeting attendance report, set the AllowEngagementRepor tAllowEngagementRepor t

parameter to EnabledEnabled. When enabled, the option to download the report is displayed in the Par ticipantsPar ticipants  pane.

By default, this setting is not enabled.

To prevent a meeting organizer from downloading the report, set the parameter to DisabledDisabled.

This is a per-user policy. If you turn this on, users in your organization can set up webinars. This policy is enabled

by default.

To edit this policy in the Teams admin center, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies . To turn off meeting

registration, set the policy to OffOff .

You can edit an existing Teams meeting policy by using the Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet. Or, create a new

Teams meeting policy by using the New-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet and assign it to users.

To turn on meeting registration, set the MeetingRegistrationMeetingRegistration parameter to TrueTrue. This is set to TrueTrue by default.

To turn off meeting registration and prevent users from scheduling webinars, set the parameter to FalseFalse.

This policy controls which users can register and attend webinars. This policy has two options, which are only

available if Meeting registrationMeeting registration is turned on.

Set Who can registerWho can register  to Ever yoneEver yone if you want to allow everyone, including anonymous users, to register

and attend webinars that users in your organization set up.

Set Who can registerWho can register  to Ever yone in the organizationEver yone in the organization if you want to allow only the users in your

organization to register and attend webinars.

By default, Who can registerWho can register  is set to Ever yoneEver yone. To edit this policy in the Teams admin center, go to MeetingsMeetings

> Meeting policiesMeeting policies .

You can edit an existing Teams meeting policy by using the Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet. Or, create a new

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy


 Meeting provider for Islands mode

 Meeting reactions

 Related topics

Teams meeting policy by using the New-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet and assign it to users.

To allow everyone, including anonymous users, to register and attend webinars, set the WhoCanRegisterWhoCanRegister

parameter to Ever yoneEver yone. This is set to Ever yoneEver yone by default.

To allow only users in your organization to register and attend webinars, set the parameter to

Ever yoneInCompanyEver yoneInCompany .

This is a per-user policy. This setting controls which Outlook meeting add-in is used for users who are in Islands

mode. You can specify whether users can only use the Teams Meeting add-in or both the Teams Meeting and

Skype for Business Meeting add-ins to schedule meetings in Outlook.

You can only apply this policy to users who are in Islands mode and have the AllowOutlookAddInAllowOutlookAddIn parameter

set to TrueTrue in their Teams meeting policy.

Currently, you can only use PowerShell to set this policy. You can edit an existing Teams meeting policy by using

the Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet. Or, create a new Teams meeting policy by using the New-

CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet and assign it to users.

To specify which meeting add-in you want to be available to users, set the

PreferredMeetingProviderForIslandsModePreferredMeetingProviderForIslandsMode parameter as follows:

Set the parameter to TeamsAndSfBTeamsAndSfB to enable both the Teams Meeting add-in and Skype for Business

add-in in Outlook. This is the default value.

Set the parameter to TeamsTeams to enable only the Teams Meeting add-in in Outlook. This policy setting

ensures that all future meetings have a Teams meeting join link. It doesn't migrate existing Skype for

Business meeting join links to Teams. This policy setting doesn't affect presence, chat, PSTN calling, or any

other capabilities in Skype for Business, which means that users will continue to use Skype for Business

for these capabilities.

If you set the parameter to TeamsTeams , and then switch back to TeamsAndSfBTeamsAndSfB, both meeting add-ins are

enabled. However, note that existing Teams meeting join links won't be migrated to Skype for Business.

Only Skype for Business meetings scheduled after the change will have a Skype for Business meeting join

link.

The AllowMeetingReactions setting can only be applied using PowerShell. There is no option to toggle

AllowMeetingReactions on or off from the Teams admin center.

Meeting reactions are Off by default. Turning off reactions for a user doesn't mean that a user can't use reactions

in meetings they schedule. The meeting organizer can still turn on reactions from the meeting option page,

regardless of the default setting.

Teams PowerShell overview

Assign policies in Teams

Remove the RestrictedAnonymousAccess Teams meeting policy from users

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmeetingpolicy
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  Mode for IP audioMode for IP audio

SET T IN G VA L UESET T IN G VA L UE B EH AVIO RB EH AVIO R

Outgoing and incoming audio enabledOutgoing and incoming audio enabled Outgoing and incoming audio is allowed in the meeting. This
is the default setting.

DisabledDisabled Outgoing and incoming audio is turned off in the meeting.

  Mode for IP videoMode for IP video

SET T IN G VA L UESET T IN G VA L UE B EH AVIO RB EH AVIO R

Outgoing and incoming video enabledOutgoing and incoming video enabled Outgoing and incoming video is allowed in the meeting. This
is the default setting.

  

This article describes the meeting policy settings specific to audio and video. These include the following:

Mode for IP audio

Mode for IP video

IP video

Media bit rate (Kbs)

Video filters mode

Allow custom background settings

This is a per-user policy. This setting controls whether audio can be turned on in meetings and group calls. Here

are the values for this setting.

If set to DisabledDisabled for a user, that user can still schedule and organize meetings but they can't use audio. To join a

meeting, they have to dial in through the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) or have the meeting call

and join them by phone. Meeting participants who don't have any policies assigned (for example, anonymous

participants) have this set to Outgoing and incoming audio enabledOutgoing and incoming audio enabled by default. On Teams mobile clients, if

this setting is disabled, the user has to dial in to the meeting through the PSTN.

This setting doesn't apply to 1:1 calls. To restrict 1:1 calls, configure a Teams calling policy and turn off the MakeMake

private callspr ivate calls  setting. This setting also doesn't apply to conference room devices such as Surface Hub and

Microsoft Teams Rooms devices.

This setting isn't yet available for Microsoft 365 Government Community Cloud (GCC), GCC High, or

Department of Defense (DoD) environments.

To learn more, see Manage audio/video for meeting participants.

This is a per-user policy. This setting controls whether video can be turned on in meetings and group calls. Here

are the values for this setting.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/meeting-policies-audio-and-video.md


DisabledDisabled Outgoing and incoming video is turned off in the meeting.
On Teams mobile clients, users can't share videos or photos
in the meeting. 

Note that if Mode for IP audioMode for IP audio is disabled, then ModeMode
for IP videofor IP video will also remain disabled.

SET T IN G VA L UESET T IN G VA L UE B EH AVIO RB EH AVIO R

NOTENOTE

  IP videoIP video

NOTENOTE

If set to DisabledDisabled for a user, that user can't turn on video or view videos shared by other meeting participants.

Meeting participants who don't have any policies assigned (for example, anonymous participants) have this set

to Outgoing and incoming video enabledOutgoing and incoming video enabled by default.

This setting doesn't apply to conference room devices such as Surface Hub and Microsoft Teams Rooms devices.

This setting isn't yet available for Microsoft 365 Government Community Cloud (GCC), GCC High, or

Department of Defense (DoD) environments.

Keep in mind that this setting controls both outgoing and incoming video whereas the IP videoIP video setting controls

outgoing video. To learn more, see Which IP video policy setting takes precedence? and Manage audio/video for meeting

participants.

To learn more, see Manage audio/video for meeting participants.

This is a combination of a per-organizer and per-user policy. Video is a key component to meetings. In some

organizations, admins might want more control over which users' meetings have video. This setting controls

whether video can be turned on in meetings hosted by a user and in 1:1 and group calls started by a user. On

Teams mobile clients, this setting controls whether users can share photos and videos in a meeting.

Meetings organized by a user who has this policy setting enabled, allow video sharing in the meeting by the

meeting participants, if the participants also have the policy setting enabled. Meeting participants who don't

have any policies assigned (for example, anonymous and federated participants) inherit the policy of the

meeting organizer.

Keep in mind that this setting controls outgoing video whereas the Mode for IP videoMode for IP video setting controls both outgoing

and incoming video. To learn more, see Which IP video policy setting takes precedence? and Manage audio/video for

meeting participants.



T EA M S DESKTO P  A N D W EB  C L IEN TT EA M S DESKTO P  A N D W EB  C L IEN T T EA M S M O B IL E  C L IEN TT EA M S M O B IL E  C L IEN T

USERUSER M EET IN G P O L IC YM EET IN G P O L IC Y IP  VIDEOIP  VIDEO

Daniela Global On

Amanda Location1MeetingPolicy Off

  Which IP video policy setting takes precedence?Which IP video policy setting takes precedence?

IP  VIDEOIP  VIDEO M O DE F O R IP  VIDEOM O DE F O R IP  VIDEO M EET IN G EXP ERIEN C EM EET IN G EXP ERIEN C E

Organizer: OnOn

Participant: OnOn

Participant: DisabledDisabled The Mode for IP videoMode for IP video setting takes
precedence. The participant who is
assigned this policy can't turn on or
view videos shared by others.

Organizer: OnOn

Participant: OnOn

Participant: Outgoing and incomingOutgoing and incoming
video enabledvideo enabled

The participant who is assigned this
policy can turn on or view videos
shared by others.

Let's look at the following example.

Meetings hosted by Daniela allow video to be turned on. Daniela can join the meeting and turn on video.

Amanda can't turn on video in Daniela's meeting because Amanda's policy is set to not allow video. Amanda can

see videos shared by other participants in the meeting.

In meetings hosted by Amanda, no one can turn on video, regardless of the video policy assigned to them. This

means Daniela can't turn on video in Amanda's meetings.

If Daniela calls Amanda with video on, Amanda can answer the call with audio only. When the call is connected,

Amanda can see Daniela's video, but can't turn on video. If Amanda calls Daniela, Daniela can answer the call

with video and audio. When the call is connected, Daniela can turn on or turn off her video, as needed.

To learn more, see Manage audio/video for meeting participants.

For a user, the most restrictive policy setting for video takes precedence. Here's some examples.



Organizer: OnOn

Participant: OffOff

Participant: Outgoing and incomingOutgoing and incoming
video enabledvideo enabled

The IP videoIP video setting takes
precedence. Participants can only see
incoming video and can't send
outgoing video.

Organizer: OnOn

Participant: OffOff

Participant: DisabledDisabled The Mode for IP videoMode for IP video setting takes
precedence. The participant can't see
incoming or outgoing video.

Organizer: OffOff The IP videoIP video setting takes precedence
because it's turned off for the
organizer. No one can turn on video in
meetings organized by the user who is
assigned this policy.

IP  VIDEOIP  VIDEO M O DE F O R IP  VIDEOM O DE F O R IP  VIDEO M EET IN G EXP ERIEN C EM EET IN G EXP ERIEN C E

  Manage audio/video for meeting participantsManage audio/video for meeting participants

IF  Y O U WA N T  TO. . .IF  Y O U WA N T  TO. . . SET  T H E F O L LO W IN G P O L IC Y  SET T IN GSSET  T H E F O L LO W IN G P O L IC Y  SET T IN GS

Disable audio and video for participants in meetings Mode for IP audio: DisabledDisabled
Mode for IP video: DisabledDisabled
IP video: N/A

Enable only incoming video and audio for participants in
meetings

Mode for IP audio: Outgoing and incoming audioOutgoing and incoming audio
enabledenabled
Mode for IP video: Outgoing and incoming videoOutgoing and incoming video
enabledenabled
IP video: OffOff

Disable video for participants in meetings (participants have
audio only)

Mode for IP audio: Enable outgoing and incomingEnable outgoing and incoming
audioaudio
Mode for IP video: DisabledDisabled
IP video: N/A

Enable audio and video for participants in meetings Mode for IP audio: Outgoing and incoming audioOutgoing and incoming audio
enabledenabled (default)
Mode for IP video: Outgoing and incoming videoOutgoing and incoming video
enabledenabled (default)
IP video: OnOn (default)

NOTENOTE

  Teams mobile clientsTeams mobile clients

The most restrictive policy between the meeting organizer ’s policy and the user ’s policy applies. For example, if

an organizer has a policy that restricts video and a user ’s policy doesn't restrict video, meeting participants

inherit the policy of the meeting organizer and don't have access to video in meetings. This means that they can

join the meeting with audio only.

When a user starts a group call to join by phone, the Use phone for audioUse phone for audio screen doesn't appear. This is a known issue

that we're working to resolve. To work around this issue, select Phone audioPhone audio under Other join optionsOther join options .

For users on Teams mobile clients, the ability to share photos and videos during a meeting is also determined by

the IP videoIP video or IP video modeIP video mode setting. Depending on which policy setting takes precedence, the ability to

share videos and photos won't be available. This doesn't affect screen sharing, which you configure using a

separate Screen sharing mode setting. Additionally, you can set a Teams mobility policy to prevent mobile users

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmobilitypolicy


  Media bit rate (Kbs)Media bit rate (Kbs)

 Video filters mode

SET T IN G VA L UE IN  P O W ERSH EL LSET T IN G VA L UE IN  P O W ERSH EL L
SET T IN G VA L UE IN  T EA M S A DM INSET T IN G VA L UE IN  T EA M S A DM IN
C EN T ERC EN T ER B EH AVIO RB EH AVIO R

NoFiltersNoFilters No filterNo filter User can't customize their video
background.

BlurOnlyBlurOnly Background blur onlyBackground blur only User has the option to blur their video
background.

BlurandDefaultBackgroundsBlurandDefaultBackgrounds Background blur and defaultBackground blur and default
imagesimages

User has the option to blur their video
background or choose from the
default set of images to use as their
background.

AllFiltersAllFilters All filtersAll filters User has the option to blur their video
background, choose from the default
set of images, or upload custom
images to use as their background.

NOTENOTE

  Allow custom background settingsAllow custom background settings

from using IP video over a cellular connection, which means they must use a WiFi connection.

This is a per-user policy. This setting determines the media bit rate for audio, video, and video-based app sharing

transmissions in calls and meetings for the user. It's applied to both the uplink and downlink media traversal for

users in the call or meeting. This setting gives you granular control over managing bandwidth in your

organization. Depending on the meetings scenarios required by users, we recommend having enough

bandwidth in place for a good quality experience. The minimum value is 30 Kbps and the maximum value

depends on the meeting scenario. To learn more about the minimum recommended bandwidth for good quality

meetings, calls, and live events in Teams, see Bandwidth requirements.

If there isn't enough bandwidth for a meeting, participants see a message that indicates poor network quality.

For meetings that need the highest-quality video experience, such as CEO board meetings and Teams live events,

we recommend you set the bandwidth to 10 Mbps. Even when the maximum experience is set, the Teams media

stack adapts to low-bandwidth conditions when certain network conditions are detected, depending on the

scenario.

 

This is a per-user policy. This setting controls whether users can customize their video background in a meeting.

You can use both Teams admin center and PowerShell to set this policy. You can edit an existing Teams meeting

policy by using the Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet. Or, create a new Teams meeting policy by using the New-

CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet, and then assign the policy to users.

To specify whether users can customize their video background in a meeting, set the VideoFiltersModeVideoFiltersMode

parameter (Select video filtersSelect video filters  setting in Teams admin center) as follows:

Images uploaded by users aren't screened by Teams. When you use the AllFiltersAllFilters  setting, you should have internal

organization policies to prevent users from uploading offensive or inappropriate images, or images your organization

don't have rights to use for Teams meeting backgrounds.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmeetingpolicy


NOTENOTE

 Related topics

You can add custom background images to be used per tenant. This feature allows companies to apply

corporate branding to Teams meetings.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. Select MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting PoliciesMeeting Policies  > Customize meeting imagesCustomize meeting images .

3. Select OnOn from Org wide background imagesOrg wide background images .

4. Select + Add images+ Add images .

5. In the Managing backgrounds panel, select Add imageAdd image.

6. Ensure that the images meet these requirements:

Minimum size 360 px

Maximum size 2048 px

File type of PNG, JPG, or BMP

Maximum 50 images can be uploaded

7. Preview the images that you've selected, and then select CloseClose.

8. Review the images and add more as needed.

9. Select SaveSave.

The meeting attendees will see a selection of background images that they can use when they attend a meeting.

It could take up to 24 hours for the changes to take effect.

Teams PowerShell overview

Assign policies to your users in Teams



   

 

Meeting policy settings for recording & transcription
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Allow transcription

 Allow cloud recording

USERUSER M EET IN G P O L IC YM EET IN G P O L IC Y A L LO W  C LO UD REC O RDIN GA L LO W  C LO UD REC O RDIN G

Daniela Global Off

Amanda Location1MeetingPolicy On

John (external user) Not applicable Not applicable

This article describes the meeting policy settings specific to recording and transcription including the following:

Allow transcription

Allow cloud recording

Store recordings outside of your country or region

This is a combination of a per-organizer and per-user policy. This setting controls whether captions and

transcription features are available during playback of meeting recordings. If you turn off this setting, the

SearchSearch and CCCC options won't be available during playback of a meeting recording. The person who started the

recording needs this setting turned on so that the recording also includes transcription.

Transcription for recorded meetings is currently only supported for users who set their language to or speak

English in Teams meetings.

This setting is a combination of a per-organizer and per-user policy and controls whether the meetings can be

recorded. The recording can be started by the meeting organizer or by another meeting participant if the policy

setting is turned on for the participant and if they're an authenticated user from the same organization.

People outside your organization, such as federated and anonymous users, can't start the recording. Guest users

can't start or stop the recording.

Let's look at the following example.

Meetings organized by Daniela can't be recorded.

Amanda can't record meetings organized by Daniela.

Meetings organized by Amanda can be recorded.

Daniela can't record meetings organized by Amanda.

John can't record meetings organized by Amanda.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/meetings-policies-recording-and-transcription.md


 Store recordings outside of your country or region

 Related topics

To learn more about cloud meeting recording, see Teams cloud meeting recording.

This policy controls whether meeting records can be permanently stored in another country or region. If it's

enabled, the recordings can't be migrated. For more information on cloud meetings and where recordings are

stored, see Teams cloud meeting recording.

Assign policies to users in Teams

Cloud meeting recording



   

 

Meeting policy settings - Content sharing
 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Screen sharing mode

SET T IN G VA L UESET T IN G VA L UE B EH AVIO RB EH AVIO R

Entire screenEntire screen Full desktop sharing and application sharing are allowed in
the meeting

Single applicationSingle application Application sharing is allowed in the meeting

DisabledDisabled Screen sharing and application sharing turned off in the
meeting.

USERUSER M EET IN G P O L IC YM EET IN G P O L IC Y SC REEN  SH A RIN G M O DESC REEN  SH A RIN G M O DE

Daniela Global Entire screen

Amanda Location1MeetingPolicy Disabled

 Allow a participant to give or request control

 

This article describes the following meeting policy settings related to content sharing:

Screen sharing mode

Allow a participant to give or request control

Allow an external participant to give or request control

PowerPoint sharing

Whiteboard

Shared notes

This setting is a combination of a per-organizer and per-user policies. This setting controls whether desktop and

window sharing is allowed in the user's meeting. Meeting participants who don't have any policies assigned (for

example, anonymous, guest, B2B, and federated participants) inherit the policy of the meeting organizer.

Let's look at the following example.

Meetings hosted by Daniela allow meeting participants to share their entire screen or a specific application. If

Amanda joins Daniela's meeting, Amanda can't share her screen or a specific application as her policy setting is

disabled. In meetings hosted by Amanda, no one is allowed to share their screen or a single application,

regardless of the screen sharing mode policy assigned to them. Consequently, Daniela can't share her screen or

a single application in Amanda's meetings.

Currently, users can't play video or share their screen in a Teams meeting if they're using Google Chrome.

This setting is a per-user policy. This setting controls whether the user can give control of the shared desktop or

window to other meeting participants. To give control, hover over the top of the screen.

If this setting is turned on for the user, the Give ControlGive Control  option is displayed in the top bar in a sharing session.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/meeting-policies-content-sharing.md


USERUSER M EET IN G P O L IC YM EET IN G P O L IC Y
A L LO W  PA RT IC IPA N T  TO  GIVE  O RA L LO W  PA RT IC IPA N T  TO  GIVE  O R
REQ UEST  C O N T RO LREQ UEST  C O N T RO L

Daniela Global On

Babek Location1MeetingPolicy Off

NOTENOTE

 Allow an external participant to give or request control

  PowerPoint sharingPowerPoint sharing

If the setting is turned off for the user, the Give ControlGive Control  option isn't available.

Let's look at the following example.

Daniela can give control of the shared desktop or window to other participants in a meeting organized by

Babek. However, Babek can't give control to other participants.

To use PowerShell to control who can give control or accept requests for control, use the

AllowParticipantGiveRequestControl cmdlet.

To give and take control of shared content during sharing, both parties must be using the Teams desktop client. Control

isn't supported when either party is running Teams in a browser. This is due to a technical limitation that we're planning to

fix.

This setting is a per-user policy. Whether an organization has set this policy for a user doesn't control what

external participants can do, regardless of what the meeting organizer has set. This parameter controls whether

external participants can be given control or request control of the sharer's screen, depending on what the

sharer has set within their organization's meeting policies. External participants in Teams meetings can be

categorized as follows:

Anonymous user

Guest users

B2B user

Federated user

Whether federated users can give control to external users while sharing is controlled by the Allow anAllow an

external par ticipant to give or request controlexternal par ticipant to give or request control  setting in their organization.

To use PowerShell to control whether external participants can give control or accept requests for control, use

the AllowExternalParticipantGiveRequestControl cmdlet.

This is a per-user policy. This setting controls whether the user can share PowerPoint slide decks in a meeting.

External users, including anonymous, guest, and federated users, inherit the policy of the meeting organizer.

Let's look at the following example.



USERUSER M EET IN G P O L IC YM EET IN G P O L IC Y P O W ERP O IN T  SH A RIN GP O W ERP O IN T  SH A RIN G

Daniela Global On

Amanda Location1MeetingPolicy Off

 Whiteboard

USERUSER M EET IN G P O L IC YM EET IN G P O L IC Y W H IT EB O A RDW H IT EB O A RD

Daniela Global On

Amanda Location1MeetingPolicy Off

 Shared notes

USERUSER M EET IN G P O L IC YM EET IN G P O L IC Y SH A RED N OT ESSH A RED N OT ES

Daniela Global On

Amanda Location1MeetingPolicy Off

 Related topics

Amanda can't share PowerPoint slide decks in meetings even if she's the meeting organizer. Daniela can share

PowerPoint slide decks even if the meeting is organized by Amanda. Amanda can view the PowerPoint slide

decks shared by others in the meeting, even though she can't share PowerPoint slide decks.

This setting is a per-user policy. This setting controls whether a user can share the whiteboard in a meeting.

External users, including anonymous, B2B, and federated users, inherit the policy of the meeting organizer.

Let's look at the following example.

Amanda can't share the whiteboard in a meeting even if she's the meeting organizer. Daniela can share the

whiteboard even if a meeting is organized by Amanda.

This setting is a per-user policy. This setting controls whether a user can create and share notes in a meeting.

External users, including anonymous, B2B, and federated users, inherit the policy of the meeting organizer. The

Meeting NotesMeeting Notes  tab is currently only supported in meetings that have fewer than 20 participants.

Let's look at the following example.

Daniela can take notes in Amanda's meetings and Amanda can't take notes in any meetings.

Teams PowerShell overview

Assign policies to your users in Teams

Remove the RestrictedAnonymousAccess Teams meeting policy from users



   

 

Configure desktop sharing in Microsoft Teams
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Desktop sharing lets users present a screen or app during a meeting or chat. Admins can configure screen

sharing in Microsoft Teams to let users share an entire screen, an app, or a file. You can let users give or request

control, allow PowerPoint sharing, add a whiteboard, and allow shared notes. You can also configure whether

anonymous or external users can request control of the shared screen. External participants in Teams meetings

can be categorized as follows:

Anonymous user

Guest users

B2B user

Federated user

To configure screen sharing, you create a new meetings policy and then assign it to the users you want to

manage.

In the In the Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center

1. Select MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies .

2. On the Meeting policiesMeeting policies  page, select AddAdd.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/configure-desktop-sharing.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/


NOTENOTE

3. Give your policy a unique title and enter a brief description.

4. Under Content shar ingContent shar ing, choose a Screen sharing modeScreen sharing mode from the drop-down list:

Entire screenEntire screen – lets users share their entire desktop.

S ingle applicationSingle application – lets users limit screen sharing to a single active application.

DisabledDisabled – Turns off screen sharing.

You don't have to enable the calling policy in order for users to use screen share from chat. However, their audio is turned

off until they unmute themselves. In addition, the user sharing the screen can click Add AudioAdd Audio to enable audio. If the

calling policy is disabled, users won't be able to add audio to the screen share from a chat session.

5. Turn the following settings on or off:

Allow a par ticipant to give or request controlAllow a par ticipant to give or request control  – lets members of the team give or request

control of the presenter's desktop or application.

Allow an external par ticipant to give or request controlAllow an external par ticipant to give or request control  – This is a per-user policy. Whether an

organization has this set for a user doesn't control what external participants can do, regardless of

what the meeting organizer has set. This parameter controls whether external participants can be

given control or request control of the sharer's screen, depending on what the sharer has set within

their organization's meeting policies.

Allow PowerPoint shar ingAllow PowerPoint shar ing - lets users create meetings that allow PowerPoint presentations to be

uploaded and shared.

Allow whiteboardAllow whiteboard – lets users share a whiteboard.



 Use PowerShell to configure shared desktop

Allow shared notesAllow shared notes  – lets users take shared notes.

6. Click SaveSave.

You can also use the Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet to control desktop sharing. Set the following parameters:

Description

ScreenSharingMode

AllowPrivateCalling

AllowParticipantGiveRequestControl

AllowExternalParticipantGiveRequestControl

AllowPowerPointSharing

AllowWhiteboard

AllowSharedNotes

Learn more about using the csTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy


   

 

Meeting policy settings - Participants & guests
 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Let anonymous people start a meeting

NOTENOTE

 Automatically admit people

 

These settings control which meeting participants wait in the lobby before they are admitted to the meeting and

the level of participation they are allowed in a meeting.

Let anonymous people start a meeting

Automatically admit people

Allow dial-in users to bypass the lobby

Live captions

Chat in meetings

Options to join a meeting will vary, depending on the settings for each Teams group, and the connection method. If your

group has audio conferencing, and uses it to connect, see Audio Conferencing. If your Teams group doesn't have audio

conferencing, refer to Join a meeting in Teams.

This setting is a per-organizer policy that allows for leaderless dial-in conferencing meetings. This setting

controls whether dial-in users can join the meeting without an authenticated user from the organization in

attendance. By default, this setting is turned off, which means dial-in users will wait in the lobby until an

authenticated user from the organization joins the meeting.

If this setting is turned off and a dial-in user joins the meeting first and is placed in the lobby, an organization user must

join the meeting with a Teams client to admit the user from the lobby. There are no lobby controls available for dialed in

users.

This is a per-organizer policy. This setting controls whether people join a meeting directly or wait in the lobby

until they are admitted by an authenticated user. This setting does not apply to dial-in users.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/meeting-policies-participants-and-guests.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/audio-conferencing-in-office-365
https://support.office.com/article/join-a-meeting-in-teams-1613bb53-f3fa-431e-85a9-d6a91e3468c9


NOTENOTE

SET T IN G VA L UESET T IN G VA L UE JO IN  B EH AVIO RJO IN  B EH AVIO R

Ever yoneEver yone All meeting participants join the meeting directly without
waiting in the lobby. This includes authenticated users,
external users from trusted organizations (federated), guests,
and anonymous users.

People in my organization and guestsPeople in my organization and guests Authenticated users within the organization, including guest
users, join the meeting directly without waiting in the lobby.
Users from trusted organizations, and anonymous users wait
in the lobby. This is the default setting.

People in my organization, trusted organizations,People in my organization, trusted organizations,
and guestsand guests

Authenticated users within the organization, including guest
users and the users from trusted organizations, join the
meeting directly without waiting in the lobby. Anonymous
users wait in the lobby.

People in my organizationPeople in my organization Authenticated users from within the organization join the
meeting directly without waiting in the lobby. Users from
trusted organizations, guest users, and anonymous users
wait in the lobby.

Organizer onlyOrganizer only Only meeting organizers can join the meeting directly
without waiting in the lobby. Everyone else, including
authenticated users within the organization, guest users,
users from trusted organizations, and anonymous users
must wait in the lobby. On the Teams client meeting options
page, it appears as "Only me".

Meeting organizers can click Meeting OptionsMeeting Options  in the meeting invitation to change this setting for each

meeting they schedule.

In the meeting options the setting is labeled "Who can bypass the lobby". If you change the default setting for any user, it

will apply to all new meetings organized by that user and any prior meetings where the user didn't modify Meeting

options.



Invited users onlyInvited users only Only invited users and meeting organizers can join the
meeting directly without waiting in the lobby. Everyone else,
including authenticated users within the organization, guest
users, users from trusted organizations, and anonymous
users must wait in the lobby. On the Teams client meeting
options page, it appears as "People I invite". Users added as
a part of a distribution group will have to go through the
lobby.

SET T IN G VA L UESET T IN G VA L UE JO IN  B EH AVIO RJO IN  B EH AVIO R

NOTENOTE

 Allow dial-in users to bypass the lobby

NOTENOTE

 Live captions

Trusted organizations are domains that you allow federated communications with in Teams. If you enable Allow allAllow all

external domainsexternal domains for external access in the Teams admin center, any authenticated user within any Teams organization

will be trusted. If you choose to specify external domains that are allowed and block all others, the allowed domains

become trusted organizations. Any blocked domain is considered to not be a trusted organization.

This is a per-organizer policy. This setting controls whether people who dial in by phone join the meeting

directly or wait in the lobby regardless of the Automatically admit peopleAutomatically admit people setting. By default, this setting is

turned off. When this setting is turned off, dial-in users will wait in the lobby until an organization user joins the

meeting with a Teams client and admits them. When this setting is turned on, dial-in users will automatically join

the meeting when an organization user joins the meeting.

If a dial-in user joins a meeting before an organization user joins the meeting, they will be placed in the lobby until an

organization user joins the meeting using a Teams client and admits them. If you change the default setting for any user,

it will apply to all new meetings organized by that user and any prior meetings where the user didn't modify Meeting

options.

This setting is a per-user policy and applies during a meeting. This setting controls whether the Turn on liveTurn on live

captionscaptions  option is available for the user to turn on and turn off live captions in meetings that the user attends.



SET T IN G VA L UESET T IN G VA L UE B EH AVIO RB EH AVIO R

Disabled but the user can overrideDisabled but the user can override Live captions aren't automatically turned on for the user
during a meeting. The user sees the Turn on live captionsTurn on live captions
option in the overflow (...... ) menu to turn them on. This is the
default setting.

DisabledDisabled Live captions are disabled for the user during a meeting. The
user doesn't have the option to turn them on.

 Chat in meetings

 Related topics

 

This setting is a per-participant setting. This setting controls whether meeting chat is allowed in the user's

meeting.

 

Teams PowerShell overview

Assign policies to your users in Teams

Remove the RestrictedAnonymousAccess Teams meeting policy from users



   

 

Remove the RestrictedAnonymousAccess Teams
meeting policy from users

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Before you start

 Get the Teams meeting policy assignments for your organization

Get-CsOnlineUser | Select-Object objectid, TeamsMeetingPolicy | Group-Object TeamsMeetingPolicy

Count  Name                               Group
------ ----------                         ---------
233    Education_HigherEducationStudent   {@{ObjectId=755e0d21-0737-4219-b68a-23423497f61f; 
TeamsMeetingPolicy=Education_HigherEducationStudent...
20                                        {@{ObjectId=e27fdfb5-bb38-4032-bb33-8e8bdf086eff; 
TeamsMeetingPolicy=}, @{ObjectId=91c330...
2      RestrictedAnonymousAccess          {@{ObjectId=38b35ebf-cc8b-4b61-a2db-f6e67c3f614b; 
TeamsMeetingPolicy=RestrictedAnonymousAccess...

 Unassign the RestrictedAnonymous meeting policy from users

  Use the Grant-CsTeamsMeeting Policy cmdletUse the Grant-CsTeamsMeeting Policy cmdlet

Meeting policies in Microsoft Teams are used to control the features that are available to meeting participants

for meetings that are scheduled by users in your organization.

Teams includes a built-in policy named RestrictedAnonymousAccess, which contains pre-defined settings that

include restricting anonymous users from starting a meeting. (Anonymous users are users who haven't been

authenticated.) The predefined settings in the meeting policy can't be edited or changed by admins.

This article shows you how to use PowerShell to remove the RestrictedAnonymousAccess meeting policy from

users who are assigned this policy. To learn more about how to manage Teams using PowerShell, see Teams

PowerShell overview.

Install and connect to the Skype for Business PowerShell module. For step-by-step guidance, see Install

Microsoft Teams PowerShell.

Run the following to get the Teams meeting policy assignments for your organization.

In this example, the following output is returned, which shows that two users are assigned the

RestrictedAnonymousAccess meeting policy.

To remove the the RestrictedAnonymous meeting policy from users, you can use the Grant-

CSTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet if you have a small number of users (for example, less than 100 users). If you

have a large number of users (for example, more than 100 users), it's more efficient to use the New-

CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation cmdlet to submit a batch operation.

Run the following to remove the RestrictedAnonymous meeting policy from users.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/meeting-policies-restricted-anonymous-access.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/manage-skype-for-business-online-with-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation


Get-CsOnlineUser |? TeamsMeetingPolicy -eq "RestrictedAnonymousAccess" | Select-Object objectid | foreach 
{Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity $_.ObjectId -PolicyName $null}

  Use the New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation cmdletUse the New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation cmdlet

NOTENOTE

$restrictedAnonymousUsers = @(Get-CsOnlineUser |? TeamsMeetingPolicy -eq "RestrictedAnonymousAccess" | %{ 
$_.ObjectId })

New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -PolicyType TeamsMeetingPolicy -PolicyName $null -Identity 
$restrictedAnonymousUsers -OperationName "Batch unassign meeting policy"

  Get the status of the batch assignmentGet the status of the batch assignment

Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -OperationId 62557b78-e734-42d6-952f-41a454ed6115

 Related topics

With batch policy assignment, the maximum number of users for which you can remove or update policies is

5,000 at a time. For example, if you have more than 5,000 users, you'll need to submit multiple batches. For best

results, do not submit multiple batches at a time. Allow batches to complete processing before submitting more

batches.

The New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation cmdlet is in the Teams PowerShell module. Before you follow these steps,

install and connect to the Teams PowerShell module. For step-by-step guidance, see Install Microsoft Teams PowerShell.

Run the following commands to remove the RestrictedAnonymousAccess meeting policy from a batch of users.

Each batch assignment returns an operation ID, which you can use to track the progress and status of the

assignments and identify any failures that might occur. For example, run the following:

Make sure the ErrorCountErrorCount is 00  (zero) and OverallStatusOverallStatus  is CompletedCompleted.

Manage meeting policies in Teams

Teams PowerShell overview

Assign policies to your users in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams
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 What happens when the meeting join link and conference ID expire?

 What happens when you turn on and turn off a meeting policy
setting?
  Switch a meeting policy setting from on to offSwitch a meeting policy setting from on to off

Meeting policies in Microsoft Teams are used to control whether users in your organization can start and

schedule meetings and the features that are available to meeting participants for meetings that are scheduled

by users. You can use the global (Org-wide default) policy or create and assign custom policies. You manage

meeting policies in the Microsoft Teams admin center or by using Get, New, Set, Remove, Grant -

CsTeamsMeetingPolicy PowerShell cmdlets.

The meeting policy settings that control whether users can start and schedule meetings and also control

expiration of meetings scheduled by users. When a meeting join link and conference ID for a meeting expires, no

one can join the meeting. The following meeting policy settings determine whether users can start and schedule

meetings in Teams. We discuss the meeting settings in this article.

Meet now in channels: Controls whether a user can start an impromptu meeting in a channel.

Channel meeting scheduling: Controls whether a user can schedule a meeting in a channel.

Private meeting scheduling: Controls whether a user can schedule a private meeting in Teams. A meeting is

private when it's not published to a channel in a team.

Outlook add in: Controls whether a user can schedule a private meeting from Outlook. A meeting is private

when it's not published to a channel in a team.

Meet now in private meetings: Controls whether a user can start an impromptu private meeting.

By default, these settings are on. When any of these settings are turned off, any user who is assigned the policy

can't start or schedule new meetings of that type. At the same time, the meeting join links and conference IDs of

all existing meetings of that type that the user previously started or scheduled expire.

For example, if a user is assigned a meeting policy in which these meeting policy settings are set to OnOn, and then

you turn off the Allow Meet now in channelsAllow Meet now in channels  setting, that user can no longer start impromptu meetings in

channels, and the channel Meet now join links that the user previously created are expired. The user can still

start and schedule other meeting types and join meetings organized by other people.

When the meeting join link and conference ID for a meeting expires, no one can join the meeting. When a user

tries to join the meeting through the link or by phone, they'll get a message that says the meeting is no longer

available. Conversations, files, whiteboards, recordings, transcripts, and other content related to the meeting are

retained and users can still access them.

When a meeting policy setting is set to OnOn, users who are assigned the policy can start or schedule meetings of

that type and everyone can join. When you switch the meeting policy setting to OffOff , users who are assigned the

policy can't start or schedule new meetings of that type, and the meeting join links and conference IDs of

existing meetings that the user previously scheduled are expired.

Keep in mind that the user can still join meetings organized by other people.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/meeting-expiration.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsmeetingpolicy


  Switch a meeting policy setting from off to onSwitch a meeting policy setting from off to on

 Meeting expiration scenarios

IF  Y O U WA N T  TO. . .   IF  Y O U WA N T  TO. . .   DO  T H IS    DO  T H IS    M EET IN G JO IN  B EH AVIO R    M EET IN G JO IN  B EH AVIO R    

Expire private Meet now meetings
started by a user  

Turn off Meet now in privateMeet now in private
meetingsmeetings .  

No one can join private Meet nowMeet now
meetings started by the user.

Expire private meetings scheduled by a
user  

Turn off Private meetingPrivate meeting
schedulingscheduling and turn off OutlookOutlook
add-inadd-in .   

No one can join private meetings
scheduled by the user. This prevents
people from joining the following
meetings:

Both Private meeting schedulingPrivate meeting scheduling
and Outlook add-inOutlook add-in must be off to
expire private meetings scheduled by a
user. If one setting is off and the other
is on, meeting join links and
conference IDs of existing meetings
remain active and won't be expired.

Expire channel Meet nowMeet now meetings
started by a user  

Turn off Meet now in channelsMeet now in channels  and
turn off Channel meetingChannel meeting
schedulingscheduling.  

No one can join channel Meet nowMeet now
meetings started by the user.

Expire channel meetings scheduled by
a user  

Turn off Channel meetingChannel meeting
schedulingscheduling.  

No one can join channel meetings
scheduled by the user. This prevents
people from joining the following
meetings:

When you switch a meeting policy setting from OffOff  to OnOn, users who are assigned the policy can start or

schedule meetings of that type. If a meeting policy setting is turned off and then turned on again for a user, all

previously scheduled (and expired) meetings organized by the user become active and people can join them

using the meeting join link or by phone.

Here's a summary of how meeting expiration works for each of the meeting policy settings discussed in this

article.

Private meetings that occurred
in the past.

Private meetings that are
scheduled for the future and
have not yet occurred.

Future instances of recurring
private meetings.

Channel meetings that
occurred in the past.

Channel meetings that are
scheduled for the future and
haven't yet occurred.

Future instances of recurring
channel meetings.

If you want people to access meetings that were previously scheduled or started by a particular user, you can:

Turn on the meeting policy setting for that user.

Turn off the meeting policy setting for that user and have another user who has the policy setting enabled

create a new meeting to replace the expired meeting.



NOTENOTE

 Changes to meeting expiration

NOTENOTE

  Expiration dateExpiration date

  Change the default expiration dateChange the default expiration date

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity Global -NewMeetingRecordingExpirationDays 50

If the meeting was sent by a delegate, who was given permissions to send meeting invitations on behalf of another

person, such as a manager, the meeting policy setting is applied to the person who granted permission (the manager).

All newly created Teams meeting recordings (TMRs) will have a default expiration of 60 days. This is on by

default for all tenants. This means that by default, all TMRs created after this feature was turned on will be

deleted 60 days after their creation date. Admins can also set meetings to never auto-expirenever auto-expire. The OneDrive

and SharePoint system will monitor the expiration date set on all TMRs and will automatically move TMRs to the

recycle bin on their expiration date.

Automatic meeting expiration is a lightweight housekeeping mechanism to reduce storage clutter created by

older TMRs. On average, across all customers, 99% of TMRs aren't watched after 60 days. We believe nearly all

customers will benefit from the reduced storage load on their tenant by removing recordings that likely won't

be watched again after 60 days. It's our goal to provide as clean an experience as possible for all customers by

default.

Use meeting expiration to limit the OneDrive or SharePoint for cloud storage consumption driven by Teams

meeting records. A typical meeting recording consumes around 400 MB per hour of recording.

The maximum default expiration date for A1 users is 30 days.

The expiration date is calculated as the day it's createdday it's created plus the default number of days set in thedefault number of days set in the

Teams policy by the adminTeams policy by the admin.

Playback doesn't impact the expiration date.

Admins can edit the default expiration setting in PowerShell or the Teams admin center. Any changes will only

effect newly created TMRs from that point forward. It won't impact any recordings created before that date.

Admins can't change the expiration date on existing TMRs. This is done to protect the decision of the user that

owns the TMR. Both meetings and calls can be controlled by this setting.

The expiration date value can be set as follows:

Minimum value: 1 day1 day

Maximum value: 99,999 days99,999 days

You can also set the expiration date to -1-1  so the recordings never expire.

Example PowerShell command:

You can set the expiration date in the Teams admin center under Meeting policies.Meeting policies. After you turn on

Meetings automatically expire,Meetings automatically expire, you'll get the option to set a recording expiration.



  Security and complianceSecurity and compliance
  Should I rely on this feature for strict security and compliance adherence?Should I rely on this feature for strict security and compliance adherence?

  Will a retention and/or deletion policy I've set in the Security & Compliance center override the Teams meeting recording expirationWill a retention and/or deletion policy I've set in the Security & Compliance center override the Teams meeting recording expiration
setting?setting?

  Will this feature enforce file retention?Will this feature enforce file retention?

  What SKUs are required for this feature?What SKUs are required for this feature?

  What if I want the admin to have full control over the lifecycle of meeting recordings and don't want to giveWhat if I want the admin to have full control over the lifecycle of meeting recordings and don't want to give
end users the ability to override the expiration date?end users the ability to override the expiration date?

  Will future TMRs migrated from Classic Stream after this feature is released have auto-expiration applied toWill future TMRs migrated from Classic Stream after this feature is released have auto-expiration applied to
them too?them too?

  How is this feature different from the expiration message I see when a TMR upload to OneDrive andHow is this feature different from the expiration message I see when a TMR upload to OneDrive and
SharePoint fails?SharePoint fails?

No, you shouldn't rely on this for legal protection since end users can modify the expiration date of any

recordings they control.

Yes, any policies you have set in the compliance center will take full precedence.

For example:

If you have a policy that says all files in a site must be retained for 100 days, and the expiration setting for a

Teams meeting recording is 30 days, then the recording will be retained for the full 100 days.

If you have a deletion policy that says all Teams meeting recordings will be deleted after five days and you

have an expiration setting for a Teams meeting recording of 30 days, then the recording will be deleted after

five days.

No, files won't be retained due to this feature or its settings. If a user with delete permissions attempts to delete

a TMR that has an expiration setting, that user ’s delete action will be executed.

All SKUs will have this feature by default.

A1 users will be defaulted to a maximum 30-day expiration period, but they can change the expiration date

as needed.

We recommend using the Security and Compliance retain and/or delete policies. That offering is targeted to

solve complex policy and SLA-driven administrative legal concerns.

The auto-expiration feature is solely meant as a lightweight housekeeping mechanism to reduce storage clutter

created from old Teams meeting recordings.

No, migrated TMRs will not come with an expiration set on them. Instead, we encourage admins to only migrate

TMRs that they want to retain. More details will be provided in the migration documentation.



 Related topics

When a recording fails to upload to OneDrive or SharePoint, the Teams application displays a message in the

chat that users have up to 21 days to download the TMR before it’s permanently deleted from the Teams server.

This existing expiration experience due to failed TMR uploads is not related to the OneDrive and SharePoint

auto-expiration feature being discussed in the help document.

Change meeting expiration date - end-user controls

Manage meeting policies in Teams

Assign policies to your users in Teams

Teams PowerShell overview

https://support.microsoft.com/office/record-a-meeting-in-teams-34dfbe7f-b07d-4a27-b4c6-de62f1348c24#bkmk_view_change_expiration_date
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Allow anonymous users to join meetings

  Using the Microsoft Teams admin center to configure organization-wide policyUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center to configure organization-wide policy

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

  Using PowerShell to configure per-organizer policyUsing PowerShell to configure per-organizer policy

As an admin, you use Teams meetings settings to control whether anonymous users can join Teams meetings,

customize meeting invitations, and if you want to enable Quality of Service (QoS), set port ranges for real-time

traffic. These settings apply to all Teams meetings that users schedule in your organization. You manage these

settings from MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting settingsMeeting settings  in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Through a per-organizer policy setting, admins now can control whether specific users or groups of users can let

anonymous users join the meetings they organize. The per-organizer and organization-wide policy settings both

control anonymous join, and the more restrictive takes effect.

-DisableAnonymousJoin-DisableAnonymousJoin is the organization-wide policy setting. It will be deprecated in the future, and then the per-

organizer policy will be the only way to control anonymous join.

With anonymous join, anyone can join the meeting as an anonymous user by clicking the link in the meeting

invitation. To learn more, see Join a meeting without a Teams account. You can control anonymous users' ability

to join meetings either at your organization level, or per meeting organizer by using two different policy

settings.

You must be a Teams admin to make these changes. See Use Teams administrator roles to manage Teams to

read about getting admin roles and permissions.

1. Go to the Teams admin center.

2. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting settingsMeeting settings .

3. Under Par ticipantsPar ticipants , turn on Anonymous users can join a meetingAnonymous users can join a meeting.

If you don't want anonymous users to join meetings scheduled by users in your organization, turn off this

setting.

Admins can now control whether specific users or groups of users can let anonymous users join the meetings

they organize. This new per-organizer policy is controlled by using the --

AllowAnonymousUsersToJoinMeetingAllowAnonymousUsersToJoinMeeting parameter in Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy. This comes with Teams

PowerShell version 2.6.0 and later.

You can use either policy, organization-wide or per-organizer, to manage anonymous join. We recommend that

you implement the per-organizer policy. The organization-wide policy setting will be deprecated in the future

and the per-organizer policy will be the only way to control anonymous join.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/meeting-settings-in-teams.md
https://support.office.com/article/join-a-meeting-without-a-teams-account-c6efc38f-4e03-4e79-b28f-e65a4c039508
https://admin.teams.microsoft.net
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy


NOTENOTE

 Allow anonymous users to interact with apps in meetings

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

 Customize meeting invitations

  Tips for creating a logo for meeting invitationsTips for creating a logo for meeting invitations

Since both the organization-wide and per-organizer policies control anonymous join, the more restrictive setting

will be effective. For example, if you don't allow anonymous join at the organization level, that will be your

effective policy regardless of what you configure for the per-organizer policy. Therefore, in order to allow

anonymous users to join meetings, you must configure both policies to allow anonymous join by setting the

following values:

-DisableAnonymousJoin-DisableAnonymousJoin set to $false$false

-AllowAnonymousUsersToJoinMeeting-AllowAnonymousUsersToJoinMeeting set to $true$true

Any other combination of values will prevent anonymous users from joining meetings.

To use the per-organizer policy for organizations with anonymous join turned off per organization, admins need to create

a policy and then assign it to users. To learn how to do that, see Manage meeting policies in Microsoft Teams.

Anonymous users will now inherit the user-level global default permission policy. This control will then allow

anonymous users to interact with apps in Teams meetings as long as the user-level permission policy has

enabled the app. Note that anonymous users can only interact with apps that are already available in a meeting

and cannot acquire and/or manage these apps.

By default, the setting to allow anonymous users to interact with apps in meetings is enabled.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

You must be a Teams service admin to access this setting. See Use Teams administrator roles to manage Teams

to read about getting admin roles and permissions.

1. Go to the admin center.

2. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting settingsMeeting settings .

3. Under Par ticipantsPar ticipants , the setting for Anonymous users can interact with apps in meetingsAnonymous users can interact with apps in meetings  can be

changed.

If you don't want anonymous users to interact with apps in meetings scheduled by users in your organization,

turn off this setting.

You can customize Teams meeting invitations to meet your organization's needs. You can add your organization's

logo and include helpful information, such as links to your support website and legal disclaimer, and a text-only

footer.

1. Create an image that's no more than 188 pixels wide by 30 pixels tall (it's quite small).

2. Save the image in JPG or PNG format.

3. Store the image in a location that everyone receiving the invitation can access, such as a public website.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-policies-overview


  Customize your meeting invitationsCustomize your meeting invitations

 Set how you want to handle real-time media traffic for Teams
meetings

Now you can add it to your meeting invitations. See the next steps.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. Go to the admin center.

2. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting settingsMeeting settings .

3. Under Email invitationEmail invitation, do the following:

Logo URLLogo URL  Enter the URL where your logo is stored.

Legal URLLegal URL  If your organization has a legal website that you want people to go to for any legal

concerns, enter the URL here.

Help URLHelp URL  If your organization has a support website that you want people to go to if they run into

issues, enter the URL here.

FooterFooter  Enter text that you want to include as a footer.

4. Click Preview invitePreview invite to see a preview of your meeting invitation.

5. When you're done, click SaveSave.

6. Wait an hour or so for the changes to propagate. Then schedule a Teams meeting to see what the meeting

invitation looks like.

 

If you're using Quality of Service (QoS) to prioritize network traffic, you can enable QoS markers and set port

ranges for each type of media traffic. Setting port ranges for different traffic types is only one step in handling

real-time media; see Quality of Service (QoS) in Teams for much more detail.



IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
Apple-based systems: The only instance that we know of where Apple-based devices actually set the DSCP value is if all

the following conditions are met:

iOS.

WiFi network.

Cisco switches.

The network administrator has added the app to the approved list.

Android-based systems: There are no known limitations.

If you enable QoS or change settings in the Microsoft Teams admin center for the Teams service, you'll also need to apply

matching settings to all user devices and all internal network devices to fully implement the changes to QoS in Teams.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. Go to the admin center.

2. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting settingsMeeting settings .

3. Under NetworkNetwork , do the following:

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

To allow DSCP markings to be used for QoS, turn on Quality of Ser vice (QoS) markers forQuality of Ser vice (QoS) markers for

real-time media trafficreal-time media traffic. You only have the option of using markers or not; you can't set custom

markers for each traffic type. See Select a QoS implementation method for more on DSCP

markers.

Note that enabling QoS is only performed on the endpoints for tagging packets leaving the client. We still

recommend applying matching QoS rules on all internal network devices for incoming traffic.



  Port ranges and DSCP markingsPort ranges and DSCP markings

M EDIA  T RA F F IC  T Y P EM EDIA  T RA F F IC  T Y P E
C L IEN T  SO URC EC L IEN T  SO URC E
P O RT  RA N GE *P O RT  RA N GE * P ROTO C O LP ROTO C O L DSC P  VA L UEDSC P  VA L UE DSC P  C L A SSDSC P  C L A SS

Audio 50,000–50,019 TCP/UDP 46 Expedited
Forwarding (EF)

Video 50,020–50,039 TCP/UDP 34 Assured Forwarding
(AF41)

Application/Screen
Sharing

50,040–50,059 TCP/UDP 18 Assured Forwarding
(AF21)

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

DSCP tagging is typically done via Source Ports and UDP traffic will route to Transport Relay with

destination port of 3478 by default. If your company requires tagging on destination ports, please contact

support to enable communication to the Transport Relay with UDP ports 3479 (Audio), 3480 (Video), and

3481 (Sharing).

To specify port ranges, next to Select a por t range for each type of real-time media trafficSelect a por t range for each type of real-time media traffic,

select Specify por t rangesSpecify por t ranges , and then enter the starting and ending ports for audio, video, and

screen sharing. Selecting this option is required to implement QoS.

If Quality of Ser vice (QoS) markers for real-time media trafficQuality of Ser vice (QoS) markers for real-time media traffic is on, then you have to manage

your port settings. They aren't managed automatically.

If you select Automatically use any available por tsAutomatically use any available por ts , available ports between 1024 and 65535 are

used. Use this option only when not implementing QoS.

Selecting a port range that is too narrow will lead to dropped calls and poor call quality. The

recommendations below should be a bare minimum.

If you're unsure what port ranges to use in your environment, the following settings are a good starting point.

To learn more, read Implement Quality of Service (QoS) in Microsoft Teams. These are the required DSCP

markings and the suggested corresponding media port ranges used by both Teams and ExpressRoute.

* The port ranges you assign can't overlap and should be adjacent to each other.

After QoS has been in use for a while, you'll have usage information on the demand for each of these three

workloads, and you can choose what changes to make based on your specific needs. Call Quality Dashboard will

be helpful with that.
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Emails will be automatically sent to users who are enabled for Audio Conferencing using Microsoft as the audio

conferencing provider.

By default, there are four types of email that will be sent to your users who are enabled for Audio Conferencing.

However, if you want to limit the number of emails sent to users, you can turn it off. Audio Conferencing in

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 will send email to your users' email when:

NOTENOTE

An Audio Conferencing license is assigned to them or when you are changing the audioAn Audio Conferencing license is assigned to them or when you are changing the audio

conferencing provider to Microsoft.conferencing provider to Microsoft.

This email includes the conference ID, the default conference phone number for the meetings, the audio

conferencing PIN for the user, and the instructions and link to use the Skype for Business Online Meeting

Update Tool that is used to update existing meetings for the user. See Assign Microsoft Teams add-on

licenses or Assign Microsoft as the audio conferencing provider.

If your organization has been enabled for dynamic conference IDs, all of a user's meetings that they schedule will

have unique conference IDs. You can set up Audio Conferencing dynamic IDs in your organization.

Here is an example of this email:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/emails-sent-to-users-when-their-settings-change-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/assign-microsoft-as-the-audio-conferencing-provider
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/reset-a-conference-id-for-a-user


To find out more about licensing, see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

The conference ID or default conference phone number of a user changes.The conference ID or default conference phone number of a user changes.

This email contains the conference ID, default conference phone number, and the instructions and link to

use the Skype for Business Online Meeting Update Tool that is used to update existing meetings for the

user. But this email doesn't include the user's audio conferencing PIN. See Reset a conference ID for a

user.

Here is an example of this email:

The audio conferencing PIN of a user is reset.The audio conferencing PIN of a user is reset.

This email contains the organizer's audio conferencing PIN, the existing conference ID, and default

conference phone number for the user. See Reset the Audio Conferencing PIN.

Here is an example of this email:



NOTENOTE

 Make changes to the email messages that are sent to them

A user 's license is removed or when audio conferencing provider changes from Microsoft toA user 's license is removed or when audio conferencing provider changes from Microsoft to

other provider or None.other provider or None.

This happens when the Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing license is removed from a user or when setting the audio

conferencing provider to NoneNone.

See Assign or remove licenses for Microsoft 365 for business.

Here is an example of this email:

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

You can make changes to the email that is automatically sent to users. By default, the sender of the emails will be

from Microsoft 365 or Office 365, but you can change the display name using Windows PowerShell. See the

https://support.office.com/article/997596b5-4173-4627-b915-36abac6786dc


 What if you don't want email to be sent to them?

NOTENOTE

Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings -AutomaticallySendEmailsToUsers $true|$false

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more information.

When you disable sending emails to users, email won't be sent even when a user gets assigned a license. In this

case, the conference ID, default conferencing phone number, and, more importantly, their audio conferencing

PIN won't be sent to the user. When this happens, you must tell the user by sending them a separate email or by

calling them.

By default, emails will be sent to your users, but if you want to prevent them from receiving email for audio

conferencing, you can use Microsoft Teams or Windows PowerShell.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge settingsBridge settings .

3. In the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane, enable or disable Automatically send emails to users if their  dial-inAutomatically send emails to users if their  dial-in

settings changesettings change.

4. Click SaveSave.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using Windows PowerShellUsing Windows PowerShell

You can also use the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module and run:

You can use the Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings to manage other settings for your organization,

including email.

See the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more information.

By default, the sender of the emails will be from Microsoft 365 or Office 365, but you can change the email

address and display name using Windows PowerShell.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using a single point of administration that

can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell, see

these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinedialinconferencingtenantsettings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps


Enable or disable sending emails when Audio Conferencing settings change

Send an email to a user with their Audio Conferencing information



   

 

Enable users to record their name when they join a
meeting in Microsoft Teams

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Set whether callers should record their name

NOTENOTE

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

When you are setting up Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, you will receive phone numbers

and what is called an audio conferencing bridge. A conferencing bridge can contain one or more phone

numbers that can be a dedicated or shared phone number.

The conferencing bridge answers a call for a user who is dialing in to a meeting using a phone. The conferencing

bridge answers the caller with voice prompts from an auto attendant, and then, depending on their settings, can

play notifications, ask callers to record their name, and set up the PIN security for meeting organizers. PINs are

given to meeting organizers to allow them to start a meeting. However, you can set it up so a PIN isn't required

to start a meeting.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge settingsBridge settings .

3. Enable or disable Meeting entr y and exit notificationsMeeting entr y and exit notifications .

4. If enabling notifications, choose Names or phone numbersNames or phone numbers  under Entr y/exit announcement typeEntr y/exit announcement type,

and then turn on Ask callers to record their  name before joining a meeting.Ask callers to record their  name before joining a meeting.

5. Click SaveSave.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using a single point of administration that

can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell, see

these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/enable-users-to-record-their-name-when-they-join-a-meeting-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365


   

 

Turn on or off entry and exit announcements for
meetings in Microsoft Teams
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NOTENOTE

 Setting meeting join options

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell

When you are setting up Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, you will get an audio conferencing

bridge. A conferencing bridge can contain one or more phone numbers that people will use to call in to a

Microsoft Teams meeting.

The conferencing bridge answers a call for a user who is dialing in to a meeting using a phone. The conferencing

bridge answers the caller with voice prompts from a conferencing auto attendant, and then, depending on your

settings, can play notifications, ask callers to record their name, and set up the PIN security. A PIN is given to a

Microsoft Teams meeting organizer, and it allows them to start a meeting if they can't start the meeting using

the Microsoft Teams app. You can, however, set it so that a PIN isn't required to start a meeting.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

You must be a Teams service admin to make these changes. See Use Teams administrator roles to manage

Teams to read about getting admin roles and permissions.

NOTENOTE

1. Log in to the admin center.

2. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

3. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge SettingsBridge Settings .

4. In the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane, enable or disable Meeting entr y and exit notificationsMeeting entr y and exit notifications . This is selected

by default. If you clear it, users who have already joined the meeting won't be notified when someone

enters or leaves the meeting.

5. Under Entr y/exit announcement typeEntr y/exit announcement type, select Names or phone numbersNames or phone numbers  or TonesTones .

By default, external participants can't see the phone numbers of dialed-in participants. If you want to maintain the

privacy of these phone numbers, select TonesTones for Entr y/exit announcement typeEntr y/exit announcement type (this prevents the numbers

from being read out by Teams).

6. If you chose Names or phone numbersNames or phone numbers , enable or disable Ask callers to record their  name beforeAsk callers to record their  name before

joining the meetingjoining the meeting.

7. Click SaveSave.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/turn-on-or-off-entry-and-exit-announcements-for-meetings-in-teams.md


 Related topics

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using a single point of administration that

can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell, see

these topics:

Why you need to use Microsoft 365 or Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Audio Conferencing common questions

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps


   

 

Broadcast meeting content
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 Enable broadcast features

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity MEETING_POLICY -AllowNDIStreaming $true

Teams provides two options for broadcasting Teams meeting content: Network Device Interface (NewTek

NDI®) and Serial Digital Interface (SDI):

NewTek NDI® technology is a modern solution for connecting media devices (such as a studio camera

and mixer). Instead of using physical connections, NDI® technology enables connectivity over a local

intranet, including on a local machine.

NDI® technology has become a standard industry solution for producing live content for streams and

has gained significant awareness and adoption in the professional broadcast world.

SDI has been used in broadcast productions since 1989 and is supported on most legacy studio

hardware devices. Hardware devices from AJA Video Systems and Blackmagic Design provide

connectivity to legacy broadcast devices that use SDI.

The Video Hardware Out feature the supports SDI is currently in Preview release.

NDI® and SDI technology is supported in all locales.

Access to using NDI and SDI is determined by the meeting policy for the user attempting to activate the feature.

For the most secure solution, do not turn on the local streaming parameter as a global setting.

To enable NDI® and SDI broadcast features for a user :

1. The tenant admin must enable the end user to have local streaming turned on for their meeting policy.

2. The end user must turn on local streaming for their specific client.

To enable the end user, you can use the Teams Admin center or Teams PowerShell as follows.

In the Teams admin center, go to Meeting policies > Audio & videoMeeting policies > Audio & video and select Allow NDI StreamingAllow NDI Streaming.

To use PowerShell, use the Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet as follows:

After this change has populated, the end user must turn on local streaming for their specific client from

SettingsSettings  > PermissionsPermissions . For more information, see Broadcasting audio and video from Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/use-NDI-in-meetings.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/broadcasting-audio-and-video-from-teams-with-ndi-technology-e91a0adb-96b9-4dca-a2cd-07181276afa3


   

 

Microsoft Teams meetings on unsupported browsers
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 Browser limitations

 Related topics

Some browsers, such as Internet Explorer 11, Safari, and Firefox, support the Microsoft Teams web app but don't

support some of the Teams calling and meeting features. To work around this limitation, the Teams web app lets

users receive audio through a PSTN connection and lets them view presented content (screen share) at a

reduced display rate.

Microsoft 365 apps and services will not support Internet Explorer 11 starting August 17, 2021 (Microsoft Teams will not

support Internet Explorer 11 earlier, starting November 30, 2020). Learn more. Please note that Internet Explorer 11 will

remain a supported browser. Internet Explorer 11 is a component of the Windows operating system and follows the

Lifecycle Policy for the product on which it is installed.

When Teams detects an unsupported browser, it automatically displays a message explaining the issue and the

session limitations. The message provides further instructions for accessing the meeting audio, such as advising

the user to leave a call back number so that Teams can call the user, or instructing the user to call the conference

number included in the meeting invitation. The message also encourages the user to download and use the

Teams desktop client for the full Teams experience.

If PSTN is unavailable, the user won't see the instructions for accessing the meeting and won't be able to join the

meeting.

People who use the Teams web app on unsupported browsers will experience the following limitations:

Audio is available through a PSTN connection only. Users can't use their microphone.

Users can't share their camera or see other participants' videos but can view presented content through

image-based screen sharing.

Users can't share their screen, although they can see a screen that another meeting participant shares.

Users can't take control during a screen sharing session.

Users won't receive incoming call notifications.

If the call is interrupted, the meeting won't automatically reconnect.

Users can't start meetings.

For more information about browser support in Teams, see Limits and specifications for Teams.

Join a Teams meeting on an unsupported browser

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/unsupported-browsers.md
https://aka.ms/AA97tsw
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/lifecycle/faq/internet-explorer-microsoft-edge
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads
https://support.office.com/article/daafdd3c-ac7a-4855-871b-9113bad15907


   

 

Configure desktop sharing in Microsoft Teams
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Desktop sharing lets users present a screen or app during a meeting or chat. Admins can configure screen

sharing in Microsoft Teams to let users share an entire screen, an app, or a file. You can let users give or request

control, allow PowerPoint sharing, add a whiteboard, and allow shared notes. You can also configure whether

anonymous or external users can request control of the shared screen. External participants in Teams meetings

can be categorized as follows:

Anonymous user

Guest users

B2B user

Federated user

To configure screen sharing, you create a new meetings policy and then assign it to the users you want to

manage.

In the In the Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center

1. Select MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies .

2. On the Meeting policiesMeeting policies  page, select AddAdd.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/configure-desktop-sharing.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/


NOTENOTE

3. Give your policy a unique title and enter a brief description.

4. Under Content shar ingContent shar ing, choose a Screen sharing modeScreen sharing mode from the drop-down list:

Entire screenEntire screen – lets users share their entire desktop.

S ingle applicationSingle application – lets users limit screen sharing to a single active application.

DisabledDisabled – Turns off screen sharing.

You don't have to enable the calling policy in order for users to use screen share from chat. However, their audio is turned

off until they unmute themselves. In addition, the user sharing the screen can click Add AudioAdd Audio to enable audio. If the

calling policy is disabled, users won't be able to add audio to the screen share from a chat session.

5. Turn the following settings on or off:

Allow a par ticipant to give or request controlAllow a par ticipant to give or request control  – lets members of the team give or request

control of the presenter's desktop or application.

Allow an external par ticipant to give or request controlAllow an external par ticipant to give or request control  – This is a per-user policy. Whether an

organization has this set for a user doesn't control what external participants can do, regardless of

what the meeting organizer has set. This parameter controls whether external participants can be

given control or request control of the sharer's screen, depending on what the sharer has set within

their organization's meeting policies.

Allow PowerPoint shar ingAllow PowerPoint shar ing - lets users create meetings that allow PowerPoint presentations to be

uploaded and shared.

Allow whiteboardAllow whiteboard – lets users share a whiteboard.



 Use PowerShell to configure shared desktop

Allow shared notesAllow shared notes  – lets users take shared notes.

6. Click SaveSave.

You can also use the Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet to control desktop sharing. Set the following parameters:

Description

ScreenSharingMode

AllowPrivateCalling

AllowParticipantGiveRequestControl

AllowExternalParticipantGiveRequestControl

AllowPowerPointSharing

AllowWhiteboard

AllowSharedNotes

Learn more about using the csTeamsMeetingPolicy cmdlet.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
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 Prerequisites for Teams cloud meeting recording

In Microsoft Teams, users can record their Teams meetings and group calls to capture audio, video, and screen

sharing activity. There is also an option for recordings to have automatic transcription, so that users can play

back meeting recordings with closed captions and review important discussion items in the transcript. The

recording happens in the cloud and is saved to Microsoft OneDrive for Business and Microsoft SharePoint

Online, so users can share it securely across their organization.

When a meeting is recorded, it's automatically:

Uploaded to OneDrive for Business or SharePoint Online

Permissioned to the people invited to the meeting

Linked in the chat for the meeting

Displayed in the Recordings and Transcripts tab for the meeting in Teams calendar

Added to various file lists across Microsoft 365: Shared with me, office.com, Recommended, Recent, etc.

Indexed for Microsoft 365 Search

Related: Teams meeting recording end user documentation

The change from using Microsoft Stream (classic) to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint Online for meeting recordings

will automatically happen in August 2021. For detailed information, see Use OneDrive for Business and SharePoint Online

or Stream for meeting recordings.

For information about using roles in Teams meetings, and how to change users' roles, see Roles in a Teams meeting. For

live events recording options, see Live event recording policies in Teams.

For a Teams user's meetings to be recorded, OneDrive for Business and SharePoint Online must be enabled for

the tenant. In addition, the following prerequisites are required for both the meeting organizer and the person

who is initiating the recording:

User has sufficient storage in OneDrive for Business for non-channel meeting recordings to be saved.

The Teams' channel has sufficient storage in SharePoint Online for channel meeting recordings to be

saved.

User has CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -AllowCloudRecording  setting set to true in order to record meetings and

group calls.

User has CsTeamsCallingPolicy -AllowCloudRecordingForCalls  setting set to true in order to record 1:1

calls.

User is not an anonymous, Guest, or federated user in the meeting.

To enable transcription for a user's meeting, the Teams meeting policy they are assigned to must have the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/cloud-recording.md
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/record-a-meeting-in-teams-34dfbe7f-b07d-4a27-b4c6-de62f1348c24
https://support.microsoft.com/office/roles-in-a-teams-meeting-c16fa7d0-1666-4dde-8686-0a0bfe16e019


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Set up Teams cloud meeting recording for users in your organization

  Turn on or turn off cloud recordingTurn on or turn off cloud recording

NOTENOTE

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity {user} -PolicyName $null -Verbose

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity Global -AllowCloudRecording $true

SC EN A RIOSC EN A RIO ST EP SST EP S

I want all users in my company to be able to record their
meetings.

-AllowTranscription  setting set to true.

To enable channel meeting recordings to be saved so channel members can't edit or download the

recordings the CSTeamsMeetingPolicy -ChannelRecordingDownload  setting must be set to Block.

Users won't need OneDrive for Business or SharePoint Online enabled if you want users to only record and download the

recordings. This will mean that the recordings aren't stored in OneDrive for Business or SharePoint Online, but are instead

stored in temporary Teams storage with a 21-day limit before it's deleted. It's not something that an admin can control,

manage, or delete at this time.

For more information on how temporary meeting recording storage works, see below.

This section explains how you can set up and plan for recording Teams meetings via Teams meeting policies.

You can use the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell to set a Teams meeting policy to control whether

user's meetings can be recorded.

In the Microsoft Teams admin center, turn on or turn off the Cloud recordingCloud recording setting in the meeting policy. To

learn more, see Meeting policy settings for audio and video.

Using PowerShell, you configure the AllowCloudRecording setting in TeamsMeetingPolicy. To learn more, see

New-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy and Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy.

Both the meeting organizer and the recording initiator need to have the recording permissions to record the

meeting. Unless you have assigned a custom policy to the users, users get the Global policy, which has

AllowCloudRecording enabled by default.

For more information about using Teams roles to configure who has permission to record a meeting, see Roles in a Teams

meeting.

For a user to fall back to the Global policy, use the following cmdlet to remove a specific policy assignment for a

user :

To change value of AllowCloudRecording in the Global policy, use the following cmdlet:

1. Confirm Global CsTeamsMeetingPolicy has
AllowCloudRecording = True.

2. All users have the Global CsTeamsMeetingPolicy OR
one of the CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowCloudRecording = True.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://support.microsoft.com/office/roles-in-a-teams-meeting-c16fa7d0-1666-4dde-8686-0a0bfe16e019


I want most of my users to be able to record their meetings
but selectively disable specific users who are not allowed to
record.

I want recording to be 100% disabled.

I want recording to be turned off for the majority of the
users but selectively enable specific users who are allowed to
record.

SC EN A RIOSC EN A RIO ST EP SST EP S

  Block or allow download of channel meeting recordingsBlock or allow download of channel meeting recordings

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity {user} -PolicyName $null -Verbose

1. Confirm GlobalCsTeamsMeetingPolicy has
AllowCloudRecording = True.

2. Most of the users have the Global
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy OR one of the
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowCloudRecording = True.

3. All other users have been granted one of the
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowCloudRecording = False.

1. Confirm Global CsTeamsMeetingPolicy has
AllowCloudRecording = False.

2. All users have been granted the Global
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy OR one of the
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowCloudRecording = False.

1. Confirm Global CsTeamsMeetingPolicy has
AllowCloudRecording = False.

2. Most of the users have been granted the Global
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy OR one of the
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowCloudRecording = False.

3. All other users have been granted one of the
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowCloudRecording = True.

 

This setting controls if channel meetings are saved to a "Recordings" folder or a "Recordings\View only" folder

in the channel. The setting applies to the policy of the user who selects record for the channel meeting.

The two values for this setting are:

AllowAllow  (default)—Saves channel meeting recordings to a "Recordings" folder in the channel. The

permissions on the recording files will be based off the Channel SharePoint Online permissions. This is

the same as any other file uploaded for the channel.

BlockBlock—Saves channel meeting recordings to a "Recordings\View only" folder in the channel. Channel

owners will have full rights on the recordings in this folder, but channel members will have read access

without ability to download.

Using PowerShell, you configure the ChannelRecordingDownload setting in TeamsMeetingPolicy. To learn more,

see New-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy and Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy.

Unless you have assigned a custom policy to the users, users get the Global policy, which has

ChannelRecordingDownload set to Allow by default.

For a user to fall back to Global policy, use the following cmdlet to remove a specific policy assignment for a

user :

To change value of ChannelRecordingDownload in the Global policy, use the following cmdlet:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy


Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity Global -ChannelRecordingDownload Block

NOTENOTE

Install-Module -Name MicrosoftTeams -Force -AllowClobber -AllowPrerelease

  Turn on or turn off recording transcriptionTurn on or turn off recording transcription

NOTENOTE

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity {user} -PolicyName $null -Verbose

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity Global -AllowTranscription $false

The ChannelRecordingDownload setting is only available in the Teams PowerShell module version 2.4.1-preview or higher.

To download the latest preview version of the module use this command:

This setting controls whether captions and transcription features are available during playback of meeting

recordings. If you turn this off, the SearchSearch and CCCC options won't be available during playback of a meeting

recording. The person who started the recording needs this setting turned on so that the recording also includes

transcription.

That transcription for recorded meetings is currently only supported for English (US), English (Canada), English (India),

English (United Kingdom), English (Australia), English (New Zealand), German (Germany), Portuguese (Brazil), Dutch

(Netherlands), Dutch (Belgium), French (France), Spanish (Spain), Japanese (Japan), French (Canada), Chinese (Cantonese,

Traditional), Chinese (Mandarin, Simplified), Hindi (India), Italian (Italy), Korean (Korea), Spanish (Mexico), Swedish (Sweden),

Polish (Poland), Arabic (United Arab Emirates), Arabic (Saudi Arabia), Danish (Denmark), Finnish (Finland), Norwegian

(Norway), and Russian (Russia). They are stored together with the meeting recordings in OneDrive for Business and

SharePoint Online cloud storage.

You can use the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell to set a Teams meeting policy to control whether

the recording initiator gets a choice to transcribe the meeting recording.

In the Microsoft Teams admin center, turn on or turn off the Allow transcr iptionAllow transcr iption setting in the meeting policy.

To learn more, see Meeting policy settings for audio and video.

Using PowerShell, you configure the AllowTranscription setting in TeamsMeetingPolicy. To learn more, see New-

CsTeamsMeetingPolicy and Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy.

Unless you have assigned a custom policy to the users, users get the Global policy, which has AllowTranscription

disabled by default.

For a user to fall back to Global policy, use the following cmdlet to remove a specific policy assignment for a

user :

To change value of AllowCloudRecording in the Global policy, use the following cmdlet:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy


SC EN A RIOSC EN A RIO ST EP SST EP S

I want all users in my company to be able to transcribe when
initiating recording of a meeting.

I want most of my users to be able to transcribe the meeting
recordings, but selectively disable specific users who are not
allowed to transcribe.

I want transcription of the recording to be 100% disabled.

I want transcription to be disabled for the majority of the
users but selectively enable specific users who are allowed to
transcribe.

  Terms of use acceptanceTerms of use acceptance

 Permissions and storage

  Non-Channel meetingsNon-Channel meetings

1. Confirm Global CsTeamsMeetingPolicy has
AllowTranscription = True.

2. All users have the Global csTeamsMeetingPolicy OR
one of the CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowTranscription = True.

1. Confirm Global CsTeamsMeetingPolicy has
AllowTranscription = True.

2. Majority of the users have the Global
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy OR one of the
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowTranscription = True.

3. All other users have been granted one of the
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowTranscription = False.

1. Confirm Global CsTeamsMeetingPolicy has
AllowTranscription = False.

2. All users have been granted the Global
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy OR one of the
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowTranscription = False.

1. Confirm Global CsTeamsMeetingPolicy has
AllowCloudRecording = False.

2. Majority of the users have been granted the Global
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy OR one of the
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowCloudRecording = False.

3. All other users have been granted one of the
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy policies with
AllowCloudRecording = True.

If your organization has a meeting recording policy that you would like your users to accept before recording a

meeting, use the Azure Active Directory terms of use feature. This feature allows your users to accept your

organization's terms of user policy before getting access to Microsoft Teams. This feature is not specific to

clicking the record button, but is related to using Teams or other Microsoft 365 apps overall. Our suggestion is

to add your meeting recording information to your overall terms of use for using Teams or Microsoft 365.

Meeting recordings are stored in OneDrive for Business and SharePoint Online cloud storage. The location and

permissions depend on the type of meeting and the role of the user in the meeting. The default permissions

applied to the recording are listed below, users that have full edit rights on the video recording file can change

the permissions and share it later with others as needed.

The recording is stored in a folder named RecordingsRecordings  in the OneDrive for Business of the user who

clicked record.

Example: recorder's OneDrive for Business/RecordingsRecordings

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/terms-of-use


  Channel meetingsChannel meetings

M EET IN G T Y P EM EET IN G T Y P E
W H O  C L IC KED O NW H O  C L IC KED O N
REC O RD?REC O RD?

W H ERE DO ES T H EW H ERE DO ES T H E
REC O RDIN G L A N D?REC O RDIN G L A N D?

W H O  H A S A C C ESS? R/ W,  R ,W H O  H A S A C C ESS? R/ W,  R ,
O R SH A RIN GO R SH A RIN G

1:1 call with internal parties Caller Caller’s OneDrive for
Business account

Caller is owner and has full
rights. 

Callee (if in the same
tenant) has read-only
access. No sharing access. 

Callee (if in different tenant)
has no access. Caller must
share it to the Callee.

1:1 call with internal parties Callee Callee’s OneDrive for
Business account

Callee is owner and has full
rights. 

Caller (if in the same tenant
has read-only access. No
sharing access. 

Caller (if in different tenant)
has no access. Callee must
share it to the Caller.

1:1 call with an external call Caller Caller’s OneDrive for
Business account

Caller is owner and has full
rights.

Callee has no access. Caller
must share it to the Callee.

People invited to the meeting, except external users, will automatically be granted permission to the

recording file with view access without ability to download.

The meeting owner and the person who clicked record will get full edit access with ability to change

permissions and share with other people.

If Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -ChannelRecordingDownload  is set to Allow (default):

The recording is stored in the Teams site documentation library in a folder named RecordingsRecordings .

Example: Teams name - Channel name/DocumentsDocuments/RecordingsRecordings

The member who clicked record has edit rights to the recording.

Every other member’s permissions are based on the Channel SharePoint Online permissions.

If Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -ChannelRecordingDownload  is set to Block:

The recording is stored in the Teams site documentation library in a folder named Recordings/ViewRecordings/View

onlyonly .

Example: Teams name - Channel name/Documents/Recordings/View onlyDocuments/Recordings/View only

Channel owners will have full edit and download rights on the recordings in this folder.

Channel members will have view only access without ability to download.

For more info on specific meeting types, see the following table:



1:1 call with an external call Callee Callee’s OneDrive for
Business account

Callee is owner and has full
rights.

Caller has no access. Callee
must share it to the Caller.

Group call Any member of the call Group member who clicked
on Record’s OneDrive for
Business account

Member who clicked on
Record has full rights. 

Other members from the
same tenant have Read
rights. 

Other group members from
different tenants have no
rights to it.

Adhoc/Scheduled meeting Organizer Organizer’s OneDrive for
Business account

Organizer has full rights to
the recording. 

All other members of the
meeting have read access
without ability to download.

Adhoc/Scheduled meeting Other meeting member Meeting member who
clicked on Record

Member who clicked on
Record has full rights to the
recording. 

Organizer has edit rights
and can share.

All other meeting members
have read access without
ability to download.

Adhoc/Scheduled meeting
with external users

Organizer Organizer’s OneDrive for
Business account

Organizer has full rights to
the recording.

All other members of the
meeting from the same
tenant as the organizer
have read access without
ability to download. 

All other external members
have no access, and the
Organizer must share it to
them.
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Adhoc/Scheduled meeting
with external users

Other meeting member Member who clicked on
Record

Member who clicked on
Record has full rights to the
recording. Organizer has
edit rights and can share. 

All other members of the
meeting from the same
tenant as the organizer
have read access without
ability to download. 

All other external members
have no access, and the
Organizer must share it to
them.

Channel meeting Channel Member Teams' SharePoint Online
location for that channel

If Set-
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -
ChannelRecordingDownload
is set to Allow (default) the
member who clicked on
Record has edit rights to
the recording. Every other
member’s permissions are
based on the Channel
SharePoint Online
permissions.

If Set-
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -
ChannelRecordingDownload
is set to Block channel
owners will have full rights
on the recording, but
channel members will have
read access without ability
to download.
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  Temporary storage when unable to upload to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint OnlineTemporary storage when unable to upload to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint Online
 

If a meeting recording isn't able to be uploaded to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint Online, it will

temporarily be available for download from Teams for 21 days before it is deleted. This is not something at this

point that an admin can control or manage to include the ability to delete it.

Meeting recordings may end up in this temporary storage for the following reasons:

For non-channel meetings if the user recording doesn't have a OneDrive for Business set up or the OneDrive

for Business has reached its storage quota

For a channel meeting if the SharePoint Online site has reached its storage quota or the site wasn't

provisioned yet

If specific OneDrive for Business and SharePoint Online policies are enabled restricting users from uploading

files when not on specific IP ranges, etc.

The recording retention for this is temporary storage is affected by the chat message itself. As such, any deletion

of the original chat message for the recording will prevent users from being able to access the recording. There

are two scenarios that can affect this:

User manually deletes the chat messageUser manually deletes the chat message—In this scenario, as the original message is gone, users



  Planning for storagePlanning for storage

  Auto-expiration of Teams meeting recordings:Auto-expiration of Teams meeting recordings:

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Frequently asked questions

will no longer be able to access the recording and no further downloads will be possible. However, the

recording itself may still be retained within Microsoft's internal systems for a time (not exceeding the

original 21-day period).

Recording chat message is deleted by chat retention policyRecording chat message is deleted by chat retention policy—Temporary storage recordings are

directly tied to the chat retention policy. As such, although recordings on Teams temporary storage will by

default be retained for 21 days before being deleted, if the chat message is deleted before the 21-day

time period, due to chat message retention policies, the recording will also be deleted. There is no way to

recover the recording after this.

The size of a 1-hour recording is 400 MB. Make sure you understand the capacity required for recorded files and

have sufficient storage available in OneDrive for Business and SharePoint Online. Read Set the default storage

space for OneDrive for Business and Manage SharePoint Online site storage limits to understand the base

storage included in the subscription and how to purchase additional storage.

 

The auto-expiration feature discussed in this article is not yet launched. Please refer to the roadmap (Feature ID: 84580)

for more information on its delivery date.

We're providing information about how this feature will work in the future, so that you're able to plan for this change and

modify the Teams policy settings in advance.

The command to preemptively change the default expiration setting in Teams is currently in deployment, but you may be

able to see the attribute in PowerShell. The setting is not currently available in the Teams admin centers. These settings will

be available and communicated in a message center post at least 30 days before we launch the feature.

See the frequently asked questions for admins and end users to gather insights into how auto-expiration of

Teams meeting recordings will work, what actions you can take now, and what actions you can take after the

feature launches.

What is the change?What is the change?

We’re introducing a default 60-day expiration setting for all newly created Teams meeting recordings (TMRs).

This means that by default, all TMRs created after we enable this feature will be deleted 60 days after their

creation date. If admins want meeting recordings to expire sooner or later than the default, they can modify the

expiration setting. The OneDrive and SharePoint systems will monitor the expiration date set on all meeting

recordings and will automatically move them to the recycle bin on their expiration date.

Who does this impact?Who does this impact?

Anyone storing a Teams meeting recording (non-channel, channel, or ad-hoc meeting) in OneDrive or

SharePoint.

Why should I use this feature?Why should I use this feature?

You should use this feature to limit OneDrive or SharePoint storage consumed by Teams meeting recordings

(note: they typically use around 400 MB per hour of recording).

Why are we introducing this change?Why are we introducing this change?

Customers have provided overwhelming feedback that they want more controls to reduce storage clutter

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/set-default-storage-space
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/manage-site-collection-storage-limits
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/roadmap?searchterms=82057&filters=&searchterms=84580


created from Teams meeting recordings, 99% of which, on average, are never rewatched after 60 days.

Why is this being turned on by default?Why is this being turned on by default?

We believe nearly all customers will benefit from the reduced storage load on their tenant by removing

recordings that will likely never be rewatched after 60 days. It is our goal to provide as clean an experience as

possible for all customers by default.

Will it be automatically deleted even if the data is accessed or downloaded?Will it be automatically deleted even if the data is accessed or downloaded?

Accessing the file does not change the expiration date.

Is the expir y date visible as a column in the list?Is the expir y date visible as a column in the list?

Users with view access to the recording will see a red icon next to the file in the OneDrive or SharePoint folder

14 days before the file expires. There is currently no way to add a column to a list with expire date.

How is the expiration date calculated?How is the expiration date calculated?

The expiration date is calculated as the day the meeting recording is created plus the default number of days set

in the Teams setting by the admin.

Can the expiration date be changed for each TMR, such as data A expiration date is 30 days andCan the expiration date be changed for each TMR, such as data A expiration date is 30 days and

data B expiration date is 60 days?data B expiration date is 60 days?

Yes, the expiration date is set per file. Users can modify the expiration date in the details pane of a selected file in

OneDrive or SharePoint.

How can an admin change the expiration date?How can an admin change the expiration date?

Admins can change the default expiration setting in PowerShell or the Teams admin center before the feature is

released. Changing expiration settings will only impact newly created TMRs from that point forward. It won't

impact any recordings made prior to that date. New recordings will not auto-expire until the feature is released,

even though you can set the policy attribute before it's released.

The expiration days value can be set as follows:

Value can be from 1 to 9,999.

Value can also be -1 to set TMR to never expire.

Admins can't change the expiration date on existing TMRs already uploaded to OneDrive or SharePoint before

this feature was released. This protects the intent of the user that owns the TMR.

To change the default auto-expiration behavior for your tenant, modify the following attribute in PowerShell. In

this example, the default is changed to 50 days.

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity Global -NewNew MeetingRecordingExpirationDays 50

The ability to change the default setting in the Teams admin center will be deployed at a later time, at least 30

days before we turn on the auto-expiration feature by default.

Can an admin set TMR's to never expire?Can an admin set TMR's to never expire?

Yes, administrators can set TMR's to never expire.

Does playing the recording change the expiration date?Does playing the recording change the expiration date?

No, playback does not impact the expiration date.

What happens to the expiration date if the TMR is downloaded and re-uploaded?What happens to the expiration date if the TMR is downloaded and re-uploaded?

The expiration date will be cleared upon re-upload, regardless of the user ’s SKU.



What happens if I copy or move the TMR to a different location or site?What happens if I copy or move the TMR to a different location or site?

The date is only retained for a moved TMR file. A copied file will not have the expiration date, just like a re-

uploaded TMR.

What is the scope of control for the admin policy?What is the scope of control for the admin policy?

Both meetings and calls will be controlled by the same CsTeamsMeetingPolicy  setting, 

MeetingRecordingExpirationDays .

How can end users modify the expiration date on a specific TMR file?How can end users modify the expiration date on a specific TMR file?

Anyone who has edit and delete permissions on a TMR can modify the expiration date in the file’s details pane in

OneDrive or SharePoint.

The user can defer the expiration 14, 30, or 60 days, or they can choose a specific date in the future, or they can

select that the file never be expired.

Should admins rely on this feature for str ict security and compliance adherence?Should admins rely on this feature for str ict security and compliance adherence?

No, admins should not rely on this feature for legal protection since end users can modify the expiration date of

any recordings they control.

Will this feature enforce file retention?Will this feature enforce file retention?

No, files will not be retained due to this feature or its settings. If a user with delete permissions attempts to

delete a TMR that has an expiration setting, that user ’s delete action will be executed.

Will a retention and/or deletion policy I have set in the security & compliance (S+C) centerWill a retention and/or deletion policy I have set in the security & compliance (S+C) center

overr ide the TMR expiration setting?overr ide the TMR expiration setting?

Yes, any policies you have set in the S+C center will take full precedence. For example:

If you have a policy that says all files in a site must be retained for 100 days, and the expiration setting for a

TMR is 30 days, then the recording file will be retained for the full 100 days.

If you have a deletion policy that says all TMRs will be deleted after 5 days and you have an expiration setting

on a recording file of 30 days, then that file will be deleted after five days.

What happens when a TMR “expires”?What happens when a TMR “expires”?

On the expiration date, the TMR is moved into the OneDrive or SharePoint recycle bin and the expiration date

field is cleared. This action by the system is exactly the same as if a user deleted the file. The recycle bin lifecycle

will subsequently follow the normal path. If the user recovers the TMR from the recycle bin, the TMR will not be

deleted by this feature again since the expiration date has been cleared, unless the end user sets a new

expiration date on the file.

How will I be notified about a file’s expiration?How will I be notified about a file’s expiration?

Everyone with view access will see a notification about the expiration date in the recording chiclet in the Teams

chat window.

Everyone with view access will see a red icon next to the file in your OneDrive or SharePoint folder 14 days

before the file expires.

The file owner will receive an email notification when the TMR expires and will be directed to the recycle bin to

recover the TMR if they desire to do so.

What SKUs are required for this feature?What SKUs are required for this feature?

All SKUs will have this feature by default. A1 users will be defaulted to a 30-day expiration period.
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 eDiscovery and Compliance for meeting recordings

Is the file expiration an audited event and will I be able to see it in my audit logs?Is the file expiration an audited event and will I be able to see it in my audit logs?

Yes, file expirations will show up as system deletion events in the audit log.

What if I want the admin to have full control over the lifecycle of TMRs and don’t want to give endWhat if I want the admin to have full control over the lifecycle of TMRs and don’t want to give end

users the ability to overr ide the expiration date?users the ability to overr ide the expiration date?

We recommend using the S+C retain and/or delete policies available as part of the E5 compliance SKU. That

offering is targeted to solve complex policy and SLA-driven administrative legal concerns.

This feature is solely meant as a lightweight housekeeping mechanism to reduce storage clutter created from

cold TMRs.

When will the file be deleted?When will the file be deleted?

The file will be deleted within 5 days of the expiration date, though this is not a strict guarantee.

Will future TMRs migrated from Classic Stream after this feature is released have auto-expirationWill future TMRs migrated from Classic Stream after this feature is released have auto-expiration

applied to them too?applied to them too?

No, migrated TMRs will not come with an expiration set on them. Instead, we encourage admins to only migrate

TMRs that they want to retain. More details will be provided in the migration documentation.

Meeting recordings are stored as video files in OneDrive for Business and SharePoint Online and follow

management and governance options available in those platforms. Read SharePoint Online governance

overview, OneDrive for Business guide for enterprises, or OneDrive for Business guide for small businesses for

more information.

For non-channel meetings, the recordings are stored in the recorder's OneDrive for Business, thus handling

ownership and retention after an employee leaves will follow the normal OneDrive for Business and SharePoint

Online process.

Closed captions for Teams meeting recordings will be available during playback only if the user had

transcription turned on at the time of recording. Admins must turn on recording transcription via policy to

ensure their users have the option to record meetings with transcription.

Captions help create inclusive content for viewers of all abilities. As an owner, you can hide captions on the

meeting recording, although the meeting transcript will still be available on Teams unless you delete it there.

Today closed captions for the recording video file are linked to the Teams meeting transcript. This link will

remain for the lifetime of the file in most cases, but can be broken if the video file is copied within the same

OneDrive for Business or SharePoint Online site, which would result in captions not being available on the

copied video file.

Any future changes to the link between the transcript in Teams and the recording will be clarified here and in

message center notifications. If we make any changes in the future, we will ensure recording files less than 60

days old display the transcript from the meeting as captions.

Meeting transcription is not yet available in GCC.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/governance-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/plan-onedrive-enterprise
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/one-drive-quickstart-small-business
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/retention-and-deletion#the-onedrive-deletion-process
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The meeting recordings are stored in OneDrive for Business and SharePoint Online, which is Microsoft 365 and

Office 365 Tier-D compliant. To support e-Discovery requests for compliance admins who are interested in

meeting or call recordings, the recording completed message is available in the compliance content search

functionality for Microsoft Teams. Compliance admins can look for the keyword "recording" in the subject line of

the item in compliance content search preview and discover meeting and call recordings in the organization.

In addition, the meeting recording video file can be found via eDiscovery searches for files on SharePoint Online

and OneDrive for Business.

To learn more about eDiscovery see the article eDiscovery solutions for Microsoft 365

You can apply automatic retention labels to target just Teams meeting recording video files via the ProgID

property. For more information, see How to auto-apply a retention label for Teams meeting recordings.

You can apply DLP policies to meeting recording files also by the ProgID property. In the DLP rule for files in

SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business set the conditions to be:

Document property = ProgID

Value = Media.Meeting

To learn more about DLP see the article Learn about data loss prevention

If you're an administrator, you can use the following diagnostic tool to validate that the user is properly

configured to record a meeting in Teams:

1. Select Run TestsRun Tests  below, which will populate the diagnostic in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center.

Run Tests: Meeting Recording

2. In the Run diagnostic pane, enter the email of the user who cannot record meetings in the Username orUsername or

EmailEmail  field, and then select Run TestsRun Tests .

3. The tests will return the best next steps to address any tenant or policy configurations to validate that the

user is properly configured to record a meeting in Teams.

If you're an administrator, you can use the following diagnostic tool to validate that the meeting recording

completed successfully and it was uploaded to Stream or OneDrive, based on the meeting ID and recording start

time:

1. Select Run TestsRun Tests  below, which will populate the diagnostic in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center.

Run Tests: Missing Meeting Recording

2. In the Run diagnostic pane, enter the URL of the meeting in the URL of the meeting that wasURL of the meeting that was

recordedrecorded field (usually found in the meeting invitation) as well as the date of the meeting in the **When

was the meeting recorded? ** field and then select Run TestsRun Tests .

3. The tests will validate that the meeting recording completed successfully and it was uploaded to Stream

or OneDrive.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/ediscovery
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/apply-retention-labels-automatically#microsoft-teams-meeting-recordings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/dlp-learn-about-dlp
https://aka.ms/MeetingRecordingDiag
https://aka.ms/MissingRecordingDiag
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NOTENOTE

DAT E                  DAT E                   EVEN T                               EVEN T                               

October 5, 2020
(Complete)       

You enable the Teams Meeting policy to have meeting
recordings saved to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint
instead of Microsoft Stream (Classic)

Rolling out starting January 7, 2021
(Complete)       

All new Teams meeting recordings will be saved to OneDrive
for Business and SharePoint unless you delay this change by
modifying your organization’s Teams Meeting policies and
explicitly setting them to StreamStream. Seeing the policy
reporting as Stream isn't enough. You need to explicitly set
the policy value to StreamStream.

Rolling out starting January 11, 2021
(Complete)       

GCC onlyGCC only
While GCC customers can opt out starting October 5, you're
unable to opt in. This feature will be rolled out to all GCC
customers starting January 11, 2021, unless you've opted-
out.

Starting on January 11, 2021, all new Teams meeting
recordings for GCC customers will be saved to OneDrive for
Business and SharePoint unless you delay this change by
modifying your organization’s Teams Meeting policies and
explicitly setting them to StreamStream. 

If you've opted-out but are ready to turn on this feature,
you may do so by setting your Teams Meeting Policy
explicitly to OneDrive for BusinessOneDrive for Business .

Rolling out starting March 1, 2021
(Complete)       

GCC-High and DoD onlyGCC-High and DoD only
Customers can now enable cloud meeting recordings in their
Microsoft Teams for the first time. These recordings will be
stored and played on OneDrive and SharePoint by default.

The change of storing Teams meeting recordings from Classic Stream to OneDrive and SharePoint (ODSP) has been

completed as of August 30th, 2021. All recordings are now stored in ODSP. This change overrides the

RecordingStorageMode policy, and modifying the setting in PowerShell no longer has any impact.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/tmr-meeting-recording-change.md


Rolling out incrementally starting August 16, 2021
(Complete)       

All customers (Enterprise, Education, and GCC)All customers (Enterprise, Education, and GCC)
No new meeting recordings can be saved to Microsoft
Stream (Classic); all customers will automatically have
meeting recordings saved to OneDrive for Business and
SharePoint even if they’ve changed their Teams meeting
policies to Stream.

We recommend that customers, to better control the
change in your organization, opt in whenever you're
comfortable with the change rather than wait for it to
happen.

DAT E                  DAT E                   EVEN T                               EVEN T                               

NOTENOTE

 Set up the meeting recording option for OneDrive for Business and
SharePoint

Microsoft Teams has a new method for saving meeting recordings. As the first phase of a transition from classic

Microsoft Stream to the new Stream, this method stores recordings on Microsoft OneDrive for Business and

SharePoint in Microsoft 365 and offers many benefits.

If a Teams meeting recording fails to successfully upload to OneDrive/SharePoint, a "The recording ended unexpectedly"

error message will appear and the recording will instead be temporarily saved to Azure Media Services (AMS). Once

stored in AMS, no retry attempts are made to automatically upload the recording to OneDrive/SharePoint or Stream.

Meeting recordings stored in AMS are available for 21 days before being automatically deleted. Users can

download the video from AMS if they need to keep a copy.

The benefits of using OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for storing recordings include:

Retention policies for Teams meeting recording (TMR) (S+C E5 autoretention labels)

Benefit from OneDrive for Business and SharePoint information governance

Easy to set permissions and sharing

Share recordings with guests (external users) with explicit share only

Request access flow

Provide OneDrive for Business and SharePoint shared links

Meeting recordings are available faster

Go localGo local  tenant support

Multi-geo support – recordings are stored in a region specific to that user

Bring your own key (BYOK) support

See the full list of features available today and what to expect over time.

Watch "What's New for Microsoft Teams Meeting Recordings" for more information.

The meeting recording option is a setting at the Teams policy level. The following example shows how to set the

Global policy. Make sure that you set the meeting recording option for the policy or policies that you've assigned

to your users.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/streamnew/new-stream
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/streamnew/features-new-version-stream
https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/8iol0KfCeL8
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 Opt out of OneDrive for Business and SharePoint to continue using
Stream

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity Global -RecordingStorageMode "Stream"

 Permissions or role-based access

Teams meeting policy changes take a while to propagate. Check back after a few hours of setting it, then sign out and

sign in to the Teams Desktop app again or simply restart your computer.

NOTENOTE

# When using Teams PowerShell Module

Import-Module MicrosoftTeams
$credential = Get-Credential
Connect-MicrosoftTeams -Credential $credential

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity Global -RecordingStorageMode "OneDriveForBusiness"

1. Install Teams PowerShell PowerShell.

Skype for Business Online Connector is currently part of the latest Teams PowerShell module. If you're using the

latest Teams PowerShell public release, you don't need to install the Skype for Business Online Connector. See

Manage Skype for Business Online with PowerShell.

2. Launch PowerShell as an admin.

3. Install Teams PowerShell module.

4. Import the MicrosoftTeams module and sign in as a Teams admin.

5. Use Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy to set a Teams Meeting Policy to transition from the Stream storage to

OneDrive for Business and SharePoint.

If some of your users have assigned a per-organizer or per-user policy, you must set this setting on this policy if you want

them to also store the meeting recordings in OneDrive for Business and SharePoint. For more information, see Manage

meeting policies in Teams.

Even if a policy says it's set to StreamStream, it might not be set. Typically, if the policy isn't set, then the default setting

is StreamStream. However, with this new change, if you want to opt-out of using SharePoint or OneDrive for Business,

then you must reset the policy to StreamStream to ensure that StreamStream is the default.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/manage-skype-for-business-online-with-microsoft-365-powershell?preserve-view=true&view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
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1:1 call with internal parties Caller Caller’s OneDrive for
Business account

Caller is owner and has full
rights. 

Callee (if in the same
tenant) has read-only
access. No sharing access. 

Callee (if in different tenant)
has no access. Caller must
share it to the Callee.

1:1 call with internal parties Callee Callee’s OneDrive for
Business account

Callee is owner and has full
rights. 

Caller (if in the same tenant
has read-only access. No
sharing access. 

Caller (if in different tenant)
has no access. Callee must
share it to the Caller.

1:1 call with an external call Caller Caller’s OneDrive for
Business account

Caller is owner and has full
rights.

Callee has no access. Caller
must share it to the Callee.

1:1 call with an external call Callee Callee’s OneDrive for
Business account

Callee is owner and has full
rights.

Caller has no access. Callee
must share it to the Caller.

Group call Any member of the call Group member who clicked
on Record’s OneDrive for
Business account

Member who clicked on
Record has full rights. 

Other group members from
the same tenant have Read
rights. 

Other group members from
different tenant have no
rights to it.

We recommend that the recipient is required to be a logged-in user when sharing Teams Meeting Recordings. Select the

People in (Your Organization)People in (Your Organization) option when you share the file as documented in Share SharePoint files or folders.

External sharing isn't designed for the distribution of large files or a large number of files. In order to prevent fraud and

abuse scenarios, you might experience issues when sharing a large amount of data to external users.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/share-sharepoint-files-or-folders-1fe37332-0f9a-4719-970e-d2578da4941c?redirectSourcePath=%2525252fen-US%2525252farticle%2525252fShare-sites-or-documents-with-people-outside-your-organization-80E49744-E30F-44DB-8D51-16661B1D4232&ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US


Adhoc/Scheduled meeting Organizer Organizer’s OneDrive for
Business account

Organizer has full rights to
the recording. 

All other members of the
meeting have read access.

Adhoc/Scheduled meeting Other meeting member Meeting member who
clicked on Record

Member who clicked on
Record has full rights to the
recording. 

Organizer has edit rights
and can share.

All other meeting members
have read access.

Adhoc/Scheduled meeting
with external users

Organizer Organizer’s OneDrive for
Business account

Organizer has full rights to
the recording.

All other members of the
meeting from the same
tenant as the organizer
have read access. 

All other external members
have no access, and the
Organizer must share it to
them.

Adhoc/Scheduled meeting
with external users

Other meeting member Member who clicked on
Record

Member who clicked on
Record has full rights to the
recording. Organizer has
edit rights and can share. 

All other members of the
meeting from the same
tenant as the organizer
have read access. 

All other external members
have no access, and the
Organizer must share it to
them.

Channel meeting Channel Member Teams SharePoint location
for that channel. NoteNote:
Channel meeting recording
upload to SharePoint is not
supported for IP-based
restrictions. We recommend
using Azure conditional
access.

Member who clicked on
Record has edit rights to
the recording. 

Every other member’s
permissions are based on
the Channel SharePoint
permissions.

M EET IN G T Y P EM EET IN G T Y P E
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W H ERE DO ES T H EW H ERE DO ES T H E
REC O RDIN G L A N D?REC O RDIN G L A N D?

W H O  H A S A C C ESS? R/ W,  R ,W H O  H A S A C C ESS? R/ W,  R ,
O R SH A RIN GO R SH A RIN G

 Frequently asked questions
Where will the meeting recording be stored?Where will the meeting recording be stored?

For non-Channel meetings, the recording is stored in a folder named RecordingsRecordings  that's at the top level

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/overview


NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

of the OneDrive for Business that belongs to the person who started the meeting recording. Example:

recorder's OneDrive for Business/RecordingsRecordings

For Channel meetings, the recording is stored in the Teams site documentation library in a folder named

RecordingsRecordings . Example:

Teams name - Channel name/DocumentsDocuments/RecordingsRecordings

When Stream files (such as recordings) are stored in SharePoint/OneDrive, how is it decidedWhen Stream files (such as recordings) are stored in SharePoint/OneDrive, how is it decided

where they go? Does the admin have the ability to change where it goes?where they go? Does the admin have the ability to change where it goes?

By default, all recording files will go to the OneDrive account of the user who selected RecordRecord. For channel

meetings, the recording will always go to the SharePoint site of the channel. The admin can't change where the

recording is stored.

How do I handle recordings from former employees?How do I handle recordings from former employees?

Since videos are just like any other file in OneDrive for Business and SharePoint, handling ownership and

retention after an employee leaves will follow the normal OneDrive for Business and SharePoint process.

Who has the permissions to view the meeting recording?Who has the permissions to view the meeting recording?

For non-Channel meetings, all meeting invitees, except for external users, will automatically get a

personally shared link. External users will need to be explicitly added to the shared list by the meeting

organizer or the person who started the meeting recording.

For Channel meetings, permissions are inherited from the owners and members list in the channel.

You'll not get an email when the recording finishes saving, but the recording will appear in the meeting chat once it’s

finished. This will happen much quicker than it did in Stream previously.

How can I manage captions?How can I manage captions?

Closed captions for Teams meeting recordings will be available during playback only if the user had

transcription turned on at the time of recording. Admins must turn on recording transcription to ensure their

users have the option to record meetings with transcription.

Captions help create inclusive content for viewers of all abilities. As an owner, you can hide captions on the

meeting recording, although the meeting transcript will still be available on Teams unless you delete it there.

Closed captions are supported for Teams meeting recordings for 60 days from when the meeting is recorded.

Closed captions aren't fully supported if the Teams Meeting Recording is moved or copied from its original

location on OneDrive for Business or SharePoint.

There will be English-only closed captions (meeting transcription is not yet available in GCC).

How will my storage quota be impacted?How will my storage quota be impacted?

Teams meeting recording files live in OneDrive for Business and SharePoint and are included in your quota for

those services. See SharePoint quota and OneDrive for Business quota.

You get more storage with OneDrive for Business compared with Stream and more fungible storage with

SharePoint.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/retention-and-deletion
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/sites/plan-site-maintenance-and-management#quotas
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/set-default-storage-space
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/sharepoint-online-service-description/sharepoint-online-limits


How can I play a Teams meeting recording?How can I play a Teams meeting recording?

Your video will play on the video player of OneDrive for Business or SharePoint depending on where you access

the file.

If you plan on deprecating adding to Stream, will existing videos stay as is and for how long?If you plan on deprecating adding to Stream, will existing videos stay as is and for how long?

Stream as a platform won't be deprecated in the near future. The videos that currently live in Stream will stay

there until we start migrating. Upon migration, those videos will be migrated to OneDrive for Business or

SharePoint as well. Check Stream classic migration for more information.

How do I apply a retention label to Microsoft Teams meeting recordings?How do I apply a retention label to Microsoft Teams meeting recordings?

See How to auto-apply a retention label.

How do I assign policies to my users in Microsoft Teams and which policies take precedence?How do I assign policies to my users in Microsoft Teams and which policies take precedence?

See Which policy takes precedence?.

Where does the recording go if the user doesn't have OneDrive for Business or SharePoint, or theWhere does the recording go if the user doesn't have OneDrive for Business or SharePoint, or the

storage quota is full?storage quota is full?

The recording will land in our temporary storage location where it will be held for 21 days. During that time, the

organizer must download the recording. If not downloaded within 21 days, the recording is deleted.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/streamnew/classic-migration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/apply-retention-labels-automatically
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 What is contact center integration for Microsoft Teams?

 Connected contact center for Microsoft Teams certification program

 Integration models for solution providers

 

 

This article provides an overview of how contact center solutions can be integrated with Microsoft Teams and

the solution providers participating in the Microsoft Teams Connected contact center certification program.

Microsoft Teams supports customer interaction work streams by acting as the hub for internal and external

customer connection across its modes of communication including chat, video meetings, and calling. For some

organizations, Microsoft Teams’ cloud voice capabilities, including auto attendant and call queues, meet their

needs.

For organizations that want solutions with business tools and workflows to drive the customer journey, contact

center integration for Microsoft Teams allows Contact Center as a Service (CCaaS) solution providers to

integrate their solutions into Teams.

The Connected contact center for Microsoft Teams certification program verifies that each participating

provider ’s solution provides the quality, compatibility, and reliability they expect from Microsoft solutions.

If you're an organization looking for an integrated contact center solution, see Certified Microsoft Teams

solutions for contact centers for a list of certified solution providers, and see Connected Contact Center

solutions for a list of providers in the process of certification.

If you're a vendor seeking to join the certification program, email Teamscategorypartner@microsoft.com.

 

As a contact center solution provider, there are three models to choose from to integrate your connected contact

center solution into Teams:

If you want to use certified SBCs and Direct Routing to connect a contact center solution to Teams, see the

Connect model.

If you want to use Azure bots and the Microsoft Graph Communication APIs to enable solution providers

to create Teams apps, see the Extend model.

If you want to use an SDK that enables solution providers to imbed native Teams experiences in their App,

see the Power model. Power solutions will be possible when the SDK is available, towards the end of

2021.

The Connect modelThe Connect model

The Extend modelThe Extend model

The Power modelThe Power model

The Connect model uses Microsoft certified SBCs and Direct Routing to connect contact center solutions to

Teams phone system infrastructure, enabling enhanced routing, configuration, and system insights.

Agents can set up automated virtual assistants and skill-based routing queues to gather information and

connect customers with subject matter experts.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-contact-center.md
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/what-are-phone-system-auto-attendants.html
https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/contact-center-solutions
mailto:Teamscategorypartner@microsoft.com


 Connected contact center solutions

  Certified solutionsCertified solutions

SO L UT IO N  P RO VIDERSO L UT IO N  P RO VIDER SO L UT IO N  W EB SIT ESO L UT IO N  W EB SIT E

8x8 https://www.8x8.com/8/8x8-contact-center-for-microsoft-
teams

Anywhere365 https://anywhere365.io/direct-routing-contact-center-for-
microsoft-teams/

ComputerTalk https://www.computer-talk.com/product/enterprise-contact-
center/ice-contact-center-for-teams

Content Guru https://www.contentguru.com/microsoft-teams-integration/

Enghouse Interactive http://www.enghouseteams.com/

Five9 https://www.five9.com/products/application-integration/uc-
integration

Genesys https://www.genesys.com/campaign/get-started-genesys-
cloud-microsoft-teams

NICE inContact https://www.niceincontact.com/microsoft-teams

  Solutions currently in the certification processSolutions currently in the certification process

Feature highlights:Feature highlights:

While these features aren't a comprehensive list of feature capabilities for this model of integration, the focus

areas include:

Office 365 authN for agents to connect to their Microsoft tenant from their integrated CCaaS client 

See when agents are available with Teams

Transfers and group call support with Teams 

Teams Graph APIs and Cloud Communication APIs for integration with Teams 

Multi-tenant SIP trunking to support several customers on solution provider ’s SBC.  

Solution providers to use Microsoft certified session border controller (SBC)

The following providers offer contact center solutions that are integrated into Teams using one of the Connect,

Extend, or Power integration models.

https://www.8x8.com/8/8x8-contact-center-for-microsoft-teams
https://anywhere365.io/direct-routing-contact-center-for-microsoft-teams/
https://www.computer-talk.com/product/enterprise-contact-center/ice-contact-center-for-teams
https://www.contentguru.com/microsoft-teams-integration/
http://www.enghouseteams.com/
https://www.five9.com/products/application-integration/uc-integration
https://www.genesys.com/campaign/get-started-genesys-cloud-microsoft-teams
https://www.niceincontact.com/microsoft-teams
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Competella https://www.competella.com/microsoft-teams-skype-for-
business

ContactCenter4All www.contactcenter4all.com

Cirrus https://www.cirrusresponse.com/cloud-contact-
centre/microsoft-teams/

FrontStage https://www.frontstage.cc

Geomant https://www.geomant.com/buzzeasy-contact-centre-for-
microsoft-teams

Intermedia https://www.intermedia.com/products/contact-center

Landis Technologies https://landistechnologies.com/microsoft-teams-contact-
center/

Luware https://luware.com/en/solutions/

Mida Solutions https://www.midasolutions.com/c3-cloud-contact-center-for-
teams/

novomind https://www.novomind.com/en/customer-service-software-
call-center/microsoft-teams/

talkdesk https://www.talkdesk.com/cloud-contact-
center/integrations/microsoft-teams/

Tendfor https://www.tendfor.com/en/

This list will be updated as more solution providers join and meet the certification criteria.

https://www.competella.com/microsoft-teams-skype-for-business
https://www.contactcenter4all.com
https://www.cirrusresponse.com/cloud-contact-centre/microsoft-teams/
https://www.frontstage.cc
https://www.geomant.com/buzzeasy-contact-centre-for-microsoft-teams
https://www.intermedia.com/products/contact-center
https://landistechnologies.com/microsoft-teams-contact-center/
https://luware.com/en/solutions/
https://www.midasolutions.com/c3-cloud-contact-center-for-teams/
https://www.novomind.com/en/customer-service-software-call-center/microsoft-teams/
https://www.talkdesk.com/cloud-contact-center/integrations/microsoft-teams/
https://www.tendfor.com/en/
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 Teams Meeting add-in in Outlook for Windows

NOTENOTE

 Teams Meeting add-in in Outlook for Mac

 Teams Meeting add-in in Outlook Web App

The Teams Meeting add-in lets users schedule a Teams meeting from Outlook. The add-in is available for

Outlook on Windows, Mac, web, and mobile.

The Teams Meeting add-in is automatically installed for users who have Microsoft Teams and either Office 2013,

Office 2016, or Office 2019 installed on their Windows PC. Users will see the Teams Meeting add-in on the

Outlook Calendar ribbon.

There is no direct URLno direct URL  that links to the Teams add-in.

There are additional considerations if your organization runs both Teams and Skype for Business. Under some

circumstances, the Teams add-in is not available in Outlook. See Upgrade from Skype for Business to Teams for details.

User permissions to execute the Regsvr32.exe file is a minimum requirement for the Teams Meeting add-in to be

installed on the computer.

If users do not see the Teams Meeting add-in, instruct them to close Outlook and Teams, then restart the Teams client

first, then sign in to Teams, and then restart the Outlook client, in that specific order.

If you are using an Office Outlook installation from the Microsoft Store, the Teams Meeting add-in isn't supported.

Users who require this add-in are advised to install Click-to-Run version of Office, as outlined in Office on Windows 10

in S mode article.

The Teams Meeting button in Outlook for Mac will appear in the Outlook for Mac ribbon if Outlook is running

production build 16.24.414.0 and later and is activated with a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 client subscription.

The meeting coordinates (the Teams join link and dial-in numbers) will be added to the meeting invite after the

user clicks SendSend.

The Teams Meetings button in Outlook Web App will appear as part of new event creation if the user is on an

early version of the new Outlook on the web. See the Outlook Blog to learn about how users can try the early

version of the new Outlook on the web.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/Teams-add-in-for-Outlook.md
https://support.office.com/article/faq-office-on-windows-10-in-s-mode-717193b5-ff9f-4388-84c0-277ddf07fe3f
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Outlook-Blog/Designed-to-be-fast-The-Outlook-on-the-web-user-experience-gets/ba-p/234909?utm_source=t.co&utm_medium=referral


 Teams Meeting add-in in Outlook mobile (iOS and Android)

 Teams Meeting add-in and FindTime for Outlook

The meeting coordinates (the Teams join link and dial-in numbers) will be added to the meeting invite after the

user clicks SendSend.

The Teams Meeting button shows up in latest builds of the Outlook iOS and Android app.

The meeting coordinates (the Teams join link and dial-in numbers) will be added to the meeting invite after the

user clicks SendSend.

FindTime is an add-in for Outlook that helps users reach consensus on a meeting time across companies. Once



NOTENOTE

 Authentication requirements

 Enable private meetings

NOTENOTE

 Teams upgrade policy and the Teams Meeting add-in for Outlook

the meeting invitees have provided their preferred times, FindTime sends out the meeting invite on the user's

behalf. If the Online meetingOnline meeting option is selected in FindTime, FindTime will schedule a Skype for Business or

Microsoft Teams meeting. (FindTime will use whichever has been set by your organization as the default online

meeting channel.)

If you saved a Skype for Business setting in your Findtime dashboard, FindTime will use that instead of Microsoft Teams. If

you want to use Microsoft Teams, delete the Skype for Business setting in your dashboard.

For more information, see Schedule meetings with FindTime.

The Teams Meeting add-in requires users to sign in to Teams using Modern Authentication. If users do not use

this method to sign in, they'll still be able to use the Teams client, but will be unable to schedule Teams online

meetings using the Outlook add-in. You can fix this by doing one of the following:

If Modern Authentication is not configured for your organization, you should configure Modern

Authentication.

If Modern Authentication is configured, but they canceled out on the dialog box, you should instruct users to

sign in again using multi-factor authentication.

To learn more about how to configure authentication, see Identity models and authentication in Microsoft Teams.

Allow scheduling for pr ivate meetingsAllow scheduling for pr ivate meetings  must be enabled in the Microsoft Teams admin center for the add-in

to get deployed. In the admin center, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting PoliciesMeeting Policies , and in the GeneralGeneral  section, toggle

Allow scheduling pr ivate meetingsAllow scheduling pr ivate meetings  to On.)

The Teams client installs the correct add-in by determining if users need the 32-bit or 64-bit version.

Users might need to restart Outlook after an installation or upgrade of Teams to get the latest add-in.

Customers can choose their upgrade journey from Skype for Business to Teams. Tenant admins can use the

Teams co-existence mode to define this journey for their users. Tenant admins have the option to enable users to

use Teams alongside Skype for Business (Islands mode).

https://findtime.microsoft.com/UserDashboard
https://support.office.com/article/scheduling-meetings-with-findtime-4dc806ed-fde3-4ea7-8c5e-b5d1fddab4a6
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/online-meetings
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Islands Skype for Business

Skype for Business only Skype for Business

Skype for Business with Teams collaboration Skype for Business

Skype for Business with Teams collaboration and meetings Teams

Teams only Teams

  Set whether users in Islands mode can only use the Teams Meeting add-in or both the Teams Meeting andSet whether users in Islands mode can only use the Teams Meeting add-in or both the Teams Meeting and
Skype for Business Meeting add-insSkype for Business Meeting add-ins

 Other considerations

 Troubleshooting

When users who are in Island mode schedule a meeting in Outlook, they typically expect to be able to choose

whether to schedule a Skype for Business or a Teams meeting. In Outlook on the web, Outlook Windows, and

Outlook Mac, users see both Skype for Business and Teams add-ins when in Islands mode by default. You can

configure a Teams meeting policy setting to control whether users in Islands mode can only use the Teams

Meeting add-in or both the Teams Meeting and Skype for Business Meeting add-ins.

Due to certain limitations in the initial release, Outlook mobile can only support creating Skype for Business oror

Teams meetings. See the following table for details.

As an admin, you can configure a Teams meeting policy setting to control which Outlook meeting add-in is used

for users who are in Islands mode. You can specify whether users can only use the Teams Meeting add-in or

both the Teams Meeting and Skype for Business Meeting add-ins to schedule meetings in Outlook.

You can only apply this policy to users who are in Islands mode and have the AllowOutlookAddInAllowOutlookAddIn parameter

set to TrueTrue in their Teams meeting policy. For steps on how to set this policy, see Meeting policy settings -

General.

The Teams Meeting add-in is still building functionality, so be aware of the following:

The Teams Meeting add-in requires an Exchange mailbox for the primary user scheduling the meeting.

Ensure that you have at least one Exchange mailbox configured in your Outlook profile and use it to schedule

Teams meetings with the add-in. For Exchange requirements, see How Exchange and Teams interact.

The add-in is for scheduled meetings with specific participants, not for meetings in a channel. Channel

meetings must be scheduled from within Teams.

The add-in will not work if an Authentication Proxy is in the network path of the user's PC and Teams

Services.

Users can't schedule live events from within Outlook. Go to Teams to schedule live events. For more

information, see What are Microsoft Teams live events?.

Learn more about meetings and calling in Microsoft Teams.

Use the following steps to troubleshoot issues with the Teams Meeting add-in.

https://support.office.com/article/Meetings-and-calls-d92432d5-dd0f-4d17-8f69-06096b6b48a8
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  Teams Meeting add-in in Outlook for Windows does not showTeams Meeting add-in in Outlook for Windows does not show

NOTENOTE

This scenario can also be managed using the command-line version of Microsoft Support and Recovery Assistant with

SaRAcmd.exe -S TeamsAddinScenario -AcceptEula -CloseOutlook.

If you cannot get the Teams Meeting add-in for Outlook to install, try these troubleshooting steps.

Download and run the Microsoft Support Recovery Assistant to perform automated troubleshooting steps and

fixes.

Alternatively, perform the following steps manually:

Windows 7 users must install the Update for Universal C Runtime in Windows for the Teams Meeting add-in

to work.

Check that the user has a Teams Upgrade policy which enables scheduling meetings in Teams. See Upgrade

from Skype for Business to Teams for more details.

Check that the user has a Teams Meeting policy that permits the Outlook Add-in. See Meeting policy settings

- General for more details.

Ensure the user has the Teams desktop client installed. The meeting add-in will not be installed when only

using the Teams web client.

Ensure the user has Outlook 2013 or later installed.

Make sure the user has permission to execute regsvr32.exe.

Ensure that all available updates for Outlook desktop client have been applied.

Follow these steps:

Restart the Teams desktop client.

Sign out and then sign back in to the Teams desktop client.

Restart the Outlook desktop client. (Make sure Outlook isn't running in admin mode.)

If you still don't see the add-in, make sure that it isn't disabled in Outlook.

In Outlook, choose FileFile and then OptionsOptions .

Select the Add-insAdd-ins  tab of Outlook OptionsOutlook Options  dialog box.

Confirm that Microsoft Teams Meeting Add-in for Microsoft OfficeMicrosoft Teams Meeting Add-in for Microsoft Office is listed in the Active ApplicationActive Application

Add-insAdd-ins  list

If the Teams Meeting Add-in is listed in the Disabled Application Add-insDisabled Application Add-ins  list, select COM Add-insCOM Add-ins  in

ManageManage and then select Go…Go…

Set the checkbox next to Microsoft Teams Meeting Add-in for Microsoft OfficeMicrosoft Teams Meeting Add-in for Microsoft Office.

Choose OKOK on all dialog boxes and restart Outlook.

For general guidance about how to manage add-ins, see View, manage, and install add-ins in Office programs.

If the add-in still does not show, use the following steps to verify the registry settings.

Incorrectly editing the registry may severely damage your system. Before making changes to the registry, you should

back up any valued data on the computer.

Launch RegEdit.exe

Navigate to HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\Outlook\Addins

Verify TeamsAddin.FastConnect exists.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/troubleshoot/administration/sara-command-line-version
https://aka.ms/SaRA-TeamsAddInScenario
https://aka.ms/SaRA_Home
https://support.microsoft.com/help/2999226/update-for-universal-c-runtime-in-windows
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-to-teams-on-prem-overview#meetings
https://support.office.com/article/View-manage-and-install-add-ins-in-Office-programs-16278816-1948-4028-91E5-76DCA5380F8D


  Delegate scheduling does not workDelegate scheduling does not work

 Related topics

Within TeamsAddin.FastConnect, verify LoadBehavior exists and is set to 3.

If LoadBehavior has a value other than 3, change it to 3 and restart Outlook.

If your administrator has configured Microsoft Exchange to control access to Exchange Web Server (EWS), a

delegate won't be able to schedule a Teams meeting on behalf of the boss. The solution for this configuration is

under development and will be released in the future. As a workaround, your administrator can add the

following string to the EWS Allow List: "SchedulingService".

Teams Troubleshooting

Schedule a Teams meeting from Outlook

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/client-developer/exchange-web-services/how-to-control-access-to-ews-in-exchange
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
https://support.microsoft.com/office/schedule-a-teams-meeting-from-outlook-883cc15c-580f-441a-92ea-0992c00a9b0f
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 Known limitations

 More information

After a user is upgraded to Microsoft Teams, admins can use the Microsoft Teams admin center to specify the

preferred app that users will use to join Skype for Business meetings.

To specify the Skype for Meetings App as the preferred app:

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Teams admin center.

2. In the left pane, under Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings , select Teams upgradeTeams upgrade.

3. On the Teams upgrade page, under App preferencesApp preferences , select Skype Meetings AppSkype Meetings App from the PreferredPreferred

app for users to join Skype for Business meetingsapp for users to join Skype for Business meetings  drop-down list.

Users who use the Skype Meetings App with Teams are subject to the following limitations:

Users have no option to change their video device.

After a user is upgraded to Teams, if the user is in a meeting using the Skype Meetings App and then receives

a call on Teams, the meeting in Skype Meetings App is not placed on hold. Instead, the user is connected to

both calls.

What is Skype Meetings App (Skype for Business Web App)

Skype Meetings App minimum network requirements

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/configure-skype-meetings-app-to-work-with-teams.md
https://support.office.microsoft.com/article/what-is-skype-meetings-app-skype-for-business-web-app-1ff3d412-718a-4982-8ff2-a4992608cdb5
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/office/communications/mt845808(v=ocs.16)
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

 The user experience
  Join a meeting by using phone for audioJoin a meeting by using phone for audio

In Microsoft Teams, the Call meCall me feature gives users a way to join the audio portion of a meeting by phone. This

is handy in scenarios when using a computer for audio might not be possible. Users get the audio portion of the

meeting through their cell phone or land line and the content portion of the meeting—such as when another

meeting participant shares their screen or plays a video—through their computer.

During periods of high meeting volume (which we've been experiencing in conjunction with the COVID-19 outbreak), we

recommend that users join meetings by clicking the Join Teams MeetingJoin Teams Meeting button rather than dialing in by using the

PSTN conference numbers or by using Call me atCall me at . This helps ensure quality audio during times when high meeting

volume is causing congestion on the PSTN network.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Click JoinJoin to join a meeting, then Phone audioPhone audio on the Choose your video and audio optionsChoose your video and audio options  screen, and

click Join nowJoin now . From here, users can have the meeting call and join them or dial in manually to the meeting.

Let the Teams meeting callLet the Teams meeting call

On the Use phone for audioUse phone for audio screen, the user enters their phone number, and then clicks Call meCall me. The

meeting calls the user and joins them to the meeting.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-the-call-me-feature-for-your-users.md


  Get a call back when something goes wrong with audio during a meetingGet a call back when something goes wrong with audio during a meeting

 Set up the Call me feature

Dial in manuallyDial in manually

Another way to join is to dial in directly to the meeting. On the Use phone for audioUse phone for audio screen, click Dial inDial in

manuallymanually  to get a list of phone numbers to use to dial in to the meeting.

If a user experiences audio issues when using their computer during a meeting, the user can easily switch to

using their phone for audio. Teams detects when an audio or device issue occurs and redirects the user to use

their phone by displaying a Call me backCall me back option.

Here's an example of the message and the Call me backCall me back option that's displayed when Teams doesn't detect a

microphone.

The user clicks Call me backCall me back , which brings up the Use phone for audioUse phone for audio screen. From here, they can enter

their phone number and have the Teams meeting call and join them to the meeting or dial in manually to the

meeting.

To enable the Call me feature for users in your organization, the following must be configured:



Audio Conferencing is enabled for users in your organization who schedule meetings (meeting

organizers). To learn more, see Set up Audio Conferencing for Teams and Manage the Audio

Conferencing settings for a user in Teams.

Meeting organizer can dial-out from meetings. To learn more, see Manage the Audio Conferencing

settings for a user in Teams.

If the meeting organizer doesn't have dial-out from meetings enabled, the Phone audioPhone audio option on the ChooseChoose

your video and audio optionsyour video and audio options  screen isn't available to anyone, and other users can't receive a call to join

them to the meeting. For users with dial-out enabled, once they have joined the meeting, they can join others

dialing their number from the Show par ticipantsShow par ticipants  icon.
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 Related topics

Meeting organizers can view and download a meeting attendance report. Find this report in the Par ticipantsPar ticipants

pane of the meeting, by clicking the download arrow as shown below. You can download the report as a .CSV

file (text format).

For education tenants, this report is useful to track student attendance in online classes. For example, the teacher

can download the attendance report at the start of class as a simple way to do a "roll call." To learn more, read

Download attendance reports in Teams.

As an admin, you control whether meeting organizers can download meeting attendance reports by setting a

Teams meeting policy. By default, the ability to download the report is turned off. For steps on how to turn on

this feature, see Meeting policy settings - Allow engagement report.

If meeting organizers need access to more meeting attendance data than they get from the report available

within the meeting, you can assign the Report reader role so they can access the Teams admin reports

themselves. To learn about this, read Who can access the Teams activity reports.

Teams analytics and reporting

Teams usage report

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-analytics-and-reports/meeting-attendance-report.md
https://support.office.com/article/download-attendance-reports-in-teams-ae7cf170-530c-47d3-84c1-3aedac74d310
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 Whiteboard on Surface Hub

 More information

Microsoft Whiteboard is a free-form, digital canvas where people, content, and ideas come together. Whiteboard

integration in Microsoft Teams meetings is powered by the Whiteboard web app, which lets Teams meeting

participants draw, sketch, and write together on a shared digital canvas.

Users can share a whiteboard to make it available to all participants in a Teams meeting. That same whiteboard

is simultaneously available in all the Whiteboard applications on Windows 10, iOS, and the web app.

To turn the Whiteboard app on or off, see Enable Microsoft Whiteboard for your organization. Keep in mind that

this setting will enable or disable Whiteboard for your entire organization, and not just for Teams.

Before trying to use Microsoft Whiteboard, make sure that the Whiteboard app is installed on your Surface Hub

device. If Whiteboard isn't installed, on the Surface Hub device, go to the Microsoft Store app, and get Microsoft

Whiteboard. For more information, see Enable Microsoft Whiteboard on Surface Hub.

For more information, see:

Use Whiteboard in Microsoft Teams

Enable Microsoft Whiteboard for your organization

Enable Microsoft Whiteboard on Surface Hub

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-whiteboard.md
https://support.office.com/article/1caaa2e2-5c18-4bdf-b878-2d98f1da4b24
https://www.microsoft.com/p/microsoft-whiteboard/9mspc6mp8fm4?activetab=pivot:overviewtab
https://support.office.com/article/enable-microsoft-whiteboard-on-surface-hub-b5df4539-f735-42ff-b22a-0f5e21be7627
https://support.office.com/article/7a6e7218-e9dc-4ccc-89aa-b1a0bb9c31ee
https://support.office.com/article/1caaa2e2-5c18-4bdf-b878-2d98f1da4b24
https://support.office.com/article/enable-microsoft-whiteboard-on-surface-hub-b5df4539-f735-42ff-b22a-0f5e21be7627
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 Enable or disable Microsoft Teams meeting add-on for Google
Workspace in the Azure portal

Using the Microsoft Teams meeting add-on lets Google calendar users schedule and join a Microsoft Teams

meeting directly from Google Workspace. Users will get access to Teams meetings features including video and

audio conferencing, screen sharing, meeting chat, digital whiteboards, and more. Stay connected and organized

to get more done together across work, school, and life.

The Microsoft Teams meeting add-on for Google Workspace must be enabled by a Teams admin before tenant

users can access the app.

As a tenant administrator, you can enable or disable a Microsoft Teams meeting add-on for Google Workspace

from your organization's admin account using the Azure portal.

The add-on is enabled by default.

1. Sign in to the Azure portal.

2. Select Enterprise applicationsEnterprise applications  > All applicationsAll applications .

3. Search for Microsoft Teams meeting add-on for Google WorkspaceMicrosoft Teams meeting add-on for Google Workspace.

4. Select YesYes .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/google-workspace-addon-teams.md


 Disable Microsoft Teams meeting add-on for Google Workspace using
PowerShell

Connect-AzureAD

$displayName = 'Microsoft Teams meeting add-on for Google Workspace'
$appId = '7969c887-ba98-48bb-8832-6c9239929d7c'

# Check if a service principal already exists for the app
$servicePrincipal = Get-AzureADServicePrincipal -Filter "appId eq '$appId'"
if ($servicePrincipal) {
    # Service principal exists already, disable it
    Set-AzureADServicePrincipal -ObjectId $servicePrincipal.ObjectId -AccountEnabled $false
    Write-Host "Disabled existing Service Principal \n"
} else {
    # Service principal does not yet exist, create it and disable it at the same time
    New-AzureADServicePrincipal -AppId $appId -DisplayName $displayName
    $servicePrincipal = New-AzureADServicePrincipal -AppId $appId -DisplayName $displayName -AccountEnabled 
$false
    Write-Host "Created and disabled the Service Principal \n"
}

 Delete the Microsoft Teams meeting add-on for Google Workspace

5. (Optional) To disable the add-on, select NoNo instead of YesYes  in Step 4.

For more information, see Create an Azure service principal with Azure PowerShell.

See the Google documentation Delete a Google Workspace Marketplace app for instructions.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/create-azure-service-principal-azureps?view=azps-5.0.0
https://support.google.com/a/answer/6216211?hl=en
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  Is Cloud Video Interop for me?Is Cloud Video Interop for me?

  Office 365 US Government and third-party servicesOffice 365 US Government and third-party services

  Partners Certified for Microsoft TeamsPartners Certified for Microsoft Teams
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Poly RealConnect Service

Cloud Video Interop (CVI) is a Microsoft Qualified third-party solution that enables third-party meeting rooms

(telepresence) and personal video devices (VTCs) to join Microsoft Teams meetings.

With Microsoft Teams, you get rich online content collaboration in meetings that include audio, video, and

content sharing. This can be enjoyed through the desktop and web client, as well as through many partner

devices that integrate natively with Microsoft Teams. However, many customers have already invested in video

teleconferencing and personal video communication devices, which can be expensive to upgrade. Cloud Video

Interop provides an easy solution, allowing you to keep using your existing solutions until you are ready to

upgrade.

With Cloud Video Interop, Microsoft Teams delivers a native meeting experience for all participants – in meeting

rooms or inside of Teams clients.

Cloud Video Interop provides an intermediate service while you transition to a full native Microsoft Teams

Solution, using Teams endpoints. The service provided should be part of your migration path.

Cloud Video Interop is intended for customers who meet the following criteria:

Have a large deployment of meeting room devices and personal video devices deployment (50+ devices)

that are not qualified for direct integration with Microsoft Teams

Are supported by one of our Cloud Video Interop partners

Want to retain the value of their investment in their current meeting room devices and personal video

devices during the migration to a native Microsoft Teams solution

While Cloud Video Interop provides a great intermediate solution, we encourage our customers to look into our

native Teams Meeting solutions, such as Teams Room Systems, for the long term.

Office 365 provides the ability to integrate third-party applications into SharePoint Online sites, Skype for

Business, Teams, Office applications included in Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise (such as Word, Excel,

PowerPoint, and Outlook), and Outlook Web App. In addition, Office 365 supports integration with third-party

service providers. These third-party applications and services might involve storing, transmitting, and

processing your organization's customer data on third-party systems that are outside of the Office 365

infrastructure and therefore are not covered by the Office 365 compliance and data protection commitments. ItIt

is recommended that you review the pr ivacy and compliance statements provided by the thirdis recommended that you review the pr ivacy and compliance statements provided by the third

par ties when assessing the appropriate use of these ser vices for your organization.par ties when assessing the appropriate use of these ser vices for your organization.

The following partners have video interop solutions for Microsoft Teams. Your company may choose to work

with any combination of these partners within your enterprise.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/cloud-video-interop.md
https://aka.ms/PolycomRealConnect
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Cisco Webex Video Integration for Microsoft Teams
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  Cloud Video Interop overviewCloud Video Interop overview

 Deploy Cloud Video Interop

Cloud Video Interop is a third-party service that is offered by our partners to provide interoperability between

existing video conferencing and personal video device solutions on premises, and Microsoft Teams.

The solutions offered by our partners consist of components that can be deployed either fully cloud based or

partially/fully on premises.

The following diagram shows the high-level architecture of our partner solutions.

When deploying a Cloud Video Interop solution, it's important to understand that you are deploying a partner

solution. The general steps you should take to deploy Cloud Video Interop are listed in the following diagram.

https://aka.ms/PexipInfinity
https://aka.ms/BluejeansGateway
https://aka.ms/CiscoCVI


  PlanPlan

  ConfigureConfigure

  ProvisionProvision

  ScheduleSchedule

  JoinJoin

During the plan phase, you should identify the devices that you will not replace with a native Teams device, and

find a Cloud Video Interop partner that can support these devices.

It's also important to understand that you will need a license for each user who will schedule meetings in which

you want a Cloud Video Interop-enabled device to join. Note that exact licensing requirements can be obtained

from the Cloud Video Interop partner. Ensure that this is clear before you start your deployment.

The partner that you have chosen for your CVI deployment will provide you with a full deployment document

that consists of all the steps needed to deploy successfully within your organization. This will include firewall

ports and IP ranges, configuration changes for your devices, and other settings that need to change.

During the provision phase, you will assign licenses to the appropriate users according to the partner

configuration guide. You will also need to go through the Azure Consent process to provide the partner access

to your Teams environment. See Permissions and consent in the Microsoft identity platform endpoint for more

information about the Azure consent process.

After a user is enabled for Cloud Video Interop, any meeting scheduled using either the Teams Meeting Add-in

for Outlook or the Teams Client will have the appropriate additional information automatically added into the

Teams meeting so that Cloud Video Interop-compatible devices can join these meetings.

Depending on the partner solution, there are several ways to join a Cloud Video Interop-enabled meeting. Exact

meeting join scenarios will be provided by your Cloud Video Interop partner. We've listed some examples below:

IVR (Interactive Voice Response)

Direct dial

You can dial in to the partner's IVR using the tenantkey@domain.

When you are in the partner IVR, you will be prompted to enter the VTC conferenceId, which will then

connect you to the Teams meeting.

You can directly dial in to the Teams meeting without interacting with the partner's IVR by using the

direct dial feature, using the full string of tenantkey.VTC ConferenceId@domain.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/v2-permissions-and-consent
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  Troubleshooting Cloud Video InteropTroubleshooting Cloud Video Interop

 PowerShell for Cloud Video Interop

One-touch dial

If you have an integrated Teams room, you can use the one-touch dial capabilities offered by your

partner (without needing to type any dial string).

After Cloud Video Interop is deployed, you can manage the devices using the solutions provided by our

partners. Each partner will provide you with an administrative interface that will include both license and device

management.

Reporting is also available directly from the partner administrative interface. For more information on reporting

capabilities, contact the partner of your choice.

Cloud Video Interop is a partner-provided service. If you are experiencing issues, the first step is to connect a

device that has the Teams Client installed and connect it to the same segment as the Cloud Video Interop device

that is causing problems.

If Teams functions correctly on this segment, and you have also followed all the networking and configuration

guidelines the partner has provided, you will need to contact the partner for further troubleshooting.

The following PowerShell cmdlets are available for you to (partially) automate the Cloud Video Interop

deployment.

Get-CsTeamsVideoInteropSer vicepolicyGet-CsTeamsVideoInteropSer vicepolicy : Microsoft provides pre-constructed policies for each of our

supported partners that allow you to designate which partner(s) to use for Cloud Video Interop.

This cmdlet allows you to identify the pre-constructed policies that you can use in your organization. You can

assign this policy to one or more of your users by leveraging the Grant-CsTeamsVideoInteropServicePolicy

cmdlet.

Grant-CsTeamsVideoInteropSer vicePolicyGrant-CsTeamsVideoInteropSer vicePolicy : This cmdlet allows you to assign a pre-constructed policy for

use in your organization or assign the policy to specific users.

New-CsVideoInteropSer viceProviderNew-CsVideoInteropSer viceProvider : Use this cmdlet to specify information about a supported CVI

partner that your organization would like to use.

Set-CsVideoInteropSer viceProviderSet-CsVideoInteropSer viceProvider : Use this cmdlet to update information about a supported CVI

partner that your organization uses.

Get-CsVideoInteropSer viceProviderGet-CsVideoInteropSer viceProvider : Use this cmdlet to get all of the providers that have been

configured for use within the organization.

Remove-CsVideoInteropSer viceProviderRemove-CsVideoInteropSer viceProvider : Use this cmdlet to remove all provider information about a

provider that your organization no longer uses.
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE
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 Teams view-only experience controls

Install-Module -Name "MicrosoftTeams" -MinimumVersion 2.0.0
Connect-MicrosoftTeams

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity Global -StreamingAttendeeMode Enabled

View-only broadcasts is available in Microsoft 365 E3/E5 and Microsoft 365 A3/A5. This feature will be enabled March 1,

2021 as default OFF. The feature in Microsoft 365 Government Community Cloud (GCC) will begin to roll out at the end

of March 2021. Government Community Cloud High (GCCH) and Department of Defense (DoD) will roll out at a later

date. You must change the default policy after that date if you want to have the feature be default ON. Use PowerShell to

enable the policy Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity Global -StreamingAttendeeMode Enabled .

If your meeting hits capacity, Teams will seamlessly scale to accommodate a 10,000-person view-only broadcast

experience. Plus, during this time of increased remote work, take advantage of even larger 20,000-person broadcasts

through the end of this year. Webinars currently don't support a view-only broadcast experience.

Microsoft Teams allows up to 10,000 attendees to join a Teams meeting. After the capacity of the main meeting

has been reached (which is when 1000 users enter a meeting), additional attendees will join with a view-only

experience.

Attendees who join the meeting first, up to the capacity of the main meeting, will get the full Teams meeting

experience. They can share audio and video, see shared videos, and participate in meeting chat.

Attendees who join after the main meeting capacity has been reached will have a view-only experience.

Attendees will be able to join the view-only experience through desktop, web, and Teams mobile (Android and

iOS).

The current limit capacity of the "main meeting", or in other words, the number of fully interactive users, is 1000 and

includes GCC and webinars.

You enable the view-only experience using the Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy  cmdlet from the SkypeForBusiness

PowerShell module or at least version 2.0.0 of the MicrosoftTeams module.

To use the recommended MicrosoftTeams  module:

To enable the view-only experience, you can use the following PowerShell snippet:

To disable the view-only experience, you can also use PowerShell.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/view-only-meeting-experience.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/?view=skype-ps
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams


Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -Identity Global -StreamingAttendeeMode Disabled

 Impact to users

In the future, you'll be able to enable or disable the view-only experience in the Teams admin center.

A user's experience will vary depending on several factors.

When the capacity of the main meeting has been reached, an attendee will be unable to join the meeting if any

of the following are true:

An administrator has disabled the Teams view-only experience for either the organizer or for the entire

tenant.

The view-only attendee can't bypass the lobby. As an example, if an organizer of a meeting chooses to have

only People in my organizationPeople in my organization bypass the lobby, and an attendee who is outside of the organization

attempts to join as a view-only attendee, they won't be able to join.

When the capacity of the main meeting has been reached, the meeting organizer and presenters will see a

banner informing them that new attendees will join as view-only attendees.

When the capacity of the main meeting has been reached, meeting attendees will be informed on the pre-join

screen that they're joining in view-only mode.



 Impact to meeting presenters and organizers

NOTENOTE

 Experience for view-only attendees

If there's space, a user will always join the main meeting. If the main meeting reaches capacity, and one or more

attendees leave the main meeting, the main meeting has available capacity. Attendees who join (or rejoin) the

meeting will join the main meeting until it reaches capacity again. Attendees who are in the view-only

experience won't automatically be promoted to the main meeting and can't be manually promoted to the main

meeting.

If presenter and attendee roles have been set, and a presenter attempts to join a meeting after the main meeting

has reached capacity, they'll join as a view-only attendee and have the same limitations as other view-only

attendees. Support to ensure all presenters join the main meeting will roll out at a later date. The organizer will

always be guaranteed space in the main meeting.

Limitations for meeting presenters and organizers include:

You'll have no information about the view-only attendee. We don't support E-discovery for view-only

attendees.

Users in the main meeting can't see the view-only attendees.

You can't remove a view-only attendee from the meeting.

Attendee count will only reflect the people in the main meeting and not the people in the view-only room. Therefore,

presenters can't get an exact count of who is in the view-only experience.

The Teams view-only experience allows attendees to:

Listen to the participants in the main Teams meeting.

See the video feed for the active speaker (if the active speaker is sharing video).

See content being shared using the share desktop or screen functionality.

The view-only attendee won't be able to experience the following options in meetings:

Join the meeting if the attendee doesn't have permission to bypass the lobby based on set lobby policies or

options.

Join the view-only room using Audio Conferencing.



 View-only feature limitations

Join the view-only room using Microsoft Teams Rooms system or using Cloud Video Interop (CVI) services.

Share their audio or video.

See or participate in the meeting chat.

See the video feed of meeting participants unless the participant is the active speaker.

See PowerPoint files that are shared using the PowerPoint Live functionality or individual application shares

(other than desktop or screen sharing).

Raise their hand in the meeting.

Send or see reactions.

Interact with any 3P App integrating into the Teams Meeting, including Polls.

View-only attendees will only be able to see Live Captions on Desktop and Web. Only English Captions

are supported at this time.

View-only attendees cannot register for Webinars.

View-only attendees will be supported by streaming technology.

View-only attendees won't be included in the attendance report.

View-only attendees will have a single video experience. They can see either the active speaker or the

content being shared, but not both.

We don't currently support Galler yGaller y , Large galler yLarge galler y , or Together modeTogether mode layouts for view-only attendees.

View-only attendees are only supported by the following lobby policies: 'People in my organization,'

'People in my organization and guests,' 'People in my organization, trusted organizations, and guests,'

and 'Everyone.' If you use a lobby policy that does not support View-only attendees, View-only attendees

will be rejected from the meeting.

View-only attendees won't have the same latency as a regular attendee. 1

 View-only attendees will be at a 30-second video and audio delay in the meeting.1
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 What is streaming and how does it work?

NOTENOTE

 Set up streaming with PowerShell

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Assign the policyAssign the policy

 Related topics

This article will help you set up streaming for Teams meetings.

Streaming allows your organization to expand your reach and gives meeting attendees more meeting options.

When you enable streaming, organizers can stream meetings and webinars to external endpoints by providing a

Real-Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP) URL and key to the built-in Custom Streaming app in Teams.

You can't stream live events.

You can set up your organization for streaming with PowerShell. Currently, this policy is not available in the

Teams admin center. The per-user policy is used to specify whowho can enable live streaming. It's turned off by

default.

You can use the following attribute within the Windows PowerShell Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicySet-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy  cmdlet to set

up streaming. For more information on the cmdlet, see Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy.

LiveStreamingMode

Set L iveStreamingModeLiveStreamingMode to EnabledEnabled to turn on streaming capabilities for one or more users.

You have to turn on meeting registration before your organizers can stream webinars. For more information, see Set up

webinars.

For more information on how to assign policies with PowerShell, see Assign policies in Teams.

Assign policies in Teams

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy

Quick start - Meetings, webinars, and live events

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/stream-teams-meetings.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
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 What are webinars?

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Allow users to schedule webinars in the Teams admin center

  Meeting registrationMeeting registration

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Who can registerWho can register

NOTENOTE

  Engagement reportEngagement report

This article will help you set up your organization to host webinars.

Webinars are structured meetings where presenters and participants have clear roles, often used for training

purposes or sales and marketing lead generation scenarios.

After setting up webinars in your organization, your users can schedule webinars and open registration to

attendees. Unlike traditional meetings that include many discussions and task assignment, webinars are meant

for interactive presentations and provide tools for attendee analysis.

To let users set up webinars, Microsoft Lists must be configured in SharePoint by enabling the creation of personal lists. To

learn more, see Control settings for Microsoft Lists.

You can use the Teams admin center to set up webinars for your organization. You'll find the policies to set up

webinars in the Teams admin center under MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies .

If you turn this on, users can schedule webinars. By default, this is turned on. If you want to turn off meeting

registration, set this policy to OffOff .

Private meeting schedulingPrivate meeting scheduling must be on for meeting registration to work. By default, this policy is turned on in the

Teams admin center. For students in education tenants, this policy is turned off by default. For more information on how

to enable private meeting scheduling for students, see Teams for Education policies and policy packages.

If you select Ever yoneEver yone, all users, including anonymous users, can register for and attend webinars. If you select

Ever yone in the organizationEver yone in the organization, only users in your organization can register for webinars. If meeting

registration is turned off, this option will not be available and no one can register for webinars.

The default value for Who can registerWho can register  is Ever yone in the organizationEver yone in the organization in education tenants. For more information,

see Teams for Education Policy Wizard.

If you turn this on, organizers can see reports of who registered and attended the webinars they set up. This

policy is off by default. For more information, see Meeting policies in Teams - Engagement report. For

information on the end-user experience, see View and download meeting attendance reports.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-webinars.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/control-lists
https://support.microsoft.com/office/view-and-download-meeting-attendance-reports-in-teams-ae7cf170-530c-47d3-84c1-3aedac74d310?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US


 Allow users to schedule webinars using PowerShell

NOTENOTE

  Allow users to schedule webinarsAllow users to schedule webinars

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -MeetingRegistration $True

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -PrivateMeetingScheduling $True

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -WhoCanRegister EveryoneInCompany

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -WhoCanRegister Everyone

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

  Collect meeting attendanceCollect meeting attendance

You can use the following attributes within the Windows PowerShell Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicySet-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy  cmdlet to set

up for webinars in Teams.

MeetingRegistration

WhoCanRegister

PrivateMeetingScheduling

Read Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy for more information on the cmdlet.

Before you can run these cmdlets you must be connected to Microsoft Teams PowerShell. For more information, see

Manage Teams with Microsoft Teams PowerShell.

You can restrict registration to users only in your organization or open it up to everyone both inside and outside

your tenant. By default, WhoCanRegisterWhoCanRegister  is enabled and set to Ever yoneEver yone for the Global (Org-wide default)Global (Org-wide default)

policy. If you want to turn off meeting registration, set MeetingRegistrationMeetingRegistration to FalseFalse.

PrivateMeetingSchedulingPrivateMeetingScheduling must be set to TrueTrue for MeetingRegistrationMeetingRegistration to work.

1. Turn on meeting registration

2. Turn on private meeting scheduling

3. Configure who can register for webinars

Allow Allow onlyonly  users in your organization to register for webinars users in your organization to register for webinars

To allow anyone, including anonymous users, to register for webinars, run:To allow anyone, including anonymous users, to register for webinars, run:

If anonymous join is turned off in meeting settings, anonymous users can't join webinars. To learn more and

enable this setting, see Meeting settings in Teams.

If you want organizers to analyze who registered and attended webinars, you'll need to turn on the

EngagementRepor tEngagementRepor t policy. To do this, run the following command in PowerShell.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-powershell-managing-teams


Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy -EngagementReport Enabled

 Configure webinar settings

 Related topics

After enabling your environment for webinars, no further admin management is required. The policy controls

which options show up for webinar organizers.

Meeting policies in Teams - General

Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy documentation

Teams for Education Policy Wizard

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy
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 Overview
With Teams lives events, users in your organization can broadcast video and meeting content to large online

audiences.

Microsoft 365 live events bring live video streaming to a new level. Live events encourage connection

throughout the entire engagement lifecycle with attendees before, during, and after live events. You can create a

live event wherever your audience, team, or community resides, using Microsoft Stream, Teams, or Yammer.

Teams delivers chat-based collaboration, calling, meetings, and live events, so you can expand the audience of

your meetings. Teams live events is an extension of Teams meetings, enabling users to broadcast video and

meeting content to a large online audience. Live events are meant for one-to-many communications where the

host of the event is leading the interactions and audience participation is primarily to view the content shared by

host. The attendees can watch the live or recorded event in Yammer, Teams, or Stream and can interact with the

presenters using moderated Q & A or a Yammer conversation.

Teams live events are considered the next version of Skype Meeting Broadcast and will eventually replace the

capabilities provided in Skype Meeting Broadcast. At this point, Microsoft will continue to support Skype

Meeting Broadcast for users who are using Skype for Business in their organizations, with no disruption in

service for new or future events. However, we encourage you to try out Teams live events to use all the new and

exciting features including screen sharing and support for external hardware/software encoders.

So, let's get started. First, take a look at the following diagram that shows high level components involved in

Microsoft 365 live events and how they're connected.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-live-events/what-are-teams-live-events.md
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  SchedulingScheduling

We would like to emphasize that Teams Live Events, given the nature of broadcast technology, often exceed normal

(internal) meeting populations.

As is the case with other larger reaching media broadcasting services, we rely on Content Delivery Networks to deliver the

content for your live event to recipients. This content is protected by encryption methods and subject to authorization by

access tokens that are only issued to recipients based on your live event meeting configuration.

Extra care should be given to ensuring that either the meeting content is appropriate for such a large audience, or that

the audience is appropriately reduced for sensitive content.

As is common in the industry, compromises to other elements of your security such as personnel or infrastructure, could

impact the security of your live events. Organizations should consider including Live Events and other broadcast service in

their security planning and exercises.

Live events in Teams empower multiple roles (organizer, producer, presenter, and attendee) to successfully

broadcast and participate in an event. To learn more, see Event group roles.

You can see from the picture above that there are five key components that are used with live events in Teams.

For an overview of how to set up live events and the attendee experience, check out these short videos.

Teams provides the ability for the organizers to create an event with the appropriate attendee permissions,

designate event team members, select a production method, and invite attendees. If the live event was created

from within a Yammer group, the live event attendees will be able to use Yammer conversation for interacting

with people in the event.

https://support.office.com/article/get-started-with-microsoft-teams-live-events-d077fec2-a058-483e-9ab5-1494afda578a?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US#bkmk_roles
https://support.office.com/article/video-plan-and-schedule-a-live-event-f92363a0-6d98-46d2-bdd9-f2248075e502
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  Streaming platformStreaming platform

Teams won't let users schedule meetings or live events when they're offline or running with limited bandwidth.

The video input is the foundation of the live event and it can vary from a single webcam to a multi-camera

professional video production. The live events in Microsoft 365 support a spectrum of production scenarios,

include an event produced in Teams using a webcam or an event produced in an external app or device. You can

choose these options depending on their project requirements and budget. There are two ways to produce

events:

TeamsTeams : This production method allows users to produce their live events in Teams using their webcam or

using A/V input from Teams room systems. This option is the best and quickest option if you want to use

the audio and video devices connected to the PC or are inviting remote presenters to participate in the

event. This option allows users to easily use their webcams and share their screen as input in the event.

External app or deviceExternal app or device: External encoders allow users to produce their live events directly from an

external hardware or software-based encoder with Stream. This option is best if you already have studio

quality equipment (for example, media mixers) which support streaming to a Real-time Messaging

Protocol (RTMP) service. This type of production is typically used in large-scale events such as executive

town halls – where a single stream from a media mixer is broadcasted to the audience.

The change from using Microsoft Stream to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for meeting recordings will be a phased

approach. At launch you'll be able to opt-in to this experience, in November you'll have to opt-out if you want to continue

using Stream, and some time in early 2021 we'll require all customers to use OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for

new meeting recordings.

The live event streaming platform is made up of the following pieces:

Azure Media Ser vicesAzure Media Ser vices : Azure Media Services gives you broadcast-quality video streaming services to

reach larger audiences on today’s most popular mobile devices. Media Services enhances accessibility,

distribution, and scalability, and makes it easy and cost-effective to stream content to your local or worldwide

https://stream.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/media-services/previous/
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 Next steps
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audiences—all while protecting your content.

Azure Content Deliver y Network (CDN)Azure Content Deliver y Network (CDN) : Once your stream goes live, it's delivered through the Azure

Content Delivery Network (CDN). Azure Media Services provides integrated CDN for streaming endpoints.

This allows the streams to be viewed worldwide with no buffering.

The goal of eCDN is to take the video content from the internet and distribute the content throughout your

enterprise without impacting network performance. You can use one of the following certified eCDN partners to

optimize your network for live events held within your organization:

Hive

Kollective

Ramp

Riverbed

Peer5 (coming soon)

The attendee experience is the most important aspect of live events and it's critical that the attendees can

participate in the live event without having any issues. The attendee experience uses Stream Player (for events

produced in Teams) and Azure Media Player (for events produced in an external app or device) and works across

desktop, browser, and mobile (iOS, Android). Microsoft 365 and Office 365 provide Yammer and Teams as two

collaboration hubs, and the live attendee experience is integrated into these collaboration tools.

Tenant admins can view real-time usage analytics for live events in Microsoft Teams admin center. The live event

usage report shows the activity overview of the live events held in the organization. Admins can view event

usage information, including event status, start time, views, and production type.

Go to Plan for Teams live events.

Live events across Microsoft 365 in Yammer, Microsoft Teams, and Microsoft Stream

Get started with Microsoft Teams live events

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cdn/
https://www.hivestreaming.com/partners/integration-partners/microsoft/
https://kollective.com/ecdn-solutions/microsoft-live-events/
https://rampecdn.com
https://www.riverbed.com/solutions/office-365.html
https://www.peer5.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/live-event-m365
https://support.office.com/article/d077fec2-a058-483e-9ab5-1494afda578a


Live events in Yammer

Live events in Microsoft Stream

https://support.office.com/article/live-events-in-yammer-4ece0ee2-c268-4636-bf2a-16e454befe57
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/live-event-overview
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When you're planning Teams live events to hold large meetings in your organization, there are several factors

that you need to consider before starting the setup.

For details about Teams live events on different platforms, see Teams features by platform. See prepare your organization

to learn about bandwidth requirements for Teams live events.

Anyone can attend a live event without a license. Read Admin quick start - Meetings and live events.

The following prerequisites are required for the user to schedule a Teams live event.

Here are the licenses that must be assigned to organize, produce or present a Teams live event:

To organize:To organize: A Microsoft or Office 365 Enterprise E1, E3, or E5 license, [or][or]  a Microsoft or Office 365

Education A3 or A5 license.

To produce or present:To produce or present: A Microsoft or Office 365 Enterprise E1, E3 or E5 license, [or][or]  a Microsoft or

Office 365 Education A1, A3 or A5 license. The exception to this requirement is guest users can present

without a license if the other criteria for guest users is met.

A Microsoft Teams license - this license is included in the licenses listed in the first and second bullets.

A Microsoft Stream license - is required if you are planning to share the content to an external app or

device; see Microsoft Stream licensing.

Users won't need a Microsoft Stream license assigned if you want users to only record and download the

recordings. This will mean that the recordings aren't stored in Microsoft Stream but are instead stored in

Azure Media Services (AMS) with a 180-day limit before it's deleted. It's not something at this point that

an admin can control or manage to include the ability to delete it.

The change from using Microsoft Stream to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for meeting recordings will be a phased

approach. At launch you'll be able to opt-in to this experience, in November you'll have to opt-out if you want to continue

using Stream, and some time in early 2021 we'll require all customers to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for

meeting recordings.

At this time there aren't any Microsoft 365 Small Business plans that can be used to create and hold Teams live events.

It's important to know that a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license is required to participate in a live event as an

authenticated user, but this requirement depends on the production method used:

For events produced in TeamsFor events produced in Teams The user must be assigned a Teams license.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-live-events/plan-for-teams-live-events.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/license-overview
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  Guest to presentGuest to present

 Who can watch live events

AT T EN DEE VISIB IL IT YAT T EN DEE VISIB IL IT Y T EA M S P RO DUC T IO NT EA M S P RO DUC T IO N
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Public (anonymous users) Yes No

Guest users Yes No

Everyone in external access
(federation) company

Yes No

Everyone in company Yes Yes

Specific groups / people Yes Yes

For events produced with an external app or deviceFor events produced with an external app or device The user must be assigned a Stream license.

Teams live events is now available for US Government Cloud Community (GCC) organizations.

For more information about licensing, see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

The user must have:

Private meeting scheduling in Teams enabled (The TeamsMeetingPolicy -AllowPrivateMeetingScheduling

parameter = True).

Video sharing enabled in Teams meetings (The TeamsMeetingPolicy -AllowIPVideo parameter = True).

Screen sharing enabled in Teams meetings (The TeamsMeetingPolicy -ScreenSharingMode parameter =

EntireScreen).

Live event scheduling in Teams enabled (The TeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -AllowBroadcastScheduling

parameter = True).

Permissions to create live events in Stream (for external app or device production).

Coexistence mode configured to be able to schedule Teams meetings (Islands, Meeting First, or Teams Only).

Non-authenticated anonymous users can't be invited as producers or presenters in Teams live events.

For a guest to present in a live event, do the following tasks:

1. Add the user as a guest to a team.

2. Have the user accept the guest invitation and join the team.

3. Schedule the live event and add the guest to your event group.

As a best practice, we recommend that you create a channel for producers and presenters of the live event so

they can chat and share information before the event. Guests who don't have Microsoft 365 credentials won't

see the Calendar in Teams. To make it easy for them to join the event, producers can post the event link to the

channel. Presenters can then open Teams, go to the channel, and then select the link to join the event.

1

1

 Can only be invited through People & Group 1

https://support.office.com/article/add-guests-to-a-team-fccb4fa6-f864-4508-bdde-256e7384a14f
https://support.microsoft.com/article/schedule-a-teams-live-event-7a9ce97c-e1cd-470f-acaf-e6dfc179a0e2


 Teams live events and Skype Meeting Broadcast
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Maximum audience size 10,000 attendees 10,000 attendees 10,000 attendees

Maximum duration of live
event

4 hours 4 hours 4 hours

Maximum number of
presenters and producers in
a live event

10 10 10 

Maximum number of
concurrent live events per
Microsoft 365 or Office 365
organization

15 15 15

Live event creation Skype Meeting Broadcast
Portal

Teams, Yammer via Teams Teams, Yammer via Teams,
Stream

Audience engagement –
Yammer

✔ ✔ (integrated experience) ✔ (integrated experience)

Audience engagement –
Moderated Q & A

✔ ✔ ✔

Producer client on Windows ✔ (Skype for Business) ✔ (Teams) ✔ (Stream, Teams via
Stream Embed)

Producer client on Mac ❌ ✔ (Teams) ✔ (Stream, Teams via
Stream Embed)

Attendee count in Producer
UI

❌ ✔ (Teams) ✔ (Stream, Teams via
Stream Embed)

Allows multiple presenters ✔ (Skype for Business) ✔ (Teams) N/A

The following table highlights core capabilities and features offered in live events and how they differ from

Skype Meeting Broadcast.

Microsoft 365 live event limit increasesMicrosoft 365 live event limit increases

To continue suppor ting our customers' needs, we will extend temporar y limit increases for live eventsTo continue suppor ting our customers' needs, we will extend temporar y limit increases for live events

through June 30, 2022, includingthrough June 30, 2022, including:

Event support for up to 20,000 attendees

50 events can be hosted simultaneously across a tenant

Event duration of 16 hours per broadcast

Additionally, live events with up to 100,000 attendees can be planned through the Microsoft 365 live events assistance

program. The team will assess each request and work with you to determine options that may be available. Learn more.

1 1

2 2 2

https://aka.ms/Stream/Blog/LiveEventOptions


Invite a presenter during
the meeting

✔ (Skype for Business) ❌ N/A

Presenter join on Web and
Mobile

✔ (Skype for Business) ❌ N/A

External access (federation)
& Guest
presenters/attendees

✔ (Skype for Business) ✔ (Teams) N/A

Presenter – PSTN access ❌ ✔ (Teams) N/A

Present a screen ❌ ✔ (Teams) N/A

Share system audio on
Windows (available only
when screen sharing)

❌ ✔ (Teams) ✔

Present a PowerPoint (PPT
sharing)

✔ ❌ (mitigated via screen
sharing)

N/A

Cloud based meeting
recording

✔ ✔ ✔

Auto publish recording to
Stream

❌ ❌ ✔

Live captions and subtitles ✔ ✔ ❌

Captions in live event
recordings

✔ ✔ ✔

Attendee DVR controls
(pause, rewind)

✔ ✔ ✔

Partner eCDN Support ✔ (Kollective, Hive,
Riverbed)

✔ (Kollective, Hive, Ramp,
Riverbed)

✔ (Hive, Kollective, Ramp,
Riverbed)

Post-broadcast attendance
report for Producers

✔ ✔ ❌

Audience Sentiment
Analysis – Live voting &
polls

✔ (Microsoft Pulse) ❌ ❌

C A PA B IL IT YC A PA B IL IT Y
SKY P E M EET IN GSKY P E M EET IN G
B RO A DC A STB RO A DC A ST
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T EA M ST EA M S
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 Regional availability

 The limits that are set might be changed. Check Limits and specifications for Teams.

 You can have up to 100 presenters and producers in a live event, but only the last 10 who spoke show up in

the list.

1

2

You can use Teams live events in multiple regions across the world. The following information shows availability

for event team members and attendees.
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The region for the event is automatically selected depending on the organizer and the Microsoft 365 tenant location.

Available in these regional data centersAvailable in these regional data centers

North America

Central America

South America

Asia Pacific

Europe/Africa

Data location for these countr ies/regions (suppor ted)Data location for these countr ies/regions (suppor ted)

Australia

Brazil

Canada

France

Germany

India

Japan

Norway

Singapore

South Africa

South Korea

Switzerland

UAE

United Kingdom

These countr ies/regions and clouds aren't suppor tedThese countr ies/regions and clouds aren't suppor ted

Government Community Cloud (GCC)-H

Department of Defense (DOD)

Exclusions and considerationsExclusions and considerations

Data location:Data location: Teams data locations, outside of the ones listed above, aren't currently supported.

China:China: Event team members and attendees will not be able to use Teams live events because Azure CDN is

not accessible in China. A workaround is to use a company VPN connection, which gets the client connected

to CDN via the customer's corporate network.

Go to Set up for Teams live events.

What is Teams live events?

Set up for Teams live events

Configure live events settings in Teams
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 Step 1: Set up your network for live events in Teams

 Step 2: Get and assign licenses

 Step 3: Set up live events policies

NOTENOTE

  Create or edit a live events policyCreate or edit a live events policy

When you're setting up for live events, there are several steps that you must take.

Live events produced in Teams require you to prepare your organization's network for Teams.

Ensure you have correct license assignments for who can create and schedule live events and who can watch

live events.

Live events policies are used to control who in your organization can hold live events and the features that are

available in the events they create. You can use the default policy or create one or more custom live events

policies. After you create a custom policy, assign it to a user or groups of users in your organization.

Users in your organization will get the global (Org-wide default) policy unless you create and assign a custom policy. By

default in the global policy, live event scheduling is enabled for Teams users, live captions and subtitles (transcription) is

turned off, everyone in the organization can join live events, and the recording setting is set to always record.

 

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to MeetingsMeetings  > L ive events policiesL ive events policies  >

Manage PoliciesManage Policies  tab.

2. Do one of the following options:

If you want to edit the existing default policy, choose Global (Org-wide default)Global (Org-wide default) .

If you want to create a new custom policy, choose +Add+Add.

If you want to edit a custom policy, select the policy, and then choose EditEdit.

Here are the settings you can change to fit the needs of your organization.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-live-events/set-up-for-teams-live-events.md


SET T IN GSET T IN G DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

TitleTitle This is the title of the policy that appears on the live events
policies page. It can't be longer than 64 characters or have
any special characters.

DescriptionDescription Use this to add a friendly description for the policy.

Live events schedulingLive events scheduling Turning this on lets users in your organization create and
schedule live events in Teams. It's important to know that if
you want users to schedule a live event produced with an
external app or device, there are additional steps you must
do. To learn more, see Enable users to schedule events that
were produced with an external app or device.

Transcription for attendeesTranscription for attendees This setting can only be applied to events produced in
Teams. Turning this on enables live event attendees to see
live captions and subtitles during the event.

Who can join scheduled live eventsWho can join scheduled live events Choose one of the following.

Ever yoneEver yone Users can create live events that everyone,
including people outside your organization, can attend. This
setting enables the PublicPublic permission type in Teams when a
user schedules a live event.
Ever yone in the organizationEver yone in the organization Users can create live
events that people in your organization, including guest
users added to your organization, can attend. Users can't
create live events that are attended by anonymous users.
This setting enables the Org-wideOrg-wide permission type in Teams
when a user schedules a live event.
Specific users or groupsSpecific users or groups Users can create live events that
only specific users or groups in your organization can attend.
Users can't create live events that are attended by everyone
in your organization or by anonymous users. This setting
enables the People and groupsPeople and groups permission type in Teams
when a user schedules a live event.



Recording settingRecording setting This setting can only be applied to events produced in
Teams. Choose one of the following. 

Always recordAlways record Live events created by users are always
recorded. After the event is over, event team members can
download the recording and attendees can watch the event. 
Never recordNever record Live events created by users are never
recorded. 
Organizer can record or notOrganizer can record or not  Users can decide whether
to record the live event. If it's recorded, after the event is
over, event team members can download the recording and
attendees can watch the event.

SET T IN GSET T IN G DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

  Assign a live events policy to usersAssign a live events policy to users

  Enable users to schedule events that were produced with an external app or deviceEnable users to schedule events that were produced with an external app or device

 Step 4: Set up a video distribution solution for live events in Teams

You can also do this by using Windows PowerShell. For more information, see Use PowerShell to set live events

policies in Teams.

If you created a custom live events policy, assign it to users for the policy to be active. 

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).To learn about

the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in Teams.

For users to schedule events produced with an external app or device, you must also do the following steps:

NOTENOTE

1. Enable Microsoft Stream for users in your organization. Stream is available as part of eligible Microsoft

365 or Office 365 subscriptions or as a standalone service. Stream isn't included in Business Essentials or

Business Premium plans. See Stream licensing overview for more details.

The change from using Microsoft Stream to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for meeting recordings will be a

phased approach. At launch you'll be able to opt-in to this experience, in November you'll have to opt-out if you

want to continue using Stream, and some time in early 2021 we'll require all customers to use OneDrive for

Business and SharePoint for new meeting recordings. Learn more about how you can assign licenses to usersassign licenses to users

so that users can access Stream. Ensure Stream isn't blocked for the users as defined in this ar ticlethis ar ticle.

2. Ensure users have live event creation permission in Stream. By default, administrators can create events

with an external app or device. Stream administrator can enable additional users for live event creation in

Stream.

3. Ensure live event organizers have consented to the company policy set by Stream admin. If a Stream

administrator has set up a company guidelines policy and requires employees to accept this policy before

saving content, then users must do so before creating a live event (with an external app or device) in

Teams. Before you roll out the live events feature in the organization, make sure users who will be

creating these live events have consented to the policy.

Playback of live event videos uses adaptive bitrate streaming (ABR) but it's a unicast stream, meaning every

viewer is getting their own video stream from the internet. For live events or videos sent out to large portions of

your organization, there could be a significant amount of internet bandwidth consumed by viewers. For

organizations that want to reduce this internet traffic for live events, live events solutions are integrated with

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/license-overview
https://support.office.com/article/Assign-licenses-to-users-in-Office-365-for-business-997596B5-4173-4627-B915-36ABAC6786DC
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/disable-user-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/live-event-administration#restrict-who-can-create-events
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/company-policy-and-consent
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Microsoft's trusted video delivery partners offering software defined networks (SDNs) or enterprise content

delivery networks (eCDNs). These SDN/eCDN platforms enable organizations to optimize network bandwidth

without sacrificing end user viewing experiences. Our partners can help enable a more scalable and efficient

video distribution across your enterprise network.

Purchase and set up your solution outside of TeamsPurchase and set up your solution outside of Teams Get expert help with scaling video delivery by

leveraging Microsoft's trusted video delivery partners. Before you can enable a video delivery provider to be

used with Teams, you must purchase and set up the SDN/eCDN solution outside and separate from Teams.

The following SDN/eCDN solutions are pre-integrated and can be set up to be used with Stream.

Hive StreamingHive Streaming provides a simple and powerful solution for live and on-demand enterprise video

distribution. Hive is a software-based solution that requires no additional hardware or bandwidth and

provides a secure way to enable thousands of simultaneous video viewers without impact to your

network. For customers looking to understand the impact video is having on their network prior to

purchasing an SDN/eCDN solution, Hive Streaming also provides a browser-based analytics solution for

Microsoft customers. Learn more.

KollectiveKollective is a cloud-based, smart peering distribution platform that leverages your existing network

infrastructure to deliver content, in many forms, (live streaming video, on-demand video, software

updates, security patches, etc.) faster, more reliably and with less bandwidth. Our secure platform is

trusted by the world's largest financial institutions and with no additional hardware, setup and

maintenance are easy. Learn more.

Ramp OmniCacheRamp OmniCache provides next-generation network distribution and ensures seamless delivery of

video content across global WANs, helping event producers optimize network bandwidth and support

successful live event broadcasts and on-demand streaming. The support for Ramp OmniCache for live

events produced in Teams is coming soon. Learn more.

RiverbedRiverbed, the industry standard in network optimization, is extending its acceleration solutions to

Microsoft Teams and Stream. Now Microsoft 365 customers can confidently accelerate 365 traffic

including Teams and Stream along with a wealth of other leading enterprise SaaS services to increase

workforce productivity from anywhere. Teams and Stream acceleration can be enabled through an

effortless setup that comes with all the assurance of Riverbed’s world-class support and ongoing

investment.

Your chosen SDN or eCDN solution is subject to the selected 3rd par ty provider's terms of ser vice and privacy3rd par ty provider's terms of ser vice and privacy

policypolicy , which will govern your use of the provider's solution. Your use of the provider's solution will not be subject to the

Microsoft volume licensing terms or Online Services Terms. If you do not agree to the 3rd par ty provider's terms3rd par ty provider's terms,

then don't enable the solution in Teams.

After you set up the SDN or eCDN solution, you're ready to configure the provider for live events in Teams.

Go to Configure live events settings in Teams.

What is Teams live events?

Plan for Teams live events

Configure live events settings in Teams

https://www.hivestreaming.com/partners/integration-partners/microsoft/
https://kollective.com/microsoft-pilot/
https://rampecdn.com
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 Allow users to schedule live events
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Get-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -identity Global

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity {user} -PolicyName $null -Verbose

  User scenariosUser scenarios

Get-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -identity Global

You can use the following Windows PowerShell cmdlets to set and assign policy settings for live events in Teams:

Get-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy

New-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy

New-CsGroupPolicyAssignment

Here are some examples.

Before you can run these cmdlets you must be connected to Skype for Business Online PowerShell. For more information,

see Manage Skype for Business Online with Microsoft 365 or Office 365 PowerShell.

These examples are for events produced in Teams. For events produced with an external app or device, there are

additional steps you must do. For more information, see Enable users to schedule events that were produced with an

external app or device.

Allow a user to schedule live eventsAllow a user to schedule live events

If the user is assigned the global policy, run and verify that AllowBroadcastScheduling parameter is set to True:

Then assign the user to the global policy, run:

You want all users in your organization to be able to schedule live eventsYou want all users in your organization to be able to schedule live events

If users are assigned the global policy, run and verify that AllowBroadcastScheduling *is set to True:

If users are assigned a policy other than the global policy, run and verify that -AllowBroadcastScheduling is set

to True:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-live-events/set-teams-live-events-policies-using-powershell.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csteamsmeetingbroadcastpolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingbroadcastpolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmeetingbroadcastpolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsmeetingbroadcastpolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csgrouppolicyassignment?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/manage-skype-for-business-online-with-office-365-powershell


Get-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -identity {policy name}

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -identity Global -AllowBroadcastScheduling $false

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity {user} -PolicyName $null -Verbose

Get-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity Global

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity {user} -PolicyName $null -Verbose

New-CSTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity DisabledBroadcastSchedulingPolicy

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity DisabledBroadcastSchedulingPolicy -AllowBroadcastScheduling 
$false

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity {user} -PolicyName DisabledBroadcastSchedulingPolicy -Verbose

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -identity Global -AllowBroadcastScheduling $false

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity {user} -PolicyName $null -Verbose

You want live events scheduling to be disabled across your organizationYou want live events scheduling to be disabled across your organization

Disable live events scheduling, run:

Assign all users in your organization to the global policy, run:

You want a large number of users to be able to schedule live events and prevent a set of usersYou want a large number of users to be able to schedule live events and prevent a set of users

from scheduling themfrom scheduling them

Run and verify that AllowBroadcastScheduling is set to True:

Then assign a user or users to the global policy, run:

Create a new policy that doesn't allow scheduling live events, run:

Disable live events scheduling, run:

Then assign users to this policy, run:

You want to disable live event scheduling for a large number of the users and allow a set of usersYou want to disable live event scheduling for a large number of the users and allow a set of users

to schedule themto schedule them

Disable live events scheduling, run:

Then assign those users to the global policy, run:

Create a policy to allow live events scheduling, run:



New-CSTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -identity EnableBroadcastSchedulingpolicy

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -identity EnableBroadcastSchedulingpolicy -AllowBroadcastScheduling $true

Grant-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity {user} -PolicyName EnableBroadcastSchedulingpolicy -Verbose

 Set who can join live events

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity Global -BroadcastAttendeeVisibility Everyone  

 Set the recording option for live events

NOTENOTE

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity Global -BroadcastRecordingMode AlwaysDisabled 

 Set live captions and subtitles in live events

NOTENOTE

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy -Identity Global -AllowBroadcastTranscription $true 

  Related topicsRelated topics

Enable live events scheduling, run:

Then assign users to this policy, run:

Set the global policy to allow users to create events that everyone, including anonymous users, can attend, run:

This setting applies only to events produced in Teams.

Set the global policy to disable recording for live events:

This setting applies only to events produced in Teams.

Set the global policy to turn on live captions and subtitles (transcription) for event attendees:

Set up for Teams live events

Teams PowerShell overview



   

 

Configure live event settings in Microsoft Teams
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Set up event support URL

  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using Windows PowerShellUsing Windows PowerShell

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastConfiguration -SupportURL “{your URL}”

Use Teams live events settings to configure settings for live events that are held in your organization. You can set

up a support URL and configure a third-party video distribution provider. These settings apply to all live events

that are created in your organization.

You can easily manage these settings in the Microsoft Teams admin center. In the left navigation, go to

MeetingsMeetings  > L ive events settingsLive events settings .

This URL is shown to live event attendees. Add the support URL for your organization to give attendees a way to

contact support during a live event.

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > L ive event settingsLive event settings .

2. Under Suppor t URLSuppor t URL , enter your organization's support URL.

Run the following:

For more information, see Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastConfiguration.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-live-events/configure-teams-live-events.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingbroadcastconfiguration?view=skype-ps&preserve-view=true


 Configure a third-party video distribution provider

  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using Windows PowerShellUsing Windows PowerShell

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastConfiguration -AllowSdnProviderForBroadcastMeeting $True -SdnProviderName hive -
SdnLicenseId {license ID GUID provided by Hive} -SdnApiTemplateUrl “{API template URL provided by Hive}”

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastConfiguration -AllowSdnProviderForBroadcastMeeting $True -SdnProviderName 
kollective -SdnApiTemplateUrl "{API template URL provided by Kollective}" -SdnApiToken {API token GUID 
provided by Kollective}

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastConfiguration -AllowSdnProviderForBroadcastMeeting $True -SdnProviderName 
riverbed -SdnApiTemplateUrl "{API template URL provided by Riverbed}" -SdnApiToken {API token GUID provided 
by Riverbed}

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastConfiguration -AllowSdnProviderForBroadcastMeeting $True -SdnProviderName ramp -
SdnRuntimeConfiguration "{Configuration provided by RAMP}"

Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastConfiguration -AllowSdnProviderForBroadcastMeeting $True -SdnProviderName peer5 -
SdnLicenseId {peer5CustomerId}

If you purchased and set up a software defined network (SDN) solution or enterprise content delivery network

(eCDN) solution through a Microsoft video delivery partner, configure the provider for live events in Teams.

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > L ive event settingsLive event settings .

2. Under Third-par ty video distr ibution providersThird-par ty video distr ibution providers , complete the following:

Third-par ty distr ibution providerThird-par ty distr ibution provider  Turn this ON to enable the third-party video distribution

provider.

SDN provider nameSDN provider name Choose the provider you're using.

SDN ConfigurationSDN Configuration Enter SDN Configuration details.

Get the license ID or API token and API template from your provider contact, and then run one of the following,

depending on the provider you're using:

HiveHive

KollectiveKollective

RiverbedRiverbed

RampRamp

Peer5Peer5



NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

  Related topicsRelated topics

For more information, see Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastConfiguration.

If you plan to create live events using an external app or device, you'll also need to configure your eCDN provider with

Microsoft Stream.

The change from using Microsoft Stream to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for meeting recordings will be a phased

approach. At launch you'll be able to opt-in to this experience, in November you'll have to opt-out if you want to continue

using Stream, and some time in early 2021 we'll require all customers to use OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for

new meeting recordings.

Your chosen eCDN solution is subject to the selected 3rd party provider’s terms of service and privacy policy, which will

govern your use of the eCDN provider’s solution. Your use of the eCDN provider’s solution will not be subject to the

Microsoft volume licensing terms or Online Services Terms. If you don't agree to the 3rd party provider’s terms, then

don't enable the eCDN solution in Microsoft Teams.

What are Teams live events?

Plan for Teams live events

Set up for Teams live events

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingbroadcastconfiguration?view=skype-ps&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/network-caching


   

 

Live event recording policies in Microsoft Teams
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 Scheduling and option behaviors

 Broadcast recording policy setting

  
REC O RDIN G AVA IL A B L E  F O RREC O RDIN G AVA IL A B L E  F O R
P RO DUC ERS A N D P RESEN T ERSP RO DUC ERS A N D P RESEN T ERS

REC O RDIN G AVA IL A B L E  F O RREC O RDIN G AVA IL A B L E  F O R
AT T EN DEESAT T EN DEES

Always record Disabled and selected Enabled and selected

Organizer can record or not Enabled and selected by default Enabled and selected by default

Never record Disabled and not selected Disabled and not selected

 Storage and persistence behavior

O P T IO NO P T IO N STAT ESTAT E DVRDVR VO DVO D REC O RDIN GREC O RDIN G

Recording available
for attendees

Selected DVR is available and
the Azure Media
Services (AMS) asset
is stored for 180
days

Attendee can access
and watch the event

Not Selected DVR is available and
the AMS asset is
stored for 180 days

Attendee won't get
access into the event
after it's over

You have several options for recording a Microsoft Teams live event. The recording options are set using

recording policies. This article describes the various settings.

The recording options are set using the PowerShell command Set-CsTeamsMeetingBroadcastPolicy.

There are two organizer options while scheduling a live event recording:

Recording available for producers and presenters

Recording file: Provides a recording file that producers and presenters can download after the event is

over.

Recording available for attendees

DVR: A digital video recorder (DVR) allows attendees to rewind and pause during the event

VOD: A video on demand (VOD) allows attendees to watch after the event is over

As part of the broadcast policy, there's a setting that you can toggle to turn recording on or off for a live event.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-live-events/live-events-recording-policies.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingbroadcastpolicy


Disabled (Not
selected)

DVR is available and
the AMS asset is
deleted after the
event

Attendee won't get
access into the event
after it's over

Recording available
to producers and
presenters

Selected An MP4 is created
and stored for 180
days

Not Selected No file is created

O P T IO NO P T IO N STAT ESTAT E DVRDVR VO DVO D REC O RDIN GREC O RDIN G

  Related topicsRelated topics
What is Teams live events?

Plan for Teams live events

Configure live events settings in Teams

Teams clouds meeting recording



   

 

Learn how to deploy audio conferencing in
Microsoft Teams

 12/7/2021 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing deployment decisions

 Audio Conferencing prerequisites

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Is Audio Conferencing available for my country/region? To find out if Audio Conferencing is available for your
country/region, see Country and region availability for Audio
Conferencing and Calling Plans.

Do my users have the proper licensing for Teams Audio
Conferencing?

Audio Conferencing licenses are available as part of a
Microsoft 365 or Office 365 E5 subscription or as an add-on
service for a Microsoft 365 Business Standard, E1, or E3
subscription.

Do I need to purchase Communications Credits for the users
who are assigned Audio Conferencing licenses?

To learn more, read What are Communications Credits, then
check out the Communications Credits section below.

 Core deployment decisions

Audio Conferencing is the ability to join a Teams meeting from a regular phone and dial out from a meeting to a

phone number. Be sure you've reviewed Meetings rollout as part of rolling out Audio Conferencing in your

organization.

This article helps you decide whether to change any of the default Audio Conferencing settings, based on your

organization's profile and business requirements, then it walks you through each change. We've split the

settings into two groups, starting with the core set of changes you're more likely to make. The second group

includes the additional settings you may want to configure, based on your organization's needs.

You only need to set up Audio Conferencing for people who plan to schedule or lead meetings. Meeting

attendees who dial in don't need any licenses assigned to them or any other setup. Dialing in (calling in) to

meetings is very useful for users who are on the road and can't attend a meeting using the Skype for Business

or Teams app on their laptops or mobile devices.

Before you can roll out Audio Conferencing for Teams, consider the following:

To get and assign licenses, see Try or purchase Audio
Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and
Assign or remove licenses for Microsoft 365 Apps for
business.

To learn more, read Microsoft Teams add-on
licensing.

To see what cloud features are included in each plan,
see the License options based on your plan articles.

After you meet the Audio Conferencing prerequisites, complete the following tasks to configure Audio

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/deploy-audio-conferencing-teams-landing-page.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
https://support.office.com/article/997596b5-4173-4627-b915-36abac6786dc


  Teams administratorsTeams administrators

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Who will be assigned the Teams Communications
Administrator role?

To learn more about Teams administrator roles see Use
Microsoft Teams admin roles to manage Teams.

Who will be assigned the Teams Communications Support
Engineer role?

To assign admin roles, see Assign administrator and non-
administrator roles to users with Active Directory.

Who will be assigned the Teams Communications Support
Specialist role?

  Conferencing bridges and phone numbersConferencing bridges and phone numbers

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Do I need to add new conferencing bridge numbers? To add new numbers, see Getting service phone numbers.

Will I need to modify the bridge settings? To modify the bridge settings, see Change the settings for an
Audio Conferencing bridge.

Do I need to port numbers to use with audio conferencing? To learn about porting phone numbers, read Transfer phone
numbers to Teams.

  Default and alternate languagesDefault and alternate languages

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Which languages should I choose for auto attendant
greetings?

To choose languages, see Set auto attendant languages for
Audio Conferencing.

  Conferencing bridge settingsConferencing bridge settings

Conferencing for your users.

Teams provides a set of custom administrator roles that can be used to manage Teams for your organization.

The roles provide various capabilities to administrators.

Conferencing bridges let people dial into meetings using a phone. You can use the default settings for a

conferencing bridge or change the phone numbers (toll and toll-free) and other settings, such as the PIN or the

languages that are used.

See Audio Conferencing to learn more.

Teams Audio Conferencing lets you set up default and alternate languages for a conferencing bridge.

After setting up your conferencing bridge, including default and alternate languages, you should verify that the

default settings such as entry/exit notifications and PIN length are the ones you want to use. If they're not, you

can change them.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/fundamentals/active-directory-users-assign-role-azure-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/set-auto-attendant-languages-for-audio-conferencing?bc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252fbreadcrumb%252ftoc.json&toc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252ftoc.json


A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will attendees hear a notification when a user joins or exits a
meeting?

To change these settings, see Change the settings for an
Audio Conferencing bridge.

What is the required length of the PIN that a meeting
organizer uses to start the meeting?

  Dial-in phone number settings for users who lead meetingsDial-in phone number settings for users who lead meetings

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Which conference bridge numbers will I assign to each user
who leads meetings?

To assign a dial-in phone number to a user, see Step 7:
Assign dial-in phone numbers for users who lead meetings.

  Communications CreditsCommunications Credits

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Are Communications Credits required for my Audio
Conferencing implementation?

To find out if you need to set up Communications Credits,
see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

If they're required, how much should I purchase? To determine the Communications Credits amount, see
Recommended funding amounts.

Do I want to configure an auto-recharge amount? To configure an auto-recharge amount, see Set up
Communications Credits for your organization.

 Additional deployment decisions

  Outbound calling restriction policiesOutbound calling restriction policies

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will I limit the type of outbound calls that are allowed? To restrict outbound calls, see Outbound calling restriction
policies for Audio Conferencing and user PSTN calls.

  Dial plansDial plans

After you create your Audio Conferencing bridge, you need to set the toll and/or toll-free numbers that users

who lead meetings will use.

To provide toll-free conference bridge phone numbers and to support conferencing dial-out to international

phone numbers, you must set up Communications Credits for your organization. To learn more about

Communications Credits, see What are Communications Credits?.

You may want to change these settings, based on your organization's needs and configuration.

As an administrator, you can use outbound call controls to restrict the type of audio conferencing and end user

PSTN calls that can be made by users in your organization.

A dial plan, as part of Phone System in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, is a set of normalization rules that translate



A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Does my organization need a customized dial plan? To help determine if you need a custom dial plan, see
Planning for tenant dial plans.

Which users require a customized dial plan, and which
tenant dial plan should be assigned to each user?

To add users to a customized dial plan using PowerShell, see
Create and manage dial plans.

  Troubleshoot meeting and call qualityTroubleshoot meeting and call quality

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Who will be responsible for monitoring and troubleshooting
call quality issues?

See Use Call Analytics to troubleshoot poor call quality for
information about permission levels required to
troubleshoot call quality issues.

 Next steps

dialed phone numbers into an alternate format (typically E.164 format) for call authorization and call routing.

For more information about dial plans, see What are dial plans?

Teams gives you two ways to monitor and troubleshoot call quality problems: Call Analytics and Call Quality

Dashboard. Call Analytics shows detailed information about the devices, networks, and connectivity related to

the specific calls and meetings for each user. Call Analytics is designed to help admins and helpdesk agents

troubleshoot call quality problems with specific calls, whereas the Call Quality Dashboard is designed to help

admins and network engineers optimize a network. Call Quality Dashboard shifts focus from specific users and

instead looks at aggregate information for an entire Teams organization.

Drive adoption of audio conferencing in your organization.

Roll out cloud voice

Include featured apps - such as Planner - in your initial Teams rollout. Add other apps, bots, & connectors as

you drive Teams adoption.



   

 

Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365
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 What is Audio Conferencing?

 What does it cost?

 Where is it available?

 How do conferencing bridges work?

Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 and Office 365 enables users to call in to meetings from their phones.

Audio Conferencing allows up to 1000 phone attendees.

Calling in (dialing in) to meetings is very useful for users who are on the road and can't attend a meeting using

the Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams app on their laptops or mobile devices. But there are other scenarios

in which using a phone to attend a Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams meeting can be a better option than

using an app on a computer :

Internet connectivity is limited.

A meeting is audio only.

The person tried to join a Skype for Business meeting and it failed.

The call quality is better when dialing in.

People can join a meeting "hands free" using Bluetooth devices.

People find it's easier and more convenient for their situation.

You only need to set up Audio Conferencing for people who plan to schedule or lead meetings. Meeting

attendees who dial in don't need any licenses assigned to them or other setup.

After attendees have joined meeting, they can also dial out and invite other callers into a Skype for Business or

Microsoft Teams meeting. See Dialing out from a Teams meeting so other people can join it or Dialing out from

a Skype for Business meeting so other people can join it.

For pricing info, see Pricing for Audio Conferencing.

With Audio Conferencing, your users can use toll and toll-free phone numbers to dial in to meetings. Toll

(service) numbers are automatically assigned as shared audio conferencing numbers to organizations when

they're enabled for Audio Conferencing. Dedicated toll and toll-free numbers can be assigned to your

organization from additional cities.

Toll-free phone numbers (service numbers) are available, but only in some countries/regions. To see what is

available in your country or region, see Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling

Plans.

After you have decided you want Audio Conferencing for your organization, you need to buy one AudioAudio

ConferencingConferencing license for each person in your organization who is going to schedule/host an audio meeting.

When you are setting up Audio Conferencing for Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams, you will get an audio

conferencing bridge. A conferencing bridge can contain one or more phone numbers. The phone number you

set will be included on the meeting invites for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams apps. You can change the

phone numbers on your conferencing bridge, and you can also change other audio conferencing bridge

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/audio-conferencing-in-office-365.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/dialing-out-from-a-meeting-so-other-people-can-join-it
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=799762&clcid=0x409


 Dial-in phone numbers set on an audio conferencing bridge

 Automatically assigned audio conferencing phone numbers

NOTENOTE

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

 How do you get dedicated phone numbers?

settings.

The audio conferencing bridge answers a call for people who are dialing in to a meeting using a phone. It

answers the caller with voice prompts from an auto attendant, and then, depending on your settings, can play

notifications and ask callers to record their name. Microsoft br idge settingsMicrosoft br idge settings  allow you to change the settings

for meeting notifications and the meeting join experience, and set the length of the PINs that are used by

meeting organizers in Microsoft Teams or in Skype for Business Online. Meeting organizers use PINs to start

meetings if they can't join the meeting using the Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams app.

There are two types of audio conferencing phone numbers that can be assigned to your conferencing bridge:

SharedShared and DedicatedDedicated. Both types of numbers can be used by any caller to join audio meetings that are being

held in your organization.

Dedicated phone numbersDedicated phone numbers  are those phone numbers that are only available to users within your

organization. You can change the languages that are used when someone calls in to one of these numbers. You

will need to get a service phone number for these.

Shared phone numbersShared phone numbers  are those phone numbers that can be shared with other Microsoft 365 or Office

365s. You can't change the languages that are used when someone calls in to one of these numbers.

While the default audio conferencing number that is assigned to an organizer is only included in the meeting

invite, a caller can use any of the phone numbers that are assigned to your conferencing bridge to join a

meeting. The list of phone numbers that can be used to join a meeting is available using the Find a localFind a local

numbernumber  link that is included on every meeting invite.

For more information, see Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams or Phone numbers for

Audio Conferencing in Skype for Business Online.

Shared audio conferencing phone numbers are automatically assigned to organizations when they're enabled

for audio conferencing. When the phone numbers are assigned, a phone number is assigned as the default

phone number of the conferencing bridge. The phone number assigned as the default number of the bridge will

be one from the country/region of the organization.

The country or region location of your organization can be found by signing in to the Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center

and looking under Organization ProfileOrganization Profile.

Due to limited availability of toll phone numbers in Venezuela, Indonesia, and United Arab Emirates (UAE),

organizations from these countries/regions won't have an Audio Conferencing toll number automatically

assigned to them. Toll-free numbers from these locations are available depending on available inventory.

To see a list of those countries/regions that have phone numbers automatically assigned to organizations, see

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans.

Dedicated audio conferencing phone numbers are service numbers that you can get and then assign to your

organization. You can get dedicated toll and toll-free phone numbers for your conferencing bridges in one of

three ways:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/set-the-pin-length-for-audio-conferencing-meetings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/phone-numbers-for-audio-conferencing


 How do you set it up?

 Related topics

Use the Skype for Business admin center.Use the Skype for Business admin center. For some countries/regions, you can get numbers for

your conference bridges using the Skype for Business admin center. See Getting service phone numbers.

Por t your existing numbers.Por t your existing numbers. You can port or transfer existing numbers from your current service

provider or phone carrier to Microsoft 365 or Office 365. See Transfer phone numbers to Teams or

Manage phone numbers for your organization for more information to help you do this.

Use a request form for new numbers.Use a request form for new numbers. Sometimes (depending on your country/region) you won't be

able to get your new phone numbers using the Skype for Business admin center, or you will need specific

phone numbers or area codes. If so, you will need to download a form and send it back to us. See

Manage phone numbers for your organization for more information.

After you have decided to set up Audio Conferencing for your users, see Set up Audio Conferencing for

Microsoft Teams or Set up Audio Conferencing for Skype for Business Online for steps you can follow to do so.

Set up Skype for Business Online

Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams

Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in Skype for Business Online

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/set-up-audio-conferencing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-skype-for-business-online/set-up-skype-for-business-online
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/phone-numbers-for-audio-conferencing
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Prerequisites

 Enable the routing of dial-in calls to Microsoft Audio Conferencing
through Direct Routing

NOTENOTE

On-network Conferencing allows organizations to send inbound and outbound Audio Conferencing calls to

Microsoft dial-in numbers through Direct Routing. This capability is not intended to extend the support of Audio

Conferencing to third party dial-in numbers. On-network Conferencing is not supported if it is used to route

inbound calls to the Audio Conferencing service through third party dial-in phone numbers or outbound calls to

the PSTN from Microsoft Audio Conferencing Bridge.

This article describes the prerequisites and configuration steps required to enable On-network Conferencing for

your organization.

On-network Conferencing must NOT be deployed with any telephony equipment in India.

Before configuring On-network Conferencing, make sure your organization meets the following prerequisites:

Ensure that all users in your organization who are enabled, or will be enabled, for Audio Conferencing are

using Teams for all Meetings. The routing of inbound and outbound Audio Conferencing calls through

On-network Conferencing is only supported for Teams meetings.

Assign Audio Conferencing licenses to all users who will be using On-network Conferencing.

Set up the Audio Conferencing service. For additional information, see Set up Audio Conferencing for

Microsoft Teams.

Set up your Session Border Controller (SBC) for Direct Routing. For additional information, see Plan

Direct Routing and Configure Direct Routing.

If you are setting up Direct Routing only for the purposes of Audio Conferencing, then you need only

complete “Step 1: Connect your SBC” for On-network Conferencing.

To route dial-in calls made by your on-premises users to the Audio Conferencing service through Direct Routing,

you need to configure appropriate routing rules for your SBCs and Private Branch Exchange(s) (PBXs).

You need to configure the telephony equipment of your sites to route calls to any service number of the

conference bridge of your organization through a Direct Routing trunk.

You can find the service numbers in Teams admin center under Meetings -> Conferencing Br idgesMeetings -> Conferencing Br idges  or by

using the Skype for Business Online PowerShell cmdlet Get-CsOnlineDialInConferencingBridge. For additional

information, see a list of Audio Conferencing numbers in Microsoft Teams.

This feature is not available to users with the pay-per-minute Audio Conferencing license.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/audio-conferencing-on-network.md


 Enable the routing of Teams meeting dial-out calls through Direct
Routing

  Configure Audio Conferencing routing policiesConfigure Audio Conferencing routing policies

  Create PSTN usagesCreate PSTN usages

Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage -Identity Global -Usage @{Add="US and Canada"}

  Configure voice routesConfigure voice routes

Teams meeting dial-out calls are initiated from within a meeting in your organization to PSTN numbers,

including call-me-at calls and calls to bring new participants to a meeting.

To enable Teams meeting dial-out routing through Direct Routing to on-network users, you need to create and

assign an Audio Conferencing routing policy called “OnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy”.

The OnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy policy is equivalent to the CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy for 1:1 PSTN

calls via Direct Routing. The OnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy policy can be managed by using the

following cmdlets:

New-CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy

Set-CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy

Get-CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy

Grant-CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy

Remove-CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy

For more information about routing for Direct Routing, see Configure voice routing for Direct Routing.

To enable the routing of meeting dial-out calls through Direct Routing, you need to:

Configure Audio Conferencing routing policies

Configure the routing on the telephony equipment of your organization

(Optional) Configure a dial plan

Dial-out calls from Teams meetings are coming from the default service number on the conference bridge. For

additional information on the default service number of your Audio Conferencing bridge, see Change the phone

numbers on your Audio Conferencing bridge.

The Audio Conferencing routing policy OnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy determines which meeting dial-

out calls are routed to Direct Routing trunks. If you are familiar with the CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy policy, this

policy works in a very similar way.

The following steps are needed to set up Audio Conferencing routing policies:

1. Create PSTN usages

2. Configure voice routes

3. Create Audio Conferencing voice routing policies

4. Assign a policy to your users

PSTN usages are collections of voice routes. When a dial-out call is initiated from the meeting of a given

organizer, voice routes will be used to determine the routing path of the call based on the PSTN usages that are

associated to the user via the user ’s voice routing policy.

You can create a PSTN usage by using the “Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage” cmdlet. For Example:

Voice routes determine the PSTN gateway that should be used to route a call based on the phone number that is

dialed from a Teams meeting. Voice routes determine the PSTN gateway that should be used to route a given



New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute -Identity "Redmond 1" -NumberPattern "^\+1(425|206)(\d{7})$" -OnlinePstnGatewayList 
sbc1.contoso.biz, sbc2.contoso.biz -Priority 1 -OnlinePstnUsages "US and Canada"

  Create Audio Conferencing voice routing policiesCreate Audio Conferencing voice routing policies

New-CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy "Policy 1" -OnlinePstnUsages "US and Canada"

  Assign a policy to your usersAssign a policy to your users

Grant-CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy -Identity "<User Identity>" -PolicyName "Policy 1”

  Configure routing on the telephony equipment of your organizationConfigure routing on the telephony equipment of your organization

  (Optional) Configure a dial plan(Optional) Configure a dial plan

call by matching the phone number dialed from a Teams meeting with a regex pattern. When creating a voice

route, the route must be associated to one or more PSTN usages.

You can create a voice route and define the regex and gateways to be associated with the voice route by using

the “New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute” cmdlet. For Example:

Audio Conferencing voice routing policies determine the possible routes that can be used to route a call

originating from the meetings of an organizer based on the target phone number of the meeting dial-out call.

Audio Conferencing voice routing policies are associated to one or more PSTN usages, which in turn, determine

the possible routes that will be attempted to be used for the meeting dial-out calls of the organizers associated

to the policy.

You can create an Audio Conferencing voice routing policy by using the “New-

CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy” cmdlet. For Example:

After the policy is assigned to a user, and when a meeting dial-out call is initiated from one of the user's

meetings, the voice routes in the PSTN usages that are associated to the organizer through the user's voice

routing policy will be evaluated. If the meeting dial-out call destination matches a regex in one of the voice

routes that are associated to the organizer, the meeting dial-out call will be routed to the PSTN gateway defined

in the voice route. If the meeting dial-out call destination does not match any of the voice routes associated to

the organizer, the meeting dial-out call will be routed by Microsoft.

After the Audio Conferencing routing policies are defined, you can now assign them to users. After policies are

assigned to them, the meeting dial-out calls will be evaluated against it to determine their routing path. Audio

Conferencing routing policies are always evaluated based on the organizer of the meeting, independently from

the user in the meeting that initiates a meeting dial-out call.

You can assign an Audio Conferencing voice routing policy to a user by using the “Grant-

CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy” cmdlet. For example:

On the telephony equipment of your organization, you need to ensure that the meeting dial-out calls routed

through Direct Routing are routed to the intended on-network destination.

A dial plan is a set of normalization rules that translate dialed phone numbers by an individual user into an

alternate format (typically E.164) for purposes of call authorization and call routing.

By default, Teams users can dial-out to PSTN numbers in E.164 format, that is, +<country code><number>.

However, dial plans can be used to allow users to dial phone numbers in other formats, for instance 4-digit

extensions.

If you would like to enable extension-based dialing through On-network conferencing, you can set up dial plans

to match the extension dialing pattern to the phone number ranges of the phone number of your organization.

To set up dial plans, see Create and manage dial plans.



 Related topics
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 What are the benefits of Audio Conferencing?

 Who can attend an Audio Conferencing meeting? And who can I
hear?

 Can I add a toll-free number for my Audio Conferencing users?

 How many local dial-in numbers are currently supported?

 How many international dial-in numbers does Audio Conferencing in

The following are some of the top questions we get from our customers who want to use Audio Conferencing.

Calling in to meetings is beneficial when people are on the road, for example, and can't attend a meeting using

the Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams app on their laptop or mobile devices. But there are other scenarios

in which using a phone to attend a Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams meeting can be a better option than

using an app on a computer :

Internet connectivity is limited.

A meeting is audio only.

The person tried to join a Skype for Business meeting and it failed.

The call quality is better if they dial in.

People can join a meeting "hands free" using Bluetooth devices.

People find it's easier and more convenient for their situation.

Anyone who has the dial-in number and conference ID can join a Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams

meeting, unless the meeting organizer has locked the meeting.

Whether you're calling in using a phone or the Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams apps, you'll be able to

hear everyone else on the call, and they can hear you. The meeting organizer has the ability to "mute" meeting

attendees if they don't want to hear them.

Yes, toll-free phone numbers (service numbers) are available but only in some countries/regions. For a list of the

numbers that are available, see Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans.

There are local dial-in numbers that are assigned to you when you purchase the licenses for Audio

Conferencing. The dial-in numbers will be included in the meeting invite. These local numbers will be only

available to your organization. The phone assigned to your organization and that number is shared by the users

within that organization that are enabled for Audio Conferencing. So, Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams

meetings scheduled by User A and another User B will both have the same dial-in number.

Local dial-in numbers, and also in some cases international dial-in numbers from the country where your

organization is located, will be included on the meeting invite. If a meeting attendee uses a different number that

is included in the invite, it will be a shared phone number.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/audio-conferencing-common-questions.md


Microsoft 365 or Office 365 support?

 Can I set up local numbers for Audio Conferencing from additional
cities in the country?

 What is the maximum length of the Audio Conferencing meetings?

M EET IN G AT T EN DEESM EET IN G AT T EN DEES M EET IN G EN D T IM EM EET IN G EN D T IM E

Users have joined using the Skype for Business or Microsoft
Teams app or have dialed in to the meeting. 

The meeting ends if there are no changes to the attendee
list after 24 hours. 

All of the users are dialed in to the meeting but someone
has used a PIN to enter the meeting. 

The meeting ends after 24 hours. 

All of the users are dialed in to the meeting but there wasn't
anyone who used a PIN to enter the meeting. 

If anonymous users are allowed to start meetings, the
meeting ends after four hours. If anonymous users aren't
allowed to start meetings and all authenticated participants
have left the meeting, the meeting ends 90 minutes after
the last authenticated participant left. 

 How many total phone participants can I have in meetings?

 Why did users start receiving emails with their Audio Conferencing
information?

 Can Audio Conferencing be used by the users who are part of an on-
premises deployment of Skype for Business Server?

 Can a user get a personal conference ID?

For a current list of countries/regions, see Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams or Phone

numbers for Audio Conferencing in Skype for Business Online.

If phone numbers for Audio Conferencing aren't available in your area or don't meet the needs of your

organization, send us feedback at SkypeFeedback forums.

The maximum length of time depends on who is in the meeting and the type of authentication they used to join

the meeting.

See Limits and Specifications for total number of attendees allowed in meetings.

To find out about meeting limits, see Skype for Business Online Limits.

We added a new feature that allows you, the admin, to send and update Audio Conferencing information and

PIN in email. To learn more about it, including how to disable it, see Enable or disable sending emails when

Audio Conferencing settings change in Microsoft Teams or Enable or disable sending emails when Audio

Conferencing settings change in Skype for Business Online.

With Meetings First, Skype for Business Server users can benefit from Teams meetings and Teams Audio

Conferencing.

Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams users will be randomly assigned conferencing IDs. Users can't reserve

or set a static conference ID that only they can use.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/phone-numbers-for-audio-conferencing
http://www.skypefeedback.com/forums/299910--preview/category/119971-pstn-conferencing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/skype-for-business-online-service-description/skype-for-business-online-limits#bkmk_meeting_lynconlinelimits
https://support.office.com/article/eac4d046-1afd-4f1a-85fc-8219c79e1504
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/enable-or-disable-sending-emails-when-their-settings-change


 Can I use Audio Conferencing with Skype Meeting Broadcast?

 Can a user get operator assistance during a meeting?

 How does a user access or change their conference ID?

NOTENOTE

 How do users access or change their PIN?

NOTENOTE

 What in-meeting dial-pad commands are supported?

C O M M A N D N A M EC O M M A N D N A M E C O M M A N D KEY SC O M M A N D KEY S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Command menu *1 Press *1 to play the descriptions of
dial-pad commands that are available.

Raise/lower hand *5 Press *5 to raise or lower hand.

Mute/unmute *6 Press *6 to mute or unmute
themselves.

There isn't support currently for users enabled for Audio Conferencing to join a Skype Meeting Broadcast.

No, a user can't get any operator assistance or support by pressing *0 during the meeting. If there are issues

with Audio Conferencing, an administrator for an organization can contact Microsoft support for Office 365.

Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams users can find the conference ID that is assigned to them by scheduling a

meeting in Outlook and Outlook on the web. Also, users can find the conference ID in the email that will be sent

to them after they are set up.

Users won't be able to reset their conference ID. The conference ID can only be reset by you, the admin, for the

organization.

We are working on a solution that will let the user access and reset a conference ID without help from an

organization's admin.

Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams users can find the PIN in an email that will be sent to them once they are

set up.

Teams users can change their pin. There is a link at the bottom of the meeting invite to reset their pin.

We are working on a solution that will let the user access and reset a PIN without help from an organization's

administrator.

For meeting participants and organizers:

For meeting organizers only:

https://support.office.com/article/Microsoft-support-for-Office-365-32a17ca7-6fa0-4870-8a8d-e25ba4ccfd4b
https://support.office.com/article/admin-eac4d046-1afd-4f1a-85fc-8219c79e1504


C O M M A N D N A M EC O M M A N D N A M E C O M M A N D KEY SC O M M A N D KEY S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Admit all *21 Press *21 to admit all participants
waiting in the lobby.

Mute all *22 Press *21 to mute all participants
(except the organizer).

Toggle Enter/Exit Announcement *23 Press *23 to enable or disable
Enter/Exit Announcement.

 Can attendees dial out to international phone numbers when they
are in a Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams meeting?

 How does a Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams user schedule a
meeting with Audio Conferencing meeting details?

 How does a user schedule and start a meeting when all attendees will
be using a phone to dial in?

 Related topics

Yes, attendees can dial out internationally and invite other callers into a Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams

meeting. See Dialing out from a Microsoft Teams meeting so other people can join it or Dialing out from a Skype

for Business Online meeting so other people can join it.

When a user is assigned an Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing license and the user creates a new Skype for Business or

Microsoft Teams meeting in Outlook or Outlook on the web, the dial-in phone numbers and conferencing IDs

are added automatically to the meeting invite.

Scheduling a meeting that will be joined by all attendees using a phone to dial in is not different from

scheduling a regular online meeting. However, there are two ways to start a meeting on which all of the

participants use a phone to dial in:

Option #1Option #1 : By default, if the meeting organizer and all participants are joining a meeting using a phone,

the meeting organizer needs to input her Audio Conferencing PIN to start it. Callers get asked if they

want to authenticate as the organizer of a given meeting when they dial the phone number of an online

meeting. All participants that join the meeting via dial-in before the organizer starts will be placed in the

lobby and will listen to music on hold. For Skype for Business meetings, once the organizer starts it by

inputting his or her Audio Conferencing PIN, all participants in the lobby will automatically join the

meeting. For Microsoft Teams meetings, the participants will join the meeting according to the value of

the automatically admit people setting in the organizer's meeting policy.

Option #2Option #2 : The “Allow unauthenticated callers to be the first people in a meeting“ setting is disabled by

default. If the setting is enabled for a given organizer, then all meetings scheduled by that organizer can

be started before the organizer inputs the Audio Conferencing PIN. When this setting is enabled, the

meeting will start as soon as the first participant joins it via a dial-in phone number, and the first

participant won't be put in the lobby. For more information, see, Manage Audio Conferencing settings for

a user in Microsoft Teams or Manage Audio Conferencing settings for a user in Skype for Business

Online.

Set up Skype for Business Online

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/dialing-out-from-a-meeting-so-other-people-can-join-it
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/manage-the-audio-conferencing-settings-for-a-user
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-skype-for-business-online/set-up-skype-for-business-online


Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams

Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in Skype for Business Online

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/phone-numbers-for-audio-conferencing


   

 

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft
365 for Microsoft Teams
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 Step 1: Buy and assign Audio Conferencing licenses

  To buy and assign user Audio Conferencing licensesTo buy and assign user Audio Conferencing licenses

  To buy and assign pay-per-minute Audio Conferencing licensesTo buy and assign pay-per-minute Audio Conferencing licenses

Sometimes people in your organization will need to use a phone to call in to a meeting. Microsoft Teams

includes the Audio Conferencing feature for just this situation! People can call in to Microsoft Teams meetings

using a phone, instead of using the Microsoft Teams app on a mobile device or PC.

You only need to set up audio conferencing for people who plan to schedule or lead meetings. Meeting

attendees who call in to the meeting don't need any licenses assigned to them and don't need other setup.

For pricing info, see Pricing for Audio Conferencing.

You must be a global administrator or billing administrator to perform these steps.

1. Find out if Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing is available in your country/region. Countries and region availability for

Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans.

2. Get your Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing licenses. If you want to:

Tr y itTr y it before you buy it: you can sign up for an Office 365 Enterprise E5 free trial that includes

Audio Conferencing. See Office 365 Enterprise E5 Trial.

Buy itBuy it: see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

3. Assign licenses to users in your organization who are going to schedule or lead meetings.

4. If you purchased audio conferencing add-on licenses and Communications Credits licenses, assign them

too. For instructions, see Assign Microsoft Teams add-on licenses.

If you're a Volume and Licensing customer, you can get pay-per-minute Audio Conferencing licenses. For

additional information on pay-per-minute Audio Conferencing licenses, see Audio Conferencing pay-per-

minute.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. Find out if Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing is available in your country/region. Country and region availability for

Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans.

2. Get your Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing licenses. To acquire pay-per-minute licenses, please contact your account

representative.

3. Set up Communications Credits for your organization for your organization. To set up Communications

Credits, see What are Communications Credits?

If Communications Credits haven't been set up, Audio Conferencing won't work for any users with pay-per-minute

licenses.

4. Assign licenses to users in your organization who are going to schedule or lead meetings.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365-for-teams.md
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/audio-conferencing?rtc=3
https://support.office.com/article/da585eea-f576-4f55-a1e0-87090b6aaa9d
https://portal.office.com/Signup?OfferId=101bde18-5ffb-4d79-a47b-f5b2c62525b3
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users


 Step 2: Set the audio conferencing provider for people who lead or
schedule meetings

 Step 3: Other admin tasks

NOTENOTE

 Related topics

NOTENOTE
If you have Audio Conferencing pay-per-minute licenses, you must assign a Communications Credits license

separately to each user as well.

When you assign an Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing license to people in your organization who don't have Skype for

Business integrated with a 3rd party audio conferencing provider, they are all set up and ready to go! (You don't

have to set their audio conferencing provider.)

If you have users enabled with a 3rd party audio conferencing provider, you must change the provider of those

users to Microsoft. To change the provider for a user, see Assign Microsoft as the audio conferencing provider.

The following steps are optionaloptional , but a lot of admins like to do them:

1. Customize meeting invitations. The dial-in numbers that are set for the user will be automatically added

to the meeting invitations that are sent to attendees. However, you can add your own help and legal links,

a text message, and small company graphic.

2. Set the phone numbers included on invites. This is the phone number that will show up in the meeting

that is scheduled by a user.

3. Set auto attendant languages for Audio Conferencing that the Audio Conferencing auto attendant uses to

greet a caller when they dial in to an audio conferencing phone number. This step only applies if you're

using Microsoft as your audio conferencing provider.

4. Set the length of the PIN for Audio Conferencing meetings.

This feature is not yet available to customers using Office 365 operated by 21Vianet in China. To learn more, see Learn

about Office 365 operated by 21Vianet.

Enable Teams in your organization

Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing

Set options for online meetings and conference calls

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/assign-microsoft-as-the-audio-conferencing-provider
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-skype-for-business-online/customize-meeting-invitations
https://support.office.com/article/A8AB5061-3346-4DA0-BB7C-5260822B53AE
https://support.office.com/article/DCD1CA39-0C1F-466C-9573-F04138FEF5E2
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NOTENOTE

 Benefits

Microsoft Audio Conferencing provides the ability to dial into a conference and dial out from a conference using

Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) phone numbers. Participants join Microsoft Teams meetings using

an audio-only conferencing bridge.

With Operator Connect Conferencing capabilities, organizations can use phone numbers from a third-party

operator to join Microsoft Teams meetings. If your current operator is part of the Microsoft Operator Connect

program, you can add phone numbers from your operator to your Audio Conferencing bridge and use them to

join meetings.

Without Operator Connect Conferencing capabilities, organizations can only use phone numbers provided by

Microsoft for their audio conferencing bridge.

A telephone number provider that is part of the Microsoft Operator Connect program is referenced in this article as an

"operator."

To see if your operator participates in the Microsoft Operator Connect program, see the Microsoft 365 Operator Connect

directory.

This article describes Operator Connect Conferencing:

Benefits

Licensing requirements and billing

Additional information on Microsoft Audio Conferencing

For information about configuring Operator Connect Conferencing, see Configure Operator Connect

Conferencing.

If some of your organization's users need to make external calls to PSTN phone numbers, you still need a calling

plan. To learn about using a third-party operator for external PSTN connectivity, see Plan for Operator Connect.

Operator Connect Conferencing provides the following benefits:

Flexible allocation of phone numbers between your operator and Microsoft.Flexible allocation of phone numbers between your operator and Microsoft. Use phone

numbers from both Microsoft and your operator (with a Microsoft Audio Conferencing Standard

subscription only), or only use phone numbers from your operator (with an Operator Connect

Conferencing license only).

Operator-managed infrastructure.Operator-managed infrastructure.Your operator manages the Session Border Controllers (SBCs) and

the interconnectivity with Microsoft, saving you from extra hardware purchases and management.

Faster, easier  deployment.Faster, easier  deployment.Quickly connect to your operator and assign phone numbers to your Audio

Conferencing bridge from the Teams admin center.

Enhanced suppor t and reliability.Enhanced suppor t and reliability.Operators provide technical support and shared service level

agreements to improve service support, and direct peering powered by Azure creates a one-to-one

network connection for enhanced reliability.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/operator-connect-conferencing-plan.md
https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/practices/microsoft-365-for-operators/directory


 Licensing requirements and billing

  Audio Conferencing Standard subscriptionAudio Conferencing Standard subscription

  Operator Connect Conferencing licenseOperator Connect Conferencing license

NOTENOTE

 Additional information on Microsoft Audio Conferencing

Operator Connect Conferencing might be the right solution for your organization if:

You want to keep your contractskeep your contracts  with your existing telephone number provider

You want to expand the global coverageexpand the global coverage of your existing Microsoft Audio Conferencing bridge

You want to source phone numbers for Audio Conferencingsource phone numbers for Audio Conferencing from a new telephone number

provider

Microsoft Audio Conferencing isn't available in your geographic locationMicrosoft Audio Conferencing isn't available in your geographic location

You want to leverage an operator for Audio Conferencing ser vices with a pay-per-minuteleverage an operator for Audio Conferencing ser vices with a pay-per-minute

modelmodel , such as use toll-free numbers and make outbound calls from Teams meetings to phone numbers

in countries not included in your subscription

Users who need Operator Connect Conferencing numbers to join the meetings they organize must have either a

Microsoft Audio Conferencing Standard subscription or a Microsoft Operator Connect Conferencing license

assigned to them.

A Microsoft Audio Conferencing Standard subscription can be purchased as an add-on to a Microsoft Teams

license and is also included in Microsoft 365 E5 and Office 365 E5 subscriptions.

The Audio Conferencing Standard subscription allows subscribers to use phone numbers from Microsoft and

expand their audio conferencing bridges with numbers from an operator. Subscribers can also decide which

outbound calls from Teams meetings to route via Microsoft and which calls to route via an operator.

For more information, see Configure Operator Connect ConferencingConfigure Operator Connect Conferencing.

A Microsoft Operator Connect Conferencing license can be acquired as an add-on to a Microsoft Teams license.

The Operator Connect Conferencing license allows subscribers to use phone numbers from an operator, but it

doesn't include phone numbers from Microsoft. All outbound calls from Teams meetings must be routed via an

operator.

For more information, see Configure Operator Connect ConferencingConfigure Operator Connect Conferencing.

Meeting participants don't require an Audio Conferencing Standard Subscription license or an Operator Connect

Conferencing license to join a meeting organized by a user with Operator Connect Conferencing capabilities.

With Operator Connect Conferencing, Microsoft bills your organization according to the type of Audio

Conferencing license used by your organization, Microsoft Audio Conferencing or Operator Connect

Conferencing, and the use of any phone numbers provided by Microsoft.

Your operator bills your organization for the use of Operator Connect Conferencing numbers they provide.

Microsoft Audio Conferencing allows participants to join Microsoft Teams meetings by dialing in with a PSTN

phone number or by dialing out to a PSTN phone number. For more information on Microsoft Audio

Conferencing capabilities available to your organization, see Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365.
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 Set up an operator

 Acquire numbers for your Audio Conferencing bridge

This article details how to configure Operator Connect Conferencing for your organization and users.

Before configuring Operator Connect Conferencing, read Plan for Operator Connect Conferencing for

information about benefits and licensing requirements.

The topics covered in this article include:

Set up an operator

Acquire numbers for your Audio Conferencing bridge

Change the default phone numbers that are included in the meeting invites of users

Sending outbound calls from Microsoft Teams meetings through an operator

Manage your operators

Release numbers from your Audio Conferencing bridge

Additional information on managing Microsoft Audio Conferencing

You can set up, edit, and remove operators in the Teams admin center. In the left navigation pane, go toVoice >Voice >

OperatorsOperators .

To set up an operator :

1. Choose an operator.Choose an operator.In theAll operatorsAll operators tab, filter available operators by region or service to find the

right operator for your voice needs. Then, select the operator you want to use. For Operator Connect

Conferencing, verify that your operator has ConferencingConferencing listed as an available product.

2. Select countr ies.Select countr ies.UnderOperator settingsOperator settings , select the countries you want to enable with your selected

operator.

3. Provide contact informationProvide contact informationYour contact information, including your full name and email address, will

be shared with your operator. You can change this information later. Additionally, you'll need to provide

company size, with the option to provide your phone number. Operators use this information to contact

you with more details about Operator Connect Conferencing.

4. Accept the data transfer notice.

5. Add your operator.Add your operator.SelectAdd as my operatorAdd as my operator to save.

Your organization's Audio Conferencing bridge includes phone numbers available to all users in your

organization to join Microsoft Teams meetings with PSTN phone numbers. You can see the phone numbers

associated with your organization's Audio Conferencing bridge in the Teams Admin Center under Meetings >Meetings >

Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

To acquire phone numbers for your Audio Conferencing bridge, follow these steps:

1. Audio Conferencing Standard subscr iption or Operator Connect Conferencing license.Audio Conferencing Standard subscr iption or Operator Connect Conferencing license. Users

that need Operator Connect Conferencing numbers to join the meetings that they organize need to have

an Audio Conferencing Standard subscription license or an Operator Connect Conferencing license

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/operator-connect-conferencing-configure.md


NOTENOTE

 Change the default phone numbers that are included in the meeting
invites of users

 Sending outbound calls from Microsoft Teams meetings through an
operator

NOTENOTE

assigned to them. For more information, see Plan for Operator Connect Conferencing.

2. Acquire numbers.Acquire numbers.Go to your operator's website to order and acquire phone numbers. For a list of

operator websites, go to theMicrosoft 365 Operator Connect directory. You'll need to provide your tenant

ID. If you don't know your tenant ID, see Find your Microsoft 365 tenant ID. Once your operator

completes the order, they'll upload numbers to your tenant. You can view the numbers and the provider

in the Teams admin center by going toVoice > Phone numbersVoice > Phone numbers .

3. Assign numbers to your Audio Conferencing br idge.Assign numbers to your Audio Conferencing br idge. You can assign numbers to your Audio

Conferencing bridge from the Teams admin center under Meetings > Conference Br idges > AddMeetings > Conference Br idges > Add. For

more information, seeChange the phone numbers on your Audio Conferencing bridge.

You can't assign Operator Connect Conferencing numbers as default numbers of a bridge. Once a phone number is

assigned to your Audio Conferencing bridge, the number will be listed in the Find a local number pageFind a local number page included in

meeting invites of users in your organization with an Audio Conferencing license or an Operator Connect Conferencing

license.

To route outbound calls through an operator, see the Sending outbound calls from Teams meetings through anSending outbound calls from Teams meetings through an

operatoroperator  section further down in this article.

This step is optional.

The default phone numbers of a user are the ones included in their meeting invites when they schedule a

meeting. You can update the phone numbers included in the meeting invites of users in the Teams Admin Center

under Users > Manage usersUsers > Manage users . To update the phone numbers included in the meeting invites of users, select

the user, and select EditEdit in the Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing section.

After the changes have been applied, new meeting invites of organizers will include the new default phone

numbers. However, existing meeting invites that were scheduled before the change will keep the original default

numbers.

If you have a Microsoft Audio Conferencing Standard subscription or an Operator Connect Conferencing license,

you can configure the Audio Conferencing service to route all or a set of outbound calls from Teams meetings

through your operator by setting up an Audio Conferencing Routing policy.

With an Operator Connect Conferencing license, outbound calls can only go through your operator. If you have Operator

Connect Conferencing licenses, you need to configure the service as described below to enable outbound calls from

Teams meetings to telephone numbers.

You can apply Audio Conferencing Routing policies at the user level, meaning that your operator routes only the

outbound calls from Teams meetings organized by users with the associated policy. You can also apply these

policies at the global level, meaning that your operator routes outbound calls from Teams meetings organized

by all users in your organization.

https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/practices/microsoft-365-for-operators/directory
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/find-your-office-365-tenant-id


  Step 1: Add a new string to the Online PSTN Usage policyStep 1: Add a new string to the Online PSTN Usage policy

Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage -Identity Global -Usage @{Add="International"}

  Step 2: Create a new Online Voice Route policyStep 2: Create a new Online Voice Route policy

New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute -Identity "International" -NumberPattern "\d+" -OnlinePstnUsages "International" -
BridgeSourcePhoneNumber <an Operator Connect Conferencing number assigned to your Audio Conferencing bridge>

  Step 3: Create a new Online Audio Conferencing Routing policyStep 3: Create a new Online Audio Conferencing Routing policy

New-CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy "International Policy" -OnlinePstnUsages "International"

  Step 4: Assign the new policy to usersStep 4: Assign the new policy to users

Grant-CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy -Identity <identity of the organizer of the meeting> -
PolicyName "International Policy”

NOTENOTE

Using PowerShell, create your organization's new Audio Conferencing Routing policy. To specify an operator as

the primary route for outbound calls from Teams meetings, follow the steps below using the PowerShell

commands indicated:

1. Step 1: Add a new string to the Online PSTN Usage policy

2. Step 2: Create a new Online Voice Route policy

3. Step 3: Create a new Online Audio Conferencing Routing policy

4. Step 4: Assign the new policy to users

Read Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage for more information on using this cmdlet.

Read Set-CsOnlineVoiceRoute for more information on using this cmdlet.

To set an Audio Conferencing Routing policy as global and apply it to all users in your organization, you can use the 

-Global  parameter instead of the -Identity  parameter. For example, 

Grant-CsOnlineAudioConferencingRoutingPolicy -Global -PolicyName "International Policy” .

When you create an Audio Conferencing Routing policy and apply it to a user, the operator that provides the

phone number specified in the BridgeSourcePhoneNumber  parameter routes Teams outbound calls to PSTN phone

numbers. Additionally, the BridgeSourcePhoneNumber  parameter specifies the phone number to use as the calling

line identification phone number of outbound calls to PSTN phone numbers.

The pattern specified in the NumberPattern  is of regex form, and it specifies which calls to route through your

operator. The "\d+"  pattern in the example above matches all outbound calls from Teams meetings. You can

also set the NumberPattern parameter as “^\+1(425|206)(\d{7})$” , which matches dialed numbers with the

following formats: +1 425 XXX XX XX or +1 206 XXX XX XX, or “^\+1(\d{10})$” , which matches dialed numbers

with the following format: +1 425 XXX XX XX.

Once you assign an Audio Conferencing Routing policy to a user, all calls from their meetings to a phone

number that matches the regex specified in their Audio Conferencing Routing policy routes through your

operator, including Call me atCall me at calls and calls initiated through the Invite someone or dial a numberInvite someone or dial a number

meeting option.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinepstnusage
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoiceroute


 

Manage your operators

NOTENOTE

 Release numbers from your Audio Conferencing bridge

 Additional information on managing Microsoft Audio Conferencing

From theMy operatorsMy operators tab, you can view your operators, their status, and make the following changes to your

selections:

Manage operator services by country

Suspend an operator

Remove an operator

Before removing an operator from your organization or from a country, you must remove all phone numbers assigned to

the users and your Audio Conferencing bridge, then contact the operator to release the numbers.

To release phone numbers from your Audio Conferencing bridge from the Teams admin center, see Steps whenSteps when

you are unassigning a ser vice phone number for a conferencing br idgeyou are unassigning a ser vice phone number for a conferencing br idge in Change the phone numbers

on your Audio Conferencing bridge.

For additional information on how to manage Microsoft Audio Conferencing for your organization, see the

following articles:

Managing the Microsoft Audio Conferencing service settings for your organization: Manage the Audio

Conferencing settings for your organization in Microsoft Teams

Managing the Microsoft Audio Conferencing service setting of the users in your organization: Manage

the Audio Conferencing settings for a user in Microsoft Teams

Changing the auto attendant languages of your Audio Conferencing phone numbers: Set auto attendant

languages for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams



   

 

Office 365 Audio Conferencing Extended Dial-out
Minutes to US and Canada

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

O F F ER N A M EO F F ER N A M E UN L IM IT ED DIA L - O UT  M IN UT ES TO  US C A N A DAUN L IM IT ED DIA L - O UT  M IN UT ES TO  US C A N A DA

What are the unlimited dial-out countries included in the
offer?

US and Canada.

Who needs to have the license assigned? The meeting organizer needs to have the license assigned.
The user initializing the call doesn’t need to have the license.

Are there any prerequisites? Audio Conferencing needs to be enabled. It can be either
subscription or per-minute service.

Who can purchase this offer? Any country or region where Audio Conferencing can be
purchased. Read more.

Are the minutes pooled? No. A meeting organizer will have virtually unlimited with fair
use policy dial-out minutes to US/Canada per month.

Will this new add-on SKU replace the 60 minutes included
with Audio Conferencing?

No. The existing Audio Conferencing 60 minutes per user
per month, pooled at the tenant level, will continue to apply
to all Zone A dial-out conferencing countries.

What is the channel availability? It is available on EA/EAS, EES, CSP, and Web Direct.

What is the segment availability? It is available for Commercial (including WW Commercial
Public Sectors), Education, Nonprofit, and US GCC

What if a user with Extended Dial-out Minutes to USA/CAN
is located in the US and travels to another country outside
of an Audio-Conferencing sell-to market? Will their dial-out
service work?

Yes. If a user based in the US (meaning their Office 365
license is assigned in the US) traveled to Zimbabwe (a
market currently not in a sell-to location for Audio
Conferencing), all dial-out minutes made to the US or
Canada would continue to apply to their Extended Dial-out
Minutes to USA/CAN add-on regardless of where the call
takes place.

For customers who are adopting our Audio Conferencing service and have a high business need for dialing out

to US and Canada, Microsoft now provides an add-on offer that allows virtually unlimited with fair use policy US

and Canada dial-out minutes for any audio conferencing user. Meeting organizers with this add-on SKU can

make virtually unlimited with fair use policy dial-out calls to US and Canada without deducting their tenant’s

Zone A country dial-out usage pool or Communications Credits. 1

 Microsoft reserves the right to limit or terminate use of the capability in the event of abnormal usage or

suspicion of use for fraudulent purposes.

1

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/dial-out-minutes-canada-us.md


   

 

Audio Conferencing complimentary dial-out period
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 Skype for Business PSTN Services

  End of complimentary dial out periodEnd of complimentary dial out period

  Complimentary dial out period detailsComplimentary dial out period details

NOTENOTE

Customers may use Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Calling Plan and Office 365 Audio Conferencing as permitted in

the Skype for Business Online PSTN Services Use Terms and Customer's volume licensing agreement. The PSTN

Services Use Terms may be found at Licensing Terms and Documentation.

The complimentary dial-out capability ended on December 1, 2019. For more information, see Audio

Conferencing subscription dial out and call me at benefit.

This change did not take place for countries where the Audio Conferencing subscription is available, but we do

not currently enable setting up Communications Credits. These specific countries are Russia, South Korea, and

Taiwan.

For customers who are adopting our Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Audio Conferencing service, Microsoft is

providing an additional complimentary benefit related to dial out from meetings that are organized by users

who are assigned a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Audio Conferencing subscription license through November

2019. During this complimentary period, Microsoft allows meeting organizers or authorized attendees, as

defined in meeting policy settings, to make dial-out calls from within the meeting to non-premium phone

numbers in the 44 Zone A countries and regions. This benefit is applicable to Audio Conferencing monthly

subscription licenses and does not extend to Audio Conferencing pay-per-minute licenses.

In addition, there is a 900-minute limit during the complimentary dial out period as such:

Users with a license usage location (the location is the user country location that is defined in the licensing area

of the Microsoft 365 admin center) in any_ country can dial out from a conference to any of the 44 Zone A

countries and regions. Each user receives 900 minutes per user per month to any of the Zone A countries and

regions, which are pooled at the tenant level. For example, a customer has purchased 115 Audio Conferencing

subscription licenses and has 10 users in the US, 100 users in the UK, and 5 users in India, all with Audio

Conferencing subscription licenses assigned to their users.

All 115 users share a pool of (115 users X 900 min) = 103,500 conferencing dial-out out minutes per

calendar month, which can be used to place outbound calls to any of the Zone A countries and regions.

All calls exceeding the 103,500 minutes per calendar month are billed per minute using Communications

Credits at our published rates to that destination. (Note: Tenant must set up Communications Credits and

assign the Communications Credits license to the meeting organizer).

All outbound calls to destinations not in the Zone A countries and regions list are billed per minute using

Communications Credits at our published rates to that destination (provided tenant has set up

Communications Credits and assigned the Communications Credits license to the meeting organizer).

You can monitor the usage against dial-out minute pool in the Skype for Business Admin Center. In the Microsoft Teams

& Skype Admin Center, go to Legacy por talLegacy por tal > Repor tsRepor ts  > PSTN Minute PoolsPSTN Minute Pools . This complimentary minute pool will

be labeled in the report as "Outbound Calls to Zone A countries and regions."

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/complimentary-dial-out-period.md
http://www.microsoftvolumelicensing.com/DocumentSearch.aspx?Mode=2&Keyword=PSTN


 Related topics

Email notifications will be sent to all tenant administrators of a given customer when the utilization of the

tenant's dial-out minutes pool has reached 80% and 100%.

For dial-out calls that are billed per minute (calls exceeding the tenant dial-out minute pool or calls to

destinations not in the Zone A countries and regions list), the calls and their associated rates are based primarily

on the destination of the call and not the country or region of the organizer or the participant initiating the dial-

out call. For example, a call to a phone number in France will be billed with the same rate if it is initiated by a

meeting participant in the United States or one in France.

For more information about Communication Credits, see Communications Credits.

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

Country and region zones for Audio Conferencing



   

 

Audio Conferencing subscription "Dial-Out"/"Call
Me At" minutes benefit
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 Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business PSTN Audio Conferencing

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Audio Conferencing "Dial Out From a Meeting" & "Call Me At" details

M EET IN G O RGA N IZ ERM EET IN G O RGA N IZ ER
L IC EN SE USA GE LO C AT IO NL IC EN SE USA GE LO C AT IO N DEST IN AT IO N  DIA L EDDEST IN AT IO N  DIA L ED

C A N  I USE  M Y  DIA L - O UTC A N  I USE  M Y  DIA L - O UT
M IN UT E P O O L  M IN UT ES?M IN UT E P O O L  M IN UT ES?

DO  I N EEDDO  I N EED
C O M M UN IC AT IO N SC O M M UN IC AT IO N S
C REDIT S?C REDIT S?

United States United States Yes (Zone A country) Yes after consuming the
tenant minute pool

United States United Kingdom Yes (Zone A country) Yes after consuming the
tenant minute pool

United States Zimbabwe No Yes on ALL calls

Each Audio Conferencing subscription provides 60 minutes per user per month that can be used to dial out to

non-premium numbers in ANY of the Zone A countries as described in this document. Your tenant dial-out

minute pool size is based on purchased licenses. This benefit is applicable to Audio Conferencing monthly

subscription licenses and does not extend to Audio Conferencing pay-per-minute licenses.

As of October 22, 2020, the dial-out minute pool size of our tenant is based on the number of purchased Audio

Conferencing subscription licenses. Before, the dial-out minute pool size was based on the number of licenses that were

assigned to users.

The end of the complimentary dial-out period did not take place on November 30, 2019, for countries where the Audio

Conferencing subscription is available, but we do not currently provide the ability to set up Communications Credits.

These specific countries are Russia, South Korea, and Taiwan.

For customers adopting our Audio Conferencing service, Microsoft provides the ability to dial out from

meetings organized by users assigned an Audio Conferencing subscription license. Dial-out calls to countries

not included in the Zone A countries and regions list are charged per minute using Communications Credits. For

dial-out calls that are billed per minute (calls exceeding the tenant dial-out minute pool or calls to destinations

not in the Zone A countries and regions list), the calls and their associated rates are based on the destination of

the call and not the organizer's country of residence or the meeting participant initiating the dial-out call. For

example, an audio conference dial-out call to a phone number in France, which is a Zone A country, will be billed

at the same per-minute rate if it were initiated by a meeting participant in the United States, France, or

Zimbabwe.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/audio-conferencing-subscription-dial-out.md


United Kingdom United Kingdom Yes (Zone A country) Yes after consuming the
tenant minute pool

United Kingdom United States Yes (Zone A country) Yes after consuming the
tenant minute pool

United Kingdom Zimbabwe No Yes on ALL calls

Zimbabwe Zimbabwe No Yes on ALL calls

Zimbabwe United States Yes (Zone A country) Yes after consuming the
tenant minute pool

Zimbabwe United Kingdom Yes (Zone A country) Yes after consuming the
tenant minute pool

Cook Islands Cook Islands No Yes on ALL calls

Cook Islands United States Yes (Zone A country) Yes after consuming the
tenant minute pool

Cook Islands United Kingdom Yes (Zone A country) Yes after consuming the
tenant minute pool

M EET IN G O RGA N IZ ERM EET IN G O RGA N IZ ER
L IC EN SE USA GE LO C AT IO NL IC EN SE USA GE LO C AT IO N DEST IN AT IO N  DIA L EDDEST IN AT IO N  DIA L ED

C A N  I USE  M Y  DIA L - O UTC A N  I USE  M Y  DIA L - O UT
M IN UT E P O O L  M IN UT ES?M IN UT E P O O L  M IN UT ES?

DO  I N EEDDO  I N EED
C O M M UN IC AT IO N SC O M M UN IC AT IO N S
C REDIT S?C REDIT S?

 How are minute pools calculated?

 How can I monitor minute my pool usage?

Consider the following example. A customer has purchased 115 Audio Conferencing subscription licenses and

has 10 users in the United States, 100 users in the United Kingdom, and 5 users in Zimbabwe, all with Audio

Conferencing subscription licenses assigned. All 115 users share a pool of (115 users x 60 min = 6,900

conferencing dial-out out minutes per calendar month) to place outbound calls to non-premium numbers in any

of the Zone A countries and regions, regardless of where the meeting organizer is licensed or physically located.

For example, a Zimbabwe meeting organizer will be able to dial out to any of the Zone A countries and regions

up to the minute pool limit.

NOTENOTE

All dial-out calls exceeding 6,900 minutes per calendar month are billed per minute using

Communications Credits at our published rates to that destination.

The customer must set up Communications Credits and assign the Communications Credits license to the

meeting organizer.

All dial-out calls to destinations not in the Zone A countries and regions list are billed per minute using

Communications Credits at our published rates to that destination (provided the customer has set up

Communications Credits and assigned the Communications Credits license to the meeting organizer).

You can monitor the usage against your dial-out minute pool in the Microsoft Teams admin center. In the



 Related topics

left navigation, go to Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > Usage repor tsUsage repor ts , and then select PSTN minute poolsPSTN minute pools . The

Zone A dial-out minute pool will be labeled in the report as "Outbound Calls to Zone A Countries."

Email notifications will be sent to the following admins when the utilization of your organization's dial-

out minutes pool has reached 80 percent and 100 percent:

Billing Administrator

Skype for Business Administrator

Global Administrator

User Administrator

Helpdesk Administrator

Service Support Administrator

Azure AD Joined Device Local Administrator

Application Administrator

License Administrator

Cloud Device Administrator

Authentication Administrator

Privileged Authentication Administrator

Teams Communications Administrator

Teams Communications Support Engineer

Teams Communications Support Specialist

Teams Administrator

For additional information on Communication Credits, see Communications Credits.

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

Country and region zones for Audio Conferencing



   

 

Set up Audio Conferencing for Microsoft Teams
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NOTENOTE

 Step 1: Find out if Audio Conferencing is available in your
country/region

 Step 2: Get and assign licenses

 Step 3: Get service numbers for your conferencing bridges

Sometimes people in your organization will need to use a phone to call in to a meeting. Microsoft Teams

includes the audio conferencing feature for just this situation! People can call in to Teams meetings using a

phone, instead of using the Teams app on a mobile device or PC.

You only need to set up Audio Conferencing for people who plan to schedule or lead meetings. Meeting

attendees who dial in don't need any licenses assigned to them or other setup.

For frequently asked questions about Audio Conferencing, see Audio Conferencing common questions.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

 

Go to Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans and select your country or

region to get availability information about Audio Conferencing, as well as information about Phone System,

Calling Plans, toll and toll-free numbers, and Communications Credits.

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

1. For Audio Conferencing, you need a license for each user who will set up dial-in meetings. To learn which

licenses you need to buy for Audio Conferencing and how much they will cost, see Microsoft Teams add-

on licensing.

Audio Conferencing is included in Office 365 Enterprise E5 licenses and as an add-on.

2. After you buy the Audio Conferencing licenses, you will need to assign them to those people in your

organization who are going to schedule or lead meetings. See Assign licenses to users in Microsoft 365

or Office 365 for business you purchased to the people in your organization who are going to schedule

or lead meetings.

3. We also recommend that you assign Communications Credits licenses (they don’t cost anything) to the

same people you assigned licenses to in the previous step. To learn how to set up Communications

Credits, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

You can also set up pay-per-minute Audio Conferencing.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-audio-conferencing-in-teams.md
https://support.office.com/article/997596b5-4173-4627-b915-36abac6786dc


 Step 4: Assign a service number to the conferencing bridge

 Step 5: Set the default and alternate languages for a conferencing
bridge

 Step 6: Set your conferencing bridge settings

 Step 7: Assign dial-in phone numbers for users who lead meetings

For Audio Conferencing, you can’t use phone numbers for users; you will need to get service numbers. You can

get either toll or toll-free service numbers for your conferencing bridges. There are three ways to get toll and

toll-free service numbers:

Use the Microsoft Teams admin centerUse the Microsoft Teams admin center . For some countries/regions, you can get service numbers for

your conferencing bridges using the Microsoft Teams admin center. See Getting service phone numbers.

Por t your existing ser vice numbersPor t your existing ser vice numbers . To port or transfer existing numbers from your current service

provider or phone carrier to Microsoft 365 or Office 365. You can see Transfer phone numbers to Teams

or Manage phone numbers for your organization for more information to help you do this.

Use a request form for new numbersUse a request form for new numbers . Sometimes (depending on your country/region) you won't be

able to get your new service numbers using the Microsoft Teams admin center, or you will need specific

phone numbers or area codes. If so, you will need to download a form and send it back to us. See

Manage phone numbers for your organization for more information.

 

Once you get your toll and/or toll-free phone numbers for your conferencing bridge, you need to assign the

numbers so they can be used on meeting invitations.

Follow these steps to assign a new phone number to your audio conferencing bridge.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center :

1. From the Home, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

2. Select the phone number, and click AssignAssign.

For more details, see Change the phone numbers on your Audio Conferencing bridge.

 Next, you want to Set auto attendant languages for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams that the

conferencing auto attendant uses to greet callers when they dial in to a phone number for Audio Conferencing.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center :

1. From the Home, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference br idgesConference br idges .

2. Select the conferencing bridge phone number, click EditEdit, and then choose the default language.

 

After setting up your conferencing bridge, verify that the default settings such as entry/exit notifications and PIN

length are the ones you want to use; if they're not, you can change them.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center :

1. From the Home, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference br idgesConference br idges .

2. Select Br idge settingsBridge settings . This will open the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane.

For more details, see Change the settings for an Audio Conferencing bridge.

After you have created an Audio Conferencing bridge, you need to set the toll and toll-free numbers for your



 Step 8: Set up meeting invitations (optional)

 Related topics

users.

You will need to do this for all of the people in your organization who lead or schedule meetings.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center :

1. From the Home, click UsersUsers , select the user from the list, and select EditEdit.

2. Select EditEdit next to Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, and then in the Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing pane, choose a number in

the Toll numberToll number  and Toll-freeToll-free number lists.

If you need more details, see Assign Microsoft as the audio conferencing provider.

 

The dial-in numbers that are set for the user will be automatically added to the meeting invitations that are sent

to meeting attendees. However, you can add your own help and legal links, a text message, and small company

graphic if you want. See Customize meeting invitations.

Audio Conferencing common questions

Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams

Set options for online meetings and conference calls

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/assign-microsoft-as-the-audio-conferencing-provider
https://support.office.com/article/DCD1CA39-0C1F-466C-9573-F04138FEF5E2


   

 

Set up Audio Conferencing for small and medium
businesses
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NOTENOTE

 Set up Audio Conferencing

NOTENOTE

  Step 1: Get Audio Conferencing licensesStep 1: Get Audio Conferencing licenses

With Audio Conferencing, people can call in to Teams meetings using a phone instead of using the Teams app on

their mobile device or from their computer.

If you're a small or medium-sized business with up to 300 users and you currently don’t have any Audio

Conferencing licenses, you can get Audio Conferencing free for one year. This free offer is available starting

October 1, 2020.

The Audio Conferencing add-on license can be applied to users who have Microsoft 365 Business Basic,

Business Standard, Business Premium, Enterprise E1, or Enterprise E3 licenses. To learn more, see Teams add-on

licenses

If you have Enterprise E5 or Microsoft 365 Business Voice, you won't be able to use the free Audio Conferencing offer

because these licenses already include Audio Conferencing.

In this article, we'll walk you through how to set up Audio Conferencing. You only need to set up Audio

Conferencing for people who plan to schedule or lead meetings. Meeting attendees who call in to meetings

don't need licenses or other setup. To learn more, see Audio Conferencing.

When you set up Audio Conferencing, a phone number is automatically assigned to your conferencing bridge so

that it can be used in meeting invitations. The phone number that's assigned as the default number of your

conferencing bridge will be one from the country or region of your organization. This phone number is a toll

number, in which long-distance charges may apply.

You can also use a toll-free number, which requires a few additional steps. To learn more about phone numbers for your

conferencing bridge, see Audio Conferencing phone numbers later in this article.

Get one Audio Conferencing license for each person who will lead meetings. Use the Microsoft 365 admin

center to do this.

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to BillingBilling > Purchase ser vicesPurchase ser vices , and then at the bottom of the

page, select Add-onsAdd-ons .

2. Select Microsoft 365 Audio Conferencing Adoption PromoMicrosoft 365 Audio Conferencing Adoption Promo > DetailsDetails , and then select Get nowGet now .

3. Enter the number of licenses you need for your meeting organizers, and then complete your order.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/audio-conferencing-smb.md


  Step 2: Assign an Audio Conferencing license to users who lead meetingsStep 2: Assign an Audio Conferencing license to users who lead meetings

  Assign a license to one userAssign a license to one user

  Assign a license to multiple usersAssign a license to multiple users

 Schedule Teams meetings in Outlook

NOTENOTE

 Audio Conferencing phone numbers

NOTENOTE
Clear or select the Automatically assign to all of your users with no licensesAutomatically assign to all of your users with no licenses , depending on whether you

want to automatically assign an Audio Conferencing license to all users who don't have this license.

Assign a license to each person who will lead meetings. Use the Microsoft 365 admin center to do this.

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to UsersUsers  > Active usersActive users .

2. Select the row of the user you want to assign the license to, and then in the pane, select L icenses and AppsLicenses and Apps .

3. Select the Microsoft 365 Audio ConferencingMicrosoft 365 Audio Conferencing check box, and then select Save changesSave changes .

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to UsersUsers  > Active usersActive users .

2. Select the circles next to the users you want to assign the license to, and then select Manage productManage product

licenseslicenses .

3. In the Manage product licensesManage product licenses  pane, select Assign moreAssign more.

4. Select the Microsoft 365 Audio ConferencingMicrosoft 365 Audio Conferencing check box, and then select Save changesSave changes .

Your meeting organizers can now schedule meetings in Outlook. In Outlook, go to CalendarCalendar , and then select

the New Teams meetingNew Teams meeting button. The meeting dial-in numbers and the conference ID are automatically added

to the meeting invitation that's sent to meeting attendees. To learn more, see Schedule a Teams meeting in

Outlook.

If you want, you can customize meeting invitations to add your company logo, links to your support website and legal

disclaimer, and a text-only footer. To learn more, see Customize meeting invitations.

There are two types of numbers that you can use for your conferencing bridge. You can use either sharedshared

numbersnumbers  (as in the Set up Audio Conferencing section earlier in this article) or dedicated numbersdedicated numbers . Here's

more information about each.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/schedule-a-teams-meeting-from-outlook-883cc15c-580f-441a-92ea-0992c00a9b0f


  Shared numbersShared numbers

  Dedicated numbersDedicated numbers

 Related topics

A shared number is a number that's shared across all organizations. Shared numbers are toll numbers and are

automatically assigned when you set up Audio Conferencing.

To see the default number that's assigned to your conferencing bridge, in the left navigation of the Microsoft

Teams admin center, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference br idgesConference br idges , and then find the number for the location that's

nearest to you.

A dedicated number is a number that's available only to your users. A dedicated number can be a toll number or

a toll-free number. To use a dedicated number, you'll have to first get the number, assign it to your conferencing

bridge, and then assign the number to each person who will lead meetings.

There are a couple ways to get a dedicated number. You can get a number from Microsoft or transfer (port) an

existing number from your current service provider to Microsoft. To learn more about how to do this, see

Getting service numbers.

Keep in mind that if you use a toll-free number, you have to first assign a Communications Credits license to

each person who will lead meetings. To learn more, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

After you have your number, assign it to your conference bridge. Use the Microsoft Teams admin center to do

this.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference br idgesConference br idges .

2. Select AddAdd, and then select Toll numberToll number  or Toll-free numberToll-free number .

3. In the Add phone numberAdd phone number  pane, select the number, and then select ApplyApply .

Then, assign the number to each person who will lead meetings. Use the Microsoft Teams admin center to do

this.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, select UsersUsers , click the display name of the user, and select EditEdit.

2. Select EditEdit next to Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, and then in the Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing pane, select a number in the Toll numberToll number  or 

freefree number lists, and then select ApplyApply .

Audio Conferencing

Set up Audio Conferencing for Teams

Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing

Audio Conferencing common questions

Getting service numbers

Teams add-on licenses

Assign licenses to users

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users
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NOTENOTE

 Steps when you are assigning a new service phone number to your
conference bridge
  Step 1 - Assign the new phone number to your audio conferencing bridgeStep 1 - Assign the new phone number to your audio conferencing bridge

  Step 2 - Change the default phone number of your conference bridge (optional)Step 2 - Change the default phone number of your conference bridge (optional)

  Step 3 - Change the default phone numbers that are included in the meeting invites of users (optional)Step 3 - Change the default phone numbers that are included in the meeting invites of users (optional)

When you buy Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing licenses, Microsoft is hosting your audio conferencing bridge for your

organization. The audio conferencing bridge gives out dial-in phone numbers from different locations so that

meeting organizers and participants can use them to join Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams meetings using

a phone.

In addition to the phone numbers already assigned to your conferencing bridge, you can get additional service

numbers (toll and toll-free numbers used for audio conferencing) from other locations, and then assign them to

the conferencing bridge so you can expand coverage for your users.

To be able to assign/unassign a phone number for a conferencing bridge, the phone number must be a 'service' number.

You can see the type of number it is by navigating to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers in the Microsoft Teams admin center and

looking in the Number TypeNumber Type column. Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Communications Credits must be set up first in order

for users to dial into the bridge on a toll-free number.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. On the left navigation pane, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

2. Select the phone number from the list, and click EditEdit.

3. On the EditEdit page, under Assigned toAssigned to, expand the dropdown and then select Conference br idgeConference br idge >

ApplyApply .

The default phone number of your conference bridge defines the caller ID that will be used when an outbound

call is placed by a participant or the organizer from within a meeting.

Only a service toll number can be set as the default number for your conferencing bridge; ser vice toll-freeser vice toll-free

numbers can't be set as the default number of your conferencing br idgenumbers can't be set as the default number of your conferencing br idge. If you are assigning a service

toll number and you would like to set it as the new default number for your audio conferencing bridge, perform

these steps:

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. On the left navigation pane, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference br idgesConference br idges .

2. Highlight the service toll number that you want to configure as the default.

3. Select Set as defaultSet as default.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/change-the-phone-numbers-on-your-audio-conferencing-bridge.md


  Step 4 - Update existing meeting invites of users using the Meeting Migration Service (optional)Step 4 - Update existing meeting invites of users using the Meeting Migration Service (optional)

    Start-CsExMeetingMigration user@contoso.com

    Get-CsMeetingMigrationStatus -SummaryOnly

 Steps when you are unassigning a service phone number for a
conferencing bridge

  Step 1 - Update users who have the phone number to be unassigned as one of their default numbersStep 1 - Update users who have the phone number to be unassigned as one of their default numbers

Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingUserDefaultNumber -FromNumber <Number to be removed> -ToNumber <Number to be 
set as new default> -NumberType <"Toll" or "Toll-Free"> -RescheduleMeetings

The default phone numbers of a user are the ones that are included on their meeting invites when they schedule

a meeting. For more information, including how the default phone numbers are assigned for new users, see Set

the phone numbers included on invites in Microsoft Teams or Set the phone numbers included on invites in

Skype for Business Online.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. On the left navigation pane, go to UsersUsers  and click the Display name of the desired user on the list.

2. Next to Audio conferencingAudio conferencing, click on EditEdit.

3. Under Toll numberToll number  or Toll-free numberToll-free number , select the number from the dropdown and click ApplyApply .

After the changes have been applied, the new default phone numbers will be included on the meeting invites of

organizers the next time they schedule a new meeting.

For the next two steps, you will need to start Windows PowerShell.

If you updated the default phone numbers that are included in the meeting invites for some or all of your users,

you can optionally update meeting invites that were already sent to users in your organization before their

default phone numbers were changed using the Meeting Migration Service. For additional information, see

Setting up the Meeting Migration Service (MMS).

Run the Meeting Migration Service (MMS) for the users who had their default phone numbers changed in

Step 2. To do this, run the following command:

You can also view the meeting migration status. All meetings would be rescheduled once there are no

operations in Pending or In-Progress state.

When you unassign a phone number from a conferencing bridge, users won't be able to join any meetings

using that phone number anymore. Because the phone number is changing, it's important to update all users

who could have a phone number as their default number (if any) and to update their existing meeting invites

before the phone number is unassigned from the audio conferencing bridge.

If the phone number is removed without updating the users and their meetings, their existing meeting invites

could contain a phone number that won't work for joining their meetings.

For the first three steps, you will need to start Windows PowerShell. To see how to do this, click Want to know

how to manage with Windows PowerShell?

Replace the default toll or toll-free number for all users who have the number to be unassigned as a default

number and start the process of rescheduling their meetings. To do this, run the following command:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/set-the-phone-numbers-included-on-invites
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

  Step 2 - View meeting migration status using Windows PowerShellStep 2 - View meeting migration status using Windows PowerShell

Get-CsMeetingMigrationStatus -SummaryOnly

  Step 3 - Unassign the old phone number from the audio conferencing bridgeStep 3 - Unassign the old phone number from the audio conferencing bridge

Unregister-CsOnlineDialInConferencingServiceNumber -identity "toll number to be removed" -bridgeId 
"Conference Bridge ID"
Unregister-CsOnlineDialInConferencingServiceNumber -identity "toll free number to be removed" -bridgeId 
"Conference Bridge ID"

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Save time and automateSave time and automate

You can also change the default toll or toll-free number of users in the Microsoft Teams admin center. However, this won't

automatically reschedule their meetings.

For additional information, see Set the phone numbers included on invites in Microsoft Teams or Set the phone

numbers included on invites in Skype for Business Online.

Depending on the size of your organization, this could take some time to complete.

All meetings will be rescheduled once there are no operations in Pending or In-Progress state.

For more information about the Meeting Migration Service, see Setting up the Meeting Migration Service

(MMS).

Use the Unregister-CsOnlineDialInConferencingServiceNumber cmdlet to unregister a Toll or Toll free number

from a conference bridge

Note: To find the Conference Bridge ID, run the following PowerShell: Get-CsOnlineDialInConferencingBridge.

After a phone number is unassigned from an audio conferencing bridge, the phone number will no longer be available for

users to join new or existing meetings.

To save time by automating this process, you can use the Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingUser or the Set-Set-

CsOnlineDialInConferencingUserDefaultNumberCsOnlineDialInConferencingUserDefaultNumber  cmdlets.

Set-CsOnlineDialinConferencingUser -Identity amos.marble@Contoso.com -TollFreeServiceNumber   
80045551234

Use the Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingUser cmdlet to change the default toll or toll-free number for

specific users.

To change the default toll-free number for a user, run:

Use the Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingUserDefaultNumberSet-CsOnlineDialInConferencingUserDefaultNumber  cmdlet to change the default toll or

toll-free number of users based on their original default number or their location.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/set-the-phone-numbers-included-on-invites
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinedialinconferencinguser
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinedialinconferencinguser


 Troubleshooting

Get-CsOnlineDialInConferencingBridge -Name "Conference Bridge"

Unregister-CsOnlineDialInConferencingServiceNumber -BridgeName "Conference Bridge" -
RemoveDefaultServiceNumber 8005551234 

 About Windows PowerShell

NOTENOTE

Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingUserDefaultNumber -FromNumber $null -ToNumber 8005551234 -NumberType 
TollFree -BridgeId <Bridge Id>

Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingUserDefaultNumber -FromNumber 8005551234 -ToNumber 8005551239 
NumberType TollFree -BridgeId <Bridge Id> -RescheduleMeetings

Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingUserDefaultNumber -Country US -ToNumber 8005551234 -NumberType TollFree 
-BridgeId <Bridge Id> -RescheduleMeetings

NOTENOTE

To find the BridgeID, use the Get-CsOnlineDialInConferencingBridgeGet-CsOnlineDialInConferencingBridge.

To set the default toll-free number for all users without one to 8005551234, run:

To change the default toll-free number of all users that have 8005551234 as their default toll-free

number to 8005551239 and automatically reschedule their meetings, run:

To set the default toll-free number of all users located in the U.S. to 8005551234 and automatically

reschedule their meetings, run:

The location that is used above needs to match the contact information of user(s) that is set in the Microsoft 365

admin center.

Unassign button isn't availableUnassign button isn't available

You want to Unassign a number but the button isn't available, and if while hovering over it, you are redirected to

contact Support with the following message "Default or shared numbers can´t be unassigned from the bridge.

To unassign dedicated toll numbers, please contact support.".

To obtain more information about the bridge(s), run the following Powershell :

The result, aside other information like Identity, Name and Region, should also contain the

DefaultServiceNumber.

ExampleExample, to unassign, the DefaultServiceNumber "8005551234"

With Windows PowerShell you can manage users and what they are or are not allowed to do. Windows

PowerShell can help you manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and Skype for Business Online using a single

point of administration that can simplify your daily work, especially when you've got multiple tasks to do. To get



 Related topics

started with Windows PowerShell, see these topics:

An introduction to Windows PowerShell and Skype for Business Online

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Windows PowerShell has many advantages in speed, simplicity, and productivity over only using the Microsoft

365 admin center such as when you are making setting changes for many users at one time. Learn about these

advantages in the following topics:

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

Using Windows PowerShell to manage Skype for Business Online

Using Windows PowerShell to do common Skype for Business Online management tasks

Change the settings for an Audio Conferencing bridge

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

 Using the Microsoft Teams admin center

When you are setting up Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, you will receive phone numbers

for your users from what is called an audio conferencing bridge. A conferencing bridge can contain one or more

phone numbers. These phone numbers are used when callers dial in to a meeting. The phone number is

included at the bottom of the Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams meeting invite.

The conferencing bridge answers a call and prompts the caller with voice prompts using a meeting auto

attendant, and then, depending on your settings, it can play notifications, ask callers to record their name, and

control the PIN settings. PINs are given to meeting organizers to allow them to start a meeting when they are

aren't using a Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams app.

A PIN is only required for the meeting organizer when a Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams app user hasn't already

started the meeting. If everyone is dialing in to the meeting, the PIN is required for the meeting organizer to start the

meeting.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference br idgesConference br idges .

2. At the top of the Conference br idgesConference br idges  page, click Br idge settingsBridge settings .

3. In the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane, select:

Meeting entr y and exit notificationsMeeting entr y and exit notifications  If you turn this off, users who have already joined the

meeting won't be notified when someone enters or leaves the meeting.

When you turn on Meeting entr y and exit notificationsMeeting entr y and exit notifications , you can select these options:

Names or phone numbersNames or phone numbers  When users dial in to a meeting, their phone number will be played

when they join it.

TonesTones  When users dial in to a meeting, an audio tone will be played when they join it.

Ask callers to record their  name before joining the meetingAsk callers to record their  name before joining the meeting If you turn this off, callers

won't be asked to record their name before they join a meeting.

4. To set the PIN length for meetings, select the number of digits you want for the PIN in the PIN lengthPIN length

list.

5. To specify whether to send email to your users, enable or disable Automatically send emails to usersAutomatically send emails to users

if their  audio conferencing configuration changesif their  audio conferencing configuration changes . See Emails automatically sent to users when

their Audio Conferencing settings change in Microsoft Teams or Emails sent to users when their settings

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/change-the-settings-for-an-audio-conferencing-bridge.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/emails-sent-to-users-when-their-settings-change


 Want to know how to manage with Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

change in Skype for Business Online for more information.

6. Click SaveSave.

To save time or automate this process, you can use the Set-CsDialinConferencingBridge cmdlet.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using a single point of administration

that can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows

PowerShell, see these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

Windows PowerShell has many advantages in speed, simplicity, and productivity over only using the

Microsoft 365 admin center, such as when you are making setting changes for many users at one time.

Learn about these advantages in the following topics:

NOTENOTE

An introduction to Windows PowerShell and Skype for Business Online

Using Windows PowerShell to manage Skype for Business Online

Using Windows PowerShell to do common Skype for Business Online management tasks

The Windows PowerShell module for Skype for Business Online enables you to create a remote Windows

PowerShell session that connects to Skype for Business Online. This module, which is supported only on

64-bit computers, can be downloaded from the Microsoft Download Center at Windows PowerShell

Module for Skype for Business Online.

Set up Audio Conferencing for Microsoft Teams

Set up Audio Conferencing for Skype for Business Online

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinedialinconferencingbridge
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=294688
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/set-up-audio-conferencing
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NOTENOTE

 To view your audio conferencing phone numbers

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

When you set up Audio Conferencing for Microsoft Teams users, you can view the phone numbers that are

available to them for audio conferencing. This list will have all of the audio conferencing phone numbers that

are available to your organization.

Looking for pr ices?Looking for pr ices? Review the Audio Conferencing ratesAudio Conferencing rates  section in Audio Conferencing.

If there is only one phone number available in your organization, it will be used as the default number for all of

your users. When multiple phone numbers are available, you can select the default phone number for each user.

This default number will be included in Microsoft Teams meeting invitations.

You can see Set the phone numbers included on invites to change the dial-in phone number for a single user.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference br idgesConference br idges .

2. View the phone numbers that are available for audio conferencing.

You can also view the location and primary language that will be used by the audio conferencing auto

attendant.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 by using a single point of administration

that can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell,

see these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/see-a-list-of-audio-conferencing-numbers-in-teams.md
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/audio-conferencing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Set the conferencing auto attendant languages

 Want else should I know?

 Want to use Windows PowerShell?

The Audio Conferencing auto attendant for Microsoft Teams can greet audio callers in a number of different

languages when they join a meeting.

Choose one primary language and up to four secondary languages. The primary language that you set will be

used first and the secondary languages will be used by the auto-attendant in order that you select.

You can only change the languages of audio conferencing numbers that are of the Dedicated category. The languages of

Shared audio conferencing number can't be changed.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

NOTENOTE

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. Select a DedicatedDedicated audio conferencing phone number from the list, and at the top of the page, click EditEdit.

It is only possible to change the languages of Dedicated audio conferencing numbers. The EditEdit option is

only shown when a Dedicated audio conferencing number is selected.

3. In the pane on the right, choose the default language you want and any alternate languages.

The default and alternate languages that are supported are listed. The order in which you select them in the lists

will be the order of the languages presented to callers.

4. Click SaveSave.

To see the list of supported languages for Audio Conferencing, see Audio Conferencing supported

languages.

Languages can be set for dedicated but not for shared phone numbers.

To see a list of countries/regions in which Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using

Microsoft as the provider is available, see Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-auto-attendant-languages-for-audio-conferencing-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/audio-conferencing-supported-languages
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See the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more information.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
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Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings -EnableDialOutJoinConfirmation $true

 Related topics

Meeting dial outs and Call me calls are very useful ways to invite participants to join a meeting and for existing

participants to join a meeting using a traditional or mobile phone. However, when the called person is unable to

answer the call and the call is answered by a voicemail system, the voicemail system is connected to the meeting

and participants will be able to listen to it until it’s removed from the meeting.

To prevent voicemail systems from connecting to meetings when a meeting dial out is sent to a phone number

and the called person is unable to answer the call, you can set up Teams to request a confirmation from the

called person for them to join the meeting. If the called person can’t answer the call and the call is answered by a

voicemail system, the voicemail system won‘t be connected to the meeting because it won’t provide a

confirmation to join it.

When this capability is enabled, people that receive a dial out or Call me call must confirm that they want to join

the meeting by pressing 1 on their traditional or mobile phone.

To enable this capability for all meetings in your organization, set the EnableDialOutJoinConfirmation  parameter

of the Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings cmdlet to true . To do this, run the following command:

Set up the Call me feature for your users

Teams PowerShell overview

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-meeting-dial-out-confirmation.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinedialinconferencingtenantsettings?view=skype-ps
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NOTENOTE

 Assign an Audio Conferencing license

NOTENOTE

 Enable or disable emails sent to audio conferencing users

It might be easier for you to see all of the audio conferencing settings for Microsoft Teams in one place.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

You can't assign licenses using Teams. You must use the Microsoft 365 admin center. See Assign Microsoft Teams add-on

licenses.

To assign a license for a userTo assign a license for a user

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

1. Sign in to Microsoft 365 with your work or school account.

2. In the left navigation of the Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center , go to UsersUsers  > Active usersActive users , and then select

the user or users from the list of available users.

If you are assigning licenses to up to 20 users at the same time, you can use the Select a viewSelect a view drop-down then

choose one of the options or create your own view. Then click EditEdit , NextNext  twice then select the license and click

SubmitSubmit .

3. In the Action pane under Product licensesProduct licenses , click EditEdit.

4. On the Product L icensesProduct L icenses  page, turn on Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing and then click SaveSave. For more on

licensing, see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

After you assign the license, Microsoft might not appear initially in the list as an audio conferencing provider. If

this happens, either log out of the admin center or press CTRL+F5 to refresh the browser window.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge settingsBridge settings .

3. In the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane, enable or disable Automatically send emails to users if their  dial-inAutomatically send emails to users if their  dial-in

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-the-audio-conferencing-settings-for-my-organization-in-teams.md


 Reset the meeting conference ID

 Reset a conference organizer's PIN

 Send an email with Audio Conferencing information to a user

 Set the phone numbers included on invites

settings changesettings change.

4. Click SaveSave.

Using Windows PowerShellUsing Windows PowerShell

See the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more information.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list of available users.

2. Under Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, click Reset conference IDReset conference ID.

3. In the Reset conference ID?Reset conference ID? window, click ResetReset. A conference ID will be automatically created and an

email sent to the user with the new conference ID if sending email to your users is enabled. It's enabled

by default.

See Reset a conference ID for a user.

Each meeting that a user schedules will get assigned a unique conference ID. Although a conference ID will be

automatically created and assigned to a user, there may be times when a user doesn't want to use this one and

you want to set it to a certain number, or your users can't remember or have lost their conference ID.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list of available users.

2. Under Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, click Reset PINReset PIN, and then click ResetReset.

Users will receive an email with their PIN when they're enabled for audio conferencing or when the PIN is reset.

But if you have disabled automatically sending emails, a PIN reset email won't be sent and you will have to

manually send the PIN to the user. The PIN will only be shown once after it has been reset. After it's displayed

just after being reset, the PIN won't be shown anymore on the user properties; instead, ***** will be shown.

See Reset the Audio Conferencing PIN.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

NOTENOTE

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list of available users.

2. Under Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, click Send conference info in emailSend conference info in email .

When you do this, the audio conferencing PIN isn't sent to the user.

See Send an email to a user with their Audio Conferencing information.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps


 Choose audio conferencing bridge settings

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list of available users.

2. Next to Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, click EditEdit.

3. In the Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing pane, you can set the Toll numberToll number  and, if allowed, the Toll-free numberToll-free number .

4. Click SaveSave.

See Set the phone numbers included on invites.

Set the meeting experience when callers join a meetingSet the meeting experience when callers join a meeting

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

NOTENOTE

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge settingsBridge settings .

3. In the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane, enable or disable Meeting entr y and exit notificationsMeeting entr y and exit notifications .

This is enabled by default. If you disable this option, users who have already joined the meeting by

default won't be notified when someone enters or leaves the meeting.

4. Under Entr y/exit announcement typeEntr y/exit announcement type, choose either TonesTones  or Names or phone numbersNames or phone numbers .

If you choose Names or phone numbersNames or phone numbers , you can also choose to enable or disable Ask callers toAsk callers to

record their  name before joining the meetingrecord their  name before joining the meeting.

By default, external participants can't see the phone numbers of dialed-in participants. If you want to maintain the

privacy of these phone numbers, select TonesTones for Entr y/exit announcement typeEntr y/exit announcement type (this prevents the numbers

from being read out by Teams).

5. Click SaveSave.

See Change the settings for an Audio Conferencing bridge.

Set the PIN length for meetingsSet the PIN length for meetings

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge settingsBridge settings .

3. In the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane, enter the number of digits you want for the PIN in the PIN lengthPIN length list, and

then click SaveSave.

The PIN must be between 4 and 12 digits. The default is 5.

See Change the settings for an Audio Conferencing bridge.

Enable or disable email from being sent to audio usersEnable or disable email from being sent to audio users

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge settingsBridge settings .

3. In the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane, enable or disable Automatically send emails to users if their  audioAutomatically send emails to users if their  audio

conferencing settings changeconferencing settings change.



 See and set the primary (default) and secondary (alternate) languages
on an audio conferencing bridge

 See audio conferencing dial-in numbers

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

4. Click SaveSave.

You can also send email to the user with the audio conferencing settings, by going to the user's audio

conferencing properties and clicking Send conference info in emailSend conference info in email .

If you do this, an email will be sent that only includes conference ID and conference phone number, but

the PIN won't be included.

See Send an email to a user with their Audio Conferencing information.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. Select a phone number from the list and click EditEdit.

3. Choose the languages you want under Default languageDefault language and Alternate languages (optional)Alternate languages (optional) .

4. Click SaveSave.

See Set auto attendant languages for Audio Conferencing.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. Select a phone number from the list and click EditEdit. Here you can:

View the phone numbers that are to be used for Audio Conferencing.

View the location, and the primary language, that will be used by the Audio Conferencing auto

attendant.

See See a list of Audio Conferencing numbers.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using a single point of administration that

can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell, see

these topics:

Why you need to use Microsoft 365 or Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Manage the Audio Conferencing settings for a user

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
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NOTENOTE

 Need some details?

NOTENOTE

 Why is it best for you?

In addition to the standard Audio Conferencing per-user license, Volume and Licensing organizations can also

choose a pay-per-minute offer to enable Audio Conferencing capabilities for their organizations.

You can find out if your country/region is supported for Audio Conferencing.

Because this offer is only available to Volume and Licensing customers, you will need to work with your account

representative to acquire these licenses.

Whereas the Audio Conferencing per-user license offer includes dial-in usage and some dial-out usage, Audio

Conferencing pay-per-minute allows you to pay for all of your Audio Conferencing usage on a per-allows you to pay for all of your Audio Conferencing usage on a per-

minute basis without paying for a per-user monthly licenseminute basis without paying for a per-user monthly license. With this, all dial-in and dial-out calls will

be charged on a per-minute basis, including:

Inbound calls to toll Audio Conferencing numbers of your organization.

Inbound calls to toll-free Audio Conferencing numbers of your organization.

Outbound calls placed to external phone numbers from within a meeting of your organization.

You can find the dial-in and dial-out rates associated to these types of calls by reviewing the Audio Conferencing ratesAudio Conferencing rates

section in Audio Conferencing.

Pay-per-minute requires your organization to have Communications Credits set up. If you want more details, see

Set up Communications Credits for your organization and/or Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

To enable Audio Conferencing pay-per-minute for users in your organization, see Try or purchase Audio

Conferencing in Microsoft Office 365 or Office 365.

Pay per-minute will only be charged on a per-minute basis for each inbound or outbound call placed by

each attendee during a scheduled meeting (rates vary for toll or toll-free call and by destination) instead

of using Skype for Business or Teams application in a mobile device or PC.

Capability to manage cost since admins can control to restrict the types of dial-outs (international and

domestic) that can be done from the meetings of an organizer. See Outbound calling restriction policies

for Audio Conferencing and user PSTN calls

If you have Audio Conferencing pay-per-minute licenses, you don't have to assign Communications

Credits licenses separately to each user specifically for Audio Conferencing usage (you might still need to

assign them for other services).

Control and monitor pay-per minute charges by using Communications Credits.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/audio-conferencing-pay-per-minute.md
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/audio-conferencing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-add-on-licensing/microsoft-teams-add-on-licensing


 Want to find out more about pricing?

 Related topics

More flexibility in pricing for customers who don't need all users on a subscription basis.

Enable Audio Conferencing pay-per-minute along with a monthly subscription of E5 or a standalone

Audio Conferencing subscription, both services will continue to work the same way. Changes will have no

effect on the operations of Audio Conferencing or Communications Credits.

Looking for pr ices?Looking for pr ices? See the following:

Pricing for Audio Conferencing

Pricing for Phone System

Pricing for Calling Plans

Microsoft Teams add-on licensing

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/audio-conferencing
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/voice-calling
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/voice-calling
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 Using the Microsoft Teams admin center

SET T IN GSET T IN G DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Audio conferencingAudio conferencing To turn audio conferencing on or off for the user, click EditEdit
next to Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, and then in the AudioAudio
ConferencingConferencing pane, toggle Audio conferencingAudio conferencing On or
Off.

Send conference info in emailSend conference info in email Click this link only if you want to immediately send an email
to the user with his or her conference ID and phone number.
(This email does not include the PIN.) See Send an email to a
user with their Audio Conferencing information.

Conference IDConference ID Click Reset conference IDReset conference ID if you need to reset the
conference ID for the user. For more information, see Reset a
conference ID for a user.

PINPIN Click Reset PINReset PIN if you need to reset the PIN for the user. For
more information, see Reset the Audio Conferencing PIN.

Default conferencing toll phone numberDefault conferencing toll phone number  (required) These will be numbers that are set on the audio
conferencing bridge. Format the numbers as you want them
to appear in Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams
meeting requests. To change the default toll number, click
EditEdit  next to Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing and in the AudioAudio
ConferencingConferencing pane, select a number under Toll numberToll number .

Invites from this user can include toll-free numberInvites from this user can include toll-free number To change this setting, click EditEdit  next to AudioAudio
ConferencingConferencing and in the Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing pane,
toggle Include toll-free numbers in meeting requestsInclude toll-free numbers in meeting requests
from this userfrom this user  On or Off.

Unauthenticated users can be the first person in theUnauthenticated users can be the first person in the
meetingmeeting

To change this setting, toggle Unauthenticated users canUnauthenticated users can
be the first person in the meetingbe the first person in the meeting On or Off.

Dial-out permissionsDial-out permissions To change this setting, click EditEdit  next to AudioAudio
ConferencingConferencing and in the Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing pane,
choose an option under Dial-out from meetingsDial-out from meetings .

As a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 admin, you can edit the Audio Conferencing settings—such as the provider,

default toll or toll-free number, conference ID, or PIN—for an individual user in your organization. If you want to

edit settings for your organization, see Manage the Audio Conferencing settings for your organization.

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list of available users.

2. Click EditEdit.

3. Under Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, modify any of the following:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-the-audio-conferencing-settings-for-a-user-in-teams.md
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NOTENOTE

 Related topics

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Manage the Audio Conferencing settings for your organization

Audio Conferencing common questions
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NOTENOTE

 Viewing a list of users

 What else should I know?

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

After you have enabled Microsoft Teams users in your organization for Audio Conferencing, you can view the list

of those users who have been enabled.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

In the Microsoft Teams admin center, in the left navigation, click UsersUsers .

When you view the list of users that are enabled, you can select a user from the list to edit the audio

conferencing settings for that user.

When you select a single user, you can view the default phone number assigned to the user and any other

relevant audio conferencing settings.

You can use the search button to search for an individual user in the list.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 by using a single point of administration

that can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell,

see these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/see-a-list-of-users-that-are-enabled-for-audio-conferencing-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
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 Set whether callers should record their name

NOTENOTE

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

When you are setting up Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, you will receive phone numbers

and what is called an audio conferencing bridge. A conferencing bridge can contain one or more phone

numbers that can be a dedicated or shared phone number.

The conferencing bridge answers a call for a user who is dialing in to a meeting using a phone. The conferencing

bridge answers the caller with voice prompts from an auto attendant, and then, depending on their settings, can

play notifications, ask callers to record their name, and set up the PIN security for meeting organizers. PINs are

given to meeting organizers to allow them to start a meeting. However, you can set it up so a PIN isn't required

to start a meeting.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge settingsBridge settings .

3. Enable or disable Meeting entr y and exit notificationsMeeting entr y and exit notifications .

4. If enabling notifications, choose Names or phone numbersNames or phone numbers  under Entr y/exit announcement typeEntr y/exit announcement type,

and then turn on Ask callers to record their  name before joining a meeting.Ask callers to record their  name before joining a meeting.

5. Click SaveSave.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using a single point of administration that

can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell, see

these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/enable-users-to-record-their-name-when-they-join-a-meeting-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
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NOTENOTE

 Resetting the conference ID for a user

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 What else should I know?

 

A dynamic conference ID is included at the bottom of meeting invitations along with the dial-in phone numbers

that can be used by callers to call in to a meeting. When the user dials the phone number, the auto attendant for

the meeting will ask the caller to enter this conference ID so they can attend the meeting.

Conference IDs are generated automatically, will be between 7-9 digits, and are set when you enable Audio Conferencing

for a user. Static conference IDs aren't suppor ted.Static conference IDs aren't suppor ted.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list of available users.

2. Click EditEdit.

3. Under Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing click Reset conference IDReset conference ID.

4. In the Reset conference IDReset conference ID window, click ResetReset. A conference ID will be automatically created and an

email sent to the user with the new conference ID. By default, emails are sent to users, but this can be

turned off.

After you reset the conference ID, an email with the new conference ID will be sent to the user. This email will be sent to

the primary email address, in many cases, their Microsoft 365 or Office 365 mailbox. The email contains the new

conference ID, default dial-in phone number(s) and instructions for updating existing meetings.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

You can send all of the conferencing information to the user in an email that includes the conference ID

and dial-in phone numbers by clicking Send conference info in emailSend conference info in email  for the user in the AudioAudio

ConferencingConferencing section. It doesn't send the PIN.

A 7- 9 digit conference ID is created by the Teams service. You can't change its length.

After it has been reset, you can see the new conference ID listed under Conference IDConference ID.

After a new conference ID is created, the old conference ID can't be used by callers. You should notify

users to reschedule their existing meeting invites to make sure the new conference ID is added to the

invitations.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/reset-a-conference-id-for-a-user-in-teams.md


Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using a single point of administration that

can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell, see

these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Reset the Audio Conferencing PIN

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps&preserve-view=true
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 Reset a user's PIN

NOTENOTE

 Have a user reset their own PIN

NOTENOTE

 What else should you know about PINs?

A PIN is a code made up of numbers that is created for each Microsoft Teams user who is enabled for audio

conferencing. Audio conferencing PINs are used by meeting organizers to identify that they are the meeting

organizer and allow them to start a meeting over the phone. If they use the Microsoft Teams app to start the

meeting, a PIN isn't required. If users forget their PIN and they can't find it in the email that was sent to them

when they were enabled for audio conferencing, an administrator can reset their PIN, or they can reset their own

PIN.

Meetings can be started when an authenticated user joins using the Microsoft Teams app or when the organizer

joins with their PIN over the phone. When a meeting requires a PIN to start, users who join over the phone will

be placed in the lobby and will listen to music on hold until the organizer admits them. If the organizer of a

meeting doesn't require a PIN to start the meeting over the phone, then callers won't be asked to provide a PIN

when they join the meeting.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list of available users.

2. Click EditEdit.

3. Under Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, click Reset PINReset PIN.

4. Click ResetReset.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

1. Have the user go to https://dialin.teams.microsoft.com/usp.

2. Click Reset PINReset PIN.

For GCCH go to: https://dialin.cpc.gov.teams.microsoft.us/usp. For DoD go to:

https://dialin.cpc.dod.teams.microsoft.us/usp.

For security purposes, the PIN is only shown to an administrator one time, when the PIN is reset. After the

PIN is reset by an administrator, the PIN will be listed as ***********.

Automatically sending emails to users is enabled by default, and users will receive an email with their PIN

when they're enabled for audio conferencing or when the PIN is reset. But if you have disabled

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/reset-the-audio-conferencing-pin-in-teams.md
https://dialin.teams.microsoft.com/usp
https://dialin.cpc.gov.teams.microsoft.us/usp
https://dialin.cpc.dod.teams.microsoft.us/usp


 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

automatically sending emails, a PIN reset email won't be sent to a user and you will have to manually

send the PIN information to the user.

When a meeting starts, the organizer needs to admit all PSTN users in the lobby to join the meeting. For

example, if two PSTN participants try to join a meeting before it has started, they will be put in the lobby

and will listen to music on hold, and when the meeting organizer joins using their PIN via phone, the

meeting will start and the organizer can use the in-meeting command (press *21) to admit all PSTN users

in the lobby.

The default setting is to not allow a meeting to be started by anonymous callers.

When you enable a user for audio conferencing, by default they are sent emails that include conferencing

information and their PIN. The user must have a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 mailbox, because when a

PIN is reset, a new PIN will be sent to the user in email to their primary SMTP address (alias) that is set

for the user.

When you set up audio conferencing, you set the digits that are required for the PINs in your

organization. PINs can be from 4 to 12 digits - the default is 5. If you change the PIN length setting, the

setting is only applied on newly generated PINs and isn't applied to the PIN setting for existing users that

are enabled for audio conferencing. See Set the length of the PIN for Audio Conferencing meetings.

The email by default will be set to the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 primary SMTP address of the user. You

can send an email to a non-Microsoft 365 or non-Office 365 address such as a Hotmail or MSN email

address. You can override the default email address by using Windows PowerShell. This is useful if the

users don't have an Exchange mailbox in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 by using a single point of administration

that can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell,

see these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Reset a conference ID for a user

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
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Emails will be automatically sent to users who are enabled for Audio Conferencing using Microsoft as the audio

conferencing provider.

By default, there are four types of email that will be sent to your users who are enabled for Audio Conferencing.

However, if you want to limit the number of emails sent to users, you can turn it off. Audio Conferencing in

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 will send email to your users' email when:

NOTENOTE

An Audio Conferencing license is assigned to them or when you are changing the audioAn Audio Conferencing license is assigned to them or when you are changing the audio

conferencing provider to Microsoft.conferencing provider to Microsoft.

This email includes the conference ID, the default conference phone number for the meetings, the audio

conferencing PIN for the user, and the instructions and link to use the Skype for Business Online Meeting

Update Tool that is used to update existing meetings for the user. See Assign Microsoft Teams add-on

licenses or Assign Microsoft as the audio conferencing provider.

If your organization has been enabled for dynamic conference IDs, all of a user's meetings that they schedule will

have unique conference IDs. You can set up Audio Conferencing dynamic IDs in your organization.

Here is an example of this email:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/emails-sent-to-users-when-their-settings-change-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/assign-microsoft-as-the-audio-conferencing-provider
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/reset-a-conference-id-for-a-user


To find out more about licensing, see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

The conference ID or default conference phone number of a user changes.The conference ID or default conference phone number of a user changes.

This email contains the conference ID, default conference phone number, and the instructions and link to

use the Skype for Business Online Meeting Update Tool that is used to update existing meetings for the

user. But this email doesn't include the user's audio conferencing PIN. See Reset a conference ID for a

user.

Here is an example of this email:

The audio conferencing PIN of a user is reset.The audio conferencing PIN of a user is reset.

This email contains the organizer's audio conferencing PIN, the existing conference ID, and default

conference phone number for the user. See Reset the Audio Conferencing PIN.

Here is an example of this email:



NOTENOTE

 Make changes to the email messages that are sent to them

A user 's license is removed or when audio conferencing provider changes from Microsoft toA user 's license is removed or when audio conferencing provider changes from Microsoft to

other provider or None.other provider or None.

This happens when the Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing license is removed from a user or when setting the audio

conferencing provider to NoneNone.

See Assign or remove licenses for Microsoft 365 for business.

Here is an example of this email:

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

You can make changes to the email that is automatically sent to users. By default, the sender of the emails will be

from Microsoft 365 or Office 365, but you can change the display name using Windows PowerShell. See the

https://support.office.com/article/997596b5-4173-4627-b915-36abac6786dc


 What if you don't want email to be sent to them?

NOTENOTE

Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings -AutomaticallySendEmailsToUsers $true|$false

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more information.

When you disable sending emails to users, email won't be sent even when a user gets assigned a license. In this

case, the conference ID, default conferencing phone number, and, more importantly, their audio conferencing

PIN won't be sent to the user. When this happens, you must tell the user by sending them a separate email or by

calling them.

By default, emails will be sent to your users, but if you want to prevent them from receiving email for audio

conferencing, you can use Microsoft Teams or Windows PowerShell.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge settingsBridge settings .

3. In the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane, enable or disable Automatically send emails to users if their  dial-inAutomatically send emails to users if their  dial-in

settings changesettings change.

4. Click SaveSave.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using Windows PowerShellUsing Windows PowerShell

You can also use the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module and run:

You can use the Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings to manage other settings for your organization,

including email.

See the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more information.

By default, the sender of the emails will be from Microsoft 365 or Office 365, but you can change the email

address and display name using Windows PowerShell.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using a single point of administration that

can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell, see

these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinedialinconferencingtenantsettings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps


Enable or disable sending emails when Audio Conferencing settings change

Send an email to a user with their Audio Conferencing information
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 When are emails being sent to your users?

Users are automatically notified by email when they are enabled for Audio Conferencing. There may be times,

however, when you want to reduce the number of emails that are sent to Microsoft Teams users. In such cases,

you can disable sending email.

If you disable sending emails, Audio Conferencing emails won't be sent to your users, including emails for when

users are enabled or disabled for audio conferencing, when their PIN is reset, and when the conference ID and

the default conferencing phone number changes.

Here is an example of the email that is sent to users when they are enabled for Audio Conferencing:

There are several emails that are sent to users in your organization after they are enabled for audio

conferencing:

When an Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing license is assigned to them.

When you manually reset the user's audio conferencing PIN.

When you manually reset the user's conference ID.

When the Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing license is removed from them.

When the audio conferencing provider of a user is changed from Microsoft to another provider or

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/enable-or-disable-sending-emails-when-their-settings-change-in-teams.md


 Enable or disable email from being sent to users

NOTENOTE

Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings -AutomaticallySendEmailsToUsers $true|$false

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

NoneNone.

When the audio conferencing provider of a user is changed to Microsoft.

You can use Microsoft Teams or Windows PowerShell to enable or disable email sent to users.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge settingsBridge settings .

3. In the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane, enable or disable Automatically send emails to users if their  dial-inAutomatically send emails to users if their  dial-in

settings changesettings change.

4. Click SaveSave.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using Windows PowerShellUsing Windows PowerShell

You can also use the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module and run:

You can use the Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings to manage other settings for your organization,

including email.

See the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more information.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using a single point of administration that

can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell, see

these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Emails sent to users when their Audio Conferencing settings change

Send an email to a user with their Audio Conferencing information

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinedialinconferencingtenantsettings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
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 Disabling toll-free numbers for specific users

NOTENOTE

If your organization has toll-free numbers in its Microsoft Audio Conferencing Bridge, you can allow or prevent

their usage in the meetings of specific organizers.

By default, all users in your organization are enabled for using toll-free numbers, meaning that those numbers,

if available, can be used by participants to join their meetings. If this is not the desired behavior for some users

in your organization, you can restrict specific users from using those numbers in their meetings via a toll-free

number enablement control.

When toll-free numbers are disabled for a given organizer :

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

A toll-free number will no longer be included in his or her meeting invites.

Toll-free numbers will no longer be listed on the "Find a local number" page that is referenced in his or

her meeting invites.

Participants won't be able to join the meeting of the given organizer if they dial any toll-free number of

the organization.

All meetings of the organizer will be automatically rescheduled, and the toll-free number will be removed

from them.

This will resend all of the email invites of the organizer to all the participants of those meetings.

Participants can continue joining meetings of the organizer using toll numbers.

From the Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center :

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list of available users.

2. Next to Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, click EditEdit.

3. Set Include toll-free numbers in meeting requests from this userInclude toll-free numbers in meeting requests from this user  to OffOff .

4. Click Save.Save.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

See the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more information.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/disabling-toll-free-numbers-for-specific-teams-users.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
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Audio Conferencing PSTN calls Restricts the type of outbound 
calls that are allowed from within 
meetings organized by a user.

Any destination (default)
In the same country or region as the
organizer 
Zone A countries or regions only 
Don't allow

End-user PSTN calls Restricts the type of calls 
that can be made by a user.

International and Domestic (default)
Domestic
None

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Restrict audio conferencing outbound calls

As an administrator, you can use outbound call controls to restrict the type of audio conferencing and end-user

Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) calls that can be made by users in your organization.

Outbound call controls can be applied on a per-user basis or on a tenant basis and provide the following two

controls to independently restrict each type of outbound calls. By default, both controls are set to allow

international and domestic outbound calls.

To find out which countries and regions are considered Zone A, see Country and region zones for Audio

Conferencing.

A call is considered domestic if the number dialed is in the same country where Microsoft 365 or Office 365 has been set

up for the organizer of the meeting (in the case of audio conferencing), or the end user (in the case of end user PSTN

calls).

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, select UsersUsers , and then select the display name of the user from the list of available

users.

2. Next to Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, select EditEdit.

3. Under Dial-out from meetingsDial-out from meetings , select the dial-out restriction option you want.

4. Select SaveSave.

Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/outbound-calling-restriction-policies.md


Grant-CsDialoutPolicy -Identity <username> -PolicyName <policy name>    

Grant-CsDialoutPolicy -PolicyName <policy name> -Global 

P O W ERSH EL L  C M DL ETP O W ERSH EL L  C M DL ET DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Identity='tag:DialoutCPCandPSTNInternational' User in the conference can dial out to international and
domestic numbers, and this user can also make outbound
calls to international and domestic numbers.

Identity='tag:DialoutCPCDomesticPSTNInternational' User in the conference can only dial out to domestic
numbers, and this user can make outbound calls to
international and domestic numbers.

Identity='tag:DialoutCPCDisabledPSTNInternational' User in the conference can't dial out. This user can make
outbound calls to international and domestic numbers.

Identity='tag:DialoutCPCInternationalPSTNDomestic' User in the conference can dial out to international and
domestic numbers, and this user can only make outbound
calls to domestic PSTN number.

Identity='tag:DialoutCPCInternationalPSTNDisabled' User in the conference can dial out to international and
domestic numbers, and this user cannot make any
outbound calls to PSTN number besides emergency
numbers.

Identity='tag:DialoutCPCandPSTNDomestic' User in the conference can only dial out to domestic
numbers, and this user can only make outbound call to
domestic PSTN numbers.

Identity='tag:DialoutCPCDomesticPSTNDisabled' User in the conference can only dial out to domestic
numbers, and this user cannot make any outbound calls to
PSTN number besides emergency numbers.

Identity='tag:DialoutCPCDisabledPSTNDomestic' User in the conference can't dial out, and this user can only
make outbound call to domestic PSTN numbers.

Outbound call restrictions are controlled by a single policy called OnlineDialOutPolicy, which has a restriction

attribute for each. The policy cannot be customized, rather there are pre-defined policy instances for each

combination of the settings.

You can use the Get-CSOnlineDialOutPolicy cmdlet to view the outbound calling policies and use the following

command for the setup.

Set the policy on a per-user level with the following cmdletSet the policy on a per-user level with the following cmdlet. (The Grant cmdlet doesn't contain the word

"Online" as the Get cmdlet does.)

Set the policy on the tenant level with the following cmdletSet the policy on the tenant level with the following cmdlet.

All users of the tenant who don't have any dialout policy assigned will get this policy. Other users remain with

their current policy.

The following table provides an overview of each policy.



Identity='tag:DialoutCPCandPSTNDisabled' User in the conference can't dial out, and this user can't
make any outbound calls to PSTN number besides
emergency numbers.

Identity='tag:DialoutCPCZoneAPSTNInternational' User in the conference can only dial out to Zone A countries
and regions, and this user can make outbound calls to
international and domestic numbers.

Identity='tag:DialoutCPCZoneAPSTNDomestic' User in the conference can only dial out to Zone A countries
and regions, and this user can only make outbound calls to
domestic PSTN number.

Identity='tag:DialoutCPCZoneAPSTNDisabled' User in the conference can only dial out to Zone A countries
and regions, and this user can't make any outbound calls to
PSTN number besides emergency numbers.

P O W ERSH EL L  C M DL ETP O W ERSH EL L  C M DL ET DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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NOTENOTE

 View and reset conference IDs
  To view the conference IDTo view the conference ID

  To reset the conference IDTo reset the conference ID

A conferencing ID is automatically assigned to a Microsoft Teams user when they are set up for Audio

Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and use Microsoft as the audio conferencing provider. The

conference ID assigned is sent in the meeting invite when the meeting is scheduled. Each meeting that a user

schedules will get assigned a unique conference ID.

Although a conference ID will be automatically created and assigned to a user, there may be times when a user

doesn't want to use this one and you want to set it to a certain number, or when your users can't remember or

have lost their conference ID. You can use Microsoft Teams admin center or Windows PowerShell to view,

change, and reset their conference ID.

An email will be sent to the user with the conference ID and the default audio conferencing phone numbers, or if

you reset the conference ID a different email will be sent that will include the conference ID but not a PIN. See

Reset a conference ID for a user in Microsoft Teams for more information about how to reset a conference

organizer's PIN.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

TIPTIP

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list of available users.

2. At the top of the page, click EditEdit.

3. Under Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, look under Conference IDConference ID.

You can send all of the conferencing information to the user in an email that includes the conference ID and audio

phone numbers by clicking the Send conference info in emailSend conference info in email link.

Using Windows PowerShellUsing Windows PowerShell

See the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more information.

You can reset a conference ID for a user if, for example, they forget it.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list of available users.

2. At the top of the page, click EditEdit.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/see-change-and-reset-a-conference-id-assigned-to-a-user-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps


 What else should you know?

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

3. Under Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, click Reset conference IDReset conference ID.

4. In the Reset conference IDReset conference ID window, click ResetReset. A conference ID will be automatically created and an

email sent to the user with the new conference ID.

Using Windows PowerShellUsing Windows PowerShell

See the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more information.

After a new conference ID is created or one is reset, the old conference ID can't be used by callers. You should notify users

to reschedule their existing meeting invites to make sure the new conference ID is added to the invitations.

The conference ID must meet the length in digits set on the audio conferencing bridge. You can't use

alphabetic or special characters in conference IDs; only numbers can be used.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 by using a single point of administration

that can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell,

see these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
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NOTENOTE

 Send an email with audio conferencing information to a user
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

 What else should you know about this email?

Sometimes Microsoft Teams users may need you to send them their Audio Conferencing information. You can

do this by clicking Send conference info via emailSend conference info via email  under the properties for a user. When you send this email,

it will contain all of the audio conferencing information, including:

The conference phone or dial-in phone number for the user.

The user's conference ID.

Here is an example of the email that is sent:

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , and then select the user from the list of available users.

2. At the top of the page, click EditEdit.

3. Under Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, click Send conference info in emailSend conference info in email .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/send-an-email-to-a-user-with-their-dial-in-information-in-teams.md


 Related topics

There are several emails that are sent to users in your organization after they are enabled for audio

conferencing:

When an Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing license is assigned to them.

When you manually reset the user's audio conferencing PIN.

When you manually reset the user's conference ID.

When an Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing license is removed from them.

When the audio conferencing provider for a user is changed from Microsoft to another provider or

NoneNone.

When the audio conferencing provider for a user is changed to Microsoft.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
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NOTENOTE

 Supported countries and regions

 Allow users to dial in

 Want to know more about audio conferencing?

As the meeting organizer, you can dial out using the Teams app to let other people join the same meeting using

their phones.

When you dial out to someone, we recommend that you do so using their full phone numbers (including the

country/region code - E.164 format).

Please note that:

You can dial out only if you join a meeting using Teams.

The meeting organizer, has been enabled for audio conferencing, OR, in the case no audio conferencing

license is assigned, is allowed to make calls to the public switched telephone network via online calling plans

or direct routing.

The meeting organizer is Granted an online dial out policy that enables dial out from conferencing enabled

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Here's how to get dial out to work:

Step 1:Step 1: In the meeting, use the Add peopleAdd people  option to dial out to a phone number. Step 2:Step 2: Enter the full

phone number, including the country/region code in the Invite someone or dial a numberInvite someone or dial a number  box.

Dial-out is only available to some countries/regions. For complete list, see Country and region availability for

Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans.

If you are looking for instructions on how to let your users dial in to a Teams meeting, please see Phone

numbers for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing

Microsoft Teams add-on licensing

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/dialing-out-from-a-teams-meeting-so-other-people-can-join-it.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csdialoutpolicy?view=skype-ps
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NOTENOTE

 Setting meeting join options

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell

When you are setting up Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, you will get an audio conferencing

bridge. A conferencing bridge can contain one or more phone numbers that people will use to call in to a

Microsoft Teams meeting.

The conferencing bridge answers a call for a user who is dialing in to a meeting using a phone. The conferencing

bridge answers the caller with voice prompts from a conferencing auto attendant, and then, depending on your

settings, can play notifications, ask callers to record their name, and set up the PIN security. A PIN is given to a

Microsoft Teams meeting organizer, and it allows them to start a meeting if they can't start the meeting using

the Microsoft Teams app. You can, however, set it so that a PIN isn't required to start a meeting.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

You must be a Teams service admin to make these changes. See Use Teams administrator roles to manage

Teams to read about getting admin roles and permissions.

NOTENOTE

1. Log in to the admin center.

2. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

3. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge SettingsBridge Settings .

4. In the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane, enable or disable Meeting entr y and exit notificationsMeeting entr y and exit notifications . This is selected

by default. If you clear it, users who have already joined the meeting won't be notified when someone

enters or leaves the meeting.

5. Under Entr y/exit announcement typeEntr y/exit announcement type, select Names or phone numbersNames or phone numbers  or TonesTones .

By default, external participants can't see the phone numbers of dialed-in participants. If you want to maintain the

privacy of these phone numbers, select TonesTones for Entr y/exit announcement typeEntr y/exit announcement type (this prevents the numbers

from being read out by Teams).

6. If you chose Names or phone numbersNames or phone numbers , enable or disable Ask callers to record their  name beforeAsk callers to record their  name before

joining the meetingjoining the meeting.

7. Click SaveSave.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/turn-on-or-off-entry-and-exit-announcements-for-meetings-in-teams.md


 Related topics

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using a single point of administration that

can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell, see

these topics:

Why you need to use Microsoft 365 or Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Audio Conferencing common questions

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
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NOTENOTE

 Setting the PIN length

NOTENOTE

 Want to know more about PIN settings?

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

When you are setting up audio conferencing for Microsoft Teams, you will get an audio conferencing bridge. A

conferencing bridge can contain one or more phone numbers. The phone number you set will be included on

the meeting invites for the Microsoft Teams app.

The audio conferencing bridge answers a call for people who are dialing in to a meeting using a phone. It

answers the caller with voice prompts from an auto attendant and then, depending on your settings, can play

notifications and ask callers to record their name. Microsoft br idge settingsMicrosoft br idge settings  allow you to change the settings

for meeting notifications and the meeting join experience, and set the length of the PINs that are used by

meeting organizers. Meeting organizers use PINs to start meetings if they can't join the meeting using the

Microsoft Teams app.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference Br idgesConference Br idges .

2. At the top of the Conference Br idgesConference Br idges  page, click Br idge SettingsBridge Settings .

3. In the Br idge settingsBridge settings  pane, under PIN lengthPIN length, select the number of digits you want for the PIN.

4. Click SaveSave.

A PIN is different from a conference ID. Conference IDs are used by callers when they join the meeting. They are used to

identify the meeting. The PIN is used to authenticate a caller as the meeting organizer.

PINs can be from 4 to 12 digits; the default is 5. Numbers are only used when creating PINs. Letters and

special characters aren't used.

A PIN is only required for the meeting organizer when a Microsoft Teams user hasn't already started the

meeting. If everyone is dialing in to the meeting, then the PIN is required for the meeting organizer to

start the meeting.

PIN security settings are applied to all of the phone numbers that are associated with a Microsoft bridge.

They will be applied to all meetings that use the phone numbers associated with a given bridge.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-the-pin-length-for-audio-conferencing-meetings-in-teams.md


 Related topics

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 by using a single point of administration

that can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell,

see these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Initial assignment of phone numbers that are included in the meeting
invites for new users

 Set or change the default audio conferencing phone number for a
meeting organizer or user

Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 and Office 365 enables users in your organization to create Microsoft

Teams meetings, and then allow users to dial in to those meetings using a phone.

A conferencing bridge gives you a set of dial-in phone numbers for your organization. All of them can be used

to join the meetings that a meeting organizer has created, but you can select which ones will be included on

their meeting invites.

There can be a maximum of one toll and one toll-free phone number on the meeting invite for a meeting organizer, but

there is also a link located at the bottom of each meeting invite that opens the full list of all dial-in phone numbers that

can be used to join a meeting.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

The phone numbers that get included in the meeting invites of users enabled for Audio Conferencing are

defined by the default conferencing toll phone number and the default conferencing toll-free phone number

user's settings. Each setting specifies which toll and toll-free number will be included in the meeting invite of a

given user. As noted above, each meeting invite contains one toll number, one optional toll-free number and a

link that opens the full list of all dial-in phone numbers that can be used to join a given meeting.

For a new user, the default conferencing toll numbers is assigned based on the Usage Location that is set in the

Microsoft 365 administration center of the user when the user is enabled for the Audio Conferencing service. If

there is a toll number in the conference bridge that matches the country of the user, that number will be

automatically assigned as the default toll number of the user. If there isn't one, the number that is defined as the

default toll number of the conference bridge will be assigned as the default toll number of the user.

Once the user is enabled for the Audio Conferencing service, the default toll and toll-free phone numbers of the

user can be changed by the tenant administrator from their initial values at any moment.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

You must be a Teams service admin to make these changes. See Use Teams administrator roles to manage

Teams to read about getting admin roles and permissions.

1. Log in to the Microsoft Teams admin center.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-the-phone-numbers-included-on-invites-in-teams.md


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Want to use Windows PowerShell

2. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers .

3. Click the user name from the list of available users.

4. Next to Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, click EditEdit.

5. Use the Toll numberToll number  or Toll-free numberToll-free number  fields to enter the numbers for the user.

When you change a user's audio conferencing settings, recurring and future Microsoft Teams meetings must be updated

and sent to attendees.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 by using a single point of administration

that can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell,

see these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

To set or change the default audio conferencing phone number for a meeting organizer or user using Microsoft

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps


 Related topics

Teams PowerShell, set the ServiceNumber  or TollFreeServiceNumber  parameters of the Set-

CsOnlineDialInConferencingUser cmdlet to one of the available numbers.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Change the phone numbers on your Audio Conferencing bridge

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinedialinconferencinguser?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
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NOTENOTE

 Enable or disable anonymous callers from joining a meeting

 What else should you know?

It might be frustrating for users who dial in to a meeting to be held in the meeting's lobby listening to music

because the Microsoft Teams meeting organizer hasn't started the meeting.

If a meeting organizer calls in to the meeting, by default, a PIN is required to start a meeting. You can set it up so

that anyone can dial in to a meeting and not be prompted for a PIN to start the meeting. You can use the admin

center to enable or disable this setting for a single user.

A PIN isn't required for the meeting organizer if someone has started the meeting from the Microsoft Teams

app. A PIN is only required when a meeting organizer joins their meeting over a phone. The PIN for meetings is

sent to the audio user when they are assigned the Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing license and are enabled for Audio

Conferencing. See Send an email to a user with their Audio Conferencing information and Emails that are

automatically sent to users when their Audio Conferencing settings change.

We are frequently updating how you can manage features, so the steps here might be a little different from what you see.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers .

2. Select a user in the list, and then click EditEdit at the top of the page.

3. Next to Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing, click EditEdit.

4. In the Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing pane, enable or disable Dial-in callers can be the first person in aDial-in callers can be the first person in a

meetingmeeting.

5. Click ApplyApply .

Using Windows PowerShellUsing Windows PowerShell

See the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more information.

If you want to reset the PIN, see Reset the Audio Conferencing PIN.

If anonymous access, or not requiring a PIN to start a meeting, is disabled:

If the meeting hasn't started (there's no one in the meeting yet): A caller will be prompted if he's

the organizer ; if he says yes, he'll be prompted for his PIN, and after he inputs the PIN, the meeting

will start and the user will join the meeting.

If the meeting already started (someone else is already in the meeting): A caller won't be prompted

if he's the organizer and he'll never be prompted for the PIN; the meeting is already started, and

the caller will join it.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/start-an-audio-conference-over-the-phone-without-a-pin-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps


 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

If anonymous access, or not requiring a PIN to start a meeting, is enabled:

If the meeting hasn't started (there's no one in the meeting yet): A caller won't be prompted if she's

the organizer, and she'll never be prompted for the PIN. Because the setting of the organizer is set

to off, the meeting will start and the anonymous callers will join the meeting.

If the meeting already started (someone else is already in the meeting): A caller won't be prompted

if she's the organizer, and she'll never be prompted for the PIN; the meeting is already started, and

the caller will join it.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 by using a single point of administration

that can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with Windows PowerShell,

see these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

For more information about Windows PowerShell, see the Microsoft Teams PowerShell reference for more

information.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
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 Use Microsoft PowerShell to set phone-number masking

Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings -MaskPstnNumbersType "MaskedForExternalUsers"

Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings -MaskPstnNumbersType "MaskedForAllUsers"

Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings -MaskPstnNumbersType "NoMasking"

For added privacy, the phone numbers of participants who dial in to a Teams meeting using audio conferencing

are fully displayed to the internal participants. The numbers are masked from the participants outside of your

organization. This setting is the default for all organizations. The masked number is displayed as shown in the

following image:

For specific industry use cases, admins have the ability to choose how the audio conferencing participants'

phone numbers appear in meetings that are organized in their tenant. The admins can choose from three

options:

Phone numbers are masked only from external participants. The participants who belong to the meeting

organizer's tenant still see the full phone number.

Phone numbers are masked from everyone in the meeting except the organizer.

Phone numbers are unmasked, which makes them visible to everyone in the meeting.

This setting is applied to all the surfaces in the meeting where phone numbers are exposed.

To change the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) masking setting, set the MaskPstnNumbersType

parameter of the Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingTenantSettings cmdlet to one of the available options.

To mask phone numbers only from external participants, run the following command:

To mask phone numbers from all participants in the meeting (except the organizer), run the following command:

To disable phone number masking, run the following command:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/ptsn-mask-phone-numbers.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinedialinconferencingtenantsettings?view=skype-ps
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 Select your country or region to see what's available for your
organization

NOTENOTE

 Want to learn more about these services
  Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Using the Call Me feature or when adding other people to a meeting so they can join itUsing the Call Me feature or when adding other people to a meeting so they can join it

You can select a country or region to see what cloud voice features are available to your organization.

If you're looking for a spreadsheet with all countr ies and regions, download and save the If you're looking for a spreadsheet with all countr ies and regions, download and save the CloudCloud

voice feature countr y/region availability spreadsheetvoice feature countr y/region availability spreadsheet.

After you've verified if one of the Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams services are available, you can see

Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams add-on licensing to help you buy licenses and assign them to your

users.

If you need to get more telephone numbers for your users, see Getting phone numbers for your users or, for phone

number request forms, Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Sometimes people in your organization will need to use a phone to call in to a meeting. Skype for Business and

Microsoft Teams includes the Audio Conferencing feature for just this situation! People can call in to meetings

using a phone instead of using the Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams apps on a mobile device or PC.

When you've decided that you want Audio Conferencing for your organization, buy one Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing

license for each person in your organization who is going to schedule/host an audio meeting.

With Audio Conferencing, there are toll and toll free phone numbers that can be used by your users to dial in to

meetings. Toll numbers from the following countries or regions are automatically assigned as shared audio

conferencing numbers to organizations when they're enabled for Audio Conferencing. Dedicated toll and toll

free numbers can be assigned to your organization from additional cities.

There isn't a resource that contains a listing of all of the dial-in numbers for Audio Conferencing. To find out if there are

dial-in phone numbers available in your area or country/region, go to Skype for Business admin centerSkype for Business admin center  > VoiceVoice >

Phone NumbersPhone Numbers , click AddAdd, and then click New Ser vice NumbersNew Ser vice Numbers . Use the lists for Countr y/RegionCountr y/Region, State/RegionState/Region,

and CityCity  to filter your search. If you are looking for toll free service numbers, select toll freetoll free from the State/RegionState/Region list.

To see more about Audio Conferencing, see Audio Conferencing common questions

Pricing for Audio Conferencing

In Audio Conferencing, the "Call Me" feature is used to let other people join a dial-in meeting. Use the drop-

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/b/6/db6992c5-ec9a-4b02-8742-59df17dd90a7/country-and-region-availability-(v-19OCT2021)-(en-us).xlsx
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=799762


C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

  Phone SystemPhone System

NOTENOTE

  Calling PlansCalling Plans

NOTENOTE

  Toll and toll free phone numbers for servicesToll and toll free phone numbers for services

down list in this article to search for the country/region and see if this feature is available.

Dialing out to toll free or free phone numbers may not be possible, because some toll free numbers only

function from within a certain country or area within a country. For example, if you dial out from the United

States to a toll free number in Brazil, the call may not be successful because the call didn't originate from within

Brazil or from a specific region within Brazil. The ability to dial out to toll free numbers varies widely depending

on the restrictions of the toll free number dialed. Unfortunately, we can't control this behavior, and as a result,

your experience may vary depending on the toll free number dialed and the restrictions of the toll free number.

Dialing out from a meeting to another country/region in the world that isn't listed below is available using

Communication Credits. For those users, you'll need to Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

With Phone System, you create auto attendants and call queues (with a toll or toll free number) to answer

incoming calls for your organization. When you add a Calling Plan for users, they can use Skype for Business to

take care of basic call-control tasks, such as placing and receiving calls, transferring calls, and muting and

unmuting calls. Phone SystemPhone System users click a name in their address book, and Skype for Business will place a call

to that person. To place and receive calls, Phone SystemPhone System users use their mobile devices, a headset with a laptop

or PC, or one of many IP phones that work with Skype for Business.

The availability of toll phone numbers from some of these locations might vary at any given time depending on

inventory levels. In addition to getting phone numbers for individual users, it's also possible to search and

acquire toll or toll free phone numbers for services such as Audio Conferencing (for conference bridges), auto

attendants and call queues. These are called service numbers. See Getting service phone numbers to get phone

numbers. But for your users, after you assign a Calling Plan to them, you can assign a user phone number so

they can make and receive phone calls. To find those phone numbers, go to Getting phone numbers for your

users. You can also see Assign, change, or remove a phone number for a user.

Pricing for Phone System

The availability of toll phone numbers from some of these locations might vary at any given time depending on inventory

levels.

Use the drop-down list at the top of the page to search for a country or region and what services are available.

Along with Phone System, a Calling Plans let users make and receive phone calls. You first get a user

(subscriber) phone number (not a service number) to assign to the user, and then assign a Calling Plan. There

are two types of Calling Plans available: DomesticDomestic and Domestic and InternationalDomestic and International . See Phone System and

Calling Plans for more details.

You can also see Phone System and Calling Plans licensing for licensing information.

The country/region is based on the location of the user's license in the Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center  > Active UsersActive Users

and notnot  the billing address listed under the Organization ProfileOrganization Profile in the Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center .

In addition to getting phone numbers for individual users, it's also possible to search and acquire toll or toll free

phone numbers for services such as Audio Conferencing (for conference bridges), auto attendants, and call

queues. These are called service numbers.

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/voice-calling?#office-StandaloneSKU-pkdogb9


  Communications CreditsCommunications Credits

 Related topics

The following is a list of capitals and major cities from where you can get toll service numbers to use with Audio

Conferencing and Calling Plans. You get toll service numbers from these locations using the Skype forSkype for

Business admin centerBusiness admin center .

If you want to get a toll or toll free service number, you can see Getting service phone numbers. If you already

have a toll or toll free service number that you want to transfer from a different provider, see Manage phone

numbers for your organization.

Use the drop-down list at the top of the page to search for a country or region and what services are available.

We recommend that you set up Communications Credits for your Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans users

that need the ability to dial out to any destinationany destination. Many countries/regions are included, but some destinations

might not be included in your Calling Plan or Audio Conferencing subscriptions.

If you don't set up Communications Credits and assign a license to users, and you run out of minutes for your

organization (depending on your Calling Plan or Audio Conferencing plan or your country/region), they won't

be able to make calls or dial out from meetings. You can find out more information including recommended

funding amounts by reading What are Communications Credits?

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Currently supported languages

L A N GUA GEL A N GUA GE C O UN T RY / REGIO NC O UN T RY / REGIO N C ULT URE IDC ULT URE ID

Arabic Saudi Arabia ar-SA 

Bulgarian Bulgaria bg-BG 

Cantonese Hong Kong zh-HK 

Chinese (Simplified) China zh-CN 

Chinese (Traditional) Taiwan zh-TW 

Croatian Croatia hr-HR 

Czech Czech Republic cs-CZ 

Danish Denmark da-DK 

Dutch Netherlands nl-NL 

English Australia en-AU 

English United Kingdom en-GB 

English United States en-US 

Estonian Estonia et-EE 

Filipino Philippines fil-PH 

Finnish Finland fi-FL 

French Canada fr-CA 

French France fr-FR 

When you are setting up and configuring Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, you can select the

primary and secondary (up to 4) languages that are used when callers dial in to a Skype for Business or

Microsoft Teams meeting. Here is the list of supported languages for Audio Conferencing:

Primary and secondary languages can be changed only on dedicated Audio Conferencing phone numbers.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/audio-conferencing-supported-languages.md


German Germany de-DE 

Georgian Georgia ka-GE 

Greek Greece el-GR 

Hebrew Israel he-IL 

Hindi India hi-IN 

Hungarian Hungary hu-HU 

Indonesian Indonesia id-ID 

Italian Italy it-IT 

Japanese Japan ja-JP 

Korean Korea ko-KR 

Latvian Latvia lv-LV 

Lithuanian Lithuania lt-LT 

Malay Malaysia ms-MY 

Norwegian (Bokmal) Norway nb-NO 

Polish Poland pl-PL 

Portuguese Brazil pt-BR 

Portuguese Portugal pt-PT 

Romanian Romania ro-RO 

Russian Russia ru-RU 

Slovak Slovakia sk-SK 

Slovenian Slovenia sk-SK 

Spanish Mexico es-MX 

Spanish Spain es-ES 

Swedish Sweden sv-SE 

Thai Thailand th-TH 

L A N GUA GEL A N GUA GE C O UN T RY / REGIO NC O UN T RY / REGIO N C ULT URE IDC ULT URE ID



Turkish Turkey tr-TR 

Ukrainian Ukraine uk-UA 

L A N GUA GEL A N GUA GE C O UN T RY / REGIO NC O UN T RY / REGIO N C ULT URE IDC ULT URE ID

 Want to know how to manage with Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

If you are looking for countries or regions where you can purchase Audio Conferencing, see Country and region

availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans.

If you are looking for specific countries or regions that have phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, see Phone

numbers for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams or Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in Skype for

Business Online.

To save time or automate this, you can use the Get-CsOnlineDialInConferencingLanguagesSupported or

Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingServiceNumber cmdlets.

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 by using a single point of

administration that can simplify your daily work when you have multiple tasks to do. To get started with

Windows PowerShell, see these topics:

Why you need to use Office 365 PowerShell

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Windows PowerShell

Windows PowerShell has many advantages in speed, simplicity, and productivity over only using the

Microsoft 365 admin center, such as when you are making settings changes for many users at one time.

Learn about these advantages in the following topics:

NOTENOTE

An introduction to Windows PowerShell and Skype for Business Online

Using Windows PowerShell to manage Skype for Business Online

Using Windows PowerShell to do common Skype for Business Online management tasks

The Windows PowerShell module for Skype for Business Online enables you to create a remote Windows

PowerShell session that connects to Skype for Business Online. This module, which is supported only on

64-bit computers, can be downloaded from the Microsoft Download Center at Windows PowerShell

Module for Skype for Business Online.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/phone-numbers-for-audio-conferencing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlinedialinconferencinglanguagessupported
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinedialinconferencingservicenumber
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=294688
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
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 Audio Conferencing coverage and pricing

 Dial-in phone numbers in a meeting invite

 Dial-in phone numbers set on an audio conferencing bridge

 Automatically assigned audio conferencing phone numbers

When you are setting up Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing for Microsoft Teams, dial-in phone numbers are automatically

assigned to your organization. To see the phone numbers that are assigned to your audio conferencing bridge,

in the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Conference br idgesConference br idges . For more information, go to See

a list of Audio Conferencing numbers.

For a complete list of all the countries/regions and cities where Audio Conferencing is available, see Country

and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans. For pricing information, see Pricing for Audio

Conferencing.

When a Microsoft Teams user schedules a meeting in Outlook or Outlook Web App, the default audio

conferencing number that is set for the user is included in the meeting invite. If you want to select a different

default number for one or more users, you can change that by going to UsersUsers , selecting the user, and editing

the user's Audio Conferencing settings. See Set the phone numbers included on invites.

There are two types of audio conferencing phone numbers that can be assigned to your conferencing bridge:

SharedShared and DedicatedDedicated. Both types of these numbers can be used by any caller to join audio meetings that are

being held in your organization.

Dedicated phone numbersDedicated phone numbers  are those phone numbers that are only available to users within your

organization. You can change the languages that are used when someone calls in to one of these

numbers.

Shared phone numbersShared phone numbers  are those phone numbers that can be shared with other Microsoft 365 or

Office 365. You can't change the languages that are used when someone calls in to one of these numbers.

While the default audio conferencing number that is assigned to an organizer is only included in the meeting

invite, a caller can use any of the phone numbers that are assigned to your conferencing bridge to join a

meeting. The list of phone numbers that can be used to join a meeting is available using the Find a localFind a local

numbernumber  link that is included on every meeting invite.

Shared audio conferencing phone numbers are automatically assigned to organizations when they're enabled

for audio conferencing. When the phone numbers are assigned, a phone number is assigned as the default

phone number of the conferencing bridge. The phone number assigned as the default number of the bridge will

be one from the country/region of the organization.

To see a list of those countries/regions that have phone numbers automatically assigned to organizations, see

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/phone-numbers-for-audio-conferencing-in-teams.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=799762


NOTENOTE

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

 What else should you know?

 Related topics

The country or region location of your organization can be found by signing in to the Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center

and looking under Organization ProfileOrganization Profile.

Due to limited availability of toll phone numbers in Venezuela, Indonesia, and United Arab Emirates (UAE),

organizations from these countries/regions won't have an Audio Conferencing toll number automatically

assigned to them. Toll-free numbers from these locations are available depending on available inventory.

To see the list of supported languages for audio conferencing, see Audio Conferencing supported

languages.

You can set up to four languages for each audio conferencing phone number - one primary and three

secondary. And you can also set languages on a dedicated audio conferencing phone number.

To set the dial-in phone number for a user, see Set the phone numbers included on invites.

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/try-or-purchase-audio-conferencing-in-office-365
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 Zone A countries and regions

C O UN T RY  O R REGIO NC O UN T RY  O R REGIO N

Australia 

Austria 

Belgium 

Brazil 

Bulgaria 

Canada 

China 

Croatia 

Czech Republic 

Denmark 

Estonia 

Finland 

France 

Germany 

Greece 

Hong Kong 

Hungary 

India 

Ireland 

Italy 

This article lists the country and region zones for Audio Conferencing.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/audio-conferencing-zones.md


Japan 

Luxembourg 

Malaysia 

Mexico 

Netherlands 

New Zealand 

Norway 

Poland 

Portugal 

Puerto Rico 

Romania 

Russia 

Singapore 

Slovak Republic 

Slovenia 

South Africa 

South Korea 

Spain 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

Taiwan 

Thailand 

United Kingdom 

United States 

C O UN T RY  O R REGIO NC O UN T RY  O R REGIO N

 Related topics



Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

Audio Conferencing complimentary dial-out period

Audio Conferencing subscription "Dial-Out"/"Call Me At" minutes benefit

Outbound calling restriction policies for Audio Conferencing and user PSTN calls

What are Communications Credits?
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 What is Audio Conferencing?

 What does it cost?

 Where is it available?

 How do conferencing bridges work?

Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 and Office 365 enables users to call in to meetings from their phones.

Audio Conferencing allows up to 1000 phone attendees.

Calling in (dialing in) to meetings is very useful for users who are on the road and can't attend a meeting using

the Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams app on their laptops or mobile devices. But there are other scenarios

in which using a phone to attend a Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams meeting can be a better option than

using an app on a computer :

Internet connectivity is limited.

A meeting is audio only.

The person tried to join a Skype for Business meeting and it failed.

The call quality is better when dialing in.

People can join a meeting "hands free" using Bluetooth devices.

People find it's easier and more convenient for their situation.

You only need to set up Audio Conferencing for people who plan to schedule or lead meetings. Meeting

attendees who dial in don't need any licenses assigned to them or other setup.

After attendees have joined meeting, they can also dial out and invite other callers into a Skype for Business or

Microsoft Teams meeting. See Dialing out from a Teams meeting so other people can join it or Dialing out from

a Skype for Business meeting so other people can join it.

For pricing info, see Pricing for Audio Conferencing.

With Audio Conferencing, your users can use toll and toll-free phone numbers to dial in to meetings. Toll

(service) numbers are automatically assigned as shared audio conferencing numbers to organizations when

they're enabled for Audio Conferencing. Dedicated toll and toll-free numbers can be assigned to your

organization from additional cities.

Toll-free phone numbers (service numbers) are available, but only in some countries/regions. To see what is

available in your country or region, see Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling

Plans.

After you have decided you want Audio Conferencing for your organization, you need to buy one AudioAudio

ConferencingConferencing license for each person in your organization who is going to schedule/host an audio meeting.

When you are setting up Audio Conferencing for Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams, you will get an audio

conferencing bridge. A conferencing bridge can contain one or more phone numbers. The phone number you

set will be included on the meeting invites for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams apps. You can change the

phone numbers on your conferencing bridge, and you can also change other audio conferencing bridge

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/audio-conferencing-in-office-365.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/dialing-out-from-a-meeting-so-other-people-can-join-it
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=799762&clcid=0x409


 Dial-in phone numbers set on an audio conferencing bridge

 Automatically assigned audio conferencing phone numbers

NOTENOTE

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

 How do you get dedicated phone numbers?

settings.

The audio conferencing bridge answers a call for people who are dialing in to a meeting using a phone. It

answers the caller with voice prompts from an auto attendant, and then, depending on your settings, can play

notifications and ask callers to record their name. Microsoft br idge settingsMicrosoft br idge settings  allow you to change the settings

for meeting notifications and the meeting join experience, and set the length of the PINs that are used by

meeting organizers in Microsoft Teams or in Skype for Business Online. Meeting organizers use PINs to start

meetings if they can't join the meeting using the Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams app.

There are two types of audio conferencing phone numbers that can be assigned to your conferencing bridge:

SharedShared and DedicatedDedicated. Both types of numbers can be used by any caller to join audio meetings that are being

held in your organization.

Dedicated phone numbersDedicated phone numbers  are those phone numbers that are only available to users within your

organization. You can change the languages that are used when someone calls in to one of these numbers. You

will need to get a service phone number for these.

Shared phone numbersShared phone numbers  are those phone numbers that can be shared with other Microsoft 365 or Office

365s. You can't change the languages that are used when someone calls in to one of these numbers.

While the default audio conferencing number that is assigned to an organizer is only included in the meeting

invite, a caller can use any of the phone numbers that are assigned to your conferencing bridge to join a

meeting. The list of phone numbers that can be used to join a meeting is available using the Find a localFind a local

numbernumber  link that is included on every meeting invite.

For more information, see Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams or Phone numbers for

Audio Conferencing in Skype for Business Online.

Shared audio conferencing phone numbers are automatically assigned to organizations when they're enabled

for audio conferencing. When the phone numbers are assigned, a phone number is assigned as the default

phone number of the conferencing bridge. The phone number assigned as the default number of the bridge will

be one from the country/region of the organization.

The country or region location of your organization can be found by signing in to the Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center

and looking under Organization ProfileOrganization Profile.

Due to limited availability of toll phone numbers in Venezuela, Indonesia, and United Arab Emirates (UAE),

organizations from these countries/regions won't have an Audio Conferencing toll number automatically

assigned to them. Toll-free numbers from these locations are available depending on available inventory.

To see a list of those countries/regions that have phone numbers automatically assigned to organizations, see

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans.

Dedicated audio conferencing phone numbers are service numbers that you can get and then assign to your

organization. You can get dedicated toll and toll-free phone numbers for your conferencing bridges in one of

three ways:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/set-the-pin-length-for-audio-conferencing-meetings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/phone-numbers-for-audio-conferencing


 How do you set it up?

 Related topics

Use the Skype for Business admin center.Use the Skype for Business admin center. For some countries/regions, you can get numbers for

your conference bridges using the Skype for Business admin center. See Getting service phone numbers.

Por t your existing numbers.Por t your existing numbers. You can port or transfer existing numbers from your current service

provider or phone carrier to Microsoft 365 or Office 365. See Transfer phone numbers to Teams or

Manage phone numbers for your organization for more information to help you do this.

Use a request form for new numbers.Use a request form for new numbers. Sometimes (depending on your country/region) you won't be

able to get your new phone numbers using the Skype for Business admin center, or you will need specific

phone numbers or area codes. If so, you will need to download a form and send it back to us. See

Manage phone numbers for your organization for more information.

After you have decided to set up Audio Conferencing for your users, see Set up Audio Conferencing for

Microsoft Teams or Set up Audio Conferencing for Skype for Business Online for steps you can follow to do so.

Set up Skype for Business Online

Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams

Phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in Skype for Business Online

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/set-up-audio-conferencing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-skype-for-business-online/set-up-skype-for-business-online
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/phone-numbers-for-audio-conferencing
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 What do you need to read?

REQ UIRED F O R A L LREQ UIRED F O R A L L DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Teams PhoneTeams Phone Microsoft's technology for enabling call control and Private
Branch Exchange (PBX) capabilities in the Microsoft 365
cloud with Microsoft Teams.

This article helps you decide which Microsoft voice solution is right for your organization. After you've decided,

the article provides a roadmap to content that will enable you to implement your chosen solution.

You might want the simplest solution—Teams Phone with Calling Plan. This is Microsoft's all-in-the-cloud

solution that provides Private Branch Exchange (PBX) functionality and calls to the Public Switched Telephone

Network (PSTN), as shown in the following diagram. With this solution, Microsoft is your PSTN carrier.

If you answer yes to the following, then Teams Phone with Calling Plan is the right solution for you:

Calling Plan is available in your region.

You do not need to retain your current PSTN carrier.

You want to use Microsoft-managed access to the PSTN.

However, your situation might be more complex. For example, you might have offices in locations where Calling

Plan isn't available. Or you might need a combination solution that supports a complex, multi-national

deployment, with different requirements for different geographic locations. Microsoft supports a combination of

solutions:

Teams Phone with Calling Plan

Teams Phone with your own PSTN carrier with Operator Connect

Teams Phone with your own PSTN carrier with Direct Routing

A combination solution that uses Teams Phone with Calling Plan, Teams Phone with Operator Connect,

and/or Teams Phone with Direct Routing

Required for all .Required for all . Some of the sections in this article pertain to all organizations. For example, everyone should

read about Teams Phone and understand the options for connecting to the Public Switched Telephone Network

(PSTN).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/cloud-voice-landing-page.md


Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)
connectivity optionsconnectivity options

A choice between using Microsoft as your telephony carrier
or connecting your own telephony carrier to Microsoft
Teams by using Operator Connect or Direct Routing.
Combined with Teams Phone, PSTN connectivity options
enable your users to make phone calls all over the world.

REQ UIRED F O R A L LREQ UIRED F O R A L L DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
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Phone number managementPhone number management How to get and manage phone numbers differs depending
on your PSTN connectivity option. Read this section if you
need to obtain phone numbers, transfer existing numbers,
obtain service numbers, and so on.

Call routing and dial plansCall routing and dial plans How to configure and manage dial plans that translate
dialed phone numbers into an alternate format (typically
E.164 format) for call authorization and call routing. Read
this section if you need to understand what dial plans are
and whether you need to specify dial plans for your
organization.

Emergency callingEmergency calling How to manage and configure emergency calling differs
depending on your PSTN connectivity option. Read this
section if you need to understand how to manage
emergency calling for your organization.

Location-Based Routing for Direct RoutingLocation-Based Routing for Direct Routing How to use Location-Based Routing (LBR) to restrict toll
bypass for Microsoft Teams users based on their geographic
location. Read this section if your organization is using Direct
Routing at a location that does not allow toll bypass.

Network topology for cloud voice featuresNetwork topology for cloud voice features If your organization is deploying Location-Based Routing
(LBR) for Direct Routing or dynamic emergency calling, you
must configure network settings for use with these features
in Microsoft Teams. Read this section if you are implementing
LBR for Direct Routing, or if you are implementing dynamic
emergency calling with Calling Plan or Direct Routing.

Migrate your existing voice solutionMigrate your existing voice solution What you need to think about when migrating your voice
solution to Teams. Read this section if you are migrating
from an existing voice solution to Teams.

Depending on your requirements.Depending on your requirements. Some of the sections in this and related articles are pertinent depending

on your existing deployment and requirements. For example, Location-Based Routing is only required for Direct

Routing customers in geographic locations that do not allow toll bypass.

Consider which of these additional configurations you might need:
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Teams Phone

  Auto attendants and Call queuesAuto attendants and Call queues

This article focuses on voice solutions with Microsoft Teams. It's important to understand that Skype for Business Online

will be retired on July 31, 2021. After that date, the Skype for Business Online service will no longer be accessible. In

addition, PSTN connectivity between your on-premises environment—whether through Skype for Business Server or

Cloud Connector Edition—and Skype for Business Online will no longer be supported. This article introduces Teams voice

solutions and how you can connect your on-premises telephony network, if necessary, to Teams by using Operator

Connect or Direct Routing.

Teams Phone is Microsoft's technology for enabling call control and Private Branch Exchange (PBX) capabilities

in the Microsoft 365 cloud with Microsoft Teams.

Teams Phone works with Teams clients and certified devices. Teams Phone allows you to replace your existing

PBX system with a set of features directly delivered from Microsoft 365.

Calls between users in your organization are handled internally within Teams Phone, and never go to the Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). This applies to calls between users in your organization located in different

geographical areas, removing long-distance costs on these internal calls.

This article introduces the following Teams Phone key features and functionality, and the deployment decisions

you'll need to consider :

Auto attendants and call queues

Cloud Voicemail

Calling identity

For information about all Teams Phone features, and how to set up Teams Phone, see the following articles:

Here's what you get with Teams Phone

Set up Teams Phone in your organization

Describes how to buy and assign Phone System licenses, manage phone numbers, and set up

communication credits for toll-free numbers.

For information about managing supported devices, see Manage your devices in Microsoft Teams and Teams

Marketplace.

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/across-devices?ms.url=officecomteamsdevices&rtc=1


  Cloud VoicemailCloud Voicemail

  Calling identityCalling identity

 Public Switched Telephone Network connectivity options

Auto attendants allow you to set up menu options to route calls based on caller input. Call queues are waiting

areas for callers. Used together, auto attendants and call queues can easily route callers to the appropriate

person or department in your organization.

For information about auto attendants and call queues, see the following articles:

Plan for Teams auto attendants and call queues

Set up an auto attendant

Create a call queue

Contoso case study: Auto attendants and call queues

Describes how a fictional multi-national corporation, Contoso, implemented auto attendants and call queues

for their voice solution.

Cloud Voicemail, powered by Azure Voicemail services, supports voicemail deposits to Exchange mailboxes only.

It doesn't support third-party email systems.

Cloud Voicemail includes voicemail transcription, which is enabled for all users in your organization by default.

Your business needs might require that you disable voicemail transcription for specific users or everyone

throughout the organization.

Cloud Voicemail is automatically set up and provisioned for Teams users.

For more information about Cloud Voicemail and its configuration, see the following articles:

Set up Cloud Voicemail

Set voicemail policies in your organization

By default, all outbound calls use the assigned phone number as calling identity (caller ID). The recipient of the

call can quickly identify the caller and decide whether to accept or reject the call. For information about

configuring caller ID or to change or block the caller ID, see Set the caller ID for a user.

Teams Phone provides complete PBX capabilities for your organization. However, to enable users to make calls

outside your organization, you need to connect Teams Phone to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).

To connect Teams Phone to the PSTN, you can choose one of the following options:

Teams Phone with Calling PlanTeams Phone with Calling Plan. An all-in-the-cloud solution with Microsoft as your PSTN carrier.

Teams Phone with your own PSTN carr ier  by using Operator ConnectTeams Phone with your own PSTN carr ier  by using Operator Connect. With Operator Connect, if

your existing operator is a participant in the Microsoft Operator Connect program, they can manage the

service for bringing PSTN calling to Teams. For information on the benefits and requirements of Operator

Connect, see Plan Operator Connect.

Teams Phone with your own PSTN carr ier  by using Direct RoutingTeams Phone with your own PSTN carr ier  by using Direct Routing to connect your on-premises

environment to Teams.

You can also choose a combination of options, which enables you to design a solution for a complex

environment, or manage a multi-step migration (more about migration later).

Most Teams Phone features are the same regardless of the PSTN connectivity option you choose. There are

some differences in functionality, however, that affect how you configure certain Teams Phone features, such as

call routing and emergency calling. For more information about PSTN connectivity options and these

configuration considerations, see PSTN connectivity options.



 

Migrate your existing voice solution to Teams

NOTENOTE
For guidance on planning a Teams voice solution as part as your overall plan to upgrade to Teams from Skype for

Business Server, see PSTN considerations for upgrading to Teams from Skype for Business on-premises.

For an organization that is upgrading to Teams, the ultimate goal is to move all users to TeamsOnly mode. Using

Teams Phone is only supported when the user is in TeamsOnly mode. If you need basic information about

upgrading to Teams, start here:

Getting started with your Microsoft Teams upgrade

About the upgrade framework

Upgrade strategies for IT administrators

When migrating your voice solution, there are four possible calling scenarios when moving to TeamsOnly mode:

A user in Skype for Business Online, with a Microsoft Calling PlanA user in Skype for Business Online, with a Microsoft Calling Plan. Upon upgrade, this user will

continue to have a Microsoft Calling Plan.

A user in Skype for Business Online, with on-premises voice functionalityA user in Skype for Business Online, with on-premises voice functionality  through Skype for through Skype for

Business on-premises or Cloud Connector EditionBusiness on-premises or Cloud Connector Edition. The user ’s upgrade to Teams needs to be

coordinated with migration of the user to Direct Routing to ensure the TeamsOnly user has PSTN

functionality.

A user in Skype for Business on-premises with Enterprise VoiceA user in Skype for Business on-premises with Enterprise Voice, who will be moving to, who will be moving to

online and keeping on-premises PSTN connectivityonline and keeping on-premises PSTN connectivity . Migrating this user to Teams requires moving

the user ’s on-premises Skype for Business account to the cloud, and coordinating that move with

migration of the user to Direct Routing.

A user in Skype for Business on-premises with Enterprise VoiceA user in Skype for Business on-premises with Enterprise Voice, who will be moving to, who will be moving to

online and using a Microsoft Calling planonline and using a Microsoft Calling plan. Migrating this user to Teams requires moving the user ’s

on-premises Skype for Business account to the cloud, and coordinating that move with either A) the port

of that user ’s phone number to a Microsoft Calling Plan or B) assigning a new subscriber number from

available regions.

For more information about how to implement your voice migration for each of these scenarios—including

information about when you need to set up hybrid connectivity and how to migrate users with on-premises

voice functionality to Direct Routing—see the following articles:

PSTN considerations when upgrading to Teams — for IT administrators

Contoso voice migration case study

The case study describes how a fictional multi-national corporation, Contoso, implemented a Teams voice

solution for their organization. It contains the following articles:

Teams upgrade plan

Teams Phone and PSTN connectivity options

Location-Based Routing implementation

Emergency calling

Auto attendants and call queues

Audio Conferencing
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 Teams Phone features

 Connect to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)

 Teams Phone with services

Teams Phone is Microsoft's technology for enabling call control and Private Branch Exchange (PBX) capabilities

in the Microsoft 365 cloud with Microsoft Teams.

Teams Phone works with Teams clients and certified devices. Teams Phone allows you to replace your existing

PBX system with a set of features directly delivered from Microsoft 365.

Calls between users in your organization are handled internally within Teams Phone, and never go to the Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). This applies to calls between users in your organization located in different

geographical areas, removing long-distance costs on these internal calls.

For making external calls, Teams Phone provides add-on options for connecting to the PSTN. For more

information about voice solutions and PSTN connectivity options, see Plan your Teams voice solution and

Connect to the PSTN.

With Teams Phone, users can use Teams to place and receive calls, transfer calls, and mute or unmute calls.

Teams Phone users can click a name in their address book, and place Teams calls to that person. To place and

receive calls, Teams Phone users can use their mobile devices, a headset with a laptop or PC, or one of many IP

phones that work with Teams.

Teams Phone administrators can manage calling options and settings from the same console used for

messaging, collaboration, and so on.

For more information about Teams Phone features, see Here's what you get with Teams Phone.

For external calling, Teams Phone can be connected to the PSTN in one of several ways:

Purchase a Microsoft Calling Plan (domestic or domestic and international). Microsoft Calling Plan is an

all-in-the-cloud solution with Microsoft as your PSTN carrier. For more information, see Teams Phone and

Calling Plans.

Use your existing telephony infrastructure for on-premises PSTN connectivity.

You can connect your on-premises telephony infrastructure to Teams Phone by using Operator Connect

Calling or Direct Routing.

For more information about all PSTN Connectivity options, see PSTN connectivity options.

Teams Phone can be used for services and voicemail, such as:

Auto attendantsAuto attendants  - Auto attendants can be used to create a menu system for your organization that lets

external and internal callers move through the system to locate and place or transfer calls to company

users or departments in your organization. See What are Cloud auto attendants?.

Call queuesCall queues  - Call queue greetings can be used when someone calls in to a phone number for your

organization. These greetings include the ability to automatically put the calls on hold and the ability to

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/what-is-phone-system-in-office-365.md
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/what-are-phone-system-auto-attendants.html


 Related topics

search for the next available call agent to handle the call while the people who call are listening to music

on hold. You can create single or multiple call queues for your organization. See Create a Cloud call

queue.

VoicemailVoicemail  - Cloud Voicemail is automatically set up and provisioned for all Teams users. See Set up

Cloud Voicemail.

For more information about features, see Here's what you get with Teams Phone. If you're ready to get started,

see Set up Teams Phone in your organization.

Teams Phone features

Set up Teams Phone

Plan your Teams voice solution

PSTN connectivity options

Microsoft Teams add-on licensing
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 Teams Phone features
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Cloud auto attendants Lets you create a menu system that enables external and
internal callers to locate and place or transfer calls to
company users or departments in your organization. 
Note that users do not need to be voice enabled to receive
calls from the auto attendant.

Cloud call queues Lets you configure how call queues are managed for your
organization: for example, set up greetings and music on
hold, search for the next available call agent to handle the
call, and so on. 
Note that users do need to be voice enabled to receive calls
from a call queue.

Music on hold Plays default music defined by the service when an external
call from the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) is
placed on hold. This feature works for one-to-one PSTN-to-
Teams calls in addition to calls made to a call queue. This
feature provides on-hold notification parity with other
platforms. This feature is configurable by the administrator
but currently only via PowerShell. Hold music is also not
supported in consultative transfer of a PSTN call. For more
information, see Music on hold.

This article describes Teams Phone features. For more information about using Teams Phone as your Private

Branch Exchange (PBX) replacement, and options for connecting to the Public Switched Telephone Network

(PSTN), see What is Teams Phone.

Clients are available for PC, Mac, and mobile, which provides features on devices from tablets and mobile

phones to PCs and desktop IP phones. For more information, see Get clients for Microsoft Teams.

For details about Teams phone systems on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

To use Teams Phone features, your organization must have a Phone System license. For more information about

licensing, see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

Be aware that most features require you to assign the Phone System license and ensure that users are "voice

enabled." To assign the license, use the Set-CsUser cmdlet and set the enterprisevoiceenabledenterprisevoiceenabled parameter to

$true. A few features, such as cloud auto attendant, do not require a user to be voice enabled. Exceptions are

called out in the table below.

Teams Phone provides the following features.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/here-s-what-you-get-with-phone-system.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csuser?view=skype-ps
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/what-are-phone-system-auto-attendants.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscallingpolicy?view=skype-ps


Call answer/initiate (by name and number) Lets users answer inbound calls with a touch, and place
outbound calls either by dialing the full phone number or by
clicking a name in the client.

Call forwarding options and simultaneous ring Lets users set up forwarding rules so calls can go with them
anywhere, or calls can be forwarded to colleagues or to
voicemail.

Group call pickup and forward to group Lets users share incoming calls with colleagues so that the
colleagues can answer calls that occur while the user is
unavailable. Less disruptive to recipients than other forms of
call sharing (such as call forwarding or simultaneous ringing)
because users can configure how they want to be notified of
an incoming shared call.

Transfer a call and consultative transfer Lets users transfers calls to another person. Or, if they need
to leave their office but want to continue the conversation,
they can transfer the calls from their PC or IP phone to their
cell phone. 
Note that users do not need to be voice enabled to receive
transferred calls from another user.

Transfer to voicemail mid call* Lets users transfer to voicemail during a call.

Call park and retrieve Lets users place a call on hold in the Teams service in the
cloud. When a call is parked, the service generates a unique
code for call retrieval. The user who parked the call or
someone else can then use that code and a supported app
or device to retrieve the call.

Call phone number from search Lets users place a call from the search box by using the /call
command and specifying a name or a number.

Caller ID Calls from inside the company display a detailed caller ID
that pulls information from the corporate directory, showing
picture ID and job title instead of just a phone number. For
calls from external phone numbers, the caller ID as provided
by the phone service provider is displayed. If the external
phone numbers are secondary numbers in the corporate
directory, then the information from the corporate directory
will be displayed.

Device switching Lets users play a call or meeting on another HID device that
is connected to Teams; for example, switching from their PC
speakers to a headset.

Presence-based call routing Controls inbound communications with presence, enabling
the user to block all incoming communication except from
those specifically indicated.

Integrated dial pad Lets users dial by name or by number anywhere in the
search bar and in the dial pad, speeding up the process of
making outbound calls.

Federated calling Lets users securely connect, communicate, and collaborate
with users in federated tenants.
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https://support.office.com/article/call-forwarding-call-groups-and-simultaneous-ring-in-teams-a88da9e8-1343-4d3c-9bda-4b9615e4183e
https://support.office.com/article/Transfer-a-call-in-Teams-b7f40f14-e083-46b9-b739-68038c8f73a0
https://support.office.com/article/Transfer-a-call-in-Teams-b7f40f14-e083-46b9-b739-68038c8f73a0
https://support.office.com/article/use-the-dial-pad-in-teams-27bc60b5-74c0-4e9c-808b-da4db9514d89


Make and receive a video call If the user's account is enabled for video calls, the user can
make face-to-face video calls with their contacts. All they
need is a camera, their computer’s speakers and
microphone. Users can also use a headset if their computer
doesn’t have a built-in audio device.

Cloud Voicemail When a user receives a voicemail, it is delivered to their
Exchange mailbox as an email with the voicemail message as
an attachment. Users can listen to their messages on their
certified desktop phone, and on all Teams or Skype for
Business applications. Support for voicemail transcription has
been added as of March 2017 and is enabled by default for
all organizations and users. 
Note that users do not need a Phone System license, nor do
they need to be voice enabled to use Cloud Voicemail
features.

Cloud Voicemail user settings Lets users configure their client settings for voicemail
greetings, call answering rules, and greeting language,
including out-of-office greetings. 
Note that users do not need a Phone System license, nor do
they need to be voice enabled to use Cloud Voicemail
features.

Secondary ringer Users with multiple speaker devices connected to their PC
can choose to set a secondary device to ring in addition to
their default speaker. For example, a user with a headset
connected to the PC and desk speakers can choose to have
both headset and desk speakers ring when a call comes in so
that they don’t miss a call.

Distinctive ring alerts (Teams only) Lets users choose separate ringtones for normal calls,
forwarded calls, and delegated calls so they can distinguish
the type of call.

Shared Line Appearance Lets users share their phone line so that another user can
make and receive calls on their behalf.

Busy on Busy (Teams only) A calling policy that lets you configure how incoming calls
are handled when a user is:

The caller will receive one of the following responses:

The callee gets a missed call notification but isn't able to
answer incoming calls. This feature is disabled by default, but
can be turned on by the tenant admin.

Call blocking Lets users add (PSTN) phone numbers to a blocked list so
that the next call from that number is blocked from ringing
the user.

T EA M S P H O N E F EAT URET EA M S P H O N E F EAT URE DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

in a call

in a conference

has a call placed on hold.

hear a busy signal when the callee is on the phone

will be routed accordingly to the user's unanswered
settings. One option lets the caller leave a voicemail
for the user who is already on a call.

https://support.office.com/article/abf62493-670f-4b0d-b2cf-fe03b49caf42
https://support.office.com/article/manage-your-call-settings-in-teams-456cb611-3477-496f-b31a-6ab752a7595f?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://support.office.com/article/Manage-your-call-settings-in-Teams-456cb611-3477-496f-b31a-6ab752a7595f
https://support.office.com/article/Manage-your-call-settings-in-Teams-456cb611-3477-496f-b31a-6ab752a7595f
https://support.office.com/article/manage-your-call-settings-in-teams-456cb611-3477-496f-b31a-6ab752a7595f?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US


Common Area Phones A common area phone is typically placed in an area like a
lobby or conference room making it available to multiple
people. Common area phones are set up as devices rather
than users, and can automatically sign into a network.

Media bypass support (for Teams Direct Routing only) For better performance, media is kept between the Session
Border Controller (SBC) and the client instead of sending it
through the Teams Phone.

T EA M S P H O N E F EAT URET EA M S P H O N E F EAT URE DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Availability in GCC High and DoD clouds

 Related topics

 

The following capabilities are not yet available in GCC High and DoD Clouds.

Call settings for secondary ringer, voicemail, and enhanced delegation

Transfer to voicemail mid call

Call phone number from search bar

Music on hold

Azure AD reverse number lookup

What is Teams Phone

Cloud voice in Microsoft Teams

Set up Teams Phone

Which Calling Plan is right for you?

Monitor and manage call quality

Microsoft Teams add-on licensing

Pricing for Teams Phone

Teams for Virtualized Desktop Infrastructure with callings and meetings

https://support.office.com/article/Manage-your-call-settings-in-Teams-456cb611-3477-496f-b31a-6ab752a7595f
https://support.office.com/article/Transfer-a-call-in-Teams-b7f40f14-e083-46b9-b739-68038c8f73a0
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/voice-calling#requirements
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 Step 1: Make sure that Teams Phone is available in your country or
region

 Step 2: Buy and assign Phone System and Calling Plan licenses

 Step 3: Get phone numbers for your users

  Get new user phone numbers using the Teams admin centerGet new user phone numbers using the Teams admin center

  Get new numbers that aren't available in the Teams admin centerGet new numbers that aren't available in the Teams admin center

  Port or transfer phone numbers from your service provider or phone carrierPort or transfer phone numbers from your service provider or phone carrier

The following is a step-by-step guide for setting up Teams Phone in Microsoft 365. Links to additional, detailed

information are available at the end of each step.

1. First go to Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans, and select your country

or region from the list at the top of the page.

2. Under Phone SystemPhone System, review the list of features and details.

3. If Phone System is available, go to step 2.

To assign a Phone System and Calling Plan license to a single user, the steps are the same as assigning a

Microsoft 365 license. You can also assign licenses to multiple users in bulk. For more information, see Assign

Microsoft Teams add-on licenses.

If Calling Plans are not available for your country or region, there are other options for connecting to the Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). For more information, see PSTN connectivity options.

Before you can set up users in your organization to make and receive phone calls, you must get phone numbers

for them.

You have three ways of getting numbers for your users:

Get new numbers using the Teams admin center.

Get new numbers that aren't available in the Teams admin center.

Port or transfer your existing numbers from your current service provider or phone carrier to Microsoft 365.

You must use the Add numbersAdd numbers  page to see, search, acquire, and reserve those numbers. You can search by

Country/Region, State, and City, and then enter the number of phone numbers you will need for your users.

1. Sign in to Microsoft 365 with your work or school account.

2. Go to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

3. In the left navigation go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers , click AddAdd, and then follow the prompts.

Sometimes (depending on your country/region) you won't be able to get your new numbers using the Teams

admin center. In this case, you'll need to download a form and send it back to us. To learn how to request new

user numbers, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

If you need 999 or fewer phone numbers for your users, you can use the New Local Number Por tNew Local Number Por t

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/setting-up-your-phone-system.md


 Step 4: Get service phone numbers (audio conferencing, call queues,
auto attendants)

  Get new service numbers using the Teams admin centerGet new service numbers using the Teams admin center

  Get new numbers that aren't available in the Teams admin centerGet new numbers that aren't available in the Teams admin center

  Port or transfer existing service numbersPort or transfer existing service numbers

 Step 5: If you want to set up Calling Plans

 Step 6: If you want to set up Audio Conferencing

OrderOrder  wizard in the Teams admin center. Follow the steps found in Transfer phone numbers to Teams to

transfer your phone numbers.

If you need to port more than 999 phone numbers, see Manage phone numbers for your organization to

submit a port order service request or order.

For detailed information about getting new phone numbers or transferring existing numbers, see Manage

phone numbers for your organization.

In addition to getting phone numbers for your users from Microsoft 365 or Office 365, you can search and

acquire toll or toll-free phone numbers for services such as audio conferencing (for conference bridges), auto

attendants, and call queues. Service phone numbers have a higher concurrent calling capacity than user or

subscriber phone numbers. For example, a service number can handle hundreds of calls simultaneously,

whereas a user's phone number can only handle a few calls simultaneously.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. Sign in with your work or school account.

2. Go to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

3. In the left navigation pane go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers  > Add new numberAdd new number , and then click NewNew

ser vice numbersser vice numbers .

For you to see the VoiceVoice option in the left navigation pane in the Teams admin center, you must first buy at least

one Enterprise E5 licenseEnterprise E5 license, one Phone SystemPhone System add-on license, or one Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing add-on license.

Sometimes (depending on your country/region) you won't be able to get your new numbers using the Teams

admin center. In this case, you will need to download a form and send it back to us. To learn how to request new

numbers, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

If you want to transfer service numbers from your current service provider or carrier, you need to manually

submit a port order to Microsoft. You need to submit separate port orders for each type of service number (toll

vs. toll-free) that you will be transferring using a Letter of Authorization (LOA). In the Letter of Authorization

(LOA), you must select the correct type of service number. When contacting Microsoft support, specify that you

are transferring a service number (and not a user or subscriber number), or the concurrent calling capacity may

not be enough to handle call volumes. If you want to transfer phone numbers or do other things with your

phone numbers, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

If you have been following the steps above, you have already bought and assigned Phone System and licenses

and a Calling Plan (step 2) and acquired phone numbers for your users (step 3), so your calling plan is partially

set up. To complete the procedures for setting up Calling Plan, see Set up Calling Plans.

Sometimes people in your organization will need to use a phone to call in to a meeting. Microsoft Teams



 Step 7: If you want to set up a Cloud call queue

 Step 8: If you want to set up a Cloud auto attendant

 Step 9: Assign service phone numbers (audio conferencing, call
queues, auto attendants)

 Step 10: Set up Communications Credits for your organization

includes the Audio Conferencing feature for just this situation. People can call in to Teams meetings using a

phone, instead of using the Teams app on a mobile device or PC. For information about how to set up Audio

Conferencing, see Set up Audio Conferencing for Teams.

Cloud call queues include greetings that are used when someone calls in to a phone number for your

organization, the ability to automatically put the calls on hold, and the ability to search for the next available call

agent to handle the call while the people who call are listening to music on hold. You can create single or

multiple call queues for your organization.

For more information about call queues, see Create a Cloud call queue.

Auto attendants let people that call in to your organization and navigate a menu system to get them to the right

department, call queue, person, or the operator. You can create an auto attendant for your organization by using

the Teams admin center.

For information about setting up a Cloud auto attendendant, see Set up a Cloud auto attendant.

Once you have your service numbers from Step 4 aboveStep 4 above, you need to assign them to each type of service that

you want. For example, if you want a dedicated service phone number (toll or toll-free), you'll need to assign the

number to the conferencing bridge.

For Audio Conferencing, you can assign a dedicated number to a conferencing bridge by going to TeamsTeams

admin centeradmin center  > MeetingsMeetings  > Conference br idgesConference br idges  and follow the prompts. For more information, see

Change the toll or toll-free numbers on your Audio Conferencing bridge.

For Auto Attendants, you can assign a dedicated number to an auto attendant by going to Teams adminTeams admin

centercenter  > VoiceVoice > Auto attendantsAuto attendants  and follow the prompts. For more information, see Set up a Cloud

auto attendant.

For Call Queues, you can assign a dedicated number to a call queue by going to Teams admin centerTeams admin center  >

VoiceVoice > Call queuesCall queues  and follow the prompts. For more information, see Create a Cloud call queue.

For detailed information about getting new service numbers and porting existing service numbers, see Getting

service phone numbers.

If you would like to use toll-free numbers with Microsoft Teams, You'll need to set up Communications Credits.

Microsoft recommends that you set up Communications Credits for your Calling Plans (Domestic or

International) and Audio Conferencing users who need the ability to dial out to any destination. Many

countries/regions are included, but some destinations may not be included in your Calling Plan or Audio

Conferencing subscriptions.

If you don't set up Communications Credits billing and assign a Communications CreditsCommunications Credits  license to your

users and you run out minutes for your organization (depending on your Calling Plan or Audio Conferencing

plan in your country/region), those users won't be able to make calls or dial out from Audio Conferencing

meetings. For more information, including recommended funding amounts, see What are Communications

Credits? and Set up Communications Credits for your organization.



 Related topics
Here's what you get with Teams Phone

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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Microsoft Teams
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NOTENOTE

 Step 1 - Buy the licenses

Common area phones do not support voicemail.

A common area phone is typically placed in an area like a lobby or another area that is available to many people

to make a call; for example, a reception area, lobby, or conference phone. Common area phones are signed in

with accounts tied to a Common Area Phone license. The TeamsIPPhone policy must also be appropriately set

for the phone to have a common area user experience.

In the steps below, we'll help you set up an account for Phone System to deploy common area phones for your

organization. For a more complete meeting room experience, including audio conferencing, consider purchasing

the dedicated Meeting Room license with a meeting room device.

First, you need to purchase a Common Area Phone (CAP) license and make sure that you have a certified phone.

To search for and learn more about certified phones, go to Microsoft Teams devices.

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to BillingBilling > Purchase ser vicesPurchase ser vices  and then expand Other plansOther plans .

2. Select Common Area PhoneCommon Area Phone > Buy nowBuy now .

3. On the Checkout page, click Buy nowBuy now .

4. Expand Add-on subscr iptionsAdd-on subscr iptions  and then click to buy a Calling Plan. Choose either the DomesticDomestic

Calling PlanCalling Plan or Domestic and International Calling PlanDomestic and International Calling Plan.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-common-area-phones.md
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices?ms.url=officecomteamsdevices&rtc=1


NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

  C O M M O N  A REA  P H O N EC O M M O N  A REA  P H O N E

Skype for Business ✔

Microsoft Teams ✔

Phone System ✔

Audio Conferencing ✘ ¹

Microsoft Intune ✘

Worldwide Availability ✘ ²

Channel Availability EA, EAS, CSP, GCC, EES, Web Direct

 Step 2 - Create a new user account for the phone and assign the
licenses

If you are using Microsoft Phone System Direct Routing, you do not need a Calling Plan license.

You don't need to add a Phone System license. It's included with the Common Area Phone license.

For more information on licenses, see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

The Common Area Phone license supports:

¹ Common Area Phones can join audio conferences via dial-in number provided by the meeting organizer

² Not available in sovereign clouds

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to usersusers  > active usersactive users  > add a useradd a user .

2. Enter a user name like "Main" for the first name and "Reception" for the second name.

3. Enter a display name if it doesn't autogenerate one like "Main Reception."

4. Enter a user name like "MainReception" or "Mainlobby."

5. For common area phones, you might want to set a password manually or have the same password for all

your common area phones. Also, you might think about clearing the Make this user change theirMake this user change their

password when they first sign inpassword when they first sign in check box.

6. Assign the licenses to the user. On the same page, click to expand Product licensesProduct licenses . Turn on the

Common Area Phone and pick either a Domestic Calling PlanDomestic Calling Plan or a Domestic and InternationalDomestic and International

Calling PlanCalling Plan.



NOTENOTE

 Step 3 - Assign a phone number to the Common Area Phone user
account

NOTENOTE

If you are using Microsoft Phone System Direct Routing, you do not need to assign a Calling Plan license.

For more information, see Assign licenses to users.

Use the Teams admin center to assign a number to the user.

1. In the Teams admin center, select VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

2. Select a number from the list of phone numbers and click AssignAssign.

3. On the AssignAssign page, in the Voice user box, type the name of the user who will be using the phone, and

then select the user in the Select a voice userSelect a voice user  drop-down list.

4. Next, you need to add an emergency address. Choose Search by citySearch by city , Search by descr iptionSearch by descr iption, or

Search by locationSearch by location from the drop-down list, and then enter the city, description, or location in the text

box. Once you search, look under Select emergency addressSelect emergency address  to pick the right one for you.

5. Click SaveSave and your user should look like this:

Users will only show up if they have a Phone System license applied. If you just did this, then sometimes it takes a bit for

the user to show up in the list.

For more information, see Getting phone numbers for your users.

You can also take your phone number that you have with another carrier and "port" or transfer it over to

Microsoft 365 or Office 365. See Transfer phone numbers to Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users
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 Cloud Voicemail for Teams users

 Help your users learn Teams voicemail features

 Setting up Cloud Voicemail to work with on-premises users

  Set up Cloud Voicemail for Exchange Server Mailbox UsersSet up Cloud Voicemail for Exchange Server Mailbox Users

  Set up Cloud Voicemail for Skype for Business Server UsersSet up Cloud Voicemail for Skype for Business Server Users

 Enabling protected voicemail in your organization

This article is for the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 admin as described in About admin roles who wants to set up

the Cloud Voicemail feature for everyone in the business. Cloud Voicemail requires Exchange mailboxes for

users where it deposits voicemail messages. It doesn't support third-party email systems.

For Teams users, Cloud Voicemail is automatically set up and provisioned. A Microsoft Teams Phone license is

not required for Cloud Voicemail.

We have the following information for your users on using and managing voicemail in Teams:

Check your voicemail in Teams

Manage your call settings in Teams

You can use Cloud Voicemail to provide voice mail functionality to your users who have mailboxes on your

Exchange Servers, or for users who are using Skype for Business Server. This section provides information for

these scenarios.

The following information is about configuring Cloud Voicemail to work with Microsoft Teams Phone users who

have their mailbox on Exchange Server.

1. Voicemail messages are delivered to users' Exchange mailbox via SMTP routed through Exchange Online

Protection. To enable successful delivery of these messages, be sure that Exchange Connectors are

configured correctly between your Exchange servers and Exchange Online Protection; Use Connectors to

Configure Mail Flow.

2. To enable Voicemail features such as customizing greetings and visual voicemail in Skype for Business

clients, connectivity from Microsoft 365 or Office 365 to the Exchange server mailbox via Exchange Web

Services is required. To enable this connectivity, you must configure the new Exchange Oauth

authentication protocol described in Configure OAuth authentication between Exchange and Exchange

Online organizations, or run the Exchange Hybrid Wizard from Exchange 2013 CU5 or greater.

Additionally, you must configure integration and Oauth between Skype for Business Online and Exchange

server described in Configure Integration and OAuth between Skype for Business Online and Exchange

Server.

To configure Skype for Business server users for Cloud Voicemail, see Plan Cloud Voicemail service for on-

premises users.

When someone leaves a voicemail message for a user in your organization, the voicemail is delivered to the

user's mailbox as an email message attachment. Using mail flow rules to apply message encryption, you can

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-phone-system-voicemail.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/about-admin-roles
https://support.microsoft.com/office/check-your-voicemail-in-teams-f8d568ce-7329-4fe2-a6a2-325ec2e2b419
https://support.microsoft.com/office/manage-your-call-settings-in-teams-456cb611-3477-496f-b31a-6ab752a7595f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/mail-flow-best-practices/use-connectors-to-configure-mail-flow/use-connectors-to-configure-mail-flow
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/configure-oauth-authentication-between-exchange-and-exchange-online-organizations-exchange-2013-help
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/deploy/integrate-with-exchange-server/oauth-with-online-and-on-premises
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-cloud-voicemail


prevent those voicemail messages from being forwarded to other recipients. When you enable protected

voicemail, users can listen to protected voicemail messages by calling into their voicemail mailbox or by

opening the message in Outlook, Outlook on the web, or in Outlook for Android or iOS. Protected voicemail

messages can't be opened in Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams.

For more information about message encryption, see Define mail flow rules to encrypt email messages.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/define-mail-flow-rules-to-encrypt-email
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WARNINGWARNING

 Voicemail organization defaults for all users

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

For Skype for Business customers, disabling voicemail through a Microsoft Teams calling policy might also disable the

voicemail service for your Skype for Business users.

Voicemail transcription is enabled.

Voicemail transcription profanity masking is disabled.

The maximum recording duration is set to five minutes.

You can control these defaults by using the Set-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy and Grant-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy

cmdlets.

Voicemail messages received by users in your organization are transcribed in the region where your Microsoft

365 or Office 365 organization is hosted. The region where your tenant is hosted might not be the same region

where the user receiving the voicemail message is located. To view the region where your tenant is hosted, go to

the Organization profile page and then click View detailsView details  next to Data locationData location.

You can't create a new policy instance for transcription and transcription profanity masking using the New-New-

CsOnlineVoiceMailPolicyCsOnlineVoiceMailPolicy  cmdlet, and you can't remove an existing policy instance using the Remove-Remove-

CsOnlineVoiceMailPolicyCsOnlineVoiceMailPolicy  cmdlet.

You can manage the transcription settings for your users using voicemail policies. To see all available voicemail

policy instances, you can use the Get-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy cmdlet.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-voicemail-policies.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoicemailpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlinevoicemailpolicy
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=2067339
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlinevoicemailpolicy


PS C:\> Get-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy

Identity                            : Global
EnableTranscription                 : True
ShareData                           : Defer
EnableTranscriptionProfanityMasking : False
EnableEditingCallAnswerRulesSetting : True
MaximumRecordingLength              : 00:05:00
EnableTranscriptionTranslation      : True

Identity                            : Tag:Default
EnableTranscription                 : True
ShareData                           : Defer
EnableTranscriptionProfanityMasking : False
EnableEditingCallAnswerRulesSetting : True
MaximumRecordingLength              : 00:05:00
EnableTranscriptionTranslation      : True

Identity                            : Tag:TranscriptionProfanityMaskingEnabled
EnableTranscription                 : True
ShareData                           : Defer
EnableTranscriptionProfanityMasking : True
EnableEditingCallAnswerRulesSetting : True
MaximumRecordingLength              : 00:05:00
EnableTranscriptionTranslation      : True

Identity                            : Tag:TranscriptionDisabled
EnableTranscription                 : False
ShareData                           : Defer
EnableTranscriptionProfanityMasking : False
EnableEditingCallAnswerRulesSetting : True
MaximumRecordingLength              : 00:05:00
EnableTranscriptionTranslation      : True

 Turning off transcription for your organization

Set-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -EnableTranscription $false

 Turning on transcription profanity masking for your organization

Set-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -EnableTranscriptionProfanityMasking $true

 Changing the recording duration for your organization

Set-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -MaximumRecordingLength ([TimeSpan]::FromSeconds(60))

Because the default setting for transcription is on for your organization, you may want to disable it by using Set-

CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy. To do this, run:

Transcription profanity masking is disabled by default for your organization. If there is a business requirement to

enable it, you can enable transcription profanity masking by using Set-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy. To do this, run:

The maximum recording length is set to five minutes by default for your organization. If there is a business

requirement to increase or decrease the maximum recording length, this can be done by using Set-

CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy. For example, to set the maximum recording time to 60 seconds, run:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoicemailpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoicemailpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoicemailpolicy


 Dual language system prompts for your organization

Set-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -PrimarySystemPromptLanguage en-US -SecondarySystemPromptLanguage es-ES

 Turning off transcription for a user

Grant-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -PolicyName TranscriptionDisabled -Identity sip:amosmar@contoso.com

 Turning on transcription profanity masking for a user

Grant-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -PolicyName TranscriptionProfanityMaskingEnabled -Identity 
sip:amosmar@contoso.com

 Changing the recording duration for a user

New-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -Identity "OneMinuteVoicemailPolicy" -MaximumRecordingLength 
([TimeSpan]::FromSeconds(60))

Grant-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -PolicyName OneMinuteVoicemailPolicy -Identity sip:amosmar@contoso.com

 Dual language system prompts for a user

By default, the voicemail system prompts are presented to callers in the language selected by the user when

setting up their voicemail. If there is a business requirement to have the voicemail system prompts presented in

two languages, this can be done by using Set-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy. A primary and secondary language must

be set and may not be the same. To do this, run:

User policies are evaluated before the organizational default settings. For example, if voicemail transcription is

enabled for all of your users, you can assign a policy to disable transcription for a specific user by using the

Grant-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy cmdlet.

To disable transcription for a single user, run:

To enable transcription profanity masking for a specific user, you can assign a policy to enable transcription

profanity masking for a specific user by using the Grant-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy cmdlet.

To enable transcription profanity masking for a single user, run:

You must first create a custom voicemail policy using the New-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy cmdlet. The command

shown below creates a per-user online voicemail policy OneMinuteVoicemailPolicy with

MaximumRecordingLength set to 60 seconds and other fields set to tenant level global value.

To assign this custom policy to a user, run:

You must first create a custom voicemail policy using the New-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy cmdlet. The command

shown below creates a per-user online voicemail policy enUS-esSP-VoicemailPolicy with the

PrimarySystemPromptLanguage set to en-US (English - United States) and the

SecondarySystemPromptLanguage set to es-SP (Spanish - Spain).

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoicemailpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csonlinevoicemailpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csonlinevoicemailpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinevoicemailpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinevoicemailpolicy


New-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -Identity "enUS-esES-VoicemailPolicy" -PrimarySystemPromptLanguage en-US -
SecondarySystemPromptLanguage es-ES

Grant-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -PolicyName "enUS-esES-VoicemailPolicy" -Identity sip:amosmar@contoso.com

NOTENOTE

(Get-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -Identity PolicyName).PrimarySystemPromptLanguage or
(Get-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy -Identity PolicyName).SecondarySystemPromptLanguage 

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

To assign this custom policy to a user, run:

The Get-CsOnlineVoicemailPolicy cmdlet is not currently returning the values for PrimarySystemPromptLanguage and

SecondarySystemPromptLanguage. To see these values modify the command as follows:

Replace PolicyNamePolicyName with the name of the policy.

The voicemail service in Microsoft 365 and Office 365 caches voicemail policies and updates the cache every 6 hours. So,

policy changes that you make can take up to 6 hours to be applied.
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 Change the system language for everyone in your organization

If you are a global administrator, you can set up Skype for Business to play its default voicemail greeting in

another language. The default system greeting is something like, "Please leave a message for John Smith. After

the tone, please record your message. When you finish recording, hang up, or press the pound key for more

options."

First, read this impor tant info:First, read this impor tant info:

NOTENOTE

The languages that are available to you are determined by the location of your organizationThe languages that are available to you are determined by the location of your organization.

For example, if your organization is located in the United States, you can set the default language to

English or Spanish. If your organization is located in Canada, you can choose between English and French.

For a list of supported languages in Teams and Skype for Business, see the following:

Microsoft Teams supported languages

Skype for Business supported languages

Changing languages for individual user 's voicemail greeting and voicemail messages.Changing languages for individual user 's voicemail greeting and voicemail messages. You

can change the preferred language for users, which will change the language of their voicemail greeting

and voicemail messages sent to their Outlook mailbox. For more information, see How to set language

and region settings for Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Users can change their own greeting language through their settings after they sign in. For more information, see

Change your display language and time zone in Microsoft 365 for Business

Do you want to record your outgoing voicemail message?Do you want to record your outgoing voicemail message? See Check Skype for Business

voicemail and options. For Microsoft Teams - Users can change their voicemail settings from the Teams

desktop client settings

Do you want to change the voicemail prompt language?Do you want to change the voicemail prompt language? For Skype for Business -

https://mysettings.lync.com/voicemail and choose a new language under Prompt LanguagePrompt Language. For

Microsoft Teams - Users can change their voicemail greeting from the Teams desktop client settings

1. Sign in with your global administrator account at https://portal.office.com/adminportal/home.

2. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, choose SettingsSettings  > SettingsSettings  > Organization profileOrganization profile.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/change-the-default-language-for-greetings-and-emails.md
https://support.office.com/article/da585eea-f576-4f55-a1e0-87090b6aaa9d
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/what-is-phone-system-in-office-365/phone-system-voicemail/languages-for-voicemail-greetings-and-messages
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/troubleshoot/access-management/set-language-and-region
https://support.office.com/article/change-your-display-language-and-time-zone-in-microsoft-365-for-business-6f238bff-5252-441e-b32b-655d5d85d15b?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://support.office.com/article/2deea7f8-831f-4e85-a0d4-b34da55945a8
https://support.office.com/article/manage-your-call-settings-in-teams-456cb611-3477-496f-b31a-6ab752a7595f
https://mysettings.lync.com/voicemail
https://support.office.com/article/manage-your-call-settings-in-teams-456cb611-3477-496f-b31a-6ab752a7595f
https://support.office.com/article/da585eea-f576-4f55-a1e0-87090b6aaa9d
https://portal.office.com/adminportal/home


 Related articles for the admin

 Related topics

3. Choose EditEdit.

4. Select a language from the Preferred languagePreferred language list for everyone in your organization.

5. Choose SaveSave.

Phone System and Calling Plans

Set up Calling Plans

Plan Phone System in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with on-premises PSTN connectivity in Skype for

Business Server

Change your display language and time zone in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 for Business

Add a language or set language preferences in Office 2010 and later)

Enable or change a keyboard layout language

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/skype-for-business-hybrid-solutions/plan-your-phone-system-cloud-pbx-solution/plan-phone-system-with-on-premises-pstn-connectivity
https://support.office.com/article/Change-your-display-language-and-time-zone-in-Office-365-for-Business-6f238bff-5252-441e-b32b-655d5d85d15b
https://support.office.com/article/Add-a-language-or-set-language-preferences-in-Office-663d9d94-ca99-4a0d-973e-7c4a6b8a827d
https://support.office.com/article/Enable-or-change-a-keyboard-layout-language-1c2242c0-fe15-4bc3-99bc-535de6f4f258
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L A N GUA GEL A N GUA GE C O UN T RY / REGIO NC O UN T RY / REGIO N

AVA IL A B L E  F O R AAVA IL A B L E  F O R A
USER TO  SEE  IT  INUSER TO  SEE  IT  IN
EM A IL?EM A IL?

AVA IL A B L E  W H ENAVA IL A B L E  W H EN
T H E USER C A L L S IN ?T H E USER C A L L S IN ?

T RA N SC RIP T IO NT RA N SC RIP T IO N
AVA IL A B L E?AVA IL A B L E?

Arabic Egypt Yes Yes No

Arabic Saudi Arabia Yes, but Arabic
(Egypt) is used.

No No

Bulgarian Bulgaria Yes Yes No

Catalan Catalan Yes Yes No

Chinese (Simplified) China Yes Yes Yes

Chinese (Hong Kong) China Yes, but Chinese
(Traditional) is used.

Yes Yes, but Chinese
(Traditional) is used.

Chinese (Traditional) Taiwan Yes Yes No

Croatian Croatia Yes Yes No

Czech Czech Republic Yes Yes No

Danish Denmark Yes Yes No

Dutch Belgium Yes, but Dutch
(Netherlands) is used.

Yes No

Dutch Netherlands Yes Yes No

English Australia Yes, but English
(United States) is
used.

Yes Yes, but English
(United States) is
used.

English Canada Yes, but English
(United States) is
used.

Yes Yes, but English
(United States) is
used.

English India Yes, but English
(United States) is
used.

Yes Yes, but English
(United States) is
used.

Teams supports the following languages for voicemail greetings.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/languages-for-voicemail-greetings-and-messages.md


English Ireland Yes, but English
(United States) is
used.

Yes No

English Philippines Yes, but English
(United States) is
used.

No No

English South Africa Yes, but English
(United States) is
used.

No No

English Great Britain Yes Yes Yes

English United States Yes Yes Yes

Estonian Estonia Yes Yes No

Finnish Finland Yes Yes No

French Belgium Yes, but French
(France) is used.

Yes No

French Canada Yes Yes Yes, but French
(France) is used.

French France Yes Yes Yes

French Switzerland Yes, but French
(France) is used.

Yes Yes

German Austria Yes, but German
(Germany) is used.

Yes No

German Germany Yes Yes Yes

German Switzerland Yes, but German
(Germany) is used.

Yes No

Greek Greece Yes Yes No

Hebrew Israel Yes No No

Hindi India Yes No No

Hungarian Hungary Yes No No

Indonesian Indonesia Yes Yes No

Italian Italy Yes Yes Yes

L A N GUA GEL A N GUA GE C O UN T RY / REGIO NC O UN T RY / REGIO N

AVA IL A B L E  F O R AAVA IL A B L E  F O R A
USER TO  SEE  IT  INUSER TO  SEE  IT  IN
EM A IL?EM A IL?

AVA IL A B L E  W H ENAVA IL A B L E  W H EN
T H E USER C A L L S IN ?T H E USER C A L L S IN ?

T RA N SC RIP T IO NT RA N SC RIP T IO N
AVA IL A B L E?AVA IL A B L E?



Japanese Japan Yes Yes Yes

Korean Korean Yes Yes No

Latvian Latvia Yes Yes No

Lithuanian Lithuania Yes Yes No

Norwegian (Bokmal) Norway Yes Yes No

Polish Poland Yes Yes No

Portuguese Brazil Yes, but Portuguese
(Portugal) is used.

Yes Yes

Portuguese Portugal Yes Yes Yes, but Portuguese
(Brazil) is used.

Romanian Romania Yes Yes No

Russian Russia Yes Yes No

Slovak Slovakia Yes Yes No

Slovenian Slovenia Yes Yes No

Spanish Spain Yes Yes Yes

Spanish Mexico Yes Yes Yes, but Spanish
(Spain) is used.

Swedish Sweden Yes Yes No

Thai Thailand Yes Yes No

Turkish Turkey Yes Yes No

Vietnamese Vietnam Yes Yes No

Welsh Wales Yes Yes No

L A N GUA GEL A N GUA GE C O UN T RY / REGIO NC O UN T RY / REGIO N

AVA IL A B L E  F O R AAVA IL A B L E  F O R A
USER TO  SEE  IT  INUSER TO  SEE  IT  IN
EM A IL?EM A IL?

AVA IL A B L E  W H ENAVA IL A B L E  W H EN
T H E USER C A L L S IN ?T H E USER C A L L S IN ?

T RA N SC RIP T IO NT RA N SC RIP T IO N
AVA IL A B L E?AVA IL A B L E?
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 Outbound PSTN caller ID

  End user control of outbound caller IDEnd user control of outbound caller ID

  NotesNotes

Caller ID consists of two user-facing identifiable pieces of information:

A phone number (typically referred to as CLID or calling line ID). This is the Public Switched Telephone

Number (PSTN) presented as the identification of the caller.

A Calling party name (typically referred to as CNAM).

The caller ID functionality is available to all Phone System users regardless of PSTN connectivity option:

Microsoft Calling Plans

Phone System Direct Routing

You can control Caller ID for both inbound and outbound calls by using a policy called CallingLineIdentity. For

more information, see More about Calling Line ID and Calling Party Name.

For the outbound PSTN caller ID, the following options are available.

The telephone number assigned to the user, which is the default.

Anonymous, which is available by removing the presentation of the user ’s PSTN number.

A substitute phone number, which can be:

A telephone number that is classified as a service and toll-free number in your Calling Plans

telephone number inventory. It is usually assigned to a Teams Auto Attendant or Call Queue.

An on-premises telephone number through Direct Routing that is assigned to a resource account

used by a Teams Auto Attendant or Call Queue.

The Calling Party Name or CNAM set on the outbound PSTN call.

For more information, see Set the Caller ID for a user.

Users can change their caller ID setting to AnonymousAnonymous  by setting the EnableUserOverride attribute.

If the outbound caller ID is set to Anonymous, the EnableUserOverride has no effect and the caller ID is always

set to Anonymous. The default value of EnableUserOverride is False.

Your end users can set their caller ID to Anonymous by going to Settings > CallsSettings > Calls , and then under Caller  IDCaller  ID,

select Hide my phone number and profile information for all callsHide my phone number and profile information for all calls .

Keep the following in mind:

You can't assign the following types of phone numbers for the outbound caller ID:

Any phone numbers that are classified as a user in your Calling Plans telephone number inventory.

Any on-premises telephone number via Direct Routing that is assigned to a user.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/how-can-caller-id-be-used-in-your-organization.md


 Inbound caller ID

 Related topics

A Skype for Business Server on-premises telephone number.

The use of resource account phone number substitution only works for Teams users. The substitution of

service phone number works for both Skype for Business Online and Teams users.

Calling Party Name is only sent on calls where the caller ID is substituted with LineUri, a service or

resource account phone number and when the caller is a Teams user.

Calling Party Name can have a maximum of 200 characters, but downstream systems might support

fewer characters.

For Direct Routing, the phone number substitution and the Calling Party Name is sent in the FROM SIP

header. If the corresponding OnlinePstnGateway is configured with ForwardPai = True, the P-ASSERTED-

IDENTITY SIP header will contain the real calling user.

EnableUserOverride has precedence over other settings in the policy--unless substitution is set to

Anonymous. For example, assume policy instance has substitution using a resource account and

EnableUserOverride is set and enabled by the user. In this case, the outbound caller ID will be blocked and

Anonymous will be used. If a policy instance has substitution set to Anonymous and EnableUserOverride

is set, then the outbound caller ID will always be Anonymous, regardless of the end user setting.

Phone System will show the incoming external phone number as the caller ID. If the number is associated with a

user or contact in Azure AD or a personal contact, the Skype for Business and Teams clients will show the caller

ID based on that information. If the phone number is not in Azure AD or a personal contact, the telco-provided

display name will be shown if it is available.

The BlockIncomingCallerID attribute allows for blocking the caller ID on incoming PSTN calls. You can set this

attribute, but it isn't available to your end users on the user settings page. When this setting is enabled the

incoming PSTN caller will be displayed as coming from Anonymous.

To block the inbound caller ID, see Set the Caller ID for a user.

Transferring phone numbers common questions

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Skype for Business Online: Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/emergency-calling/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip?raw=true
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NOTENOTE

 Create a custom caller ID policy

To set the caller ID to a resource account phone number and to set the calling party name, use the PowerShell cmdlets

New-CsCallingLineIdentity or Set-CsCallingLineIdentity in the Teams PowerShell module 2.3.1 or later. (These options are

not currently available in the Microsoft Teams admin center.)

By default, when a Teams user makes a call to a PSTN phone, the phone number of the Teams user is visible.

Likewise, when a PSTN caller makes a call to a Teams user, the PSTN caller's phone number is visible.

As an administrator, you can use caller ID policies to change or block the caller ID (also known as calling line ID).

You can use caller ID policies to display an alternate phone number for Teams users in your organization, block

the outbound phone number, block an incoming number from being displayed, or set the Calling Party Name

(CNAM). For example, when a user makes a call, you can change the caller ID to display your organization's main

phone number and company name instead of the user's phone number.

You manage caller ID policies by going to VoiceVoice > Caller  ID policiesCaller  ID policies  in the Microsoft Teams admin center. You

can use the global (Org-wide default) policy or create and assign custom policies. Users in your organization will

automatically get the global policy unless you create and assign a custom policy.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Caller  ID policiesCaller  ID policies .

2. Click AddAdd. 

3. Enter a name and description for the policy.

4. From here, choose the settings that you want:

Block incoming caller  IDBlock incoming caller  ID: Turn on this setting to block the caller ID of incoming calls from being

displayed.

Overr ide the caller  ID policyOverr ide the caller  ID policy : Turn on this setting to let users override the settings in the policy

regarding displaying their number to callees or not. This means that users can choose whether to

display their caller ID. For more information, see End user control of outbound caller ID.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/caller-id-policies.md


 Edit a caller ID policy

 Assign a custom caller ID policy to users

 Related topics

Replace the caller  ID withReplace the caller  ID with : Set the caller ID to be displayed for users by selecting one of the

following:

User 's numberUser 's number : Displays the user's number.

Ser vice numberSer vice number : Lets you set a service phone number to display as the caller ID.

AnonymousAnonymous : Displays the caller ID as Anonymous.

Replace the caller  ID with this ser vice numberReplace the caller  ID with this ser vice number : Choose a service number to replace the

caller ID of users. This option is available if you selected Ser vice numberSer vice number  in Replace the callerReplace the caller

ID withID with .

5. Click SaveSave.

You can edit the global policy or any custom policies that you create.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Caller  ID policiesCaller  ID policies .

2. Select the policy by clicking to the left of the policy name, and then click EditEdit.

3. Change the settings that you want, and then click SaveSave.

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

New-CsCallingLineIdentity

Set-CsCallingLineIdentity

Assign policies to your users in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-cscallinglineidentity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cscallinglineidentity
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Set your caller ID policy settings

NOTENOTE

Phone System in Microsoft 365 provides a default caller ID that is the user's assigned telephone number. You

can either change or block the caller ID (also called a Calling Line ID) for a user. You can learn more about how to

use caller ID in your organization by going How can caller ID be used in your organization.

By default, the following caller ID settings are turned offturned off . This means that the Teams user's phone number can

be seen when that user makes a call to a PSTN phone. You can change these settings as follows:

NOTENOTE

Outgoing caller  IDOutgoing caller  ID You can replace a user's Caller ID, which by default is their telephone number, with

another phone number. For example, you could change the user's Caller ID from their phone number to a

main phone number for your business or to a main phone number for the legal department. Additionally,

you can set the Calling ID number to any online service number (toll or toll-free) or to an on-premises

phone number through Direct Routing that is assigned to a resource account used by an Auto Attendant

or a Call Queue.

If you want to use the Service parameter, you must specify a valid service number. You need to use the PowerShell

cmdlets New-CsCallingLineIdentity or Set-CsCallingLineIdentity in the Teams PowerShell module 2.3.1 or later for

the Resource account number if it is not visible in the dropdown.

Block outbound caller  ID.Block outbound caller  ID. You can block the outgoing Caller ID from being sent on a user's outgoing

PSTN calls. Doing this will block their phone number from being displayed on the phone of a person

being called.

Block incoming caller  ID.Block incoming caller  ID. You can block a user from receiving Caller ID on any incoming PSTN calls.

Set Calling Par ty Name (CNAM).Set Calling Par ty Name (CNAM). For your Microsoft Teams users you can send a CNAM on outbound

PSTN calls.

Emergency calls will always send the user's telephone number (caller ID).

To learn more about these settings and how you can use them, see How can caller ID be used in your

organization.

To set the caller ID to a resource account phone number and to set the calling party name, use the PowerShell cmdlets

New-CsCallingLineIdentity or Set-CsCallingLineIdentity in the Teams PowerShell module 2.3.1 or later. (These options are

not currently available in the Microsoft Teams admin center.)

Open a Windows PowerShell command prompt and run the following commands:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-the-caller-id-for-a-user.md


# When using Teams PowerShell Module

Import-Module MicrosoftTeams
$credential = Get-Credential
Connect-MicrosoftTeams -Credential $credential

  View, create, and apply policy settingsView, create, and apply policy settings

  Remove a policy settingRemove a policy setting

Get-CsCallingLineIdentity |fl

New-CsCallingLineIdentity  -Identity Anonymous -Description "Anonymous policy" -CallingIDSubstitute 
Anonymous -EnableUserOverride $false

Grant-CsCallingLineIdentity -Identity "amos.marble@contoso.com" -PolicyName Anonymous

Set-CsCallingLineIdentity  -Identity "Block Incoming" -BlockIncomingPstnCallerID $true

Grant-CsCallingLineIdentity -Identity "amos.marble@contoso.com" -PolicyName "Block Incoming"

$ObjId = (Get-CsOnlineApplicationInstance -Identity dkcq@contoso.com).ObjectId
New-CsCallingLineIdentity  -Identity DKCQ -CallingIDSubstitute Resource -EnableUserOverride $false -
ResourceAccount $ObjId -CompanyName "Contoso"

1. To view all of the caller ID policy settings in your organization, run:

For more information, see Get-CsCallingLineIdentity.

2. To create a new caller ID policy for your organization, use the New-CsCallingIdentity cmdlet:

In all cases, the "Service Number" field should not include an initial "+".

For more information, see New-CsCallingLineIdentity.

3. Apply the new policy you created by using the Grant-CsCallingIdentity cmdlet. For example, the following

example applies the new policy to user Amos Marble.

For more information, see Grant-CsCallingLineIdentity cmdlet.

4. If you want to block the incoming caller ID, run:

For more information, see Set-CsCallingLineIdentity.

5. To apply the policy setting you created to a user in your organization, run:

For more information, see Grant-CsCallingLineIdentity.

6. To create a new Caller ID policy that sets the Caller ID to the phone number of the specified resource

account and sets the Calling party name to Contoso:

If you have already created a policy, you can use the Set-CsCallingLineIdentity cmdlet to make changes to the

existing policy, and then use the Grant-CsCallingLineIdentity cmdlet to apply the settings to your users.

To remove a policy from your organization, run:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-cscallinglineidentity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-cscallinglineidentity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-cscallinglineidentity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cscallinglineidentity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-cscallinglineidentity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cscallinglineidentity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-cscallinglineidentity


Remove-CsCallingLineIdentity -Identity "My Caller ID Policy"

Grant-CsCallingLineIdentity -Identity "amos.marble@contoso.com" -PolicyName $null

 Want to know more about Windows PowerShell?

 Related topics

To remove a policy from a user, run:

Windows PowerShell is all about managing users and what users are allowed or not allowed to do. With

Windows PowerShell, you can manage Microsoft 365 using a single point of administration that can simplify

your daily work. To get started with Windows PowerShell, see these topics:

An introduction to Windows PowerShell

Six Reasons Why You Might Want to Use Windows PowerShell to Manage Microsoft 365

Windows PowerShell has many advantages in speed, simplicity, and productivity over only using the

Microsoft 365 admin center such as when you are making setting changes for many users at one time.

Learn about these advantages in the following topics:

Best ways to manage Microsoft 365 with Windows PowerShell

Using Windows PowerShell to manage Skype for Business Online

Using Windows PowerShell to do common Skype for Business Online management tasks

Transferring phone numbers common questions

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

More about Calling Line ID and Calling Party Name

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Skype for Business Online: Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/why-you-need-to-use-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions//dn568025(v=technet.10)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/what-are-calling-plans-in-office-365/more-about-calling-line-id-and-calling-party-name
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/emergency-calling/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip?raw=true
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 Related topics

CallerID consists of two user-facing pieces of information:

A phone number (typically referred to as CLID or calling line ID).

Calling party name (typically referred to as CNAM).

When a call is made, the CLID (phone number) is routed to the destination's carrier (also known as the

terminating carrier). The CNAM information for the call may or may not be routed with the call because as this

information depends on how the country has implemented CNAM (if at all). The reliability of CNAM delivery

with the call varies depending on the country and carriers that handle the call--either as an intermediary or a

terminating carrier.

CLID & CNAM transmission is the responsibility of the terminating carrier. The terminating carrier must support

CLID & CNAM functionality as well as provide up-to-date records for both values. Microsoft reliably provides

CLID values when originating calls, but those values may not be kept intact once they pass through an

intermediary carrier or the terminating carrier. If the CLID value is changed, omitted, or truncated by the

intermediary or terminating carrier, Microsoft has little to no recourse in correcting such problems in the public

telephone network.

Inconsistencies in CNAM can be caused when the intermediate or terminating carriers delay refreshing the

CNAM information in authoritative databases--as in the case of the United States. In countries where there are

no authoritative databases for CNAM, individual carrier practices can also cause problems with CNAM

information arriving intact with the call. Microsoft currently does not support originating CNAM information in

countries other than the United States.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/more-about-calling-line-ID-and-calling-party-name.md
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 Auto attendants

 Call queues

Auto attendants allow you to set up menu options to route calls based on caller input. Menu options, such as

"For Sales, press 1. For Services press 2", for an auto attendant let an organization provide a series of choices

that guide callers to their destination quickly, without relying on a human operator to handle incoming calls.

Call queues are waiting areas for callers. For situations where callers need to reach someone with a particular

specialty - such as sales or service - rather than a specific person, you can use call queues to connect callers to

the group of agents who can assist them. Callers are put on hold until an agent assigned to the queue is

available to take their call.

Used together, auto attendants and call queues can easily route callers to the appropriate person or department

in your organization.

The primary purpose of an auto attendant is to direct a caller to an appropriate person or department based on

the caller's input to the provided menu options. Callers can be directed to specific people within your

organization, to call queues where they wait to talk to the next available agent, or to voicemail. Different call

routing options can be specified for business hours, off hours, and holidays.

Menu prompts can be created by using text-to-speech (system-generated prompts) or by uploading a recorded

audio file. Speech recognition accepts voice commands for hands-free navigation, but people calling in can also

use the phone keypad to navigate menus.

Each auto attendant has a specific language and time zone. If you do business in multiple languages or multiple

parts of the world, you can create as many different auto attendants as you need to accommodate your callers.

For each auto attendant, you can configure an operator. While you can configure operator calls to go to a variety

of destinations, the operator feature is designed to allow callers to talk to a specific person in your organization

who can help them.

Auto attendants can be configured to allow callers to search your organization's directory, either by name or by

extension number. Within an auto attendant, you can specify who is available for the directory search by

choosing groups of users to include or exclude. (This is known as dial scope.)

Callers can reach an auto attendant either by direct phone number, if configured, or by being redirected from

another auto attendant or a call queue.

A call queue is analogous to a waiting room in a physical building. Callers wait on hold while calls are routed to

the agents in the queue. Call queues are commonly used for sales and service functions. However, call queues

can be used for any situation where the number of calls exceeds your internal capacity, such as a receptionist in

a busy facility.

Call queues allow for specific routing of calls in cases where the total number of callers in the queue or the wait

time exceeds the limits that you specify. Calls can be routed to specific people, voicemail, other call queues, or

auto attendants.

Like auto attendants, call queues each have a language setting. You can use different call queues if you do

business in multiple languages. Agents can be members of more than one queue if they're multi-lingual.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/plan-auto-attendant-call-queue.md


 Prerequisites

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Business decisions

For each call queue, you can specify if agents in the queue can opt out of taking calls and if calls should be

routed to them based on their presence indication in Teams.

You can assign a phone number to a call queue, however call queues do not provide separate call routing for off

hours and holidays. Unless your call queue is staffed 24/7, we recommend assigning the phone number to an

auto attendant that redirects to the call queue during business hours.

To configure auto attendants and call queues, you need the following resources:

A resource account for each auto attendant and each call queue

A free Phone System - Virtual User license for each resource account

At least one Microsoft service number, Operator Connect number, Direct Routing number, or a hybrid

number for each resource account that you want to be directly dialable

The service number may be a toll or toll-free number

Resource accounts are disabled for sign in and must remain so. Chat and presence are not avaialble for these accounts.

Agents who receive calls from the call queues must be Enterprise Voice enabled online or on-premise users. In

addition, if the call queues are using Direct Routing numbers, agents who need to conference or transfer calls

also require:

An online voice routing policy assigned if the call queue uses transfer mode

An Audio Conferencing license or online voice routing policy assigned if the call queue uses conference

mode

If your agents are using the Microsoft Teams app for call queue calls, they need to be in TeamsOnly mode.

When transferring calls to an external phone number, the resource account performing the transfer (that is, the

one associated with the auto attendant or call queue) must have a Microsoft 365 Phone System Virtual User

license and one of the following assigned:

A Calling Plan license and a phone number assigned

An Operator Connect phone number assigned

An online voice routing policy (phone number assignment is optional when using Direct Routing)

Direct Routing service numbers for auto attendant and call queues are supported for Microsoft Teams users and call

agents only.

Transfers between Calling Plan, Operator Connect, and Direct Routing trunks aren't supported.

In a Hybrid scenario, the resource account must be created on-premises. For more information, see Plan Cloud call

queues.

Before you set up your auto attendants and call queues, there are some decisions that you should make about

how to use these features in your business. These decisions will determine the settings that you choose when

you configure your auto attendants and call queues.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/calling-plans-for-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-call-queue


 Technical decisions

 Plan your call routing flow

Document your answers to these questions and provide the information to the administrator doing the

configuration.

What languages do you need? Where are these languages needed - which department or group?

Do you want to allow voice inputs from callers or only dialing inputs?

Do you need separate call routing for off hours or holidays? What are the hours and holidays?

Do you want to allow agents in a call queue to opt out of taking calls?

Do you want agents in your call queues or your operator to have a specific caller ID if they dial out?

Do you want to enable call parking and retrieval in your organization to assist in call handoffs between

people or departments?

For the voice prompts, do you want to record your own or use the system-generated voice? (The system-

generated voice is easy to update.)

When using auto attendants and call queues to connect callers to people in your organization, there are some

technical decisions to make before you start the configuration.

Agents can be added to call queues in the following ways:

Individual users

Distribution lists

Security groups, including mail-enabled security groups

Microsoft 365 Groups or Teams

You can use a combination of these options for each queue if needed. Groups that have an email address can be

used for voicemail. Using Teams offers a number of advantages, including shared file storage and chat between

agents, a common mailbox where voicemails can be received, and an extensible platform that can include

integration with your line-of-business applications or Power Apps.

We recommend choosing a strategy for adding call agents to queues before you start your configuration.

If you have an existing auto attendant and call queue infrastructure and you're migrating to Teams, you'll need a

plan to transfer your existing phone numbers to the new auto attendants and call queues. You might need to

create a port order to move your numbers from another providers. We recommend that you temporarily

acquire one or more new phone numbers and test your auto attendant and call queue flows before switching

them over the numbers you currently have in service.

Conference mode is an option in call queues that significantly reduces the amount of time it takes to connect

Teams VOIP calls and PSTN calls to an agent. For conference mode to work, agents in the call queue must use

one of the following clients:

The latest version of the Microsoft Teams desktop client, Android app, or iOS app

Microsoft Teams Phone version 1449/1.0.94.2020051601 or later

Set Agents' Teams accounts to Teams-only mode. Agents who don't meet the requirements aren't included in the

call routing list.

We recommend enabling conference mode for your call queues if your agents are all using compatible clients.

As part of the planning process, we recommend that you work out the call routing for your organization in a

diagram. The diagram helps determine the most efficient routing for people calling in to your organization. You

can also use the diagram to determine the auto attendants and call queues that you need to create, along with
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related requirements such as service numbers, licenses, and resource accounts.

Let's look at how auto attendants and call queues route calls.

Auto attendants route all calls in one of the following ways:

Redirect immediatelyRedirect immediately  - calls can be redirected to one of the call routing destinations (listed below)

immediately upon answering or after an initial greeting.

Redirect based on dial optionsRedirect based on dial options  - callers can be directed to choose between options that are assigned to

the numbers on their telephone keypad, 0-9. Each dial key can be assigned a call routing destinations.

Dial people by name or extensionDial people by name or extension - callers can be directed to dial the extension number of the person

they're trying to reach in your organization's directory, or by spelling the person's name.

DisconnectDisconnect - an auto attendant can hang up the call.

A single Auto attendant can only support a single "dial by" method. To allow callers to dial by name and by number, you

will need to create an auto attendant that has an option for dial by name and the another for dial by extension. Each of

these options will route to separate auto attendants configured for these "dial by" scenarios.

When calls are redirected by an auto attendant or call queue, you can choose from the following call routing

destinations:

Person in the organizationPerson in the organization - a person in your organization who is able to receive voice calls. This can be

an online user or a user hosted on-premises using Skype for Business Server.

Voice appVoice app - another auto attendant or a call queue. Choose the resource account associated with the

destination.

External phone numberExternal phone number  - any phone number. (See external transfer technical details).

VoicemailVoicemail  - the voice mailbox associated with a Microsoft 365 group that you specify. You can choose if you

want voicemail transcriptions and the "Please leave a message after the tone." system prompt.

OperatorOperator  (auto attendant only) - the operator defined for the auto attendant. Defining an operator is

optional. An operator can be any of the other destinations in this list.

Auto attendants offer separate call routing options for calls received outside of business hours and on holidays.

After-hours call routing allows all the options listed above, while holiday call routing allows only redirecting or

disconnecting a call, but no dial key options.

Call queues place the caller on hold until an agent assigned to the queue is available to take their call. There are

two situations where a caller might be directed out of the queue:

Call overflowCall overflow  - if the number of calls in the queue exceeds the limit that you set, then new callers are

redirected out of the queue.

Call timeoutCall timeout - if a caller has been in the queue longer than the configured timeout setting, they're

redirected out of the queue.

Calls redirected out of a queue can be sent to any of the call routing destinations listed above except for an

operator. (Call queues don't have operators, but you can redirect callers to the same destination as an operator

that you've configured for an auto attendant.)

The example below shows an example of call routing using auto attendants and call queues.



In the example above:

The zero (0) key redirects callers to an operator. The operator for that auto attendant has been configured as

a Person in the organizationPerson in the organization.

The one (1) key redirects callers to the sales call queue. This call queue is connected to a team that contains

the sales team assigned to the queue.

The two (2) key redirects callers to the support call queue. This call queue is connected to a team that

contains the support team assigned to the team.

The support call queue has a direct phone number via an intervening auto attendant. Having an auto

attendant answer the support line allows for separate off hours and holiday call routing.

The three (3) key redirects users to another auto attendant for the company directory. The company directory

auto attendant allows callers to call individuals in the organization by dialing their name or extension.

We recommend that you create one or more diagrams similar to the one above to map out your call routing. Be

sure to include the following in your diagram or accompanying documentation:

Which auto attendants will have direct access via phone numbers?

What are the off-hours and holiday routing requirements for each auto attendants?

The membership for each call queue. (You can add users individually or map the queue to different kinds of

groups. Mapping a queue to a team provides the most versatile experience.)

Here are some call routing best practices:



 Getting started

Look at your existing calling system and analyze the types and frequency of incoming calls. Use this

information to help inform your auto attendant and call queue structure.

Put the most common options earliest in the menu to route calls as quickly as possible.

Avoid connecting service numbers directly to call queues unless the queues are available 24/7. Call queues

don't allow for separate call handling for off hours or holidays. If you want to have a queue with a direct

number, assign the number to an auto attendant that automatically redirects to the queue during business

hours.

If you receive numerous calls requesting basic information about your company, such as business hours,

location, or web site address, consider creating an auto attendant to answer these questions with recorded

messages.

Keep the list of menu items to five or fewer. Callers can have trouble remembering more than five options.

Use nested auto attendants if more options are needed to properly route a call.

Describe the service first, followed by the option to press (eg: For Sales press 1) rather than the other way

around (eg. Press 1 for Sales).

User terminology your callers will understand rather than what you may use internally.

Avoid frequent updates to call routing. If you change your menu options for an auto attendant in the future,

call that out in the voice prompts for the first 30 days.

Once you've completed the planning tasks in this article, follow these steps to get your auto attendants and call

queues set up:

1. Get the service numbers that you need for the auto attendants and call queues that you want to be

accessible by direct dialing from outside your organization. This might include transferring numbers from

another provider or requesting new service numbers.

2. Get a Phone System - Virtual User license for each resource account that you plan to create. These

licenses are free, so we suggest getting a few extra in case you decide to make changes to your resource

accounts in the future.

3. Create a resource account for each auto attendant and call queue that you want to create. Assign each

account a Phone System - Virtual User license and, optionally, a service number.

4. Create the holidays for which you want to have separate call routing in your auto attendants.

5. Optionally, set up call parking and retrieval if you want to use this feature to help with call transfers.

6. Create the groups that you want to use to contain the call agents for the call queues.

7. If you plan to allow dial by extension, ensure that you've added your users' extension number to their

Azure Active Directory profile.

Once you've completed the steps above, you're ready to create your auto attendants and call queues. Because

auto attendants and call queues can redirect calls to each other, refer to the workflow diagram that you created

to determine which auto attendant or call queue should be created first. In the example in the diagram above,

you would create the sales and support call queues before you create the Contoso main auto attendant because

the main auto attendant needs to direct callers to the sales and support call queues.

See the following articles for information on how to create auto attendants and call queues:

Set up an auto attendant

Create a call queue

If you need more extensive capabilities, such as integration with workflows, bots, and SMS, consider Azure

Communication Services.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/communication-services/overview


 Related topics
Plan Direct Routing

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

Create a call queue - small business tutorial

Set up an auto attendant - small business tutorial
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TIPTIP

 Video demonstration

 General info

Auto attendants let people call your organization and navigate a menu system to speak to the right department,

call queue, person, or an operator. You can create auto attendants for your organization with the Microsoft

Teams admin center, or with PowerShell.

This article is for large organizations. If your organization is a small business, read Set up an auto attendant - small

business tutorial instead.

Be sure you have read Plan for Teams auto attendants and call queues and followed the getting started steps

before you follow the procedures in this article.

Auto attendants can direct calls, based on callers' input, to one of the following destinations:
 

OperatorOperator  - the operator defined for the auto attendant. Defining an operator is optional. The operator can

be defined as any of the other destinations in this list.

Person in the organizationPerson in the organization - a person in your organization who can receive voice calls. This person can be

an online user or a user hosted on-premises using Skype for Business Server.

Voice appVoice app - another auto attendant or a call queue. (Choose the resource account associated with the auto

attendant or call queue when choosing this destination.)

VoicemailVoicemail  - the voice mailbox associated with a Microsoft 365 group that you specify. You can choose if you

want voicemail transcriptions and the "Please leave a message after the tone." system prompt.

External phone numberExternal phone number  - any phone number. (See external transfer technical details).

Announcement (Audio file)Announcement (Audio file)  - Play an audio file. A recorded announcement message you upload that's

saved as audio in .WAV, .MP3, or .WMA format. The recording can be no larger than 5 MB. The system plays

the announcement, and then returns to the auto attendant menu.

Announcement (Typed)Announcement (Typed)  - Type in a message. Text you want the system to read. You can enter up to 1000

characters. The system plays the announcement, and then returns to the auto attendant menu.

You'll be prompted to choose one of these options at various stages as you set up an auto attendant.

To set up an auto attendant, in the Teams admin center, expand VoiceVoice, select Auto attendantsAuto attendants , and then select

AddAdd.

This video shows a basic example of how to create an auto attendant in Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/create-a-phone-system-auto-attendant.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/business-voice/create-a-phone-system-auto-attendant-smb
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RWEnCG?autoplay=false


 Call flow

NOTENOTE

1. Type a name for the auto attendant in the box at the top.

2. To designate an operator, specify the destination for calls to the operator. This designation is optional (but

recommended). Set the OperatorOperator  option to allow callers to break out of the menus and speak to a

designated person.

3. Specify the time zone for this auto attendant. The time zone is used for calculating business hours if you

create a separate call flow for after hours.

4. Specify a supported language for this auto attendant. This is the language that will be used for system-

generated voice prompts.

5. Choose if you want to enable voice inputs. When enabled, the name of every menu option becomes a

speech-recognition keyword. For example, callers can say "One" to select the menu option mapped to key

1, or they can say "Sales" to select the menu option named "Sales."

If you choose a language in Step 4 that doesn't support voice inputs this option will be disabled.

6. Select NextNext.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/create-a-phone-system-auto-attendant-languages


  Menu optionsMenu options

Choose if you want to play a greeting when the auto attendant answers a call.

If you select Play an audio filePlay an audio file you can use the Upload fileUpload file button to upload a recorded greeting message

saved as audio in .WAV, .MP3, or .WMA format. The recording can be no larger than 5 MB.

If you select Type a greeting messageType a greeting message the system will read the text that you type (up to 1000 characters)

when the auto attendant answers a call.

Choose how you want to route the call.

If you select DisconnectDisconnect, the auto attendant will hang up the call.

If you select Redirect callRedirect call , you can choose one of the call routing destinations.

If you select Play menu optionsPlay menu options , you can choose to Play an audio filePlay an audio file or Type in a greeting messageType in a greeting message and

then choose between menu options and directory search.



  Directory searchDirectory search

For dialing options, assign the 0-9 keys on the telephone keypad to one of the call routing destinations. (The

keys * (asterisk) and # (pound) are reserved by the system and can't be reassigned. Pressing either of these keys

will repeat the current menu.)

Key mappings don't have to be continuous. It's possible to create a menu with keys 0, 1, and 3 mapped to

options, while the number 2 key isn't used.

We recommend mapping the zero key to the operator if you've configured one. If the operator isn't set to any

key, the voice command "Operator" is also disabled.

For each menu option, specify the following settings:

Dial keyDial key  - the key on the telephone keypad to access this option. If voice inputs are available, callers can

also say this number to access the option.

Voice commandVoice command - defines the voice command that a caller can give to access this option, if voice inputs

are enabled. It can contain multiple words like "Customer Service" or "Operations and Grounds." For

example, the caller can press 2, say "two," or say "Sales" to select the option mapped to the two keys. This

text is also rendered by text to speech for the service confirmation prompt, which might be something

like "Transferring your call to sales."

Redirect toRedirect to - the call routing destination used when callers choose this option. If you are redirecting to

an auto attendant or call queue, choose the resource account associated with it.

If you assign dial keys to destinations, we recommend that you choose NoneNone for Director y searchDirector y search. If a caller

attempts to dial a name or extension using keys that are assigned to specific destinations, they might be

unexpectedly routed to a destination before they finish entering the name or extension. We recommend that

you create a separate auto attendant for directory search and have your main auto attendant link to it with a dial

key.

If you didn't assign dial keys, then choose an option for Director y searchDirector y search.

Dial by nameDial by name - If you enable this option, callers can say the user's name or type it on the telephone keypad.

Any online user or any user hosted on-premises using Skype for Business Server, is an eligible user and can be

found with Dial by name. (You can set who is and isn't included in the directory on the Dial scope page.)

Dial by extensionDial by extension - If you enable this option, callers can connect with users in your organization by dialing

their phone extension. Any online user or any user hosted on-premises using Skype for Business Server, is an

eligible user and can be found with Dial by extensionDial by extension. (You can set who is and isn't included in the directory

on the Dial scope page.)

Users you want to make available for Dial By Extension need to have an extension specified as part of one of the
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 Call flow for after hours

following phones attributes defined in Active Directory or Azure Active Directory (See Add users individually or

in bulk for more information.)

OfficePhone

HomePhone

Mobile/MobilePhone

TelephoneNumber/PhoneNumber

OtherTelephone

The required format to enter the extension in the user phone number field can be one of the following formats:

+<phone number>;ext=<extension>

+<phone number>x<extension>

x<extension>

Example 1: Set-MsolUser -UserPrincipalName usern@domain.com -Phonenumber

"+15555555678;ext=5678"

Example 2: Set-MsolUser -UserPrincipalName usern@domain.com -Phonenumber

"+15555555678x5678"

Example 3: Set-MsolUser -UserPrincipalName usern@domain.com -Phonenumber "x5678"

You can set the extension in the Microsoft 365 admin center or the Azure Active Directory admin center. It can

take up to 12 hours before changes are available to auto attendants and call queues.

If you want to use both the Dial by nameDial by name and Dial by extensionDial by extension features, you can assign a dial key on your main auto

attendant to reach an auto attendant enabled for Dial by nameDial by name. Within that auto attendant, you can assign the 1 key

(which has no letters associated with it) to reach the Dial by extensionDial by extension auto attendant.

Once you have selected a Director y searchDirector y search option, select NextNext.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/add-users
https://admin.microsoft.com/
https://aad.portal.azure.com


 Call flows during holidays

Business hours can be set for each auto attendant. If business hours aren't set, all days and all hours in the day

are considered business hours because a 24/7 schedule is set by default. Business hours can be set with breaks

in time during the day, and all of the hours that are not set as business hours are considered after-hours. You can

set different incoming call-handling options and greetings for after-hours.

Depending on how you have configured your auto attendants and call queues, you may only need to specify

after-hours call routing for auto attendants with direct phone numbers.

If you want separate call routing for after-hours callers, then specify your business hours for each day. Select

Add new timeAdd new time to specify multiple sets of hours for a given day, for example, to specify a lunch break.

Once you've specified your business hours, then choose your call routing options for after hours. The same

options are available as for the business hours call routing that you specified above.

Select NextNext when you're done.



 Dial scope

Your auto attendant can have a call flow for each Holiday you've set up. You can add up to 20 scheduled holidays

to each auto attendant.

1. On the Holiday call settings page, select AddAdd.

2. Type a name for this holiday setting.

3. From the HolidayHoliday  dropdown, choose the holiday that you want to use.

4. Choose the type of greeting that you want to use.

5. Choose if you want to DisconnectDisconnect or RedirectRedirect the call.

6. If you chose to redirect, choose the call routing destination for the call.

7. Select SaveSave.

Repeat the procedure as needed for each additional holiday.

When you've added all your holidays, select NextNext.
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 Resource accounts

The dial scope defines which users are available in the directory when a caller uses dial-by-name or dial-by-

extension. The default of All online usersAll online users  includes all users in your organization that are Online users or

hosted on-premises using Skype for Business Server.

You can include or exclude specific users by selecting Custom user groupCustom user group under IncludeInclude or ExcludeExclude and

choosing one or more Microsoft 365 groups, distribution lists, or security groups. For example, you might want

to exclude executives in your organization from the dialing directory. (If a user is in both lists, they will be

excluded from the directory.)

It might take up to 36 hours for a new user to have their name listed in the directory.

When you're done setting the dial scope, select NextNext.

All auto attendants must have an associated resource account. First-level auto attendants will need at least one

resource account that has an associated service number. If you wish, you can assign several resource accounts to

an auto attendant, each with a separate service number.

To add a resource account, select Add accountAdd account and search for the account that you want to add. Select AddAdd,

and then select AddAdd.



 External phone number transfers - technical details

  Create an auto attendant with PowerShellCreate an auto attendant with PowerShell

When you have finished adding resource accounts, select SubmitSubmit to complete auto attendant configuration.

See Manage Teams resource accounts for more information.

Refer to the Prerequisites in order to allow auto attendants to transfer calls externally. In addition:

For a resource account with a Calling Plan license or Operator Connect number, the external transfer

phone number must be entered in E.164 format (+[country code][area code][phone number]).

For a resource account with a Phone System License and Direct Routing online voice routing policy, the

external transfer phone number format is dependant on the Session Border Controller (SBC) settings.

The outbound phone number that's displayed is determined as follows:

For Calling Plan and Operator Connect numbers, the original caller's phone number is displayed.

For Direct Routing numbers, the number sent is based on the P-Asserted-Identity (PAI) setting on the SBC, as

follows:

If set to Disabled, the original caller's phone number is displayed. This is the default and

recommended setting.

If set to Enabled, the resource account phone number is displayed.

In a Skype for Business hybrid environment, to transfer an auto attendant call to the PSTN, create a new on-

premises user with call forwarding set to the PSTN number. The user must be enabled for Enterprise Voice and

have a voice policy assigned. To learn more, see Auto attendant call transfer to PSTN.

You can also use PowerShell to create and set up auto attendants. Here are the cmdlets that you need to manage

an auto attendant:

New-CsAutoAttendant

Set-CsAutoAttendant

Get-CsAutoAttendant

Get-CsAutoAttendantHolidays

Remove-CsAutoAttendant

New-CsAutoAttendantMenu

New-CsOnlineAudioFile

New-CsAutoAttendantCallFlow

Export-CsAutoAttendantHolidays

New-CsOnlineTimeRange

New-CsOnlineDateTimeRange

New-CsOnlineSchedule

Get-CsAutoAttendantSupportedTimeZone

New-CsAutoAttendantCallHandlingAssociation

Get-CsAutoAttendantSupportedLanguage

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/calling-plans-for-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/plan/exchange-unified-messaging-online-migration-support#auto-attendant-call-transfer-to-pstn
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csautoattendant
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csautoattendant
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csautoattendant
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csautoattendantholidays
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csautoattendant
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csautoattendantmenu
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlineaudiofile
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csautoattendantcallflow
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/export-csorganizationalautoattendantholidays
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinetimerange
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinedatetimerange
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlineschedule
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csautoattendantsupportedtimezone
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csautoattendantcallhandlingassociation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csautoattendantsupportedlanguage


 Auto Attendant Diagnostic Tool

 Related topics

Import-CsAutoAttendantHolidays

New-CsAutoAttendantCallableEntity

If you're an administrator, you can use the following diagnostic tool to validate that an auto attendant is able to

receive calls:

1. Select Run TestsRun Tests  below, which will populate the diagnostic in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center.

Run Tests: Teams Auto Attendant

2. In the Run diagnostic pane, enter the Resource Account in the Username or EmailUsername or Email  field, and then select

Run TestsRun Tests .

3. The tests will identify tenant, policy, or resource account configurations that are preventing the auto

attendant from being able to receive calls and provide steps to fix any problems identified.

Here's what you get with Teams Phone

Getting service phone numbers

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

An introduction to Windows PowerShell and Skype for Business Online

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/import-csautoattendantholidays
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csautoattendantcallableentity
https://aka.ms/TeamsAADiag
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
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 Video demonstration

 Create the call queue

 Resource accounts

Call queues provide a method of routing callers to people in your organization who can help with a particular

issue or question. Calls are distributed one at a time to the people in the queue (who are known as agents).

This article is for large organizations. If your organization is a small business, read Create a call queue - small business

tutorial instead.

Call queues provide:

A greeting message.

Music while people are waiting on hold in a queue.

Call routing - in First In, First Out (FIFO) order - to agents.

Handling options for queue overflow and timeout.

Be sure you have read Plan for Teams auto attendants and call queues and followed the getting started steps

before you follow the procedures in this article.

This video shows a basic example of how to create a call queue in Teams.

To set up a call queue, in the Teams admin center, expand VoiceVoice, click Call queuesCall queues , and then click AddAdd.

Type a name for the call queue.

Click Add accountsAdd accounts , search for the resource account that you want to use with this call queue, click AddAdd, and

then click AddAdd. (Agents will see the resource account name when they receive an incoming call.)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/create-a-phone-system-call-queue.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/business-voice/create-a-phone-system-call-queue-smb
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RWCF23?autoplay=false


  Assign calling IDAssign calling ID

 Language

 Greetings and music on hold in queue

See Manage Teams resource accounts for more information.

If you plan to use a Teams channel for your call agents, you can assign an outbound caller ID number for the

agents by specifying one or more resource accounts with a phone number.

Click AddAdd, search for the resource accounts that you want to allow agents to for calling ID purposes when

making outbound calls, click AddAdd, and then click AddAdd.

If you are not using a Teams channel to control agent membership, consider directly setting the caller ID for

members of the call queue to the service number of the call queue or appropriate auto attendant. See Manage

caller ID policies in Microsoft Teams for more information.

Choose a supported language. This language will be used for system-generated voice prompts and voicemail

transcription (if you enable them).

Specify if you want to play a greeting to callers when they arrive in the queue. You must upload an MP3, WAV, or

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/create-a-phone-system-call-queue-languages
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WMA file containing the greeting that you want to play. The uploaded recording can be no larger than 5 MB.

Teams provides default music to callers while they are on hold in a queue. The default music supplied in Teams

call queues is free of any royalties payable by your organization. If you want to play a specific audio file, choose

Play an audio filePlay an audio file and upload an MP3, WAV, or WMA file.

You are responsible for independently clearing and securing all necessary rights and permissions to use any music or

audio file with your Microsoft Teams service, which may include intellectual property and other rights in any music, sound

effects, audio, brands, names, and other content in the audio file from all relevant rights holders, which may include

artists, actors, performers, musicians, songwriters, composers, record labels, music publishers, unions, guilds, rights

societies, collective management organizations and any other parties who own, control or license the music copyrights,

sound effects, audio and other intellectual property rights.

Review the prerequisites for adding agents to a call queue.

You can add up to 200 agents via a Teams channel. Note that you must be a member of the team or the creator

or an owner of the channel to add a channel to the queue.

If you want to use a Teams channel to manage the queue, select the Choose a teamChoose a team option and click Add aAdd a

channelchannel . Search for the team that you want to use, select it, and click AddAdd. Select the channel that you want to

use (only standard channels are supported) and click ApplyApply .

The following clients are supported when using a Teams channel for call queues:

Microsoft Teams Windows client

Microsoft Teams Mac client

If you use this option, it can take up to 24 hours for the call queue to be fully operational.

You can add up to 20 agents individually and up to 200 agents via groups.

If you want to add individual users or groups to the queue, select the Choose users and groupsChoose users and groups  option.

To add a user to the queue, click Add usersAdd users , search for the user, click AddAdd, and then click AddAdd.

To add a group to the queue, click Add groupsAdd groups , search for the group, click AddAdd, and then click AddAdd. You can use

distribution lists, security groups, and Microsoft 365 groups or Microsoft Teams teams.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/9f07dabe-91c6-4a9b-a545-8ffdddd2504e
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New users added to a group can take up to eight hours for their first call to arrive.

Conference modeConference mode significantly reduces the amount of time it takes for a caller to be connected to an agent,

after the agent accepts the call. For conference mode to work, agents in the call queue must use one of the

following clients:

The latest version of the Microsoft Teams desktop client, Android app, or iOS app

Microsoft Teams Phone version 1449/1.0.94.2020051601 or later

Agents' Teams accounts need to be set to Teams-only mode. Agents who don't meet the requirements aren't

included in the call routing list. We recommend enabling conference mode for your call queues if your agents

are all using compatible clients.

Conference mode is not supported if phone calls are routed to the queue from a Direct Routing gateway that is enabled

for Location Based Routing.

Setting Conference modeConference mode to OnOn is the recommended setting.

Routing methodRouting method determines the order in which agents receive calls from the queue. Choose from these

options:

Attendant routingAttendant routing rings all agents in the queue at the same time. The first call agent to pick up the call

gets the call.

Ser ial routingSerial routing rings all call agents one by one in the order specified in the Call agentsCall agents  list. If an agent

dismisses or does not pick up a call, the call will ring the next agent and will try all agents until it is picked

up or times out.

Round robinRound robin balances the routing of incoming calls so that each call agent gets the same number of

calls from the queue. This may be desirable in an inbound sales environment to assure equal opportunity



TIPTIP
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among all the call agents.

Longest idleLongest idle routes each call to the agent who has been idle the longest time. An agent is considered

idle if their presence state is Available. Agents whose presence state is not Available will not be eligible to

receive calls until they change their presence to Available.

Setting Routing MethodRouting Method to Round robinRound robin or Longest idleLongest idle is the recommended setting.

If Compliance recording is enabled on the agents, the combination of Conference modeConference mode and Attendant routingAttendant routing is

not supported. If you need to use Conference modeConference mode, select Serial RoutingSerial Routing, Round robinRound robin , or Longest idleLongest idle as the

Routing methodRouting method. If you need to use Attendant routingAttendant routing, set Conference modeConference mode to OffOff.

When using Longest idleLongest idle there may be times when an agent receives a call from the queue shortly after becoming

unavailable or if there is a short delay in receiving a call from the queue after becoming available.

Presence-based routingPresence-based routing uses the availability status of call agents to determine whether an agent should be

included in the call routing list for the selected routing method. Call agents whose availability status is set to

AvailableAvailable are included in the call routing list and can receive calls. Agents whose availability status is set to any

other status are excluded from the call routing list and won't receive calls until their availability status changes

back to AvailableAvailable.

You can enable presence-based call routing with any of the routing methods.

If an agent opts out of getting calls, they won't be included in the call routing list regardless of what their

availability status is set to.
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 Call overflow handling

When Longest idleLongest idle is selected as the routing method, presence-based routing is required and automatically enabled

even though the Presence-based routing toggle will be OffOff and grayed out.

If presence-based routing is not enabled and there are multiple calls in the queue, the system will present these calls

simultaneously to the agents regardless of their presence status. This will result in multiple call notifications to agents,

particularly if some agents don’t answer the initial call presented to them.

Agents who use the Skype for Business client aren't included in the call routing list when presence-based routing is

enabled. If you have agents who use Skype for Business, don't enable presence-based call routing.

Setting Presence-based routingPresence-based routing to OnOn is the recommended setting.

Agent aler t timeAgent aler t time specifies how long an agent's phone will ring before the queue redirects the call to the next

agent.

Setting Agent aler t timeAgent aler t time to 20 seconds20 seconds is the recommended setting.

Maximum calls in the queueMaximum calls in the queue specifies the maximum number of calls that can wait in the queue at any given

time. The default is 50, but it can range from 0 to 200. When this limit is reached, the call is handled as specified

by the When the maximum number of calls is reachedWhen the maximum number of calls is reached setting.

You can choose to disconnect the call or redirect it to any of the call routing destinations. For example, you might
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have the caller leave a voicemail for the agents in the queue. For external transfers, please refer to Prerequisites

and the external phone number transfers - technical details for number formatting.

If the maximum number of calls is set to 0 then the greeting message will not play.

Call Timeout: maximum wait timeCall Timeout: maximum wait time specifies the maximum time a call can be on hold in the queue before it is

redirected or disconnected. You can specify a value from 0 seconds to 45 minutes.

You can choose to disconnect the call or redirect it to one of the call routing destinations. For example, you

might have the caller leave a voicemail for the agents in the queue. For external transfers, please refer to

Prerequisites and the external phone number transfers - technical details for number formatting.

When you have selected your call timeout options, click SaveSave.

The following settings are recommended:

Conference modeConference mode to OnOn

Routing methodRouting method to Round robinRound robin or Longest idleLongest idle

Presence-based routingPresence-based routing to OnOn

Agent aler t time:Agent aler t time: to 20 seconds20 seconds

The following clients are supported for call agents in a call queue:

Skype for Business desktop client 2016 (32-bit and 64-bit versions)



 Call queue cmdlets

 Call Queue Diagnostic Tool

 Related topics

NOTENOTE

Lync desktop client 2013 (32-bit and 64-bit versions)

All IP phone models supported for Microsoft Teams. See Getting phones for Skype for Business Online.

Mac Skype for Business Client (version 16.8.196 and later)

Android Skype for Business Client (version 6.16.0.9 and later)

iPhone Skype for Business Client (version 6.16.0 and later)

iPad Skype for Business Client (version 6.16.0 and later)

Microsoft Teams Windows client (32-bit and 64-bit versions)

Microsoft Teams Mac client

Microsoft Teams on Virtualized Desktop Infrastructure (Windows Virtual Desktop, Citrix, and VMware)

Microsoft Teams iPhone app

Microsoft Teams Android app

Call queues that are assigned a direct routing number don't support Skype for Business clients, Lync clients, or

Skype for Business IP Phones as agents. The Teams client is only supported with a co-existence mode of Teams

Only.

You can also use Windows PowerShell to create and set up call queues. Here are the cmdlets that you use to

manage a call queue.

New-CsCallQueue

Set-CsCallQueue

Get-CsCallQueue

Remove-CsCallQueue

If you're an administrator, you can use the following diagnostic tool to validate that a call queue is able to receive

calls:

1. Select Run TestsRun Tests  below, which will populate the diagnostic in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center.

Run Tests: Teams Call Queue

2. In the Run diagnostic pane, enter the Resource Account in the Username or EmailUsername or Email  field, and then select

Run TestsRun Tests .

3. The tests will return the best next steps to address any tenant, policy, and resource account configurations

to validate that the call queue is able to receive calls.

Here's what you get with Microsoft Teams Phone

Getting service phone numbers

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/what-is-phone-system-in-office-365/getting-phones-for-skype-for-business-online/getting-phones-for-skype-for-business-online
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-for-vdi
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/setting-your-coexistence-and-upgrade-settings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-cscallqueue
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cscallqueue
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-cscallqueue
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-cscallqueue
https://aka.ms/TeamsCallQueueDiag


Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

New-CsOnlineApplicationInstance

An introduction to Windows PowerShell and Skype for Business Online

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlineapplicationinstance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
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  Obtain virtual user licensesObtain virtual user licenses

  Obtain service numbersObtain service numbers

 Create a resource account

A resource account is a disabled user object in Azure AD, and can be used to represent resources in general. For

example, a resource account may be used in Exchange to represent conference rooms and allow them to have a

phone number and calendar. A resource account can be homed in Microsoft 365 or on premises using Skype for

Business Server 2019.

In Microsoft Teams, a resource account is required for each auto attendant or call queue. Resource accounts may

also be assigned service telephone numbers. This is how you assign phone numbers to auto attendants and call

queues allowing callers from outside Teams to reach the auto attendant or call queue.

This article covers how to create resource accounts and ready them for use with auto attendants and call

queues.

Before you start the procedures in this article, ensure you've done the following:

Obtain virtual user licenses

Obtain service numbers

Each resource account requires a license in order to work with auto attendants and call queues. You can use a

free Microsoft 365 Phone System - Virtual User license. To obtain these licenses, see Virtual User license.

We cover how to assign the license to a resource account later in this article.

To get the Virtual User license, in the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to BillingBilling > Purchase ser vicesPurchase ser vices  > Add-Add-

on subscr iptionson subscr iptions  and scroll to the end - you will see Phone System - Virtual User license. Select Buy nowBuy now .

There is a zero cost, but you still need to follow these steps to acquire the license.

Service numbers are optional for auto attendants and call queues, however you will need at least one service

number in order for callers to reach your auto attendant and call queue configuration. For any auto attendant or

call queue that you want to be reachable directly by a service number, you must have a resource account with an

associated service number.

Resource accounts can use either toll or toll-free service numbers. You can request new numbers or port

existing numbers from another carrier.

To get new service numbers, see Getting service phone numbers.

To port a number from another carrier, see Transfer phone numbers to Teams.

You can create a resource account in the Teams admin center.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-resource-accounts.md


 Assign a license

1. In the Teams admin center, expand VoiceVoice, and then click Resource accountsResource accounts .

2. Click AddAdd.

3. In the Add resource accountAdd resource account pane, fill out Display nameDisplay name, UsernameUsername, and the Resource accountResource account

typetype. The resource account type can be either Auto attendantAuto attendant or Call queueCall queue, depending how you

intend to use this resource account.

4. Click SaveSave.

For each resource account, you must assign a Microsoft 365 Phone System - Virtual User license or Phone

System license.



 Assign a service number

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, click the resource account to which you want to assign a license.

2. On the L icenses and AppsLicenses and Apps  tab, under L icensesLicenses , select Microsoft 365 Phone System - Vir tualMicrosoft 365 Phone System - Vir tual

UserUser .

3. Click Save changesSave changes .

If you're planning to use the resource account with an auto attendant or call queue that requires a service

number, assign a number to the resource account.



 Next steps

 Change an existing resource account to use a Virtual User license

WARNINGWARNING

 Skype For Business Server 2019

1. In the Teams admin center, on the Resource accountsResource accounts  page, select the resource account to which you

want to assign a service number, and then click Assign/unassignAssign/unassign.

2. In the Phone number typePhone number type dropdown, choose the type of number that you want to use.

3. In the Assigned phone numberAssigned phone number  box, search for the number you want to use and click AddAdd.

4. Click SaveSave.

To assign a direct routing or hybrid number to a resource account you need to use PowerShell:

Set-CsOnlineApplicationInstance -Identity aa-contoso_main@contoso64.net -OnpremPhoneNumber +19295550150

Once you've completed the resource account setup and assigning a service number if needed, you're ready to

use the resource account with an auto attendant or call queue.

See the following references:

Cloud auto attendant

Cloud call queue

You can edit the resource account Display nameDisplay name and Resource accountResource account type using the EditEdit option. Click

SaveSave when you are done.

If you decide to switch the licenses on your existing resource account from a Phone SystemPhone System license to a Virtual

User license, you'll need to acquire the free Virtual User license, and then follow the steps in the Microsoft 365

admin center to Move users to a different subscription.

Always remove a full Phone System License and assign the Virtual User license in the same license activity. If you remove

the old license, save the account changes, add the new license, and then save the account settings again, the resource

account may no longer function as expected. If this happens, we recommend you create a new resource account for the

Virtual User license and remove the broken resource account.

For resource accounts homed on Skype For Business Server 2019 that can be used with cloud call queues and

cloud auto attendants, see Plan Cloud call queues or Plan Cloud auto attendants. Hybrid implementations

(numbers homed on Direct Routing) are configured using the New-CsHybridApplicationEndpoint cmdlet on an

on-premises Skype for Business Server 2019 server.

The application IDs that you need to use while creating the application instances are:

Auto Attendant:Auto Attendant: ce933385-9390-45d1-9512-c8d228074e07

Call Queue:Call Queue: 11cd3e2e-fccb-42ad-ad00-878b93575e07

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users#move-users-to-a-different-subscription
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-call-queue
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-cloud-auto-attendant
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-cshybridapplicationendpoint
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 Delete a resource account

Set-CsOnlineApplicationInstance -Identity  <Resource Account oid> -OnpremPhoneNumber ""

If you want the call queue or auto attendant to be searchable by Skype For Business Server 2019 users, you should create

your resource accounts on Skype For Business Server 2019, since online resource accounts are not synced down to Active

Directory. When DNS SRV records for sipfederationtls resolve to Skype for Business Server 2019, then resource accounts

mustmust  be created on Skype For Business Server 2019 using SfB Management shell and synchronized to Azure AD.

For implementations that are hybrid with Skype for Business Server :

Plan Cloud auto attendants

Plan Cloud call queues

Configure on-prem resource accounts

Make sure you dissociate the telephone number from the resource account before deleting it, to avoid getting

your service number stuck in pending mode.

After you do that, you can delete the resource account in the Microsoft 365 admin center, under the Users tab.

To disassociate a direct routing telephone number from the resource account, use the following cmdlet:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-cloud-auto-attendant
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-call-queue
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-onprem-ra
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 Create a holiday

You can use the Teams Holidays feature to provide alternate messages and routing to callers for specific dates

and times when departments, call queues or people in your organization will be following different working

hours or won't be available. For example, you might create a holiday for New Year's day when your organization

may be closed.

The holidays you create here are available when you set up an auto attendant, each with its own greeting and

call routing settings.

To create a holiday

NOTENOTE

1. In the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings  > HolidaysHolidays .

2. Select New holidayNew holiday .

3. Enter a name for the holiday.

4. Select Add new dateAdd new date.

5. Under Star t timeStar t time, select the calendar icon and choose the date when you'd like the holiday to begin.

6. Use the drop-down list to select a start time for the holiday.

7. Under End timeEnd time, select the calendar icon and choose the date when you'd like the holiday to end.

8. Use the drop-down list to select an end time for the holiday. The End timeEnd time must be after the Star t timeStar t time.

If the holiday is for one full day (i.e., a 24 hour period), the End timeEnd time should be set to the next day and the time

to 12:00 AM. For example, if your organization is closed on January 1 for New Year's day, set the Star t timeStar t time to

January 1 12:00 AM and set the End timeEnd time to January 2 @ 12:00 AM.

9. Optionally, add more dates for recurring holidays.

10. Select SaveSave.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-holidays-in-teams.md


 Change a holiday

 Related topics

To change a holiday

1. In the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings  > HolidaysHolidays .

2. Select the holiday from the list.

3. Under Star t timeStar t time, select the calendar icon and choose the date when you'd like the holiday to begin.

4. Use the drop-down list to select a start time for the holiday.

5. Under End timeEnd time, select the calendar icon and choose the date when you'd like the holiday to end.

6. Use the drop-down list to select an end time for the holiday. The End timeEnd time must be after the Star t timeStar t time.

7. Select SaveSave.

Plan for Teams auto attendants and call queues?
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 What are auto attendants and call queues?

 Handling an auto attendant or call queue call

NOTENOTE

Teams users can receive and answer calls from Cloud auto attendants and call queues directly from their Teams

client.

Cloud auto attendants provide a series of voice prompts or an audio file that callers hear instead of a human

operator when they call in to an organization. An auto attendant lets callers move through the menu system,

place calls, or locate users by using a phone keypad (DTMF) or voice inputs using speech recognition.

Cloud call queues include greetings that are used when someone calls in to a phone number for your

organization, the ability to automatically put the calls on hold, and the ability to search for the next available call

agent to handle the call while the people who call are listening to music on hold. You can create single or

multiple call queues for your organization.

Users will be able to differentiate incoming calls from an auto attendant or call queue before they answer the

call. Along with the name and/or number of the caller, each call will include information about who the caller

was trying to reach, giving users a better context for addressing the caller.

The following illustration shows how an incoming call from an auto attendant or call queue will appear to a user.

Once an auto attendant or call queue call is answered, the user can process the call like any other call — they

can add or conference in another user or transfer the call to another party. Also, auto attendant calls will be

forwarded based on the user's configuration.

Call queue calls are not forwarded based on the user's configuration. This is to ensure callers remain in the queue until an

agent can answer the call and the caller isn't forwarded unexpectedly.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/answer-auto-attendant-and-call-queue-calls.md


 Supported clients

 Configure auto attendant and call queue support for Microsoft Teams

 Known Issues

 Related topics

Agents are not notified of any missed calls or voicemails for call queue calls.

Support for auto attendant and call queue calls is available in the following clients:

Microsoft Teams Windows client (32 and 64-bit versions)

Microsoft Teams Mac client

Microsoft Teams iPhone app

Microsoft Teams Android app

The Teams client is only supported with a co-existence mode of Teams Only.

To receive auto attendant and call queue calls on Microsoft Teams, you need to configure your interoperability

policy and upgrade policy. Please review Migration and interoperability for organizations using Teams together

with Skype for Business. If you do not have auto attendant and/or call queue configured and would like to do so,

see Set up a Cloud auto attendant and Create a Cloud call queue.

When a call queue agents receives a call on their mobile device, calls may go on hold if the device is locked. User

must unlock device first and then answer the call.

Create a Cloud call queue

What are Cloud auto attendants?

Set up a Cloud auto attendant

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/setting-your-coexistence-and-upgrade-settings
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/what-are-phone-system-auto-attendants.html
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 Prerequisites
  Power BI DesktopPower BI Desktop

  Permissions to access the CQD pipelinePermissions to access the CQD pipeline

 Installation

The Teams Auto Attendant & Call Queue Historical Report Power BI Template provides the following three

reports:

Auto Attendant – showing analytics for calls coming into your Auto Attendants.

Call Queue – showing analytics for calls coming into your Call Queues.

Agent Timeline – showing a timeline view of agents being active in Call Queue calls.

These reports use data from the Call Quality Dashboard data store. The reports allow organizations to report on

the number of calls being processed by auto attendants and call queues. The reports also provide insight to

agent performance in the call queues.

You need to have Power BI Desktop installed. You can install it from the Microsoft Windows Store.

You can use the free version of Power BI Desktop. The minimum compatible version is 2.85.681.0 (September

2020).

The account you use to view the historical report needs to have permissions to access the CQD data pipeline. For

more information, see CQD access role.

The following steps assume you have already installed Power BI Desktop on the computer, and that your account

has the necessary permissions to access the CQD data pipeline.

Perform the following steps:

Download the CQD Power BI Query Templates and save the zip file to a directory on your computer.

Double-click on the zip file to open it.

Double-click on the "CQ and AA combined Analytics 20201105.pbit" template file. The Power BI Desktop

should launch.

You will be prompted to select the CQD data pipeline region. Select the region where your tenant is

located.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/aa-cq-cqd-historical-reports.md
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/cqd-teams-aa-cq-historical-report-sample-aa.png
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/cqd-teams-aa-cq-historical-report-sample-cq.png
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/cqd-teams-aa-cq-historical-report-sample-at.png
https://aka.ms/pbidesktopstore
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=102291


 Data latency and AA & CQ analytics

 Customization

  Change color schemaChange color schema

(Get-CsTenant).ServiceInstance

microsoftcommunicationsonline/noam-4a-s7

The region where your tenant is located can be obtained by using the Get-CsTenant cmdlet.

The region will be displayed after the // as in the above example where there region is: noam

The report will launch with sample data.

To see your own data, select RefreshRefresh in the Home tab under Queries in Power BI Desktop.

You will then be prompted to sign in. Select Organization accountOrganization account and then select S ign inSign in .

Select ConnectConnect and watch the data refresh.

Data will be available in the CQD data pipeline within 30 minutes.

You will have to refresh the data to see the new analytics data.

You can customize certain visualization aspects of the reports, such as adding or removing fields to be shown in

the various visualizations, changing chart type, and so on.

You cannot add additional data fields to the report.

The following steps assume you have already completed the installation steps.

Perform the following steps:

Select View tabView tab on the ribbon.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-cstenant


 Auto Attendant and Call Queue Historical Reports Definitions
  Cloud Auto Attendant AnalyticsCloud Auto Attendant Analytics
  Report descriptionReport description

REP O RT  SEC T IO NREP O RT  SEC T IO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Incoming call source Distribution of calls by Internal/External call source

Directory search method totals Distribution of calls by search type

Caller action Distribution of calls by call receiver

Call result Distribution of calls by final call state

Caller action count Distribution of calls by number action used during the call

  Report to CQD table and field mappingReport to CQD table and field mapping

REP O RT  TA BREP O RT  TA B REP O RT  TA B L E  N A M EREP O RT  TA B L E  N A M E GLO B A L  F ILT ERGLO B A L  F ILT ER

Auto Attendant fAutoAttendant AAStartTime is within the last 28 days

REP O RT  TA B L E  N A M EREP O RT  TA B L E  N A M E SO URC E TA B L E  N A M ESO URC E TA B L E  N A M E P RO C ESSIN GP RO C ESSIN G

Select the color schema from the drop-down list.

1



fAutoAttendant AutoAttendant Source = AutoAttendant, 
#"Filtered Rows" =
Table.SelectRows(Source, each true), 
#"Auto Attendant" =
Table.AddColumn(#"Filtered Rows", "AA
Name", each
List.First(Text.Split([AAIdentity], "@"))), 
#"Changed Type" =
Table.TransformColumnTypes(#"Auto
Attendant",{{"AAStartTime", type
datetime}}), 
#"Removed Columns" =
Table.RemoveColumns(#"Changed
Type",{"AAIdentity"})

REP O RT  TA B L E  N A M EREP O RT  TA B L E  N A M E SO URC E TA B L E  N A M ESO URC E TA B L E  N A M E P RO C ESSIN GP RO C ESSIN G

REP O RT  SEC T IO NREP O RT  SEC T IO N F IEL D( S)  USEDF IEL D( S)  USED F ILT ERS A P P L IEDF ILT ERS A P P L IED

Date selector AAStartTime None

Auto Attendant AA Name None

Incoming call source Call Type
TotalCallCount

External Calls: Call Type is External
Internal Calls: Call Type is Internal

Directory search method totals AADirectorySearchMethod
TotalCallCount

AADirectorySearchMethod is
abs_search_dtmf or abs_search_name

Caller actions AATransferAction
TotalCallCount

None

Average Seconds in AA
Average Caller Actions

AAChainDuration
AACallerActionCount

None

Call results AACallResult
TotalCallCount

None

Caller actions count AACallerActionCount
TotalCallCount

None

Lower section of report AA Name
AACallFlow
AACallResult
AAChainDuration
Call Type
TotalCallCount

None

  fAutoAttendant CQD fields descriptionfAutoAttendant CQD fields description

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

AA Name Text Name of resource account attached to
Auto Attendant

If the full Resource Account name is
aa_test@microsoft.comaa_test@microsoft.com then this
value will be: aa_testaa_test

1



AACallerActionCount Whole number Summarize: Sum
Count of actions selected by caller in
Auto Attendant during the call

AACallFlow Text Encapsulates the different states of
Auto Attendant Call -- possible values:

§ abs_search
§ announcement
§ automatic_menu
§ call_termination
§ call_transfer
§ first_level_menu
§ main_menu
§ speech_input_confirmation
§ user_selection

AACallResult Text Final call result -- possible values:

§ failed_to_establish_media
§ failover_to_operator
§ oaa_chain_too_long
§ oaa_session_too_long
§ service_declined
§ service_terminated
§ terminated_automatic_selection
§ terminated_no_operator
§ terminated_transfer_failed
§ transferred_to_operator§ transferred_to_operator
§ transferred_to_receptionist
§ transferred_to_self
§ transferred_to_shared_voicemail
§ transferred_to_user
§ unknown
§ user_terminated

AAChainDuration Decimal number Summarize: Sum
Duration of call in Auto Attendant

AAChainIndex Text

AAConnectivityType Text Type of call -- possible values:

§ ExternalCall
§ InternalCall

AACount Text Number of Auto Attendants involved
in call

AADirectorySearchMethod Text Last address book search method --
possible values:

§ abs_search_dtmf
§ abs_search_extension_x
§ abs_search_name

AAStartTime Date/time Auto Attendant call start time

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N



AATransferAction Text Call transfer target type -- possible
values:

§ application - voice application§ application - voice application
entityentity
§ external_pstn
§ hunt_group - Call Queue entity§ hunt_group - Call Queue entity
§ orgaa - Organizational Auto§ orgaa - Organizational Auto
Attendant entityAttendant entity
§ shared_voicemail
§ unknown
§ user

Call Type Text Type of call -- possible values:

§ External
§ Internal

IsAAInvolved Text Always 1

PSTNMinutes Whole number Summarize: Sum
Total minute usage

TotalCallCount Whole number Summarize: Sum
Always 1 - used to provide sum of all
calls

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

  Cloud Call Queue AnalyticsCloud Call Queue Analytics
  Report descriptionReport description

REP O RT  SEC T IO NREP O RT  SEC T IO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Incoming call source Distribution of call by Internal/External call source

Call volume Distribution of call by call queues

Caller result Distribution of call by call result

Timeout/Overflow call total action Distribution of NOT forwarded(abandoned) call by call result

Transfer/Forward target totals Distribution of call forwarded by call result

Abandoned calls ratio Ratio of successful to abandoned call count

Average session length (seconds) Call length in seconds grouped by abandoned/successful
calls

  Report to CQD table and field mappingReport to CQD table and field mapping

REP O RT  TA BREP O RT  TA B REP O RT  TA B L E  N A M ESREP O RT  TA B L E  N A M ES GLO B A L  F ILT ERGLO B A L  F ILT ER

Call Queue Dates
dCQ-CQIdenity
fCallQueueAnalytics
fCallQueueFinalStateAction

None

1

1



REP O RT  TA B L E  N A M EREP O RT  TA B L E  N A M E SO URC E TA B L E  N A M ESO URC E TA B L E  N A M E P RO C ESSIN GP RO C ESSIN G

Dates Dates None

dCQ-CQIdentity CallQueueAnalytics Source = CallQueueAnalytics, 
#"Removed Columns" =
Table.RemoveColumns(Source,{"Call
Count", "Call Queue Call Result",
"Date", "PSTN Connectivity Type", "Call
Queue Target Type", "PSTN Total
Minutes"}),
Distinct = Table.Distinct(#"Removed
Columns")

fCallQueueAnalytics CallQueueAnalytics None

fCallQueueFinalStateAction CallQueueFinalStateAction None

REP O RT  SEC T IO NREP O RT  SEC T IO N TA B L E  -> F IEL D( S)  USEDTA B L E  -> F IEL D( S)  USED F ILT ERS A P P L IEDF ILT ERS A P P L IED

Date selector Dates -> DateTime None

Call Queue Identity dCQ-CQIdentity -> Call Queue
Identity

None

Incoming call source fCallQueueAnalytics -> Call Count
fCallQueueAnalytics -> Call Type

External Calls: Call Type is External
Internal Calls: Call Type is Internal

Avg Waiting Time fCallQueueFinalStateAction -> Average
Call Duration (Seconds)

Before Transfer: Call Queue Call Result
is agent_joined_conference or
transferred_to_agent
Before Hang Up: Call Queue Call Result
is not agent_joined_conference or
transferred_to_agent

Call Result fCallQueueAnalytics -> Call Count
fCallQueueAnalytics -> Call Queue Call
Result

None

Timeout/Overflow calls total action fCallQueueFinalStateAction -> Call
Count
fCallQueueFinalStateAction -> Call
Queue Final State Action

Call Queue Final State Action is not
forward

Transfer/Forard target totals fCallQueueAnalytics -> Call Count
fCallQueueAnalytics -> Call Queue
Target Type

None

Call volumes fCallQueueAnalytics -> Call Count
fCallQueueAnalytics -> Call Queue
Identify
fCallQueueAnalytics -> Date

None

1



Abandoned Calls fCallQueueAnalytics -> %Abandoned
Calls
fCallQueueAnalytics -> Call Count
fCallQueueAnalytics -> Date
fCallQueueAnalytics -> IsAbandoned

IsAbandoned is True

Average Session Length (seconds) fCallQueueFinalStateAction -> Average
Call Duration
fCallQueueFinalStateAction -> Date
fCallQueueFinalStateAction ->
IsAbandoned

None

REP O RT  SEC T IO NREP O RT  SEC T IO N TA B L E  -> F IEL D( S)  USEDTA B L E  -> F IEL D( S)  USED F ILT ERS A P P L IEDF ILT ERS A P P L IED

  dCQ-CQIdenity CQD fields descriptiondCQ-CQIdenity CQD fields description

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Call Queue Identity Text Name of resource account attached to
Call Queue

If the full Resource Account name is
cq_test@microsoft.comcq_test@microsoft.com then this
value will be: cq_testcq_test

  fCallQueueAnalytics CQD fields descriptionfCallQueueAnalytics CQD fields description

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Call Count Whole number Summarize: Sum
Number of calls

Call Queue Call Result Text Call queue call final state -- possible
values:

§ agent_joined_conference
§ declined
§ disconnected
§ error
§ failed
§ invalid
§ overflown
§ timed_out
§ transferred_to_agent

Call Queue Identity Text Name of resource account attached to
Call Queue

If the full Resource Account name is
cq_test@microsoft.comcq_test@microsoft.com then this
value will be: cq_testcq_test

Call Queue Target Type Text Call redirection target type --Call redirection target type --
possible values:possible values:

§ ApplicationEndpoint
§ Mailbox
§ Other
§ User



Call Type Text Type of call -- possible values:

§ External
§ Internal

Date Date/time Call Queue call start date and time
(hour) (UTC)

IsAbandoned True/false True if call is not answered by an agent

PSTN Connectivity Type Text Type of call -- possible values:

§ ExternalCall
§ InternalCall

PSTN Total Minutes Whole number Summarize: Sum
Total minutes usage for PSTN calls

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

  fCallQueueAnalytics measures descriptionfCallQueueAnalytics measures description

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

% Abandoned Calls% Abandoned Calls Percentage Measure: TotalCallCount / Total Calls
Ratio of successful to abandoned call
count

Total Calls Whole number Measure: Sum agent answered calls

TotalCallCount Whole number Measure: Sum(Call Count)

  fCallQueueFinalStateAction fCallQueueFinalStateAction CQD fields descriptionCQD fields description

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Average Call Duration (Seconds) Decimal number Summarize: Sum
Average call duration in seconds

Call Count Whole number Summarize: Sum
Number of calls

Call Queue Call Result Text Call queue call final state -- possible
values:

§ agent_joined_conference
§ declined
§ disconnected
§ error
§ failed
§ invalid
§ overflown
§ timed_out
§ transferred_to_agent

1



Call Queue Final State Action Text Call queue final action -- possible
values:

§ disconnect
§ disconnect_with_busy
§ failed_to_accept_call
§ forward
§ shared_voicemail
§ other
§ voicemail

Call Queue Identity Text Name of resource account attached to
Call Queue

If the full Resource Account name is
cq_test@microsoft.comcq_test@microsoft.com then this
value will be: cq_testcq_test

Date Date/time Call Queue call start date and time
(hour) (UTC)

IsAbandoned True/false True if call is not answered by an agent

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

  Cloud Call Queue Agent TimelineCloud Call Queue Agent Timeline
  Report descriptionReport description

REP O RT  SEC T IO NREP O RT  SEC T IO N DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

# calls by agent Distribution of call by call queue and agent

Total call duration (seconds) by agent and Call Queue Total duration (seconds) of call by agent and call queue

Average call duration (seconds) by agent name Average duration (seconds) of call by agent

  Report to CQD table and field mappingReport to CQD table and field mapping

REP O RT  TA BREP O RT  TA B REP O RT  TA B L E  N A M ESREP O RT  TA B L E  N A M ES GLO B A L  F ILT ERGLO B A L  F ILT ER

Agent Timeline fAgentTimelineAnalytics None

REP O RT  TA B L E  N A M EREP O RT  TA B L E  N A M E SO URC E TA B L E  N A M ESO URC E TA B L E  N A M E P RO C ESSIN GP RO C ESSIN G

fAgentTimelineAnalytics AgentTimelineAnalytics Source = AgentTimelineAnalytics, 
#"Changed Type" =
Table.TransformColumnTypes(Source,
{{"Call Count", Int64.Type}, {"Call
Duration (Minute)", Int64.Type},
{"Average Call Duration (Second)", type
number}, {"Date", type date}})

REP O RT  SEC T IO NREP O RT  SEC T IO N F IEL D( S)  USEDF IEL D( S)  USED F ILT ERS A P P L IEDF ILT ERS A P P L IED

Agent Name Agent Name None



Call Queue Name Call Queue Name None

#Calls By Agent Agent Name
Call Count
Date

None

Distribution by Agent and Call Queue Agent Name
Call Count
Call Duration (Minutes)
Call Queue Name

None

Bottom Left Agent Name
Average Call Duration (Second)
Call Count
Call Duration (Minute)
Call Queue Name

None

Average Call Duration (Seconds) by
Agent Name

Agent Name
Average Call Duration (Second)
Call Count
Call Duration (Minute)
Call Queue Name

None

REP O RT  SEC T IO NREP O RT  SEC T IO N F IEL D( S)  USEDF IEL D( S)  USED F ILT ERS A P P L IEDF ILT ERS A P P L IED

  fAgentTimelineAnalytics CQD fields descriptionfAgentTimelineAnalytics CQD fields description

N A M EN A M E DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Agent Name Text User UPN
If the full username is
user@microsoft.comuser@microsoft.com then this value
will be: useruser

Average Call Duration (Second) Decimal number Summarize: Sum
The average duration of call queue
calls in seconds

Call Count Whole number Summarize: Sum
Number of calls handled by agent

Call Duration (Minute) Whole number Summarize: Sum
Total call duration of call queue calls in
minutes

Call Queue Name Text Name of resource account attached to
Call Queue

If the full Resource Account name is
cq_test@microsoft.comcq_test@microsoft.com then this
value will be: cq_testcq_test

Date Date



NOTENOTE

 Known Issues

1. This report shows the call counts from the agents' perspective and therefore the call count total on this report will

typically be higher than the total number of calls on the Cloud Call Queue AnalyticsCloud Call Queue Analytics  report. Each call in the queue

may be presented to one or more agents at least once before it is answered. Every call queue call presented to an

agent is counted on this report, even if it wasn't answered by the agent. The difference in the call counts between

these two reports is more pronounced with the Attendant routingAttendant routing option which rings every agent for every call.

2. When a call first arrives at the first call queue, if the number of calls already waiting in that queue exceeds the CallCall

overflow handlingoverflow handling limit and if the redirect option sends calls to a second call queue then the agents in the second

call queue will be shown as being in the first call queue on this report.

Call queue and auto attendants are shown by resource account's ID instead of call queue/auto attendant

names. To show all the traffic for an auto attendant or call queue you must select all the resource

accounts assigned to the auto attendant or call queue.

Only 28 days of history are available in the dashboard as call queue/auto attendant data is considered

personal data and is subject to data privacy retention policies.

In some scenarios, the agent answered call count on the Cloud Call Queue Agent Timeline report may be

different than the number of calls shown in the Teams client call history. The Teams client call history is

correct. Support is investigating but there is no estimated time to repair available at this time.

 Incoming call sourceIncoming call source in the auto attendant and call queue graphs show the final call leg source rather

than the initial call leg source. For example, if an auto attendant receives an external call and transfers the

call to another auto attendant or call queue, the Incoming call sourceIncoming call source will be reported as Internal.

1
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 Searching for users

  Maximum directory sizeMaximum directory size

IN P UT  T Y P EIN P UT  T Y P E SEA RC H  F O RM ATSEA RC H  F O RM AT
M A XIM UM  N UM B ER O F  USERS IN  A NM A XIM UM  N UM B ER O F  USERS IN  A N
O RGA N IZ AT IO NO RGA N IZ AT IO N

DTMF (keypad entry) Partial 
FirstName + LastName 
LastName + FirstName

No limit

Speech (voice input) FirstName 
LastName 
FirstName + LastName 
LastName + FirstName

80,000 users

Dial by Name is a feature of an auto attendant that is also known as directory search. It enables the people who

call your auto attendant to use voice (speech recognition) or their phone keypad (DTMF) responses to enter a

full or partial name to search company's directory, locate the person, and then have the call transferred to them.

You set up dial by name when you configure the call flow settings in an auto attendant.

Users you wish to have located and reached using Dial by Name aren't required to have a phone numberaren't required to have a phone number

or have Calling Plans assigned to them, but they must be Enterprise Voice enabled for Skype foror have Calling Plans assigned to them, but they must be Enterprise Voice enabled for Skype for

Business Ser ver usersBusiness Ser ver users . Dial by Name will even be able to find and transfer calls to Microsoft Teams users who

are hosted in different countries or regions for multi-national organizations. Given the prerequisites involved,

you explicitly enable Dial by Name in an auto attendant.

Dial by extension is a feature of an auto attendant that is also part of directory search. It enables the people who

call your auto attendant to use voice (speech recognition) or their phone keypad (DTMF) responses to enter the

phone extension of the user they're trying to reach, and then have the call transferred to them. Users you wish

to have located and reached using Dial by extension aren't required to have a phone number or havearen't required to have a phone number or have

Calling Plans assigned to them, but they must be Enterprise Voice enabled for Skype for BusinessCalling Plans assigned to them, but they must be Enterprise Voice enabled for Skype for Business

Ser ver usersSer ver users . You will also need to have an appropriately configured dial plan for your users. Dial by extension

will even be able to find and transfer calls to Microsoft Teams users who are hosted in different countries or

regions for multi-national organizations. Given the prerequisites involved, you explicitly enable Dial by extension

in an auto attendant.

There is no limit on the number of Active Directory users Dial by Name and Dial by Extension can support when

a caller search for a specific person. A caller can enter partial or full names (FirstName + LastName, and also

LastName + FirstName), but needs the full extension number. The maximum name list size that a single auto

attendant can support using speech recognition is 80,000 users.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/dial-voice-reference.md


NOTENOTE

 Dial by Name - Keypad (DTMF) entry

N A M E F O RM ATN A M E F O RM AT SEA RC H  T Y P ESEA RC H  T Y P E EXA M P L EEXA M P L E SEA RC H  RESULTSEA RC H  RESULT

FirstName + LastName Full Amos0Marble# Amos Marble

LastName + FirstName Full Marble0Amos# Amos Marble

FirstName Full Amos# Press 1 for Amos Marble 
Press 2 for Amos Marcus

LastName Full Marble# Press 1 for Amos Marble 
Press 2 for Mary Marble

FirstName or LastName Partial Mar# Press 1 for Mary Marble 
Press 2 for Mary Jones 
Press 3 for Amos Marcus

FirsName + LastName Partial Amos0Mar# Press 1 for Amos Marble 
Press 2 for Amos Marcus

LastName + FirstName Partial Mar0Am# Press 1 for Amos Marble 
Press 2 for Amos Marcus

SP EC IA L  P H O N E KEY PA D C H A RA C T ERSP EC IA L  P H O N E KEY PA D C H A RA C T ER W H AT  IT  M EA N SW H AT  IT  M EA N S

# End character when entering a name.

0 Space between names.

* Repeat the list of matching names.

  Dial by Name - Name recognition with speechDial by Name - Name recognition with speech

If you are using Dial by Name with speech recognition, but your organization's Active Directory is larger than 80,000

users and you haven't limited the scope of Dial by Name using Dial Scope feature, Dial by Name will still work for your

callers using a phone keypad, and voice inputs will be available for all other scenarios. You can use the Dial Scope feature

to narrow down the names that are reachable by changing the scope of Dial by Name for a particular auto attendant.

People calling in can use Dial by Name to reach users by specifying either the full or partial name of the person

they are trying to reach. There are various formats that can be used when the name is entered.

When searching your organization's directory, people can use the '0' (zero) key to indicate a space between the

first name and last or last name and first. When they are entering the name, they will be asked to terminate their

keypad entry with the # key. For example, "After you enter the name of the person you are trying to reach, press

#." If there are multiple names that are found, the person calling will be given a list of names to select from.

People can search for names in your organization using the following search formats on their phone keypad:

There are several special characters that are used when searching for people using a phone keypad. For

example, the person will be asked to use the pound key (#), while the zero (0) key is used for a space between

names. Pressing the star key (*) will repeat the list of matching names to the person.



N A M E W IT H  SP EEC HN A M E W IT H  SP EEC H SEA RC H  T Y P ESEA RC H  T Y P E EXA M P L EEXA M P L E SEA RC H  RESULTSEA RC H  RESULT

FirstName + LastName Full Amos Marble Amos Marble

LastName + FirstName Full Marble Amos Amos Marble

FirstName Full Amos Press or say 1 for Amos
Marble 
Press or say 2 for Amos
Jones

LastName Full Marble Press or say 1 for Amos
Marble 
Press or say 2 for Ben
Marble

FirstName or LastName Partial Mar Press or say 1 for Mary
Marble 
Press or say 2 for Mary
Jones 
Press or say 3 for Amos
Marcus

FirsName + LastName Partial Amos Mar Press or say 1 for Amos
Marble 
Press or say 2 for Amos
Marcus

NOTENOTE

 Language support

VO IC E  C O M M A N DVO IC E C O M M A N D C O RRESP O N DS TOC O RRESP O N DS TO

Yes Press 1 for Yes.

No Press 2 for No.

People can search for others in their organization with their voice (speech recognition). They can also reach

anyone in Active Directory by saying the full or partial name of the person they are trying to locate. Using voice

inputs can recognize names in various formats, including FirstName, LastName, FirstName + LastName, or

LastName + FirstName.

You can enable speech recognition for an auto attendant, but phone keypad entry (DTMF) isn't disabled. Phone

keypad entry can be used at any time even if speech recognition is enabled on the auto attendant.

As with phone keypad entry, if multiple names are found, the person calling hears a list of names to select from.

Callers can say names in the following formats:

It might take up to 36 hours for a new user to have their name listed in the directory for Dial by Name with speech

recognition due to Active Directory replication lag.

Language support for text-to-speech and speech recognition is available in these supported languages.

The following voice commands are available for speech recognition:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/create-a-phone-system-auto-attendant-languages


Repeat Repeats the list of options. Press * on the keypad to repeat
the list of options.

Operator Press 0 for "Operator"

Main Menu Brings the caller to the main menu of the auto attendant.

Zero Press 0 (by default, same as "Operator").

One Press 1.

Two Press 2.

Three Press 3.

Four Press 4.

Five Press 5.

Six Press 6.

Seven Press 7.

Eight Press 8.

Nine Press 9.

VO IC E  C O M M A N DVO IC E C O M M A N D C O RRESP O N DS TOC O RRESP O N DS TO

 Related topics
Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Block inbound calls
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NOTENOTE

 Call blocking admin controls and information

 Call blocking PowerShell commands

  ExamplesExamples

Microsoft Calling Plans, Direct Routing, and Operator Connect all support blocking inbound calls from the Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). This feature allows an administrator to define a list of number patterns at

the tenant global level so that the caller ID of every incoming PSTN call to the tenant can be checked against the

list for a match. If a match is made, an incoming call is rejected.

This inbound call blocking feature only works on inbound calls that originate from the PSTN and only works on

a tenant global level. Individual Teams users can’t manipulate this list. The Teams client does allow individual

users to block PSTN calls. For information about how your end users can implement call blocking, see Manage

call settings in Teams.

Blocked callers may experience slightly different behaviors when they've been blocked. The behavior is based on how the

blocked caller’s carrier handles the notification that the call isn't allowed to be successfully completed. Examples may

include a carrier message stating the call can't be completed as dialed, or simply dropping the call.

Admin controls for blocking numbers are provided using PowerShell only. Number block patterns are defined as

regular expression patterns. The order of the expressions is unimportant – the first pattern matched in the list

results in the call being blocked. A new number or pattern that's added or removed in the blocked callers list

may take up to 24 hours for the pattern to become active.

You manage number patterns by using the New-New-, Get-Get-, Set-Set-, and Remove-Remove-

CsInboundBlockedNumberPatternCsInboundBlockedNumberPattern cmdlets. You can manage a given pattern by using these cmdlets,

including the ability to toggle the activation of a given pattern.

Get-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern returns a list of all blocked number patterns added to the tenant list

including Name, Description, Enabled (True/False), and Pattern for each.

New-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern adds a blocked number pattern to the tenant list.

Remove-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern removes a blocked number pattern from the tenant list.

Set-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern modifies one or more parameters of a blocked number pattern in the

tenant list.

Viewing and activating the entire call blocking feature is managed through the Get-Get- and Set-Set-

CsTenantBlockingCallingNumbersCsTenantBlockingCallingNumbers  cmdlets.

Get-CsTenantBlockedCallingNumbers returns the inbound block number patterns and the inbound exempt

number patterns parameters for the global blocked number list. This cmdlet also returns whether blocking

has been Enabled (True or False). There's a single global tenant policy that can't be modified manually other

than to turn the feature on or off.

Set-CsTenantBlockedCallingNumbers allows modifying the global tenant blocked calls to be turned on and

off at the tenant level.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/block-inbound-calls.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/manage-your-call-settings-in-teams-456cb611-3477-496f-b31a-6ab752a7595f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csinboundblockednumberpattern
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csinboundblockednumberpattern
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csinboundblockednumberpattern
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csinboundblockednumberpattern
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-cstenantblockedcallingnumbers
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cstenantblockedcallingnumbers


  Block a numberBlock a number

New-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern -Name "BlockRange1" -Enabled $True -Description "Block Contoso" -Pattern 
"^\+?1312555\d{4}$"

New-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern -Name "BlockNumber1" -Enabled $True -Description "Block Fabrikam" -Pattern 
"^\+?14125551234$"

  Allow a numberAllow a number

Remove-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern -Identity "BlockNumber1"

  View all number patternsView all number patterns

Get-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern

 Add number exceptions

In the following example, the tenant administrator wants to block all calls coming from the number range 1

(312) 555-0000 to 1 (312) 555-9999. The number pattern is created so that both numbers in range with +

prefixed and numbers in the range without + prefixed are matched. You don’t need to include the symbols – and

() in the phone numbers because the system strips these symbols before matching. To turn on the number

pattern, the EnabledEnabled parameter is set to True. To disable this specific number pattern, set the parameter to False.

In the next example, the tenant administrator wants to block all calls coming from the number 1 (412) 555-

1234. To turn on the number pattern, the EnabledEnabled parameter is set to True.

Creating a new pattern adds the pattern as enabled by default. The description is an optional field to provide

more information.

We recommend that you provide a meaningful name to easily understand why the pattern was added. In the

case of simply blocking spam numbers, consider naming the rule the same as the number pattern that's being

matched and add additional information in the description as required.

Patterns are matched using Regular Expressions (Regex). For more information, see Using Regex.

Allow time for replication before you test and validate.

You can allow a number to call by removing the blocked number pattern. In the following example, the tenant

administrator wants to allow 1 (412) 555-1234 to make calls again.

If the identity isn't known, use the Get-CsInboundBlockedNumberPatternGet-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern cmdlet to first locate the proper

pattern and note the identity. Then, run the Remove-CsInboundBlockedNumberPatternRemove-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern cmdlet and pass the

appropriate identity value.

Allow time for replication before you test and validate.

Running this cmdlet returns a list of all blocked numbers that are entered for a tenant:

Use built-in PowerShell filtering abilities to parse the returned values as required.

You can add exceptions to blocked number patterns by using the New-New-, Get-Get-, Set-Set-, and Remove-Remove-

CsInboundExemptNumberPatternCsInboundExemptNumberPattern cmdlets.

New-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern adds a number exception pattern to the tenant list.

Get-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern returns a list of all number exception patterns added to the tenant list.

Set-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern modifies one or more parameters to a number exception pattern in the

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csinboundexemptnumberpattern
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csinboundexemptnumberpattern
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csinboundexemptnumberpattern


  ExamplesExamples
  Add a number exceptionAdd a number exception

New-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern  -Identity "AllowContoso1" -Pattern "^\+?1312555888[2|3]$" -Description 
"Allow Contoso helpdesk" -Enabled $True

  View all number exceptionsView all number exceptions

Get-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern -Identity <String>

Get-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern 

  Modify a number exceptionModify a number exception

Set-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern -Identity <String> -Enabled <bool> -Description <string> -Pattern <string> 

Set-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern -Identity "AllowContoso1" -Enabled $False

  Remove a number exceptionRemove a number exception

Remove-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern -Identity <String>

Remove-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern -Identity "AllowContoso1"

 Test whether a number is blocked

tenant list.

Remove-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern removes a number exception pattern from the tenant list.

In the following example, the tenant administrator wants to allow the phone numbers 1 (312) 555-8882 and 1

(312) 555-8883 to make calls to the tenant, even if these two phone numbers are in the range that has been

blocked in the example above. To enable this, a new number exception pattern is created as follows:

To turn on the number pattern, the EnabledEnabled parameter is set to True. To disable this specific number pattern, set

the parameter to False.

In this example, the IdentityIdentity  parameter is optional. If the IdentityIdentity  parameter isn't specified, this cmdlet returns

a list of all number exception patterns entered for a tenant.

The Set-CsInboundExemptNumberPatternSet-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern cmdlet lets you modify one or more parameters for a given

number pattern identity. In this example, the IdentityIdentity  parameter is required.

The Remove-CsInboundExemptNumberPatternRemove-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern cmdlet will remove the given number pattern from the

tenant list. In this example, the IdentityIdentity  parameter is required.

If the identity isn't known, use the Get-CsInboundExemptNumberPatternGet-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern cmdlet to first locate the proper

pattern and note the identity. Then, run the Remove-CsInboundExemptNumberPatternRemove-CsInboundExemptNumberPattern cmdlet and pass the

appropriate identity value.Allow time for replication before you test and validate.

Use the Test-CsInboundBlockedNumberPatternTest-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern cmdlet to verify whether a number is blocked in the tenant.

The PhoneNumberPhoneNumber  parameter is required, and should be a numeric string without any additional characters,

such as +, - or (). The resulting IsNumberBlockedIsNumberBlocked parameter returns a value of True if the number is blocked in

the tenant; the parameter returns False if it's not blocked.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csinboundexemptnumberpattern


Test-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern –Tenant <GUID> -PhoneNumber <String>

  ExamplesExamples

Test-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern -PhoneNumber 13125558884

RunspaceId      : 09537e45-6f0c-4001-8b85-a79002707b0c
httpStatusCode  : NoContent
IsNumberBlocked : True
errorMessage    :

Test-CsInboundBlockedNumberPattern -PhoneNumber 13125558883

RunspaceId      : 09537e45-6f0c-4001-8b85-a79002707b0c
httpStatusCode  : NoContent
IsNumberBlocked : False
errorMessage    :

 Using Regex

In these examples you can see that the phone number 1 (312) 555-8884 is blocked as it should be due to it

being in the blocked range above, while the phone number 1 (312) 555-8883 is allowed to call as it should be

based on the exemption created above.

The pattern matching for blocking callers is done by using Regex. Multiple tools are available online to help

validate a Regex pattern match. If you aren't familiar with Regex patterns, we recommend that you take some

time to familiarize yourself with the basics. To make sure you get expected results, use a tool for validating

pattern matches before you add new blocked number matches to your tenant.
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NOTENOTE

 Configure call park and retrieve

Call park and retrieve is a feature that lets a user place a call on hold. When a call is parked, the service

generates a unique code for call retrieval. The user who parked the call or someone else can then use that code

with a supported app or device to retrieve the call. (See see Park a call in Teams for details.)

Some of the common scenarios for using call park are:

A receptionist parks a call for someone working in a factory. The receptionist then announces the call and the

code number over the public address system. The user who the call is for can then pick up a Teams phone on

the factory floor and enter the code to retrieve the call.

A user parks a call on a mobile device because the device battery is running out of power. The user can then

enter the code to retrieve the call from a Teams desk phone.

A support representative parks a customer call and sends an announcement on a Teams channel for an

expert to retrieve the call and help the customer. An expert enters the code in Teams clients to retrieve the call

To park and retrieve calls, a user must be an Enterprise Voice user and must be included in a call park policy.

Call park and retrieve is only available in Teams Only deployment mode and is not supported on Skype for Business IP

phones.

You must be a Teams admin to configure call park and retrieve. It is disabled by default. You can enable it for

users and create user groups using the call park policy. When you apply the same policy to a set of users, they

can park and retrieve calls among themselves.

By default, the range of call pickup numbers is from 10-99. You can also create your own custom range between

10-9999. The first parked call will be rendered a pickup code of the start of range (for instance 10). The next

parked call will be rendered a pickup code incremented by 1; that is, 11, and so on, until the end of the range is

rendered as a pickup code. After which, the rendered pickup codes start over from the start of the range once

again.

You can specify a timeout as the number of seconds to wait before ringing back when the parked call hasn't

been picked up. The allowed range is 120-1800 seconds, and the default value is 300 seconds.

To set the custom park range and park timeout, use the New- and Set-CsTeamsCallParkPolicy cmdlets available

in Teams PowerShell Module 2.6.0 or later. (Custom park range and park timeout changes are not manageable in

the Teams admin center. Note that the Teams admin center will continue to show the default values.)

To enable a call park policy:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Call park policiesCall park policies .

2. On the Manage policiesManage policies  tab, click AddAdd.

3. Give the policy a name, and then switch Allow call parkAllow call park  to OnOn. (The call pickup range and timeout can't

be customized.)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/call-park-and-retrieve.md
https://support.office.com/article/park-a-call-in-teams-8538c063-d676-4e9a-8045-fc3b7299bb2f


 Related topics

4. Select SaveSave.

You can edit the policy by selecting it in the list and clicking EditEdit.

In order for the policy to work, it must be assigned to users. You can assign the policy to users individually or

assign them to a group.

To assign a call park policy to a group

1. On the Call park policiesCall park policies  page, on the Group policy assignmentGroup policy assignment tab, click Add groupAdd group.

2. Search for the group that you want to use, and then click AddAdd.

3. Choose a rank compared to other group assignments.

4. Under Select a policySelect a policy , choose the policy that you want to assign this group to.

5. Select ApplyApply .

Park a call in Teams

Assign policies to your users in Teams

New-CsTeamsCallParkPolicy

Set-CsTeamsCallParkPolicy

Grant-CsTeamsCallParkPolicy

https://support.office.com/article/park-a-call-in-teams-8538c063-d676-4e9a-8045-fc3b7299bb2f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamscallparkpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscallparkpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamscallparkpolicy
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 License required

 Configure group call pickup

 Limitations

 More information

The call sharing and group call pickup features of Microsoft Teams let users share their incoming calls with

colleagues so that the colleagues can answer calls that occur while the user is unavailable.

Group call pickup is less disruptive to recipients than other forms of call sharing (such as call forwarding or

simultaneous ringing) because users can configure how they want to be notified of an incoming shared call (via

audio and visual notification, visual only, or banner in the Teams app), and they can decide whether to answer it.

To share calls with others, a user creates a call group and adds the users they want to share their calls with. Then

they choose a simultaneous ring or forward setting. See Call forwarding and simultaneous ring in Teams for

details. Note that mobile devices will only get notified if they're set for banner and ringtone.

Users, the call group owner, and members of the call group must be in Teams Only deployment mode. For more details

on Teams deployment modes, see Understand Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business coexistence and interoperability.

Users must be assigned a Microsoft Teams Phone System license to set up and use call sharing and group call

pickup. For additional details on the licensing model, see Here's what you get with Phone System.

To set up group call pickup, a user first configures a call group (this is not the same as a security group or a

Microsoft 365 group), and then adds the users they want to share their calls with. Then, they choose a

simultaneous ring or call forward setting. For more information and step-by-step procedures, see Call

forwarding and simultaneous ring in Teams.

Call group creation and notification preferences are user-driven features; administrators do not have to

configure these features for their users. Call groups cannot be created from security groups or Microsoft 365

groups; they must be created in Teams.

Admins should enable call groups via the TeamsCallingPolicy AllowCallGroupsTeamsCallingPolicy AllowCallGroups  setting for a user. Admins

can also enable this via Teams Admin portal. In addition, the configured user can also configure their call groups

via the client directly. Admin or end users cannot block the configuration by each other, but Teams Admin portal

and Teams client should show this relationship accurately in both places.

Important: When admins turn off call groups for users (after it has been turned on and the call group

relationships are configured), the admins have to clean up the call group relationships for users in the Teams

admin center to avoid incorrect call routing.

Each configured call group can have a maximum of 25 users or 32,768 characters.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/call-sharing-and-group-call-pickup.md
https://support.office.com/article/call-forwarding-and-simultaneous-ring-in-teams-a88da9e8-1343-4d3c-9bda-4b9615e4183e
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/here-s-what-you-get-with-phone-system
https://support.office.com/article/call-forwarding-and-simultaneous-ring-in-teams-a88da9e8-1343-4d3c-9bda-4b9615e4183e


Call forwarding and simultaneous ring in Teams

https://support.office.com/article/call-forwarding-and-simultaneous-ring-in-teams-a88da9e8-1343-4d3c-9bda-4b9615e4183e
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 Create a custom calling policy

 Edit a calling policy

 Assign a custom calling policy to users

 Calling policy settings

  Make private callsMake private calls

  Call forwarding and simultaneous ringing to people in your organizationCall forwarding and simultaneous ringing to people in your organization

  Call forwarding and simultaneous ringing to external phone numbersCall forwarding and simultaneous ringing to external phone numbers

In Microsoft Teams, calling policies control which calling and call forwarding features are available to users.

Calling policies determine whether a user can make private calls, use call forwarding or simultaneous ringing to

other users or external phone numbers, route calls to voicemail, send calls to call groups, use delegation for

inbound and outbound calls, and so on.

You can use the global (Org-wide default) policy that's created automatically or create and assign custom

policies.

Follow these steps to create a custom calling policy.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Calling policiesCalling policies .

2. Select AddAdd.

3. Turn on or turn off the features that you want to use in your calling policy.

4. To control whether users can route inbound calls to voicemail, select EnabledEnabled or User controlledUser controlled. To

prevent routing to voicemail, select DisabledDisabled.

5. Select SaveSave.

Follow these steps to edit an existing calling policy.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, select VoiceVoice > Calling policiesCalling policies .

2. Click next to the policy that you want to modify, and then select EditEdit.

3. Make the changes that you want, and then click SaveSave.

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

Here are the settings that you can configure for calling policies.

This setting controls all calling capabilities in Teams. Turn this off to turn off all calling functionality in Teams.

This setting controls whether incoming calls can be forwarded to other users or can ring another person at the

same time.

This setting controls whether incoming calls can be forwarded to an external number or can ring an external

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-calling-policy.md


  Voicemail is available for routing inbound callsVoicemail is available for routing inbound calls

  Inbound calls can be routed to call groupsInbound calls can be routed to call groups

  Delegation for inbound and outbound callsDelegation for inbound and outbound calls

  Prevent toll bypass and send calls through the PSTNPrevent toll bypass and send calls through the PSTN

  Busy on busy is available when in a callBusy on busy is available when in a call

  Web PSTN callingWeb PSTN calling

  Incoming meeting invites are automatically answeredIncoming meeting invites are automatically answered

  Allow music on holdAllow music on hold

 Related articles

number at the same time.

This setting enables inbound calls to be sent to voicemail. Valid options are:

EnabledEnabled Voicemail is always available for inbound calls.

DisabledDisabled Voicemail is not available for inbound calls.

User controlledUser controlled Users can determine whether they want voicemail to be available.

This setting controls whether incoming calls can be forwarded to a call group.

This setting enables inbound calls to be routed to delegates, allowing delegates to make outbound calls on

behalf of the users for whom they have delegated permissions. For more information, see Share a phone line

with a delegate.

Setting this to OnOn will send calls through the PSTN and incur charges rather than sending them through the

network and bypassing the tolls.

Busy on Busy (Busy Options) lets you configure how incoming calls are handled when a user is already in a call

or conference or has a call placed on hold. New or incoming calls can be rejected with a busy signal or can be

routed accordingly to the user's unanswered settings. You can enable busy options at the tenant level or at the

user level. Regardless of how their busy options are configured, users in a call or conference or those with a call

on hold are not prevented from initiating new calls or conferences. This setting is disabled by default.

This setting enables users to call PSTN numbers using the Teams web client.

This setting controls whether incoming meeting invites are automatically answered. It's turned off by default.

Keep in mind that this setting applies only to incoming meeting invites. It doesn't apply to other types of calls.

This setting allows you to turn on or turn off music on hold when a PSTN caller is placed on hold. It's turned on

by default. This setting doesn't apply to call park and boss delegate features, and is currently only available via

PowerShell.

Set-CSTeamsCallingPolicy

Assign policies to your users in Teams

https://support.office.com/article/share-a-phone-line-with-a-delegate-16307929-a51f-43fc-8323-3b1bf115e5a8
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscallingpolicy
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 License required

 Configuring delegation and shared line appearance

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Shared line appearance feature availability

Shared line appearance is part of the delegation feature that lets a user choose a delegate to answer or handle

calls on their behalf. This feature is helpful if a user has an administrative assistant who regularly handles the

user's calls. In the context of shared line appearance, a manager is someone who authorizes a delegate to make

or receive calls on their behalf, and a delegate can make and receive calls on behalf of someone else.

This feature is only available in Teams Only deployment mode. For more details on Teams deployment modes, see

Understand Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business coexistence and interoperability

A user must have Phone System with PSTN connectivity (either a Calling Plan license or Direct Routing

OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy) to be a delegate or set up delegation and enable others to make or receive calls on

their behalf.

Both managers and delegates need to have Phone System with PSTN connectivity (either a Calling Plan license

or Direct Routing OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy). The shared line experience is part of delegation and is included

with Phone System. For additional details on the licensing model, See Microsoft Teams service description.

Delegation and shared line appearance are user-driven features: there are no admin settings to configure. For

information about how to use the feature, see Share a phone line with a delegate

The tenant admin can enable delegation via the TeamsCallingPolicy AllowDelegationTeamsCallingPolicy AllowDelegation setting or via Teams

Admin Portal for this feature to work.

The tenant admin can also configure delegation relationships for a user in the Teams admin center. In addition,

the end user can also configure their delegation relationships directly in Teams. The Tenant admin or the user

cannot block the configuration by each other, but the Teams admin center and Teams client should show this

relationship accurately in both places.

When the tenant admin turns off delegation for a user (after it has been turned on), they also need to clean up delegation

relationships for that user in the Teams admin center to avoid incorrect call routing.

Shared line appearance is currently supported by the following apps and devices.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/shared-line-appearance.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://support.office.com/article/share-a-phone-line-with-a-delegate-16307929-a51f-43fc-8323-3b1bf115e5a8
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Set up
delegation

Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Receive calls on
behalf of another

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Call a phone
number on
behalf of another

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Call a Teams user
on behalf of
another

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

See the delegate
view of shared
lines

Yes Yes Yes No No

See the delegate
view of
manager's call
activities

Yes Yes Yes No No

See the manager
view of delegates

Yes Yes Yes No No

Delegate or
manager can
hold or resume

Yes Yes Yes No No

 Limitations

 More information

Managers can add up to 25 delegates, and delegates can have up to 25 managers. There is no limit to the

number of delegation relationships that can be created in a tenant.

If the delegator and delegate are not in the same geographic location, it is up to the PSTN provider to allow

caller ID to show up from a different geographic location for a delegated (on behalf of) call.

Share a phone line with a delegate

https://support.office.com/article/share-a-phone-line-with-a-delegate-16307929-a51f-43fc-8323-3b1bf115e5a8
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 User has an enabled Phone System (“MCOEV”) license

Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity $user|select AssignedPlan|fl

<Plan SubscribedPlanId="2f9eda01-4630-4a5c-bdb3-cf195f22d240"  
   ServiceInstance="MicrosoftCommunicationsOnline/NOAM-0M-DMT" 
   CapabilityStatus="Enabled"  
   AssignedTimestamp="2020-04-21T18:31:13Z" 
   ServicePlanId="4828c8ec-dc2e-4779-b502-87ac9ce28ab7" 
   xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/online/directoryservices/change/2008/11"> 
  <Capability> 
     <Capability Plan="MCOEV" 
     xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/online/MCO/2009/01"/> 
  </Capability>
</Plan>

 User has Microsoft Calling Plan OR is enabled for Direct Routing

In the Teams client, the dial pad enables users to access Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) functionality.

The dial pad is available for users with a Phone System license, provided they are configured properly. The

following criteria are all required for the dial pad to show:

User has an enabled Phone System (“MCOEV”) license

User has Microsoft Calling Plan or is enabled for Direct Routing

User has Enterprise Voice enabled

User is homed online and not in Skype for Business on premises

User has Teams Calling Policy enabled

The following sections describe how to use PowerShell to check the criteria. In most cases, you need to look at

various properties in the output of the Get-CsOnlineUser cmdlet. Examples assume $user is either the UPN or

sip address of the user.

You must ensure that the assigned plan for the user shows the CapabilityStatus attr ibute set to EnabledCapabilityStatus attr ibute set to Enabled

and the Capability Plan set to MCOEVCapability Plan set to MCOEV (Phone System license). You might see MCOEV, MCOEV1, and so on.

All are acceptable--as long as the Capability Plan starts with MCOEV.

To check that the attributes are set correctly, use the following command:

The output will look like the following. You only need to check the CapabilityStatusCapabilityStatus  and the Capability PlanCapability Plan

attributes:

If the user has Microsoft Calling PlanIf the user has Microsoft Calling Plan, you must ensure that the CapabilityStatus attr ibute is set toCapabilityStatus attr ibute is set to

EnabledEnabled, and that the Capability Plan is set to MCOPSTNCapability Plan is set to MCOPSTN. You might see MCOPSTN1, MCOPSTN2, and so

on. All are acceptable--as long as the Capability Plan starts with MCOPSTN.

To check the attributes, use the following command:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/dial-pad-configuration.md


Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity $user|select AssignedPlan|fl

<Plan SubscribedPlanId="71d1258e-a4e6-443f-884e-0f3d6f644bb1" 
ServiceInstance="MicrosoftCommunicationsOnline/NOAM-0M-DMT" 
CapabilityStatus="Enabled"    
AssignedTimestamp="2018-09-18T18:41:42Z" 
ServicePlanId="5a10155d-f5c1-411a-a8ec-e99aae125390" 
xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/online/directoryservices/change/2008/11">
 <Capability>
    <Capability Plan="MCOPSTN2" 
    xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/online/MCO/2009/01" />
 </Capability>
</Plan>

Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity $user|Select OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy 

OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy
------------------------
Test_Policy

 User has Enterprise Voice enabled

Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity $user|Select EnterpriseVoiceEnabled

EnterpriseVoiceEnabled
----------------------
                  True

 User is homed online and not in Skype for Business on premises

Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity $user|Select RegistrarPool, HostingProvider

The output will look like the following. You only need to check the CapabilityStatusCapabilityStatus  and the Capability PlanCapability Plan

attributes:

If the user is enabled for Direct RoutingIf the user is enabled for Direct Routing, the user must be assigned a non-null value for

OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy. To check the attribute, use the following command:

The output should have a non-null value, for example:

To check if the user has Enterprise Voice enabled, use the following command:

The output should look like:

To ensure the user is homed online and not in Skype for Business on premises, the RegistrarPool must not be

null and the HostingProvider must contain a value that starts with “sipfed.online.” To check the values, use the

following command:

The output should be similar to:



RegistrarPool                 HostingProvider
-------------                 ---------------
sippoolbn10M02.infra.lync.com sipfed.online.lync.com

 User has Teams Calling Policy enabled

if (($p=(get-csonlineuser -Identity $user).TeamsCallingPolicy) -eq $null) {Get-CsTeamsCallingPolicy -
Identity global} else {get-csteamscallingpolicy -Identity $p}

Identity                   : Global
Description                :
AllowPrivateCalling        : True
AllowWebPSTNCalling        : True
AllowVoicemail             : UserOverride
AllowCallGroups            : True
AllowDelegation            : True
AllowCallForwardingToUser  : True
AllowCallForwardingToPhone : True
PreventTollBypass          : False
BusyOnBusyEnabledType      : Disabled
MusicOnHoldEnabledType     : Enabled

 Additional notes

Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity $user|Select McoValidationError

The user ’s effective TeamsCallingPolicy must have AllowPrivateCalling set to true. By default, users inherit the

global policy, which has AllowPrivateCallingPolicy set to true by default.

To get the TeamsCallingPolicy for a user and to check that AllowPrivateCalling is set to true, use the following

command:

The output should look like:

You may need to restart the Teams client after making any of these configuration changes.

If you recently updated any of the above criteria, you may need to wait a few hours for the client to

receive the new settings.

If you still don’t see the dial pad, check if there is a provisioning error by using the following command:

If it has been more than 24 hours and you are still seeing problems, contact Support.
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 Configure Music on Hold

 Configure custom music

NOTENOTE

When a Microsoft Teams user places an incoming call from the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) on

hold, the PSTN caller can listen to selected music.

The music that is played is either the default music provided by Microsoft or custom music that you upload and

configure. As the tenant administrator, you configure whether Music on Hold is available by creating a Teams

calling policy and assigning the policy to the Teams user.

Note that PSTN callers can listen to Music on Hold in other scenarios as well; for example, when they call into a

Cloud Call Queue or when their call is parked by a Microsoft Teams user. These scenarios are not covered or

controlled by the features mentioned in this article.

To configure Music on Hold:

1. In the left navigation of the Teams admin center, go to Voice > Calling policiesVoice > Calling policies .

2. On the Manage policiesManage policies  tab select one of the existing policies or create a new one.

3. In the Music on hold for PSTN callersMusic on hold for PSTN callers  field select EnabledEnabled in the drop-down menu.

You can also configure Music on Hold by using the Teams PowerShell module. In the TeamsCallingPolicy, change

the MusicOnHoldEnabledType parameter to Enabled and then grant that policy instance to one or more users.

If a Teams user has a Teams calling policy with Music on Hold set to Disabled, then no music will be played when

the Teams user places the call on hold.

In addition to playing default music to PSTN callers, you can upload a custom audio file with music or other

audio content and configure that audio file to be played to the PSTN caller. For example a department or

organization might want to play a custom announcement or custom music when external PSTN callers are put

on hold.

You are responsible for independently clearing and securing all necessary rights and permissions to use any music or

audio file with your Microsoft Teams service. This may include intellectual property and other rights in any music, sound

effects, audio, brands, names, and other content in the audio file from all relevant rights holders. Holders may include

artists, actors, performers, musicians, songwriters, composers, record labels, music publishers, unions, guilds, rights

societies, collective management organizations, and any other parties who own, control or license the music copyrights,

sound effects, audio and other intellectual property rights.

To configure custom Music on Hold, use the PowerShell cmdlets New/Get/Set/Grant/Remove-

CsTeamsCallHoldPolicy and Import/Get/Remove-CsOnlineAudioFile in Teams PowerShell module 2.5.0 or later.

1. Ensure that the Teams user has Music on hold for PSTN callers set to Enabled in the Teams calling policy.

2. Upload the custom audio file.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/music-on-hold.md


  Upload the custom audio fileUpload the custom audio file

C:\> $content = Get-Content "C:\tmp\customMoH1.mp3" -Encoding byte -ReadCount 0
C:\> $AudioFile = Import-CsOnlineAudioFile -FileName "customMoH1.mp3" -Content $content
C:\> $AudioFile
Id            : 56a56961f2794f098a359885ec1454a1
FileName      : customMoH1.mp3
ApplicationId : TenantGlobal

  Reference the audio file in a Teams Call Hold PolicyReference the audio file in a Teams Call Hold Policy

C:\> New-CsTeamsCallHoldPolicy -Identity "CustomMoH1" -Description "Custom MoH using CustomMoH1.mp3" -
AudioFileId $AudioFile.Id

C:\> Grant-CsTeamsCallHoldPolicy -PolicyName "CustomMoH1" -Identity user1@contoso.com

 Feature availability
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 Restrictions

3. Create a Teams Call Hold policy referencing the custom audio file and assign it to the Teams user.

The configuration of custom Music on Hold starts with uploading the audio file. You use the PowerShell cmdlet

Import-CsOnlineAudioFile for this purpose. An example of uploading an MP3 audio file using the PowerShell

interface is shown below:

After you have uploaded the audio file, you need to reference the file in a Teams Call Hold Policy by using the Id

of the file when you create or set a Teams Call Hold Policy. For example:

After you have created the new Teams Call Hold Policy, you can grant it to your users using Grant-

CsTeamsCallHoldPolicy as follows:

To get information about your uploaded audio files, use the Get-CsOnlineAudioFile cmdlet.

To remove an uploaded audio file, use the Remove-CsOnlineAudioFile cmdlet. Before removing an audio file,

check that you are not using that audio file in a TeamsCallHoldPolicy.

The following table indicates which features on which clients and devices support Music on Hold and Custom

Music on Hold. Microsoft continues to add feature support, so check back often for additional availability.

Music on Hold is only available in commercial cloud.

Music on Hold is only available when the user is in TeamsOnly mode.



 Related topics

If the called Teams user is enabled for Location-Based Routing, Music on Hold cannot be played to the

caller.

You can’t export the audio file after it has been uploaded; you can only remove it.

Custom Music on Hold is not available for users configured for Shared Line Appearance (delegation) and

when Call Park is used. The standard Music on Hold will be played.

In some scenarios, a Direct Routing media bypass call will be converted to non-media bypass for playing

Music on Hold and the call will stay as non-media bypass until the call is terminated.

Assign policies to users

Get-CsTeamsCallingPolicy

Set-CsTeamsCallingPolicy

Get-CsOnlineAudioFile

Remove-CsOnlineAudioFile

New-CsTeamsCallHoldPolicy

Get-CsTeamsCallHoldPolicy

Grant-CsTeamsCallHoldPolicy

Remove-CsTeamsCallHoldPolicy

Import-CsOnlineAudioFile

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csteamscallingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscallingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlineaudiofile
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csonlineaudiofile
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamscallholdpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csteamscallholdpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamscallholdpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csteamscallholdpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/import-csonlineaudiofile
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 Teams Phone with Calling Plan

Microsoft provides complete Private Branch Exchange (PBX) capabilities for your organization through Teams

Phone. However, to enable users to make calls outside your organization, you need to connect Teams Phone to

the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).

This article focuses on PSTN connectivity options. For more information about Microsoft voice solutions,

incuding details about Teams Phone features, see Plan your Teams voice solution.

To connect Teams Phone to the PSTN, you can choose from the following options:

Calling PlanCalling Plan. An all-in-the-cloud solution with Microsoft as your PSTN carrier.

Operator ConnectOperator Connect, which is currently available only in public preview.public preview. With Operator Connect, if your

existing carrier is a participant in the Microsoft Operator Connect program, they can manage PSTN

calling and Session Border Controllers (SBCs).

Direct RoutingDirect Routing, which enables you to use your own PSTN carrier by connecting your Session Border

Controller(s) (SBC) to Teams Phone.

You can also choose a combination of options, which enables you to design a solution for a complex

environment, or manage a multi-step migration.

Be aware that the option or options you choose affect how some Teams Phone features are configured. For

more information, see Configuration considerations later in this article.

Teams Phone with Calling Plan is Microsoft's all-in-the-cloud voice solution for Teams users. This is the simplest

option that connects Teams Phone to the PSTN. With this option, Microsoft acts as your PSTN carrier, as shown

in the following diagram:

If you answer yes to the following, then Teams Phone with Calling Plan is the right solution for you:

Calling Plan is available in your region.

You do not need to retain your current PSTN carrier.

You want to use Microsoft-managed access to the PSTN.

With this option:

You get Teams Phone with added Domestic or International Calling Plans that enable calling to phones

around the world (depending on the level of service being licensed).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/pstn-connectivity.md


 Teams Phone with Operator Connect

 Teams Phone with Direct Routing

You do not require deployment or maintenance of an on-premises deployment—because Calling Plan

operates out of Microsoft 365.

Note: If necessary, you can choose to connect a supported Session Border Controller (SBC) through

Direct Routing for interoperability with third-party PBXs, analog devices, and other third-party telephony

equipment supported by the SBC.

This option requires uninterrupted connection to Microsoft 365.

For more information about Calling Plan, see the following articles:

Which Calling Plan is right for you?

How to buy a Calling Plan

Country and region availability for Calling Plan

Set up Calling Plan

With Operator Connect, currently in public preview, if your existing carrier is a participant in the Microsoft

Operator Connect program, they can manage the service for bringing PSTN calling to Teams. Your carrier

manages the PSTN calling services and Session Border Controllers (SBCs), allowing you to save on hardware

purchase and management.

Operator Connect might be the right solution for your organization if:

Microsoft Calling Plan isn't available in your geographic location.

Your preferred carrier is a participant in the Microsoft Operator Connect program.

You want to find a new carrier to enable calling in Teams.

For information on the benefits and requirements of Operator Connect, and for a list of carriers participating in

this program, see Plan Operator Connect. For information on how to configure Operator Connect, see Configure

Operator Connect.

This option connects Teams Phone to your telephony network by using Direct Routing, as shown in the following

diagram:

If you answer yes to the following questions, then Teams Phone with Direct Routing is the right solution for you:

You want to use Teams with Teams Phone.

You need to retain your current PSTN carrier.

You want to mix routing, with some calls going through Calling Plan, some through your carrier.

You need to interoperate with third-party PBXs and/or equipment such us overhead pagers, analog devices,

and so on.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/calling-plans-for-office-365


 Configuration considerations
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Calling Plans -Microsoft acts as
PSTN carrier.
-You do not need to
buy or manage SBCs.

Obtained through
Microsoft.

-Managed by
Microsoft. 
-Admin configures
user dial plans for
number translation.

-Enabled by
Microsoft. 
-Admin registers
addresses. 
-Dynamic calling
supported.

With this option:

You connect your own supported Session Border Controller (SBC) to Teams Phone without the need for

additional on-premises software.

You can use virtually any telephony carrier with Teams Phone.

You can choose to configure and manage this option, or it can be configured and managed by your

carrier or partner (ask if your carrier or partner provides this option).

You can configure interoperability between your telephony equipment—such as a third-party PBX and

analog devices—and Teams Phone.

This option requires the following:

Uninterrupted connection to Microsoft 365.

Deploying and maintaining a supported SBC.

A contract with a third-party carrier. (Unless deployed as an option to provide connection to third-party

PBX, analog devices, or other telephony equipment for users who are on Teams Phone with Calling Plan.)

For more information about Direct Routing, see the following articles:

Plan Direct Routing

Configure Direct Routing

Manage voice routing policies for use with Direct Routing

Plan Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing

List of Session Border Controllers certified for Direct Routing

Most Teams Phone features are the same regardless of the PSTN connectivity option you choose. For example,

call unanswered and forwarding settings, call transfer, custom music on hold, call park, shared line, and voice

apps are all available. For a complete list of Teams Phone features, see Here's what you get with Teams Phone.

There are some differences in functionality, however, that affect how you configure certain Teams Phone

features. For example, Direct Routing requires additional steps to configure call routing. As another example,

Direct Routing provides Location-Based-Routing (LBR)--so that you can restrict toll bypass in certain geographic

locations where it is not allowed.

The following table highlights the primary configuration differences. The sections that follow the table provide

links to more information and details.



Operator Connect -Carrier manages
PSTN connectivity
and SBCs. 
-You do not need to
buy or manage SBCs.

-Obtained through
carrier. 
- Numbers
associated with
emergency addresses
managed by carrier.

-Managed by carrier. 
-Admin configures
user dial plans for
number translation.

-Enabled by carrier. 
-Admin registers
addresses. 
-Dynamic calling
supported.

Direct Routing -Requires certified
SBC purchased from
third-party vendor.
-Connect your SBC
to Teams Phone.
-Use your existing
PSTN carrier.

Obtained through
carrier.

-Requires extra
configuration by
admin.
-Admin configures
trunk dial plans for
number translation. 
-LBR available to
restrict toll bypass.

-Requires extra
configuration by
admin. 
-Registered
addresses not
supported. 
-Dynamic calling
supported but
requires additional
configuration.
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  Phone number managementPhone number management

  Call routing and dial plansCall routing and dial plans

Microsoft has two types of telephone numbers available: subscriber (user) numbers, which can be assigned to

users in your organization, and service numbers, available as toll and toll-free service numbers. Service

numbers have higher concurrent call capacity than subscriber numbers and can be assigned to services such as

Audio Conferencing, Auto Attendants, or Call Queues.

You will need to decide:

Which user locations need new phone numbers from Microsoft?

Which type of telephone number (subscriber or service) do I need?

How do I port existing phone numbers to Teams?

How you acquire and manage phone numbers differs depending on your PSTN connectivity option.

For information about managing phone numbers for Calling Plan, see Manage phone numbers for your

organization.

For information about managing phone numbers with Operator Connect, see Set up phone numbers

with Operator Connect.

For information about managing phone numbers for Direct Routing, see Configure the phone number

and enable enterprise voice and voicemail.

How you configure call routing differs depending on your PSTN connectivity option.

For Calling Plans, most of call routing is handled by the Microsoft Calling Plan infrastructure. You

configure user dial plans for purposes of number translation for call authorization and call routing. For

more information, see What are dial plans?.

For Operator Connect, most of call routing is managed by the carrier. You configure user dial plans for

purposes of number translation for call authorization and call routing. For more information, see What

are dial plans?.

For Direct Routing, you must configure call routing by specifying the voice routes and assigning voice

routing policies to users. You can configure dial plans for number translation at the trunk level to ensure



  Location-Based Routing for Direct RoutingLocation-Based Routing for Direct Routing

  Emergency callingEmergency calling

  Network topology for voice featuresNetwork topology for voice features

interoperability with Session Border Controllers (SBCs). For more information, see Configure voice

routing for Direct Routing, Manage voice routing policies and Translate phone numbers.

In some countries and regions, it's illegal to bypass the PSTN carrier to decrease long-distance calling costs.

Location-Based Routing (LBR) for Direct Routing enables you to restrict toll bypass for Teams users based on

their geographic location. For more information about how to plan and configure LBR, see the following articles:

Plan Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing

Configure network settings for Location-Based Routing

Enable Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing

Contoso case study: Location-Based Routing

Describes how a fictional multi-national corporation, Contoso, implemented Location-Based Routing for their

organization.

How you configure emergency calling differs depending on your PSTN connectivity option.

For Calling Plan, each user is automatically enabled for emergency calling and is required to have a

registered emergency address associated with their assigned telephone number. Dynamic emergency

calling (based on the location of the Teams client) is supported.

For Operator Connect, each user is automatically enabled for emergency calling and is required to have a

registered emergency address associated with their assigned telephone number but can only be set by

the carrier partner. Dynamic emergency calling (based on the location of the Teams client) is supported.

For Direct Routing, you must define emergency calling policies for users by using a Teams emergency call

routing policy (TeamsEmergencyCallRoutingPolicy) to define emergency numbers and their associated

routing destination. Registered emergency locations are not supported for Direct Routing users. For

dynamic emergency calling, additional configuration is required for routing emergency calls and possibly

for partner connectivity.

For more information about emergency calling concepts and terminology, and how to configure emergency

calling and dynamic emergency calling, see the following articles:

Manage emergency calling

Plan and configure dynamic emergency calling

Manage emergency calling policies

Manage emergency call routing policies for Direct Routing

Contoso case study: Emergency calling

Describes how a fictional multi-national corporation, Contoso, implemented emergency calling for their

organization.

If you are deploying dynamic emergency calling or Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing, you must

configure network settings for use with these features in Microsoft Teams. To learn how to configure network

settings for network regions, network sites, network subnets, and trusted IP addresses, see the following articles:

Network settings for cloud voice features in Microsoft Teams - Concepts and terminology

Manage your network topology for cloud voice features in Microsoft Teams
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 Learn more about Calling Plans

 Core deployment decisions

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Are Calling Plans available in my area? Which user locations
will have Calling Plan service?

For more information, see Country and region availability for
Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans.

Do my users need international calling? For more information, see Calling Plans for Microsoft 365 or
Office 365.

Do my users have Calling Plans licenses? To buy and assign licenses, see Step 2: Buy and assign
licenses.

Do my users each have a direct inward dial (DID) phone
number?

To get phone numbers, see Step 3: Get phone numbers.

  Transfer phone numbers to Microsoft 365 or Office 365Transfer phone numbers to Microsoft 365 or Office 365

  Phone numbers and emergency locationsPhone numbers and emergency locations

You've completed the Get started. You've rolled out Teams with chat, teams, channels, & apps across your

organization. Maybe you've deployed Meetings & conferencing. Now you're ready to add cloud voice workloads,

and you've decided to use Microsoft Phone System with Calling Plan to connect to the Public Switched

Telephone Network (PSTN).

This article describes core deployment decisions for Calling Plans as well as additional considerations you may

want to configure, based on your organization's needs. You should also read Cloud Voice in Microsoft Teams for

more information about Microsoft's cloud voice offerings.

The following articles provide more information about deploying and using Microsoft Calling Plans:

Phone System in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Calling Plans for Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Set up Calling Plans

To use Microsoft as your telephony carrier, you need to obtain Calling Plan licenses and assign them to your

Phone System users.

There are two types of Calling Plans available:

Domestic Calling Plans

Domestic and International Calling Plans

It's easy to transfer your phone numbers from your current service provider to Teams. After you port your

phone numbers to Teams, Microsoft will become your service provider and will bill you for those phone

numbers. For more information, see Transfer phone numbers to Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/calling-plan-landing-page.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/calling-plans-for-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/calling-plans-for-office-365


A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

How detailed do I want the emergency address and location
information to be?

For more information, see What are emergency locations,
addresses, and call routing?.

  Calling identityCalling identity

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Do I want to mask or disable caller ID? To change or block the caller ID, see Set the caller ID for a
user.

With Calling Plans in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, every user in your organization needs to have a unique direct

inward dial (DID) phone number and a corresponding validated emergency address. You can also specify an

emergency location within the emergency address (for example, an office number or floor number).

By default, all outbound calls use the assigned phone number as calling identity (caller ID). The recipient of the

call can quickly identify the caller and decide whether to accept or reject the call.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/what-are-calling-plans-in-office-365/what-are-emergency-locations-addresses-and-call-routing
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 Step 1: Find out if Calling Plans are available in your country/region

 Step 2: Buy and assign licenses

 Step 3: Get phone numbers

 Step 4: Add emergency addresses and locations for your organization

Calls to other Teams users are free, but if you want your users to be able to call phones outside of your business,

get a Domestic Calling Plan or an International Calling Plan in Microsoft 365 or Office 365. It's easy to set up

Calling Plans for your business. For more information about Calling Plans, see Which Calling Plan is right for

you?.

Go to Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans and select your country or

region to get availability information about Calling Plans, as well as information about Audio Conferencing,

Phone System, toll and toll-free numbers, and Communications Credits.

If Calling Plans are not available for your country or region, consider using Direct Routing to connect your on-

premises telephony infrastructure to Phone System. For more information, see Phone System Direct Routing.

TIPTIP

1. If the Phone System feature isn't included in your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 plan, you may need to

purchase Phone SystemPhone System add-on licenses. After you have Phone SystemPhone System licenses, purchase Calling

Plans for Microsoft 365 or Office 365. See Microsoft Teams add-on licensing, and buy the licenses and

plan.

Phone SystemPhone System licenses and Calling Plans in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 go together, so to see the option to

purchase Calling Plans, you must first have the Phone SystemPhone System licenses.

2. First assign the licenses, and then assign a Calling Plan to the people in your organization. See Assign

Microsoft Teams add-on licenses.

There are three ways to get new user numbers:

Use the Teams admin center.Use the Teams admin center. For some countries/regions, you can get numbers for your users by

using the Teams admin center, see Getting phone numbers for your users.

Por t your existing numbers.Por t your existing numbers. You can port or transfer existing numbers from your current service

provider or phone carrier to Microsoft 365 or Office 365. For more information, see Transfer phone

numbers to Teams or Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Use a request form for new numbers.Use a request form for new numbers. Sometimes (depending on your country/region) you won't be

able to get your new phone numbers using the Teams admin center, or you will need specific phone

numbers or area codes. If so, you will need to download a form and send it back to us. For more

information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

 An emergency address must be associated with a phone number. When this association happens can vary

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-calling-plans.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/calling-plans-for-office-365


 Step 5: Assign an emergency address and a phone number to a user

TIPTIP

 Step 6: Tell your users about their new phone numbers

 Do you want to automate assigning phone numbers?

 Related topics

among country and regions. For example, in the United States, you need to associate an emergency address

when you assign the phone number to the user. In the United Kingdom, you need to associate an emergency

address to the phone number when you are getting the phone numbers from Microsoft 365 or Office 365, or

when transferring phone numbers from your current service provider.

For information about emergency calling and managing emergency addresses, see Manage emergency calling

and Add, change, or remove an emergency location for your organization.

 When you are setting up Calling Plans in Office 365, you must assign a phone number and emergency address

to each of your users. The emergency address must be created before you can associate it with a phone number.

For more information, see Assign or change an emergency address.

If you add more people to your business right before doing this step, it may take several hoursseveral hours for them to appear on

the Voice usersVoice users  page. There's a latency.

Microsoft recommends sending mail or using your business's preferred communication method to tell the

people about their new phone numbers.

In Microsoft TeamsMicrosoft Teams , users can see their phone number by clicking CallsCalls  in the left navigation. The phone

number is shown above the dial pad.

 

If you know Windows PowerShell, you can use the following cmdlets to automate assigning phone numbers to

your users.

Get-CsOnlineTelephoneNumber: Retrieves the telephone numbers from the Business Voice Directory.

Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser: Sets the telephone numbers.

To learn more, see Teams PowerShell Overview.

Transferring phone numbers common questions

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlinetelephonenumber?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoiceuser?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans


Manage emergency calling

Add, change, or remove an emergency location for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Teams: Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/emergency-calling/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip?raw=true
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NOTENOTE

 Prerequisites for enabling the CallsCalls tab in Teams

NOTENOTE

 Prerequisites for enabling the Dial PadDial Pad in Teams

This guide will help you get a set of users up and running so they can explore Calling Plans in Teams.

Read the December 12, 2017, announcement of Calling Plans in Teams: Intelligent Communications takes the

next step with calling in Teams

We recommend that, in parallel with this quick-start guide, you read Phone System with Calling Plans and FastTrack to

plan and drive a successful rollout.

By adding Calling Plans - a Microsoft 365 and Office 365 feature powered by Skype for Business - you can now

use Teams to make and receive phone calls to or from land lines and mobile phones via the public switched

telephone network (PSTN).

To enable the CallsCalls  tab in Teams users need to have 1:1 calling enabled in Teams and using a Teams client that

supports 1:1 Teams calling. To learn how to manage 1:1 calling in Teams, read Set-CsTeamsCallingPolicy. To learn

which clients support calling, please read Limits and specifications for Microsoft Teams.

Currently, Voicemail will not be available in the Calls tab unless the user is enabled for PSTN calls.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/configuring-teams-calling-quickstartguide.md
https://aka.ms/ipyqus
https://aka.ms/cloudvoice
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscallingpolicy


NOTENOTE

 Using TeamsUpgradePolicy to control where calls land

  How to configure users to receive all incoming VOIP and PSTN calls in TeamsHow to configure users to receive all incoming VOIP and PSTN calls in Teams

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy -PolicyName UpgradeToTeams -Identity user@contoso.com

 See also

To enable the Dial PadDial Pad tab in Teams and allow your users to make and receive PSTN calls you will need to

provision users for Phone System and Calling Plans. To learn how to set up Calling Plans, read Set up Calling

Plans. Additionally, for Teams only users, you must ensure that "Allow private calling" is enabled in the Teams

calling policy. See Manage Teams during the transition to the new Microsoft Teams admin center for more

information.

You can also use Direct Routing to allow your users to make and receive PSTN calls. To learn how to set up Direct Routing,

read Configure Direct Routing.

To control whether incoming calls (and chats) land in Teams or Skype for Business, administrators use

TeamsUpgradePolicy, using either Microsoft Teams admin center or using a remote Windows PowerShell session

with the Skype for Business cmdlets.

The default configuration of TeamsUpgradePolicy is Islands mode, which is designed to ensure that existing

business workflows are not interrupted during a Teams deployment. By default, VoIP, PSTN, and federated calls

to your users will continue to be routed to Skype for Business until you update the policy to enable inbound

calling to Teams. When recipients are in islands mode:

Incoming VOIP calls that originated in Skype for Business always land in the recipient's Skype for Business

client.

Incoming VOIP calls that originated in Teams land in Teams, if the sender and receiver are in the same tenant.

Incoming federated VOIP (regardless of which client originates) and PSTN calls always land in the recipient's

Skype for Business client.

To ensure that incoming VOIP and PSTN calls always land in a user's Teams client, update the user's coexistence

mode to be TeamsOnly (which means, assign them the "UpgradeToTeams" instance of TeamsUpgradePolicy. For

more information on coexistence modes and TeamsUpgradePolicy, see Migration and interoperability guidance

for organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business

NOTESNOTES

Skype for Business IP phones will receive calls, even if the user is in TeamsOnly mode.

Users that have been provisioned with Phone System and Calling Plans licenses for use with Skype for

Business Online (e.g. they have been assigned a value of OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy) , will have the Calls tab

enabled in Teams and can place outbound PSTN calls from Teams without administrators having to take any

administrative action.

To ensure users receive all incoming VOIP and PSTN calls in Teams, set the user's coexistence mode to

TeamsOnly in the Microsoft Teams admin center, or use Skype for Business remote Windows PowerShell session

to update TeamsUpgradePolicy as follows:

Set up Calling Plans

Migration and interoperability guidance for organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-teams-skypeforbusiness-admin-center
https://aka.ms/teamsadmincenter
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/what-are-calling-plans-in-office-365/set-up-calling-plans


Phone System with Calling Plans

Skype for Business PowerShell cmdlet reference

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype
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 Select your country or region to see what's available for your
organization

NOTENOTE

 Want to learn more about these services
  Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Using the Call Me feature or when adding other people to a meeting so they can join itUsing the Call Me feature or when adding other people to a meeting so they can join it

You can select a country or region to see what cloud voice features are available to your organization.

If you're looking for a spreadsheet with all countr ies and regions, download and save the If you're looking for a spreadsheet with all countr ies and regions, download and save the CloudCloud

voice feature countr y/region availability spreadsheetvoice feature countr y/region availability spreadsheet.

After you've verified if one of the Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams services are available, you can see

Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams add-on licensing to help you buy licenses and assign them to your

users.

If you need to get more telephone numbers for your users, see Getting phone numbers for your users or, for phone

number request forms, Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Sometimes people in your organization will need to use a phone to call in to a meeting. Skype for Business and

Microsoft Teams includes the Audio Conferencing feature for just this situation! People can call in to meetings

using a phone instead of using the Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams apps on a mobile device or PC.

When you've decided that you want Audio Conferencing for your organization, buy one Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing

license for each person in your organization who is going to schedule/host an audio meeting.

With Audio Conferencing, there are toll and toll free phone numbers that can be used by your users to dial in to

meetings. Toll numbers from the following countries or regions are automatically assigned as shared audio

conferencing numbers to organizations when they're enabled for Audio Conferencing. Dedicated toll and toll

free numbers can be assigned to your organization from additional cities.

There isn't a resource that contains a listing of all of the dial-in numbers for Audio Conferencing. To find out if there are

dial-in phone numbers available in your area or country/region, go to Skype for Business admin centerSkype for Business admin center  > VoiceVoice >

Phone NumbersPhone Numbers , click AddAdd, and then click New Ser vice NumbersNew Ser vice Numbers . Use the lists for Countr y/RegionCountr y/Region, State/RegionState/Region,

and CityCity  to filter your search. If you are looking for toll free service numbers, select toll freetoll free from the State/RegionState/Region list.

To see more about Audio Conferencing, see Audio Conferencing common questions

Pricing for Audio Conferencing

In Audio Conferencing, the "Call Me" feature is used to let other people join a dial-in meeting. Use the drop-

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/b/6/db6992c5-ec9a-4b02-8742-59df17dd90a7/country-and-region-availability-(v-19OCT2021)-(en-us).xlsx
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=799762
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  Phone SystemPhone System

NOTENOTE

  Calling PlansCalling Plans

NOTENOTE

  Toll and toll free phone numbers for servicesToll and toll free phone numbers for services

down list in this article to search for the country/region and see if this feature is available.

Dialing out to toll free or free phone numbers may not be possible, because some toll free numbers only

function from within a certain country or area within a country. For example, if you dial out from the United

States to a toll free number in Brazil, the call may not be successful because the call didn't originate from within

Brazil or from a specific region within Brazil. The ability to dial out to toll free numbers varies widely depending

on the restrictions of the toll free number dialed. Unfortunately, we can't control this behavior, and as a result,

your experience may vary depending on the toll free number dialed and the restrictions of the toll free number.

Dialing out from a meeting to another country/region in the world that isn't listed below is available using

Communication Credits. For those users, you'll need to Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

With Phone System, you create auto attendants and call queues (with a toll or toll free number) to answer

incoming calls for your organization. When you add a Calling Plan for users, they can use Skype for Business to

take care of basic call-control tasks, such as placing and receiving calls, transferring calls, and muting and

unmuting calls. Phone SystemPhone System users click a name in their address book, and Skype for Business will place a call

to that person. To place and receive calls, Phone SystemPhone System users use their mobile devices, a headset with a laptop

or PC, or one of many IP phones that work with Skype for Business.

The availability of toll phone numbers from some of these locations might vary at any given time depending on

inventory levels. In addition to getting phone numbers for individual users, it's also possible to search and

acquire toll or toll free phone numbers for services such as Audio Conferencing (for conference bridges), auto

attendants and call queues. These are called service numbers. See Getting service phone numbers to get phone

numbers. But for your users, after you assign a Calling Plan to them, you can assign a user phone number so

they can make and receive phone calls. To find those phone numbers, go to Getting phone numbers for your

users. You can also see Assign, change, or remove a phone number for a user.

Pricing for Phone System

The availability of toll phone numbers from some of these locations might vary at any given time depending on inventory

levels.

Use the drop-down list at the top of the page to search for a country or region and what services are available.

Along with Phone System, a Calling Plans let users make and receive phone calls. You first get a user

(subscriber) phone number (not a service number) to assign to the user, and then assign a Calling Plan. There

are two types of Calling Plans available: DomesticDomestic and Domestic and InternationalDomestic and International . See Phone System and

Calling Plans for more details.

You can also see Phone System and Calling Plans licensing for licensing information.

The country/region is based on the location of the user's license in the Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center  > Active UsersActive Users

and notnot  the billing address listed under the Organization ProfileOrganization Profile in the Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center .

In addition to getting phone numbers for individual users, it's also possible to search and acquire toll or toll free

phone numbers for services such as Audio Conferencing (for conference bridges), auto attendants, and call

queues. These are called service numbers.

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/voice-calling?#office-StandaloneSKU-pkdogb9


  Communications CreditsCommunications Credits

 Related topics

The following is a list of capitals and major cities from where you can get toll service numbers to use with Audio

Conferencing and Calling Plans. You get toll service numbers from these locations using the Skype forSkype for

Business admin centerBusiness admin center .

If you want to get a toll or toll free service number, you can see Getting service phone numbers. If you already

have a toll or toll free service number that you want to transfer from a different provider, see Manage phone

numbers for your organization.

Use the drop-down list at the top of the page to search for a country or region and what services are available.

We recommend that you set up Communications Credits for your Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans users

that need the ability to dial out to any destinationany destination. Many countries/regions are included, but some destinations

might not be included in your Calling Plan or Audio Conferencing subscriptions.

If you don't set up Communications Credits and assign a license to users, and you run out of minutes for your

organization (depending on your Calling Plan or Audio Conferencing plan or your country/region), they won't

be able to make calls or dial out from meetings. You can find out more information including recommended

funding amounts by reading What are Communications Credits?

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams
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 Benefits

 Requirements

Operator Connect is another option for providing Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) connectivity with

Teams and Phone System. For more information about Teams voice solutions and PSTN connectivity options,

see Plan your Teams voice solution and PSTN connectivity options.

This article describes benefits and requirements, and provides a link to the operators participating in the

Microsoft Operator Connect Program. If you decide Operator Connect is the right solution for your organization,

after reading this article, see Configure Operator Connect.

With Operator Connect, if your existing operator is a participant in the Microsoft Operator Connect Program,

they can manage the service for bringing PSTN calling to Teams. The Operator Connect program provides the

following benefits:

Leverage existing contracts, or find a new operator.Leverage existing contracts, or find a new operator. You keep your preferred operator and

contracts, or choose a new one from a selection of participating operators to meet your business needs.

Operator-managed infrastructure.Operator-managed infrastructure. Your operator manages the PSTN calling services and Session

Border Controllers (SBCs), allowing you to save on hardware purchase and management.

Faster, easier  deployment.Faster, easier  deployment. You can quickly connect to your operator and assign phone numbers to

users -– all from the Teams admin center.

Enhanced suppor t and reliability.Enhanced suppor t and reliability. Operators provide technical support and shared service level

agreements to improve support service, while direct peering powered by Azure creates a one-to-one

network connection for enhanced reliability.

Operator Connect might be the right solution for your organization if:

Microsoft Calling Plan isn't available in your geographic location.

Your preferred operator is a participant in the Microsoft Operator Connect Program.

You want to find a new operator to enable calling in Teams.

To enable phone number assignments with Operator Connect, make sure your users are:

Teams Phone licensed. To learn more, see What is Phone System? and Assign Teams add-on licenses to users.

In TeamsOnly mode. Note that the user needs to be in TeamsOnly mode, but your entire organization does

not. To learn more, see Understand Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business coexistence and interoperability.

For a list of operators participating in the Microsoft Operator Connect Program and the countries or regions

where their service is available, see the Microsoft 365 Operator Connect directory.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/operator-connect-plan.md
https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/practices/microsoft-365-for-operators/directory
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 Enable an operator

 Set up phone numbers

  Acquire numbers for new Teams usersAcquire numbers for new Teams users

This article describes how to configure Operator Connect. Before configuring Operator Connect, be sure to read

Plan for Operator Connect for information about prerequisites and licensing.

You can enable, edit, and remove operators in the Teams admin center. In the left navigation pane, go to Voice >Voice >

OperatorsOperators .

To enable an operator :

1. Choose an operator.Choose an operator. In the All operatorsAll operators  tab, filter available operators by region or service to find the

right operator for your voice needs. Then select the operator you want to enable.

2. Select countr ies.Select countr ies. Under Operator settingsOperator settings , select the countries you want to enable with your selected

operator.

3. Provide contact informationProvide contact information Your contact information, including your full name and email address,

will be shared automatically with your operator. You can change this information later. Additionally, you'll

need to provide company size, and you'll have the option to provide your phone number. Operators will

use this information to contact you with more details about Operator Connect.

4. Accept the data transfer notice.

5. Add your operator.Add your operator. Select Add as my operatorAdd as my operator  to save.

How you set up phone numbers depends on whether you're setting up numbers for new users, or moving

existing numbers from either Microsoft Calling Plans or Direct Routing.

If you need to acquire phone numbers for new users, see Acquire numbers for new Teams users.

If you want to move existing numbers from Calling Plans to Operator Connect, see Move numbers from

Calling Plans to Operator Connect.

If you want to move existing numbers from Direct Routing to Operator Connect, see Move numbers from

Direct Routing to Operator Connect.

To acquire numbers for new Teams users, follow these steps:

1. Assign a Phone System license.Assign a Phone System license. You can assign a Phone System license to your users from the

Microsoft 365 admin center or using PowerShell. For more information, see Assign Teams add-on

licenses to users.

2. Users that will be assigned phone numbers acquired with Operator Connect need to be in TeamsOnly

mode. If your organization is in TeamsOnly mode, then all your users are in TeamsOnly mode. To check

this, in the Teams admin center, go to Teams > Teams upgrade settingsTeams > Teams upgrade settings . If your organization is in

Islands mode, check if specific users are in TeamsOnly mode. Go to UsersUsers  and select a user account. In

the AccountAccount tab, under Teams upgrade,Teams upgrade, the coexistence mode should be set to 'TeamsOnly.'

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/operator-connect-configure.md
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  Emergency addressesEmergency addresses

  Move numbers from Calling Plans to Operator ConnectMove numbers from Calling Plans to Operator Connect

  Move numbers from Direct Routing to Operator ConnectMove numbers from Direct Routing to Operator Connect

3. Acquire numbers.Acquire numbers. Go to your operator's website to order and acquire phone numbers. For a list of

operator websites, go to the Microsoft 365 Operator Connect directory. You'll need to provide your

tenant ID. If you don't know your tenant ID, see Find your Microsoft 365 tenant ID for more information.

4. Assign numbers.Assign numbers. Once your operator completes the order, they'll upload numbers to your tenant. You

can view the numbers and the provider in the Teams admin center by going to Voice > PhoneVoice > Phone

numbersnumbers . Assign numbers to users from the Teams admin center or by using PowerShell. For more

information, see Assign numbers.

In addition togetting phone numbers for your users, you can get toll or toll-free phone numbers for services such as

Audio Conferencing (for conference bridges), Auto Attendants, and Call Queues (also called service numbers). Service

phone numbers have a higher concurrent calling capacity than user or subscriber phone numbers. For example, a service

number can handle hundreds of calls simultaneously, whereas a user's phone number can only handle a few calls

simultaneously. To get service numbers, contact your operator.

The emergency address is a static location associated with a number. Once you create emergency addresses in

the Teams admin center, how you assign the addresses, or change them later, will depend on your operator.

To assign numbers to emergency addresses, your operator will implement one of three scenarios:

The operator assigns emergency addresses to the phone numbers and allows you to change them later in

the Teams admin center.

The operator doesn't assign addresses and allows you to assign emergency addresses to the phone

numbers in the Teams admin center.

The operator assigns emergency addresses to the phone numbers, and doesn't allow you to change

them. In this scenario, you'll need to contact your operator to make changes to phone numbers and their

assigned emergency address.

For more information on emergency calling, see Manage emergency calling and Plan and configure dynamic

emergency calling.

1. Contact your operator to port your numbers to Operator Connect. See Microsoft 365 Operator Connect

directory to find your operator's website.

2. After your operator completes the porting order, you can unassign your users' Calling Plan phone

numbers, and remove the Calling Plan License. Then, your operator can upload the numbers to your

tenant.

3. Assign Operator Connect numbers to users by using the Teams admin center or by using PowerShell. For

more information, see Assign numbers.

Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity <user> | select OnPremLineURI 

1. Remove the existing telephone number from the user as follows:

Get the existing On-prem Line URI by running the following PowerShell command:

Remove the On-prem Line URI by running the following PowerShell command:

https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/practices/microsoft-365-for-operators/directory
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/find-your-office-365-tenant-id
https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/practices/microsoft-365-for-operators/directory


  Assign numbersAssign numbers

 Manage your operators

NOTENOTE

 Release numbers

 Related topics

Set-CsUser -Identity <user> -OnPremLineURI $null 

2. Remove any PSTNUsage associated with your users, otherwise calls will be routed to the gateway

specified in the PSTN Usage. To learn how to remove PSTN usage, see Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage.

3. Go to your operator's website to order and acquire phone numbers. To find your operators website, see

the Microsoft 365 Operator Connect directory. You'll need to provide your tenant ID. If you don't know

your tenant ID, see Find your Microsoft 365 tenant ID for more information.

4. Once your operator completes the order, they'll upload numbers to your tenant. You can view the

numbers and the provider in the Teams admin center by going to Voice > Phone numbersVoice > Phone numbers . Assign

Operator Connect numbers to users by using the Teams admin center or by using PowerShell. For more

information, see Assign numbers.

For information on how to assign phone numbers to your users, see Assign, change, or remove a phone number

for a user.

From the My operatorsMy operators  tab, you can view your operators and their status and make the following changes to

your selections:

Manage operator services by country

Suspend an operator

Remove an operator

Before removing an operator from your organization or from a country, you must remove all phone numbers assigned to

users in the organization or country and contact the operator to release the numbers.

To release phone numbers from the Teams admin center, go to the Phone numbersPhone numbers  page and select a number.

If the phone number isn't assigned to a user, select ReleaseRelease.

If the phone number is assigned to a user, you'll need to unassign the number. Select EditEdit, then RemoveRemove

useruser . After you save your changes, select ReleaseRelease.

Plan for Teams auto attendants and call queues

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinepstnusage?view=skype-ps
https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/practices/microsoft-365-for-operators/directory
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/find-your-office-365-tenant-id
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 Learn more about Direct Routing

 Core deployment decisions

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

For which users will I enable Direct Routing? For more information, see Enable users for Direct Routing
Service.

Do I have the required licenses for Direct Routing? For more information, see Licensing and other requirements.

  Session Border Controller (SBC) considerationsSession Border Controller (SBC) considerations

You've completed Get started. You've rolled out Teams with chat, teams, channels, & apps across your

organization. Maybe you've deployed Meetings & conferencing. Now you're ready to add cloud voice workloads,

and you've decided to use your own telephony carrier for Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)

connectivity by using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing, you can use Phone System with

virtually any telephony carrier.

This article describes core deployment decisions for Direct Routing as well as additional considerations you may

want to think about, based on your organization's needs. You should also read Cloud Voice in Microsoft Teams

for more information about Microsoft's cloud voice offerings.

The following articles provide more information about configuring and using Phone System Direct Routing.

Configuring Direct Routing requires understanding of PSTN routing design. You should read all of these articles

to understand how to plan and configure Direct Routing:

Plan Direct Routing

Configure Direct Routing

List of Session Border Controllers certified for Direct Routing

Monitor and troubleshoot Direct Routing

In addition, you might want to read the following articles depending on your requirements:

Configure a Session Border Controller for multiple tenants

Migrate to Direct Routing

User accounts in a hybrid environment with PSTN connectivity

Watch the following session to learn more about Direct Routing: Direct Routing in Microsoft Teams

These are the core decisions to consider for Direct Routing.

With Direct Routing, you connect your own Session Border Controller (SBC) directly to Phone System. For a list

of certified SBCs, see Supported Session Border Controllers.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-landing-page.md
https://aka.ms/teams-direct-routing
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Where and how will I deploy SBCs? For more information, see Configure Direct Routing

Do I have multiple tenants? For more information, see Configure a Session Border
Controller for multiple tenants.

  Voice routing considerationsVoice routing considerations

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

What voice routing policies, PSTN usage, and voice routes do
I need to create?

For voice routing information, see Configure Voice Routing.

Which users will be assigned to the voice routing policy that
I define?

See the examples in Configure Voice Routing.

  Ensure incoming calls land in the Teams client using TeamsUpgradePolicyEnsure incoming calls land in the Teams client using TeamsUpgradePolicy

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

What does Teams Only mode mean? For more information, see Migration and interoperability
guidance for organizations using Teams together with Skype
for Business.

 Additional deployment considerations

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Do you have an existing Skype for Business Server
deployment with hybrid connectivity configured?

To understand how user accounts in a hybrid environment
are provisioned and managed, see User accounts in a hybrid
environment with PSTN connectivity.

Are you migrating to Direct Routing from Calling Plan or
from a Skype for Business on-premises environment?

To understand more about migrating to Direct Routing from
an existing environment, see Migrating to Direct Routing.

You'll need to configure Phone System to route the calls to the specific SBCs.

Direct Routing is only supported with Microsoft Teams. To receive PSTN calls through Direct Routing, you need

to configure TeamsUpgradePolicy to ensure incoming calls are received in Teams. Users must be in Teams Only

mode, which you can do by assigning them the "UpgradeToTeams" instance of TeamsUpgradePolicy.

You may want to consider the following, based on your organization's needs and configuration:
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TIPTIP

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Watch the following session to learn about the benefits of Direct Routing, how to plan for it, and how to deploy it: Direct

Routing in Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Phone System Direct Routing lets you connect a supported, customer-provided Session Border

Controller (SBC) to Microsoft Phone System. With this capability, for example, you can configure on-premises

Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) connectivity with Microsoft Teams client, as shown in the following

diagram:

Skype for Business Online also lets you pair a customer-provided SBC, but this requires an on-premises Skype for

Business Server deployment or a special edition of Skype for Business, called Cloud Connector, in between the SBC and

the Microsoft Cloud. This scenario is known as hybrid voice. In contrast, Direct Routing allows a direct connection between

the supported SBC and the Microsoft Cloud.

Cloud Connector Edition will retire July 31, 2021 along with Skype for Business Online. Once your organization has

upgraded to Teams, learn how to connect your on-premises telephony network to Teams using Direct Routing.

With Direct Routing, you can connect your SBC to almost any telephony trunk or interconnect with third-party

PSTN equipment. Direct Routing enables you to:

Use virtually any PSTN trunk with Microsoft Phone System.

Configure interoperability between customer-owned telephony equipment, such as a third-party private

branch exchange (PBX), analog devices, and Microsoft Phone System.

Microsoft also offers all-in-the-cloud voice solutions, such as Calling Plan. However, a hybrid voice solution

might be best for your organization if:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-plan.md
https://aka.ms/teams-direct-routing
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Session Border Controller (SBC) A supported SBC. For more information, see Supported
SBCs.

Telephony trunks connected to the SBC One or more telephony trunks connected to the SBC. On
one end, the SBC connects to the Microsoft Phone System
via Direct Routing. The SBC can also connect to third-party
telephony entities, such as PBXs, Analog Telephony Adapters,
and so on. Any PSTN connectivity option connected to the
SBC will work. (For configuration of the PSTN trunks to the
SBC, please refer to the SBC vendors or trunk providers.)

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization An Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization that you use to
home your Microsoft Teams users, and the configuration and
connection to the SBC.

Microsoft Calling Plan is not available in your country.

Your organization requires connection to third-party analog devices, call centers, and so on.

Your organization has an existing contract with a PSTN carrier.

Direct Routing also supports users who have the additional license for the Microsoft Calling Plan. For more

information, see Phone System and Calling Plans.

With Direct Routing, when users participate in a scheduled conference, the dial-in number is provided by

Microsoft Audio Conferencing service, which requires proper licensing. When dialing out, the Microsoft Audio

Conferencing service places the call using online calling capabilities, which requires proper licensing. (Note if a

user does not have a Microsoft Audio Conferencing license, the call routes through Direct Routing.) For more

information, see Online Meetings with Teams.

Planning your deployment of Direct Routing is key to a successful implementation. This article describes

infrastructure and licensing requirements and provides information about SBC connectivity:

Infrastructure requirements

Licensing and other requirements

SBC domain names

Public trusted certificate for the SBC

SIP Signaling: FQDNs

SIP Signaling: Ports

Media traffic: Port ranges

Supported Session Border Controllers (SBCs)

For detailed information about configuring Direct Routing, see Configure Direct Routing.

The infrastructure requirements for the supported SBCs, domains, and other network connectivity requirements

to deploy Direct Routing are listed in the following table:

https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/online-meeting-solutions


User registrar User must be homed in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.
If your company has an on-premises Skype for Business or
Lync environment with hybrid connectivity to Microsoft 365
or Office 365, you cannot enable voice in Teams for a user
homed on-premises.

To check the registrar of a user, use the following Skype for
Business Online PowerShell cmdlet:
Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity <user> | fl
HostingProvider

The output of the cmdlet should show:
HostingProvider : sipfed.online.lync.com

Domains One or more domains added to your Microsoft 365 or Office
365 organizations.

Note that you cannot use the default domain,
*.onmicrosoft.com, that is automatically created for your
tenant.

To view the domains, you can use the following Skype for
Business Online PowerShell cmdlet:
Get-CsTenant | fl Domains

For more information about domains and Microsoft 365 or
Office 365 organizations, see Domains FAQ.

Public IP address for the SBC A public IP address that can be used to connect to the SBC.
Based on the type of SBC, the SBC can use NAT.

Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) for the SBC A FQDN for the SBC, where the domain portion of the
FQDN is one of the registered domains in your Microsoft
365 or Office 365 organization. For more information, see
SBC domain names.

Public DNS entry for the SBC A public DNS entry mapping the SBC FQDN to the public IP
Address.

Public trusted certificate for the SBC A certificate for the SBC to be used for all communication
with Direct Routing. For more information, see Public trusted
certificate for the SBC.

Connection points for Direct Routing The connection points for Direct Routing are the following
three FQDNs:

sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com  – Global FQDN, must be tried

first.
sip2.pstnhub.microsoft.com  – Secondary FQDN,

geographically maps to the second priority region.
sip3.pstnhub.microsoft.com  – Tertiary FQDN,

geographically maps to the third priority region.

For information on configuration requirements, see SIP
Signaling: FQDNs.
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https://support.office.com/article/Domains-FAQ-1272bad0-4bd4-4796-8005-67d6fb3afc5a


Firewall IP addresses and ports for Direct Routing media The SBC communicates to the following services in the
cloud:

SIP Proxy, which handles the signaling
Media Processor, which handles media -except when Media
Bypass is on

These two services have separate IP addresses in Microsoft
Cloud, described later in this document.

For more information, see the Microsoft Teams section in
URLs and IP address ranges.

Media Transport Profile TCP/RTP/SAVP 
UDP/RTP/SAVP

Firewall IP addresses and ports for Microsoft Teams media For more information, see URLs and IP address ranges.
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 Licensing and other requirements

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Ad hoc call escalation and Audio Conferencing licenseAd hoc call escalation and Audio Conferencing license

Users of Direct Routing must have the following licenses assigned in Microsoft 365 or Office 365:

Microsoft Phone System.

Microsoft Teams + Skype for Business Plan 2, if included in licensing.

Microsoft Audio Conferencing (please read the notes and the paragraph below for specific examples about

when the license is required).

Skype for Business Plan should not be removed from any licensing agreement where it is included.

GCC High and DoD users should disable any Audio Conferencing licensing included in G5 and wait to enable any Audio

Conferencing until Direct Routing has been fully configured. Users should have dial-in phone numbers configured and a

working dial pad before enabling Audio Conferencing licenses. See Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High

and DoD for more details.

In the case that you would like to add external participants to scheduled meetings, either by dialing out to them or by

providing the dial-in number, the audio conferencing license is required. For GCC High and DoD, do not assign an Audio

Conferencing license for G5 users. For G3 users, do not assign an Audio Conferencing license until Direct Routing is fully

configured and the user has a working dial pad.

A Teams user can start a one-on-one Teams to PSTN or Teams to Teams call and add a PSTN participant to it.

This scenario is called an ad hoc conference. The path that the call takes depends whether the user who escalates

the call has a Microsoft Audio Conferencing license assigned or not:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges#skype-for-business-online-and-microsoft-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges


 Supported end points

 SBC domain names

DN S N A M EDN S N A M E C A N  B E  USED F O R SB C  F Q DNC A N  B E  USED F O R SB C  F Q DN EXA M P L ES O F  F Q DN  N A M ESEXA M P L ES O F  F Q DN  N A M ES

contoso.com Yes Valid names:Valid names:
sbc1.contoso.com
ssbcs15.contoso.com
europe.contoso.com

contoso.onmicrosoft.com No Using *.onmicrosoft.com domains is
not supported for SBC names

If the Teams user who escalates the call has a Microsoft Audio Conferencing license assigned, the escalation

happens through the Microsoft Audio Conferencing service. The remote PSTN participant who is invited to

the existing call receives a notification about the incoming call and sees the number of the Microsoft bridge

assigned to the Teams user who initiated the escalation.

If the Teams user who escalates the call does not have the Microsoft Audio Conferencing license assigned, the

escalation happens through a Session Border Controller connected to the Direct Routing interface. The

remote PSTN participant who is invited to the call receives a notification about the incoming call and sees the

number of the Teams user who initiated the escalation. The specific SBC used for the escalation is defined by

Routing Policy of the user.

In addition, you must ensure the following:

CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy is assigned to the user.

Allow Private Calling is enabled at the tenant level for Microsoft Teams.

Direct Routing also supports users who are licensed for Microsoft Calling Plan. Microsoft Phone System with

Calling Plan can route some calls using the Direct Routing interface. However, the users' phone numbers must

be either acquired online or ported to Microsoft.

Mixing Calling Plan and Direct Routing connectivity for the same user is optional, but could be useful (for

example, when the user is assigned a Microsoft Calling Plan but wants to route some calls using the SBC). One

of the most common scenarios is calls to third-party PBXs. With third-party PBXs, all calls, except calls to the

phones connected to that PBXs, are routed using Microsoft Calling Plan, but calls to the phones connected to

third-party PBXs go to the SBC, and therefore stay within the enterprise network and not the PSTN.

For more information about Phone System licensing, see Get the most from Office and Plan Options.

For more information about Phone System licensing, see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

You can use as an end point:

Any Teams client.

Common Area Phones. See Set up the Common Area Phone license for Microsoft Teams. Note you do not

need a Calling Plan license when setting up a Common Area Phone with Direct Routing.

Skype for Business 3PIP phones. See Skype for Business phones (3PIP) support with Microsoft Teams

The SBC domain name must be from one of the names registered in Domains of the tenant. You cannot use the

*.onmicrosoft.com tenant for the FQDN name of the SBC.

The following table shows examples of DNS names registered for the tenant, whether the name can be used as

an FQDN for the SBC, and examples of valid FQDN names:

https://products.office.com/compare-all-microsoft-office-products?tab=2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-platform-service-description/office-365-plan-options
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams-Blog/Skype-for-Business-phones-3PIP-support-with-Microsoft-Teams/ba-p/789351


 Public trusted certificate for the SBC

NOTENOTE

Assume you want to use a new domain name. For example, your tenant has contoso.com as a domain name

registered in your tenant, and you want to use sbc1.sip.contoso.com. Before you can pair an SBC with the name

sbc1.sip.contoso.com, you must register the domain name sip.contoso.com in Domains in your tenant. If you try

pairing an SBC with sbc1.sip.contoso.com before registering the domain name, you will get the following error :

"Cannot use the "sbc1.sip.contoso.com" domain as it was not configured for this tenant." After you add the

domain name, you also need to create a user with UPN user@sip.contoso.com and assign a Teams license. It

might take up to 24 hours to fully provision the domain name after it is added to Domains of your tenant, a user

with a new name is created, and a license is assigned to the user.

It is possible that a company might have several SIP address spaces in one tenant. For example, a company

might have contoso.com as a SIP address space and fabrikam.com as the second SIP address space. Some users

have address user@contoso.com and some users have address user@fabrikam.com.

The SBC only needs one FQDN and can service users from any address space in the paired tenant. For example,

an SBC with the name sbc1.contoso.com can receive and send the PSTN traffic for users with addresses

user@contoso.com and user@fabrikam.com as long as these SIP address spaces are registered in the same

tenant.

Microsoft recommends that you request the certificate for the SBC by generating a certification signing request

(CSR). For specific instructions on generating a CSR for an SBC, refer to the interconnection instructions or

documentation provided by your SBC vendors.

Most Certificate Authorities (CAs) require the private key size to be at least 2048. Keep this in mind when generating the

CSR.

The certificate needs to have the SBC FQDN as the common name (CN) or the subject alternative name (SAN)

field. The certificate should be issued directly from a certification authority, not from an intermediate provider.

Alternatively, Direct Routing supports a wildcard in the CN and/or SAN, and the wildcard needs to conform to

standard RFC HTTP Over TLS. An example would be using *.contoso.com which would match the SBC FQDN

sbc.contoso.com, but wouldn't match with sbc.test.contoso.com.

The certificate needs to be generated by one of the following root certificate authorities:

AffirmTrust

AddTrust External CA Root

Baltimore CyberTrust Root*

Buypass

Cybertrust

Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority

Comodo Secure Root CA

Deutsche Telekom

DigiCert Global Root CA

DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA

Entrust

GlobalSign

Go Daddy

GeoTrust

Verisign, Inc.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2818#section-3.1


NOTENOTE

 SIP Signaling: FQDNs

  Microsoft 365, Office 365, and Office 365 GCC environmentsMicrosoft 365, Office 365, and Office 365 GCC environments

SSL.com

Starfield

Symantec Enterprise Mobile Root for Microsoft

SwissSign

Thawte Timestamping CA

Trustwave

TeliaSonera

T-Systems International GmbH (Deutsche Telekom)

QuoVadis

USERTrust RSA Certification Authority

Hongkong Post Root CA 1,2,3

Sectigo Root CA

Harica

For Direct Routing in Office 365 GCCH and DoD environments the certificate needs to be generated by one of

the following root certificate authorities:

DigiCert Global Root CA

DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA

*If Mutual TLS (MTLS) support is enabled for the Teams connection on the SBC, then you must install the Baltimore

CyberTrust Root Certificate in the SBC Trusted Root Store of the Teams TLS context. (This is because the Microsoft service

certificates use the Baltimore root certificate.) To download the Baltimore root certificate, see Office 365 Encryption chains.

Microsoft is working on adding additional certification authorities based on customer requests.

Direct Routing is offered in the following environments:

Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Office 365 GCC

Office 365 GCC High

Office 365 DoD

Learn more about Office 365 and US Government environments such as GCC, GCC High, and DoD.

The connection points for Direct Routing are the following three FQDNs:

sip.pstnhub.microsoft.comsip.pstnhub.microsoft.com – Global FQDN – must be tried first. When the SBC sends a request to resolve

this name, the Microsoft Azure DNS servers return an IP address pointing to the primary Azure datacenter

assigned to the SBC. The assignment is based on performance metrics of the datacenters and geographical

proximity to the SBC. The IP address returned corresponds to the primary FQDN.

sip2.pstnhub.microsoft.comsip2.pstnhub.microsoft.com – Secondary FQDN – geographically maps to the second priority region.

sip3.pstnhub.microsoft.comsip3.pstnhub.microsoft.com – Tertiary FQDN – geographically maps to the third priority region.

Placing these three FQDNs in order is required to:

Provide optimal experience (less loaded and closest to the SBC datacenter assigned by querying the first

FQDN).

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/encryption-office-365-certificate-chains
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-platform-service-description/office-365-us-government/office-365-us-government


  Office GCC DoD environmentOffice GCC DoD environment

  Office 365 GCC High environmentOffice 365 GCC High environment

 SIP Signaling: Ports

T RA F F ICT RA F F IC F RO MF RO M TOTO SO URC E P O RTSO URC E P O RT DEST IN AT IO N  P O RTDEST IN AT IO N  P O RT

SIP/TLS SIP Proxy SBC 1024 – 65535 Defined on the SBC
(For Office 365 GCC
High/DoD only port
5061 must be used)

SIP/TLS SBC SIP Proxy Defined on the SBC 5061

  Failover mechanism for SIP SignalingFailover mechanism for SIP Signaling

Provide failover when connection from an SBC is established to a datacenter that is experiencing a

temporary issue. For more information, see Failover mechanism below.

The FQDNs – sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com, sip2.pstnhub.microsoft.com and sip3.pstnhub.microsoft.com – will be

resolved to IP addresses from the following subnets:

52.112.0.0/14

52.120.0.0/14

You need to open ports for all these IP address ranges in your firewall to allow incoming and outgoing traffic to

and from the addresses for signaling.

The connection point for Direct Routing is the following FQDN:

sip.pstnhub.dod.teams.microsoft.ussip.pstnhub.dod.teams.microsoft.us  – Global FQDN. As the Office 365 DoD environment exists only in the

US data centers, there is no secondary and tertiary FQDNs.

The FQDN sip.pstnhub.dod.teams.microsoft.us will be resolved to an IP address from the following subnet:

52.127.64.0/21

You need to open ports for all these IP addresses in your firewall to allow incoming and outgoing traffic to and

from the addresses for signaling.

The connection point for Direct Routing is the following FQDN:

sip.pstnhub.gov.teams.microsoft.ussip.pstnhub.gov.teams.microsoft.us  – Global FQDN. As the GCC High environment exists only in the US data

centers, there is no secondary and tertiary FQDNs.

The FQDN sip.pstnhub.gov.teams.microsoft.us will be resolved to an IP address from the following subnet:

52.127.88.0/21

You need to open ports for all these IP addresses in your firewall to allow incoming and outgoing traffic to and

from the addresses for signaling.

You must use the following ports for Microsoft 365 or Office 365 environments where Direct Routing is offered:

Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Office 365 GCC

Office 365 GCC High

Office 365 DoD



IF  T H E P RIM A RYIF  T H E P RIM A RY
DATA C EN T ER ISDATA C EN T ER IS EM EAEM EA N O A MN O A M A SIAA SIA

The secondary datacenter
(sip2.pstnhub.microsoft.com
)

US EU US

The tertiary datacenter
(sip3.pstnhub.microsoft.com
)

ASIA ASIA EU

 Media traffic: Port ranges

  Microsoft 365, Office 365, and Office 365 GCC environmentsMicrosoft 365, Office 365, and Office 365 GCC environments

  Office 365 DoD environmentOffice 365 DoD environment

  Office 365 GCC High environmentOffice 365 GCC High environment

  Port range (applicable to all environments)Port range (applicable to all environments)

T RA F F ICT RA F F IC F RO MF RO M TOTO SO URC E P O RTSO URC E P O RT DEST IN AT IO N  P O RTDEST IN AT IO N  P O RT

UDP/SRTP Media Processor SBC 3478-3481 and
49152 – 53247

Defined on the SBC

UDP/SRTP SBC Media Processor Defined on the SBC 3478-3481 and
49152 – 53247

NOTENOTE

 Media traffic: Media processors geography

The SBC makes a DNS query to resolve sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com. Based on the SBC location and the

datacenter performance metrics, the primary datacenter is selected. If the primary datacenter experiences an

issue, the SBC will try the sip2.pstnhub.microsoft.com, which resolves to the second assigned datacenter, and, in

the rare case that datacenters in two regions are not available, the SBC retries the last FQDN

(sip3.pstnhub.microsoft.com), which provides the tertiary datacenter IP.

The table below summarizes the relationships between primary, secondary, and tertiary datacenters:

Note that the requirements below apply if you want to deploy Direct Routing without Media Bypass. For firewall

requirements for Media Bypass, please refer to Plan for media bypass with Direct Routing.

The media traffic flows to and from a separate service in the Microsoft Cloud. The IP address ranges for Media

traffic are as follows.

52.112.0.0/14 (IP addresses from 52.112.0.1 to 52.115.255.254).

52.120.0.0/14 (IP addresses from 52.120.0.1 to 52.123.255.254).

52.127.64.0/21

52.127.88.0/21

The port range of the Media Processors is shown in the following table:

Microsoft recommends at least two ports per concurrent call on the SBC.



 Media traffic: Codecs
  Leg between SBC and Cloud Media Processor or Microsoft Teams client.Leg between SBC and Cloud Media Processor or Microsoft Teams client.

  Leg between Microsoft Teams Client and Cloud Media ProcessorLeg between Microsoft Teams Client and Cloud Media Processor

 Supported Session Border Controllers (SBCs)

 See also

The media traffic flows via components called media processors. Media processors are placed in the same

datacenters as SIP proxies:

NOAM (US South Central, two in US West and US East datacenters)

Europe (UK South, France Central, Amsterdam and Dublin datacenters)

Asia (Singapore datacenter)

Japan (JP East and West datacenters)

Australia (AU East and Southeast datacenters)

LATAM (Brazil South)

Africa (South Africa North)

Applies to both media bypass case and non-bypass cases.

The Direct Routing interface on the leg between the Session Border Controller and Cloud Media Processor

(without media bypass) or between the Teams client and the SBC (if Media Bypass enabled) can use the

following codecs:

Non-Media bypass (SBC to Cloud Media Processor): SILK, G.711, G.722, G.729

Media Bypass (SBC to Teams client): SILK, G.711, G.722, G.729

You can force use of the specific codec on the Session Border Controller by excluding undesirable codecs from

the offer.

Applies to non-media bypass case only. With Media Bypass, the media flows directly between the Teams client

and the SBC.

On the leg between the Cloud Media Processor and Microsoft Teams client either SILK or G.722 is used. The

codec choice on this leg is based on Microsoft algorithms, which take into consideration multiple parameters.

Microsoft only supports certified SBCs to pair with Direct Routing. Because Enterprise Voice is critical for

businesses, Microsoft runs intensive tests with the selected SBCs, and works with the SBC vendors to ensure the

two systems are compatible.

Devices that have been validated are listed as Certified for Teams Direct Routing. The certified devices are

guaranteed to work in all scenarios.

For more information about supported SBCs, see List of Session Border Controllers certified for Direct Routing.

Configure Direct Routing



   

 

Session Border Controllers certified for Direct
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 Certified SBC vendors
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Microsoft partners with selected Session Border Controllers (SBC) vendors to certify that their SBCs work with

Direct Routing.

Microsoft works with each vendor to:

NOTENOTE

Jointly work on the SIP interconnection protocols.

Perform intense tests using a third-party lab. Only devices that pass the tests are certified.

Run daily tests with all certified devices in production and pre-production environments. Validating the

devices in pre-production environments guarantees that new versions of Direct Routing code in the cloud

will work with certified SBCs.

Establish a joint support process with the SBC vendors.

Microsoft only supports Phone System if a certified device or devices are connected through Direct Routing. In

case of issues, customer must contact SBC vendors customer support first. If needed, SBC vendor will escalate the

issue to Microsoft via internal channels. Microsoft reserves the right to reject support cases where a non-certified

device is connected to the Phone System through Direct Routing. If Microsoft determines that a customer’s Direct

Routing issue is with a vendor’s SBC device, the customer will need to re-engage the SBC vendor for support.

The certification is granted to specific SBC firmware versions. Any SBC firmware version documented below is both

certified and supported. Firmware versions that are higher than what is documented are supported as long as the

major.minor version is the same.

Example:

Supported 6.10.258 - in this case, we also support firmware versions 6.10.(258 or higher).

Recommended 6.20.100 - in this case, we also recommend firmware versions 6.20.(100 or higher).

For supportability questions about specific version, reach out to your SBC vendor.

The tables that follow list devices certified for Direct Routing. (For information about which SBC vendors

support Local Media Optimization, see Configure Local Media Optimization for Direct Routing.)

Learn more about Direct Routing. If you have any questions about the SBC certification program for Direct

Routing, please contact drsbccertification@microsoft.com. Please note: we are not accepting new nominations

for certification until further notice. 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-border-controllers.md
https://aka.ms/dr


AudioCodes Mediant 500
SBC

✔ ✔ Supported
7.20A.258
(Recommende
d 7.40A.100)

✔ ✔

Mediant 800
SBC

✔ ✔ Supported
7.20A.258
(Recommende
d 7.40A.100)

✔ ✔

Mediant
2600 SBC

✔ ✔ Supported
7.20A.258
(Recommende
d 7.40A.100)

✔ ✔

Mediant
4000 SBC

✔ ✔ Supported
7.20A.258
(Recommende
d 7.40A.100)

✔ ✔

Mediant
1000B SBC

✔ ✔ Supported
7.20A.250
(Recommende
d 7.20A.258)

✔ ✔

Mediant
9000 SBC

✔ ✔ Supported
7.20A.258
(Recommende
d 7.40A.100)

✔ ✔

Virtual
Edition SBC

✔ ✔ Supported
7.20A.258
(Recommende
d 7.40A.100)

✔ ✔

Mediant
Cloud Edition
SBC

✔ ✔ Supported
7.20A.258
(Recommende
d 7.40A.100)

✔ ✔

Ribbon
Communicati
ons

SBC
5100/5110

✔ ✔ Supported
8.2 and 7.2
(Recommende
d 9.2)

✔

SBC
5200/5210

✔ ✔ Supported
8.2 and 7.2
(Recommende
d 9.2)

✔

SBC 5400 ✔ ✔ Supported
8.2 and 7.2
(Recommende
d 9.2)

✔
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https://www.audiocodes.com/solutions-products/products/products-for-microsoft-365/direct-routing-for-microsoft-teams
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-skype-business


SBC 7000 ✔ ✔ Supported
8.2 and 7.2
(Recommende
d 9.2)

✔

SBC SWe ✔ ✔ Supported
8.2 and 7.2
(Recommende
d 9.2)

✔

SBC 1000 ✔ ✔ 8.x or 9.x ✔ ✔

SBC 2000 ✔ ✔ 8.x or 9.x ✔ ✔

SBC SWe Lite ✔ ✔ 8.x or 9.x ✔ ✔

EdgeMarc
Series

✔ 15.6.1

Thinktel Think 365
SBC

✔ 1.4

Oracle AP 1100 ✔ ✔ 8.3.0.0.1 ✔ ✔

AP 3900 ✔ ✔ 8.3.0.0.1 ✔ ✔

AP 4600 ✔ ✔ 8.3.0.0.1 ✔ ✔

AP 6300 ✔ ✔ 8.3.0.0.1 ✔ ✔

AP 6350 ✔ ✔ 8.3.0.0.1 ✔ ✔

VME ✔ ✔ 8.3.0.0.1 ✔ ✔

TE-SYSTEMS anynode ✔ ✔ Supported
3.20
(Recommende
d 4.0)

✔ ✔

Metaswitch Perimeta SBC ✔ ✔ 4.7 (4.9 for
Media
Bypass)

✔ ✔

Cisco Cisco Unified
Border
Element
(CUBE) for
1000 Series
Integrated
Services
Routers

✔ ✔ Supported
IOS XE
Amsterdam
17.2.1r
(Recommende
d 17.6.1a)

✔
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https://www.thinktel.ca/services/think-365/think-365-overview/
https://www.oracle.com/industries/communications/enterprise-session-border-controller/microsoft.html
https://www.anynode.de/anynode-and-microsoft-teams/
https://www.metaswitch.com/products/core-network/perimeta-sbc
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/enterprise/interoperability-portal/networking_solutions_products_genericcontent0900aecd805bd13d.html


Cisco Unified
Border
Element
(CUBE) for
4000 Series
Integrated
Services
Routers

✔ ✔ Supported
IOS XE
Amsterdam
17.2.1r
(Recommende
d 17.6.1a)

✔

Cisco Unified
Border
Element
(CUBE) for
1000V Series
Cloud
Services
Router

✔ ✔ Supported
IOS XE
Amsterdam
17.2.1r
(Recommende
d 17.3.3)

✔

Cisco Unified
Border
Element
(CUBE) for
1000 Series
Aggregation
Services
Routers

✔ ✔ Supported
IOS XE
Amsterdam
17.2.1r
(Recommende
d 17.6.1a)

✔

Cisco Unified
Border
Element
(CUBE) for
Catalyst 8000
Edge
Platforms

✔ ✔ Supported
IOS XE
Amsterdam
17.3.2
(Recommende
d 17.6.1a)

✔

Avaya Avaya Session
Border
Controller for
Enterprise (
ASBCE)

✔ ✔ Release 8.1.1
(8.1.2 for
Media
Bypass)

Nokia Nokia Session
Border
Controller

✔ 19.5 (1908)

Nokia Session
Border
Controller

✔ 20.8 ✔

Italtel NetMatch-S
CI

✔ Supported
5.0
(Recommende
d 5.1)

Ericsson vSBC 2.16 ✔
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https://support.avaya.com/products/P0997/avaya-session-border-controller-for-enterprise/8.1.x
https://documentation.nokia.com/aces/cgi-bin/chk_access.cgi/3TB30222GBAAACZZA.zip
https://www.italtel.com/italtel-provides-direct-routing-sbc-for-microsoft-teams/
https://www.ericsson.com/en/portfolio/digital-services/cloud-communication/enterprise-communication/business-communication-services-and-enablers/sip-trunking


Cataleya Orchid Link ✔ 3.1

ULTATEL Teams SBC ✔ ✔ 1.6

Atos Atos Unify
OpenScape
Session
Border
Controller

✔ V10R1.2

Sansay Inc. vmVSXi ✔ ✔ 10.5.1.354-
vm-S-x64

Enghouse
Networks

Dialogic
BorderNet
SBC

✔ ✔ 3.9.0-786

Patton
Electronics
Co.

Patton
SmartNode
eSBC

✔ 3.19.x

M5
Technologies
(previously
known as
Media5
Corporation)

Mediatrix
Sentinel
Series

✔ DGW
48.0.2340
(Recommende
d DGW
48.1.2503)

Ekinops Ekinops
Session
Border
Controller
(ONeSBC)

✔ ✔ 6.6.1m5ha1

Ekinops
Virtual
Session
Border
Controller
(ONEvSBC)

✔ ✔ 6.6.1m5ha1

46 Labs LLC Hyperconverg
ed Voice

✔ ✔ HCVoice 1.0.6
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* 911 ser vice providers911 ser vice providers

Bandwidth Dynamic Location Routing

Intrado Emergency Routing Service (ERS)

Intrado Emergency Gateway (EGW)

Inteliquent

https://cataleya.com/orchidplatforms/
https://www.ultatel.com/services/direct-routing-teams-sbc
https://unify.com/en/solutions/voice-platforms/session-border-controller
https://www.sansay.com/solutions/microsoft-teams/
https://www.enghousenetworks.com/portfolio/network-infrastructure/cloud-native-session-border-controller-sbc/
https://www.patton.com/microsoft/
https://www.m5t.com/solutions/sentinel-sbc-ms-teams-certified/
https://www.ekinops.com/solutions/voice-data-access/microsoft-direct-routing-sbc
https://46labs.com/docs/hcvoice/teams/
https://www.bandwidth.com/partners/microsoft-teams-direct-routing/
https://www.west.com/safety-services/enterprise-e911-solutions/microsoft-teams-e911-solutions/
https://www.west.com/safety-services/enterprise-e911-solutions/microsoft-teams-e911-solutions/
https://www.inteliquent.com/services/emergency-services/e911


 

Support for Local Media Optimization

VEN DO RVEN DO R P RO DUC TP RO DUC T SO F T WA RE VERSIO NSO F T WA RE VERSIO N

Audiocodes Mediant 500 SBC 7.20A.256

Mediant 800 SBC 7.20A.258

Mediant 2600 SBC 7.20A.258

Mediant 4000 SBC 7.20A.258

Mediant 1000B SBC 7.20A.256

Mediant 9000 SBC 7.20A.258

Mediant Virtual Edition SBC 7.20A.258

Mediant Cloud Edition SBC 7.20A.258

Ribbon SBC Core SBC 5110 8.2

SBC 5210 8.2

SBC 5400 8.2

SBC 7000 8.2

SBC SWe 8.2

Ribbon SBC Edge SBC SWe Lite 8.1.5

SBC 1000 8.1.5

SBC 2000 8.1.5

TE-SYSTEMS anynode 4.0.1+

Oracle AP 1100 8.4.0.0.0

AP 3900 8.4.0.0.0

AP 4600 8.4.0.0.0

AP 6300 8.4.0.0.0

AP 6350 8.4.0.0.0

VME 8.4.0.0.0

 

The following table describes which SBC vendors support Local Media Optimization.

https://www.audiocodes.com/media/13253/connecting-audiocodes-sbc-to-microsoft-teams-direct-routing-enterprise-model-configuration-note.pdf
https://support.sonus.net/display/ALLDOC/SBC+8.2+-+Configure+Local+Media+Optimization
https://support.sonus.net/display/UXDOC81/Best+Practice+-+Configuring+Microsoft+Teams+Local+Media+Optimization
https://www.anynode.de/local_media_optimization/
https://www.oracle.com/industries/communications/enterprise-communications/session-border-controller/microsoft.html


Direct Routing and analog devices interoperability

VEN DO RVEN DO R P RO DUC TP RO DUC T VERIF IEDVERIF IED

AudioCodes ATA-1 ✔

AudioCodes ATA-2 ✔

Cisco ATA 191 Multiplatform Analog
Telephone Adapter

✔

Oracle AP1100 Software Version 8.3.0.1.2 ✔

Oracle AP3900 Software Version 8.3.0.1.2 ✔

Oracle AP4600 Software Version 8.3.0.1.2 ✔

Oracle AP6300 Software Version 8.3.0.1.2 ✔

Oracle AP6350 Software Version 8.3.0.1.2 ✔

Oracle VME Software Version 8.3.0.1.2 ✔

Ribbon SBC 1000. Software version: 8.1.1
(build 527)

✔

Ribbon SBC 2000. Software version: 8.1.1
(build 527)

✔

Ribbon EdgeMarc 302. Software version:
16.1.1

✔

Ribbon EdgeMarc 304. Software version:
16.1.1

✔

Ribbon EdgeMarc 2900A. Software version:
16.1.1

✔

Ribbon EdgeMarc 4806. Software version:
16.1.1

✔

Ribbon EdgeMarc 4808. Software version:
16.1.1

✔

Ribbon EdgeMarc 6000. Software version:
16.1.1

✔

TE-SYSTEMS anynode with Grandstream GXW42xx
(V1.0.7.10)

✔

The following table lists devices that are verified for interoperability between Direct Routing and Analog Devices.

To give us product feedback about Teams, such as ideas for new features, see Uservoice.

https://www.audiocodes.com/solutions-products/products/products-for-microsoft-365/direct-routing-for-microsoft-teams
https://www.audiocodes.com/media/2373/mp-1xx-and-mp-124-datasheet.pdf
https://www.audiocodes.com/solutions-products/products/products-for-microsoft-365/direct-routing-for-microsoft-teams
https://www.audiocodes.com/media/2399/mediapack-20x-mp-20x-analog-telephone-adapters-datasheet.pdf
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/unified-communications/ata-190-series-analog-telephone-adapters/datasheet-c78-740013.html
https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/documentation/acme-packet.html
https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/documentation/acme-packet.html
https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/documentation/acme-packet.html
https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/documentation/acme-packet.html
https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/documentation/acme-packet.html
https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/documentation/acme-packet.html
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-solutions
https://support.sonus.net/display/UXDOC81/Connect+SBC+Edge+to+Microsoft+Teams+Direct+Routing+to+Support+Analog+Devices
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-solutions
https://support.sonus.net/display/UXDOC81/Connect+SBC+Edge+to+Microsoft+Teams+Direct+Routing+to+Support+Analog+Devices
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-solutions
https://ribboncommunications.com/products/service-provider-products/cloud-and-edge/session-border-controllers/session-border-controllers-edge-appliances
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-solutions
https://ribboncommunications.com/products/service-provider-products/cloud-and-edge/session-border-controllers/session-border-controllers-edge-appliances
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-solutions
https://ribboncommunications.com/products/service-provider-products/cloud-and-edge/session-border-controllers/session-border-controllers-edge-appliances
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-solutions
https://ribboncommunications.com/products/service-provider-products/cloud-and-edge/session-border-controllers/session-border-controllers-edge-appliances
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-solutions
https://ribboncommunications.com/products/service-provider-products/cloud-and-edge/session-border-controllers/session-border-controllers-edge-appliances
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-solutions
https://ribboncommunications.com/products/service-provider-products/cloud-and-edge/session-border-controllers/session-border-controllers-edge-appliances
https://www.anynode.de/anynode-and-microsoft-teams/
https://microsoftteams.uservoice.com


NOTENOTE
Microsoft will be moving from UserVoice to our own customer feedback solution on a product-by-product basis during

2021. Learn more.

Note the certification granted to a major version. That means that firmware with any number in the SBC

firmware following the major version is supported.

https://support.microsoft.com/topic/-pages-430e1a78-e016-472a-a10f-dc2a3df3450a


   

 

Configure Direct Routing
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

TIPTIP

 Related topics

Microsoft Phone System Direct Routing enables you to connect your on-premises telephony infrastructure to

Microsoft Teams. The article lists the high-level steps required for connecting a supported on-premises Session

Border Controller (SBC) to Direct Routing, and how to configure Teams users to use Direct Routing to connect to

the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). This article links to associated articles for details.

For information about whether Direct Routing is the right solution for your organization, see Phone System

Direct Routing. For information about prerequisites and planning your deployment, see Plan Direct Routing.

You can also watch the following session to learn about the benefits of Direct Routing, how to plan for it, and how to

deploy it: Direct Routing in Microsoft Teams.

To complete the steps explained in this article, administrators need some familiarity with PowerShell cmdlets.

For more information about using PowerShell, see Set up your computer for Windows PowerShell.

Before performing the steps in these articles, Microsoft recommends that you confirm that your SBC has already

been configured as recommended by your SBC vendor:

AudioCodes deployment documentation

Oracle deployment documentation

Ribbon Communications deployment documentation

TE-Systems (anynode) deployment documentation

Metaswitch deployment documentation

For a complete list of supported SBCs, see List of Session Border Controllers certified for Direct Routing.

To configure Microsoft Phone System and enable users to use Direct Routing, follow these steps:

Step 1.Step 1. Connect the SBC with Microsoft Phone System and validate the connection

Step 2.Step 2. Enable users for Direct Routing, voice, and voicemail

Step 3.Step 3. Configure call routing

Step 4.Step 4. Translate numbers to an alternate format

If you are configuring an SBC for multiple tenants, you'll also want to read Configure an SBC for multiple

tenants.

Phone System Direct Routing

Plan Direct Routing

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-configure.md
https://aka.ms/teams-direct-routing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://www.audiocodes.com/solutions-products/products/products-for-microsoft-365/direct-routing-for-microsoft-teams
https://www.oracle.com/industries/communications/enterprise-session-border-controller/microsoft.html
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-solutions/direct-routing-microsoft-teams-calling
https://www.anynode.de/anynode-and-microsoft-teams/
https://www.metaswitch.com/products/core-network/perimeta-sbc


   

 

Connect your Session Border Controller (SBC) to
Direct Routing

 12/7/2021 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Using the Microsoft Teams admin center

This article describes how to configure a Session Border Controller (SBC) and connect it to Phone System Direct

Routing. This is step 1 of the following steps to configure Direct Routing:

Step 1. Connect your SBC with Phone System and validate the connectionStep 1. Connect your SBC with Phone System and validate the connection (This article)

Step 2. Enable users for Direct Routing

Step 3. Configure call routing

Step 4. Translate numbers to an alternate format

For information on all the steps required to set up Direct Routing, see Configure Direct Routing.

You can use the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell to configure and connect an SBC to Direct Routing.

1. In the left navigation, go to VoiceVoice > Direct RoutingDirect Routing, and then click the SBCsSBCs  tab.

2. Click AddAdd.

3. Enter a FQDN for the SBC. 

Make sure the domain name portion of the FQDN matches a domain that's registered in your tenant and

keep in mind that the *.onmicrosoft.com  domain name isn't supported for the SBC FQDN domain name.

For example, if you have two domain names, contoso.com  and contoso.onmicrosoft.com , use 

sbc.contoso.com  as the SBC name. If using a subdomain, make sure this subdomain is also registered in

your tenant. For example, if you want to use sbc.service.contoso.com , then service.contoso.com  needs

to be registered.

4. Configure the following settings for the SBC, based on your organization's needs. For details on each of

these settings, see SBC settings.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-connect-the-sbc.md


 Using PowerShell

  Connect to Skype for Business Online by using PowerShellConnect to Skype for Business Online by using PowerShell

Get-Command *onlinePSTNGateway*

CommandType    Name                       Version    Source 
-----------    ----                       -------    ------ 
Function       Get-CsOnlinePSTNGateway    1.0        tmp_v5fiu1no.wxt 
Function       New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway    1.0        tmp_v5fiu1no.wxt 
Function       Remove-CsOnlinePSTNGateway 1.0        tmp_v5fiu1no.wxt 
Function       Set-CsOnlinePSTNGateway    1.0        tmp_v5fiu1no.wxt

  Connect the SBC to the tenantConnect the SBC to the tenant

5. When you're done, click SaveSave.

To connect your SBC to Direct Routing, you'll need to:

1. Connect to Skype for Business Online by using PowerShell.

2. Connect the SBC to the tenant.

3. Verify the SBC connection.

You can use a PowerShell session connected to the tenant to pair the SBC to the Direct Routing interface. To open

a PowerShell session, follow the steps outlined in Set up your computer for Windows PowerShell.

After you establish a remote PowerShell session, verify that you can see the commands to manage the SBC. To

verify the commands, type or copy and paste the following command in the PowerShell session, and then press

Enter :

The command returns the four functions shown here that will let you manage the SBC.

Use the New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway cmdlet to connect the SBC to the tenant. In a PowerShell session, type the

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinepstngateway


New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway -Fqdn <SBC FQDN> -SipSignalingPort <SBC SIP Port> -MaxConcurrentSessions <Max 
Concurrent Sessions the SBC can handle> -Enabled $true

NOTENOTE

New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity sbc.contoso.com -Enabled $true -SipSignalingPort 5067 -
MaxConcurrentSessions 100 

Identity              : sbc.contoso.com 
Fqdn                  : sbc.contoso.com 
SipSignalingPort     : 5067 
FailoverTimeSeconds   : 10 
ForwardCallHistory    : False 
ForwardPai            : False 
SendSipOptions        : True 
MaxConcurrentSessions : 100 
Enabled               : True   

NOTENOTE

  Verify the SBC connectionVerify the SBC connection

  Check whether the SBC is on the list of paired SBCsCheck whether the SBC is on the list of paired SBCs

Get-CsOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity sbc.contoso.com  

following, and then press Enter :

1. We recommend that you set a maximum call limit in the SBC using information that can be found in the SBC

documentation. The limit will trigger a notification if the SBC is at the capacity level.

2. You can only connect the SBC if the domain portion of its FQDN matches one of the domains registered in your

tenant, except *.onmicrosoft.com. Using *.onmicrosoft.com domain names is not supported for the SBC FQDN name.

For example, if you have two domain names, contosocontoso.com and contosocontoso.onmicrosoft.com, you can use

sbc.contoso.com for the SBC name. If you try to connect the SBC with a name such as sbc.contoso.abc, the system

won't let you, as the domain is not owned by this tenant.

In addition to the domain registered in your tenant, it's important that there's a user with that domain and an

assigned E3 or E5 license. If not, you'll receive the following error:

Can not use the "sbc.contoso.com" domain as it was not configured for this tenant .

Here's an example:

Which returns:

This example shows only the minimum required parameters. There are additional parameters that you can set with the

New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway cmdlet during the connection process. To learn more, see SBC settings.

To verify the connection:

Check whether the SBC is on the list of paired SBCs.

Validate SIP options.

After you connect the SBC, use the Get-CsOnlinePSTNGateway cmdlet to verify that the SBC is present in the list

of paired SBCs. Type the following in a remote PowerShell session, and then press Enter :

The paired gateway should appear in the list as shown in the example below, and the EnabledEnabled parameter

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinepstngateway
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlinepstngateway


Identity              : sbc.contoso.com  
Fqdn                  : sbc.contoso.com
SipSignalingPort     : 5067
CodecPriority         : SILKWB,SILKNB,PCMU,PCMA
ExcludedCodecs        :  
FailoverTimeSeconds   : 10
ForwardCallHistory    : False
ForwardPai            : False
SendSipOptions        : True
MaxConcurrentSessions : 100
Enabled               : True

  Validate SIP optionsValidate SIP options

 SBC settings

REQ UIRED?REQ UIRED?

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
T EA M ST EA M S
A DM INA DM IN
C EN T ERC EN T ER
SET T IN GSET T IN G

P O W ERSH EL LP O W ERSH EL L
PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N DEFA ULTDEFA ULT

P O SSIB L EP O SSIB L E
VA L UESVA L UES

T Y P E A N DT Y P E A N D
REST RIC T IO NREST RIC T IO N
SS

Yes Add anAdd an
FQDN forFQDN for
the SBCthe SBC

FQDN None FQDN name,
limit 63
characters

String, see the
list of allowed
and
disallowed
characters on
Naming
conventions
in Active
Directory for
computers,
domains,
sites, and
OUs

should display a value of TrueTrue.

Which returns:

To validate the pairing using outgoing SIP options, use the SBC management interface and confirm that the SBC

receives 200 OK responses to its outgoing OPTIONS messages.

When Direct Routing sees incoming OPTIONS, it will start sending outgoing SIP Options messages to the SBC

FQDN configured in the Contact header field in the incoming OPTIONS message.

To validate the pairing using incoming SIP options, use the SBC management interface and see that the SBC

sends a reply to the OPTIONS messages coming in from Direct Routing and that the response code it sends is

200 OK.

This table lists the options that you can set for the SBC in the Microsoft Teams admin center and by using the

New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway cmdlet.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinepstngateway
https://support.microsoft.com/help/909264


No EnabledEnabled Enabled Use to turn
on the SBC
for outbound
calls. You can
use this to
temporarily
remove the
SBC from
service while
it's being
updated or
during
maintenance.

False True
False

Boolean

Yes SIPSIP
signalingsignaling
por tpor t

SipSignalingP
ort

This is the
listening port
that's used to
communicate
with Direct
Routing by
using the
Transport
Layer (TLS)
protocol.

None Any port 0 to 65535

No Send SIPSend SIP
optionsoptions

SendSIPOptio
ns

Defines
whether the
SBC will send
SIP options
messages. We
highly
recommend
that you turn
on this
setting. When
this setting is
off, the SBC is
excluded from
the
Monitoring
and Alert
system.

True True
False

Boolean

REQ UIRED?REQ UIRED?

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
T EA M ST EA M S
A DM INA DM IN
C EN T ERC EN T ER
SET T IN GSET T IN G

P O W ERSH EL LP O W ERSH EL L
PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N DEFA ULTDEFA ULT

P O SSIB L EP O SSIB L E
VA L UESVA L UES

T Y P E A N DT Y P E A N D
REST RIC T IO NREST RIC T IO N
SS



No For ward callFor ward call
histor yhistor y

ForwardCallHi
story

Indicates
whether call
history
information is
forwarded
through the
trunk. When
you turn this
on, the
Microsoft 365
or Office 365
proxy sends a
History-info
and Referred-
by header.

False True
False

Boolean

No For ward P-For ward P-
Asser ted-Asser ted-
identityidentity
(PAI) header(PAI) header

ForwardPAI Indicates
whether the
PAI header is
forwarded
along with
the call. The
PAI header
provides a
way to verify
the identity of
the caller. If
this setting is
on, the
Privacy:ID
header is also
sent.

False True
False

Boolean

REQ UIRED?REQ UIRED?

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
T EA M ST EA M S
A DM INA DM IN
C EN T ERC EN T ER
SET T IN GSET T IN G

P O W ERSH EL LP O W ERSH EL L
PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N DEFA ULTDEFA ULT

P O SSIB L EP O SSIB L E
VA L UESVA L UES

T Y P E A N DT Y P E A N D
REST RIC T IO NREST RIC T IO N
SS



No ConcurrentConcurrent
call capacitycall capacity

MaxConcurre
ntSessions

When you set
a value, the
alerting
system will
notify you
when the
number of
concurrent
sessions is 90
percent or
higher than
this value. If
you don't set
a value, alerts
aren't
generated.
However, the
monitoring
system will
report the
number of
concurrent
sessions
every 24
hours.

Null Null
1 to 100,000

REQ UIRED?REQ UIRED?

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
T EA M ST EA M S
A DM INA DM IN
C EN T ERC EN T ER
SET T IN GSET T IN G

P O W ERSH EL LP O W ERSH EL L
PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N DEFA ULTDEFA ULT

P O SSIB L EP O SSIB L E
VA L UESVA L UES

T Y P E A N DT Y P E A N D
REST RIC T IO NREST RIC T IO N
SS



No FailoverFailover
responseresponse
codescodes

FailoverRespo
nseCodes

If Direct
Routing
receives any
4xx or 6xx SIP
error code in
response to
an outgoing
Invite, the call
is considered
completed by
default.
Outgoing
means a call
from a Teams
client to the
PSTN with
traffic flow:
Teams client -
> Direct
Routing ->
SBC ->
telephony
network).
When you
specify a
failover
response
code, this
forces Direct
Routing to try
another SBC
(if another
SBC exists in
the voice
routing policy
of the user)
when it
receives the
specified
codes if the
SBC can't
make a call
because of
network or
other issues.
To learn more,
see Failover of
specific SIP
codes
received from
the Session
Border
Controller
(SBC).

408, 503, 504 Int

REQ UIRED?REQ UIRED?

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
T EA M ST EA M S
A DM INA DM IN
C EN T ERC EN T ER
SET T IN GSET T IN G

P O W ERSH EL LP O W ERSH EL L
PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N DEFA ULTDEFA ULT

P O SSIB L EP O SSIB L E
VA L UESVA L UES

T Y P E A N DT Y P E A N D
REST RIC T IO NREST RIC T IO N
SS



No FailoverFailover
timestimes
(seconds)(seconds)

FailoverTimeS
econds

When you set
a value,
outbound
calls that
aren't
answered by
the gateway
within the
time that you
set are routed
to the next
available
trunk. If there
are no
additional
trunks, the
call is
automatically
dropped. The
default value
is 10 seconds.
In an
organization
with slow
networks and
gateway
responses,
this could
potentially
result in calls
being
dropped
unnecessarily.

10 Number Int

No PreferredPreferred
countr y orcountr y or
region forregion for
mediamedia
traffictraffic

MediaRelayRo
utingLocation
Override

Not
applicable to
Direct
Routing. This
parameter is
reserved for
use with
managed
carriers in
Calling Plans

None

No SBCSBC
suppor tssuppor ts
PIDF/LO forPIDF/LO for
emergencyemergency
callscalls

PidfloSupport
ed

Specify
whether the
SBC supports
Presence
Information
Data Format
Location
Object
(PIDF/LO) for
emergency
calls.

REQ UIRED?REQ UIRED?

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
T EA M ST EA M S
A DM INA DM IN
C EN T ERC EN T ER
SET T IN GSET T IN G

P O W ERSH EL LP O W ERSH EL L
PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N DEFA ULTDEFA ULT

P O SSIB L EP O SSIB L E
VA L UESVA L UES

T Y P E A N DT Y P E A N D
REST RIC T IO NREST RIC T IO N
SS



No - MediaBypass This setting
indicates
whether the
SBC supports
media bypass
and whether
you want to
use it for this
SBC.

None True
False

Boolean

REQ UIRED?REQ UIRED?

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
T EA M ST EA M S
A DM INA DM IN
C EN T ERC EN T ER
SET T IN GSET T IN G

P O W ERSH EL LP O W ERSH EL L
PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N DEFA ULTDEFA ULT

P O SSIB L EP O SSIB L E
VA L UESVA L UES

T Y P E A N DT Y P E A N D
REST RIC T IO NREST RIC T IO N
SS

 See also
Plan Direct Routing

Configure Direct Routing

Teams PowerShell overview



   

 

Enable users for Direct Routing, voice, and
voicemail

 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Create a user and assign the license

 Ensure that the user is homed online

This article describes how to enable users for Phone System Direct Routing. This is step 2 of the following steps

for configuring Direct Routing:

Step 1. Connect the SBC with Microsoft Phone System and validate the connection

Step 2. Enable users for Direct Routing, voice, and voicemailStep 2. Enable users for Direct Routing, voice, and voicemail  (this article)

Step 3. Configure voice routing

Step 4. Translate numbers to an alternate format

For information on all the steps required for setting up Direct Routing, see Configure Direct Routing.

When you are ready to enable users for Direct Routing, follow these steps:

1. Create a user in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and assign a Phone System license.

2. Ensure that the user is homed in Skype for Business Online.

3. Configure the phone number and enable enterprise voice and voicemail.

4. Assign Teams Only mode to users.

There are two options for creating a new user in Microsoft 365 or Office 365. However, Microsoft recommends

that your organization choose one option to avoid routing issues:

Create the user in on-premises Active Directory and sync the user to the cloud. See Integrate your on-

premises directories with Azure Active Directory.

Create the user directly in the Microsoft 365 admin center. See Add users individually or in bulk to Microsoft

365 or Office 365 - Admin Help.

If your Skype for Business Online deployment coexists with Skype for Business 2015 or Lync 2010 or 2013 on-

premises, the only supported option is to create the user in the on-premises Active Directory and sync the user

to the cloud (Option 1).

For information about license requirements, see licensing and other requirements in Plan Direct Routing.

This step is applicable to Skype for Business Server Enterprise Voice enabled users being migrated to Teams

Direct Routing.

Direct Routing requires the user to be homed online. You can check by looking at the RegistrarPool parameter,

which needs to have a value in the infra.lync.com domain. It's also recommended, but not required, to change

management of the LineURI from on-premises to online when migrating users to Teams Direct Routing.

1. Connect a Skype for Business Online PowerShell session.

2. Issue the command:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-enable-users.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect
https://support.office.com/article/Add-users-individually-or-in-bulk-to-Office-365-Admin-Help-1970f7d6-03b5-442f-b385-5880b9c256ec


NOTENOTE

RegistrarPool                        : pool.infra.lync.com
OnPremLineURIManuallySet             : True
OnPremLineURI                        : 
LineURI                              : 

NOTENOTE

 Configure the phone number and enable enterprise voice and
voicemail online

Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity "<User name>" | fl 
RegistrarPool,OnPremLineUriManuallySet,OnPremLineUri,LineUri

Set-CsUser -Identity "<User name>" -LineUri $null

In case OnPremLineUriManuallySet is set to False and LineUri is populated with a <E.164 phone

number>, the phone number was assigned on-premises and synchronized to O365. If you want manage

the phone number online, clean the parameter using on-premises Skype for Business Management Shell

and synchronize to O365, before configuring the phone number using Skype for Business Online

PowerShell.

3. From Skype for Business Management Shell issue the command:

Do not set EnterpriseVoiceEnabled to False as there is no requirement to do so and this can lead to dial plan

normalization issues if legacy Skype for Business phones are in use and the Tenant hybrid configuration is set with

UseOnPremDialPlan $True.

After the changes have synced to Office 365 the expected output of 

Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity "<User name>" | fl RegistrarPool,OnPremLineUriManuallySet,OnPremLineUri,LineUri

would be:

All user's phone attributes must be managed online before you decomission your on-premises Skype for Business

environment.

After you have created the user and assigned a license, the next step is to configure the user's online phone

settings.

Set-CsUser -Identity "<User name>" -EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true -HostedVoiceMail $true

Set-CsUser -Identity "<User name>" -EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true -HostedVoiceMail $true -
OnPremLineURI tel:<phone number>

1. Connect a Skype for Business Online PowerShell session.

2. If managing the user's phone number on-premises, issue the command:

3. If managing the user's phone number online, issue the command:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/decommission-on-prem-overview


 Configure sending calls directly to voicemail

 Assign Teams Only mode to users to ensure calls land in Microsoft
Teams

 See also

Set-CsUser -Identity "spencer.low@contoso.com" -OnPremLineURI tel:+14255388797 -
EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true -HostedVoiceMail $true

Set-CsUser -Identity "spencer.low@contoso.com" -OnPremLineURI "tel:+14255388701;ext=1001" -
EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true -HostedVoiceMail $true
Set-CsUser -Identity "stacy.quinn@contoso.com" -OnPremLineURI "tel:+14255388701;ext=1002" -
EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true -HostedVoiceMail $true

To: <sip:+14255388701;ext=1001@sbc1.adatum.biz

NOTENOTE

For example, to add a phone number for user "Spencer Low," enter the following:

If the users "Spencer Low" and "Stacy Quinn" share the same base number with unique extensions, enter

the following

It's recommended, but not required, that the phone number used is configured as a full E.164 phone

number with country code. It is supported to configure phone numbers with extensions which will be

used to lookup users when the lookup against the base number returns more than one result. This allows

companies to configure phone numbers with the same base number and unique extensions. For lookup

to be successful, the invite must include the full number with extension as follows:

If the user’s phone number is managed on premises, use on-premises Skype for Business Management Shell or

Control Panel to configure the user's phone number.

Direct Routing allows you to end the call to a user and send it directly to the user's voicemail. If you want to send

the call directly to voicemail, attach opaque=app:voicemail to the Request URI header. For example,

"sip:user@yourdomain.com;opaque=app:voicemail". In this case, the Teams user will not receive the calling

notification, the call will be connected to the voicemail of the user directly.

Direct Routing requires that users be in Teams Only mode to ensure incoming calls land in the Teams client. To

put users in Teams Only mode, assign them the "UpgradeToTeams" instance of TeamsUpgradePolicy. For more

information, see Upgrade strategies for IT administrators. If your organization uses Skype for Business Server or

Skype for Business Online, see the following article for information about interoperability between Skype and

Teams: Migration and interoperability with Skype for Business.

Plan Direct Routing

Configure Direct Routing



   

 

Configure call routing for Direct Routing
 12/7/2021 • 15 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Call routing overview

 Voice routing policy considerations

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

This article describes how to configure call routing for Direct Routing. This is step 3 of the following steps for

configuring Direct Routing:

Step 1. Connect the SBC with Microsoft Phone System and validate the connection

Step 2. Enable users for Direct Routing, voice, and voicemail

Step 3. Configure call routingStep 3. Configure call routing (This article)

Step 4. Translate numbers to an alternate format

For information on all the steps required for setting up Direct Routing, see Configure Direct Routing.

Microsoft Phone System has a routing mechanism that allows a call to be sent to a specific Session Border

Controller (SBC) based on:

The called number pattern

The called number pattern plus the specific user who makes the call

SBCs can be designated as active and backup. When the SBC that is configured as active is not available for a

specific call route, then the call will be routed to a backup SBC.

Call routing is made up of the following elements:

Call routing policyCall routing policy  – Also called a voice routing policy. A container for PSTN usages, which can be

assigned to a user or to multiple users.

PSTN usagesPSTN usages  – A container for voice routes and PSTN usages, which can be shared in different voice

routing policies.

Voice routesVoice routes  – A number pattern and set of online PSTN gateways to use for calls where the calling

number matches the pattern.

Online PSTN gatewayOnline PSTN gateway  - A pointer to an SBC that also stores the configuration that is applied when a

call is placed through the SBC, such as forward P-Asserted-Identity (PAI) or Preferred Codecs; can be

added to voice routes.

If a user has a Calling Plan license, that user ’s outgoing calls are automatically routed through the Microsoft

Calling Plan PSTN infrastructure. If you configure and assign an online voice routing policy to a Calling Plan user,

that user ’s outgoing calls are checked to determine whether the dialed number matches a number pattern

defined in the online voice routing policy. If there’s a match, the call is routed through the Direct Routing trunk. If

there’s no match, the call is routed through the Calling Plan PSTN infrastructure.

If you configure and apply the global (Org-wide default) online voice routing policy, all voice-enabled users in

your organization will inherit that policy, which may result in PSTN calls from Calling Plan users being

inadvertently routed to a Direct Routing trunk. If you don't want all users to use the global online voice routing

policy, configure a custom online voice routing policy and assign it to individual voice-enabled users.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-voice-routing.md


 

Example 1: Voice routing with one PSTN usage

NOTENOTE

The following diagram shows two examples of voice routing policies in a call flow.

Call Flow 1 (on the left):Call Flow 1 (on the left): If a user makes a call to +1 425 XXX XX XX or +1 206 XXX XX XX, the call is routed to

SBC sbc1.contoso.biz or sbc2.contoso.biz. If neither sbc1.contoso.biz nor sbc2.contoso.biz are available, the call is

dropped.

Call Flow 2 (on the r ight):Call Flow 2 (on the r ight): If a user makes a call to +1 425 XXX XX XX or +1 206 XXX XX XX, the call is first

routed to SBC sbc1.contoso.biz or sbc2.contoso.biz. If neither SBC is available, the route with lower priority will

be tried (sbc3.contoso.biz and sbc4.contoso.biz). If none of the SBCs are available, the call is dropped.

In both examples, while the voice route is assigned priorities, the SBCs in the routes are tried in random order.

Unless the user also has a Microsoft Calling Plan license, calls to any number except numbers matching the patterns +1

425 XXX XX XX or +1 206 XXX XX XX in the example configuration are dropped. If the user has a Calling Plan license, the

call is automatically routed according to the policies of the Microsoft Calling Plan. The Microsoft Calling Plan applies

automatically as the last route to all users with the Microsoft Calling Plan license and does not require additional call

routing configuration.

In the example shown in the following diagram, a voice route is added to send calls to all other US and Canadian

numbers (calls that go to called number pattern +1 XXX XXX XX XX).



NOTENOTE
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US and Canada "Redmond 1" ^\+1(425|206)
(\d{7})$

1 sbc1.contoso.biz
sbc2.contoso.biz

Active route for
called numbers
+1 425 XXX XX
XX or +1 206
XXX XX XX

US and Canada "Redmond 2" ^\+1(425|206)
(\d{7})$

2 sbc3.contoso.biz
sbc4.contoso.biz

Backup route for
called numbers
+1 425 XXX XX
XX or +1 206
XXX XX XX

For all other calls, if a user has both licenses (Microsoft Phone System and Microsoft Calling Plan), the automatic

route is used. If nothing matches the number patterns in the administrator-created online voice routes, then the

call is routed through Microsoft Calling Plan. If the user only has Microsoft Phone System, the call is dropped

because no matching rules are available.

The Priority value for route "Other +1" doesn't matter in this case because there is only one route that matches the

pattern +1 XXX XXX XX XX. If a user makes a call to +1 324 567 89 89 and both sbc5.contoso.biz and sbc6.contoso.biz

are unavailable, the call is dropped.

The following table summarizes the configuration using three voice routes. In this example, all three routes are

part of the same PSTN usage, "US and Canada". All routes are associated with the "US and Canada" PSTN usage

and the PSTN usage is associated with the "US Only" voice routing policy.



US and Canada "Other +1" ^\+1(\d{10})$ 3 sbc5.contoso.biz
sbc6.contoso.biz

Route for called
numbers +1 XXX
XXX XX XX
(except +1 425
XXX XX XX or +1
206 XXX XX XX)
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 Example 1: Configuration steps

  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Step 1: Create the "US and Canada" PSTN usageStep 1: Create the "US and Canada" PSTN usage

  Step 2: Create three voice routes (Redmond 1, Redmond 2, and Other +1)Step 2: Create three voice routes (Redmond 1, Redmond 2, and Other +1)

  Step 3: Create a voice routing policy named "US Only" and add the "US and Canada" PSTN usage to the policyStep 3: Create a voice routing policy named "US Only" and add the "US and Canada" PSTN usage to the policy

  Step 4: Assign the voice routing policy to a user named Spencer LowStep 4: Assign the voice routing policy to a user named Spencer Low

The following example shows how to:

1. Create a single PSTN usage.

2. Configure three voice routes.

3. Create a voice routing policy.

4. Assign the policy to a user named Spencer Low.

You can use the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell to perform these steps.

 

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Direct RoutingDirect Routing, and then in the

upper-right corner, select Manage PSTN usage recordsManage PSTN usage records .

2. Click AddAdd, type US and CanadaUS and Canada, and then click ApplyApply .

The following steps describe how to create a voice route. Use these steps to create the three voice routes named

Redmond 1, Redmond 2, and Other +1 for this example by using the settings outlined in the earlier table.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Direct RoutingDirect Routing, and then select

the Voice routesVoice routes  tab.

2. Click AddAdd, and then enter a name and description for the voice route.

3. Set the priority and specify the dialed number pattern.

4. To enroll an SBC with the voice route, under SBCs enrolled (optional)SBCs enrolled (optional) , click Add SBCsAdd SBCs , select the SBCs you

want to enroll, and then click ApplyApply .

5. To add PSTN usage records, under PSTN usage records (optional)PSTN usage records (optional) , click Add PSTN usageAdd PSTN usage, select the

PSTN records you want to add, and then click ApplyApply .

6. Click SaveSave.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Voice routing policiesVoice routing policies , and then

click AddAdd.

2. Type US OnlyUS Only  as the name and add a description.

3. Under PSTN usage recordsPSTN usage records , click Add PSTN usageAdd PSTN usage, select the "US and Canada" PSTN usage record, and

then click ApplyApply .

4. Click SaveSave.

To learn more, see Manage voice routing policies.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers , and then click the user.



  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

  Step 1: Create the "US and Canada" PSTN usageStep 1: Create the "US and Canada" PSTN usage

Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage -Identity Global -Usage @{Add="US and Canada"}

Get-CSOnlinePSTNUsage

Identity    : Global
Usage        : {testusage, US and Canada, International, karlUsage. . .}

 testusage
 US and Canada
 International
 karlUsage
 New test env
 Tallinn Lab Sonus
 karlUsage2
 Unrestricted
 Two trunks

  Step 2: Create three voice routes (Redmond 1, Redmond 2, and Other +1)Step 2: Create three voice routes (Redmond 1, Redmond 2, and Other +1)

New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute -Identity "Redmond 1" -NumberPattern "^\+1(425|206)
(\d{7})$" -OnlinePstnGatewayList sbc1.contoso.biz, sbc2.contoso.biz -Priority 1 -OnlinePstnUsages "US and 
Canada"

Identity                : Redmond 1
Priority                : 1
Description             :
NumberPattern           : ^\+1(425|206) (\d{7})$
OnlinePstnUsages        : {US and Canada}
OnlinePstnGatewayList   : {sbc1.contoso.biz, sbc2.contoso.biz}
Name                    : Redmond 1

2. Click PoliciesPolicies , and then next to Assigned policiesAssigned policies , click EditEdit.

3. Under Voice routing policyVoice routing policy , select the "US Only" policy, and then click SaveSave.

To learn more, see Manage voice routing policies.

 

In a remote PowerShell session in Skype for Business Online, type:

Verify that the usage was created by entering:

Which returns a list of names that may be truncated:

The following example shows the result of running the (Get-CSOnlinePSTNUsage).usage  PowerShell command to

display full names (not truncated):

To create the "Redmond 1" route, in a PowerShell session in Skype for Business Online, enter :

Which returns:

To create the Redmond 2 route, enter :



New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute -Identity "Redmond 2" -NumberPattern "^\+1(425|206)
(\d{7})$" -OnlinePstnGatewayList sbc3.contoso.biz, sbc4.contoso.biz -Priority 2 -OnlinePstnUsages "US and 
Canada"

New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute -Identity "Other +1" -NumberPattern "^\+1(\d{10})$"
-OnlinePstnGatewayList sbc5.contoso.biz, sbc6.contoso.biz -OnlinePstnUsages "US and Canada"

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

Set-CsOnlineVoiceRoute -id "Redmond 1" -NumberPattern ".*" -OnlinePstnGatewayList sbc1.contoso.biz

Get-CsOnlineVoiceRoute | Where-Object {($_.priority -eq 1) -or ($_.priority -eq 2) or ($_.priority -eq 4) -
Identity "Redmond 1" -NumberPattern "^\+1(425|206) (\d{7})$" -OnlinePstnGatewayList sbc1.contoso.biz, 
sbc2.contoso.biz -Priority 1 -OnlinePstnUsages "US and Canada"

Identity            : Redmond 1 
Priority               : 1
Description         : 
NumberPattern         : ^\+1(425|206) (\d{7})$
OnlinePstnUsages     : {US and Canada}     
OnlinePstnGatewayList    : {sbc1.contoso.biz, sbc2.contoso.biz}
Name             : Redmond 1
Identity        : Redmond 2 
Priority               : 2
Description         : 
NumberPattern         : ^\+1(425|206) (\d{7})$
OnlinePstnUsages     : {US and Canada}     
OnlinePstnGatewayList    : {sbc3.contoso.biz, sbc4.contoso.biz}
Name             : Redmond 2
    
Identity        : Other +1 
Priority               : 4
Description         : 
NumberPattern         : ^\+1(\d{10})$
OnlinePstnUsages     : {US and Canada}     
OnlinePstnGatewayList    : {sbc5.contoso.biz, sbc6.contoso.biz}
Name             : Other +1

  Step 3: Create a voice routing policy named "US Only" and add the "US and Canada" PSTN usage to the policyStep 3: Create a voice routing policy named "US Only" and add the "US and Canada" PSTN usage to the policy

To create the Other +1 route, enter :

Make sure that your regular expression in the NumberPattern attribute is a valid expression. You can test it using

this website: https://www.regexpal.com

In some cases, there is a need to route all calls to the same SBC; use -NumberPattern ".*"

Route all calls to the same SBC.

Verify that you've correctly configured the route by running the Get-CSOnlineVoiceRoute  PowerShell command

using options as shown:

Which should return:

In the example, the route "Other +1" was automatically assigned priority 4.

In a PowerShell session in Skype for Business Online, type:

https://www.regexpal.com


New-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy "US Only" -OnlinePstnUsages "US and Canada"

Identity            : Tag:US only
OnlinePstnUsages    : {US and Canada}
Description         :
RouteType           : BYOT

  Step 4: Assign the voice routing policy to a user named Spencer LowStep 4: Assign the voice routing policy to a user named Spencer Low

Grant-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy -Identity "Spencer Low" -PolicyName "US Only"

Get-CsOnlineUser "Spencer Low" | select OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy

OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy
---------------------
US Only

 Example 2: Voice routing with multiple PSTN usages

The result is shown in this example:

In a PowerShell session in Skype for Business Online, type:

Validate the policy assignment by entering this command:

The command returns the following:

The voice routing policy created in Example 1 only allows calls to phone numbers in the US and Canada--unless

the Microsoft Calling Plan license is also assigned to the user.

In the example that follows, you can create the "No Restrictions" voice routing policy. The policy reuses the "US

and Canada" PSTN usage created in Example 1, as well as the new "International" PSTN usage. This policy routes

all other calls to the SBCs sbc2.contoso.biz and sbc5.contoso.biz.

The examples that are shown assign the US Only policy to user Spencer Low, and the No Restrictions policy to

the user John Woods so that routing occurs as follows:

Spencer Low – US Only policy. Calls are allowed only to US and Canadian numbers. When calling to the

Redmond number range, the specific set of SBCs must be used. Non-US numbers will not be routed

unless the Calling Plan license is assigned to the user.

John Woods – International policy. Calls are allowed to any number. When calling to the Redmond

number range, the specific set of SBCs must be used. Non-US numbers will be routed using

sbc2.contoso.biz and sbc5.contoso.biz.



For all other calls, if a user has both licenses (Microsoft Phone System and Microsoft Calling Plan), automatic

route is used. If nothing matches the number patterns in the administrator-created online voice routes, then the

call is routed using Microsoft Calling Plan. If the user has only Microsoft Phone System, the call is dropped

because no matching rules are available.
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US and Canada "Redmond 1" ^\+1(425|206)
(\d{7})$

1 sbc1.contoso.biz
sbc2.contoso.biz

Active route for
callee numbers
+1 425 XXX XX
XX or +1 206
XXX XX XX

US and Canada "Redmond 2" ^\+1(425|206)
(\d{7})$

2 sbc3.contoso.biz
sbc4.contoso.biz

Backup route for
callee numbers
+1 425 XXX XX
XX or +1 206
XXX XX XX

US and Canada "Other +1" ^\+1(\d{10})$ 3 sbc5.contoso.biz
sbc6.contoso.biz

Route for callee
numbers +1 XXX
XXX XX XX
(except +1 425
XXX XX XX or +1
206 XXX XX XX)

The following table summarizes routing policy "No Restrictions" usage designations and voice routes.



International International \d+ 4 sbc2.contoso.biz
sbc5.contoso.biz

Route for any
number pattern
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 Example 2: Configuration steps

  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Step 1: Create the "International" PSTN usageStep 1: Create the "International" PSTN usage

  Step 2: Create the "International" voice routeStep 2: Create the "International" voice route

  Step 3: Create a voice routing policy named "No Restrictions" and add the "US and Canada" and "International" PSTN usages toStep 3: Create a voice routing policy named "No Restrictions" and add the "US and Canada" and "International" PSTN usages to
the policythe policy

The order of PSTN usages in voice routing policies is critical. The usages are applied in order, and if a match is found in

the first usage, then other usages are never evaluated. The "International" PSTN usage must be placed after the "US

and Canada" PSTN usage. To change the order of the PSTN usages, run the Set-CSOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy

command. 

For example, to change the order from "US and Canada" first and "International" second to the reverse order run:
Set-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy -id tag:"no Restrictions" -OnlinePstnUsages @{Replace="International",
"US and Canada"}

The priority for "Other +1" and "International" voice routes are assigned automatically. They don't matter as long as

they have lower priorities than "Redmond 1" and "Redmond 2."

The following example shows how to:

1. Create a new PSTN usage called International.

2. Create a new voice route called International.

3. Create a voice routing policy called No Restrictions.

4. Assign the policy to user John Woods.

You can use the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell to perform these steps.

 

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Direct RoutingDirect Routing, and then in the

upper-right corner, select Manage PSTN usage recordsManage PSTN usage records .

2. Click AddAdd, type InternationalInternational , and then click ApplyApply .

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Direct RoutingDirect Routing, and then select

the Voice routesVoice routes  tab.

2. Click AddAdd, enter "International" as the name, and then add the description.

3. Set the priority to 4, and then set the dialed number pattern to \d+.

4. Under SBCs enrolled (optional)SBCs enrolled (optional) , click Add SBCsAdd SBCs , select sbc2.contoso.biz and sbc5.contoso.biz, and then

click ApplyApply .

5. Under PSTN usage records (optional)PSTN usage records (optional) , click Add PSTN usageAdd PSTN usage, select the "International" PSTN usage

record, and then click ApplyApply .

6. Click SaveSave.

The PSTN usage "US and Canada" are reused in this voice routing policy to preserve special handling for calls to

number "+1 425 XXX XX XX" and "+1 206 XXX XX XX" as local or on-premises calls.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Voice routing policiesVoice routing policies , and

then click AddAdd.



  Step 4: Assign the voice routing policy to a user named John WoodsStep 4: Assign the voice routing policy to a user named John Woods

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

  Step 1: Create the "International" PSTN usageStep 1: Create the "International" PSTN usage

Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage -Identity Global -Usage @{Add="International"}

  Step 2: Step 2: Create a new voice route named "International"Create a new voice route named "International"

New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute -Identity "International" -NumberPattern ".*" -OnlinePstnGatewayList 
sbc2.contoso.biz, sbc5.contoso.biz -OnlinePstnUsages "International"

Identity                  : International
Priority                  : 5
Description               :
NumberPattern             : .*
OnlinePstnUsages          : {International}
OnlinePstnGatewayList     : {sbc2.contoso.biz, sbc5.contoso.biz}
Name                      : International

  Step 3: Create a voice routing policy named "No Restrictions"Step 3: Create a voice routing policy named "No Restrictions"

New-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy "No Restrictions" -OnlinePstnUsages "US and Canada", "International"

2. Type No Restr ictionsNo Restr ictions  as the name and add a description.

3. Under PSTN usage recordsPSTN usage records , click Add PSTN usageAdd PSTN usage, select the "US and Canada" PSTN usage record,

and then select the "International" PSTN usage record. Click ApplyApply .

Take note of the order of PSTN usages:

If a call made to number "+1 425 XXX XX XX" with the usages configured as in this example, the

call follows the route set in "US and Canada" usage and the special routing logic is applied. That is,

the call is routed using sbc1.contoso.biz and sbc2.contoso.biz first, and then sbc3.contoso.biz and

sbc4.contoso.biz as the backup routes.

If "International" PSTN usage is before "US and Canada," calls to +1 425 XXX XX XX are routed to

sbc2.contoso.biz and sbc5.contoso.biz as part of the routing logic.

4. Click SaveSave.

To learn more, see Manage voice routing policies.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers , and then click the user.

2. Click PoliciesPolicies , and then next to Assigned policiesAssigned policies , click EditEdit.

3. Under Voice routing policyVoice routing policy , select the "No Restrictions" policy, and then click SaveSave.

The result is that the voice policy applied to John Woods' calls is unrestricted and will follow the logic of call

routing available for US, Canada, and International calling.

 

In a remote PowerShell session in Skype for Business Online, enter :

Which returns:

The PSTN usage "Redmond 1" and "Redmond" are reused in this voice routing policy to preserve special

handling for calls to number "+1 425 XXX XX XX" and "+1 206 XXX XX XX" as local or on-premises calls.

Take note of the order of PSTN usages:



New-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy "No Restrictions" -OnlinePstnUsages "US and Canada", "International"

    Identity              : International 
    OnlinePstnUsages : {US and Canada, International}     
    Description         :  
    RouteType               : BYOT

  Step 4: Assign the voice routing policy to the user named John WoodsStep 4: Assign the voice routing policy to the user named John Woods

Grant-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy -Identity "John Woods" -PolicyName "No Restrictions"

Get-CsOnlineUser "John Woods" | Select OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy

OnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy
------------------------
No Restrictions

 See also

If a call made to number "+1 425 XXX XX XX" with the usages configured as in the following example, the

call follows the route set in "US and Canada" usage and the special routing logic is applied. That is, the

call is routed using sbc1.contoso.biz and sbc2.contoso.biz first, and then sbc3.contoso.biz and

sbc4.contoso.biz as the backup routes.

If "International" PSTN usage is before "US and Canada," calls to +1 425 XXX XX XX are routed to

sbc2.contoso.biz and sbc5.contoso.biz as part of the routing logic. Enter the command:

Which returns:

Then verify the assignment using the command:

Which returns:

The result is that the voice policy applied to John Woods' calls is unrestricted, and will follow the logic of call

routing available for US, Canada, and International calling.

Plan Direct Routing

Configure Direct Routing



   

 

Translate phone numbers to an alternate format
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 Example SBC configuration

New-CSOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity sbc1.contoso.com -SipSignalingPort 5061 –
InboundTeamsNumberTranslationRules ‘AddPlus1’, ‘AddE164SeattleAreaCode’ -InboundPSTNNumberTranslationRules 
‘AddPlus1’ -OutboundPSTNNumberTranslationRules ‘AddSeattleAreaCode’,  -OutboundTeamsNumberTranslationRules 
‘StripPlus1’

This article describes how to translate numbers for outbound and inbound calls to an alternate format. This is

step 4 of the following steps for configuring Direct Routing:

Step 1. Connect the SBC with Microsoft Phone System and validate the connection

Step 2. Enable users for Direct Routing, voice, and voicemail

Step 3. Configure voice routing

Step 4. Translate numbers to an alternate formatStep 4. Translate numbers to an alternate format (This article)

For information on all the steps required for setting up Direct Routing, see Configure Direct Routing.

Sometimes tenant administrators may want to change the number for outbound and/or inbound calls based on

the patterns they created to ensure interoperability with Session Border Controllers (SBCs). This article describes

how you can specify a Number Translation Rules policy to translate numbers to an alternate format.

You can use the Number Translation Rules policy to translate numbers for the following:

Inbound calls: Calls from a PSTN endpoint (caller) to a Teams client (callee)

Outbound calls: Calls from a Teams client (caller) to a PSTN endpoint (callee)

The policy is applied at the SBC level. You can assign multiple translation rules to an SBC, which are applied in

the order that they appear when you list them in PowerShell. You can also change the order of the rules in the

policy.

To create, modify, view, and delete number manipulation rules, use the New-CsTeamsTranslationRule, Set-

CsTeamsTranslationRule, Get-CsTeamsTranslationRule, and Remove-CsTeamsTranslationRule cmdlets.

To assign, configure, and list number manipulation rules on SBCs, use the New-CSOnlinePSTNGateway and Set-

CSOnlinePSTNGateway cmdlets together with the InboundTeamsNumberTranslationRules,

InboundPSTNNumberTranslationRules, OutboundTeamsNumberTranslationRules,

OutboundPSTNNumberTranslationRules, InboundTeamsNumberTranslationRules,

InboundPSTNNumberTranslationRules, OutboundTeamsNumberTranslationRules, and

OutboundPSTNNumberTranslationRules parameters.

The maximum total number of translation rules is 400, maximum translation parameter name length is 100 symbols,

maximum translation parameter pattern length is 1024 symbols, and maximum translation parameter translation length

is 256 symbols.

For this scenario, the New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway  cmdlet is run to create the following SBC configuration:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-translate-numbers.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamstranslationrule
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamstranslationrule
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csteamstranslationrule
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csteamstranslationrule
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinepstngateway
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinepstngateway


N A M EN A M E PAT T ERNPAT T ERN T RA N SL AT IO NT RA N SL AT IO N

AddPlus1 ^(\d{10})$ +1$1

AddE164SeattleAreaCode ^(\d{4})$ +1206555$1

AddSeattleAreaCode ^(\d{4})$ 425555$1

StripPlus1 ^+1(\d{10})$ $1

 Example 1: Inbound call to a ten-digit number

H EA DERH EA DER O RIGIN A LO RIGIN A L T RA N SL AT ED H EA DERT RA N SL AT ED H EA DER
PA RA M ET ER A N D RUL EPA RA M ET ER A N D RUL E
A P P L IEDA P P L IED

RequestURI INVITE
sip:2065550100@sbc.conto
so.com

INVITE
sip:+12065550100@sbc.co
ntoso.com

InboundTeamsNumberTrans
lationRules ‘AddPlus1’

TO TO:
<sip:2065550100@sbc.con
toso.com>

TO:
<sip:+12065550100@sbc.c
ontoso.com>

InboundTeamsNumberTranl
ationRules ‘AddPlus1’

FROM FROM:
<sip:4255550100@sbc.con
toso.com>

FROM:
<sip:+14255550100@sbc.c
ontoso.com>

InboundPSTNNumberTransl
ationRules ‘AddPlus1’

 Example 2: Inbound call to a four-digit number

H EA DERH EA DER O RIGIN A LO RIGIN A L T RA N SL AT ED H EA DERT RA N SL AT ED H EA DER
PA RA M ET ER A N D RUL EPA RA M ET ER A N D RUL E
A P P L IEDA P P L IED

RequestURI INVITE
sip:0100@sbc.contoso.com

INVITE
sip:+12065550100@sbc.co
ntoso.com

InboundTeamsNumberTranl
ationRules
‘AddE164SeattleAreaCode’

TO TO:
<sip:0100@sbc.contoso.co
m>

TO:
<sip:+12065550100@sbc.c
ontoso.com>

InboundTeamsNumberTranl
ationRules
‘AddE164SeattleAreaCode’

FROM FROM:
<sip:4255550100@sbc.con
toso.com>

FROM:
<sip:+14255550100@sbc.c
ontoso.com>

InboundPSTNNumberTranla
tionRules ‘AddPlus1’

 

The translation rules assigned to the SBC are summarized in the following table:

In the following examples, there are two users, Alice and Bob. Alice is a Teams user whose number is +1 206 555

0100. Bob is a PSTN user whose number is +1 425 555 0100.

Bob calls Alice using a non-E.164 ten-digit number. Bob dials 2065550100 to reach Alice. SBC uses 2065550100

in the RequestURI and To headers and 4255550100 in the From header.

Bob calls Alice using a four-digit number. Bob dials 0100 to reach Alice. SBC uses 0100 in the RequestURI and To

headers and 4255550100 in the From header.



Example 3: Outbound call using a ten-digit non-E.164 number

H EA DERH EA DER O RIGIN A LO RIGIN A L T RA N SL AT ED H EA DERT RA N SL AT ED H EA DER
PA RA M ET ER A N D RUL EPA RA M ET ER A N D RUL E
A P P L IEDA P P L IED

RequestURI INVITE
sip:+14255550100@sbc.co
ntoso.com

INVITE
sip:4255550100@sbc.conto
so.com

OutboundPSTNNumberTran
lationRules ‘StripPlus1’

TO TO:
<sip:+14255550100@sbc.c
ontoso.com>

TO:
<sip:4255555555@sbc.con
toso.com>

OutboundPSTNNumberTran
lationRules ‘StripPlus1’

FROM FROM:
<sip:+12065550100@sbc.c
ontoso.com>

FROM:
<sip:2065550100@sbc.con
toso.com>

OutboundTeamsNumberTra
nlationRules ‘StripPlus1’

 Example 4: Outbound call using a four-digit non-E.164 number

H EA DERH EA DER O RIGIN A LO RIGIN A L T RA N SL AT ED H EA DERT RA N SL AT ED H EA DER
PA RA M ET ER A N D RUL EPA RA M ET ER A N D RUL E
A P P L IEDA P P L IED

RequestURI INVITE
sip:0100@sbc.contoso.com

INVITE
sip:4255550100@sbc.conto
so.com

InboundTeamsNumberTranl
ationRules
‘AddSeattleAreaCode’

TO TO:
<sip:0100@sbc.contoso.co
m>

TO:
<sip:4255555555@sbc.con
toso.com>

InboundTeamsNumberTranl
ationRulesList
‘AddSeattleAreaCode’

FROM FROM:
<sip:+12065550100@sbc.c
ontoso.com>

FROM:
<sip:2065550100@sbc.con
toso.com>

InboundPSTNNumberTranla
tionRules ‘StripPlus1’

 See also

Alice calls Bob using a ten-digit number. Alice dials 425 555 0100 to reach Bob. SBC is configured to use non-

E.164 ten-digit numbers for both Teams and PSTN users.

In this scenario, a dial plan translates the number before sending it to the Direct Routing interface. When Alice

enters 425 555 0100 in the Teams client, the number is translated to +14255550100 by the country dial plan.

The resulting numbers are a cumulative normalization of the dial plan rules and Teams translation rules. The

Teams translation rules remove the "+1" that was added by the dial plan.

Alice calls Bob using a four-digit number. Alice uses 0100 to reach Bob from Calls or by using a contact. SBC is

configured to use non-E.164 four-digit numbers for Teams users and ten-digit numbers for PSTN users. The dial

plan isn't applied in this scenario.

Plan Direct Routing

Configure Direct Routing
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 Deploy and configure the SBC

Direct Routing supports configuring one Session Border Controller (SBC) to serve multiple tenants.

This scenario is designed for Microsoft partners and/or PSTN carriers, referred to as carriers later in this document. A

carrier sells telephony services delivered to Microsoft Teams to their customers.

A carrier :

Deploys and manages an SBC in their datacenter (customers do not need to implement an SBC, and they

receive telephony services from the carrier in the Teams client).

Interconnects the SBC to multiple tenants.

Provides PSTN services to customers.

Manages call quality end to end.

Charges separately for PSTN services.

Microsoft does not manage carriers. Microsoft offers a PBX (Microsoft Phone System) and a Teams client.

Microsoft also certifies phones, and certifies SBCs that can be used with the Microsoft Phone System. Before

choosing a carrier, please ensure that your choice has a certified SBC and can manage voice quality end to end.

The following are the technical implementation steps to configure the scenario.

Carr ier  only:Carr ier  only:

1. Deploy the SBC and configure it for the hosting scenario according to the instructions from the certified SBC

vendors.

2. Register a base domain name in the carrier tenant and request a wildcard certificate.

3. Register a subdomain for every customer, which is part of the base domain.

Carr ier  with a Customer Global Administrator :Carr ier  with a Customer Global Administrator :

1. Add the subdomain name to the customer tenant.

2. Activate the subdomain name.

3. Configure the trunk from the carrier to the customer tenant and provision users.

Please make sure you understand DNS basics and how the domain name is managed in Microsoft 365 or Office

365. Review Get help with Microsoft 365 or Office 365 domains before proceeding further.

For the detailed steps on how to deploy and configure SBCs for an SBC hosting scenario, please refer to the SBC

vendor's documentation.

AudioCodes:AudioCodes: Direct Routing Configuration notes, the configuration of the SBC hosting scenario described in

"Connecting AudioCodes SBC to Microsoft Teams Direct Routing Hosting Model Configuration Note."

Oracle:Oracle: Direct Routing Configuration notes, the configuration of the SBC hosting scenario is described in the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-sbc-multiple-tenants.md
https://support.office.com/article/Get-help-with-Office-365-domains-28343f3a-dcee-41b6-9b97-5b0f4999b7ef
https://www.audiocodes.com/solutions-products/products/products-for-microsoft-365/direct-routing-for-Microsoft-Teams
https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/indexes/documentation/acme-packet-2228107.html


NOTENOTE

 Register a base domain and subdomains

"Microsoft" section.

Ribbon Communications:Ribbon Communications: Please refer to the Ribbon Communications SBC Core Microsoft Teams

Configuration Guide for documentation on how to configure Ribbon Core Series SBCs and to this page

Ribbon Best Practice - Configuring Carriers for Microsoft Teams Direct Routing SBC Edge

TE-Systems (anynode):TE-Systems (anynode): Please register on the TE-Systems Community page for documentation and

examples on how to configure anynode SBC for multiple tenants.

Metaswitch:Metaswitch: Please register on the Metaswitch Community page for documentation on how to enable

Perimeta SBC for multiple tenants.

Please pay attention to how to configure the "Contact" header. The Contact header is used to find the customer tenant on

the incoming invite message.

For the hosting scenario, you need to create:

One base domain name owned by the carrier.

A subdomain that is part of the base domain name in every customer tenant.

In the following example:

Adatum is a carrier that serves several customers by providing Internet and telephony services.

Woodgrove Bank, Contoso, and Adventure Works are three customers that have Microsoft 365 or Office 365

domains but receive the telephony services from Adatum.

Subdomains MUSTMUST match the FQDN name of the trunk that will be configured for the customer and the FQDN

in the Contact header when sending the Invite to Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

When a call arrives at the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Direct Routing interface, the interface uses the Contact

header to find the tenant where the user should be looked up. Direct Routing does not use phone number

lookup on the Invite, as some customers might have non-DID numbers that can overlap in several tenants.

Therefore, the FQDN name in the Contact header is required to identify the exact tenant to look up the user by

the phone number.

Please review Get help with Office 365 domains for more information about creating domain names in

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organizations.

The following diagram summarizes the requirements to base domain, subdomains, and Contact header.

https://support.sonus.net/display/IOT/PBXs+-+SBC+5k7kSWe
https://support.sonus.net/display/UXDOC81/Connect+SBC+Edge+to+Microsoft+Teams+Direct+Routing+to+Support+Direct+Routing+Carrier
https://community.te-systems.de/
https://manuals.metaswitch.com/MAN39555
https://support.office.com/article/Get-help-with-Office-365-domains-28343f3a-dcee-41b6-9b97-5b0f4999b7ef


N EW  DO M A INN EW  DO M A IN
N A M EN A M E T Y P ET Y P E REGIST EREDREGIST ERED

C ERT IF IC AT EC ERT IF IC AT E
C N / SA N  F O RC N / SA N  F O R
SB CSB C

T EN A N TT EN A N T
DEFA ULTDEFA ULT
DO M A IN  IN  T H EDO M A IN  IN  T H E
EXA M P L EEXA M P L E

F Q DN  N A M EF Q DN  N A M E
T H AT  SB C  M USTT H AT  SB C  M UST
P RESEN T  IN  T H EP RESEN T  IN  T H E
C O N TA C TC O N TA C T
H EA DER W H ENH EA DER W H EN
SEN DIN G C A L L SSEN DIN G C A L L S
TO  USERSTO  USERS

customers.adatu
m.biz

Base In carrier tenant *.customers.adat
um.biz

adatum.biz NA, this is a
service tenant,
no users

sbc1.customers.a
datum.biz

Subdomain In a customer
tenant

*.customers.adat
um.biz

woodgrovebank.
us

sbc1.customers.a
datum.biz

sbc2.customers.a
datum.biz

Subdomain In a customer
tenant

*.customers.adat
um.biz

contoso.com sbc2.customers.a
datum.biz

sbc3.customers.a
datum.biz

Subdomain In a customer
tenant

*.customers.adat
um.biz

adventureworks.
com

sbc3.customers.a
datum.biz

NOTENOTE

The SBC requires a certificate to authenticate the connections. For the SBC hosting scenario, the carrier needs to

request a certificate with CN and/or SAN *.base_domain (for example, *.customers.adatum.biz). This certificate

can be used to authenticate connections to multiple tenants served from a single SBC.

The following table is an example of one configuration.

To configure the base and subdomains, please follow the steps described below. In the example, we will

configure a base domain name (customers.adatum.biz) and a subdomain for one customer

(sbc1.customers.adatum.biz in Woodgrove Bank tenant).

Use sbcX.customers.adatum.biz to enable voice in the carrier tenant. sbcX can be any unique and valid alphanumeric

hostname.



 Register a base domain name in the carrier tenant

  Ensure that you have appropriate rights in the carrier tenantEnsure that you have appropriate rights in the carrier tenant

  Add a base domain to the tenant and verify itAdd a base domain to the tenant and verify it

These actions are performed in the carr ier  tenant.These actions are performed in the carr ier  tenant.

You can only add new domains if you signed in to the Microsoft 365 admin center as a Global Administrator.

To validate the role you have, please sign in to the Microsoft 365 admin center (https://portal.office.com), go to

UsersUsers  > Active UsersActive Users , and then verify that you have a Global Administrator role.

For more information about admin roles and how to assign a role in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, see About

admin roles.

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to SetupSetup > DomainsDomains  > Add domainAdd domain.

2. In the Enter a domain you ownEnter a domain you own box, type the FQDN of the base domain. In the following example, the

base domain is customers.adatum.biz.

3. Click NextNext.

4. In the example, the tenant already has adatum.biz as a verified domain name. The wizard will not ask for

additional verification because customers.adatum.biz is a subdomain for the already registered name.

However, if you add an FQDN that has not been verified before, you will need to go through the process

of verification. The process of verification is described below.

https://portal.office.com
https://support.office.com/article/About-Office-365-admin-roles-da585eea-f576-4f55-a1e0-87090b6aaa9d


  Activate the domain nameActivate the domain name

NOTENOTE

5. Click NextNext, and on the Update DNS SettingsUpdate DNS Settings  page, select I' l l add the DNS records myselfI' l l add the DNS records myself  and click

NextNext.

6. On the next page, clear all values (unless you want to use the domain name for Exchange, SharePoint, or

Teams/Skype for Business), click NextNext, and then click FinishFinish . Make sure your new domain is in the Setup

complete status.

After you have registered a domain name, you need to activate it by adding at least one user with Phone System

license and assigning a SIP address with the FQDN portion of the SIP address matching the created base

domain.

The Carrier tenant must keep at least one Phone System license assigned to the tenant to avoid removal of the Skype for

Business configuration.

Please review Get help with Microsoft 365 or Office 365 domains for more information about adding users in

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organizations.

For example: test@customers.adatum.biz

https://support.office.com/article/Get-help-with-Office-365-domains-28343f3a-dcee-41b6-9b97-5b0f4999b7ef


 Register a subdomain name in a customer tenant

  Ensure that you have appropriate rights in the customer tenantEnsure that you have appropriate rights in the customer tenant

  Add a subdomain to the customer tenant and verify itAdd a subdomain to the customer tenant and verify it

You will need to create a unique subdomain name for every customer. In this example, we will create a

subdomain sbc1.customers.adatum.biz in a tenant with the default domain name woodgrovebank.us.

All actions below are in the customer tenant.All actions below are in the customer tenant.

You can only add new domains if you signed in to the Microsoft 365 admin center as a Global Administrator.

To validate the role you have, please sign in to the Microsoft 365 admin center (https://portal.office.com), go to

UsersUsers  > Active UsersActive Users , and then verify that you have a Global Administrator role.

For more information about admin roles and how to assign a role in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, see About

admin roles.

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to SetupSetup > DomainsDomains  > Add domainAdd domain.

2. In the Enter a domain you ownEnter a domain you own box, type the FQDN of the subdomain for this tenant. In the example

below, the subdomain is sbc1.customers.adatum.biz.

3. Click NextNext.

4. The FQDN has never been registered in the tenant. In the next step, you will need to verify the domain.

https://portal.office.com
https://support.office.com/article/About-Office-365-admin-roles-da585eea-f576-4f55-a1e0-87090b6aaa9d


Select Add a TXT record insteadAdd a TXT record instead.

5. Click NextNext, and note the TXT value generated to verify the domain name.

6. Create the TXT record with the value from the previous step in carrier's DNS hosting provider.



For more information, refer to Create DNS records at any DNS hosting provider.

7. Go back to the customer's Microsoft 365 admin center and click VerifyVerify .

8. On the next page, select I' l l add the DNS records myselfI' l l add the DNS records myself  and click NextNext.

9. On the Choose your online ser vicesChoose your online ser vices  page, clear all options and click NextNext.

https://support.office.com/article/create-dns-records-at-any-dns-hosting-provider-for-office-365-7b7b075d-79f9-4e37-8a9e-fb60c1d95166


10. Click FinishFinish on the Update DNS settingsUpdate DNS settings  page.

11. Ensure that the status is Setup completeSetup complete.
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  Activate the subdomain nameActivate the subdomain name

  Create a trunk and provision usersCreate a trunk and provision users

The base URL and the subdomain for the individual client have to be on the same tenant to enable you to add a direct

route trunk.

After you register a domain name, you need to activate it by adding at least one user and assign a SIP address

with the FQDN portion of the SIP address matching the created subdomain in the customer tenant.

Please review Get help with Microsoft 365 or Office 365 domains for more information about adding users in

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organizations.

For example: test@sbc1.customers.adatum.biz

With the initial release of Direct Routing, Microsoft required a trunk to be added to each served tenant

(customer tenant) using New-CSOnlinePSTNGateway.

However, this has not proved optimal for two reasons:

Overhead managementOverhead management. Offloading or draining an SBC, for example, changes some parameters, like

enabling or disabling media bypass. Changing the port requires changing parameters in multiple tenants

(by running Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway), but it is in fact the same SBC.

Overhead processingOverhead processing. Gathering and monitoring trunk health data - SIP options collected from

multiple logical trunks that are, in reality, the same SBC and the same physical trunk, slows down

processing of the routing data.

https://support.office.com/article/Get-help-with-Office-365-domains-28343f3a-dcee-41b6-9b97-5b0f4999b7ef


NOTENOTE

Based on this feedback, Microsoft is bringing in a new logic to provision the trunks for the customer tenants.

Two new entities were introduced:

A carrier trunk registered in the carrier tenant using the command New-CSOnlinePSTNGateway, for

example New-CSOnlinePSTNGateway -FQDN customers.adatum.biz -SIPSignalingport 5068 -ForwardPAI

$true.

A derived trunk, that does not require registration. It is simply a desired host name added in from of the

carrier trunk. It derives all of its configuration parameters from the carrier trunk. The derived trunk

doesn't need to be created in PowerShell, and the association with the carrier trunk is based on the FQDN

name (see details below).

Provisioning logic and exampleProvisioning logic and example

Carriers only need to set up and manage a single trunk (carrier trunk in the carrier domain), using the

Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway command. In the example above it is adatum.biz;

In the customer tenant, the carrier need only to add the derived trunk FQDN to the voice routing policies

of the users. There is no need to run New-CSOnlinePSTNGateway for a trunk.

The derived trunk, as the name suggests, inherits or derives all the configuration parameters from the

carrier trunk. Examples:

Customers.adatum.biz – the carrier trunk which needs to be created in the carrier tenant.

Sbc1.customers.adatum.biz – the derived trunk in a customer tenant that does not need to be created in

PowerShell. You can simply add the name of the derived trunk in the customer tenant in the online voice

routing policy without creating it (use derived trunk FQDN when setting up voice routing policy in TAC

under Teams-Voice-Direct Routing-Voice Routes field SBCs enrolled).

Carrier will need to setup DNS record resolving derived trunk FQDN to carrier SBC ip address.

Any changes made on a carrier trunk (on carrier tenant) is automatically applied to derived trunks. For

example, carriers can change an SIP port on the carrier trunk, and this change applies to all derived

trunks. New logic to configure the trunks simplifies the management as you don't need to go to every

tenant and change the parameter on every trunk.

The options are sent only to the carrier trunk FQDN. The health status of the carrier trunk is applied to all

derived trunks and is used for routing decisions. Find out more about Direct Routing options.

The carrier can drain the carrier trunk, and all derived trunks will be drained as well.

Number translation rules applied on the carrier trunk do not apply to derived trunks. This is a known issue. As an

alternative solution, number translation rule must be created for each customer's tenant.

Migration from the previous model to the carr ier  trunkMigration from the previous model to the carr ier  trunk

For migration from the current implementation of the carrier hosted model to the new model, the carriers will

need to reconfigure the trunks for customer tenants. Remove the trunks from the customer tenants using

Remove-CSOnlinePSTNGateway (leaving the trunk in the carrier tenant)-

We highly encourage migrating to the new solution as soon as possible as we will be enhancing monitoring and

provisioning using the carrier and derived trunk model.

Please refer to the SBC vendor instructions on configuring sending the FQDN name of subdomains in the

Contact header.



 Considerations for setting up multi-tenant failover

 See also

To set up failover for a multi-tenant environment, you'll need to do the following:

For each tenant, add the FQDNs for two different SBCs. For example:

customer1.sbc1.contoso.com 

customer1.sbc2.contoso.com 

In the Online Voice Routing policies of the users, specify both SBCs. If one SBC fails, the routing policy will

route calls to the second SBC.

Plan Direct Routing

Configure Direct Routing
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 Example: How to configure the use of analog devices with Direct
Routing

This article describes how to use analog devices with Phone System Direct Routing. To connect analog devices to

Direct Routing, you must use an Analog Telephony Adapter (ATA), and this adapter must be supported by the

certified Session Border Controller (SBC) vendor.

When a user makes a call from an analog device, the signaling and media flow through the Analog Telephony

Adapter (ATA) to the SBC. The SBC sends the call to a Microsoft Teams endpoint or to the Public Switched

Telephone Network (PSTN) based on the internal routing table. When a device makes a call, the route it takes

depends on the routing policies created for the device.

In the following diagram, Direct Routing is configured so that any Teams calls to and from the numbers between

+1425 4XX XX XX and +1425 5XX XX XX must take the red route (dotted line), and any PSTN call to and from

numbers between +1425 4XX XX XX and any other number except number range +1425 5XX XX XX must take

the blue route (solid line).

To configure the use of analog devices with Direct Routing, you must connect the Analog Telephony Adapter to

the SBC, and configure the SBC to work with Direct Routing.

This example walks you through the following steps:

1. Connect the SBC to Direct Routing.

2. Create the PSTN Usage.

3. Create a voice route and associate it with the PSTN Usage.

4. Assign the voice route to the PSTN Usage.

5. Enable the online user.

6. Assign the voice route policy to the user.

7. Create a voice route for an analog device.

For information on how to connect an ATA to an SBC and configure the SBC, see your SBC manufacturer

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-analog-devices.md


 Step 1. Connect the SBC to Direct Routing

PS C:\> New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway -FQDN sbc.contoso.com -SIPSignalingPort 5068 -ForwardCallHistory $true -
ForwardPAI $true -MediaBypass $true -Enabled $true 

 Step 2: Create the PSTN usage

PS C:\> Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage -Identity global -Usage @{add="Interop"} 

 Step 3: Create a voice route and associate it with the PSTN usage:

PS C:\> New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute -Identity analog-interop -NumberPattern "^\+1(425)(\d{7})$" -
OnlinePstnGatewayList sbc.contoso.com -Priority 1 -OnlinePstnUsages "Interop"

 Step 4: Assign the voice route to the PSTN usage:

PS C:\> New-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy -Identity "AnalogInteropPolicy" -Name "AnalogInteropPolicy" -
OnlinePstnUsages "Interop"

 Step 5: Enable the online user

configuration guide:

AudioCodes configuration documentation

Ribbon configuration documentation

Oracle configuration documentation

The following command configures the SBC connection as follows:

FQDN sbc.contoso.com

Signaling port 5068

Media bypass mode

Call history information forwarded to the SBC-

P-Asserted-Identity (PAI) header forwarded along with the call

The next command creates an empty PSTN usage. Online PSTN usages are string values that are used for call

authorization. An online PSTN usage links an online voice policy to a route. This example adds the string

"Interop" to the current list of available PSTN usages.

This command creates a new online voice route with the identity “analog-interop” for the number range +1425

XXX XX XX. The voice route is applicable to a list of online gateways sbc.contoso.com and associates the route

with online PSTN usage “Interop”. A voice route includes a regular expression that identifies which phone

numbers will be routed through a given voice route:

This command creates a new online per-user voice routing policy with the Identity “AnalogInteropPolicy”. This

policy is assigned a single online PSTN usage: “Interop”.

This command modifies the user account with the Identity exampleuser@contoso.com. In this case, the account

is modified to enable Enterprise Voice, the Microsoft implementation of VoIP, with enabled voice mail and

https://www.audiocodes.com/media/14278/connecting-audiocodes-sbc-with-analog-device-to-microsoft-teams-direct-routing-enterprise-model-configuration-note.pdf
https://support.sonus.net/display/UXDOC81/Connect+SBC+Edge+to+Microsoft+Teams+Direct+Routing+to+Support+Analog+Devices
https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/documentation/acme-packet.html#Link-MicrosoftTeams


PS C:\> Set-CsUser -Identity "exampleuser@contoso.com" -EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $True -HostedVoiceMail $True 
-OnPremLineUri "tel:+14255000000"

 Step 6: Assign the voice route policy to a user

PS C:\> Grant-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy -Identity "exampleuser@contoso.com" -PolicyName 
"AnalogInteropPolicy" 

 Step 7: Create a voice route for an analog device

PS C:\> New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute -Identity analog-interop -NumberPattern "^\+1(4254)(\d{6})$"  -
OnlinePstnGatewayList sbc.contoso.com -Priority 1 -OnlinePstnUsages "Interop"

 Considerations

 See also

assigns the number +14255000000 to this user. This command should be run for each Teams user (excluding

ATA device users) in the company tenant.

This command assigns the per-user online voice routing policy AnalogInteropPolicy to the user with the identity

exampleuser@contoso.com. This command should be run for each Teams user (excluding ATA device users) in

the company tenant.

This command creates an online voice route with identity “analog-interop” for number range +1425 4XX XX XX

applicable to a list of online gateways sbc.contoso.com and associates it with online PSTN usage “Interop”. This

command should be run for each analog device with appropriate phone number pattern. Alternatively, a proper

number pattern for analog devices can be used while configuring the online voice route during one of the

previous steps.

Unless otherwise note, an analog device is any device that can send DTMF digits to place a call. For

example, analog phones, fax machines, and overhead pagers.

Analog phones connected to an ATA are not searchable from Teams. Teams users must manually enter the

phone number associated with the device to call that device.

Plan Direct Routing

Configure Direct Routing



   

 

Manage call routing policies for Direct Routing
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Create a custom call routing policy
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

If you've deployed Direct Routing in your organization, you use call routing policies to allow Teams users to

receive and make phone calls to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) using your on-premises

telephony infrastructure.

A call routing policy (also called a voice routing policy) is a container for PSTN usage records. You create and

manage voice routing policies by going to VoiceVoice > Voice routing policiesVoice routing policies  in the Microsoft Teams admin

center or by using Windows PowerShell.

You can use the global (Org-wide default) policy or create and assign custom policies. Users will automatically

get the global policy unless you create and assign a custom policy. Keep in mind that you can edit the settings in

the global policy but you can't rename or delete it.

It's important to know that assigning a voice routing policy to a user doesn't enable them to make PSTN calls in

Teams. You'll also need to enable the user for Phone System Direct Routing and complete other configuration

steps. To learn more, see Configure Direct Routing.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Voice routing policiesVoice routing policies , and then

click AddAdd.

2. Enter a name and description for the policy.

3. Under PSTN usage recordsPSTN usage records , click Add PSTN usageAdd PSTN usage, and then select the records that you want to add. If

you need to create a new PSTN usage record, click AddAdd.

4. If you added multiple PSTN usage records, arrange them in the order that you want.

5. When you're done, click ApplyApply .

6. Click SaveSave.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-voice-routing-policies.md


 Edit a call routing policy
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

 Assign a custom call routing policy to users

 Related topics

See New-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy.

You can edit the global policy or any custom policies that you create.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Voice routing policiesVoice routing policies .

2. Select the policy by clicking to the left of the policy name, and then click EditEdit.

3. Click Add/remove PSTN usage recordsAdd/remove PSTN usage records , make the changes that you want, and then click SaveSave.

See Set-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy.

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

See also Grant-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy.

Teams PowerShell overview

Configure call routing for Direct Routing

Enable Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing

Assign policies to your users in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinevoiceroutingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoiceroutingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csonlinevoiceroutingpolicy


   

 

Manage call notifications
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

This article describes how to manage call notifications for your users. You can configure call endpoints to both

Teams and to a third-party Private Branch Exchange (PBX) or Session Border Controller (SBC). This setup is

useful, for example, if you want to send a call to a user's mobile and desk phones at the same time.

In the following diagram, user Irena has two endpoints:

A Teams endpoint

A SIP phone connected to a third-party SBC

When a call arrives, the SBC forks the call between Phone System Direct Routing and the third-party SBC.

If the call is accepted on Fork 2 (by the third-party SBC), Teams will generate a “Missed Call” notification.

You can prevent the “Missed Call” notification by configuring the SBC to send a Cancel on Fork 1 as follows:

REASON: SIP; cause=200;text”Call completed elsewhere”

The call won't be registered in the call detail records of Microsoft Phone System as a successful call. The call will

be registered as an “Attempt” with Final SIP Code “487”, Final Microsoft subcode “540200”, and Final SIP Code

Phrase “Call completed elsewhere”. (To view the call detail records, go the Teams Admin portal, Analytics and

Reports, Usage Reports, and select PSTN Usage.)

The diagram below illustrates the SIP ladder for Fork 1, explains the call flow, and the expected REASON in the

Cancel message.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-call-notifications.md




   

 

Plan Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing
 12/7/2021 • 17 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Overview of Location-Based Routing

NOTENOTE

In some countries and regions, it's illegal to bypass the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) provider to

decrease long-distance calling costs. This article describes how to use Location-Based Routing to restrict toll

bypass for Microsoft Teams users based on their geographic location. This article applies only to Phone System

Direct Routing.

Here you'll get an overview of Location-Based Routing and guidance to help you plan for it. When you're ready

to apply and enable Location-Based Routing, see:

Deploy network settings for Location-Based Routing

Enable Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing

Location-Based Routing isn't available in Microsoft 365 Government Community Cloud (GCC) High or DoD deployments.

Location-Based Routing is a feature that lets you restrict toll bypass based on policy and the user's geographic

location at the time of an inbound or outbound PSTN call. Location-Based Routing is intended to provide a

mechanism to prevent toll bypass. It shouldn't be used as a mechanism to dynamically route PSTN calls based

on the location of the user or unintended consequences may result.

When a Teams user is enabled for Location-Based Routing, the following applies:

To make an outbound PSTN call, one of the following must be true:

The user's endpoint is located in a network site that's enabled for Location-Based Routing and calls

egress through the corresponding gateway that's enabled for Location-Based Routing.

The user's endpoint is located in a network site that's not enabled for Location-Based Routing and calls

egress through a gateway that's not enabled for Location-Based Routing.

Outbound calls aren't allowed in any other scenario.

To receive an inbound PSTN call, the user's answering endpoint must be located in the same network site

where the call ingresses through the gateway that's enabled for Location-Based Routing. In any other

scenario, such as if the user is roaming, the call isn't allowed and is routed to the user's call forwarding

settings (typically voicemail).

To transfer a PSTN call to another Teams user, the target user's endpoint must be located in the same

network site as the user who initiates the transfer. Transfers aren't allowed in any other scenario.

To transfer another Teams user to the PSTN, the call must be transferred through a Location-Based

Routing enabled gateway located at the same network site as the initial caller. Transfers aren't allowed in

any other scenario.

Location-Based Routing uses the same network region, site, and subnet definitions that Skype for Business

Server uses. When toll bypass is restricted for a location, an admin associates each IP subnet and each PSTN

gateway for that location to a network site. A user ’s location is determined by the IP subnet that the user ’s Teams

endpoints are connected to at the time of a PSTN call. A user may have multiple Teams clients located at

different sites, in which case Location-Based Routing enforces each client’s routing separately depending on the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/location-based-routing-plan.md


 Apply Location-Based Routing

  Apply Location-Based Routing at the user locationApply Location-Based Routing at the user location

  Apply Location-Based Routing at the network siteApply Location-Based Routing at the network site

  Apply Location-Based Routing at the PSTN gatewayApply Location-Based Routing at the PSTN gateway

location of its endpoint.

To get familiar with some of the network terminology used in this article, see Network settings for cloud voice

features in Teams.

You must apply Location-Based Routing to users, network sites, and PSTN gateways.

As mentioned earlier, Location-Based Routing only applies to users who are set up for Direct Routing. Location-

Based Routing doesn't apply to users who are set up for Calling Plan. Users must be enabled for Location-Based

Routing if they are under toll bypass restriction, which controls the conditions in which they can make and

receive PSTN calls and the PSTN gateway that can be used. When a user who is enabled for Location-Based

Routing is located at a site that's enabled for Location-Based Routing, the user must make calls through a

Location-Based Routing enabled gateway connected to the site.

Location-Based Routing works by determining the user ’s current location based on the IP address of the user ’s

Teams endpoint and applies the rules accordingly. The location of a user who is enabled for Location-Based

Routing can be categorized in the following ways:

The user is located at the same Location-Based Routing enabled site associated to the PSTNThe user is located at the same Location-Based Routing enabled site associated to the PSTN

gateway where their  DID is assigned.gateway where their  DID is assigned.

In this scenario, the user is located in a known network site that's enabled for Location-Based Routing and the

user's Direct Inward Dial (DID) number terminates on a PSTN gateway that's in the same network site. For

example, the user is at their office.

The user is located at a different Location-Based Routing enabled site not associated to PSTNThe user is located at a different Location-Based Routing enabled site not associated to PSTN

gateway where their  DID is assigned.gateway where their  DID is assigned.

In this scenario, the user is located in a known network site that’s enabled for Location-Based Routing, and

that site isn't associated with the PSTN gateway where the user ’s DID number is assigned. For example, the

user travels to another office.

The user is located at an internal site that's not enabled for Location-Based Routing.The user is located at an internal site that's not enabled for Location-Based Routing. 

In this scenario, the user is located in a known internal network site that's not enabled for Location-Based

Routing.

The user is located at an unknown site.The user is located at an unknown site.

The user is located within the internal network that's not defined as a network site.

The user is located outside the internal network. For example, the user is on the Internet at home or in

a coffee shop.

Network sites must be enabled for Location-Based Routing to help determine which gateways to route Location-

Based Routing enabled users when roaming. If a user who is enabled for Location-Based Routing roams to an

site that's enabled for Location-Based Routing, only the PSTN gateway that's enabled for Location-Based Routing

at that site can be used for outbound calls. If a user who is enabled for Location-Based Routing roams to a site

that's not enabled for Location-Based Routing, any gateway that's not enabled for Location-Based Routing can

be used for outbound calls.

Gateways are associated to sites to determine where a user who is enabled for Location-Based Routing can be

located when they make or receive a PSTN call. Gateways must be enabled for Location-Based Routing to ensure

that it's under toll bypass restrictions and can’t be used by users who aren't enabled for Location-Based Routing.

The same gateway may be associated to multiple sites and it can be configured to be enabled for Location-

Based Routing or not enabled for Location-Based Routing, depending on the site.



 Scenarios for Location-Based Routing

  Teams user places an outbound call to the PSTNTeams user places an outbound call to the PSTN
  User not enabled for Location-Based RoutingUser not enabled for Location-Based Routing

  User enabled for Location-Based RoutingUser enabled for Location-Based Routing

This section describes different scenarios for restricting toll bypass by using Location-Based Routing and

compares how calls are routed for users who aren't enabled for Location-Based Routing with users who are

enabled for Location-Based Routing.

Teams user places an outbound call to the PSTN

Teams user receives an inbound call from the PSTN

Teams user transfers or forwards call to another Teams user

Teams user transfers or forwards call to PSTN endpoint

Simultaneous ringing

Delegation

The following diagram shows the restrictions enabled by Location-Based Routing in each scenario. Users,

network sites, and gateways that are enabled for Location-Based Routing have a border around them. Use the

diagram as a guide to help you understand how Location-Based Routing works in each scenario.

A user who isn't enabled for Location-Based Routing can make outbound calls using any gateway at any site

that’s not enabled for Location-Based Routing through their assigned voice routing policy. However, if a gateway

is enabled for Location-Based Routing, the user can't make outbound calls through the gateway even if it’s

assigned to their voice routing policy. If the user roams to a site that's enabled for Location-Based Routing, they

can only make calls through their normal routing gateways that aren't enabled for Location-Based Routing.

In comparison, the routing of outbound calls for users who are enabled for Location-Based Routing is affected

by the network location of the user ’s endpoint. The following table shows how Location-Based Routing affects

the routing of outbound calls of User1, depending on the location of User1.



USER1 EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO NUSER1 EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO N RO UT IN G O F  O UT B O UN D C A L L S F O R USER1RO UT IN G O F  O UT B O UN D C A L L S F O R USER1

Same site where user's DID is assigned, site enabled for
Location-Based Routing (Site1)

Call routed through gateway that's enabled for Location-
Based Routing (GW1) at Site1, based on the user’s voice
routing policy

Different site than where user's DID is assigned, site enabled
for Location-Based Routing (Site2)

Call routed through gateway that's enabled for Location-
Based Routing (GW2) at roam Site2, based on user's voice
routing policy

Different site than where user's DID is assigned, site not
enabled for Location-Based Routing (Site3)

Call routed through gateway that's not enabled for
Location-Based Routing at site that's not enabled for
Location-Based Routing (GW3), based on user's voice
routing policy

Unknown internal network (Location4) PSTN calling not allowed

Unknown external network (Location5) PSTN calling not allowed

  Teams user receives an inbound call from the PSTNTeams user receives an inbound call from the PSTN
  User not enabled for Location-Based RoutingUser not enabled for Location-Based Routing

  User enabled for Location-Based RoutingUser enabled for Location-Based Routing

USER1 EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO NUSER1 EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO N RO UT IN G O F  IN B O UN D C A L L S TO  USER1RO UT IN G O F  IN B O UN D C A L L S TO  USER1

Same site as where user's DID is assigned, site enabled for
Location-Based Routing (Site1)

Calls routed to User1's endpoint in Site1

Different site than where user's DID is assigned, site enabled
for Location-Based Routing (Site2)

Calls not routed to endpoints in Site2

Different site than where user's DID is assigned, site not
enabled for Location-Based Routing (Site3)

Calls not routed to endpoints in Site3

Unknown internal network (Location4) Calls not routed to endpoints in Location4

Unknown external network (Location5) Calls not routed to endpoints in Location5

  Teams user transfers or forwards call to another Teams userTeams user transfers or forwards call to another Teams user

A user who isn't enabled for Location-Based Routing can receive an inbound call from the gateway that's not

enabled for Location-Based Routing from which their assigned DID number ingresses. If the user roams to a site

that's not enabled for Location-Based Routing, they can still receive calls through their normal PSTN gateways.

In comparison, users enabled for Location-Based Routing can only receive inbound calls from the PSTN gateway

their DID is assigned to when they are located at the same site. The following table shows how User1 receives

inbound calls when User1 moves to different network locations. If the call isn't routed to the endpoint of the

user, it goes to the user ’s call forwarding settings, if the settings are configured. Typically, this is voicemail.

When a PSTN endpoint is involved, Location-Based Routing analyzes whether one or both users are enabled for

Location-Based Routing and determines whether the call should be transferred or forwarded depending on the

location of both endpoints.

Call transfer requires the initiating user to pick up the call while call forwarding doesn't require the initial call to

be answered. This means that calls can be forwarded even if User1 isn't at a location to receive inbound calls

(see the table in the Teams user receives an inbound call from the PSTN section) and calls can't be transferred if

User1 is unable to receive the inbound call.



  User not enabled for Location-Based RoutingUser not enabled for Location-Based Routing

  User enabled for Location-Based RoutingUser enabled for Location-Based Routing

TA RGET  USER EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO NTA RGET  USER EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO N USER1 IN IT IAT ES C A L L  T RA N SF ERUSER1 IN IT IAT ES C A L L  T RA N SF ER USER1 IN IT IAT ES C A L L  F O RWA RDUSER1 IN IT IAT ES C A L L  F O RWA RD

Same network site as initiator (User2) Allowed Allowed

Different network site, site enabled for
Location-Based Routing (User3)

Not allowed Not allowed

Different network site, site not enabled
for Location-Based Routing (User4)

Not allowed Not allowed

Unknown internal network (User5) Not allowed Not allowed

Unknown external network (User6) Not allowed Not allowed

  Teams user transfers or forwards call to PSTN endpointTeams user transfers or forwards call to PSTN endpoint
  User not enabled for Location-Based RoutingUser not enabled for Location-Based Routing

  User enabled for Location-Based RoutingUser enabled for Location-Based Routing

A user who isn't enabled for Location-Based Routing can transfer or forward PSTN calls to other users who

aren't enabled for Location-Based Routing. The user will typically not be allowed to transfer or forward a PSTN

call to a user who is enabled for Location-Based Routing because Location-Based Routing enabled users are

generally only allowed to be co-located at Location-Based Routing enabled gateways for PSTN calls. The

exception is when a Location-Based Routing enabled user roams to a site that's not enabled for Location-Based

Routing. In this scenario, the transferred call is allowed.

Likewise, a user who isn't enabled for Location-Based Routing can only receive a transfer or forwarded PSTN call

from another user who isn't enabled for Location-Based Routing.

Generally, transferring and forwarding inbound PSTN calls from a gateway that's enabled for Location-Based

Routing is allowed only if the target user is enabled for Location-Based Routing and is located at the same site.

Otherwise, transferring and forwarding calls isn't allowed.

The following table shows whether call forwarding and call transfers are allowed, depending on the location of

the target user. In this table, User1, located in Site1, initiates the transfer or forward to other Teams users who

are also enabled for Location-Based Routing and who are in different locations.

Transferring and forwarding a PSTN call to another PSTN number is allowed.

Transferring and forwarding an inbound VOIP call to the PSTN must honor the caller ’s toll bypass

restrictions.

If the caller isn't enabled for Location-Based Routing, they can be transferred to any PSTN gateway

that's not enabled for Location-Based Routing.

If the caller is enabled for Location-Based Routing, they can only be transferred to a Location-Based

Routing enabled gateway located at the same network site.

Transferring and forwarding inbound a PSTN call to another PSTN number must be routed out the same

Location-Based Routing enabled gateway that the inbound call arrived on.

Transferring and forwarding an inbound VOIP call to the PSTN must honor both the caller and called user ’s

toll bypass restrictions.

If the caller isn't enabled for Location-Based Routing, they can be transferred to any PSTN gateway

that's not enabled for Location-Based Routing.

If the caller is enabled for Location-Based Routing, they can be only be transferred to a Location-Based

Routing enabled gateway located at the same network site.



USER IN IT IAT IN G C A L L  T RA N SF ER O RUSER IN IT IAT IN G C A L L  T RA N SF ER O R
F O RWA RDF O RWA RD T RA N SF ER TO  P ST NT RA N SF ER TO  P ST N F O RWA RD TO  P ST NF O RWA RD TO  P ST N

Same network site, site enabled for
Location-Based Routing (User2)

Call transfer can only be routed
through Location-Based Routing
enabled Gateway1 at Site1, based on
User2's voice routing policy

Call forward can only routed through
Location-Based Routing enabled
Gateway1 at Site1, based on User2's
voice routing policy

Different network site, site enabled for
Location-Based Routing (User3)

Call transfer can only be routed
through Location-Based Routing
enabled Gateway1 at Site1, based on
User3's voice routing policy

Call forward can only be routed
through Location-Based Routing
enabled Gateway1 at Site1, based on
User3's voice routing policy

Different network site, site not enabled
for Location-Based Routing (User4)

Call transfer can only be routed
through Location-Based Routing
enabled Gateway1 at Site1, based on
User4's voice routing policy

Call forward can only be routed
through Location-Based Routing
enabled Gateway1 at Site1, based on
User4's voice routing policy

Unknown internal network (User5) Call transfer can only be routed
through Location-Based Routing
enabled Gateway1 at Site1, based on
User5's voice routing policy

Call forward can only be routed
through Location-Based Routing
enabled Gateway1 at Site1, based on
User5's voice routing policy

Unknown external network (User6) Call transfer can only be routed
through Location-Based Routing
enabled Gateway1 at Site1, based on
User6's voice routing policy

Call forward can only be routed
through Location-Based Routing
enabled Gateway1 at Site1, based on
User6's voice routing policy

  Simultaneous ringingSimultaneous ringing

  Simultaneous ringing for another Teams userSimultaneous ringing for another Teams user

TA RGET  USER EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO NTA RGET  USER EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO N SIM ULTA N EO US RIN GSIM ULTA N EO US RIN G

Same network site as initiator (User2) Allowed

Different roamed network site enabled for Location-Based
Routing (User3)

Not allowed

Roamed network site not enabled for Location-Based
Routing (User4)

Not allowed

Unknown internal network (User5) Not allowed

Unknown external network (User6) Not allowed

The following table shows how Location-Based Routing affects routing of a VOIP call from User1 at Site1 to

users in different locations who transfer or forward the call to a PSTN endpoint.

When a user who's enabled for Location-Based Routing receives a call and has simultaneous ringing enabled,

Location-Based Routing analyzes the location of the calling party and the endpoints of the called parties to

determine whether the call should be routed. Simultaneous ringing follows the same Location-Based rules as

call transfers and forwards.

The following table shows whether Location-Based Routing allows simultaneous ringing to different users for an

inbound PSTN call for User1.



Target user is a PSTN number Call can only be routed through Location-Based Routing
enabled Gateway1 at Site1, based on User1's voice routing
policy

TA RGET  USER EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO NTA RGET  USER EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO N SIM ULTA N EO US RIN GSIM ULTA N EO US RIN G

  Simultaneous ringing to a PSTN endpointSimultaneous ringing to a PSTN endpoint

C A L L ED USER EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO NC A L L ED USER EN DP O IN T  LO C AT IO N SIM ULTA N EO US RIN G TA RGET  IS P ST N  EN DP O IN TSIM ULTA N EO US RIN G TA RGET  IS P ST N  EN DP O IN T

Same network site, site enabled for Location-Based Routing
(User2)

Call can be only be routed through Location-Based Routing
Gateway1 at Site1, based on User2's voice routing policy

Different network site enabled for Location-Based Routing
(User3)

Call can only be routed through Location-Based Routing
Gateway1 at Site1, based on User3's voice routing policy

Different network site not enabled for Location-Based
Routing (User4)

Call can only be routed through Location-Based Routing
Gateway1 at Site1, based on User4's voice routing policy

Unknown internal network (User5) Call can only be routed through Location-Based Routing
Gateway1 at Site1, based on User5's voice routing policy

Unknown external network (User6) Call can only be routed through Location-Based Routing
Gateway1 at Site1, based on User6's voice routing policy

  Inbound calls through voice app (Auto Attendant or Call Queue)Inbound calls through voice app (Auto Attendant or Call Queue)

  DelegationDelegation

 Other planning considerations
  Changes from an on-premises Location-Based Routing deploymentChanges from an on-premises Location-Based Routing deployment

The following table shows Location-Based Routing behavior for an inbound VOIP call from User1 located at

Site1 to users in different locations with simultaneous ring set to a PSTN number.

Inbound PSTN calls from a Location-Based Routing enabled gateway are allowed to connect to an auto

attendant or call queue. Users enabled for Location-Based Routing can only receive inbound call transfers from

these applications when they are located at the same site the inbound PSTN call originates from.

Call forwarding and simultaneous ringing to users and PSTN is allowed for voice app transfers. Completing the

call to the target is subject to the same Location-Based Routing rules listed earlier.

Forwarding to voicemail is also allowed.

A Teams user may choose delegates who can make and receive calls on their behalf. Delegation capabilities in

Teams are affected by Location-Based Routing as follows:

For outbound calls from a Location-Based Routing enabled delegate on behalf of a delegator, the same rules

apply. Call routing is based on the delegate’s call authorization policy, voice routing policy, and location. For

more information, see Teams user places an outbound call to the PSTN.

For inbound PSTN calls to a delegator, the same Location-Based Routing rules that apply for call forwarding

or simultaneously ringing to other users also apply to delegates. For more information, see Teams user

transfers or forwards call to another Teams user, Teams user transfers or forwards call to PSTN endpoint, and

Simultaneous ringing. When a delegate sets a PSTN endpoint as a simultaneous ring target, the voice routing

policy of the delegate is used to route the call to the PSTN.

For delegation, it's recommended that the delegator and associated delegates be located in the same

network site.



  Technical considerations for Location-Based RoutingTechnical considerations for Location-Based Routing

  Client support for Location-Based RoutingClient support for Location-Based Routing

  Capabilities not supported by Location-Based RoutingCapabilities not supported by Location-Based Routing

  Location-Based Routing for conferencingLocation-Based Routing for conferencing

  Media bypass requirement for Location-Based RoutingMedia bypass requirement for Location-Based Routing

  Direct Voice over IP (VoIP)Direct Voice over IP (VoIP)

 Next steps

 Related topics

Network site voice routing policy is no longer used. Instead, we use the user ’s voice routing policy. This means

that to allow users to roam to other sites, the voice routing policy must include the gateways of the roamed

sites.

IPv4 and IPv6 subnets are supported, however, IPv6 takes precedence when checking for a match.

The following Teams clients are supported:

Teams desktop clients (Windows and Mac)

Teams mobile clients (iOS and Android)

Teams IP phones

The Teams web client and Skype for Business clients aren't supported.

Location-Based Routing doesn't apply to the following types of interactions. Location-Based Routing isn't

enforced when Teams endpoints interact with PSTN endpoints in the following scenarios:

Call park or retrieval of PSTN calls through Call Park

An on-premises Skype for Business user or a Skype for Business Online user calls a Teams user

A Location-Based Routing enabled user on a PSTN call isn't allowed to start a conference with another user or

PSTN number. Connecting to auto attendants or call queues is allowed. If the user has a conferencing license, the

user must start a conference with the relevant users and call the PSTN through the conference bridge to start a

conference call.

If you're deploying Location-Based Routing in India, it's a requirement to also configure media bypass. To learn

more, see Plan for media bypass with Direct Routing and Local Media Optimization for Direct Routing.

Direct Voice over IP (VoIP) must not be deployed with any telephony equipment in India.

Go to Configure network settings for Location-Based Routing.

Enable Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing

Network settings for cloud voice features in Teams
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 Define network regions

 Define network sites

 Define network subnets

 Define trusted IP addresses (external subnets)

If you haven't already done so, read Plan Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing to review other steps you'll

need to take before you configure network settings for Location-Based Routing.

This article describes how to configure network settings for Location-Based Routing. After you deploy Phone

System Direct Routing in your organization, the next steps are to create and set up network regions, network

sites, and network subnets.

A network region contains a collection of network sites and interconnects various parts of a network across

multiple geographic areas. For steps on how to configure network regions, go to Manage your network

topology for cloud features in Teams.

A network site represents a location where your organization has a physical venue, such as an office, a set of

buildings, or a campus. You must associate each network site in your topology with a network region. For steps

on how to configure network sites, see Manage your network topology for cloud features in Teams.

A best practice for Location-Based Routing is to create a separate site for each location that has unique PSTN

connectivity. You can create a site that's enabled for Location-Based Routing or a site that's not enabled for

Location-Based Routing. For example, you may want to create a site that's not enabled for Location-Based

Routing to allow users who are enabled for Location-Based Routing to make PSTN calls when they roam to that

site.

Each subnet must be associated with a specific network site. You can associate multiple subnets with the same

network site but you can't associate multiple sites with the same subnet. For steps on how to configure network

subnets, go to Manage your network topology for cloud features in Teams.

For Location-Based Routing, IP subnets at the location where Teams endpoints can connect to the network must

be defined and associated to a defined network to enforce toll bypass. This association of subnets enables

Location-Based Routing to locate the endpoints geographically to determine whether a given PSTN call should

be allowed. Both IPv6 and IPv4 subnets are supported. When determining whether a Teams endpoint is located

at a site, Location-Based Routing first checks for a matching IPv6 address. If an IPv6 address isn't present,

Location-Based Routing checks for an IPv4 address.

Trusted IP addresses are the internet external IP addresses of the enterprise network and are used to determine

whether the user's endpoint is inside the corporate network. For steps on how to configure trusted IP addresses,

go to Manage your network topology for cloud features in Teams.

If the user's external IP address matches an IP address that's in the trusted IP address list, Location-Based

Routing checks to determine the internal subnet where the user's endpoint is located. If the user's external IP

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/location-based-routing-configure-network-settings.md


 Next steps

 Related topics

address doesn't match any IP address that's defined in the trusted IP address list, the endpoint is classified as

being at an unknown location and any PSTN calls to or from a user who is enabled for Location-Based Routing

are blocked.

Go to Enable Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing.

Network settings for cloud voice features in Teams
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 Using the Microsoft Teams admin center
  Enable Location-Based Routing for usersEnable Location-Based Routing for users

  Enable Location-Based Routing for network sitesEnable Location-Based Routing for network sites

  Enable Location-Based Routing for gatewaysEnable Location-Based Routing for gateways

  

Before you follow the steps in this article, make sure you've read Plan Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing

and completed the steps in Configure network settings for Location-Based Routing.

This article describes how to enable Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing. After you deploy Phone System

Direct Routing and set up network regions, sites, and subnets, you're ready to enable Location-Based Routing. To

complete the steps in this article, you'll need some familiarity with PowerShell cmdlets. To learn more, see Teams

PowerShell Overview.

You have to enable Location-Based Routing for the following:

Users

Network sites

Gateway configurations

Calling policies

You can use the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell to enable Location-Based Routing.

1. Create a voice routing policy and assign PSTN usages to the policy. When you assign PSTN usages to a

policy, make sure you do one of the following:

Use PSTN usages associated to voice routes that use a PSTN gateway local to the site.

Use PSTN usages associated to voice routes that use a PSTN gateway located in a region where

Location-Based Routing restrictions aren't needed.

2. Assign the voice routing policy to users who require routing restrictions to be enforced.

To learn more about how to create voice routing policies and assign them to users, see Manage voice routing

policies in Microsoft Teams.

Enable Location-Based Routing for your sites that need to enforce routing restrictions. To do this, in the left

navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to LocationsLocations  > Network topologyNetwork topology , select a network site,

click EditEdit, and then turn on Location based routingLocation based routing.

To learn more, see Manage your network topology.

Enable Location-Based Routing to gateways that route calls to PSTN gateways that route calls to the PSTN, and

associate the network site where the gateway is located.

1. In the left navigation, go to VoiceVoice > Direct RoutingDirect Routing, and then click the SBCsSBCs  tab.

2. Select the SBC, and then click EditEdit.

3. Under Location based routing and media optimizationLocation based routing and media optimization, turn on Enable location based routingEnable location based routing.

4. Specify the gateway site ID, and then set the bypass mode.

5. Click SaveSave.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/location-based-routing-enable.md


Enable Location-Based Routing for calling policiesEnable Location-Based Routing for calling policies

 Using PowerShell
  Enable Location-Based Routing for usersEnable Location-Based Routing for users

  Enable Location-Based Routing for network sitesEnable Location-Based Routing for network sites

To enforce Location-Based Routing for specific users, set up the user's calling policy to prevent PSTN toll bypass.

To do this, turn on the Prevent toll bypassPrevent toll bypass  setting in the calling policy.

To learn more, see Calling policies in Teams.

Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage -Usage <usages> 

Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage -Usage "Long Distance", "Local", "Internal" 

New-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy -Identity <voice routing policy ID> -Description <voice routing policy 
name> -OnlinePstnUsages <usages> 

New-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy -Identity "DelhiVoiceRoutingPolicy" -Description "Delhi voice routing 
policy" -OnlinePstnUsages "Long Distance" 
New-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy -Identity "HyderabadVoiceRoutingPolicy" -Description " Hyderabad voice 
routing policy" -OnlinePstnUsages "Long Distance", "Local", "Internal" 

  VO IC E  RO UT IN G P O L IC Y  1VO IC E  RO UT IN G P O L IC Y  1 VO IC E  RO UT IN G P O L IC Y  2VO IC E  RO UT IN G P O L IC Y  2

Online voice policy ID Delhi online voice routing policy Hyderabad online voice routing
policy

Online PSTN usages Long Distance Long Distance, Local, Internal

Grant-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy -Identity <User> -Tenant <TenantId>

1. Use the Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage cmdlet to set PSTN usages. For multiple usages, separate each usage

with a comma.

For example:

2. Use the New-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy cmdlet to create a voice routing policy to associate the user

with the appropriate PSTN usages.

When you assign PSTN usages to a voice routing policy, make sure you do one of the following:

Use PSTN usages associated to voice routes that use a PSTN gateway local to the site

Use PSTN usages associated to voice routes that use a PSTN gateway located in a region where

Location-Based Routing restrictions aren't needed.

In this example, we create two new voice routing policies and assign PSTN usages to them.

The following table shows the voice routing policies defined in this example.

3. Use the Grant-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy cmdlet to associate online voice routing policies to users who

require routing restrictions to be enforced.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinepstnusage?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinevoiceroutingpolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csonlinevoiceroutingpolicy?view=skype-ps


  Enable Location-Based Routing for gatewaysEnable Location-Based Routing for gateways

Set-CsTenantNetworkSite -Identity <site ID> -EnableLocationBasedRouting <$true|$false>  

Set-CsTenantNetworkSite -Identity "Delhi" -EnableLocationBasedRouting $true  
Set-CsTenantNetworkSite -Identity "Hyderabad" -EnableLocationBasedRouting $true 

  SIT E  1 ( DEL H I)SIT E  1 ( DEL H I) SIT E  2 ( H Y DERA B A D)SIT E  2 ( H Y DERA B A D)

Site name Site 1 (Delhi) Site 2 (Hyderabad)

EnableLocationBasedRouting True True

Subnets Subnet 1 (Delhi) Subnet 2 (Hyderabad)

1. Use the Set-CsTenantNetworkSite cmdlet to enable Location-Based Routing and associate voice routing

policies to your network sites that need to enforce routing restrictions.

In this example, we enable Location-Based Routing for the Delhi site and the Hyderabad site.

The following table shows the sites enabled for Location-Based Routing in this example.

New-CSOnlinePSTNGateway -Fqdn <FDQN registered for the SBC> -Identity <gateway configuration ID> -
SipSignalingPort <listening port used> -Enabled $true 

New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway -Fqdn sbc.contoso.com -Enabled $true -SipSignalingPort 5067 

Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity <gateway configuration ID> -GatewaySiteLbrEnabled $true -
GatewaySiteID <site ID> 

Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity sbc.contoso.com  -GatewaySiteLbrEnabled $true –GatewaySiteID 
"Delhi"
Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity sbc1.contoso.com  -GatewaySiteLbrEnabled $true -GatewaySiteID 
"Hyderabad" 

1. Use the New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway cmdlet to create a gateway configuration for each gateway or

network site.

If multiple gateways are associated with a system (for example, Gateway or PBX), modify each gateway to

enable Location-Based Routing restrictions.

In this example, we create one gateway configuration for each gateway.

For more information, see Configure Direct Routing.

2. Use the Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway cmdlet to enable Location-Based Routing for your gateways that

need to enforce routing restrictions.

Enable Location-Based Routing to gateways that route calls to PSTN gateways that route calls to the

PSTN, and associate the network site where the gateway is located.

In this example, we enable Location-Based Routing for each gateway that's associated to PSTN gateways

in the Delhi and Hyderabad sites.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cstenantnetworksite?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinepstngateway?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinepstngateway?view=skype-ps


  Enable Location-Based Routing for calling policiesEnable Location-Based Routing for calling policies

Grant-CsTeamsCallingPolicy -PolicyName <policy name> -id <user id> 

Grant-CsTeamsCallingPolicy –PolicyName "AllowCallingPreventTollBypass" -id "User1" 

 Related topics

Get-CSONlinePSTNGateway -Identity sbc.contoso.com 

Identity: sbc.contoso.com 
GatewaySiteLbrEnabled: $false 

Get-CSONlinePSTNGateway -Identity sbc2.contoso.com 

Identity: sbc2.contoso.com 
GatewaySiteLbrEnabled: $false 

Don't enable Location-Based Routing for gateways that don't route calls to the PSTN. However, you still

have to associate the gateway to the network site where the system is located. This is because Location-

Based Routing restrictions need to be enforced for PSTN calls reaching endpoints that are connected via

this gateway. In this example, Location-Based Routing isn't enabled for each gateway that's associated to

PBX systems in the Delhi and Hyderabad sites.

To enforce Location-Based Routing for specific users, set up the users' voice policy to prevent PTSN toll bypass.

Use the Grant-CsTeamsCallingPolicy cmdlet to enable Location-Based routing by preventing PSTN toll bypass.

In this example, we prevent PSTN toll bypass to User1's calling policies.

Network settings for cloud voice features in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamscallingpolicy?view=skype-ps
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 About media bypass with Direct Routing
Media bypass enables you to shorten the path of media traffic and reduce the number of hops in transit for

better performance. With media bypass, media is kept between the Session Border Controller (SBC) and the

client instead of sending it via the Microsoft Phone System. To configure media bypass, the SBC and the client

must be in the same location or network.

You can control media bypass for each SBC by using the Set-CSOnlinePSTNGatewaySet-CSOnlinePSTNGateway  command with the --

MediaBypassMediaBypass  parameter set to true or false. If you enable media bypass, this does not mean that all media

traffic will stay within the corporate network. This article describes the call flow in different scenarios.

The diagrams below illustrate the difference in call flow with and without media bypass.

Without media bypass, when a client makes or receives a call, both signaling and media flow between the SBC,

the Microsoft Phone System, and the Teams client, as shown in the following diagram:

But let's assume that a user is in the same building or network as the SBC. For example, assume a user who is in

a building in Frankfurt makes a call to a PSTN user :

Without media bypassWithout media bypass , media will flow via either Amsterdam or Dublin (where Microsoft datacenters

are deployed) and back to the SBC in Frankfurt.

The datacenter in Europe is selected because the SBC is in Europe, and Microsoft uses the datacenter

closest to the SBC. While this approach does not affect call quality due to optimization of traffic flow

within Microsoft networks in most geographies, the traffic has an unnecessary loop.

With media bypassWith media bypass , the media is kept directly between the Teams user and the SBC as shown in the

following diagram:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-plan-media-bypass.md


 Call flow and firewall planning

  Call flow if the user has direct access to the public IP address of the SBCCall flow if the user has direct access to the public IP address of the SBC

Media bypass leverages protocols called Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) on the Teams client and ICE

lite on the SBC. These protocols enable Direct Routing to use the most direct media path for optimal quality. ICE

and ICE Lite are WebRTC standards. For detailed information about these protocols, see RFC 5245.

Call flow and firewall planning depends on whether the user has direct access to the public IP address of the

SBC, and whether the user is inside or outside of the network.

If the user has direct access to the public IP address of the SBC, the call flow is as follows:

For media bypass, the Teams client must have access to the public IP address of the SBC even from an

internal network. If direct media is not desired, the media can flow via Transport Relays.

This is the recommended solution when a user is in the same building and/or network as the SBC –

remove Microsoft Cloud components from the media path.

Signaling always flows via the Microsoft cloud.

The following diagram shows call flow when media bypass is enabled, the client is internal, and the client can

reach the public IP address of the SBC (direct media):

The arrows and numeric values of the paths are in accordance with Microsoft Teams call flows.

The SIP signaling always takes paths 4 and 4' (depending on the direction of the traffic). Media stays local

and takes path 5b.



  Call flow if the user does not have access to the public IP address of the SBCCall flow if the user does not have access to the public IP address of the SBC
The following describes call flow if the user does not have access to the public IP address of the SBC.

For example, assume the user is external, and the tenant administrator decided not to open the public IP address

of the SBC to everyone in the Internet, but only to the Microsoft Cloud. The internal components of traffic can

flow via the Teams Transport Relays. Consider the following:

Teams Transport Relays are used.

For media bypass, Microsoft uses a version of Transport Relays that requires opening ports 50 000 to 59

999 between the Teams Transport Relays and the SBC (in the future we plan to move to the version which

requires 3478-3481 ports).

The following diagram shows call flow when media bypass is enabled, the client is external, and the client cannot

reach the public IP address of the Session Border Controller (media is relayed by Teams Transport Relay).

The arrows and numeric values of the paths are in accordance with Microsoft Teams call flows.

Media is relayed via paths 3, 3', 4 and 4'



  Call flow if a user is outside the network and has access to the public IP of the SBCCall flow if a user is outside the network and has access to the public IP of the SBC

NOTENOTE

 Use of Media Processors and Transport Relays

This is not a recommended configuration because it does not take advantage of Teams Transport Relays. Instead, you

should consider the previous scenario where the user does not have access to the public IP address of the SBC.

The following diagram shows call flow when media bypass is enabled, the client is external, and the client can

reach the public IP address of the SBC (direct media).

The arrows and numeric values of the paths are in accordance with the Microsoft Teams call flows article.

The SIP signaling always takes paths 3 and 3' (depending on the direction of the traffic). Media flows

using path 2.

There are two components in the Microsoft Cloud that can be in the path of media traffic: Media Processors and

Transport Relays.

The Media Processor is a public facing component that handles media in non-bypass cases and handles

media for voice applications.

Media Processors are always in the path for end user non-bypassed calls, but never in the path for

bypassed calls. Media Processors are always in the path for all voice applications such as Call Park,

Organizational Auto Attendant, and Call Queues.

The Transport Relay is used to connect to the closest Transport Service to send real time traffic.

Transport Relays might or might not be in the path for bypassed calls--originating from or destined to

end users--depending on where the user is and how the network is configured .

The following diagram shows two call flows – one with media bypass enabled and the second with media

bypass disabled.



NOTENOTE

  M EDIA  P RO C ESSO RSM EDIA  P RO C ESSO RS T RA N SP O RT  REL AY ST RA N SP O RT  REL AY S

In media path for non-bypassed calls
for end users

Always If client cannot reach the Media
Processor directly

In media path for bypassed calls for
end users

Never If client cannot reach the SBC on the
public IP address

In media path for voice applications Always Never

Can do transcoding (B2BUA)* Yes No, only relays audio between
endpoints

Number of instances worldwide and
location

10 total: 2 in US East and West; 2 in
Amsterdam and Dublin; 2 in Hong
Kong and Singapore; 2 in Japan ; 2 in
Australia East and Southeast

Multiple

The diagram only illustrates traffic originating from--or destined to--end users.

The Media Controller is a microservice in Azure that assigns Media Processors and creates Session

Description Protocol (SDP) offers.

The SIP Proxy is a component that translates HTTP REST signaling used in Teams to SIP.

The table below summarizes the difference between Media Processors and Transport Relays.

The IP ranges are:

52.112.0.0/14 (IP addresses from 52.112.0.1 to 52.115.255.254)



  Use of Teams Media Processors if trunk is configured for media bypassUse of Teams Media Processors if trunk is configured for media bypass

 SIP Signaling: FQDNs

  Microsoft 365, Office 365, and Office 365 GCC environmentsMicrosoft 365, Office 365, and Office 365 GCC environments

52.120.0.0/14 (IP addresses from 52.120.0.1 to 52.123.255.254)

* Transcoding explanation:

Media Processor is B2BUA, which means it can change a codecs (for example, SILK from Teams client to

MP and G.711 between MP and SBC).

Transport Relays are not B2BUA, which means the codec is never changed between the client and the

SBC--even if traffic flows via relays.

Teams Media Processors are always inserted in the media path in the following scenarios:

Call is escalated from 1:1 to a group call

Call is going to a federated Teams user

Call is forwarded or transferred to a Skype for Business user

Ensure your SBC has access to the Media Processors and Transport Relays ranges as described below.

For SIP signaling, the FQDN and firewall requirements are the same as for non-bypassed cases.

Direct Routing is offered in the following Microsoft 365 or Office 365 environments:

Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Office 365 GCC

Office 365 GCC High

Office 365 DoD Learn more about Office 365 and US Government environments such as GCC, GCC High, and

DoD.

The connection points for Direct Routing are the following three FQDNs:

sip.pstnhub.microsoft.comsip.pstnhub.microsoft.com – Global FQDN – must be tried first. When the SBC sends a request to

resolve this name, the Microsoft Azure DNS servers return an IP address pointing to the primary Azure

datacenter assigned to the SBC. The assignment is based on performance metrics of the datacenters and

geographical proximity to the SBC. The IP address returned corresponds to the primary FQDN.

sip2.pstnhub.microsoft.comsip2.pstnhub.microsoft.com – Secondary FQDN – geographically maps to the second priority region.

sip3.pstnhub.microsoft.comsip3.pstnhub.microsoft.com – Tertiary FQDN – geographically maps to the third priority region.

You must place these three FQDNs in order to:

Provide optimal experience (less loaded and closest to the SBC datacenter assigned by querying the first

FQDN).

Provide failover when a connection from an SBC is established to a datacenter that is experiencing a

temporary issue. For more information, see Failover mechanism below.

The FQDNs sip.pstnhub.microsoft.comsip.pstnhub.microsoft.com, sip2.pstnhub.microsoft.comsip2.pstnhub.microsoft.com, and sip3.pstnhub.microsoft.comsip3.pstnhub.microsoft.com

will be resolved to IP addresses from the following subnets:

52.112.0.0/14

52.120.0.0/14

You need to open ports for all these IP ranges in your firewall to allow incoming and outgoing traffic to and

from the addresses for signaling.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-platform-service-description/office-365-us-government/office-365-us-government


  Office 365 GCC DoD environmentOffice 365 GCC DoD environment

  Office 365 GCC High environmentOffice 365 GCC High environment

 SIP Signaling: Ports

T RA F F ICT RA F F IC F RO MF RO M TOTO SO URC E P O RTSO URC E P O RT DEST IN AT IO N  P O RTDEST IN AT IO N  P O RT

SIP/TLS SIP Proxy SBC 1024 - 65535 Defined on the SBC

SIP/TLS SBC SIP Proxy Defined on the SBC 5061

 Media traffic: IP and Port ranges

  Requirements for direct media traffic (between the Teams client and the SBC)Requirements for direct media traffic (between the Teams client and the SBC)

The connection point for Direct Routing is the following FQDN:

sip.pstnhub.dod.teams.microsoft.ussip.pstnhub.dod.teams.microsoft.us  – Global FQDN. As the Office 365 DoD environment exists only in the

US data centers, there is no secondary and tertiary FQDNs.

The FQDN sip.pstnhub.dod.teams.microsoft.us will be resolved to an IP address from the following subnet:

52.127.64.0/21

You need to open ports for all these IP ranges in your firewall to allow incoming and outgoing traffic to and

from the addresses for signaling. If your firewall supports DNS names, the FQDN

sip.pstnhub.dod.teams.microsoft.us resolves to all these IP subnets.

The connection point for Direct Routing is the following FQDN:

sip.pstnhub.gov.teams.microsoft.ussip.pstnhub.gov.teams.microsoft.us  – Global FQDN. As the GCC High environment exists only in the US data

centers, there is no secondary and tertiary FQDNs.

The FQDN sip.pstnhub.gov.teams.microsoft.us will be resolved to an IP address from the following subnet:

52.127.88.0/21

You need to open ports for all these IP ranges in your firewall to allow incoming and outgoing traffic to and

from the addresses for signaling. If your firewall supports DNS names, the FQDN

sip.pstnhub.gov.teams.microsoft.us resolves to all these IP subnets.

Port requirements are the same for all Office 365 environments where Direct Routing is offered:

Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Office 365 GCC

Office 365 GCC High

Office 365 DoD

You must use the following ports:

Media traffic flows between the SBC and Teams client if direct connectivity is available or via Teams Transport

Relays if the client cannot reach the SBC using the public IP address.

The client must have access to the specified ports (see table) on the public IP address of the SBC.



NOTENOTE

T RA F F ICT RA F F IC F RO MF RO M TOTO SO URC E P O RTSO URC E P O RT DEST IN AT IO N  P O RTDEST IN AT IO N  P O RT

UDP/SRTP Client SBC 3478-3481 and
Tenant admin
configured ports for
the client (default is
50000-50020)

Defined on the SBC

UDP/SRTP SBC Client Defined on the SBC 3478-3481 and
Tenant admin
configured ports for
the client (default is
50000-50020)

NOTENOTE

  Requirements for using Transport RelaysRequirements for using Transport Relays

  Microsoft 365, Office 365, and Office 365 GCC environmentsMicrosoft 365, Office 365, and Office 365 GCC environments

  Office 365 GCC DoD environmentOffice 365 GCC DoD environment

  Office 365 GCC High environmentOffice 365 GCC High environment

T RA F F ICT RA F F IC F RO MF RO M TOTO SO URC E P O RTSO URC E P O RT DEST IN AT IO N  P O RTDEST IN AT IO N  P O RT

UDP/SRTP Transport Relay SBC 50 000 -59 999 Defined on the SBC

UDP/SRTP SBC Transport Relay Defined on the SBC 50 000 – 59 999,
3478-3481

NOTENOTE

If the client is in an internal network, the media flows to the public IP address of the SBC. You can configure hair pinning

on your NAT device so traffic never leaves the enterprise network equipment.

If you have a network device that translates the client's source ports, please make sure that translated ports are opened

between the network equipment and the SBC.

Transport Relays are in the same range as Media Processors (for non-bypass cases):

52.112.0.0 /14 (IP addresses from 52.112.0.1 to 52.115.255.254)

52.127.64.0/21

52.127.88.0/21

The port range of the Teams Transport Relays (applicable to all environments) is shown in the following table:

Microsoft recommends at least two ports per concurrent call on the SBC. Because Microsoft has two versions of Transport

Relays, the following are required:

v4, which can only work with port range 50 000 to 59 999

v6, which works with ports 3478-3481



  Requirements for using media processorsRequirements for using media processors

  Office 365 and Office 365 GCC environmentsOffice 365 and Office 365 GCC environments

  Office 365 GCC DoD environmentOffice 365 GCC DoD environment

  Office 365 GCC High environmentOffice 365 GCC High environment
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UDP/SRTP Media Processor SBC 3478-3481 and 49
152 – 53 247

Defined on the SBC

UDP/SRTP SBC Media Processor Defined on the SBC 3478-3481 and 49
152 – 53 247

 Configure separate trunks for media bypass and non-media bypass

SET  O F  USERSSET  O F  USERS N UM B ER O F  USERSN UM B ER O F  USERS
T RUN K F Q DN  A SSIGN ED INT RUN K F Q DN  A SSIGN ED IN
O VRPO VRP M EDIA  B Y PA SS EN A B L EDM EDIA  B Y PA SS EN A B L ED

Users with non-media
bypass trunk

980 sbc1.contoso.com:5061 false

At this time, media bypass only supports v4 version of Transport Relays. We will introduce support of v6 in the

future.

You need to open ports 3478-3481 for transitioning. When Microsoft introduces support for v6 Transport

Relays with Media Bypass, you will not need to reconfigure your network equipment or SBCs.

Media Processors are always in the media path for voice applications and for Web clients (for example, Teams

clients in Edge or Google Chrome). The requirements are the same as for non-bypass configuration.

The IP range for media traffic is

52.112.0.0 /14 (IP addresses from 52.112.0.1 to 52.115.255.254)

52.127.64.0/21

52.127.88.0/21

The port range of the Media Processors (applicable to all environments) is shown in the following table:

If you are migrating to media bypass from non-media bypass and want to confirm functionality before

migrating all usage to media bypass, you can create a separate trunk and separate Online Voice Routing policy

to route to the media bypass trunk and assign to specific users.

High-level configuration steps:

Identify users to test media bypass.

Create two separate trunks with different FQDNs: one enabled for media bypass; the other not.

Both trunks point to the same SBC. The ports for TLS SIP signaling must be different. The ports for media

must be the same.

Create a new Online Voice Routing policy and assign the media bypass trunk to the corresponding routes

associated with the PSTN usage for this policy.

Assign the new Online Voice Routing policy to users you have identified to test media bypass.

The example below illustrates this logic.



Users with media bypass
trunk

20 sbc2.contoso.com:5060 true

SET  O F  USERSSET  O F  USERS N UM B ER O F  USERSN UM B ER O F  USERS
T RUN K F Q DN  A SSIGN ED INT RUN K F Q DN  A SSIGN ED IN
O VRPO VRP M EDIA  B Y PA SS EN A B L EDM EDIA  B Y PA SS EN A B L ED

 Client endpoints supported with media bypass

 See also

Both trunks can point to the same SBC with the same public IP address. The TLS signaling ports on the SBC must

be different, as shown in the following diagram. Note you will need to make sure that your certificate supports

both trunks. In SAN, you need to have two names (sbc1.contoso.comsbc1.contoso.com and sbc2.contoso.comsbc2.contoso.com) or have a

wildcard certificate.

For information about how to configure two trunks on the same SBC, see the documentation provided by your

SBC vendor:

AudioCodes deployment documentation

Oracle deployment documentation

Ribbon Communications deployment documentation

TE-Systems (anynode) deployment documentation

Media bypass is supported with all standalone Teams Desktop clients, Android and iOS clients and Teams Phone

Devices.

For all other endpoints that do not support media bypass, we will convert the call to non-bypass even if it

started as a bypass call. This happens automatically and does not require any actions from the administrator.

This includes Skype for Business 3PIP Phones, and Teams Web Clients that support Direct Routing calling

(WebRTC based clients running on Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox).

Configure media bypass with Direct Routing

https://www.audiocodes.com/solutions-products/products/products-for-microsoft-365/direct-routing-for-microsoft-teams
https://www.oracle.com/industries/communications/enterprise-session-border-controller/microsoft.html
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-solutions/direct-routing-microsoft-teams-calling
https://www.anynode.de/anynode-and-microsoft-teams/
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 Migrate from non-bypassed trunks to bypass-enabled trunks

Before configuring media bypass with Direct Routing, be sure you have read Plan for media bypass with Direct

Routing.

To turn on media bypass, the following conditions must be met:

1. Make sure that your Session Border Controller (SBC) vendor of choice supports media bypass and

provides instructions on how to configure bypass on the SBC. Please refer to the certification page to

learn about SBCs, which ones support media bypass, and for instructions.

2. You need to turn on media bypass on the trunk using the following command: Set-Set-

CSOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity <sbc_FQDN> -MediaBypass $trueCSOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity <sbc_FQDN> -MediaBypass $true.

3. Make sure that the required ports are opened.

You can switch all users at once or you can implement a phased approached (recommended).

Switch all users at once.Switch all users at once. If all conditions are met, you can turn bypass mode on. However, all your

production users will be switched at the same time. Because you might experience some issues initially

when you configure trunks and ports, your production user experience might be affected.

Phased approach. (Recommended)Phased approach. (Recommended) . Create a new trunk for the same SBC (with a different port), test

it, and change the online voice routing policy for the users to point to the new trunk.

This is the recommended approach because it allows for a smoother transition and uninterrupted user

experience. This approach requires configuration of the SBC, a new FQDN name, and configuration of the

firewall. Note you will need to make sure that your certificate supports both trunks. In SAN, you need to

have two names (sbc1.contoso.comsbc1.contoso.com and sbc2.contoso.comsbc2.contoso.com) or have a wildcard certificate.

For instructions on how to configure the trunks and perform migration, see the documentation from your SBC

vendor:

AudioCodes deployment documentation

Oracle deployment documentation

Ribbon Communications deployment documentation

TE-Systems (anynode) deployment documentation

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-configure-media-bypass.md
https://www.audiocodes.com/solutions-products/products/products-for-microsoft-365/direct-routing-for-microsoft-teams
https://www.oracle.com/industries/communications/enterprise-session-border-controller/microsoft.html
https://ribboncommunications.com/solutions/enterprise-solutions/microsoft-solutions/direct-routing-microsoft-teams-calling
https://www.anynode.de/anynode-and-microsoft-teams/


 Related topics

For a list of Session Border Controllers (SBCs) certified for Direct Routing, see List of Session Broder Controllers

certified for Direct Routing.

Plan media bypass with Direct Routing
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 Supported customer scenarios

Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) voice is considered a business-critical application with high

expectations for voice quality. Direct Routing lets you control media traffic flows to accommodate a multitude of

network topologies and local telephony setups for various enterprises all over the world.

Local Media Optimization for Direct Routing lets you manage voice quality by:

Controlling how media traffic flows between the Teams clients and the customer Session Border Controllers

(SBCs).

Keeping media local within the boundaries of corporate network subnets.

Allowing media streams between the Teams clients and the SBCs even if the SBCs are behind corporate

firewalls with private IPs and not visible to Microsoft directly.

Local Media Optimization supports two scenarios:

Centralization of all local trunks through a centralized SBC connected to the main Session Initiation

Protocol (SIP) trunk--providing telephony services to all local branch offices of the company.

Building a virtual network topology of SBCs--where the SBCs in the local branch offices are connected to

a centralized proxy SBC that is visible to, and communicating with, Microsoft Phone System through its

external IP address. In a virtual network topology, downstream SBCs are communicating through internal

IPs and are not directly visible to Phone System.

This article describes feature functionality, and customer scenarios and solutions. For details on configuration,

see Configure Local Media Optimization.

If you want to keep media local within the boundaries of your intranet, Local Media Optimization is recommended. If you

already have Media Bypass and you use only the public IP addresses of your SBCs, it is not mandatory to move to Local

Media Optimization. You can continue to use Media Bypass. For more information, see Plan Media Bypass.

For information on which SBC vendors support Local Media Optimization, see Session Border Controllers

Certified for Direct Routing.

For this discussion, assume that Contoso runs multiple businesses across the globe as follows. (Note that

Europe and APAC regions are used as examples only. A company might have several different regions with

similar requirements.)

In EuropeIn Europe, Contoso has offices in approximately 30 countries. Each office has its own Private Branch

Exchange (PBX).

Contoso was offered an option to centralize the trunks in one location--Amsterdam--for all 30 European

offices. Contoso deployed the SBC in Amsterdam, provided enough bandwidth to run calls through the

centralized location, connected a central SIP trunk to the centralized location, and started serving all

European locations from Amsterdam.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-media-optimization.md


 Central SBC with centralized trunks
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Amsterdam centralsbc.contos
o.com

192.168.5.0/24 172.16.76.73 172.16.76.71 192.168.5.5

Germany Not deployed 192.168.6.0/24 172.16.76.74 Not deployed Not deployed

France Not deployed 192.168.7.0/24 172.16.76.75 Not deployed Not deployed

In the APAC regionIn the APAC region, Contoso has multiple offices in different countries.

In many countries, the company still has time-division multiplexing (TDM) trunks in local branch offices.

Centralization of the TDM trunks is not an option in the APAC region, so switching to SIP is not possible.

Assume there are more than fifty Contoso branch offices across the APAC region with hundreds of

gateways (SBCs). In this scenario, it is not possible to pair all gateways to the Direct Routing interface

because of a lack of public IP addresses and/or local internet breakouts. In addition, some countries

impose regulatory requirements that cannot be fulfilled without having local PSTN network connectivity.

Based on their business requirements, Contoso implemented two solutions with Local Media Optimization for

Direct Routing:

In EuropeIn Europe, all trunks are centralized and media flows between the central SBC and the users, based on

the user location.

If a user is connected to the local subnet of a corporate network (that is, the user is internal), media

flows between the internal IP of the central SBC and the user ’s Teams client.

If a user is outside the boundaries of the corporate network--for example, if the user is using a

public wireless Internet connection--then the user is considered to be external. In this case, the

media flows between the external IP of the central SBC and the Teams client.

In the APAC regionIn the APAC region, a centralized proxy SBC is paired to Microsoft Direct Routing, which directs media

between the Direct Routing interface and the downstream SBCs in local branch offices.

The downstream SBCs in the local branch offices are not directly visible to Direct Routing in APAC, but

they are paired by using the Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway cmdlet to create a virtual network topology

within Microsoft Phone System. Media always stays local when possible. External users have media

flowing between the Teams client and the public IP of the proxy SBC.

To build a solution where PSTN services are provided to all local branch offices through a single central SBC

with a connected centralized SIP trunk, the Contoso tenant administrator pairs one SBC

(centralsbc.contoso.com) to the service; the SBC has a centralized SIP trunk connected to it.

When a user is in the internal network of the company, the SBC provides the internal IP of the SBC for

media.

When a user is outside of the corporate network, the SBC provides the external (public) IP of the SBC.

All values within examples, tables, or diagrams are presented for illustration purposes only.

Table 1. Example network parameters for SBCs



  Internal userInternal user

  External userExternal user

The following diagram shows the traffic flow when a user is connected to the corporate network in the user ’s

home branch office or site.

While on premises, the user is assigned to the local branch office in Germany. The user makes a Direct Routing

phone call through Teams.

The user ’s Teams client communicates to Phone System directly through the REST API, but the media

generated during the call flows to the central SBC’s internal IP address.

The SBC redirects the flow to Phone System and the connected PSTN network.

The central SBC is visible to Phone System through the external IP address only.

Diagram 1. Traffic flow when the user is in the ‘home’ site with a centralized SBC and with a connected

centralized SIP Trunk

The following diagram shows the traffic flow when a user is not on premises and is not connected to the

corporate network (that is, the user ’s device is connected to the Internet through a mobile device or public Wi-

Fi). The user makes a Direct Routing phone call through Teams:

The user ’s Teams client communicates to Phone System directly through the REST API, but, in this case,

the media generated during the call flows to the central SBC’s external IP address.

The SBC redirects the flow to Phone System and the connected PSTN network.

The central SBC is visible to Phone System through the external IP address only.

In this case, the behavior is similar whether the user is local to the branch office in Germany or to any other

branch office. The user is considered external because the user is outside the boundaries of the corporate

network.



 Proxy SBC with connected downstream SBCs
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192.168.1.0/24 172.16.240.110 None 192.168.1.5

Indonesia IDsbc.contoso.co
m

192.168.2.0/24 172.16.240.120 None 192.168.2.5

Singapore proxysbc.contos
o.com

192.168.3.0/24 172.16.240.130 172.16.240.133 192.168.3.5

Diagram 2. Traffic flow when the user is external with a centralized SBC and with a connected centralized SIP

Trunk

To build a solution where PSTN services are provided in all local branch offices in the APAC region where

centralization of the TDM trunks is not an option, the Contoso administrator pairs one SBC

(proxysbc.contoso.com), also called the proxy SBC, to the Direct Routing service.

Afterwards, the Contoso administrator adds some downstream SBCs indicating that they can be reached

through the proxy SBC proxysbc.contoso.com. Downstream SBCs do not have public IPs, however, they can be

assigned to voice routes. The table below shows example network parameters and configuration.

When a user is in the local branch office where the downstream SBC is located, the media traffic flows between

the user and the local downstream SBC directly. If a user is outside of the office (on a public internet), the media

flows from the user to the public IP of the Proxy SBC, which proxies it to the relevant downstream SBC(s).

Table 2. Example SBC network information



  

Internal userInternal user

NOTENOTE

  External userExternal user

The following diagram shows the high-level traffic flow for the scenario when a user is inside the office in the

APAC region. The user, who is assigned to a local branch office in Vietnam, and is on premises, makes a Direct

Routing phone call through Teams.

The user ’s Teams client communicates with Phone System directly through the REST API, but media

generated during the call flows to local SBC’s internal IP address.

The local SBC redirects the flow to the proxy SBC in Singapore and to the connected local PSTN network.

The proxy SBC is visible to Phone System through the external IP address only and routes the flow from

the downstream SBC (in this case the local SBC in Vietnam) to Phone System.

The downstream SBC in the local branch office is not visible to Phone System directly but is mapped

within the virtual network topology that is defined by the Contoso administrator while setting up Local

Media Optimization.

The behavior might be different for local users and non-local users depending on the configured Local Media

Optimization mode.

For more information on possible modes and relevant behavior, see Configure Local Media Optimization.

Diagram 3. Traffic flow when the user is in the “home” network with a proxy SBC and with connected

downstream SBCs

The following diagram shows the traffic flow when a user is outside of the corporate network boundaries. The

user is not on premises (is not within the boundaries of corporate network). The user makes a Direct Routing

phone call through Teams to a phone number in Vietnam.

The user ’s Teams client communicates with Phone System directly through the REST API, but the media

generated during the call flows first to the external IP address of the proxy SBC in Singapore.

Based on configuration and voice policies (see Configure Local Media Optimization for details), the proxy



 Local Media Optimization modes

NOTENOTE

SBC redirects the flow to the downstream SBC in Vietnam.

The downstream SBC in Vietnam redirects the flow to the connected local PSTN network.

The proxy SBC is visible to Phone System through the external IP address only.

The downstream SBC in the local branch office is not visible to Phone System directly, but is mapped

within the virtual network topology that is defined by the Contoso administrator while setting up Local

Media Optimization. In the example, the user is considered external because the user is outside the

boundaries of the corporate network.

Diagram 4. Traffic flow when the user is external with a proxy SBC and with connected downstream SBCs

Local Media Optimization supports two modes:

Mode 1: Always bypassMode 1: Always bypass . In this case, if the user is internal, the media will flow through the local

downstream SBC’s internal IP address regardless of the actual location of the internal user ; for example,

within the same branch office where the downstream SBC is located or in some other branch office.

Mode 2: Only for local usersMode 2: Only for local users . In this mode, media will flow directly to the local downstream SBC’s

internal IP address only when generated by the internal user located in the same branch office as the

downstream SBC.

To distinguish between Local Media Optimization modes, the tenant administrator needs to set the -

BypassMode parameter to either ‘Always’ or ‘OnlyForLocalUsers’ for every SBC by using the Set-

CSonlinePSTNGateway cmdlet. For more information, see Configure Local Media Optimization.

When users are internal, media connectivity between the user and the SBC over the internal IP address is requiredrequired. There

is no fallback to public transport relays for media in this case as the SBC will be providing an internal IP for media

connectivity.



  Mode 1: Always bypassMode 1: Always bypass

  Scenario 1. The user is in the same location as the SBC defined in the Online Voice Routing PolicyScenario 1. The user is in the same location as the SBC defined in the Online Voice Routing Policy
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If you have good connection between branch offices, the recommended mode is Always bypass.

For example, assume a company has a centralized SIP trunk in Amsterdam, which serves 30 countries and has

good connectivity between all 30 sites and local users. There is also a branch in Germany where a local SBC is

deployed.

The SBC in Germany can be configured in “Always bypass” mode. Users, regardless of their location, will connect

to the SBC directly through the internal IP address of the SBC (for example from France to Germany; see the

diagram below for reference).

The following describes two scenarios:

Scenario 1. The user is in the same location as the SBC defined in the Online Voice Routing Policy.

Scenario 2. The user and gateways are in different sites.

The SBC in Amsterdam is configured to be a proxy SBC for a local downstream SBC in Germany. The user is in

Germany within the same subnet as the corporate network of the local SBC. Both SBCs (proxy and downstream)

are configured for Always Bypass mode. Online voice routing policies specify that in case of calls within

Germany (with area code +49) they should be routed to the local SBC in Germany. All other calls--and in case

the SBC in Germany fails, calls in Germany--should be routed to the proxy SBC in Amsterdam. The following

table summarizes the example configuration.

Table 3. Example configuration for Scenario 1

The diagram below shows the high-level traffic flow for the internal user in Germany making a Direct Routing

phone call through Teams to the number in Germany.

The user ’s Teams client communicates with Phone System directly through the REST API.

The media generated during the call flows to the local SBC’s internal IP address.

The local SBC redirects the flow to the proxy SBC in Amsterdam and to the connected local PSTN

network.

The proxy SBC is visible to Phone System through the external IP address only and routes the flow from

the downstream SBC (in this case, the local SBC in Germany) to Phone System.

The downstream SBC in the local branch office is not visible to Phone System directly but is mapped

within the virtual network topology that is defined by the Contoso administrator while setting up Local

Media Optimization.

Diagram 5. Traffic flow with “Always Bypass” mode and the user is in the “home” site



  Scenario 2: The user and gateways are in different sitesScenario 2: The user and gateways are in different sites
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The SBC in Amsterdam is configured to be a proxy SBC for a local downstream SBC in Germany. Both SBCs

(proxy and downstream) are configured for Always Bypass mode. The internal user in France, located in the local

branch office, is making a Direct Routing call to Germany. Online voice routing policies specify that calls to

Germany (with area code +49) should be routed to the local SBC in Germany. All other calls--and, in case the

SBC in Germany fails, all calls in Germany--should be routed to the proxy SBC in Amsterdam. The following

table summarizes the example configuration.

Table 4. Example configuration for Scenario 2

The following diagram shows the high-level traffic flow when the internal German user located in France makes

a Direct Routing phone call through Teams to the number in Germany.

The user ’s Teams client communicates with Phone System directly through the REST API.

The media generated during the call flows directly to the SBC in Germany's internal IP address.

The SBC in Germany redirects the flow to the proxy SBC in Amsterdam and to the connected local PSTN

network.

Diagram 6. Traffic flow with “Always Bypass” mode and the user is not in “home” site but in the internal network



  Mode 2: Only for local usersMode 2: Only for local users

  Scenario 1. The user is in the same location as the SBC defined in Online Voice Routing PolicyScenario 1. The user is in the same location as the SBC defined in Online Voice Routing Policy
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If there are bad connections between local branch offices but good connections between each local branch office

and regional office, then the recommended mode is “Only For Local Users”.

For example, in the APAC region, assume Contoso has multiple offices in different countries. For many countries,

switching to SIP is not possible because the company still has TDM trunks in many local branch offices.

Centralization of the TDM trunks is not an option in the APAC region. Moreover, there are more than fifty

Contoso branch offices across the APAC region with hundreds of gateways (SBCs).

To build a solution where PSTN services are provided in all local branch offices in the APAC region where

centralization of the TDM trunks is not an option, the Contoso administrator pairs one regional SBC in

Singapore as the proxy SBC to the Direct Routing service. The direct connection between the local branch offices

is not good, but there is a good connection between each local branch office and the regional SBC in Singapore.

For the regional SBC, the administrator chooses ‘Always Bypass’ mode, and for the local downstream SBCs, the

administrator chooses ‘Only For Local Users’ mode.

The following describes two scenarios:

Scenario 1. The user is in the same location as the SBC defined in the Online Voice Routing Policy

Scenario 2. The user and gateways are in different sites

Assume the SBC in Singapore is configured to be a proxy SBC for the local downstream SBCs in Vietnam and

Indonesia. The user is in Vietnam within the same location as the local SBC. Online voice routing policies specify

that calls in Vietnam (with area code +84) should be routed to the local SBC in Vietnam. All other calls--and, if

the SBC in Vietnam fails, calls in Vietnam--should be routed to the proxy SBC in Singapore. The following table

summarizes the example configuration.

Table 5. Example configuration for ‘Only For Local Users’ mode Scenario 1
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  Scenario 2. The user and gateways are in different sitesScenario 2. The user and gateways are in different sites

In the following diagram, a user assigned to the local branch office in Vietnam, while on premises, makes a

Direct Routing phone call through Teams.

The user ’s Teams client communicates with Phone System directly through the REST API.

Media generated during the call flows to the local SBC’s internal IP address.

The local SBC redirects the flow to the proxy SBC in Singapore and to the connected local PSTN network.

The proxy SBC is visible to Phone System through the external IP address only and routes the flow from

the downstream SBC (in this case, the local SBC in Vietnam) to Phone System.

The downstream SBC in the local branch office is not visible to Phone System directly but is mapped

within the virtual network topology.

Diagram 7. Traffic flow with “Only For Local Users” mode and the user is in “home” site

Assume the SBC in Singapore is configured to be a proxy SBC for the local downstream SBCs in Vietnam and

Indonesia. The internal user in Indonesia, located in the local branch office, is making a Direct Routing call to

Vietnam. Online Voice routing policies specify that calls to Vietnam (with area code +84) should be routed to the

local SBC in Vietnam. All other calls--and, in case the SBC in Vietnam fails, calls to Vietnam--should be routed to

the proxy SBC in Singapore. The proxy SBC in Singapore is set to ‘Always Bypass’ mode, and the local SBC in

Vietnam is set to ‘Only For Local Users’ mode. The following table summarizes the example configuration.



USER P H Y SIC A LUSER P H Y SIC A L
LO C AT IO NLO C AT IO N

USER M A KES A  C A L LUSER M A KES A  C A L L
TO  A  N UM B ERTO  A  N UM B ER

O N L IN E VO IC EO N L IN E VO IC E
RO UT IN G P O L IC YRO UT IN G P O L IC Y

M O DE C O N F IGUREDM O DE C O N F IGURED
F O R SB CF O R SB C M EDIA  F LO WM EDIA  F LO W

Indonesia +84 4 3926 3000 Priority 1:
^+84(\d{9})$ -
VNsbc.contoso.com 
Priority 2: .* -
proxysbc.contoso.co
m

VNsbc.contoso.com –
Only For Local Users 
proxysbc.contoso.co
m – Always Bypass

Teams User <–>
proxysbc.contoso.co
m <–>
VNsbc.contoso.com

 Known issues

Table 6. User configuration

In the following diagram, the internal user, while on premises in the Indonesian branch office, makes a Direct

Routing phone call through Teams to a number in Vietnam.

The user ’s Teams client communicates with Phone System directly through the REST API.

Media generated during the call flows to proxy SBC’s internal IP address first.

The proxy SBC in Singapore redirects the flow to the internal IP address of the downstream SBC in

Vietnam and to Phone System.

The Downstream SBC in Vietnam routes the flow to the connected local PSTN network.

The proxy SBC is visible to Phone System through the external IP address only.

The downstream SBCs in local branch offices are not visible to Phone System directly but are mapped

within the virtual network topology.

Diagram 8. Traffic flow with “Only For Local Users” mode, and the user is not in “home” site but in the internal

network

The following is a list of known issues that are currently present in Local Media Optimization. Microsoft is

working on addressing these issues.



ISSUEISSUE W O RKA RO UN DW O RKA RO UN D

Teams client is not identified as internalinternal when the Teams
client Public IP matches the customer Trusted IP list.

Local Media Optimization requires that the Teams client
subnet matches a tenant configured network subnet

Call escalations result in dropped calls when the Teams client
is identified as internal.

Disable Local Media Optimization on the Direct Routing SBC.

Call escalations from 1 to 1 call between internal customers
to multiparty call with external customer/resource result in
dropped calls

Work in progress on a fix. Alternatively, disable Local Media
Optimization on the Direct Routing SBC.

Teams user puts the call On Hold. Music plays on the PSTN
end and Local Media Optimization is working. The Teams
user resumes the call. The call to PSTN resumes but Local
Media Optimization is not working and the call continues via
Central (Proxy) SBC

When a user parks a call to initiate music on hold (MoH), it is
being escalated from 1:1 to a multiparty call by the Call
Controller to invoke Media Controller and Media Processor
(serving as AVMCU mixer) through which MoH reaches a
user who has been put on hold. De-escalation to a 1:1 call
after the call resumes never happens as per design. Disable
Local Media Optimization on the Direct Routing SBC.

While a call is being established for a few seconds, the user
might hear silence.

Due to the complexity of Local Media Optimization
architecture, this might occur in some cases.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-cstenantnetworksubnet
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 Configure the user and the SBC sites

Configuration for Local Media Optimization is based on network settings that are common to other cloud voice

features, such as Location-Based Routing and dynamic emergency calling. To learn more about network regions,

network sites, network subnets, and trusted IP addresses, see Network settings for cloud voice features.

Before you configure Local Media Optimization, see Local media Optimization for Direct Routing.

To configure Local Media Optimization, the following steps are required. You can use the Teams Admin Center or

PowerShell. For details, see Manage your network topology.

1. Configure the user and the SBC sites (as described in this article).

2. Configure the SBCs for Local Media Optimization (according to your SBC vendor specification).

The following diagram shows the network setup used in the examples throughout this article.

To configure the user and the SBC sites, you will need to:

1. Manage external trusted IP addresses.

2. Define the network topology by configuring the network regions, network sites, and network subnets.

3. Define the virtual network topology by assigning SBC(s) to site(s) with relevant modes and proxy SBC

values.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-media-optimization-configure.md


NOTENOTE

 Configure SBC(s) for Local Media Optimization according to the SBC
vendor specification

 Manage external trusted IP addresses

New-CsTenantTrustedIPAddress -IPAddress <External IP address> -MaskBits <Subnet bitmask> -Description 
<description>

New-CsTenantTrustedIPAddress -IPAddress 172.16.240.110 -MaskBits 32 -Description "Vietnam site trusted IP"
New-CsTenantTrustedIPAddress -IPAddress 172.16.240.120 -MaskBits 32 -Description "Indonesia site trusted IP"
New-CsTenantTrustedIPAddress -IPAddress 172.16.240.130 -MaskBits 32 -Description "Singapore site trusted IP"

 Define the network topology

  Define network regionsDefine network regions

Local Media Optimization relies on client locations being detected as external or internal relative to the company networks

with reach to a Direct Routing (DR) Session Border Controller (SBC) internal interface. In split-tunnel VPN scenarios when

the client endpoint is detected as external to the customer's network, Microsoft will signal the external location to the SBC

even though the client can reach the internal interface of the customer's Direct Routing SBC. Direct Routing customers

using Local Media Optimization may experience prolonged call setup times and in some cases no audio when receiving

calls from the PSTN. To avoid this, VPN administrators must block access between remote VPN users and Direct Routing

SBC internal interface.

This article describes configuration for Microsoft components. For information on SBC configuration, see your

SBC vendor documentation. For information on which SBC vendors support Local Media Optimization, see

Session Border Controllers Certified for Direct Routing.

External trusted IPs are the Internet external IPs of the enterprise network. These IP’s are the IP addresses used

by Microsoft Teams clients when they connect to Microsoft 365. You need to add these external IPs for each site

where you have users using Local Media Optimization.

To add the public IP addresses for each site, use the New-CsTenantTrustedIPAddress cmdlet. You can define an

unlimited number of trusted IP addresses for a tenant. If the external IPs seen by Microsoft 365 are both IPv4

and IPv6 addresses, you need to add both types of IP addresses. For IPv4, use mask 32. For IPv6, use mask 128.

You can add both individual external IP addresses and external IP subnets by specifying different MaskBits on

the cmdlet.

Example of adding trusted IP addresses.

This section describes how to define the network regions, network sites, and network subnets for your network

topology.

All parameters are case sensitive so you need to ensure that you use the same case that was used during setup.

(For example, GatewaySiteID values “Vietnam” and “vietnam” will be treated as different sites.)

To define network regions, use the New-CsTenantNetworkRegion cmdlet. The RegionID parameter is a logical

name that represents the geography of the region and has no dependencies or restrictions. The CentralSite 

<site ID>  parameter is optional.



New-CsTenantNetworkRegion -NetworkRegionID <region ID>  

New-CsTenantNetworkRegion -NetworkRegionID "APAC"  

  Define network sitesDefine network sites

New-CsTenantNetworkSite -NetworkSiteID <site ID> -NetworkRegionID <region ID>

New-CsTenantNetworkSite -NetworkSiteID "Vietnam" -NetworkRegionID "APAC"
New-CsTenantNetworkSite -NetworkSiteID "Indonesia" -NetworkRegionID "APAC"
New-CsTenantNetworkSite -NetworkSiteID "Singapore" -NetworkRegionID "APAC"

  Define network subnetsDefine network subnets

New-CsTenantNetworkSubnet -SubnetID <Subnet IP address> -MaskBits <Subnet bitmask> -NetworkSiteID <site ID>

New-CsTenantNetworkSubnet -SubnetID 192.168.1.0 -MaskBits 24 -NetworkSiteID “Vietnam”
New-CsTenantNetworkSubnet -SubnetID 192.168.2.0 -MaskBits 24 -NetworkSiteID “Indonesia”
New-CsTenantNetworkSubnet -SubnetID 192.168.3.0 -MaskBits 24 -NetworkSiteID “Singapore”

 Define the virtual network topology

PS C:\> Set-CsOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity <Identity> -GatewaySiteID <site ID> -MediaBypass <true/false> -
BypassMode <Always/OnlyForLocalUsers> -ProxySBC  <proxy SBC FQDN or $null>

The following example creates a network region named APAC:

To define network sites, use the New-CsTenantNetworkSite cmdlet. Each network site must be associated with a

network region.

The following example creates three new network sites, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Singapore in the APAC region:

To define network subnets and associate them to network sites, use the New-CsTenantNetworkSubnet cmdlet.

Each network subnet can only be associated with one site.

The following example defines three network subnets and associates them with the three network sites:

Vietnam, Indonesia, and Singapore:

First, the tenant administrator creates a new SBC configuration for each relevant SBC by using the New-

CsOnlinePSTNGateway cmdlet. The tenant administrator defines the virtual network topology by specifying the

network sites for the PSTN gateway objects using the Set-CsOnlinePSTNGateway cmdlet:

Note the following:

If the customer has a single SBC, the -ProxySBC parameter must be either mandatory $null or SBC FQDN

value (Central SBC with centralized trunks scenario).

The -MediaBypass parameter must be set to $true in order to support Local Media Optimization.

If the SBC doesn’t have the -BypassMode parameter set, X-MS headers will not be sent.

All parameters are case sensitive so you need to ensure that you use the same case that was used during

setup. (For example, GatewaySiteID values “Vietnam” and “vietnam” will be treated as different sites.)



Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity “proxysbc.contoso.com” -GatewaySiteID “Singapore” -MediaBypass $true -
BypassMode “Always” -ProxySBC $null

Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity “VNsbc.contoso.com” -GatewaySiteID “Vietnam” -MediaBypass $true -
BypassMode “Always” -ProxySBC “proxysbc.contoso.com”

Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity “IDsbc.contoso.com” -GatewaySiteID “Indonesia” -MediaBypass $true -
BypassMode “Always” -ProxySBC “proxysbc.contoso.com”

NOTENOTE

H EA DER N A M EH EA DER N A M E VA L UESVA L UES C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

X-MS-UserLocation internal/external Indicates if user is internal or external

Request-URI INVITE sip:
+84439263000@VNsbc.contoso.com
SIP /2.0

SBC FQDN The FQDN which is targeted for the
call even if the SBC is not directly
connected to Direct Routing

X-MS-MediaPath Example: proxysbc.contoso.com,
VNsbc.contoso.com

Order of SBCs that should be used for
Media path between the user and
target SBC. The final SBC is always last

X-MS-UserSite usersiteID String defined by tenant administrator

 Call flows

  Always Bypass modeAlways Bypass mode

The following example adds three SBCs to the network sites Vietnam, Indonesia, and Singapore in the APAC

region with mode Always bypass:

To ensure uninterrupted operations when Local Media Optimization and Location-Based Routing (LBR) are configured at

the same time, downstream SBCs must be enabled for LBR by setting the GatewaySiteLbrEnabled parameter to $true for

each downstream SBC. (This setting is not mandatory for the proxy SBC.)

Based on the information above, Direct Routing will include three proprietary SIP Headers to SIP Invites and Re-

invites as shown in the following table.

X-MS Headers introduced in Direct Routing on Invites and Re-Invites if BypassMode is defined:

The following shows call flows for two modes:

Always Bypass

Only for local users

Always Bypass mode is the simplest option to configure. The tenant administrator can configure a single site for

all users and SBCs if all SBCs are reachable from any site.

The examples show Always bypass mode for the following scenarios:

Outbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC

Inbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC

Outbound calls and the user is external

Inbound calls and the user is external



F Q DNF Q DN
SB C  EXT ERN A LSB C  EXT ERN A L
IP  A DDRESSIP  A DDRESS

SB C  IN T ERN A LSB C  IN T ERN A L
IP  A DDRESSIP  A DDRESS

IN T ERN A LIN T ERN A L
SUB N ETSUB N ET LO C AT IO NLO C AT IO N

EXT ERN A L  N ATEXT ERN A L  N AT
( T RUST ED IP )( T RUST ED IP )

VNsbc.contoso.c
om

None 192.168.1.5 192.168.1.0/24 Vietnam 172.16.240.110

IDsbc.contoso.co
m

None 192.168.2.5 192.168.2.0/24 Indonesia 172.16.240.120

proxysbc.contos
o.com

172.16.240.133 192.168.3.5 192.168.3.0/24 Singapore 172.16.240.130

  Outbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC with Always BypassOutbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC with Always Bypass

M O DEM O DE USERUSER LO C AT IO NLO C AT IO N C A L L  DIREC T IO NC A L L  DIREC T IO N

AlwaysBypass Internal The same site as SBC Outbound

USER P H Y SIC A LUSER P H Y SIC A L
LO C AT IO NLO C AT IO N

USER M A KES O RUSER M A KES O R
REC EIVES A  C A L LREC EIVES A  C A L L
TO / F RO M  N UM B ERTO / F RO M  N UM B ER

USER P H O N EUSER P H O N E
N UM B ERN UM B ER

O N L IN E VO IC EO N L IN E VO IC E
RO UT IN G P O L IC YRO UT IN G P O L IC Y

M O DE C O N F IGUREDM O DE C O N F IGURED
F O R SB CF O R SB C

Vietnam +84 4 3926 3000 +84 4 5555 5555 Priority 1:
^+84(\d{9})$ -
VNsbc.contoso.com 
Priority 2: .* -
proxysbc.contoso.co
m

VNsbc.contoso.com –
Always Bypass 
proxysbc.contoso.co
m – Always Bypass

The following table shows the FQDN and IP addresses used in the examples:

The following table shows the end user configuration and action:

The following diagram shows the SIP ladder for an outbound call with Always bypass mode, and the user in the

same location as the SBC.

The following table shows the X-MS headers sent by Direct Routing:



PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER EXP L A N AT IO NEXP L A N AT IO N

Invite +8443926300@VNsbc.contoso.com The target FQDN of the SBC as defined in the Online Voice
Routing Policy is sent in the Request URI

X-MS-UserLocation: internal The field indicated that user is located inside the corporate
network

X-MS-MediaPath: VNsbc.contoso.com Specifies which SBC the client must traverse to the target
SBC. In this case as we have Always Bypass, and the client is
internal the target name sent as the only name in the
header.

X-MS-UserSite: Vietnam The field indicated within the site the user is located.

  Inbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC with Always BypassInbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC with Always Bypass

M O DEM O DE USERUSER LO C AT IO NLO C AT IO N C A L L  DIREC T IO NC A L L  DIREC T IO N

AlwaysBypass Internal The same site as SBC Inbound

  Outbound calls and the user is external with Always BypassOutbound calls and the user is external with Always Bypass

M O DEM O DE USERUSER SIT ESIT E C A L L  DIREC T IO NC A L L  DIREC T IO N

AlwaysBypass External N/A Outbound

On an inbound call, the location of the user is unknown, and the SBC must guess where the user is. If the guess

is not correct, a re-invite will be required. This case assumes user is internal, media can flow directly, and no

further actions are required (re-invite). The SBC connected to the Direct Routing service reports the originating

SBC location by providing Record-Route and Contact fields. Based on these fields, the media path is calculated

by Direct Routing.

Note: Given that a user can have multiple endpoints, support of 183 is not possible. The Direct Routing will

always use 180 Ringing in this case.

The following diagram shows the SIP ladder for in inbound call with AlwaysBypass mode, and the user is in the

same location as the SBC.



PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER EXP L A N AT IO NEXP L A N AT IO N

Invite +8443926300@VNsbc.contoso.com The target FQDN of the SBC as defined in the Online Voice
Routing Policy is sent in the Request URI.

X-MS-UserLocation: external The field indicated that user is located outside the corporate
network.

X-MS-MediaPath: proxysbc.contoso.com,
VNsbc.contoso.com

Specifies which SBC the client must traverse to the target
SBC. In this case as we have Always Bypass, and the client is
external.

  Inbound calls and the user is external with Always BypassInbound calls and the user is external with Always Bypass

M O DEM O DE USERUSER SIT ESIT E C A L L  DIREC T IO NC A L L  DIREC T IO N

AlwaysBypass External N/A Inbound

The following diagram shows the SIP ladder for an outbound call with AlwaysBypass mode, and the user is

external:

The following table shows the X-MS headers sent by the Direct Routing service:

For an inbound call, the SBC connected to Direct Routing needs to send a re-invite (by default, local media

candidates are always offered) if the location of the user is external. The X-MediaPath is calculated based on

Record-Route and the SBC user specified.

The following diagram shows the SIP ladder for an inbound call with AlwaysBypass mode, and the user is

external.



  Only for local users modeOnly for local users mode

USER P H Y SIC A LUSER P H Y SIC A L
LO C AT IO NLO C AT IO N

USER M A KES O RUSER M A KES O R
REC EIVES A  C A L LREC EIVES A  C A L L
TO / F RO M  N UM B ERTO / F RO M  N UM B ER

USER P H O N EUSER P H O N E
N UM B ERN UM B ER

O N L IN E VO IC EO N L IN E VO IC E
RO UT IN G P O L IC YRO UT IN G P O L IC Y

M O DE C O N F IGUREDM O DE C O N F IGURED
F O R SB CF O R SB C

Vietnam +84 4 3926 3000 +84 4 5555 5555 Priority 1:
^+84(\d{9})$ -
VNsbc.contoso.com 
Priority 2: .* -
proxysbc.contoso.co
m

VNsbc.contoso.com –
OnlyForLocalUsers
Proxysbc.contoso.co
m – Always Bypass

  Outbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC with Only for local usersOutbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC with Only for local users

M O DEM O DE USERUSER SIT ESIT E C A L L  DIREC T IO NC A L L  DIREC T IO N

OnlyForLocalUsers Internal Same as SBC Outbound

Local media candidates of the target SBC will be offered only if a user is in the same location as the SBC. In all

other cases, media will flow through either an internal or external IP of the proxy SBC.

The following scenarios are described:

Outbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC

Inbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC

User is not at the same location as the SBC but is in the corporate network

Inbound calls and the user is internal but is not at the same location as the SBC

The following table shows end user configuration and action:

The following diagram shows an outbound call with OnlyForLocalUsers mode, and the user is in the same

location as the SBC. This is the same flow shown in Outbound calls when the user is in the same location as the

SBC.



  Inbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC with Only for local usersInbound calls and the user is in the same location as the SBC with Only for local users

M O DEM O DE USERUSER SIT ESIT E C A L L  DIREC T IO NC A L L  DIREC T IO N

OnlyForLocalUsers Internal Same as SBC Inbound

  User is not at the same location as the SBC but is in the corporate network with Only for local usersUser is not at the same location as the SBC but is in the corporate network with Only for local users

M O DEM O DE USERUSER SIT ESIT E C A L L  DIREC T IO NC A L L  DIREC T IO N

OnlyForLocalUsers Internal Different from SBC Outbound

The following diagram shows an inbound call with OnlyForLocalUsers mode, and the user is in the same

location as the SBC. This is the same flow as shown in Inbound calls when the user is in the same location as the

SBC.

Direct routing calculates X-MediaPath based on the reported location of the user and mode configured on the

SBC.

The following diagram shows an outbound call with OnlyForLocalUsers mode, and an internal user who is not at

the same location as the SBC.



  Inbound call and the user is internal but is not at the same location as the SBC with Only for local usersInbound call and the user is internal but is not at the same location as the SBC with Only for local users

M O DEM O DE USERUSER SIT ESIT E C A L L  DIREC T IO NC A L L  DIREC T IO N

OnlyForLocalUsers Internal Different from SBC Inbound

The following diagram shows an inbound call with OnlyForLocalUsers mode, and an internal user who is not at

the same location as the SBC.
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 About the environment

 About the combinations and the supportability statement

  Supportability matrixSupportability matrix

USER O B JEC TUSER O B JEC T
C REAT ED INC REAT ED IN

USER'S SKY P E  F O RUSER'S SKY P E  F O R
B USIN ESS SERVIC EB USIN ESS SERVIC E
P RO VIDERP RO VIDER USER'S C L IEN TUSER'S C L IEN T VO IC E  O P T IO NVO IC E O P T IO N SUP P O RT EDSUP P O RT ED

On premises AD On premises Skype for Business Enterprise Voice Yes

This article applies to environments in which you have all of the following:

Skype for Business Server or Lync Server 2013

An Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization

Hybrid connectivity configured between the Skype for Business Server and Skype for Business Online or

Microsoft Teams tenant

Users who are enabled to make and receive Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) calls to and from the

client

If you have a different environment (such as Skype for Business Cloud Connector Edition), hybrid is not

configured, or your users are not enabled for PSTN calls, the supportability matrix will be different.

A Skype for Business hybrid environment with PSTNconnectivity provides flexibility regarding where user

services are provided and how user accounts are provisioned and managed. But the abundance of options

might create some unsupported combinations. This section explains different combinations of user creation,

followed by a supportability statement.

Definitions:Definitions:

Enterprise Voice:Enterprise Voice: Option to provide access to PSTN for users with on-premises Skype for Business user

account. On-premises Skype for Business Mediation server provides interconnectivity to PSTN.

Hybrid Voice Connectivity:Hybrid Voice Connectivity: Option to provide access to PSTN for users with Skype for Business Online

account. On-premises Skype for Business Mediation server provides interconnectivity to PSTN.

Direct routing:Direct routing: Option to provide access to PSTN for users with online Skype for Business account,

Microsoft Teams license, using Microsoft Teams client. The SBC is connected to the SIP Proxy in Microsoft 365

or Office 365 without need for any on-premises software from Microsoft.

 The environment suppor ts the following combinations:The environment suppor ts the following combinations:

Scenario 1:Scenario 1: User account in Skype for Business on-premises and will use the Skype for Business client with

Enterprise Voice

Scenario 2:Scenario 2: User account in Skype for business online and will use the Skype for Business client with Hybrid

Voice Connectivity

Scenario 3:Scenario 3: User account in Skype for Business online with Microsoft Teams license and will use Teams

client

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-user-accounts-in-a-hybrid-environment.md


On premises AD Online Skype for Business Hybrid Voice
Connectivity

Yes

On premises AD Online Microsoft Teams Direct Routing Yes

Unsuppor tedUnsuppor ted
combinationscombinations

Azure AD On premises/online Skype for
Business/Microsoft
Teams

Enterprise
Voice/Hybrid Voice
Connectivity/Direct
Routing

No, user object
MUST be created in
on-premises AD first

On premises AD On premises Microsoft Teams Enterprise
Voice/Hybrid Voice
Connectivity/Direct
Routing

No, Microsoft Teams
client is not
supported with on-
premises Skype for
Business

On premises AD Online Skype for Business Direct Routing No, Direct Routing is
not supported with
Skype for Business
client

USER O B JEC TUSER O B JEC T
C REAT ED INC REAT ED IN

USER'S SKY P E  F O RUSER'S SKY P E  F O R
B USIN ESS SERVIC EB USIN ESS SERVIC E
P RO VIDERP RO VIDER USER'S C L IEN TUSER'S C L IEN T VO IC E  O P T IO NVO IC E O P T IO N SUP P O RT EDSUP P O RT ED

  Supportability statement for the hybrid environment with PSTNSupportability statement for the hybrid environment with PSTN
For all users, the user object mustmust be created in the on-premises AD and synchronized to the Azure AD using

the Azure AD Connect tool. Enabling users for Teams/Skype for Business is not suppor tedis not suppor ted if the user object is

created directly in the Azure AD in a hybrid configuration. For new users, such as a new hire, who will be

enabled directly for Teams, the user must be enabled for Skype for Business using on premises Skype for

Business management tools. Creating users in online Skype for Business or Teamswithout first enabling them in

on-premises pool with Enterprise Voice is not suppor tedis not suppor ted. For more information on this, look into Plan Phone

System with on-premises PSTN connectivity in Skype for Business Server.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/skype-for-business-hybrid-solutions/plan-your-phone-system-cloud-pbx-solution/plan-phone-system-with-on-premises-pstn-connectivity
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 User provisioning end-state for various PSTN connectivity options

USER O B JEC TUSER O B JEC T
AT T RIB UT ESAT T RIB UT ES

P H O N E SY ST EMP H O N E SY ST EM
W IT H  C A L L IN GW IT H  C A L L IN G
P L A N SP L A N S

P H O N E SY ST EMP H O N E SY ST EM
W IT H  O N -P REM ISESW IT H  O N -P REM ISES
P ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT YP ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT Y
VIA  SKY P E  F O RVIA  SKY P E  F O R
B USIN ESS SERVERB USIN ESS SERVER

P H O N E SY ST EMP H O N E SY ST EM
W IT H  O N - P REM ISESW IT H  O N - P REM ISES
P ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT YP ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT Y
VIA  C LO UDVIA  C LO UD
C O N N EC TO RC O N N EC TO R

P H O N E SY ST EMP H O N E SY ST EM
W IT H  O N - P REM ISESW IT H  O N - P REM ISES
P ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT YP ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT Y
VIA  DIREC T  RO UT IN GVIA  DIREC T  RO UT IN G

Client Skype for Business or
Teams

Skype for Business Skype for Business Teams

Licenses Skype Business
Online
Plan 2

MCOProfessional or
MCOSTANDARD)

Phone System
(MCOEV)

Calling Plans
Teams

Skype Business
Online Plan 2
(MCOProfessional or
MCOSTANDARD)
Phone System
(MCOEV)

Skype Business
Online Plan 2
(MCOProfessional or
MCOSTANDARD)
Phone System
(MCOEV)

Skype Business
Online Plan 2
(MCOProfessional or
MCOSTANDARD
Phone System
(MCOEV)

Teams

This article describes what is needed to migrate to Direct Routing from a Skype for Business Online and

Microsoft Teams configuration perspective. This article covers migrating from the following:

Phone System with Calling Plans (for Teams and Skype for Business Online)

Phone System with on-premises PSTN Connectivity in Skype for Business Server (for Skype for Business

Online)

Phone System with on-premises PSTN Connectivity by using the Cloud Connector Edition (for Skype for

Business Online)

In addition to these configuration steps, configuration is also required on the Session Border Controller (SBC) to

route the calls to the new route. That is outside the scope of this document. For more information, see your SBC

vendor documentation.

The following table shows the end-state for a user provisioned for the selected PSTN connectivity options with

Phone System. Only attributes relevant for voice are shown.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-migrating.md


OnPremLineURI N/A The phone number
must be synced from
the on-premises AD.

The phone number
can be managed
either in on-premises
Active Directory or in
Azure Active
Directory.

The phone number
can be managed
either in on-premises
Active Directory or in
Azure Active
Directory. However, if
the organization has
on-premises Skype
for Business, the
number must be
synced from the on-
premises Active
Directory.

LineURI PSTN Calling phone
number

Set automatically
from the
OnPremLineURI
parameter

Set automatically
from the
OnPremLineURI
parameter

Set automatically
from the
OnPremLineURI
parameter

EnterpriseVoiceEnabl
ed

True True True True

HostedVoiceMail True True True True

VoicePolicy BusinessVoice HybridVoice HybridVoice HybridVoice

HostedVoiceMailPolic
y

BusinessVoice BusinessVoice BusinessVoice BusinessVoice

VoiceRoutingPolicy Has a value Has a value Has a value N/A

OnlineVoiceRoutingP
olicy

$Null $Null $Null Has a value

TeamsUpgradePolicy TeamsOnly, SfBOnly $Null $Null TeamsOnly

TeamsCallingPolicy
AllowPrivateCalling

True N/A N/A True

TeamsCallingPolicy
AllowGroupCalling

True N/A N/A True

USER O B JEC TUSER O B JEC T
AT T RIB UT ESAT T RIB UT ES

P H O N E SY ST EMP H O N E SY ST EM
W IT H  C A L L IN GW IT H  C A L L IN G
P L A N SP L A N S

P H O N E SY ST EMP H O N E SY ST EM
W IT H  O N -P REM ISESW IT H  O N -P REM ISES
P ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT YP ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT Y
VIA  SKY P E  F O RVIA  SKY P E  F O R
B USIN ESS SERVERB USIN ESS SERVER

P H O N E SY ST EMP H O N E SY ST EM
W IT H  O N - P REM ISESW IT H  O N - P REM ISES
P ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT YP ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT Y
VIA  C LO UDVIA  C LO UD
C O N N EC TO RC O N N EC TO R

P H O N E SY ST EMP H O N E SY ST EM
W IT H  O N - P REM ISESW IT H  O N - P REM ISES
P ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT YP ST N  C O N N EC T IVIT Y
VIA  DIREC T  RO UT IN GVIA  DIREC T  RO UT IN G

1

 Choosing the right mode of the TeamsUpgradePolicy depends on the scenario. Please read about the voice

experience in different modes in Migration and interoperability Guidance for organizations using Teams

together with Skype for Business.

1

As part of this effort, Microsoft recently updated the “Microsoft Teams admin center” (also known as Modern

Portal) to reflect the new management model based on coexistence modes. In Modern Portal, configuring

TeamsUpgradePolicy will now automatically also set TeamsInteropPolicy to consistent value, so

TeamsInteropPolicy is no longer exposed in the user interface. However, admins using PowerShell must still set

both TeamsUpgradePolicy and TeamsInteropPolicy together to ensure proper routing. After the transition to



 Migrating from Calling Plans

$companyname = “contoso” 
$lic1 = $companyname + “:MCOPSTN1” 
$lic2 = $companyname + “:MCOPSTN2” 
Set-MsolUserLicense -UserPrincipalName <UPN> -RemoveLicenses $lic1 
Set-MsolUserLicense -UserPrincipalName <UPN> -RemoveLicenses $lic2 

 Migrating from Office 365 Phone System with on-premises PSTN
connectivity in Skype for Business Server

Grant-CsVoiceRoutingPolicy -PolicyName $NULL -Identity <UPN> 

NOTENOTE

 Migrating from Office 365 Phone System with on-premises PSTN
connectivity via Cloud Connector Edition

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

TeamsUpgradePolicy is complete, it will no longer be necessary to also set TeamsInteropPolicy.

For more information, please refer to Migration and interoperability Guidance for organizations using Teams

together with Skype for Business.

For more information about migrating from Calling Plans, see:

Set up Calling Plans

Set-CsOnlineVoice User

Get-CsOnlineLisLocation

It is recommended that you remove previously configured licensing plan information as follows:

For more information about migrating from Phone System with on-premises PSTN connectivity in Skype for

Business Server, see the following:

Planning

Deploying

It is recommended that you remove previously configured voice routing information as follows:

If a global CsVoiceRoutingPolicy is configured, it is recommended that you remove any PSTN usages associated with this

global policy.

Cloud Connector Edition will retire July 31, 2021 along with Skype for Business Online. Once your organization has

upgraded to Teams, learn how to connect your on-premises telephony network to Teams using Direct Routing.

For more information about migrating from Phone System with on-premises PSTN connectivity via Cloud

Connector, see the following:

Planning

Deploying

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/what-are-calling-plans-in-office-365/set-up-calling-plans
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoiceuser?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlinelislocation?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/skype-for-business-hybrid-solutions/plan-your-phone-system-cloud-pbx-solution/plan-phone-system-with-on-premises-pstn-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/skype-for-business-hybrid-solutions/plan-your-phone-system-cloud-pbx-solution/enable-users-for-phone-system
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/skype-for-business-hybrid-solutions/plan-your-phone-system-cloud-pbx-solution/plan-skype-for-business-cloud-connector-edition
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/skype-for-business-hybrid-solutions/plan-your-phone-system-cloud-pbx-solution/enable-users-for-phone-system


Grant-CsVoiceRoutingPolicy -PolicyName $NULL -Identity <UPN> 
Set-CsUserPstnSettings -Identity <UPN> -AllowInternationalCalls $false -HybridPSTNSite $null 

 Related links

User configuration

It is recommended that you remove previously configured voice routing information as follows:

Migration and interoperability guidance for organizations using Teams together with Skype for Business

Grant-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Get-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

New-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Remove-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Set-CsTeamsUpgradePolicy

Get-CsTeamsUpgradeConfiguration

Set-CsTeamsUpgradeConfiguration

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csuserpstnsettings?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsupgradepolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csteamsupgradepolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsupgradepolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csteamsupgradepolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsupgradepolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csteamsupgradeconfiguration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsupgradeconfiguration
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 Direct Routing Diagnostic Tool

 Monitoring availability of Session Border Controllers using Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) options messages

This article describes how to monitor and troubleshoot your Direct Routing configuration.

The ability to make and receive calls by using Direct Routing involves the following components:

Session Border Controllers (SBCs)

Direct Routing components in the Microsoft Cloud

Telecom trunks

If you have difficulties troubleshooting issues, you can open a support case with your SBC vendor or Microsoft.

Microsoft is working on providing more tools for troubleshooting and monitoring. Please check the

documentation periodically for updates.

If you're an administrator, you can use the following diagnostic tool to validate that a user is correctly configured

for Direct Routing:

1. Select Run TestsRun Tests  below, which will populate the diagnostic in the Microsoft 365 Admin Center.

Run Tests: Direct Routing

2. In the Run diagnostic pane, enter the email of the user you want to test in the Username or EmailUsername or Email  field,

and then select Run TestsRun Tests .

3. The tests will return the best next steps to address any tenant, user, or policy configurations to validate

that the user is properly configured for Direct Routing in Microsoft Teams.

Direct Routing uses SIP options sent by the Session Border Controllers to monitor SBC health. There are no

actions required from the tenant administrator to enable the SIP options monitoring. The collected information

is taken into consideration when routing decisions are made.

For example, if, for a specific user, there are several SBCs available to route a call, Direct Routing considers the

SIP options information received from each SBC to determine routing.

The following diagram shows an example of the configuration:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-monitor-and-troubleshoot.md
https://aka.ms/TeamsDirectRoutingDiag


 Monitor Call Quality Analytics dashboard and SBC logs

When a user makes a call to number +1 425 <any seven digits>, Direct Routing evaluates the route. There are

two SBCs in the route: sbc1.contoso.com and sbc2.contoso.com. Both SBCs have equal priority in the route.

Before picking an SBC, the routing mechanism evaluates the health of the SBCs based on when the SBC sent the

SIP options last time.

An SBC is considered healthy if statistics at the moment of sending the call shows that the SBC sends options

every minute.

When a call is made, the following logic applies:

The SBC was paired at 11:00 AM.

The SBC sends options at 11:01 AM, 11:02 AM, and so on.

At 11:15, a user makes a call and the routing mechanism selects this SBC.

Direct Routing takes the regular interval options three times (the regular interval is one minute). If options were

send during the last three minutes, the SBC is considered healthy.

If the SBC in the example sent options at any period between 11:12 AM and 11:15 AM (the time the call was

made), it is considered healthy. If not, the SBC will be demoted from the route.

Demotion means that the SBC will not be tried first. For example, we have sbc1.contoso.com and

sbc2.contoso.com with equal priority.

If sbc1.contoso.com does not send SIP options on a regular interval as previously described, it is demoted. Next,

sbc2.contoso.com tries for the call. If sbc2.contoso.con cannot deliver the call, the sbc1.contoso.com (demoted) is

tried again before a failure is generated.

If two (or more) SBCs in one route are considered healthy and equal, Fisher-Yates shuffle is applied to distribute

the calls between the SBCs.



In some cases, especially during the initial pairing, there might be issues related to misconfiguration of the SBCs

or the Direct Routing service.

You can use the following tools to monitor your configuration:

Call Quality Dashboard

SBC logs

The Direct Routing service has very descriptive error codes reported to either Call Analytics or the SBC logs.

The Call Quality Dashboard provides information about call quality and reliability. To learn more about how to

troubleshoot issues using Call Analytics, see Turning on and using Call Quality Dashboard for Microsoft Teams

and Skype for Business Online and Use Call Analytics to troubleshoot poor call quality.

In case of call failures, Call Analytics provides standard SIP codes to help you with troubleshooting.

However, Call Analytics can only help when calls reach the internal components of Direct Routing and fail. In

case of issues with SBC pairing or issues where SIP "Invite" was rejected (for example, the name of the trunk

FQDN is misconfigured), Call Analytics will not help. In this case, refer to the SBC logs. Direct Routing sends a

detailed description of issues to the SBCs; these issues can be read from the SBC logs.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/using-call-quality-in-your-organization/turning-on-and-using-call-quality-dashboard
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/using-call-quality-in-your-organization/use-call-analytics-to-troubleshoot-poor-call-quality
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 Overall health

Health Dashboard for Direct Routing lets you monitor the connection between your Session Border Controller

(SBC) and the Direct Routing interface. With Health Dashboard, you can monitor information about your SBC,

the telephony service, and the network parameters between your SBC and the Direct Routing interface. This

information can help you identify issues, including the reason for dropped calls. For example, the SBC might

stop sending calls if a certificate on the SBC has expired or if there are network issues. See the admin roles to

learn who has access to the health dashboard.

Health Dashboard monitors two levels of information:

Overall health of the connected SBCs

Detailed information about the connected SBCs

You can view Health Dashboard in the Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business Admin Center.

Health Dashboard provides the following information related to overall health of the connected SBCs:

Direct Routing summar yDirect Routing summar y  - Shows the total number of SBCs registered in the system. Registration

means that the tenant administrator added an SBC by using the New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway command.

If the SBC was added in PowerShell, but never connected, the Health Dashboard shows it in an unhealthy

status.

SBCSBC - The FQDN of the paired SBC.

Network Effectiveness Ratio (NER)Network Effectiveness Ratio (NER)  - The NER measures the ability of a network to deliver calls by

measuring the number of calls sent versus the number of calls delivered to a recipient.

The NER measures the ability of networks to deliver calls to the far-end terminal--excluding user actions

resulting in call rejections. If the recipient rejected a call or sent the call to voicemail, the call is counted as

a successful delivery. This means that an answer message, a busy signal, or a ring with no answer are all

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-health-dashboard.md


considered successful calls.

For example, assume Direct Routing sent a call to the SBC and the SBC returns SIP code “504 Server

Time-out - The server attempted to access another server in attempting to process the request and did

not receive a prompt response”. This response indicates there is an issue on the SBC side, and this will

decrease the NER on the Health Dashboard for this SBC.

Because the action you take might depend on the number of calls affected, Health Dashboard shows how

many calls were analyzed to calculate a parameter. If the number of calls is less than 100, the NER might

be quite low, but still be normal.

The formula used to calculate NER is:

NER = 100 x (Answered calls + User Busy + Ring no Answer + Terminal Reject Seizures)/Total Calls

Average call durationAverage call duration - Information about average call duration can help you monitor the quality of

calls. The average duration of a 1:1 PSTN call is four to five minutes. However, for each company, this

average can differ. Microsoft recommends establishing a baseline for the average call duration for your

company. If this parameter goes significantly below the baseline, it might indicate that your users are

having issues with call quality or reliability and are hanging up earlier than usual. If you start seeing

extremely low average call duration, for example 15 seconds, callers might be hanging up because your

service is not performing reliably.

Because the action you take might depend on the number of calls affected, Health Dashboard shows how

many calls were analyzed to calculate a parameter.

TLS connectivity statusTLS connectivity status  - TLS (Transport Layer Security) connectivity shows the status of the TLS

connections between Direct Routing and the SBC. Health Dashboard also analyzes the certificate

expiration date and warns if a certificate is set to expire within 30 days so that administrators can renew

the certificate before service is disrupted.

By clicking the Warning message, you can see a detailed issue description in a popup window on the right

and recommendations for how to fix the issue.

S IP options statusSIP options status  – By default, the SBC sends options messages every minute. This configuration can

vary for different SBC vendors. Direct Routing warns if the SIP options are not sent or are not configured.

For more information about SIP options monitoring, and conditions when an SBC can be marked as not

functional, see Monitor and troubleshoot Direct Routing.

Detailed SIP options statusDetailed SIP options status  - In addition to showing that there is an issue with SIP options flow, the

Health Dashboard also provides detailed descriptions of the errors. You can access the description by

clicking the “Warning” message. A pop-up window on the right will show the detailed error description.

Possible values for SIP options status messages are as follows:

Active – The SBC is active--Microsoft Direct Routing service sees the options flowing on a regular

interval.

Warning, no SIP options - The Session Border Controller exists in the database (your administrator

created it using the command New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway). It is configured to send SIP options,

but the Direct Routing service never saw the SIP options coming back from this SBC.

Warning, SIP Messages aren't configured - Trunk monitoring using SIP options isn’t turned on.

Microsoft Calling System uses SIP options and Transport Layer Security (TLS) handshake

monitoring to detect the health of the connected Session Border Controllers (SBCs) at the

application level. You’ll have problems if this trunk can be reached at the network level (by ping),

but the certificate has expired or the SIP stack doesn’t work. To help identify such problems early,

Microsoft recommends enabling sending SIP options. Check your SBC manufacturer



 Detailed information for each SBC

documentation to configure sending SIP options.

Concurrent calls capacityConcurrent calls capacity  - You can specify the limit of concurrent calls that an SBC can handle by

using the New- or Set-CsOnlinePSTNGateway command with the -MaxConcurrentSessions parameter.

This parameter calculates how many calls were sent or received by Direct Routing using a specific SBC

and compares it with the limit set. Note: If the SBC also handles calls to different PBXs, this number will

not show the actual concurrent calls.

You can also view the detailed information for a specific SBC as shown in the following screenshot:

The detailed view shows the following additional parameters:

TLS Connectivity statusTLS Connectivity status  – this is the same metric as on the “Overall Health” page;

TLS Connectivity last statusTLS Connectivity last status  – shows time when the SBC made a TLS connection to the Direct Routing

service;

S IP options statusSIP options status  – the same metric as on the “Overall Health” page.

SIP options last checkedSIP options last checked – time when the SIP options were received last time.

SBC statusSBC status  – overall status of the SBC, based on all monitored parameters.

Concurrent callConcurrent call - shows how many concurrent calls the SBC handled. This information is useful to

predict the number of concurrent channels you need and see the trend. You can slide the data by number

of days and call direction (inbound/outbound/All streams).

Network parametersNetwork parameters  - All network parameters are measured from the Direct Routing interface to the

Session Border Controller. For information about the recommended values, see Prepare your

organization's network for Microsoft Teams, and look at the Customer Edge to Microsoft Edge

recommended values.

Jitter – Is the millisecond measure of variation in network propagation delay time computed

between two endpoints using RTCP (The RTP Control Protocol).



Packet Loss – Is a measure of packet that failed to arrive; it is computed between two endpoints.

Latency - (Also known as round trip time) is the length of time it takes for a signal to be sent plus

the length of time it takes for the acknowledgment of that signal to be received. This time delay

consists of the propagation times between the two points of a signal.

You can slide the data by number of days and call direction (inbound/outbound/All streams).

Network Effectiveness ratioNetwork Effectiveness ratio - This is the same parameter that appears on the Overall Health dashboard, but

with the option to slice the data by time series or call direction.
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 Failover on network errors

 Failover of specific SIP codes received from the Session Border
Controller (SBC)

This topic describes how to avoid trunk failovers on outbound calls--from Teams to the Session Border

Controller (SBC).

If a trunk cannot be connected for any reason, the connection to the same trunk will be tried from a different

Microsoft Datacenter. A trunk might not be connected, for example, if a connection is refused, if there is a TLS

timeout, or if there are any other network level issues. For example, a connection might fail if an administrator

limits access to the SBC only from well-known IP addresses, but forgets to put the IP addresses of all Microsoft

Direct Routing datacenters on the Access Control List (ACL) of the SBC.

If Direct Routing receives any 4xx or 6xx SIP error codes in response to an outgoing Invite, the call is considered

completed by default. Outgoing means a call from a Teams client to the Public Switched Telephone Network

(PSTN) with the following traffic flow: Teams Client -> Direct Routing -> SBC -> Telephony network.

The list of SIP Codes can be found in Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) RFC.

Assume a situation where an SBC replied on an incoming invite with the code "408 Request Timeout: The server

could not produce a response within a suitable amount of time, for example, if it could not determine the

location of the user in time. The client MAY repeat the request without modifications at any later time."

This particular SBC might be having difficulties connecting to the callee--perhaps because of a network

misconfiguration or other error. However, there is one more SBC in the route which might be able to reach the

callee.

In the following diagram, when a user makes a call to a phone number, there are two SBCs in the route that can

potentially deliver this call. Initially, SBC1.contoso.com is selected for the call, but SBC1.contoso.com isn't able to

reach a PTSN network due to a network issue. By default, the call will be completed at this moment.

But there is one more SBC in the route which potentially can deliver the call. If you configure the parameter 

Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity sbc1.contoso.com -FailoverResponseCodes "408" , the second SBC will be tried-

- SBC2.contoso.com in the following diagram:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-trunk-failover-on-outbound-call.md
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3261


Setting the parameter -FailoverResponseCodes and specifying the codes helps you fine tune your routing and

avoid potential issues when an SBC cannot make a call due to network or other issues.

Default values: 408, 503, 504
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 Country code reference table

C O UN T RYC O UN T RY C O DEC O DE

Afghanistan AF

Aland Islands AX

Albania AL

Algeria DZ

American Samoa AS

Andorra AD

Angola AO

Anguilla AI

Antarctica AQ

Antigua and Barbuda AG

Argentina AR

When choosing a routing path for media, Direct Routing, by default, always assigns a datacenter based on the

public IP address of the Session Border Controller (SBC), and always selects the path closest to the SBC

datacenter.

However, in some cases the default media path might not be the optimal media path; for example, a public IP

from a United States range might be assigned to an SBC located in Europe.

By using the -MediaRelayRoutingLocationOverride parameter with the New-CsOnlinePSTNGateway and Set-

CsOnlinePSTNGateway cmdlets, you can specify the preferred region for media traffic. For example, the

following command specifies that the preferred region is Germany:

Set-CSOnlinePSTNGateway -Identity sbc1.contoso.com –MediaRelayRoutingLocationOverride DE

Note that Microsoft only recommends setting this parameter if the call logs clearly indicate that the default

assignment of the datacenter for the media path does not use the path closest to the SBC datacenter.

MediaRelayRoutingLocationOverride parameter is reserved for use with managed carriers.

The following table shows the country code values for the -MediaRelayRoutingLocationOverride parameter :

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-country-codes.md


Armenia AM

Aruba AW

Australia AU

Austria AT

Azerbaijan AZ

Bahamas BS

Bahrain BH

Bangladesh BD

Barbados BB

Belarus BY

Belgium BE

Belize BZ

Benin BJ

Bermuda BM

Bhutan BT

Bolivia BO

Bonaire BQ

Bosnia and Herzegovina BA

Botswana BW

Bouvet Island BV

Brazil BR

British Indian Ocean Territory IO

British Virgin Islands VG

Brunei BN

Bulgaria BG

C O UN T RYC O UN T RY C O DEC O DE



Burkina Faso BF

Burundi BI

Cabo Verde CV

Cambodia KH

Cameroon CM

Canada CA

Cayman Islands KY

Central African Republic CF

Chad TD

Chile CL

China CN

Christmas Island CX

Cocos (Keeling) Islands CC

Colombia CO

Comoros KM

Congo CG

Congo (DRC) CD

Cook Islands CK

Costa Rica CR

Cote d'Ivoire CI

Croatia HR

Cuba CU

Curacao CW

Cyprus CY

Czechia CZ

C O UN T RYC O UN T RY C O DEC O DE



Denmark DK

Djibouti DJ

Dominica DM

Dominican Republic DO

Ecuador EC

Egypt EG

El Salvador SV

Equatorial Guinea GQ

Eritrea ER

Estonia EE

Eswatini SZ

Ethiopia ET

Falkland Islands FK

Faroe Islands FO

Fiji FJ

Finland FI

France FR

French Guiana GF

French Polynesia PF

French Southern Territories TF

Gabon GA

Gambia GM

Georgia GE

Germany DE

Ghana GH

C O UN T RYC O UN T RY C O DEC O DE



Gibraltar GI

Greece GR

Greenland GL

Grenada GD

Guadeloupe GP

Guam GU

Guatemala GT

Guernsey GG

Guinea GN

Guinea-Bissau GW

Guyana GY

Haiti HI

Heard Island and McDonald Islands HM

Honduras HN

Hong Kong SAR HK

Hungary HU

Iceland IS

India IN

Indonesia ID

Iran IR

Iraq IQ

Ireland IE

Isle of Man IM

Israel IL

Italy IT

C O UN T RYC O UN T RY C O DEC O DE



Jamaica JM

Jan Mayen XJ

Japan JP

Jersey JE

Jordan JO

Kazakhstan KZ

Kenya KE

Kiribati KI

Korea KR

Kosovo XK

Kuwait KW

Kyrgyzstan KG

Laos LA

Latvia LV

Lebanon LB

Lesotho LS

Liberia LR

Libya LY

Liechtenstein LI

Lithuania LT

Luxembourg LU

Macao SAR MO

Madagascar MG

Malawi MW

Malaysia MY

C O UN T RYC O UN T RY C O DEC O DE



Maldives MV

Mali ML

Malta MT

Marshall Islands MH

Martinique MQ

Mauritania MR

Mauritius MU

Mayotte YT

Mexico MX

Micronesia FM

Moldova MD

Monaco MC

Mongolia MN

Montenegro ME

Montserrat MS

Morocco MA

Mozambique MZ

Myanmar MM

Namibia NA

Nauru NR

Nepal NP

Netherlands NL

New Caledonia NC

New Zealand NZ

Nicaragua NI

C O UN T RYC O UN T RY C O DEC O DE



Niger NE

Nigeria NG

Niue NU

Norfolk Island NF

North Korea KP

North Macedonia MK

Northern Mariana Islands NP

Norway NO

Oman OM

Pakistan PK

Palau PW

Palestinian Authority PS

Panama PA

Papua New Guinea PG

Paraguay PY

Peru PE

Philippines PH

Pitcairn Islands PN

Poland PL

Portugal PT

Puerto Rico PR

Qatar QA

Reunion RE

Romania RO

Russia RU

C O UN T RYC O UN T RY C O DEC O DE



Rwanda RW

Saba XS

Saint Barthélemy BL

Saint Kitts and Nevis KN

Saint Lucia LC

Saint Martin MF

Saint Pierre and Miquelon PM

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines VC

Samoa WS

San Marino SM

Sao Tome and Principe ST

Saudi Arabia SA

Senegal SN

Serbia RS

Seychelles SC

Sierra Leone SL

Singapore SG

Sint Eustatius XE

Sint Maarten SX

Slovakia SK

Slovenia SL

Solomon Islands SB

Somalia SO

South Africa ZA

South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands GS

C O UN T RYC O UN T RY C O DEC O DE



South Sudan SS

Spain ES

Sri Lanka LK

St Helena, Ascension, Tristan da Cunha SH

Sudan SD

Suriname SR

Svalbard SJ

Sweden SE

Switzerland CH

Syria SY

Taiwan TW

Tajikistan TJ

Tanzania TZ

Thailand TH

Timor-Leste TL

Togo TG

Tokelau TK

Tonga TO

Trinidad and Tobago TT

Tunisia TN

Turkey TR

Turkmenistan TM

Turks and Caicos Islands TC

Tuvalu TV

U.S. Outlying Islands UM
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U.S. Virgin Islands VI

Uganda UG

Ukraine UA

United Arab Emirates AE

United Kingdom GB

United States US

Uruguay UY

Uzbekistan UZ

Vanuatu VU

Vatican City VA

Venezuela VE

Vietnam VN

Wallis and Futuna WF

Yemen YE

Zambia ZM

Zimbabwe ZW
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PowerShell script to test Direct Routing Session
Border Controller connections

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Download the script and documentation

NOTENOTE

SIP Tester client is a sample PowerShell script that you can use to test Direct Routing Session Border Controller

(SBC) connections in Microsoft Teams. This script tests basic functionality of a customer-paired Session Initiation

Protocol (SIP) trunk with Direct Routing.

The script submits an SIP test to the test runner, waits for the result, and then presents it in a human-readable

format. You can use this script to test the following scenarios:

Outbound and inbound calls

Simultaneous ring

Media escalation

Consultative transfer

Download the SIP Tester client script and documentation.

SIP Tester client script only supports adal.ps version 3.19.8.1. An error will be returned if a later version of the adal.ps is

used.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/sip-tester-powershell-script.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/sip-tester-client/siptesterclient.zip?raw=true


   

 

Direct routing - definitions and RFC standards
 12/7/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

 RFC standards

  Standards applicable to devices that support non-media bypass modeStandards applicable to devices that support non-media bypass mode

  Standards applicable to devices that support media bypass modeStandards applicable to devices that support media bypass mode

This article describes how Microsoft Phone System Direct Routing implements RFC standard protocols. This

article is intended for voice administrators who are responsible for configuring the connection between the on-

premises Session Border Controller (SBC) and the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) proxy service.

The customer SBC interfaces with the following components in the Microsoft Teams backend:

The SIP proxyThe SIP proxy  for signaling. This is the Internet-facing component of Direct Routing that handles SIP

(TLS) connections between the SBCs and Direct Routing.

The media processorsThe media processors  for media. This is the Internet-facing component of Direct Routing that handles

media traffic. This component uses SRTP and SRTCP protocols.

For more information about Direct Routing, see Phone System Direct Routing.

For more information about how Direct Routing implements the SIP protocol, see Direct Routing - SIP protocol.

Direct Routing complies with RFC standards. The SBC connected to Direct Routing must also comply with the

following RFCs (or their successors).

The following standards are applicable to devices that support only non-media bypass mode:

RFC 3261 SIP: Session Initiation Protocol

RFC 3325. Private Extension to the Session Initiation Protocol for asserted identity within Trusted Networks--

Sections about handling P-Asserted-Identity header. Direct Routing sends P-Asserted-Identity with Privacy ID

headers.

RFC 4244 An extension to Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for required History Information. See also: Routing

SIP Protocol description for more information.

RFC 3892 The Session Initiation Protocol Referred-By mechanism

RFC 3891 The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) "Replaces" Header

RFC 6337 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Usage of the Offer/Answer Model. See the “Deviations from RFC”

section.

RFC 3711 and RFC 4771. Protect RTP traffic using SRTP. The SBC must be able to establish keys using SDES.

RFC 8035 Session Description Protocol (SDP) Offer/Answer Clarifications for RTP/RTCP Multiplexing

In addition to the standards listed as applicable to non-bypass mode, the following standards are used for media

bypass mode:

RFC 5245 Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) for media bypass. The SBC must support the

following:

RFC RFC 5589 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Call Control – Transfer.

RFC 3960 Early Media and Ringing Tone Generation in the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), see sections 3.1,

ICE Lite - the Teams clients are full ICE clients

ICE Restarts. See more on ICE restarts use case and examples in ICE Restart: Media bypass call

transferred to an endpoint which does not support media bypass

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-protocols.md
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3261
https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3325
https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4244.txt
https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3892.txt
https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3891.txt
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6337
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3711
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4771
https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc8035.txt
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5245
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5245#section-9.1.1.1
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5589
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3960


  Standards applicable to support conveying location information to E911 providersStandards applicable to support conveying location information to E911 providers

  Deviations from the RFC'sDeviations from the RFC's

RF C  A N D SEC T IO N SRF C  A N D SEC T IO N S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N DEVIAT IO NDEVIAT IO N

RFC 6337, section 5.3 Hold and
Resume of Media

RFC allows using “a=inactive”,
“a=sendonly”, a=recvonly” to place a
call on hold.

The SIP proxy only supports
“a=inactive” and does not understand
if the SBC sends “a=sendonly” or
“a=recvonly”.

RFC 6337, section 5.4 “Behavior on
Receiving SDP with c=0.0.0.0

RFC3264 requires that an agent is
capable of receiving SDP with a
connection address of 0.0.0.0, in which
case it means that neither RTP nor
RTCP should be sent to the peer.

The SIP proxy does not support this
option.

 Operational modes

 DTMF

Forking, and 3.2, Ringing Tone Generation

RFC 5389 Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN)

RFC 5766 Traversal Using Relays around NAT (TURN): Relay Extensions to Session Traversal Utilities for NAT

(STUN)

RFC 6442, Location Conveyance for the Session Initiation Protocol

The following table lists the sections of the RFC(s) in which Microsoft's implementation of the SIP or media stack

deviates from the standard:

There are two operational modes for Direct Routing:

Without media bypassWithout media bypass  in which all RTP traffic flows between the Teams client, the media processors,

and the SBC.

With media bypassWith media bypass  in which all RTP media flows between the Teams endpoints and the SBC.

Note that SIP traffic always flows via the SIP proxy.

In-band DTMF is not supported by media stack.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5389
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5766
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6442
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6337#section-5.3
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6337#section-5.4
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3264


   

 

Direct Routing - SIP protocol
 12/7/2021 • 18 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Processing the incoming request: finding the tenant and user

PA RA M ET ER N A M EPA RA M ET ER N A M E EXA M P L E O F  T H E VA L UEEXA M P L E O F  T H E VA L UE

Request-URI OPTIONS sip:sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com:5061 SIP /2.0

Via Header Via: SIP/2.0/TLS
sbc1.adatum.biz:5058;alias;branch=z9hG4bKac2121518978

Max-Forwards header Max-Forwards:68

From Header From Header From: sip:sbc1.adatum.biz:5058

To Header To: sip:sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com:5061

CSeq header CSeq: 1 INVITE

Contact Header Contact: sip:sbc1.adatum.biz:50588;transport=tls

NOTENOTE

This article describes how Direct Routing implements the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). To properly route

traffic between a Session Border Controller (SBC) and the SIP proxy, some SIP parameters must have specific

values. This article is intended for voice administrators who are responsible for configuring the connection

between the on-premises SBC and the SIP proxy service.

Before an incoming or outbound call can be processed, OPTIONS messages are exchanged between SIP Proxy

and the SBC. These OPTIONS messages allow SIP Proxy to provide the allowed capabilities to SBC. It is

important for OPTIONS negotiation to be successful (200OK response), allowing for further communication

between SBC and SIP Proxy for establishing calls. The SIP headers in an OPTIONS messages to SIP Proxy are

provided as an example below:

The SIP headers do not contain userinfo in the SIP URI in use. As per RFC 3261, section 19.1.1, the userinfo part of a URI

is optional and MAY be absent when the destination host does not have a notion of users or when the hosst itself is the

resource being identified. If the @ sign is present in a SIP URI, the user field MUST NOT be empty. Please note, that SIPS

URI should not be used with Direct Routing as it is not supported. Check your Session Border Controller configuration

and make sure that you are not using "Replaces" headers in SIP requests. Direct Routing will reject SIP requests that have

Replaces headers defined.

On an incoming call, the SIP proxy needs to find the tenant to which the call is destined and find the specific user

within this tenant. The tenant administrator might configure non-DID numbers, for example +1001, in multiple

tenants. Therefore, it is important to find the specific tenant on which to perform the number lookup because

the non-DID numbers might be the same in multiple Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organizations.

This section describes how the SIP proxy finds the tenant and the user, and performs authentication of the SBC

on the incoming connection.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-protocols-sip.md
sip:sbc1.adatum.biz:5058
sip:sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com:5061
sip:sbc1.adatum.biz:50588;transport=tls
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3261#section-19.1.1
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Request-URI INVITE sip:+18338006777@sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com SIP
/2.0

Via Header Via: SIP/2.0/TLS
sbc1.adatum.biz:5058;alias;branch=z9hG4bKac2121518978

Max-Forwards header Max-Forwards:68

From Header From Header From:
<sip:+17168712781@sbc1.adatum.biz;transport=udp;tag=
1c747237679

To Header To: sip:+183338006777@sbc1.adatum.biz

CSeq header CSeq: 1 INVITE

Contact Header Contact: <sip:
68712781@sbc1.adatum.biz:5058;transport=tls>

The following is an example of the SIP Invite message on an incoming call:

On receiving the invite, the SIP proxy performs the following steps:

1. Check the certificate. On the initial connection, the Direct Routing service takes the FQDN name

presented in the Contact header and matches it to the Common Name or Subject Alternative name of the

presented certificate. The SBC name must match one of the following options:

Option 1. The full FQDN name presented in the Contact header must match the Common

Name/Subject Alternative name of the presented certificate.

Option 2. The domain portion of the FQDN name presented in the Contact header (for example

adatum.biz of the FQDN name sbc1.adatum.biz) must match the wildcard value in Common

Name/Subject Alternative Name (for example *.adatum.biz).

2. Try to find a tenant using the full FQDN name presented in the Contact header.

Check if the FQDN name from the Contact header (sbc1.adatum.biz) is registered as a DNS name in any

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization. If found, the lookup of the user is performed in the tenant that

has the SBC FQDN registered as a Domain name. If not found, Step 3 applies.

3. Step 3 only applies if Step 2 failed.

Remove the host portion from the FQDN, presented in the Contact header (FQDN: sbc12.adatum.biz,

after removing the host portion: adatum.biz), and check if this name is registered as a DNS name in any

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization. If found, the user lookup is performed in this tenant. If not

found, the call fails.

4. Using the phone number presented in the Request-URI, perform the reverse number lookup within the

tenant found in Step 2 or 3. Match the presented phone number to a user SIP URI within the tenant found

on the previous step.

5. Apply trunk settings. Find the parameters set by the tenant admin for this SBC.

Microsoft does not support having a third-party SIP proxy or User Agent Server between the Microsoft

SIP proxy and the paired SBC, which might modify the Request URI created by the paired SBC.



  Detailed requirements for Contact header and Request-URIDetailed requirements for Contact header and Request-URI
  Contact headerContact header

  Request-URIRequest-URI

INVITE sip:+18338006777@sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com SIP /2.0

  From HeaderFrom Header

From: <sip:+17168712781@sbc1.adatum.biz;transport=udp;tag=1c747237679

 Contact and Record-Route headers considerations

The requirements for the two lookups (steps 2 and 3) needed for the scenario where one SBC is

interconnected to many tenants (carrier scenario) are covered later in this article.

For all incoming SIP messages (OPTIONS, INVITE) to the Microsoft SIP proxy, the Contact header must have the

paired SBC FQDN in the URI hostname as follows:

Syntax: Contact: <sip:phone or sip address@FQDN of the SBC;transport=tls>

As per RFC 3261, section 11.1, a Contact header field MAY be present in an OPTIONS message. In Direct Routing

the contact header is required. For INVITE messages in format above, for OPTIONS messages the userinfo can

be removed from SIP URI and only FQDN sent in format as follows:

Syntax: Contact: <sip:FQDN of the SBC;transport=tls>

This name (FQDN) must also be in the Common Name or Subject Alternative name field(s) of the presented

certificate. Microsoft supports using wildcard values of the name(s) in the Common Name or Subject Alternative

Name fields of the certificate.

The support for wildcards is described in RFC 2818, section 3.1. Specifically:

"Names may contain the wildcard character * which is considered to match any single domain name component

or component fragment. E.g., *.a.com matches foo.a.com but not bar.foo.a.com. f*.com matches foo.com but not

bar.com."

If more than one value in the Contact header presented in a SIP message is sent by the SBC, only the FQDN

portion of the first value of the Contact header is used.

As rule of thumb for Direct Routing, it is important that FQDN is used to populate SIP URI instead of IP. An

incoming INVITE or OPTIONS message to SIP Proxy with Contact header where hostname is represented by IP

and not FQDN, the connection will be refused with 403 Forbidden.

For all incoming calls, the Request-URI is used to match the phone number to a user.

Currently The phone number must contain a plus sign (+) as shown in the following example.

For all incoming calls, the From Header is used to match the caller's phone number against callee's blocked

phone number list.

The phone number must contain a + as shown in the following example.

The SIP proxy needs to calculate the next hop FQDN for new in-dialog client transactions (for example Bye or

Re-Invite), and when replying to SIP Options. Either Contact or Record-Route are used.

According to RFC 3261, section 8.1.1.8, Contact header is required in any request that can result in a new dialog.

The Record-Route is only required if a proxy wants to stay on the path of future requests in a dialog. If a proxy

SBC is in use with Local Media Optimization for Direct Routing, a record route will need to be configured as the

proxy SBC needs to stay in the route.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3261#section-11.1
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2818#section-3.1
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3261#section-8.1.1.8


  Use of FQDN name in Contact or Record-RouteUse of FQDN name in Contact or Record-Route

 Inbound call: SIP dialog description

PA RA M ET ER N A M EPA RA M ET ER N A M E N O N -B Y PA SS M O DEN O N -B Y PA SS M O DE B Y PA SS M O DEB Y PA SS M O DE

Media candidates in 183 and 200
messages coming from

Media processors Clients

Number of 183 messages SBC can
receive

One per session Multiple

Call can be with provisional answer
(183)

Yes Yes

Call can be without provisional answer
(183)

Yes Yes

  Non-media bypass flowNon-media bypass flow

Microsoft recommends using only Contact header if a proxy SBC is not used:

Per RFC 3261, section 20.30, Record-Route is used if a proxy wants to stay on the path of future requests

in a dialog, which is not essential if no proxy SBC is configured as all traffic goes between the Microsoft

SIP proxy and the paired SBC.

The Microsoft SIP proxy uses only Contact header (not Record-Route) to determine the next hop when

sending outbound ping Options. Configuring only one parameter (Contact) instead of two (Contact and

Record-Route) simplifies the administration if a proxy SBC is not in use.

To calculate the next hop, the SIP proxy uses:

Priority 1. Top-level Record-Route. If the top-level Record-Route contains the FQDN name, the FQDN

name is used to make the outbound in-dialog connection.

Priority 2. Contact header. If Record-Route does not exist, the SIP proxy will look up the value of the

Contact header to make the outbound connection. (This is the recommended configuration.)

If both Contact and Record-Route are used, the SBC administrator must keep their values identical, which causes

administrative overhead.

Use of an IP address is not supported in either Record-Route or Contact. The only supported option is an FQDN,

which must match either the Common Name or Subject Alternative Name of the SBC certificate (wildcard values

in the certificate are supported).

If an IP address is presented in Record-route or Contact, the certificate check fails and the call fails.

If the FQDN does not match the value of the Common or Subject Alternative Name in the presented

certificate, the call fails.

The following table below summarizes the call flow differences and similarities between non-bypass and bypass

modes:

A Teams user might have multiple endpoints at the same time. For example, Teams for Windows client, Teams

for iPhone client, and Teams Phone (Teams Android client). Each endpoint might signal an HTTP rest as follows:

Call progress – converted by the SIP proxy to the SIP message 180. On receiving message 180, the SBC

must generate local ringing.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3261#section-20.30


  Multiple endpoints ringing with provisional answerMultiple endpoints ringing with provisional answer

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Media answer – converted by the SIP proxy to message 183 with media candidates in Session

Description Protocol (SDP). On receiving message 183, the SBC expects to connect to the media

candidates received in the SDP message.

In some cases the Media answer might not be generated, and the end point might answer with “Call Accepted”

message.

Call accepted – converted by the SIP proxy to SIP message 200 with SDP. On receiving message 200, the

SBC is expected to send and receive media to and from the provided SDP candidates.

Direct Routing does not support Delayed Offer Invite (Invite without SDP).

1. On receiving the first Invite from the SBC, the SIP proxy sends the message "SIP SIP/2.0 100 Trying" and

notifies all end user endpoints about the incoming call.

2. Upon notification, each endpoint will start ringing and sending "Call progress” messages to the SIP proxy.

Because a Teams user can have multiple end points, the SIP proxy might receive multiple Call Progress

messages.

3. For every Call Progress message received from the clients, the SIP proxy converts the Call Progress

message to the SIP message "SIP SIP/2.0 180 Trying". The interval for sending such messages is defined

by the interval of the receiving messages from the Call Controller. In the following diagram, there are two

180 messages generated by the SIP proxy. These messages come from the two Teams endpoints of the

user. The clients each have a unique Tag ID. Every message coming from a different endpoint will be a

separate session (the parameter “tag” in the “To” field will be different). But an endpoint might not

generate message 180 and send message 183 right away as shown in the following diagram.

4. Once an endpoint generates a Media Answer message with the IP addresses of endpoint’s media

candidates, the SIP proxy converts the message received to a "SIP 183 Session Progress" message with

the SDP from the client replaced by the SDP from the Media Processor. In the following diagram, the

endpoint from Fork 2 answered the call. If the trunk is non-bypassed, the 183 SIP message is generated

only once (either Ring Bot or Client End Point). The 183 might come on an existing fork or start a new

one.

5. A Call Acceptance message is sent with the final candidates of the endpoint that accepted the call. The Call

Acceptance message is converted to SIP message 200.



  Multiple endpoints ringing without provisional answerMultiple endpoints ringing without provisional answer

  Media bypass flowMedia bypass flow

1. On receiving the first Invite from the SBC, the SIP proxy sends the message "SIP SIP/2.0 100 Trying" and

notifies all end user endpoints about the incoming call.

2. Upon notification, each endpoint will start ringing and sending the message "Call progress” to the SIP

proxy. Because a Teams user can have multiple end points, the SIP proxy might receive multiple Call

Progress messages.

3. For every Call Progress message received from the clients, the SIP proxy converts the Call Progress

message to the SIP message "SIP SIP/2.0 180 Trying". The interval for sending the messages is defined by

the interval of receiving the messages from the Call Controller. On the picture below there are two 180

messages generated by the SIP proxy, meaning that user logged into three Teams clients and each client

send the call progress. Every message will be a separate session (parameter “tag” in “To” field is different)

4. A Call Acceptance message is sent with the final candidates of the endpoint that accepted the call. The Call

Acceptance message is converted to SIP message 200.

The same messages (100 Trying, 180, 183) are used in the media bypass scenario.

The schema below shows an example of the bypass call flow.



NOTENOTE

 Replaces option

 Size of SDP considerations

 Call transfer

The media candidates can come from different endpoints.

The SBC must support Invite with Replaces.

The Direct Routing interface might send a SIP message exceeding 1,500 bytes. The size of SDP primarily causes

this. However, if there is a UDP trunk behind the SBC, it might reject the message if it is forwarded from the

Microsoft SIP proxy to the trunk unmodified. Microsoft recommends stripping some values in SDP on the SBC

when sending the message to the UDP trunks. For example, the ICE candidates or unused codecs can be

removed.

Direct Routing supports two methods for call transfer :

Option 1. SIP proxy processes Refer from the client locally and acts as a Referee as described in section

7.1 of RFC 3892.

With this option, the SIP proxy terminates the transfer and adds a new Invite.

Option 2. SIP proxy sends the Refer to the SBC and acts as a Transferor as describing in Section 6 of RFC

5589.

With this option, the SIP proxy sends a Refer to the SBC and expects the SBC to handle the Transfer fully.

The SIP proxy selects the method based on the capabilities reported by the SBC. If the SBC indicates that it

supports the method “Refer”, the SIP proxy will use Option 2 for call transfers.

The following is an example of an SBC sending the message that the Refer method is supported:



ALLOW: INVITE, OPTIONS, INFO, BYE, CANCEL, ACK, PRACK, UPDATE, REFER, SUBSCRIBE, NOTIFY

ALLOW: INVITE, ACK, CANCEL, BYE, INFO, NOTIFY, PRACK, UPDATE, OPTIONS

  SIP proxy processes Refer from the client locally and acts as a RefereeSIP proxy processes Refer from the client locally and acts as a Referee

  SIP proxy send the Refer to the SBC and acts as a TransferorSIP proxy send the Refer to the SBC and acts as a Transferor

If the SBC doesn’t indicate that Refer as a supported method, Direct Routing will use Option 1 (SIP proxy acts as

a Referee) . The SBC must also signal that it supports the Notify method:

Example of SBC indicating that Refer method is not supported:

If the SBC indicated that the Refer method is not supported, the SIP proxy acts as a Referee.

The Refer request that comes from the client will be terminated on the SIP proxy. (The Refer request from the

client is shown as “Call transfer to Dave” in the following diagram. For more information, see section 7.1 of RFC

3892.

This is the preferred method for call transfers, and it is mandatory for devices seeking media bypass

certification. Call Transfer without the SBC being able to handle Refer is not supported in media bypass mode.

The standard is explained in Section 6 of RFC 5589. The related RFCs are:

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Call Control - Transfer

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) "Replaces" Header

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) "Referred-By" mechanism

This option assumes that the SIP proxy acts as a Transferor and sends a Refer message to the SBC. The SBC acts

as a Transferee and handles the Refer to generate a new offer for transfer. There are two possible cases:

The call is transferred to an external PSTN participant.

https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3892.txt
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5589
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3891
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3892
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x-m MRI Full MRI of transferor/transfer target
as populated by CC

x-t Tenant ID x-t Tenant ID Optional Tenant ID as
populated by CC

x-ti Transferor Correlation Id Correlation ID of the call to the
transferor

x-tt Transfer target call URI Encoded call replacement URI

The call is transferred from one Teams user to another Teams user in the same tenant via the SBC.

If the call is transferred from one Teams user to another via the SBC, the SBC is expected to issue a new invite

(start a new dialog) for the transfer target (the Teams user) using the information received in the Refer message.

To populate the To/Transferor fields for the transaction of the request internally, the SIP proxy needs to convey

this information inside the REFER-TO/REFERRED-BY headers.

The SIP proxy will form the REFER-TO as a SIP URI comprised of a SIP proxy FQDN in the hostname and either

one of the following:

An E.164 phone number in the username part of the URI in case the transfer target is a phone number, or

x-m and x-t parameters encoding the full transfer target MRI and tenant ID respectively

The REFERRED-BY header is a SIP URI with transferor MRI encoded in it as well as transferor tenant ID and other

transfer context parameters as shown in the following table:

The size of the Refer Header can be up to 400 symbols in this case. The SBC must support handling Refer

messages with size up to 400 symbols.



 Session timer

 Use of Request-URI parameter user=phone

 History-Info header

<sip:UserB@sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com?Privacy=history&Reason=SIP%3B\cause%3D486>;index=1.2,

The SIP proxy supports (always offers) the Session Timer on non-bypass calls but does not offer it on bypass

calls. Use of the Session Timer by the SBC is not mandatory.

The SIP proxy analyses the Request-URI and if the parameter user=phone is present, the service will handle the

Request-URI as a phone number, matching the number to a user. If parameter is not present the SIP proxy

applies heuristics to determine the Request-URI user type (phone number or a SIP address).

Microsoft recommends always applying the user=phone parameter to simplify the call setup process.

The History-Info header is used for retargeting SIP requests and “provide(s) a standard mechanism for

capturing the request history information to enable a wide variety of services for networks and end-users.” For

more information, see RFC 4244 – Section 1.1. For Microsoft Phone System, this header is used in Simulring and

Call Forwarding scenarios.

If sending, the History-Info is enabled as follows:

NOTENOTE

The SIP proxy will insert a parameter containing the associated phone number in individual History-Info

entries that comprise the History-Info header sent to the PSTN Controller. Using only entries that have

the phone number parameter, the PSTN Controller will rebuild a new History-Info header, and pass it on

to the SIP trunk provider via SIP proxy.

History-Info header will be added for simultaneous ring and call forwarding cases.

History-Info header will not be added for call transfer cases.

An individual history entry in the reconstructed History-Info header will have the phone number

parameter provided combined with the Direct Routing FQDN (sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com) set as the host

part of the URI; a parameter of ‘user=phone’ will be added as part of the SIP URI. Any other parameters

associated with the original History-Info header, except for phone context parameters, will be passed

through in the re-constructed History-Info header.

Entries that are private (as determined by the mechanisms defined in Section 3.3 of RFC 4244) will be forwarded

as is because the SIP trunk provider is a trusted peer.

Inbound History-Info is ignored.

Following is the format of the History-info header sent by the SIP proxy:

If the call was redirected several times, information about every redirect is included with the appropriate reason

in chronological order.

Header Example:

http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4244.txt


History-info: 
<sip:+14257123456@sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com;user=phone?Reason=SIP;cause=302;text=”Move Temporarily”>;index=1
<sip:+14257123457@sip.pstnhub.microsoft.com;user=phone?Reason=SIP;cause=496;text=”User Busy”>;index=1.1

 SBC connection to Direct Routing and failover mechanism

 Retry-After

 Handling retries (603 response)

 ICE Restart: Media bypass call transferred to an endpoint that does
not support media bypass

The History-Info is protected by a mandatory TLS mechanism.

See the section Failover mechanism for SIP signaling in Plan for Direct Routing.

If a Direct Routing datacenter is busy, the service can send a Retry-After message with a one-second interval to

the SBC. When the SBC receives a 503 message with a Retry-After header in response to an INVITE, the SBC

must terminate that connection and try the next available Microsoft datacenter.

If an end user observes several missed calls for one call after declining the incoming call, it means that the SBC

or PSTN trunk provider's retry mechanism is misconfigured. The SBC must be reconfigured to stop the retry

efforts on the 603 response.

The SBC must support ICE restarts as described in RFC 5245, section 9.1.1.1.

The restart in Direct Routing is implemented according to the following paragraphs of the RFC:

To restart ICE, an agent MUST change both the ice-pwd and the ice-ufrag for the media stream in an offer. Note

that it is permissible to use a session-level attribute in one offer, but to provide the same ice-pwd or ice-ufrag as

a media-level attribute in a subsequent offer. This is not a change in password, just a change in its

representation, and does not cause an ICE restart.

An agent sets the rest of the fields in the SDP for this media stream as it would in an initial offer of this media

stream (see Section 4.3). Consequently, the set of candidates MAY include some, none, or all of the previous

candidates for that stream and MAY include a totally new set of candidates gathered as described in Section

4.1.1.

If the call was initially established with media bypass, and the call is transferred to a Skype for Business client,

Direct Routing needs to insert a Media Processor--this is because Direct Routing cannot be used with a Skype

for Business client with media bypass. Direct Routing starts the ICE restart process by changing the ice-pwd and

ice-ufrag and offering new media candidates in a reinvite.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5245#section-9.1.1.1
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 Terminology

 Message format

 ICE Lite requirements

  Candidate gatheringCandidate gathering

  Connectivity checksConnectivity checks

This article describes how Direct Routing supports media bypass with a Session Border Controller (SBC) enabled

for ICE Lite as described in RFC 5245. This article is intended for voice administrators who are responsible for

configuring the connection between the on-premises SBC and the SIP proxy service.

This article provides an overview of the ICE Lite scenarios and requirements for interoperability. The article

describes the message formats and the required state machine transitions for ensuring reliable call and media

flow.

First Hello – The first words spoken by the caller and callee. It is important that all efforts are made to

ensure that the first packets from the endpoints are delivered reliably for most use cases.

Forking – The offer from the caller might be delivered to multiple callee endpoints if the callee is available

on multiple devices (for example, a Teams user might be signed into Teams for Windows and Teams for

Android or iPhone).

Provisional Answer (183) – The callee endpoints for faster call setup send an answer with the candidates

and keys required to establish media flow. This is done in anticipation of the user potentially answering

the call(200OK) from that specific callee instance. With forking, the caller should be ready to receive

multiple provisional answers.

Re-Invite – Offer with final candidates selected by the ICE controlling endpoint. This will have the

a=remote-candidate attribute to resolve any race conditions from handling multiple forks.

Teams Endpoint – This could either be a server (Media Processor, Transport Relay) or the Teams client.

The Teams infrastructure follows RFC 5245 for ICE-Lite. This implies that all the STUN messages will be

compliant with RFC 5389.

The SBCs as required by RFC 5389 must ignore any STUN attributes that they do not recognize, and continue to

process the messages with the known attributes.

If any malformed packets are received, the packets must be discarded without impacting the media session

establishment.

This section briefly captures the requirements for ICE Lite.

The SBC must offer only one candidate that is publicly reachable. Currently, only IPV4 candidates are supported.

The ICE Lite implementation must respond to any connectivity checks received. The ICE Lite endpoint must not

send any connectivity check requests. (If connectivity checks are sent in violation, the full implementation will

respond, which can result in unexpected peer-derived candidates being discovered and potentially result in call

failures.)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-protocols-media.md
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5245
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5389


  NominationsNominations

  Converging for forkingConverging for forking

 Scenarios
  Inbound call from SBCInbound call from SBC

  Early mediaEarly media

  Outbound call to SBCOutbound call to SBC

The ICE full implementation endpoint will always be the Controlling endpoint, and will follow “Regular”

nominations for selecting the final candidates to be used for media flow. The ICE Lite endpoint can use the

nominations to conclude the path to be used for media and complete call establishment.

Note: In the case of forking with peer endpoints sending 183 provisional answers, the SBC must be ready to

respond to checks from multiple endpoints and also nominations from multiple endpoints if the nominations

happen before 200OK. Depending on the convergence of the ICE state machine on the final path and timing of

the user answering, the nominations can happen before or after 200OK. The SBC must be able to handle both

cases.

If the offer from the SBC forks to multiple Teams endpoints, the Teams endpoints may respond with a

provisional answer and start connectivity checks. The SBC must be prepared to receive connectivity checks and

respond to connectivity checks from multiple peer endpoints. For example, the Teams user could be signed on to

both a desktop and a cell phone. Both devices will be notified of the inbound call and will attempt connectivity

checks with the SBC.

Eventually only one of the endpoints will answer the call (200OK). On receiving the 200OK, the SBC can set up

the right context for processing the media packets.

For this scenario, there are several possible peer endpoints that the SBC must handle:

Server endpoints will typically respond directly with 200OK. These are full ICE endpoints that are typically

involved in Voicemail, Call queue, and Auto attendant scenarios.

Client endpoints can send multiple provisional answers with different From/To tags (183) followed by a

200OK from the endpoint that answers the call. These are full ICE endpoints typically representing end

user clients.

Other SBC endpoints. These are ICE Lite endpoints typically involved in the scenario of simultaneously

ringing client endpoints and another phone number(s).

The SBC must respond to all valid connectivity check requests received from the full ICE endpoints. Per RFC, the

full ICE endpoints will become Controlling endpoints. The Teams (client/server) endpoints will perform “Regular”

nominations to complete connectivity checks. The final 200Ok can either be from an endpoint that sent early

media or from a different endpoint. On receiving the 200Ok, the SBC must set up the right context for media

flow.

If there is early media flow, the SBC must latch to the first endpoint that starts streaming media; media flow can

start before candidates are nominated. The SBC should have support for sending DTMF during this phase to

enable IVR/voicemail scenarios. The SBC should use the highest priority path on which it has received checks if

nominations have not completed.

The Teams endpoints are the Caller for this scenario and will be the Controlling Endpoint. On receiving either a

provisional answer (183) or a final answer(200OK), the Teams endpoint will start connectivity checks and

proceed to “Regular” nominations to complete the connectivity checks.

Note: If the SBC sends a provisional answer (183), the SBC must be ready to receive connectivity check requests

and potentially complete the nominations before the 200OK is sent by the SBC. If checks and/or nominations

are completed before the 200OK is received, checks and/or nominations will not be performed again after



 SRTP support requirements

"inline:" <key||salt> ["|" lifetime]

a=crypto:1 AES_CM_128_HMAC_SHA1_80 inline:V/Lr6Lsvhad/crSB9kCQ28jrYDxR2Yfk5bXryH5V|2^31

 SDES support requirements

 Format for offer from SBC in bypass mode

m=audio 54056 UDP/TLS/RTP/SAVP 0 8 76 77 18 9 101 13
a=rtcp:54056
a=crypto:1 AES_CM_128_HMAC_SHA1_80 inline:krXco0QRglwErMqtbMs2zSw29tBdmdgXpEYZhQmp|2^31
a=fingerprint:sha-256 
AE:24:07:15:5C:B7:45:1A:E4:45:60:C1:1E:68:0E:CC:8D:A6:78:3B:76:65:BB:B0:77:88:07:F8:98:18:62:34
a=setup:actpass
a=rtcp-mux

  Format for answer containing SDES to SBCFormat for answer containing SDES to SBC

200OK is received. The SBC must not change ICE candidates, password, and ufrag (username fragment) between

183 and 200.

To support early media, the SBC may start streaming the media to the peer ICE candidate, with the highest

priority based on received connectivity checks, even before nominations are completed by Teams endpoint. The

SBC should expect media from Teams on any candidate until nominations are completed. Once a candidate is

nominated, the SBC must reset to the right context to send and receive media packets.

The SBC must support SRTP encryption cipher AES_CM_128_HMAC_SHA1_80 for offer and answer in the

following format:

The following is an example of the crypto attribute in the SDP offer from the SBC:

MKI and Length parameters are not required.

For more information, see RFC 4568, section 6.1.

The device must be able to offer SDES in the format as described below. Microsoft Media Processors always

prefer SDES.

With non-media bypass, even if a client only supports DTLS, the Media Processors will convert to SDES.

With media bypass, if a client is DTLS only (future Google Chrome state), Direct Routing will insert an MP

in the path, converting the call from media bypass to non-media bypass. Between the SBC and media

processor component of Direct Routing, SDES is always used.

Currently, there are no Teams client that offer only DTLS; however Google has announced that at some point in

time they will stop supporting SDES.

Offer must contain SDES and can contain DTLS optional in the following format:

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4568#section-6.1


m=audio 54056 RTP/SAVP 111 103 104 9 0 8 description 106 13 110 112 113 126
a=rtcp:54056
a=crypto:2 AES_CM_128_HMAC_SHA1_80 inline:fBc61ikv1kMy0sF85DblNqTzVAbFa7hJQ9GKb6Yj|2^31|1:1
a=crypto:3 AES_CM_128_HMAC_SHA1_80 inline:O1qT9tWbs/NwJVwhfrgF5tCrbNOxnVDqkIqTx4rz|2^31
a=rtcp-mux

 Format for offer from Teams to SBC
  Format for SDES only offer to SBCFormat for SDES only offer to SBC

m=audio 52884 RTP/SAVP 111 103 104 9 0 8 106 13 110 112 113 126
a=crypto:0 AES_CM_128_HMAC_SHA1_32 inline:Hr4D2cgUu9+Uza5Igz/JkVx59DAxDbaxJg862ibQ|2^31
a=crypto:1 AES_CM_128_HMAC_SHA1_80 inline:JPEaIxHegfuv53ykBPZk8hV0GO8kTiiqRMfHimEE|2^31
a=rtcp:52884
a=rtcp-mux
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 Prerequisites

 Supported Teams clients

 How it works

Occasionally, a customer site using Direct Routing to connect to Microsoft Phone System may experience an

internet outage.

Assume that the customer site--called a branch--temporarily cannot connect to the Microsoft cloud through

Direct Routing. However, the intranet inside the branch is still fully functional and users can connect to the

Session Border Controller (SBC) that is providing PSTN connectivity.

This article describes how to use a Survivable Branch Appliance (SBA) to enable Microsoft Phone System to

continue to make and receive Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) calls in the case of an outage.

The SBA is distributable code provided by Microsoft to SBC vendors who then embed code into their firmware

or distribute it separately to have SBA run on a separate VM or hardware.

To get the latest Session Border Controller firmware with the embedded Survivable Branch Appliance, contact

your SBC vendor. In addition, the following is required:

The SBC needs to be configured for Media Bypass to ensure that the Microsoft Teams client in the branch

site can have media flowing directly with the SBC.

TLS1.2 should be enabled on the SBA VM OS.

Ports 3443, 4444 and 8443 are used by Microsoft SBA Server to communicate with the Teams client and

should be allowed on the firewall.

Port 5061 (or the one configured on the SBC) is used by Microsoft SBA Server to communicate with the

SBC and should be allowed on the firewall.

UDP Port 123 is used by Microsoft SBA Server to communicate with NTP server and should be allowed

on the firewall.

Port 443 is used by Microsoft SBA Server to communicate with Microsoft 365 and should be allowed on

the firewall.

Azure IP Ranges and Service Tags for the Public Cloud should be defined according to the guidelines

described at: https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=56519

The SBA feature is supported on the following Microsoft Teams clients:

Microsoft Teams Windows desktop

Microsoft Teams macOS desktop

During an internet outage, the Teams client should switch to the SBA automatically, and ongoing calls should

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-survivable-branch-appliance.md
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=56519


 Configuration

  Create the SBAsCreate the SBAs

PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Identity The identity of the SBA

Fqdn The FQDN of the SBA

Site The TenantNetworkSite where the SBA is located

Description Free format text

C:\> New-CsTeamsSurvivableBranchAppliance  -Fqdn sba1.contoso.com -Description "SBA 1" 
Identity    : sba1.contoso.com 
Fqdn        : sba1.contoso.com 
Site        : 
Description : SBA 1 

  Create the Teams Branch Survivability PolicyCreate the Teams Branch Survivability Policy

continue with no interruptions. No action is required from the user. As soon as the Teams client detects that the

internet is up and any outgoing calls are finished, the client will fall back to normal operation mode and connect

to other Teams services. The SBA will upload collected Call Data Records to the cloud and call history will be

updated so that this information is available for review by the tenant administrator.

When the Microsoft Teams client is in offline mode, the following calling-related functionality is available:

Making PSTN calls via local SBA/SBC with media flowing through the SBC.

Receiving PSTN calls via local SBA/SBC with media flowing through the SBC.

Hold and Resume of PSTN calls.

For the SBA feature to work, the Teams client needs to know which SBAs are available in each branch site, and

which SBAs are assigned to the users in that site. The configuration steps are as follows:

1. Create the SBAs.

2. Create the Teams branch survivability policy.

3. Assign the policy to users.

4. Register an application for the SBA with Azure Active Directory.

All configuration is done by using Skype for Business Online PowerShell cmdlets. (The Teams admin center does

not yet support the Direct Routing SBA feature.)

(For information on configuring the SBC, with links to SBC vendor documentation, see Session Border Controller

configuration at the end of this article.)

To create the SBAs, you will use the New-CsTeamsSurvivableBranchAppliance cmdlet. This cmdlet has the

following parameters:

For example:

To create a policy, you use the New-CsTeamsSurvivableBranchAppliancePolicy cmdlet. This cmdlet has the

following parameters. Note that the policy can contain one or more SBAs.



PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Identity The identity of the policy

BranchApplianceFqdns The FQDN of the SBA(s) in the site

C:\> new-CsTeamsSurvivableBranchAppliancePolicy -Identity CPH -BranchApplianceFqdns 
"sba1.contoso.com","sba2.contoso.com" 
Identity             : Tag:CPH 
BranchApplianceFqdns : {sba1.contoso.com, sba2.contoso.com} 

Set-CsTeamsSurvivableBranchAppliancePolicy -Identity CPH -BranchApplianceFqdns @{remove="sba1.contoso.com"} 
Set-CsTeamsSurvivableBranchAppliancePolicy -Identity CPH -BranchApplianceFqdns @{add="sba1.contoso.com"} 

  Assign a policy to a userAssign a policy to a user

PA RA M ET ERPA RA M ET ER DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Identity The identity of the user

PolicyName The identity of the policy

C:\> Grant-CsTeamsSurvivableBranchAppliancePolicy -PolicyName CPH -Identity user@contoso.com 

C:\> Grant-CsTeamsSurvivableBranchAppliancePolicy -PolicyName $Null -Identity user@contoso.com 

  Register an application for the SBA with Azure Active DirectoryRegister an application for the SBA with Azure Active Directory

For example:

You can add or remove SBAs from a policy by using the Set-CsTeamsSurvivableBranchAppliancePolicy cmdlet.

For example:

To assign the policy to individual users, you will use the Grant-CsTeamsSurvivableBranchAppliancePolicy cmdlet.

This cmdlet has the following parameters:

For example:

You can remove a policy from a user by granting the $Null policy as shown in the next example:

To allow different SBAs used within your tenant to read required data from Microsoft 365, you need to register

an application for the SBA with Azure Active Directory.

For more information about application registration, see the following:

Develop line-of-business apps for Azure Active Directory

Register an application with the Microsoft identity platform.

You only need to register one application for use by all the SBAs in your tenant.

For the SBA registration, you need the following values created by the registration:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/manage-apps/developer-guidance-for-integrating-applications
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/quickstart-register-app


 Session Border Controller configuration

 Reporting issues

 Known issues

Application (client) ID

Client secret

For the SBA application, keep the following in mind:

The name can be whatever you decide.

Supported account types = Account in this organizational directory only.

The Web Redirect Uri = https://login.microsoftonline.com/common/oauth2/nativeclient.

Implicit grant tokens = Access tokens and ID tokens.

API permissions = Skype and Teams Tenant Admin Access -> Application permissions ->

application_access_custom_sba_appliance.

Client secret: you can use any description and expiration.

Remember to copy the client secret immediately after creating it.

The Application (client) ID is shown on the Overview tab.

Then follow these steps:

1. Register the application.

2. Set the implicit grant tokens.

3. Set the API permissions.

4. Create the client secret.

For step-by-step guidance on how to configure your Session Border Controller with the embedded Survivable

Branch Appliance, see the documentation provided by your SBC vendor:

AudioCodes

Ribbon

Oracle

TE-Systems

Report any issues to your SBC vendor's support organization. When reporting the issue, indicate that you have a

configured Survivable Branch Appliance.

When you add new Survivable Branch Appliances, it might take some time before you can use them in

Survivable Branch Appliance policies.

When you assign a Survivable Branch Appliance policy to a user, it might take some time before the SBA

is shown in the output of Get-CsOnlineUser.

Reverse number lookup against Azure AD Contacts is not performed.

The SBA does not support call forwarding settings.

Making an emergency call to an emergency number configured for dynamic emergency calling (E911) is

not supported.

https://login.microsoftonline.com/common/oauth2/nativeclient
https://www.audiocodes.com/solutions-products/products/products-for-microsoft-365/direct-routing-survivable-branch-appliances
https://support.sonus.net/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=248644034
https://www.oracle.com/technical-resources/documentation/acme-packet.html#Link-MicrosoftTeams
https://www.anynode.de/microsoft-teams-sba/
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 User telephone numbers

 Service telephone numbers

Currently, Microsoft supports two telephone number types:

User numbersUser numbers , also called subscriber numbers, which can be assigned to users in your organization.

Ser vice numbersSer vice numbers , which are assigned to services such as Audio Conferencing, Auto Attendants, or Call

Queues.

Microsoft is working to simplify number types, but for now you will need to decide:

Which user locations need new telephone numbers from Microsoft?

Which type of telephone number (subscriber or service) do I need?

How do I port existing telephone numbers to Teams?

How you acquire and manage telephone numbers differs depending on your PSTN connectivity option.

For information about managing telephone numbers for Microsoft Calling Plan, see Manage telephone

numbers for Calling Plans.

For information about managing telephone numbers for Operator Connect, see Set up telephone

numbers with Operator Connect.

For information about managing telephone numbers for Direct Routing, see Configure the telephone

number and enable enterprise voice and voicemail.

If you need additional or other number types other than those numbers seen in the Microsoft Teams admin

center, you can submit a telephone number request to the Phone Number Service Center.

There are two types of user telephone numbers, which can be assigned to users in your organization:

Geographic numbersGeographic numbers  have a relationship to a geographic area and are the most common. For example,

geographic telephone numbers in most cases can only be used within a certain address, city, state, or

region of the country.

Non-geographic numbersNon-geographic numbers  are known as national numbers or sometimes VoIP numbers. These

numbers don't have a relationship to a geographic area within a country/region. For example, non-

geographic numbers often have the same cost when calling the number from anywhere within the

country/region. Also, some countries, such as Denmark, only have non-geographic numbers available.

This section describes service numbers available from Microsoft that are included in your licensing. For

information about service numbers provided by Operator Connect or Direct Routing, contact your provider.

There are two types of service telephone numbers provided by Microsoft--toll and toll-free--which can be

assigned to services such as Audio Conferencing, Auto Attendants, or Call Queues. Service numbers have a

higher concurrent call capacity than user numbers. Service number availability varies by country/region and the

type of number (whether it's a toll or toll-free number). Microsoft’s telephony licenses in each country/region

dictate what the number can be used for.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-landing-page.md
https://pstnsd.powerappsportals.com/


NOTENOTE

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

Toll ser vice numbersToll ser vice numbers  - There are two types of toll service numbers, which may incur a toll cost to the

caller :

Geographic numbersGeographic numbers  Geographic numbers have a relationship to a geographic area. For

example, geographic telephone numbers in most cases can only be used within a certain address,

city, state, or region of the country.

Non-geographic numbersNon-geographic numbers  Non-geographic numbers are national numbers that don't have a

relationship to a geographic area within a country/region. For example, non-geographic numbers

often have the same cost when calling the number from anywhere within the country/region.

Toll-free ser vice numbersToll-free ser vice numbers  - These service numbers don't typically incur a toll cost to the caller. Teams

provides national toll-free numbers in over 60 countries/regions.

Some countries/regions and originating number types, such as calls originating from mobile phones,

may in some cases incur a toll cost to the caller.

If you need to get more telephone numbers than this, contact the Phone Number Service Center.

https://pstnsd.powerappsportals.com/
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

H ERE 'S T H E T Y P E  O F  P H O N E N UM B ERH ERE 'S T H E T Y P E  O F  P H O N E N UM B ER
H O W  DO  Y O U GET  T H E TOTA L  P H O N EH O W  DO  Y O U GET  T H E TOTA L  P H O N E
N UM B ERS?N UM B ERS? H ERE 'S A N  EXA M P L EH ERE 'S A N  EXA M P L E

User (subscriber) number The number of phone numbers is
equal to the total number of
Domestic Calling PlanDomestic Calling Plan and/or
Domestic and InternationalDomestic and International
Calling PlanCalling Plan licenses multiplied by 1.1
+ 10 additional phone numbers.

If I have 50 users in total with either a
Domestic Calling Plan and/or Domestic
and International Calling Plan, you can
acquire 6565  phone number (50 x 1.1(50 x 1.1
+ 10)+ 10).

When you are looking for and getting Microsoft-supplied telephone numbers for your organization, you can get

more telephone numbers than you have assigned licenses. But this depends on the types of telephone numbers

and types of licenses you have bought and assigned.

How you acquire and manage telephone numbers differs depending on your PSTN connectivity option:

Microsoft Calling Plans, Operator Connect, or Direct Routing. For more information, see Manage telephone

numbers for your organization.

The following table applies to Microsoft Calling Plans, Audio Conferencing, and voice apps, such as Call Queues

and Auto Attendants. For information about Operator Connect and Direct Routing, contact your service provider.

You can see the quantity of telephone numbers you can get from Microsoft during the search and aquire

process in the Microsoft Teams admin center (Get phone numbersGet phone numbers ).

The limits below don't include telephone numbers you have ported to Microsoft.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/how-many-phone-numbers-can-you-get.md


Toll service number The number of phone numbers is
equal to the total number of PhonePhone
SystemSystem and Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing
licenses and uses the following: 
If there are 1-25 licenses1-25 licenses then 55
telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 26-49 licenses26-49 licenses then 1010
telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 50-99 licenses50-99 licenses then 2020
telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 100-149 licenses100-149 licenses then
3030  telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 150-199 licenses150-199 licenses then
4040  telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 200-499 licenses200-499 licenses then
6565  telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 500-749 licenses500-749 licenses then
9090  telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 750-999 licenses750-999 licenses then
110110  telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 1,000-1,249 licenses1,000-1,249 licenses
then 125125  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 1,250-1,499 licenses1,250-1,499 licenses
then 135135  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 1,500-1,999 licenses1,500-1,999 licenses
then 160160  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 2,000-2,999 licenses2,000-2,999 licenses
then 210210  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 3,000-6,999 licenses3,000-6,999 licenses
then 420420  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 7,000-9,999 licenses7,000-9,999 licenses
then 500500  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 10,000-14,999 licenses10,000-14,999 licenses
then 600600  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 15,000-19,999 licenses15,000-19,999 licenses
then 700700  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 20,000-49,999 licenses20,000-49,999 licenses
then 10001000  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 50,000+ licenses50,000+ licenses then
15001500  telephone numbers are given.

If you have a total of 5151  PhonePhone
SystemSystem and Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing
licenses, you can get 2020  toll service
numbers.

H ERE 'S T H E T Y P E  O F  P H O N E N UM B ERH ERE 'S T H E T Y P E  O F  P H O N E N UM B ER
H O W  DO  Y O U GET  T H E TOTA L  P H O N EH O W  DO  Y O U GET  T H E TOTA L  P H O N E
N UM B ERS?N UM B ERS? H ERE 'S A N  EXA M P L EH ERE 'S A N  EXA M P L E



Toll-free service number The number of phone numbers is
equal to the total number of PhonePhone
SystemSystem and Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing
licenses and uses the following: 
If there are 1-25 licenses1-25 licenses then 55
telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 26-49 licenses26-49 licenses then 1010
telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 50-99 licenses50-99 licenses then 2020
telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 100-149 licenses100-149 licenses then
3030  telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 150-199 licenses150-199 licenses then
4040  telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 200-499 licenses200-499 licenses then
6565  telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 500-749 licenses500-749 licenses then
9090  telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 750-999 licenses750-999 licenses then
110110  telephone numbers are given. 
If there are 1,000-1,249 licenses1,000-1,249 licenses
then 125125  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 1,250-1,499 licenses1,250-1,499 licenses
then 135135  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 1,500-1,999 licenses1,500-1,999 licenses
then 160160  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 2,000-2,999 licenses2,000-2,999 licenses
then 210210  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 3,000-6,999 licenses3,000-6,999 licenses
then 420420  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 7,000-9,999 licenses7,000-9,999 licenses
then 500500  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 10,000-14,999 licenses10,000-14,999 licenses
then 600600  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 15,000-19,999 licenses15,000-19,999 licenses
then 700700  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 20,000-49,999 licenses20,000-49,999 licenses
then 10001000  telephone numbers are
given. 
If there are 50,000+ licenses50,000+ licenses then
15001500  telephone numbers are given.

If you have a total of 10011001  PhonePhone
SystemSystem and Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing
licenses, you can get 125125  toll-free
service numbers. 

Impor tant:Impor tant:  Communications Credits
billing is required to reserve and use
toll-free phone numbers.

H ERE 'S T H E T Y P E  O F  P H O N E N UM B ERH ERE 'S T H E T Y P E  O F  P H O N E N UM B ER
H O W  DO  Y O U GET  T H E TOTA L  P H O N EH O W  DO  Y O U GET  T H E TOTA L  P H O N E
N UM B ERS?N UM B ERS? H ERE 'S A N  EXA M P L EH ERE 'S A N  EXA M P L E

NOTENOTE

 Related topics

If you need to get more telephone numbers than this, contact the Phone Number Service Center.

Manage telephone numbers for your organization
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 Search for telephone numbers for Microsoft Calling Plans

When you are setting up users in your organization to make and receive telephone calls using Microsoft-

supplied telephone numbers, you must first use the Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center  and acquire telephone

numbers to be assigned to users. The telephone number you assign to a user will be a telephone number that

you have previously acquired for your organization; the number will be listed in the drop-down list when you

edit the properties of the user and click AssignAssign.

Before you can assign Microsoft-supplied telephone numbers to your users, you must use the Get newGet new

numbersnumbers  page to search for telephone numbers that are available to you. You can search by Countr yCountr y

(Market)(Market) , Number typeNumber type, and LocationLocation. You will then see a list of operators that supply numbers in that

country.

If you select Microsoft as your operator, you can acquire the numbers from the Teams admin center by entering

the quantity of telephone numbers you will need for your users.The page will automatically limit the quantity

based on how many you still have available to acquire. If you select an Operator Connect operator, you will be

directed to the landing page of your selected operator to complete the number order.

How you acquire and manage telephone numbers differs depending on your PSTN connectivity option:

Microsoft Calling Plans, Operator Connect, or Direct Routing.

This article applies to Microsoft Calling Plans and Operator Connect. For more information about all options, see

Manage telephone numbers for your organization.

To search for telephone numbers for your users:

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. Go to the Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center .

2. In the left navigation select VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers  > Get new numbersGet new numbers .

For you to see the VoiceVoice option in the left navigation in the Teams admin center, you must first buy at least one

Enterprise E5 or E3 licenseEnterprise E5 or E3 license, one Phone SystemPhone System add-on license, or one Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing add-on

license.

3. On the Select location and quantitySelect location and quantity  page, select a location from the Countr y (Market)Countr y (Market)  drop-down

list.

4. Select UserUser  from the Number typeNumber type drop-down list.

5. Depending on the Country (Market) you have selected, you will now have different options available for

you to use for locating the telephone numbers you require.

6. Under QuantityQuantity , enter the number of phone numbers that you want for your organization, and then click

NextNext. You have 10 minutes to select your phone numbers. If you take more than 10 minutes, the

numbers will be returned to the pool of phone numbers.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/search-for-phone-numbers-for-users.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-landing-page


 Search for telephone numbers for Operator Connect

 Related topics

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

You can see the number of telephone numbers available to you (which is based on the number of licenses), listed

next to QuantityQuantity .

7. On the Get numbersGet numbers  page, select the telephone numbers you want, click Acquire numbersAcquire numbers , and then

click NextNext.

You can acquire more telephone numbers than you have Microsoft licenses. To determine how many telephone

numbers you can acquire, take your number of Microsoft Calling Plan licenses, add 10 percent of the number of

licenses, then add 10, and then remove however many you have already acquired. For example, if you have 100

Microsoft Domestic Calling PlanDomestic Calling Plan and/or Microsoft International Calling PlanInternational Calling Plan licenses, you can reserve 120

telephone numbers, assuming that you have not already acquired some telephone numbers for those 100 users.

For more details, see How many telephone numbers can you get?

8. On the ConfirmationConfirmation page, verify your choices, and then click Place orderPlace order .

9. When you return to the Phone numbersPhone numbers  page, select the telephone number or numbers that you want

to assign and then click EditEdit to assign it to a user.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. Go to the Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center .

2. In the left navigation select VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers  > Get new numbersGet new numbers .

For you to see the VoiceVoice option in the left navigation in the Teams admin center, you must first buy at least one

Enterprise E5 or E3 licenseEnterprise E5 or E3 license, one Phone SystemPhone System add-on license, or one Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing add-on

license.

3. On the Select location and quantitySelect location and quantity  page, select a location from the Countr y (Market)Countr y (Market)  drop-down

list.

4. Select UserUser  from the Number typeNumber type drop-down list.

5. Depending on the Country (Market) you have selected, you will now have different options available for

you to use for locating the telephone numbers you require. You can filter to show only operators that you

have added by selecting Show my operatorsShow my operators .

6. If you have already provided consent to the operator, you will be directed to the landing page of the

operator to complete the order process.

7. If you have not provided consent to the operator, you will be directed to enable your operator on the

chosen operator page in the Teams admin center. For more information, see Enable an operator.

8. After your order is complete, your operator will upload phone numbers to your tenant, and you can

assign them to users.

Manage telephone numbers for your organization
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Assign a phone number to a user

When you set up Calling Plans or Operator Connect, you assign phone numbers to your users. In Microsoft

Teams, the phone number that you assign is listed when a user clicks CallsCalls .

This article applies to Calling Plans and Operator Connect. For information about assigning, changing, or

removing a phone number from a user in a Direct Routing scenario, see Enable users for Direct Routing, voice,

and voicemail.

Before you assign a number for a Calling Plan or Operator Connect user, you must get numbers for your users.

For more information, see Get numbers for Calling Plan users or Set up numbers for Operator Connect users.

One way to see whether a user has a license assigned is by going to the Microsoft Teams admin center > UsersUsers . If a

license is assigned, it will be indicated on the page. You can also use the Microsoft 365 admin center.

This note applies to customers who have a hybrid deployment with an on-premises Active Directory. If you want to assign

a Calling Plan or Operator Connect phone number to a user or resource account, you must ensure that the phone

number in the on-premises Active Directory has been removed, and the change has been synchronized to Microsoft 365.

When assigning a phone number to a user, make sure the phone number and the usage location of the user are

of the same country.

To assign a number by using the Teams admin center :

NOTENOTE

1. In the left navigation, click VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

2. On the Phone numbersPhone numbers  page, select an unassigned number in the list, and then click EditEdit.

3. In the EditEdit pane, under Assigned toAssigned to, search for the user by display name or user name, and then click

AssignAssign.

4. To assign or change the associated emergency location, under Emergency locationEmergency location, search for and then

select the location.

If you are assigning numbers to Operator Connect users, you may or may not be able to assign or change the

associated emergency location. This functionality will depend on your Operator. Contact your Operator for more

information.

5. Depending on whether you want to send an email to the user with their phone number information, turn

off or turn on Email user with telephone number informationEmail user with telephone number information. By default, this is on.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/assign-change-or-remove-a-phone-number-for-a-user.md


For example:

```PowerShell
Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser -Identity john@contoso.com -TelephoneNumber +14255550101

NOTENOTE

 Change a phone number for a user

 Remove a phone number from a user

6. Click SaveSave.

To assign numbers by using PowerShell, use the Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser cmdlet as follows:

``PowerShell Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser -Identity -TelephoneNumber

Because of the latency between Microsoft 365 and Teams, it can take up to 24 hours for users to be enabled. If the phone

number isn't assigned correctly after 24 hours, see Phone Number Service Center.

To change a phone number for a user by using the Teams admin center :

NOTENOTE

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , locate and double-click the user you want, click AccountAccount, and then

under General informationGeneral information, make a note of the phone number that's assigned to the user.

2. In the left navigation, click VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

3. On the Phone numbersPhone numbers  page, select the number that you identified in step 1, and then click EditEdit.

4. In the EditEdit pane, under Assigned toAssigned to, click the XX to remove the user.

5. Click SaveSave.

6. On the Phone numbersPhone numbers  page, select an unassigned number in the list, and then click EditEdit.

7. In the EditEdit pane, under Assigned toAssigned to, search for the user by display name or user name, and then click

AssignAssign.

8. To assign or change the associated emergency location, under Emergency locationEmergency location, search for and then

select the location.

If you are changing numbers for Operator Connect users, you may or may not be able to assign or change the

associated emergency location. This functionality will depend on your Operator. Contact your Operator for more

information.

9. Click SaveSave.

For a PowerShell example, see Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser.

To remove a phone number by using the Teams admin center :

1. In the left navigation, click UsersUsers , locate and double-click the user you want, click AccountAccount, and then

under General informationGeneral information, make a note of the phone number that's assigned to the user.

2. In the left navigation, click VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoiceuser
https://pstnsd.powerappsportals.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoiceuser


 Related topics

3. On the Phone numbersPhone numbers  page, select the number that you identified in step 2, and then click EditEdit.

4. In the EditEdit pane, under Assigned toAssigned to, click the XX to remove the user.

5. Click SaveSave.

For a PowerShell example, see Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser.

What is address validation?

Manage phone numbers for your organization
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 To see all telephone numbers in your organization

 To see all telephone numbers that are assigned to users

There are different types of telephone numbers that you can assign to users or voice applications like Audio

Conferencing or Call Queues. For more information, see Manage telephone numbers for your organization.

This article applies to Calling Plans and Operator Connect. For information about Direct Routing, see Configure

the telephone number and enable enterprise voice and voicemail.

To see a list of all telephone numbers in your organization:

1. Go to the Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center .

2. In the left navigation, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

3. To view the telephone numbers that are assigned, see the Assignment StatusAssignment Status  column, which also shows

what type of service the number is assigned to.

4. To filter your view, click the filter icon. On the FilterFilter  pane, you can use the drop-down list to filter your

view by:

Number rangeNumber range that you set. You can search by lowest number or highest number.

Numbers that start with a number that you specify.

Number activation stateactivation state.

Number typetype.

Phone number statusstatus .

When you are setting up users, you might just want to see the list of the telephone numbers that are already

assigned to users and which telephone numbers are available to be assigned to them.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. Go to the Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center .

2. In the left navigation, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

For you to see the VoiceVoice option in the left navigation in the Microsoft Teams admin center, you must first buy at

least one Enterprise E5 licenseEnterprise E5 license, one Phone SystemPhone System add-on license, or one Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing add-on

license.

3. To quickly sort the numbers so that you can see which are assigned, click the Assignment StatusAssignment Status

column heading. Or, you can click the filter icon and then filter your view to see telephone numbers that

are already assigned to users or unassigned numbers that you can assign to a user. You can filter by:

Assigned to userAssigned to user

Assigned to conference br idgeAssigned to conference br idge

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/see-a-list-of-phone-numbers-in-your-organization.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-landing-page


 To see all telephone numbers that are assigned to voice users

 Using the Teams PowerShell module

Get-CsOnlineTelephoneNumber | ft Id,ActivationState

Get-CsOnlineUser | Where-Object  { $_.LineURI -notlike $null } | ft DisplayName,UserPrincipalName,LineURI

 Related topics

Assigned to Voice app (Auto Attendant/Call Queue)Assigned to Voice app (Auto Attendant/Call Queue)

UnassignedUnassigned

When you are setting up users in your organization to make and receive telephone calls, you must first get the

telephone numbers and then assign them to your users. After you've gotten your telephone numbers, you might

want to see the activation status of the number assignments.

1. Go to the Microsoft Teams admin centerMicrosoft Teams admin center .

2. In the left navigation, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

3. Click the filter icon to filter your view by Activation stateActivation state. You can filter by:

ActivatedActivated

Assignment pendingAssignment pending

Assignment failedAssignment failed

Update pendingUpdate pending

Update failedUpdate failed

You can use the Teams PowerShell module to get the same information from the previous sections, but version

1.1.6 or later is required, which includes the integration of the Skype for Business Online connector. For more

information about the module, see Microsoft Teams PowerShell Overview.

To see a list of all telephone numbers that you have for your organization, use the Get-

CsOnlineTelephoneNumber cmdlet. For example, to see each telephone number and its state, run the following

command:

To see all of the telephone numbers that are assigned to users, use the Get-CsOnlineUser cmdlet. For example, to

see all users with a telephone number assigned, run the following command:

Manage telephone numbers for your organization
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Number request forms

  Request forms for new phone numbersRequest forms for new phone numbers

  Letters of Authorization (LOAs) to transfer/port existing phone numbersLetters of Authorization (LOAs) to transfer/port existing phone numbers

There are four ways to get user (subscriber) and service (toll and toll-free) phone numbers for Calling Plan:

Getting new user phone numbers in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Getting new service phone numbers in the Microsoft Teams Admin Center.

Transfer or Port your existing phone numbers with us.

Use a request form for new phone numbers that aren't listed in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

For new phone numbers in Australia, see Telstra Voice Services. For new phone numbers in Japan, see SoftBank Voice

Services.

If you know what kind of forms you are looking for, use the drop-down to select the country/region where

you're getting numbers.

Select your countr y or region to find the downloadable PDF LOA forms you will needSelect your countr y or region to find the downloadable PDF LOA forms you will need

The following sections describe request forms for new numbers and for transferring existing numbers.

Each country or region has different instructions, different types of phone numbers (geographic/non-

geographic and service (toll/toll-free)) and rules/regulations for getting phone numbers so they can be used in

Microsoft Teams.

Sometimes (depending on your country or region) you won't be able to get new user (subscriber) or service

(toll or toll-free) phone numbers using the Microsoft Teams admin center or you might need specific phone

numbers (vanity requests) or specific area codes.

If so, you will need to download the correct PDF LOA form (per country or region and type of phone numbers)

and send it back to us. Our service desk will take it from there and start processing your request.

If you need to transfer/port your existing phone numbers from another service provider to Teams, you will need

to download, fill, and send us a Letter of Authorization (LOA). The LOA gives Microsoft permission to request

and transfer, on your behalf, those existing numbers from a different service provider into Teams.

Please send us an LOALOA if you currently have the following with another carrier :

User (subscriber) numbers.

Service (toll) numbers for audio conferencing bridges, auto attendants, or call queues.

Toll-Free phone numbers.

More than 999 user phone numbers that you need to transfer/port but can't get in the Microsoft Teams

admin center using the local number porting wizard.

Once you have your fil led and signedfilled and signed LOA, please contact our TNS Service Desk so we can assist you.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization.md
https://aka.ms/TelstraVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/SoftBankVoicePlan
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


 Still need assistance?

 Additional resources

 Related topics

If you need assistance, please contact the TNS Service Desk.

To see if and which calling plans are available in your country or region, read Countries and region

availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

To assist you in choosing the correct type of phone numbers, read Different kinds of phone numbers used for

Calling Plans.

To get assistance with setting up phone numbers for your organization, read: Support Contact for Business

Products - Admin Help.

Emergency calling terms and conditions
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NOTENOTE

 Get new phone numbers for your users

Before you can set up users in your organization to make and receive phone calls, you must get phone numbers

for them.

There are three ways to get user numbers:

Use the Microsoft Teams admin center.Use the Microsoft Teams admin center. For some countries and regions, you can get numbers for

your users using the Microsoft Teams admin center. See Get new phone numbers for your users.

Por t your existing numbers.Por t your existing numbers. You can port or transfer existing numbers from your current service

provider or phone carrier. See Transfer phone numbers to Teams or Manage phone numbers for your

organization for more information to help you do this.

Use a request form for new numbers.Use a request form for new numbers. Sometimes (depending on your country or region) you won't

be able to get your new phone numbers using the Microsoft Teams Admin Center or you'll need specific

phone numbers or area codes. See Manage phone numbers for your organization for more information.

If you need help setting up phone numbers for your organization, please contact Support Contact for Business Products -

Admin Help.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

You must be a Teams service admin to make these changes. See Use Teams administrator roles to manage

Teams to read about getting admin roles and permissions.

1. Go to the Microsoft Teams Admin Center.

2. In the left navigation, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers , and then click AddAdd.

3. Enter a name for the order and add a description.

4. On the Location and quantity page, do the following:

a. Under Countr y or regionCountr y or region, select a country or region.

b. Under Number typeNumber type, select User (subscr iber)User (subscr iber) .

c. Under LocationLocation, select a location. If you need to create a new location, click Add a locationAdd a location.

d. Under Area codeArea code, select an area code.

e. Under QuantityQuantity , enter the number of numbers that you want for your organization, and then click

NextNext to select your numbers.

5. Select the numbers you want. You have 10 minutes to select your phone numbers and place your order. If

you take more than 10 minutes, the phone numbers will be returned to the pool of numbers.

6. When you're ready to place your order, click Place orderPlace order .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/getting-phone-numbers-for-your-users.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/contact-support-for-business-products?view=o365-worldwide&tabs=online


 Port or transfer phone numbers from your service provider or phone
carrier

 View the phone numbers for your organization

 Assign phone numbers to users

NOTENOTE

 Related topics

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
The number of phone numbers for users (subscribers) is equal to the total number of Domestic Calling PlanDomestic Calling Plan

and/or Domestic and International Calling PlanDomestic and International Calling Plan licenses you have assigned multiplied by 1.1, plus 10

additional phone numbers. For example, if you have 50 users in total with a Domestic Calling Plan and/or

Domestic and International Calling Plan, you can acquire 6565  phone numbers (50 x 1.1 + 10)(50 x 1.1 + 10). For details, see

How many phone numbers can you get?. If you need to get more phone numbers than this, contact Support

Contact for Business Products - Admin Help.

If you need 999 or fewer phone numbers for your users, use the porting wizard in the Microsoft Teams

Admin Center. Follow the steps in Transfer phone numbers to Teams. If your country or region isn't listed

in the porting wizard, you can manually submit a port order or see Manage phone numbers for your

organization to download the correct Letter of Authorization (LOA).

If you need to port more than 999 phone numbers, you can manually submit a port order or see Manage

phone numbers for your organization to download the correct Letter of Authorization (LOA) and then

send it to the TNS service desk to get all your numbers transferred.

Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

In the left navigation of the admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers  to view the numbers for your

organization, including location, number type, and status information.

After you get your phone numbers, you'll need to assign a number to each of your users. See Assign, change, or

remove a phone number for a user for more information.

If you need to get more phone numbers than this, contact Support Contact for Business Products - Admin Help.

Transferring phone numbers common questions

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/contact-support-for-business-products?tabs=online&view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/contact-support-for-business-products?tabs=online&view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/emergency-calling/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip?raw=true
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Get new service numbers

In addition to getting phone numbers for your users, you can get toll or toll-free phone numbers for services

such as Audio Conferencing (for conference bridges), Auto Attendants, and Call Queues (also called service

numbers). Service phone numbers have a higher concurrent calling capacity than user or subscriber phone

numbers. For example, a service number can handle hundreds of calls simultaneously, whereas a user's phone

number can only handle a few calls simultaneously.

You have to first set up Communications Credits before you can get toll-free numbers. To learn more, see Set up

Communications Credits for your organization.

There are three ways to get service numbers:

Use the Microsoft Teams admin center.Use the Microsoft Teams admin center. For some countries and regions, you can get service

numbers using the Microsoft Teams admin center. See Get new service numbers.

Por t your existing numbers.Por t your existing numbers. You can port or transfer existing numbers from your current service

provider or phone carrier. See Transfer phone numbers to Teams or Manage phone numbers for your

organization for more information to help you do this.

Use a request form for new numbers.Use a request form for new numbers. Sometimes (depending on your country or region) you won't

be able to get your new phone numbers using the Microsoft Teams admin center, or you'll need specific

phone numbers or area codes. If so, you'll need to download a form and send it back to us. See Manage

phone numbers for your organization for more information.

Service numbers are needed so you can get a higher concurrent call capacity for a specific number. When you're

transferring the number over to us, you can contact the TNS service desk to make sure the service number you're

transferring has a high concurrent call capacity.

To get new service numbers, in the Teams admin center :

1. In the left navigation, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers , and then click AddAdd.

2. Enter a name for the order and add a description.

3. On the Location and quantity page, do the following:

Under Countr y or regionCountr y or region, select a country or region.

Under Number typeNumber type, select the type of service number that you want.

Under LocationLocation, select a location. If you need to create a new location, click Add a locationAdd a location.

Under Area codeArea code, select an area code.

Under QuantityQuantity , enter the number of numbers that you want for your organization, and then click

NextNext to select your numbers.

4. Select the numbers you want. You have 10 minutes to select your phone numbers and place your order. If

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/getting-service-phone-numbers.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


 Port or transfer existing service numbers

NOTENOTE

 View the phone numbers for your organization

 Assign service phone numbers

 Related topics

you take more than 10 minutes, the phone numbers will be returned to the pool of numbers.

5. When you're ready to place your order, click Place orderPlace order .

To transfer your phone numbers from your current service provider or carrier to Teams, you can use the porting

wizard in the Microsoft Teams admin center. Follow the steps in Transfer phone numbers to Teams.

If your country or region isn't listed in the porting wizard, you can manually submit a port order or go to

Manage phone numbers for your organization, select your country or region, and then download a Letter of

Authorization (LOA). You'll have to submit separate port orders for each type of service number (for example,

toll vs. toll-free) that you'll be transferring by using an LOA. In the LOA, you must select the correct type of

service number. Make sure you specify that you're transferring a service number (and not a user or subscriber

number), or the concurrent calling capacity may not be enough to handle call volumes.

If you need to get more phone numbers than this, contact the TNS service desk.

In the Teams admin center, in the left navigation, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers  to view the numbers for your

organization, including location, number type, and status information.

After you get your service numbers, assign each number to an Audio Conferencing bridge. See Change the toll

or toll free numbers on your Audio Conferencing bridge.

Here's what you get with Phone System

Transferring phone numbers common questions

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
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 What countries or regions support number porting?

 What numbers can be transferred?

If you currently have a phone service provider or carrier and already have phone numbers for your users or

services, you need to create a "port order" to transfer those phone numbers to Microsoft Teams. When the

numbers are ported over, you can assign those phone numbers to your users and services such as audio

conferencing (for conference bridges), auto attendants, and call queues.

After you port your phone numbers over to Teams, Microsoft becomes your service provider and you can

disconnect your service with your old service provider or carrier.

Review the information in this article to get familiar with number porting. After that, you should be ready to

create a port order and transfer your phone numbers. See Transfer phone numbers to Teams for step-by-step

instructions.

You can port or transfer phone numbers in all the supported countries or regions, but how you submit a port

order request depend on the country or region where the phone numbers come from. For a list of countries and

regions that support number porting, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Currently, the porting wizard in the Microsoft Teams admin center supports getting phone numbers for the

United Kingdom, United States, and Canada. To get phone numbers for other countries and regions, you can

manually submit a port order.

You can transferYou can transfer

In general, you can transfer any phone number that's from a supported provider, including:

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Land line phone numbers.

Mobile device phone numbers such as those used for cell phone and tablets.

Transferring mobile numbers is only available in the United States and Puerto Rico.

Toll phone numbers.

Toll-free phone numbers.

Universal International Freephone Number (UIFN) can't be transferred to us.

Service phone numbers such as those used for conference bridges, auto attendants, etc.

Fax phone numbers, but they can't be used for faxing. They have to be assigned to a user.

VoIP phone numbers from a phone provider such as Vonage or RingCentral.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/phone-number-calling-plans/port-order-overview.md
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 What information do I need to provide?

 What are full-port and partial-port transfers?

Skype for Business hybrid phone numbers. If you want to transfer these numbers, email us at

ptn@microsoft.com.

You can't transfer :You can't transfer :

At this time, you can't transfer any phone number or numbers that aren't from a supported country or region, including

phone numbers from a VoIP phone provider. For a list of supported countries/regions, see Country and region availability

for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

Phone numbers used for data connections like for DSL lines or broadband Internet connections.

Phone numbers dedicated to faxing.

If you have existing dedicated phone numbers that are being used for faxing, you can transfer these

numbers over to Teams but your fax services won't continue to work as expected. Faxing services aren't

available to Teams customers, even if you have licenses for Phone System, Domestic Calling Plan, or

International Calling Plan.

If you port the phone number to Teams, you can assign this phone number to a user in your organization

instead of using it for faxing.

At this time in the United Kingdom, we currently don't support transferring UK non-geographic numbers including shared

cost numbers for area codes 0843, 0844, 0845, 0870, 0871, 0872.

You need to have all the account information for your current carrier. The information that you enter in the port

order is mostly found on the most recent bill or invoice from your current service provider. You also need to

know whose name is on the account and what numbers you want to port.

When you're porting phone numbers to Teams, you have the option to transfer all your numbers or some of

them.

Full-por tFull-por t This is when you transfer all of your numbers from your current service provider to Teams.

When you're asked for the phone numbers you want to transfer, you must include the billing telephone

number (BTN) along with all of the other phone numbers on your account.

For example, let's say your BTN is +1 425-555-1234 and you want to port all of your 25 phone numbers

(+1 425-555-1235 through 1259). When you follow the instructions below to transfer your numbers,

you would enter : +14255551234 - +14255551259+14255551234 - +14255551259 .

Par tial-por tPar tial-por t This is when you're only transferring some of your phone numbers from your current

service provider to Teams. When you want to port some of the phone numbers tied to the same BTN, you

** must not include ** the BTN along with all of the other phone numbers on your account.

For example, let's say your BTN is +1 425-555-1234 and you want to port only 5 of your 25 phone

numbers (+1 425-555-1235 through 1259). When you follow the instructions below to transfer your

numbers, you would enter : +1 425 555 1235 - +1 425 555 1239+1 425 555 1235 - +1 425 555 1239 .

mailto:ptn@microsoft.com


 Can I submit a single number porting request for all of my numbers at
one time?

 How long does it take to port numbers?

 Can user (subscriber) phone numbers be converted to service
numbers?

 Can I port out my numbers from Teams to a different phone service
provider or carrier?

 

A unique request is needed for each carrier and type of number being ported.

For example, you need to submit a unique number porting request for each of the following types of numbers:

Local toll numbers, also known as subscriber numbers or geographic numbers

Toll Free numbers with area codes such as: 800, 844, 855, 866, 877 and 888

Mobile numbers

Service numbers that can be used for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Here's more information about how to submit number porting requests for each of these types of numbers:

Phone numbersPhone numbers  provided by different carriers require a unique porting request for numbers with each

carrier.

Toll-free numbersToll-free numbers  with area codes such as: 800, 844, 855, 866, 877 and 888 can't be included in a

number porting request with other types of numbers. To port these toll-free numbers, you must

manually submit a port order. You can't port these numbers in the Microsoft Teams admin center. For

more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

It's important to use the correct Letter of Authorization (LOA) for the country and type of phone numbers

that you want to port. You can download the LOA that you need here.

Mobile numbersMobile numbers  require a PIN code to authorize the transfer. Therefore, they need separate number

porting request.

Ser vice numberSer vice number  porting requests need to be submitted by themselves. They can't be submitted with

other types of numbers.

 

After you've completed the port order request, it takes between 7-14 days to be processed. However, depending

on your service provider it may take up to 30 days. After the phone numbers are ported over, you'll get an email

from us to let you know that you're good to go.

To check the status of your port order, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice >

Phone numbersPhone numbers , and then click Order histor yOrder histor y . Each port order status is listed in the StatusStatus  column.

 

Yes they can. All you need to do is submit a service request that includes your organization's tenant GUID and

the phone numbers you want converted. To do this, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

To port out your numbers from Teams to a different carrier, you must submit a request with the new carrier.

You'll also need to set a porting PIN by opening a support case. For information on how to get support, see Get

support.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business-video/get-help-support


 Common mistakes to watch out for

 Related topics

When your new carrier contacts us with the porting request, we'll ask them to provide the PIN you defined.

 

Number porting is easy to do. Your order can get messed up, however, if there's a problem with the phone

service provider, the order is incomplete and missing information, or there are typos.

Here are the most common mistakes we see customers make when they port numbers. Save yourself a call to

customer support and double-check for these errors.

Make sure the account information you give matches exactly what your phone carrier has on record.

Mismatched information is the most common cause of errors and delay your port order. Verify the

following is true:

Name or person authorized to make changes to the account is correct.

Address is correct.

Account number is correct.

BTN is correct.

Make sure there are no advanced call control features, for example, Call Hunt, Distinctive Ring, that are

enabled on these phone numbers.

Make sure you haven't placed any new service orders or disconnects with your current service provider.

Make sure all numbers are from the same carrier and the same account.

Make sure your service is active. Freezing the account prevents the change of carriers on the account. The

person authorized to make changes to the account must submit an order to the current carrier to remove

the freeze. This process can take one to three weeks depending on the carrier.

What's the status of your port orders?

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/emergency-calling/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip?raw=true
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NOTENOTE

 Create a port order and transfer your phone numbers to Teams

NOTENOTE

Use the porting wizard in the Microsoft Teams admin center to transfer your phone numbers from your current

service provider to Teams. After you port your phone numbers to Teams, Microsoft will become your service

provider and will bill you for those phone numbers.

Before you start, we recommend that you review the information in What's a port order? If you have service

numbers for dial-in conferencing bridges, auto attendants or other service numbers, toll-free phone numbers,

or have more than 999 user (subscriber) phone numbers that you need to transfer to Teams, see Manage phone

numbers for your organization to download the correct forms and send them to us.

We process port orders for transferring phone numbers only on United States business days and not on public holidays

or weekends.

Currently, you can use this wizard to get phone numbers for the United Kingdom, United States, andCurrently, you can use this wizard to get phone numbers for the United Kingdom, United States, and

CanadaCanada. To get phone numbers for other countries and regions, you can manually submit a port order. To get the form

you need to manually submit a port order, select your country or region in the drop-down list in Manage phone numbers

for your organization.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers . Click

NumbersNumbers , and then click Por tPor t to start the porting wizard.

2. Review the information on the Get star tedGet star ted page, and then when you're ready, click NextNext.

3. On the Select location and number typeSelect location and number type page, specify the following, and then click NextNext:

Countr y or regionCountr y or region: Country or region where you're getting numbers.

Phone number typePhone number type: Type of number, such as geographic or toll-free numbers.

Numbers assigned toNumbers assigned to: What the numbers are assigned to. For example, users, or conferencing or

voice features.

4. On the Add account informationAdd account information page, complete the following, and then click NextNext.

The information displayed on this page is determined by the country or region and number type. Each country

and region have different regulations on the information that's required to port numbers. What you see on this

page may be different from what's described here.

Order detailsOrder details :

Order nameOrder name: Name of your order

Notification emailsNotification emails : Email addresses to receive order notifications. If you enter multiple email

addresses, separate each with a semicolon.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/phone-number-calling-plans/transfer-phone-numbers-to-teams.md


 What happens next?

 Related topics

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Phone number detailsPhone number details

Person requesting detailsPerson requesting details

Current provider 's detailsCurrent provider 's details

Transferred dateTransferred date: Transfer date issued by your current service provider.

Por t typePor t type: Whether you're doing a full-port to transfer all your numbers or a partial-port to

transfer some of your numbers.

Your organization name and contact details of the person requesting the transfer.

Bill ing telephone number (BTN)Billing telephone number (BTN) : Your BTN in E.164 format, which requires a + sign to

prepend the number. For example, for a North America number, use +1XXXYYYZZZZ format.

Other details including the name of your current service provider, your account number, and

your service address.

5. On the Add numbersAdd numbers  page, click Select a fileSelect a file, browse to and select the CSV file that contains the phone

numbers that you want to transfer, and then click NextNext.

The CSV file must have only one column with a header named PhoneNumber. Each phone number must be on a

separate row and can be digits only or in E.164 format.

6. On the Complete your orderComplete your order  page, click Upload a signed Letter of AuthorizationUpload a signed Letter of Authorization to upload a

scanned copy of the signed Letter of Authorization (LOA).

If you haven't already downloaded and signed the LOA, do the following:

a. Click Download the templateDownload the template to download the LOA for your country or region.

b. Print the LOA.

c. Have the LOA signed by the person who is authorized to make changes to the account.

d. Scan the signed LOA, and then click Upload a signed Letter of AuthorizationUpload a signed Letter of Authorization to upload it.

After you upload your LOA, submit your order. Just uploading the LOA isn't sufficient. You have to also submit the

order for it be processed.

7. Review your order details, and then click SubmitSubmit.

When we receive your port order, you'll get an email that verifies your request. Your request is checked and

updated daily and you'll be notified of its progress and status in email. If your port request is rejected by the

losing carrier, contact the TNS Service Desk.

To view the status of your port order, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to > VoiceVoice >

Por t ordersPor t orders , and then click Order histor yOrder histor y . Each port order status is listed in the StatusStatus  column. To learn more,

see What's the status of your port orders?

What's a port order?

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans


Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/emergency-calling/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip?raw=true
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 Manually submit a new port order request

 What else should you know about number porting

 Related topics

In some countries and regions, you may have to manually submit a service request to get phone numbers,

transfer phone numbers, release phone numbers, or change addresses. To see what's required for each country

and region or to learn more about number porting, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Use the steps in this article to manually submit a port order if your country or region isn't listed in the porting

wizard in the Microsoft .

To manually submit a new port order, send your completed Letter of Authorization (LOA) form directly to the

TNS service desk for your region.

1. Download the LOA for your country or region.

2. Complete the form.

3. Send it to the TNS service desk for your region.

To use Calling Plans you must purchase and assign licenses to your users. See Teams add-on licensing.

You must assign the new phone numbers you have to each of your users. See Assign, change, or remove

a phone number for a user.

What's a port order?

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/phone-number-calling-plans/manually-submit-port-order.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/emergency-calling/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip?raw=true
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STAT USSTAT US
C A N  Y O U VIEWC A N  Y O U VIEW
T H E O RDER?T H E O RDER?

C A N  Y O U EDITC A N  Y O U EDIT
T H E O RDER?T H E O RDER?

C A N  Y O UC A N  Y O U
C A N C EL  T H EC A N C EL  T H E
O RDER?O RDER?

C A N  Y O UC A N  Y O U
DEL ET E  T H EDEL ET E  T H E
O RDER?O RDER? DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

ProcessingProcessing Yes No Yes No The admin
created the
order, and it's
been received by
Microsoft. 

ContactingContacting
carriercarrier  

Yes No Yes No The order has
been received
and approved by
Microsoft, and
we're working
with the losing
carrier to get it
approved. 

TransferTransfer
approvedapproved 

Yes No Yes No The order has
been accepted
by the losing
carrier, and the
Firm Order
Commitment
(FOC) date has
been set. 

TransferTransfer
pendingpending 

Yes No No No The transfer is
less than 24
hours away, so
the order can no
longer be edited
or cancelled. 

ErrorError  No Yes Yes Yes (at this time,
you can't delete
the port order if
there's an error.
The port order
needs to be re-
created, or you
need to contact
the TNS Service
Desk. 

The losing carrier
rejected the
order. 

To see the status of your port order, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to > VoiceVoice >

Por t ordersPor t orders , and then click Order histor yOrder histor y . Each port order status is listed in the StatusStatus  column. See how long

does it take to port numbers to learn about the order process.

The following table lists port order statuses, as well as actions you can take if needed.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/phone-number-calling-plans/port-order-status.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


CompletedCompleted Yes No No No The numbers
have been
successfully
transferred. 

CancelledCancelled No Yes No No The admin
canceled the
order. 

STAT USSTAT US
C A N  Y O U VIEWC A N  Y O U VIEW
T H E O RDER?T H E O RDER?

C A N  Y O U EDITC A N  Y O U EDIT
T H E O RDER?T H E O RDER?

C A N  Y O UC A N  Y O U
C A N C EL  T H EC A N C EL  T H E
O RDER?O RDER?

C A N  Y O UC A N  Y O U
DEL ET E  T H EDEL ET E  T H E
O RDER?O RDER? DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Related topics

For complete step-by-step instructions, see Transfer phone numbers to Teams.

If you need help or if you need to get more phone numbers, contact the TNS Service Desk.

What's a port order?

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
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 Related topics

This article lists the supported rate centers and coverage for Calling Plans in North America. A rate center is the

industry term for a geographical area that traditionally defines boundaries for local calling, billing rates, and

phone number assignment for the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). In many cases, with the industry

moving to all inclusive plans or bundles of minutes, the rate center has become less important for billing but is

still used by some.

The Supported rate centers and coverage matrix for North America spreadsheet lists the rate centers that we

support. When you're getting new phone numbers or when you're transferring phone numbers from your

existing provider to Teams, download the spreadsheet and use it to look up rate centers. If you don't know your

rate center, you can look it up on the internet based on your area codes (NPAs) and prefixes (NXX)s. If you're

getting new numbers and we don't have the numbers that you've requested, we'll attempt to offer you numbers

from the same rate center.

If you're getting new numbers and we don't have the numbers that you've requested, we'll offer you numbers

from the same rate center.

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

Getting phone numbers for your users

Getting service phone numbers

Transfer phone numbers to Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/phone-number-calling-plans/supported-rate-centers-coverage-matrix.md
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=102534
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
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 Enable an operator

 Set up phone numbers

  Acquire numbers for new Teams usersAcquire numbers for new Teams users

This article describes how to configure Operator Connect. Before configuring Operator Connect, be sure to read

Plan for Operator Connect for information about prerequisites and licensing.

You can enable, edit, and remove operators in the Teams admin center. In the left navigation pane, go to Voice >Voice >

OperatorsOperators .

To enable an operator :

1. Choose an operator.Choose an operator. In the All operatorsAll operators  tab, filter available operators by region or service to find the

right operator for your voice needs. Then select the operator you want to enable.

2. Select countr ies.Select countr ies. Under Operator settingsOperator settings , select the countries you want to enable with your selected

operator.

3. Provide contact informationProvide contact information Your contact information, including your full name and email address,

will be shared automatically with your operator. You can change this information later. Additionally, you'll

need to provide company size, and you'll have the option to provide your phone number. Operators will

use this information to contact you with more details about Operator Connect.

4. Accept the data transfer notice.

5. Add your operator.Add your operator. Select Add as my operatorAdd as my operator  to save.

How you set up phone numbers depends on whether you're setting up numbers for new users, or moving

existing numbers from either Microsoft Calling Plans or Direct Routing.

If you need to acquire phone numbers for new users, see Acquire numbers for new Teams users.

If you want to move existing numbers from Calling Plans to Operator Connect, see Move numbers from

Calling Plans to Operator Connect.

If you want to move existing numbers from Direct Routing to Operator Connect, see Move numbers from

Direct Routing to Operator Connect.

To acquire numbers for new Teams users, follow these steps:

1. Assign a Phone System license.Assign a Phone System license. You can assign a Phone System license to your users from the

Microsoft 365 admin center or using PowerShell. For more information, see Assign Teams add-on

licenses to users.

2. Users that will be assigned phone numbers acquired with Operator Connect need to be in TeamsOnly

mode. If your organization is in TeamsOnly mode, then all your users are in TeamsOnly mode. To check

this, in the Teams admin center, go to Teams > Teams upgrade settingsTeams > Teams upgrade settings . If your organization is in

Islands mode, check if specific users are in TeamsOnly mode. Go to UsersUsers  and select a user account. In

the AccountAccount tab, under Teams upgrade,Teams upgrade, the coexistence mode should be set to 'TeamsOnly.'

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/operator-connect-configure.md
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  Emergency addressesEmergency addresses

  Move numbers from Calling Plans to Operator ConnectMove numbers from Calling Plans to Operator Connect

  Move numbers from Direct Routing to Operator ConnectMove numbers from Direct Routing to Operator Connect

3. Acquire numbers.Acquire numbers. Go to your operator's website to order and acquire phone numbers. For a list of

operator websites, go to the Microsoft 365 Operator Connect directory. You'll need to provide your

tenant ID. If you don't know your tenant ID, see Find your Microsoft 365 tenant ID for more information.

4. Assign numbers.Assign numbers. Once your operator completes the order, they'll upload numbers to your tenant. You

can view the numbers and the provider in the Teams admin center by going to Voice > PhoneVoice > Phone

numbersnumbers . Assign numbers to users from the Teams admin center or by using PowerShell. For more

information, see Assign numbers.

In addition togetting phone numbers for your users, you can get toll or toll-free phone numbers for services such as

Audio Conferencing (for conference bridges), Auto Attendants, and Call Queues (also called service numbers). Service

phone numbers have a higher concurrent calling capacity than user or subscriber phone numbers. For example, a service

number can handle hundreds of calls simultaneously, whereas a user's phone number can only handle a few calls

simultaneously. To get service numbers, contact your operator.

The emergency address is a static location associated with a number. Once you create emergency addresses in

the Teams admin center, how you assign the addresses, or change them later, will depend on your operator.

To assign numbers to emergency addresses, your operator will implement one of three scenarios:

The operator assigns emergency addresses to the phone numbers and allows you to change them later in

the Teams admin center.

The operator doesn't assign addresses and allows you to assign emergency addresses to the phone

numbers in the Teams admin center.

The operator assigns emergency addresses to the phone numbers, and doesn't allow you to change

them. In this scenario, you'll need to contact your operator to make changes to phone numbers and their

assigned emergency address.

For more information on emergency calling, see Manage emergency calling and Plan and configure dynamic

emergency calling.

1. Contact your operator to port your numbers to Operator Connect. See Microsoft 365 Operator Connect

directory to find your operator's website.

2. After your operator completes the porting order, you can unassign your users' Calling Plan phone

numbers, and remove the Calling Plan License. Then, your operator can upload the numbers to your

tenant.

3. Assign Operator Connect numbers to users by using the Teams admin center or by using PowerShell. For

more information, see Assign numbers.

Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity <user> | select OnPremLineURI 

1. Remove the existing telephone number from the user as follows:

Get the existing On-prem Line URI by running the following PowerShell command:

Remove the On-prem Line URI by running the following PowerShell command:

https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/practices/microsoft-365-for-operators/directory
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/find-your-office-365-tenant-id
https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/practices/microsoft-365-for-operators/directory


  Assign numbersAssign numbers

 Manage your operators

NOTENOTE

 Release numbers

 Related topics

Set-CsUser -Identity <user> -OnPremLineURI $null 

2. Remove any PSTNUsage associated with your users, otherwise calls will be routed to the gateway

specified in the PSTN Usage. To learn how to remove PSTN usage, see Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage.

3. Go to your operator's website to order and acquire phone numbers. To find your operators website, see

the Microsoft 365 Operator Connect directory. You'll need to provide your tenant ID. If you don't know

your tenant ID, see Find your Microsoft 365 tenant ID for more information.

4. Once your operator completes the order, they'll upload numbers to your tenant. You can view the

numbers and the provider in the Teams admin center by going to Voice > Phone numbersVoice > Phone numbers . Assign

Operator Connect numbers to users by using the Teams admin center or by using PowerShell. For more

information, see Assign numbers.

For information on how to assign phone numbers to your users, see Assign, change, or remove a phone number

for a user.

From the My operatorsMy operators  tab, you can view your operators and their status and make the following changes to

your selections:

Manage operator services by country

Suspend an operator

Remove an operator

Before removing an operator from your organization or from a country, you must remove all phone numbers assigned to

users in the organization or country and contact the operator to release the numbers.

To release phone numbers from the Teams admin center, go to the Phone numbersPhone numbers  page and select a number.

If the phone number isn't assigned to a user, select ReleaseRelease.

If the phone number is assigned to a user, you'll need to unassign the number. Select EditEdit, then RemoveRemove

useruser . After you save your changes, select ReleaseRelease.

Plan for Teams auto attendants and call queues

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinepstnusage?view=skype-ps
https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/practices/microsoft-365-for-operators/directory
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/onedrive/find-your-office-365-tenant-id


   

 

Enable users for Direct Routing, voice, and
voicemail

 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Create a user and assign the license

 Ensure that the user is homed online

This article describes how to enable users for Phone System Direct Routing. This is step 2 of the following steps

for configuring Direct Routing:

Step 1. Connect the SBC with Microsoft Phone System and validate the connection

Step 2. Enable users for Direct Routing, voice, and voicemailStep 2. Enable users for Direct Routing, voice, and voicemail  (this article)

Step 3. Configure voice routing

Step 4. Translate numbers to an alternate format

For information on all the steps required for setting up Direct Routing, see Configure Direct Routing.

When you are ready to enable users for Direct Routing, follow these steps:

1. Create a user in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and assign a Phone System license.

2. Ensure that the user is homed in Skype for Business Online.

3. Configure the phone number and enable enterprise voice and voicemail.

4. Assign Teams Only mode to users.

There are two options for creating a new user in Microsoft 365 or Office 365. However, Microsoft recommends

that your organization choose one option to avoid routing issues:

Create the user in on-premises Active Directory and sync the user to the cloud. See Integrate your on-

premises directories with Azure Active Directory.

Create the user directly in the Microsoft 365 admin center. See Add users individually or in bulk to Microsoft

365 or Office 365 - Admin Help.

If your Skype for Business Online deployment coexists with Skype for Business 2015 or Lync 2010 or 2013 on-

premises, the only supported option is to create the user in the on-premises Active Directory and sync the user

to the cloud (Option 1).

For information about license requirements, see licensing and other requirements in Plan Direct Routing.

This step is applicable to Skype for Business Server Enterprise Voice enabled users being migrated to Teams

Direct Routing.

Direct Routing requires the user to be homed online. You can check by looking at the RegistrarPool parameter,

which needs to have a value in the infra.lync.com domain. It's also recommended, but not required, to change

management of the LineURI from on-premises to online when migrating users to Teams Direct Routing.

1. Connect a Skype for Business Online PowerShell session.

2. Issue the command:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/direct-routing-enable-users.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect
https://support.office.com/article/Add-users-individually-or-in-bulk-to-Office-365-Admin-Help-1970f7d6-03b5-442f-b385-5880b9c256ec
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RegistrarPool                        : pool.infra.lync.com
OnPremLineURIManuallySet             : True
OnPremLineURI                        : 
LineURI                              : 

NOTENOTE

 Configure the phone number and enable enterprise voice and
voicemail online

Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity "<User name>" | fl 
RegistrarPool,OnPremLineUriManuallySet,OnPremLineUri,LineUri

Set-CsUser -Identity "<User name>" -LineUri $null

In case OnPremLineUriManuallySet is set to False and LineUri is populated with a <E.164 phone

number>, the phone number was assigned on-premises and synchronized to O365. If you want manage

the phone number online, clean the parameter using on-premises Skype for Business Management Shell

and synchronize to O365, before configuring the phone number using Skype for Business Online

PowerShell.

3. From Skype for Business Management Shell issue the command:

Do not set EnterpriseVoiceEnabled to False as there is no requirement to do so and this can lead to dial plan

normalization issues if legacy Skype for Business phones are in use and the Tenant hybrid configuration is set with

UseOnPremDialPlan $True.

After the changes have synced to Office 365 the expected output of 

Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity "<User name>" | fl RegistrarPool,OnPremLineUriManuallySet,OnPremLineUri,LineUri

would be:

All user's phone attributes must be managed online before you decomission your on-premises Skype for Business

environment.

After you have created the user and assigned a license, the next step is to configure the user's online phone

settings.

Set-CsUser -Identity "<User name>" -EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true -HostedVoiceMail $true

Set-CsUser -Identity "<User name>" -EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true -HostedVoiceMail $true -
OnPremLineURI tel:<phone number>

1. Connect a Skype for Business Online PowerShell session.

2. If managing the user's phone number on-premises, issue the command:

3. If managing the user's phone number online, issue the command:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/decommission-on-prem-overview


 Configure sending calls directly to voicemail

 Assign Teams Only mode to users to ensure calls land in Microsoft
Teams

 See also

Set-CsUser -Identity "spencer.low@contoso.com" -OnPremLineURI tel:+14255388797 -
EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true -HostedVoiceMail $true

Set-CsUser -Identity "spencer.low@contoso.com" -OnPremLineURI "tel:+14255388701;ext=1001" -
EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true -HostedVoiceMail $true
Set-CsUser -Identity "stacy.quinn@contoso.com" -OnPremLineURI "tel:+14255388701;ext=1002" -
EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true -HostedVoiceMail $true

To: <sip:+14255388701;ext=1001@sbc1.adatum.biz

NOTENOTE

For example, to add a phone number for user "Spencer Low," enter the following:

If the users "Spencer Low" and "Stacy Quinn" share the same base number with unique extensions, enter

the following

It's recommended, but not required, that the phone number used is configured as a full E.164 phone

number with country code. It is supported to configure phone numbers with extensions which will be

used to lookup users when the lookup against the base number returns more than one result. This allows

companies to configure phone numbers with the same base number and unique extensions. For lookup

to be successful, the invite must include the full number with extension as follows:

If the user’s phone number is managed on premises, use on-premises Skype for Business Management Shell or

Control Panel to configure the user's phone number.

Direct Routing allows you to end the call to a user and send it directly to the user's voicemail. If you want to send

the call directly to voicemail, attach opaque=app:voicemail to the Request URI header. For example,

"sip:user@yourdomain.com;opaque=app:voicemail". In this case, the Teams user will not receive the calling

notification, the call will be connected to the voicemail of the user directly.

Direct Routing requires that users be in Teams Only mode to ensure incoming calls land in the Teams client. To

put users in Teams Only mode, assign them the "UpgradeToTeams" instance of TeamsUpgradePolicy. For more

information, see Upgrade strategies for IT administrators. If your organization uses Skype for Business Server or

Skype for Business Online, see the following article for information about interoperability between Skype and

Teams: Migration and interoperability with Skype for Business.

Plan Direct Routing

Configure Direct Routing



   

 

What are dial plans?
 12/7/2021 • 8 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Tenant dial plan scope

A dial plan is a named set of normalization rules that translate dialed phone numbers by an individual user into

an alternate format (typically E.164) for purposes of call authorization and voice routing.

A dial plan consists of one or more normalization rules that define how phone numbers expressed in various

formats are translated to an alternate format. The same dial string may be interpreted and translated differently

in different dial plans, so depending on which dial plan is assigned to a given user, the same dialed number may

be translated and routed differently. There can be a maximum of 1,000 tenant dial plans.

See Create and manage dial plans to create and manage tenant dial plans.

A dial plan's scope determines the hierarchical level at which the dial plan can be applied. Clients get the

appropriate dial plan through provisioning settings that are automatically provided when users sign in to Teams.

As an admin, you can manage and assign dial plan scope levels by using the Microsoft Teams admin center or

Remote PowerShell.

In Teams, there are two types of dial plans: service-scoped and tenant-scoped (which is for your organization). A

service-scoped dial plan is defined for every country or region where Phone System is available. Each user is

automatically assigned the service country dial plan that matches the usage location assigned to the user. You

can't change the service country dial plan, but you can create tenant scoped dial plans, which augment the

service country dial plan. As clients are provisioned, they obtain an "effective dial plan," which is a combination

of the service country dial plan and the appropriately scoped tenant dial plan. Therefore, it's not necessary to

define all normalization rules in tenant dial plans as they might already exist in the service country dial plan.

Tenant dial plans can be further broken into two scopes - tenant-scope or user-scope. If a tenant defines and

assigns a user-scoped dial plan, that user will be provisioned with an effective dial plan of the user's service

country dial plan and the assigned user dial plan. If a tenant defines a tenant-scoped dial plan but doesn't assign

a user-scoped dial plan, then that user will be provisioned with an effective dial plan of the user's service

country dial plan and the tenant dial plan.

The following is the inheritance model of dial plans in Teams.

The following are the possible effective dial plans:

Ser vice Countr ySer vice Countr y  If no tenant scoped dial plan is defined and no tenant user scoped dial plan is assigned to the

provisioned user, the user will receive an effective dial plan mapped to the service country associated with their

usage location.

Tenant Global - Ser vice Countr yTenant Global - Ser vice Countr y  If a tenant user dial plan is defined but not assigned to a user, the

provisioned user will receive an effective dial plan consisting of a merged tenant dial plan and the service

country dial plan associated with their usage location.

Tenant User - Ser vice Countr yTenant User - Ser vice Countr y  If a tenant user dial plan is defined and assigned to a user, the provisioned

user will receive an effective dial plan consisting of the merged tenant user dial plan and the service country dial

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/what-are-dial-plans.md
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 Planning for tenant dial plans

 Creating your new dial plan

  Name and simple nameName and simple name

  DescriptionDescription

  External access prefixExternal access prefix

NOTENOTE

plan associated with their usage location.

See Create and manage dial plans to create your tenant dial plans.

In the scenario where no dial plan normalization rules apply to a dialed number, the dialed string is still normalized to

prepend "+CC" where CC is the country code of the dialing user's usage location. This applies to Calling Plans, Direct

Routing and PSTN Conference dial-out scenarios. Additionally, if a tenant dial plan normalization rule results in a number

that does not start with "+", the calling service will attempt to normalize the number received from the Teams client based

on the tenant dial plan, and if not matched, on the region dial plan. To avoid double normalization, it's recommended that

Direct Routing customers normalize numbers to include a + and then remove the + using Trunk Translation rules.

To plan custom dial plans, follow these steps:

Step 1Step 1  Decide whether a custom dial plan is needed to enhance the user dialing experience. Typically, the

need for one would be to support non-E.164 dialing, such as extensions or abbreviated national dialing.

Step 2Step 2  Determine whether tenant global or tenant user scoped dial plans are needed, or both. User

scoped dial plans are needed if users have different local dialing requirements.

Step 3Step 3  Identify valid number patterns for each required dial plan. Only the number patterns that are not

defined in the service level country dial plans are required.

Step 4Step 4  Develop an organization-wide scheme for naming dial plans. Adopting a standard naming

scheme assures consistency across an organization and makes maintenance and updates easier.

When you create a new dial plan, you must put in the information that is required.

For user dial plans, you should specify a descriptive name that identifies the users to which the dial plan will be

assigned. The dial plan Simple Name is pre-populated with a string that is derived from the dial plan name. The

Simple Name field is editable, which enables you to create a more descriptive naming convention for your dial

plans. The Simple Name value cannot be empty and must be unique. A best practice is to develop a naming

convention for your entire organization and then use this convention consistently across all sites and users.

We recommend that you type the common, recognizable name of the geographic location or group of users to

which the corresponding dial plan applies.

 

You can specify an external access prefix of up to four characters (#, *, and 0-9) if users need to dial one or more

additional leading digits (for example, 9) to get an external line.

If you specify an external access prefix, you don't need to create an additional normalization rule to accommodate the

prefix.

See Create and manage dial plans to create your tenant dial plans.



 Normalization rules

  Determining the required normalization rulesDetermining the required normalization rules

  Creating normalization rulesCreating normalization rules

NOTENOTE

  Sample normalization rulesSample normalization rules

RUL E N A M ERUL E N A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N N UM B ER PAT T ERNN UM B ER PAT T ERN T RA N SL AT IO NT RA N SL AT IO N EXA M P L EEXA M P L E

4digitExtension Translates 4-digit
extensions. 

^(\d{4})$ +1425555$1 0100 is translated to
+14255550100 

5digitExtension Translates 5-digit
extensions. 

^5(\d{4})$ +1425555$1 50100 is translated
to +14255550100 

 

Normalization rules define how phone numbers expressed in various formats are to be translated. The same

number string may be interpreted and translated differently, depending on the locale from which it is dialed.

Normalization rules may be necessary if users need to be able to dial abbreviated internal or external numbers.

One or more normalization rules must be assigned to the dial plan. Normalization rules are matched from top

to bottom, so the order in which they appear in a tenant dial plan is important. For example, if a tenant dial plan

has 10 normalization rules, the dialed number matching logic will be tried starting with the first normalization

rule, if there isn't a match then the second, and so forth. If a match is made, that rule is used and there is no

effort to match any other rules that are defined. There can be a maximum of 50 normalization rules in a given

tenant dial plan.

Because any tenant dial plan is effectively merged with a given user's service country dial plan, it is likely that

the service country dial plan's normalization rules need to be evaluated in order to determine which tenant dial

plan normalization rules are needed. The Get-CsEffectiveTenantDialPlanGet-CsEffectiveTenantDialPlan cmdlet can be used for this purpose.

The cmdlet takes the user's identity as the input parameter and will return all normalization rules that are

applicable to the user.

 

Normalization rules use .NET Framework regular expressions to specify numeric match patterns that the server

uses to translate dial strings to E.164 format. Normalization rules can be created by specifying the regular

expression for the match and the translation to be done when a match is found. When you finish, you can enter

a test number to verify that the normalization rule works as expected.

For details about using .NET Framework regular expressions, see .NET Framework Regular Expressions.

See Create and manage dial plans to create and manage normalization rules for your tenant dial plans.

Normalization rules with the first token as optional are currently not supported on 3pip devices (for example, Polycom

VVX 601 model). If you want to apply normalization rules with optionality on 3pip devices, you should create two

normalization rules instead of one. For example, the rule ^0?(999)$ should be replaced by the following two rules: (999)$

(Translation:$1) and ^0(999)$ (Translation:$1).

The following table shows sample normalization rules that are written as .NET Framework regular expressions.

The samples are examples only and are not meant to be a prescriptive reference for creating your own

normalization rules.

 Normalization rules using .NET Framework regular expressionsNormalization rules using .NET Framework regular expressions

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/standard/base-types/regular-expressions


7digitcallingRedmond Translates 7-digit
numbers to
Redmond local
numbers. 

^(\d{7})$ +1425$1 5550100 is
translated to
+14255550100 

RedmondOperator Translates 0 to
Redmond Operator. 

^0$ +14255550100 0 is translated to
+14255550100 

RedmondSitePrefix Translates numbers
with on-net prefix (6)
and Redmond site
code (222). 

^6222(\d{4})$ +1425555$1 62220100 is
translated to
+14255550100 

5digitRange Translates 5-digit
extensions starting
with the digit range
between 3-7
inclusive. 

^([3-7]\d{4})$ +142555$1 54567 is translated
to +14255554567 

PrefixAdded Adds a country prefix
in front of a 9 digit
number with
restrictions on the
first and third digits. 

^([2-9]\d\d[2-
9]\d{6})$ 

1$1 4255554567 is
translated to
14255554567 

NoTranslation Match 5 digits but
no translation. 

^(\d{5})$ $1 34567 is translated
to 34567 

RUL E N A M ERUL E N A M E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N N UM B ER PAT T ERNN UM B ER PAT T ERN T RA N SL AT IO NT RA N SL AT IO N EXA M P L EEXA M P L E

REDM O N D DIA L  P L A NREDM O N D DIA L  P L A N

5digitExtension 

7digitcallingRedmond 

RedmondSitePrefix 

RedmondOperator 

NOTENOTE

 Related topics

Redmond dial plan based on normalization rules shown above.Redmond dial plan based on normalization rules shown above.

The following table illustrates a sample dial plan for Redmond, Washington, United States, based on the

normalization rules shown in the previous table.

The normalization rules names shown in the preceding table don't include spaces, but this is a matter of choice. The first

name in the table, for example, could have been written "5 digit extension" or "5-digit Extension" and still be valid.

Create and manage dial plans

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans


Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/emergency-calling/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip?raw=true


   

 

Create and manage dial plans
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 Using the Microsoft Teams admin center
  Create a dial planCreate a dial plan

After you plan the dial plans for your organization and figured out all the normalization rules that need to be

created for voice routing, you're ready to create the dial plans. With an administrator account that has a valid

Teams license, you can use the Microsoft Teams admin center or Windows PowerShell to create and manage dial

plans.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Dial planDial plan.

2. Click AddAdd, and then enter a name and description for the dial plan. 

3. Under Dial plan detailsDial plan details , specify an external dialing prefix if users need to dial one or more additional

leading digits (for example, 9) to get an external line. To do this:

a. In the External dialing prefixExternal dialing prefix box, enter an external dialing prefix. The prefix can be up to four

characters (#,*, and 0-9).

b. Turn on Optimized device dialingOptimized device dialing. If you specify an external dialing prefix, you must also turn on

this setting to apply the prefix so calls can be made outside your organization.

4. Under Normalization rulesNormalization rules , configure and associate one or more normalization rules for the dial plan.

Each dial plan must have at least one normalization rule associated with it. To do this, do one or more of

the following:

To create a new normalization rule and associate it with the dial plan, click AddAdd, and then define the

rule.

To edit a normalization rule that's already associated with the dial plan, select the rule by clicking to

the left of the rule name, and then click EditEdit. Make the changes you want, and then click SaveSave.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/create-and-manage-dial-plans.md


  Edit a dial planEdit a dial plan

  Assign a dial plan to usersAssign a dial plan to users

 Using PowerShell
  Start PowerShellStart PowerShell

  # When using Teams PowerShell Module

   Import-Module MicrosoftTeams
   $credential = Get-Credential
   Connect-MicrosoftTeams -Credential $credential

  Create and manage your dial plansCreate and manage your dial plans

  Using single cmdletsUsing single cmdlets

NOTENOTE

To remove a normalization rule from the dial plan, select the rule by clicking to the left of the rule

name, and then click RemoveRemove.

5. Arrange the normalization rules in the order that you want. Click Move upMove up or Move downMove down to change the

position of rules in the list.

Teams traverses the list of normalization rules from the top down and uses the first rule that matches the dialed

number. If you set up a dial plan so that a dialed number can match more than one normalization rule, make sure

the more restrictive rules are sorted above the less restrictive ones. If you set up a dial plan that normalizes a

dialed number without a "+", the calling service will attempt to normalize the number again using Tenant and

regional dial plan rules. To avoid double normalization, it's recommended that all normalization rules result in

numbers starting with a "+". Direct Routing customers can use trunk translation rules to remove the "+" if

required.

6. Click SaveSave.

7. If you want to test the dial plan, under Test dial planTest dial plan, enter a phone number, and then click TestTest.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Dial planDial plan.

2. Select the dial plan by clicking to the left of the dial plan name, and then click EditEdit.

3. Make the changes that you want, and then click SaveSave.

You assign a dial plan in the same way you assign policies. You can assign a policy directly to users, either

individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported for the policy type), or to a group that the

users are members of (if supported for the policy type).To learn about the different ways that you can assign

policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in Teams.

Open a Windows PowerShell command prompt and run the following commands:

You can either use a single cmdlet or a PowerShell script to create and manage tenant dial plans.

New-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity RedmondDialPlan -Description "Dial Plan for Redmond" -
NormalizationRules <pslistmodifier> -ExternalAccessPrefix 9 -SimpleName "Dial-Plan-for-Redmond"

To create a new dial plan, run:

For other examples and parameters, see New-CsTenantDialPlan.

To edit the settings of an existing dial plan, run:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-cstenantdialplan


  Using a PowerShell scriptUsing a PowerShell script

$b1=New-CsVoiceNormalizationRule -Identity Global/NR4 -InMemory
Set-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity RedmondDialPlan -NormalizationRules @{add=$b1}
(Get-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity RedmondDialPlan).NormalizationRules
$b2=New-CsVoiceNormalizationRule -Identity Global/NR4 -InMemory
Set-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity RedmondDialPlan -NormalizationRules @{remove=$b2}

$nr1=New-CsVoiceNormalizationRule -Parent Global -Description 'Organization extension dialing' -Pattern 
'^(\\d{3})$' -Translation '+14255551$1' -Name NR1 -IsInternalExtension $false -InMemory
Set-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity RedmondDialPlan -NormalizationRules @{add=$nr1}

Set-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity RedmondDialPlan  -NormalizationRules <pslistmodifier> -
ExternalAccessPrefix 9
  -SimpleName "Dial-Plan-for-Redmond"

Grant-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity amos.marble@contoso.com -PolicyName RedmondDialPlan

Get-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity RedmondDialPlan

Remove-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity RedmondDialPlan -force

Get-CsEffectiveTenantDialPlan -Identity amos.marble@contoso.com

Test-CsEffectiveTenantDialPlan -DialedNumber 14255550199 -Identity amos.marble@contoso.com

For other examples and parameters, see Set-CsTenantDialPlan.

To add users to a dial plan, run:

For other examples and parameters, see Grant-CsTenantDialPlan.

To view the settings on a dial plan, run:

For other examples and parameters, see Get-CsTenantDialPlan.

To delete a dial plan, run:

For other examples and parameters, see Remove-CsTenantDialPlan.

To see the settings of the effective dial plan, run:

For other examples and parameters, see Get-CsEffectiveTenantDialPlan.

To test the effective settings of a dial plan, run:

For other examples and parameters, see Test-CsEffectiveTenantDialPlan.

Run this to delete a normalization rule that is associated with a tenant dial plan without needing to delete the

tenant dial plan first:

Run this to add the following normalization rule to the existing tenant dial plan named RedmondDialPlan.

Run this to remove the following normalization rule from the existing tenant dial plan named RedmondDialPlan.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cstenantdialplan
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-cstenantdialplan
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-cstenantdialplan?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-cstenantdialplan?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-cseffectivetenantdialplan
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/test-cseffectivetenantdialplan?view=skype-ps


$nr1=New-CsVoiceNormalizationRule -Parent Global/NR1 -InMemory
Set-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity RedmondDialPlan -NormalizationRules @{remove=$nr1}

Get-CsTenantDialPlan RedmondDialPlan).NormalizationRules
Description         : 4-digit
Pattern             : ^(\\d{4})$
Translation         : +1426666$1
Name                : NR2
IsInternalExtension : False

Description         : 3-digit
Pattern             : ^(\\d{3})$
Translation         : +14255551$1
Name                : NR12
IsInternalExtension : False

$nr1=(Get-CsTenantDialPlan RedmondDialPlan).NormalizationRules[1]
Set-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity RedmondDialPlan -NormalizationRules @{remove=$nr1}

Get-CsOnlineUser | Where-Object {$_.TenantDialPlan -eq "RedmondDialPlan"}

Get-CsOnlineUser -Filter {HostingProvider -eq "sipfed.online.lync.com"} | Grant-CsTenantDialPlan -policyname 
$null

$DPName = "OPDP1"
$DPFileName = "dialplan.xml"
Get-CsDialplan $DPName | Export-Clixml $DPFileName

Run the following when you want to also examine the existing normalization rules, determine which one you

want to delete, and then use its index to remove it. The array of normalization rules starts with index 0. We

would like to remove the 3-digit normalization rule, so that is index 1.

Run this to find all users who have been granted the RedmondDialPlan tenant dial plan.

Run this to remove any assigned TenantDialPlan from all users who have a HostingProvider of

sipfed.online.lync.com.

Run these to add the existing on-premises dial plan named OPDP1 as a tenant dial plan for your organization.

You need to first save the on-premises dial plan to an .xml file, and then use it to create the new tenant dial plan.

Run this to save the on-premises dial plan to the .xml file.

Run this to create the new tenant dial plan.



$DPFileName = "dialplan.xml"
$dp = Import-Clixml $DPFileName
$NormRules = @()
ForEach($nr in $dp.NormalizationRules)
{
 $id1 = "Global/" + $nr.Name
 $nr2 = New-CsVoiceNormalizationRule -Identity $id1 -Description $nr.Description -Pattern $nr.Pattern -
Translation $nr.Translation -IsInternalExtension $nr.IsInternalExtension -InMemory
 $NormRules += $nr2
}
New-CsTenantDialPlan -Identity $dp.SimpleName -ExternalAccessPrefix $dp.ExternalAccessPrefix -Description 
$dp.Description -OptimizeDeviceDialing $dp.OptimizeDeviceDialing -SimpleName $dp.SimpleName -
NormalizationRules $NormRules

 Related topics
What are dial plans?

Transferring phone numbers common questions

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency calling disclaimer label

Teams PowerShell overview

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/emergency-calling/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip?raw=true
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 Configuration

$RAObjectId = (Get-CsOnlineApplicationInstance -Identity aa@contoso.com).ObjectId

New-CsTeamsUnassignedNumberTreatment -Identity MainAA -Pattern "^\+15552223333$" -TargetType ResourceAccount 
-Target $RAObjectId -TreatmentPriority 1

$Content = Get-Content "C:\Media\MainAnnoucement.wav" -Encoding byte -ReadCount 0

$AudioFile = Import-CsOnlineAudioFile -FileName "MainAnnouncement.wav" -Content $Content

$fid = [System.Guid]::Parse($AudioFile.Id)

New-CsTeamsUnassignedNumberTreatment -Identity TR1 -Pattern "^\+1555333\d{4}$" -TargetType Announcement -
Target $fid.Guid -TreatmentPriority 2

 Notes

 Related topics

As an administrator, you can route calls to unassigned numbers in your organization. For example, you might

want to route calls to unassigned numbers as follows:

Route all calls to a given unassigned number to a custom announcement.

Route all calls to a given unassigned number to the the main switchboard.

You can route calls to unassigned numbers to a user, to a resource account associated with an Auto Attendant or

a Call Queue, or to an announcement service that will play a custom audio file to the caller.

To route calls to an unassigned number, use the New/Get/Set/Remove-CsTeamsUnassignedNumberTreatment

cmdlet available in Teams PowerShell module 2.5.1 or later.

You need to specify the called number or range of numbers and the associated routing for calls to these

numbers. For example, the following command specifies that all calls to the number +1 (555) 222-3333 will be

routed to the resource account aa@contoso.com:

The next example specifies that all calls to the number range +1 (555) 333-0000 to +1 (555) 333-9999 will be

routed to the announcement service, which will play the audio file MainAnnouncement.wav to the caller.

If routing to an announcement, the audio file will be played once to the caller.

To route calls to unassigned Microsoft Calling Plan subscriber numbers, your tenant needs to have

available Communications Credits.

To route calls to unassigned Microsoft Calling Plan service numbers, your tenant needs to have at least

one Phone System – Virtual User license.

Get-CsTeamsUnassignedNumberTreatment

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/routing-calls-to-unassigned-numbers.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csteamsunassignednumbertreatment


New-CsTeamsUnassignedNumberTreatment

Set-CsTeamsUnassignedNumberTreatment

Remove-CsTeamsUnassignedNumberTreatment

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csteamsunassignednumbertreatment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/set-csteamsunassignednumbertreatment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/remove-csteamsunassignednumbertreatment
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Reporting labels are used in your organization to indicate the physical locations of offices, buildings, or

organizational sites. The Reporting labels page in the Microsoft Teams admin center lets you provide a text file

(.csv or .tsv) containing a list of physical locations and their associated network subnets. This file is used by Call

Analytics for generating reports. When you upload your subnet mapping, the reports provided by these services

will contain the location names as well, making the reports easier to understand and use for remediating any

potential issues.

Reporting Labels that you upload will be handled as Support Data under your agreement for Office 365, including any

information that would otherwise be considered Customer Data or Personal Data. Please don't include data you do not

wish to provide to Microsoft as Support Data, as this information will be visible to Microsoft Engineers for support

purposes.

The report labels and locations data you provide is a single data structure – there's currently no interface

available to make individual edits to the data.

To edit the table of subnets and locationsTo edit the table of subnets and locations

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > Repor ting labelsRepor ting labels .

2. Click Upload dataUpload data.

3. In the Upload dataUpload data pane, click Select a fileSelect a file, and then browse to and upload your edited .csv or .tsv file.

4. Click UploadUpload.

You can download a sample template here.

Use the following example to help create your data file.

Your data file shouldn't contain column headers (such as Network, Network Name, etc.). These are used here for

informational purposes only. 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/learn-more-about-site-upload.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/locations-template.zip?raw=true
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 Related topics

For more information about formatting your data file, see Tenant data file format and Building data file structure.

Set up Call Analytics

Use call analytics to troubleshoot poor call quality
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NOTENOTE

 Network region

 Network site

 Network subnet

Learn about network regions, network sites, network subnets, and trusted IP addresses. These terms and

concepts are used throughout our cloud voice documentation for Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing and

dynamic emergency calling. If you're deploying these cloud features in your organization, you must configure

network settings for use with these features in Microsoft Teams.

This article gives you an overview of the network settings that are common to Location-Based Routing and

dynamic emergency calling. Depending on the cloud voice feature and capability that you're deploying, you

configure some or all these settings. For steps on how to configure these settings, see Manage your network

topology for cloud features in Teams.

Any feature-specific requirements for network settings are documented in the configuration topics for that feature.

A network region contains a collection of network sites. It interconnects various parts of a network across

multiple geographic areas. For example, if your organization has many sites located in India, you may choose to

designate "India" as a network region. Each network site must be associated with a network region.

The same network regions are shared by Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing and enhanced emergency

services. If you already created network regions for one feature, you don't have to create new network regions

for the other feature.

A network site represents a location where your organization has a physical venue, such as an office, a set of

buildings, or a campus. Network sites are defined as a collection of IP subnets. Each network site must be

associated with a network region.

You can also use network sites to enable and configure emergency calling.

Each subnet must be associated with a specific network site. A client's location is determined based on the

network subnet and the associated network site. You can associate multiple subnets with the same network site

but you can't associate multiple sites with the same subnet.

Subnet information is used to determine the network site on which an endpoint is located when a new session is

initiated. When the location of each party in a session is known, the cloud voice feature can apply that

information to determine how to handle call setup or routing.

For each network site, work with your network admin to determine which IP subnets are assigned to each

network site. For example, the New York site in the North America region can be assigned the following IP

subnets: 172.29.80.0/23, 157.57.216.0/25, 172.29.91.0/23, 172.29.81.0/24. If Bob, who usually works in Detroit,

travels to the New York office for training, turns on his computer and connects to the network, his computer will

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/cloud-voice-network-settings.md


 Trusted IP address

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

get an IP address in one of the four ranges that are allocated for New York, for example, 172.29.80.103.

Trusted IP addresses are the internet external IP addresses of the enterprise network. They determine whether

the user's endpoint is inside the corporate network before checking for a specific site match.

If the user's external IP address matches an IP address that's in the trusted IP address list, the cloud voice feature

checks to determine the internal subnet where the user's endpoint is located. A match can be made against

either IPv4 or IPv6 IP addresses and is dependent upon the format of the IP packet sent to the network settings.

(If a public IP address has both IPv4 and IPv6, you must add both as trusted IP addresses.)

If the user's external IP address doesn't match an IP address that's in the trusted IP address list, the endpoint is

classified as being at an unknown location.

Network configuration setting lookups are not supported with cloud proxy service deployments that modify the source IP

addresses from Teams clients.
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 Configure network settings in the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Add and configure a network siteAdd and configure a network site

If your organization is deploying Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing or dynamic emergency calling, you

must configure network settings for use with these cloud voice features in Microsoft Teams. Network settings

are used to determine the location of a Teams client and include network regions, network sites, subnets, and

trusted IP addresses. Depending on the cloud voice feature and capability that you're deploying, you configure

some or all these settings. To learn more about these terms, see Network settings for cloud voice features.

You configure network settings on the Network topologyNetwork topology  page of the Microsoft Teams admin center or by

using Windows PowerShell.

You define network regions, network sites, and subnets on the Network sitesNetwork sites  tab of the Network topologyNetwork topology

page. Here, you can create or modify a network site, associate a site with a network region, associate a subnet to

the site, turn on Location-based Routing, and assign emergency policies to the site. You can also add network

regions that can be used globally for all sites.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to LocationsLocations  > Network topologyNetwork topology , and

then click the Network sitesNetwork sites  tab.

2. Click AddAdd, and then enter a name and description for the site.

3. To associate the site with a network region, click Add network regionAdd network region, select an existing region or click

AddAdd to add a region, and then click L inkLink .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-your-network-topology.md


  Modify a network siteModify a network site

  Manage external trusted IP addressesManage external trusted IP addresses

  Add a trusted IP addressAdd a trusted IP address

  Edit a trusted IP addressEdit a trusted IP address

4. To enable Location-Based Routing for the site, turn on Location based routingLocation based routing.

5. To assign emergency services policies to the site, do one or both of the following:

If your organization uses Calling Plans, Operator Connect, or Direct Routing, under EmergencyEmergency

calling policycalling policy , select the policy that you want.

If your organization deployed Direct Routing, under Emergency call routing policyEmergency call routing policy , select the

policy that you want.

6. To associate a subnet to the site, under SubnetsSubnets , click Add subnetsAdd subnets . Specify the IP version, IP address,

network range, add a description, and then click ApplyApply . Each subnet must be associated with a specific

site.

7. Click SaveSave.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to LocationsLocations  > Network topologyNetwork topology , and then

click the Network sitesNetwork sites  tab.

2. Select the site by clicking to the left of the site name, and then click EditEdit.

3. Make the changes that you want, and then click Save.Save.

You manage external trusted IP addresses on the Trusted IPsTrusted IPs  tab on the Network topologyNetwork topology  page of the

Microsoft Teams admin center. You can add an unlimited number of external trusted IP addresses.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to LocationsLocations  > Network topologyNetwork topology , and

then click the Trusted IPsTrusted IPs  tab.

2. Click NewNew .

3. In the Add trusted IP addressAdd trusted IP address  pane, specify the IP version, IP address, network range, add a description,

and then click ApplyApply .

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to LocationsLocations  > Network topologyNetwork topology , and then

click the Trusted IPsTrusted IPs  tab.

2. Select the IP address by clicking to the left of it, and then click EditEdit.



 Configure network settings using PowerShell

  Define network regionsDefine network regions

New-CsTenantNetworkRegion -NetworkRegionID <region ID>  

New-CsTenantNetworkRegion -NetworkRegionID "India"  

  Define network sitesDefine network sites

New-CsTenantNetworkSite -NetworkSiteID <site ID> -NetworkRegionID <region ID>

New-CsTenantNetworkSite -NetworkSiteID "Delhi" -NetworkRegionID "India"
New-CsTenantNetworkSite -NetworkSiteID "Hyderabad" -NetworkRegionID "India"

  SIT E  1SIT E  1 SIT E  2SIT E  2

Site ID Site 1 (Delhi) Site 2 (Hyderabad)

Region ID Region 1 (India) Region 1 (India)

  Define network subnetsDefine network subnets

New-CsTenantNetworkSubnet -SubnetID <Subnet IP address> -MaskBits <Subnet bitmask> -NetworkSiteID <site ID>

3. In the Edit trusted IP addressEdit trusted IP address  pane, make the changes that you want, and then click ApplyApply .

To complete the steps in this section, you'll need some familiarity with PowerShell cmdlets. To learn more, see

Teams PowerShell Overview.

Use the New-CsTenantNetworkRegion cmdlet to define network regions. Note that the RegionID parameter is a

logical name that represents the geography of the region and has no dependencies or restrictions and the

CentralSite <site ID> parameter is optional.

In this example, we create a network region named India.

See also Set-CsTenantNetworkRegion.

Use the New-CsTenantNetworkSite cmdlet to define network sites. Each network site must be associated with a

network region.

In this example, we create two new network sites, Delhi and Hyderabad, in the India region.

The following table shows the network sites defined in this example.

See also Set-CsTenantNetworkRegion.

Use the New-CsTenantNetworkSubnet cmdlet to define network subnets and associate them to network sites.

Each network subnet can only be associated with one site.

In this example, we create an association between subnet 192.168.0.0 and the Delhi network site and between

subnet 2001:4898:e8:25:844e:926f:85ad:dd8e and the Hyderabad network site.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-cstenantnetworkregion
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cstenantnetworkregion
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-cstenantnetworksite?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cstenantnetworksite
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-cstenantnetworksubnet?view=skype-ps


New-CsTenantNetworkSubnet -SubnetID "192.168.0.0" -MaskBits "24" -NetworkSiteID "Delhi"
New-CsTenantNetworkSubnet -SubnetID "2001:4898:e8:25:844e:926f:85ad:dd8e" -MaskBits "120" -NetworkSiteID 
"Hyderabad"

  SIT E  1SIT E  1 SIT E  2SIT E  2

Subnet ID 192.168.0.0 2001:4898:e8:25:844e:926f:85ad:dd8e

Mask 24 120

Site ID Site (Delhi) Site 2 (Hyderabad)

Import-CSV C:\subnet.csv | foreach {New-CsTenantNetworkSubnet –SubnetID $_.Identity -MaskBits $_.Mask -
NetworkSiteID $_.SiteID}  

Identity, Mask, SiteID
172.11.12.0, 24, Redmond
172.11.13.0, 24, Chicago
172.11.14.0, 25, Vancouver
172.11.15.0, 28, Paris

  Define external subnets (external trusted IP addresses)Define external subnets (external trusted IP addresses)

New-CsTenantTrustedIPAddress -IPAddress <External IP address> -MaskBits <Subnet bitmask> -Description 
<description> 

New-CsTenantTrustedIPAddress -IPAddress 198.51.100.0 -MaskBits 30 -Description "Contoso address"  

 Related topics

The following table shows the subnets defined in this example.

For multiple subnets, you can import a CSV file by using a script such as the following.

In this example, the CSV file looks something like this:

See also Set-CsTenantNetworkSubnet.

Use the New-CsTenantTrustedIPAddress cmdlet to define external subnets and assign them to the tenant. You

can define an unlimited number of external subnets for a tenant.

For example:

See also Set-CsTenantTrustedIPAddress.

Network settings for cloud voice features in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cstenantnetworksubnet
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-cstenanttrustedipaddress?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cstenanttrustedipaddress
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NOTENOTE

 Emergency address validation

 Emergency address geo codes

This article describes concepts you'll need to know to manage emergency calling—it includes information about

emergency addresses, dynamic emergency addresses, and emergency call routing. This article uses the

following terminology:

Emergency addressEmergency address  - A civic address—the physical or street address of a place of business for your

organization.

For example, the address 12345 North Main Street, Redmond, WA 98052 is used to route emergency

calls to the appropriate dispatch authorities and to assist in locating the emergency caller.

PlacePlace - Typically a floor, building, wing, or office number. Place is associated with an emergency address

to give a more exact location within a building. You can have an unlimited number of places associated

with an emergency address. For example, if your organization has multiple buildings, you might want to

include place information for each building and every floor within each building.

Emergency locationEmergency location - A location is a civic address—with an optional place. If your business has more

than one physical location, it's likely that you'll need more than one emergency location.

When you create an emergency address, a unique location ID is automatically created for this address. If

you add a place to an emergency address—for example, if you add a floor to a building address—a

location ID is created for the combination of the emergency address and place. In this example, there will

be two location IDs: one for the civic address; one for the joined civic address and associated place.

When you assign an emergency location to a user or site, it's this unique location ID that's associated with

the user or site.

Registered addressRegistered address  - An emergency address that is assigned to each user. A registered address is

sometimes referred to as a static emergency address or address of record. (Currently, registered

addresses are not supported for Direct Routing. Check back soon for updates.)

There are some differences in how you manage emergency calling depending on whether you are using Microsoft Calling

Plans, Operator Connect, or Direct Routing for your PSTN connectivity. These considerations are described throughout

this article.

To assign an emergency address to a user or to a network identifier, you must ensure that the emergency

address is marked as "validated." Address validation ensures that the address is legitimate, and that it cannot be

modified after it is assigned.

If you define an emergency address by using the address map search feature in the Teams admin center, the

address is automatically marked as validated. Because you cannot modify a validated emergency address—if the

format or representation of the address changes, you must create a new address with the updated format.

Each emergency address can have a geo code (latitude and longitude) associated with it. These geo codes are

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/what-are-emergency-locations-addresses-and-call-routing.md


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Considerations for Calling Plans

  Emergency call enablement for Calling PlansEmergency call enablement for Calling Plans

  Dynamic emergency calling for Calling PlansDynamic emergency calling for Calling Plans

  Emergency call routing for Calling PlansEmergency call routing for Calling Plans

used in some countries to assist in routing emergency calls with dynamic locations.

If you define an emergency address by using the address map search feature in the Teams admin center, the geo

code is automatically associated with an emergency address. You can also associate geo codes with an address if

you define the address by using PowerShell.

Microsoft recommends that you create emergency addresses by using the map search feature in Teams admin

center, which will ensure that the addresses are formatted, validated, and have the appropriate geo codes.

To assign an emergency location to a network identifier for dynamic emergency calling, the emergency address must

contain an appropriate geo code.

The following sections describe how to manage emergency calling for Microsoft Calling Plan users. To find out if

Microsoft Calling Plans are the right solution for your business, see PSTN connectivity options.

Each Calling Plan user is automatically enabled for emergency calling and is required to have a registered

emergency address associated with their assigned telephone number.

When the location is associated to the telephone number depends on the country/region:

In the United States and Canada, for example, an emergency location is required when a number is

assigned to a user.

For other countries—such as in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA)—an emergency location is

required when you get the phone number from Microsoft 365, or when it's transferred from another

service provider or carrier.

Dynamic emergency calling for Calling Plans provides the capability to configure and route emergency calls

based on the current location of the Teams client. The ability to do automatic routing to the appropriate Public

Safety Answering Point (PSAP) or to notify security desk personnel varies depending on the country of usage of

the Teams user.

Dynamic location for routing emergency calls is supported in the United States as follows.

If a Teams client for a United States Calling Plan user dynamically acquires an emergency address within

the United States, that address is used for emergency routing instead of the registered address, and the

call will be automatically routed to the PSAP in the serving area of the address.

If a Teams client for a United States Calling Plan user doesn't dynamically acquire an emergency address

within the United States, then the registered emergency address is used to help screen and route the call.

However, the call will be screened to determine if an updated address is required before connecting the

caller to the appropriate PSAP.

Dynamic location for routing emergency calls is supported in Canada the same as in the United States with the

following exception: all emergency calls will be screened nationally before being transferred to the PSAP.

For more information, see Plan and configure dynamic emergency calling.

When a Teams Calling Plan user dials an emergency number, how the call is routed to the PSAP depends on the

following:
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  Emergency call enablement for Operator ConnectEmergency call enablement for Operator Connect

  Dynamic emergency calling for Operator ConnectDynamic emergency calling for Operator Connect

Whether the emergency address is dynamically determined by the Teams client.

Whether the emergency address is the registered address associated with the user's phone number.

The emergency calling network of that country.

For example:

In the United States:In the United States:

If a Teams client is located at a tenant-defined dynamic emergency location, emergency calls from that

client are automatically routed to the PSAP serving that geographic location.

If a Teams client is not located at a tenant-defined dynamic emergency location, emergency calls from

that client are screened by a national call center to determine the location of the caller before transferring

the call to the PSAP serving that geographic location.

If an emergency caller is unable to update their emergency location to the screening center, the call will

be transferred to the PSAP serving the caller's registered address.

In Canada, Ireland, and the United KingdomIn Canada, Ireland, and the United Kingdom, emergency calls are first screened to determine the current

location of the user before connecting the call to the appropriate dispatch center.

In France, Germany, and SpainIn France, Germany, and Spain , emergency calls are routed directly to the PSAP serving the emergency

address associated with the number regardless of the location of the caller.

In the NetherlandsIn the Netherlands , emergency calls are routed directly to the PSAP for the local area code of the number

regardless of the location of the caller.

In AustraliaIn Australia , emergency addresses are configured and routed by the carrier partner.

In JapanIn Japan, emergency calling is not supported.

For more information, see:

Calling Plans

Set up Calling Plans

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Emergency calling terms and conditions

The following sections describe how to manage emergency calling for Operator Connect users. To find out

whether Operator Connect is the right solution for your business, see PSTN connectivity options.

Each Operator Connect user is automatically enabled for emergency calling. Emergency calls are routed

automatically to the Operator Connect carrier for a given number.

The ability for a tenant admin to set the registered address for an Operator Connect user will depend upon the

capabilities assigned to the number when the carrier uploads them into a customers inventory. Based upon this

setting, the tenant administrator may or may not be required—or able—to set, modify, or delete the emergency

location of a user.

Dynamic emergency calling for Operator Connect provides the capability to configure and route emergency

calls based on the current location of the Teams client. The ability to do automatic routing to the appropriate

Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) or to notify security desk personnel varies depending on the country of

usage of the Teams user.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
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Dynamic location for routing emergency calls is supported in the United States as follows.

If a Teams client for a United States user dynamically acquires an emergency address within the United

States, that address is used for emergency routing instead of the registered address, and the call will be

automatically routed to the PSAP in the serving area of the address.

If a Teams client for a United States user doesn't dynamically acquire an emergency address within the

United States, then the registered emergency address is used to help screen and route the call. However,

the call will be screened to determine if an updated address is required before connecting the caller to the

appropriate PSAP.

Dynamic location for routing emergency calls is supported in Canada the same as in the United States with the

following exceptions: all emergency calls will be screened nationally before transferred to the PSAP.

For more information, see Plan and configure dynamic emergency calling.

When a Teams Operator Connect user dials an emergency number, how the call is routed to the PSAP depends

on the following:

Whether the emergency address is dynamically determined by the Teams client.

Whether the emergency address is the registered address associated with the user's phone number.

The emergency calling network of that country.

In the United States and Canada, dynamic routing is part of the carrier ’s service. You do not need to

procure this service from another service provider.

In the United States and Canada:

If a Teams client is located at a tenant-defined dynamic emergency location, emergency calls from that

client are automatically routed to the PSAP serving that geographic location.

If a Teams client is not located at a tenant-defined dynamic emergency location, emergency calls from

that client are screened by a national call center to determine the location of the caller before transferring

the call to the PSAP serving that geographic location.

If an emergency caller is unable to update their emergency location to the screening center, the call will

be transferred to the PSAP serving the caller's registered address.

The following sections describe how to manage emergency calling for Direct Routing users. To find out whether

Direct Routing is the right solution for your business, see PSTN connectivity options.

For Direct Routing, you must define emergency calling policies for users by using a Teams emergency call

routing policy to define emergency numbers and their associated routing destination. (Currently, registered

emergency locations are not supported for Direct Routing users.)

You can assign an emergency call routing policy to a Direct Routing user account, a network site, or both. When

a Teams client starts or changes a network connection, Teams performs a lookup of the network site where the

client is located as follows:

If an emergency call routing policy is associated with the site, then the site policy is used to configure

emergency calling.

If there is no emergency call routing policy associated with the site, if the client is connected at an
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undefined site, or if the dialed number does not match any of the emergency numbers defined in the

emergency call routing policy associated with the site, then the emergency call routing policy associated

with the user account is used to configure emergency calling.

If the Teams client is unable to obtain an emergency call routing policy, then the user is not enabled for

emergency calling.

Dynamic emergency calling for Direct Routing provides the capability to configure and route emergency calls

based on the current location of the Teams client. The ability to do automatic routing to the appropriate Public

Safety Answering Point (PSAP) or to notify security desk personnel varies depending on the country of usage of

the Teams user.

For Direct Routing users, dynamic location for routing emergency calls is only supported in the United States as

follows:

If a Teams client for a United States Direct Routing user dynamically acquires an emergency address

within the United States, that address is used for emergency routing, and the call will be automatically

routed to the PSAP in the serving area of the address.

If a Teams client for a United States Direct Routing user doesn't dynamically acquire an emergency

address within the United States, the call will be screened to determine if an updated address is required

before connecting the caller to the appropriate PSAP.

Dynamic location for routing emergency calls is supported in Canada the same as in the United States with the

following exception: all emergency calls will be screened nationally before being transferred to the PSAP.

For more information, see Configure dynamic emergency calling.

The emergency call routing policy for Direct Routing references an online PSTN usage, which must have the

appropriate Direct Routing configuration to properly route the emergency calls to the appropriate PSTN

gateway(s). In particular, you must ensure that there is an OnlineVoiceRoute for the emergency dial string. For

more information, see Configure Direct Routing.

Teams clients no longer prepend the "+" sign in front of emergency numbers; that is, +911. Consequently, Teams

emergency calls will no longer be sending a "+" preceding the 911 number. Be sure your voice route patterns reflect this

change.

The ability to dynamically route emergency calls for Direct Routing users varies depending on the emergency

calling network within a given country. There are two solutions available:

Emergency Routing Service Providers (US only)

Emergency Location Identification Number applications

In the United States, there are numerous certified Emergency Routing Service Providers (ERSPs) that can

automatically route emergency calls based upon the location of the caller.

If an Emergency Routing Service Provider is integrated into a Direct Routing deployment, emergency calls

with a dynamically acquired location will be automatically routed to the Public Safety Answering Point

(PSAP) serving that location.

Emergency calls without a dynamically acquired location are first screened to determine the current

location of the user before connecting the call to the appropriate dispatch center based upon the updated
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location.

For more information, see Session Border Controllers certified for Direct Routing.

Session Border Controllers (SBCs) can include Emergency Location Identification Number (ELIN) applications. If

an SBC ELIN application is integrated into a Direct Routing deployment, you must configure the emergency

addresses and associated telephone numbers in the ELIN application, and then upload the ELIN records to the

emergency calling database in the respective PSTN. Teams emergency locations with an ELIN identifier must

match those within the ELIN application.

When an emergency call with a dynamically acquired location is routed to the appropriate SBC, the ELIN

application:

Parses the emergency location of the caller.

Matches the location to an ELIN record.

Substitutes the emergency caller's number with the ELIN phone number.

Routes the call to the PSAP serving that location, and then the dispatchers obtain the location from the

uploaded ELIN record.

Upon a call back to the emergency number, the ELIN application will do the reverse called number substitution

to that of the original emergency caller.

For more information, see Session Border Controllers certified for Direct Routing.

Security desk notification is available with both Microsoft Calling Plans, Operator Connect, and Direct Routing.

You use a Teams emergency calling policy (TeamsEmergencyCallingPolicy) to configure who should be notified

during an emergency call and how they are notified: chat only, conferenced in and muted, or conferenced in and

muted but with the ability to unmute. You can also specify an external PSTN number of a user or group to call

and join the emergency call. Note that the PSTN party is not allowed to unmute.

An emergency calling policy can be granted to a Teams user account, assigned to a network site, or both. When a

Teams client starts or changes a network connection, Teams performs a lookup of the network site where the

client is located:

If an emergency calling policy is associated with a network site, then the site policy is used to configure

security desk notification.

If there is no emergency calling policy associated with the site, or if the client is connected at an

undefined site, then the emergency calling policy associated with the user account is used to configure

security desk notification.

If the Teams client is unable to obtain an emergency calling policy, then the user is not enabled for

security desk notification.

During an emergency call, a security desk is conferenced into the call and the experience of the security desk

user is controlled based upon the Teams emergency calling policy. A group chat is started with each security

desk member, and the location of the emergency caller is shared via an important message notification. If a

conference option is configured as part of the policy, each security desk user is additionally called as part of the

conference.

Manage emergency calling policies
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Assign or change an emergency location for your user
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Dynamic emergency calling for Microsoft Calling Plans, Operator Connect, and Direct Routing provides the

capability to configure and route emergency calls and notify security personnel based on the current location of

the Teams client.

Based on the network topology (network elements associated with emergency addresses) that the tenant

administrator defines, the Teams client provides network connectivity information in a request to the Location

Information Service (LIS). If there's a match, the LIS returns a location to the client.

The Teams client includes location data as part of an emergency call. This data is then used by the emergency

service provider to determine the appropriate Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) and to route the call to that

PSAP, which allows the PSAP dispatcher to obtain the caller's location.

For dynamic emergency calling, the following must occur :

1. The network administrator configures network settings and the LIS to create a network/emergency

location map.

2. During startup and periodically afterwards, or when a network connection is changed, the Teams client

sends a location request that contains its network connectivity information to the network settings and

the LIS.

If there's a network settings site match – emergency calling policies are returned to the Teams

client from that site. (For more information about policies, see Configure emergency policies).

If there's an LIS match – an emergency location from the network element the Teams client is

connected to is returned to the Teams client. The match is performed in the following order with

the first matched result being returned:

WAP

Ethernet switch/port

Ethernet switch

Subnet

3. When the Teams client makes an emergency call, the emergency location is conveyed to the PSTN

network.

The ability to do automatic routing to the appropriate Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) varies depending on

the country of usage of the Teams user.

Microsoft Calling Plans and Operator Connect partners include dynamic emergency routing services for users in

the United States and Canada.

For Direct Routing, however, additional configuration is required for routing emergency calls and possibly for

partner connectivity. The administrator must configure connection to an Emergency Routing Service (ERS)

provider (United States and Canada) OROR  configure the Session Border Controller (SBC) for an Emergency

Location Identification Number (ELIN) application. For information about ERS providers, see Session Border

Controllers certified for Direct Routing.

This article contains the following sections.

Assign emergency addresses

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/configure-dynamic-emergency-calling.md
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 Assign emergency addresses

Configure network settings

Configure Location Information Service

Configure emergency policies

Enable users and sites

Test emergency calling

For more information about emergency calling, including information about emergency addresses and

emergency call routing, information specific to countries, and information about network settings and network

topology, see the following:

Manage emergency calling

Manage network settings for cloud voice features

Manage your network topology for cloud voice features

For more information about which features are available in the government clouds, see Government support at

the end of this article.

The following clients are currently supported. Check back often to see updates to this list.

Teams desktop client for Microsoft Windows

Teams desktop client for Apple macOS

Teams mobile client for Apple iOS client version 1.0.92.2019121004 and App Store version 1.0.92 and

greater

Teams mobile client for Android client and Google Play store version 1416/1.0.0.2019121201 and greater

Teams phone version 1449/1.0.94.2019110802 and greater

Teams Rooms version 4.4.25.0 and greater

3PIP phones do not support dynamic emergency calling.

Dynamic emergency calling, including security desk notification, isn't supported on the Teams web client. To prevent users

from using the Teams web client to call PSTN numbers, you can set a Teams calling policy and turn off the Allow webAllow web

PSTN callingPSTN calling setting. To learn more, see Calling policies in Teams and Set-CsTeamsCallingPolicy.

Subnet and WiFi-based locations are supported on all Teams clients. 

Ethernet/Switch (LLDP) is supported on:

Windows versions 8.1 and later at this time.

Mac OS, which requires LLDP enablement software.

Teams phone with Teams app version 1449/1.0.94.2021110101 and later.

You can assign emergency addresses as follows:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscallingpolicy?view=skype-ps
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=103383
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To Calling Plan users.

To Operator Connect users—depending on the capabilities assigned to the number when the carrier

uploads them into a customer's inventory.

To the network identifiers that are required for dynamically obtaining a location.

To support automated routing of emergency calls within the United States, you must ensure that the emergency

locations that are assigned to network identifiers include the associated geo codes. (Emergency addresses

without geo codes can't be assigned to the network identifiers that are required for dynamic locations.)

Azure Maps is used for location-based services. When you enter an emergency address by using the Microsoft

Teams admin center, Teams checks Azure Maps for the address:

If a match is found, the geo codes are automatically included.

If a match isn't found, you will have the opportunity to manually create an emergency address. You can

use the PIN drop feature to do this.

Emergency addresses that are more than a couple of years old cannot be assigned to network identifiers. You will need to

re-create older addresses.

You add and assign emergency addresses in the Microsoft Teams admin center or by using PowerShell. For

more information, see Add an emergency location for your organization and Assign an emergency location for a

user.

Network settings are used to determine the location of a Teams client, and to dynamically obtain emergency

calling policies and an emergency location. You can configure network settings according to how your

organization wants emergency calling to function.

Network settings include sites that include a collection of subnets and these are used exclusively for dynamic

policy assignment to users. For example, an emergency calling policy and an emergency call routing policy

might be assigned to the "Redmond site" so that any user that roams from home or another Microsoft location

is configured with emergency numbers, routing, and security desk specific to Redmond.

Trusted IP addresses contain a collection of the internet external IP addresses of the enterprise network and are

used to determine if the user's endpoint is inside the corporate network. An attempt to obtain a dynamic policy

or location will only be made if the user's external IP address matches an IP address in the trusted IP address.

For more information about IP addresses, network regions, sites, and subnet addresses, see Network settings for

cloud voice features.

You configure network settings in the Microsoft Teams admin center or by using PowerShell. To learn more, see

Manage your network topology for cloud voice features.

Note that it can take some time (up to a couple of hours) for some changes to network settings (such as a new

address, network identifier, and so on) to propagate and be available to Teams clients.
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  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

Subnets can also be defined in LIS and can be associated with an emergency location. LIS subnets must be defined by the

Network ID matching the subnet IP range assigned to clients. For example, the network ID for a client IP/mask of

10.10.10.150/25 is 10.10.10.128. For more information, see Understand TCP/IP addressing and subnetting basics.

Network configuration setting lookups are not supported with cloud proxy service deployments that modify the source IP

addresses from Teams clients.

For Calling Plan and Operator Connect users:For Calling Plan and Operator Connect users:

If dynamic configuration of security desk notification is required, you must configure both trusted IP

addresses and network sites.

If only dynamic locations are required, you must configure only trusted IP addresses; configuring network

settings isn't required.

If neither are required, configuring network settings isn't required.

For Direct Routing users:For Direct Routing users:

If dynamic enablement of emergency calling or dynamic configuration of security desk notification is

required, then you must configure both Trusted IP addresses and network sites.

If only dynamic locations are required, you must configure only trusted IP addresses; configuring

metwork settings isn't required.

If neither are required, configuring network settings isn't required.

A Teams client obtains emergency addresses from the locations associated with different network identifiers.

For a client to obtain a location, you must populate the LIS with network identifiers (subnets, WAPs, switches,

ports) and emergency locations. You can do this in the Microsoft Teams admin center or by using PowerShell.

1. In the left navigation, go to LocationsLocations  > Networks & locationsNetworks & locations .

2. Click the tab that represents the network identifier that you want to add. For example, click SubnetsSubnets , Wi-FiWi-Fi

access pointsaccess points , SwitchesSwitches , or Por tsPor ts . Then click AddAdd.

3. Complete the fields, add an emergency location, and then click ApplyApply .

Use the following cmdlets to add ports, switches, subnets, and WAPs to the LIS.

Get, Set, Remove -CsOnlineLisSubnet

Get, Set, Remove -CsOnlineLisPort

Get, Set, Remove -CsOnlineLisWirelessAccessPoint

Get, Set, Remove -CsOnlineLisSwitch

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/troubleshoot/windows-client/networking/tcpip-addressing-and-subnetting
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlinelissubnet?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinelissubnet?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csonlinelissubnet?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlinelisport?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinelisport?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csonlinelisport?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlineliswirelessaccesspoint?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlineliswirelessaccesspoint?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csonlineliswirelessaccesspoint?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlinelisswitch?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinelisswitch?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csonlinelisswitch?view=skype-ps
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 Configure emergency policies

 Enable users and sites

Grant-CsTeamsEmergencyCallingPolicy -Identity user1 -PolicyName SecurityDeskNotification

Set-CsTenantNetworkSite -identity "site1" -EmergencyCallingPolicy "Contoso Emergency Calling Policy 1"

Grant-CsTeamsEmergencyCallRoutingPolicy -Identity user1 -PolicyName UnitedStates

If subnets are being used as part of network sites, they must be redefined in the Location Information Service to render

dynamic locations.

Use the following policies to configure emergency calling. You can manage these policies in the Microsoft Teams

admin center or by using PowerShell.

Emergency call routing policy – Applies only to Direct RoutingEmergency call routing policy – Applies only to Direct Routing. This policy configures the

emergency numbers, masks per number if desired, and the PSTN route per number. You can assign this

policy to users, to network sites, or to both. To learn more, see Manage emergency call routing policies for

Direct Routing.

(Calling Plan and Operator Connect users are automatically enabled for emergency calling with the

emergency numbers from the country based upon their Microsoft 365 or Office 365 usage location.)

Emergency calling policy - Applies to Calling Plans, Operator Connect, and Direct Routing.Emergency calling policy - Applies to Calling Plans, Operator Connect, and Direct Routing.

This policy configures the security desk notification experience when an emergency call is made. You can

set who to notify and how they are notified. For example, to automatically notify your organization's

security desk and have them listen in on emergency calls. This policy can either be assigned to users or

network sites or both. To learn more, see Manage emergency calling policies in Teams.

You can assign emergency call routing policies and emergency calling policies to users and to sites. Keep in

mind that emergency call routing policies apply to Direct Routing only. (Although it's possible to assign this

policy to a Calling Plan or Operator Connect user, the policy will have no effect.)

You assign policies in the Microsoft Teams admin center or by using PowerShell. To learn more, see:

Manage emergency call routing policies for Direct Routing

Manage emergency calling policies in Teams

The following are PowerShell examples:

To enable a specific user for security desk notification, use the following command:

To assign a policy called "Contoso Emergency Calling Policy 1" to Site 1, use the following command:

To enable a specific Direct Routing user for emergency calling, use the following command:

To assign a policy called "Contoso New York Emergency Call Routing" to Site 1, use the following command:



Set-CsTenantNetworkSite -identity "site1" -EmergencyCallRoutingPolicy "Contoso New York Emergency Call 
Routing"

 Test emergency calling

 Government support

C LO UDC LO UD AVA IL A B IL IT YAVA IL A B IL IT Y

World Wide Multi Tenant Available on all Teams clients

GCC Available on all Teams clients

GCCH Available on Teams desktop

DoD Pending

 Related topics

If you assigned an emergency calling policy to a network site and to a user, and if that user is at that network

site, the policy that's assigned to the network site overrides the policy that's assigned to the user.

Some Emergency Routing Service Providers (ERSPs) in the United States offer an emergency calling test bot.

Calling Plan and Operator Connect users in the United States or CanadaCalling Plan and Operator Connect users in the United States or Canada can use the predefined

test emergency number 933 to validate their emergency calling configuration. This number is routed to a

bot, which then echoes back the caller phone number (calling line ID), emergency address or location, and

whether the call would be automatically routed to the PSAP or screened first.

Direct Routing customers in the United StatesDirect Routing customers in the United States  should coordinate with their ERSP for a test service.

The following table shows support for dynamic emergency calling in the government clouds:

Manage emergency calling

Manage emergency calling policies

Manage emergency call routing policies

Add, change, or remove an emergency location for your organization

Assign or change an emergency location for your user

Network settings for cloud voice features

Manage your network topology for cloud voice features
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 Support for emergency calling location information

 Location precedence

 Emergency address classification and routing

This article describes Microsoft's support for 911 emergency calling location information in the United States.

This support ensures that the most precise dispatchable location information possible is provided for Teams

users making emergency calls. Regardless of the caller's location--onsite or working from home--a caller's

location information sent to the Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) must be accurate.

This article includes information about Microsoft's compliance with the RAY BAUM’S Act for Multi Line

Telephone Systems (MLTS). The RAY BAUM'S Act extends the Kari’s Law requirements, which went into effect in

early 2021. For more information about the RAY BAUM'S Act and Kari's Law, see Dispatchable Location for 911

Calls and Multi-line Telephone Systems – Kari’s Law and RAY BAUM’S Act 911 Direct Dialing, Notification, and

Dispatchable Location Requirements.

Users working at home can now set their own emergency addresses if applicable. This article describes how you

can configure user policies so that your end users can set their emergency addresses.

Although this information applies to emergency 911 calling in the United States, user-entered locations will be

conveyed to the screening center in Canada as well.

This article contains the following sections:

Support for emergency calling location information

Location precedence

Emergency address classification and routing

Enable end users to configure their emergency address

Notes and restrictions

To support these requirements, Teams uses the location services provided by the respective operating system to

suggest an address--if granted permission by the administrator or user. The end user can confirm the location of

a suggested address, edit it, or manually enter a new one. A confirmed, edited, or manually entered address is

then saved on the Teams client so that the user-confirmed address is automatically used when the client is

connected to that network. The user-saved addresses are automatically cleared when the Teams client is signed

out.

Emergency addresses for Teams can be categorized by different types. The following list shows the location

precedence used when an emergency number is dialed:

1. A dynamically acquired address defined by the tenant administer in the Location Information Service.

2. An address the end user confirmed, edited, or manually entered which is associated to the local network

the Teams client is connected to.

3. An address automatically suggested by the operating system.

4. An address the administrator statically assigns to the user.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/emergency-calling-dispatchable-location.md
https://www.fcc.gov/911-dispatchable-location
https://www.fcc.gov/mlts-911-requirements
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Dynamically acquired emergency address defined by
administrator.

Direct to PSAP.

Emergency address obtained from the operating system
without confirmation for accuracywithout confirmation for accuracy  by the user.

Screened and Transferred to PSAP.

Emergency address obtained from the operating system
with confirmation for accuracywith confirmation for accuracy  by the user.

Direct to PSAP.

Emergency address obtained from the operating system and
edited and confirmed by the user.

Screened and Transferred to PSAP.

Emergency address entered and confirmed by the user. Screened and Transferred to PSAP.

Emergency address statically assigned to the user/number. Screened and Transferred to PSAP.

Null Screened and Transferred to PSAP.

 Enable end users to configure their emergency address

New-CsTeamsEmergencyCallingPolicy -Identity E911WFH -ExternalLocationLookupMode Enabled

Grant-CsTeamsEmergencyCallingPolicy -PolicyName E911WFH -Identity user@contoso.com

 Notes and restrictions

The following table shows the types of emergency addresses and associated routing methods for each type:

whether the call is automatically routed to the serving PSAP or screened for accuracy before transferring to the

serving PSAP. This routing behavior is supported in the United States for all Calling Plan users, Operator

Connect partners, and Direct Routing certified emergency calling service providers.

To enable this feature for your end users, use the New-CsTeamsEmergencyCallingPolicy PowerShell cmdlet, and

set the ExternalLocationLookupMode parameter to Enabled. See the following example:

After enabling this feature for your end users, from the Calls tab, the user can add, edit, or confirm an

emergency address and display the address after it is set.

On Windows, you can manage the Windows location service, and whether applications have access to the

location, by using group policy or by using mobile device management (MDM).

For more information about Windows location service, see Windows location service and privacy.

Keep the following in mind:

The work-from-home experience described is for Teams desktop on Windows and Mac.

Teams phones do not support the work-from-home experience.

Teams mobile supports automatic location detection but not the user entered experience described.

Privacy settings can conflict with automatic location detection - Mobile Device Management systems can

be used.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/client-management/mdm/policy-csp-privacy#privacy-letappsaccesslocation
https://support.microsoft.com/windows/windows-location-service-and-privacy-3a8eee0a-5b0b-dc07-eede-2a5ca1c49088
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Manage emergency calling
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 Add an emergency location
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

 Change an emergency location
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

Regardless of the PSTN connectivity option you choose—Microsoft Calling Plans, Operator Connect, or Direct

Routing—emergency locations can be associated with a phone number.

However, depending on your PSTN connectivity option, how you manage emergency locations and location

requirements may vary. For more information, see Manage emergency calling.

This article describes how to add, change, or remove an emergency location for your organization.

This article applies to Microsoft Calling Plans, Operator Connect, and Direct Routing.

You manage emergency locations for your organization in the Microsoft Teams admin center or by using

PowerShell.

To assign an emergency location, users, phone numbers, and emergency locations all need to be in the same

country. For more information, see Assign or change an emergency location for a user.

NOTENOTE

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click LocationsLocations  > Emergency addressesEmergency addresses .

2. Click AddAdd.

3. Enter a name and description for the location.

4. Select the country or region, and then enter the address.

In Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Netherlands, and Spain, it's important to understand that to successfully

activate a phone number in Microsoft 365, the address set up in the emergency location, which is used to acquire

the number, must match the phone number's area code.

5. If the address isn't found and you want to manually edit the address, turn on Edit the addressEdit the address

manuallymanually .

6. Click SaveSave.

See New-CsOnlineLisCivicAddress.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click LocationsLocations  > Emergency addressesEmergency addresses .

2. In the list, select the location that you want to change, and then click EditEdit.

3. Make the changes you want.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/add-change-remove-emergency-location-organization.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlineliscivicaddress


NOTENOTE

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

 Remove an emergency location
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

 Related topics

4. Click SaveSave.

You can change the address information for a location only if the address isn't validated. If the address is already validated,

and you need to change the address, delete the location, and then create a new location with the correct address.

See Set-CsOnlineLisCivicAddress.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click LocationsLocations  > Emergency addressesEmergency addresses .

2. In the list, select the location that you want to remove, and then click DeleteDelete.

See Remove-CsOnlineLisCivicAddress.

Manage emergency calling

Add, change, or remove a place for an emergency location in your organization

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlineliscivicaddress
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csonlineliscivicaddress
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
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 Add a place to an emergency location
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

 Change a place for an emergency location
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

 Remove a place from an emergency location
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

Depending on the number of physical locations in your organization, you can add places for buildings, floors,

and offices to create a more specific emergency location.

Depending on your PSTN connectivity option, however, how you manage emergency locations and location

requirements may vary. For more information, see Manage emergency calling.

This article describes how to add, change, or remove a place for an emergency location for your organization.

This article applies to Microsoft Calling Plans, Operator Connect, and Direct Routing.

You manage emergency locations for your organization in the Microsoft Teams admin center or by using

PowerShell.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click LocationsLocations  > Emergency addressesEmergency addresses .

2. In the list, click the name of the location for which you want to add a place.

3. On the PlacesPlaces  tab, click AddAdd.

4. Enter a place name, and then click ApplyApply .

See New-CsOnlineLisLocation.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click LocationsLocations  > Emergency addressesEmergency addresses .

2. In the list, click the name of the location for which you want to change a place.

3. On the PlacesPlaces  tab, select the place you want to change, and then click EditEdit.

4. Update the place information, and then click ApplyApply .

See Set-CsOnlineLisLocation.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click LocationsLocations  > Emergency addressesEmergency addresses .

2. In the list, click the name of the location for which you want to remove a place.

3. On the PlacesPlaces  tab, select the place you want to remove, and then click DeleteDelete.

See Remove-CsOnlineLisLocation.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/add-change-remove-emergency-place-organization.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinelislocation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinelislocation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/remove-csonlinelislocation


 

Related topics
Manage emergency calling

Add, change, or remove an emergency location for your organization

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
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 Using the Microsoft Teams admin center

 Using PowerShell

 Related topics

Regardless of the PSTN connectivity option you choose—Microsoft Calling Plans, Operator Connect, or Direct

Routing—an emergency location needs to be assigned to each phone number or user.

Depending on your PSTN connectivity option, however, how you manage and assign emergency locations for a

user may vary. For more information, see Manage emergency calling.

This article describes how to assign or change an emergency location for a user.

This article applies to Calling Plans and Operator Connect.

You can assign or change an emergency location for a user in the Microsoft Teams admin center or by using

PowerShell.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

2. On the Phone numbersPhone numbers  page, click the NumbersNumbers  tab, select a user number in the list, and then click

EditEdit.

3. On the EditEdit pane, under Emergency locationEmergency location, do one of the following:

To assign an emergency location, search for, and select an emergency location.

To change the emergency location that's already assigned to the user, click XX to remove the existing

location, and then search for and select the location you want to assign.

4. Depending on whether you want to send an email to the user with their phone number information, turn

off or turn on Email user with telephone number informationEmail user with telephone number information. By default, this is on.

5. Click ApplyApply .

See Set-CsOnlineVoiceUser.

Manage emergency calling

Add, change, or remove an emergency location for your organization

Assign or change a place for an emergency location for a user

Add, change, or remove a place for an emergency location in your organization

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/assign-change-emergency-location-user.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinevoiceuser
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
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 Using the Microsoft Teams admin center

 Using PowerShell

 Related topics

Regardless of the PSTN connectivity option you choose—Microsoft Calling Plans, Operator Connect, or Direct

Routing—an emergency location needs to be assigned to each phone number or user.

Depending on your PSTN connectivity option, however, how you manage and assign emergency locations for a

user may vary. For more information, see Manage emergency calling.

This article describes how to assign or change the place for an emergency location for a user in the Microsoft

Teams admin center or by using PowerShell.

This article applies to Calling Plans and Operator Connect.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, click VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

2. On the Phone numbersPhone numbers  page, click the NumbersNumbers  tab, select a user number in the list, and then click

EditEdit.

3. On the EditEdit pane, under Emergency locationEmergency location, do one of the following:

To assign a place, search for the location or place, and then select the place in the search results.

To change the place that's already assigned to the user, click XX to remove the existing location and

place, search for and then select the place you want to assign.

4. Depending on whether you want to send an email to the user with their phone number information, turn

off or turn on Email user with telephone number informationEmail user with telephone number information. By default, this is on.

5. Click ApplyApply .

See Set-CsOnlineLisLocation.

Manage emergency calling

Assign or change an emergency location for a user

Add, change, or remove an emergency location for your organization

Add, change, or remove a place for an emergency location in your organization

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/assign-change-emergency-place-user.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinelislocation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization
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 Related topics

These are emergency calling (911) disclaimer labels or stickers for use with Avery 5160 address labels (1" x 2

5/8") or can be sized if you want to use other types of labels.

Click to download a .zip file for Emergency Calling labels (en-us).

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Emergency calling terms and conditions

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/emergency-calling-labels.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/emergency-calling/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip?raw=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
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 Create a custom emergency calling policy
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

If your organization uses Microsoft Calling Plans, Operator Connect, or Direct Routing as your PSTN connectivity

option, you can use emergency calling policies in Microsoft Teams to define what happens when a Teams user in

your organization makes an emergency call.

You can set who to notify and how they are notified when a user who is assigned the policy calls emergency

services. For example, you can configure policy settings to automatically notify your organization's security desk

and have them listen in emergency calls.

You manage emergency calling policies by going to VoiceVoice > Emergency policiesEmergency policies  in the Microsoft Teams

admin center or by using Windows PowerShell. The policies can be assigned to users and network sites.

For users, you can use the global (Org-wide default) policy or create and assign custom policies. Users will

automatically get the global policy unless you create and assign a custom policy. Keep in mind that you can edit

the settings in the global policy but you can't rename or delete it. For network sites, you create and assign

custom policies.

If you assigned an emergency calling policy to a network site and to a user and if that user is at that network

site, the policy that's assigned to the network site overrides the policy that's assigned to the user.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Emergency policiesEmergency policies , and then

click the Calling policiesCalling policies  tab.

2. Click AddAdd.

3. Enter a name and description for the policy.

4. Set how you want to notify people in your organization, typically the security desk, when an emergency call

is made. To do this, under Notification modeNotification mode, select one of the following:

5. If you selected either of the Conference in mutedConference in muted notification modes, in the Numbers to dial forNumbers to dial for

emergency calls notificationsemergency calls notifications  box, you can enter a PSTN phone number of a user or group to call and

join the emergency call. For example, enter the number of your organization's security desk, who will receive

a call when an emergency call is made and can then listen in on the call. The PSTN phone cannot be unmuted

even when the mode is set to Conferenced in muted but are able to unmuteConferenced in muted but are able to unmute.

6. Search for and select one or more users or groups, such as your organization's security desk, to notify when

an emergency call is made. The notification can be sent to email addresses of users, distribution groups, and

security groups. A maximum of 50 users can be notified.

7. Click ApplyApply .

Send notification onlySend notification only : A Teams chat message is sent to the users and groups that you specify.

Conferenced in muted and unable to unmuteConferenced in muted and unable to unmute: A Teams chat message is sent to the users and

groups that you specify and they can listen (but not participate) in the conversation between the caller

and the PSAP operator.

Conferenced in muted but are able to unmuteConferenced in muted but are able to unmute: A Teams chat message is sent to the users and

groups that you specify and they can unmute to listen and participate in the conversation between the

caller and the PSAP operator.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-emergency-calling-policies.md


  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

 Edit an emergency calling policy
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

 Assign a custom emergency calling policy to users

 Assign a custom emergency calling policy to a network site

Set-CsTenantNetworkSite -identity "site1" -EmergencyCallingPolicy "Contoso Emergency Calling Policy 1"

 Related topics

See New-CsTeamsEmergencyCallingPolicy.

You can edit the global policy or any custom policies that you create.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Emergency policiesEmergency policies , and then

click the Calling policiesCalling policies  tab.

2. Select the policy by clicking to the left of the policy name, and then click EditEdit.

3. Make the changes that you want, and then click ApplyApply .

See Set-CsTeamsEmergencyCallingPolicy.

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

See also Grant-CsTeamsEmergencyCallingPolicy.

Use the Set-CsTenantNetworkSite cmdlet to assign an emergency calling policy to a network site.

The following example shows how to assign a policy called Contoso Emergency Calling Policy 1 to the Site1 site.

Manage emergency call routing policies in Teams

Teams PowerShell overview

Assign policies to your users in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsemergencycallingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsemergencycallingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsemergencycallingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cstenantnetworksite
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NOTENOTE

 Create a custom emergency call routing policy
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

If you've deployed Direct Routing in your organization, you can use emergency call routing policies in Microsoft

Teams to set up emergency numbers and specify how emergency calls are routed. An emergency call routing

policy determines whether enhanced emergency services are enabled for users who are assigned the policy, the

numbers used to call emergency services (for example, 911 in the United States), and how calls to emergency

services are routed.

Note that these call routing policies apply only to Direct Routing--they do not apply to Calling Plans orNote that these call routing policies apply only to Direct Routing--they do not apply to Calling Plans or

Operator Connect.Operator Connect.

You manage emergency call routing policies by going to VoiceVoice > Emergency policiesEmergency policies  in the Microsoft Teams

admin center or by using Windows PowerShell. The policies can be assigned to users and network sites.

For users, you can use the global (Org-wide default) policy or create and assign custom policies. Users will

automatically get the global policy unless you create and assign a custom policy. Keep in mind that you can edit

the settings in the global policy but you can't rename or delete it. For network sites, you create and assign

custom policies.

If you assigned an emergency call routing policy to a network site and to a user and if that user is at that

network site, the policy that's assigned to the network site overrides the policy that's assigned to the user.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Emergency policiesEmergency policies , and then

click the Call routing policiesCall routing policies  tab.

2. Click AddAdd.

3. Enter a name and description for the policy.

4. To enable dynamic emergency calling, turn on Dynamic emergency callingDynamic emergency calling. When dynamic emergency

calling is enabled, Teams retrieves policy and location information from the service and includes that

information as part of the emergency call.

5. Define one or more emergency numbers. To do this, under Emergency numbersEmergency numbers , click AddAdd, and then

do the following:

a. Emergency dial str ingEmergency dial str ing: Enter the emergency dial string. This dial string indicates that a call is an

emergency call.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-emergency-call-routing-policies.md


  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

 Edit an emergency call routing policy
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

 Assign a custom emergency call routing policy to users

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

b. Emergency dial maskEmergency dial mask : For each emergency number, you can specify zero or more emergency dial

masks. A dial mask is the number that you want to translate into the value of the emergency dial

string. This allows for alternate emergency numbers to be dialed and still have the call reach

emergency services. 

For example, you add 112 as the emergency dial mask, which is the emergency service number for

most of Europe, and 911 as the emergency dial string. A Teams user from Europe who is visiting may

not know that 911 is the emergency number in the United States, and when they dial 112, the call is

made to 911. To define multiple dial masks, separate each value by a semicolon. For example, 112;212.

c. PSTN usage recordPSTN usage record: Select the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) usage record. The PSTN

usage record is used to determine which route is used to route emergency calls from users who are

authorized to use them. The route associated with this usage should point to a Session Initiation

Protocol (SIP) trunk dedicated to emergency calls or to an Emergency Location Identification Number

(ELIN) gateway that routes emergency calls to the nearest Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP).

For Direct Routing, Teams clients no longer send emergency calls with a "+" in front of theFor Direct Routing, Teams clients no longer send emergency calls with a "+" in front of the

emergency dial string. Be sure the voice route pattern to match an emergency dial stringemergency dial string. Be sure the voice route pattern to match an emergency dial string

reflects this change.reflects this change.

Dial strings and dial masks must be unique within a policy. This means that for a policy, you can define multiple

emergency numbers and you can set multiple dial masks for a dial string, but each dial string and dial mask must

only be used one time.

6. Click SaveSave.

See New-CsTeamsEmergencyCallRoutingPolicy.

You can edit the global policy or any custom policies that you create.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Emergency policiesEmergency policies , and then

click the Call routing policiesCall routing policies  tab.

2. Select the policy by clicking to the left of the policy name, and then click EditEdit.

3. Make the changes that you want, and then click SaveSave.

See Set-CsTeamsEmergencyCallRoutingPolicy.

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

See also Grant-CsTeamsEmergencyCallRoutingPolicy.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsemergencycallroutingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsemergencycallroutingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csteamsemergencycallroutingpolicy


 Assign a custom emergency call routing policy to a network site

Set-CsTenantNetworkSite -identity "site1" -EmergencyCallRoutingPolicy "Emergency Call Routing Policy 1"

 Related topics

Use the Set-CsTenantNetworkSite cmdlet to assign an emergency calling routing policy to a network site.

This example shows how to assign a policy called Emergency Call Routing Policy 1 to the Site1 site.

Manage emergency calling policies in Teams

Teams PowerShell overview

Assign policies to your users in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-cstenantnetworksite
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 Emergency calling policies

 Emergency call routing policies

Voice and calling policies are used to control voice and calling in Microsoft Teams.

You use emergency calling policies to configure what happens when a user in your organization makes an

emergency call. These policies are managed in the Teams admin center or using Windows PowerShell.

If your organization has deployed Phone System Direct RoutingPhone System Direct Routing, you can use emergency call routing policies

to determine where emergency calls are routed, whether enhanced emergency services are enabled, and which

numbers are used for emergency services. These policies are managed using PowerShell or in the Microsoft

Teams admin center.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/voice-and-calling-policies.md


 Caller ID policies

 Voice routing policies

Caller ID policies are used to change or block caller ID.

A voice routing policy is a container for Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) usage records. You can use

these policies if your organization has deployed Phone System Direct RoutingPhone System Direct Routing. Voice routing policies can be

managed with PowerShell or in the Teams admin center.



 Calling policies

 Call park and retrieve policies

Calling policies control which calling and call forwarding features are available to users including whether a user

can make private calls, send calls to call groups, and route calls to voicemail.

Call park and retrieve lets users put other users on hold and enables the same user or someone else to continue

the call.



 Create and manage dial plans

 Related topics

Dial plans translate dialed phone numbers for call authorization and routing. You can create and manage dial

plans through PowerShell or in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Manage emergency calling policies in Microsoft Teams

Manage emergency call routing policies

Manage caller ID policies in Microsoft Teams

Manage voice routing policies

Calling policies in Microsoft Teams

Call park and retrieve in Microsoft Teams



Create and manage dial plans

Manage Teams with policies
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 Contoso business goals for Teams

This article introduces a case study for how a fictional multi-national corporation, Contoso, implemented a

Teams voice solution for their organization.

Contoso has deployed Microsoft 365 Enterprise and addressed major design decisions and implementation

details for the following: networking, identity, Windows 10 Enterprise, Office 365 ProPlus, mobile device

management, information protection, security, upgrade from Skype for Business to Teams, Phone System, and

Audio Conferencing.

This article focuses on how Contoso migrated their on-premises users to Teams for unified communication,

collaboration, and voice. For background information about how Contoso accelerated their digital

transformation by using Microsoft's cloud services, see all the core articles starting with the Contoso case study

overview.

https://docs.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/enterprise/contoso-case-study

In the core articles, you'll find information on the following:

Contoso's IT infrastructure needs

Networking

Identity

Windows 10 Enterprise

Office 365 Pro Plus

Mobile device management

Information protection

Summary of Microsoft 365 Enterprise security

Team for a top-secret project

SharePoint Online site for highly confidential digital assets

For information about planning an upgrade, you'll want to start with Getting started with your Microsoft Teams

upgrade.

To migrate their on-premises users to Teams for unified communication, collaboration, and voice, Contoso

decided on the following business goals:

Teams enablement

Contoso's unified communication and collaboration team enabled Teams with the correct policies to

govern and enable secure internal and external collaboration.

Skype for Business to Teams upgrade

Skype for Business was widely deployed within Contoso. With the need to move off legacy systems,

Contoso decided to upgrade their Skype for Business users to Teams. For more information, see Contoso

case study: Teams upgrade plan.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/voice-case-study-overview.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/contoso-case-study
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/contoso-case-study


Phone System

Skype for Business with enterprise voice was widely deployed within Contoso. With the need to move off

legacy systems that were the next hop for their mediation servers, Contoso migrated their Skype for

Business enterprise voice users to Phone System. Contoso sites used Microsoft Calling Plan, Phone

System Direct Routing, or a combination of both. For more information, see Contoso case study: Phone

System.

Location-Based Routing

With office locations in telephony-regulated countries, Contoso needed to recreate the Location-Based

Routing that was present in Skype for Business in their Phone System deployment. For more information,

see Contoso case study: Location-Based Routing.

Emergency Calling

Where Direct Routing was implemented, Contoso set up emergency calling with approved third parties.

For more information, see Contoso case study: Emergency Calling.

Audio Conferencing

Contoso set up Audio Conferencing service numbers that were hosted on their SIP trunk to their PSTN

provider. For more information, see Contoso case study: Audio Conferencing.

Local Media Optimization

Contoso took advantage of Local Media Optimization in locations where they had one direct route trunk

to Microsoft Phone System that was leveraged by remote sites. For more information, see Plan for Local

Media Optimization and Configure Local Media Optimization.

Auto Attendants and Call Queues

As a result of Covid-19, Contoso wanted to provide receptionist support while their staff was working

remotely. Contoso used auto attendants and call queues to manage incoming calls to their receptionist's

phone number. For more information, see Contoso case study: Auto Attendants and Call Queues.
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In the decision to migrate from Skype for Business to Teams, Contoso wanted to provide an easy transition

experience for end users. Instead of switching everyone to Teams at the same time, they decided to set up hybrid

connectivity, and use the overlapping capabilities method to move users to Teams. This allowed users in Teams

and Skype for Business on-premises to share presence and communicate. As users entered the pilot for Phone

System, they were moved to Teams Only mode.

To understand fundamental concepts about upgrade, methods, and modes, Contoso read the following articles:

Getting started with your Microsoft Teams upgrade

Upgrade strategies for IT administrators

Migration and interoperability guidance

Contoso also attended the Ignite 2019 session Designing your path from Skype for Business to Teams. Contoso

learned about:

Fundamental concepts such as interoperability, federation, and upgrade behavior

Coexistence modes and management based on TeamsUpgradePolicy

End user experience for :

Chat and Calling

Meeting scheduling

Availability of collaboration functionality in Teams clients

To plan and configure hybrid connectivity, the first step in moving their on-premises environment to the cloud,

Contoso read Plan hybrid connectivity and Configure hybrid connectivity to understand how to:

Configure their on-premises environment service to federate with Office 365.

Configure their on-premises environment to trust Office 365 and enable shared SIP address space with

Office 365

Enable shared SIP address space in their Office 365 tenant.

Use Islands mode during the technical pilot.

Switch users to TeamsOnly mode once the user is enabled for Phone System. TeamsOnly mode is

required for Calling Plan and Direct Routing.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/voice-case-study-migration-plan.md
https://myignite.techcommunity.microsoft.com/sessions/81820?source=sessions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-hybrid-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-hybrid-connectivity
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 Site Type A: Skype for Business Enterprise Voice

Depending on geographic location and other factors, Contoso had offices using the following telephony

solutions:

Site Type A: Skype for Business Enterprise Voice

Site Type B: Traditional legacy telephony systems

Site Type C: A combination of Skype for Business Enterprise Voice and traditional legacy telephony

systems

To implement a Microsoft Phone System solution for their entire organization, Contoso had to determine—for

each site type—which of the following options would be used with Phone System to connect to the Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN):

Phone System with Calling Plan

Phone System with own PSTN carrier through Direct Routing

Combination of Phone System with Calling Plan and Phone System with own PSTN carrier through Direct

Routing

To determine the right solution for their organization, Contoso used Microsoft telephony solutions and the Ignite

2019 session Calling in Microsoft Teams.

Contoso Skype for Business Enterprise Voice was set up as a hub and spoke. There was a central location that

maintained the PSTN gateway in the region that provided the connection to the PSTN for the Skype for Business

Enterprise Voice users in country. Often these satellite offices did not have their own Internet egress. The

numbers for these users resided on the SIP trunk connecting to an existing SBC.

To determine if the SBC already deployed is certified for Direct Routing and Media Bypass, Contoso checked the

List of Session Border Controllers certified for Direct Routing.

The user's dialing habits were to dial a user on the legacy telephony system using an extension, even when the

user has a Skype for Business client available for peer-to-peer audio.

Contoso based their decision on the following questions:

Q. Do we need to retain functionality provided by our on-premises deployment?

A. No

Q. Do we need to interoperate with third-party PBX systems and other telephony equipment?

A. No

Q. Do we need to retain our current third-party carrier?

A. Yes (regulated countries) and No

Q. Do we need to get the ROI on SBCs deployed?

A. Yes and No

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/voice-case-study-phone-system.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/msft-telephony-solutions
https://myignite.techcommunity.microsoft.com/sessions/83170?source=sessions


Q. Is Microsoft PSTN Calling Plans available in this region?

A. Yes and No

Based on the answers to their questions, Contoso decided to:

Move the users that are located in a region where PSTN calling plans is available to Phone System with

Calling Plans.

Move the users that are not located in a region where PSTN calling plans is available, users located in a

site where the ROI on the SBCs have yet to be met, and users that resided in a country that has telephony

regulations to Phone System with Direct Routing.

The following diagram shows the initial Skype for Business Enterprise Voice deployment and how this

deployment was migrated to both Microsoft Calling Plans and Direct Routing:



 Site Type B: Traditional legacy telephony systems
Contoso had many offices that leveraged legacy telephony systems. There were a subset of users that had an

E1.64 phone number while others only had an extension. These numbers resided on the TDM trunk to the PSTN

gateway. Intra-site dialing was configured by leveraging a site code in front of the extension to determine where

to route the call. The users' dialing habits were to dial by extension.

Contoso based their decision on the following questions:

Q. Do we need to retain functionality provided by our on-premises deployment?

A. No

Q. Do we need to interoperate with third-party PBX systems and other telephony equipment?

A. Yes

Q. Do we need to retain our current third-party carrier?

A. No

Q. Is Microsoft PSTN's Calling Plan available in our region?

A. Yes and No

Based on the answers to their questions, Contoso decided to:

Move the users that are located in a region where PSTN calling plans is available to Phone System with

Calling Plans.

Move the users that are not located in a region where PSTN calling plans is available to Phone System

with Direct Routing.

Maintain a PSTN connection to business critical analog devices.

The following diagrams show the original legacy system deployment with remote sites and the migration to a

Direct Routing deployment with Local Media Optimization:

Original legacy deploymentOriginal legacy deployment 



Deployment with Direct RoutingDeployment with Direct Routing



 Site Type C: Combination of Skype for Business Enterprise Voice and
traditional legacy telephony systems
Contoso Skype for Business Enterprise Voice users' numbers reside on the SIP trunk to the SBC from the carrier.

The numbers for the traditional telephony systems resided on the TDM trunk to the PSTN gateway.



Contoso based their decision on the following questions:

Q. Do we need to retain functionality provided by our on-premises deployment?

A. No

Q. Do we need to interoperate with third-party PBX systems and other telephony equipment?

A. No

Q. Do we need to retain our current third-party carrier?

A. No

Q. Do we need to get the ROI on SBCs deployed?

A. Yes and No

Q. Is Microsoft's PSTN Calling Plan available in this region?

A. No

Based on the answers to their questions, Contoso decided on the following:

For the legacy telephony users that will be enabled for Direct Routing, Contoso ported the numbers from

the TDM trunk to the SIP Trunk for the SBC, since the SBC is certified for Direct Routing.

To support a subset of users moving to Phone System and to allow continued routing through the legacy

system, the legacy telephony system was set up as the next hop to the SBC.

In addition, to encourage user behavior change and remove the dependency on inter- and intra-site

extension dialing, Contoso provided guidance to use Teams for all internal calls.

The following diagrams show the original Skype for Business Enterprise Voice and legacy telephony system

deployment and the migration to a mixed deployment using Direct Routing:

Original mixed deploymentOriginal mixed deployment 

Mixed deployment with Direct RoutingMixed deployment with Direct Routing 



 Calling Plans

 Direct Routing

 Configuration
  Calling Plans sitesCalling Plans sites

  Direct Routing sitesDirect Routing sites

To determine the configuration requirements for Calling Plans, Contoso reviewed the Calling Plan core

deployment decisions. The resulting decisions were made:

Q. Do my users need international calling?

A. Yes

Q. Do my users each have a direct inward DID phone number?

A. Not today. All users enabled will receive a DID.

Q. Do I want to mask or disable caller ID?

A. The caller ID for a user will be masked to the local number for Contoso.

Contoso attended Ignite to stay current on Office 365 features including those available with Phone system and

Direct Routing. Technical leadership and architects used the guidance provided during the Ignite 2019 to

determine their direction. Key sessions that were used:

Plan for success with Microsoft Teams Direct Routing

Updates for Direct Routing

To obtain licenses and assign phone numbers to users, Contoso followed the steps in Set up Calling Plans.

Due to the number of users that needed to be assigned phone numbers, Contoso decided to use PowerShell to

assign the phone numbers. To learn how to assign numbers by using PowerShell—in addition to other settings

—Contoso used the Teams PowerShell Overview.

https://myignite.techcommunity.microsoft.com/sessions/80381?source=sessions
https://myignite.techcommunity.microsoft.com/sessions/80381?source=sessions


  Local Media OptimizationLocal Media Optimization

 Networking considerations

To connect Contoso's on-premises telephony infrastructure to Microsoft Teams, Contoso's administrator

followed the steps in Configure Direct Routing and reviewed the video Direct Routing in Microsoft Teams for

guidance. Contoso also referred to the Direct routing deployment documentation by the certified SBC vendor.

Once Direct Routing was configured between the SBC and Microsoft Phone System, it was necessary for

Contoso to test the configuration. To do this, Contoso administrators used the SIP Tester client that was

discussed in the Updates for Direct Routing session at Ignite 2019. The SIP Tester client script and

documentation was downloaded from the PowerShell script to test Direct Routing Session Border Controller

connections.

Contoso saw the opportunity to leverage Local Media Optimization in the different regions across the globe. The

supported scenarios for Contoso are described in Local Media Optimization for Direct Routing. The

configuration of the local media optimization was completed by following guidance from both the SBC vendor

and Microsoft. The configuration steps for Local Media Optimization include:

Configure the user and SBC sites

Configure the SBC according to the SBC vendor specification,

Add external trusted IP addresses to each site used for Local Media Optimization

Define the network topology

Define the virtual network topology

Determine the mode: Always Bypass or Only for local users

Contoso had a number of users who needed to work remotely for an extended period of time after they were

enabled for Phone System. The users used VPN to access certain Line of Business applications. While on VPN,

the Phone System users experienced a degradation of call quality.

To resolve the quality issue, Contoso implemented VPN split tunneling, which allowed their Office 365 traffic to

traverse the Internet while the connection to the internal apps remained on the VPN. To implement VPN split

tunneling, Contoso followed the guidance in Implementing VPN split tunneling for Office 365.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ASftX_Msb8&index=10&list=PLaSOUojkSiGnKuE30ckcjnDVkMNqDv0Vl
https://myignite.techcommunity.microsoft.com/sessions/83178?source=sessions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/office-365-vpn-implement-split-tunnel
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 Overview

Location-Based Routing (LBR) is a feature that restricts toll bypass based on policy and the user's physical

location at the time of placing or receiving a call.

Contoso has two offices in a country where it is illegal to bypass the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)

provider to decrease long-distance calling costs. The main office has an Internet connection that is used by the

main office and by the second office. Each office has their own Session Border Controller (SBC) connected to a

PSTN carrier.

In this country, Contoso had LBR configured for their Skype for Business deployment. To determine how to

configure LBR for Teams, Contoso read Plan Location-Based Routing for Direct Routing. Contoso determined

that Teams and Skype for Business follow the same scenarios on when a call can be placed, when it can be

received, when a PSTN call can be transferred to a Teams user, and when you can transfer another Teams user to

the PSTN call.

For Skype for Business, LBR was configured with the Session Border Controller (SBC) SIP Trunk connecting to

the PSTN carrier. For this SBC, Contoso reviewed the list of certified SBCs and determined that the SBC deployed

is certified for Direct Routing but is not certified for Media Bypass. To support LBR, Direct Routing needs to be

configured to the SBC on-site, there needs to be a local Internet egress, and the SBC needs to be configured for

Media Bypass. Based on this information, Contoso decided the following:

To delay the enablement of Teams LBR until the existing SBC is certified for Media Bypass.

Contoso decided to use the main site SBC for the Direct Route to Office 365. The main site SBC will be the

proxy SBC for the remote site.

Contoso used a third-party consultant based in India to assist with certification of the LBR configuration

with the telephony company in country.

To support users working from outside of the office to place PSTN calls, the company issued mobile

phone was provided to their employees.

The following diagrams show the before and after deployments for a country with telephony regulations that

require Location-Based Routing:

Original deploymentOriginal deployment

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/voice-case-study-location-based-routing.md


Deployment with Direct RoutingDeployment with Direct Routing



 Configuration:
To configure the network components in Teams, Contoso followed the instructions in Manage your network

topology for cloud voice features. Contoso completed the below steps to configure Location-Based Routing:

Define Network regions - One network region was defined.



Define Network sites - Two network sites were defined. One site for each office location in the region.

Define Network subnets - Each floor within an office location has their own subnet for the wired and

wireless network. This configuration resulted in 20 subnets for Contoso.

Define trusted IP addresses - The external facing IP addresses for the SBC were added to the trusted IP

address.
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 Emergency calling use cases

  Calling Plan user in the United StatesCalling Plan user in the United States

  Calling Plan user outside of the United StatesCalling Plan user outside of the United States

  User who connects to Phone System through Direct RoutingUser who connects to Phone System through Direct Routing

To understand the availability of emergency calling and terminology related to emergency calling—Emergency

Address, Place, Emergency Location, and Registered address—Contoso reviewed Manage emergency calling and

Plan and configure dynamic emergency calling.

In Office 365, a Calling Plan user is automatically enabled for emergency calling. But only Calling Plan users in

the United States can use dynamic locations for routing emergency calls.

For Direct Routing, Contoso learned that additional configuration is required for routing emergency calls and

possibly for partner connectivity. The administrator must configure connection to an Emergency Routing Service

Provider (ERSP) (United States) OR configure the Session Border Controller (SBC) for an Emergency Location

Identification Number (ELIN) application.

Contoso has offices in the United States and outside of the United States:

In the United States, Contoso Calling Plan users can use dynamic locations for routing emergency calls.

Outside of the United States, Contoso has some sites that use Calling Plans and some sites that are

connected to Phone System through Direct Routing.

After deciding how Contoso will connect to Phone system, Contoso identified the following Emergency calling

use cases:

Calling Plan user in the United States

Calling Plan user outside of the United States

User who connects to Phone System through Direct Routing

There are requirements for when the phone number needs to be associated with an emergency location. To

understand these requirements, Contoso reviewed Considerations for Calling Plans.

Based on these requirements, Contoso decided to associate the location with the telephone number when a

number is assigned to a user in the United States.

To understand when a phone number needs to be associated with an emergency location, Contoso reviewed

Considerations for Calling Plans. Based on the requirements, Contoso decided the following:

Contoso will associate the location with the telephone number when a number is assigned to a user in

Canada.

Contoso will assign an emergency location when the phone number is acquired from Office 365 or when

a number is transferred from another service provider or carrier.

To plan for emergency routing for this use case, Contoso reviewed Considerations for Direct Routing. Because

Direct Routing users do not receive emergency calling in the same manner as Calling Plan users, Contoso had to

decide on how to provide emergency calling. Direct Routing can be connected to an Emergency Routing Service

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/voice-case-study-emergency-calling.md


  Emergency Routing Service Provider (ERSP) considerationsEmergency Routing Service Provider (ERSP) considerations

  ELIN considerationsELIN considerations

 Security desk notification

 Configuration

Provider (ERSP). Direct Routing can also have an SBC that includes an Emergency Location Identification

Number (ELIN).

The Emergency Routing Service Providers (ERSPs) can automatically route emergency calls based upon the

location of the caller.

If an Emergency Routing Service Provider is integrated into a Direct Routing deployment, emergency calls

with a dynamically acquired location will be automatically routed to the Public Safety Answering Point

(PSAP) serving that location.

Emergency calls without a dynamically acquired location are first screened to determine the current

location of the user before connecting the call to the appropriate dispatch center based upon the updated

location.

If an SBC ELIN application is integrated into a Direct Routing deployment, additional configuration steps need to

occur to associate the emergency addresses with telephone numbers.

Contoso decided to use Session Border Controllers that include Emergency Location Identification Number

(ELIN) applications.

The ability to notify the security desk when an emergency call is placed is available for both Microsoft Calling

Plans and Phone System Direct Routing. Contoso reviewed the details in the Security desk notification to

determine if this should be configured at their offices

Contoso decided to use security desk notification.

Contoso followed the steps in Configure dynamic emergency calling to:

Assign emergency addresses

Configure network settings

Configure Location Information Service

Configure emergency policies

Enable users and sites

Test emergency calling

After dynamic emergency calling is configured, Contoso needed to assign the location to the appropriate user.

To add, change, or remove an emergency location for your organization, Contoso followed the steps in

Add, change, or remove an emergency location for your organization

To create places for buildings, floors, and offices, Contoso followed the steps in Add, change, or remove a

place for an emergency location .

To assign an emergency location, Contoso followed the steps in Assign or change an emergency location

for a user.
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 Overview

 Configuration

To gain an understanding of audio conferencing—what it is, what it costs, availability, and how it works—

Contoso reviewed Audio Conferencing in Office 365.

For audio conferencing, Contoso used phone numbers that are well known within the organization as well as

externally. Because Contoso wanted to maintain these numbers where possible, they reviewed the information

on assigning dedicated and shared phone numbers to the audio conferencing bridge.

Based on their research, Contoso made the following decisions:

Only a segment of the population that regularly host audio conferencing calls would receive Audio

Conferencing licenses.

Contoso would use dedicated phone numbers and port their existing numbers for use with Audio

Conferencing.

Because Contoso users were using Skype for Business and all users' mailboxes reside online, many users have

existing meetings scheduled. Contoso read Using the Meeting Migration Service (MMS) to learn that existing

meetings are updated automatically for Contoso when they change the end user to TeamsOnly mode.

Phone numbers that are associated with audio conferencing are referred to as service numbers within Phone

System.

For locations using Calling Plans, to port their existing phone numbers from their phone carrier to Office

365, Contoso followed the steps in Getting service phone numbers.

To assign the Audio Conferencing license to the end user in the technical pilot, the Contoso administrator

followed the steps in Manage the Audio Conferencing settings for your organization.

For the business pilot and migration, Contoso used group-based licensing by following the steps in

Assign licenses to users by group membership in Azure Active Directory.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/voice-case-study-audio-conferencing.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/audio-conferencing-in-office-365/setting-up-the-meeting-migration-service-mms?bc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252fbreadcrumb%252ftoc.json&toc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252ftoc.json
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/licensing-groups-assign
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 Requirements depending on site type

 Configuration

Contoso was familiar with auto attendants and call queues from their on-premises Skype for Business

deployment. To understand how to set up Cloud auto attendants and call queues, they reviewed Plan for Teams

auto attendants and call queues.

Depending on the site type, Contoso had the following needs:

Site Type A: Traditional legacy telephony systems

Site Type A needed to keep the same phone number associated with the receptionist as the number for

their auto attendants. The key departments for each of these sites would have their own call queues that

would route to team members. There was a mixture of sites that used Phone System with Direct Routing

and Phone System with Calling Plans.

Site Type B: Skype for Business Enterprise Voice

Site Type B had existing auto attendants and call queues that needed to migrate to Teams. Contoso

needed to keep the phone numbers associated with the auto attendants. Contoso moved the majority of

these sites to Phone System with Calling Plans. However, in the few locations where Calling Plans was not

available, Contoso moved these sites to a Direct Routing configuration.

Site Type C: Skype for Business Enterprise Voice & traditional legacy telephony system

Site Type C had existing auto attendants that resided in the traditional legacy telephony system. The

decisions and configurations for this site were the same as Site Type A.

For all site types, Contoso asked the following questions:

Q: Will we use new or existing numbers? A: Contoso decided to use existing phone numbers to be

assigned to the service account for the auto attendant.

Q: When will the auto attendant be available to accept incoming calls? A: Contoso decided to set

business hours and have calls received after business hours redirected to an "after-hours" auto

attendant.

Q: How will the calls be routed to members in a call queue: attendant, serial, or round robin

routing? A: Contoso decided to use Attendant routing,

Q: How will we determine when a user should or should not get a call? A: Contoso decided to use

call handling options to determine if the agent is available: presence-based routing.

The steps to set up an auto attendant and a call queue include the following outlined in Manage resource

accounts:

1. Obtain a service number.

2. Obtain a free Phone System -Virtual User licenseor a paid Phone System license to use with the resource

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/voice-case-study-call-queues.md


  Sites with Phone System with Direct routingSites with Phone System with Direct routing

  Sites with Phone System with Calling planSites with Phone System with Calling plan

account or a Phone System license.

3. Create the resource account. An auto attendant or call queue is required to have an associated resource

account.

4. Assign the Phone System or a Phone System - Virtual user license to the resource account. For more

information, see Microsoft 365 Phone System – Virtual User license.

5. Assign a service phone number to the resource account you assigned licenses to.

6. Create a Phone System call queue or auto attendant

7. Link the resource account with a call queue or auto attendant.

Contoso had to set up the phone number provided by the local carrier as the service number in Office 365.

To set up a phone number available through Direct Routing, Contoso followed the instructions located in

Manage Resource Accounts. Because Office 365 is not aware of the on-premises phone numbers,

Contoso used PowerShell to complete the setup.

To configure the Cloud auto attendant, Contoso followed the steps outlined in Set up a Cloud auto

attendant.

To set up a Cloud call queue, Contoso followed the steps outlined in Create a Cloud call queue.

Contoso had to port the phone number that was used for Skype for Business Enterprise Voice auto attendants to

Office 365 Phone System. This allowed the same number to be assigned as a service number for use as an auto

attendant.

To port the phone number, Contoso followed the instructions in Transfer phone numbers to Teams and

obtained additional guidance at Manage phone numbers for your organization.

To configure a Cloud auto attendant, Contoso followed the steps outlined in Set up a Cloud auto

attendant.

To set up a Cloud call queue, Contoso followed the steps outlined in Create a Cloud call queue.
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Get new user phone numbers for Calling Plans in Australia. Contact Telstra Calling for new phone numbers for your
users. They'll then add those numbers to your organization
so you can assign them to your users. 

If you're utilizing Telstra Calling, you might get new service
phone numbers that can be used with Cloud auto
attendants and call queues for Australia from Telstra. 

Contact Telstra Calling for new phone numbers. They'll then
add those numbers to your organization so you can assign
them to your auto attendants and call queues. If you aren'taren't
using Telstra Calling, you might contact our Microsoft
Number Management Service desk to obtain service
numbers from Microsoft. Contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions and we will assist you as soon as possible. 

Get new service phone numbers for Audio Conferencing in
Australia. 

Contact TNS Service Desk.

Get phone numbers transferred to Microsoft 365 or Office
365 for users, auto attendants, and call queues. 

Contact Telstra Calling to transfer phone numbers. They'll
then add those numbers to your organization. 

Get phone numbers transferred to Microsoft 365 or Office
365 for use with Audio Conferencing.

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions

Change emergency addressing assigned to users that have a
Call Plan phone number.

Contact Telstra Calling to make emergency address changes.
They can update this information for you.

Change a user number to a service number. Supported when using Telstra Calling.

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

In Australia, we've partnered with Telstra for the purchase and provisioning of Calling Plans for customers with a

billing address in Australia. Telstra will sell their Calling Plans and provide Australian user numbers. Telstra

provides the support for phone number management for both user and service numbers for auto attendants

and call queues. However, service numbers and licenses for Audio Conferencing will still be sold and managed

by Microsoft 365 and Office 365.

For more information on the Telstra Calling.

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Australia for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-australia.md
https://aka.ms/TelstraVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/TelstraVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/TelstraVoicePlan
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://aka.ms/TelstraVoicePlan
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://aka.ms/TelstraVoicePlan
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans


Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user and service phone numbers that aren't listed
in the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download one of these forms. 
New phone number request for Austria (v.5.0) (de-de). 
New phone number request for Austria (v.5.0) (en-us). 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

You must also include a utility bill from the business address
for which you want to get new numbers. 

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Austria (all numbers) (v.5.0)
(de-at) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

You must also include a utility bill from the business address
for which you want to transfer numbers.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding
sending the list of phone numbers you want to
publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding
sending the list of user numbers you want to convert to
service numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Austria for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-austria.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/6/7/e/67e342b8-babc-4b85-bc0d-a7d9cdfa3d87/new-phone-number-request-for-austria-(v.5.0)-(de-de).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/c/0/e/c0e39cf0-6fa1-41c6-95fd-6f69ed030d15/new-phone-number-request-for-austria-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/e/2/3e27f3ee-0f38-4d73-b8e8-b43b9e1d1381/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-austria-(all-numbers)-(v.5.0)-(de-at).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user and service phone numbers that aren't listed
in the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

In Belgium, you can't get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center, you
must submit a new phone number request. 

Download one of these forms: 
New phone number request for Belgium (v.5.0) (de-be) 
New phone number request for Belgium (v.5.0) (fr-be) 
New phone number request for Belgium (v.5.0) (nl-be) 
New phone number request for Belgium (v.5.0) (en-us)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download one of these forms. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Belgium (all numbers)
(v.5.0) (de-be) 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Belgium (all numbers)
(v.6.1) (fr-be)
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Belgium (all numbers)
(v.6.2) (nl-be) 

Fill it out and contact TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Belgium for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-belgium.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/7/a/2/7a200ded-8377-48af-be13-672e32f9ed6b/new-phone-number-request-for-belgium-(v.5.0)-(de-be).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/6/8/9/689c1af5-b7cc-4f38-bade-02343172efcc/new-phone-number-request-for-belgium-(v.5.0)-(fr-be).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/0/0/300dbedd-a6cc-49c1-a6c0-a8653ac8e869/new-phone-number-request-for-belgium-(v.5.0)-(nl-be).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/9/e/4/9e4f9a33-5a29-4409-a601-f489c84a3c32/new-phone-number-request-for-belgium-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/LOA-forms/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-belgium-(all-numbers)-(v.5.0)-(de-be).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/f/3/df304a78-db38-41f9-98d2-0b590cf8c68f/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-belgium-(all-numbers)-(v.6.1)-(fr-be).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/b/a/4bacc856-3bf2-45f7-ade2-8b1d81fc09c6/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-belgium-(all-numbers)-(v6.2)-(nl-be).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user and service phone numbers that aren't listed
in the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download one of these forms: 
New phone number request for Canada (v.5.0) (en-ca) 
New phone number request for Canada (v.5.0) (fr-ca) 

Fill it out and send it to us.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download one of these forms: 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Canada (user and service
numbers) (v.3.2) (en-ca) 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Canada (user and service
numbers) (v.1.0) (fr-ca)
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Canada (toll free numbers)
(v.3.2) (en-ca) 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Canada (toll free numbers)
(v.1.1) (fr-ca)

Note:Note:  If you're trying to get more than 999 subscriber or
user phone numbers, you'll need to fill out a Letter of
Authorization (LOA) and send it to us. See Transfer phone
numbers to Teams for more information. 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact TNS Service Desk for instructions for your PIN and
the list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. To set up a PIN, go here. 

Transfer numbers from one Microsoft 365 or Office 365 to
another. 

contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user (subscriber) phone numbers you want to transfer
along with the PIN of the source organization where you
want to transfer the numbers from. To set up a PIN, go here.

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Canada for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-canada.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/b/4/6/b460be9b-74c6-4ed7-8cdb-e1bebab5d667/new-phone-number-request-for-canada-(v.5.0)-(en-ca).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/b/0/2/b020b607-a802-41da-bc6c-b307903c51f1/new-phone-number-request-for-canada-(v.5.0)-(fr-ca).pdf
mailto:ptn@microsoft.com
https://download.microsoft.com/download/7/5/2/7525e2cb-d496-4133-87a9-bac3ee4a3216/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-canada-(user-and-service-numbers)-(v.3.2)-(en-ca).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/b/1/a/b1ada279-0711-4144-bc6c-d0f5541c27ef/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-canada-(user-and-service-numbers)-(v.1.0)-(fr-ca).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/1/7/1/1712dc2a-6b36-4b77-8588-fc33e80f2228/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-canada-(toll-free-numbers)-(v.3.2)-(en-ca).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/1/7/1/1712dc2a-6b36-4b77-8588-fc33e80f2228/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-canada-(toll-free-numbers)-(v.3.2)-(en-ca).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Croatia, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New phone number request for Croatia (v.1.0). 

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download the Know your customer form, complete it in full,
and send it to us.

New orders can take 1 to 12 weeks to fill in this market
depending on if we have number stock in the specific region.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 

Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Croatia (all numbers) (v.1.0)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.
You must also include a utility bill from the business address
for which you want to transfer numbers.

Transferring numbers can take up to 2 weeks to complete in
this market. These numbers can't be used for conferencing at
this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Croatia for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-croatia.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/2/8/d28d59c0-a4bc-425b-9297-39510bcb9ee3/New%20phone%20number%20request%20for%20Croatia%20(v.1.0)%20(en-us).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/0/5/30599c49-608b-4a20-bebb-2d5b63a1861a/Croatia%20-%20Know%20Your%20Customer.pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/5/2/f/52f51b3c-94f8-4d45-b0ad-5e8e11060d09/Croatia%20LOA.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In the Czech Republic, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New phone number request for the Czech Republic (v.1.0)
cs-CZ. 

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download the Know your customer form, complete it in full,
and send it to us.

New orders can take two to three weeks to fill in this market.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 

Letter of Authorization (LOA) for the Czech Republic (all
numbers) (v.1.0) (cz-cz)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.
You must also include a utility bill from the business address
for which you want to transfer numbers.

Transferring numbers can take two to three weeks to
complete in this market. 

These numbers can't be used for conferencing at this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in the Czech Republic for Microsoft

Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-czech-republic.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/2/f/0/2f015d86-3136-4d81-b323-e5b8cac3c272/new-phone-number-request-for-the-czech-republic-(v1.0)-(cs-CZ).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/6/f/6/6f66c134-5ad4-42d8-b7f9-f857fb5fd4ca/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-czech-republic-(all-numbers)-(v1.0)-(cz-cz).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans


Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user and service phone numbers that aren't listed
in the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download one of these forms. 
New phone number request for Denmark (v.5.0) (da-dk) 
New phone number request for Denmark (v.5.0) (en-us)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Denmark (all numbers)
(v.5.0) (da-dk) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Denmark for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-denmark.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/6/2/a6245856-2c6e-49eb-925c-3dea674228bb/new-phone-number-request-for-denmark-(v.5.0)-(da-dk).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/b/6/3/b63b7107-d933-45b3-a0ec-30efd2973fb9/new-phone-number-request-for-denmark-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/6/0/f6040034-6559-4c2c-b847-85c813d7a677/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-denmark-(all-numbers)-(v.5.0)-(da-dk).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Estonia, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New phone number request for Estonia (v.1.0). 

New orders can take 1 to 4 weeks to fill in this market
depending on if we have number stock in the specific region.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 

Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Estonia (all numbers) (v.1.0)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.
You must also include a utility bill from the business address
for which you want to transfer numbers.

Transferring numbers can take up to 3 weeks to complete in
this market. These numbers can't be used for conferencing at
this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Estonia for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-estonia.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/2/c/42c560b3-c108-4f99-966f-674f19f7073a/New%20phone%20number%20request%20for%20Estonia%20(v.1.0)%20(en-us).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/0/a/c/0ac70736-9dbd-4cd9-a195-d98ee5c5ae35/Estonia%20LOA.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Finland, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New phone number request for Finland (v.1.0) (en-fi)]().

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download the Know your customer for Finland (v.1.0) (fi-FI)
Know your customer form, complete it in full, and send it to
us.

New orders can take two to three weeks to fill in this market.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Finland (all numbers) (v.1.0)
(en-fi) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Transferring numbers can take two to three weeks to
complete in this market. 

These numbers can't be used for conferencing at this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS service desk for instructions.

 Related topics

This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Finland for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-finland.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/5/3/d5393c6b-eb6e-45e3-975e-d8a501571366/new-phone-number-request-for-finland-(v1.0)-(fi-FI).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/6/8/a68d6c80-daf5-4d40-ba6e-d0f99db1041b/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-finland-(all-numbers)-(v1.0)-(en-fi).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download one of these forms. 
New phone number request for France (v.6.0) (fr-fr) 
New phone number request for France (v.5.0) (en-us)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download one of these forms. 

For geographic phone numbers:
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for France (geographic
numbers) (v.5.0) (fr-fr) 

For toll-free phone numbers: 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for France (freephone
numbers) (v.6.0) (fr-fr) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the the TNS Service Desk.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in France for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-france.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/0/b/0/0b033801-8340-4d68-bf27-7a242df27516/new-phone-number-request-for-france-(v.6.0)-(fr-fr).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/b/c/9/bc9f48ba-09d5-4345-a6a7-9cd460b481c1/new-phone-number-request-for-france-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/1/2/f/12f54bab-b024-42aa-864a-7a9873509ffc/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-france-(geographic-numbers)-(v.6.0)-(fr-fr).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/b/5/0/b502c0e2-80d1-4d5c-8914-12617a173933/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-france-(freephone-numbers)-(v.6.0)-(fr-fr).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

In Germany, you can't get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
must submit a new phone number request. 

Download one of these forms. 
New phone number request for Germany (v.5.0) (de-de) 
New phone number request for Germany (v.5.0) (en-us)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download one of these forms. 

For geographic phone numbers:
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Germany (geographic
numbers) (v.5.0) (de-de)

For toll-free phone numbers:
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Germany (toll-free
numbers) (v.5.0) (de-de)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Germany for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-germany.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/d/0/3d08f249-93a6-4bec-8c89-a2614ee0b84d/new-phone-number-request-for-germany-(v.5.0)-(de-de).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/e/0/4/e043635c-f275-40dc-a45e-3120dfe0d748/new-phone-number-request-for-germany-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/c/6/7/c67575bb-22ca-4a0a-836f-e411094b9067/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-germany-(geographic-numbers)-(v.5.0)-(de-de).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/b/6/4b6d2f70-dd3b-4936-b3d6-fba19051d4d0/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-germany-(toll-free-numbers)-(v.5.0)-(de-de)%20(1).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Hungary, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New phone number request for Hungary (v.1.0) (hu-hu).

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download the Know your customer form, complete it in full,
and send it to us.

New orders can take two to three weeks to fill in this market.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Hungary (all numbers)
(v.1.0) (hu-hu) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Transferring numbers can take two to three weeks to
complete in this market. 

These numbers can't be used for conferencing at this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Send us the list of phone numbers you want to
publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Hungary for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-hungary.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/d/3/4d3a57e0-c092-492c-a9dc-7a5376e30414/New%20phone%20number%20request%20for%20Hungary.pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/b/1/fb17b2df-b5cf-45b7-89f0-0cbf250df1f7/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-hungary-(all-numbers)-(v1.0)-(hu-hu)%20(1).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
mailto:ptneu@microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

In Ireland, you can't get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
must submit a new phone number request. 

Download this form.
New phone number request for Ireland (v.5.0) (en-us). 

Fill it out, and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Ireland (all numbers) (v.6.0)
(en-us) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS service desk.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Ireland for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-ireland.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/9/e/5/9e5634d7-ce23-489f-b867-6f5120645fb1/new-phone-number-request-for-ireland-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/a/f/daf4edb9-69c7-4d3d-a483-e0c4427abb50/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-ireland-(all-numbers)-(v.6.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download one of these forms. 
New phone number request for Italy (v.5.0) (it-it) 
New phone number request for Italy (v.5.0) (en-us)

Fill it out and contact TNS for instructions.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Italy (all numbers) (v.6.0) (it-
it) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
download this Directory Services form for Italy (v.1.0) (it-it),
fill it out and contact TNS for instructions.

Review the Charter of Services Download and read the Charter of Services for Italy (v.1.0)
(it-it).

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Italy for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-italy.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/7/2/7/727217df-80e4-4ff5-b9ed-65b84cdceba6/new-phone-number-request-for-italy-(v.5.0)-(it-it).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/1/7/417d2578-3686-4530-87ea-e9f36e8653c1/new-phone-number-request-for-italy-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/e/8/a/e8a20665-cbea-4f15-a50c-b8e1f6ef352d/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-italy-(all-numbers)-(v.6.0)-(it-it).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/directory-services-form-for-italy-(v.1.0)-(it-it).pdf?raw=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/charter-of-services-for-italy-(v.1.0)-(it-it).pdf?raw=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user phone numbers for Calling Plans in Japan. Please contact SoftBank Calling for new phone numbers for
your users. They will then add those numbers to your
organization so you can assign them to your users. 

Get new service phone numbers for audio conferencing,
auto attendants and call queues in Japan.

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

Get phone numbers transferred over to Microsoft 365 or
Office 365 for usersusers  in Japan.

Please contact SoftBank Calling to transfer user phone
numbers. They will then add those numbers to your
organization. 

Get phone numbers transferred over to Microsoft 365 or
Office 365 for call queuescall queues in Japan.

Please contact SoftBank Calling to transfer service phone
numbers. They will then add those numbers to your
organization.

Change the emergency address assigned to users that have
a Calling Plan phone number.

Please contact SoftBank Calling to make emergency address
changes. They can update this information for you.

Change a user number to a service number. Not currently supported when using SoftBank Calling.

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

In Japan, we have partnered with SoftBank for the purchase and provisioning of Calling Plans for customers

with a billing address in Japan. SoftBank will sell their Calling Plans, provide user numbers for Japan, and

provide the support for phone number management. However, service numbers and licenses for audio

conferencing, auto attendants, and call queues will still be sold and managed by Microsoft 365 and Office 365.

For more information on the SoftBank Calling.

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Japan for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-japan.md
https://aka.ms/SoftBankVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/SoftBankVoicePlan
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://aka.ms/SoftBankVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/SoftBankVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/SoftBankVoicePlan
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Latvia, you can get phone numbers for your organization
using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You can also submit
a new phone number request by downloading the form and
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

New phone number request for Latvia (v.1.0). 

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download the Know your customer form, complete it in full,
and send it to us.

New orders can take 1 to 4 weeks to fill in this market
depending on if we have number stock in the specific region.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 

Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Latvia (all numbers) (v.1.0) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.
You must also include a utility bill from the business address
for which you want to transfer numbers.

Transferring numbers can take up to 3 weeks to complete in
this market. These numbers can't be used for conferencing at
this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Latvia for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-latvia.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/7/4/7/7477191d-1b6d-4d6b-a97f-c958ae204db5/New%20phone%20number%20request%20for%20Latvia%20(v.1.0)%20(en-us).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/1/8/d/18d3c082-984f-4271-ba23-80225904c5e2/Latvia%20-%20Know%20Your%20Customer.pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/d/6/dd67eefd-1886-44fd-a845-127e5cadc1ee/Latvia%20LOA.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Lithuania, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New phone number request for Lithuania (v.1.0).

New orders can take 1 to 12 weeks to fill in this market
depending on if we have number stock in the specific region.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 

Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Lithuania (all numbers)
(v.1.0)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.
You must also include a utility bill from the business address
for which you want to transfer numbers.

Transferring numbers can take up to 6 weeks to complete in
this market. These numbers cannot be used for conferencing
at this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Lithuania for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-lithuania.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/0/e/9/0e9e3224-9846-4526-b9e9-bc4f1b4b3f9f/New%20phone%20number%20request%20for%20Lithuania%20(v.1.0)%20(en-us).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/6/0/4/60411fd9-86db-4a1e-a7a6-e8eb461cce57/Lithuania%20LOA.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Luxembourg, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact TNS for instructions.

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download one of the following forms:

complete it in full, and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New orders can take two to three weeks to fill in this market.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Luxembourg (all numbers)
(v.1.0) (en-lu) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Transferring numbers can take two to three weeks to
complete in this market.

These numbers can't be used for conferencing at this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions the list of
phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Luxembourg for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

New phone number request for Luxembourg (v.1.0)
(en-lu)

New phone number request for Luxembourg -
German (v.1.0) (de-DE)

New phone number request for Luxembourg -
Luxembourgish (v.1.0) (lu-LU)

New phone number request for Luxembourg -
French (v.1.0) (lu-FR)

Know your customer Luxembourg - French v1.0 fr-FR

Know your customer Luxembourg - German v1.0 de-
DE

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-luxembourg.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/new-number-request-forms/new-phone-number-request-for-the-united-states-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf?raw=true
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/3/2/a32afd97-3c58-46e7-a823-abd81d065115/new-phone-number-request-for-luxembourg-(v1.0)-(de-DE).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/0/2/b/02b5afa5-bbfa-4606-8d18-a0e28f5ce721/know-your-customer-for-luxembourg-(v1.0)-(lb-LU).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/2/6/f26f72b3-4d14-4b53-8bc1-aa17c1f0ae64/New%20phone%20number%20request%20for%20Luxembourg.pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/5/3/7/537cded0-54f9-4973-8839-e8aec9e60677/know-your-customer-for-luxembourg-(v1.0)-(fr-FR).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/5/c/5/5c537722-d6bf-40a7-ad79-80a4925395dc/know-your-customer-for-luxembourg-(v1.0)-(de-DE).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/5/d/e/5dec4f65-c5a9-4dae-a576-56c737f739d2/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-luxembourg-(all-numbers)-(v1.1)-(en-lu).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

Know your customer form

W H AT  Y O U WA N T  TO  DO ?W H AT  Y O U WA N T  TO  DO ? DO W N LO A D T H E C O RREC T  F O RM SDO W N LO A D T H E C O RREC T  F O RM S

 Related topics
Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In New Zealand, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New phone number request for New Zealand (v.1.0) (mi-nz). 

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download the Know your customer form, complete it in full,
and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

New orders can take two to three weeks to fill in this market.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for New Zealand (all numbers)
(v.1.0) (en-nz) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Transferring numbers can take one to six weeks to complete
in this market depending on the complexity of the port.

These numbers can't be used for conferencing at this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in New Zealand for Microsoft

Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-new-zealand.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/a/a/4aa04212-a13d-46bf-b09e-1efbcbb2e622/new-phone-number-request-for-new-zealand-(v1.0)-(mi-NZ).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/e/6/7/e67f46ef-e1cd-4e70-a5cc-f53fd74285aa/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-new-zealand-(all-numbers)-(v1.0)-(en-nz).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Norway, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download the Know your customer form, complete it in full,
and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

New orders can take two to three weeks to fill in this market.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Norway (all numbers)
(v.1.0) (en-nw) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Transferring numbers can take four to five weeks to
complete in this market.

These numbers can't be used for conferencing at this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Norway for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

New phone number request for Norway (v.1.0) (nb-
NO)

New phone number request for Norway - Norwegian
Bokmål (v.1.0) (nb-no)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-norway.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/9/a/39adb4f0-74b8-424d-8830-2a116b576bee/know-your-customer-for-norway-(v.1.0)-(nb-NO).pdf
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/new-number-request-forms/new-phone-number-request-for-the-united-states-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf?raw=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/b/6/f/b6f9b87b-6cee-42e0-afa0-e08db206995e/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-norway-(all-numbers)-(v.1.0)-(en-nw).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Norway, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and sending it to us.

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download the Know your customer form, complete it in full,
and send it to us. 

New orders can take two to three weeks to fill in this market.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Norway (all numbers)
(v.1.0) (en-nw) 

Fill it out and send it to us. 

Transferring numbers can take four to five weeks to
complete in this market.

These numbers can't be used for conferencing at this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Send us the list of phone numbers you want to
publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Send us the list of user numbers you want to convert to
service numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

W H AT  Y O U WA N T  TO  DO ?W H AT  Y O U WA N T  TO  DO ? DO W N LO A D T H E C O RREC T  F O RM SDO W N LO A D T H E C O RREC T  F O RM S

 Related topics

New phone number request for Norway (v.1.0) (nb-
NO)

New phone number request for Norway - Norwegian
Bokmål (v.1.0) (nb-no)

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

mailto:ptneu@microsoft.com
https://download.microsoft.com/download/3/9/a/39adb4f0-74b8-424d-8830-2a116b576bee/know-your-customer-for-norway-(v.1.0)-(nb-NO).pdf
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/new-number-request-forms/new-phone-number-request-for-the-united-states-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf?raw=true
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/6/8/a68d6c80-daf5-4d40-ba6e-d0f99db1041b/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-finland-(all-numbers)-(v1.0)-(en-fi).pdf
mailto:ptneu@microsoft.com
mailto:ptneu@microsoft.com
mailto:ptneu@microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Poland, you can get phone numbers for your organization
using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You can also submit
a new phone number request by downloading the form and
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

New phone number request for Poland (v.1.0) (en-us). 

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download the Know your customer form, complete it in full,
and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

Phone numbers will be ordered in blocks of 10. Customers
will be charged only for the calling plan licenses subscribed.

New orders can take 1 to 12 weeks to fill in this market
depending on if we have number stock in the specific region.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Poland (all numbers) (v.1.0)
(pl-pl) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Transferring numbers can take up to three weeks to
complete in this market. These numbers can't be used for
conferencing at this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions the list of
phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Poland for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-poland.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/1/3/a130f4bd-3d48-4918-aea2-62cc24874c78/New%20phone%20number%20request%20for%20Poland%20(v.1.0)%20(en-us).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/f/a/ffa2afce-f85a-44e7-be2b-f571f63b422d/Poland%20-%20Know%20Your%20Customer.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/e/1/fe1e6c18-d72c-4327-86c8-4cfb247c2c3f/Poland%20LOA.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download one of these forms. 
New phone number request for Portugal (v.5.0) (pt-pt) 
New phone number request for Portugal (v.5.0) (en-us)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

You must also fill out a tri-party agreement, sign it, and
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. This form will
be sent to you by our TNS Service Desk team after you place
an order to get new phone numbers. 

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Portugal (all numbers)
(v.6.0) (pt-pt) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

You must also fill out a tri-party agreement, sign it, and
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. This form will
be sent to you by our TNS service desk team after you place
an order to transfer phone numbers.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Portugal for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-portugal.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/9/2/3/923a2900-c545-4823-aa51-b911ce06cd8d/new-phone-number-request-for-portugal-(v.5.0)-(pt-pt).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/7/e/a7ec1596-eabc-49a7-ac47-9b399c847565/new-phone-number-request-for-portugal-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/1/b/d/1bd8641d-cfa5-4028-ba26-62e2430952fb/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-portugal-(all-numbers)-(v.6.0)-(pt-pt).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

In Romania, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New phone number request for Romania (v.1.0) (rm-rm). 

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download the Know your customer form, complete it in full,
and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

New orders can take two to three weeks to fill in this market.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Romania (all numbers)
(v.1.0) (rm-rm) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

Transferring numbers can take four to five weeks to
complete in this market. 

These numbers can't be used for conferencing at this time. 

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Romania for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-romania.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/1/4/d/14d27bf9-4326-409e-be0c-30f88d1fae83/new-phone-number-request-for-romania-(v1.0)-(ro-RO).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/9/c/1/9c1dcdc3-2161-4e2e-bdce-34397d20782e/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-romania-(all-numbers)-(v.1.0)-(rm-rm).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Singapore, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New phone number request for Singapore (v.1.0) (en-sg). 

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download one of the following Know your customer forms:

complete it in full, and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New orders can take two to three weeks to fill in this market.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Singapore (all numbers)
(v.1.0) (en-sg)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Transferring numbers can take one to six weeks to complete
in this market depending on the complexity of the port. 

These numbers can't be used for conferencing at this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Singapore for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Know your customer Singapore - Chinese v1.0 zn-CN

Know your customer for Singapore - Tamil v1.0 ta-IN

Know your customer Singapore - Malay v1.0 ms-MY

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-singapore.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/new-number-request-forms/new-phone-number-request-for-the-united-states-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf?raw=true
https://download.microsoft.com/download/1/4/7/147324ac-06a5-4c7b-a38b-7efa0166fdf7/know-your-customer-for-singapore-(v1.0)-(zh-CN).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/b/4/8/b48457c1-cef1-4bc7-ae44-71c5302e5eb2/know-your-customer-for-singapore-(v1.0)-(ta-IN).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/5/9/f597a754-9478-4d5b-88af-a2a2fe5bbd62/know-your-customer-for-singapore-(v1.0)-(ms-MY).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/e/9/5/e959053a-4b35-49f9-a23e-7085575c46f2/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-singapore-(all-numbers)-(v.1.0)-(en-sg).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans


Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Slovakia, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New phone number request for Slovakia (v.1.0) (en-sk). 

Before phone numbers can be assigned to you, you must
download the Know your customer form, complete it in full,
and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

New orders can take two to three weeks to fill in this market.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Slovakia (all numbers)
(v.1.1) (en-sk). 

Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Slovakia (all numbers)
(v.1.0) (sk-sk). 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Transferring numbers can take four to five weeks to
complete in this market. 

These numbers can't be used for conferencing at this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Slovakia for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-slovakia.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/8/9/f895e7f5-c88a-4b0d-a97f-58e29c407df5/new-phone-number-request-for-slovakia-(v1.0)-(sk-SK).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/5/e/2/5e294448-313e-4398-bd8e-bbaee92dc78d/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-slovakia-(all-numbers)-(v.1.1)-(en-sk).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/2/d/f2d73643-c597-4da6-8e0e-d6d3af3737a3/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-slovakia-(all-numbers)-(v.1.1)-(sk-sk).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans


Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center.

In Slovania, you can get phone numbers for your
organization using the Microsoft Teams admin center. You
can also submit a new phone number request by
downloading the form and contact the TNS Service Desk for
instructions.

New phone number request for Slovania (v.1.0). 

New orders can take 1 to 12 weeks to fill in this market
depending on if we have number stock in the specific region.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 

Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Slovania (all numbers)
(v.1.0)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.
You must also include a utility bill from the business address
for which you want to transfer numbers.

Transferring numbers can take up to 3 weeks to complete in
this market. These numbers can't be used for conferencing at
this time.

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Slovania for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-slovenia.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/7/4/474b116f-3129-41ed-9a66-28f32c10a97d/New%20phone%20number%20request%20for%20Slovenia%20(v.1.0)%20(en-us).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/8/b/7/8b7aad7f-a31a-4b27-bfbf-2cf103441bee/Slovenia%20LOA.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download one of these forms.
New phone number request for Spain (v.5.0) (es-es) 
New phone number request for Spain (v.5.0) (en-us)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Spain (all numbers) (v.5.0)
(es-es)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Spain for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-spain.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/b/3/ab310e4a-2d25-4cf1-a413-cfb84d66c7ad/new-phone-number-request-for-spain-(v.5.0)-(es-es).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/9/e/8/9e8bef13-808d-418b-aafa-af36d1e76984/new-phone-number-request-for-spain-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/e/8/b/e8bd034a-c5fa-4da2-8fd6-3dd13988b834/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-spain-(all-numbers)-(v.5.0)-(es-es).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download one of these forms.
New phone number request for the Netherlands (v.5.0) (nl-
nl) 
New phone number request for the Netherlands (v.5.0) (en-
us)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download one of these forms: 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for the Netherlands (all
numbers) (v.6.0) (nl-nl) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in the Netherlands for Microsoft

Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-the-netherlands.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/d/5/9/d5937e19-e9f7-4a08-9631-e5d456068726/new-phone-number-request-for-the-netherlands-(v.5.0)-(nl-nl).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/9/f/4/9f42be90-1977-4ba7-887a-3772757e12fa/new-phone-number-request-for-the-netherlands-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/c/7/0/c70c4dcd-f23a-4935-aa31-fc13aba33ee5/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-the-netherlands-(all-numbers)-(v.6.0)-(nl-nl).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download one of these forms. 
New phone number request for Sweden (v.5.0) (sv-se) 
New phone number request for Sweden (v.5.0) (en-us)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Sweden (all numbers) (v.5.0)
(sv-se)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Sweden for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-sweden.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/5/e/3/5e3b17c3-9cc3-4098-8b03-4235dd42e724/new-phone-number-request-for-sweden-(v.5.0)-(sv-se).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/3/0/a30b10be-42db-458d-bda2-adb320f2e2f3/new-phone-number-request-for-sweden-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/b/d/0/bd030c0c-67c5-40fb-a148-d12a4675aa79/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-sweden-(all-numbers)-(v.5.0)-(sv-se).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download one of these forms. 
New phone number request for Switzerland (v.5.0) (de-de) 
New phone number request for Switzerland (v.5.0) (fr-fr) 
New phone number request for Switzerland (v.5.0) (it-it)
New phone number request for Switzerland (v.5.0) (en-us)

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download one of these forms. 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Switzerland (all numbers)
(v.5.0) (de-ch)
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Switzerland (all numbers)
(v.6.0) (fr-ch)
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for Switzerland (all numbers)
(v.6.0) (it-ch) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in Switzerland for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-switzerland.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/6/f/0/6f01dfb0-3e32-410f-8b54-aa1403c41959/new-phone-number-request-for-switzerland-(v.5.0)-(de-de).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/b/5/ab5f89d5-7dd4-4d74-ac71-ee48815b9eb1/new-phone-number-request-for-switzerland-(v.5.0)-(fr-fr).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/f/0/6/f0602963-745e-4e1c-87fa-bbdb2dc6395b/new-phone-number-request-for-switzerland-(v.5.0)-(it-it).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/2/1/d/21d9d44d-43dc-481c-aed8-c9a0a85b372e/new-phone-number-request-for-switzerland-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/LOA-forms/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-switzerland-(all-numbers)-(v.5.0)-(de-ch).pdf?raw=true
https://download.microsoft.com/download/c/c/c/cccf5c0b-a838-4d2a-a476-430e4ad79a17/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-switzerland-(all-numbers)-(v.6.0)-(fr-ch).pdf
https://download.microsoft.com/download/c/a/0/ca098e50-9e77-4dd6-9a79-9074421c7652/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-switzerland-(all-numbers)-(v.6.0)-(it-ch).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip


   

 

Phone number management for the United
Kingdom
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W H AT  Y O U WA N T  TO  DO ?W H AT  Y O U WA N T  TO  DO ? DO W N LO A D T H E C O RREC T  F O RM SDO W N LO A D T H E C O RREC T  F O RM S

Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download this form. 
New phone number request for the United Kingdom (v.5.0)
(en-gb) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download this form: 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for the United Kingdom (all
numbers) (v.6.1) (en-us) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Publish/unpublish phone number(s) in the national phone
directory. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of phone numbers you want to publish/unpublish. 

Change a user's number to a service number. Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user numbers you want to convert to service
numbers. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in the United Kingdom for Microsoft

Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-the-u-k.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/e/e/9/ee9f629e-4f2b-41c3-8fa3-f206660f4db3/new-phone-number-request-for-the-united-kingdom-(v.5.0)-(en-gb).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/4/3/7/43706e72-81e9-461e-afca-825dad4716f4/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-the-u.k.-(all-numbers)-(v.6.1)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip
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W H AT  Y O U WA N T  TO  DO ?W H AT  Y O U WA N T  TO  DO ? DO  T H ESE  ST EP S A N D DO W N LO A D T H E C O RREC T  F O RM SDO  T H ESE  ST EP S A N D DO W N LO A D T H E C O RREC T  F O RM S

Get new user or service phone numbers that aren't listed in
the Microsoft Teams admin center. 

Download this form.
New phone number request for the United States (v.5.0) (en-
us) 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

Get phone numbers transferred to us. Download one of these forms: 
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for the United States (user and
service numbers) (v.3.3)(en-us)
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for the United States (toll free
numbers) (v.3.3)(en-us)

NoteNote If you are trying to get more than 999 subscriber or
user phone numbers, you will need to fill out a Letter of
Authorization (LOA) and send it to us. See Transfer phone
numbers to Teams for more information. 

Fill it out and contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions. 

Change a user's number to a service number or a service
number to a user's number 

Log into the Teams Admin Center, go to the "Phone
Numbers" page, and select Get phone number suppor tGet phone number suppor t . 

Transfer numbers from one Microsoft 365 or Office 365 to
another. 

Contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions regarding the
list of user (subscriber) phone numbers you want to transfer
along with the PIN of the source organization where you
want to transfer the numbers from. To set up a PIN, see
here. 

Make directory service updates to call queue or auto
attendant numbers

To add or change call queue or auto attendant numbers,
contact the TNS Service Desk for instructions.

 Related topics

Use this table to find information on getting and managing phone numbers in the United States (including

Puerto Rico) for Microsoft Teams.

For more information, see Manage phone numbers for your organization.

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency calling terms and conditions

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-the-u-s.md
https://download.microsoft.com/download/5/a/1/5a1c41d1-6ef1-4716-8bdd-985cf894bb86/new-phone-number-request-for-the-united-states-(v.5.0)-(en-us).pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://download.microsoft.com/download/7/3/8/73843692-632f-4078-874d-021f9680e12b/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-the-u.s.-(user-and-service-numbers)-(v.3.3)-(en-us).pdf
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/LOA-forms/letter-of-authorization-(loa)-for-the-u.s.-(toll-free-numbers)-(v.3.3)-(en-us).pdf?raw=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://download.microsoft.com/download/a/8/0/a807c43d-2177-4fe0-8732-86b3784ae6e5/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip


   

 

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions
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 Select your country or region to see the dialing codes, limitations and
restrictions.

 Here are some important things for you to remember about toll free
numbers:

NOTENOTE

 Related topics

This will help you find out how to dial toll free numbers in each country or region. After you select the

country/region, it will take you to a page that contains where toll free service is available including specific

details, restrictions, and limits. The dialing format or formats will show you the required access codes within

each country/region to dial the toll-free number.

If you're ready, select a country or region:

NOTENOTE

Toll free numbers only operate within each countr y/region.Toll free numbers only operate within each countr y/region. For example, your users won't be

able to call an Australian toll-free number outside of Australia.

Acquir ing or por ting Universal International Freephone Numbers (UIFN) isn't suppor ted.Acquir ing or por ting Universal International Freephone Numbers (UIFN) isn't suppor ted.

In many countr ies/regions, the regulator/telecommunication agency in the countr y/regionIn many countr ies/regions, the regulator/telecommunication agency in the countr y/region

requires each toll free phone number to maintain at least 100 minutes of usage per monthrequires each toll free phone number to maintain at least 100 minutes of usage per month

in order to retain the number.in order to retain the number.

In the event you get a toll free number and the usage of the number doesn't meet these minimum requirements,

Microsoft may be compelled by the regulator/telecommunication agency to reclaim the number from you.

Wireline, fixed line, and mobile network access to toll-free numbers may be fully or par tiallyWireline, fixed line, and mobile network access to toll-free numbers may be fully or par tially

restr icted.restr icted. The dialing format describes the required access codes within each country/region to place

calls using the toll free number.

Nor th America Numbering Plan Toll Free Numbers:Nor th America Numbering Plan Toll Free Numbers: Per-minute rates for North America

Numbering Plan toll free numbers are determined by the originating country. The toll free per-minute

rate for calls that originate from the United States map to the rate defined as "North America." However,

calls that originate from other North American countries such as Canada, Puerto Rico, etc. have specific

toll free rates.

If you need to get more telephone numbers than this, please contact support for business products - Admin Help

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions.md
https://support.office.com/article/32a17ca7-6fa0-4870-8a8d-e25ba4ccfd4b


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Argentina
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0800 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code AR 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability No access from Telmex (and subsidiaries) 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: Airtime is charged. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-argentina.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Australia
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0800 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code AU 

Island/territory covered Christmas Islands, Tasmania, Cocos Islands 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: Airtime is charged. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-australia.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Austria
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 XX XXX 

Country/region ISO code AT 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes (some numbers may be premium) 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-austria.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Belarus
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 8 820 XXXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code BY 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile network access from Velcom, MTS, and Life. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-belarus.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Belgium
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 XX XXX 

Country/region ISO code BE 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes, at premium rate. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-belgium.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Belize
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 1 800 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code BZ 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile: Available from the BTL mobile network. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-belize.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Bosnia and
Herzegovina
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0800 XXXXX 

Country/region ISO code BA 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Partial. See comments. 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Accessible from HT Eronet/Mostar, Telekom Srpske/MTEL,
and BHT fixed and mobile networks. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-bosnia-and-herzegovina.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Brazil
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0800-891-XXXX 
0800 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code BR 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Partial but at premium rate. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: No airtime is charged. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-brazil.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Brunei
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 801 4XXX 

Country/region ISO code BN 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-brunei.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Bulgaria
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 00800 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code BG 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access from Vivacom & Globul Mobile. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-bulgaria.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Chile
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 123 XXXX XXXX 
188 800 XXX XXX 

Country/region ISO code CL 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered No access from Easter Islands. 

Wired/fixed line availability Partial. See comments. 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues The 188 800 XXX XXX number format is accessible from the
Telefonica network. The 123 XXXX XXXX number format is
accessible from Entel network only. Mobile access is
accessible for both number formats. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-chile.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in China - North (10 800
714 XXXX range)

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 10 800 714 XXXX 

Country/region ISO code CN 

Island/territory covered North China / China Netcom network only 

Island/territory not covered South China 

Wired/fixed line availability From China Netcom only 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Not accessible from a payphone. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-chinanorth-10-800-714-xxxx-range.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in China - South (10 800
140 XXXX range)

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 10 800 140 XXXX 

Country/region ISO code CN 

Island/territory covered South China / China Telecom network only 

Island/territory not covered North China 

Wired/fixed line availability From China Telecom only 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Not accessible from a payphone. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-chinasouth-10-800-140-xxxx-range.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Colombia
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 01 800 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code CO 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-columbia.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Croatia
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0800 XXX XXX 
0800 XXXX 

Country/region ISO code HR 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: No airtime charged. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-croatia.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Cyprus
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 8009 - XXXX 

Country/region ISO code CY 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered No access from parts of Cyprus occupied by Turkish army. 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: No airtime charged. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-cyprus.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Denmark
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 801
802
803
804
8060
8061
8062
8063
807
808
809

Country/region ISO code DK 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered No access from Faroe Islands or Greenland. 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes. Available at premium rate. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numberss

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-denmark.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Ecuador
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 1-800-XXX-XXX 

Country/region ISO code EC 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered No access from Cuenca (Etapa). 

Wired/fixed line availability From Pacifictel only. 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Access from Pacifictel network only. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-ecuador.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Egypt
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? No 

Dialing format(s) 0800-XXX-XXXX 

Country/region ISO code EG 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability From Telecom Egypt only. 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-egypt.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Estonia
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 800 XXXX (XXX) 

Country/region ISO code EE 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes. Available at premium rate. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams )

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-estonia.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Finland
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 XXX XXX 

Country/region ISO code FI 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-finland.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in France
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 9XX XXX 

Country/region ISO code FR 

Island/territory covered France mainland and Corsica 

Island/territory not covered No access from Monaco, Reunion, Martinique, Guadeloupe,
Guyane, St. Pierre-&-Miquelon, Mayotte, New Caledonia,
French Polynesia, Wallis & Futuna. 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: Airtime is charged. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-france.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Germany
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code DE 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes. Available at premium rate. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Access isn't guaranteed from international mobile roamers. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-germany.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Honduras
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 800 XXXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code HN 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability From Hondutel only. 

Mobile network availability From Tigo only. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-honduras.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Hong Kong
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 800 XXX XXX 

Country/region ISO code HK 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: Airtime is charged. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-hong-kong.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Hungary
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 06 800 XXX XX 
06 801 XXX XX 

Country/region ISO code HU 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes. Available at premium rate. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-hungary.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in India
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 000 800 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code IND 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Partial. See comments. 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Access available from the following networks: Loop Mobile,
BSNL - fixed (all regions but Bhopal), Vodafone, IDEA/SPICE
(all regions but Punjab Spice), MTS India/Shyam (fixed),
MTNL - fixed & mobile, Reliance (all regions but Ahmedabad,
Bhopal, Bhuneswer, Jaipur, Lucknow, Meerut), TTML & TTSL
(fixed & postpaid), Tata DoCoMo, HFCL Infotel/Ping Mobile,
S-Tel Mobile, Uninor, Videocon Mobile, BSNL-mobile,
Bharti/Airtel network. 
Access not available from the following networks : TTSL
(Prepaid), Etisalat DB Telecom and Jio. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-india.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Indonesia
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 001 803 CCC XXXX 
007 803 CCC XXXX 

Country/region ISO code ID 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Two number formats are provided for greater coverage. The
number format 007 803 CCC XXXX format is accessible from
the PT Telkom network, including Telkomsel and XL mobile.
The number format 001 803 CCC XXXX is accessible from
the Indosat network. For mobile: Matrix Cellular (prefix 0855,
0858, 0815, and 0816) only. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-indonesia.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Ireland
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 1 800 XXX XXX 

Country/region ISO code IE 

Island/territory covered All offshore islands of the Republic of Ireland are covered. 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Accessible through Vodafone,O2 Digiphone, Meteor, and
H3G mobile networks. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-ireland.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Israel
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 1-80-94X-XXXX 
1-80-92X-XXXX 

Country/region ISO code IL 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered No access from Palestinian Territories. 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: No access from Paltel & Jawal/Watania mobile
networks. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-israel.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Italy
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 800 
803 

Country/region ISO code IT 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes (some numbers may be premium) 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-italy.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Japan
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 00531 XX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code JP 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile networks access: NTT Docomo, Au (KDD), and
Softbank. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-japan.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Kenya
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 7XX XXX 

Country/region ISO code KE 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Partial. See comments. 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Fixed network access: Safaricom and Airtel. Mobile network
access: Safaricom, Airtel, and Orange. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-kenya.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Luxembourg
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 800 2 XXXX 

Country/region ISO code LU 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-luxembourg.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Malaysia
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 1 800 XXX XXX 

Country/region ISO code MY 

Island/territory covered Peninsular Malaysia and East Malaysia 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: Airtime is charged. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-malaysia.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Mexico
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 844
833
855
800
866
877
888

Country/region ISO code MX 

Island/territory covered American Samoa, Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas,
Barbados, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Canada, Cayman
Islands, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guam,
Jamaica, Montserrat, Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico,
Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines, Sint Maarten, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and
Caicos Islands, United States, United States Virgin Islands 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Dialing FormatsDialing Formats :

800-389 are special and for Bahamas

800-534 are special and for Barbados

800-623 are special and for Bermuda

800-415 or 907 or 751 are for the Dom Republic

800-271 are special and for Trinidad

800-555 is the deaf line range

Nor th America Numbering Plan Toll Free NumbersNor th America Numbering Plan Toll Free Numbers : Per-minute rates for North America Numbering Plan toll free

numbers are determined by the originating country. The toll free per-minute rate for calls that originate from the United

States map to the rate defined as "North America." However, calls that originate from other North American countries

such as Canada, Puerto Rico, etc. have specific toll free rates.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-mexico.md


 Related topics
Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams



   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Moldova
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 6XXXX 

Country/region ISO code MD 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-moldova.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Monaco
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 800 9X XXX 

Country/region ISO code MC 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-monaco.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in the Netherlands
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code NL 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes. Available at premium rate. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: Airtime will be charged 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-the-netherlands.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Panama
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 00-800-XXX-XXXX 

Country/region ISO code PA 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability From C&W only. 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues The customer must dial 011 (the international long-distance
Panama code) before the toll-free number. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-panama.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Paraguay
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 009-800-101-XXX 

Country/region ISO code PY 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-paraguay.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Peru
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 XX XXX 

Country/region ISO code PE 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-peru.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Philippines
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 1 800 XXXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code PH 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability From PLDT only. 

Mobile network availability Partial but at premium rate. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Available from Sun Cellular and Smart Mobile networks. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-the-philippines.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Poland
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 00 800 XXX XX XX 

Country/region ISO code PL 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: Airtime is charged. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-poland.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Portugal
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 8000
8001
8002
8003
8004
8005
8006
8007
8008
8009
802

Country/region ISO code PT 

Island/territory covered Azores, Madeira 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes. Available at premium rate. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-portugal.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Qatar
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 00800 XXXXXX 

Country/region ISO code QA 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability From Qtel only. 

Mobile network availability From Qtel & Vodafone only. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-qatar.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Romania
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 XXX XXX 

Country/region ISO code RO 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability From Romtelecom only. 

Mobile network availability Yes. Available at premium rate. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-romania.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Saudi Arabia
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 800 814 XXXX 
800 850 XXXX 

Country/region ISO code SA 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability From STC only. 

Mobile network availability From STC only. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-saudi-arabia.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Serbia
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0800 XXX XXX 

Country/region ISO code RS 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues No 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-serbia.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Singapore
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 800 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code SG 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-singapore.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Slovakia
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 0XX XXX 

Country/region ISO code SK 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes. Available at premium rate. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-slovakia.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Slovenia
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 800XX 

Country/region ISO code SI 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 See also

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-slovenia.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in South Africa
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 XXX XXX 

Country/region ISO code ZA 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: Airtime is charged. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-south-africa.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in South Korea
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 003 XXXX XXXX 
00798 14 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code KR 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-south-korea.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Spain
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 900 XXX XXX 

Country/region ISO code ES 

Island/territory covered Balearic Island and Canary Island 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes. Available at premium rate. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile identification using different outpulses available. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-spain.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Sweden
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 020 

Country/region ISO code SE 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-sweden.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Switzerland
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0800 

Country/region ISO code CH 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes (some numbers may be premium) 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-switzerland.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Taiwan
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 00 801 XXX XXX 

Country/region ISO code TW 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability ITFS:KG Telecom = NO 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues No wireline access from KG Telecom. Mobile access: No
airtime is charged. For Mobile access: Access from all mobile
networks except KG Telecom. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-taiwan.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Thailand
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 001 800 XXX XXX XXXX 
1-800-XXX-XXX 

Country/region ISO code TH 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: Airtime isn't charged except for roamers
where they will be charged as local airtime. For mobile
access: Accessible from all mobile networks. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-thailand.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Turkey
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 00 800 XXXX XXXXX 

Country/region ISO code TR 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes, except from Super Online. 

Mobile network availability No 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-turkey.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in the United Arab
Emirates
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 800 014 XXXX 
800 017 XXXX 
800 XX XXX 
800 X XXXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code AE 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-the-united-arab-emirates.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in the United Kingdom
(U.K.)
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 XXX XXXX 
0 808 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code GB 

Island/territory covered England, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Northern Ireland, Scotland,
Wales, and Channel Islands 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-the-united-kingdom-u-k.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Uruguay
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0004 019 XXXX 

Country/region ISO code UY 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes, except from Claro. 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues Mobile access: Airtime is charged. Mobile access: Available
from Ancel and Movistar. 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-uruguay.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Venezuela
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 0 800 XXX XXXX 

Country/region ISO code VE 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Yes 

Mobile network availability Yes 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues None 

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-venezuela.md


   

 

Toll-free dialing restrictions in Vietnam
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DETA IL SDETA IL S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Is toll-free calling available? Yes 

Dialing format(s) 120-11-3XX 
122-XXX-XX 
1800 XXXX: format no longer provided 

Country/region ISO code VN 

Island/territory covered Not applicable 

Island/territory not covered Not applicable 

Wired/fixed line availability Partial. See comments. 

Mobile network availability Partial. See comments. 

Comments, restrictions, and access issues The 120 XX XXX number format will work from Vietnam
Telecom International (VTI) and VNPT (Vietnam Post and
Telecommunications) fixed and mobile networks. 

As of June 2018, the 120 XX XXX number format cannot be
called from Mobifone's mobile network. 

Note:Note:  Mobifone & Vinaphone are part of VNPT. The number
format 122 XXX XX network coverage: Viettel (fixed and
mobile). As per the Vietnam Ministry of Telecommunications,
the maximum allowable call duration is 2 hours.

 Related topics

Find another country or region, or learn more about toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions.

Toll-free dialing limitations and restrictions

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/toll-free-dialing-limitations-and-restrictions/toll-free-dialing-restrictions-in-vietnam.md
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 What are the Communications Credits rates?

 What is it?

Communications Credits are a convenient way to pay for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plan minutes. It helps

ensure you and your users are never caught without being able to:

Add toll-free numbers to use with Audio Conferencing meetings, auto attendants, or call queues. Toll-free

calls are billed per minute and require a positive Communications Credits balance.

Dialing out from an Audio Conference meeting to add someone else from anywhere in the world.

Dialing out from an Audio Conference meeting to your mobile phone with the Microsoft Teams app or

Skype for Business app installed to destinations that aren't already included in your subscription.

Dial any international phone number when you have Domestic Calling PlanDomestic Calling Plan subscriptions.

Dial international phone numbers beyond what is included in a Domestic and International CallingDomestic and International Calling

PlanPlan subscription.

Dial out and pay per minute once you have exhausted your monthly minute allotment.

Outbound calls to some destinations may be included in your Audio Conferencing subscription. Please check your

subscription information for details.

If your organization is located in a different region than the billing address of your Enterprise Agreement (EA), you might

not be able to purchase Communications Credits. If you are unable to acquire Communications Credits, open a support

incident from the portal and we will work with you to mitigate this issue until a permanent solution is in place.

If you're wondering what the cost of the calls are for Calling Plans, see Cloud-Based Phone System for Voice

Calling (scroll down to "See rates for where you want to call").

To use toll-free numbers, Communications Credits are required as these calls are billed per minute. Also, we

recommend that you set up Communications Credits for your Calling Plan and Audio Conferencing users who

need the ability to dial out to any PSTN destinationany PSTN destination. Many countries/regions are included, but some

destinations may not be included in your Calling Plan or Audio Conferencing subscriptions. If you don't set up

Communications Credits or assign a license to your users and you run out minutes for your organization

(depending on your Calling Plan, Audio Conferencing plan, or your country/region), those users won't be able to

make calls or dial out from Online Audio Conferencing meetings.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/what-are-communications-credits.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=799523


NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Communications Credits

You must set up Communications Credits and then assign a Communications Credits license for each user in the

Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center  > UsersUsers  > Active UsersActive Users . Communications Credits licenses will appear as unlimited in

quantity as they are used to grant access to the Communications Credits balance for any user to which you assign the

Communications Credits license.

It's recommended that you carefully evaluate your organization's PSTN Service usage in order to understand the

best setup for Communications Credits. You can see more about PSTN services by reading Phone System and

Calling Plans and Audio Conferencing common questions.

You can set up consumption billing using a one-time fundingone-time funding of the pre-paid balance OROR  by setting up an

auto-rechargeauto-recharge ( recommendedrecommended ) amount with a minimum balance that will trigger a purchase for that

recharge amount. Initially, it's suggested that you set up auto recharge amounts that allow you to monitor actual

usage and find the right auto recharge thresholds that meet your needs and usage patterns. Communications

Credits should be monitored over time and then adjust the minimum balance and recharge amounts as needed

to be tailored for each organization's needs.

You can see the plans and pricing by signing in to the Microsoft 365 admin center and going to BillingBilling > SubscriptionsSubscriptions

> Add subscriptionsAdd subscriptions .

In the Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center  > BillingBilling > Purchase Ser vicesPurchase Ser vices  > Add OnsAdd Ons  you can select

Communication Credits to add the credits, and you can add credit manually at any time. You can also enable the

Auto-rechargeAuto-recharge option, which will allow automatic account refills when the balance falls below the threshold

that you set. If you choose to fund your Communications Credits balance with a one-time amount and then the

balance falls to zero, the additional calling scenarios above will no longer work, including toll-free phone

numbers. As such, it's recommended that you use the Auto-rechargeAuto-recharge setting to avoid any disruption of service

should your Communications Credits balance reach 0 (zero). You may view your current Communication Credits

balance by going to BillingBilling > Your productsYour products  > Communications CreditsCommunications Credits .

You will be sent emails to all usersall users  with Lync Service Administrator, Company Administrator, Billing Administrator,

Company Administrator, User Account Administrator, Helpdesk Administrator, Service Support Administrator, Billing

Administrator, Lync Service Administrator, Device Administrators, Application Administrator, License Administrator, Cloud

Device Administrator, Authentication Administrator, Privileged Authentication Administrator, Teams Communications

Administrator, Teams Communications Support Engineer, Teams Communications Support Specialist, Teams Administrator

admin roles, when recharge transactions succeed, recharge transactions fail (such as an expired credit card), and or your

Communications Credits balance reaches 0 (zero).

Each organization will have a different usage of Calling Plans volume and rates to consider. You will need to get

this type of usage data from your current service provider. For organizations using Teams already as their

service provider, you can get usage data by reviewing it in the Microsoft Teams admin center > Analytics &Analytics &

repor tsrepor ts  > Usage repor tsUsage repor ts , and then select PSTN and SMS (preview)usagePSTN and SMS (preview)usage.

When you are setting up Communications Credits, you will need to investigate call usage for your organization

to determine the amounts that you will need to put in. You can get call usage information by reviewing the PSTN

usage report. This report lets you export the call data records to Excel and create custom reports.

https://portal.office.com/adminportal/home?add=sub&adminportal=1#/catalog


NOTENOTE

 Recommended funding amounts

 Want to know about plans and pricing?

 Related topics

Important notifications related to the Communication Credits balance of your organization will be sent to the

following admins:

Billing Administrator

Skype for Business Administrator

Company Administrator

User Account Administrator

Helpdesk Administrator

Service Support Administrator

Device Administrators

Application Administrator

License Administrator

Cloud Device Administrator

Authentication Administrator

Privileged Authentication Administrator

Teams Communications Administrator

Teams Communications Support Engineer

Teams Communications Support Specialist

Teams Administrator

Communications Credits are also used for premium rate numbers. The caller pays the charges.

We recommended that you begin by using a small funding amount, which for smaller organizations could be

even the minimum of $50. After you gather a month or two of PSTN usage using the PSTN usage details report,

you'll be able to adjust the amounts to meet the normal usage in your organization.

If you're ready to set this all up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

You can see the plans and pricing by visiting one of the following links:

Calling Plans

Audio Conferencing

Phone System

You can also see information about pricing by signing in to the Microsoft 365 admin center and going to BillingBilling

> Purchase Ser vicesPurchase Ser vices .

To see a table with the license or licenses you will need for each feature, see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

Teams PSTN usage report

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=799761
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=799762
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=799763
https://portal.office.com/adminportal/home?add=sub&adminportal=1#/catalog
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NOTENOTE

 Step 1: Assign an Audio Conferencing or Calling Plan license to your
users

 Step 2: Set up Communications Credits for your organization

You will need to set up Communications Credits if you would like to use toll-free numbers with Skype for

Business and Microsoft Teams. Also, we recommend that you set up Communications Credits for your Calling

Plans (Domestic or International) and Audio Conferencing users who need the ability to dial out to anyany

destinationdestination. Many countries/regions are included, but some destinations may not be included in your Calling

Plan or Audio Conferencing subscriptions. If you don't set up Communications Credits billing and assign a

Communications CreditsCommunications Credits  license to your users and you run out minutes for your organization (depending on

your Calling Plan or Audio Conferencing plan in your country/region), those users won't be able to make calls or

dial out from Audio Conferencing meetings. You can get more information, including recommended funding

amounts, by reading What are Communications Credits?

To find out how much it costs, see the rates here.

When you sign up, you get a certain number of minutes depending on your country/region. You can search for

your country or region in the Country or region availability list for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans to see

the number of minutes you will get. After you use those minutes, calls will be disconnected. To prevent this from

happening, you need to set up Communications Credits.

To do so, you need to assign an Audio Conferencing or Phone System licenseyou need to assign an Audio Conferencing or Phone System license to your users.

NOTENOTE

Assign an Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing license to your users. See Assign Microsoft Teams add-on licenses.

After you assign this license, you will need to set up audio conferencing. For step-by-step instructions, see

Try or purchase Audio Conferencing in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Assign Phone SystemPhone System and a Domestic or Domestic and InternationalDomestic or Domestic and International  Calling Plan license to your

users. See Assign Microsoft Teams add-on licenses.

Although it's not required for Communications Credits, you still need to also assign a Domestic Calling PlanDomestic Calling Plan or

a Domestic and International Calling PlanDomestic and International Calling Plan license.

After you assign these licenses, you will need to get your phone numbers for your organization, and then

assign those numbers to the people in your organization. For step-by-step instructions, see Set up Calling

Plans.

For more information, see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/set-up-communications-credits-for-your-organization.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=799523


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. Sign in to the Microsoft 365 admin center with your work or school account.

2. In the left navigation of the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to BillingBilling > Purchase Ser vicesPurchase Ser vices . Scroll down

and select Add-OnsAdd-Ons .

3. Select Communications CreditsCommunications Credits .

4. On the Communications CreditsCommunications Credits  subscription page, fill in your information, and then click NextNext:

NOTENOTE

Add fundsAdd funds  Enter the amount that you want to add to your account. If you don't enable auto-

recharge, once these funds are depleted, calling capabilities that are enabled using

Communications Credits will be disrupted (such as inbound toll-free service). To avoid having to

manually replenish your Communications Credits balance each time your balance reaches 0 (zero),

we recommend you enable the auto-recharge feature.

Auto-rechargeAuto-recharge Enabling auto-recharge will automatically refill your account when the balance

falls below the threshold that you set.

It's recommended that you use the Auto-rechargeAuto-recharge setting to avoid any disruption of service

should your Communications Credits balance reach 0 (zero). You will be sent an email when

recharge transactions succeed, when recharge transactions fail (such as an expired credit card),

and when your Communications Credits balance reaches 0 (zero).

Recharge amountRecharge amount Enter the amount in the Recharge withRecharge with box that you want added to your

account once it reaches the trigger amount below.

Tr igger amountTr igger amount Enter the amount in When the balance falls belowWhen the balance falls below  box that will be used to '

trigger ' the auto-recharge. Once your balance falls below this amount, the recharge amount will

be added automatically to your account.

Funds will be applied only to Communications Credits at Microsoft published rates when the services are

used. Any funds not used within 12 months of the purchase date will expire and be forfeited.

When using the auto-recharge function, invoicing for Communication Credits is generated when the

trigger amount is reached and a recharge transaction is processed. Communication credit amounts are

used in a first in first out manner. To learn how to check your monthly usage, read Microsoft Teams PSTN

usage report.

5. Enter your payment information and click Place orderPlace order .

If you are a volume licensing customer, you may choose your enterprise agreement number for payment. If you

have multiple enterprise agreement numbers, you will be able to select which enterprise agreement you would like

to use for payment. You will also be given an opportunity to specify a purchase order number to associate with

the enterprise agreement number (if applicable).

Each organization will have a different usage of Calling Plan volume and rates to consider. You will need to get

this type of usage data from your current service provider. Organizations already using Skype for Business

Online or Microsoft Teams as their service provider can get usage data by reviewing it in the Microsoft TeamsMicrosoft Teams

admin centeradmin center  > Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > Usage repor tsUsage repor ts  > PSTN and SMS (preview) usagePSTN and SMS (preview) usage report.

When you are setting up Communications Credits, you will need to investigate call usage for your organization

to determine the amounts you need. You can get call usage information by reviewing the PSTN and SMSPSTN and SMS

(preview) usage(preview) usage report. This report lets you export the call data records to Excel if you need to store the data

https://portal.office.com/Adminportal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-analytics-and-reports/pstn-usage-report


 Step 3: Assign a Communications Credits license to users

 Want to know about plans and pricing?

 Related topics

or create custom reports. To learn how to see usage, read Microsoft Teams PSTN usage report.

NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

1. Sign in to the Microsoft 365 admin center with your work or school account.

2. In the left navigation of the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to UsersUsers  > Active usersActive users , and then select a

user from the list.

3. Choose L icenses and AppsLicenses and Apps .

4. Toggle Communications CreditsCommunications Credits  to OnOn to assign this license, and then select SaveSave.

Even if you have users who are assigned an Enterprise E5Enterprise E5  license, it's still recommended that you do this.

You can use Powershell to assign licenses and apps to multiple users with one command.

You can see the plans and pricing by visiting one of the following links:

Calling Plans

Audio Conferencing Plans

Phone System Plans

You can also see information by signing in to the Microsoft 365 admin center and going to BillingBilling >

Subscr iptionsSubscr iptions  > Add subscr iptionsAdd subscr iptions .

To see a table with the license or licenses you will need for each feature, see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

Set up Skype for Business Online

Set up Cloud Voicemail - Admin help

Set up Calling Plans and Calling Plans for Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Add funds and manage Communications Credits

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-analytics-and-reports/pstn-usage-report
https://portal.office.com/Adminportal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/?view=skype-ps&preserve-view=true
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=799761
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=799762
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=799763
https://portal.office.com/adminportal/home?add=sub&adminportal=1#/catalog
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-skype-for-business-online/set-up-skype-for-business-online
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/calling-plans-for-office-365
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NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 Want to know about plans and pricing

Communications Credits are a convenient way to pay for Phone System and Calling Plans in Microsoft 365 or

Office 365. Communication Credits helps ensure that you and your users are never caught without being able

to:

Dial in to Audio Conferencing meetings using toll-free dial-in phone numbers.

Dial out from an Audio Conferencing meeting to add someone else from anywhere in the world.

Dial out from an Audio Conferencing meeting to your mobile phone with the Skype for Business or

Microsoft Teams app installed.

Dial any international phone number when you have a Domestic Calling PlanDomestic Calling Plan.

Dial out and pay per minute once you have exhausted your monthly minute allotment.

If you're wondering how much it is and the rates, see the rates table on the Calling Plans page.

As admin, you can add funds manually or you can set up auto-recharge, which we recommendrecommend.

Auto-recharge automatically tops off your balance when it falls below the trigger amount you set. We

recommend using auto-recharge so you don't have to remember to add funds manually. When your balance

hits the trigger amount, funds are added automatically. If you don't choose auto-recharge, you run the risk of

your balance falling below zero. At that point, you and your users won't be able to make toll-free calls or

international calls.

You can update your payment options at any time. On the Subscr iptionsSubscr iptions  page, select CommunicationsCommunications

CreditsCredits , and make your updates.

Funds will be applied only to Communications Credits at Microsoft's published rates when the services are used.

Any funds not used within 12 months of the purchase date will expire and be forfeited.

We'll send you email notifications when funds are added via auto-recharge, when auto-recharge fails (for example, when a

credit card expires), and when your balance reaches zero.

For more information, see What are Communications Credits?

You can see the plans and pricing by visiting one of the following links:

Calling Plans

Audio Conferencing plans

Phone System plans

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/add-funds-and-manage-communications-credits.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=799523
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=799761
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=799762
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=799763


 Related topics

You can also see information by signing in to the Microsoft 365 admin center and going to BillingBilling >

Subscr iptionsSubscr iptions  > Add subscr iptionsAdd subscr iptions .

To see a table with the license or licenses you'll need for each feature, see Microsoft Teams add-on licensing.

Set up Skype for Business Online

Set up Cloud Voicemail - Admin help

Set up Calling Plans and Calling Plans for Microsoft 365 or Office 365

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-skype-for-business-online/set-up-skype-for-business-online
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/calling-plans-for-office-365
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TIPTIP

 Overview

 Background
  Network segmentsNetwork segments

Watch this session to learn how Teams leverages your network and how to plan for optimal network connectivity: Teams

Network Planning.

This article describes how Teams uses Microsoft 365 or Office 365 call flows in various topologies. In addition, it

describes unique Teams flows that are used for peer-to-peer media communication. The document describes

these flows, their purpose, and their origin and termination on the network. For purposes of this article, assume

the following:

Flow X is used by the on-premises client to communicate with the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 service in

the cloud. It originates from the customer network, and it terminates as an endpoint in Microsoft 365 or

Office 365.

Flow Y is used by the on-premises client to communicate with a service on the Internet that Microsoft

365 or Office 365 has a dependency on. It originates from the customer network, and it terminates as an

endpoint on the Internet.

This article covers the following information:

BackgroundBackground. Provides background information such as networks that the flows may traverse, types of

traffic, connectivity guidance from the customer network to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 service

endpoints, interoperability with third-party components, and principles that are used by Teams to select

media flows.

Call flows in var ious topologiesCall flows in var ious topologies . Illustrates the use of call flows in various topologies. For each

topology, the section enumerates all supported flows and illustrates how these flows are used in several

use cases. For each use case, it describes the sequence and selection of flows using a flow diagram.

Teams with Express Route optimizationTeams with Express Route optimization. Describes how these flows are used when Express Route is

deployed for optimization, illustrated using a simple topology.

Customer networkCustomer network . This is the network segment that you control and manage. This includes all customer

connections within customer offices, whether wired or wireless, connections between office buildings,

connections to on-premises datacenters, and your connections to Internet providers, Express Route, or any other

private peering.

Typically, a customer network has several network perimeters with firewalls and/or proxy servers, which enforce

your organization's security policies, and that only allow certain network traffic that you have set up and

configured. Because you manage this network, you have direct control over the performance of the network,

and we recommend that you complete network assessments to validate performance both within sites in your

network and from your network to the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 network.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows.md
https://aka.ms/teams-networking


NOTENOTE

  Types of trafficTypes of traffic

  Connectivity to Microsoft 365 or Office 365Connectivity to Microsoft 365 or Office 365

  Interoperability restrictionsInteroperability restrictions

InternetInternet. This is the network segment that is part of your overall network that will be used by users who are

connecting to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 from outside of the customer network. It is also used by some traffic

from the customer network to Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Visited or guest pr ivate networkVisited or guest pr ivate network . This is the network segment outside your customer network, but not in

the public Internet, that your users and their guests may visit (for example, a home private network or an

enterprise private network, that does not deploy Teams, where your users and their customers that interact with

Teams services may reside).

Connectivity to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 is also applicable to these networks.

Microsoft 365 or Office 365Microsoft 365 or Office 365 . This is the network segment that supports Microsoft 365 or Office 365

services. It is distributed worldwide with edges in proximity to the customer network in most locations.

Functions include Transport Relay, conferencing server, and Media Processor.

Express Route (optional)Express Route (optional) . This is the network segment that is part of your overall network that will give you a

dedicated, private connection to the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 network.

Real-time mediaReal-time media. Data encapsulated within Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) that supports audio, video, and

screen sharing workloads. In general, media traffic is highly latency sensitive, so you would want this traffic to

take the most direct path possible, and to use UDP versus TCP as the transport layer protocol, which is the best

transport for interactive real-time media from a quality perspective. (Note that as a last resort, media can use

TCP/IP and also be tunneled within the HTTP protocol, but it is not recommended due to bad quality

implications.) RTP flow is secured using SRTP, in which only the payload is encrypted.

S ignalingSignaling. The communication link between the client and server, or other clients that are used to control

activities (for example, when a call is initiated), and deliver instant messages. Most signaling traffic uses the

HTTPS-based REST interfaces, though in some scenarios (for example, connection between Microsoft 365 or

Office 365 and a Session Border Controller) it uses SIP protocol. It's important to understand that this traffic is

much less sensitive to latency but may cause service outages or call timeouts if latency between the endpoints

exceeds several seconds.

Teams requires connectivity to the Internet. Teams endpoint URLs and IP address ranges are listed in Office 365

URLs and IP address ranges. (Note that open connectivity to TCP ports 80 and 443, and to UDP ports 3478

through 3481, is required.) Furthermore, Teams has a dependency on Skype for Business Online, which must

also be connected to the Internet.

Teams media flows connectivity is implemented using standard IETF Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE)

procedures.

Third-par ty media relaysThird-par ty media relays . A Teams media flow (that is, where one of the media endpoints is Teams) may

traverse only Teams or Skype for Business native media relays. Interoperability with a third-party media relay is

not supported. (Note that a third-party SBC on the boundary with PSTN must terminate RTP/RTCP stream,

secured using SRTP, and not relay it to the next hop.)

Third-par ty S IP proxy ser versThird-par ty S IP proxy ser vers . A Teams signaling SIP dialog with a third-party SBC and/or gateway may

traverse Teams or Skype for Business native SIP proxies. Interoperability with a third-party SIP proxy is not

supported.

Third-par ty B2BUA (or SBC)Third-par ty B2BUA (or SBC) . A Teams media flow to and from the PSTN is terminated by a third-party SBC.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/assessing-network-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges


  Technologies that are not recommended with Microsoft TeamsTechnologies that are not recommended with Microsoft Teams

NOTENOTE

  PrinciplesPrinciples

 Call flows in various topologies
  Teams topologyTeams topology

However, interoperability with a third-party SBC within the Teams network (where a third-party SBC mediates

two Teams or Skype for Business endpoints) is not supported.

VPN networkVPN network . It is not recommended for media traffic (or flow 2'). The VPN client should use split tunneling

and route Teams media traffic like any external non-VPN user, as specified in Enabling Lync media to bypass a

VPN tunnel.

Although the title indicates Lync, it is applicable to Teams as well.

Packet shapersPacket shapers . Any kind of packet snipper, packet inspection, or packet shaper devices are not recommended

for Teams media traffic and may degrade quality significantly.

There are four general principles that help you understand call flows for Microsoft Teams:

A Microsoft Teams conference is hosted by Microsoft 365 or Office 365 in the same region where the first

participant joined. (Note that if there are exceptions to this rule in some topologies, they will be described

in this document and illustrated by an appropriate call flow.)

A Teams media endpoint in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 is used based on media processing needs and

not based on call type. (For example, a point-to-point call may use a media endpoint in the cloud to

process media for transcription or recording, while a conference with two participants may not use any

media endpoint in the cloud.) However, most conferences will use a media endpoint for mixing and

routing purposes, allocated where the conference is hosted. The media traffic sent from a client to the

media endpoint may be routed directly or use a Transport Relay in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 if required

due to customer network firewall restrictions.

Media traffic for peer-to-peer calls takes the most direct route that is available, assuming that the call

doesn't mandate a media endpoint in the cloud (see previous principle). The preferred route is direct to

the remote peer (client), but if that route isn't available, then one or more Transport Relays will relay

traffic. It is recommended that media traffic shall not transverse servers such as packet shapers, VPN

servers, and so on, since this will impact the media quality.

Signaling traffic always goes to the closest server to the user.

To learn more about the details on the media path that is chosen, see Understanding Media Flows in Microsoft

Teams - BRK4016.

This topology is used by customers that leverage Teams services from the cloud without any on-premises

deployment, such as Skype for Business Server or Phone System Direct Routing. In addition, the interface to

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 is done over the Internet without Azure Express Route.

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Skype-for-Business-Blog/Enabling-Lync-Media-to-Bypass-a-VPN-Tunnel/ba-p/620210
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tmHMIlAQdo


  Use case: One-to-oneUse case: One-to-one

Figure 1 - Teams topology

Note that:

The direction of the arrows on the diagram above reflect the initiation direction of the communication that

affects connectivity at the enterprise perimeters. In the case of UDP for media, the first packet(s) may flow in

the reverse direction, but these packets may be blocked until packets in the other direction will flow.

Teams is deployed side by side with Skype for Business Online, hence clients are displayed as "Teams/SFB

user."

You can find more information on the following optional topologies later in the article:

Skype for Business on-premises deployment is described in Teams hybrid topologyTeams hybrid topology .

Phone System Direct Routing (for PSTN connectivity) is described in Teams with Direct RoutingTeams with Direct Routing

topologytopology .

Express Route is described in Teams with Express Route optimizationTeams with Express Route optimization.

Flow descr iptionsFlow descr iptions :

Flow 2Flow 2  – Represents a flow initiated by a user on the customer network to the Internet as a part of the user's

Teams experience. Examples of these flows are DNS and peer-to-peer media.

Flow 2'Flow 2'  – Represents a flow initiated by a remote mobile Teams user, with VPN to the customer network.

Flow 3Flow 3  – Represents a flow initiated by a remote mobile Teams user to Microsoft 365 or Office 365/Teams

endpoints.

Flow 4Flow 4  – Represents a flow initiated by a user on the customer network to Microsoft 365 or Office

365/Teams endpoints.

Flow 5Flow 5  – Represents a peer-to-peer media flow between a Teams user and another Teams or Skype for

Business user within the customer network.

Flow 6Flow 6  – Represents a peer-to-peer media flow between a remote mobile Teams user and another remote

mobile Teams or Skype for Business user over the Internet.

One-to-one calls use a common model in which the caller will obtain a set of candidates consisting of IP

addresses/ports, including local, relay, and reflexive (public IP address of client as seen by the relay) candidates.

The caller sends these candidates to the called party; the called party also obtains a similar set of candidates and

sends them to the caller. STUN connectivity check messages are used to find which caller/called party media

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure01.png


paths work, and the best working path is selected. Media (that is, RTP/RTCP packets secured using SRTP) are

then sent using the selected candidate pair. The Transport relay is deployed as part of Microsoft 365 and Office

365.

If the local IP address/port candidates or the reflexive candidates have connectivity, then the direct path between

the clients (or using a NAT) will be selected for media. If the clients are both on the customer network, then the

direct path should be selected. This requires direct UDP connectivity within the customer network. If the clients

are both nomadic cloud users, then depending on the NAT/firewall, media may use direct connectivity.

If one client is internal on the customer network and one client is external (for example, a mobile cloud user),

then it is unlikely that direct connectivity between the local or reflexive candidates is working. In this case, an

option is to use one of the Transport Relay candidates from either client (for example, the internal client obtained

a relay candidate from the Transport relay in Microsoft 365 or Office 365; the external client needs to be able to

send STUN/RTP/RTCP packets to the transport relay). Another option is the internal client sends to the relay

candidate obtained by the mobile cloud client. Note that, although UDP connectivity for media is highly

recommended, TCP is supported.

High-level stepsHigh-level steps :

1. Teams User A resolves URL domain name (DNS) using flow 2.

2. Teams User A allocates a media Relay port on Teams Transport Relay using flow 4.

3. Teams User A sends "invite" with ICE candidates using flow 4 to Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

4. Microsoft 365 or Office 365 sends notification to Teams User B using flow 4.

5. Teams User B allocates a media Relay port on Teams Transport Relay using flow 4.

6. Teams User B sends "answer" with ICE candidates using flow 4, which is forwarded back to Teams User A

using Flow 4.

7. Teams User A and Teams User B invoke ICE connectivity tests and the best available media path is selected

(see diagrams below for various use cases).

8. Teams Users send telemetry to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using flow 4.

Within customer network :Within customer network :

Figure 2 - Within customer network

In step 7, peer-to-peer media flow 5 is selected.

Media is bidirectional. The direction of flow 5 indicates that one side initiates the communication from a

connectivity perspective, consistent with all the flows in this document. In this case, it doesn't matter which

direction is used because both endpoints are within the customer network.

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure02.png


Customer network to external user (media relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay):Customer network to external user (media relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay):

Figure 3 - Customer network to external user (media relayed by Teams Transport Relay)

In step 7, flow 4, from customer network to Microsoft 365 or Office 365, and flow 3, from remote mobile Teams

user to Microsoft 365 or Office 365, are selected. These flows are relayed by Teams Transport Relay within

Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Media is bidirectional, where direction indicates which side initiates the communication from a connectivity

perspective. In this case, these flows are used for signaling and media, using different transport protocols and

addresses.

Customer network to external user (direct media):Customer network to external user (direct media):

Figure 4 - Customer network to external user (direct media)

In step 7, flow 2, from customer network to the Internet (client's peer), is selected.

Direct media with remote mobile user (not relayed through Microsoft 365 or Office 365) is optional. In

other words, customer may block this path to enforce a media path through Transport Relay in Microsoft

365 or Office 365.

Media is bidirectional. The direction of flow 2 to remote mobile user indicates that one side initiates the

communication from a connectivity perspective.

VPN user to internal user (media relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay)VPN user to internal user (media relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay)

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure03.png
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure04.png


Figure 5 - VPN user to internal user (media relayed by Teams Transport Relay)

Signaling between the VPN to the customer network is using flow 2'. Signaling between the customer network

and Microsoft 365 or Office 365 is using flow 4. However, media bypasses the VPN and is routed using flows 3

and 4 through Teams media relay in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

VPN user to internal user (direct media)VPN user to internal user (direct media)

Figure 6 - VPN user to internal user (direct media)

Signaling between the VPN to the customer network is using flow 2'. Signaling between the customer network

and Microsoft 365 or Office 365 is using flow 4. However, media bypasses the VPN and is routed using flow 2

from the customer network to the Internet.

Media is bidirectional. The direction of flow 2 to the remote mobile user indicates that one side initiates the

communication from a connectivity perspective.

VPN user to external user (direct media)VPN user to external user (direct media)

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure05.png
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure06.png


  Use Case: Teams to PSTN through Microsoft 365 or Office 365 TrunkUse Case: Teams to PSTN through Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Trunk

  Use case: Teams meetingUse case: Teams meeting

Figure 7 - VPN user to external user (direct media)

Signaling between the VPN user to the customer network is using flow 2' and using flow 4 to Microsoft 365 or

Office 365. However, media bypasses VPN and is routed using flow 6.

Media is bidirectional. The direction of flow 6 to the remote mobile user indicates that one side initiates the

communication from a connectivity perspective.

Microsoft 365 and Office 365 have a Phone System that allows placing and receiving calls from the Public

Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). If the PSTN trunk is connected using the Phone System Calling Plan, then

there are no special connectivity requirements for this use case. (If you want to connect your own on-premises

PSTN trunk to Microsoft 365 or Office 365, you can use Phone System Direct Routing.)

Figure 8 - Teams to PSTN through Office 365 Trunk

The audio/video/screen sharing (VBSS) conferencing server is part of Microsoft 365 and Office 365. It has a

public IP address that must be reachable from the customer network and must be reachable from a Nomadic

Cloud client. Each client/endpoint needs to be able to connect to the conferencing server.

Internal clients will obtain local, reflexive, and relay candidates in the same manner as described for one-to-one

calls. The clients will send these candidates to the conferencing server in an invite. The conferencing server does

not use a relay since it has a publicly reachable IP address, so it responds with its local IP address candidate. The

client and conferencing server will check connectivity in the same manner described for one-to-one calls.

Note that:

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure07.png
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure08.png


  Use case: Federation with Skype for Business on premisesUse case: Federation with Skype for Business on premises

Teams clients cannot join Skype for Business meetings, and Skype for Business clients cannot join Teams

meetings.

A PSTN user optionally "Dials IN" or is "Dialed OUT", depending on the meeting's organizer PSTN Calling

and/or conferencing provisioning.

A guest user or a customer user may join from a guest private network, which is protected using FW/NAT

with strict rules.

Figure 9 - Teams Meeting

Media relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay in Microsoft 365 or Office 365Media relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Figure 10 - Media relayed by Teams Transport Relay in Office 365

Note that:

Federation is, by definition, a communication between two tenants. In this case, tenant A, which uses

Teams, federates with tenant B, which uses Skype for Business on premises. If tenant B is also using

Microsoft 365 or Office 365, then the Skype for Business client would have used flow 3 to connect with

Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Signaling and media from the federated Skype for Business client to on-premises Skype for Business

Server is out of scope of this document. However, it is illustrated here for clarity.

Signaling between Teams and Skype for Business is bridged by a gateway.

Media in this case is relayed by Teams Transport Relay to the customer network and remote Skype for

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure09.png
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure10.png


  Teams hybrid topologyTeams hybrid topology

Business client using flow 4.

Media relayed by Skype for Business Media Relay in federated tenantMedia relayed by Skype for Business Media Relay in federated tenant

Figure 11 - Media relayed by Skype for Business Media Relay in federated tenant

Note that:

Signaling and media from the federated Skype for Business client to an on-premises Skype for Business

Server is out of scope of this document. However, it is illustrated here for clarity.

Signaling between Teams and Skype for Business is bridged by a Gateway.

Media in this case is relayed by Skype for Business on-premises Media Relay to the customer network

using flow 2. (Note that traffic from Teams user to the remote Media Relay in the federated customer

network will be initially blocked by the Media Relay until traffic in the reverse direction starts to flow.

However, the bidirectional flow will open connectivity in both directions.)

Direct (peer-to-peer)Direct (peer-to-peer)

Figure 12 - Direct (peer-to-peer)

This topology includes Teams with a Skype for Business on-premises deployment.

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure11.png
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure12.png


  Use case: Teams to Skype for Business one-to-oneUse case: Teams to Skype for Business one-to-one

Figure 13 - Teams hybrid topology

The direction of the arrows on the diagram above reflect the initiation direction of the communication

that affects connectivity at the enterprise perimeters. In the case of UDP for media, the first packet(s) may

flow in the reverse direction, but these packets may be blocked until packets in the other direction will

flow.

Teams is deployed side by side with Skype for Business Online, hence clients are displayed as "Teams/SFB

user."

Additional flow (on top of Teams topology):

Flow 5AFlow 5A – Represents a peer-to-peer media flow between a Teams user within the customer network and a

Skype for Business on-premises media relay at the customer network edge.

Hybrid within the customer networkHybrid within the customer network

Figure 14 - Hybrid within customer network

Signaling between Teams and Skype for Business is bridged by a gateway. However, media is routed directly

peer-to-peer within the customer network using flow 5.

Hybrid customer network with external Skype for Business user – relayed by Microsoft 365 orHybrid customer network with external Skype for Business user – relayed by Microsoft 365 or

Office 365Office 365

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure13.png
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure14.png


  Teams with Phone System Direct Routing topologyTeams with Phone System Direct Routing topology

Figure 15 - Hybrid customer network with external Skype for Business user - relayed by Office 365

Note that:

Signaling and media from the Skype for Business client to an on-premises Skype for Business Server is

out of scope of this document. However, it is illustrated here for clarity.

Signaling between Teams and Skype for Business is bridged by a gateway.

Media is relayed through Teams Transport Relay to the customer network through flow 4.

Hybrid customer network with external Skype for Business user – relayed by on-premises EdgeHybrid customer network with external Skype for Business user – relayed by on-premises Edge

Figure 16 - Hybrid customer network with external Skype for Business user - relayed by on-premises Edge

Note that:

Signaling and media from Skype for Business client to an on-premises Skype for Business Server is out

of scope of this document. However, it is illustrated here for clarity.

Signaling is bridged by a gateway.

Media is relayed by Skype for Business Media Relay within Skype for Business on-premises Edge to

Teams user within the customer network using media flow 5A.

This topology includes Teams with Phone System Direct Routing.

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure15.png
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure16.png


Direct Routing enables you to use a third-party Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) service provider by

pairing a supported on-premises customer-owned Session Border Controller (SBC) hardware device to

Microsoft 365 or Office 365, and then connecting the telephony trunk to that device.

To support this scenario, the customer must deploy a certified SBC for Direct Routing from one of Microsoft's

certified partners. The SBC must be configured as recommended by the vendor, and be routable from Microsoft

365 or Office 365 for direct UDP traffic. The media may flow directly from Teams and/or the Skype for Business

client to the SBC (bypassing the Teams gateway) or traverse through the Teams gateway. The connectivity with

the SBC, when the trunk is configured to bypass the Teams gateway, is based on ICE, where SBC supports ICE-

Lite, while the Teams/Skype for Business media endpoint supports ICE Full Form.

*Figure 17 - Teams with Phone System Direct Routing topology

Note that:

The direction of the arrows on the diagram above reflect the initiation direction of the communication

that affects connectivity at the enterprise perimeters. In the case of UDP for media, the first packet(s) may

flow in the reverse direction, but these packets may be blocked until packets in the other direction will

flow.

Teams is deployed side by side with Skype for Business Online, hence clients are displayed as "Teams/SFB

user."

Additional flows (on top of Teams online topology):

Flow 4'Flow 4'  - Represents a flow from Microsoft 365 or Office 365 to the customer network, used to establish a

connection between the Teams media server in the cloud with the SBC on premises.

Flow 5BFlow 5B – Represents a media flow between the Teams user within the customer network with the Direct

Routing SBC in bypass mode.

Flow 5CFlow 5C – Represents a media flow between the Direct Routing SBC to another Direct Routing SBC in a

PSTN hairpin call bypass mode.

Internal user with Direct Routing (media relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay)Internal user with Direct Routing (media relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay)

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure17.png


Figure 18 - Internal user with Direct Routing (media relayed by Teams Transport Relay)

Note that:

The SBC must have a public IP address that is routable from Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Signaling and media from the SBC to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and vice versa use flow 4 and/or flow

4'.

Signaling and media from the client within the customer network to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 use flow

4.

Remote user with Direct Routing (media is routed through a media ser ver (MP))Remote user with Direct Routing (media is routed through a media ser ver (MP))

Figure 19 - Remote user with Direct Routing (media is routed through a media server (MP))

Note that:

The SBC must have a public IP address that is routable from Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Signaling and media from the SBC to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and vice versa use flow 4 and/or flow

4'.

Signaling and media from the client on the Internet to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 use flow 3.

Internal user Direct Routing (media bypass)Internal user Direct Routing (media bypass)

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure18.png
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Figure 20 - Internal user Direct Routing (media bypass)

Note that:

The SBC must have a public IP address that is routable from Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Signaling from SBC to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and vice versa use flow 4 and/or flow 4'.

Signaling from client within the customer network to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 use flow 4.

Media from client within the customer network to SBC within the customer network use flow 5B.

Remote user with Direct Routing (media bypass relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay)Remote user with Direct Routing (media bypass relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay)

Figure 21 - Remote user with Direct Routing (media bypass relayed by Teams Transport Relay)

Note that:

The SBC must have a public IP address that is routable from Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and Internet.

Signaling from the SBC to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and vice versa uses flow 4 and/or flow 4'.

Signaling from the client on the Internet to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 uses flow 3.

Media from the client on the Internet to the SBC within the customer network uses flows 3 and 4, relayed

by Teams Transport Relay.

Remote user Direct Routing (media bypass direct)Remote user Direct Routing (media bypass direct)

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure20.png
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Figure 22 - Remote user Direct Routing (media bypass direct)

Note that:

The SBC must have a public IP address that is routable from Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and the Internet.

Signaling from the SBC to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and vice versa uses flow 4 and/or flow 4'.

Signaling from the client on the Internet to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 uses flow 3.

Media from the client on the Internet to the SBC within the customer network uses flow 2.

Direct Routing (media bypass) – PSTN hairpin call (due to call for ward/transfer)Direct Routing (media bypass) – PSTN hairpin call (due to call for ward/transfer)

Figure 23 - Direct Routing (media bypass) - PSTN hairpin call (due to call forward/transfer)

Note that:

The SBC must have a public IP address that is routable from Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Signaling from the SBC to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and vice versa uses flow 4 and/or flow 4'.

The client is out of the signaling and media loop after the call is hairpinned from PSTN to PSTN.

Media from SBC instance A within the customer network to SBC instance B within the customer network

(where, A and B can be the same instance) uses flow 5C.

Direct Routing (media through Microsoft 365 or Office 365) – PSTN hairpin call across twoDirect Routing (media through Microsoft 365 or Office 365) – PSTN hairpin call across two

tenantstenants

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure22.png
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 Teams with Express Route optimization

Figure 24 - Direct Routing (media through Microsoft 365 or Office 365) – PSTN hairpin call across two tenants

Note that:

The SBC must have a public IP address that is routable from Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Signaling from the SBC to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and vice versa uses flow 4 and/or flow 4'.

The client is out of the signaling and media loop after the call is hairpinned from PSTN to PSTN.

Media from SBC instance A within the customer network X to SBC instance B must be relayed through

the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Media Server and can't use bypass mode.

Figure 25 - Teams with Express Route optimization

In the case that Express Route is justified and deployed, then Teams flows could be re-routed from flow 4 to flow

1 and from flow 4' to flow 1'. However, the Teams application has a hard dependency on other Microsoft 365 or

Office 365 flows over the Internet using flows 4 and 4'; hence these flows must not be blocked.

Note that Skype for Business hybrid Edge traffic is routed to the Internet and not to Express Route to

communicate with external users and federate with other tenants.

To prevent asymmetrical flows, re-routing must be in both directions. In other words, an address within the

customer network is routable either through Internet or Express Route, based on optimization, but not through

both.

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure24.png
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NOTENOTE

Customer network to external user (media relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay):Customer network to external user (media relayed by Teams Transpor t Relay):

Figure 26 - Customer network to external user (media relayed by Teams Transport Relay)

High-Level Steps:High-Level Steps:

1. Teams User within customer network resolves URL domain name (DNS) using flow2.

2. Teams User within customer network allocates a media Relay port on Teams Transport Relay using flow 1.

3. Teams User within customer network sends "invite" with ICE candidates using flow 1 to Microsoft 365 or

Office 365.

4. Microsoft 365 or Office 365 sends notification to external Teams user using flow 3.

5. Teams external user allocates a media Relay port on Teams Transport Relay using flow 3.

6. Teams external user sends "answer" with ICE candidates using flow 3, which is forwarded back to Teams user

A using Flow 1.

7. Teams User A and Teams User B invoke ICE connectivity tests and selects flows 1 and 3, which are relayed by

Teams Transport Relay.

8. Teams Users send telemetry to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 using flows 1 and 3.

Flow 4 must be enabled to support dependencies of Teams application on other micro-services that mandates flow 4.

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/microsoft-teams-online-call-flows-figure26.png
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Phone SystemPhone System Standard phone features include Voice Mail, Caller ID, call
menus, shared phone lines, and emergency calling.

Microsoft 365 Business Voice makes it easy for small and medium organizations to turn Microsoft Teams into a

powerful and flexible telephone system. It's a replacement for traditional telephony providers and in-house

phone systems that can be difficult and costly to manage. You can set up both toll and toll-free numbers, call

menus to help callers get to the right department, audio conferencing so you can host meetings with anyone,

and more. You can even give people their own phone numbers so they can get calls directly.

Business Voice does all of this by wrapping Microsoft 365 Phone System features into an easy-to-manage

bundle. You don't need to worry about choosing the right plan or feature; they're all there and set up for you.

Because Phone System is a part of Teams, you can turn any PC, Mac, or mobile device into a phone that can use

your Business Voice phone number.

Here's a short video that gives you an overview of Business Voice (2:13 minutes):

Business Voice is right for you if your organization has 300 or fewer people and you have one the following

Microsoft 365 subscriptions:

Microsoft 365 Business Basic

Microsoft 365 Business Standard

Microsoft 365 Business Premium

Microsoft 365 F1

Microsoft 365 F3

Office 365 F3

Microsoft and Office 365 Enterprise E1 or E3

Microsoft 365 and Office 365 Education A1 or A3

Microsoft 365 and Office 365 Government G1 or G3

Microsoft 365 Nonprofit Business Basic

Microsoft 365 Nonprofit Business Standard

Microsoft 365 and Office 365 Nonprofit E1 or E3

Business Voice is available in over 70 countries and regions. Whether you can set up Business Voice on your

own, transfer phone numbers to Microsoft 365, and manage your phone numbers in Microsoft 365, depends on

the country or region in which your Microsoft 365 tenant is located. For more information, check out Country

and region availability for Business Voice.

Microsoft Teams and Business Voice only work when your users' mailboxes are located in Microsoft 365. They don't

support mailboxes located on on-premises Exchange Server.

When you buy Business Voice, you get the following features and more:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/whats-business-voice.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE4C56M
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/what-is-phone-system-in-office-365


Domestic CallingDomestic Calling Calls within your country or region are free. International
plans and toll-free dialing are also available.

Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing Lets you host conference calls with people who don't have
Teams or don't have an internet connection.

You can see everything that's included with Business Voice by visiting Microsoft 365 Business Voice service

description.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/calling-plan-landing-page
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/audio-conferencing-in-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/microsoft-365-business-voice-service-description
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C O UN T RY  O R REGIO NC O UN T RY  O R REGIO N B USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H  C A L L IN G P L A NB USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H  C A L L IN G P L A N
B USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H O UT  C A L L IN GB USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H O UT  C A L L IN G
P L A N ( DIREC T  RO UT IN G)P L A N ( DIREC T  RO UT IN G)

Canada X X

United Kingdom X X

United States X X

Argentina X

Microsoft 365 Business Voice is available in over 70 countries and regions. All of the countries and regions in

which Business Voice is available are listed in the table later in this article.

Some Business Voice features, specifically Calling Plans, are available only in certain countries and regions.

Whether these features are available in your tenant's location determines whether you can set up Business Voice

on your own, or if you need help from a Microsoft partner or reseller.

In countries and regions withwith support for Calling Plans, you can buy Business Voice from Microsoft and then set

up or transfer your existing phone numbers to Microsoft. Doing this will let you manage all of your phone

numbers in Microsoft 365. After your move to Business Voice is finished:

Microsoft 365 becomes your telephone provider and domestic local and long distance calls are included in

Business Voice. Toll free and international long distance charges are billed directly by Microsoft.

You no longer need to subscribe to a third-party telephone provider to manage your phone numbers.

You no longer need any on-premises telephony equipment (other than end-user devices such as desk

phones).

If your tenant is located in a country or region that supports Calling Plans, check out What do I need to buy to

use Microsoft 365 Business Voice with Calling Plan?

In countries and regions withoutwithout support for Calling Plans, you need to purchase Business Voice from a

Microsoft partner or reseller. They will work with your third-party telephone provider to set up Direct Routing

between your on-premises telephony hardware and Microsoft 365.

Your telephone provider doesn't change. All local, long distance, and toll-free charges are billed by your

existing third-party telephone provider.

Your telephone provider continues to manage your phone numbers. If you want to add or remove phone

numbers, you need to coordinate that change with your telephone provider.

You need to maintain some on-premises telephone equipment to enable your on-premises telephony

equipment (such as desk phones) to communicate with Microsoft 365.

If your tenant is located in a country or region that doesn't support Calling Plans, check out Get help from a

Microsoft reseller or partner.

To see what's included in Business Voice with Calling Plan and without Calling Plan, see Microsoft 365 Business

Voice Service Description.

1

1

1

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/country-region-availability.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/microsoft-365-business-voice-service-description


Australia X

Austria X

Belgium X

Bosnia & Herzegovina X

Brazil X

Bulgaria X

Chile X

Colombia X

Costa Rica X

Croatia X

Cyprus X

Czech Republic X

Denmark X

Dominican Republic X

Ecuador X

Egypt X

Estonia X

Finland X

France X

Germany X

Greece X

Hong Kong SAR X

Hungary X

Indonesia X

Ireland X

C O UN T RY  O R REGIO NC O UN T RY  O R REGIO N B USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H  C A L L IN G P L A NB USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H  C A L L IN G P L A N
B USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H O UT  C A L L IN GB USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H O UT  C A L L IN G
P L A N ( DIREC T  RO UT IN G)P L A N ( DIREC T  RO UT IN G)



Israel X

Italy X

Japan X

Jordan X

Kenya X

Latvia X

Lithuania X

Luxembourg X

Malaysia X

Malta X

Mexico X

Monaco X

Netherlands X

New Zealand X

Norway X

Panama X

Paraguay X

Peru X

Philippines X

Poland X

Portugal X

Puerto Rico X

Qatar X

Romania X

Russia X

C O UN T RY  O R REGIO NC O UN T RY  O R REGIO N B USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H  C A L L IN G P L A NB USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H  C A L L IN G P L A N
B USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H O UT  C A L L IN GB USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H O UT  C A L L IN G
P L A N ( DIREC T  RO UT IN G)P L A N ( DIREC T  RO UT IN G)

2



Serbia X

Singapore X

Slovakia X

Slovenia X

South Africa X

South Korea X

Spain X

Sri Lanka X

Sweden X

Switzerland X

Taiwan X

Thailand X

Trinidad and Tobago X

Turkey X

Ukraine X

United Arab Emirates X

Uruguay X

Venezuela X

Vietnam X

C O UN T RY  O R REGIO NC O UN T RY  O R REGIO N B USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H  C A L L IN G P L A NB USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H  C A L L IN G P L A N
B USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H O UT  C A L L IN GB USIN ESS VO IC E  W IT H O UT  C A L L IN G
P L A N ( DIREC T  RO UT IN G)P L A N ( DIREC T  RO UT IN G)

 Unless you have specific needs that prevent you from transferring (porting) your phone numbers to Microsoft

365, we recommend that you choose Business Voice with Calling Plan. Business Voice without Calling Plan

requires the use of Phone System Direct Routing. Direct Routing has many requirements that may increase the

complexity of your deployment and may require the use of a Microsoft partner or consultant.

1

 Business Voice includes the licenses for Phone System and Audio Conferencing. Even though you can't get a

Calling Plan through us, you can contact us to purchase your licenses and get your phone numbers.

2
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 Microsoft 365 Business Voice licenses

  Business Voice license typesBusiness Voice license types

 Business Voice with Calling Plan

To make or receive phone calls to or from external phone numbers in Microsoft Teams, users need a Microsoft

365 Business Voice license. The license gives them access to all the features that they need to make or receive

phone calls, host audio conferences, and more.

Users who don't need to make or receive phone calls to or from external phone numbers just need Teams. They

don't need a Microsoft 365 Business Voice license.

For example, you might have 10 factory employees and 5 office employees. The factory employees may only

need to call other employees within your company. In addition to calling other employees, office workers also

need to make and receive phone calls to and from suppliers, partners, and customers. In this case, only the 5

office workers would need a Microsoft 365 Business Voice license.

There are two types of Business Voice licenses: Business Voice withwith Calling Plan and Business Voice withoutwithout

Calling Plan. The type of Business Voice license available to you depends on the location of your Microsoft 365

tenant. The license type determines whether you can set up Business Voice on your own, if you need help from a

Microsoft partner or reseller, who manages your phone numbers, and so on.

Business Voice with Calling PlanBusiness Voice with Calling Plan You can buy Business Voice from Microsoft, set it up on your own,

and then set up or transfer your existing phone numbers to Microsoft. The article Set up Microsoft 365

Business Voice shows you how to set up Business Voice for your tenant.

See Business Voice with Calling Plan later in this article for more information about buying Business

Voice with Calling Plan licenses.

Business Voice without Calling PlanBusiness Voice without Calling Plan You need to buy Business Voice from a Microsoft partner or

reseller who will help you set up Business Voice. Your existing phone numbers remain with your current

third-party telephone provider. The article Get help from a Microsoft reseller or partner gives you an

overview of process needed to set up Business Voice in your tenant.

To see whether your country or region supports Calling Plan, check out Country and region availability for

Business Voice.

To learn about Business Voice features, see Microsoft 365 Business Voice service description.

Business Voice with Calling Plan includes a Domestic Calling Plan, which gives you a certain number of minutes

per month to make calls within your country or region. You can purchase an International Calling Plan if you

want to make calls to other countries or regions. You use Communications Credits to pay for an International

Calling Plan, extra minutes per month for a Domestic Calling Plan, and toll-free numbers. You'll learn more

about Calling Plans and Communications Credits later in this article.

To buy Microsoft 365 Business Voice with Calling Plan licenses, sign in to the admin center, and then go to

BillingBilling > Purchase ser vicesPurchase ser vices .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/what-to-buy.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/microsoft-365-business-voice-service-description
https://admin.microsoft.com/Adminportal/Home#/homepage


  Calling PlansCalling Plans

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Domestic Calling PlanDomestic Calling Plan

W H ERE T H E USER IS LO C AT EDW H ERE T H E USER IS LO C AT ED M O N T H LY  A L LOT M EN T  F O R DO M EST IC  C A L L SM O N T H LY  A L LOT M EN T  F O R DO M EST IC  C A L L S

Canada 3,000

United Kingdom 1,200

United States 3,000

  International Calling PlanInternational Calling Plan

Calling Plans let your users call phone numbers that are outside your organization. Calling Plans include a

monthly pool of minutes that's based on the number of assigned Business Voice licenses in a given country or

region. When a user makes a phone call, the number of minutes used for that call is deducted from the monthly

pool. At the beginning of each month, the balance of minutes in the pool is reset.

Calling Plan pools are specific to the country or region in which the users are located. Users in a country or

region can only use minutes from the Calling Plan pool in their country or region. Minutes in a Calling Plan pool

in one country or region can't be transferred to a pool in another country or region.

What happens when all the minutes in a Calling Plan pool are used up depends on whether you have

Communications Credits available. (We talk about Communications Credits later in this article.) If you have

Communications Credits, Business Voice will start using them. If you don't have Credits, users won't be able to

make phone call outside your organization until the Calling Plan pool is reset at the beginning of the next

month.

The number of minutes in a pool depends on the country or region and the number of Business Voice licenses that are

assigned to your users, not the number of Business Voice licenses that you purchased. For example, if you purchased 10

Business Voice licenses in Canada but are only using three licenses, you'll have a total of 9,000 minutes in your pool (3

licenses multiplied by 3,000 minutes per user).

There are two types of Calling Plans:

The Domestic Calling Plan lets users call phone numbers in their country or region. Business Voice includes a

Domestic Calling Plan for each user who's assigned a Business Voice license. The number of minutes that are

available for each user each month depends on country or region the user is located. This table shows the

number of minutes for each country or region where Calling Plan is included with Business Voice:

Calling Plan isn't included with Business Voice in countries or regions not listed in the preceding table. For a list

of all countries and regions in which Business Voice is available, see Business Voice availability.

Calls between the United States and Canada are considered domestic calls. You don't need to add the

International Calling Plan to place calls between these two countries.

The International Calling Plan lets users call phone numbers outside their country or region. The International

Calling Plan is purchased as an add-on.

When you consider whether to buy the International Calling Plan for a user, determine how often they make

international calls and how long the calls are. This is important because when you purchase an International

Calling Plan, you pay for a certain number of minutes up front. If a user doesn't use up all of the minutes in a

month, the remaining minutes are discarded at the beginning of the next month. If it's likely that a user won't

use up all the minutes in the International Calling Plan, don't buy one. Instead use Communications Credits (see

the following section).



  Communications CreditsCommunications Credits

  Buy Communication CreditsBuy Communication Credits

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Communications Credits are like a digital wallet that's used to pay for calls to or from phone numbers outside

your phone system. Communications Credits are used in a few situations.

A user has run out of minutes in their  Domestic or International Calling Plan:A user has run out of minutes in their  Domestic or International Calling Plan: If a user doesn't

have an International Calling Plan, Business Voice automatically starts using your Communications Credits

balance.

A user who doesn't have an International Calling Plan makes international calls :A user who doesn't have an International Calling Plan makes international calls : Business Voice

automatically starts using your Communications Credits balance.

You have toll-free numbers:You have toll-free numbers: When someone calls your toll-free number, the cost of the call is deducted

from your Communications Credit balance.

If you still have Communication Credits left over at the end of the month, they're carried over to the next month.

We strongly recommend that you always have a minimum balance of Communication Credits so that your

users can always make phone calls. The easiest way to make sure you always have an available balance is to set

up automatic recharging. With automatic recharging, Microsoft 365 automatically refills your balance when it

falls below a minimum. You can choose the minimum and the amount to buy each time. If you'd rather refill

your Communication Credits balance manually, you can do that too.

Remember that you need Communications Credits if you run out of minutes in your Calling Plans or if you receive toll-

free calls. If your Communications Credits balance is empty, you won't be able to receive phone calls on toll-free phone

numbers or make calls after the Calling Plan balances are used up.

To learn more about Communication Credits, take a look at What are Communications Credits?

To see rates for toll-free and international calling, scroll down to "Add time with Communication Credits" in

Cloud-based Phone System.

https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/voice-calling#ow-download-rates
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
The information in this article is applicable to Business Voice withoutwithout  Calling Plan only. Before reading this article, check

Country and region availability for Business Voice to see whether your country or region supports Business Voice with

Calling Plan.

If your tenant is located in a country or region that supports Business Voice with Calling Plan, check out Set up Microsoft

365 Business Voice.

Setting up Business Voice without Calling Plan requires the configuration of Phone System Direct Routing. Direct

Routing enables interoperability between your on-premises telephone hardware; Microsoft Phone System,

which is the core feature of Business Voice; and your third-party Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)

provider. Because Direct Routing requires a deep understanding of Microsoft Phone System, PSTN connectivity,

networking, and other technical skills, we recommend that you use a Microsoft partner or seller to set it up.

Additionally, Business Voice without Calling Plan licenses are only available from Microsoft partners and

resellers.

A Microsoft partner or reseller can:

Obtain the correct Business Voice licenses for your tenant and phone users

Help you understand the technical requirements for setting up Business Voice

Coordinate with your telephone provider to make sure your phone numbers are properly set up for use with

Business Voice

Set up communication between your on-premises telephony hardware and Microsoft 365

Help you set up Business Voice features like Call Queues, Auto Attendant, Voice Mail, and more

When contacting a Microsoft partner or reseller about setting up Business Voice without Calling Plan, you'll

need to provide them with information such as:

How many users, phones, and other devices, will need to make and receive calls to and from external phone

numbers

Details about your existing phone system

Details about your connection between your phone system and your PSTN provider

Your Internet connection

Unique design considerations about your organization such as the need to support call centers, phone

system call menus (for example, press 1 for Sales, press 2 for Technical Support), conference rooms, phone

kiosks, and so on.

How many locations your existing phone system supports and how connectivity is set up between them

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/reseller-partner-support.md
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 Check your Internet connection speed

  Gather information about your Internet connection and usersGather information about your Internet connection and users

  Enter your information into the network plannerEnter your information into the network planner

Business Voice is located in the cloud with Microsoft 365. Every device that uses Microsoft Teams and Business

Voice needs a connection to the Internet.

To get the best Business Voice experience, you need a broadband Internet connection that can support the

maximum number of phone calls that your organization might make at any one time. You also need to make

sure that the computers on your network can reach Microsoft 365 servers.

To follow these steps, you need to have a tenant with one of the following subscriptions:

Microsoft 365 Business Basic

Microsoft 365 Business Standard

Office 365 E1

Office 365 E3

Office 365 F1

Microsoft 365 A1

Microsoft 365 A3

Microsoft 365 E3

Microsoft 365 Business

You don't need a Business Voice license to follow these steps.

This article helps determine whether your Internet connection is fast enough for the number of people who

need to make phone calls and host video conferences. You'll provide information about your organization and

get back a report that shows how much of your Internet connection will be used by Teams and Business Voice.

Before you start, you need the following information:

The speed of your Internet connection

How many people will use Business Voice mainly from your office

How many people will use Business Voice mainly from a remote location, such as a home office

Follow these steps:

1. In a browser, go to https://admin.teams.microsoft.com. Sign in by using an account that has Global

Administrator permissions. The account that you used to sign up for Microsoft 365 or Office 365 has

these permissions.

2. Open PlanningPlanning and select Network plannerNetwork planner .

3. Under Network plansNetwork plans , select AddAdd. Enter a name for your plan, and then select ApplyApply . Your network plan

should look like this:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/get-ready-internet.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


4. Select the name of your network plan. (It's Main officeMain office in the preceding picture.)

5. On the next page, select Add a network siteAdd a network site on the Network sitesNetwork sites  tab.

6. Fill in only the fields that are indicated in the following screenshot, and then select SaveSave. Leave the other

fields on this screen blank, and don't select the ExpressRouteExpressRoute or Connected to WANConnected to WAN options.

7. On the Repor tRepor t tab, select Star t a repor tStar t a repor t.

8. Enter the following information, and then select Generate repor tGenerate repor t to create a report that shows the

bandwidth requirements for Teams. We show you how to read the report in the next section.



  Find your minimum Internet connection speedFind your minimum Internet connection speed

 Make sure the computers and devices on your network can reach
Microsoft 365

When you select Generate repor tGenerate repor t, Microsoft 365 or Office 365 creates a report that looks like this:

The highlighted number shows how much of your Internet connection Teams and Business Voice will use. We

recommend that this number is no more than 30 percent of your total Internet connection speed. For example, if

your Internet connection is 60 Mbps, Teams and Business Voice should use no more than 18 Mbps.

Use this equation to determine your minimum Internet connection speed: <highlighted number> / 0.3. With the

number that's highlighted in the preceding image, the calculation is 4.6875 / 0.3 = 15.6. In this case, the Internet

connection speed should be at least 15.6 Mbps.

If Teams and Business Voice will use more than 30 percent of your total Internet connection speed, the

highlighted number will appear red. In that case, you may need to upgrade your Internet connection.

Computers and devices that use Business Voice must use specific network ports to communicate with Microsoft

365 servers. These ports are essentially doors through which devices talk to each other over a network or the

Internet. Your firewall needs to allow devices on your network to reach Microsoft 365 through the following

outbound network ports:

TCP por tsTCP por ts  80 and 443



UDP por tsUDP por ts  3478, 3479, 3480, and 3481

The easiest way to check whether your firewall allows communication on these network ports is to make a test

call in Teams:

1. Go to https://aka.ms/getteams on a computer on your network and install Teams. Make sure that the

computer has speakers and a microphone.

2. Open Teams and sign in by using a Microsoft 365 account.

3. In Teams, select your profile picture, and then go to SettingsSettings  > DevicesDevices .

4. Under Audio devicesAudio devices , select Make a test callMake a test call .

5. Follow the steps to leave a message and have it played back to you.

If the call connects and you hear your message, your firewall is set up correctly.

If the call connects, but you can't hear the instructions or your message, make sure that your speakers

and microphone are set up correctly, and then try again.

If the call doesn't connect or it connects but you can't hear your message, you might need to update

your firewall to allow access to the required network ports. Check your firewall's documentation, or

contact an IT specialist for help.

If you're an IT professional and want more information about how to prepare larger or more complex networks

to support Business Voice, see Evaluate my environment. This article provides information about bandwidth,

proxy and firewall requirements, and how to use the Network Assessment Tool to test your network.

https://aka.ms/getteams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/3-envision-evaluate-my-environment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/3-envision-evaluate-my-environment


   

 

How do I get my users ready for Microsoft 365
Business Voice?

 12/7/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Install Microsoft Teams on computers and phones

 Choose devices for Teams and Business Voice

NOTENOTE

It's a good idea to get your users ready before you set up Business Voice:

Make sure that they have Microsoft Teams and Microsoft Office installed.

Set up any necessary devices on their computers.

Show them how to set up voicemail greetings and other Business Voice features.

Encourage them to learn more about Teams so that they get the most out of it.

If you haven't already, install Teams on any computers and phones that will be used for Business Voice. Teams is

available for PCs and Macs, and for Android and iPhone phones. There's also a web version, at

https://teams.microsoft.com. For PCs, Macs, and the web, you need a headset or a microphone and speakers.

The next section provides more detail.

For PCs and Macs, you can download Teams at https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads. If a user is running

Windows 10 in S mode, they can install Teams from the Windows Store.

For Android and iPhone phones, search for Microsoft Teams in Google Play or Apple App Store. Phones must be

running Android 4.4 or later or iOS 10.0 or later. To use Teams on the web, you need to use a supported browser.

Business Voice users need a microphone and speakers to make and receive phone calls. There are lots of

options, depending on the needs of each user or environment. Here are some ideas to think about when you

decide what to get:

Mobile users or users in noisy environments:Mobile users or users in noisy environments: Consider USB or wireless headsets with microphones.

Paired with Microsoft Teams, any computer can work as a phone as long as it has an Internet connection.

Receptionists and executives:Receptionists and executives: Full, multi-function desktop handsets can be used, just like with regular

phones. Autodial, conferencing, speakerphone, and support for headsets make these devices extremely

flexible.

Conference rooms:Conference rooms: Audio conferencing devices let you set up conference rooms with speakerphone

functionality that can be used with Teams conference bridges to host even large meetings.

If you're using a USB or wireless device, plug the device into a computer that's running Teams. You might need to

go into device settings in Teams: Select your profile picture at the top of Teams, and then go to SettingsSettings  >

DevicesDevices . Choose your device from Audio devicesAudio devices . If you don't see your device in Teams, follow the

manufacturer's instructions to set it up on your computer.

To test that Teams, your speakers, and your microphone all work correctly, follow the steps in Make sure your networked

devices can reach Microsoft 365.

To see all the devices that Teams supports, visit the Teams Devices store. To purchases devices, contact your local

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/prepare-users.md
https://teams.microsoft.com
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices


 Set up voicemail greetings and other Business Voice features

 Learn what Microsoft Teams and Business Voice can do

reseller. Most major online stores also carry most Teams devices.

Just like regular phones, you can set up voicemail greetings and call forwarding, choose ringtones, and more.

Everything that can be set up by users can be found in the Teams app by selecting their profile picture in the

upper-right corner of Teams and then selecting SettingsSettings  > CallsCalls . They can get help with setting up these

features by taking a look at Manage your call settings in Teams.

Business Voice can do a lot more than regular phones, too. You can set up simultaneous ring and call groups,

share a phone line with a delegate, park calls, make multiple calls at once, and more. Users can see what Teams

with Business Voice can do, and learn how to set it up, by taking a look at Meetings and calls.

If users want to know even more about Teams, they can take a look the Microsoft Teams help center.

https://support.office.com/article/manage-your-call-settings-in-teams-456cb611-3477-496f-b31a-6ab752a7595f
https://support.office.com/article/meetings-and-calls-d92432d5-dd0f-4d17-8f69-06096b6b48a8?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US#ID0EAABAAA=Calls
https://support.office.com/teams


   

 

Set up Microsoft 365 Business Voice
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Before you begin

Business Voice is a complete phone system that can replace your existing telephony provider. Whether you're a

new business setting up phone numbers for the first time, or an established business moving from a legacy on-

premises telephony provider, the steps in these articles can help you get up and running with Business Voice.

When you're finished setting up Business Voice:

You'll be able to receive toll or toll-free phone calls on a main company phone line. You can even set up a call

menu if you want.

Users set up with Business Voice will have their own direct-dial phone numbers that they can use to make

and receive phone calls from any device with Teams installed.

Meeting participants will be able to call in to meetings using a regular phone if they're unable to join from a

Teams client.

If you have existing phone numbers, you'll be able to continue using them after they're moved to Business

Voice.

If you want to learn more about Business Voice, check out What is Microsoft 365 Business Voice?.

The information in these articles is applicable to Business Voice withwith Calling Plan only. Business Voice with Calling Plan is

available only in select countries and regions. Before you start setting up Business Voice, check Country and region

availability for Business Voice to see whether your country or region supports Business Voice with Calling Plan.

If your tenant is located in a country or region that doesn't support Business Voice with Calling Plan, check out Get help

from a Microsoft reseller or partner.

Microsoft Teams and Business Voice only work when your users' mailboxes are located in Microsoft 365. They don't

support mailboxes on on-premises Exchange Server.

This setup process doesn't support Skype for Business hybrid deployments. If you have a Skype for Business hybrid

deployment and want to set up Business Voice, check out Set up Phone System in your organization.

Before you set up Business Voice, there are a few things you need to do. The following tasks will make sure your

organization is ready for Business Voice.

Buy Business Voice licensesBuy Business Voice licenses  and, if you want to get a toll-free number or make long-distance phone calls,

Communication Credits. For more information, see What do I need to buy to use Microsoft 365 Business

Voice?.

Make sure your Internet connection can suppor t Business VoiceMake sure your Internet connection can suppor t Business Voice. For more information, see Check

your Internet connection for Business Voice.

Set up Teams on your users'  devicesSet up Teams on your users'  devices , set up voicemail greetings, and help your users learn about Teams.

For more information, see How do I get my users ready for Microsoft 365 Business Voice?.

After you've prepare your organization for Business Voice, select Next step: Star t setting up Business VoiceNext step: Star t setting up Business Voice.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/set-up-overview.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RWEu8R


Next step: Start setting up Business Voice



   

 

Step 1: Set up a Business Voice emergency location
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Add an emergency location

An emergency location is used when someone in your organization calls emergency services such as fire, police,

or ambulance. When a person calls an emergency service, the address that's configured as your organization's

emergency address is sent to the service. This step sets up the primary emergency location for your

organization. This location will be associated with your company's main phone number in a later step.

If you have users in multiple locations, such as home offices or offices in other cities, you can configure

additional emergency locations. You can even configure specific places within a location. Places can be different

buildings, floors, offices, or other places where users may be at a location. Additional locations and places can be

added after you complete your initial setup of Business Voice.

The following video shows you how to complete these steps in the Teams admin center.

NOTENOTE

1. Open the Microsoft Teams admin center and log in with a user that is a Global admin (this is usually the

account you used to sign up for Microsoft 365).

2. In the left navigation pane, go to LocationsLocations  > Emergency addressesEmergency addresses .

3. Click AddAdd.

4. Enter a name and description for the location.

5. Select the country or region, and then enter the address.

In Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Netherlands, and Spain, it's important to understand that to successfully

activate a phone number in Microsoft 365 or Office 365, the address set up in the emergency location, which is

used to acquire the number, must match the phone number's area code.

6. If the address isn't found and you want to manually edit the address, turn on Edit the addressEdit the address

manuallymanually .

7. Click SaveSave.

Next step: Set up phone numbers

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/set-up-emergency-locations.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RWEZGE
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/locations


   

 

Step 2: Set up Business Voice phone numbers
 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

 Set up a service number

Before you can set up users or auto attendants in your organization, you need to get phone numbers for them.

There are several different types of phone numbers, however the following are the two types of numbers that

you need to add in this step:

Ser vice numbersSer vice numbers  These numbers are used for auto attendants, audio conferencing, and call queues. They

can be toll or toll-free numbers and can handle large amounts of calls at the same time. Your company phone

number needs to be a service number because it'll be assigned to an auto attendant in a later step.

Subscr iber numbersSubscr iber numbers  These numbers are used for regular users so they can make and receive phone calls.

Even if you want to use your existing phone numbers, you need to create and assign temporary phone numbers to your

company's main phone line and your users. You'll be able to replace these temporary numbers with your existing phone

numbers in a later step.

It may take several hours for your new phone numbers to become available in Teams.

The following video shows you how to complete these steps in the Teams admin center.

The service number you set up now will be used in a later step for your company's main phone number.

1. Open the Microsoft Teams admin center and log in with a user that is a Global admin (this is usually the

account you used to sign up for Microsoft 365).

2. In the left navigation, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers , and then click AddAdd.

3. Enter a name for the order and add a description.

4. On the Location and quantity page, do the following:

a. Under Countr y or regionCountr y or region, select a country or region.

b. Under Number typeNumber type, select one of the following options:

Auto attendant (Toll)Auto attendant (Toll)  Regular, non-toll-free, phone number. Long distance fees are charged to

the caller.

Auto attendant (Toll Free)Auto attendant (Toll Free)  Toll-free (US and Canada) or freephone (UK) phone number. Long

distances fees are charged to your company. Before you can select this option, you need to

purchase Communication Credits. For more information, see What do I need to buy to use

Microsoft 365 Business Voice?.

c. Under QuantityQuantity , select 11 .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/set-up-phone-numbers.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RWENzQ
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/phone-numbers


 Set up phone numbers for your users

NOTENOTE
If you get the message You don't have enough licenses to request more numbers of this typeYou don't have enough licenses to request more numbers of this type,

make sure you've purchased Business Voice licenses. For more information, see What do I need to buy to

use Microsoft 365 Business Voice?.

d. Choose either LocationLocation or Area codeArea code, depending on whether you want to search for phone

numbers using a location's city, or if you want to search for numbers in a specific area code.

e. If you select LocationLocation:

a. Type the city in which your emergency address is located in the Set up emergency locations

step, or if you need to create a new location for another office or a home office, click Add aAdd a

locationlocation.

b. Under Area codeArea code, select an area code, and then select NextNext to reserve your number.

f. If you select Area codeArea code, type the area code you want to search, and then select NextNext to reserve

your number.

5. Select the number you want. You have 10 minutes to select your phone number and place your order. If

you take more than 10 minutes, the phone number will be returned to the pool of numbers.

6. When you're ready to place your order, click Place orderPlace order , and then FinishFinish

1. Open the Microsoft Teams admin center and log in with a user that is a Global admin (this is usually the

account you used to sign up for Microsoft 365).

2. In the left navigation, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers , and then click AddAdd.

3. Enter a name for the order and add a description.

4. On the Location and quantity page, do the following:

a. Under Countr y or regionCountr y or region, select a country or region.

b. Under Number typeNumber type, select User (subscr iber)User (subscr iber) .

c. Under QuantityQuantity , enter the number of numbers that you want for your organization.

d. Choose either LocationLocation or Area codeArea code, depending on whether you want to search for phone

numbers using a location's city, or if you want to search for numbers in a specific area code.

e. If you select LocationLocation:

a. Type the city in which your emergency address is located in the Set up emergency locations

step, or if you need to create a new location for another office or a home office, click Add aAdd a

locationlocation.

b. Under Area codeArea code, select an area code, and then select NextNext to reserve your number.

f. If you select Area codeArea code, type the area code you want to search, and then select NextNext to reserve

your number.

5. Select the numbers you want. You have 10 minutes to select your phone numbers and place your order. If

you take more than 10 minutes, the phone numbers will be returned to the pool of numbers.

6. When you're ready to place your order, click Place orderPlace order , and then FinishFinish .

Next step: Assign licenses to Teams users

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/phone-numbers


   

 

Step 3: Assign Business Voice licenses
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

Each user that needs to use Microsoft 365 Business Voice needs to be assigned licenses for Business Voice.

The following video shows you how to complete these steps in the Microsoft 365 admin center.

1. Open the Microsoft 365 admin center and log in with a user that is a Global admin (this is usually the

account you used to sign up for Microsoft 365).

2. In the left navigation pane, go to BillingBilling > L icensesLicenses .

3. Select Microsoft 365 Business VoiceMicrosoft 365 Business Voice.

4. On the product details page, select Assign licensesAssign licenses .

5. In the Assign licenses to usersAssign licenses to users  pane, begin typing a name, and then choose it from the results to add it to

the list. You can add up to 20 users at a time.

6. When you're finished, select AssignAssign, then select CloseClose.

Next step: Set up Teams resource account

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/set-up-licenses.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RWENAx
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=842264


   

 

Step 4: Set up a Business Voice resource account
 12/7/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Obtain virtual user licenses

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Resource accounts aren't assigned to any specific user. Instead, resource accounts, which use a free virtual user

license, are used by devices and services in Microsoft 365. In Microsoft Teams, resource accounts are assigned

phone numbers and are then associated with auto attendants and call queues.

By associating resource accounts to auto attendants and call queues, you can add one or more toll or toll-free

phone numbers to them. For example, you could associate one resource account with a toll number to an auto

attendant for local callers. For long distance calls, you could associate another resource account with a toll-free

number to the same auto attendant.

The sections in this article show you how to set up a resource account and then assign a phone number to it.

Later on, you'll associate the resource account with an auto attendant.

The following video shows you how to complete these steps in the Teams admin center.

Resource accounts require a license in order to work with auto attendants and call queues. You can use a free

Microsoft 365 Phone System - Virtual User license.

You should only need to perform the following steps if you've signed up for a Business Voice trial period. If you purchased

Business Voice licenses, virtual licenses should already be applied to your account.

To see if you already have virtual licenses, log into Microsoft 365 using an account with Global admin permissions. Then

go to Billing > Your products. If you have virtual licenses, they'll appear as Microsoft 365 Phone System - Vir tualMicrosoft 365 Phone System - Vir tual

UserUser .

1. Open the Microsoft 365 admin center and log in with a user that is a Global admin (this is usually the

account you used to sign up for Microsoft 365).

2. In the left navigation pane, go to BillingBilling > Purchase ser vicesPurchase ser vices  > Add-onsAdd-ons  > See all Add-ons productsSee all Add-ons products .

3. Scroll to the end to find the Microsoft 365 Phone System – Vir tual UserMicrosoft 365 Phone System – Vir tual User  license. Select DetailsDetails , then

BuyBuy .

4. On the license purchase page, select the number of virtual user licenses you want. You need one virtual

license for each auto attendant and call queue you plan to set up. We recommend selecting at least five

licenses so you can easily set up more auto attendants and call queues in the future without having to

purchase more licenses right away.

5. Uncheck Automatically assign to all of your users with no licensesAutomatically assign to all of your users with no licenses .

6. Select Check out nowCheck out now .

7. Confirm your order, select NextNext, and then Place orderPlace order .

Keep in mind you must still BuyBuy the license even though it has a cost of zero.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/set-up-resource-account.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE4OFYG
https://admin.microsoft.com/Adminportal/Home#/subscriptions
https://admin.microsoft.com/Adminportal/Home#/catalog


 Create a resource account

 Assign a license

After you've received your Microsoft 365 Phone System - Virtual User license, you can create your resource

account.

1. Open the Microsoft Teams admin center and log in with a user that is a Global admin (this is usually the

account you used to sign up for Microsoft 365).

2. In the left navigation pane, go to Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings  > Resource accountsResource accounts .

3. Select AddAdd.

4. In the Add resource accountAdd resource account pane, fill out Display nameDisplay name, and then UsernameUsername. Choose a descriptive

display name such as "Main line auto attendant" to describe the purpose of the resource account.

5. In Resource account typeResource account type, select Auto attendantAuto attendant.

6. Select SaveSave.

After you've created your resource account, you need to assign a Microsoft 365 Phone System - Virtual User

license or Phone System license.

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/company-wide-settings/resource-accounts


 Assign a service number

1. Open the Microsoft 365 admin center and log in with a user that is a Global admin (this is usually the

account you used to sign up for Microsoft 365).

2. In the left navigation pane, go to UsersUsers  > Active usersActive users .

3. Select your resource account.

4. On the L icenses and AppsLicenses and Apps  tab, under L icensesLicenses , select Microsoft 365 Phone System - Vir tual UserMicrosoft 365 Phone System - Vir tual User .

5. Select Save changesSave changes  and then CloseClose.

https://admin.microsoft.com/Adminportal/Home#/users


1. Open the Microsoft Teams admin center and log in with a user that is a Global admin (this is usually the

account you used to sign up for Microsoft 365).

2. In the left navigation pane, go to Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings  > Resource accountsResource accounts .

3. Select the resource account you just created, and then click Assign/unassignAssign/unassign.

4. In the Phone number typePhone number type dropdown, choose OnlineOnline.

5. In the Assigned phone numberAssigned phone number  box, search for the number you want to use and click AddAdd. Be sure to

include the country code (for example, +1+1  250 555 0012)

6. Click SaveSave.

Next step: Assign phone numbers to your users

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/company-wide-settings/resource-accounts


   

 

Step 5: Assign Business Voice phone numbers to
your users

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

Before users can use Teams to make or receive phone calls to or from regular phone lines, you need to assign

phone numbers to them. In Microsoft Teams clients, the phone number that you assign to a user is listed in the

dial pad when the user clicks CallsCalls . Do the following for each user that needs a phone number.

If you don't see any phone numbers, please wait. It may take several hours for your new phone numbers to become

available in Teams.

The following video shows you how to complete these steps in the Teams admin center.

1. Open the Microsoft Teams admin center and log in with a user that is a Global admin (this is usually the

account you used to sign up for Microsoft 365).

2. In the left navigation pane, go to VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

3. On the Phone numbersPhone numbers  page, select an unassigned number in the list, and then click EditEdit.

4. In the EditEdit pane, under Assigned toAssigned to, search for the user by display name or user name, and then click

AssignAssign.

5. Under Emergency locationEmergency location, you can select either the emergency location you added in the Set up

emergency locations step, or if you need to create a new location for another office or a home office, click

Add a locationAdd a location.

6. Decide whether to send a welcome email with phone number information to the user. If you want to:

7. Click SaveSave.

8. Repeat the above steps for each user to which you want to assign a phone number.

Br ing your existing phone numbersBring your existing phone numbers  to Business Voice (called phone number porting), unselect

Email user with telephone number informationEmail user with telephone number information.

Use the new phone numbersUse the new phone numbers  selected by Business Voice, select Email user with telephoneEmail user with telephone

number informationnumber information.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/set-up-assign-numbers.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE4OFYO
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/phone-numbers


NOTENOTE
Because of the latency between Microsoft 365 or Office 365 and Teams, it can take up to 24 hours for users to be

enabled. If the phone number isn't assigned correctly after 24 hours, contact support for business products - Admin Help.

We're here to help!

Next step: Set up an auto attendant

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/contact-support-for-business-products


   

 

Step 6: Set up an auto attendant for your
company's main phone number

 12/7/2021 • 9 minutes to read • Edit Online

  Video demonstrationVideo demonstration

  Before you beginBefore you begin

  Follow these steps to set up your auto attendantFollow these steps to set up your auto attendant
 

 

An auto attendant lets you set up a call menu so that callers to your main phone number can choose from a list

of options. For example, you could have options to connect to a sales or support department, specific individual,

the switchboard, and even another auto attendant.

The following video shows you how to complete these steps in the Teams admin center.

This video shows a basic example of how to create an auto attendant in Teams.

Get the service numbers (service numbers are a special type of phone number that are used by auto attendants)

that you need for the auto attendants that you want to be accessible by direct dialing from outside your

organization. This might include transferring numbers from another provider or requesting new service

numbers.

Each auto attendant needs to be assigned a Phone System - Virtual User license. When you purchased Business

Voice, you also received a number of Phone System - Virtual User licenses, so you probably don't need to

request more. However, if you need more in the future, you can get them by following the instructions in Phone

System - Virtual User license.

If you want to have your auto attendant route calls differently on holidays, then create the holidays that you

want to use before you create the auto attendant.

 

Step 1

Phone number

Step 2

Attendant general info

Step 3

Call flow

Step 4

After hours

Step 5

Holidays

Step 6

Directory members

Step 7

Resource accounts

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/set-up-auto-attendant.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RWEnCG?autoplay=false


NOTENOTE

  Create a resource accountCreate a resource account

  Assign a licenseAssign a license

If you're following the steps to set up Business Voice for the first time and you're on Step 6: Set up an auto attendantStep 6: Set up an auto attendant

for your company's main phone numberfor your company's main phone number , you've already finished the steps on this tab. Move to the next tab: Auto

attendant general info.

Each auto attendant that you create requires a resource account. This is similar to a user account, except the

account is associated with an auto attendant or call queue instead of a person. In this step, we'll create the

account, assign it a Microsoft 365 Phone System - Virtual User license, and then assign a service number.

You can create a resource account in the Teams admin center.

1. In the Teams admin center, expand Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings , and then click Resource accountsResource accounts .

2. Click AddAdd.

3. In the Add resource accountAdd resource account pane, fill out Display nameDisplay name, UsernameUsername, and choose Auto attendantAuto attendant

for the Resource account typeResource account type

4. Click SaveSave.

The new account will appear in the list of accounts.

You must assign a Microsoft 365 Phone System - Virtual User license to the resource account.

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, click the resource account to which you want to assign a license.

2. On the L icenses and AppsLicenses and Apps  tab, under L icensesLicenses , select Microsoft 365 Phone System - Vir tualMicrosoft 365 Phone System - Vir tual

UserUser .

3. Click Save changesSave changes .



  Assign a service numberAssign a service number
If you need this auto attendant to be reachable by a phone number, then assign that number to the resource

account.

1. In the Teams admin center, on the Resource accountsResource accounts  page, select the resource account to which you

want to assign a service number, and then click Assign/unassignAssign/unassign.

2. In the Phone number typePhone number type dropdown, choose the type of number that you want to use.

3. In the Assigned phone numberAssigned phone number  box, search for the number you want to use and click AddAdd.



4. Click SaveSave.

Step 2 - Auto attendant general info >

When you've stepped through all the tabs above to set up your auto attendant, click on the following button to

move to the next article.

Next step: Port phone numbers to Business Voice
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
The information in this article is applicable to Business Voice withwith Calling Plan only. Business Voice with Calling Plan is

available only in select countries and regions. Before reading this article, check Country and region availability for Business

Voice to see whether your country or region supports Business Voice with Calling Plan.

If your tenant is located in a country or region that doesn't support Business Voice with Calling Plan, check out Get help

from a Microsoft reseller or partner.

Earlier in this setup guide, you acquired phone numbers for the main company line and for any users that

you've assigned a Business Voice license to. If you're a new business and don't have any existing phoneIf you're a new business and don't have any existing phone

numbers that you want to br ing to Business Voice, you can skip this step.numbers that you want to br ing to Business Voice, you can skip this step.

If you already have phone numbers that you want to keep when you move to Business Voice, you can bring

them with you by using a process called phone number porting to bring them over to Business Voice. After you

port your phone numbers to Business Voice, you assign them to users and services. The old numbers replace

the temporary numbers that you acquired earlier in this setup guide.

Before you move numbers to Business Voice, take a look at Transferring phone numbers common questions.

This article includes answers to questions including what countries and regions are supported, what numbers

can and can't be transferred, and what information you'll need.

When you're ready to move your phone numbers to Business Voice, follow the steps in Transfer phone numbers

to Office 365 to create a port order. The order includes the information that's needed to move your numbers

from your current phone service carrier to Business Voice.

After your phone numbers have been moved to Business Voice, you need to assign them to people. To do that,

follow the steps in Change a phone number for a user. When you follow these steps, you'll replace the phone

number that was temporarily assigned to the user with their original phone number that you ported over.

If you need help, let us know! We're here to help you get your phone numbers moved to Business Voice as easy

as possible. Be sure to include the following information:

Your organization ID (such as contosocontoso.onmicrosoft.com)

What types and how many numbers you need help with

The authorizing person on your account

A description of the issue or question that you have

For help with phone numbers in Canada and the United States, send your request to ptn@microsoft.com.

For help with phone numbers in Europe, send your request to ptneu@microsoft.com.

Next step: Finish Business Voice setup

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/port-phone-numbers.md
mailto:ptn@microsoft.com
mailto:ptneu@microsoft.com
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 Training

RESO URC ERESO URC E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Microsoft Teams training Training for admins and end users who are new to Teams.

Microsoft Teams quickstart guide A printable PDF file explaining the Teams client and how to
perform common activities.

How to use Teams as a phone Training on how to make and receive calls, set up and check
voicemail, transfer and merge calls, and so on.

 Customize Business Voice

RESO URC ERESO URC E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Calling policies in Microsoft Teams Control whether users can make private calls, forward calls
or set up simultaneous ring, route calls to voicemail, and so
on.

Manage policy packages in Microsoft Teams Create groups of policies that can be assigned to users of
similar roles.

Create and license Business Voice users and assign them
phone numbers

Add more users to Business Voice and set them up with
phone numbers.

Create a call queue - small business tutorial Create a call queue to support call center environments like
sales, customer service, technical support, and so on.

Set up an auto attendant - small business tutorial Create additional auto attendant (call menus) for more
flexible call routing.

Set up Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) Set up call usage and quality monitoring to ensure users
have the best Business Voice experience.

 Manage Business Voice

Congratulations!Congratulations!  You've completed the setup of Microsoft 365 Business Voice. The following are some helpful

resources for managing Business Voice and helping your users get the most of their new phone, meeting, and

audio conferencing experience.

The following tables list resources that'll help you make the most out of Teams and Business Voice.

Use the following training resources to get you and your users up to speed with Teams and Business Voice.

Use the following resources to customize Business Voice for your specific requirements.

Use the following resources to manage Teams and Business Voice as part of your daily activities.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/set-up-finish.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/training-microsoft-teams-landing-page
https://download.microsoft.com/download/D/9/F/D9FE8B9E-22F5-47BF-A1AB-09539C41FCD0/Teams%20QS.pdf
https://support.microsoft.com/office/meetings-and-calls-d92432d5-dd0f-4d17-8f69-06096b6b48a8?ad=US#ID0EAABAAA=Calls
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Create and license Business Voice users and assign them
phone numbers

Add more users to Business Voice and set them up with
phone numbers.

Manage your devices in Microsoft Teams Create policies for, and monitor, devices that are connected
to Teams.

Monitor and improve call quality for Microsoft Teams Monitor who makes or receives phone calls or participates in
online meetings, monitor and troubleshoot call quality, and
so on.
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Move phone numbers to Business Voice Bring your existing phone numbers to Business Voice.

Set up auto attendants Add more call menus to expand the options for callers who
reach your main phone number.

Set up calling policies Control whether users can do things like make private calls,
use call forwarding, and delegate calls.

Create additional users Add more users and assign new or existing phone numbers
to them.

Set up call queues Create a queue where callers can wait for the next available
agent.

The Business Voice setup guide sets up Business Voice with basic options so you can use it right away. Those

options might be enough if you're a small business just starting out or if you're running a pilot in your larger

organization. You get the basics with new phone numbers and a call menu.

But you'll likely want to customize Business Voice to better meet your business needs. For example, you'll

probably want to move your existing phone numbers (called number porting) to Business Voice.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/customize-business-voice.md
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 Create a custom calling policy

 Edit a calling policy

 Assign a custom calling policy to users

 Calling policy settings

  Make private callsMake private calls

  Call forwarding and simultaneous ringing to people in your organizationCall forwarding and simultaneous ringing to people in your organization

  Call forwarding and simultaneous ringing to external phone numbersCall forwarding and simultaneous ringing to external phone numbers

In Microsoft Teams, calling policies control which calling and call forwarding features are available to users.

Calling policies determine whether a user can make private calls, use call forwarding or simultaneous ringing to

other users or external phone numbers, route calls to voicemail, send calls to call groups, use delegation for

inbound and outbound calls, and so on.

You can use the global (Org-wide default) policy that's created automatically or create and assign custom

policies.

Follow these steps to create a custom calling policy.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to VoiceVoice > Calling policiesCalling policies .

2. Select AddAdd.

3. Turn on or turn off the features that you want to use in your calling policy.

4. To control whether users can route inbound calls to voicemail, select EnabledEnabled or User controlledUser controlled. To

prevent routing to voicemail, select DisabledDisabled.

5. Select SaveSave.

Follow these steps to edit an existing calling policy.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, select VoiceVoice > Calling policiesCalling policies .

2. Click next to the policy that you want to modify, and then select EditEdit.

3. Make the changes that you want, and then click SaveSave.

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

Here are the settings that you can configure for calling policies.

This setting controls all calling capabilities in Teams. Turn this off to turn off all calling functionality in Teams.

This setting controls whether incoming calls can be forwarded to other users or can ring another person at the

same time.

This setting controls whether incoming calls can be forwarded to an external number or can ring an external

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/set-up-policies.md


  Voicemail is available for routing inbound callsVoicemail is available for routing inbound calls

  Inbound calls can be routed to call groupsInbound calls can be routed to call groups

  Delegation for inbound and outbound callsDelegation for inbound and outbound calls

  Prevent toll bypass and send calls through the PSTNPrevent toll bypass and send calls through the PSTN

  Busy on busy is available when in a callBusy on busy is available when in a call

  Web PSTN callingWeb PSTN calling

  Incoming meeting invites are automatically answeredIncoming meeting invites are automatically answered

  Allow music on holdAllow music on hold

 Related articles

number at the same time.

This setting enables inbound calls to be sent to voicemail. Valid options are:

EnabledEnabled Voicemail is always available for inbound calls.

DisabledDisabled Voicemail is not available for inbound calls.

User controlledUser controlled Users can determine whether they want voicemail to be available.

This setting controls whether incoming calls can be forwarded to a call group.

This setting enables inbound calls to be routed to delegates, allowing delegates to make outbound calls on

behalf of the users for whom they have delegated permissions. For more information, see Share a phone line

with a delegate.

Setting this to OnOn will send calls through the PSTN and incur charges rather than sending them through the

network and bypassing the tolls.

Busy on Busy (Busy Options) lets you configure how incoming calls are handled when a user is already in a call

or conference or has a call placed on hold. New or incoming calls can be rejected with a busy signal or can be

routed accordingly to the user's unanswered settings. You can enable busy options at the tenant level or at the

user level. Regardless of how their busy options are configured, users in a call or conference or those with a call

on hold are not prevented from initiating new calls or conferences. This setting is disabled by default.

This setting enables users to call PSTN numbers using the Teams web client.

This setting controls whether incoming meeting invites are automatically answered. It's turned off by default.

Keep in mind that this setting applies only to incoming meeting invites. It doesn't apply to other types of calls.

This setting allows you to turn on or turn off music on hold when a PSTN caller is placed on hold. It's turned on

by default. This setting doesn't apply to call park and boss delegate features, and is currently only available via

PowerShell.

Set-CSTeamsCallingPolicy

Assign policies to your users in Teams

https://support.office.com/article/share-a-phone-line-with-a-delegate-16307929-a51f-43fc-8323-3b1bf115e5a8
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscallingpolicy
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NOTENOTE

 What is a policy package?

A policy package in Microsoft Teams is a collection of predefined policies and policy settings that you can assign

to users who have similar roles in your organization. We built policy packages to simplify, streamline, and help

provide consistency when managing policies for groups of users across your organization.

You can use the policy packages included in Teams or create your own custom policy packages.

You can customize the settings of the policies in a policy package to suit the needs of your users. When you

change the settings of policies in a package, all users who are assigned to that package get the updated settings.

You manage policy packages by using the Microsoft Teams admin center or PowerShell.

Each user will require the Advanced Communications add-on in order to receive a custom policy package assignment. For

more information, see Advanced Communications add-on for Microsoft Teams.

Policy packages let you control Teams features that you want to allow or restrict for specific sets of people across

your organization. Each policy package in Teams is designed around a user role and includes predefined policies

and policy settings that support the collaboration and communication activities that are typical for that role.

Policy packages support the following Teams policy types:

Messaging policy

Meeting policy

App setup policy

Calling policy

Live events policy

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/policy-packages.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-add-on-licensing/advanced-communications


 

Policy packages included in Teams
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Education (Higher education student) Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
higher education students.

Education (Primary school student) Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
primary students.

Education (Secondary school student) Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
secondary students.

Education (Teacher) Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
teachers.

Education (Primary school teacher using remote learning) Creates a set of policies that apply to primary teachers to
maximize student safety and collaboration when using
remote learning.

Education (Primary school student using remote learning) Creates a set of policies that apply to primary students to
maximize student safety and collaboration when using
remote learning.

Frontline manager Creates a set of policies and applies those settings to
Frontline managers in your organization.

Frontline worker Creates a set of policies and applies those settings to
Frontline workers in your organization.

Healthcare clinical worker Creates a set of policies and policy settings that give clinical
workers such as registered nurses, charge nurses, physicians,
and social workers full access to chat, calling, shift
management, and meetings.

Healthcare information worker Creates a set of policies and policy settings that give
information workers such as IT personnel, informatics staff,
finance personnel, and compliance officers, full access to
chat, calling, and meetings.

Healthcare patient room Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
patient rooms in your healthcare organization.

Small and medium business user (Business Voice) Creates an app setup policy that includes the apps for a
business voice experience.

Small and medium business user (without Business Voice) Creates an app setup policy relevant for a small and medium
sized business Teams users (non-Business Voice experience).

Public safety officer Creates a set of policies and policy settings that apply to
public safety officers in your organization.

Teams currently includes the following policy packages.



NOTENOTE

 Custom policy packages

We'll be adding more policy packages in future releases of Teams, so check back for the most up-to-date information.

Each individual policy is given the name of the policy package so you can easily identify the policies that are

linked to a policy package. For example, when you assign the Education (Teacher) policy package to teachers in

your school, a policy that's named Education_Teacher is created for each policy in the package.

Custom policy packages let you bundle your own set of policies for users with similar roles in you organization.

Create your own policy packages by adding the policy types and policies that you need.

To create a new custom policy package:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, select Policy packagesPolicy packages , and then click AddAdd.

2. Enter a name and description for your package.



 How to use policy packages

NOTENOTE

  View the settings of a policy in a policy packageView the settings of a policy in a policy package

  Customize policies in a policy packageCustomize policies in a policy package

3. Select the policy types and policy names to include in the package.

4. Click SaveSave.

The following outlines how to use policy packages in your organization.

ViewView : View the policies in a policy package. Then, view the settings of each policy in a package before you

assign the package. Make sure that you understand each setting. Decide whether the predefined values

are appropriate for your organization or whether you need to change them to be more restrictive or

lenient based on your organization's needs.

If a policy is deleted, you can still view the settings but you won't be able to change any settings. A

deleted policy is re-created with the predefined settings when you assign the policy package.

CustomizeCustomize: Customize the settings of policies in the policy package to fit the needs of your organization.

AssignAssign: Assign the policy package to users.

You can also change the settings of policies in a policy package after you assign a package. Any changes you make to

policy settings are automatically applied to users who are assigned the package.

Here are the steps for how to view, assign, and customize policy packages in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, select Policy packagesPolicy packages , and then select a

policy package by clicking to the left of the package name.

2. Click the policy you want to view.

You can edit the settings of a policy through the Policy packagesPolicy packages  page or by going directly to the policy page



  Assign a policy packageAssign a policy package

 Related topics

in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, do one of the following:

Click Policy packagesPolicy packages , and then select the policy package by clicking to the left of the package name.

Click the policy type. For example, click Messaging policiesMessaging policies .

2. Select the policy you want to edit. Policies that are linked to a policy package have the same name as the

policy package.

3. Make the changes that you want, and then click SaveSave.

You can assign a policy package to an individual user, a group, or a batch of users. For more information on how

to assign policy packages, see Assign policy packages to users and groups.

Assign policy packages

Teams policy packages for EDU admins

Teams policy packages for healthcare

Teams policy packages for government
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 Create and license users

NOTENOTE

 Assign phone numbers to users

 Get more phone numbers

To use Microsoft 365 Business Voice, you need a Microsoft 365 account that has a Microsoft 365 Business Voice

license. When you have an account and license, you can assign a phone number to it.

Follow the steps in Add users individually or in bulk and Assign licenses to users.

In the Assign product licensesAssign product licenses pane, select Microsoft 365 Business VoiceMicrosoft 365 Business Voice.

After you create users and assigned them a Microsoft 365 Business Voice license, you can assign phone

numbers to them. You need one unassigned phone number for each user that needs to make or receive calls to

or from external phone numbers. If you don't have enough unassigned phone numbers, see Get more phone

numbers later in this article.

1. Go to https://admin.teams.microsoft.com.

2. Enter a name and description for the phone number request.

3. Select VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

4. Select a phone number that you want to assign to a user, and then select EditEdit.

5. In the EditEdit panel, enter the name of the user that you want to assign the number to in Assigned toAssigned to. Then

select AssignAssign.

6. For Emergency locationEmergency location, enter the location where the user is located, and then select ApplyApply

If you don't have enough phone numbers to assign to new users, you can get more. It may take up to 24 hours

for numbers that you order to become available.

1. Go to https://admin.teams.microsoft.com.

2. Enter a name and description for the phone number request.

3. Select VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers  > AddAdd.

4. Choose the country or region for the phone number.

5. For Number typeNumber type, select User (subscr iber)User (subscr iber) .

6. For LocationLocation, search for the location of the user and select it. You can also choose to Add a locationAdd a location.

7. Choose an area code, enter the number of phone numbers that you need, and then select NextNext.

8. Wait for the phone numbers to be reserved, and then view the numbers that you get. If everything looks ok,

select Place orderPlace order  and then FinishFinish .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/create-users.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/add-users
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
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  Video demonstrationVideo demonstration

  Before you beginBefore you begin

  Follow these steps to set up your call queueFollow these steps to set up your call queue
 

 

Call queues provide a method of routing callers to people in your organization who can help with a particular

issue or question. Calls are distributed one at a time to the people in the queue (who are known as agents).

Call queues provide:

A greeting message.

Music while people are waiting on hold in a queue.

Call routing - in First In, First Out (FIFO) order - to agents.

Handling options for queue overflow and timeout.

This video demonstrates how to create a call queue in Teams.

Get some Phone System - Virtual User licenses if you don't already have them. Get one for each call queue and

auto attendant that you plan to set up. These licenses are free, so we suggest getting a few extra in case you

decide to make changes to your setup in the future.

Since agents in a call queue may dial out to return a customer call, consider setting the caller ID for your call

agents to your main phone number or the number of an appropriate auto attendant. See Manage caller ID

policies in Microsoft Teams for more information.

 

Step 1

Create a team

Step 2

Resource accounts

Step 3

Call agents

Step 4

Call routing

Step 5

Call overflow

Step 6

Call timeout

When creating a call queue, you can add individual users to the queue, or you can use an existing security group,

Microsoft 365 group, or Microsoft Teams team. We recommend using a team channel. This allows members of

the queue to chat with each other, share ideas, and create documents or other resources to help them help your

customers. A team also provides a voice mailbox for callers to leave a message after hours or if the queue

reaches its maximum capacity.

To create a team

1. First, click TeamsTeams on the left side of the app, then click Join or create a teamJoin or create a team at the bottom of your

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/create-a-phone-system-call-queue-smb.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RWCF23?autoplay=false
https://support.microsoft.com/office/9f07dabe-91c6-4a9b-a545-8ffdddd2504e


teams list.

2. Then click Create teamCreate team (first card, top left corner).

3. Choose Build a team from scratchBuild a team from scratch.

4. Next, choose whether you want a public or private team. We recommend PrivatePrivate for your call queue to

avoid people unintentionally becoming part of the queue by joining the team.

5. Name your team and add an optional description.

6. When you're done, click CreateCreate.

7. Type the names of the people that you want to have in your call queue, and then click AddAdd.

8. Click CloseClose. People you add to a team will receive an email letting them know they are now a member of

your team and the team will show up in their teams list.

Next, we'll add a channel to use with the call queue.

To add a channel

1. In Teams, find the team you just created, click More optionsMore options  (...), and then click Add channelAdd channel .

2. Type a name and description for the channel.

3. Under Pr ivacyPrivacy , choose Standard - Accessible to ever yone on the teamStandard - Accessible to ever yone on the team and then click AddAdd.

Step 2 - Resource accounts >

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/business-voice/create-a-phone-system-call-queue-smb?tabs=resource-account#steps
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  Video demonstrationVideo demonstration

  Before you beginBefore you begin

  Follow these steps to set up your auto attendantFollow these steps to set up your auto attendant
 

 

NOTENOTE

Auto attendants let people call your organization and navigate a menu system to speak to the right department,

call queue, person, or an operator. You can create auto attendants for your organization with the Microsoft

Teams admin center.

This video shows a basic example of how to create an auto attendant in Teams.

Get the service numbers (service numbers are a special type of phone number that are used by auto attendants)

that you need for the auto attendants that you want to be accessible by direct dialing from outside your

organization. This might include transferring numbers from another provider or requesting new service

numbers.

Each auto attendant needs to be assigned a Phone System - Virtual User license. When you purchased Business

Voice, you also received a number of Phone System - Virtual User licenses, so you probably don't need to

request more. However, if you need more in the future, you can get them by following the instructions in Phone

System - Virtual User license.

If you want to have your auto attendant route calls differently on holidays, then create the holidays that you

want to use before you create the auto attendant.

 

Step 1

Phone number

Step 2

Attendant general info

Step 3

Call flow

Step 4

After hours

Step 5

Holidays

Step 6

Directory members

Step 7

Resource accounts

If you're following the steps to set up Business Voice for the first time and you're on Step 6: Set up an auto attendantStep 6: Set up an auto attendant

for your company's main phone numberfor your company's main phone number , you've already finished the steps on this tab. Move to the next tab: Auto

attendant general info.

Each auto attendant that you create requires a resource account. This is similar to a user account, except the

account is associated with an auto attendant or call queue instead of a person. In this step, we'll create the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/create-a-phone-system-auto-attendant-smb.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RWEnCG?autoplay=false


  Create a resource accountCreate a resource account

  Assign a licenseAssign a license

account, assign it a Microsoft 365 Phone System - Virtual User license, and then assign a service number.

You can create a resource account in the Teams admin center.

1. In the Teams admin center, expand Org-wide settingsOrg-wide settings , and then click Resource accountsResource accounts .

2. Click AddAdd.

3. In the Add resource accountAdd resource account pane, fill out Display nameDisplay name, UsernameUsername, and choose Auto attendantAuto attendant

for the Resource account typeResource account type

4. Click SaveSave.

The new account will appear in the list of accounts.

You must assign a Microsoft 365 Phone System - Virtual User license to the resource account.

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, click the resource account to which you want to assign a license.

2. On the L icenses and AppsLicenses and Apps  tab, under L icensesLicenses , select Microsoft 365 Phone System - Vir tualMicrosoft 365 Phone System - Vir tual

UserUser .

3. Click Save changesSave changes .



  Assign a service numberAssign a service number
If you need this auto attendant to be reachable by a phone number, then assign that number to the resource

account.

1. In the Teams admin center, on the Resource accountsResource accounts  page, select the resource account to which you

want to assign a service number, and then click Assign/unassignAssign/unassign.

2. In the Phone number typePhone number type dropdown, choose the type of number that you want to use.

3. In the Assigned phone numberAssigned phone number  box, search for the number you want to use and click AddAdd.



4. Click SaveSave.

Step 2 - Auto attendant general info >
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 Create and license users

NOTENOTE

 Assign phone numbers to users

 Get more phone numbers

To use Microsoft 365 Business Voice, you need a Microsoft 365 account that has a Microsoft 365 Business Voice

license. When you have an account and license, you can assign a phone number to it.

Follow the steps in Add users individually or in bulk and Assign licenses to users.

In the Assign product licensesAssign product licenses pane, select Microsoft 365 Business VoiceMicrosoft 365 Business Voice.

After you create users and assigned them a Microsoft 365 Business Voice license, you can assign phone

numbers to them. You need one unassigned phone number for each user that needs to make or receive calls to

or from external phone numbers. If you don't have enough unassigned phone numbers, see Get more phone

numbers later in this article.

1. Go to https://admin.teams.microsoft.com.

2. Enter a name and description for the phone number request.

3. Select VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers .

4. Select a phone number that you want to assign to a user, and then select EditEdit.

5. In the EditEdit panel, enter the name of the user that you want to assign the number to in Assigned toAssigned to. Then

select AssignAssign.

6. For Emergency locationEmergency location, enter the location where the user is located, and then select ApplyApply

If you don't have enough phone numbers to assign to new users, you can get more. It may take up to 24 hours

for numbers that you order to become available.

1. Go to https://admin.teams.microsoft.com.

2. Enter a name and description for the phone number request.

3. Select VoiceVoice > Phone numbersPhone numbers  > AddAdd.

4. Choose the country or region for the phone number.

5. For Number typeNumber type, select User (subscr iber)User (subscr iber) .

6. For LocationLocation, search for the location of the user and select it. You can also choose to Add a locationAdd a location.

7. Choose an area code, enter the number of phone numbers that you need, and then select NextNext.

8. Wait for the phone numbers to be reserved, and then view the numbers that you get. If everything looks ok,

select Place orderPlace order  and then FinishFinish .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/create-users.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/add-users
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
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 What devices can you manage?

 Manage Teams Rooms devices

TO  DO  T H IS. . .TO  DO  T H IS. . . DO  T H ISDO  T H IS

Change settings on one or more devices Select one or more devices > Edit settingsEdit settings . If you select
multiple devices, the values you change will replace the
values on all the selected devices.

You can manage devices used with Microsoft Teams in your organization from the Microsoft Teams admin

center. You can view and manage the device inventory for your organization and do tasks such as update,

restart, and monitor diagnostics for devices. You can also create and assign configuration profiles to a device or

groups of devices.

To manage devices, such as change device configuration, restart devices, manage updates, or view device and

peripheral health, you need to be assigned one of the following Microsoft 365 admin roles:

Microsoft 365 Global admin

Teams Service admin

Teams Device admin

For more information about admin roles in Teams, see Use Teams administrator roles to manage Teams.

You can manage any device that's certified for, and enrolled in, Teams. A device is automatically enrolled the first

time a user signs in to Teams on the device. For a list of certified devices that can be managed, see:

Collaboration bars

Conference phones

Desk phones

Microsoft Teams Rooms

Teams displays

Teams panels

To manage devices, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams DevicesTeams Devices , and then

select the device type. Each type of device has its own respective section, which lets you manage them

separately.

You can use the Teams admin center to view and remotely manage your Teams Rooms devices across your

organization. The Teams admin center makes it easy to see, at a glance, which devices are healthy and which

need attention, and lets you focus on specific devices to see detailed information about device health, meeting

performance, call quality, and peripherals.

Here are some things you can do to manage your Teams Rooms devices. Teams Rooms devices can be found in

the Microsoft Teams admin center under Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > Teams RoomsTeams Rooms .

For details about how to manage your Teams Rooms devices, see Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/manage-devices.md
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=16
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=73
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=34
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=20
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=34
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


Restart devices Select one or more devices > Restar tRestar t . When you restart a
device, you can choose whether to restart the device
immediately or select Schedule restar tSchedule restar t  to restart the
device at a specific date and time. The date and time you
select are local to the device being restarted.

View meeting activity Select a device name to open device details > ActivityActivity .
When you open the ActivityActivity  tab, you can see all the
meetings that the device has participated in. This summary
view shows the meeting start time, the number of
participants, its duration, and the overall call quality.

View meeting details Select a device name to open device details > ActivityActivity  >
select a meeting. When you open a meeting's details, you
can see all of the participants in the meeting, how long they
were in the call, the Teams session types, and their individual
call quality. If you want to see technical information about a
participant's call, select the participant's call start time.

TO  DO  T H IS. . .TO  DO  T H IS. . . DO  T H ISDO  T H IS

 Manage phones, collaboration bars, Teams displays, and Teams panels

TO  DO  T H IS. . .TO  DO  T H IS. . . DO  T H ISDO  T H IS

Change device information Select a device > EditEdit . You can edit details such as device
name, asset tag, and add notes.

Manage software updates Select a device > UpdateUpdate. You can view the list of software
and firmware updates available for the device and choose
the updates to install. For more information about updating
devices, see Update Teams devices remotely

Upgrade Teams phones to Teams displays On the IP phonesIP phones page, select one or more Teams phones
> UpgradeUpgrade. This option is available only to phones that
support upgrading to Teams displays. To learn more, see
Upgrade Teams phones to Teams displays.

Assign or change configuration policies Select one or more devices > Assign configurationAssign configuration.

Add or remove device tags Select one or more devices > Manage tagsManage tags . For more
information about device tags, see Manage Teams device
tags.

Restart devices Select one or more devices > Restar tRestar t .

In the Teams admin center, you can view and manage phones, collaboration bars, Teams displays, and Teams

panels enrolled in Teams in your organization. Information that you'll see for each device includes device name,

manufacturer, model, user, status, action, last seen, and history. You can customize the view to show the

information that fits your needs.

Phones, collaboration bars, Teams displays, and Teams panels are automatically enrolled in Microsoft Intune if

you've signed up for it. After a device is enrolled, device compliance is confirmed and conditional access policies

are applied to the device.

Here are some examples of how you can manage phones, collaboration bars, Teams displays, and Teams panels

in your organization.



Filter devices using device tags Select the filter icon, select the TagTag field, specify a device tag
to filter on, and select ApplyApply . For more information about
filtering devices using device tags, see Use filters to return
devices with a specific tag.

View device history and diagnostics Under the Histor yHistor y  column, click the ViewView link for a device
to view its update history and diagnostic details.

TO  DO  T H IS. . .TO  DO  T H IS. . . DO  T H ISDO  T H IS

  Use configuration profiles in TeamsUse configuration profiles in Teams

  Create a configuration profileCreate a configuration profile

  Assign a configuration profileAssign a configuration profile

Use configuration profiles to manage settings and features for different Teams devices in your organization,

including collaboration bars, Teams displays, Teams phone, and Teams panels. You can create or upload

configuration profiles to include settings and features you want to enable or disable, and then assign a profile to

a device or set of devices.

To create a configuration profile for a Teams device type:

1. In the left navigation, go to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > select the Teams device type > Configuration profilesConfiguration profiles . For

example, select Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > Teams panelsTeams panels  > Configuration profilesConfiguration profiles  to create a new configuration

profile for Teams panels.

2. Click AddAdd.

3. Enter a name for the profile and optionally add a friendly description.

4. Specify the settings you want for the profile, and then click SaveSave. The newly created configuration profile is

displayed in the list of profiles.

After creating a configuration profile for a Teams device type, assign it to one or more devices.

1. In the left navigation, go to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > select the Teams device type. For example, to assign a

configuration profile to a Teams panels device, select Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > Teams panelsTeams panels .

2. Select one or more devices, and then click Assign configurationAssign configuration.

3. In the Assign a configurationAssign a configuration pane, search for configuration profile to assign to the selected devices.

4. Click ApplyApply . For the devices to which you applied the configuration policy, the ActionAction column displays

Config UpdateConfig Update and the Configuration profileConfiguration profile column displays the configuration profile name.
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 Monitor and troubleshoot call quality

 Prioritize important network traffic using QoS

This article introduces three key tools you can use to monitor, troubleshoot, manage, and improve call quality in

Microsoft Teams.

Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) : To analyze org-wide trends or problems, drive improvements to

performance

Call analyticsCall analytics : To analyze call and meeting quality for individual users

Quality of Ser vice (QoS)Quality of Ser vice (QoS) : To prioritize important network traffic

You'll use per-user Call analyticsCall analytics  and Call Quality DashboardCall Quality Dashboard to find and troubleshoot call-quality problems

that come up during ongoing operation. This lets you drive performance improvements across your network.

Both of these tools are in the Teams admin center.

Call analyticsCall analytics  shows detailed information about the devices, networks, and connectivity related to

specific calls and meetingsspecific calls and meetings  for each user in Teams. Teams admin and helpdesk agents will use this

information to troubleshoot call quality and connection problems in a specific call. To learn more, read Set

up call analytics and Use Call Analytics to troubleshoot poor call quality.

Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)Call Quality Dashboard (CQD)  gives you a network-wide viewnetwork-wide view  of call quality across your

organization. Use CQD information to help you identify and fix problems. First, Set up CQD. Then read

Manage call and meeting quality in Teams.

Call analytics and CQD run in parallel and can be used independently or together. For example, if a

communications support specialist determines that they need more help troubleshooting a user's call problem,

they escalate the call to a communications support engineer, who has access to additional information about the

call. In turn, the communications support engineer alerts a network engineer to a possible site-related issue they

noticed in the call analytics. The network engineer checks CQD to see if an overall site-related issue could be a

contributing cause of the user's call problem.

As your users start using Teams for calls and meetings, they may experience a caller's voice breaking up or

cutting in and out of a call or meeting. Shared video may freeze or pixelate, or fail altogether. This is due to the IP

packets that represent voice and video traffic encountering network congestion and arriving out of sequence or

not at all. If this happens (or to prevent it from happening in the first place), use Quality of Ser vice (QoS)Quality of Ser vice (QoS) .

With QoS, you prioritize delay-sensitive network traffic (for example, voice or video streams), allowing it to "cut

in line" in front of traffic that is less sensitive (like downloading a new app, where an extra second to download

isn't a big deal). QoS identifies and marks all packets in real-time streams using Windows Group Policy Objects

and a routing feature called Port-based Access Control Lists, which instructs your network to give voice, video,

and screen sharing their own dedicated network bandwidth.

Ideally, you'll implement QoS on your internal network while getting ready to roll out Teams, but you can do it

anytime. If you're small enough, you might not need QoS.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/monitor-quality.md


 Related Topics

When you're ready, read Implement Quality of Service (QoS) in Microsoft Teams.

To use QoS to manage meeting traffic, read Set how you want to handle real-time media traffic for Teams

meetings.

Set up call analytics

Use Call Analytics to troubleshoot poor call quality

Set up CQD

Manage call and meeting quality in Teams

Teams Troubleshooting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
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Open the Microsoft Call Quality Dashboard (CQD) at https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com (sign in with your admin

credentials). Or go to the Teams admin center and select Analytics & repor tsAnalytics & repor ts  > Call Quality DashboardCall Quality Dashboard.

On the page that opens, click S ign inSign in and enter your Global Administrator account or Microsoft Teams

Administrator account information. After the first time you sign in, CQD will begin collecting and processing

data. Keep in mind that it may take one or more hours to process enough data to display meaningful results in

the reports.

CQD shows call and meeting quality, at an org-wide level, for Microsoft Teams, Skype for Business Online, and

Skype for Business Server 2019.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/analytics-dashboard.md
https://cqd.teams.microsoft.com


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Assign admin roles for access to CQD

  VIEW  REP O RT SVIEW  REP O RT S VIEW  EUII F IEL DSVIEW  EUII F IEL DS C REAT E REP O RT SC REAT E REP O RT S
UP LO A D B UIL DIN GUP LO A D B UIL DIN G
DATADATA

Global Administrator Yes Yes Yes Yes

Teams Administrator Yes Yes Yes Yes

Teams
Communications
Administrator

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Teams
Communications
Support Engineer

Yes Yes Yes No

Teams
Communications
Support Specialist

Yes No Yes No

Skype for Business
Administrator

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Global Reader Yes Yes Yes No

Reports Reader Yes No Yes No

NOTENOTE

 Use Power BI to analyze CQD data

To use CQD with Skype for Business Server 2019, you'll have to Configure Call Data Connector. See Plan Call Data

Connector before you start.

Assign roles for accessing CQD to the people who need to use it.

If you want non-admin users (such as support engineers and helpdesk agents) to use Call Quality Dashboard,

you can assign those users one of the following roles, which gives access to CQD.

1

 In addition to reading CQD reports, the Reports Reader can view all the activity reports in the admin center and

any reports from the Microsoft 365 Adoption content pack.

1

If you're not seeing EUII (end-user identifiable information) and you have one of the roles that's permitted to see this

information, keep in mind that CQD only keeps EUII for 28 days. Anything older than 28 days is deleted.

For more information about these roles, see About Office 365 admin roles.

After the first time you sign in, CQD will begin collecting and processing data.

New in January 2020: Download Power BI query templates for CQD. Customizable Power BI templates you can

use to analyze and report your CQD data.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/configure-call-data-connector
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/hybrid/plan-call-data-connector
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/about-admin-roles
https://support.office.com/article/activity-reports-0d6dfb17-8582-4172-a9a9-aed798150263
https://support.office.com/article/Office-365-Adoption-content-pack-77ff780d-ab19-4553-adea-09cb65ad0f1f
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/admin/add-users/about-admin-roles
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/CQD-Power-BI-query-templates.zip?raw=true


 Related topics

Read Use Power BI to analyze CQD data to learn more.

Improve and monitor call quality for Teams

What is CQD?

Upload tenant and building data

CQD data and reports

Use CQD to manage call and meeting quality

Dimensions and measures available in CQD

Stream Classification in CQD

Use Power BI to analyze CQD data
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Use this article to help deploy and support Microsoft 365 Business Voice. The article focuses on Business Voice

and calling.

Before you deploy Business Voice, you should have a foundation in the deployment and support of Microsoft

Teams.

This article is a concise resource for technical delivery and support personnel who are new to Business Voice.

Use these resources to expand your knowledge of Business Voice, including the fundamentals of deployment

and support.

Teams practical guidance

Pre-assessment and planning

Deploy

Operate

Support

Troubleshooting

Partner support plans

Teams service provider guide

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/business-voice/partner-resources.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/3-envision-evaluate-my-environment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/3-onboard-deploy-my-service
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/1-drive-value-operate-my-service
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/connectivity-issues
https://partner.microsoft.com/support/partnersupport
https://aka.ms/teamsserviceproviderguide
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PlanPlan DeployDeploy ManageManage

Transform meeting spaces ranging from small huddle areas to large conference rooms with a rich, collaborative

Teams experience that's simple to use, deploy, and manage.

Start meetings on time with one-touch join, then instantly project to the display in the room and share to

remote participants.

Select the right system and audio video peripherals from one of our partners: Yealink, Logitech, Crestron,

Polycom, Lenovo, and HP.

For a quick introduction to Teams Rooms, click on the video to the right.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/index.md
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4N-Z6mT09Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4N-Z6mT09Q


NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Microsoft Teams Rooms is intended for use with Microsoft Teams, Skype for Business Online, Skype for Business Server

2019, or Skype for Business Server 2015.

Earlier platforms like Lync Server 2013 aren't expected to work with Microsoft Teams Rooms.

These articles are intended for people tasked with planning, deploying, and managing these devices, and not for

the users of the system. Users will be more interested in the Microsoft Teams Rooms online help.

Skype Room System (formerly Lync Room System) and Microsoft Teams Rooms are different products with different

dependencies and deployment procedures.

https://support.office.com/article/Skype-Room-Systems-version-2-help-e667f40e-5aab-40c1-bd68-611fe0002ba2
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 Meeting room uses and layouts

  Presentation-focused meetingsPresentation-focused meetings

  Co-creation-focused meetingsCo-creation-focused meetings

  Presentation and co-creation-focused meetingsPresentation and co-creation-focused meetings

This article is intended to guide users on how to optimize meeting spaces with Microsoft Teams Rooms

solutions and devices. It includes information on Teams Rooms device and solution uses, layouts, and

specifications.

The Example spaces section of this article includes specifications and rendered room layouts and is a great way

to visualize and plan a Teams device and/or Teams Rooms solution deployment.

Microsoft Teams Rooms solutions offer flexibility of purpose and even flexibility of movement throughout a

space that traditional meeting rooms do not. For example, with Teams Rooms devices, users can enhance their

collaboration with a digital whiteboard, and intelligent people-tracking cameras make sure every local

participant can be seen no matter where they are in the room. Any type of space and any type of meeting can be

optimized with Teams Rooms devices or Teams Rooms solutions.

Meet and present meetings are the first bucket, and this meeting is generally more formal. Audio-visual is a

priority, and there is a focus on presenting content. The device is typically fixed, allowing users to remain seated

while interacting with the device from a center-of-table console.

Meet and present spaces prioritize presentation and discussion, which means the layout and technology must

be optimized for content sharing and remote co-creation. Everyone needs to be involved in the discussion and

must be able to see and interact with shared content.

Meet and presentMeet and present space layouts:space layouts: Tables should be fixed and located in front-of-room displays. In smaller

rooms, the tables may be attached to the wall, but in larger spaces, they must be separated to accommodate

camera considerations.

Meet and co-create meetings are generally less formal with a priority on co-creation, inking, and whiteboard.

Access to personal files is also a focus for this bucket. The device can be mobile, encouraging users to stand up,

gather, and interact with the device.

The right space bridges users and the technology seamlessly and eliminates friction for even the most novice

users. Teams devices are designed to be user-friendly enough for young students or new users to navigate

adeptly, and for educators or admin to control and customize from first use.

Meet and co-create space layouts:Meet and co-create space layouts: Tables and co-creation equipment can have flexible positions and should

accommodate groups of people working at either the tables or the equipment.

Remember, both types of rooms can handle both types of experiences when needed. Rooms can also be

designed to accommodate both easily by having technology for each use. The important thing to remember is

that no matter what space you are equipping, from a private office to a lecture hall, it needs to be Teams

enabled.

Combination presentation and co-creation space layouts:Combination presentation and co-creation space layouts: A combination of use cases from other

meeting scenarios can be combined to form multi-purpose rooms where presentation-focused meetings, as

well as co-creation work, can be achieved with equal efficiency, often simultaneously.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-meeting-room-guidance.md


 Optimizing the meeting experience

  Native Teams Rooms experiences versus other devicesNative Teams Rooms experiences versus other devices

  Using Teams to create the best possible meeting experienceUsing Teams to create the best possible meeting experience

  Good experience – Personal devices alone in a meeting spaceGood experience – Personal devices alone in a meeting space

  Better experience – Teams Rooms solutions and no personal devicesBetter experience – Teams Rooms solutions and no personal devices

A great meeting experience is the result of using the best possible technology for a meeting space in ways that

facilitate the exchange of ideas without being intrusive.

Teams Rooms go beyond what can be done with Teams on personal devices by providing unique in-room

capabilities, like one-touch join, content cameras to share physical whiteboards into the meeting in an intelligent

way, and proximity features like seamlessly transferring a Teams meeting from your personal device to the

room.

Non-native and self-built systems that rely on external services, or a bring-your-own-device connection, will

never truly match the ease of use or immersive quality of a native Teams Room.

It’s understood that over the course of a deployment, there may need to be intermediate steps (such as quickly

deploying bring-your-own-device meeting rooms) implemented on your path to a fully native Teams experience

in your meeting spaces.

By having both Teams on all your personal devices and properly deployed Microsoft Teams Rooms in all your

spaces, you will be able to facilitate the best possible meeting experience for every one of your users. As you

plan to achieve the best possible experience, you will need to address all your spaces in terms of both

technological deployment and end-user guidance and training.

It’s normal when planning for a large-scale, company-wide rollout for it to happen in stages with some rooms

seeing technology added at different times, or even certain components being installed earlier than others (such

as deploying Teams panels for scheduling in every room in a particular building while installing Teams Rooms

solutions one floor or even room at a time).

Prepare your users to do this in stages to maximize your Teams meeting experience at every point along the

way.

You can start with this plan by addressing all your non-AV or non-collaboration-equipped meeting spaces. You

can still take advantage of Teams in your meeting rooms, even if those meeting rooms have not yet had Teams

devices installed.

Audio: A great bridge to a complete Teams Room is to plan for meeting technology by either providing your

individual users with Teams-certified audio devices for smaller rooms and groups, or by deploying them in

rooms ahead of a full Teams Rooms solution for larger spaces meant for larger groups where a small device

won’t cut it.

Video: When these rooms are used, individual users can bring their own devices to share in the Teams meeting

content and capture their expressions with their individual cameras. Users can then designate someone to be

the single source of audio for the local group, connecting that personal device to the certified audio device, so

that everyone (both local and remote) has a positive experience with meeting audio.

Engagement: Enabling your meeting rooms for a better Teams meeting experience, even when it requires the

use of personal devices and peripherals, will still allow your users to expand on what they can do with Teams.

When your users are situated in private offices and at individual workstations, Teams facilitates in-person

discussions in addition to engaging with remote participants.

If you install Teams Rooms solutions or if you already have rooms that have already been deployed with

appropriate Teams Rooms devices for their respective spaces, then you are well on your way to having great

meeting experiences.



  Best experience – Teams Rooms solutions used in conjunction with personal devicesBest experience – Teams Rooms solutions used in conjunction with personal devices

 Technology considerations

  AudioAudio

  VideoVideo

Audio: Audio for these meeting spaces will be handled by the Teams Rooms solution and its Microsoft-certified

audio devices.

Video: Video in these spaces will be handled by the Teams Rooms solution and its Microsoft-certified cameras.

Engagement: Your end users will be able to take advantage of the complete Teams Rooms experience for their

meetings, ensuring that everyone can join meetings easily and have great and audio and video.

Training your users to use technology in coordination leads to the most efficient and streamlined outcome. The

best possible scenario is a combination of installed technology and personal devices.

Audio: Most meeting-room connectivity and audio-video work will be handled by the Teams Rooms solution,

while individual users can join the same meeting with cameras on and audio off for a completely immersive

experience.

Video: Remote users will be able to see everyone take part in the meeting beyond just speaking and content

sharing. A remote user can turn on personal video to gain a view from anywhere in the room with the ability to

focus in on any participant.

Engagement: Chat can remain dynamic with all participants, local and remote, involved and engaged. Video

sharing from both Teams Rooms and via individual cameras allows remote participants to feel engaged with

everyone.

Using Teams on all devices ensures that local room users and remote users feel equally engaged in meetings.

The right audio and video technology choices will help users get the most out of their Microsoft Teams

meetings.

Audio considerations are critical to ensure both remote and in-room participants can be clearly heard and

understood. Microphone and speaker coverage must include every seat in the room without leaving gaps.

The right audio devices for each space

A single source of audio for a space is required to ensure that there are no audio issues in a meeting room.

Pairing the right microphone and speakers for each space will give the best possible results for being heard

clearly without distraction.

In shared spaces, the options expand, but the same principles remain: meeting participants need to be

heard and hear others clearly.

All-in-one audio devices are easy-to-deploy, high-quality options for smaller  spacessmaller  spaces  with a

limited number of participants seated relatively close to the audio device.

In larger spaceslarger spaces , the microphones and speakers separate to ensure maximum coverage across all

participants in the space. Many solutions for medium- to large-sized rooms are available as part of

a kit that requires no configuration, only physical installation of microphones and speakers.

In the ver y largest and most complex spacesthe ver y largest and most complex spaces , solutions are available that allow for a variety

of microphone and speaker types to be used together, such as capturing a lecturer and audience

voice from a large hall while simultaneously bringing the call to everyone. These solutions are best

achieved when deployed with a Microsoft partner who has expertise in the design and

deployment of more technically involved solutions.



 Example spaces

 Smaller meeting spaces
  Private office with meeting spacePrivate office with meeting space

USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

Meet and Present Typical capacity: 3-4 people Recommended audio: Single
front-of-room or tabletop
device

Recommended camera:
Short distance with ultra-
wide field of view

Typical dimensions: 10 ft x
10 ft

Minimum display size: 46in

Single or dual primary
display recommended:
Single

Video is equally important as audio. Capturing physical, non-verbal communication like facial expressions or

gestures is as important as the classroom or meeting content to ensure maximum engagement and

understanding. Rooms need to be equipped with the appropriate size of display so that everyone can experience

the meeting properly, whether in the room or remote. This is why rooms also need to have the right camera

coverage and field of view (FOV) to effectively capture all the in-room meeting participants for those joining

remotely.

The right cameras for each space

As important as good audio, high-quality video is a necessity for modern Teams collaboration. Technology for

cameras has advanced significantly with high-quality cameras now available for all spaces.

Included cameras in devices like laptops and tablets should be used in all meetings to ensure that

everyone is seen and heard. For users looking to bring a richer video experience to aa personal spacepersonal space,

external cameras represent a step up from embedded devices and can be used in a greater number of

scenarios and configurations, ensuring that call participants share the best quality view of themselves.

These devices easily install with simple USB connection found on every PC.

In shared spaces, the options and features expand. Smaller  roomsSmaller  rooms may be covered by cameras included

within all-in-one audio devices, such as soundbars. These cameras typically feature a wide field of view,

ensuring that they capture every participant in the space in a single shot. Many of these cameras also

feature things like intelligent framing of the image, so that the camera only shows the people in the

meeting and not empty chairs, or people counting, to track and understand space utilization.

In larger roomslarger rooms , cameras feature the technology needed to capture participants in a variety of locations

at varying distances away. These cameras can capture groups or focus on specific individuals while

maintaining great visual clarity. Devices that can track and feature only active speakers are regularly used

in larger spaces so that many participants may be featured individually throughout a meeting as they

contribute their thoughts.

This section explores some examples of how to tackle the various spaces found throughout most organizations.

There are many ways to achieve a great meeting experience, and these example spaces can act as great guides

when building for your own organization.

Private offices are often designed with meeting spaces separate from the working area so that small meetings

can be held with a mix of local and remote participants.



  Open spacesOpen spaces

USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

Meet and Co-create Typical capacity: 3-13
people

Recommended audio:
Depends on the space

Recommended camera:
Depends on the space

Typical dimensions:
Depends on the space

Minimum display size:
Depends on the space

The solution shown is:

A huddle or focus room area inside of a larger private working space.

Why this layout and device type?

The layout of the space is designed to facilitate meetings with both local and remote participants.

The meeting table is physically separate from the private working space and the meeting-room technology to

facilitate both meetings with local and remote participants.

The room features a single display sized so that all participants can clearly see all presented content and remote

video participants clearly. It also features a soundbar-based Room solution with an integrated intelligent camera.

This solution is easy to install and operate and provides great audio and video coverage for meetings in this

type of space.

Pictured here:

Single display

All-in-one soundbar-based Teams Rooms solution

Open spaces, such as lounges and common areas, often feature collaboration technology for non-traditional

meetings.



  Focus/huddle roomFocus/huddle room

USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

Meet and Present Typical capacity: 3-5 people Recommended audio: Single
front-of-room or tabletop
device

Recommended camera:
Short distance with ultra-
wide field of view

Typical dimensions: 10 ft x
10 ft

Minimum display size: 46in

Single or dual primary
display recommended:
Single

The solution shown is:

Two areas with Surface Hub devices positioned for interactive collaboration and creation options in a large, open

space.

Why this layout and device type?

The counter-height table is positioned with a large Surface Hub device for use of a content-creation display as

well as a Teams Rooms solution for small meetings. Another Surface Hub device is set up on a cart to be moved

around to casual seating areas for content creation. The furniture is laid out to be mixed use for both informal

office conversation as well as impromptu co-working, giving options for all space types.

Pictured here:

Large wall-mounted Surface Hub

Cart-mounted mobile Surface Hub

These spaces are ideal for small-group collaboration and discussion.



  Small traditional meeting roomsSmall traditional meeting rooms

USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

Meet and Present Typical capacity: 5-7 people Recommended audio: Single
front-of-room or tabletop
device

Recommended camera:
Short distance with ultra-
wide field of view

Typical dimensions: 10 ft x
15 ft

Minimum display size: 50in

Single or dual primary
display recommended:
Single

The solution shown is:

A huddle or focus room with the Microsoft Teams Rooms solution for small-group collaboration.

Why this layout and device type?

The table is attached to the wall, which maximizes the flexibility of the space for various layouts. It ensures the

Teams Rooms solution is the focus of the space. A mounted display sized for the room ensures everyone

physically present can see remote meeting participants and/or a collaborative document. A room camera

captures the room for remote participants. Because the room is a dedicated meeting space, a tabletop audio

device makes sure all parties are heard.

Pictured here:

A Teams Rooms solution for small rooms, easily installed

Single front-of-room display for remote participants and content to be shared

These spaces are ideal for small-group collaboration and discussion.



 Larger meeting spaces
  Medium traditional meeting roomsMedium traditional meeting rooms

USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

Meet and present + co-
create

Typical capacity: 10-12
people

Recommended audio:
Installed audio with discrete
tabletop or ceiling
microphones and wall-
mounted or ceiling-
mounted speakers

Recommended camera:
Medium-long distance
camera with Pan Tilt Zoom
function and/or intelligent
people-tracking capabilities

Typical dimensions: 15 ft x
20 ft

Minimum display size: 55in
for dual, larger for single

The solution shown is:

A small, traditionally laid-out meeting room with the Microsoft Teams Rooms solution.

Why this layout and device type?

A more traditional meeting-room layout can be designed just as much for purely in-person meetings as for

meetings with remote participants and content. The table is separated from the display wall and Teams Rooms

solution. A mounted display sized for the room ensures everyone physically present can see remote meeting

participants and/or a collaborative document. A room camera captures the room for remote participants.

Because the room is a dedicated meeting space, a tabletop audio device makes sure all parties are heard.

Pictured here:

A Teams Rooms solution for small rooms, easily installed

Single front-of-room display for remote participants and content to be shared



Single or dual primary
display recommended:
Single or dual

USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

  Large traditional meeting roomsLarge traditional meeting rooms

This medium room is ideal for conferences and group collaboration, especially in existing spaces that already

feature a classic meeting-room layout.

The solution shown is:

A medium-sized meeting room with dual front-of-room displays for various layouts of people and content with

annotation and collaboration for the Surface Hub 2.

Why this layout and device type?

A more traditional meeting-room layout can be designed just as much for purely in-person meetings as for

meetings with remote participants and content. The table is separated from the display wall and Teams Rooms

solution. Multiple displays ensure that remote participants have a prominent space in the physical room and

that any collaborative documents are visible. Mounted speakers give remote attendees an “in-the-room” voice.

A mounted camera ensures all the physical meeting participants are captured.

Pictured here:

Microsoft Teams Rooms solution with dual front-of-room displays for high visibility of remote

participants and shared content

An optional Surface Hub 2 for annotation and whiteboarding

A larger, separated audio and camera solution installed for maximum coverage of participants in the

larger space. Table microphones and wall-mounted speakers ensure that is everyone is heard in Teams

calls



USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

Meet and present + co-
create

Typical capacity: 12-20
people

Recommended audio:
Installed audio with discrete
tabletop or ceiling
microphones and wall-
mounted or ceiling-
mounted speakers

Recommended camera:
Medium-long distance
camera with Pan Tilt Zoom
function and/or intelligent
people-tracking capabilities

Typical dimensions: 15 ft x
30 ft

Minimum display size: 65in
for dual, larger for single

Single or dual primary
display recommended:
Single or dual

A large-sized room is ideal for conferences and group collaboration, especially in existing spaces that already

feature a classic meeting-room layout.

The solution shown is:

A large-sized meeting room with dual front-of-room displays for various layouts of people and content with

annotation and collaboration for the Surface Hub 2.

Why this layout and device type?

A more traditional meeting-room layout can be designed just as much for purely in-person meetings as for

meetings with remote participants and content. The table is separated from the display wall and Teams Rooms

solution. Multiple displays ensure that remote participants have a prominent space in the physical room and

that any collaborative documents are visible. Mounted speakers give remote attendees an “in-the-room” voice.

A mounted camera ensures all the physical meeting participants are captured.

Pictured here:



  Extra-large traditional meeting rooms/boardroomsExtra-large traditional meeting rooms/boardrooms

USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

Meet and present + co-
create

Typical capacity: 25-40
people

Recommended audio:
Installed ceiling or table
microphones and speakers
with a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP)

Recommended camera:
Long-distance camera with
Pan Tilt Zoom function
and/or intelligent people-
tracking capabilities

Typical dimensions: 28 ft x
33 ft

Minimum display size: 75in
for dual, larger for single

Single or dual primary
display recommended:
Single or dual

Microsoft Teams Rooms solution with dual front-of-room displays for high visibility of remote

participants and shared content

Optional Surface Hub 2 for annotation and whiteboarding

A larger, separated audio and camera solution installed to get maximum coverage of participants in the

larger space. Table microphones and wall-mounted speakers ensure that everyone is heard in Teams calls

This type of space typically includes an extra-large-sized layout featuring a meeting-room table as well as an

audience seating area with dual front-of-room displays.

The solution shown is:

An extra-large-sized meeting room with dual front-of-room displays for various layouts of people and content

with annotation and collaboration for the Surface Hub 2.

Why this layout and device type?

This space features a principal meeting-room table for many meeting participants as well as an audience seating

area for extra capacity for local meeting attendees. A dual large display gives remote participants a physical

presence within the room. Installed audio in the ceiling means audio coverage for all participants in every part

of the room, even those seated away from the main meeting table. A collaborative white-board screen is

dedicated to content for both in-room and remote participants to be part of any creative ideation.



  Panoramic meeting roomsPanoramic meeting rooms

USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

Meet and present + co-
create

Typical capacity: 6-12
people

Recommended audio:
Installed ceiling or table
microphones and speakers
that can support directional
audio

Recommended camera:
Long-distance camera with
ultra-wide field of view and
intelligent people tracking

Typical dimensions:
Depends on the space

Minimum display size:
Depends on the space

Single or dual primary
display recommended: Dual
traditional displays or dual-
edged blended projectors

Pictured here:

Microsoft Teams Rooms solution with separated dual displays

Optional Surface Hub 2 for annotation and whiteboarding

Installed audio-visual components featuring ceiling-mounted audio devices and a camera solution

installed to get maximum coverage of participants throughout the space

This space is dedicated to the most immersive Teams meeting experience. 

The solution shown is:

A meeting room, oriented with the table facing a panorama of blended displays, ensuring that all users get the

best possible view of meeting participants and content.

Why this layout and device type?

A panoramic table layout is designed for maximum visibility and engagement with remote participants and

content. Large, blended displays allow for an immersive feeling, with all chairs facing the displays and able to

follow along. Spatial audio means it feels like remote participants are in the room with local participants based

on their position on the front-of-room screen.



 Non-traditional meeting spaces
  Multi-purpose spacesMulti-purpose spaces

USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

Meet and present + co-
create

Typical capacity: Custom Recommended audio:
Installed ceiling or table
microphones and speakers
that can support directional
audio

Recommended camera:
Long-distance camera with
ultra-wide field of view and
intelligent people tracking

Typical dimensions: Custom Minimum display size:
Custom

Single or dual primary
display recommended:
Custom

Pictured here:

Microsoft Teams Rooms solution with two edge-blended projected displays, creating an immersive front-

of-room experience designed specifically for Teams meetings

Surface Hub 2 for annotation and whiteboarding

Installed audio-visual components featuring ceiling-mounted and front-of-room audio devices for

maximum coverage of participants throughout the space with consideration for spatial audio

An intelligent, ultrawide-angle front-of-room camera to capture every participant in the space

Teams can be implemented in almost any educational or multi-purpose space you can think of. Libraries, mixed-

use presentation and collaboration spaces, café spaces, and open-air spaces can all be outfitted with a Teams

solution or Teams devices.

An example multi-purpose space is:

A Teams Rooms solution with a large, projector-based front-of-room display, multiple touch consoles for

operation, and multiple Surface Hub 2 devices for a wide range of uses.

Devices include:



  ClassroomsClassrooms

USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

Meet and present + co-
create

Typical capacity: Custom Recommended audio:
Installed audio with discrete
tabletop or ceiling
microphones and wall-
mounted or ceiling-
mounted speakers

Recommended camera:
Medium-long distance
camera with Pan Tilt Zoom
function and/or intelligent
people-tracking capabilities

Typical dimensions: Custom Minimum display size:
Custom

Single or dual primary
display recommended:
Custom

Microsoft Teams Rooms solution featuring multiple touch consoles, with a single, large front-of-room

projector and screen for high visibility of remote participants and shared content

Optional Surface Hub 2 for annotation and whiteboarding

Installed audio-visual components featuring ceiling-mounted audio devices and a camera solution

installed for maximum coverage of participants throughout the space

Classrooms, including traditional and reverse classrooms, require active engagement from everyone present.

Effective instruction, discussion, and collaboration among many parties is key.

The solution shown is:

A classroom designed for both in-person and remote student participants with a layout that accommodates a

single educator addressing both groups simultaneously.

Why this layout and device type?

A large display gives remote participants a physical presence within the room, along with front-of-the-room

speakers that allow their voices to be heard by all, even by those at desks furthest from the source. Microphones

are situated at the front of the room and throughout the space, so teachers and students can move around the

room and still be heard. A presentation screen is dedicated to content for both in-room and remote participants.

Pictured here:



  Lecture halls and auditoriumsLecture halls and auditoriums

USA GEUSA GE L AY O UTL AY O UT A UDIOA UDIO VIDEOVIDEO

Meet and present + co-
create

Typical capacity: Custom Recommended audio:
Installed audio with discrete
tabletop or ceiling
microphones and wall-
mounted or ceiling-
mounted speakers

Recommended camera:
Medium-long distance
camera with Pan Tilt Zoom
function and/or intelligent
people-tracking abilities

Typical dimensions: Custom Minimum display size:
Custom

Single or dual primary
display recommended:
Custom

Microsoft Teams Rooms solution with separated dual displays, a single cart or stand-based display

showing the remote participants for the educator to see clearly, and a separate presentation screen for

the educational content shared for both local and remote students to observe

Kit with speakers and camera at the front of the room as well as microphones at the front and distributed

throughout the classroom

Much like classrooms, lecture halls contain numerous students who must focus on an educator and any

information they’re presenting. However, lecture halls generally don’t require the same amount of interaction

among students. The focus is on information, not collaboration.

The solution shown is:

A lecture hall designed for both in-person and remote student participants with a layout that accommodates a

single educator addressing both groups simultaneously, as well as creating and annotating content from a touch

surface.

Why this layout and device type?

Remote participants can see the same field of view that in-person participants have via the mounted camera.

The lecturer can see the remote students via their cameras on a display screen. A dedicated presentation screen



and a touch-surface screen for whiteboarding display the lecturer ’s educational material for all. A ceiling-tile

microphone and a powerful speaker make sure the lecturer and any student questions are heard clearly.

Pictured here:

Microsoft Teams Rooms solution with separated dual displays, a single cart- or stand-based display

showing the remote participants for the educator to see clearly, and a separate presentation screen for

the educational content shared into the call for both local and remote students to observe

Optional Surface Hub 2 for annotation and whiteboarding

Installed audio-visual components featuring ceiling-mounted audio devices and a camera solution

installed for maximum coverage of participants throughout the space
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 Overview of Microsoft Teams Rooms

 Microsoft Teams Rooms components

This article introduces an end-to-end approach to planning, delivering, and operating Microsoft Teams Rooms as

part of your overall meeting and conference room strategy.

You’ll find planning information below covering the recommended approach and key decisions that you need to

make, with links to supporting technical information. We recommend that you review the Plan, Deploy, and

Manage sections even if you’re already fully deployed.

Microsoft Teams Rooms provides a complete meeting experience that brings HD video, audio, and content

sharing to meetings of all sizes, from small huddle areas to large conference rooms.

Microsoft Teams Rooms help is a great resource to find out more about Microsoft Teams Rooms and how it can

add value as part of your deployment. In addition, we recommend watching this overview video.

Microsoft Teams Rooms includes the following key components to deliver a great user experience:

Touchscreen control panel

Compute

Microsoft Teams Rooms application

Dock/extender

Peripheral devices (camera, microphone, speaker)

External screens (maximum of two)

HDMI input

You can procure these components as preinstalled bundles from a number of vendors, or you can purchase the

supported components individually by following the requirements documented in this article.

In addition to the Surface Pro/dock combination, you can also purchase Microsoft Teams Rooms with the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/rooms-plan.md
https://support.office.com/article/Skype-Room-Systems-version-2-help-e667f40e-5aab-40c1-bd68-611fe0002ba2
https://youtu.be/tNey5KZVCl0


    

 

Decision points

Next steps

 Identify who will undertake the key activities throughout your
deployment
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touchscreen control panel, compute, dock, and key peripheral devices integrated.

Typically, the bundles and integrated units include preinstalled software, whereas if you buy supported

components individually for the Surface Pro systems, you’ll need to install the software. For instructions, see this

article about installing software on devices.

You can deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with Microsoft Teams, Skype for Business Online, or Skype for Business

hybrid or on-premises deployments. See the Teams Meeting Room Licensing Update for information on the

needed licenses.

Will you deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms in your
organization?

How will you procure your Microsoft Teams Rooms
systems—bundled, as separate components, or as an
integrated unit?

Identify who will undertake the key activities
throughout your deployment.

Review the meeting rooms you have (and plan to set
up) to understand where you want to deploy
Microsoft Teams Rooms and the peripheral devices
that would be appropriate for the room size.

Use the approach illustrated below to guide you through your deployment, and customize the sample outputs

provided throughout these articles as needed for your organization.

Begin with understanding what conference rooms you have and envisioning what would work best for you in

the future, then move through selecting and procuring the equipment you need, readying your sites, configuring

and deploying your service, managing change and user adoption, and developing operations and maintenance

procedures.

You might need to coordinate these activities across several teams. We provide a high-level view of the main

activities that you should cover, and also suggestions for the teams who are typically involved in deploying and

managing conference room systems, to help you decide who you need to work with.



Inventory rooms Facilities / AV team / IT
Project Team

Room inventory and
capability planning

Plan capabilities IT Project Team Room inventory and
capability planning

Device selection IT Project Team / AV Team Device selection

Procurement IT Project Team / AV Team Procurement

Site readiness Facilities / AV team / IT
Project Team

Site readiness

Service readiness IT Project Team Service readiness

Configuration IT Project Team Configuration and
deployment

Deployment Facilities / AV team / IT
Project Team

Deployment checklist

Adoption Facilities / AV team / IT
Project Team

Adoption

Maintenance and
operations

AV team / IT Project Team Management overview

TA SKTA SK
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 Room inventory and capability planning

    

Next steps

The first step is to inventory your organization’s existing meeting and conference rooms to understand their

environment, room size, layout, and purpose, and to identify the capabilities you want each room in scope to

have in the future such as which richer collaboration capabilities will be enabled in the room.

After you create an inventory of the equipment and capabilities in each existing room, your requirements for

that room feed into your device selection planning to create a rich conferencing solution. The modalities (audio,

video) needed for each room—in addition to room size and purpose—all play an important role in deciding

which solution is most appropriate for each room.

As part of your discovery, it’s key to consider room acoustics and layout. For example, check that the chairs in

the room won’t block the camera view. Verify that the room doesn’t have excessive echo or noisy air

conditioning, and that it does have sufficient power for the screens and Microsoft Teams Rooms. There are many

factors to consider that your audio-visual (AV) team or partner will be able to advise on.

Review the rooms in scope, and define Microsoft
Teams Rooms configurations for them.

Sample meeting/conference room inventory



SIT ESIT E RO O M  N A M ERO O M  N A M E RO O M  T Y P ERO O M  T Y P E
N UM B ER O FN UM B ER O F
P EO P L EP EO P L E IN  SC O P E?IN  SC O P E?

C URREN TC URREN T
RO O MRO O M
C A PA B IL IT IESC A PA B IL IT IES

F UT UREF UT URE
RO O MRO O M
C A PA B IL IT IESC A PA B IL IT IES

London HQ Curie Medium 6–12 Yes Speakerphone 1 screen,
audio and
video plus
presentation
PSTN Access

Sydney HQ Hill Large 12–16 Yes Legacy AV
unit, 1 screen
and camera

2 screens,
audio and
video plus
presentation
PSTN Access

 Device selection

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

RO O M  T Y P E/ SIZ ERO O M  T Y P E/ SIZ E N UM B ER O F  P EO P L EN UM B ER O F  P EO P L E
M IC RO SO F T  T EA M SM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S
RO O M S SY ST EMRO O M S SY ST EM P ERIP H ERA L  DEVIC ESP ERIP H ERA L  DEVIC ES DISP L AY ( S)DISP L AY ( S)

Focus 10' by 9' 2–4

Small 16' by 16' 4–6

Medium 18' by 20' 6–12

Large 15' by 32' 12–16

Evaluate which Microsoft Teams Rooms solution is the most suitable for each room based on the future

capabilities you want for the room. Decide which AV peripheral devices are the best fit, depending on room size

and layout.

For guidance for the type of system and peripheral devices by room type and size, see the Microsoft Teams

Rooms requirements article.

Based on the vendor you prefer, use the information provided in the requirements article to define your

Microsoft Teams Rooms and supported peripheral device configuration per room type, and use this as a

template for your deployment.

Pro TipPro Tip – Some room types might not be applicable for your deployment.

From your inventory, which types of rooms are in
scope for your deployment?

Which systems will you deploy for each room type?

Start to gather key operational material for your
chosen systems, and engage your procurement
team.

Sample Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment template for your organization

Pro Tip –Pro Tip –  Now is a great time to start gathering information about the Microsoft Teams Rooms solution you’ve

chosen.



 Procurement

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

 Plan for operations

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

 Plan for adoption and change management

You can procure your chosen system as a bundle or an integrated solution via device partners. You can also

acquire a partner device dock and prepare your own Microsoft Teams Rooms solution by using a Surface Pro

device and existing, supported AV peripheral devices.

You can acquire Microsoft Teams Rooms from a number of partners who are listed in the requirements article.

Please visit the partners’ websites to learn more about these solutions and procurement options.

Depending on your deployment scale and approach, you might decide to have the Microsoft Teams Rooms and

supported peripheral devices shipped to a central location for initial configuration and assignment. This might

be a good approach for a staged rollout across many sites. Or, you might choose to ship the bundles directly to

your sites.

Will you ship the components directly to a site or to
a staging facility?

Who will manage the staging facility (if you decide to
use one)?

Plan for operations.

Plan for adoption and change management.

Your organization must execute monitoring, administration, and management tasks on an ongoing basis, and it’s

key to agree who will undertake these tasks early in your deployment.

Many organizations have an AV team or partner who manages their conference rooms and devices. This team

should be involved in agreeing who will manage the Microsoft Teams Rooms devices going forward to monitor

performance, and deploy software updates and hotfixes.

Consider which helpdesk queue you’ll route Microsoft Teams Rooms ֪–related calls to, and provide an FAQ to the

helpdesk team so they can better understand how to use Microsoft Teams Rooms and the key troubleshooting

steps they can take. A good starting point for this FAQ is the user help and Known issues.

Decide who will manage Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Decide which helpdesk queue to route Microsoft
Teams Rooms–related calls to.

Prepare to host accounts.

Microsoft Teams Rooms systems introduce new capabilities to your users. It’s important that you recognize that

this will be a change for your users, and you should ensure your campaign identifies the benefits the new

system will have for your users and the key talking points leads can use to discuss with their teams.

https://support.office.com/article/Skype-Room-Systems-version-2-help-e667f40e-5aab-40c1-bd68-611fe0002ba2


Consider scheduling show-and-tell events and poster drops at each site to inform your users of the new

capabilities. You might also create in-room “quick start guides.” Consider finding a meetings champion on each

site who can help others get up to speed and start using the devices.
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 Teams devices for shared spaces
  Feature comparison between Windows and AndroidFeature comparison between Windows and Android

F EAT URESF EAT URES W IN DO W SW IN DO W S A N DRO IDA N DRO ID

Meeting joinMeeting join One-touch-join ● ●

Proximity join ● ●

Meet now ● ●

Direct guest join ● ◔

Meeting engagementMeeting engagement
and collaborationand collaboration

Intuitive, purpose-built app
experience

● ●

Video and content layouts
(for example, Together
Mode, large gallery, gallery
only, and gallery and
content)

● ●

Chat bubbles ● ◔

Raise hand, lower all hands ● ●

Microsoft Teams Rooms experiences are designed with customers in mind. Every customer has unique needs,

which is why Microsoft offers a breadth of options, including Teams Rooms on Windows and on Android.

Core functionality is available on both platforms so end users can always have great audio and video

experiences, use one-touch join to join meetings, and access inclusive features such as live captions and raise

hand.

As Microsoft brings new features to Teams and to Teams Rooms, we strive to bring them to all platforms, but

features may roll out at different times due to a number of factors, including things like technical feasibility and

customer feedback for each platform. This means you may see some features rolling out on Windows before

they come to the Android platform.

To help guide you as to what features are available on different platforms, you can refer to the chart below,

which will be updated periodically. Not all Teams Rooms features will be included on this list, so please continue

to consult the Microsoft 365 roadmap and Microsoft sales representatives for additional details.

(September 2021)

● Available ◔ Coming soon ○ Not available

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/teams-devices-feature-comparison.md
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap


Pin multiple participants ● ◔

Spotlight multiple
participants

● ◔

Live reactions ● ◔

Companion mode ● ●

Live closed captions ● ●

Cloud recording and
meeting transcription

● ●

Coordinated meetings with
Surface Hub

● ○

Microsoft Whiteboard (on-
screen inking available with
touchscreen display)

● ●

Intelligent content capture ● ◔

Meeting and deviceMeeting and device
controlscontrols

Room remote controls on
mobile

● ●

Wireless sharing ● ●

Cast from mobile ● ●

Video and content
resolution: 1080p, 30 FPS

● ●

Meeting participants roster ● ●

Cortana voice skills ● ◔

Dual screen support ● ●

SecuritySecurity Secure mounting, security
lock slot (Kensington lock),
I/O ports access

● ●

Operating System Windows 10 Android 8.1+

OS security features TPM 2.0, disable specific
ports, secure boot,
Credential Guard, OOBE
setting access control, direct
memory access protection,
network security

Android full disc encryption,
OEM-specific features

Kiosk mode ● ●
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Management andManagement and
administrationadministration

Securely delegate
management access to a
partner

● ●

Roles-based access control ● ●

Device inventory views ● ●

Overall device health
monitoring

● ●

Connected peripheral
health monitoring

● ◔

Remote configuration
(restart, settings, Log
collection)

● ●

Automatic Teams app
updates

● ●

Device auto-enrollment ● ◔

Call quality analytics ● ●

Good for / SpaceGood for / Space Focus (2-4 people) ● ●

Small (4-6 people) ● ●

Medium (6-12 people) ● ●

Large (12-16 people) ● ◔

Multi-purpose room (16+
people)

● ○
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Windows 10 release support

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

The Microsoft Teams Rooms app gets updates through the Windows store. Microsoft Teams Room app uses an

evergreen product lifecycle and only the current and the next most recent version of the app are supported at

any given time. The Microsoft Teams Room app bundles a specific version of the Teams desktop app that is

modified for room use. The Teams desktop app updates every two weeks. Learn more about the Teams update

process. This means Teams Rooms app current-1 version can be up to six Teams desktop app updates behind, so

it's recommended to keep the Teams Room application updated to the latest version of the Teams Rooms app at

all times.

The support structure for Teams Rooms is dynamic and depends on the availability of the latest version. When

you encounter a code defect in a version of the application that's not the latest, you must install the latest

version to receive a fix.

All releases are listed in the Microsoft Teams Rooms release notes.

When installing a new device that came with an older version of the Teams room application, it is recommended to

manually update the application after setting the account, before downloading any Windows updates. This ensures

correct OS version and Windows updates are installed on your device.

Microsoft Teams Rooms requires the Windows 10 IoT Enterprise or Windows 10 Enterprise SKUs under Semi-

Annual Channel servicing options. These other Windows 10 editions aren't supported:

Windows 10 Enterprise Long-term Servicing Branch (LTSB) / Long Term Servicing Channel (LTSC) editions

Windows 10 Internet of Things (IoT) Enterprise LTSB / LTSC editions

any other edition of Windows such as Windows 10 Pro or Home edition

New Windows 10 feature updates aren't offered on Microsoft Teams Rooms devices immediately. There's an

intentional delay of up to six months or more after the general availability date published on the Windows 10

release information page. This time is used to validate Windows 10 release compatibility for the Microsoft

Teams Rooms app, device hardware, and certified audio video peripherals. Validation begins and continues

during active development of each major release of Windows 10. Extra time is needed to validate that all device

manufacturers have built updated images for their devices, and for Microsoft to certify and test those images.

During the validation period, the Microsoft Teams Room app uses Windows Update for Business group policies

to delay Windows 10 feature updates. After any compatibility issues are found and resolved, the block is lifted

via updating group policies through a new app release in Windows store. Devices that run the Microsoft Teams

Rooms app automatically update to an appropriate Windows 10 release during the nightly maintenance reboot.

An MSI version is made available for customers that need to manually manage updates.

During the validation period, Microsoft Teams Rooms devices should notnot  be updated to the next release of Windows 10

by any means. This includes overriding the group policies in place, or using System Center or other third-party device

management services. Any of these may cause issues for the Microsoft Teams Room app or may leave devices unusable.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/rooms-lifecycle-support.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/release-information/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/deployment/update/waas-manage-updates-wufb
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20H2 2020-10-20 Supported, 
Recommended

4.10.10.0 19042.631

2004 2020-05-27 Skipped, 
Not recommended
➀

— —

1909 2019-11-12 Supported 4.5.33.0 18363.418

1903 2019-05-21 Not Supported — —

1809 2019-03-28 Not Supported, 
Known compatibility
issues ➁

— —

1803 2018-07-10 Not Supported — —

1709 2018-01-18 Not supported — —

1703 2017-07-11 Not Supported — —

 Related topics

The following table shows recommended and supported versions of Windows 10 that are verified to support

Microsoft Teams Rooms. All dates are listed in ISO 8601 format: YYYY-MM-DD.

➀ Windows 10 version 2004 is not recommended due to compatibility issues found with the Microsoft Teams

Rooms application. This specific issue causes the Microsoft Teams Rooms application to fail to start after the

nightly reboot.

➁ Windows 10 version 1809 is not recommended due to compatibility issues found with the Microsoft Teams

Rooms application. This specific issue causes the Microsoft Teams Rooms application to fail to start after the

nightly reboot. This issue was addressed in Windows 10 version 1903.

When you use a supported version of Windows 10, you will always get the latest application updates for the

Microsoft Teams Rooms app.

Microsoft Teams Rooms help

Microsoft Teams Rooms release notes

Plan for Microsoft Teams Rooms

https://support.office.com/article/Skype-Room-Systems-version-2-help-e667f40e-5aab-40c1-bd68-611fe0002ba2
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 Version history
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Teams Web-Client release October 2021

4.10.10.0 10/1/2021

4.9.12.0 07/28/2021

4.8.31.0 05/12/2021

4.8.25.0 04/22/2021

4.8.19.0 04/06/2021

4.7.19.0 02/03/2021

4.7.15.0 12/11/2020

4.6.23.0 10/19/2020

4.6.20.0 09/30/2020

4.5.37.0 08/14/2020

4.5.35.0 07/23/2020

4.4.63.0 06/25/2020

4.4.41.0 05/06/2020

4.4.25.0 03/31/2020

4.3.42.0 03/02/2020

4.3.33.0 1/10/2020

4.3.23.0 12/13/2019

4.2.4.0 10/07/2019

4.1.22.0 08/15/2019

This article discusses cumulative improvements in Microsoft Teams Rooms.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/rooms-release-note.md


4.0.105.0 07/10/2019

4.0.85.0 04/08/2019

4.0.78.0 03/14/2019

4.0.76.0 03/04/2019

4.0.64.0 12/14/2018

4.0.51.0 11/17/2018

4.0.31.0 10/16/2018

4.0.27.0 10/1/2018

4.0.19.0 08/31/2018

4.0.18.0 08/27/2018

4.0.8.0 07/06/2018

3.1.115.0 06/18/2018

3.1.113.0 06/13/2018

3.1.112.0 06/05/2018

3.1.104.0 04/16/2018

3.1.100.0 03/16/2018

3.1.99.0 3/14/2018

3.1.98.0 3/8/2018

3.0.16.0 11/27/2017

3.0.15.0 10/3/2017

3.0.12.0 9/1/2017

3.0.8.0 11/16/2017

3.0.6.0 11/16/2017

2.0.2.0 03/15/2017

RTM (1.0.8) 12/7/2016
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 Microsoft Teams Rooms feature introduction and issue resolution
  Teams Rooms Web client update (October 2021)Teams Rooms Web client update (October 2021)

NOTENOTE

  4.10.10.0 (10/1/2021)4.10.10.0 (10/1/2021)

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Introduced in this update:

Unified roster control with Teams desktop client with structured meetings grouping, meeting options and

controls for presenters/ attendees, raise hand sort order and ability to invite users from Chat or meeting

invite directly from roster

Universal bar call controls alignment with desktop client in meeting call controls, Layout button and meeting

status information

Dynamic gallery support for single and dual front of room displays

Unified layout picker for front of room layout option consolidated

Spotlight or Pin multiple participants in Teams meetings

Large meetings support with presenter/ attendees controls accessible by tapping participant from roster

Ability to lock a meeting for meetings where room is organizer, as well as awareness of meeting that is

locked

Presenter mode (weatherman) consumption support when a remote user shares content with presenter view

option

Reaction support in Teams meetings

Web client updates are available to all Teams Rooms with application versions 4.10 and 4.9. Admins will be able to enroll in

Teams Rooms public preview program to get sneak peak of the web client features soon.

Introduced in this update:

Room remote allows users to control basic functionality of the room using Teams on their mobile *

Logitech scribe content camera support for BLE button for sharing into meeting

Chat bubbles provide notifications for in meeting chat to bring attention to what's being said using meeting

chat *

Large gallery and Together mode support is now available in GCC High

New Skills added to Cortana, Add person by name to the meeting and Call by name

Cortana Push to Talk is enabled by default on all devices. To learn more, see Cortana voice assistance in

Teams.

Deprecated 19H1 support. Min OS version supported by 4.10 is 19H2.

*These features are rolled out using Teams service and will work with all application versions greater than 4.9.

To join the scheduled meeting both from Teams Mobile app and MTR-W find the room account in roster on the Teams

Mobile app and press "Control this room" menu and you can control Call controls from the app.



  4.9.12.0 (7/28/2021)4.9.12.0 (7/28/2021)

NOTENOTE

  4.8.31.0 (05/12/2021)4.8.31.0 (05/12/2021)

NOTENOTE

  4.8.25.0 (04/22/2021)4.8.25.0 (04/22/2021)

NOTENOTE

  4.8.19.0 (04/06/2021)4.8.19.0 (04/06/2021)

  4.7.19.0 (02/03/2021)4.7.19.0 (02/03/2021)

Introduced in this update:

Microsoft Teams only mode is now available in application settings, so you don't need to set up a Skype for

Business account anymore. In this mode, devices signed in to Teams only mode join Skype for Business

meetings as a guest user.

Fix for HDMI audio causing lower call volume. HDMI audio feature is automatically enabled for all devices

with application build 4.9.12.0.

With Skype for Business reaching end of life it is recommended to update to Teams only mode.

Introduced in this update:

Windows 10 20H2 support

Crestron UC-Engine (BIOS version date containing "KYSKLi") Teams Rooms have compatibility issues and updated drivers

will be provided by system OEMs in the near future. Windows 10 20H2 won't be offered to these devices. For more

information about Windows version support, see Windows 10 release support.

Introduced in this update:

Fix for an issue where room information on Teams Rooms consoles doesn't show up for room accounts that

are hidden from the global address list (GAL)

GCCH customers can download the upgrade package from Manually update a Microsoft Teams Rooms device

Introduced in this update:

Government Community Cloud High (GCCH) support for Teams Rooms. GCCH customers with existing

Teams Rooms devices can download version 4.8.19.0 from Manually update a Microsoft Teams Rooms device

Join Zoom meetings with better video quality (720p support) and receive the video gallery of participants

Skype for Business sign-in failure banner removed for Teams default mode. This change supports

organizations removing Skype for Business infrastructure

Teams meetings join link parsing now handles Microsoft Defender Advanced Threat Protection Safe Links to

allow joining external Teams seamlessly

Fix for shared content scaling issue in Skype for Business meetings when the sharer's PC has a custom DPI

set in Windows

Quality and reliability fixes

Introduced in this update:

Quality and reliability fixes



  4.7.15.0 (12/11/2020)4.7.15.0 (12/11/2020)

NOTENOTE

  4.6.23.0 (10/19/2020)4.6.23.0 (10/19/2020)

  4.6.20.0 (09/30/2020)4.6.20.0 (09/30/2020)

NOTENOTE

  4.5.37.0 (08/14/2020)4.5.37.0 (08/14/2020)

  4.5.35.0 (07/23/2020)4.5.35.0 (07/23/2020)

Introduced in this update:

Share HDMI audio to meeting participants in Teams meeting

Cortana voice skills (Preview)

Prevent unmuting based on audio permissions when Teams Room joins as attendee. For more information,

see Manage attendee audio permissions in Teams Meetings.

Spotlight someone's video from Teams Room console and consume spotlighted video on room displays

 Cortana voice skills are available for select audio peripherals for tenants located in the United States. Additional countries 

or regions will be added in the future. For more information, see Cortana voice assistance in Teams

Introduced in this update:

Fix for white half-screen when invoking On-screen keyboard in Teams meeting

Introduced in this update:

See more videos with 3x3 video gallery on front of room displays

Start local live closed captions from MTR

Join Zoom meetings from Teams Rooms with direct guest join (Preview)

3x3 video gallery and local live closed captions are delivered through the Microsoft Teams service. These features are

available to all Teams Rooms devices with application version 4.5.37.0 and above.

Introduced in this update:

Coordinated Meetings between Microsoft Teams and Surface Hub 2S

Fix for Skype For Business sign-in failure when Windows 10 update KB4565351 or Windows 10 update

KB4571709 is installed

Introduced in this update:

Join Cisco WebEx meetings from Teams Rooms with direct guest join

Teams Admin Center enablement and auto-enrollment

Windows 10 1909 release support

Switch to video gallery layout even when content is present

Virtual raise hands support for attendee and controls for presenter

Adjustable default volume setting for conferencing and default speaker

Search and call federated users (tenant) from Teams Room

https://support.microsoft.com/office/manage-attendee-audio-permissions-in-teams-meetings-f9db15e1-f46f-46da-95c6-34f9f39e671a
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4565351/windows-10-update-kb4565351
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4571709/windows-10-update-kb4571709


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  4.4.63.0 (06/25/2020)4.4.63.0 (06/25/2020)

NOTENOTE

  4.4.41.0 (05/06/2020)4.4.41.0 (05/06/2020)

  4.4.25.0 (03/31/2020)4.4.25.0 (03/31/2020)

  4.3.42.0 (03/02/2020)4.3.42.0 (03/02/2020)

  4.3.33.0 (1/10/2020)4.3.33.0 (1/10/2020)

  4.3.23.0 (12/13/2019)4.3.23.0 (12/13/2019)

  4.2.4.0 (10/07/2019)4.2.4.0 (10/07/2019)

Version 4.5 is last release to support Windows 10 version 1803; future releases will not be offered to systems on

Windows 10 version 1803. For more information about Windows version support, see Windows 10 release support.

Introduced in this update:

Quality and reliability fixes

Fix for "application won't launch after update to 4.4.41.0" issue

If your device doesn't automatically update to version 4.4.63.0, follow the steps in Microsoft Teams Rooms application

does not start after updating to version 4.4.41.0 to resolve the issue.

Introduced in this update:

Reliability fixes for application start in Windows 10 Kiosk

Introduced in this update:

Modern authentication support for Exchange and Skype for Business

Support for dynamic emergency calling for Teams (Service components required and released using Teams

client rings)

Ability to disable duplicate content out of meeting for dual displays rooms using XML

Application splash screen

Open Source Software (OSS) notices in device settings

Introduced in this update:

Policy updates for "Windows Updates for Business"

Fix for device events reporting showing error in Azure Monitor

Introduced in this update:

A fix for a Window resizing/flickering issue that's seen in certain configurations

Calendar processing for third-party meetings removed

Cortana status setting removed

Introduced in this update:

Auto-answer proximity-based calls and admin setting to control this

Device Admin Settings UI refresh with addition of device configuration under About tab

Room control back to main screen

Meeting Room SKU available in GCC

Content camera support for Surface Pro-based system (Minimum required app build: 4.2.4.0)

https://support.microsoft.com/help/4565998/teams-rooms-application-does-not-start-after-update


  4.1.22.0 (08/15/2019)4.1.22.0 (08/15/2019)

  4.0.105.0 (07/10/2019)4.0.105.0 (07/10/2019)

  4.0.85.0 (04/8/2019)4.0.85.0 (04/8/2019)

  4.0.78.0 (03/14/2019)4.0.78.0 (03/14/2019)

  4.0.76.0 (03/04/2019)4.0.76.0 (03/04/2019)

Introduced in this update:

Windows 10 1903 support. Windows 10 1903 update is offered in a few days after app update

Fixes for On-screen keyboard not showing up reliably

Introduced in this update:

A new content camera feature that enables users to intelligently include a traditional whiteboard into their

Teams meeting

Additional improvements to the Console UI to reduce clutter and moved Settings into a new side bar that is

accessed via More on the console

Disabled share tray button if local content cable is not connected or a content camera is not connected

Fixed an issue with the touch keyboard where it failed to appear the first time only after an MTR system

restart

Quality and reliability fixes

Introduced in this update:

Skype Room System store app rebrand to "Microsoft Teams Rooms"

Microsoft Teams Rooms console user interface realigned to Microsoft Teams

Theme update: only keep custom background image on front of room displays, while making console

background a neutral color to ensure console UI controls meet color contrast—accessibility requirements

Universal bar for in-meeting call controls for Teams calls/ meetings to provide consistent experience with

Microsoft Teams PC/ Web/ Mobile clients

Call quality feedback rating after Teams calls/ meetings

Receive/render Microsoft Whiteboard on Microsoft Teams Rooms front of room display when shared from

PC/ Web/ Mobile Teams client  

Removed support for Windows 10 Version 1809 upgrades due to compatibility issues with Microsoft Teams

Rooms client. Windows 10 Version 19H1 support will be added in future releases

1

1

1 2

 Microsoft Teams service rollout using Teams rings. This feature may be available earlier or later than 4.0.105.0

client update

1

 Requires IT admins to turn on Microsoft Whiteboard. Also, if you have a touch-enabled front of room display,

you must calibrate multiple touch displays using Windows settings with device administrator login to start

using Microsoft Whiteboard for collaboration from a room display shared into a Teams meeting

2

Introduced in this update:

Fixes an issue with the "give feedback" feature

Optimizations in preparation for the forthcoming Microsoft Teams Rooms device upgrade to Windows 10

Version 1809

Introduced in this update:

Fix for "hang at app start-up" bug that affected devices on legacy Windows 10 RS2 build.

Introduced in this update:

DTMF keypad for Microsoft Teams P2P meetings and PSTN calls. To make Microsoft Teams your default



  4.0.64.0 (12/14/2018)4.0.64.0 (12/14/2018)

  4.0.51.0 (11/17/2018)4.0.51.0 (11/17/2018)

  4.0.31.0 (10/16/2018)4.0.31.0 (10/16/2018)

  4.0.27.0 (10/1/2018)4.0.27.0 (10/1/2018)

  4.0.19.0 (8/31/2018)4.0.19.0 (8/31/2018)

  4.0.18.0 (08/27/2018)4.0.18.0 (08/27/2018)

  4.0.8.0 (07/06/2018)4.0.8.0 (07/06/2018)

calling client, admins must set IsTeamsDefaultClient to true

Pin a remote participant's incoming video to full screen on front of room display. Use "Pin" command from

participant roster on the console

Improvements to Lobby notifications with addition of Front of Room notification

Front of Room display casting icon removed when Bluetooth beacon is not enabled on Microsoft Teams

Rooms device

Fix for volume control issue in Teams meetings

Introduced in this update:

Display content on both Front of Room (FoR) displays on dual screen room systems

Theming and Front of Room user interface improvements

TLS 1.2 client-side support. For on-premise customers, enabling communication over TLS 1.2 for Microsoft

Teams Rooms requires Skype for Business Server 2015 Cumulative Update 9 (CU9) or Skype for Business

Server 2019 Cumulative Update 1 (CU1).

Introduced in this update:

Dual display (Front of Room) support for Teams Meetings

Introduced in this update:

Quality and reliability fixes

Introduced in this update:

Code changes necessary to prepare the Microsoft Teams Rooms app for later Windows 10 Version 1803

upgrade

Fix formatting issue with localized EULAs (specifically Norwegian) which prevents advancing beyond EULA

OOBE setup window

Code changes required to make Microsoft Teams Rooms application run on legacy Lync Room Systems. See

more here.

Introduced in this update:

Hotfix for Crestron application not launching which would normally be accessible when the app button on a

Crestron SR device is pressed. Microsoft Teams Rooms app restart required after installation of 4.0.19.0.

Introduced in this update:

"Report a Problem" feature improvements in Teams mode (equivalent of "Give Feedback" in Skype for

Business mode)

Enable ability to fall back from Teams to Skype for Business mode for SIP calls

Accessibility improvements (Narrator, Magnifier)

Automatically restart app when required after XML provisioning changes have been applied

Miscellaneous fixes

Introduced in this update:



  3.1.115.0 (06/18/2018)3.1.115.0 (06/18/2018)

  3.1.113.0 (06/13/2018)3.1.113.0 (06/13/2018)

  3.1.112.0 (06/05/2018)3.1.112.0 (06/05/2018)

  3.1.104.0 (04/16/2018)3.1.104.0 (04/16/2018)

  3.1.100.0 (03/16/2018)3.1.100.0 (03/16/2018)

  3.1.99.0 (03/14/2018)3.1.99.0 (03/14/2018)

  3.1.98.0 (3/8/2018)3.1.98.0 (3/8/2018)

  3.0.16.0 (11/27/2017)3.0.16.0 (11/27/2017)

  3.0.15.0 (10/3/2017)3.0.15.0 (10/3/2017)

This update enables both Skype for Business and Teams meetings support on Room Systems devices. Teams

is turned off by default once the update is applied. Admins can enable Teams locally in device settings or via a

remote xml push.

Introduced in this update:

Fix to address error observed on some systems during app launch.

Introduced in this update:

Changes enabling Microsoft to more flexibly manage Windows Updates.

No change to end-user experience.

Introduced in this update:

Fix to address console responsiveness issues observed on Surface Pro 2017-based devices connected to two

front-of-room displays and video ingest

Automated check to ensure that system is running latest provisioning script

Introduced in this update:

Fix to improve OSK (on-screen keyboard) behavior in Window 10 Version 1709-based systems

Improvements to prepare for future operating system updates

Introduced in this update:

Application updated to improve telemetry

Introduced in this update:

Fixes an issue where intermittent meeting join issues may occur

Fixes an issue known to result in a device "hang" experience

Introduced in this update:

Bug/Crash fixes to improve stability

Support for variable-sized console

Peripheral audio processing offloading (additional media allowlist)

Optimizations that enable IT Pros to build do-it-yourself images with Windows 10 Version 1709 January

Update and later.

Introduced in this update:

Fixes an issue with the "Give Feedback" feature.

Introduced in this update:

Support for Polycom MSR Series dock hardware

https://www.polycom.com/hd-video-conferencing/microsoft-video/msr-series.mdl


  3.0.12.0 (9/1/2017)3.0.12.0 (9/1/2017)

  3.0.8.0 (8/4/2017)3.0.8.0 (8/4/2017)

  3.0.6.0 (7/7/2017)3.0.6.0 (7/7/2017)

  2.0.2.0 (03/15/2017)2.0.2.0 (03/15/2017)

  Release to Market (12/7/2016)Release to Market (12/7/2016)

Support for the Logitech Brio

Resolves an issue where displays (console and front-of-room) fail to enter sleep mode when there is no

activity in the room

Introduced in this update:

Runs on a Surface Pro (2017) tablet

Supports Windows 10 Enterprise Creator's Update (English language, build 1703)

Support for Crestron SR dock hardware

OEM Support for Environment Controls (Crestron)

The 64-bit version of Windows 10 Enterprise Anniversary edition (English language, version 1607) is no longer

supported as of Microsoft Teams Rooms release 3.0.12.0 (update 3).

Introduced in this update:

Resolves issues observed when searching for federated users through the Participants search field. Previous

to this fix, search results for external federated users may not have resolved correctly and instead returned

incorrect results.

Introduced in this update:

Dual-Screen support (for legacy system parity)

Themes (built-in themes and the ability to set custom theme)

Ability to Give Feedback for public builds

Improved Telemetry around meeting join reliability

Improved OMS reporting

Ability for IT Admin to configure devices remotely

Introduced in this update:

In-app user selection of meeting room audio and video USB devices

Integrated room console status reporting for customers using Microsoft Operations Management Suite, now

Azure Monitor

Feature(s):Feature(s):

Built for Skype for BusinessBuilt for Skype for Business

One-touch join of Skype Meetings

Skype Meeting experience optimized for rooms with screen-filling HD video and HD wide-band audio

All participants can connect to the Skype Meeting using their device of choice from wherever they may be

located

Invite people from your directory where you can instantly see their availability or via a phone call

Supports Skype for Business PSTN Conferencing and PSTN Calling to replace the stand-alone conference

phone in your room

Transform Any Meeting RoomTransform Any Meeting Room

Dedicated Skype Meeting app optimized for center of table touch controller and large front of room display

https://www.logitech.com/product/brio
https://www.crestron.com/products/line/sr-for-skype-for-business-room-system


 See also

Reuse existing investments in your front of room display or projectors

Works in all types of meeting spaces from huddle spaces to large conference rooms

Certified Skype for Business audio and video devices are available for various room sizes

Built-in wired ingest to project desktop sharing to the room and to the Skype Meeting

Easy to Deploy, S imple to ManageEasy to Deploy, S imple to Manage

Always-on appliance that automatically wakes up the displays when it detects people in the room

Simple deployment and updating of the UWP (Universal Windows Platform) Skype Meeting App

Windows AppLocker locks down the device to the Skype Meeting app

Monitored and managed as a Windows 10 Enterprise device via Intune and Configuration Manager (MDM)

Enterprise-grade reliability

Low training effort of end-users due to familiar Skype user interface

Runs on Surface Pro 4 tablet

 

Microsoft Teams Rooms help

Prepare your environment

Support for Microsoft Teams Rooms Current Branch versions

Known issues

Plan for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms

https://support.office.com/article/Skype-Room-Systems-version-2-help-e667f40e-5aab-40c1-bd68-611fe0002ba2
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  Create and test a device accountCreate and test a device account

  Check network availabilityCheck network availability

This section contains an overview of the steps required to prepare your environment so that you can use all of

the features of Microsoft Teams Rooms.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

1. Prepare a device account for each Microsoft Teams Rooms console. See Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms

for details.

2. Ensure that there is a working network/Internet connection for the device to use.

It must be able to receive an IP address by using DHCP. (Microsoft Teams Rooms cannot be configured

with a static IP address at the first unit startup, but afterwards, a static IP address for the device could be

configured on the device or on the upstream switch or router.)

It must have these ports open (in addition to opening the normal ports for media):

HTTPS: 443

HTTP: 80

If your network runs through a proxy, you'll need the proxy address or script information as well.

Microsoft Teams Rooms does not support proxy authentication as it may interfere with regular operations of the

room. Ensure that Microsoft Teams Rooms have been exempted from proxy authentication before going into

production.

3. In order to improve your experience, Microsoft collects data. To allow Microsoft to collect data, allow

these sites:

Telemetry client endpoint: https://vortex.data.microsoft.com/

Telemetry settings endpoint: https://settings.data.microsoft.com/

A device account is an account that the Microsoft Teams Rooms client uses to access features from Exchange,

like calendar, and to enable Skype for Business. See Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms for details.

In order to function properly, the Microsoft Teams Rooms device must have access to a wired network that

meets these requirements:

Access to your Active Directory or Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) instance, as well as your Microsoft

Exchange and Skype for Business servers.

Access to a server that can provide an IP address using DHCP. Microsoft Teams Rooms cannot be

configured with a static IP address at the first unit startup.

Access to HTTP ports 80 and 443.

TCP and UDP ports configured as described in Port and protocol requirements for servers for on-premise

Skype for Business Server implementations, or Microsoft 365 and Office 365 URLs and IP address ranges

for Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business online implementations.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/rooms-prep.md
https://vortex.data.microsoft.com/
https://settings.data.microsoft.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/plan-your-deployment/network-requirements/ports-and-protocols
https://support.office.com/article/Office-365-URLs-and-IP-address-ranges-8548a211-3fe7-47cb-abb1-355ea5aa88a2?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

  CertificatesCertificates

NOTENOTE

  ProxyProxy

Be sure to use a wired 1 Gbps network connection to assure you will have the needed bandwidth.

Software updates for Microsoft Teams Rooms are automatically downloaded from the Microsoft Store for Business. See

Prerequisites for Microsoft Store for Business and Education to verify that the room console will be able to access the

store and self-update.

Your Microsoft Teams Rooms device uses certificates for Exchange Web Services, Microsoft Teams or Skype for

Business, network usage, and authentication. If the related servers use public certificates, which is the case for

Online and some On-Premises deployments, there should be no further action required on the part of the

admin to install certificates. If, on the other hand, the certificate authority is a private CA (typical for On-Premises

deployments) then the device needs to trust that CA which means having the CA + CA chain certificates installed

on the device. Adding the device to the domain may perform this task automatically.

You will install certificates the same way you would for any other Windows client.

Certificates may be required in order to have Microsoft Teams Rooms use Skype for Business Server.

Microsoft Teams Rooms is designed to inherit Proxy settings from the Windows OS. Access the Windows OS in

the following manner :

1. In the Microsoft Teams Rooms UI, click on the Settings gear icon where you'll be prompted for the local

Administrator password on the device (the default password is sfbsfb).

2. Tap on SettingsSettings  followed by tapping on the Go to WindowsGo to Windows button and then tapping on the go togo to

Admin S ign InAdmin S ign In button and then clicking the AdministratorAdministrator  button (if the computer is domain joined

choose Other User,Other User, then use .\admin as the user name).

3. In the Search WindowsSearch Windows box bottom left type in regedit (either long press the screen or right click and

choose Run as administratorRun as administrator ).

4. Click on the HKEY_USERS folder (you'll see a list of machine user SIDs) ensure the root folder

HKEY_USERS is selected.

5. Click on File and then choose Load Hive.Load Hive.

6. Browse to the C:\Users\SkypeC:\Users\Skype folder and type in the File name box NTUSER.dat and press the open

button

7. You'll be prompted for a Key Name for your newly loaded Hive; type in Skype (you should now see the

registry settings for the Skype User).

8. Open the Skype key and browse to

HKEY_USERS\Skype\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings then ensure these

settings are entered:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-store/prerequisites-microsoft-store-for-business


  Create provisioning packagesCreate provisioning packages

  Admin group managementAdmin group management

NOTENOTE

 Local accounts
  Microsoft Teams Rooms Local User AccountMicrosoft Teams Rooms Local User Account

  "Admin" - Local Administrator Account"Admin" - Local Administrator Account

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

[HKEY_USERS\Skype\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings]
"MigrateProxy"=dword:00000001
"ProxyEnable"=dword:00000001
"ProxyServer"="xx.xx.xx.xx:8080"

[HKEY_USERS\Skype\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings]
"MigrateProxy"=dword:00000001
"ProxyEnable"=dword:00000001
"AutoConfigURL"=http://contosoproxy.corp.net/proxy.pac

If ProxyServer doesn't exist you may have to add this key as a string, change the xx.xx.xx.xx:8080 to the

ip/host and port of your Proxy server.

If the customer is using a PAC file the configuration would look like the example below:

9. Once you are finished making your changes highlight the Skype User key (root folder for Skype) and

choose unload Hive from the Registry file menu (you'll be prompted for confirmation - select YesYes ).

10. You can now close the registry editor and type logoff into the Windows search box.

11. Back at the sign-in screen, choose the SkypeSkype user. If all the previous steps were successful, the Microsoft

Teams Rooms device will sign-in successfully.

See the Network Security article for full details on FQDNs, ports, and IP address ranges required for Microsoft

Teams Rooms.

You will use provisioning packages to authenticate to Exchange Server, Microsoft 365, or Office 365.

After domain joining, you can use Group Policy or the Local Computer Management to set a Security Group as

local administrator just like you would for a Windows PC in your domain. Anyone who is a member of that

security group can enter their credentials and unlock Settings.

If your Microsoft Teams Rooms device loses trust with the domain (for example, if you remove the Microsoft Teams Rooms

from the domain after it is domain joined), you won't be able to authenticate into the device and open up Settings. The

workaround is to log in with the local Admin account.

The Device Account does not typically use a password. It is possible to give it a password, but there are

consequences, including a possibility that users might get locked out of the console application when that

password expires. Consequently, the administrator should take are to ensure that the password is not allowed to

expire.

Microsoft Teams Rooms default password is set to "sfb". The Password can be changed locally by going to

Windows Settings > Go to Windows or in the AutoUnattend.xml file (use the Windows System Image manager

from ADK to make the change to the xml file).

Be sure to change the Microsoft Teams Rooms password as soon as possible.



  Machine AccountMachine Account

 Related topics

You can also manage the Local Administrator password by setting up a group policy where domain admins are

made local admins.

The Local admin password is not included as a choice during Setup.

Much like any Windows device, the Machine Name can be renamed by right-clicking in SettingsSettings  > AboutAbout >

Rename PCRename PC.

If you would like to rename the computer after joining it to a domain, use Rename-ComputerRename-Computer , a PowerShell

command, followed by the computer's new name.

Plan Microsoft Teams Rooms

Microsoft Teams Rooms requirements

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms

Configure a Microsoft Teams Rooms console

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms

Prerequisites for Microsoft Store for Business and Education

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-store/prerequisites-microsoft-store-for-business
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 Hardware requirements

C O N SO L EC O N SO L E P RO C ESSO RP RO C ESSO R RA MRA M DISKDISK

Crestron Flex UC-M130-T
with Intel NUC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC- B130-T
with Intel NUC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-B140-T
with Intel NUC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-C140-T
with Intel NUC

Core i7 8 GB 128 GB

Microsoft Teams Rooms scale to different room sizes. Teams Rooms use a wide variety of certified audio and

video peripherals based on the size and use of the room. By selecting the right core device and console,

combined with microphones, speakers, cameras, and displays appropriate for the space, you can deploy

Microsoft Teams Rooms into spaces of any size from small huddle spaces up through large conference spaces

and boardrooms. The full set of all available certified audio and video peripherals that may be used to configure

your room is available in the Device Showcase.

This article summarizes the device deployment and configuration requirements for supporting Microsoft Teams

Rooms.

Your deployment involves resource account creation and setup of Teams Rooms as described in Deploy

Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Refer to:

License options based on your plan: Microsoft Teams Rooms

Microsoft Teams Rooms sign in to Microsoft Teams, Skype for Business Server 2019, or Skype for Business Server 2015

and may join meetings hosted by any of these services.

Earlier platforms like Lync Server 2013 are not supported by Microsoft Teams Rooms. Microsoft Teams Rooms is not

supported in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 operated by 21Vianet, or DoD environments.

If you have an on-prem Exchange server, Microsoft Teams Rooms requires the use of Exchange Server 2013 SP1 or later.

A hardware deployment includes a selection of a Microsoft Teams Room system, combined with certified audio

and video peripherals, and a cabling solution to integrate these devices together. These options are described

here.

Suppor ted Microsoft Teams Room systemsSuppor ted Microsoft Teams Room systems

All current Microsoft Teams Room devices and bundles are available in the Room Systems product showcase.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/requirements.md
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=20&page=1&filterIds=
https://crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Tabletop-Conferencing-Systems/UC-M130-T
https://crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Wall-Mount-Conferencing-Systems/UC-B130-T
https://crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Wall-Mount-Conferencing-Systems/UC-B140-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Integrator-Kits/UC-C140-T


Crestron Flex UC-M150-T
with Intel NUC + CCS-UCA-
MIC

Core i7 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-MX150-T
with Intel NUC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-B160-T
with Intel NUC

Core i7 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-C160-T
with Intel NUC

Core i7 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-MMX30-T
with UC Presentation
Transmitter (UC-PR) and
ASUS PC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-BX30-T
with UC Presentation
Transmitter (UC-PR) and
ASUS PC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-CX100-T
with UC Presentation
Transmitter (UC-PR) and
ASUS PC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-B30-T
with ASUS PC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-C100-T
with ASUS PC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-M50-T
with ASUS PC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-M70-T
with ASUS PC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-MX50-T
with ASUS PC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Flex UC-MX70-T
with ASUS PC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Crestron Mercury Mini UC-
MM30-T

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Dell OptiPlex 7080 with
Logitech TAP

Core i7 16 GB 128 GB

HP Elite Slice for Meeting
Rooms G2

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

C O N SO L EC O N SO L E P RO C ESSO RP RO C ESSO R RA MRA M DISKDISK

https://crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Tabletop-Conferencing-Systems/UC-M150-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Audio/Microphones/Wired-Microphones/CCS-UCA-MIC-KIT
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Tabletop-Conferencing-Systems/UC-MX150-T
https://crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Wall-Mount-Conferencing-Systems/UC-B160-T
https://crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Integrator-Kits/UC-C160-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Tabletop-Conferencing-Systems/UC-MMX30-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Wall-Mount-Conferencing-Systems/UC-BX30-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Integrator-Kits/UC-CX100-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Wall-Mount-Conferencing-Systems/UC-B30-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Integrator-Kits/UC-C100-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Tabletop-Conferencing-Systems/UC-M50-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Tabletop-Conferencing-Systems/UC-M70-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Tabletop-Conferencing-Systems/UC-MX50-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Tabletop-Conferencing-Systems/UC-MX70-T
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Tabletop-Conferencing-Systems/UC-MM30-T
https://www.dell.com/work/shop/cty/pdp/spd/optiplex-7080-xe-teams
https://www8.hp.com/us/en/elite-family/elite-slice-for-meetings.html


HP Elite Slice G2 Audio
Ready with Microsoft Teams
Rooms

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

HP Slice Partner Ready with
Logitech TAP

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub
500

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Lenovo ThinkSmart Core Kit Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Logitech Tap with Intel NUC Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Logitech Tap and Intel Tiger
Canyon NUC PC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Logitech TAP Console with
Lenovo Core Compute

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Logitech Tap and Lenovo
ThinkSmart Tiny

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Poly G10-T with Lenovo
ThinkSmart Tiny

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Poly GC8 Console with
Lenovo Thinksmart Core

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Poly GC8 Console with Dell
Optiplex 7080

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC300 with Intel
NUC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC500 with Intel
NUC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC800 with Intel
NUC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC900 with Intel
NUC

Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC 300 II Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC400 Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC 500 II Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC 800 II Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

C O N SO L EC O N SO L E P RO C ESSO RP RO C ESSO R RA MRA M DISKDISK

https://store.hp.com/us/en/pdp/hp-elite-slice-for-meeting-rooms-g2-skype-room-systems-audio-ready?jumpid=cp_r12131_us/en/psg/elite_slice_for_meetings/product/shop-now-eliteslicemeeting-g2-audio
https://www.logitech.com/video-collaboration/partners/hp.html
https://news.lenovo.com/pressroom/press-releases/new-thinksmart-hub-collaboration-solution-from-lenovo-helps-organizations-embrace-hybrid-working-model/
https://www.logitech.com/product/microsoft-rooms
https://www.logitech.com/video-collaboration/partners/lenovo.html
https://www.poly.com/us/en/products/video-conferencing/g/g10
https://www.yealink.com/products_154.html
https://www.yealink.com/products_126.html
https://www.yealink.com/products_125.html
https://www.yealink.com/product/microsoft-teams-room-system-mvc900
https://www.yealink.com/product/microsoft-teams-room-system-mvc300II
https://www.yealink.com/product/microsoft-teams-room-system-mvc400
https://www.yealink.com/product/microsoft-teams-room-system-mvc500II
https://www.yealink.com/product/microsoft-teams-room-system-mvc800II


Yealink MVC 900 II Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC840 Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC940 Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC660 Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC640 Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

Yealink MVC320 Core i5 8 GB 128 GB

C O N SO L EC O N SO L E P RO C ESSO RP RO C ESSO R RA MRA M DISKDISK
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Surface Pro 6 Core i5 16 GB or 8 GB 128 GB or more

Surface Pro 
(fifth Gen)

Core i5 8 GB or 4 GB 128 GB or more

Surface Pro 4 Core i5 8 GB or 4 GB 128 GB or more

  Certified firmware versions for USB audio and video peripheralsCertified firmware versions for USB audio and video peripherals

M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M SM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S
P ERIP H ERA LP ERIP H ERA L C ERT IF IED F IRM WA RE VERSIO NC ERT IF IED F IRM WA RE VERSIO N

C A M ERA  SUP P O RT S C O N T EN TC A M ERA  SUP P O RT S C O N T EN T
C A M ERA  USEC A M ERA  USE

Aver VC520 Pro Camera +
Speakerphone

1004.35

Aver VC520 PRO2 Conferencing
System

00.0.7200.79

Aver VB342+ Camera Soundbar Soundbar: 0.0.0000.97

Aver CAM 540 0.0.6002.83

Core M3 processors are not supported.

You need a 32 GB or larger USB drive configured as bootable Windows installation media for Windows 10 Enterprise.

Suppor ted Surface Pro tablets for dock-style systemsSuppor ted Surface Pro tablets for dock-style systems

Surface Pro devices require one of the following docking station options:

Logitech SmartDock

Crestron SR

Polycom MSR Series

These devices are available at the Room System Accessories product showcase and

https://office.com/teamsdevices.

https://www.yealink.com/product/microsoft-teams-room-system-mvc900II
https://www.yealink.com/product/microsoft-teams-room-system-mvc840
https://www.yealink.com/product/microsoft-teams-room-system-mvc940
https://www.logitech.com/product/smartdock
https://www.crestron.com/products/line/sr-for-skype-for-business-room-system
https://www.polycom.com/hd-video-conferencing/microsoft-video/msr-series.html
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=73&page=1&filterIds=
https://office.com/teamsdevices
https://www.averusa.com/products/conference-camera/vc520pro
https://www.averusa.com/products/conference-camera/vc520pro2
https://www.averusa.com/products/conference-camera/vb342plus
https://www.averusa.com/products/conference-camera/cam540


Aver CAM 520 Pro 0.0.1000.73

Aver CAM 520 Pro 2 0.0.7200.3

Aver CAM 130 0.0.7450.02 ✔

Aver VB130 Camera Soundbar 0.0.7300.71

Bose Video Bar VB1 19.2

Biamp Devio SCR-20CX Web-Based
Conferencing Hub with Ceiling
Microphone

2.2.0.9

Biamp Devio SCR-20TX Web-Based
Conferencing Hub with Tabletop
Microphone

2.2.0.9

Crestron Huddly IQ 1.02.09.33901

Huddly Canvas 1.3.25 ✔

Huddly IQ 1.3.22

Huddly IQ Lite 1.3.29

Huddly IQ Camera 1.3.27

Jabra Panacast3 Camera 1.3.9.12

Jabra Panacast 50 Video Bar 1.13.7 ✔

Lenovo ThinkSmart Cam Camera 1.0.111.4

Lenovo ThinkSmart Bar 0.9.3

Lenovo ThinkSmart Bar Expand XL 5.9.5

Logitech Brio V2.2.50 ✔

Logitech 930e 8.0.914 ✔

Logitech Rally 1.2.4

Logitech Rally Bar 10.3.82

Logitech Rally Bar Mini 10.5.880

Logitech MeetUp Audio — 1.0.172 
Video — 1.0.156

M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M SM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S
P ERIP H ERA LP ERIP H ERA L C ERT IF IED F IRM WA RE VERSIO NC ERT IF IED F IRM WA RE VERSIO N
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https://www.averusa.com/products/conference-camera/cam520pro
https://www.averusa.com/products/conference-camera/cam520pro2
https://www.averusa.com/products/conference-camera/cam130
https://www.averusa.com/products/conference-camera/vb130
https://pro.bose.com/en_us/products/conferencing/videobars/bose-videobar-vb1.html?mc=25_PS_VB_BO_00_BI_&&msclkid=fc99b79880f714727a63e86ea0e5642a&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=US%20-%20Brand_Videobar%20VB1_Exact&utm_term=bose%20videobar%20vb1&utm_content=Bose%20Videobar%20VB1&gclid=fc99b79880f714727a63e86ea0e5642a&gclsrc=3p.ds
https://www.biamp.com/products/product-families/devio/huddle-room-solutions
https://www.biamp.com/products/product-families/devio/huddle-room-solutions
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Accessories/CCS-CAM-USB-F-400
https://www.huddly.com/blog/say-hello-to-huddly-canvas-our-latest-ai-technology-for-content-capture-and-enhancement/
https://www.huddly.com/conference-cameras/iq/
https://www.huddly.com/conference-cameras/iq/
https://www.huddly.com/conference-cameras/iq/
https://www.jabra.com/business/video-conferencing/jabra-panacast
https://www.jabra.com/business/video-conferencing/jabra-panacast-50
https://www.lenovo.com/us/en/accessories-and-monitors/webcams-and-video/webcams/SMARTOF-BO-ThinkSmart-Cam/p/4Y71C41660
https://www.lenovo.com/us/en/virtual-reality-and-smart-devices/smart-collaboration/thinksmart/ThinkSmart-Bar/p/11SP1TSSDBR
https://www.logitech.com/product/brio
https://www.logitech.com/product/c930e-webcam
https://www.logitech.com/product/rally-ultra-hd-conferencecam
https://www.logitech.com/products/video-conferencing/room-solutions/rallybar.960-001308.html
https://www.logitech.com/en-us/products/video-conferencing/room-solutions/rallybarmini.960-001336.html
https://www.logitech.com/product/meetup-conferencecam


Logitech ConferenceCam Connect 1.1.248.0 
1.1.684

Logitech Group 8.5.778

Logitech PTZ Pro 1.1.219

Logitech PTZ Pro 2

Logitech Scribe 1.1.1 ✔

Nureva HDL300 2.3.6

Poly Eagle Eye Cube Camera 1.2.0

Polycom EagleEye IV 1.0.0

Polycom CX5100 1.2.0.70232

Polycom Eagle Eye Director II 2.1.0.10

Polycom Studio Soundbar 1.1.2.000570

Poly Sync 40 0.0.94.1461

Poly Sync 60 0.0.150.1671

Polycom Trio 8500 / 8800 5.7.2.3205

Poly Trio C60 5.9.5.3066

Poly Studio P15 Video Bar 1.2.0.000287

EPOS SP 220 MS 2.0.12.0

EPOS SP20 1.2.15

EPOS SP30 2.1.52

EPOS SP30T 3.2.63

EPOS Expand 80T + 2 Extension Mics Speakerphone — 4.6.55 
Extension Mic — 0.2.314

EPOS Expand Capture 5 1.0.1

Jabra 510 2.10.0

Jabra 710 1.8.0

M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M SM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S
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https://www.logitech.com/product/conferencecam-connect
https://www.logitech.com/product/conferencecam-group
https://www.logitech.com/product/conferencecam-ptz-pro
https://www.logitech.com/product/conferencecam-ptz-pro2
https://www.logitech.com/en-us/products/video-conferencing/room-solutions/scribe.960-001332.html
https://www.nureva.com/audio-conferencing/hdl300
https://www.polycom.com/products-services/hd-telepresence-video-conferencing/realpresence-accessories/eagleeye-cameras.html
https://www.poly.com/us/en/products/video-conferencing/eagleeye/eagleeye-iv
https://www.polycom.com/products-services/products-for-microsoft/lync-optimized/cx5100-unified-conference-station.mdl
https://www.polycom.com/hd-video-conferencing/peripherals/eagleeye-director-ii.html
https://www.polycom.com/hd-video-conferencing/room-video-systems/polycom-studio.html
https://www.poly.com/us/en/products/phones/sync/sync-40
https://www.poly.com/us/en/products/phones/sync/sync-60
https://www.polycom.com/voice-conferencing-solutions/conference-phones/trio.html
https://www.poly.com/us/en/products/phones/trio/trio-c60
https://www.poly.com/us/en/products/video-conferencing/studio-p/studio-p15
http://no-no.sennheiser.com/dual-speakerphones-sp-220-ms-uc
https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/sp-20-ml-142ee5ca-speakerphone-1000226
https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/sp-30-78c0cecc-bluetooth-speakerphone-1000223
https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/sp-30t-b949fe9a-bluetooth-speakerphone-1000225
https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/expand-80t-bluetooth-speakerphone-1000203
https://www.eposaudio.com/en/us/enterprise/products/expand-capture-5-speakerphone-1000895
http://www.jabra.com/support/Jabra-SPEAK%25E2%2584%25A2-510_7510-209
http://www.jabra.com/business/speakerphones/jabra-speak-series/jabra-speak-710


Jabra 810 1.2.23

Yamaha YVC-1000 100c

Yamaha YVC-1000MS 1.0.0

Yealink CP900 100.20.0.29

Yealink UVC30 105.420.0.11 ✔

Yealink UVC40 All-in-one Video bar 128.410.0.10

Shure Intellimix P300 Audio
Conferencing Processor+
Shure MXA 310 Table Array Mic

4.1

Shure Intellimix P300 Audio
Conferencing Processor + 
Shure MXA 910 with Intellimix Ceiling
Array Mic

4.1

Shure Intellimix P300 Audio
Conferencing Processor+
Shure MXA 310 Table Array Mic +

MXN5W-C Ceiling speaker

P300 DSP: 4.1.11 
MXA310 Table Array mic: 4.1.41 
MXN5W-C Speaker: 1.0.4

Shure Intellimix P300 Audio
Conferencing Processor + 
Shure MXA 910 with Intellimix Ceiling
Array Mic +

MXN5W-C Ceiling speaker

P300 DSP: 4.1.11 
MXA910 Ceiling Array mic: 4.1.41 
MXN5W-C Speaker: 1.0.4

Shure MXA 710 2ft Table Linear Array
Microphone + 
Shure Intellimix P300 Audio
Conferencing Processor +

MXN5-C Ceiling Speaker

MXA710 2ft Table Linear Array Mic:
1.2.0 
P300 DSP: 4.4.8 
MXN5-C Speaker: 1.1.1

Shure MXA 710 4ft Wall Linear Array
Microphone + 
Shure Intellimix P300 Audio
Conferencing Processor +

MXN5-C Ceiling Speaker

MXA710 4ft Wall Linear Array Mic:
1.2.0 
P300 DSP: 4.4.8 
MXN5-C Speaker: 1.1.1
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http://www.jabra.com/supportpages/jabra-speak-810
http://www.yamaha.com/products/en/communication/usb_conference_speakerphones/yvc-1000/
https://uc.yamaha.com/products/conference-phones/usb-bluetooth/
https://www.yealink.com/products_150.html
https://www.yealink.com/product/microsoft-teams-room-system-uvc30
https://www.yealink.com/product/usb-videobar-uvc40
https://www.shure.com/products/mixers/p300
https://www.shure.com/products/microphones/mxa310
https://www.shure.com/products/mixers/p300
https://www.shure.com/products/microphones/mxa910
https://www.shure.com/products/mixers/p300
https://www.shure.com/products/microphones/mxa310
https://www.shure.com/en-US/products/loudspeakers/mxn5
https://www.shure.com/products/mixers/p300
https://www.shure.com/products/microphones/mxa910
https://www.shure.com/en-US/products/loudspeakers/mxn5
https://www.shure.com/products/microphones/mxa710
https://www.shure.com/products/mixers/p300
https://www.shure.com/en-US/products/loudspeakers/mxn5
https://www.shure.com/products/microphones/mxa710
https://www.shure.com/products/mixers/p300
https://www.shure.com/en-US/products/loudspeakers/mxn5


Shure MXA 910 with Intellimix Ceiling
Array Microphone + 
Shure Intellimix Room Software +
Crestron UC-C100-T

Shure Intellimix Room Software:
3.0.4.14 
Shure MXA 910 with Intellimix Ceiling
Array Microphone: 4.4.11 
Shure MXN5-C Speakers: 1.2.1 
Crestron UC-C100-T: windows IOT
19h2/20h2 OS version with 4.8.31.0
MTR app version 
BIOS: ASUS Tek Computer INC 9934
8/27/2020 
CPU: i5-9500TCPU 
Physical Memory: 8GB RAM

Biamp Tesira Fore AVB VT4 Fixed audio
DSP+ ‡
Sennheiser TeamConnect Ceiling 2
Microphone+ ‡

Tesira EX-UBT ‡

Biamp DSP: 3.12.0.15 
TCC2: 1.3.3 

EX-UBT: 3.12.0.15

Biamp Tesira FORTÉ AVB VT4 Audio
DSP+ 
Biamp Parlé TCM-XA Ceiling
Microphone+

Biamp Desono C-IC6 ceiling mounted
loudspeaker

Audio FW version: 3.15

Biamp TesiraFORTE AVB VT4+ 
Parle TTM-X(Table Mic)+

Ex-UBT

Audio FW version: 3.15

Bose ControlSpace EX-440C DSP + 
Bose P2600A AmpLink Amplifier +
Sennheiser TCC2 Ceiling Microphone +
Bose EdgeMax EM180 Ceiling Speaker

Bose DSP: 2.290 
P2600A : 1.160 
TCC2: 1.4.2

Bose ControlSpace EX-440C DSP + 
Bose P2600A AmpLink Amplifier +
Sennheiser TCC2 Ceiling Microphone +
Bose DesignMax DM2C-P Ceiling
Speaker

Bose DSP: 2.290 
P2600A : 1.160 
TCC2: 1.4.2

Bose ControlSpace EX-1280C DSP +
Bose P2600A AmpLink Amplifier +
Sennheiser TCC2 Ceiling Microphone +
DesignMax DM2C -LP  Ceiling Speaker

Bose DSP: 2.290 
P2600A : 1.160 
TCC2: 1.4.2

Bose ControlSpace EX-1280C DSP +
Bose P2600A AmpLink Amplifier+
Sennheiser TCC2 Ceiling Microphone +
EdgeMax EM180 Ceiling Speaker

Bose DSP: 2.290 
P2600A : 1.160 
TCC2: 1.4.2
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https://www.shure.com/products/microphones/mxa910
https://www.shure.com/products/software/intellimix_room
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Integrator-Kits/UC-C100-T
https://www.biamp.com/products/tesira-fixed-audio-dsp
https://sennheiser.com/tcc2
https://www.biamp.com/products/tesira/tesira-expanders
https://www.biamp.com/products/tesira-fixed-audio-dsp
https://www.biamp.com/products/product-families/parle/parle-microphones
https://www.biamp.com/products/tesira-speakers
https://www.biamp.com/products/tesira-fixed-audio-dsp
https://www.biamp.com/products/product-families/parle/parle-microphones
https://pro.bose.com/en_us/solutions/bose-work/es1-ceiling-audio-solution.html
https://pro.bose.com/en_us/solutions/bose-work/es1-ceiling-audio-solution.html
https://pro.bose.com/en_us/products/signal_processing_and_networking/controlspace_ex/cs_ex_1280c.html#v=cs_ex_1280c_black
https://pro.bose.com/en_us/solutions/bose-work/es1-ceiling-audio-solution.html
https://pro.bose.com/en_us/products/loudspeakers/background_foreground/designmax/designmax_dm2c_lp.html#v=designmax_dm2c_lp_black
https://pro.bose.com/en_us/products/signal_processing_and_networking/controlspace_ex/cs_ex_1280c.html#v=cs_ex_1280c_black
https://pro.bose.com/en_us/solutions/bose-work/es1-ceiling-audio-solution.html
https://pro.bose.com/en_us/products/loudspeakers/background_foreground/edgemax/edgemax_em180.html#v=edgemax_em180_white


QSC Q-SYS Core (110f, 8 Flex, Nano,
or NV-32-H) + 
Sennheiser TCC2 Ceiling Microphone +
QSC Amplifier (SPA series or CX-Q
series) + 
QSC AcousticDesign Series Speakers +
QSC IP Camera (PTZ-IP 20x60, PTZ-IP
12x72) optional + 
QSC Q-SYS I/O USB Bridge optional

QSC Q-SYS Core, PTZ-IP Camera, and
I/O USB Bridge: QSC Q-SYS Designer
9.0.1-2104.022 
Sennheiser TCC2 Ceiling Microphone:
TCC2 - 1.5.1, Dante 1.2.0 
QSC Amplifiers: N/A 
QSC AcousticDesign Series
Loudspeakers: N/A
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  USB extendersUSB extenders

NOTENOTE

RO O M  T Y P ERO O M  T Y P E N UM B ER O F  P EO P L EN UM B ER O F  P EO P L E
REC O M M EN DED M A XIM UM  DISTA N C EREC O M M EN DED M A XIM UM  DISTA N C E
F RO M  M IC RO P H O N E TO  SP EA KERF RO M  M IC RO P H O N E TO  SP EA KER

FocusFocus 
10' x 9'

2–4 1.5 m

SmallSmall 
16' x 16'

4–6 2.0 m

MediumMedium 
18' x 20'

6–12 2.4 m

LargeLarge 
15' x 32'

12–16 3 m 
This distance also applies to the area
covered by each connected satellite
microphone.

‡ Customers may choose either the Dante interface or the network switch recommended by Biamp/Sennheiser

for this bundle.

USB ports on tablet docks are USB 3.0 compatible. You can use a USB 2.x extender but you'll be limited to

USB 2.x speeds on the far end. Extenders are not recommended for USB 3.0 peripherals.

An extender must meet USB 2.0 or newer specifications.

Tablet docks support at least two stages of external USB hub extension. If you connect more than two

USB hubs in series, check with the dock manufacturer to confirm whether they support series

connection.

Wired GbE connection in the room. Ethernet cable of appropriate length.

Up to two 1080p displays with HDMI connections. HDMI cables of appropriate length.

A consumer TV used as a front of room display needs to support/enable the Consumer Electronics Control (CEC) feature

of HDMI so that it can switch automatically to an active video source from standby mode. This feature is not supported

on all TVs.

Microsoft Teams Rooms does not use a keyboard. If needed, the Admin should use the on-screen keyboard. A USB

keyboard or mouse will be required when imaging the Microsoft Teams Rooms device.

The following tables provide recommendations for peripherals based on room size:

Microsoft Teams Rooms Cer tified Audio PeripheralsMicrosoft Teams Rooms Cer tified Audio Peripherals

Microsoft Teams Rooms Cer tified Video PeripheralsMicrosoft Teams Rooms Cer tified Video Peripherals

https://www.qsc.com/solutions-products/q-sys-ecosystem/processing/core-110f/
https://www.qsc.com/solutions-products/q-sys-ecosystem/processing/core-8-flex/
https://www.qsc.com/solutions-products/q-sys-ecosystem/processing/core-nano/
https://www.qsc.com/solutions-products/q-sys-ecosystem/processing/nv-32-h-core-capable/
https://en-us.sennheiser.com/tcc2
https://www.qsc.com/solutions-products/power-amplifiers/installed/non-network/low-power-applications/spa-series/
https://www.qsc.com/solutions-products/power-amplifiers/installed/network/cx-q-series/
https://www.qsc.com/solutions-products/loudspeakers/installed/passive/solutions/acousticdesigntm-series-solutions/
https://www.qsc.com/solutions-products/q-sys-ecosystem/video/ptz-ip-conference-cameras/
https://www.qsc.com/solutions-products/q-sys-ecosystem/video/ptz-ip-conference-cameras/
https://www.qsc.com/solutions-products/q-sys-ecosystem/audio-io-peripherals/io-usb-bridge/
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FocusFocus 
10' x 9'

2–4

SmallSmall 
16' x 16'

4–6

MediumMedium 
18' x 20'

6–12

LargeLarge 
15' x 32'

12–16

NOTENOTE

 See also

Front of room display resolution should be set to no greater than 1920x1080p.

Browse All Bundles

Plan for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms

Configure a Microsoft Teams Rooms console

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms

https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices
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NOTENOTE

 Hardware security

Microsoft works with our partners to deliver a solution that is secure and doesn't require additional actions to

secure Microsoft Teams Rooms. This article discusses many of the security features found in Teams Rooms.

Microsoft Teams Rooms should not be treated like a typical end-user workstation. Not only are the use cases vastly

different, but the default security profiles are also much different. This article applies to Microsoft Teams Rooms devices

running on Windows.

Limited end-user data is stored on Teams Rooms. End-user data may be stored in the log files for

troubleshooting and support only. At no point can an attendee of a meeting using Teams Rooms copy files to the

hard drive or sign in as themselves. No end-user data is transferred to, or accessible by, the Microsoft Teams

Rooms device.

Even though end users can't put files on a Teams Rooms hard drive, Microsoft Defender is still enabled. Teams

Rooms performance is tested with Microsoft Defender. Disabling this or adding endpoint security software can

lead to unpredictable results and potential system degradation.

In a Teams Rooms environment, there's a central compute module that runs Windows 10 IoT Enterprise edition.

Every certified compute module must have a secure mounting solution, a security lock slot (for example,

Kensington lock), and I/O port access security measures to prevent the connection of unauthorized devices. You

can also disable specific ports via Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) configuration.

Every certified compute module must ship with Trusted Platform Module (TPM) 2.0 compliant technology

enabled by default. TPM is used to encrypt the login information for the Teams Rooms resource account.

Secure boot is enabled by default. Secure boot is a security standard developed by members of the PC industry

to help make sure that a device boots using only software that is trusted by the Original Equipment

Manufacturer (OEM). When the PC starts, the firmware checks the signature of each piece of boot software,

including UEFI firmware drivers (also known as Option ROMs), EFI applications, and the operating system. If the

signatures are valid, the PC boots, and the firmware gives control to the operating system. For more

information, see Secure boot.

Access to UEFI settings is only possible by attaching a physical keyboard and mouse. This prevents being able to

access UEFI via the Teams Rooms touch-enabled console as well as any other touch-enabled displays attached to

Teams Rooms.

Kernel Direct Memory Access (DMA) Protection is a Windows 10 setting that is enabled on Teams Rooms. With

this feature, the OS and the system firmware protect the system against malicious and unintended DMA attacks

for all DMA-capable devices:

During the boot process.

Against malicious DMA by devices connected to easily accessible internal/external DMA-capable ports,

such as M.2 PCIe slots and Thunderbolt 3, during OS runtime.

Teams Rooms also enables Hypervisor-protected code integrity (HVCI). One of the features provided by HVCI is

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/security.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/design/device-experiences/oem-secure-boot
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Credential Guard. Credential Guard provides the following benefits:

Hardware securityHardware security  NTLM, Kerberos, and Credential Manager take advantage of platform security

features, including Secure Boot and virtualization, to protect credentials.

Vir tualization-based securityVir tualization-based security  Windows NTLM and Kerberos derived credentials and other secrets run

in a protected environment that is isolated from the running operating system.

Better protection against advanced persistent threatsBetter protection against advanced persistent threats  When Credential Manager domain

credentials, NTLM, and Kerberos derived credentials are protected using virtualization-based security, the

credential theft attack techniques and tools used in many targeted attacks are blocked. Malware running

in the operating system with administrative privileges can't extract secrets that are protected by

virtualization-based security.

After Microsoft Windows boots, Teams Rooms automatically signs into a local Windows user account named

Skype. The Skype account has no password. To make the Skype account session secure, the following steps are

taken.

Don't change the password or edit the local Skype user account. Doing so can prevent Teams Rooms from automatically

signing in.

The Microsoft Teams Rooms app runs using the Assigned Access feature found in Windows 10 1903 and later.

Assigned Access is a feature in Windows 10 that limits the application entry points exposed to the user. This is

what enables single-app kiosk mode. Using Shell Launcher, Teams Rooms is configured as a kiosk device that

runs a Windows desktop application as the user interface. The Microsoft Teams Rooms app replaces the default

shell (explorer.exe) that usually runs when a user logs on. In other words, the traditional Explorer shell does not

get launched at all. This greatly reduces the Microsoft Teams Rooms vulnerability surface within Windows. For

more information, see Configure kiosks and digital signs on Windows desktop editions.

If you decide to run a security scan or a Center for Internet Security (CIS) benchmark on Teams Rooms, the scan

can only run under the context of a local administrator account as the Skype user account doesn't support

running applications other than the Teams Rooms app. Many of the security features applied to the Skype user

context don't apply to other local users and, as a result, these security scans won't surface the full security

lockdown applied to the Skype account. Therefore, it is not recommended to run a local scan on Teams Rooms.

However, you can run external penetration tests if so desired. Because of this, we recommend that you run

external penetration tests against Teams Rooms devices instead of running local scans.

Additionally, lock down policies are applied to limit non-administrative features from being used. A keyboard

filter is enabled to intercept and block potentially insecure keyboard combinations that aren't covered by

Assigned Access policies. Only users with local or domain administrative rights are permitted to sign into

Windows to manage Teams Rooms. These and other policies applied to Windows on Microsoft Teams Rooms

devices are continually assessed and tested during the product lifecycle.

Teams Rooms devices include an administrative account named "Admin" with a default password. We strongly

recommend that you change the default password as soon as possible after you complete setup.

The Admin account isn't required for proper operation of Teams Rooms devices and can be renamed or even

deleted. However, before you delete the Admin account, make sure that you set up an alternate local

administrator account configured before removing the one that ships with Teams Rooms devices. For more

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/configuration/kiosk-methods
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information on how to change a password for a local Windows account using built-in Windows tools or

PowerShell, see the following:

Change or reset your Windows password

Set-LocalUser

You can also import domain accounts into the local Windows Administrator group. You can do this for Azure AD

accounts by using Intune. For more information, see Policy CSP – RestrictedGroups..

If you are using Crestron consoles, be sure to also update the Admin password on the console as well as on the compute

module. For more information, contact Crestron.

If you delete or disable the Admin account before granting local Administrator permissions to another local or

domain account, you may lose the ability to administer the Teams Rooms device. If this happens, you'll need to

reset the device back to its original settings and complete the setup process again.

Don't grant local Administrator permissions to the Skype user account.

Windows Configuration Designer can be used to create Windows 10 provisioning packages. Along with

changing the local Admin password, you can also do things like changing the machine name and enrolling into

Azure Active Directory. For more information on creating a Windows Configuration Designer provisioning

package, see Provisioning packages for Windows 10.

You need to create a resource account for each Teams Rooms device so that it can sign into Teams. You can't use

two-factor or multi-factor authentication with this account. Requiring a second factor would prevent the account

from being able to automatically sign into the Teams Rooms app after a reboot. However, you can enable

Modern Authentication for additional security for this account. In addition, location based Conditional Access

policies can be deployed for the resource account to prevent signing into the account from an unapproved

location. For more information, see Using the location condition in a Conditional Access policy

We recommend that you create the resource account in Azure AD, if possible. While a synced account can work

with Teams Rooms in hybrid deployments, these synced accounts often have difficulty signing into Teams

Rooms and can be difficult to troubleshoot. If you choose to use a third-party federation service to authenticate

the credentials for the resource account, ensure the third-party IDP responds with the wsTrustResponse  attribute

set to urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:assertion .

Generally, Teams Rooms has the same network requirements as any Microsoft Teams client. Access through

firewalls and other security devices is the same for Teams Rooms as for any other Microsoft Teams client.

Specific to Teams Rooms, the categories listed as "required" for Teams must be open on your firewall. Teams

Rooms also needs access to Windows Update, Microsoft Store, and Microsoft Intune (if you use Microsoft Intune

to manage your devices). For the full list of IPs and URLs required for Microsoft Teams Rooms, see:

Microsoft TeamsMicrosoft Teams Office 365 URLs and IP address ranges

Windows UpdateWindows Update Configure WSUS

Microsoft StoreMicrosoft Store Prerequisites for Microsoft Store for Business and Education

Microsoft IntuneMicrosoft Intune Network Endpoints for Microsoft Intune

If you're using the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed services component of Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium,

you also need to make sure that Teams Rooms can access the following URLs:

agent.rooms.microsoft.com

https://support.microsoft.com/windows/change-or-reset-your-windows-password-8271d17c-9f9e-443f-835a-8318c8f68b9c
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/microsoft.powershell.localaccounts/set-localuser?view=powershell-5.1#example-2--change-the-password-on-an-account
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/client-management/mdm/policy-csp-restrictedgroups
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/configuration/provisioning-packages/provisioning-packages
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/location-condition
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges?view=o365-worldwide#skype-for-business-online-and-microsoft-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/administration/windows-server-update-services/deploy/2-configure-wsus#211-connection-from-the-wsus-server-to-the-internet
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-store/prerequisites-microsoft-store-for-business#proxy-configuration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/fundamentals/intune-endpoints
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global.azure-devices-provisioning.net

gj3ftstorage.blob.core.windows.net

iothubsgagwt5wgvwg6.azure-devices.net

blobssgagwt5wgvwg6.blob.core.windows.net

mmrstgnoamiot.azure-devices.net

mmrstgnoamstor.blob.core.windows.net

mmrprodapaciot.azure-devices.net

mmrprodapacstor.blob.core.windows.net

mmrprodemeaiot.azure-devices.net

mmrprodemeastor.blob.core.windows.net

mmrprodnoamiot.azure-devices.net

mmrprodnoamstor.blob.core.windows.net

Teams Rooms is configured to automatically keep itself patched with the latest Windows updates, including

security updates. Teams Rooms installs any pending updates every day beginning at 2:00am using a pre-set

local policy. There is no need to use additional tools to deploy and apply Windows Updates. Using additional

tools to deploy and apply updates can delay the installation of Windows patches and thus lead to a less secure

deployment. The Teams Rooms app is deployed using the Microsoft Store. If your devices are licensed with

Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard, any new versions of the app are automatically installed during the nightly

patching process. If your devices are licensed with Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium and enrolled in the

Microsoft Managed Service, new versions of the Teams Rooms app are installed per your defined rollout plan.

Teams Rooms devices work with most 802.1X or other network-based security protocols. However, we're not

able to test Teams Rooms against all possible network security configurations. Therefore, if performance issues

arise that can be traced to network performance issues, you may need to disable these protocols if they're

configured in your organization.

For optimum performance of real time media, we strongly recommend that you configure Teams media traffic

to bypass proxy servers and other network security devices. Real time media is very latency sensitive and proxy

servers and network security devices can significantly degrade users' video and audio quality. Also, because

Teams media is already encrypted, there's no tangible benefit from passing the traffic through a proxy server.

For more information, see Networking up (to the cloud) — One architect’s viewpoint which discusses network

recommendations to improve the performance of media with Microsoft Teams and Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Teams Rooms doesn't support authenticated proxy servers.

Teams Rooms devices don't need to connect to an internal LAN. Consider placing Teams Rooms in a secure

network segment with direct Internet access. If your internal LAN becomes compromised, the attack vector

opportunities towards Teams Rooms will be reduced.

We strongly recommend that you connect your Teams Rooms devices to a wired network. The use of wireless

networks on Teams Rooms devices isn't recommended or certified. Some connectivity features, such as Wi-Fi

Sense, are disabled by default.

Proximity Join and other Teams Rooms features rely on Bluetooth. However, the Bluetooth implementation on

Teams Rooms devices doesn't allow for an external device connection to a Teams Rooms device. Bluetooth

technology use on Teams Rooms devices is currently limited to advertising beacons and prompted proximal

connections. The ADV_NONCONN_INT  protocol data unit (PDU) type is used in the advertising beacon. This PDU

type is for non-connectable devices advertising information to the listening device. There is no Bluetooth device

pairing as part of these features. Additional details on Bluetooth protocols can be found on the Bluetooth SIG

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/networking-design-principles?view=o365-worldwide
https://www.bluetooth.com/blog/bluetooth-low-energy-it-starts-with-advertising/


website.



   

 

Teams Meeting Room Licensing Update
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 Licensing Solutions for Shared Communication Devices

  
M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M SM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S
STA N DA RDSTA N DA RD M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S P REM IUMM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S P REM IUM

Microsoft Teams ✔ ✔

Phone System ✔ ✔

Audio Conferencing ✔ ¹ ✔ ¹

Microsoft Intune ✔ ✔

Azure Active Directory P1 ✔ ✔

Worldwide Availability ✔ ² ✔ ²

Channel Availability EA, EAS, CSP, 
Web Direct

EA, EAS, CSP, 
Web Direct

Managed Services ✔ ³

NOTENOTE

  
Y O U H AVE M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S.  Y O U H AVE M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S.  
H ERE 'S W H AT  Y O U N EED TO  B UY :H ERE 'S W H AT  Y O U N EED TO  B UY :

Y O U H AVE SKY P E  F O R B USIN ESSY O U H AVE SKY P E  F O R B USIN ESS
SERVER 2015/ 2019 ( O N - P REM ISES) .  SERVER 2015/ 2019 ( O N - P REM ISES) .  
H ERE 'S W H AT  Y O U N EED TO  B UY :H ERE 'S W H AT  Y O U N EED TO  B UY :

Microsoft has two dedicated SKUs for licensing meetings and calling on a per-device basis for meeting room

devices (such as Microsoft Teams Rooms, Microsoft Surface Hub, and collaboration bars for Microsoft Teams).

¹ Availability and included minutes may vary by region. To verify service availability, refer to Country and region

availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans. Consumption charges may apply for additional services,

such as toll-free, international minutes for domestic plans, etc. Customers can disable these features to avoid

additional billing.

² Not available in sovereign clouds

³ For more information and availability, see Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service.

Both licenses contain entitlements for Skype for Business Online, which was retired on July 31, 2021.

The following table lists the features that are available in Microsoft Teams Rooms and what licenses you need to

buy to get them.

The room that is being set up needs to be a user object and have these licenses assigned to it.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/rooms-licensing.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans


Join a scheduled meeting Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard or
Premium

Skype for Business Server Standard
CAL

Initiate an ad hoc meeting Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard or
Premium

Skype for Business Server Standard
CAL 
Skype for Business Server Enterprise
CAL

Initiate an ad hoc meeting and dial out
from a meeting to phone numbers

Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard or
Premium

Skype for Business Standard CAL 
Skype for Business Server Enterprise
CAL

Give the room a phone number and
make or receive a call from the room
or join an audio conference using a
phone number

With Direct Routing and/or Operator
Connect: Microsoft Teams Rooms
Standard or Premium
Without Direct Routing or Operator
Connect: Domestic or International
Calling Plan
Microsoft 365 Business Voice

Skype for Business Server Standard
CAL 
Skype for Business Server Plus CAL

Manage your room device with
Microsoft Intune

Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard or
Premium

Microsoft Intune subscription with on-
premises MDM

Microsoft Teams Rooms Managed
Services

Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium

  
Y O U H AVE M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S.  Y O U H AVE M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S.  
H ERE 'S W H AT  Y O U N EED TO  B UY :H ERE 'S W H AT  Y O U N EED TO  B UY :

Y O U H AVE SKY P E  F O R B USIN ESSY O U H AVE SKY P E  F O R B USIN ESS
SERVER 2015/ 2019 ( O N - P REM ISES) .  SERVER 2015/ 2019 ( O N - P REM ISES) .  
H ERE 'S W H AT  Y O U N EED TO  B UY :H ERE 'S W H AT  Y O U N EED TO  B UY :

NOTENOTE
If you have existing licenses assigned for room systems, these will continue to work without any interruption. You should

move to use the Meeting Room SKU when existing licenses expire.

See also Great meeting room experiences: Meet the new Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard and Premium.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/mdm/plan-design/plan-on-premises-mdm
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/2020/07/21/microsoft-teams-meetings-hybrid-workplace-options/


   

 

Plan Microsoft Teams Rooms management with
Azure Monitor
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 Functional overview

 Azure Monitor requirements

This article discusses planning considerations for using Azure Monitor to administer Microsoft Teams Rooms

devices in your Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business implementation.

Azure Monitor is a collection of management services that were designed in the cloud from the start. Rather

than deploying and managing on-premise resources, Azure Monitor components are entirely hosted in Azure.

Configuration is minimal, and you can be up and running literally in a matter of minutes. With some

customization work, it can aid in managing Microsoft Teams Rooms conferencing systems by providing real-

time notifications of system health or faults for individual room systems, and it can potentially scale up to

managing thousands of Microsoft Teams Rooms conference rooms.

This article provides a discussion of the requirements, design/architecture, and implementation best practices

needed to implement Azure Monitor based management of Microsoft Teams Rooms conference devices, and

provides links to detailed articles on implementing Azure Monitor for Microsoft Teams Rooms and critical

reference information for ongoing monitoring of Microsoft Teams Rooms rooms.

The Microsoft Teams Rooms app on the console device writes events to its Windows Event Log. A Microsoft

Monitoring agent, once installed, passes the information to Azure Monitor service.

Once properly configured, Log Analytics parses the JSON payload embedded in the event descriptions to

describe how each Microsoft Teams Rooms system is functioning and what faults are detected.

An administrator using Azure Monitor can get notifications of Microsoft Teams Rooms systems that are offline

or are experiencing app, connectivity, or hardware failures as well as knowing if a system needs to be restarted.

Each system status is updated frequently, so these notifications are close to real-time updates.

You must have a valid Azure subscription for Azure Monitor to use Log Analytics feature. See Get started with a

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/azure-monitor-plan.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/learn/quick-create-workspace


  Related TasksRelated Tasks

 Individual Microsoft Teams Rooms Console requirements

 Ongoing management

  Related TasksRelated Tasks

 See also

Log Analytics workspace to create a subscription for your organization.

You should familiarize yourself as necessary on how to use the Log Analytics View Designer. See Views in Log

Analytics for those details.

1. Once subscribed to Azure Monitor Log Analytics, create custom fields (as described in Map custom fields)

needed to parse the information that will be sent from Microsoft Teams Rooms consoles. This includes

understanding the JSON schema documented in Understand the log entries.

2. Develop a Microsoft Teams Rooms management view in Log Analytics. You can Create a Microsoft Teams

Rooms dashboard manually.

Each Microsoft Teams Rooms console is an app running on a Surface Pro device in kiosk mode (normally, it's

configured to be the only app that can run on the device). As with any Windows app, the Microsoft Teams

Rooms app writes events like startup and hardware faults to the Windows Event Log. Adding an Microsoft

Monitor agent on your Microsoft Teams Rooms device allows these events to be collected. (See Connect

Windows computers to the Log Analytics service in Azure for details.)

While using Azure Monitor to manage your Microsoft Teams Rooms devices, you'll need to understand the

information contained in the event logs used by Azure Monitor. See Understand the log entries for details on

these health messages.

Understand the Alerts generated by Microsoft Teams Rooms and how to resolve them (see the section titled

Understand the log entries)

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms management with Azure Monitor

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms devices with Azure Monitor

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/view-designer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/agent-windows
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 Site readiness

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

 Service readiness

Deployment of Microsoft Teams Rooms essentially breaks down into phases:

Confirming that your deployment locations (spaces) meet the deployment dependencies

Creating Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business and Exchange accounts and assigning them to the console

devices (see Configure accounts for Microsoft Teams Rooms)

(Optional) Setting up Azure Monitor for your systems (see Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms management with

Azure Monitor

Setting up Teams Rooms in meeting spaces and connecting the peripheral devices you need (see the OEM

documentation for your set of devices)

While the ordered devices are being delivered to your organization, work with your networking, facilities, and

AV teams to make sure that deployment dependencies are met and each site and space is ready in terms of

power, networking, and display. In addition, make sure the physical installation requirements are met. For

physical installation considerations, consult with your vendor and leverage the experience of your AV team

when installing and mounting screens and running cabling.

You can find out more about these dependencies in the planning guidance links below:

Check network availability

Certificates

Proxy

Pro TipPro Tip - If you must use proxy servers to provide access to Teams, first review this article. When it comes to

Microsoft Teams real-time media traffic over proxy servers, we recommend bypassing proxy servers altogether.

Microsoft Teams traffic is already encrypted, so proxy servers don't make it more secure. As part of your wider

deployment, we recommend that you follow the guidance in Prepare your network for Teams for bandwidth

planning and assessing your network's suitability for real-time traffic.

Confirm that your sites meet the key requirements
for Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Confirm that you've provided sufficient bandwidth for
each site.

Start to plan your device deployment and
configuration.

To prepare for your Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment, do the following key, central tasks:

Define Microsoft Teams Rooms resource accounts.

If joining Teams Room to Azure Active Directory, prepare an Azure AD group with dynamic membership to

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/rooms-deploy.md


  Define Microsoft Teams Rooms resource account featuresDefine Microsoft Teams Rooms resource account features

SC EN A RIOSC EN A RIO DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N
M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S SERVIC EM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S SERVIC E
A C C O UN T  F EAT UREA C C O UN T  F EAT URE

Interactive meetings Using voice, video, and screen sharing;
making the Microsoft Teams Rooms a
bookable resource

Enabled for Microsoft Teams or Skype
for Business; enabled for Exchange
(Resource Mailbox)

Dial-in conferencing Have an audio conferencing phone
number when tapping "New meeting"
on the console

Enabled for Audio Conferencing

Outbound/inbound PSTN Calling Enable the Microsoft Teams Rooms
console to make and receive PSTN calls

Enabled for Phone System

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

SIT ESIT E RO O M  N A M ERO O M  N A M E RO O M  T Y P ERO O M  T Y P E
F UT URE RO O MF UT URE RO O M
C A PA B IL IT IESC A PA B IL IT IES

M IC RO SO F T  T EA M SM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S
RO O M S A C C O UN TRO O M S A C C O UN T
F EAT URESF EAT URES

London HQ Curie Medium 1 screen, audio and
video plus
presentation 
Dial-in conferencing
access
PSTN access

Enabled for Exchange
(Resource Mailbox) 
Enabled for Audio
Conferencing 
Enabled for Phone
System

hold all of the Teams Rooms resource accounts. This will simplify future management, such as applying

Conditional Access policies.

If joining Teams Room to Active Directory, prepare an organizational unit and Active Directory group to hold

your Microsoft Teams Rooms machine and service accounts, and—optionally—prepare Group Policy objects

(GPOs) to enable PowerShell remoting.

Depending on the collaboration scenarios that you've decided to enable with your Microsoft Teams Rooms

deployment, you'll need to determine the features and capabilities that you assign to each Microsoft Teams

Room that you enable.

For more information about Microsoft Teams Rooms accounts, see Configure accounts for Microsoft Teams

Rooms.

Decide which scenarios you'll support, and identify
licensing requirements for your Microsoft Teams
Rooms service accounts.

Prepare to host machine and service accounts.

Sample Microsoft Teams Rooms service account planning table



Sydney HQ Hill Large 2 Screens, audio and
video plus
presentation
Dial-in conferencing
access
PSTN access

Enabled for Skype for
Business 
Enabled for Exchange
(Resource Mailbox)
Enabled for Audio
Conferencing 
Enabled for Phone
System

SIT ESIT E RO O M  N A M ERO O M  N A M E RO O M  T Y P ERO O M  T Y P E
F UT URE RO O MF UT URE RO O M
C A PA B IL IT IESC A PA B IL IT IES

M IC RO SO F T  T EA M SM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S
RO O M S A C C O UN TRO O M S A C C O UN T
F EAT URESF EAT URES

  Prepare to host Microsoft Teams Rooms and resource accounts (optional)Prepare to host Microsoft Teams Rooms and resource accounts (optional)

 Configuration and deployment

  Account provisioningAccount provisioning

To enable you to manage and report on your Microsoft Teams Rooms and resource accounts, prepare your on-

premises Active Directory or Azure Active Directory (Azure AD).

Define an on-premises Active Directory or Azure Active Directory group to add all Microsoft Teams Rooms

service (user) accounts to. If using Azure Active Directory, consider using a dynamic group to automatically add

and remove resource accounts from the group.

Define one organizational unit in your on-premises Active Directory hierarchy to hold all Microsoft Teams

Rooms machine accounts (if they're joined to the domain) and one organizational unit to hold all the Microsoft

Teams Rooms user accounts. Disable Group Policy inheritance to ensure that you apply only the policies you

intended to apply to the domain-joined Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Create a Group Policy object assigned to the organization unit that contains your Microsoft Teams Rooms

computer accounts. Use this to:

Set power and local account settings.

Enable Windows Update.

Enable PowerShell remoting. You can configure a start-up script to run a script: Enable-PSRemoting -Force

You can use PowerShell to perform several remote management activities, including getting and setting

configuration information. PowerShell remoting must be enabled before any PowerShell remote management

can take place and should be considered as part of your deployment processes or configured via Group Policy.

For more information about these capabilities and enabling them, see Maintenance and operations.

Planning for configuration and deployment covers the following key areas:

Account provisioning

Device software installation

Device deployment

Microsoft Teams Rooms application and peripheral device configuration

Testing

Asset management

Each Microsoft Teams Rooms device requires a dedicated and unique resource account that must be enabled for

both Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business, and Exchange. This account must have a room mailbox hosted on

Exchange. Calendar processing must be configured so that the device can automatically accept incoming

meeting requests. For more information about creating these accounts, see Configure accounts for Microsoft

Teams Rooms.



    

 

Decision points

Next steps

  Device software installationDevice software installation

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

  Device deploymentDevice deployment

    

 

Decision points

Pro TipPro Tip - Each Microsoft Teams Rooms must have a valid and unique machine name on your network. Many

monitoring and alerting systems display the machine name as a key identifier, so it's important to develop a

naming convention for Microsoft Teams Rooms deployments that allows support personnel to easily locate the

Microsoft Teams Rooms that has been flagged as requiring an action. An example might be using a pattern of

MTR-Site-Room Name (MTR-LON-CURIE).

Decide the naming convention for your Microsoft
Teams Rooms resource accounts.

Decide whether you'll create individual accounts or
use bulk-provisioning scripts.

Start to plan your device deployment.

Teams Rooms comes pre-installed by the OEM.

We provide guidance on how to use Microsoft Azure Monitor to monitor the Microsoft Teams Rooms

deployment and report on availability, hardware/software errors, and Microsoft Teams Rooms application

version. If you decide to use Microsoft Operations Management Suite, you should install the Operations

Management Suite agent as part of the software installation process and configure the workspace connection

information for your workspace.

An additional consideration is whether the Microsoft Teams Rooms will be domain-joined. Information about the

benefits of domain joining can be found in Configuring Group Policy for Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Decide the Microsoft Teams Rooms resource account
naming convention to be used during your
deployment.

Decide whether you'll join Microsoft Teams Rooms
devices to your domain.

Decide whether you'll use Azure Monitor to monitor
the Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment.

Start to plan your device deployment approach.

After you've decided how to create and manager your Microsoft Teams Rooms resource accounts, create your

plan to ship the devices and their assigned peripherals to your rooms, and then proceed to installation and

configuration.

Decide who will manage the site-by-site deployment.

Identify the resources who will install Microsoft Teams
Rooms on site and undertake the configuration and
testing.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/plan-your-deployment/clients-and-devices/azure-monitor


Next steps

    

SIT ESIT E RO O M  N A M ERO O M  N A M E RO O M  T Y P ERO O M  T Y P E

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
T EA M ST EA M S
RO O M SRO O M S
SY ST EMSY ST EM

P ERIP H ERA LP ERIP H ERA L
DEVIC ESDEVIC ES

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
T EA M ST EA M S
RO O M SRO O M S
C O M P UT ERC O M P UT ER
N A M EN A M E

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
T EA M ST EA M S
RO O M SRO O M S
RESO URC ERESO URC E
A C C O UN TA C C O UN T

London HQ Curie Medium

Sydney HQ Hill Large

  Microsoft Teams Rooms application and peripheral device configurationMicrosoft Teams Rooms application and peripheral device configuration

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

  TestingTesting

  Asset managementAsset management

Start device testing.

Sample deployment table

After each Microsoft Teams Rooms system has been physically deployed and the supported peripheral devices

connected, you'll need to configure the Microsoft Teams Rooms application to assign the Microsoft Teams

Rooms resource account and password to enable Teams Rooms to sign in to Microsoft Teams or Skype for

Business, and Exchange.

You can manually configure each Microsoft Teams Rooms system. Alternatively, you can use a centrally stored,

per–Microsoft Teams Rooms XML configuration file to manage the application settings.

For more information about how to use the XML configuration file, see Manage a Microsoft Teams Rooms

console settings remotely with an XML configuration file.

You can use remote PowerShell to pull the Microsoft Teams Rooms configuration for reporting needs.

Decide whether you'll manually configure each
Microsoft Teams Rooms system or use a central XML
file (one per Microsoft Teams Rooms device).

Define your remote management approach.

After Teams Rooms has been deployed, you should test it. Check that the capabilities listed in Microsoft Teams

Rooms help are working on the deployed device. We highly recommend that the deployment team verify that

Microsoft Teams Rooms is appearing in Teams admin center. It's also important that you make a number of test

calls and meetings to check quality. For more information, see this useful deployment checklist.

We recommend that as part of the general Teams or Skype for Business rollout, you configure building files for

Call Quality Dashboard (CQD), monitor quality trends, and engage in the Quality of Experience Review process.

For more information, see Improve and monitor call quality for Teams.

As part of the deployment, you'll want to update your asset register with the room name, Microsoft Teams

Rooms name, signed-in Microsoft Teams Rooms resource account, and assigned peripheral devices.

Sample asset table

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/microsoft-teams-rooms-help-e667f40e-5aab-40c1-bd68-611fe0002ba2?ui=en-us&rs=en-us&ad=us
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London HQ Curie Medium

Sydney HQ Hill Large
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

Read this topic to learn about Microsoft Teams Rooms and how it integrates with Exchange and Skype for

Business.

This topic introduces how to create accounts used by Microsoft Teams Rooms in Microsoft Exchange and Skype

for Business. Your infrastructure will likely fall into one of the following configurations:

Online deployment: Your organization's environment is deployed entirely on Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

For more information, see Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

On-premises deployment: Your organization has servers that it controls, where Active Directory,

Exchange, and Skype for Business Server are hosted. For more information, see Deploy Microsoft Teams

Rooms with Skype for Business Server

Hybrid deployments: Your organization has a mix of services, with some hosted on premises and some

hosted online through Microsoft 365 or Office 365. With Microsoft Teams Rooms, the following hybrid

scenarios are supported:

Exchange Online with Skype for Business Server on premises. For more information, see Deploy

Microsoft Teams Rooms with Exchange Online (Hybrid).

Exchange on premises with Microsoft Teams. For more information, see Deploy Microsoft Teams

Rooms with Exchange on premises (Hybrid).

Which configuration you have will affect how you prepare for device setup.

Microsoft Teams Rooms needs to be assigned a "resource account" in Active Directory, Exchange, and Skype for

Business. The account is used to access its meeting calendar and establish Microsoft Teams or Skype for

Business connectivity. People can book this account by scheduling a meeting with it. Microsoft Teams Rooms will

be able to join that meeting and provide various features to the meeting attendees.

Without a resource account, none of these features will work.

Every resource account is unique to a single Microsoft Teams Rooms installation, and requires some setup:

The resource account must be configured correctly.

Your infrastructure must be configured to allow Microsoft Teams Rooms to validate the resource account,

and to reach the appropriate Microsoft services.

If using Microsoft Teams panels, the Teams Rooms resource account signs in to both Teams Rooms and associated Teams

panels.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/rooms-configure-accounts.md


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Basic configuration

P RO P ERT YP RO P ERT Y P URP O SEP URP O SE

Exchange mailbox (Exchange 2013 SP1 or later, or Exchange
Online) 

Enabling the account with an Exchange mailbox gives the
resource account the capability to receive and send both
mail and meeting requests, and to display a meetings
calendar on the Microsoft Teams Rooms device. The
Microsoft Teams Rooms mailbox must be a room mailbox. 

Skype for Business is enabled Skype for Business can be enabled in order to use various
Skype for Business conferencing features, like video calls, IM,
and screen-sharing. 

Password-enabled The resource account must be enabled with a password, or it
cannot authenticate with Microsoft Teams, Exchange, or
Skype for Business Server. Password expiration should be
disabled on all Teams Rooms resource accounts. 

 Advanced configuration

P RO P ERT YP RO P ERT Y P URP O SEP URP O SE

Certificate-based authentication Certificates may be required for both Exchange and Skype
for Business Server. To deploy certificates, you can load them
when logged in as Admin. 

 See also

It is highly recommended that account creation be done well in advance of actual hardware installation. Ideally, account

preparation is started two to three weeks before installation.

In hybrid environments the account used for Microsoft Teams Rooms must have password sync enabled in

Azure Active Directory (AAD) Sync because Microsoft Teams Rooms authentication requires Microsoft 365 or

Office 365 authentication. When setting up the account, make sure that the account's SIP address matches its

User Principal Name (UPN) in AAD.

You can think of a resource account as the resource account that people recognize as a conference room's or

shared space's account. When you want to schedule a meeting using that space, you invite the account to that

meeting.

If you already have a resource mailbox account set up for the space where you're installing Microsoft Teams

Rooms, you can change that account into a Teams Rooms resource account. Once that's done, all you need to do

is sign in to Microsoft Teams Rooms with that account.

These properties represent the minimum configuration for a resource account to work with Microsoft Teams

Rooms. Your resource account may require further setup.

While the properties for the basic configuration will allow the resource account to be set up in a simple

environment, it is possible your environment has other restrictions on directory accounts that must be met in

order for Microsoft Teams Rooms to successfully use the resource account.

Plan for Microsoft Teams Rooms



Configure a Microsoft Teams Rooms console

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms



   

 

Set up Coordinated Meetings with Microsoft Teams
Rooms and Surface Hub
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 Step 1: Plan your Coordinated Meeting experience

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Step 2: Get your devices' UPNs

If you have one or more Microsoft Teams Rooms devices or Surface Hubs in a meeting room, you can set up

Coordinated Meetings. Coordinated Meetings lets you set up your Teams Rooms devices and Surface Hubs so

that when you join a meeting on one device, the other devices in the room are also joined to the same meeting.

You can configure your cameras, speakers, and microphones so that the ones that give participants the best

experience are enabled while others are disabled. This avoids the dreaded echo and feedback noise participants

can experience when adding multiple devices to a meeting.

To set up Coordinated Meetings, you need to make sure your Teams Rooms devices and Surface Hubs are

already correctly configured to participate in meetings. Most importantly, each device needs to have its own

Exchange room mailbox. For information on how to set them up, see the following articles:

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms

Create Surface Hub 2S device account

After you've confirmed that your Teams Rooms devices and Surface Hubs can automatically accept meetings

and join them successfully, you can set up Coordinated Meetings.

The following steps should be completed for each meeting room separately.

Before you make any configuration changes, you need to decide which devices will do what in each meeting

room. That is, for a given meeting room, you need to decide which device will have the active microphone,

camera, and whiteboard. How you configure your devices depends on your specific environment, but here are

some general recommendations to start with:

MicrophoneMicrophone Teams Rooms device

CameraCamera Teams Rooms device (on by default) and Surface Hub (off by default, but allowed to be turned on by

participants)

WhiteboardWhiteboard Surface Hub

Make sure you enable the microphone only on one device. If you enable it on more than one device, you'll experience

audio echo and feedback.

When you set up a Coordinated Meeting experience in a meeting room, you need to tell the Teams Rooms

devices and Surface Hubs in that room which devices to coordinate with. This is done by adding the user

principal name (UPN) of the devices it should coordinate with to its configuration. If you don't know the UPNs

for each of the devices you want to set up for Coordinated Meetings, you can find them using the Microsoft 365

admin center.

You need to be assigned an admin role to access the Microsoft 365 admin center. For more information, see

About admin roles.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/coordinated-meetings.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/surface-hub/surface-hub-2s-account
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/about-admin-roles


 Step 3: Create a deployment worksheet

SET T IN GSET T IN G DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Audio defaultAudio default Determines on which device the microphone will be active
when a meeting starts. Only one device (typically a Teams
Rooms device) can have this field set to true  while the rest

of the devices must have this field set to false  to avoid

audio echo and feedback.

Audio enabledAudio enabled Determines whether participants in a meeting can toggle the
microphone on or off. Devices on which Audio defaultAudio default  is
set to false  should have this setting set to false  so

that participants can't accidentally turn on a microphone and
cause audio echo or feedback.

Video defaultVideo default Determines on which device the camera will be active when a
meeting starts. For the best experience, we recommend that
only the Teams Rooms device be set to true  while all other

devices are set to false .

Video enabledVideo enabled Determines whether participants in a meeting can toggle the
camera on or off. You can set this to true  on any other

devices in the event participants want to share different
video perspectives (such as if a participant is using the
Surface Hub whiteboard). If you don't want participants to
turn a camera on or off on a device, set this to false .

Whiteboard defaultWhiteboard default Determines whether the Teams Rooms device will display a
whiteboard shared by one of the meeting participants. We
recommend that you set this to false  if you have a

Surface Hub and true  if you don't have one. This setting

has no effect on Surface Hubs. Surface Hubs will always
display a whiteboard shared by meeting participants.

To get the UPNs of your Teams Rooms devices and Surface Hubs, do the following:

1. Sign in to the Microsoft 365 admin center by visiting https://admin.microsoft.com.

2. Go to UsersUsers  > Active usersActive users .

3. Find the name of your Teams Rooms device or Surface Hub in the Display nameDisplay name column (you can use the

SearchSearch box if you have many users).

4. Find the UPN in the UsernameUsername column (it'll look something like alias@contoso.com or

alias@contoso.onmicrosoft.com).

5. Repeat this for each device that will participate in Coordinated Meetings.

After you've planned your Coordinated Meeting experience and gathered a list of your devices' UPNs, it's a good

idea to create a deployment worksheet. A deployment worksheet will help you visualize the configuration you

want to set across all of your devices, allowing you to validate your choices and check for errors.

In a spreadsheet app, add rows for the following in the first column:

If Audio defaultAudio default  is set to true , this setting is ignored

and participants can mute or unmute the microphone.

If Video defaultVideo default  is set to true , this setting is ignored

and participants can turn the camera on or off.

https://admin.microsoft.com


Whiteboard enabledWhiteboard enabled Determines whether participants in a meeting can toggle the
whiteboard on or off. If you don't want participants to turn
the whiteboard on or off on a device, set this to false .

Trusted accountsTrusted accounts This is a comma-separated list of UPNs for each Teams Room
device or Surface Hub that the device should accept meeting
join requests from, or to which meeting join requests should
be sent.

SET T IN GSET T IN G DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

SET T IN GSET T IN G T EA M S RO O MT EA M S RO O M SURFA C E H UBSURFA C E H UB

Audio defaultAudio default true false

Audio enabledAudio enabled true false

Video defaultVideo default true false

Video enabledVideo enabled true true

Whiteboard defaultWhiteboard default false false

Trusted accountsTrusted accounts hub@contoso.com room@contoso.com

 Step 4: Configure Teams Rooms device

  Use the Teams Rooms device's touch screenUse the Teams Rooms device's touch screen

If Whiteboard defaultWhiteboard default  is set to true , this setting is

ignored and participants can turn the whiteboard on or
off.

In subsequent columns, add each of your Teams Rooms devices and Surface Hubs. In each column, fill out the

values that correspond to the experience you want for the meeting room. Here's an example with one Teams

Rooms device and one Surface Hub:

Teams device

Surface Hub

Audio and video are turned onon when a meeting starts. Participants cancan toggle audio and video on or

off.

Displaying a shared whiteboard is turned off.

Audio is turned offoff  when a meeting starts. Participants can'tcan't toggle audio on or off.

Video is turned offoff  when a meeting starts. Participants cancan toggle video on or off.

You can either set up Coordinated Meetings on a Teams Rooms device using the device's touch screen or, if you

need to set up many devices and want to do so from a central location, you can use an XML configuration file.

Use the worksheet you created in the previous step to help you set up your devices.

To set up Coordinated Meetings on a device, do the following:

1. Select ... More... More > SettingsSettings .

2. Enter the Administrator password and select YesYes .

3. Select Coordinated MeetingsCoordinated Meetings .



  Use the Teams Rooms XML configuration fileUse the Teams Rooms XML configuration file

<CoordinatedMeetings enabled="true">
    <Settings>
        <Audio default="true" enabled="true"/>
        <Video default="true" enabled="true"/>
        <Whiteboard default="false" enabled="false"/>
    </Settings>
    <TrustedAccounts>hub@contoso.com</TrustedAccounts>
</CoordinatedMeetings>

4. Under OptionsOptions , set Coordinated MeetingCoordinated Meeting to on.

5. If Audio defaultAudio default in your worksheet is true , set Turn on this device's microphoneTurn on this device's microphone to on, otherwise leave

it off.

6. If Audio enabledAudio enabled in your worksheet is true , select Let people enable when joining a meetingLet people enable when joining a meeting under

Turn on this device's microphoneTurn on this device's microphone. This option can't be turned off if Turn on this device's microphoneTurn on this device's microphone

is set to on.

7. If Video defaultVideo default in your worksheet is true , set Turn on this device's cameraTurn on this device's camera to on, otherwise leave it off.

8. If Video enabledVideo enabled in your worksheet is true , select Let people enable when joining a meetingLet people enable when joining a meeting under

Turn on this device's cameraTurn on this device's camera. This option can't be turned off if Turn on this device's cameraTurn on this device's camera is set to

on.

9. If Whiteboard defaultWhiteboard default in your worksheet is true , set Turn on whiteboarding on this deviceTurn on whiteboarding on this device to on,

otherwise leave it off.

10. Under Trusted device accountsTrusted device accounts , type each UPN listed in Trusted accountsTrusted accounts  in your worksheet. Separate

multiple UPNs with commas.

11. Select Save and exitSave and exit.

After you select Save and exitSave and exit, the device will restart and it'll be ready to participate in Coordinated Meetings.

Coordinated Meetings can be set up using the Teams Rooms device's SkypeSettings.xml  XML configuration file.

The SkypeSettings.xml  file isn't a static file. When the Teams Rooms device start, it checks in 

C:\Users\Skype\AppData\Local\Packages\Microsoft.SkypeRoomSystem_8wekyb3d8bbwe\LocalState  for a file named 

SkypeSettings.xml . If the file exists, the device reads and applies the configuration specified in the file. After it's

done applying the configuration, the file is deleted. For more information about the SkypeSettings.xml  file, see

Manage console settings with an XML configuration file.

The following is the syntax of the Coordinated Meetings settings in the configuration file:

To set up Coordinated Meetings on a device, do the following:

1. In a text file editor, such as Visual Studio Code or Notepad, paste the above XML into a new file.

2. Set each of the XML elements to the corresponding true  or false  value in your spreadsheet. For

example, if Audio defaultAudio default is true , set <Audio default="true"> .

3. Be sure to change TrustedAccounts  to your list of UPNs.

4. Save the file with the name SkypeSettings.xml .

5. Place the file in the Teams Rooms device's 

C:\Users\Skype\AppData\Local\Packages\Microsoft.SkypeRoomSystem_8wekyb3d8bbwe\LocalState  folder. You

can do this a few ways:

Copy the file to your Teams Rooms deviceCopy the file to your Teams Rooms device You'll need to enable file sharing and create a network

share before you can copy files to your device. After you do that, you can connect to network share

and copy the file to the device. For more information, see Microsoft Teams Rooms maintenance and



 Step 5: Configure Surface Hub

  Create Coordinated Meetings XML configuration file for Surface HubCreate Coordinated Meetings XML configuration file for Surface Hub

<SurfaceHubSettings>
    <BluetoothAdvertisementEnabled>true</BluetoothAdvertisementEnabled>
    <AutoAcceptProximateMeetingInvitations>true</AutoAcceptProximateMeetingInvitations>
    <CoordinatedMeetings enabled="true"> 
        <TrustedAccounts>room@contoso.com</TrustedAccounts>
        <Settings> 
            <Audio default="false" enabled="false" />
            <Video default="false" enabled="true" /> 
        </Settings> 
    </CoordinatedMeetings>
</SurfaceHubSettings>

operations.

Use a Group PolicyUse a Group Policy  Create a group policy to copy the file to device. For more information, see

Group Policy Overview.

Download the file on the Teams Rooms deviceDownload the file on the Teams Rooms device You can log into the device using Admin mode

and then copy the file to the device from a network share or USB drive. For more information, see

Switching to Admin mode.

6. Restart the device. You can do this a couple ways:

Remote PowerShellRemote PowerShell  You can run the Shutdown command on the device using Remote PowerShell.

For more information, see Remote Management using PowerShell.

Run Restar t-ComputerRun Restar t-Computer  You can run the Restart-Computer  cmdlet on your local computer and

specify the computer name of the device you want to restart. For more information, see Restart-

Computer.

You can use Windows Configuration Designer to create a provisioning package that you can use to apply

Coordinating Meetings settings to your Surface Hubs. You'll paste the XML file you created above into Windows

Configuration Designer to create the provisioning package.

Both Windows Configuration Designer and Microsoft Intune are used to apply the Coordinated Meetings

configuration to your Surface Hubs. The configuration is defined using XML. Before you go further, you need to

create the XML that will be applied.

The following is the syntax of the Coordinated Meetings XML configuration file.

Do the following to prepare the XML for Windows Configuration Designer or Microsoft Intune:

<SurfaceHubSettings><BluetoothAdvertisementEnabled>true</BluetoothAdvertisementEnabled>...

1. In a text file editor, such as Visual Studio Code or Notepad, paste the above XML into a new file.

2. Set each of the XML elements to the corresponding true  or false  value in your spreadsheet. For

example, if Audio defaultAudio default is true , set <Audio default="true"> .

3. Be sure to change TrustedAccounts  to your list of UPNs.

4. Windows Configuration Designer requires that the XML be on a single line. Remove all the line breaks

between each line so that the XML looks like the following:

5. Save the file on your computer.

After you've created your XML configuration file, use the steps in Manage Microsoft Teams settings on Surface

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/windows/it-pro/windows-server-2012-r2-and-2012/hh831791(v=ws.11)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/microsoft.powershell.management/restart-computer?view=powershell-7


Hub to apply it to your Surface Hubs.



   

 

Manage Microsoft Teams settings on Surface Hub
 12/7/2021 • 7 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Teams configuration file syntax

<SurfaceHubSettings>
    <BluetoothAdvertisementEnabled>true</BluetoothAdvertisementEnabled>
    <AutoAcceptProximateMeetingInvitations>true</AutoAcceptProximateMeetingInvitations>
    <CoordinatedMeetings enabled="true"> 
        <TrustedAccounts>room@contoso.com</TrustedAccounts>
        <Settings> 
            <Audio default="false" enabled="false" />
            <Video default="false" enabled="true" /> 
        </Settings> 
    </CoordinatedMeetings>
</SurfaceHubSettings>

PA REN TPA REN T EL EM EN TEL EM EN T AT T RIB UT EAT T RIB UT E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

None <SurfaceHubSettings> Contains all configuration
elements for Teams
configuration on a Surface
Hub.

<SurfaceHubSettings> <BluetoothAdvertisementEnabled> Determines whether Surface
Hub advertises that it's
available for Bluetooth
connections.
Accepted values: true , 

false

You can manage Microsoft Teams settings on a Surface Hub using Windows Configuration Designer or

Microsoft Intune in Microsoft Endpoint Manager. Knowledge of Windows Configuration Designer or Microsoft

Intune is required to make changes to Teams settings. For more information about these options, see the

following articles:

Create a provisioning package for Windows 10

What is Microsoft Intune device management?

Windows Configuration Designer is a good option if you only have a few Surface Hub devices and you can

access them easily. If you have many Surface Hubs, or if they're in remote locations, use Microsoft Intune in

Microsoft Endpoint Manager if its deployed in your organization. Regardless of the method you choose, you

need to create an XML configuration file for make changes to Teams settings on Surface Hub.

Teams configuration on a Surface Hub is defined using an XML file. The XML file contains all the settings that can

be used to control how Teams works. Both Windows Configuration Designer and Microsoft Intune use the same

XML syntax. Here's an example of the Teams configuration XML file:

The following table describes all the configuration settings available in the configuration file:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/surface-hub-manage-config.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/configuration/provisioning-packages/provisioning-create-package
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/remote-actions/device-management


<SurfaceHubSettings> <AutoAcceptProximateMeetingInvitations> Determines whether Teams
will automatically accept
proximity-based meetings.
Accepted values: true , 

false

<SurfaceHubSettings> <CoordinatedMeetings> Contains all configuration
elements for Coordinated
Meetings.

enabled Determines whether Teams
is configured to participate
in Coordinated Meetings
with other devices.
Accepted values: true , 

false

<CoordinatedMeetings> <TrustedAccounts> This is a comma-separated
list of UPNs for each Teams
Room device or Surface Hub
that the device should
accept meeting join
requests from, or to which
meeting join requests
should be sent.
Accepted values: string

<CoordinatedMeetings> <Settings> Contains configuration
audio and video
configuration elements for
Coordinated Meetings

<Settings> <Audio> Controls audio
configuration for Teams on
a Surface Hub.

default Determines on which device
the microphone will be
active when a meeting
starts. Only one device
(typically a Teams Rooms
device) can have this field
set to true  while the rest

of the devices must have
this field set to false  to

avoid audio echo and
feedback.
Accepted values: true , 

false

PA REN TPA REN T EL EM EN TEL EM EN T AT T RIB UT EAT T RIB UT E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N



enabled Determines whether
participants in a meeting
can toggle the microphone
on or off. Devices on which
Audio defaultAudio default  is set to 
false  should have this

setting set to false  so

that participants can't
accidentally turn on a
microphone and cause
audio echo or feedback.

<Settings> <Video> Controls video
configuration for Teams on
a Surface Hub.

default Determines on which device
the camera will be active
when a meeting starts. For
the best experience, we
recommend that only the
Teams Rooms device be set
to true  while all other

devices are set to false .

Accepted values: true , 

false

PA REN TPA REN T EL EM EN TEL EM EN T AT T RIB UT EAT T RIB UT E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

If Audio defaultAudio default  is set
to true , this setting is

ignored and
participants can mute
or unmute the
microphone.
Accepted values: true

, false



enabled Determines whether
participants in a meeting
can toggle the camera on
or off. You can set this to 
true  on any other devices

in the event participants
want to share different
video perspectives (such as
if a participant is using the
Surface Hub whiteboard). If
you don't want participants
to turn a camera on or off
on a device, set this to 
false .

PA REN TPA REN T EL EM EN TEL EM EN T AT T RIB UT EAT T RIB UT E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Apply Teams settings to Surface Hub

  Use Windows Configuration DesignerUse Windows Configuration Designer

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

If Video defaultVideo default  is set
to true , this setting is

ignored and
participants can turn
the camera on or off.
Accepted values: true

, false

Apply or update Teams configuration settings on Surface Hub using either Windows Configuration Designer or

Microsoft Intune in Microsoft Endpoint Manager.

You can use Windows Configuration Designer to create a provisioning package that you can use to apply Teams

settings to your Surface Hubs. You'll paste the XML file you created above into Windows Configuration Designer

to create the provisioning package.

If you've already applied Teams configuration to your Surface Hub using a provisioning package and want to change it,

you need to remove the existing provisioning package first. For more information, see Remove a provisioning package

created by Windows Configuration Designer.

Do the following to create the provisioning package in Windows Configuration Designer :

1. Install Windows Configuration Designer from the Windows Store on your local computer and open it

2. Select Provision Surface Hub devicesProvision Surface Hub devices  and then Switch to advanced editorSwitch to advanced editor

3. On the next screen, expand WindowsTeamSettingsWindowsTeamSettings  > TeamsTeams and select ConfigurationsConfigurations

4. In the field next to ConfigurationsConfigurations  in the middle pane, paste the single line of XML you created above

5. Select Expor tExpor t > Provisioning packageProvisioning package

6. Provide a name for the provisioning package in NameName and select NextNext > NextNext

7. Specify a location to save the provisioning package and select NextNext

8. Select BuildBuild to create the provisioning package and then FinishFinish

Finally, after you've created the provisioning package, do the following to apply the provisioning package to

your Surface Hub:



  Use Microsoft IntuneUse Microsoft Intune

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Remove Teams settings from a Surface Hub

  Remove a provisioning package created by Windows Configuration DesignerRemove a provisioning package created by Windows Configuration Designer

1. Save the provisioning package you created above to a USB drive

2. Insert the USB drive into your Surface Hub

3. On your Surface Hub, open the Start menu, select All appsAll apps , and then select SettingsSettings

4. Provide your admin username and password and then select YesYes

5. Go to Surface HubSurface Hub, Device managementDevice management, Add or remove a provisioning packageAdd or remove a provisioning package, and then Add aAdd a

packagepackage

6. Under Select a packageSelect a package, select AddAdd next to your provisioning package, and then restart your Surface Hub

If your Surface Hubs are managed using Microsoft Intune in Microsoft Endpoint Management, you can use it to

apply Teams settings to your Surface Hubs. You'll create a new configuration profile and then paste the XML file

you created above into it.

Your Surface Hubs need to be in a device group so that the Microsoft Intune can identify which devices to apply the

configuration profile to. For information about how to create a device group, see Add groups to organize users and

devices.

Do the following to create a configuration profile to apply Teams settings to your Surface Hubs:

1. Sign in to Microsoft Endpoint Manager by visiting https://endpoint.microsoft.com/

2. Navigate to DevicesDevices  > Configuration profilesConfiguration profiles  and select Create profileCreate profile

3. Under PlatformPlatform , select Windows 10 and laterWindows 10 and later

4. Under ProfileProfile, select CustomCustom, and then click CreateCreate

5. On the BasicsBasics  tab, in NameName, provide a descriptive name for your configuration profile and select NextNext

6. On the Configuration settingsConfiguration settings  tab, select AddAdd

7. In the Add rowAdd row  pane, do the following:

8. Select AddAdd and then NextNext

9. On the AssignmentsAssignments  tab, make sure Assign toAssign to is set to Selected groupsSelected groups

10. Under Selected groupsSelected groups , select Select groups to includeSelect groups to include and choose the group that contains your Surface

Hubs, and then select SelectSelect

11. Select NextNext, NextNext

12. On the Review + createReview + create, select CreateCreate

a. Provide a descriptive name and, optionally, a description of the Teams setting you're adding

b. In OMA-URIOMA-URI, enter ./Vendor/MSFT/SurfaceHub/InBoxApps/Teams/Configurations

c. In Data typeData type, select Str ing (XML file)Str ing (XML file)

d. Open the file browser, select the XML file you created above, and OpenOpen

Remove Teams configuration settings on Surface Hub using either Windows Configuration Designer or

Microsoft Intune in Microsoft Endpoint Manager.

If you applied Teams settings to a Surface Hub using a provisioning package created by Windows Configuration

Designer, use the following steps to remove the package and its settings:

1. On your Surface Hub, open the Start menu, select All appsAll apps , and then select SettingsSettings

2. Provide your admin username and password and then select YesYes

3. Go to Surface HubSurface Hub, Device managementDevice management and then Add or remove a provisioning packageAdd or remove a provisioning package

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/fundamentals/groups-add
https://endpoint.microsoft.com/


  Remove settings applied by Microsoft IntuneRemove settings applied by Microsoft Intune

4. Next to the provisioning package you want to remove, select RemoveRemove

5. Go to Surface HubSurface Hub and then Apps & featuresApps & features

6. Find Microsoft Teams for Surface HubMicrosoft Teams for Surface Hub and then select Advanced OptionsAdvanced Options

7. Select ResetReset, and then ResetReset again

8. Restart your Surface Hub

If you applied Teams settings to a Surface Hub using Microsoft Intune in Microsoft Endpoint Management, use

the following steps to remove the configuration profile and its settings:

1. Sign in to Microsoft Endpoint Manager by visiting https://endpoint.microsoft.com/

2. Navigate to DevicesDevices  > Configuration profilesConfiguration profiles

3. Select the configuration profile that contains the Coordinated Meeting settings you want to remove

4. On the configuration profile details page, select DeleteDelete and then OKOK

After you've removed configuration profile that contained the Coordinated Meeting settings for your Surface

Hub, use the following steps to reset the Teams app on the Surface Hub:

1. On your Surface Hub, open the Start menu, select All appsAll apps , and then select SettingsSettings

2. Provide your admin username and password and then select YesYes

3. Go to Surface HubSurface Hub and then Apps & featuresApps & features

4. Find Microsoft Teams for Surface HubMicrosoft Teams for Surface Hub and then select Advanced OptionsAdvanced Options

5. Select ResetReset, and then ResetReset again

6. Restart your Surface Hub

https://endpoint.microsoft.com/


   

 

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with Microsoft 365
or Office 365

 12/7/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Requirements

  Add a device accountAdd a device account

Read this topic for information on how to deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with Microsoft 365 or Office 365,

where Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business and Exchange are both online.

The easiest way to set up user accounts is to configure them using remote Windows PowerShell. Microsoft

provides SkypeRoomProvisioningScript.ps1, a script that will help create new user accounts, or validate existing

resource accounts you have in order to help you turn them into compatible Microsoft Teams Rooms user

accounts. If you prefer, you can follow the steps below to configure accounts your Microsoft Teams Rooms

device will use.

Before you deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with Microsoft 365 or Office 365, be sure you have met the

requirements. For more information, see Microsoft Teams Rooms requirements.

To enable Skype for Business, you must have the following:

Skype for Business Online (Plan 2, or an Enterprise-based plan) or higher in your Microsoft 365 or Office

365 plan. The plan needs to allow dial-in conferencing capabilities.

If you need dial-in capabilities from a meeting, you will need an Audio Conferencing and Phone System

license. If you need dial-out capabilities from a meeting, you will need an Audio Conferencing license.

Your tenant users must have Exchange mailboxes.

Your Microsoft Teams Rooms account does require at a minimum a Skype for Business Online (Plan 2)

license, but it does not require an Exchange Online license. See Microsoft Teams Rooms licenses for

details.

For details on Skype for Business Online Plans, see the Skype for Business Online Service Description.

1. Connect to Exchange Online PowerShell. For instructions, see Connect to Exchange Online PowerShell.

2. In Exchange Online PowerShell, create a new room mailbox or modify an existing room mailbox. By

default, room mailboxes don't have associated accounts, so you'll need to add an account when you

create or modify a room mailbox that allows it to authenticate with Skype Room Systems v2.

New-Mailbox -Name "<Unique Name>" -Alias <Alias> -Room -EnableRoomMailboxAccount $true -
MicrosoftOnlineServicesID <Account> -RoomMailboxPassword (ConvertTo-SecureString -String 
'<Password>' -AsPlainText -Force)

To create a new room mailbox, use the following syntax:

This example creates a new room mailbox with the following settings:

Name: Rigel-01

Alias: Rigel1

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/with-office-365.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870105
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/skype-for-business-online-service-description/skype-for-business-online-service-description
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/exchange/connect-to-exchange-online-powershell


Set-CalendarProcessing -Identity "Rigel-01" -AutomateProcessing AutoAccept -AddOrganizerToSubject 
$false -DeleteComments $false -DeleteSubject $false -RemovePrivateProperty $false -
AddAdditionalResponse $true -AdditionalResponse "This is a Microsoft Teams Meeting room!"

New-Mailbox -Name "Rigel-01" -Alias Rigel1 -Room -EnableRoomMailboxAccount $true -
MicrosoftOnlineServicesID Rigel1@contoso.onmicrosoft.com -RoomMailboxPassword (ConvertTo-
SecureString -String 'P@$$W0rd5959' -AsPlainText -Force)

Set-Mailbox -Identity <RoomMailboxIdentity> -EnableRoomMailboxAccount $true -
RoomMailboxPassword (ConvertTo-SecureString -String '<Password>' -AsPlainText -Force)

Set-Mailbox -Identity Rigel2 -EnableRoomMailboxAccount $true -RoomMailboxPassword (ConvertTo-
SecureString -String '9898P@$$W0rd' -AsPlainText -Force)

Account: Rigel1@contoso.onmicrosoft.com

Account password: P@$$W0rd5959

To modify an existing room mailbox, use the following syntax:

This example enables the account for the existing room mailbox that has the alias value Rigel2, and

sets the password to 9898P@$$W0rd. Note that the account will be

Rigel2@contoso.onmicrosoft.com because of the existing alias value.

For detailed syntax and parameter information, see New-Mailbox and Set-Mailbox.

3. In Exchange Online PowerShell, configure the following settings on the room mailbox to improve the

meeting experience:

AutomateProcessing: AutoAccept (Meeting organizers receive the room reservation decision

directly without human intervention: free = accept; busy = decline.)

AddOrganizerToSubject: $false (The meeting organizer is not added to the subject of the meeting

request.)

DeleteComments: $false (Keep any text in the message body of incoming meeting requests.)

DeleteSubject: $false (Keep the subject of incoming meeting requests.)

RemovePrivateProperty: $false (Ensures the private flag that was sent by the meeting organizer in

the original meeting request remains as specified.)

AddAdditionalResponse: $true (The text specified by the AdditionalResponse parameter is added to

meeting requests.)

AdditionalResponse: "This is a Microsoft Teams Meeting room!" (The additional text to add to the

meeting request.)

This example configures these settings on the room mailbox named Rigel-01.

For detailed syntax and parameter information, see Set-CalendarProcessing.

4. Connect to MS Online PowerShell to make Active Directory settings by running the 

Connect-MsolService -Credential $cred  PowerShell cmdlet. For details about Active Directory, see Azure

ActiveDirectory (MSOnline) 1.0.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/mailboxes/new-mailbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/mailboxes/set-mailbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/mailboxes/set-calendarprocessing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/active-directory/overview?view=azureadps-1.0


NOTENOTE

Set-MsolUser -UserPrincipalName <upn> -PasswordNeverExpires $true

Set-MsolUser -UserPrincipalName "Rigel1@contoso.onmicrosoft.com" -PasswordNeverExpires $true

Set-MsolUser -UserPrincipalName <upn> -PhoneNumber <phone number>

NOTENOTE

Get-MsolAccountSku

Set-MsolUser -UserPrincipalName "Rigel1@contoso.onmicrosoft.com" -UsageLocation "US"
Set-MsolUserLicense -UserPrincipalName $acctUpn -AddLicenses "Contoso:MEETING_ROOM"

Set-MsolUserLicense -UserPrincipalName rigel1@contoso.onmicrosoft.com -AddLicenses "Contoso:MCOPSTN2"

NOTENOTE

Azure Active Directory PowerShell 2.0 is not supported.

5. If you do not want the password to expire, use the following syntax:

This example sets the password for the account Rigel1@contoso.onmicrosoft.com to never expire.

You can also set a phone number for the account by running the following command:

If the password is not set to Never Expire, the account will no longer sign in on the device when the account

reaches the expiry period. The password will then need to be changed for the account and also updated locally on

the MTR device.

6. The device account needs to have a valid Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license, or Exchange and Microsoft

Teams or Skype for Business will not work. If you have the license, you need to assign a usage location to

your device account—this determines what license SKUs are available for your account. You can use 

Get-MsolAccountSku  to retrieve a list of available SKUs for your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization

as follows:

Next, you can add a license using the Set-MsolUserLicense  cmdlet. This example adds the Meeting Room

license to the account:

For detailed instructions, see Assign licenses to user accounts with Office 365 PowerShell.

You can also add Phone System capabilities to this account, but you have to configure it first. See What is

Phone System? for more details. This example adds the PSTN Domestic and International Calling Plan:

If you are configuring Teams Rooms to only natively join Microsoft Teams meetings, you should not proceed with

the following step. The following is only required if you will also be enabling support for Skype for Business on-

premises.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/active-directory/overview?view=azureadps-2.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/assign-licenses-to-user-accounts-with-office-365-powershell#use-the-microsoft-azure-active-directory-module-for-windows-powershell


 Validate

 See also

NOTENOTE

# When using Teams PowerShell Module

Import-Module MicrosoftTeams
$credential = Get-Credential
Connect-MicrosoftTeams -Credential $credential

 Get-CsOnlineUser -Identity "Rigel1@contoso.onmicrosoft.com" | Select -Expand RegistrarPool

Enable-CsMeetingRoom -Identity "Rigel1@contoso.onmicrosoft.com" -RegistrarPool 
"sippoolbl20a04.infra.lync.com" -SipAddressType EmailAddress

NOTENOTE

7. To enable the device account with Skype for Business on-premises, be sure your environment meets the

requirements defined in Microsoft Teams Rooms requirements.

Start a remote Windows PowerShell session as follows (be sure to install Skype for Business Online

PowerShell components):

Skype for Business Online Connector is currently part of the latest Teams PowerShell module.

If you're using the latest Teams PowerShell public release, you don't need to install the Skype for Business Online

Connector.

Obtain the RegistrarPool information from the new user account being setup, as shown in this example:

Next, enable your Microsoft Teams Rooms account for Skype for Business Server by running the

following cmdlet:

New user accounts might not be created on the same registrar pool as existing user accounts in the tenant. The

command above will prevent errors in account setup due to this situation.

For validation, you should be able to use any Skype for Business client to sign in to the account you created.

Configure accounts for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Plan for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms

Configure a Microsoft Teams Rooms console

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms

Microsoft Teams Rooms Licensing

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/download-and-install-the-skype-for-business-online-connector
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/
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Set-ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted
$org='contoso.com'
$cred=Get-Credential $admin@$org
$sessExchange = New-PSSession -ConfigurationName microsoft.exchange -Credential $cred -AllowRedirection -
Authentication Kerberos -ConnectionUri
"http://$strExchangeServer/powershell" -WarningAction SilentlyContinue
$sessLync = New-PSSession -Credential $cred -ConnectionURI "https://$strLyncFQDN/OcsPowershell" -
AllowRedirection -WarningAction SilentlyContinue
Import-PSSession $sessExchange
Import-PSSession $sessLync

This topic explains how you add a device account for Microsoft Teams Rooms when you have a single-forest, on-

premises deployment.

If you have a single-forest, on-premises deployment with Exchange 2013 SP1 or later and Skype for Business

Server 2015 or later, then you can use the provided Windows PowerShell scripts to create device accounts. If

you're using a multi-forest deployment, you can use equivalent cmdlets that will produce the same results.

Those cmdlets are described in this section.

Before you begin to deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms, be sure you have the right permissions to run the

associated cmdlets.

Note that $strExchangeServer is the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of your Exchange server, and

$strLyncFQDN is the FQDN of your Skype for Business Server deployment.

Set-Mailbox -Identity 'PROJECTRIGEL01' -EnableRoomMailboxAccount $true -RoomMailboxPassword 
(ConvertTo-SecureString -String <password>
-AsPlainText -Force)

New-Mailbox -UserPrincipalName PROJECTRIGEL01@contoso.com -Alias PROJECTRIGEL01 -Name "Project-Rigel-
01" -Room
-EnableRoomMailboxAccount $true -RoomMailboxPassword (ConvertTo-SecureString -String <password> -
AsPlainText -Force)

2. After establishing a session, you'll either create a new mailbox and enable it as a RoomMailboxAccount, or

change the settings for an existing room mailbox. This will allow the account to authenticate to Microsoft

Teams Rooms.

If you're changing an existing resource mailbox:

If you're creating a new resource mailbox:

3. You can set various Exchange properties on the device account to improve the meeting experience for

people. You can see which properties need to be set in the Exchange properties section.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/with-skype-for-business-server-2015.md


 Sample: room account setup in Exchange and Skype for Business
Server on premises

Set-CalendarProcessing -Identity $acctUpn -AutomateProcessing AutoAccept -AddOrganizerToSubject 
$false -AllowConflicts $false -DeleteComments
$false -DeleteSubject $false -RemovePrivateProperty $false
Set-CalendarProcessing -Identity $acctUpn -AddAdditionalResponse $true -AdditionalResponse "This is a 
Skype Meeting room!"

Set-AdUser $acctUpn -PasswordNeverExpires $true

Set-AdUser $acctUpn -Enabled $true

Enable-CsMeetingRoom -SipAddress sip:PROJECTRIGEL01@contoso.com -DomainController DC-ND-
001.contoso.com
-RegistrarPool LYNCPool15.contoso.com -Identity PROJECTRIGEL01

Set-CsMeetingRoom PROJECTRIGEL01 -DomainController DC-ND-001.contoso.com -LineURI 
"tel:+14255550555;ext=50555"
Set-CsMeetingRoom -DomainController DC-ND-001.contoso.com -Identity PROJECTRIGEL01 -
EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true
Grant-CsVoicePolicy -PolicyName VP1 -Identity PROJECTRIGEL01
Grant-CsDialPlan -PolicyName DP1 -Identity PROJECTRIGEL01

4. If you decide to have the password not expire, you can set that with Windows PowerShell cmdlets too.

See Password management for more information.

5. Enable the account in Active Directory so it will authenticate to Microsoft Teams Rooms.

6. Enable the device account with Skype for Business Server by enabling your Microsoft Teams Rooms

Active Directory account on a Skype for Business Server pool:

You'll need to use the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) address and domain controller for the Project

7. Optional.Optional. You can also allow Microsoft Teams Rooms to make and receive public switched telephone

network (PSTN) phone calls by enabling Enterprise Voice for your account. Enterprise Voice isn't a

requirement for Microsoft Teams Rooms, but if you want PSTN dialing functionality for the Microsoft

Teams Rooms client, here's how to enable it:

Again, you'll need to replace the provided domain controller and phone number examples with your own

information. The parameter value $true stays the same.



New-Mailbox -Alias rigel1 -Name "Rigel 1" -Room -EnableRoomMailboxAccount $true -RoomMailboxPassword 
(ConvertTo-SecureString -String "" -AsPlainText -Force)
-UserPrincipalName rigel1@contoso.com

Set-CalendarProcessing -Identity rigel1 -AutomateProcessing AutoAccept -AddOrganizerToSubject $false -
AllowConflicts $false -DeleteComments $false -DeleteSubject $false
-RemovePrivateProperty $false
Set-CalendarProcessing -Identity rigel1 -AddAdditionalResponse $true -AdditionalResponse "This is a Skype 
Meeting room!"

Enable-CsMeetingRoom -Identity rigel1@contoso.com -RegistrarPool cs3.contoso.com -SipAddressType 
EmailAddress
Set-CsMeetingRoom -Identity rigel1 -EnterpriseVoiceEnabled $true -LineURI tel:+155555555555
Grant-CsVoicePolicy -PolicyName dk -Identity rigel1
Grant-CsDialPlan -PolicyName e15dp2.contoso.com -Identity rigel1

 Related topics
Configure accounts for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Plan for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms

Configure a Microsoft Teams Rooms console

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms
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 Requirements

NOTENOTE

  Create an account and set Exchange propertiesCreate an account and set Exchange properties

Read this topic for information on how to deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with Exchange Online and Skype for

Business Server on-premises.

If your organization has a mix of services, with some hosted on premises and some hosted online, then your

configuration will depend on where each service is hosted. This topic covers hybrid deployments for Microsoft

Teams Rooms with Exchange hosted online. Because there are so many different variations in this type of

deployment, it's not possible to provide detailed instructions for all of them. The following process will work for

many configurations. If the process isn't right for your setup, we recommend that you use Windows PowerShell

to achieve the same end result as documented here, and for other deployment options.

The easiest way to set up user accounts is to configure them using remote Windows PowerShell. Microsoft

provides SkypeRoomProvisioningScript.ps1, a script that will help create new user accounts, or validate existing

resource accounts you have in order to help you turn them into compatible Microsoft Teams Rooms user

accounts. If you prefer, you can follow the steps below to configure accounts your Microsoft Teams Rooms

device will use.

Before you deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with Exchange Online, be sure you have met the requirements. For

more information, see Microsoft Teams Rooms requirements.

To deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with Exchange Online, follow the steps below. Be sure you have the right

permissions to run the associated cmdlets.

The Azure Active Directory Module for Windows PowerShell cmdlets in this section (for example, Set-MsolUser) have been

tested in setting up accounts for Microsoft Teams Rooms devices. It's possible that other cmdlets may work, however, they

haven't been tested in this specific scenario.

If you deployed Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS), you may have to convert the user account to a

managed user before you follow these steps, and then convert the user back to a federated user after you

complete these steps.

Set-ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted
$org = 'contoso.microsoft.com'
$cred = Get-Credential $admin@$org
$sess = New-PSSession -ConfigurationName Microsoft.Exchange -ConnectionUri 
https://outlook.office365.com/powershell-liveid/ -Credential $cred -Authentication Basic -
AllowRedirection
Import-PSSession $sess -DisableNameChecking

1. Start a remote Windows PowerShell session on a PC and connect to Exchange Online as follows:

2. After establishing a session, you'll either create a new mailbox and enable it as a RoomMailboxAccount, or

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/with-exchange-online.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870105
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/active-directory/overview


  Add an email address for your on-premises domain accountAdd an email address for your on-premises domain account

  Assign a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 licenseAssign a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license

Set-Mailbox -Identity 'PROJECT01' -EnableRoomMailboxAccount $true -RoomMailboxPassword (ConvertTo-
SecureString -String <password> -AsPlainText -Force)

New-Mailbox -MicrosoftOnlineServicesID 'PROJECT01@contoso.com' -Alias PROJECT01 -Name "Project--01" -
Room -EnableRoomMailboxAccount $true -RoomMailboxPassword (ConvertTo-SecureString -String <password> 
-AsPlainText -Force)

Set-CalendarProcessing -Identity 'PROJECT01@contoso.com' -AutomateProcessing AutoAccept -
AddOrganizerToSubject $false -AllowConflicts $false -DeleteComments $false -DeleteSubject $false -
RemovePrivateProperty $false
Set-CalendarProcessing -Identity 'PROJECT01@contoso.com' -AddAdditionalResponse $true -
AdditionalResponse "This is a Microsoft Teams Meeting room!"

change the settings for an existing room mailbox. This will allow the account to authenticate into

Microsoft Teams Rooms.

If you're changing an existing resource mailbox:

If you're creating a new resource mailbox:

3. To improve the meeting experience, you'll need to set the Exchange properties on the user account as

follows:

NOTENOTE

1. In Active Director y Users and Computers ADActive Director y Users and Computers AD tool, right-click on the container or Organizational Unit

that your Microsoft Teams Rooms accounts will be created in, click NewNew , and then click UserUser .

2. Type the display name (- Identity ) from the prior cmdlet (Set-Mailbox or New-Mailbox) into the FullFull

namename box, and the alias into the User logon nameUser logon name box. Click NextNext.

3. Type the password for this account. You'll need to retype it for verification. Make sure the PasswordPassword

never expiresnever expires  checkbox is the only option selected.

Selecting Password never expiresPassword never expires is a requirement for Skype for Business Server on Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Your domain rules may prohibit passwords that don't expire. If so, you'll need to create an exception for each

Microsoft Teams Rooms user account.

4. Click FinishFinish to create the account.

5. After you have created the account, run a directory synchronization. This can be accomplished by using

Set-MsolDirSyncConfiguration in PowerShell. When that is complete, go to the users page and verify that

the two accounts created in the previous steps have merged.

NOTENOTE

1. First, connect to Azure AD to apply some account settings. You can run this cmdlet to connect. For details

about Active Directory, see Azure ActiveDirectory (MSOnline) 1.0.

Azure Active Directory PowerShell 2.0 is not supported.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/msonline/set-msoldirsyncconfiguration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/active-directory/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/active-directory/overview


  Enable the user account with Skype for Business ServerEnable the user account with Skype for Business Server

NOTENOTE

  Assign a Skype for Business Server license to your Microsoft Teams Rooms accountAssign a Skype for Business Server license to your Microsoft Teams Rooms account

Connect-MsolService -Credential $cred

Set-MsolUser -UserPrincipalName 'PROJECT01@contoso.com' -UsageLocation 'US'
Get-MsolAccountSku
Set-MsolUserLicense -UserPrincipalName 'PROJECT01@contoso.com' -AddLicenses $strLicense

2. The user account needs to have a valid Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license to ensure that Exchange and

Skype for Business Server will work. If you have the license, you need to assign a usage location to your

user account—this determines what license SKUs are available for your account. You'll make the

assignment in a following step.

3. Next, use Get-MsolAccountSku  to retrieve a list of available SKUs for your Microsoft 365 or Office 365

organization.

4. Once you list out the SKUs, you can add a license using the Set-MsolUserLicense  cmdlet. In this case,

$strLicense is the SKU code that you see (for example, contoso:STANDARDPACK).

If you're setting up Teams Rooms to only join Microsoft Teams meetings, you don't need to do the following steps. The

following steps are only required if you want to enable support for Skype for Business.

NOTENOTE

# When using Teams PowerShell Module
Import-Module MicrosoftTeams
$credential = Get-Credential
Connect-MicrosoftTeams -Credential $credential

Enable-CsMeetingRoom -Identity $rm -RegistrarPool 'sippoolbl20a04.infra.lync.com' -SipAddressType 
EmailAddress

Get-CsUser -Identity 'alice@contoso.com'| fl *registrarpool*

1. Create a remote Windows PowerShell session from a PC as follows:

Skype for Business Online Connector is currently part of the latest Teams PowerShell module.

If you're using the latest Teams PowerShell public release, you don't need to install the Skype for Business Online

Connector.

2. To enable your Microsoft Teams Rooms account for Skype for Business Server, run this command:

If you aren't sure what value to use for the RegistrarPool parameter in your environment, you can get the

value from an existing Skype for Business Server user using this command

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/


NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Related topics

If you're setting up Teams Rooms to only join Microsoft Teams meetings, you don't need to do the following steps. The

following steps are only required if you want to enable support for Skype for Business.

1. Log in as a tenant administrator, open the Microsoft 365 admin center, and click on the Admin app.

2. Click on Users and GroupsUsers and Groups  and then click Add users, reset passwords, and moreAdd users, reset passwords, and more.

3. Click the Microsoft Teams Rooms account, and then click the pen icon to edit the account information.

4. Click L icensesLicenses .

5. In Assign licensesAssign licenses , select Skype for Business (Plan 2) or Skype for Business (Plan 3), depending on your

licensing and Enterprise Voice requirements. You'll have to use a Plan 3 license if you want to use Enterprise

Voice on Microsoft Teams Rooms.

6. Click SaveSave.

For validation, you should be able to use any Skype for Business client to log in to this account.

If you're currently using E1, E3, E4, or E5 SKUs with Skype for Business Plan 2 with Audio Conferencing or with Phone

System and a Calling Plan, these will continue to work. However, you should consider moving to a simpler licensing model

as described in Teams Meeting Room Licensing Update, after current licenses expire.

If you're using Skype for Business Plan 2, you can only use the Microsoft Teams Rooms in Skype for Business Only mode,

meaning all of your meetings will be Skype for Business meetings. In order to enable your meeting room for Microsoft

Teams meetings, we recommend you purchase the Meeting Room license.

Configure accounts for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Plan for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms

Configure a Microsoft Teams Rooms console

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms
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 Requirements

  Create an account and synchronize with Azure Active DirectoryCreate an account and synchronize with Azure Active Directory

Read this topic for information on how to deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms in a hybrid environment with

Exchange on-premises and Microsoft Teams.

If your organization has a mix of services, with some hosted on-premises and some hosted online, then your

configuration will depend on where each service is hosted. This topic covers hybrid deployments for Microsoft

Teams Rooms with Exchange hosted on-premises. Because there are so many different variations in this type of

deployment, it's not possible to provide detailed instructions for all of them. The following process will work for

many configurations. If the process isn't right for your setup, we recommend that you use Windows PowerShell

to achieve the same end result as documented here, and for other deployment options.

Microsoft provides SkypeRoomProvisioningScript.ps1, a script that will help create new user accounts, or

validate existing resource accounts you have in order to help you turn them into compatible Microsoft Teams

Rooms user accounts. If you prefer, you can follow the steps below to configure accounts your Microsoft Teams

Rooms device will use.

Before you deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with Exchange on premises, be sure you have met the requirements.

For more information, see Microsoft Teams Rooms requirements.

If you are deploying Microsoft Teams Rooms with Exchange on-premises, you will be using Active Directory

administrative tools to add an email address for your on-premises domain account. This account will be synced

to Microsoft 365 or Office 365. You will need to:

Create an account and synchronize the account with Azure Active Directory.

Enable the remote mailbox and set properties.

Assign a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license.

NOTENOTE

1. In the Active Director y Users and ComputersActive Director y Users and Computers  tool, right-click on the folder or Organizational Unit

that your Microsoft Teams Rooms accounts will be created in, click NewNew , and then click UserUser .

2. Type the display name into the Full nameFull name box, and the alias into the User logon nameUser logon name box. Click NextNext.

3. Type the password for this account. You'll need to retype it for verification. Make sure the PasswordPassword

never expiresnever expires  checkbox is the only option selected.

Selecting Password never expiresPassword never expires is a requirement for Microsoft Teams Rooms. Your domain rules may prohibit

passwords that don't expire. If so, you'll need to create an exception for each Microsoft Teams Rooms device

account.

4. After you've created the account, run a directory synchronization. When it's complete, go to the users

page in your Microsoft 365 admin center and verify that the account created in the previous steps has

merged to online.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/with-exchange-on-premises.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870105


  Enable the remote mailbox and set propertiesEnable the remote mailbox and set properties

  Assign a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 licenseAssign a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license

Enable-Mailbox PROJECTRIGEL01@contoso.com -Room

Set-CalendarProcessing -Identity "Project-Rigel-01" -AutomateProcessing AutoAccept -
AddOrganizerToSubject $false -DeleteComments $false -DeleteSubject $false -RemovePrivateProperty 
$false -AddAdditionalResponse $true -AdditionalResponse "This is a Microsoft Teams Meeting room!"

1. Open the Exchange Management Shell or connect to your Exchange server using remote PowerShell.

2. In Exchange PowerShell, create a mailbox for the account (mailbox-enable the account) by running the

following command:

For detailed syntax and parameter information, see Enable-Mailbox.

3. In Exchange PowerShell, configure the following settings on the room mailbox to improve the meeting

experience:

AutomateProcessing: AutoAccept (Meeting organizers receive the room reservation decision

directly without human intervention: free = accept; busy = decline.)

AddOrganizerToSubject: $false (The meeting organizer is not added to the subject of the meeting

request.)

DeleteComments: $false (Keep any text in the message body of incoming meeting requests.)

DeleteSubject: $false (Keep the subject of incoming meeting requests.)

RemovePrivateProperty: $false (Ensures the private flag that was sent by the meeting organizer in

the original meeting request remains as specified.)

AddAdditionalResponse: $true (The text specified by the AdditionalResponse parameter is added to

meeting requests.)

AdditionalResponse: "This is a Microsoft Teams Meeting room!" (The additional text to add to the

meeting request.)

This example configures these settings on the room mailbox named Project-Rigel-01.

For detailed syntax and parameter information, see Set-CalendarProcessing.

NOTENOTE

1. Connect to Azure Active Directory. For details about Azure Active Directory, see Azure ActiveDirectory

(MSOnline) 1.0.

Azure Active Directory PowerShell 2.0 is not supported.

2. The device account needs to have a valid Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license, or Exchange and Microsoft

Teams will not work. If you have the license, you need to assign a usage location to your device account—

this determines what license SKUs are available for your account. You can use Get-MsolAccountSku  to

retrieve a list of available SKUs.

3. Next, you can add a license using the Set-MsolUserLicense  cmdlet. In this case, $strLicense is the SKU code

that you see (for example, contoso:STANDARDPACK).

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/exchange/exchange-server/open-the-exchange-management-shell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/exchange/exchange-server/connect-to-exchange-servers-using-remote-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/mailboxes/enable-mailbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/mailboxes/set-calendarprocessing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/active-directory/overview?view=azureadps-1.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/active-directory/overview?view=azureadps-2.0


Set-MsolUser -UserPrincipalName 'PROJECTRIGEL01@contoso.com' -UsageLocation 'US'
Get-MsolAccountSku
Set-MsolUserLicense -UserPrincipalName 'PROJECTRIGEL01@contoso.com' -AddLicenses $strLicense

 Related topics

For detailed instructions, see Assign licenses to user accounts with Office 365 PowerShell.

For validation, you should be able to use any client to log in to this account.

Configure accounts for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Plan for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms

Configure a Microsoft Teams Rooms console

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/assign-licenses-to-user-accounts-with-office-365-powershell#use-the-microsoft-azure-active-directory-module-for-windows-powershell
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Prepare the installation media

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

This article describes how to set up the Microsoft Teams Rooms console and its peripherals.

The following steps only apply to Surface Pro-based Teams Rooms devices. For other devices, check with the Original

Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) for support.

You should only perform these steps if the necessary Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business and Exchange

accounts have already been created and tested as described in Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms. You will need the

hardware and software described in Microsoft Teams Rooms requirements. This topic contains the following

sections:

Prepare the installation media

Install a private CA certificate on the console

Install Windows 10 and the Microsoft Teams Rooms console app

Initial set up of the console

Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment checklist

The following steps only apply to Surface Pro-based Teams Rooms devices. For other devices, check with the OEM for

support.

 

Installing the Microsoft Teams Rooms console app requires a USB storage device with at least 32GB of capacity.

There should be no other files on the device; any existing files on the USB storage will be lost.

Failure to create your Microsoft Teams Rooms installation media according to these instructions will likely result in

unexpected behavior.

The process below is for creating installation media to image new Microsoft Teams Rooms devices. Existing devices, by

default, update automatically from Windows Update and the Windows Store.

The Windows 10 machine used to create the Microsoft Teams Rooms installation media must be on the same or later

version of Windows as the target installation media.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/console.md


TIPTIP

 Install Windows 10 and the Microsoft Teams Rooms console app

1. Download the CreateSrsMedia.ps1 script.

2. Run the CreateSrsMedia.ps1 script from an elevated prompt on a Windows 10 machine.

3. Follow the script's instructions to create a Microsoft Teams Rooms USB setup disk.

Each time the CreateSrsMedia.ps1 script starts, the screen output will include the name of a log file or transcript for the

session. If there are issues with running the script, make sure to have a copy of that transcript available when requesting

support.

The CreateSrsMedia.ps1 script automates the following tasks:

1. Download the latest MSI installer for Microsoft Teams Rooms.

2. Determine the build of Windows that the user must supply. The most recently released versions may or may

not be tested and supported for use with Microsoft Teams Rooms devices.

3. Download necessary supporting components.

4. Assemble the needed components on the installation media.

A specific version of Windows 10 is required, and this version is only available to volume licensing customers.

You can get a copy from the Volume Licensing Service Center.

When finished, remove the USB disk from your computer and proceed to Install Windows 10 and the Microsoft

Teams Rooms console app.

 

You now need to apply the setup media you've created. The target device will run as an appliance and the default

user will be set to only run the Microsoft Teams Rooms console app.

1. If the target device will be installed in a dock (e.g., a Surface Pro), disconnect it from the dock.

2. Ensure the target device is not connected to the network.

3. Ensure the target device is connected to AC power.

4. Plug your USB setup disk into the target device.

5. Boot to the USB setup disk. Refer to the manufacturer instructions. If your target device is a Surface Pro,

use the following steps to boot to the USB setup disk:

a. Press and continue to hold the volume down (-) button.

b. Press and release the power button.

c. Once Windows setup is booted, release the volume down (-) button.

6. The system will shut down once installation is complete.

After the system has shut down, it is safe to remove the USB setup disk. At this point, you can place the target

device in its dock (if using a dock-based product), attach the peripherals needed for your meeting room, and

connect to the network. Refer to the manufacturer instructions.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=867842
https://www.microsoft.com/Licensing/servicecenter/


NOTENOTE

  Selecting a languageSelecting a language

NOTENOTE

  To apply your desired languageTo apply your desired language

 Initial set up of the console

Software updates for Microsoft Teams Rooms are automatically downloaded from the Microsoft Store for Business. See

Prerequisites for Microsoft Store for Business and Education to verify that the room console will be able to access the

store and self-update.

In Creator's Update, you will need to use the ApplyCurrentRegionAndLanguage.ps1 script in scenarios where

implicit language selection does not provide the user with the actual application language they want (e.g., they

want the console app to come up in French, but it's coming up in English).

The following instructions work only for consoles created using Windows Creator's Update. Legacy/in-market systems

that have not been set up using media with the new provisioning system will not be able to use these instructions, but

should also not suffer from the initial issue that requires this manual intervention (Anniversary Edition let you pick your

app language explicitly as part of setup).

powershell -executionpolicy unrestricted c:\Rigel\x64\scripts\provisioning\scriptlaunch.ps1 
ApplyCurrentRegionAndLanguage.ps1

1. Switch to Admin mode.

2. Select the Start menu.

3. Select the gear icon to launch the SettingsSettings  app.

4. Select Time & languageTime & language.

5. Select Region & languageRegion & language.

6. Select Add a languageAdd a language.

7. Select the language you wish to add.

8. Select the language you just added to the "Languages" list.

9. Select Set as defaultSet as default.

10. For any languages you wish to remove:

a. Select the language you wish to remove.

b. Select RemoveRemove.

11. Start an elevated command prompt.

12. Run the following command:

13. Restart the system.

Your desired language is now applied to the Microsoft Teams Rooms console.

 

After Windows is installed, the Microsoft Teams Rooms console app will go into its initial Setup process when it

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-store/prerequisites-microsoft-store-for-business


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

  Install a private CA certificate on the consoleInstall a private CA certificate on the console

  To manually install the certificateTo manually install the certificate

is started next or if the /reboot option was chosen.

1. The User Account screen appears. Enter the Skype sign-in address (in user@domain format) of the room

account to be used with the console.

2. Enter the password for the room account, and re-enter it to verify.

3. Under "Configure Domain," set the FQDN for the Skype for Business Server. If the Skype for Business SIP

domain is different from the Exchange domain of the user, enter the Exchange domain in this field.

4. Click NextNext.

5. Select the indicated devices on the Features screen and click NextNext. The default is to have Auto Screen

sharing set to On and Hide meeting names set to Off. The devices to select are:

Microphone for Conferencing: the default microphone for this conference room.

Speaker for Conferencing: the default speaker for conferencing.

Default Speaker : the speaker used for audio from the HDMI ingest.

Each item has a drop-down menu of options to select from. You must make a selection for each

device.

6. Click FinishFinish .

The Microsoft Teams Rooms console app should immediately start signing in to Skype for Business Server with

the credentials entered above, and should also begin syncing its calendar with Exchange using those same

credentials. For details on using the console app, refer to the Microsoft Teams Rooms help.

Microsoft Teams Rooms relies on the presence of certified console hardware. Even a correctly created image containing

the Microsoft Teams Rooms console app will not boot past the initial setup procedure unless the console hardware is

detected. For Surface Pro based solutions, the Surface Pro must be connected to its accompanying dock hardware to pass

this check.

Some non-English language users may need a physical keyboard connected to the console during initial setup in the

event that symbols are not supported on the touch keyboard.

 

The Microsoft Teams Rooms console needs to trust the certificates used by the servers it connects to. For O365

this is done automatically, since these servers are using public Certificate Authorities and these are

automatically trusted by Windows 10. In a case where the Certificate Authority is private, for instance an on-

premises deployment with Active Directory and the Windows Certificate Authority, you can add the certificate to

the Microsoft Teams Rooms console in a couple of ways:

You can join the console to Active Directory and that will automatically add the required certificates given

the Certificate Authority is published to Active Directory (normal deployment option).

You can install the certificate manually after the imaging process. Before you do this, you must complete

Initial set up of the console.

1. Download the CA certificate to your computer and save it to "C:\Skype Room

https://support.office.com/article/Skype-Room-Systems-version-2-help-e667f40e-5aab-40c1-bd68-611fe0002ba2


  Join an Active Directory domain (Optional)Join an Active Directory domain (Optional)

  To join Microsoft Teams Rooms to a domainTo join Microsoft Teams Rooms to a domain

Add-Computer -DomainName redmond.corp.microsoft.com -OUPath 
"OU=Microsoft_Teams_Rooms,OU=Resources,DC=redmond,DC=corp,DC=microsoft,DC=com"

 Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment checklist

C O M P L ET EDC O M P L ET ED C H EC KC H EC K

☐ Room account name and phone # (if PSTN enabled) are
correctly displayed in top right of console screen

☐ Windows computer name is set correctly (useful for remote
administration)

☐ Administrator account password set and verified

certutil -addstore -f -enterprise root "C:\Skype Room 
Systems\x64\Scripts\Provisioning\CAcertificate.cer"

Systems\x64\Scripts\Provisioning\CAcertificate.cer".

2. Place the console in admin mode (see Admin mode and device management).

3. Run the following command:

 

You can join Microsoft Teams Rooms consoles to your domain. Microsoft Teams Rooms consoles should be

placed in a separate OU from your PC workstations because many workstation policies are not compatible with

Microsoft Teams Rooms. A common example are password enforcement policies that will prevent Microsoft

Teams Rooms from starting up automatically. For information about the management of GPO settings, refer to

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Add-Computer -DomainName <Fully qualified domain> -OUPath "OU=<Child OU>, … ,OU=<Top level OU>,DC=
<child domain>,…,DC=<top level domain>"

1. Sign into the console from the admin account (see Admin mode and device management).

2. Launch elevated Powershell command prompt.

3. Enter the following command in Powershell:

For example, if your fully qualified domain is redmond.corp.microsoft.com and you want your Microsoft Teams

Rooms consoles to be in a "Microsoft Teams Rooms" OU that is a child of a "Resources" OU, the command will

be:

If you would like to rename the computer when joining it to a domain, use the -NewName flag followed by the

computer's new name.

 

Use the following checklist while doing a final verification that the console and all its peripherals are fully

configured:

Application settingsApplication settings



☐ All firmware updates have been applied

C O M P L ET EDC O M P L ET ED C H EC KC H EC K

C O M P L ET EDC O M P L ET ED C H EC KC H EC K

☐ Camera peripheral firmware version is correct (if applicable)

☐ Camera functional and positioned optimally

☐ Settings for Playback Default Device and Playback Default
Communications Device set to intended audio peripheral

☐ Settings for Recording Default Communication Device set to
the intended audio peripheral

☐ Audio peripheral firmware version is correct (if applicable)

☐ Audio input device functional and optimally positioned

☐ Audio output device functional and optimally positioned

C O M P L ET EDC O M P L ET ED C H EC KC H EC K

☐ Cables are secure and not pinched

☐ Audio ingest over HDMI is functional

☐ Video ingest over HDMI is functional

☐ Dock can swivel freely

☐ Display brightness is acceptable for environment

 See also

Audio/video peripheralsAudio/video peripherals

DockDock

 

Plan for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms
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Manually update a Microsoft Teams Rooms device
 12/7/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Step 1: Download the offline app update script

 Step 2: Run the script to update the Teams Rooms app

The Microsoft Teams Rooms app is distributed through the Microsoft Store. Updates to the app are installed

from the Microsoft Store automatically during nightly maintenance; this is the recommended method to get

updates. However, there are some situations where a Teams Rooms device can't receive updates from the

Microsoft Store. For example, security policies may not allow devices to connect to the Internet or may not allow

apps to be downloaded from the Microsoft Store. Or, you may want to update a device before performing setup,

during which the Microsoft Store isn't available.

If you can't get updates from the Microsoft Store, you can use an offline app update PowerShell script to

manually update your Teams Rooms devices to a newer version of the Teams Rooms app. Follow the steps in

this article to manually update your Teams Rooms devices.

This process can only update a Teams Rooms device with the Teams Rooms app already installed. It can't be used to

perform a new installation. It also can't be used to downgrade the app to an older version. To perform a new installation

of the Teams Rooms app, contact your device's manufacturer for media specific to it, or see Prepare the installation media.

First, download the latest version of the offline app update script. To download the script, click

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2151817. The script will be downloaded to the default downloads

folder on your device.

Downloaded files may be marked as blocked by Windows. If you need to run the script without any interaction,

you'll need to unblock the script. To unblock the script, do the following:

1. Right-click on the file in File Explorer

2. Click Proper tiesProper ties

3. Select UnblockUnblock

4. Click OKOK

To unblock the script using PowerShell, see Unblock-File.

After the offline app update script is downloaded, transfer the file to the Teams Rooms device. You can transfer a

file to the device by using a USB drive or by accessing the file from a network file share while in Admin Mode on

the device. Be sure to note where you save the file on the device.

The offline app update script needs to be run from an elevated command prompt while the Skype user (the user

under which the app runs) is still signed in. For more information about how to log into an admin account to use

the elevated command prompt while the Skype user is still logged in, see Switching to Admin Mode and back

when the Microsoft Teams Rooms app crashes.

Do the following to run the script from an elevated command prompt:

1. Switch to Admin Mode

2. Click the Start icon, type Command PromptCommand Prompt, and then select Run as administratorRun as administrator

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/manual-update.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2151817
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/microsoft.powershell.utility/unblock-file?view=powershell-7.1


PowerShell -ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted "C:\Users\Admin\Downloads\MTR-Update-4.5.6.7.ps1"

 Step 3: Verify the app has been updated successfully

PowerShell -ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted "<path to script>"

3. Run the following command where <path to script>  includes the full path to the script and the name of

the script file:

For example, if the script file is located in C:\Users\Admin\Downloads , and the script file name is 

MTR-Update-4.5.6.7.ps1 , run the following command:

Allow the script to run. When it's finished, the script will reboot the Teams Rooms device.

You can also run the script by using Remote PowerShell. For more information about using Remote PowerShell

with Teams Rooms devices, see Remote Management using PowerShell.

If the script runs successfully, the device will reboot into the Teams Rooms app.

If the script encounters a problem, it will indicate what the problem is on the command line and record its

output to a file. Follow any instructions that the script provides. If you need to contact Microsoft Support, make

sure to include the log file along with the support request. The script will provide you with the path to the log

file.



   

 

Authentication in Microsoft Teams Rooms
 12/7/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Modern authentication

 Enable modern authentication on a Microsoft Teams Rooms device

NOTENOTE

  Using device settingsUsing device settings

Account management for Microsoft Teams Rooms devices is handled at the application level. The application

connects to Microsoft Teams, Skype for Business, and Exchange to get resources for the room account to enable

calling and meeting experiences. The device uses a dedicated resource account to allow for always-on

capabilities, calling scenarios (for devices configured with a Calling Plan), and custom lockdown mechanisms

implemented on these devices. This means that authentication for these devices happen in a different way than

for end-user devices.

Modern authentication is recommended for all customers using Microsoft Teams Rooms with Microsoft 365 or

Office 365. If you have an on-premises deployment of Exchange server or Skype for Business server, configure

hybrid modern authentication with Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) to enable using modern authentication.

Modern authentication is supported on Microsoft Teams Rooms version 4.4.25.0 and later.

When you use modern authentication with the Microsoft Teams Rooms application, Active Directory

Authentication Library (ADAL) is used to connect to Microsoft Teams, Exchange, and Skype for Business.

Microsoft Teams Rooms is a shared device and performs a nightly reboot to ensure smooth functioning and to

get critical operating system, driver, firmware, and application updates. The modern authentication mechanism

uses the resource owner password credentials authorization grant type in OAuth 2.0, which doesn't require any

user intervention. This is one of the key differences between how modern authentication works for user

accounts versus resource accounts that are used by Microsoft Teams Rooms. Because of this, Microsoft Teams

Rooms resource accounts shouldn't be configured to use multi-factor authentication (MFA), smart card

authentication, or client certificate-based authentication (which are all available for end users).

The other key difference between how modern authentication works on Microsoft Teams Rooms and end-user

devices is that you can't use a resource account to apply device-level conditional access policies in Azure Active

Directory and Endpoint Manager as device info is not passed when using this grant type. Instead, you can enroll

a device in Microsoft Endpoint Manager and apply compliance policies by using the guidance provided in

Managing Teams Meeting Rooms with Intune.

For Microsoft Teams Rooms to use modern authentication with Skype for Business and Exchange, enable the

client-side setting for modern authentication on Microsoft Teams Rooms. You can do this in the device settings

or in the XML config file.

Before you enable the client-side setting for modern authentication, make sure that your environment is set up correctly

to use modern authentication.

1. On Microsoft Teams Rooms, go to MoreMore (......).

2. Select SettingsSettings , and then enter the device administrator username and password.

3. Go to the AccountAccount tab, turn on Modern AuthenticationModern Authentication, and then select Save and exitSave and exit.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/rooms-authentication.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/hybrid-modern-auth-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/v2-oauth-ropc
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/intune-customer-success/managing-teams-meeting-rooms-with-intune/ba-p/1069230


  Using the XML config fileUsing the XML config file

<ModernAuthEnabled>True</ModernAuthEnabled>

 Prepare your environment for modern authentication

  Enable modern authentication in Microsoft 365 or Office 365Enable modern authentication in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

 Hybrid modern authentication

NOTENOTE

  Prerequisites specific to Microsoft Teams RoomsPrerequisites specific to Microsoft Teams Rooms

In your SkypeSettings.xml file, set the modern authentication XML element to TrueTrue, as follows.

To apply the setting, see Manage a Microsoft Teams Rooms console settings remotely with an XML configuration

file.

Before you begin, make sure you understand the identity models to use with Office 365 and Azure AD. You can

find more information at Office 365 identity models and Azure Active Directory and at Hybrid identity and

directory synchronization for Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

To turn on modern authentication for Exchange Online, see Enable modern authentication in Exchange Online.

We recommended that you do not remove basic authentication policies for Exchange Online or disable basic

authentication for your tenant until you have validated that Microsoft Teams Rooms devices can successfully

sign in with Exchange Online and Teams.

For more information about disabling basic authentication in Exchange Online, see Disable Basic authentication

in Exchange Online.

To ensure successful authentication to your on-premises Exchange server and/or Skype for Business server, you

must make sure the resource account that's used with Microsoft Teams Rooms is configured to get authorization

from Azure AD.

Teams Rooms authentication flows vary depending on your authentication configuration. For customers using a

managed domain, Teams Rooms uses OAuth 2.0 Resource Owner Password Credentials with Azure Active

Directory. However, for customers using a federated domain, OAuth 2.0 SAML Bearer Assertion Flow is used.

Your identity provider may need specific configurations or settings for integration with Azure Active Directory or Office

365. Contact your identity provider if you need help with configuring authentication with Teams Rooms.

The prerequisites to enable modern authentication in your hybrid topology are covered in Hybrid modern

authentication overview and prerequisites for using it with on-premises Skype for Business and Exchange

servers. All the prerequisites discussed in the article apply.

However, because Microsoft Teams Rooms uses resource owner password credentials authorization and the

underlying REST APIs for modern authentication, the following are important differences to be aware of that are

specific to Microsoft Teams Rooms.

You must have Exchange Server 2016 CU8 or later, or Exchange Server 2019 CU1 or later.

You must have Skype for Business Server 2015 CU5 or later, or Skype for Business Server 2019 or later.

MFA isn't supported regardless of the topology you have.

Microsoft Teams Rooms does not support SIP and UPN mismatch. You must create a Microsoft Teams Rooms

account with the same UPN and SIP for it to work.

If you use a third-party authentication provider that's supported by Azure AD, it must support an active

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/about-office-365-identity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/plan-for-directory-synchronization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/clients-and-mobile-in-exchange-online/enable-or-disable-modern-authentication-in-exchange-online
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/clients-and-mobile-in-exchange-online/disable-basic-authentication-in-exchange-online
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/v2-oauth-ropc
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/v2-saml-bearer-assertion
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/hybrid-modern-auth-overview
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749#section-1.3.3


  Configure Exchange ServerConfigure Exchange Server

  Configure Skype for Business ServerConfigure Skype for Business Server

  Remove or disable Skype for Business and ExchangeRemove or disable Skype for Business and Exchange

  Azure AD conditional accessAzure AD conditional access

authentication flow through WS-Trust.

Do not use device-level conditional access policies for a resource account configured with the application.

Doing so will result in sign-in failures. Instead, enroll a device in Microsoft Intune and apply compliance

policies by using the guidance published in Managing Teams Meeting Rooms with Intune.

To enable hybrid modern authentication in Exchange Server, see How to configure Exchange Server on-premises

to use hybrid modern authentication.

To enable hybrid modern authentication with Skype for Business Server, see How to configure Skype for

Business on-premises to use hybrid modern authentication.

If your setup doesn't allow for hybrid modern authentication or you need to remove or disable hybrid modern

authentication for Exchange or Skype for Business, see Removing or disabling hybrid modern authentication

from Skype for Business and Exchange.

You can configure a resource account used with Microsoft Teams Rooms for IP/location-based access. To learn

more, see Conditional Access: Block access by location.

No other conditional access policies are supported. For more information about device compliance, see

Managing Teams Meeting Rooms with Intune.

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/intune-customer-success/managing-teams-meeting-rooms-with-intune/ba-p/1069230
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/configure-exchange-server-for-hybrid-modern-authentication
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/configure-exchange-server-for-hybrid-modern-authentication
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/remove-or-disable-hybrid-modern-authentication-from-skype-for-business-and-excha
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/howto-conditional-access-policy-location
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/intune-customer-success/managing-teams-meeting-rooms-with-intune/ba-p/1069230


   

 

Enable Teams Room devices to join third-party
meetings

 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Step 1: Allow calendar invite processing for third-party meetings

 Step 2: Configure Office 365 Threat Protection and link rewrite

Microsoft Teams Rooms devices support a one-touch experience for joining third-party online meetings, also

referred to as Direct guest join. When enabled, you can use a Teams Rooms device to join meetings hosted on

Cisco WebEx and Zoom just as easily as you can join meetings hosted in Microsoft Teams.

Before you can join third-party meetings from a Teams Rooms device, you need to do the following:

1. Configure the Teams Rooms device's Exchange Online room mailbox to process invites for third-party

meetings.

2. Make sure your organization doesn't have any policies that would prevent you from connecting to third-

party meeting services.

3. Configure your Teams Rooms devices to allow third-party meetings.

The following sections show you how to do each of these steps.

The first thing you need to do to enable a one-touch join experience from a Team Rooms device is set the

calendar processing rules for the device's Exchange Online room mailbox. The room mailbox needs to allow

external meetings and keep the message body and subject so it can see the URL needed to join the third-party

meeting. To set these room mailbox options using the Set-CalendarProcessing cmdlet, do the following:

Get-Mailbox | Where {$_.RoomMailboxAccountEnabled -eq $True} | Format-Table Name, UserPrincipalName

Set-CalendarProcessing <UserPrincipalName> -ProcessExternalMeetingMessages $True -DeleteComments 
$False -DeleteSubject $False

1. Connect to Exchange Online PowerShell. For more information, see Connect to Exchange Online

PowerShell with Basic authentication or Connect to Exchange Online PowerShell using multi-factor

authentication, depending on your authentication method.

2. Get the User Principal Name (UPN) of the room mailbox if you don't know it by running the following

command:

3. Find the name of the room mailbox associated with your Teams Rooms device and make note of its UPN.

4. After you find the room mailbox's UPN, run the following command. Replace <UserPrincipalName>  with

the room mailbox's UPN:

Learn more about Exchange Online PowerShell.

To enable the one-touch join experience, meeting join link information from the third-party meeting needs to be

present and readable in the meeting invite. If your organization uses the Office 365 Advanced Threat Protection

Safe Links feature, or if you use a third-party solution that scans all incoming and outgoing URLs for threats, it

may change the meeting join URLs and make the meeting unrecognizable by the Teams Rooms device. To make

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/third-party-join.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/set-calendarprocessing?view=exchange-ps.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/exchange/connect-to-exchange-online-powershell?view=exchange-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/exchange/mfa-connect-to-exchange-online-powershell?view=exchange-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/exchange/exchange-online-powershell?view=exchange-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/atp-safe-links


C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

 Step 3: Enable third-party meetings on device

  Use device settingsUse device settings

  Use the SkypeSettings.xml configuration fileUse the SkypeSettings.xml configuration file

<WebExMeetingsEnabled>True</WebExMeetingsEnabled>

<ZoomMeetingsEnabled>True</ZoomMeetingsEnabled>

sure this doesn't happen, you need to add the third-party meeting service's URLs to the ATP Safe Links "do not

rewrite" list or the third-party URL rewrite exception list.

To add third-party meeting service URLs to the ATP Safe Links "do not rewrite" list, follow the steps in Set up a

custom do-not-rewrite URLs list using ATP Safe Links. If you use a third-party solution, refer to the instructions

for that solution to add URLs to its URL rewrite exception list.

Here are some example entries that you may need to add to your ATP Safe Links "do not rewrite" list or third-

party URL rewrite exception list:

Cisco WebExCisco WebEx *.webex.com*

ZoomZoom *.zoom.us* , *.zoom.com* , *.zoomgov.com*

For a complete list of URLs to add to your ATP Safe Links "do not rewrite" list or third-party URL rewrite

exception list, contact the third-party meeting service provider you want to accept meeting invites from.

Only add URLs that you trust to your ATP Safe Links "do not rewrite" list or third-party URL rewrite exception

list.

The last step you need to do is allow each Teams Rooms device to join third-party meetings. Third-party

meetings require a username and email address to join them. If the username and email address that you need

to use is different than the device's room mailbox, you need to add them to your device. You can do this in the

device settings or in the XML config file.

To configure the Teams Rooms device using its touchscreen, do the following:

1. On the Microsoft Teams Rooms device, select More ...More ... .

2. Select SettingsSettings , and then enter the device administrator username and password.

3. Go to the MeetingsMeetings  tab and select Cisco WebExCisco WebEx, ZoomZoom, or both.

4. If you want to join meetings with the username and email address associated with the room mailbox, select

Join with room infoJoin with room info.

5. If you want to join meetings with an alternate username and email address, select Join with custom infoJoin with custom info

and enter username and email address you'd like to use.

6. Select Save and exitSave and exit. Your device will restart.

The following settings can be added to the SkypeSettings.xml  file located in 

C:\Users\Skype\AppData\Local\Packages\Microsoft.SkypeRoomSystem_8wekyb3d8bbwe\LocalState . For more

information about the SkypeSettings.xml  file, see Manage a Microsoft Teams Rooms console settings remotely

with an XML configuration file.

To enable Cisco WebEx meetings, set the WebExMeetingsEnabled  XML element to TrueTrue, as follows.

To enable Zoom meetings, set the ZoomMeetingsEnabled  XML element to TrueTrue, as follows.

You can optionally specify a custom username and email address to join third-party meetings using the

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/set-up-a-custom-do-not-rewrite-urls-list-with-atp?view=o365-worldwide


<UseCustomInfoForThirdPartyMeetings>true</UseCustomInfoForThirdPartyMeetings>

<CustomDisplayNameForThirdPartyMeetings>guestname</CustomDisplayNameForThirdPartyMeetings>

<CustomDisplayEmailForThirdPartyMeetings>guest@contoso.com</CustomDisplayEmailForThirdPartyMeetings>

NOTENOTE

following XML elements. If the values you provide aren't valid, the Teams Rooms device will default to use room

mailbox username and email address.

To join a Cisco WebEx meeting from a Teams Rooms device, the Cisco meeting needs to be hosted in WebEx Meetings Pro

using Cisco WebEx web application version WBS 40.7 or later.



   

 

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms by using Microsoft
Endpoint Configuration Manager

 12/7/2021 • 27 minutes to read • Edit Online

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Validate prerequisites

  Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager requirementsMicrosoft Endpoint Configuration Manager requirements

  

This article gives you all the necessary information to create your Microsoft Teams Rooms deployments by

using Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager.

With the easy-to-use methods provided by Configuration Manager, you can deploy the operating system and

other applications to multiple target devices.

Use the approach illustrated below to guide you through your Configuration Manager configuration, and

customize the sample packages and scripts provided throughout this guidance as needed for your organization.

This solution has only been tested with Surface Pro–based deployments. Follow the manufacturer's guidelines for

configurations that aren't based on Surface Pro.

To deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with Configuration Manager, ensure that you meet the following

prerequisites and requirements.

Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager version must be at least 1706 or above. We recommend

using 1710 or later. Check out Support for Windows 10 in Configuration Manager to learn about the

Windows 10 versions that Configuration Manager supports.

A supported version of Windows Assessment and Deployment Kit (ADK) for Windows 10 must be

installed. See the versions of the Windows 10 ADK that you can use with different versions of

Configuration Manager, and ensure that your deployment includes the correct version.

The site system servers must have been assigned the distribution point role, and the boot images should

be enabled for preboot execution environment (PXE) support to enable network-initiated deployments. If

PXE support isn't enabled, you can use bootable media for your deployments.

A network access account must be configured to support new computer (bare metal) deployment

scenarios. To learn more about the configuration of a network access account, see Accounts used in

Configuration Manager.

We recommend that you enable multicast support, if you're likely to deploy the same Microsoft Teams

Rooms image to multiple units at the same time.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/rooms-scale.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/core/plan-design/configs/support-for-windows-10#windows-10-as-a-client
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/core/plan-design/configs/support-for-windows-10#windows-10-adk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/osd/deploy-use/use-pxe-to-deploy-windows-over-the-network
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/osd/deploy-use/use-bootable-media-to-deploy-windows-over-the-network
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/core/plan-design/hierarchy/manage-accounts-to-access-content#bkmk_naa
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/osd/deploy-use/use-multicast-to-deploy-windows-over-the-network


Networking requirementsNetworking requirements

 Configure Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager for operating
system deployment

  Validate and upgrade Configuration ManagerValidate and upgrade Configuration Manager

  Configure distribution points to support PXE and multicastConfigure distribution points to support PXE and multicast

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Your network should have a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server, configured for

automatic IP address distribution to the subnets where Microsoft Teams Rooms units will be deployed.

DHCP lease duration must be set to a value longer than the image deployment duration. Otherwise, the

deployment might fail.

Your network, including switches and virtual LANs (VLANs), should be configured to support PXE. Refer

to your network vendor for more information about IP Helper and PXE configuration. Alternatively, you

can use bootable media for your deployments, if PXE support isn't enabled.

For Surface Pro devices, booting from the network (PXE boot) is only supported when you use an Ethernet

adapter or docking station from Microsoft. Third-party Ethernet adapters don't support PXE boot with Surface

Pro. See Ethernet adapters and Surface deployment for more information.

This article assumes you already have a healthy Configuration Manager deployment, and doesn't detail all the

steps required to deploy and configure Configuration Manager from scratch. The documentation and the

configuration guidance on the Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager is a great resource; we recommend

you start with these resources if you haven't yet deployed Configuration Manager.

Use the following instructions to verify that the operating system deployment (OSD) features are configured

properly.

1. In the Configuration Manager console, go to AdministrationAdministration > Updates and Ser vicingUpdates and Ser vicing.

2. Check the installed build and applicable updates that haven't been installed yet.

3. Review Support for Windows 10 in Configuration Manager; if you need to upgrade your deployment,

select the update you want to install, and then select DownloadDownload.

4. After the download is complete, select the update, and then select Install Update PackInstall Update Pack .

1. In the Configuration Manager console, go to AdministrationAdministration > Distr ibution PointsDistr ibution Points .

2. Select the distribution point server that will serve the Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment, and then

select Proper tiesProper ties .

3. Select the PXEPXE tab, and ensure that the following settings are enabled:

Enable PXE support for clients

Allow this distribution point to respond to incoming PXE requests

Enable unknown computer support

4. Optional: To enable multicast support, select the MulticastMulticast tab, and ensure that the following settings are

enabled:

Enable multicast to simultaneously send data to multiple clients

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/osd/deploy-use/use-bootable-media-to-deploy-windows-over-the-network
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/surface/ethernet-adapters-and-surface-device-deployment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/core/plan-design/configs/support-for-windows-10#windows-10-as-a-client


  Configure the Network Access AccountConfigure the Network Access Account

NOTENOTE

  Configure a boot imageConfigure a boot image

NOTENOTE

 Create Configuration Manager packages

Configure the UDP port range as per your network team's recommendation

1. In the Configuration Manager console, go to AdministrationAdministration > S ite ConfigurationSite Configuration > S itesSites , and then

select the site.

2. In the SettingsSettings  group, select Configure S ite ComponentsConfigure S ite Components  > Software Distr ibutionSoftware Distr ibution.

3. Select the Network Access AccountNetwork Access Account tab. Set up one or more accounts, and then select OKOK.

The accounts don't need any special rights, except for the Access this computer from the networkAccess this computer from the network right on the

distribution point server. A generic domain user account will be appropriate. For more information, see Accounts used in

Configuration Manager.

1. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Operating SystemOperating System > Boot ImagesBoot Images .

2. Select Boot image (x64)Boot image (x64) , and then select Proper tiesProper ties .

3. Select the Data SourceData Source tab, and enable Deploy this boot image from the PXE-enabledDeploy this boot image from the PXE-enabled

distr ibution pointdistr ibution point.

4. Select the Optional ComponentsOptional Components  tab to install required components:

a. Select the star icon, and search for HTML (WinPE-HTA)HTML (WinPE-HTA)

b. Select OKOK to add HTML application support in to the boot image.

5. Optional: To customize the deployment experience, select the CustomizationCustomization tab.

Enable command suppor t (testing only)command suppor t (testing only)  if you want to have access to a command prompt during

the deployment. When this is enabled, you can start a command prompt by selecting F8F8  at any time

during the deployment.

You can also specify a custom background image to be displayed during the deployment. To set an

image, enable Specify the custom background image file (UNC pathSpecify the custom background image file (UNC path and select your

background.

6. When asked, select YesYes  and distribute the updated boot image to your distribution points.

For more information, see Manage boot images with Configuration Manager.

You can create a bootable USB media to initiate Configuration Manager task sequence–based deployments for

environments that have no PXE support. The bootable media contains only the boot image, optional prestart commands

and their required files, and Configuration Manager binaries to support booting into Windows PE and connecting to

Configuration Manager for the rest of the deployment process. For more information, see Create bootable media.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/core/plan-design/hierarchy/manage-accounts-to-access-content#bkmk_naa
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/osd/get-started/manage-boot-images
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/osd/deploy-use/create-bootable-media#bkmk_createbootablemedia


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

PA C KA GE N A M EPA C KA GE N A M E T Y P ET Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

SRS v2 - SRS Application Package Software package Package for the Microsoft Teams
Rooms deployment kit

SRS v2 - Sysprep Package Software package Package for the custom
Unattended.xml to configure Microsoft
Teams Rooms units

SRS v2 - Set-SRSComputerName
Package

Software package Package for the HTML application
(HTA) to assign a computer name
during the deployment

SRS v2 - Configure SRS Setup Software package Package to configure deployment of
the Microsoft Teams Rooms app

SRS v2 - OS Updates Package Software package Package to deploy mandatory
operating system updates

SRS v2 - Root Certificate Package Software package Optional - Package to deploy the root
certificate (not required for domain-
joined units)

SRS v2 - Microsoft Monitoring Agent
Package

Software package Optional - Package to deploy and
configure the Microsoft Operations
Management Suite agent

SRS v2 - WinPE Background Package Software package Package for the custom background
image to use with boot images

Windows 10 Enterprise Operating system image Package for the operating system
installation file (install.wim)

Surface Pro Driver package Package for the device drivers and
firmware for Microsoft Surface Pro

Surface Pro 4 Driver package Package for the device drivers and
firmware for Microsoft Surface Pro 4

  Create folders for the package source filesCreate folders for the package source files

The required operating system version for each SRS installer version changes with every MSI release. To determine the

best operating system version for a given MSI, run the console setup script once. To learn more, see Deploy Microsoft

Teams Rooms by using Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager.

Configuration Manager requires a number of packages to deploy and configure the Microsoft Teams Rooms

units.

You need to create and configure the following packages, and then distribute them to the Configuration

Manager site systems that have been assigned the distribution point server role.

For more information, see Packages and programs in Configuration Manager.

Configuration Manager requires package source files to be organized in a specific folder structure when they're

first created and when they're updated.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/apps/deploy-use/packages-and-programs


TIPTIP

  Create the Monitoring agent packageCreate the Monitoring agent package

  Create the operating system updates packageCreate the operating system updates package

Create the following folder structure on the Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager central administration

site or primary site, or on a server share you're using to host package source files:

SRS v2 - Microsoft Monitoring Agent Package

SRS v2 - OS Updates Package

SRS v2 - Root Certificate Package

SRS v2 - Set-SRSComputerName Package

SRS v2 - SRS Application Package

SRS v2 - Configure SRS Setup

SRS v2 - Sysprep Package

Drivers

Operating Systems

Surface Pro

Surface Pro 4

Windows 10 Enterprise

You may also download and use the zip file that includes the folder structure for the packages, the scripts that you need

to use, and the task sequence template, that you need to import.

1. Download the Monitoring agent from https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=828603.

2. Extract the package into the SRS v2 - Microsoft Monitor ing Agent PackageSRS v2 - Microsoft Monitor ing Agent Package folder by opening a

Command Prompt window and entering MMASetup-AMD64.exe /C:MMASetup-AMD64.exe /C: at the command prompt.

3. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Application ManagementApplication Management >

PackagesPackages , and then select Create PackageCreate Package.

4. Enter the following information to create the package:

Name: SRS v2 - Microsoft Monitor ing Agent Package: SRS v2 - Microsoft Monitor ing Agent Package

Manufacturer: Microsoft Corporation: Microsoft Corporation

Version: 8 .1 .11081.0: 8 .1 .11081.0  (enter the version of the downloaded installation file)

Select the This package contains source filesThis package contains source files  check box, enter the path to the SRS v2 -SRS v2 -

Microsoft Monitor ing Agent PackageMicrosoft Monitor ing Agent Package folder, and then select NextNext.

5. Select Do not create a programDo not create a program, and then select NextNext.

6. Review the Confirm the settingsConfirm the settings  page, and then select NextNext.

7. Select CloseClose.

1. In the SRS v2 - OS Updates PackageSRS v2 - OS Updates Package folder, create a new PowerShell script named Install-SRSv2-Install-SRSv2-

OS-Updates.ps1OS-Updates.ps1 .

2. Copy the script below into the Install-SRSv2-OS-Updates.ps1Install-SRSv2-OS-Updates.ps1  script. Alternatively, you can download

the Install-SRSv2-OS-Updates.ps1 script from here.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Skype/SfbOnline/downloads/Skype-Room-Systems-v2/SRS-v2-Configuration-Manager-Files.zip?raw=true
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=828603
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Skype/SfbOnline/downloads/Skype-Room-Systems-v2/SRS-v2-Configuration-Manager-Files.zip?raw=true


  Create the root certificate package (optional)Create the root certificate package (optional)

# Install-SRSv2-OS-Updates.ps1
$strPath = split-path -parent $MyInvocation.MyCommand.Definition
$total = gci $strPath *.msu | measure | Select-Object -expand Count
$i = 0
gci $strPath *.msu | ForEach-Object {
  $i++
  WUSA ""$_.FullName /quiet /norestart""
  Write-Progress -activity "Applying Mandatory Updates" -status "Installing
  $_ .. $i of $total" -percentComplete (($i / $total) * 100)
  Wait-Process -name wusa
}

NOTENOTE

3. Download the mandatory Windows Update packages into the same folder.

At the time this article was published, only KB4056892 was required. Check Configure a Microsoft Teams Rooms

console, to see whether any other updates are required.

4. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Application ManagementApplication Management >

PackagesPackages , and then select Create PackageCreate Package.

5. Enter the following information to create the package:

Name: SRS v2 – OS Updates PackageSRS v2 – OS Updates Package

Manufacturer : Microsoft CorporationMicrosoft Corporation

Version: 1 .0 .01.0 .0

Select the This package contains source filesThis package contains source files  check box, enter the path to the SRS v2 - OSSRS v2 - OS

Updates PackageUpdates Package folder, and then select NextNext.

6. Select Do not create a programDo not create a program, and then select NextNext.

7. Review the Confirm the settingsConfirm the settings  page, and then select NextNext.

8. Select CloseClose.

You create this package to distribute the root certificate for devices that won't be joined to an Active Directory

domain. Create this package only if both the following conditions apply:

Your deployment includes on-premises Lync or Skype for Business Server.

Microsoft Teams Rooms units are configured to work in a workgroup instead of a domain member.

1. Copy the root certificate into the SRS v2 – Root Cer tificate PackageSRS v2 – Root Cer tificate Package folder.

2. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Application ManagementApplication Management >

PackagesPackages , and then select Create PackageCreate Package.

3. Enter the following information to create the package:

Name: SRS v2 – Root Cer tificate PackageSRS v2 – Root Cer tificate Package

Manufacturer : Your organization's name

Version: 1 .0 .01.0 .0

Select the This package contains source filesThis package contains source files  check box, enter the path to the SRS v2 – RootSRS v2 – Root

Cer tificate PackageCer tificate Package folder, and then select NextNext.

4. Select Do not create a programDo not create a program, and then select NextNext.

5. Review the Confirm the settingsConfirm the settings  page, and then select NextNext.

http://download.windowsupdate.com/c/msdownload/update/software/secu/2018/01/windows10.0-kb4056892-x64_a41a378cf9ae609152b505c40e691ca1228e28ea.msu


  Create the Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment kit packageCreate the Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment kit package

  Create the computer name assignment packageCreate the computer name assignment package

6. Select CloseClose.

1. Download the latest version of the Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment kitMicrosoft Teams Rooms deployment kit from

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=851168, and install it to a workstation.

2. Copy the content from C:\Program Files (x86)\Skype Room System Deployment KitC:\Program Files (x86)\Skype Room System Deployment Kit to the SRSSRS

v2 - SRS Application Packagev2 - SRS Application Package folder.

3. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Application ManagementApplication Management >

PackagesPackages , and then select Create PackageCreate Package.

4. Enter the following information to create the package:

Name: SRS v2 – SRS Application PackageSRS v2 – SRS Application Package

Manufacturer : Microsoft CorporationMicrosoft Corporation

Version: 3 .1 .104.03.1.104.0  (enter the version of the downloaded installation file)

Select the This package contains source filesThis package contains source files  check box, enter the path to the SRS v2 – SRSSRS v2 – SRS

Application PackageApplication Package folder, and then select NextNext.

5. Select Do not create a programDo not create a program, and then select NextNext.

6. Review the Confirm the settingsConfirm the settings  page, and then select NextNext.

7. Select CloseClose.

<!DOCTYPE HTML>
<html>
<head>
<title>Set SRS Computer Name</title>
<HTA:APPLICATION
  APPLICATIONNAME="Set SRS Computer Name"
  ID="SetSRSComputerName"
  VERSION="1.0"
  SCROLL="no"
  SINGLEINSTANCE="yes"
  WINDOWSTATE="maximize"
  MaximizeButton="no"
  MinimizeButton="no"
  SysMenu="no"
  ShowInTaskbar="no"
  Caption="no"
  />
<style type="text/css">
body {
    background-color: #fdfeff;
    color: darkblue;
    font-family: Calibri;
    font-size: 12pt;
    margin: 4em 3em;
}
</style>
</head>
<script language="VBScript">
Public strNewComputerName
Sub GenerateComputerName()
    strComputer = "."

1. In the SRS v2 - Set-SRSComputerName PackageSRS v2 - Set-SRSComputerName Package folder, create a new HTML application named Set-Set-

SRSComputerName.htaSRSComputerName.hta .

2. Copy the following script into the Set-SRSComputerName.htaSet-SRSComputerName.hta file. Alternatively, you can download the

Set-SRSComputerName.hta file from here.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=851168
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Skype/SfbOnline/downloads/Skype-Room-Systems-v2/SRS-v2-Configuration-Manager-Files.zip?raw=true


    strComputer = "."
    Set objWMIService = GetObject("winmgmts:\\" & strComputer & "\root\cimv2")
    Set colItems = objWMIService.ExecQuery("Select * from Win32_BIOS",,48)
    For Each objItem in colItems
        strSerialNumber = objItem.SerialNumber
    Next
    strNewComputerName = "SRS-"  & right(replace(strSerialNumber, "-","") ,10)
    TextArea1.innerHTML = "The serial number of the device: " & strSerialNumber
    strHTMLText = strHTMLText & "<br> Computer name to be assigned: <font color = red>" & 
strNewComputerName & "</font>"
    strHTMLText = strHTMLText & "<br><br> Click Accept to use this as the computer name and continue 
deployment, or Change to set a new name."
    strHTMLText = strHTMLText & "<p><input type=""button"" value=""Accept"" name = ""Accept_Button"" 
onclick=""SetComputerName"" />"
    strHTMLText = strHTMLText & " <input type=""button"" value=""Change"" name = ""Change_Button"" 
onclick=""ChangeComputerName"" />"
    TextArea2.innerHTML = strHTMLText
End Sub

Sub SetComputerName()
    dim result
    result = MsgBox("Computer Name to be assigned: " & strNewComputerName &vbcrlf & "Are you sure you 
want to continue?", 36)
    If (result = vbYes) then
        SET env = CreateObject("Microsoft.SMS.TSEnvironment")
        env("OSDComputerName") = strNewComputerName
        self.close
    elseif (result = vbNo) then
        Window_OnLoad
    End If
End Sub

Sub UpdateComputerName()
    strNewComputerName = newcomputername.value
    if len(trim(strNewComputerName)) = 0 then
        MsgBox "Computer name cannot be empty." &vbcrlf & "Update and try again.",16
        exit sub
    end if
    SetComputerName
End Sub

Sub ChangeComputerName()
    TextArea2.innerHTML = "<p>Type the new computer name and click Accept:  <input type=""text"" 
name=""newcomputername"" value =" & strNewComputerName & " />"
    TextArea2.innerHTML = TextArea2.innerHTML & "<br><input type=""button"" value=""Update"" name = 
""Update_Button"" onclick=""UpdateComputerName"" />"
End Sub

Sub Window_OnLoad
    Set oTSProgressUI = CreateObject("Microsoft.SMS.TsProgressUI")
    oTSProgressUI.CloseProgressDialog
    GenerateComputerName
End Sub
</script>

<body>
<span id = "TextArea1"></span>
<span id = "TextArea2">
</span>
</body>
</html>

3. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Application ManagementApplication Management >

PackagesPackages , and then select Create PackageCreate Package.

4. Enter the following information to create the package:



  Create the Sysprep packageCreate the Sysprep package

Name: SRS v2 - Set-SRSComputerName PackageSRS v2 - Set-SRSComputerName Package

Manufacturer : Microsoft CorporationMicrosoft Corporation

Version: 1 .0 .01.0 .0

Select the This package contains source filesThis package contains source files  check box, enter the path to the SRS v2 - Set-SRS v2 - Set-

SRSComputerName PackageSRSComputerName Package folder, and then select NextNext.

5. Select Do not create a programDo not create a program, and then select NextNext.

6. Review the Confirm the settingsConfirm the settings  page, and then select NextNext.

7. Select CloseClose.

1. In the SRS v2 – Sysprep PackageSRS v2 – Sysprep Package folder, create a new XML file named Unattend.xmlUnattend.xml  .

2. Copy the following text into the Unattend.xmlUnattend.xml  file. Alternatively, you can download the Unattend.xml file

from here.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Skype/SfbOnline/downloads/Skype-Room-Systems-v2/SRS-v2-Configuration-Manager-Files.zip?raw=true


<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<unattend xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:unattend">
<settings pass="specialize">
    <component name="Microsoft-Windows-Embedded-BootExp" processorArchitecture="amd64" 
publicKeyToken="31bf3856ad364e35" language="neutral" versionScope="NonSxS" 
xmlns:wcm="https://schemas.microsoft.com/WMIConfig/2002/State" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
        <DisableBootMenu>1</DisableBootMenu>
        <DisplayDisabled>1</DisplayDisabled>
    </component>
    <component name="Microsoft-Windows-powercpl" processorArchitecture="amd64" 
publicKeyToken="31bf3856ad364e35" language="neutral" versionScope="nonSxS" 
xmlns:wcm="https://schemas.microsoft.com/WMIConfig/2002/State" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
        <PreferredPlan>8c5e7fda-e8bf-4a96-9a85-a6e23a8c635c</PreferredPlan>
    </component>
</settings>
<settings pass="oobeSystem">
    <component name="Microsoft-Windows-Shell-Setup" processorArchitecture="amd64" 
publicKeyToken="31bf3856ad364e35" language="neutral" versionScope="nonSxS" 
xmlns:wcm="https://schemas.microsoft.com/WMIConfig/2002/State" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
        <OOBE>
            <HideEULAPage>true</HideEULAPage>
            <HideLocalAccountScreen>true</HideLocalAccountScreen>
            <HideOEMRegistrationScreen>true</HideOEMRegistrationScreen>
            <HideOnlineAccountScreens>true</HideOnlineAccountScreens>
            <HideWirelessSetupInOOBE>true</HideWirelessSetupInOOBE>
            <SkipMachineOOBE>true</SkipMachineOOBE>
            <SkipUserOOBE>true</SkipUserOOBE>
            <ProtectYourPC>1</ProtectYourPC>
        </OOBE>
        <AutoLogon>
            <Enabled>true</Enabled>
            <Username>Skype</Username>
            <Password>
                <Value>UABhAHMAcwB3AG8AcgBkAA==</Value>
                <PlainText>false</PlainText>
            </Password>
        </AutoLogon>
        <UserAccounts>
            <LocalAccounts>
                <LocalAccount wcm:action="add">
                    <Password>
                        <Value>cwBmAGIAUABhAHMAcwB3AG8AcgBkAA==</Value>
                        <PlainText>false</PlainText>
                    </Password>
                    <Name>Admin</Name>
                    <Group>Administrators</Group>
                    <DisplayName>Administrator</DisplayName>
                    <Description>Administrator</Description>
                </LocalAccount>
            </LocalAccounts>
        </UserAccounts>
    </component>
</settings>
<cpi:offlineImage cpi:source="wim:h:/install.wim#Windows 10 Enterprise" xmlns:cpi="urn:schemas-
microsoft-com:cpi" />
</unattend>

3. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Application ManagementApplication Management >

PackagesPackages , and then select Create PackageCreate Package.

4. Enter the following information to create the package:

Name: SRS v2 - Sysprep PackageSRS v2 - Sysprep Package



  Create the Windows 10 Enterprise packageCreate the Windows 10 Enterprise package

  Create Surface Pro device driver packagesCreate Surface Pro device driver packages

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Manufacturer : Microsoft CorporationMicrosoft Corporation

Version: 1 .0 .01.0 .0

Select the This package contains source filesThis package contains source files  check box, enter the path to the SRS v2 – SysprepSRS v2 – Sysprep

PackagePackage folder, and then select NextNext.

5. Select Do not create a programDo not create a program, and then select NextNext.

6. Review the Confirm the settingsConfirm the settings  page, and then select NextNext.

7. Select CloseClose.

1. Obtain a Windows 10 Enterprise x64 media, and copy the install.wiminstall.wim file to the OperatingOperating

Systems\Windows 10 EnterpriseSystems\Windows 10 Enterprise folder.

2. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Operating SystemsOperating Systems > OperatingOperating

System ImagesSystem Images , and then select Add Operating System ImageAdd Operating System Image.

3. Specify the path to the install.wiminstall.wim file you just copied, and then select NextNext.

4. Update the VersionVersion field to match the build number of the Windows 10 Enterprise image, and then

select NextNext.

5. Review the DetailsDetails  page, and then select NextNext.

6. Select CloseClose.

For more information, see Manage OS images with Configuration Manager.

Microsoft Teams Rooms is supported for both Surface Pro and Surface Pro 4. You need to create a driver

package for each Surface Pro model you have in your environment.

The drivers must be compatible with the Windows 10 Enterprise build and the Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment kit

version. For more information, see Download the latest firmware and drivers for Surface devices and Configure a console.

1. Download the latest drivers and firmware.

For Surface Pro: https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=55484

For Surface Pro 4: https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=49498

2. Extract the downloaded driver and firmware. Open a Command Prompt window and at the command

prompt, enter one of the following commands:

msiexec /a C:\SurfacePro_Win10.msi /passive TARGETDIR="C:\_Sources\Drivers\Surface Pro"

msiexec /a C:\SurfacePro4_Win10.msi /passive TARGETDIR="C:\_Sources\Drivers\Surface Pro 4"

3. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Operating SystemsOperating Systems > DriversDrivers , and

then select Impor t DriverImpor t Driver .

4. Select Impor t all dr ivers in the following network path (UNC)Impor t all dr ivers in the following network path (UNC) , select the source folder (for

example, C:\_Sources\Drivers\Surface Pro), and then select NextNext.

5. On the Specify the details for the impor ted dr iversSpecify the details for the impor ted dr ivers  page, select all the listed drivers, and then select

Enable these dr ivers and allow computers to install themEnable these dr ivers and allow computers to install them.

6. Select CategoriesCategories , create a new category that matches the Surface model, select OKOK, and then select

NextNext.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/osd/get-started/manage-operating-system-images
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/surface/deploy-the-latest-firmware-and-drivers-for-surface-devices
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=55484
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=49498


NOTENOTE

  Create Microsoft Teams Rooms Configuration PackageCreate Microsoft Teams Rooms Configuration Package

 Distribute Configuration Manager packages

7. Select New PackageNew Package.

8. Specify the package name that matches the Surface Pro model, enter a folder path to store the driver

package files in, select OKOK, and then select NextNext.

9. On the boot imagesboot images  page, ensure that no boot images are selected, and then select NextNext.

10. Select CloseClose.

11. Go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Operating SystemsOperating Systems > DriversDrivers , select Folder > Create FolderFolder > Create Folder , and enter

a folder name that matches the Surface Pro model that you just imported the drivers for.

12. Move all the imported drivers to the newly created folder for easier navigation and operation.

Repeat the same steps for other Surface Pro models you might have. For more information, see Manage drivers in

Configuration Manager.

1. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Application ManagementApplication Management >

PackagesPackages , and then select Create PackageCreate Package.

2. Enter the following information to create the package:

Name: SRS v2 - Configure SRS Setup PackageSRS v2 - Configure SRS Setup Package

Manufacturer : Microsoft CorporationMicrosoft Corporation

Version: 1 .0 .01.0 .0

Select the This package contains source filesThis package contains source files  check box, enter the path to the SRS v2 -SRS v2 -

Configure SRS SetupConfigure SRS Setup folder, and then select NextNext.

3. Select Do not create a programDo not create a program, and then select NextNext.

4. Review the Confirm the settingsConfirm the settings  page, and then select NextNext.

5. Select CloseClose.

All the packages must be distributed to the servers that have been assigned the distribution point role in the

Configuration Manager hierarchy. Follow the instructions below to initiate package distribution.

1. Distribute software packages.

a. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Application ManagementApplication Management >

PackagesPackages . Select all the software packages you want to distribute, and then select Distr ibuteDistr ibute

ContentContent.

b. Review the list of packages, and then select NextNext.

c. Add all the distribution point servers (or distribution point groups, depending on your

Configuration Manager hierarchy) to the list, and then select NextNext.

d. Select NextNext, and then select CloseClose.

2. Distribute driver packages.

a. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Operating SystemsOperating Systems > DriverDriver

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/osd/get-started/manage-drivers


NOTENOTE

 Configuration Manager task sequences

  Import the sample task sequenceImport the sample task sequence

  Validate that the reference packages are correctly linked to each task sequence step.Validate that the reference packages are correctly linked to each task sequence step.

PackagesPackages . Select all the driver packages you want to distribute, and then select Distr ibuteDistr ibute

ContentContent.

b. Review the list of packages, and then select NextNext.

c. Add all the distribution point servers (or distribution point groups, depending on your

Configuration Manager hierarchy) to the list, and then select NextNext.

d. Select NextNext, and then select CloseClose.

3. Distribute operating system packages.

a. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Operating SystemsOperating Systems >

Operating System ImagesOperating System Images . Select all the operating system images you want to distribute, and

then select Distr ibute ContentDistr ibute Content.

b. Review the list of packages, and then select NextNext.

c. Add all the distribution point servers (or distribution point groups, depending on your

Configuration Manager hierarchy) to the list, and then select NextNext.

d. Select NextNext, and then select CloseClose.

Package distribution might take some time, depending on the package size, Configuration Manager hierarchy, number of

distribution point servers, and the bandwidth available in your network.

All the packages must be distributed before you can start deploying a Microsoft Teams Rooms unit.

You can review the status of your package distribution in the Configuration Manager console by going to MonitoringMonitoring >

Distribution StatusDistribution Status > Content StatusContent Status .

You use task sequences with Configuration Manager to automate the steps for deploying an operating system

image to a destination computer. To deploy a Microsoft Teams Rooms unit in an automated fashion, you create a

task sequence that references the boot image used to start the destination Microsoft Teams Rooms computer,

the Windows 10 Enterprise operating system image that you want to install, and any other additional content,

such as other applications or software updates.

You can download and easily import a sample task sequence and customize it to meet your needs.

1. DownloadDownload the sample task sequence, and copy the downloaded zip file to a shared location.

2. In the Configuration Manager console, go to Software L ibrar ySoftware L ibrar y  > Operating SystemsOperating Systems > TaskTask

SequencesSequences , and then select Impor t Task SequenceImpor t Task Sequence.

3. Select BrowseBrowse, go to the shared folder location you used in step 1, select the Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms

Deployment (EN-US).zipDeployment (EN-US).zip file, and then select NextNext.

4. Set ActionAction to Create NewCreate New , and then select NextNext.

5. Confirm the settings, and then select NextNext.

6. Select CloseClose.

1. Select the imported task sequence, and then select EditEdit.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Skype/SfbOnline/downloads/Skype-Room-Systems-v2/SRS-v2-Configuration-Manager-Files.zip?raw=true


The Task Sequence Editor opens and displays each sequential step that you need to deploy and configure

a Microsoft Teams Rooms unit.

2. Walk through each step and complete the recommended updates:

NOTENOTE

a. Restar t in Windows PERestar t in Windows PE: This step restarts and then boots the computer into Windows PXE. No

changes are required for this step.

b. Par tition Disk 0 – UEFIPar tition Disk 0 – UEFI: This step wipes the disk configuration and creates partitions based on

the configured settings. We recommend that you not make any changes to this step.

c. Set SRS Computer NameSet SRS Computer Name: This step includes an HTML application to provide a UI to set a

computer name for the Microsoft Teams Rooms unit during the deployment.

This is an optional step, but it can only be disabled if you want to manage computer naming

through an alternate process.

Verify that the SRS v2 - Set-SRSComputerNameSRS v2 - Set-SRSComputerName package is selected. If it isn't, browse to the

package and select it.

d. Apply Operating SystemApply Operating System: This step specifies the operating system image to be deployed and

the unattended Sysprep answer file to use.

Verify that the correct Windows 10 Enterprise operating system image file is selected.

Verify that Use an unattended or Sysprep answer file for a custom installationUse an unattended or Sysprep answer file for a custom installation is

enabled, and the SRS v2 - Sysprep PackageSRS v2 - Sysprep Package is selected. Also ensure that File NameFile Name is set to

unattend.xmlunattend.xml .

e. Apply Windows SettingsApply Windows Settings : This step gathers information about the Windows installation.

Provide licensing and registration information including the product key, local administrator

account password, and time zone (depending on your needs).

f. Apply Network SettingsApply Network Settings : This step allows you to specify a workgroup or Active Directory

domain name and organizational unit.

See Skype Room System domain joining considerations for recommended actions you need to take in

deploying Microsoft Teams Rooms units as members of an Actve Directory domain.

g. Apply Drivers:Apply Drivers: This step and its sub-steps are used to deploy applicable device drivers and

firmware based on the Surface Pro model you have. Update each step to specify the relevant

driver package associated with this deployment.

Each driver package is configured to leverage Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)

filters to deploy relevant drivers and firmware based on the Surface Pro make and model.

We highly recommend that you not alter the configuration of these drivers, otherwise

deployment might fail.

h. Set up Windows and Configuration ManagerSet up Windows and Configuration Manager : This step deploys and configures the

Configuration Manager client. Update this step to specify the built-in Configuration Manager Client

Package.

i. Install Root Cer tificateInstall Root Cer tificate: This step distributes the root certificate for non–domain-joined devices,

and therefore is optional and disabled by default.

Enable this step if you need to deploy a root certificate to the Microsoft Teams Rooms units.

If you do need to perform this step, verify that the SRS v2 – Root Cer tificate PackageSRS v2 – Root Cer tificate Package and

Disable 64-bit file system redirectionDisable 64-bit file system redirection are selected.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/domain-joining-considerations


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

j. Install and Configure Monitor ing AgentInstall and Configure Monitor ing Agent: This step installs the 64-bit version of the Microsoft

Azure Monitor agent and configures the agent to connect to your Log Analytics workspace.

This step is disabled by default. Enable this step only if you're going to use the Monitoring

Agent to monitor the health of your Microsoft Teams Rooms units.

Edit this step and update the command-line parameters to specify your Workspace IDWorkspace ID and

Workspace KeyWorkspace Key .

See Configure test devices for Azure Monitoring for more information about obtaining the

Operations Management Suite Workspace ID and the primary key.

Verify that the SRS v2 – Microsoft Monitor ing Agent PackageSRS v2 – Microsoft Monitor ing Agent Package and Disable 64-bit fileDisable 64-bit file

system redirectionsystem redirection are selected.

For more information about monitoring the health of your Microsoft Teams Rooms

deployment, see Plan Microsoft Teams Rooms management with Azure Monitor, Deploy

Microsoft Teams Rooms management with Azure Monitor and Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms

devices with Azure Monitor.

k. Copy SRS v2 Configuration FilesCopy SRS v2 Configuration Files : This step copies the required setup and configuration files

from the Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment kit to the local hard drive. No customization is

required for this step.

Verify that the SRS v2 – SRS Application PackageSRS v2 – SRS Application Package and Disable 64-bit file systemDisable 64-bit file system

redirectionredirection are selected.

l. Install-SRSv2-OS-UpdatesInstall-SRSv2-OS-Updates : This step deploys any mandatory operating system updates

required with the Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment. Do the following:

Check Configure a Microsoft Teams Rooms console to see which updates are required.

Verify that your SRS v2 – OS Updates PackageSRS v2 – OS Updates Package includes all the required updates.

Verify that the SRS v2 – OS Updates PackageSRS v2 – OS Updates Package is selected.

Verify that the PowerShell execution policy is set to BypassBypass .

m. Restar t ComputerRestar t Computer : This step reboots the computer after the mandatory operating system

updates are installed. No customization is required for this step.

n. Configure Windows ComponentsConfigure Windows Components : This step configures the required Windows features. No

customization is required for this step.

o. Restar t ComputerRestar t Computer : This step reboots the computer after the Windows features are configured.

No customization is required for this step.

p. Add Local Skype UserAdd Local Skype User : This step creates the local Skype account used to automatically sign in to

Windows and start the Microsoft Teams Rooms application. This step doesn't have any software

package associated with it, and no customization is required for it.

q. Set up and configure SRS applicationSet up and configure SRS application: This step configures the Microsoft Teams Rooms

application installation for the next boot of the operating system.

Verify that the SRS v2 – Configure SRS Setup PackageSRS v2 – Configure SRS Setup Package and Disable 64-bit file systemDisable 64-bit file system

redirectionredirection are selected.

It is very important that the task sequence steps must be in the provided order. Modifying the order of steps, or

configuring additional steps might break the deployment.

Set up and configure SRS applicationSet up and configure SRS application step must be the last step in the task sequence, otherwise the deployment

might fail.



  Create deployment for the task sequenceCreate deployment for the task sequence

WARNINGWARNING

1. Select the task sequence, and then select DeployDeploy .

2. Select BrowseBrowse to select target collection for deployment.

3. Select All Unknown ComputersAll Unknown Computers  and then select OKOK.

4. Select NextNext.

5. Select AvailableAvailable on the PurposePurpose drop down list.

6. Select Only Media and PXEOnly Media and PXE in the Make available to the followingMake available to the following list, and then select NextNext.

It is very important that PurposePurpose is set to AvailableAvailable. Make sure that the PurposePurpose is NOTNOT set to RequiredRequired. Also

make sure that you select Only Media and PXEOnly Media and PXE in the Make available to the followingMake available to the following.

Setting these values to something else might cause all computers to get the Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment

image when booted.

7. Do not specify any schedule and select NextNext.

8. Do not change anything within the User ExperienceUser Experience section and select NextNext.

9. Do not change anything within the Aler tsAler ts  section and select NextNext.

10. Do not change anything within the Distr ibution PointsDistr ibution Points  section and select NextNext.

11. Confirm the settings and then select NextNext.

12. Select CloseClose.

Validate and troubleshoot the solutionValidate and troubleshoot the solution

After you've completed the Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager task sequences, you'll need to perform a

test run to validate that the task sequence can deploy and configure Microsoft Teams Rooms units.

1. Connect the test device to the wired network by using one of the supported Ethernet adapters or using

the Surface dock. If PXE boot functionality hasn't been configured for your environment, you can use the

boot image on the USB flash drive that you created earlier to boot from USB and connect to

Configuration Manager.

2. Access the firmware and initiate PXE boot:

a. Ensure the Surface device is powered off.

b. Press and hold the Volume UpVolume Up button.

c. Press and release the PowerPower  button.

d. After the device begins to boot, release the Volume UpVolume Up button.

e. Select Boot configurationBoot configuration.

f. Do one of the following:

Select PXE bootPXE boot, and drag it to the top of the list. Alternatively, you can swipe left on the

network adapter to boot to the device immediately. This won't affect the boot order.

Select the USB flash drive that holds the boot media.

3. Select ExitExit, and then select Restar t NowRestar t Now .

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/osd/deploy-use/create-bootable-media


DEP LO Y M EN T  P H A SEDEP LO Y M EN T  P H A SE TA SK  SEQ UEN C E LO G PAT HTA SK  SEQ UEN C E LO G PAT H

WinPE, before HDD format X:\Windows\Temp\smstslog\smsts.log

WinPE, after HDD format C:\_SMSTaskSequence\Logs\Smstslog\smsts.log

Operating system deployed, before the Configuration
Manager agent was installed

c:\_SMSTaskSequence\Logs\Smstslog\smsts.log

4. When prompted, select EnterEnter  for network boot service.

5. Windows PE will load into memory, and the Task Sequence Wizard will start. Select NextNext to continue.

6. Select the task sequence that you imported earlier, and then select NextNext.

7. After the disk configuration is applied, you'll be prompted to specify a computer name for the device. The

user interface will display a recommended computer name based on the serial number of the Surface Pro

device. You can either accept the proposed name or specify a new one. Follow the instructions on the

computer name assignment screen. When you select AcceptAccept, the deployment begins.

8. The rest of the deployment process is automatic and doesn't ask for any more user input.

9. After the deployment task sequence finishes configuring the device, you'll see the following configuration

screen that asks you to configure the Microsoft Teams Rooms application settings.

10. Plug the Surface Pro into the Microsoft Teams Rooms console, and configure the application settings.

11. Validate that the capabilities listed in Microsoft Teams Rooms help are working on the deployed device.

To troubleshoot a failed installation, check the SMSTS.logSMSTS.log file, which logs all the steps executed in a

Configuration Manager task sequence.

The SMSTS.log file is stored on one of a number of paths, depending on the stage of the build process. Check

the following table to identify the path to the SMSTS.log file.

https://support.office.com/article/Skype-Room-Systems-version-2-help-e667f40e-5aab-40c1-bd68-611fe0002ba2


Operating system and the Configuration Manager agent
deployed

%windir%\System32\ccm\logs\Smstslog\smsts.log

Task sequence execution complete %windir%\System32\ccm\logs\smsts.log

DEP LO Y M EN T  P H A SEDEP LO Y M EN T  P H A SE TA SK  SEQ UEN C E LO G PAT HTA SK  SEQ UEN C E LO G PAT H

TIPTIP
You can select F8F8  at any time during the task sequence to open a command console, and then get access to the

SMSTS.log file.

To troubleshoot PXE boot issues, check the two log files on the Configuration Manager server that are specific to

PXE actions:

Pxecontrol.logPxecontrol.log, located in the Configuration Manager installation logs directory

Smspxe.logSmspxe.log, located in Configuration Manager Management Point (MP) logs directory

For a complete list of the log files that you can use to further troubleshoot your Configuration Manager

installation, see the Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager Log file reference.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/configmgr/core/plan-design/hierarchy/log-files
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Validate Log Analytics configuration

This article discusses how to set up and deploy integrated, end-to-end management of Microsoft Teams Rooms

devices by using Azure Monitor.

You can configure Log Analytics within Azure Monitor to provide basic telemetry and alerts that will help you

manage Microsoft Teams Rooms meeting room devices. As your management solution matures, you might

decide to deploy additional data and management capabilities to create a more detailed view of device

availability and performance.

By following this guide, you can use a dashboard like the following example to get detailed status reporting for

device availability, application and hardware health, and Microsoft Teams Rooms application and operating

system version distribution.

At a high level, you need to perform the following tasks:

1. Validate Log Analytics configuration

2. Configure test devices for Log Analytics management setup

3. Map custom fields

4. Define the Microsoft Teams Rooms views in Log Analytics

5. Define alerts

6. Configure all devices for Monitoring

7. Configure additional Azure Monitor solutions

Although with minimal configuration, Azure Monitor Log Analytics can monitor a computer running a Windows operating

system, there are still some Microsoft Teams Rooms–specific steps that you need to take before you start deploying

agents to all Microsoft Teams Rooms devices. Therefore, we highly recommend you perform all configuration steps in the

right order for a controlled setup and configuration. The quality of the end result very much depends on the quality of

the initial configuration.

 

You need to have a Log Analytics workspace to start collecting logs from Microsoft Teams Rooms devices. A

workspace is a unique Log Analytics environment with its own data repository, data sources, and solutions. If

you already have an existing Log Analytics workspace, you might use it to monitor your Microsoft Teams Rooms

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/azure-monitor-deploy.md


NOTENOTE

  Configure Configure Log AnalyticsLog Analytics to collect  to collect Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms event logs event logs

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Configure test devices for Azure Monitoring

  Install Install Microsoft MonitoringMicrosoft Monitoring agents to test devices agents to test devices

  Generate sample Generate sample Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms events events

deployment or alternatively, you can create a dedicated Log Analytics workspace specific to your Microsoft

Teams Rooms monitoring needs.

If you need to create a new Log Analytics workspace, follow the instructions in the article Create a Log Analytics

workspace in the Azure portal

To use Log Analytics with Azure Monitor, you need to have an active Azure subscription. If you don't have an Azure

subscription, you can create a free trial subscription as a starting point.

Log Analytics only collects events from the Windows event logs that are specified in the settings. For each log,

only the events with the selected severities are collected.

You need to configure Log Analytics to collect the logs required to monitor Microsoft Teams Rooms device and

application status. Microsoft Teams Rooms devices use the Skype Room SystemSkype Room System event log.

To configure Log Analytics to collect the Microsoft Teams Rooms events, see Windows event log data sources in

Azure Monitor

Configure Windows Event Log settings and enter Skype Room SystemSkype Room System as event log name, and then select the ErrorError ,

WarningWarning, and InformationInformation check boxes.

 

You need to prepare Log Analytics to be able to monitor Microsoft Teams Rooms–related events. To start with,

you need to deploy Microsoft Monitoring agents to just one or two Microsoft Teams Rooms devices that you

have physical access to, and get those test devices generate some data and push it to the Log Analytics

workspace.

Deploy the Microsoft Monitoring agent to the test devices by using the instructions provided in Connect

Windows computers to the Log Analytics service in Azure. This article provides detailed information about the

steps for deploying Microsoft Monitoring Agent for Windows, instructions for obtaining the Log Analytics

Workspace IDWorkspace ID and the pr imar y keyprimar y key  to get Microsoft Teams Rooms devices connected to your Azure Monitor

deployment, and steps to verify agent connectivity to Log Analytics instance.

After the Microsoft Monitoring agent is deployed onto the test devices, verify that the required event log data is

collected by Azure Monitor.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/learn/quick-create-workspace
https://azure.microsoft.com/free
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/data-sources-windows-events
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/agent-windows


NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Map custom fields

Reboot the device after the installation of the Microsoft Monitoring agent, and make sure that Microsoft Teams Rooms

Meeting app is started, so that it can generate new events into the Event Log.

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Azure portal and go to Log Analytics and select your workspace.

2. List the heartbeat events generated by a Microsoft Teams Rooms device:

a. Select your workspace and go to LogsLogs  and use a query to retrieve the heartbeat records that will have

the custom fields for Microsoft Teams Rooms.

b. Sample query: Event | where Source == "SRS-App" and EventID == 2000

3. Make sure that the query returns log records that include events generated by the Microsoft Teams

Rooms meetings app.

4. Generate a hardware issue, and validate that the required events are logged in Azure Log Analytics.

a. Unplug one of the peripheral devices on the test Microsoft Teams Rooms system. This could be the

camera, speakerphone, microphone, or Front Room Display

b. Wait 10 minutes for the event log to be populated in Azure Log Analytics.

c. Use a query to list hardware error events: Event | where Source == "SRS-App" and EventID == 3001

5. Generate an application issue, and validate that the required events are logged.

a. Modify Microsoft Teams Rooms application configuration, and type an incorrect Session Initiation

Protocol (SIP) address/password pair.

b. Wait 10 minutes for the event log to be populated in Azure Log Analytics.

c. Use a query to list application error events: 

Event | where Source == "SRS-App" and EventID == 2001 and EventLevel == 1

These sample event logs are required before custom fields can be configured. Don't proceed to the next step until you

have collected the required event logs.

 

You use custom fields to extract specific data from the event logs. You need to define custom fields that will be

used later with your tiles, dashboard views, and alerts. See Custom fields in Log Analytics and become familiar

with the concepts before you start creating your custom fields.

To extract your custom fields out of the captured event logs, follow these steps:

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Azure portal and go to Log Analytics and select your workspace.

2. List the events generated by a Microsoft Teams Rooms device:

a. Go to LogsLogs  and use a query to retrieve the records that will have the custom field.

b. Sample query: Event | where Source == "SRS-App" and EventID == 2000

3. Select one of the records, select the button to the left, and start the field extraction wizard.

4. Highlight the data you'd like to extract from the RenderedDescription and provide a Field Title. The field

names that you should use are provided in Table 1.

5. Use the mappings shown in Table 1. Log Analytics will automatically append the _CF_CF  string when you

https://portal.azure.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/custom-fields
https://portal.azure.com
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Description SRSEventDescription 20002000 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
2000

ResourceState SRSResourceState 20002000 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
2000

OperationName SRSOperationName 20002000 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
2000

OperationResult SRSOperationResult 20002000 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
2000

OS SRSOSVersion 20002000 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
2000

OSVersion SRSOSLongVersion 20002000 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
2000

Alias SRSAlias 20002000 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
2000

DisplayName SRSDisplayName 20002000 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
2000

AppVersion SRSAppVersion 20002000 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
2000

IPv4Address SRSIPv4Address 20002000 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
2000

IPv6Address SRSIPv6Address 20002000 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
2000

define the new field.

Remember that all JSON and Log Analytics fields are case-sensitive.

Pay attention to the queries required for each custom field in the table below. You need to use the correct queries for Log

Analytics to successfully extract custom field values.

Table 1Table 1



Conference Microphone
status

SRSConfMicrophoneStatus 30013001 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
3001

Conference Speaker status SRSConfSpeakerStatus 30013001 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
3001

Default Speaker status SRSDefaultSpeakerStatus 30013001 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
3001

Camera status SRSCameraStatus 30013001 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
3001

Front of Room Display
status

SRSFORDStatus 30013001 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
3001

Motion Sensor status SRSMotionSensorStatus 30013001 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
3001

HDMI Ingest status SRSHDMIIngestStatus 30013001 Event | where Source ==
"SRS-App" and EventID ==
3001

JSO N  F IEL DJSO N  F IEL D
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 Define the Microsoft Teams Rooms views in Log Analytics

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Create a Microsoft Teams Rooms dashboard manuallyCreate a Microsoft Teams Rooms dashboard manually

  Configure the Overview TileConfigure the Overview Tile

 

After data is collected and custom fields are mapped, you can use View Designer to develop a dashboard

containing various tiles to monitor Microsoft Teams Rooms events. Use View Designer to create the following

tiles. For more information, see Create custom views by using View Designer in Log Analytics

Previous steps in this guide should have been completed for the dashboard tiles to work properly.

View Designer in Azure Monitor is retiring on 31 August 2023 and create and clone functionalities have been disabled on

30 November 2020. Workbooks can be used instead. For more information on the view designer transitioning guide to

workbooks, see Quickstart with preset view designer templates.

Alternatively, you can create your own dashboard and add only the tiles that you wish to monitor.

1. Open View DesignerView Designer .

2. Select Over view TileOver view Tile, and then select Two numbersTwo numbers  from the gallery.

3. Name the tile Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms .

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/view-designer
https://azure.microsoft.com/updates/view-designer-in-azure-monitor-is-retiring-on-31-august-2023/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/visualize/view-designer-conversion-tasks#quickstart-with-preset-view-designer-templates


  Create a tile that displays active devicesCreate a tile that displays active devices

  Create a tile that displays devices that have connectivity issuesCreate a tile that displays devices that have connectivity issues

4. Define the First TileFirst Tile:

Legend:Legend: Devices that sent a heartbeat at least once within the last month

Quer y:Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and TimeGenerated > ago(30d) | summarize TotalSRSDevices =
dcount(Computer)

5. Define the Second TileSecond Tile:

Legend:Legend: Active devices that sent a heartbeat within the last hour

Quer y:Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" and TimeGenerated >
ago(1h) | summarize TotalSRSDevices = dcount(Computer)

6. Select ApplyApply .

1. Select View DashboardView Dashboard to start adding your tiles.

2. Select Number & listNumber & list from the gallery

3. Define the GeneralGeneral  properties:

Group Title:Group Title: Heartbeat Status

New Group:New Group: Selected

4. Define the TileTile properties:

Legend:Legend: Active devices (heartbeat sent in the last 20 minutes)

Tile Quer y:Tile Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" and TimeGenerated >
ago(20m) | summarize AggregatedValue = count() by Computer | count

5. Define the L istL ist properties:

L ist Quer y:L ist Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" and TimeGenerated >
ago(20m) | summarize TimeGenerated = max(TimeGenerated) by Computer | order by TimeGenerated

6. Define Column TitlesColumn Titles :

Name:Name: Computer Name

Value:Value: Last Heartbeat

7. Define Navigation Quer yNavigation Quer y .
search {selected item} | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" |
summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by Computer | project TimeGenerated, Computer, SRSAlias_CF,
SRSAppVersion_CF, SRSOSVersion_CF, SRSOSLongVersion_CF, SRSIPv4Address_CF, SRSIPv6Address_CF,
SRSOperationName_CF, SRSOperationResult_CF, SRSResourceState_CF, SRSEventDescription_CF

8. Select ApplyApply , and then CloseClose.

1. Select Number & listNumber & list from the gallery, and then add a new tile.

2. Define the GeneralGeneral  properties:

Group Title:Group Title: Leave empty

New Group:New Group: Not Selected

3. Define the TileTile properties:

Legend:Legend: Inactive Devices (no heartbeat message sent in the last 20 minutes)

Tile Quer y:Tile Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" | summarize LastHB =
max(TimeGenerated) by Computer | where LastHB < ago(20m) | count

4. Define the L istL ist properties:

L ist Quer y:L ist Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" | summarize
TimeGenerated = max(TimeGenerated) by Computer | where TimeGenerated < ago(20m) | order by TimeGenerated

5. Define Column TitlesColumn Titles :

Name:Name: Computer Name

Value:Value: Last Heartbeat

6. Define Navigation Quer yNavigation Quer y :



  Create a tile that displays devices that have a hardware errorCreate a tile that displays devices that have a hardware error

  Create a tile that displays Create a tile that displays Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms Operating System versions Operating System versions

search {selected item} | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" |
summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by Computer | project TimeGenerated, Computer, SRSAlias_CF,
SRSAppVersion_CF, SRSOSVersion_CF, SRSOSLongVersion_CF, SRSIPv4Address_CF, SRSIPv6Address_CF,
SRSOperationName_CF, SRSOperationResult_CF, SRSResourceState_CF, SRSEventDescription_CF

7. Select ApplyApply , and then CloseClose.

1. Select Number & listNumber & list from the gallery, and then add a new tile.

2. Define the GeneralGeneral  properties:

Group Title:Group Title: Hardware Status

New Group:New Group: Selected

3. Define the TileTile properties:

Legend:Legend: Devices that experienced a hardware error in the last hour

Tile Quer y:Tile Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and EventLevelName == "Error" and EventID == "3001" and
TimeGenerated > ago(1h) | summarize AggregatedValue = count() by Computer | count

4. Define the L istL ist properties:

L ist Quer y:L ist Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and EventLevelName == "Error" and EventID == "3001" and
TimeGenerated > ago(1h) | summarize TimeGenerated = max(TimeGenerated) by Computer | order by
TimeGenerated

5. Define Column TitlesColumn Titles :

Name:Name: Computer Name

Value:Value: Last Error

6. Define Navigation Quer yNavigation Quer y :
search {selected item} | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and EventID == 3001 and EventLevelName ==
"Error" | summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by Computer | project TimeGenerated, Computer, SRSAlias_CF,
SRSAppVersion_CF, SRSOSVersion_CF, SRSOSLongVersion_CF, SRSIPv4Address_CF, SRSIPv6Address_CF,
SRSOperationName_CF, SRSOperationResult_CF, SRSResourceState_CF, SRSConfMicrophoneStatus_CF,
SRSConfSpeakerStatus_CF, SRSDefaultSpeakerStatus_CF, SRSCameraStatus_CF, SRSFORDStatus_CF,
SRSMotionSensorStatus_CF, SRSHDMIIngestStatus_CF, SRSEventDescription_CF | sort by TimeGenerated desc

7. Select ApplyApply , and then CloseClose.

1. Select Donut & listDonut & list from the gallery, and then add a new tile.

2. Define the GeneralGeneral  properties:

Group Title:Group Title: Operating System details

New Group:New Group: Selected

3. Define the HeaderHeader  properties:

Title:Title: Operating System versions

Subtitle:Subtitle: Devices running specific OS versions

4. Define the DonutDonut properties:

Quer y:Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" | summarize
OS_Version = max(SRSOSLongVersion_CF) by Computer | summarize AggregatedValue = count() by OS_Version |
sort by OS_Version asc

Center Text:Center Text: Devices

Operation:Operation: Sum

5. Define the L istL ist properties.

L ist Quer y:L ist Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" | summarize
SRSOSLongVersion_CF = max(SRSOSLongVersion_CF) by Computer | sort by Computer asc

Hide Graph:Hide Graph: Selected

Enable Sparklines:Enable Sparklines: Not selected

6. Define Column TitlesColumn Titles .

Name:Name: Computer Name



  Create a tile that displays Create a tile that displays Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms application versions application versions

  Create a tile that displays devices that have an application errorCreate a tile that displays devices that have an application error

Value:Value: Leave Empty

7. Define Navigation Quer yNavigation Quer y .
search {selected item} | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" |
summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by Computer | project TimeGenerated, Computer, SRSDisplayName_CF,
SRSAlias_CF, SRSAppVersion_CF, SRSOSVersion_CF, SRSOSLongVersion_CF, SRSIPv4Address_CF,
SRSIPv6Address_CF, SRSOperationName_CF, SRSOperationResult_CF, SRSResourceState_CF,
SRSEventDescription_CF

8. Select ApplyApply  and then CloseClose.

1. Select Donut & listDonut & list from the gallery, and then add a new tile.

2. Define the GeneralGeneral  properties:

Group Title:Group Title: Microsoft Teams Rooms application details

New Group:New Group: Selected

3. Define the HeaderHeader  properties:

Title:Title: Application versions

Subtitle:Subtitle: Devices running specific application versions

4. Define the DonutDonut properties:

Quer y:Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" | summarize
App_Version = max(SRSAppVersion_CF) by Computer | summarize AggregatedValue = count() by App_Version |
sort by App_Version asc

Center Text:Center Text: Devices

Operation:Operation: Sum

5. Define the L istL ist properties.

L ist Quer y:L ist Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" | summarize
SRSAppVersion_CF = max(SRSAppVersion_CF) by Computer | sort by Computer asc

Hide Graph:Hide Graph: Selected

Enable Sparklines:Enable Sparklines: Not selected

6. Define Column TitlesColumn Titles .

Name:Name: Computer Name

Value:Value: Leave Empty

7. Define Navigation Quer yNavigation Quer y .
search {selected item} | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and SRSOperationName_CF == "Heartbeat" |
summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by Computer | project TimeGenerated, Computer, SRSAlias_CF,
SRSAppVersion_CF, SRSOSVersion_CF, SRSOSLongVersion_CF, SRSIPv4Address_CF, SRSIPv6Address_CF,
SRSOperationName_CF, SRSOperationResult_CF, SRSResourceState_CF, SRSEventDescription_CF

8. Select ApplyApply  and then CloseClose.

1. Select Number & listNumber & list from the gallery, and then add a new tile.

2. Define the GeneralGeneral  properties.

Group Title:Group Title: Leave empty

New Group:New Group: Not Selected

3. Define the TileTile properties.

Legend:Legend: Devices that experienced an application error in the last hour

Tile Quer y:Tile Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and EventLevelName == "Error" and EventID == "2001" and
TimeGenerated > ago(1h) | summarize AggregatedValue = count() by Computer | count

4. Define the L istL ist properties.

L ist Quer y:L ist Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and EventLevelName == "Error" and EventID == "2001" and
TimeGenerated > ago(1h) | summarize TimeGenerated = max(TimeGenerated) by Computer | order by
TimeGenerated

5. Define Column TitlesColumn Titles .



  Create a tile that displays devices that have been restartedCreate a tile that displays devices that have been restarted

 Configure Alerts in Azure Monitor

Name:Name: Computer Name

Value:Value: Last Error

6. Define Navigation Quer yNavigation Quer y .
search {selected item} | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and EventID == 2001 and EventLevelName ==
"Error" | summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by Computer | project TimeGenerated, Computer, SRSAlias_CF,
SRSAppVersion_CF, SRSOSVersion_CF, SRSOSLongVersion_CF, SRSIPv4Address_CF, SRSIPv6Address_CF,
SRSOperationName_CF, SRSOperationResult_CF, SRSResourceState_CF, SRSEventDescription_CF | sort by
TimeGenerated desc

7. Select ApplyApply  and then CloseClose.

1. Select Number & listNumber & list from the gallery, and then add a new tile.

2. Define the GeneralGeneral  properties.

Group Title:Group Title: Leave empty

New Group:New Group: Not Selected

3. Define the TileTile properties.

Legend:Legend: Devices where the application was restarted in the last 24 hours, and number of restarts

Tile Quer y:Tile Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and EventID == "4000" and TimeGenerated > ago(24h) |
summarize AggregatedValue = count() by Computer | count

4. Define the L istL ist properties.

L ist Quer y:L ist Quer y: 
Event | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and EventID == "4000" and TimeGenerated > ago(24h) | order
by TimeGenerated | summarize AggregatedValue = count(EventID) by Computer

5. Define Column TitlesColumn Titles .

Name:Name: Computer Name

Value:Value: Number of Restarts

6. Define Navigation Quer yNavigation Quer y .
search {selected item} | where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and EventID == "4000" and TimeGenerated >
ago(24h) | project TimeGenerated, Computer, SRSAlias_CF, SRSAppVersion_CF, SRSOSVersion_CF,
SRSOSLongVersion_CF, SRSIPv4Address_CF, SRSIPv6Address_CF, SRSOperationName_CF, SRSOperationResult_CF,
SRSResourceState_CF, SRSEventDescription_CF

7. Select ApplyApply  and then CloseClose.

8. Select SaveSave to save your dashboard.

Now you've completed creating your views.

 

Azure Monitor can raise alerts to notify the administrators, when a Microsoft Teams Rooms console encounters

an issue.

Azure Monitor includes a built-in alerting mechanism that runs through scheduled log searches at regular

intervals. If the results of the log search match some particular criteria, an alert record is created.

The rule can then automatically run one or more actions to proactively notify you of the alert or invoke another

process. The possible options with alerts are:

Sending an email

Invoking an external process through an HTTP POST request

Starting a runbook in Azure Automation service

See Log alerts in Azure Monitor to learn more about the alerts in Azure Monitor.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-unified-log


NOTENOTE

  Configure an email alert for Configure an email alert for Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms hardware issues hardware issues

  Configure an email alert for Configure an email alert for Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms application issues application issues

The following examples send email alerts when a Microsoft Teams Rooms device generates a hardware or an application

error.

Configure an alert rule that checks for Microsoft Teams Rooms devices that have encountered hardware issues

within the last hour.

Event
| where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and EventLevelName == "Error" and EventID == "3001" and 
TimeGenerated > ago(1h)
| summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by Computer
| project TimeGenerated, Computer, SRSAlias_CF, SRSAppVersion_CF, SRSOSVersion_CF, 
SRSOSLongVersion_CF, SRSIPv4Address_CF, SRSIPv6Address_CF, SRSOperationName_CF, 
SRSOperationResult_CF, SRSResourceState_CF, SRSConfMicrophoneStatus_CF, SRSConfSpeakerStatus_CF, 
SRSDefaultSpeakerStatus_CF, SRSCameraStatus_CF, SRSFORDStatus_CF, SRSMotionSensorStatus_CF, 
SRSHDMIIngestStatus_CF, SRSEventDescription_CF
|sort by TimeGenerated desc

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Azure portal and go to Log Analytics and select your workspace.

2. Navigate to your Log Analytics workspace and select Aler tsAler ts  and then select New aler t ruleNew aler t rule

3. Select Add conditionAdd condition and then Custom log searchCustom log search

4. Enter the following query to the Search query text box.

5. Configure the Alert logic settings:

Based on:Based on: Number of results

Condition:Condition: Greater then

Threshold:Threshold: 0

6. Configure Evaluation settings and select DoneDone: 

Per iod (in minutes):Per iod (in minutes): 60

Frequency (in minutes):Frequency (in minutes): 60

7. Configure action groups:

a. Select Create NewCreate New

b. Provide suitable names for the Action group name and Short Name fields.

c. Specify a unique Action Name and select Email/SMS/Push/VoiceEmail/SMS/Push/Voice, and then select Edit detailsEdit details .

d. Select the EmailEmail  checkbox and provide the email address of the person or group that will receive the

alerts.

e. You may also provide your phone number to get notified with SMS, a voice call or both.

f. Select OKOK.

8. Customize ActionsCustomize Actions  if you like to override the subject line of the alert emails.

9. Specify a rule name and description.

Rule Name:Rule Name: Microsoft Teams Rooms Hardware Failure Alert

Descr iption:Descr iption: List of devices that encountered a hardware issue within the last hour

10. Select the intended severity and make sure the rule is enabled.

11. Select Create aler t ruleCreate aler t rule.

https://portal.azure.com


Event
| where EventLog == "Skype Room System" and EventLevelName == "Error" and EventID == "2001" and 
TimeGenerated > ago(1h)
| summarize arg_max(TimeGenerated, *) by Computer
| project TimeGenerated, Computer, SRSAlias_CF, SRSAppVersion_CF, SRSOSVersion_CF, SRSOSLongVersion_CF, 
SRSIPv4Address_CF, SRSIPv6Address_CF, SRSOperationName_CF, SRSOperationResult_CF, SRSResourceState_CF, 
SRSEventDescription_CF
| sort by TimeGenerated desc

 Configure all devices for Azure Monitoring

  Deploying Deploying Microsoft MonitoringMicrosoft Monitoring agent by using a Group Policy Object (GPO) agent by using a Group Policy Object (GPO)

Repeat the same procedure but use the following query to list devices that have encountered application issues

within the last hour.

Now you've completed defining alerts. You can define additional alerts by using the examples above.

When an alert is generated, you'll get an email that lists the devices that encountered an issue within the last

hour.

![Sample Azure Monitor alert email](../media/Deploy-Azure-Monitor-6.png "Sample Azure Monitor alert email")

 After the dashboards and alerts are configured, you can set up and configure Microsoft Monitoring agent on all

Microsoft Teams Rooms devices to complete your monitoring deployment.

Although you can install and configure the Microsoft Monitoring agent manually on each device, we highly

recommend you leverage existing software deployment tools and methods.

If you're building your Microsoft Teams Rooms devices for the first time, you might want to include the

Microsoft Monitoring agent setup and configuration steps as part of your build process. For more information,

see Install the agent using the command line.

If you already deployed your Microsoft Teams Rooms devices before you implement Azure Monitoring, you can

use the provided script to set up and configure the agents by using Active Directory group policy objects.

1. Create a shared network path and grant read access to Domain ComputersDomain Computers  group.

2. Download the 64-bit version of the Microsoft Monitoring Agent for Windows from

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=517476

3. Extract the contents of the setup package into the network share.

a. Open a Command Prompt window, and then execute MMASetup-AMD64.exe /cMMASetup-AMD64.exe /c

b. Specify the share you just created, and extract the content.

4. Create a new Group Policy Object and assign it to the organizational unit where Microsoft Teams Rooms

machine accounts are located.

5. Configure PowerShell execution policy:

a. Edit the newly created Group Policy Object and navigate to Computer Configuration \ Policies \

Administrative Templates \ Windows Components \ Windows PowerShell

b. Enable the Turn on Scr ipt ExecutionTurn on Scr ipt Execution and set Execution PolicyExecution Policy  to Allow Local Scr iptsAllow Local Scr ipts .

6. Configure the startup script:

a. Copy the following script and save it as Install-MMAgent.ps1.

b. Modify WorkspaceId, WorkspaceKey, and SetupPath parameters to match your configuration.

c. Edit the same Group Policy Object and navigate to Computer Configuration \ Policies \ Windows

Settings \ Scripts (Startup/Shutdown)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/agent-windows#install-the-agent-using-the-command-line
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=517476


# Install-MMAgent.ps1
<#
Date:        04/20/2018
Script:      Install-MMAgent.ps1
Version:     1.0
#>

# Set the parameters
$WorkspaceId = "<your workspace id>"
$WorkspaceKey = "<your workspace key>"
$SetupPath = "\\Server\Share"

$SetupParameters = "/qn NOAPM=1 ADD_OPINSIGHTS_WORKSPACE=1 OPINSIGHTS_WORKSPACE_AZURE_CLOUD_TYPE=0 
OPINSIGHTS_WORKSPACE_ID=$WorkspaceId OPINSIGHTS_WORKSPACE_KEY=$WorkspaceKey AcceptEndUserLicenseAgreement=1"

# $SetupParameters = $SetupParameters + " OPINSIGHTS_PROXY_URL=<Proxy server URL> OPINSIGHTS_PROXY_USERNAME=
<Proxy server username> OPINSIGHTS_PROXY_PASSWORD=<Proxy server password>"

# Start PowerShell logging
Start-Transcript -Path C:\Temp\MMA-Install.Log

# Check if the Microsoft Monitoring Agent is installed
$mma = New-Object -ComObject 'AgentConfigManager.MgmtSvcCfg'

# Check if the Microsoft Monitoring agent is installed
if (!$mma)
{
    #Install agent
    Start-Process -FilePath "$SetupPath\Setup.exe" -ArgumentList $SetupParameters -ErrorAction Stop -Wait
}

# Check if the agent has a valid configuration
$CheckMMA = $mma.GetCloudWorkspace($WorkspaceId).AgentId
if (!$CheckMMA)
{
    # Apply new configuration
    $mma.AddCloudWorkspace($WorkspaceId, $WorkspaceKey)
    $mma.ReloadConfiguration()
}

Stop-Transcript

NOTENOTE

 Additional Solutions

d. Double-click to select Star tupStar tup, and then select PowerShell Scr iptsPowerShell Scr ipts .

e. Select Show FilesShow Files , and then copy the Install-MMAgent.ps1Install-MMAgent.ps1  file to that folder.

f. Select AddAdd, and then BrowseBrowse.

g. Select the ps1 script you just copied.

7. Microsoft Teams Rooms devices should install and configure the Microsoft Monitoring agent with the

second reboot.

You can refer to the article Managing and maintaining the Log Analytics agent when you need to reconfigure an agent,

move it to a different workspace, or modify proxy settings after the initial installation.

 

Azure Monitor provides built-in management solutions through its solution gallery to further help you monitor

your environment. We highly recommend that you add Alert Management and Azure Log Analytics Agent

Health solutions to your workspace as well.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/agent-manage
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/insights/solutions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alert-management-solution
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/insights/solution-agenthealth


NOTENOTE

 See also

The Agent Health solution can help you identify outdated or broken Microsoft Monitoring agents within your

environment, and the Alert Management solution provides details about the alerts that have been raised within a given

period.

Plan Microsoft Teams Rooms management with Azure Monitor

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms devices with Azure Monitor



   

 

Migrate Lync Room System (LRS) devices to
Microsoft Teams Rooms

 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Which devices are affected?

 Upgrade options

  Crestron hardware Trade-in programCrestron hardware Trade-in program

  Crestron RL2 upgrade to Microsoft Teams RoomsCrestron RL2 upgrade to Microsoft Teams Rooms

  SMART Room Systems upgradeSMART Room Systems upgrade

 What should you do?

Lync Room System (LRS) devices with Skype Room System Version 1 (SRS v1) software has reached end of

support on October 9, 2018. This means Skype Room Systems v1 software will no longer get any product

updates or fixes anymore. Customers with Lync Room System devices using Skype Room System v1 software

are advised to upgrade their devices to Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Microsoft Teams Rooms software works with Microsoft Teams in addition to Skype for Business Server and

Online services for meetings and calling on all Microsoft Teams Rooms supported devices.

Your existing devices maymay  continue to work after the end of Skype Room System v1 software support. However,

if this software hits a software bug that needs Microsoft to release a fix, it will not be supported. SRS v1 uses TLS

1.0/ 1.1 which will be deprecated by Microsoft in the future. You can learn more about preparing for TLS 1.0/1.1

deprecation.

Here is the list of the devices that are affected by this change:

Crestron RL

Crestron RL2

SMART Room systems

Polycom CX8000

There are multiple options for upgrading Lync Room Systems to the next generation of Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Crestron will provide an upgrade to the Crestron SR system or equivalent for all Non-Crestron Lync Room

System customers (e.g Smart or Polycom LRS). See details of this program here or email Crestron LRS support.

Existing Crestron RL2 (also referred to as Crestron RL200) customers can acquire an upgrade kit to upgrade

current RL2 to RL3 using a for a minimal cost per device. See details of this program here.

For SMART LRS customers, apart from Crestron hardware trade-in program, SMART is also working on

providing a solution to upgrade to Microsoft Teams Rooms. This upgrade will be provided by SMART

Technologies Inc. to customer under product support. Please see more about this here.

We recommend you plan to update Lync Room System devices to Microsoft Teams Rooms before TLS 1.0/1.1

deprecation using upgrade options mentioned above. Additionally, you may also consider replacing existing

devices with new devices certified for Microsoft Teams Rooms. See Room devices for details and also take a look

at Microsoft Teams Rooms requirements.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/lrs-migration.md
https://support.microsoft.com/help/4043450/products-reaching-end-of-support-for-2018
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Skype-for-Business-Blog/Preparing-for-TLS-1-0-1-1-Deprecation-O365-Skype-for-Business/bc-p/223608
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Featured-Solutions/Crestron-RL-2
https://support.smarttech.com/en/hardware/room-systems-skype
https://www.polycom.com/products-services/products-for-microsoft/skype-for-business/cx8000.html
https://www.crestron.com/products/featured-solutions/crestron-sr
https://support.crestron.com/app/answers/answer_view/a_id/1000220
mailto:lrsupgrade@crestron.com
https://crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-RL-2/CCS-UC-250-KIT
https://support.smarttech.com/docs/hardware/room-systems-skype/srs-skype-v2/en/about/default.cshtml
https://aka.ms/roomdevices
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/plan-your-deployment/clients-and-devices/requirements


NOTENOTE
Microsoft Teams Rooms software supports the TLS 1.2 protocol as of December 14, 2018 with app version 4.0.64.0. For

on-premises customers, enabling communication over TLS 1.2 for Microsoft Teams Rooms requires Skype for Business

Server 2015 Cumulative Update 9 (CU9) or Skype for Business Server 2019 Cumulative Update 1 (CU1). The change

should not affect Skype for Business Online customers as client changes are forward and backward compliant.



   

 

Content cameras
 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Set up a content camera

NOTENOTE

 Camera location

You can now use a content camera with a Microsoft Teams Room system. A content camera interacts with special

image-processing software and a whiteboard to allow a presenter to draw on an analog whiteboard and share

the content with remote participants.

See the following video for examples of content camera functionality.

Always adhere to your country or area's building code, which may define a minimum distance from the floor or a

requirement that ceiling-mounted equipment be secured to a rafter or other structure. Follow the mounting instruction

for the hardware provided with the camera you've selected. OEM camera mounting kits include a camera, USB 2.0

extenders, and required cabling.

The size of the whiteboard used for sharing affects the placement of the camera. Board size recommendations

are:

3–6 ft. (0.9–1.8 m) wide — Supported

6–9 ft. (1.8–2.7 m) wide — Recommended

9–12 ft. (2.7–3.6 m) wide — Supported

Above 12 ft. (3.6 m) wide — camera covers 9–12 ft. (2.7–3.6 m) and crops the rest.

Ideal placement of a content camera is centered vertically and horizontally on the whiteboard. Local building

codes may have height restrictions that require the camera be elevated higher than the top of the white board.

You can install the camera up to 6 in. (152 mm) higher than the top of the whiteboard, and centered on the

white board as shown. Make sure that the camera image includes at least a 6 in. (152 mm) border on both sides

horizontally. You can use the camera preview in the Microsoft Teams Rooms app to determine final placement of

the camera.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/content-camera.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE3E7fy


  Camera distancesCamera distances

C A M ERA  H F O VC A M ERA  H F O V 3 F T.  ( 0. 91 M )3 F T.  ( 0. 91 M ) 6 F T.  ( 1. 8 M )6 F T.  ( 1. 8 M ) 9 F T.  ( 2. 74 M )9 F T.  ( 2. 74 M ) 12 F T.  12 F T.  ( 3. 65 M )( 3. 65 M )

M A X DISTA N C EM A X DISTA N C E
F RO MF RO M
W H IT EB O A RDW H IT EB O A RD

80° 1.79 ft. (0.54 m) 3.58 ft. (1.09 m) 5.36 ft. (1.6 m) 7.15 ft. (2.17 m) 7.51 ft. (2.28 m)

90° 1.5 ft. (0.45 m) 3.00 ft. (0.91 m) 4.5 ft. (1.37 m) 6.0 ft. (1.82 m) 6.3 ft. (1.92 m)

100° 1.26 ft. (0.38 m) 2.52 ft. (0.77 m) 3.78 ft. (1.15 m) 5.03 ft. (1.53 m) 5.29 ft. (1.61 m)

110° 1.05 ft. (0.32 m) 2.10 ft. (0.64 m) 3.15 ft. (0.96 m) 4.2 ft. (1.28 m) 4.41 ft. (1.31 m)

120° 0.87 ft. (0.26 m) 1.73 ft. (0.52 m) 2.60 ft. (0.79 m) 3.46 ft. (1.05 m) 3.64 ft. (1.10 m)

Using typical whiteboard markers, the optimal remote user experience is to share ink strokes in the 1–2 mm per

pixel range in the content camera image, and the best results use 1.5 mm per pixel. All supported cameras

provide 1920 x 1080 resolution, and some can exceed that resolution.

The distance of the camera from the whiteboard combines with the camera resolution and Horizontal Field of

View (HFoV) to determine the distance from the whiteboard. The following table shows examples of distances

for various whiteboard sizes. You can use these values as starting points to determine final placement of the

content camera.

Camera distance from whiteboardCamera distance from whiteboard

The distance between the content camera and the wall the whiteboard is mounted on depends on the HFoV for

that model of camera, which varies. Install cameras with a larger HFoV (120 degrees for example) closer to the

wall, and cameras with a narrower HFoV farther away from the wall. Check the HFoV before you start to install

the chosen camera.



NOTENOTE

 Supported cameras

 Camera settings

If you have whiteboards larger than 12 ft. (3.65 m) or with no corners (like full wall whiteboards), you can place

the camera anywhere in the middle. The enhancement software selects an area in the middle if it fails to find

whiteboard corners.

You can use dark-colored tape or other items to create a defined content camera area on a full-wall white board. This

helps in-room attendees know when they are drawing in an area being captured by the content camera.

You can choose to have the camera mounted on a moveable tripod instead of a permanent mount. Place the tripod

centered on the whiteboard. This setup may be temporary or used where there is little chance of knocking over the

equipment. If you use a temporary mount, remember that content enhancement will be impacted if you move the camera

after the initial share and you will need to re-share to correct for movement.

A writing board that isn't white is not supported.

To determine whether you can use a camera as a content camera, refer to Certified firmware versions for USB

audio and video peripherals.

Or, refer to the Microsoft Teams devices marketplace for supported Content Camera Kits at

aka.ms/teamsdevices.

Once the camera is installed in the room, set it up on that room's Microsoft Teams Rooms console:

1. Select SettingsSettings  , log in as Admin, and select Per ipheralsPeripherals .

2. In the Content CameraContent Camera section, select the content camera and make sure that the Content enhancementsContent enhancements

option is selected.

3. (Optional) If the camera was installed upside down because the camera was mounted from the ceiling, check

the Rotate content camera 180°Rotate content camera 180° option.

4. Select Save and exitSave and exit.

You can also adjust these settings remotely using an XML configuration file.

https://aka.ms/teamsdevices


 See also
Manage a Microsoft Teams Rooms console settings remotely with an XML configuration file

Microsoft Teams Rooms requirements



   

 

Manage voice recognition technology controls for
an Intelligent Speaker

 12/7/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Review Intelligent Speaker requirements

 Set up an Intelligent Speaker

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

An Intelligent Speaker uses voice profile information to recognize who said what in live transcription. When a

Microsoft Teams Rooms for Windows meeting room is equipped with an Intelligent Speaker, live transcription

can be used during the meeting. This article explains how you, a tenant admin, control the voice profiling that's

used for voice recognition to generate live transcription. You can control to what degree the organization is

using voice recognition and the following features:

Edit the speaker's name in transcripts.

Change the speaker of a single utterance in the transcript or change the speaker in all the utterances in the

transcript (but not on future transcripts).

Change the speaker identification for the people who are listed in the meeting.

Remove the identification of one or more utterances identified as that speaker, on every transcript.

An Intelligent Speaker includes a special seven-microphone array. The system uses voice profile information to

identify voices of up to 10 people in meeting rooms.

The following items are Intelligent Speaker requirements:

The customer tenant must be located in the U.S. (North America).

The meeting room should have a maximum of 10 people present in person.

The meeting room has an upload link of minimum 7 Mbps.

1

 An Intelligent Speaker and associated voice profile and usage will only be available in EN-US language and for

US (NA-US region) tenants. Both conditions must be true for a tenant user to enroll and use an Intelligent

Speaker for attributed transcription.

1

An Intelligent Speaker connects directly using USB to the Teams Rooms console. For best results, a Yealink brand

Intelligent Speaker should be used with a Yealink brand console.

A Yealink Intelligent Speaker mustmust  be used with a Yealink console.

We don't support an Intelligent Speaker connected to Logitech Surface Pro Microsoft Teams Rooms. There is a known

issue that Teams Rooms can't recognize the Intelligent Speaker through the dock.

An Intelligent Speaker should be placed at least 8 inches (20 cm) away from walls and large objects, such as

laptops. If the Intelligent Speaker USB cable isn't long enough for your setup, use cable extenders.

1. Sign in to the console as administrator.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/voice-recognition.md
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 Enable an Intelligent Speaker user recognition
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2. Set the Teams device settings to match the Intelligent Speaker microphone and speaker. You can also do

this through the TAC portal instead of at the room console.

The diagram shows how the Intelligent Speaker is connected to the device if the device includes a data

box.

The diagram shows how the Intelligent Speaker is connected to the device if the device doesn't include a

data box.

EPOS and Yealink devices should have "EPOS" or "Yealink" prefix and contain "UAC2_RENDER" in the speaker name and

"UAC2_TEAMS" in the microphone name. If you don't find these microphone and speaker names in the dropdown menu,

restart the Intelligent Speaker device.

Voice profile data can be used in any meeting with an Intelligent Speaker. See Teams meetings policies and the

PowerShell meeting cmdlets for information on the meeting settings.

The voice profile data of the user is created when the policy is set to distinguish or a non-meeting invitee walks

in during the meeting. The voice profile data is dismissed at the end of the meeting.

The following are the required policies to set an Intelligent Speaker and user recognition.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamsmeetingpolicy


enrollUserOverride Use to set voice profile capture, or
enrollment, in Teams settings for a
tenant.

DisabledDisabled

EnabledEnabled
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Users who have never enrolled
can't view, enroll, or re-enroll.

The entry point to the
enrollment flow will be hidden.

If users select a link to the
enrollment page, they'll see a
message that states this
feature isn't enabled for their
organization.

Users who have enrolled can
view and remove their voice
profile in the Teams settings.
Once they remove their voice
profile, they won't be able to
view, access, or complete the
enrollment flow.

Users can view, access, and
complete the enrollment flow.

The entry point will show on
Teams settings page under the
RecognitionRecognition tab.



roomAttributeUserOverride Control the voice-based user
identification in meeting rooms. This
setting is required for Teams Rooms
accounts.

OffOff

AttributeAttribute

DistinguishDistinguish

AllowTranscription Required for user and Teams rooms
accounts.

TrueTrue and FalseFalse
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The Teams Rooms device won't
send audio stream-saving
bandwidth from the room.

Meeting room users won't be
attributed or distinguished, and
their voice signatures won't be
retrieved or used at all.

Meeting room users are
unknown.

Rooms users will be attributed
based on their enrollment
status.

Users who are enrolled are
shown with their name in the
transcription.

Users who aren't enrolled show
as Speaker <n>.

The Teams Rooms device will
send seven audio streams from
the room.

Rooms users will be
distinguished and separated as
speaker 1, speaker 2, ....speaker
<n> in the transcription.

Irrespective of enrollment
status of the user, their name
will not show in the
transcription.

The Teams Rooms device will
send seven audio streams from
the room.

In the Teams admin center, set the Transcr iptionTranscr iption policy. Settings are OffOff  by default.



 Frequently asked questions (FAQ)

 Related topics

Where is the voice profile data stored?Where is the voice profile data stored?

Voice profile data is stored in Office 365 cloud with user content.

What is the retention timeline and policy?What is the retention timeline and policy?

General retention policy is stated in the Data retention overview. In addition, a user's voice profile data will be

deleted after 3 years if the user isn't invited to any meetings with an Intelligent Speaker within that 3-year

period. Data isn't used in any meetings for existing employees. If an employee has left the company, voice profile

data is considered user content and is treated as such per Office 365 data retention policy described in the Data

retention overview.

Is voice profile data used across Microsoft ser vices?Is voice profile data used across Microsoft ser vices?

No, voice profile data is only used for the purpose for which the user has provided consent. Microsoft will not

use the voice profile data except within Teams voice recognition scenarios.

For example, Microsoft won't use the data in the following situations:

Is my voice profile data used when I join a meeting in another organization?Is my voice profile data used when I join a meeting in another organization?

No only in meetings organized by a user in your organization.

How can I expor t my voice profile?How can I expor t my voice profile?

Your IT admin can export your audio data at any time.

Support article: Use Intelligent Speakers to Identify in-room participants

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/compliance/assurance/assurance-data-retention-deletion-and-destruction-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/compliance/assurance/assurance-data-retention-deletion-and-destruction-overview
https://support.microsoft.com/office/use-teams-intelligent-speakers-to-identify-in-room-participants-in-meeting-transcription-a075d6c0-30b3-44b9-b218-556a87fadc00
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Make changes to Teams Rooms devices

  Device settingsDevice settings

If you have Microsoft Teams Rooms-certified devices in your organization, you have flexible management

options. You can manage the devices yourself in the same central location where you manage all you Teams

solutions, Microsoft Teams Admin Center. Alternately, you can transfer management responsibility to dedicated

experts using Microsoft Teams Rooms Managed Services. You can also delegate management access to a

partner of your choice for either of the options.

With Microsoft Teams Admin Center, you can:

Perform device management like restarting devices and downloading device logs

Apply Teams-specific settings

Check the health status of Microsoft Teams Room devices and their peripherals, including cameras, displays,

microphones, and so on

Review current and past meeting activity (such as details about call quality, network health and connectivity,

and number of participants)

See peripherals (such as cameras and projectors) connected to a Microsoft Teams Room device

To manage Teams Rooms devices, open the Microsoft Teams admin center and go to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > TeamsTeams

Rooms on WindowsRooms on Windows .

To manage devices using the Teams admin center, you need to be assigned the Global Administrator, Teams Administrator,

or Teams Device Administrator roles.

If you have more than one Teams Rooms device, you can do most actions on multiple devices at the same time.

For example, you can set Teams app settings on all of your devices at the same time.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/rooms-manage.md
https://portal.rooms.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
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Account

EmailEmail Email address No

Suppor ted meeting modeSuppor ted meeting mode Skype for Business (default) and
Microsoft Teams
Skype for Business and Microsoft
Teams (default)
Skype for Business Only

Yes

Modern authenticationModern authentication On
Off

Yes

Exchange addressExchange address Email address No

Domain\username (optional)Domain\username (optional) Account domain and user name No

Configure domainConfigure domain Comma-separated list Yes

Meetings

Automatic screen sharingAutomatic screen sharing On
Off

Yes

Show meeting namesShow meeting names On
Off

Yes

Auto-leave if ever yone else leftAuto-leave if ever yone else left
meetingmeeting

On
Off

Yes

Device

You can change settings on one or more devices in your organization. To change settings, select the device or

devices you want to manage and then select Edit SettingsEdit Settings . A new pane will open with all of the settings you

can change on your devices. The following table lists the settings you can change using the Teams admin center.

Some settings are only available when you select a single device.

If you select more than one device, settings that support bulk editing show the two following options.

Keep existing valueKeep existing value If you choose this option, no changes will be made to the setting on the devices you

selected.

Replace existing value withReplace existing value with If you choose this option, you can update the setting on the devices you

selected with the value you provide.
C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

Existing values on the settings you choose to update will be replaced with the value you provide. If you

want to add to a list of existing values, you need to include the existing values with the value you want to

add. For example, if a setting has an existing domain list of contoso.com, fabrikam.com , and you want to

add northwindtraders.com , the value you need to provide would be 

contoso.com, fabrikam.com, northwindtraders.com .

If you select multiple devices, the setting on all of the devices you select will be changed to the value you

provide. If devices have different values for a setting, they'll all be updated to the same value.



Dual monitor modeDual monitor mode On
Off

Yes

Bluetooth beaconingBluetooth beaconing On
Off

Yes

Automatically accept proximity-Automatically accept proximity-
based meeting invitationsbased meeting invitations

Selected
Unselected

Yes

Send logs with feedbackSend logs with feedback On
Off

Yes

Email address for logs andEmail address for logs and
feedbackfeedback

Email address Yes

Peripherals

Conferencing microphoneConferencing microphone List of available microphones No

Conferencing speakerConferencing speaker List of available speakers No

Default volumeDefault volume 0-100 No

Default speakerDefault speaker List of available speakers No

Default volumeDefault volume 0-100 No

Content cameraContent camera List of available cameras No

Content Camera EnhancementsContent Camera Enhancements On
Off

No

Rotate Content Camera 180Rotate Content Camera 180
degreesdegrees

On
Off

No

Theming

Default
No theme
Custom
List of built-in themes

Yes
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 Cortana settings
You can enable Cortana for Voice Activation or Push to talk using PowerShell for all devices in your organization,

or for each device separately.

At the organization and group level, you must use PowerShell.

At the device level, you have a few options. You can use PowerShell, edit the XML configuration file, or change

the settings in Teams admin center.

To learn more about using PowerShell to configure Cortana, see Admin control and limitations for Cortana in

Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/cortana-in-teams#admin-control-and-limitations


  Device restart optionsDevice restart options

C a u t i o nC a u t i o n

  Remove deviceRemove device

 Download device logs

To learn more about configuring your device using the XML configuration file, see Manage a Microsoft Teams

Rooms console settings remotely with an XML configuration file.

At the device level, you can configure Cortana to be activated for :

Push to talk using PowerShell

How to turn it on: Cortana Push to talk is enabled by default for all devices that are set up with locale

en-us regardless of the geographic region

How to turn it off: use Powershell.

Voice Activation using XML configuration file or Teams admin center.

How to turn it on: set <CortanaWakeWord>true</>  in the XML configuration file or use the

corresponding setting in Teams admin center

How to turn it off: Cortana Voice Activation is off by default

Keep in mind that three conditions must be met to have Cortana Voice Activation on your device:

1. Your organization must have Cortana enabled

2. Your device must be set up with one of the following locales: en-au, en-ca, en-gb, en-in, en-us

3. You must have a Cortana certified device connected to your Teams Room Learn More

Changes to device settings will only take effect after the devices have been restarted. When you make changes

that need a restart, you can choose whether to restart the devices immediately or schedule a restart. Here are

the available restart options:

Immediate restar tImmediate restar t If you choose this option, all of the devices you're making changes to will restart as soon

as you select this option.

Scheduled restar tScheduled restar t If you choose this option, you can restart the devices you're making changes to at a time

that's less disruptive to your organization.

Select date and timeSelect date and time - Choose the specific date and time to restart the device. The date and time

you choose is local to the device being restarted.

Leave update for nightly rebootLeave update for nightly reboot Devices are restarted nightly to perform maintenance. Changes

you make to devices will be applied during this restart.

Devices in use at the time of a restart will become unavailable for the duration of the restart process. They'll be

disconnected from in-progress meetings and won't be available to join new meetings.

When you remove a device, the device is removed from your organization and no longer appears in your list of

Teams Rooms devices in the Teams admin center.

If you remove a device and it's still configured with a valid username and password, it will be automatically re-

added to your Teams Rooms devices list if it connects to Microsoft 365 again.

To remove one or more devices, do the following:

1. Go to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > Teams RoomsTeams Rooms and select the devices you want to remove.

2. Select RemoveRemove.

You can download a copy of a device's diagnostic log files if requested to do so by Microsoft support. Log files

are compressed into a zip file that can be downloaded from the Teams admin center.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/xml-config-file#manage-console-settings-with-an-xml-configuration-file
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/cortana-in-teams


 View device information

  Teams Rooms system dashboardTeams Rooms system dashboard

  Device details viewDevice details view

  Meeting activity detailsMeeting activity details

To download logs from a Teams Rooms device to your computer, do the following:

1. Go to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > Teams RoomsTeams Rooms and select the name of the device you want to download logs from.

2. Select Download device logsDownload device logs . It can take several minutes for device logs to become available.

3. Select the Histor yHistor y  tab and then select log file link under Diagnostics fileDiagnostics file. A zip file containing your device's

diagnostic log files will be downloaded to your browser's default Downloads folder.

From the Teams admin center, you can view the overall status of all devices in your organization and view details

of each device individually.

The Teams Rooms system dashboard shows you the status and health of all of your devices at a glance.

To view detailed information about a device, select its name from the device list. When in details view, you can

see the following information about your device:

Health statusHealth status  Shows the overall health of the Teams Room device. Health status can be either HealthyHealthy  or

UnhealthyUnhealthy .

Offline sinceOffline since Shows the last time Microsoft 365 was able to communicate with the device.

Device statusDevice status  Shows the current state of the device: IdleIdle, Teams meetingTeams meeting, Skype meetingSkype meeting, or IngestIngest.

Per ipheralsPeripherals  Shows the peripherals connected to your Teams Room device and their health status. Health

status can be either ConnectedConnected or DisconnectedDisconnected.

HealthHealth Shows detailed information about the peripherals connected to your Teams Room device, network

connectivity, sign in status to required services, and software version information.

DetailsDetails  Shows manufacturer information, network IP address, and Teams Room device serial/MAC address.

ActivityActivity  Shows past meeting details including date and time of the meeting, number of participants,

duration, and audio quality. For more information about meeting details, see the Meeting activity details

section later in this article.

Histor yHistor y  Shows a history of management activity on the Teams Room device, including configuration

updates, device restarts, and device log download links.

The ActivityActivity  tab in Teams Room device details shows high-level and detailed information about all of the

meetings the device has participated in over time. In the ActivityActivity  tab, you can see when a meeting was held,

how many participants attended the meeting, and the quality of audio during the meeting.



  P a r t i c i p a n t  su m m a r yP a r t i c i p a n t  su m m a r y

To see the detail information about a specific meeting, select the date and time of the meeting you want more

information about. If a meeting has only two participants, you'll see the participant details page, otherwise you'll

see a participant summary page.

The participant summary page shows all of the participants that attended the meeting. You can see when each

participant joined the meeting, their name, audio quality, and what features were used during their session. To

view the details of a participant's session, select the session start time for that participant.



  P a r t i c i p a n t  d e t a i l sP a r t i c i p a n t  d e t a i l s

The participant details page shows end-to-end diagnostic information for that participant's session. As shown in

the following graphic, DeviceDevice, SystemSystem, and ConnectivityConnectivity  information is provided for the participant and for

the Teams Rooms device. NetworkNetwork diagnostic information between the participant and the Teams Rooms device

is also provided. Select the icon for the context you want more information about. For additional diagnostic

information, select the AdvancedAdvanced tab.
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 Collecting logs on Microsoft Teams Rooms

powershell -ExecutionPolicy unrestricted c:\rigel\x64\scripts\provisioning\ScriptLaunch.ps1 
CollectSrsV2Logs.ps1

 Front of Room Display Settings

 Microsoft Teams Rooms Reset (Factory Restore)

Read this topic to learn about management of Microsoft Teams Rooms.

Microsoft Teams Rooms is Microsoft's conferencing solution designed to transform your meeting room into a

rich, collaborative experience. Users will enjoy its familiar Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business interface and IT

administrators will appreciate an easily deployed and managed Windows 10 Teams Rooms app. Microsoft

Teams Rooms is designed to leverage existing equipment for ease of installation to bring Microsoft Teams or

Skype for Business into your meeting room.

 

You can collect logs via Teams admin center. In Teams admin center, navigate to Devices\Teams Rooms on

Windows. From this page, click on the display name for which you want to download logs. In the top panel, click

on "Download device logs". You will be prompted with a notice. Click "Got it". After a few minutes, the logs will

be ready for download in the History tab.

You can also use PowerShell to collect logs. You must invoke the log collection script that ships with the

Microsoft Teams Rooms app. In Admin mode, start an elevated command prompt, and issue the following

command:

The logs will be output as a ZIP file in c:\rigel.

 

Configure the settings of your Front of Room display(s) to support Consumer Electronics Control(CEC) or enable

PC Mode.

If you desire a front of room display to automatically switch to Teams Rooms when it wakes from standby mode,

certain conditions must be met. This feature is optional but supported by Microsoft Teams Rooms software,

provided underlying hardware supports the feature. A consumer TV used as a front of room display needs to

support the Consumer Electronics Control (CEC) feature of HDMI. Depending on the dock or console selected

(which might not support CEC, refer to manufacturer support documentation), a controller such as an HD-RX-

201-C-E from Crestron or Extron HD CTL 100 from Extron may be needed to enable the desired behavior.

 

If Microsoft Teams Rooms isn't running well, performing a factory reset might help. To do this, use the Microsoft

Teams Room recovery tool and follow the factory restore instructions.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/rooms-operations.md
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Video/HDMI-Solutions/HDMI-Extenders/HD-RX-201-C-E
https://www.extron.com/article/hdctl100ad
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 Supported Remote Options

W O RKGRO UPW O RKGRO UP N OT  DO M A IN  JO IN EDN OT  DO M A IN  JO IN ED DO M A IN  JO IN EDDO M A IN  JO IN ED

Restart Teams admin center 
Remote desktop 
Remote Powershell 

Remote desktop (requires further
configuration) 
Remote Powershell (requires further
configuration) 
Configuration Manager 

Update OS Windows Update Windows Update 
WSUS 

App update Windows Store Windows Store 
Configuration Manager 

Account Config Teams admin center Teams admin center 

Access logs Teams admin center 
PowerShell 

Teams admin center 
PowerShell 

 Configuring Group Policy for Microsoft Teams Rooms

There is a known issue where the Microsoft Teams Rooms can become unusable if the Keep my files - Removes AppsKeep my files - Removes Apps

and settings, but keeps your personal filesand settings, but keeps your personal files  option is selected during the Windows Reset process. Do not use this

option.

 

The following table summarizes the possible remote operations and the methods you can use to accomplish

them.

 

This section covers system settings that Microsoft Teams Rooms depends on to function properly.

Joining Teams Rooms to an Active Directory domain provides the following benefits:

Domain-joining Teams Rooms enables you to grant domain users and groups administrative rights. By

doing so, you will not have to remember the local machine level administrator account password.

You can deploy Windows Quality of Service configuration to Teams Rooms.

If using Skype for Business, Domain-joining the Teams Rooms helps in importing your organization's

private root certificate chain automatically.

When you join Teams Rooms to a domain, it is required that you create a separate Organizational Unit (OU), so

that you can provide Group Policy Object (GPO) exclusions to the OU where all Teams Rooms objects reside.

Disable all GPO inheritance so that unsupported Group Policy settings do not get applied to Teams Rooms.

Create machine objects in the OU before joining Teams Rooms to the domain to assure that Group Policies

applied to the default computers OU are not applied.
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SET T IN GSET T IN G A L LO W SA L LO W S

HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon AutoAdminLogon = (REG_SZ)
1 

Enables Microsoft Teams Rooms to boot up 

Power Management -> On AC, turn screen off after 10
minutes 
Power Management -> On AC, never put system to sleep 

Enables Microsoft Teams Rooms to turn off attached displays
and wake up automatically 

net accounts /maxpwage:unlimited 
Or equivalent means of disabling password expiration on the
local account. Failure to do this will eventually cause the
Skype account to fail logon complaining about an expired
password. Note that this impacts all local accounts on the
machine, and thus failure to set this will also cause the
administrative account on the box to eventually expire as
well. 

Enables Skype account to always log in 

NOTENOTE

 Remote Management using PowerShell

Even if you create a separate OU and block inheritance, there are some group policies which could cause issues if they

have No Override set. A Group Policy with No Override set beats an OU with Block Policy Inheritance set.

Many organizations have the following GPOs, which affect Teams Rooms functionality. Ensure that you override

or block the inheritance of these:

Timeout of logon sessions (auto lockout)

Power management related policies

Requiring additional authentication steps

Denying access to local drives

Prompting users for slow network connections

Start a certain program at logon

Create another domain user account on all domain-joined machines.

Push Windows Update to Teams Rooms

When joining Microsoft Teams Rooms to a domain, ensure that your group policies don't override the settings in

the following table.

When Microsoft Teams Rooms is compatible with the next version of Windows 10 OS, Teams Rooms automatically updates

to the next version through Windows Update. Microsoft Teams Rooms should not be upgraded to the next release of

Windows 10 manually or via enabling Windows Update for Business (WUFB) group policies “Select the Windows readiness

level for the updates you want to receive” and "Select when Preview Builds and Feature Updates are received" through

GPO. Teams Rooms with these group policies enabled is known to run into issues with Windows 10 OS updates.

 

You can perform the following management operations remotely by using PowerShell (see the table below for

script samples):

Get attached devices
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invoke-command {Write-Host "VIDEO DEVICES:" 
gwmi -Class Win32_PnPEntity | where {$_.PNPClass -eq "Image"} | Format-Table Name,Status,Present; Write-Host 
"AUDIO DEVICES:" 
gwmi -Class Win32_PnPEntity | where {$_.PNPClass -eq "Media"} | Format-Table Name,Status,Present; Write-Host 
"DISPLAY DEVICES:" 
gwmi -Class Win32_PnPEntity | where {$_.PNPClass -eq "Monitor"} | Format-Table Name,Status,Present} -
ComputerName <Device fqdn>

invoke-command { $package = get-appxpackage -User Skype -Name Microsoft.SkypeRoomSystem; if ($package -eq 
$null) {Write-host "SkypeRoomSystems not installed."} else {write-host "SkypeRoomSystem Version : " 
$package.Version}; $process = Get-Process -Name "Microsoft.SkypeRoomSystem" -ErrorAction SilentlyContinue; 
if ($process -eq $null) {write-host "App not running."} else {$process | format-list StartTime,Responding}}  
-ComputerName <Device fqdn>

invoke-command {gwmi -Class Win32_ComputerSystem | Format-List 
PartOfDomain,Domain,Workgroup,Manufacturer,Model
gwmi -Class Win32_Bios | Format-List SerialNumber,SMBIOSBIOSVersion} -ComputerName <Device fqdn>

Get app status

Get system info

Reboot system

Retrieve logs

Transfer files (requires a domain-joined Microsoft Teams Rooms)

This functionality is off by default. You need to enable remote PowerShell for your environment on the Microsoft Teams

Rooms system to perform the operations below. Refer to the documentation on Enable-PSRemotingEnable-PSRemoting for information

about how to enable remote PowerShell.

For example, you can enable Remote PowerShell as follows:

1. Sign in as Admin on a Microsoft Teams Rooms device.

2. Open an elevated PowerShell command prompt.

3. Enter the following command: Enable-PSRemoting -SkipNetworkProfileCheck -Force

4. Open the Local Security Policy and add the Administrators security group to Security SettingsSecurity Settings  > LocalLocal

PoliciesPolicies  > User Rights AssignmentUser Rights Assignment > Access this computer from the networkAccess this computer from the network .

To perform a management operation:

1. Sign in to a PC with account credentials that have permission to run PowerShell commands on a Microsoft

Teams Rooms device.

2. Open a regular PowerShell command prompt on the PC.

3. Copy the command text from the table below and paste it at the prompt.

4. Replace <Device fqdn>  fields with FQDN values appropriate to your environment.

5. Replace <path> with the file name and local path of the master SkypeSettings.xml configuration file (or

Theme image).

To Get Attached Devices

Get App Status

Get System Info

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/microsoft.powershell.core/enable-psremoting


invoke-command { Shutdown /r /t 0 } -ComputerName <Device fqdn>

$targetDevice = "<Device fqdn> "
$logFile = invoke-command {$output = Powershell.exe -ExecutionPolicy Bypass -File 
C:\Rigel\x64\Scripts\Provisioning\ScriptLaunch.ps1 CollectSrsV2Logs.ps1
Get-ChildItem -Path C:\Rigel\*.zip | Sort-Object -Descending -Property LastWriteTime | Select-Object -First 
1} -ComputerName $targetDevice
$session = new-pssession -ComputerName $targetDevice
Copy-Item -Path $logFile.FullName -Destination .\ -FromSession $session; invoke-command {remove-item -force 
C:\Rigel\*.zip} -ComputerName $targetDevice

$movefile = "<path>";
$targetDevice = "\\<Device fqdn> 
\Users\Skype\AppData\Local\Packages\Microsoft.SkypeRoomSystem_8wekyb3d8bbwe\LocalState\SkypeSettings.xml"; 
Copy-Item $movefile $targetDevice 

 Software updates

  To update using PowershellTo update using Powershell

 Admin mode and device management

  Switching to Admin mode and back when the Microsoft Teams Rooms app is runningSwitching to Admin mode and back when the Microsoft Teams Rooms app is running

Reboot System

Retrieve Logs

Push an XML configuration file (or theme graphic)

 

By default, Microsoft Teams Rooms attempts to connect to the Windows Store to get the latest version of

Microsoft Teams Rooms software. Therefore, Teams Rooms requires regular internet access. Before contacting

Microsoft with support issues, be sure Microsoft Teams Rooms is loaded with the latest version of the app.

Microsoft Teams Rooms connects to Windows Update to retrieve operating system and peripheral device

firmware updates. Teams Room is configured to install them starting at 2:00AM local time.

If you must manage updates manually due to limitations in accessing Windows store, and are therefore unable

to follow the normal procedure for Microsoft Store for Business to Distribute offline apps, you can acquire the

appropriate APPX file and dependencies from the deployment kit (from the instructions to Configure a Microsoft

Teams Rooms console) that can be used with Configuration Manager. The deployment kit release lags behind the

store release, so it might not always match the latest available build.

Add-AppxPackage -Update -ForceApplicationShutdown -Path '\\
<share>\$oem$\$1\Rigel\x64\Ship\AppPackages\*\*.appx' -DependencyPath (Get-ChildItem '\\
<share>\$oem$\$1\Rigel\x64\Ship\AppPackages\*\Dependencies\x64\*.appx' | Foreach-Object 
{$_.FullName})

1. Extract the package from the installation MSI to a share the device can access.

2. Run the following script targeting the Microsoft Teams Rooms devices, changing <share> to the device

share as appropriate:

 

Some management functions, like manually installing a private CA certificate, require placing Teams Rooms in

Admin mode.

https://businessstore.microsoft.com/store
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-store/distribute-offline-apps
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=851168
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=851168


  Switching to Admin Mode and back when the Microsoft Teams Rooms app crashesSwitching to Admin Mode and back when the Microsoft Teams Rooms app crashes

1. Hang up any ongoing calls, and return to the home screen.

2. Select the Gear icon and bring up the menu (options are SettingsSettings , AccessibilityAccessibility , and Restar t DeviceRestar t Device ).

3. Select SettingsSettings .

4. Enter the Administrator password. The Setup screen will appear. If the device isn't domain-joined, the local

administrative account (username "Admin") will be used by default. The default password for this account is

'sfb'. Change this password as soon as possible. If the machine is domain-joined, you can sign in with an

appropriately privileged domain account.

5. Select Windows SettingsWindows Settings  in the left column.

6. Log in to the desktop with your administrative credentials. You'll have the necessary privileges to manage the

device.

7. Perform the necessary administrative tasks.

8. Restart the machine when you're finished.

The console is now back in its normal operation mode.The following procedure requires you to attach a

keyboard to the device if one is not already attached.

NOTENOTE

 Troubleshooting tips

1. Press the Windows key five times in rapid succession. This will bring you to the Windows logon screen.

2. Log in to the desktop with your administrative credentials.

3. Perform the necessary administrative tasks.

4. Restart the machine when you're finished.

This method doesn't log the Skype user off or gracefully terminate the app, but you'd use it if the app wasn't

responding and the other method wasn't available.

The console restarts into its normal operation mode, running the Microsoft Teams Rooms app. You can

remove the keyboard, if you attached one to complete this procedure.

 

Meeting invitations might not appear when sent across domain boundaries (for example, between two

companies). In such cases, IT admins should decide whether to allow external users to schedule a meeting.

See the article for the Exchange PowerShell cmdlet Set-CalendarProcessing, specifically the

'ProcessExternalMeetingMessages' parameter.

Microsoft Teams Rooms doesn't support Exchange AutoDiscover redirects via Exchange 2010.

In general, it's a good practice for IT admins to disable any audio endpoints they don't intend to use.

In the event that a mirror image is displayed in room preview, the IT admin can correct by cycling camera

power or flipping the image orientation using the camera settings.

Loss of console touchscreen access has been known to occur. In such cases, the issue is sometimes resolved

by restarting Teams Rooms.

Loss of local audio when connecting a PC to console via wired ingest has been known to occur. In such cases,

restarting the PC can resolve the local audio playback issue.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/set-calendarprocessing
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 Update

ISSUE T IT L EISSUE T IT L E B EH AVIO R /  SY M P TO MB EH AVIO R /  SY M P TO M KN O W N  W O RKA RO UN DKN O W N  W O RKA RO UN D KB  A RT IC L EKB  A RT IC L E

Application not launching After updating to
application version 4.4.41.0,
the system boots to black
screen, or go to the logon
screen after few minutes.

Follow the steps in
Microsoft Teams Rooms
application does not start
after update to version
4.4.41.0 to fix this issue.

None

Low meeting volume after
content sharing

Microsoft Teams Rooms
devices on Windows 10
20H2 experience decreased
media and meeting volume
after sharing content via in-
room HDMI. This is caused
by an audio issue in
Windows 10 20H2.

The fix for this issue is
available in application
version 4.9.12.0.

None

App out of date The Microsoft Teams Rooms
console shows a "system
config out of date" error.

Use the Microsoft Teams
Rooms recovery tool

None

This article lists the known issues for Microsoft Teams Rooms, by feature area.

 

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/known-issues.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams-administration/teams-rooms-app-wont-start-after-update
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/rooms-release-note#49120-7282021


Device updated to
unsupported version of
Windows 10

Windows 10 device
updated from version 1803
to version 1809, which is
not supported. The
supported version is 1903.

This can happen if the
Group Policy or MDM
setting for
DeferFeatureUpdatesPeriodi
nDays setting, which lets
you defer feature updates
for a specified number of
days, is set to the maximum
of 365 days. 

Windows 10 version 1809
isn't supported with
Microsoft Teams Rooms,
while version 1903 is
supported. However, as of
March 27, 2020, version
1809 is over 365 days old.
If this setting isn't changed,
Windows attempts to install
version 1809, which may
cause issues with Microsoft
Teams Rooms.

To avoid this situation,
removeremove any Group Policy
or MDM setting for
deferring updates. This
allows Windows to update
to the latest, supported OS
version. 

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT The Group
Policy or MDM setting must
be removedremoved (left
unconfigured) and not setnot set
to 0to 0 . If the policy is set to
0, Windows takes the latest
available version which may
not be supported.

None
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 User interface
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Virtual keyboard missing The virtual keyboard
doesn't appear when you
need to enter information
in Microsoft Teams Rooms.
This issue occurs in
Windows 10, version 1903.

Install 2020-04 Cumulative
Update for Windows 10,
version 1903 for x64-based
Systems through Windows
Updates.

None

 Hardware
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/deployment/update/waas-configure-wufb


Monitors not detected When you run Microsoft
Teams Rooms on a Surface
Pro (Model 2017) device,
monitors are not detected.

Hold down the Surface Pro
power button for 20 or
more seconds. When you
do this, the device restarts
and clears the graphics
cache.

KB4055681
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 Limitations and expected behaviors

 See also

 

Microsoft Teams Rooms does not support HDCP input, which has been observed to cause issues with HDMI

ingest functionality (video, audio). Take care to ensure that switches connected to Microsoft Teams Rooms have

HDCP options turned off.

If you desire a front of room display to automatically switch to an active video source (such as an MTR console)

when the source wakes from standby mode, certain conditions must be met. This feature is optional but

supported by Microsoft Teams Rooms software, provided underlying hardware supports the feature. A

consumer TV used as a front of room display needs to support the Consumer Electronics Control (CEC) feature

of HDMI. Depending on the dock or console selected (which might not support CEC, refer to manufacturer

support documentation), a controller such as an HD-RX-201-C-E from Crestron or Extron HD CTL 100 from

Extron may be needed to enable the desired behavior.

In addition, a consumer TV used as the front of room display may cause stability issues with Microsoft Teams

Rooms software. This is due to inconsistent implementation of standby modes, active video source selection,

and communicating faulty EDID information to the Microsoft Teams Rooms device. Known symptoms are a

black/gray screen on the front of room display or the Microsoft Teams Rooms console becoming unresponsive

after waking from standby. If experiencing issues when using consumer TVs, we recommend installing a

configurable EDID controller or EDID emulator such as the HD-RX-201-C-E from Crestron or DR-EDID Emulator

from FSR Video Products Group.

Always use a wired 1-Gbps network connection to assure you have the needed bandwidth.

If your Microsoft Teams Rooms device loses trust with the domain, you won't be able to authenticate into the

device and open up Settings. For example, if you remove the Microsoft Teams Rooms from the domain after it is

domain joined, trust is lost. The workaround is to log in with the local Admin account.

Microsoft Teams Rooms is a multi-window application and requires a front of room display to be connected to

the HDMI port of the device, for the app to function correctly. Make sure that you either have an HDMI display

connected or use a dummy HDMI plug if you are testing and do not have a display purchased yet.

 

Microsoft Teams Rooms help

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms

https://support.microsoft.com/help/4055681/monitors-are-not-detected-when-you-run-skype-room-systems-on-a-surface
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Video/HDMI-Solutions/HDMI-Extenders/HD-RX-201-C-E
https://www.extron.com/article/hdctl100ad
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Video/HDMI-Solutions/HDMI-Extenders/HD-RX-201-C-E
https://fsrinc.com/fsr-products/product/dr-edid-manager-learner/category_pathway-143
https://support.office.com/article/Skype-Room-Systems-version-2-help-e667f40e-5aab-40c1-bd68-611fe0002ba2
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 Understand the log entries
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2000 
Information

This is a healthy heartbeat event.
Every 5 minutes, Microsoft Teams
Rooms checks that it is signed in to
Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business
and has network and Exchange
connectivity. 
If all 3 factors are true, it writes Event
ID 2000 into the event log every 5
minutes until the device is offline or
one or more of the conditions is no
longer met.

{"Description":"Heartbeat is
healthy.",
"ResourceState":"Healthy",
"OperationName":"Heartbeat",
"OperationResult":"Pass",
"OS":"Windows 10",
"OSVersion":"10.0.14393.693",
"Alias":"alias<span>
</span>@contoso.com",
"DisplayName":"Display name",
"AppVersion":"1.0.38.0",
"IPv4Address":"10.10.10.10",
"IPv6Address":"IP v6 address"}

In this example, all heartbeat
conditions were met and the Microsoft
Teams Rooms device was marked as
healthy. If there were errors, the app
would record Event ID 2001 instead.

This article discusses how to manage Microsoft Teams Rooms devices in an integrated manner using Azure

Monitor.

You can configure Azure Monitor to provide basic telemetry to help you manage Microsoft Teams meeting

rooms devices. See Plan Microsoft Teams Rooms management with Azure Monitor and Deploy Microsoft Teams

Rooms management with Azure Monitor for details. As your management solution matures, you can use

additional data and management capabilities to create a more detailed view of device performance.

The following event descriptions are inserted into the event log description field every five minutes, when the

Microsoft Teams Rooms app records the corresponding information in the Windows event log. The Microsoft

Monitoring Agent passes these records to Log Analytics in Azure Monitor, which parses them into the dashboard

you created in Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms management with Azure Monitor. With the dashboard, you can

look at individual log entries to determine courses of action if needed.

Event IDs 2000 and 3000 indicate that the device in question is working as expected. Event IDs 2001 and 3001

indicate that an issue was found. Event ID 4000 may require action if seen more often than you expect,

compared to a baseline you set or to other deployed devices in your organization.

Understanding these event descriptions alerts you to problems quickly, and provides a starting point for further

troubleshooting.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/azure-monitor-manage.md


2001 
Error

This is an app error event. Every 5
minutes, Microsoft Teams Rooms
checks that it is signed in to Microsoft
Teams or Skype for Business with
network and Exchange connectivity. If
one or more factors are not true, it
writes EventID 2001 into the event log
every 5 minutes until the device is
offline or all conditions are met once
again.

{"Description":"Network status :
Healthy. Exchange status :
Connected. Signin status:
Unhealthy. ",
"ResourceState":"Unhealthy",
"OperationName":"Heartbeat",
"OperationResult":"Fail",
"OS":"Windows 10",
"OSVersion":"10.0.14393.693",
"Alias":"",
"DisplayName":"Display Name",
"AppVersion":"1.0.38.0",
"IPv4Address":"10.10.10.10",
"IPv6Address":"ip v6 address"}

In this example, Microsoft Teams
Rooms determined that the network
connection was healthy and the app
was connected to Exchange, but the
bolded portion indicates that the app
is not connected. This could be a
configuration issue on the device or
host. 

The Network status shows as either
Healthy or Unhealthy. If the status is
unhealthy, you may have a network
issue or the device may have been
unplugged (but then you would
probably also have Exchange and
Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business
errors). 

The Exchange Status shows as either
Connected or one of the following:
Disconnected, Connecting,
AutodiscoveryError (the most
commonly seen error), GeneralError, or
ServerVersionNotSupported. If the
status is Connecting, wait until the
next health message is sent, for other
errors refer the issue to an admin with
experience in solving Exchange issues. 

The Signin status (indicating the app is
signed in) shows as either Healthy or
Unhealthy. If the status is unhealthy,
send a technician to investigate
further.
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3000 
Information

This event verifies that a hardware
check was run and found to be
healthy. Every 5 minutes Microsoft
Teams Rooms checks that configured
hardware components such as front of
room display, microphone, speaker,
and camera are connected and
functioning. If all components are
healthy, it writes EventID 3000 into the
event log. This event is written every 5
minutes unless there is an issue with a
connected device. 

{"Description":"HardwareCheckEngine is
healthy.", "ResourceState":"Healthy",
"OperationName":"HardwareCheckEngine",
"OperationResult":"Pass",
"OS":"Windows 10",
"OSVersion":"10.0.14393.693",
"Alias":"alias<span>
</span>@contoso.com",
"DisplayName":"Display Name",
"AppVersion":"1.0.38.0",
"IPv4Address":"10.10.10.10",
"IPv6Address":"ip v6 address"}

In this example, all hardware checks
were passed. If there were errors, the
app would record Event ID 3001
instead.

3001 
Error Event

This is a hardware error event. The
Microsoft Teams Rooms app has a
process that checks the health of
connected hardware components
(front of room, microphone, speaker,
camera) every 5 minutes. If one or
more of the components are
unhealthy, it writes EventID 3001 into
the event log. This event is written
every 5 minutes until the issue with
the device is fixed.

{"Description":" Front of Room Display
status : Unhealthy. Configured display
count is 2. Real display count is 0.
Conference Microphone status :
Unhealthy. Conference Speaker status :
Healthy. Default Speaker status :
Healthy. Camera status : Healthy.",
"ResourceState":"Unhealthy",
"OperationName":"HardwareCheckEngine",
"OperationResult":"Fail",
"OS":"Windows 10",
"OSVersion":"10.0.14393.1198",
"Alias":"alias<span>
</span>@contoso.com",
"DisplayName":"Yosemite conference
room", "AppVersion":"2.0.58.0",
"IPv4Address":"10.10.10.10",
"IPv6Address":"IPv6Address",
"IPv4Address2":"10.10.10.10"}

Hardware peripherals are shown as
either Healthy or Unhealthy. 
In this example, there are two front of
room displays configured, and
currently neither of them is available.
The Conference Microphone status is
unhealthy, which could have several
possible causes. Since at least one
resource did not pass the check, the
ResourceState is listed as Unhealthy.
Send a technician to investigate
further.
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4000 
Information 

This is an App Restart event. Every
time the app is restarted, it will log this
event into the Windows event log. 

{"Description":"App restarts.",
"ResourceState":"Healthy",
"OperationName":"Restart",
"OperationResult":"Pass",
"OS":"Windows 10",
"OSVersion":"10.0.14393.693",
"Alias":"alias<span>
</span>@domain.com",
"DisplayName":"Display Name",
"AppVersion":"1.0.38.0",
"IPv4Address":"10.10.10.10",
"IPv6Address":"ip v6 address"}

The app may restart for various
reasons. Compare the restart
frequency of devices in the same
building and in different buildings.
Keep in mind known issues like power
fluctuations and failures, as this may
provide clues to infrastructure
problems.
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 Related topics
Plan Microsoft Teams Rooms management with Azure Monitor

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms management with Azure Monitor
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 Create an XML configuration file

This article discusses remote management of the default settings used by a Microsoft Teams Rooms device,

including applying a custom theme. It discusses how to create a master settings file, and links to discussions of

how to place them as needed on the remotely managed devices.

It is possible for you to change default settings of remotely managed devices by updating a master XML file and

sending copies to the managed consoles. You can also implement Custom Themes on your Microsoft Teams

Rooms consoles with XML configuration files.

Any text editor can be used to create a settings file. The XML ElementsXML Elements  table explains the elements shown in

this sample SkypeSettings.xml (required file name) configuration file.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/xml-config-file.md


<SkypeSettings>
  <AutoScreenShare>1</AutoScreenShare>
  <HideMeetingName>1</HideMeetingName>
  <AutoExitMeetingEnabled>true</AutoExitMeetingEnabled>
  <AudioRenderDefaultDeviceVolume>70</AudioRenderDefaultDeviceVolume>
  <AudioRenderCommunicationDeviceVolume>30</AudioRenderCommunicationDeviceVolume>
  <UserAccount>
    <SkypeSignInAddress>username@microsoft.com</SkypeSignInAddress>
    <ExchangeAddress>username@microsoft.com</ExchangeAddress>
    <DomainUsername>domain\username</DomainUsername>
    <Password>Password!</Password>
    <ConfigureDomain>domain1, domain2</ConfigureDomain>
    <ModernAuthEnabled>true</ModernAuthEnabled>
  </UserAccount>
  <TeamsMeetingsEnabled>true</TeamsMeetingsEnabled>
  <SfbMeetingEnabled>true</SfbMeetingEnabled>
  <IsTeamsDefaultClient>true</IsTeamsDefaultClient>
  <WebExMeetingsEnabled>true</WebExMeetingsEnabled>
  <ZoomMeetingsEnabled>true</ZoomMeetingsEnabled>
  <UseCustomInfoForThirdPartyMeetings>true</UseCustomInfoForThirdPartyMeetings>
  <CustomDisplayNameForThirdPartyMeetings>guestname</CustomDisplayNameForThirdPartyMeetings>
  <CustomDisplayEmailForThirdPartyMeetings>guest@microsoft.com</CustomDisplayEmailForThirdPartyMeetings>
  <BluetoothAdvertisementEnabled>false</BluetoothAdvertisementEnabled>
  <AutoAcceptProximateMeetingInvitations>true</AutoAcceptProximateMeetingInvitations>
  <CortanaWakewordEnabled>true</CortanaWakewordEnabled>
  <DualScreenMode>0</DualScreenMode>
  <DuplicateIngestDefault>true</DuplicateIngestDefault>
  <DisableTeamsAudioSharing>true</DisableTeamsAudioSharing>
  <SendLogs>
    <EmailAddressForLogsAndFeedback>username@microsoft.com</EmailAddressForLogsAndFeedback>
    <SendLogsAndFeedback>True</SendLogsAndFeedback>
  </SendLogs>
  <Devices>
    <MicrophoneForCommunication>Device1</MicrophoneForCommunication>
    <SpeakerForCommunication>DeviceX</SpeakerForCommunication>
    <DefaultSpeaker>DeviceX</DefaultSpeaker>
    <ContentCameraId>Camera1</ContentCameraId>
    <ContentCameraEnhancement>true</ContentCameraEnhancement>
    <ContentCameraInverted>false</ContentCameraInverted>
  </Devices>
  <Theming>
   <ThemeName>Custom</ThemeName>
   <CustomThemeImageUrl>file name</CustomThemeImageUrl>
   <CustomThemeColor>
   <RedComponent>100</RedComponent>
   <GreenComponent>100</GreenComponent>
   <BlueComponent>100</BlueComponent>
  </CustomThemeColor>
  </Theming>
  <CoordinatedMeetings enabled="true">
    <TrustedAccounts>username1@microsoft.com,username2@contoso.com</TrustedAccounts>
    <Settings>
      <Audio default="true" enabled="true"/>
      <Video default="true" enabled="true"/>
      <Whiteboard default="true" enabled="true"/>
    </Settings>
  </CoordinatedMeetings>
</SkypeSettings>

If a variable value is of the wrong type, elements are out of order, elements are unclosed, or another error is

found, the XML file is badly formed. While processing a badly formed XML file, settings found up to the point

where the error occurs are applied, then the rest of the file is ignored. Any unknown elements in the XML are

ignored. If a parameter is omitted, it remains unchanged on the device. If a parameter value is invalid, its prior

value remains unchanged.
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<SkypeSettings> Container for all elements. Required.

<AutoScreenShare> Boolean ❷ First ❶ If true, auto screen share is
enabled.

<HideMeetingName> Boolean ❷ First ❶ If true, meeting names are
hidden.

<UserAccount> Container First ❶ Container for credentials
parameters. The sign-in
address, Exchange address,
or email address are usually
the same, such as
RainierConf@contoso.com.

<SkypeSignInAddress> String ❷ The sign-in name for the
console's SfB or Teams
device account.

<ExchangeAddress> String ❸ The sign-in name for the
console's Exchange device
account. If the
ExchangeAddress is
omitted, the
SkypeSignInAddress will not
be reused automatically.

<DomainUsername> String ❷ The domain and user name
of the console device, for
example Seattle\RanierConf.

<Password> String ❸ The password parameter is
the same password used for
the Skype for Business
device account sign-in.

<ConfigureDomain> String ❷ You can list several
domains, separated by
commas.

<ModernAuthEnabled> Boolean ❷ Disabled by default. 

When set to true, the
Microsoft Teams Rooms
application only uses
modern authentication to
connect to resources and
doesn't fall back to basic
authentication.

XML elementsXML elements



<TeamsMeetingsEnabled> Boolean ❷ First ❶ Disabled by default. 

The XML file is considered
badly formed if both
<SkypeMeetingsEnabled>
and<TeamsMeetingsEnable
d> are disabled, but it's
acceptable to have both
settings enabled at the
same time.

<SfbMeetingEnabled> Boolean ❸ First ❶ Disabled by default.

<IsTeamsDefaultClient> Boolean ❷ First ❶ Enabled by default.

<WebExMeetingsEnabled> Boolean ❷ First ❶ Disabled by default. 

If true, enables direct guest
join experience for Cisco
Webex meetings.

<ZoomMeetingsEnabled> Boolean ❷ First ❶ Disabled by default. 

If true, enabled direct guest
join experience for Zoom
meetings.

<UseCustomInfoForThirdPa
rtyMeetings>

Boolean ❷ First ❶ Disabled by default and
uses conference room
account info to join third
party meetings. 

If this value is set to true,
you must specify both
<CustomDisplayNameForT
hirdPartyMeetings>,
<CustomDisplayEmailForThi
rdPartyMeetings> must be
specified.

<CustomDisplayNameForT
hirdPartyMeetings>

String ❸ First ❶ Specify guest name used to
join third party meetings.
Third party service will
display this data in their
experience and may store in
their service.

<CustomDisplayEmailForThi
rdPartyMeetings>

String ❸ First ❶ Specify guest email used to
join third party meetings.
Third party service will
display this data in their
experience and may store in
their service.

<BluetoothAdvertisementE
nabled>

Boolean ❷ First ❶ Enabled by default.
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<AutoAcceptProximateMee
tingInvitations>

Boolean ❷ First ❶ If true, proximity based
meetings are automatically
accepted. Disabled by
default.

<AutoExitMeetingEnabled> Boolean ❷ First ❶ If true, device will
automatically leave the
meeting if it is the last
participant remaining in the
meeting. Disabled by
default.

<DualScreenMode> Boolean ❷ First ❶ If true, dual screen mode is
enabled. Otherwise the
device uses single screen
mode.

<DuplicateIngestDefault> Boolean ❷ First ❶ If true, content is shown on
both screens in dual screen
mode, when out of
meeting.

<DisableTeamsAudioSharin
g>

Boolean ❷ First ❶ Set to true to disable HDMI
audio sharing to meeting
participants in Teams
meeting. The default is false.

<CortanaWakewordEnabled
>

Boolean ❷ First ❶ Set to true to enable the
Cortana wake word "Hey
Cortana". This setting
doesn't have any effect
unless the Cortana service
is supported in your
country or region and your
connected audio peripheral
supports Cortana. The
default is false.

<SendLogs> Container First ❶

<EmailAddressForLogsAndF
eedback>

String ❸ Sets an optional email
address that logs can be
sent to when the "Give
Feedback" window appears.

<SendLogsAndFeedback> Boolean ❷ If true, logs are sent to the
admin. If false, only
feedback is sent to the
admin (and not logs).
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<Devices> Container First ❶ The connected audio device
names in the child elements
are the same values listed in
the Device Manager app.
The configuration can
contain a device that does
not presently exist on the
system, such as an A/V
device not currently
connected to the console.
The configuration would be
retained for the respective
device.

<MicrophoneForCommunic
ation>

String ❸ Sets the microphone used
as the recording device in a
conference.

<SpeakerForCommunicatio
n>

String ❸ Device to be used as
speaker for the conference.
This setting is used to set
the speaker device used in a
call.

<DefaultSpeaker> String ❸ Device to be used to play
the audio from an HDMI
ingest source.

<ContentCameraId> String ❸ Define the instance path for
the camera configured in
room to share analog
whiteboard content in a
meeting. See Locate the
Content camera USB
instance path.

<ContentCameraInverted> Boolean ❷ Specify if the content
camera is physically
installed upside down. For
content cameras that
support automatic rotation,
specify false.
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<ContentCameraEnhancem
ent>

Boolean ❷ When set to true (the
default), the content camera
image is digitally enhanced:
the whiteboard edge is
detected and an
appropriate zoom is
selected, ink lines are
enhanced, and the person
writing on the whiteboard is
made transparent. 

Set to false if you intend to
send a raw video feed to
meeting participants for
spaces where a whiteboard
is not drawn on with a pen
and instead the camera is
used to show sticky notes,
posters, or other media.

<Theming> Container First ❶ One of the features that
can be applied with an XML
file is a Custom Theme for
your organization. You are
able to specify a theme
name, background image,
and color.

<ThemeName> String ❸ Used to identify the theme
on the client. The Theme
Name options are Default,
one of the provided preset
themes, or Custom. 
Custom theme names
always use the name
Custom. The client UI can
be set at the console to the
Default or one of the
presets, but use of a
custom theme must be set
remotely by an
Administrator. 
Preset themes include: 
Default 
Blue Wave 
Digital Forest 
Dreamcatcher 
Limeade 
Pixel Perfect 
Roadmap 
Sunset 
To disable the current
theme, use "No Theme" for
the ThemeName.

EL EM EN TEL EM EN T T Y P ET Y P E L EVELL EVEL USA GEUSA GE



<CustomThemeImageUrl> String ❸ Required for a custom
theme, otherwise optional.
Input the file name only. For
more information on the
custom theme image, see
the Custom Theme Images
section.

<CustomThemeColor> Container Container for the
<RedComponent>,
<GreenComponent>, and
<BlueComponent> values.
These values are required,
but do not impact theme
color. Please specify any
value between 0-255.

<RedComponent> Byte (0-255) Represents the red color
component.

<GreenComponent> Byte (0-255) Represents the green color
component.

<BlueComponent> Byte (0-255) Represents the blue color
component.

<CoordinatedMeetings> Boolean ❷ First ❶ Container for the
configuration elements for
Coordinated Meetings. This
element has one attribute:

<TrustedAccounts> String This is a comma-separated
list of UPNs for each Teams
Room device or Surface Hub
that the device should
accept meeting join
requests from, or to which
meeting join requests
should be sent.

<Settings> Container Container for the
configuration audio and
video configuration
elements for Coordinated
Meetings.

EL EM EN TEL EM EN T T Y P ET Y P E L EVELL EVEL USA GEUSA GE

enabledenabled
Determines whether
Teams is configured
to participate in
Coordinated
Meetings with other
devices.



<Audio> Boolean ❷ Controls audio
configuration on a Teams
Rooms device. This element
has two attributes:

EL EM EN TEL EM EN T T Y P ET Y P E L EVELL EVEL USA GEUSA GE

defaultdefault  Determines
on which device the
microphone will be
active when a
meeting starts. Only
one device (typically
a Teams Rooms
device) can have this
field set to true

while the rest of the
devices must have
this field set to 
false  to avoid

audio echo and
feedback.

enabledenabled
Determines whether
participants in a
meeting can toggle
the microphone on
or off. Devices on
which AudioAudio
defaultdefault  is set to 
false  should have

this setting set to 
false  so that

participants can't
accidentally turn on
a microphone and
cause audio echo or
feedback.

If AudioAudio
defaultdefault  is set to
true , the

Audio enabledAudio enabled
setting is
ignored and
participants can
mute or unmute
the microphone.



<Video> Boolean ❷ Controls video
configuration on a Teams
Rooms device. This element
has two attributes:

EL EM EN TEL EM EN T T Y P ET Y P E L EVELL EVEL USA GEUSA GE

defaultdefault  Determines
on which device the
camera will be active
when a meeting
starts. For the best
experience, we
recommend that
only the Teams
Rooms device be set
to true  while all

other devices are set
to false .

enabledenabled
Determines whether
participants in a
meeting can toggle
the camera on or off.
You can set this to 
true  on any other

devices in the event
participants want to
share different video
perspectives (such
as if a participant is
using the Surface
Hub whiteboard). If
you don't want
participants to turn
a camera on or off
on a device, set this
to false .

If VideoVideo
defaultdefault  is set to
true , the

Video enabledVideo enabled
setting is
ignored and
participants can
turn the camera
on or off.



<Whiteboard> Boolean ❷ Controls whiteboard
configuration on a Teams
Rooms device. This element
has two attributes:

EL EM EN TEL EM EN T T Y P ET Y P E L EVELL EVEL USA GEUSA GE

 Manage console settings with an XML configuration file

defaultdefault  Determines
on which device the
whiteboard will be
active when a
meeting starts. For
the best experience,
we recommend that
the Teams Rooms
device be set to 
false  and that

you use the
whiteboard on a
Surface Hub.

enabledenabled
Determines whether
participants in a
meeting can toggle
the whiteboard on
or off. If you don't
want participants to
turn the whiteboard
on or off on a
device, set this to 
false .

If WhiteboardWhiteboard
defaultdefault  is set to
true , the

WhiteboardWhiteboard
enabledenabled setting
is ignored and
participants can
turn the
whiteboard on
or off.

❶ All of the first-level elements are optional. If a first-level element is omitted, all of its child parameters remain

unchanged on the device.

❷ A boolean flag can be: true, false, 0, or 1. Leaving boolean or numeric values empty can render the XML

malformed and prevent changes to the settings.

❸ If a string parameter is present and empty, and empty is a valid value, the parameter is cleared on the device.

At startup, if a Microsoft Teams Rooms console finds an XML file named SkypeSettings.xml located at 

C:\Users\Skype\AppData\Local\Packages\Microsoft.SkypeRoomSystem_8wekyb3d8bbwe\LocalState , it applies the

configuration settings indicated by the XML file then deletes the XML file.

Depending on how many Microsoft Teams Rooms devices your enterprise has and how you choose to manage

to configure them, there are several ways to place the XML configuration file. Once the file is pushed to the

console, restart it to process the configuration changes. The XML configuration file is deleted after it is

successfully processed. The management methods suggested for Microsoft Teams Rooms devices are discussed



 Supported Meeting modes App version 4.9

SET T IN G N A M ESET T IN G N A M E XM L  N OTAT IO NXM L  N OTAT IO N XM L  VA L UEXM L  VA L UE

Skype for Business (default) and
Microsoft Teams

<TeamsMeetingsEnabled> True

 <SfbMeetingEnabled> True

 <IsTeamsDefaultClient> False

:---------------------------------------
---------

:---------------------------- :---------------

Skype for Business and Microsoft
Teams (default)

<TeamsMeetingsEnabled> True

 <SfbMeetingEnabled> True

<IsTeamsDefaultClient> True

:---------------------------------------
---------

:---------------------------- :---------------

Skype for Business only <TeamsMeetingsEnabled> False

 <SfbMeetingEnabled> True

 <IsTeamsDefaultClient> False

:---------------------------------------
---------

:---------------------------- :---------------

Microsoft Teams only <TeamsMeetingsEnabled> True

 <SfbMeetingEnabled> False

 <IsTeamsDefaultClient> True

:---------------------------------------
---------

:---------------------------- :---------------

 

in:

Configuring Group Policy for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Remote Management using PowerShell and Configure a File Item

You are free to use any method you like so long as you can use it to transfer files and trigger a restart on the

console device. The file must be readable, writable, and delete-able by the device's local user account. Preferably

it is owned by and has full privileges granted to that user. If the file permissions are not set correctly, the

software can fail to apply the settings, can fail to delete the file upon successful processing, and can even

potentially crash.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/windows/it-pro/windows-server-2008-r2-and-2008/cc772536(v=ws.11)


Supported Meeting modes App version 4.8 or lower

SET T IN G N A M ESET T IN G N A M E XM L  N OTAT IO NXM L  N OTAT IO N XM L  VA L UEXM L  VA L UE

Skype for Business (default) and
Microsoft Teams

<TeamsMeetingsEnabled> True

 <IsTeamsDefaultClient> False

:---------------------------------------
---------

:---------------------------- :---------------

Skype for Business and Microsoft
Teams (default)

<TeamsMeetingsEnabled> True

<IsTeamsDefaultClient> True

:---------------------------------------
---------

:---------------------------- :---------------

Skype for Business only <TeamsMeetingsEnabled> False

 <IsTeamsDefaultClient> False

:---------------------------------------
---------

:---------------------------- :---------------

 Custom Theme Images

 Locate the Content camera USB instance path

 

The custom theme image file must be placed in the

C:\Users\Skype\AppData\Local\Packages\Microsoft.SkypeRoomSystem_8wekyb3d8bbwe\LocalState  folder. Enter the file

name and extension in the <CustomThemeImageUrl> variable.

The image file should be exactly 3840X1080 pixels and must be one of the following file formats: jpg, jpeg, png,

and bmp. If your organization wants a custom image, a graphic designer can use the Custom Theme Photoshop

Template. It contains further detail on where various user interface elements are relative to the rest of a theme

image and what areas appear on consoles and displays.

The XML configuration file must be updated at device startup to recognize the theme image. Once the new XML

file is processed and deleted, the theme graphic file is deleted from the directory.

To locate the instance path:

1. Go into Windows settings on the Microsoft Teams Rooms console.

2. Enter the admin password.

3. From a Command Prompt, type devmgmt.msc  to bring up Device Manager.

4. In Device ManagerDevice Manager , look in the Imaging devicesImaging devices  node and locate the content camera.

5. Right-click the camera, and open Proper tiesProper ties .

6. Select the DetailsDetails  tab, and locate the Device instance pathDevice instance path property in the drop-down.

7. The value shown is the device instance path to set in the XML configuration file. When specifying the path in

XML, replace the ampersand (&) with &amp; .

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/downloads/themingtemplatemicrosoftteamsrooms_v2.1.psd


 See also
Content cameras

Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms

Configure a File Item

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/windows/it-pro/windows-server-2008-r2-and-2008/cc772536(v=ws.11)


   

 

Use the Microsoft Teams Rooms recovery tool
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Prerequisites

NOTENOTE

 Running the tool

 See also

This article discusses how to use the recovery tool for Microsoft Teams Rooms, which you would use to bring an

out of date system into a supported state. This tool should be applied when either the Microsoft Teams Rooms

console shows a "system config out of date" error, or prior to performing a push button reset factory restore.

Download the latest Microsoft Teams Rooms installation package and extract it to a USB memory stick or

network share accessible to the Microsoft Teams Rooms device.

Extracting the files from the MSI can be accomplished by many means. Any mechanism that extracts all the files and

preserves their directory structure is acceptable. One such way is to use the command 

msiexec /a PathToMsi /qb TARGETDIR=PathToTarget  where PathToMsi  represents the full path to the Microsoft

Teams Room installation package, and PathToTarget  represents the full path to the folder you would like the files

extracted to.

1. Sign in to the admin account on your Microsoft Teams Rooms device, and launch an elevated command

prompt.

2. Verify from the Microsoft Teams Rooms device that you are able to access the RecoveryTool.ps1 file , which

is included in the files extracted from the Microsoft Teams Rooms installation package. The kit can be found

on the network share or USB drive used when preparing prerequisites.

3. Run powershell.exe -ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted -File "<path to RecoveryTool.ps1>" .

4. To perform a factory restore:

a. When prompted by the script select option 2: ResetReset.

b. If BitLocker is on, follow the instructions provided at the end of the script output to disable it.

c. Perform the factory restore.

WARNINGWARNING

a. Open the SettingsSettings  app, and select Update & SecurityUpdate & Security

b. Navigate to the Recover yRecover y  tab.

c. Beneath Reset this PCReset this PC , select Get star tedGet star ted

d. Select Remove ever ythingRemove ever ything, then NextNext and ResetReset

The Microsoft Teams Rooms device can become unusable if the Keep my files - Removes Apps andKeep my files - Removes Apps and

settings, but keeps your personal filessettings, but keeps your personal files  option is selected during the Windows Reset process. Do not

select this option. 5. The system will reboot multiple times. When the reset is complete, the system will be

at the Windows "out of box experience" (OOBE) screen.

Microsoft Teams Rooms help

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/recovery-tool.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=851168
https://support.office.com/article/Skype-Room-Systems-version-2-help-e667f40e-5aab-40c1-bd68-611fe0002ba2
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Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service
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 Service capabilities

C A PA B IL IT IESC A PA B IL IT IES DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Room planning and rolloutRoom planning and rollout Room planning capabilities that allow you to understand
your room equipment inventory and make decisions on
equipment standards for new room deployments.

Monitoring and troubleshootingMonitoring and troubleshooting Room health monitoring that detects problems with the
room system and peripherals and provides a proactive
incident management response driven by Microsoft.

Update managementUpdate management Management and delivery of application and firmware
updates for room systems and their peripherals performed
by Microsoft.

Insights and recommendationsInsights and recommendations Insights into customer health, usage, utilization, and
equipment reliability.

Compliance and cer tificationsCompliance and cer tifications Meets all applicable standards for Microsoft Online Services.

Customer suppor tCustomer suppor t 24x7x365 ticket support through the dedicated Microsoft
Teams Rooms managed service Service Operation Center
(SOC). Escalation on your behalf to other primary vendors
when applicable. To learn more, see Customer support.

Suppor ted devicesSuppor ted devices Certified Microsoft Teams Rooms systems and their
peripherals.
Surface Hub support coming in the second half of 2021

Suppor ted regionsSuppor ted regions See Supported regions.

IntegrationIntegration Available integration with customer-hosted Service Now.

The Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service is a cloud-based IT management and monitoring service that

keeps Microsoft Teams Rooms devices and their peripherals up to date and proactively monitored, supporting

an environment optimized for a great user experience.

The Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service is for organizations looking to improve their meeting room

experience and rapidly scale their footprint by offering proactive management for Microsoft Teams Rooms

devices. The service allows organizations to save time, money, and expertise that would otherwise be spent on

"do it yourself" room management.

The Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service is built on a strong foundation of Microsoft's expertise in

software-enabled management of end points, machine learning, and intelligent automation. The Microsoft

Teams Rooms managed service helps organizations deliver a high-quality experience across multiple remote

sites and can accommodate any pace of growth an organization might require.

Here's an overview of the capabilities of the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/microsoft-teams-rooms-premium.md


 Service features

F EAT UREF EAT URE DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Inventor y managementInventor y management Room inventory tracking with a bulk export option that lists
room devices, peripherals, makes, and models.

Room enrollmentRoom enrollment Easy onboarding with self-enrollment of room devices to the
Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service.

Room administrationRoom administration Customer portal for managed service capabilities, insights,
administrative settings, and room group management.

MonitoringMonitoring Application, operating system, peripheral and firmware
health monitoring. Automated incident detection for issues
affecting meeting experiences due to issues such as
peripheral health. Health overview of the entire room real
estate and incidents through the Microsoft Teams Rooms
managed service portal.

Troubleshooting and remediationTroubleshooting and remediation Automated diagnostics and auto-remediation where
applicable. Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service SOC-
assisted incident remediation for non-automated cases.
Service Now integration for incident coordination.

Update managementUpdate management Automated meeting application and firmware update
orchestration based on customer configurable deployment
rings

Insights and recommendationsInsights and recommendations Usage, incidents, health, and overall reporting (historical
views)

 Service prerequisites

 Customer support

Here's a summary of important features the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service provides to support the

above capabilities.

For the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service to maintain service quality, enrolled rooms must be Microsoft

Teams Rooms supported devices, and you must prepare your environment with all the required Office 365 URLs

and IP address ranges fully allowed and reachable by meeting room devices. To learn more, see Prepare your

environment in the Microsoft Teams Rooms documentation.

As provider of a managed service, Microsoft needs to work with responsible stakeholders for rooms in your

organization to keep rooms healthy and recover from issues. You're responsible for uncertified devices used in

meeting rooms, third-party or custom software that you've chosen to deploy in your meeting room devices, and

adhering to change management practices recommended by Microsoft.

Your organization or a partner contracted by your organization must be prepared to remediate last mile issues

detected by the service.

The Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service is supported through a dedicated Microsoft Teams Rooms

managed service SOC. The primary mode for communication from the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed

service SOC to customers is through the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service portal. The Microsoft Teams

Rooms managed service SOC provides first response and appropriate escalation on tickets raised by the system

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
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ScopeScope Incidents related to the meeting room app, room devices,
and peripherals are included in Microsoft Teams Rooms
managed service support.

AudienceAudience IT Operations only

Suppor ted languagesSuppor ted languages English

Suppor t availability through the por talSuppor t availability through the por tal 24X7

Initial response time for the Microsoft Teams RoomsInitial response time for the Microsoft Teams Rooms
managed ser vice SOCmanaged ser vice SOC

4 hours

Automated closure of tickets in cases of customerAutomated closure of tickets in cases of customer
inactivityinactivity

Customer-initiated tickets: 3 business days
System-initiated tickets: 15 business days

Redirection to broader Microsoft Suppor tRedirection to broader Microsoft Suppor t Issues related to another Microsoft product outside the
scope of the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service are
directed to the appropriate support team.

Redirection to Original Equipment ManufacturerRedirection to Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) suppor t(OEM) suppor t

The Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service SOC works to
understand the issue and where applicable, helps coordinate
support with the OEM. In some cases, you may be
responsible for engaging directly with your OEM.

 Supported regions

 Support inclusions and exclusions

W H AT 'S IN C L UDEDW H AT 'S IN C L UDED W H AT 'S EXC L UDEDW H AT 'S EXC L UDED
SUP P O RT  C H A N N EL S F O R EXC L UDEDSUP P O RT  C H A N N EL S F O R EXC L UDED
IT EM SIT EM S

Ser vice configurationSer vice configuration

Investigation and guidance for
Microsoft Teams Rooms Windows
configuration including Microsoft
Teams Rooms app settings, first-party
network configuration, first-party
software setup, and recommended
power settings and configuration.

Any third-party software
configurations and investigations that
aren't directly part of the Microsoft
Teams Room app. Also, any OEM-
specific configurations that require
configuration outside of first-party
windows, or Microsoft Teams Room
app settings.

Third-party standard support channels

or by your organization.

Additionally, keep in mind that the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service SOC will assist IT Operations in

your organization and isn't a replacement for help desk services for your end users.

For more details on the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service support coverage, see Support inclusions and

exclusions.

The Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium license is available in all countries and regions where Microsoft 365 is

available. For a complete list of countries and regions, see Microsoft 365 international availability.

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/business/international-availability


Room account setupRoom account setup

Direction to available documentation
for room account setup at request. For
sign-in or account configuration
issues, initial investigation is
performed.

Execution of recommended
remediation or issues with executing
recommended remediation,
configuration of third-party
authentication providers, and
configuration of individual-account
features.

Microsoft mainstream support and
third-party authentication provider
support

Peripheral suppor tPeripheral suppor t

Initial investigations are performed for
certified peripherals such as cameras,
microphones, and speakers.

Issues that aren't resolved by applying
standard configurations or that involve
a third-party application.

OEM support

RMA and device replacementRMA and device replacement

Initial investigations are performed for
certified peripherals such as cameras,
microphones, and speakers. Handoff
to OEM support is performed for the
OEM to fulfill the replacement or
warranty request.

Procurement, shipping, or installation
of replacements.

OEM support

Root cause analysisRoot cause analysis

All root causes for issues encountered
in the meeting room experience are
provided when available but are
performed on an as-able basis.

Root cause analysis for third-party
software issues isn't included.

Third-party standard support channels

Meeting experienceMeeting experience

Investigating issues within the meeting
settings on Microsoft Teams Rooms
app and guidance for properly
configuring Quality of Service on the
device is provided at request.

Root cause analysis or investigations
for call-quality issues or network-
related issues are excluded from this
scope.

Microsoft mainstream support

Remediation, onboarding, andRemediation, onboarding, and
ongoingongoing

Customers receive guidance to bring
their rooms to standards that are
recommended by Microsoft Teams
Rooms managed service at
onboarding

Investigations with respect to in-house
custom software images or non-
compliant with recommended software
version guidance from Microsoft Teams
Rooms managed service aren't in
scope.

W H AT 'S IN C L UDEDW H AT 'S IN C L UDED W H AT 'S EXC L UDEDW H AT 'S EXC L UDED
SUP P O RT  C H A N N EL S F O R EXC L UDEDSUP P O RT  C H A N N EL S F O R EXC L UDED
IT EM SIT EM S

 Data collection
The Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service monitors devices, collects device data, and allows Microsoft to

remotely access and manage room devices. The Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service doesn't access the



 Related topics

live content of a meeting.

Data collected is specific to a room account, not an individual user. Incidental references to an individual user

may be present in the activity log during use of the device. Collected data is processed by Microsoft in

accordance with the Microsoft Privacy Statement.

Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service

https://aka.ms/privacy
https://rooms.microsoft.com
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 What is a role?

 Built-in roles
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Rooms View ✔ ✔ ✔

Modify ✔ ✔ ✔

Reset key ✔

Role-based access control (RBAC) in the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service helps you manage user

access to room resource data in your organization. By assigning roles to your service portal users, you can limit

what they can see and change. Each role has a set of permissions that determine what users with that role can

access and change within your organization.

To create, edit, or assign roles, your account must have one of the following permissions:

Global Administrator through Azure Active Directory (Azure AD)

Managed Service Administrator through the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service portal

A role defines the set of permissions granted to users assigned to that role. For now, the Microsoft Teams Rooms

managed service has three built-in roles: Managed Ser vice AdministratorManaged Ser vice Administrator , S ite LeadSite Lead, and S ite TechSite Tech. They

cover some common scenarios for users in your organization that may be involved in managing your rooms.

To see roles, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service portal, go to RolesRoles , and then

select any of the roles to see the role’s properties, permissions, and assignments.

Proper tiesProper ties : The name, role type, and description

PermissionsPermissions : Lists features and level of permissions to which the role has access.

AssignmentsAssignments : A list of role assignments defining which users have the configured permissions over the

scope of room resource accounts. A role can have multiple assignments, and a user can be in multiple

assignments.

You can assign built-in roles to groups or users without further configuration. Keep in mind that you can't delete

or edit the name, description, type, or permissions of a built-in role.

Managed Ser vice AdministratorManaged Ser vice Administrator : Has full access to the Microsoft Teams Room Premium service portal.

S ite LeadSite Lead: Organizes rooms, has access to reports and can manage tickets. Can't reset enrollment key or

make changes to the configuration of the service.

S ite TechSite Tech: Manages tickets for specific rooms. Doesn't have permissions to modify the service or organize

rooms in the service.

The following table summarizes what each role can do.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/microsoft-teams-rooms-premium-rbac.md


Download key ✔ ✔ ✔

Unenroll ✔ ✔ ✔

Group management Create ✔

View ✔ ✔

Modify ✔

Update ring
management

Create ✔

View ✔

Modify ✔

Reports View ✔ ✔

Ticket management Create customer
incident

✔ ✔ ✔

View ✔ ✔ ✔

Update ✔ ✔ ✔

Microsoft Teams
Rooms managed
service settings

View ✔

Modify ✔

Role management View ✔

Modify ✔

F EAT URESF EAT URES P ERM ISSIO NP ERM ISSIO N
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 Assign a role
To assign roles, you must be a Global Administrator or Managed Service Administrator.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service portal, go to SettingsSettings  > RolesRoles .



 Related topics

2. Select the role you want to assign.

3. In the role pane, select AssignmentsAssignments  > AddAdd.

4. On the General settingsGeneral settings  page, under Assignment proper tiesAssignment proper ties , enter a name for this assignment. The

description is optional. Choose Next.Next.

5. On the MembersMembers  page, in the Search for user or security groupSearch for user or security group box, enter the name of a user or

security group in your tenant to which you want to give permissions, and then complete the selection.

Choose NextNext.

6. On the ScopeScope page, in the Search for room or room groupSearch for room or room group box, type the name of either a room or

room group that the user will be allowed to manage. Choose NextNext.

7. On the FinishFinish page, review the details of the assignment. If you're satisfied with the configuration, choose

Add assignmentAdd assignment. If you want to edit a section, use the PreviousPrevious  button or select the step in the left

navigation.

Microsoft Teams Rooms managed service
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 Obtain and assign a license

Microsoft recognizes that productive meetings are facilitated by behind-the-scenes efforts that involve ensuring

conduciveness for excellent operations. The Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium-managed services reduces

complexity for your IT with a continuous service that delivers improved room operations, enhancing in-room

meeting productivity.

Microsoft Teams Rooms accounts require a Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium license to work with the Microsoft

Teams Rooms Premium-managed service.

To assign a license, perform the following steps:

NOTENOTE

1. Log in to Microsoft 365 admin center as an administrator.

This type of administrator is sometimes referred to as global administratorglobal administrator . See Overview of the Microsoft 365

admin center.

2. Choose Billing > L icensesBilling > L icenses  from the left navigation pane.

3. Select the appropriate Teams Rooms premiumTeams Rooms premium license for your intended usage (paid and trial licenses

are available). See Licensing Solutions for Shared Communications Devices for a comparison between

Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard and Premium SKUs.

4. On the Billing accountsBilling accounts  page, select Assign licensesAssign licenses . The Assign licenses to usersAssign licenses to users  page appears.

5. Enter the existing Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms accounts for Teams Rooms PremiumTeams Rooms Premium license assignment.

For more information about setting up new - or validating existing - Microsoft Teams Rooms accounts,

see Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

6. Once account submission is completed, select AssignAssign and then CloseClose. The Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms

PremiumPremium licenses have been assigned to Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms accounts.

You are now ready to enroll the accounts and the associated certified Microsoft Teams Rooms devices in the

Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium-managed service. For more information, se Enroll a device in the Microsoft

Teams Rooms Premium managed service.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/obtaining-assigning-license.md
https://admin.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business-video/admin-center-overview
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 Assign users to the Managed Service Administrator role

 Enroll a Teams Rooms device

To enroll a Microsoft Teams Rooms device in the Teams Rooms Premium managed service, you need to assign

one more users to the Managed Service Administrator and then complete the enrollment steps using that user.

Complete the following steps to assign users to the Managed Service Administrator role:

1. Log in to the Teams Rooms Premium portal with the same administrator privileges as that used to log in to

the Microsoft 365 admin center.

2. Navigate to SettingsSettings  > SettingsSettings  > RolesRoles  and then select Managed Ser vice AdministratorManaged Ser vice Administrator .

3. Under Managed Ser vice AdministratorManaged Ser vice Administrator , select the AssignmentsAssignments  tab and then select AddAdd.

4. Follow the wizard to name the assignment and select the users who should be added to it. The assignment

will apply to all rooms and room groups.

5. At the end of the assignment wizard, select Add assignmentAdd assignment.

Users who are assigned the Managed Service Administrator role are responsible for the day-to-day

management and monitoring of the Teams Rooms Premium managed service portal.

After you've assigned users to the Managed Service Administrator role, continue to the Enroll a device section to

add a Teams Rooms device to the managed service portal.

Complete the following steps to enroll a device in the Teams Rooms Premium managed service:

1. Log in to the Teams Rooms Premium portal with a user that's been assigned the Managed Service

Administrator role.

2. Select on the ?? icon at the top right-hand corner of the portal to launch the help menu. The help menu

includes an Installation guide containing detailed enrollment instructions:

a. Review the Pre-requisitesPre-requisites  section in the Installation guide. Confirm that the URLs listed in the URLsURLs

Required for CommunicationRequired for Communication list are added to your firewall's traffic allow list.

b. Follow the instructions in the Enabling TPM SettingsEnabling TPM Settings  section to enable the Trusted Platform Module

(TPM) functionality on your device.

c. Follow the instructions in the Adding Proxy SettingsAdding Proxy Settings  section to configure your device to use your

proxy gateway, if you have one.

d. Follow the instructions in the ProcessProcess  section to install the monitoring agent software and configure

the self enrollment key on your device.

3. After the monitoring agent and unique XML key are configured on your device, navigate to RoomsRooms >

room name > StatusStatus , and then select EnrollEnroll .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/enrolling-mtrp-managed-service.md
https://portal.rooms.microsoft.com/
https://portal.rooms.microsoft.com/
https://portal.rooms.microsoft.com/docs/MMR%20Monitoring%20Software%20Installation%20Guide%20Feb%202021.pdf


 Link to Installation guide

NOTENOTE
The Teams Rooms device will remain in the OnboardingOnboarding state until a Managed Service Administrator enrolls the

device using the portal.

The HelpHelp menu provides a link to the Installation guide which in turn provides the following information:

Instructions on URLs that need to be allow-listed to serve to enable room telemetry to be sent to the

managed service.

Instructions for applying the Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium monitoring agent and unique XML key as

part of enrolling a device in the managed service.

Troubleshooting instructions.

https://portal.rooms.microsoft.com/docs/MMR%20Monitoring%20Software%20Installation%20Guide%20Feb%202021.pdf
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 Before you begin
  Teams Rooms prerequisitesTeams Rooms prerequisites

  ServiceNow prerequisitesServiceNow prerequisites

 Configure your environment

SERVIC EN O W  F IEL DSERVIC EN O W  F IEL D M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S F IEL DM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S F IEL D A C T IO NA C T IO N

short_description Incident description No action needed. The Teams Rooms
field is auto-filled.

description First Message No action needed. The Teams Rooms
field is auto-filled.

assignment_group Room group Copy the assignment_group value in
your ServiceNow instance and paste it
into the ServiceNow value field in the
configuration form. If you have more
than one assignment_group, select
Add Room GroupAdd Room Group for each additional
custom value.

This article describes the prerequisites and steps to configure your ServiceNow environment in the Teams

Rooms Premium portal.

You must have an assigned Service Administrator role. For more information, see Role-based access control

with the Microsoft Teams Rooms Managed Services.

A Basic Authorization sign-in, OR an OAuth sign-in. For more information, see Creating Credentials in

ServiceNow.

A ServiceNow instance and its instance host name and API URI

A role of incident_manager or higher

A software version of ServiceNow that supports Table API

How your environment is configured is highly customizable and will depend on your organization's needs. The

following steps walk through how to copy your existing configuration in ServiceNow to the Teams Rooms

Premium portal.

1. Open the ServiceNow instance you want to copy. You'll need to reference this as you complete the

configuration form in the Teams Rooms Premium portal.

2. In a new browser tab, go to the Teams Rooms Premium portal and go to SettingsSettings . Then, select Ser viceNowSer viceNow

in the left navigation menu to open the configuration form.

3. Select an authentication method to sign in and enter your ServiceNow Instance Host and API URI.

4. All required items in the ServiceNow Field column of the Field Mapping section should be pre-filled. The

table below contains each ServiceNow field and its corresponding Microsoft Teams Rooms field. Complete

the action for each row of the Field Mapping section. For definitions of each ServiceNow field, see

ServiceNow field definitions.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/rooms/microsoft-teams-rooms-configure-servicenow.md
https://developer.servicenow.com/dev.do#!/learn/learning-plans/rome/servicenow_application_developer/app_store_learnv2_rest_rome_creating_credentials
https://portal.rooms.microsoft.com/


severity Rings Severity is a custom value in
ServiceNow. It's the fourth item in the
second column of your ServiceNow
instance. Copy the value and paste it
into the ServiceNow value field in the
configuration form. If you have more
than one severity value, select AddAdd
RingRing for each additional custom value.

Comments (optional) Custom value* To add a comments field to the
configuration form, select AddAdd at the
top of the field mapping section. Copy
the comment value in your
ServiceNow instance and paste it to
the ServiceNow field in the
configuration form. Assign it a
Microsoft Teams Room field from the
dropdown menu, and copy and paste
the ServiceNow value.

state (resolved) Custom value* Copy the resolution state from your
ServiceNow instance and paste it into
the ServiceNow value field in the
configuration form.

close_code Custom value* In the Resolution InformationResolution Information tab
of your ServiceNow instance, copy the
close code and paste it into the
ServiceNow value field into the
configuration form.

SERVIC EN O W  F IEL DSERVIC EN O W  F IEL D M IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S F IEL DM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S RO O M S F IEL D A C T IO NA C T IO N

NOTENOTE

 Test and enable

 ServiceNow field definitions

*Select custom values from the dropdown menu

If you can't locate your custom values, contact your ServiceNow administrator.

To add additional required fields to Resolve Incident section, select AddAdd.

After completing the configuration form, select TestTest at the bottom of the page. Testing is required to submit

your configuration.

Once your test passes successfully, select SubmitSubmit to save your changes. Once you're ready to enable

ServiceNow for your organization, switch the Do you want to enable Ser viceNow?Do you want to enable Ser viceNow? toggle to OnOn.

shor t_descr iptionshor t_descr iption: The short description field in ServiceNow is a brief, 160-character alphanumeric

value that provides a summary of the incident. Short description is equivalent to incident description in

the Teams Rooms Premium portal.

descr iptiondescr iption: The description field in ServiceNow is the first value in the conversation history of a

ServiceNow incident. Description is equivalent to First message in the Teams Rooms Premium portal.



assignment_groupassignment_group: The assignment group field in ServiceNow is used to organize incidents.

Assignment group are equivalent to Room groups in the Teams Rooms Premium portal. By default, there

is one room group, and more can be added. You decide how many groups there are and how to group

your incidents. For example, you might choose to organize your incidents by location.

sever ityseverity : The severity field in ServiceNow is used to organize incidents by priority. The values that

designate priority are customizable. Severity is equivalent to the Ring field in the Teams Rooms Premium

portal. To customize rings in the Teams Rooms Premium portal, go to UpdatesUpdates  in the left navigation

menu. Then go to the RingsRings  tab and select Add r ingAdd r ing.

commentscomments : Comments is an optional field in ServiceNow that is used to include custom required fields

from your ServiceNow instance in your Teams Rooms Premium portal configuration. The equivalent of

comments is a custom value in the Teams Rooms Premium portal.

state (resolved)state (resolved) : The state (resolved) field in ServiceNow is used to designate how an incident was

resolved and is required to close an incident. The state (resolved) value is customizable. The equivalent of

state (resolved) is a custom value in the Teams Rooms Premium portal.

close_codeclose_code: A close code must be assigned to an incident once it's completely resolved. This value is

customizable in ServiceNow. The equivalent of close code is a custom value in the Teams Rooms

Premium portal.
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 What devices can you manage?

 Manage Teams Rooms devices

TO  DO  T H IS. . .TO  DO  T H IS. . . DO  T H ISDO  T H IS

Change settings on one or more devices Select one or more devices > Edit settingsEdit settings . If you select
multiple devices, the values you change will replace the
values on all the selected devices.

You can manage devices used with Microsoft Teams in your organization from the Microsoft Teams admin

center. You can view and manage the device inventory for your organization and do tasks such as update,

restart, and monitor diagnostics for devices. You can also create and assign configuration profiles to a device or

groups of devices.

To manage devices, such as change device configuration, restart devices, manage updates, or view device and

peripheral health, you need to be assigned one of the following Microsoft 365 admin roles:

Microsoft 365 Global admin

Teams Service admin

Teams Device admin

For more information about admin roles in Teams, see Use Teams administrator roles to manage Teams.

You can manage any device that's certified for, and enrolled in, Teams. A device is automatically enrolled the first

time a user signs in to Teams on the device. For a list of certified devices that can be managed, see:

Collaboration bars

Conference phones

Desk phones

Microsoft Teams Rooms

Teams displays

Teams panels

To manage devices, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams DevicesTeams Devices , and then

select the device type. Each type of device has its own respective section, which lets you manage them

separately.

You can use the Teams admin center to view and remotely manage your Teams Rooms devices across your

organization. The Teams admin center makes it easy to see, at a glance, which devices are healthy and which

need attention, and lets you focus on specific devices to see detailed information about device health, meeting

performance, call quality, and peripherals.

Here are some things you can do to manage your Teams Rooms devices. Teams Rooms devices can be found in

the Microsoft Teams admin center under Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > Teams RoomsTeams Rooms .

For details about how to manage your Teams Rooms devices, see Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/device-management.md
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=16
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=73
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=34
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=20
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category?devicetype=34
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


Restart devices Select one or more devices > Restar tRestar t . When you restart a
device, you can choose whether to restart the device
immediately or select Schedule restar tSchedule restar t  to restart the
device at a specific date and time. The date and time you
select are local to the device being restarted.

View meeting activity Select a device name to open device details > ActivityActivity .
When you open the ActivityActivity  tab, you can see all the
meetings that the device has participated in. This summary
view shows the meeting start time, the number of
participants, its duration, and the overall call quality.

View meeting details Select a device name to open device details > ActivityActivity  >
select a meeting. When you open a meeting's details, you
can see all of the participants in the meeting, how long they
were in the call, the Teams session types, and their individual
call quality. If you want to see technical information about a
participant's call, select the participant's call start time.

TO  DO  T H IS. . .TO  DO  T H IS. . . DO  T H ISDO  T H IS

 Manage phones, collaboration bars, Teams displays, and Teams panels

TO  DO  T H IS. . .TO  DO  T H IS. . . DO  T H ISDO  T H IS

Change device information Select a device > EditEdit . You can edit details such as device
name, asset tag, and add notes.

Manage software updates Select a device > UpdateUpdate. You can view the list of software
and firmware updates available for the device and choose
the updates to install. For more information about updating
devices, see Update Teams devices remotely

Upgrade Teams phones to Teams displays On the IP phonesIP phones page, select one or more Teams phones
> UpgradeUpgrade. This option is available only to phones that
support upgrading to Teams displays. To learn more, see
Upgrade Teams phones to Teams displays.

Assign or change configuration policies Select one or more devices > Assign configurationAssign configuration.

Add or remove device tags Select one or more devices > Manage tagsManage tags . For more
information about device tags, see Manage Teams device
tags.

Restart devices Select one or more devices > Restar tRestar t .

In the Teams admin center, you can view and manage phones, collaboration bars, Teams displays, and Teams

panels enrolled in Teams in your organization. Information that you'll see for each device includes device name,

manufacturer, model, user, status, action, last seen, and history. You can customize the view to show the

information that fits your needs.

Phones, collaboration bars, Teams displays, and Teams panels are automatically enrolled in Microsoft Intune if

you've signed up for it. After a device is enrolled, device compliance is confirmed and conditional access policies

are applied to the device.

Here are some examples of how you can manage phones, collaboration bars, Teams displays, and Teams panels

in your organization.



Filter devices using device tags Select the filter icon, select the TagTag field, specify a device tag
to filter on, and select ApplyApply . For more information about
filtering devices using device tags, see Use filters to return
devices with a specific tag.

View device history and diagnostics Under the Histor yHistor y  column, click the ViewView link for a device
to view its update history and diagnostic details.

TO  DO  T H IS. . .TO  DO  T H IS. . . DO  T H ISDO  T H IS

  Use configuration profiles in TeamsUse configuration profiles in Teams

  Create a configuration profileCreate a configuration profile

  Assign a configuration profileAssign a configuration profile

Use configuration profiles to manage settings and features for different Teams devices in your organization,

including collaboration bars, Teams displays, Teams phone, and Teams panels. You can create or upload

configuration profiles to include settings and features you want to enable or disable, and then assign a profile to

a device or set of devices.

To create a configuration profile for a Teams device type:

1. In the left navigation, go to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > select the Teams device type > Configuration profilesConfiguration profiles . For

example, select Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > Teams panelsTeams panels  > Configuration profilesConfiguration profiles  to create a new configuration

profile for Teams panels.

2. Click AddAdd.

3. Enter a name for the profile and optionally add a friendly description.

4. Specify the settings you want for the profile, and then click SaveSave. The newly created configuration profile is

displayed in the list of profiles.

After creating a configuration profile for a Teams device type, assign it to one or more devices.

1. In the left navigation, go to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > select the Teams device type. For example, to assign a

configuration profile to a Teams panels device, select Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > Teams panelsTeams panels .

2. Select one or more devices, and then click Assign configurationAssign configuration.

3. In the Assign a configurationAssign a configuration pane, search for configuration profile to assign to the selected devices.

4. Click ApplyApply . For the devices to which you applied the configuration policy, the ActionAction column displays

Config UpdateConfig Update and the Configuration profileConfiguration profile column displays the configuration profile name.
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 Review the supported devices

DEVIC E  C AT EGO RYDEVIC E  C AT EGO RY DEVIC E  M O DELDEVIC E  M O DEL F IRM WA RE VERSIO NF IRM WA RE VERSIO N

Teams phones Yealink T55/T56/T58 58.15.0.124

Teams phones Yealink VP59 91.15.0.58

Teams phones Yealink CP960 73.15.0.117

Teams phones Yealink MP56/MP54/MP58 122.15.0.36

Teams phones Crestron UC-2 1.0.3.52

Teams phones Poly Trio C60 7.0.2.1071

Teams phones CCX400/CCX500/CCX600 7.0.2.1072

Teams phones Audio Codes
C448HD/C450HD/C470HD

1.10.120

Teams panels Crestron 770/1070 1.004.0115

Teams Rooms on Android Logitech Rally Bar Mini 1.2.982

Teams Rooms on Android Logitech Rally Bar 1.2.982

Teams Rooms on Android AudioCodes RXV80 1.13.361

Teams Rooms on Android EPOS EXPAND Vision 3T 1.2.2.21182.10

Teams Rooms on Android Yealink MeetingBar A30 133.15.0.60

Teams Rooms on Android Yealink MeetingBar A20 133.15.0.60

Teams Rooms on Android Yealink CTP18 touch console 137.15.0.37

Teams Rooms on Android Poly Studio X30 3.5.0.344025

IT admins can remotely provision and sign in to a Teams Android device. To provision a device remotely, the

admin needs to upload the MAC IDs of the devices being provisioned and create a verification code. The entire

process can be completed remotely from the Teams admin center.

The following list shows the Android device firmware requirements.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/remote-provision-remote-login.md


Teams Rooms on Android Poly Studio X50 3.5.0.344025

Teams Rooms on Android Poly TC8 touch console 3.5.0.210489

Teams Rooms on Android Yealink VC210 118.15.0.54

DEVIC E  C AT EGO RYDEVIC E  C AT EGO RY DEVIC E  M O DELDEVIC E  M O DEL F IRM WA RE VERSIO NF IRM WA RE VERSIO N

 Add a device MAC address

  Manually add a device MAC addressManually add a device MAC address

  Upload a file to add a device MAC addressUpload a file to add a device MAC address

 Generate a verification code

Complete the following steps to provision a new device.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. Expand Teams DevicesTeams Devices .

3. Select Provision new deviceProvision new device from the ActionsActions  tab.

In the Provision new devicesProvision new devices  window, you can either add the MAC address manually or upload a file.

1. From the Waiting on activationWaiting on activation tab, select Add MAC IDAdd MAC ID.

2. Enter the MAC ID.

3. Enter a location, which helps technicians identify where to install the devices.

4. Select ApplyApply  when finished.

1. From the Waiting on activationWaiting on activation tab, select Upload MAC IDsUpload MAC IDs .

2. Download the file template.

3. Enter the MAC ID and location, and then save the file.

4. Select fileSelect file, and then select UploadUpload.

You need a verification code for the devices. The verification code is generated in bulk or at the device level and

is valid for 24 hours.

1. From the Waiting on activationWaiting on activation tab, select an existing MAC ID. A password is created for the MAC

address and is shown in the Verification CodeVerification Code column.

2. Provide the list of MAC IDs and verification codes to the field technicians. You can export the detail

directly in a file and share the file with the technician who is doing the actual installation work.



 Provision the device

 First time remote sign in

When the device is powered on and connected to the network, the technician provisions the device. These steps

are completed on the Teams device.

1. The technician selects Provision deviceProvision device from the SettingsSettings .

2. The technician enters the device-specificverification code in the provided input field.

Once the device is provisioned successfully, the tenant name appears on the sign-in page.

The provisioned device appears in the Waiting for sign inWaiting for sign in tab. Start the remote sign-in process by selecting

the individual device.

1. Select a device from the Waiting for sign inWaiting for sign in tab.



 Related articles

2. Follow the instructions in S ign in a userS ign in a user , and then select CloseClose.

Manage your devices in Teams

Remote sign in and sign out

Update Teams devices remotely
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 Remote sign in

 Remote sign out

 Related articles

This article describes how to remote sign in and sign out Teams Android devices from the Teams admin center. If

you haven't provisioned a device yet, or the device is provisioned but has never been signed-in, see Remote

provisioning and sign in for Teams Android devices.

After a device is provisioned and signed in for the first time, it will appear on its corresponding page under the

Teams devicesTeams devices  node of the Teams admin center .

To sign in a device that has been signed out, go to the corresponding device page.

1. Select the device you want to sign in.

2. Go to the ActionsActions  menu, and select S ign in a userS ign in a user .

1. Select the device you want to sign out from the corresponding page.

2. Go to the ActionsActions  menu, and select S ign outSign out.

Remote provisioning and sign in for Teams Android devices

Manage your devices in Teams

Update Teams devices remotely

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/remote-sign-in-and-sign-out.md
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NOTENOTE

 Choose automatic device firmware update behavior

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

Using the Microsoft Teams admin center, you can update your Teams devices, such as Teams phones, Teams

panels, and collaboration bars, remotely, and you can choose device firmware automatic-update behavior. You

can update the following on your devices using the Teams admin center :

Teams app and teams admin agent

Company portal app

OEM agent app

Device firmware

Device firmware updates can either be applied automatically or scheduled for a future date and time. Other

available device updates aren't applied automatically, but can be applied manually or scheduled for a future date

and time.

While device firmware updates can be scheduled, if the scheduled date and time falls after the configured maximum 30 or

90 day delay, the firmware update is applied when the maximum delay is reached. The scheduled date and time are

ignored. Additionally, updating Microsoft Teams devices remotely is a feature not yet available on US Government Cloud

tenants (GCC-High).

To manage devices, you need to be a Global admin, Teams Service admin, or Teams Device admin. For more

information about admin roles, see Use Microsoft Teams administrator roles to manage Teams.

Device firmware updates are applied automatically. You can decide whether to apply updates as soon as one is

released (if you choose this option, updates are applied on the first weekend after an update is released), or 30

or 90 days after an update is released. By default, device firmware updates are applied 30 days one released.

The latest firmware update release isn't applied on your Teams device. Instead, the update that's automatically applied on

your device is delayed by one version. For example, assume your device has version "10" applied, and version "11" is

released. Version "11" won't be applied yet. Instead your device will only be updated to version "11" after version "12" is

released.

Some devices don't support automatic firmware update yet. Applying automatic firmware update settings on devices that

don't support automatic updates won't have any affect on those devices. For questions about whether your device will

support automatic firmware updates, contact your device manufacturer.

To choose the automatic update behavior for your devices, do the following:

1. Sign in to Microsoft Teams admin center by visiting https://admin.teams.microsoft.com.

2. Navigate Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > IP phonesIP phones  or Collaboration barsCollaboration bars  or Teams panelsTeams panels .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/remote-update.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


 Manually update remote devices

3. Select one or more devices and then select UpdateUpdate.

4. Under Firmware auto-updateFirmware auto-update, select one of the following:

5. Select UpdateUpdate.

As soon as availableAs soon as available Second-newest device firmware update is applied on the first weekend after

the latest update is released.

Defer 30 daysDefer 30 days  Second-newest device firmware update is applied 30 days after the latest update is

released.

Defer 90 daysDefer 90 days  Second-newest device firmware update is applied 90 days after the latest update is

released.

If, for whatever reason, you need to revert a device firmware update, you need to reset your device to its factory

settings. Reset your device using the instructions from its manufacturer.

When you update one or more devices using the admin center, you can decide whether to update the devices

immediately or schedule an update for a future date and time.

To manually update remote devices, do the following:

1. Sign in to Microsoft Teams admin center by visiting https://admin.teams.microsoft.com.

2. Navigate Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > IP phonesIP phones  or Collaboration barsCollaboration bars  or Teams panelsTeams panels .

3. Select one or more devices and then select UpdateUpdate.

4. Under Manual updatesManual updates , select ScheduleSchedule if you want to schedule the update for a future date and time. The

updates are applied at the date and time in the timezone selected in TimezoneTimezone.

What you'll see depends on whether you have one, or multiple, devices selected. The left image below shows

multiple devices selected while the image on the right shows a single device selected.

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


When you select multiple devices, you can choose which update types to apply to each selected device. Select

the update types you want to apply and select UpdateUpdate.

When you select a single device, updates that are available for the device are shown. If multiple update types are

available for the device, select each update type to apply. You can view the Current versionCurrent version applied on the

device and the New versionNew version that will be applied. Select the update(s) you want to apply and select UpdateUpdate.

After you select UpdateUpdate, updates are applied to your devices at the date and time you selected if you scheduled

an update. If you didn't select a future date and time, updates are applied to your devices within a few minutes.
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Create, remove, or rename device tags

 Add or remove tags on a single device

Device tags in Microsoft Teams let you group, organize, and more easily manage the devices you've deployed in

your organization. With the Microsoft Teams admin center, you can add one or more tags to devices, use filters

to view devices that match the tag you specify, and then perform actions on the devices that have that tag.

You can add a device tag to more than one device type. However, when you open a device pane in the admin

center, only the devices of that type are returned. For example, you can assign the "Corporate" tag to both

phones and Teams Rooms devices. If you search for the "Corporate" tag while in Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > PhonesPhones ,

only phones are returned. Similarly, if you search for the "Corporate" tag in Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > Teams RoomsTeams Rooms ,

only Teams Rooms devices are returned.

To manage device tags, you need to be a Global admin, Teams Service admin, or Teams Device admin. For more

information about admin roles, see Use Microsoft Teams administrator roles to manage Teams.

Device tags are assigned to the resource account that's logged into a device. If you sign a resource account out of one

device and then use it to sign in to another device, the device tags are applied to the new device.

Using the device tag management panel, you can:

See all your device tags.

Create multiple device tags easily and then assign them to devices at a later time. Tags can be up to 25

characters.

Remove device tags that are no longer needed. Before you can remove a device tag, you'll need to remove it

from all of the devices it has been added to.

Rename device tags. When you rename a device tag, that change is reflected on all the devices it's been

added to. Tags can be up to 25 characters.

1. Sign in to Microsoft Teams admin center by visiting https://admin.teams.microsoft.com.

2. Navigate to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  and then choose any device pane, such as PhonesPhones .

3. Select ActionsActions  in the upper-right corner of the page and select All device tagsAll device tags .

4. To create a device tag, select + Add+ Add, provide a value for the device tag, and select the SaveSave icon.

5. To remove a device tag, select the ellipsis ...... next to the device tag you want to remove, and select DeleteDelete.

NOTENOTE

6. To rename a device tag, select the ellipsis ...... next to the device tag you want to rename, and select EditEdit.

Provide a new value for the device tag and select the SaveSave icon.

If you try to remove a device tag that's been added to devices, you'll receive a message asking if you want to

remove it from all devices. If you want to do this and continue to remove the device tag, select Untag devicesUntag devices .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/manage-device-tags.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


 Add or remove tags on multiple devices

 Use filters to return devices with a specific tag

When you add tags to a device, you can either select an existing tag or create a new one. Tags can be up to 25

characters.

1. Sign in to Microsoft Teams admin center by visiting https://admin.teams.microsoft.com.

2. Navigate to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  and then choose the device pane that contains the device you want to add or

remove tags on.

3. Place a check mark next to the device you want to add or remove tags on and select Manage tagsManage tags .

4. If you want to add a tag:

5. If you want to remove a tag, select XX next to the tag you want to remove.

6. Repeat the steps above if you want to add or remove more tags.

7. Select ApplyApply .

a. Start typing the tag name you want to add.

b. If the tag already exists, select it from the list of tags that are returned.

c. If the tag doesn't exist, select Add "<tag name>" as a new tagAdd "<tag name>" as a new tag. Tags can be up to 25 characters.

When you add tags to a device, you can either select an existing tag or create a new one. Tags can be up to 25

characters. If you want to remove a tag from multiple devices, you need to select the Teams user that's

associated with the device and remove the tag from the user.

1. Sign in to Microsoft Teams admin center by visiting https://admin.teams.microsoft.com.

2. Navigate to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  and then choose the device pane that contains the devices you want to add or

remove tags on.

3. Place a check mark next to the devices you want to add or remove tags on and select Manage tagsManage tags .

4. If you want to add a tag:

5. If you want to remove a tag:

6. Repeat the steps above if you want to add or remove more tags.

7. Select ApplyApply .

a. Start typing the tag name you want to add in Manage tags for all devices of Teams usersManage tags for all devices of Teams users .

b. If the tag already exists, select it from the list of tags that are returned.

c. If the tag doesn't exist, select Add "<tag name>" as a new tagAdd "<tag name>" as a new tag.

a. Expand Select Teams usersSelect Teams users .

b. Expand <x> tags<x> tags  under the name of the Teams user you want to remove tags from.

c. Select XX next to the tag you want to remove.

If you've added device tags to your devices, you can use them to filter the device list to return only the devices

that have had a specified tag added to them. This can be helpful if you just want to view all the devices in a

specific room, all the devices of a certain type, or any other criteria you used when adding your tags. You can

also perform bulk actions on returned devices, such as applying updates in waves, or setting different

configuration policies depending on the groups of devices identified using device tags.

1. Sign in to Microsoft Teams admin center by visiting https://admin.teams.microsoft.com.

2. Navigate to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  and then choose the device pane that contains the devices you want to filter.

3. Select the FilterFilter  icon.

4. If you only want to specify a single tag, or if you want to find devices that have all the tags you specify, select

Match all of these conditionsMatch all of these conditions .

5. If you want to find devices that match one or more device tags, select Match any one of these conditionsMatch any one of these conditions .

6. Select the TagTag field and then specify a device tag name in the Enter a valueEnter a value field.

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


7. If you want to add more device tags, select Add moreAdd more and repeat step 6 for each tag you want to add.

8. Select ApplyApply .

After you've filtered the devices in your device list, you can perform actions on them as you normally would. For

example, you can select them and then assign configurations, edit their settings (if they're Teams Rooms

devices), and so on. When you're done, you can remove the filter by selecting the XX next to the TagTag filter entry or

by selecting Clear allClear all  on the right side of the list.
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 Features supported by Teams phones

Microsoft Teams supports a portfolio of desk phones for users who require a traditional phone experience. This

article provides a complete overview of Teams phones and can help in planning, delivering, and managing

Microsoft Teams phones as part of your Microsoft Phone System solution.

To deliver a high-quality and reliable Microsoft Teams experience on phones, we are partnering and actively

working with Yealink, Crestron, Lenovo, Polycom, and Audiocodes to develop and certify a wide portfolio of

desk phones and conference room audio devices. To get the latest and up-to-date information on Teams devices,

go to Teams Marketplace.

To manage phones, you need to be a Global admin, Teams Service admin, or Teams Device admin. For more

information about admin roles, see Use Microsoft Teams administrator roles to manage Teams.

Teams-certified phones have a broad array of features to help your users do their jobs, and help you manage

their use. Here's a summary of the features available in Teams-certified phones:

AuthenticationAuthentication Phones use Modern Authentication to simplify signing in and to improve security. Users can

sign in by entering their username and password on the phone or by signing in from another device like

PC/smartphone.

Speed dial and call histor ySpeed dial and call histor y  Users have quick access to their contacts, call history, and voicemail. They can

easily manage their contacts and speed dial entries directly from their phone.

Meetings and callsMeetings and calls  Users can view their schedules and easily join meetings using Teams' one-touch join.

Call groupsCall groups  Phone agents who participate in call groups can easily manage their availability and accept or

decline incoming calls from the call queue.

User delegationUser delegation Executive assistants and admins can manage their executives' phones - intercept incoming

calls; make calls on behalf of the executive; take over calls that the executive has placed on hold; and monitor

whether the executive is on a call, on hold, and so on.

Hot deskingHot desking Users can get their contacts, meetings, and other preferences, just by signing into a phone.

When they're done, they can sign out and leave the phone ready for the next user.

VideoVideo Phones with video support let users join calls and video conferences just like they were at their

computers. Users can keep their privacy by using a phone's camera shutter and microphone mute switch

when available.

Better togetherBetter together  Phones can lock and unlock in an integrated fashion when connected to their Windows PC

running a 64-bit Teams desktop client.

AccessibilityAccessibility  Phones have several accessibility features, such as high contrast text, to make it easier for

anyone to use them.

Dynamic and enhanced E911 suppor tDynamic and enhanced E911 suppor t Signed-in users who call 911 will see their location on the phone.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
If a phone isn't signed in, or if it doesn't have an Internet connection, 911 calls can't be placed. If this happens, a

notification is displayed on the phone.

In addition to the above features, you can control what capabilities are available depending on the type of

license and phone policy that are assigned to the user signing into the phone. For example, users who sign into

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/phones-for-teams.md
https://office.com/teamsdevices


 Required licenses

 Deploy your phones using Intune

 Manage your phones

 Upgrade your phones to Teams displays

 See also

a phone with their personal accounts can access the full range of features - calling, meetings, voicemail, and so

on. Accounts assigned a Common Area Phone license that sign into a phone, however, may only get access to a

limited range of features; call history and meeting schedules may not be retained, for example, to protect users'

privacy.

Teams licenses can be purchased as part of their Microsoft 365 and Office 365 subscriptions. To learn more

about the required licenses for using Teams on phones, see available phone system licenses.

For more information about getting Teams, check out How do I get access to Microsoft Teams?

To learn more about how to deploy Teams displays using Intune, see Deploy Teams phones and Teams displays.

Manage and keep your Teams phones up-to-date using the Microsoft Teams admin center. For more

information, see Manage your devices in Teams.

Microsoft Teams displays are a category of all-in-one dedicated Teams devices that feature an ambient

touchscreen and a hands-free experience powered by Cortana. With Teams displays, users can use a

microphone, camera, and speakers (or Bluetooth headset) for a reliable calling and meeting experience. Teams

displays integrates with users' Windows PCs to bring a companion experience that allows for seamless cross-

device interaction

You can upgrade Teams phones in your organization to Teams displays in the Microsoft Teams admin center. This

option is available only to phones that support upgrading to Teams displays. To learn more, see Upgrade Teams

phones to Teams displays.

Teams Marketplace

IP phones certified for Microsoft Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/voice-calling
https://support.office.com/article/fc7f1634-abd3-4f26-a597-9df16e4ca65b
https://office.com/teamsdevices
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 Features supported by Teams displays

 Required licenses

 Deploy Teams displays using Intune

 Manage Teams displays in your organization

 Upgrade Teams phones to Teams displays

Microsoft Teams displays are a category of all-in-one dedicated Teams devices that feature an ambient

touchscreen and a hands-free experience powered by Cortana. This article provides an overview of Teams

displays and can help you plan, deliver, and manage Teams displays in your organization.

Teams displays brings together your favorite Teams features–chat, meetings, calls, calendar, and files–into a

single device. With Teams displays, users can use a microphone, camera, and speakers (or Bluetooth headset) for

a reliable calling and meeting experience. Teams displays integrates with users' Windows PCs to bring a

companion experience that allows for seamless cross-device interaction.

To learn more, check out Get started with Teams displays.

In addition to the features supported by Teams phones, the following features are unique to Teams displays:

Dedicated displays for TeamsDedicated displays for Teams Users can access all core Teams features including chat, meetings, calls,

teams and channels, files and more.

Ambient experienceAmbient experience Users can easily stay on top of their work with always-on and glanceable displays to

see important activities and notifications without context-switching on their primary work device. Users can

also personalize Teams displays by customizing the background through settings.

Hands-free with Cor tanaHands-free with Cor tana Users can interact with Teams displays using their voice to effortlessly join and

present in meetings, dictate replies to a Teams chat, check what’s on the calendar, and more.

Leave a note on lock screenLeave a note on lock screen Guests can choose to leave audio, video, and text notes, and users can check

the notes left by guests and see who’s stopped by.

Teams licenses can be purchased as part of Microsoft 365 and Office 365 subscriptions. To learn more about the

required licenses to use Teams displays, see Voice and video calling with Microsoft Teams.

For more information about how to get Teams, check out How do I get access to Microsoft Teams?

To learn more about how to deploy Teams displays using Intune, see Deploy Teams phones and Teams displays.

To manage your Teams display devices, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to TeamsTeams

displaysdisplays . From here, you can change the device configuration profile, manage updates, restart devices, add and

remove device tags, and more. For more information, see Manage your devices in Teams.

Teams displays is the evolution of Teams phones. You can upgrade Teams phones in your organization to Teams

displays using the Microsoft Teams admin center. This option is available only to phones that support upgrading

to Teams displays. To learn more, see Upgrade Teams phones to Teams displays.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/teams-displays.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/get-started-with-teams-displays-ff299825-7f13-4528-96c2-1d3437e6d4e6
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/voice-calling
https://support.office.com/article/fc7f1634-abd3-4f26-a597-9df16e4ca65b


 

See also
Introducing Microsoft Teams displays

Teams Marketplace

Phones for Teams

IP Phones certified for Microsoft Teams

Upgrade IP phones to Teams displays

Cortana voice assistance in Teams

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-blog/introducing-microsoft-teams-displays/ba-p/1505437
https://office.com/teamsdevices
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 Features supported by Teams panels

 Partners certified for Teams panels

 Teams panels requirements

 

Microsoft Teams panels are the compact touchscreen devices that are mounted right outside of your meeting

spaces, typically next to entrances. Teams panels provide you the ability to view location and meeting details at a

glance—and reserve an available meeting space on the spot. With rich, large text and color-coded indicators,

you can see the meeting space’s availability from a distance.

Teams panels are dedicated Microsoft Teams devices that display meeting details scheduled via Teams or

Outlook 365 calendaring applications. With meeting details prominently displayed, attendees can confirm

they’re in the right meeting space, at the right time, and for the right meeting.

This article provides an overview of Teams panels and can help you plan, deliver, and manage Teams panels

devices in your organization.

Teams panels support the following features:

Dedicated display of meeting space and meeting details .Dedicated display of meeting space and meeting details . You get at-a-glance details about a meeting

space, including its location and availability. For a reserved meeting space, you can see key meeting details,

such as meeting title, meeting schedule, and meeting organizer.

Reser ve available meeting spaces for ad hoc meetings.Reser ve available meeting spaces for ad hoc meetings. Using the touchscreen panel, you can reserve

an available meeting space on the spot for an ad hoc meeting, and join that Teams meeting from the in-room

Microsoft Teams Rooms or Surface Hub devices.

Color-coded indicators for space availability status.Color-coded indicators for space availability status. You can see meeting space availability from afar

and up close with vibrant LED and Home screen indicators. Green indicates that the meeting space is

available, and if necessary, you can reserve it right from the panels itself. Red or purple indicates that the

meeting space is reserved.

Customize wallpaper and reser ved state indicator.Customize wallpaper and reser ved state indicator. Admins can change the default look of the panels

through settings. For example, admins can change the background wallpaper, or change the color of the busy

state indicator.

Accessibility.Accessibility. Teams panels have several accessibility features, such as high contrast text, to make it easier

for anyone to use them.

To learn more about these features and how to use them, see Use Microsoft Teams panels.

You can acquire your Teams panels devices from one of the following partners:

Crestron

Yealink

The hardware, software, and network requirements to deploy panels devices may differ depending on which

type of panels devices you're deploying. Refer to the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) documentation to

know what's required for your set of devices.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/teams-panels.md


License requirement

NOTENOTE

 Deploy Teams panels devices

 Inventory sites and meeting spaces

 Procurement

 Site readiness

 

To use Teams panels, you need Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard License.

If you already have Microsoft Teams Rooms deployed in the meeting space where you're installing Teams panels, then you

don't need an additional license to use Teams panels.

If you're involved in planning, deploying, and managing Teams panels devices, then this section is for you. This

section isn't intended for the end users of Teams panels.

Deployment of Teams panels devices can be broken down into the following tasks:

Meeting space inventory and capability planning: Create an inventory of your organization’s sites and

meeting spaces for deploying Teams panels devices.

Procurement: Procure the devices from your selected device partner.

Site readiness: Confirm that your deployment locations (meeting spaces) meet the deployment requirements.

Configuration and deployment: Create resource accounts and assign them to the devices.

Take an inventory of the existing bookable meeting spaces in your organization. Identify the sites and meeting

spaces that are in scope for deploying Teams panels. Work with your facilities and audio-visual teams to

determine where and how to install the Teams panels devices, and if any additional hardware is needed for

mounting the panels.

Based on the number of meeting spaces that are in scope for deploying Teams panels, procure the devices from

one of the partners certified for Teams panels. Visit the partners’ websites to learn more about the devices and

procurement options.

Meeting spaces in your organization may have different hardware requirements for installing or mounting the

devices. For example, hardware required for mounting the device on a glass, plaster, drywall, or wood paneling

may not be the same. Refer to the device partner's documentation for available mounting options.

While the ordered devices are being delivered to your organization, work with your networking, facilities, and

audio-visual teams to make sure that deployment requirements are met and each site and meeting space is

ready in terms of power and networking.

Our recommendations for Teams panels sites are:

Dedicated resource accounts

Power supply (Panels generally support Power over ethernet plus (PoE+) for power. Refer to the OEM

documentation for any device-specific power requirements.)

For physical installation considerations, see the OEM documentation and, if you have one, use the experience of

your audio-visual team before you install and mount devices and run cabling.



Configuration and deployment

  Resource account provisioningResource account provisioning

NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

  TestingTesting

 Manage Teams panels in your organization

 Next steps

 

Planning for configuration and deployment covers the following key areas:

Resource account provisioning

Testing

Every Teams panels device requires a Microsoft 365 room resource account. You use the resource account

credentials to sign in to Microsoft Teams app on the panels device.

To set up a Microsoft 365 resource account for Teams panels, we recommended that you purchase a Microsoft

Teams Rooms Standard license. For information on how to create a resource account and assign a license to it,

see Create a resource account using the Microsoft 365 admin center.

If you already have a room resource account set up for the meeting space where you're installing panels, use the

same room resource account to sign in to the panels device. However, make sure that the room resource account

has the Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard license assigned to it in order to use it as panels resource account.

If you already have a Microsoft Teams Rooms deployed in the meeting space where you're installing Teams panels,

you don't need to purchase a separate license for deploying panels. The admin signs in to the panels device with

the same credentials as the Microsoft Teams Rooms for the same space.

For large meeting spaces, such as board rooms or conference rooms, with multiple entrances, you can mount one

panels device at each entrance. Multiple panels that belong to a single meeting space share the same resource

account and sign in with the same credentials. You don't need to create separate resource accounts for each panels

for the same space.

It is recommended to create the resource account well in advance of the actual Teams panels installation. Consider using

naming conventions for the Teams panels resource account. Make the display names for your Microsoft 365 resource

accounts descriptive and easy to understand. These are the names that users will see when they search meeting spaces

while scheduling meetings in Outlook or Teams calendars.

After you've deployed panels, you should test them. Check that the features supported by Teams panels are

working on the deployed device. Try creating several meetings for various time slots via Teams or Outlook 365

on your computer. Check if the panels correctly display the meeting details and availability for the scheduled

meetings. Try using the Reser veReser ve button to check if you can reserve an available meeting space directly from the

device.

To manage your Teams panels devices, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to TeamsTeams

DevicesDevices  > PanelsPanels . From here, you can change the device configuration profile, manage updates, restart

devices, add and remove device tags, and more. For more information, see Manage your devices in Teams.

How to use Microsoft Teams panels devices



See also
Microsoft Teams blog on Teams panels

Get started with Teams panels

Teams panels marketplace

Devices certified under Microsoft Teams panels certification program

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-blog/manage-meeting-space-availability-with-microsoft-teams-panels/ba-p/2167734
https://support.microsoft.com/office/get-started-with-teams-panels-fa5e85d1-7ff3-4f11-b0b0-277e2302c8be
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product?deviceid=815
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 Teams panels end-user experience

 Explore Teams panels Home screen

Microsoft Teams panels are compact digital display devices that are mounted right outside of your meeting

spaces, typically next to entrances. These touchscreen panels are dedicated Microsoft Teams devices that provide

at-a-glance view about your meeting space and the scheduled meeting. With the vibrant color-coded LED and

Home screen indicators, you can determine if the space is available or reserved from a distance. You can use

Teams panels to reserve an available meeting space for an ad hoc meeting, on the spot.

Teams panels devices come preinstalled with Microsoft Teams and display meeting details that are scheduled

through Outlook or Teams calendars.

This article provides guidance, to both end users and admins, on how to use the Teams panels devices. It also

provides answers to the frequently asked questions about using these devices.

For an overview of the panels devices, and the guidance on how to plan, deliver, and manage them in your

organization, see Deploy Microsoft Teams panels.

For a quick start, check out Get started with Teams panels.

Explore the Home screen of your Teams panels device to view meeting space and meeting details. Or, tap and

scroll on the touchscreen panel to do other actions.

Use your Teams panels devices to:

View meeting space details and availability, meeting details, upcoming reservations

Reserve an available meeting space

Report a problem

View or update a device setting

The Home screen is the main visual interface of your Teams panels device.

From the Home screen, you can view location and meeting details, reserve a space, view upcoming reservations,

and identify current availability status.

The following screenshot shows different parts or tiles on the Teams panels Home screen:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/use-teams-panels.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/get-started-with-teams-panels-fa5e85d1-7ff3-4f11-b0b0-277e2302c8be
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1-Current time, day, date, and meeting space details1-Current time, day, date, and meeting space details Displays current time, day, date, and meeting space name.
The meeting space name is the name of the resource
account that signed in to panels.

2-Meeting space availability and meeting details2-Meeting space availability and meeting details Indicates meeting space availability and displays meeting
details. See Meeting space availability and meeting details
tile.

3-Upcoming Calendar3-Upcoming Calendar Displays the meeting space calendar and availability for up
to 24 hours from the current hour. Scroll up or down to
determine which time slots are available and which are
reserved.

4-Settings4-Settings Displays the SettingsSettings icon. Tap it to report a problem or
update available device settings.

  Meeting space availability and meeting details tileMeeting space availability and meeting details tile

  Meeting space is reserved for a scheduled meetingMeeting space is reserved for a scheduled meeting

Refer to the following table for a description of each tile:

The appearance of this tile and its capabilities vary depending on the meeting space availability and type of

reservation.

The tile appears in purple for a meeting space that is reserved for a scheduled meeting (scheduled via Outlook

or Teams). It displays meeting title in prominent text, meeting start and end times, and meeting organizer's

name. For a Teams meeting, the Teams logo also appears. With meeting details prominently displayed, attendees

can easily confirm they’re in the right meeting space, at the right time, and for the right meeting.



NOTENOTE

  Meeting space is reserved for an ad hoc meetingMeeting space is reserved for an ad hoc meeting

  Meeting space is availableMeeting space is available

After you schedule a meeting, it can take up to 90 seconds for the calendar to sync and reflect it on the panels screen.

For a scheduled meeting that is marked as private, Private meetingPrivate meeting is displayed instead of the actual meeting title.

The tile appears in purple for a meeting space that is reserved for an ad hoc meeting. It displays Reser vedReser ved in

prominent text along with the meeting start and end times. Ad-hoc meetings are automatically scheduled as

Teams meetings, hence the Teams logo always appears on the screen.

The tile appears in green for an available meeting space. It displays AvailableAvailable in prominent text, and a Reser veReser ve

button also appears that you can tap to reserve the meeting space for an ad hoc meeting. You can check the

upcoming calendar of the meeting space (right bottom tile) to decide the end time for your ad hoc meeting.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/make-an-appointment-or-meeting-private-dc3898f0-22f5-45c6-8cc8-b4d4db84111d


 Reserve meeting spaces for ad hoc meetings
You can reserve an available meeting space directly from panels for an ad hoc meeting. All ad hoc meetings are

automatically scheduled as Teams meetings. However, once reserved, you can't release or unreserve that

meeting space through panels. Only admins of the device's resource account can cancel the ad hoc meeting (via

Outlook or Teams calendar) to unreserve the space.

For ad hoc meetings that are booked directly from panels:

The start time is always the current time and as such you can't schedule it for a future time.

The end time can be until the next scheduled meeting or up to 24 hours from the current hour, whichever is

earlier. Check the Upcoming CalendarUpcoming Calendar  tile on the Home screen to determine the time slots during which

the meeting space is available or booked.

To reserve an available meeting space for an ad hoc meeting:

1. On the Home screen, tap the Reser veReser ve button.



2. In the Ad hoc meetingAd hoc meeting screen, review the available end time choices. You can use the right or left arrows

to browse the available end time choices.



NOTENOTE
The end time choices are displayed in 15-minute intervals of an hour.

The end time defaults to the next 15-minute interval that is at least five minutes after the current time. For

example, if the current time is 1:57 PM, the default end time displays as 2:15 PM, and not 2:00 PM. This

prevents users from booking the space for five minutes or less. In the above screenshot, the default end time

displays as 2:00 PM, which is the next 15-minute interval that is at least five minutes after the current time

(1:53 PM).

An exception to the above rule is when the start time of the next meeting is within five minutes from the

current time. In such cases, you can book the space until the next meeting start time. For example, if the

current time is 1:57 PM and the next meeting start time is 2:00 PM, then 2:00 PM displays as the only end

time option and you can reserve the space for three minutes.

3. Tap the desired end time interval, and then tap Reser veReser ve.

A confirmation window appears with a thumbs up emoji, meeting start and end time, and meeting space

name.

The right tile on the Home screen now appears in purple and displays the Reser vedReser ved text and the Teams

logo. This indicates that the meeting space is now reserved for an ad hoc Teams meeting.



  Report a problemReport a problem

  View or update a device settingView or update a device setting

 Teams panels admin experience

NOTENOTE
If the meeting space is a Microsoft Teams Room, you can join this Teams meeting with the in-room Microsoft

Teams Room or Surface Hub devices.

To report an issue with the device or the meeting space, to request a feature update, or to provide any feedback,

use the SettingSetting icon on the Home screen.

NOTENOTE

1. Tap the SettingsSettings  gear icon on the Home screen.

2. Tap the Repor t an issueRepor t an issue option.

The Send FeedbackSend Feedback screen is displayed in a form format.

3. From the TypeType dropdown, select the type of request.

4. From the IssueIssue dropdown, select the category.

5. In the TitleTitle text field, type the title using the panels keypad.

6. In the text field below TitleTitle, type additional details, if necessary.

Do not include any personally identifiable information.

7. Review your entries and tap SendSend.

There are several device settings, such as about, accessibility, reboot, and privacy policy that you can view or

update directly from panels. The available device settings may differ based on the Original Equipment

Manufacturer (OEM) of your device. For information on settings specific to your device, see the OEM

documentation.

To view or update a device setting:

1. Tap the SettingsSettings  icon on the Home screen.

2. In the SettingsSettings  screen, tap Device settingsDevice settings .

3. In the Device SettingsDevice Settings  screen, tap the setting that you want to view or update.

4. Follow the prompt on the screen to view or update the setting.

If you're the admin of Teams panel's resource account, then you're also the admin of Panels AppPanels App on the device.

As the Panels AppPanels App admin, you can do all the functions that are mentioned in the end-user experience section, in

addition to managing the Panels AppPanels App settings on the device.

Your panels devices provide two types of admin settings. You must be a device admin to access the available

admin settings. End users can't access these settings.

Admin settings that are specific to the device, such as display, time and date, language, bluetooth, WiFi, and

so on. Refer to the OEM documentation to know more about these settings.

Admin settings that are specific to Panels AppPanels App on your device, such as wallpaper and LED indicator color.

Only an admin of Panels AppPanels App can access these settings. Since Panels AppPanels App settings are available as part of

admin settings, you must have admin sign in credentials for both the device and Panels AppPanels App to access



NOTENOTE

  Access Panels App settingsAccess Panels App settings

  Update the wallpaperUpdate the wallpaper

Panels AppPanels App settings.

Any updates to the Panels AppPanels App settings done via the device are applicable only to that specific device. Those updates will

not impact other panels devices in your organization. For example, if you change the Home screen wallpaper image from

the Panels AppPanels App settings, the wallpaper image will change only for that specific device.

You can access Panels AppPanels App-specific settings by using the Panels App SettingsPanels App Settings  option under the admin

settings. The steps to access Panels App SettingsPanels App Settings  may differ based on the OEM of your device.

To access the Panels App SettingsPanels App Settings  option:

NOTENOTE

1. Tap the SettingsSettings  icon on the Home screen.

2. On the SettingsSettings  screen, tap Device settingsDevice settings .

3. Tap the Admin SettingsAdmin Settings .

Depending on the OEM of your device, you may need to enter the device admin password now or after the next

step.

4. Scroll down to find the Panels App SettingsPanels App Settings  option. Tap it.

5. Tap the Panels App SettingsPanels App Settings  button on the right screen. The screen with the available Panels AppPanels App

settings is displayed.

Use this screen to update the following Panels AppPanels App settings for your device:

Wallpaper

LED indicator

Change the Home screen wallpaper image.

1. Access Panels App SettingsPanels App Settings .

2. Tap WallpapersWallpapers .

3. From Choose your imageChoose your image, select an image to set as the Home screen background image. Preview the

selected image under BackgroundBackground.



  Change the busy state LED colorChange the busy state LED color

 Frequently asked questions

4. Go back to the Home screen and verify that the wallpaper is updated.

Admins can choose either red or purple as the LED color to indicate that the meeting space is busy or reserved.

The LED color to indicate an available space is always green and can't be changed.

1. Access Panels App SettingsPanels App Settings .

2. Tap LED SettingsLED Settings .

3. From Choose your LED colorChoose your LED color , select the desired color.

4. Go back to the Home screen and verify that the LED color for the busy state is updated. If the meeting space

is currently available, try to schedule a test meeting to verify the change in LED color for the busy state.



Find answers to frequently asked questions about the Teams panels devices.

How far in the future can I see the scheduling details of a meeting space?How far in the future can I see the scheduling details of a meeting space?

In the Upcoming CalendarUpcoming Calendar  tile (bottom right) on the Home screen, you can see the scheduling details of a

meeting space for up to 24 hours in the future from the current hour.

Can I reser ve a meeting space for a future time from the Teams panels device?Can I reser ve a meeting space for a future time from the Teams panels device?

No, you can't reserve a meeting space for a future time from panels. The start time is always the current time for

an ad hoc meeting scheduled from panels.

How long I can reser ve an available meeting space for an ad hoc meeting?How long I can reser ve an available meeting space for an ad hoc meeting?

You can reserve an available meeting space starting from your current time until the next scheduled meeting

time, or up to a maximum of 24 hours from your current hour, whichever is earlier. For example, if the current

time is 10 AM, and the next meeting start time is 2 PM, you can reserve the meeting space from 10 AM until 2

PM.



   

 

Microsoft Teams apps/Line of Business (LOB) app
support on Teams panels
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Teams app experience on Teams panels

Teams panels is adding support for Teams apps/Line of Business (LOB) apps. This will enable enterprises to add

additional experiences on the panels to meet your organization’s needs. This release supports static web

content.

This feature is only available after updating your Teams panels device(s). You need to have the Teams app version

1449/1.0.97.2021070601 or newer to have app support within Teams panels.

The Teams panels home screen includes app navigation options, outlined in the screenshot in red. Note that

these are example icons and may not be available for use.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/app-support-on-Teams-panels.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/overview


 Set up and manage Teams panels apps in Teams admin center

 Manage apps on Teams panels in Teams admin center

 Pin apps on Teams panels with app setup policies

When an end-user taps on one of the app icons, they will see the Teams app screen displayed in the previous

screenshot. The gray rectangle in the screenshot is where apps are displayed on the Teams panel. The app bar is

fixed and part of the Teams panels app.

Microsoft Teams apps bring key information, common tools, and trusted processes to where people gather,

learn, and work. Teams apps work through integrated capabilities. Now, as an IT administrator, you have the

choice of which apps to include in your organization’s Teams panels device and customize permissions via the

Teams admin center.

You can now use the Teams apps on Teams panels and customize the user experience based on your

organization’s needs. You can decide which web app your users can access and use and prioritize the app views.

Some options, like the bot and messaging capabilities, are not supported at this time. Learn more about the

Teams apps and how to manage your devices in Microsoft Teams.

NoteNote: You must be a global admin or a Teams service admin to access the Teams admin center.

End users can view but not install apps on Teams panels. As an admin, you can view and manage all Teams apps

for your organization via the Teams admin center. Learn more about how you can manage your apps in the

Microsoft Teams admin center via the Manage appsManage apps  page. The Manage appsManage apps  page within the Teams admin

center is also where you can upload custom apps.

After setting up apps, you can use app permission policies and app setup policies to configure the app

experience for specific room accounts in your organization.

Since Teams offers the capability to display a wide range of apps, admins can decide on which apps are most

essential for the organization and pin only these for the Teams panels HomeHome screen for quick access. If there are

more than five pinned apps or any unpinned apps, they will appear under the MoreMore screen. Microsoft

recommends creating a custom app setup policy specifically for Teams panels.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/concepts/capabilities-overview
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/devices/device-management
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-apps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-apps#publish-a-custom-app-to-your-organizations-app-store
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-app-permission-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-app-setup-policies


 Manage apps display order in Teams panels

To manage pinned apps displayed on the Teams panels, sign in to the Teams admin center for your organization

and navigate to Teams appsTeams apps  > Setup policiesSetup policies  > Select or Create a new policySelect or Create a new policy  > Pinned appsPinned apps .

Apps included in this image are only examples and may not be available for use.

Microsoft recommends you turn off Upload custom appsUpload custom apps  and User pinningUser pinning for the best Teams app

experience on Teams panels.

For more about pinning apps, see Manage app setup policies.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-app-setup-policies


 Assigning setup policies to a room resource account

 FAQ
  How long does it take for Teams panels to get the new or updated app setup policies?How long does it take for Teams panels to get the new or updated app setup policies?

  What is the ordering of the apps on the “More” screen?What is the ordering of the apps on the “More” screen?

  Why are bot apps not showing up on Teams panels?Why are bot apps not showing up on Teams panels?

  Why are native Teams apps, such as Calendar and Tasks, not appearing on Teams panels?Why are native Teams apps, such as Calendar and Tasks, not appearing on Teams panels?

  In the Teams admin center, under the setup policies section, what is the difference between installed appsIn the Teams admin center, under the setup policies section, what is the difference between installed apps
and pinned apps?and pinned apps?

  

Apps included in this image are only examples and may not be available for use.

To manage the order in which apps are displayed on the Teams panels, sign in to the Teams admin center for

your organization and navigate to Teams appsTeams apps  > Setup policiesSetup policies  > Select the PolicySelect the Policy  > Pinned apps:Pinned apps:

Move-up/downMove-up/down.

After creating the setup policy, the admin will need to assign this policy to the room resource account that will

be signed into the Teams panels. For more information, refer to Assign policies to users and groups.

After editing or assigning new policies in the Teams admin center, it can take up to 24 hours for changes to take

effect. Admins can try to sign-out/sign-in from the panel, tap the SettingsSettings  icon, and go back to the HomeHome

screen to try to refresh the policies.

On the MoreMore apps page, the pinned apps will appear first. Then, any other installed apps will appear in

alphabetical order.

Only static tabs web content is supported at this time.

Native Teams apps, such as Calendar and Tasks, are not shown on Teams panels.

For Teams panels, Microsoft recommends using pinned apps, so the admin is able to select the desired app and

rearrange its ordering.

Note:Note: Some apps do not support app pinning. Please contact the app developer to enable app pinning

functionality.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/assign-policies-users-and-groups


Why are other apps appearing in the “More” screen even though they are not part of the installed or pinnedWhy are other apps appearing in the “More” screen even though they are not part of the installed or pinned
apps in the Teams app setup policy section?apps in the Teams app setup policy section?

  Why can't I find an app in the “Add pinned apps” pane?Why can't I find an app in the “Add pinned apps” pane?

  Why am I seeing an “User pinning” pop-up in the setup policies panel after I turn off “User pinning?”Why am I seeing an “User pinning” pop-up in the setup policies panel after I turn off “User pinning?”

If apps were previously installed via other app policies or manually in the Teams desktop/web clients for the

room resource account used on Teams panels, the admin may need to sign in to the room resource account in

Teams and manually uninstall the apps by right-clicking the app, then selecting UninstallUninstall .

Not all apps can be pinned to Teams through an app setup policy. Some apps may not support this functionality.

To find apps that can be pinned, search for the app in the Add pinned appsAdd pinned apps  pane. For more information, please

refer to the FAQ in Working with app setup policies.

Apps included in this image are only examples and may not be available for use.

This behavior is expected for a device in a shared space and helps prevent unintentional app pinning.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-app-setup-policies#why-cant-i-find-an-app-in-the-add-pinned-apps-pane
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 What you need to know about upgrading to Teams displays
  Which Teams phones can be upgraded?Which Teams phones can be upgraded?

  How can I prepare users?How can I prepare users?

  What happens after the upgrade?What happens after the upgrade?

 Upgrade your Teams phones to Teams displays

Upgrading to Teams displays is available only on Lenovo ThinkSmart View devices. The information in this article applies

only to this device model.

This article gives you an overview of how to upgrade your Teams phones to Teams display devices in the

Microsoft Teams admin center. Doing this allows the devices to provide a rich experience for your users as Teams

display devices.

Teams displays are a category of all-in-one dedicated Teams devices with an ambient touchscreen and a hands-

free experience powered by Cortana. Teams displays are the evolution of Teams phones. In addition to features

supported by Teams phones, Teams displays include features such as an always-on display in which all Teams

activity and collaboration options are always available. To learn more about features unique to Teams displays,

see Microsoft Teams displays.

Lenovo ThinkSmart View devices can be upgraded to Teams displays.

To get your users ready, share Get started with Teams displays with your users to help them get familiar with

using Teams displays. We recommend you do this well in advance of the upgrade.

Let them know that there's no changes to their data or preferences after the upgrade. For example, users can

access all their meetings, missed calls, and voicemails in Teams displays.

After you upgrade a Teams phone to a Teams display device, the device is listed on the Teams displaysTeams displays  page in

the Teams DevicesTeams Devices  section of the Microsoft Teams admin center. You manage it in the same way that you

manage any other Teams device. To learn more, see Manage your devices in Teams.

Keep in mind that after you upgrade a Teams phone to a Teams display device, the action can't be reversed. We

recommend you first run a pilot with a group of early adopters before you upgrade your entire organization.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams DevicesTeams Devices  > PhonesPhones .

2. Select the Teams phones you want to upgrade, and then select UpgradeUpgrade.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/upgrade-phones-to-displays.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/get-started-with-teams-displays-ff299825-7f13-4528-96c2-1d3437e6d4e6


NOTENOTE

 Known issues
  Teams displays have the Default theme instead of the Dark themeTeams displays have the Default theme instead of the Dark theme

  Some apps are missing from the Home screenSome apps are missing from the Home screen

3. In the Upgrade to Teams displayUpgrade to Teams display  dialogue box, select Schedule upgradeSchedule upgrade to set a date and time for

the upgrade or Upgrade nowUpgrade now .

If you receive a message that says your selected phones can't be upgraded, check to make sure that you select phones

that support the upgrade, and then try again.

During the upgrade process, the device's firmware is updated to a Teams display device, the device restarts, and

is ready for use. When the upgrade is completed, you'll see the device listed on the Teams displaysTeams displays  page in the

Microsoft Teams admin center.

It can take up to an hour for the upgrade to complete. If the process hasn't completed after an hour, retry the

upgrade. You can also go to the Histor yHistor y  tab of the device details page to see the status.

Dark theme support on Teams displays will be available in a future update. Teams phones that use the Dark

theme will get the Default theme after the upgrade to Teams displays.

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/upgrade-phones-to-displays-select-new.png#lightbox


 See also

If certain apps are missing from the Home screen after the upgrade, sign out and sign in again. The fix for this

will be available in a future update.

Introducing Microsoft Teams displays

Teams displays

Teams Marketplace

Phones for Teams

IP Phones certified for Microsoft Teams

Cortana voice assistance in Teams

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-blog/introducing-microsoft-teams-displays/ba-p/1505437
https://office.com/teamsdevices
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 Conditional Access

 Configure Intune to enroll Teams Android-based devices

NOTENOTE

This article gives you an overview of how to deploy Teams phones, Teams displays, and Microsoft Teams Rooms

on Android using Intune.

Conditional Access is an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) feature that helps you to ensure devices accessing

your Office 365 resources are properly managed and are secure. If you apply Conditional Access policies to the

Teams service, Android devices (including Teams phones, Teams displays, and Microsoft Teams Rooms on

Android) that access Teams need to be enrolled into Intune and their settings need to comply with your policies.

If the device isn't enrolled into Intune, or if it's enrolled but its settings don't comply with your policies,

Conditional Access will prevent a user from signing in to or using the Teams app on the device.

Typically, compliance policies defined within Intune are assigned to groups of users. This means that if you

assign an Android compliance policy to user@contoso.com, that policy will apply equally to their Android

smartphone and to any Android-based Teams device that user@contoso.com signs into.

If you use Conditional Access, which requires Intune enrollment to be enforced, in your organization, there are a

couple things you need to set up to allow for a successful Intune enrollment:

Intune licenseIntune license The user signing into the Teams device must be licensed for Intune. As long as the Teams

device is signed in to a user account that has a valid Intune license, the device will automatically be enrolled

in Microsoft Intune as part of the sign-in process.

Configure IntuneConfigure Intune You must have a properly configured Intune tenant set up for Android Device

Administrator enrollment.

Teams Android-based devices are managed by Intune via Android Device Administrator (DA) management.

Before devices can be enrolled into Intune, there are a few basic steps to perform. If you are already managing

devices with Intune today, you probably have already done all these things. If not, here’s what to do:

If tenant admins want common area phones to be enrolled into Intune, they need to add an Intune license to the

account and follow the steps for Intune enrollment.

If the user account used to sign into a Teams device isn't licensed for Intune,

Intune compliance policies and enrollment restrictions need to be disabled for the account.

1. Set Intune MDM (mobile device management) Authority.

If you’ve never used Intune before, you need to set the MDM authority before you can enroll devices. For

more information, see Set the mobile device management authority. This is a one-time step that has to be

done upon creating a new Intune tenant.

2. Enable Android device administrator enrollment.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/phones-displays-deploy.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/fundamentals/mdm-authority-set


 See also

Android-based Teams devices are managed as device administrator devices with Intune. Device

administrator enrollment is off by default for newly created tenants. See Android device administrator

enrollment.

3. Assign licenses to users.

Users of Teams devices enrolling to Intune must be assigned a valid Intune license. For more information,

see Assign licenses to users so they can enroll devices in Intune.

4. Assign Device Administrator compliance policies.

a. Create an Android Device Administrator compliance policy.

b. Assign it to the Azure Active Directory group that contains the users that will be signing into the

Teams devices. See Use compliance policies to set rules for devices you manage with Intune.

Phones for Teams

IP Phones certified for Microsoft Teams

Teams displays

Manage your devices in Teams

Teams Marketplace

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/enrollment/android-enroll-device-administrator
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/fundamentals/licenses-assign
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/protect/device-compliance-get-started
https://office.com/teamsdevices


   

 

USB audio and video devices certified for Microsoft
Teams
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TIPTIP

 Understanding certification categories

  Special usage designationsSpecial usage designations

 End-user experience
  New Teams certification benefitsNew Teams certification benefits

The peripherals certification program ensures USB peripherals (such as headsets, speakerphones, webcams, and

monitors) offer rich audio or video quality. Certified devices work (plug & play) with no extra configuration

required, and offer call control with Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business. The products provide a great

experience for end users and administrators.

To explore devices tested and certified for Microsoft Teams, head over to the Teams store.

For more information about call control support with Teams, see control calls using a headset in Teams.

Looking for devices certified for Skype for Business? Head over to USB audio and video devices certified for Skype for

Business.

Users don’t need to replace previously certified devices when upgrading to Teams from Skype for Business. All

certified devices are supported for Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business users, with only a few differences.

Certification also provides further designation for certain device categories.

Skype for Business cer tified with Teams upgradeSkype for Business cer tified with Teams upgrade Devices certified at this level were initially certified

for Skype for Business. Microsoft has worked with device manufacturers to deliver the best Teams integration

experience possible without any changes to the original hardware. The hookswitch button acts as a Teams

button when not in a call, and may include more functions over time. Devices in this category may carry the

Teams certification badge on marketing materials.

Cer tified for Microsoft TeamsCer tified for Microsoft Teams Devices certified at this level indicate the newest devices certified, for a no-

compromise Teams experience. These devices offer all of the benefits of prior certification and also include a

dedicated Teams button with LED indicator. With most form factors, the Teams button will be an easy-to-find

tactile button with the Teams logo. Microsoft continues to work with device manufacturers to deliver new

value via firmware updates over time.

Premium Microphone for Open OfficePremium Microphone for Open Office All headsets are tested to provide clear audio, but open office and

other noisy environments pose a greater challenge. Headsets with this designation pick up the voice of the

headset user but not transmit the sound of their neighbors.

Meeting room sizeMeeting room size Shared devices such as speakerphones and cameras have a supported usage distance.

Recommended distances may be different depending on the manufacturer. To give customers clear guidance,

all shared devices are tested at certification against well-defined rooms sizes and noise environments.

Browse devices certified for Microsoft Teams.

Dedicated Teams button and LED indicator light.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/usb-devices.md
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices
https://support.office.com/article/Control-calls-using-a-headset-in-Teams-65d6e104-444d-4013-b8c2-f11317dd69a8
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/certification/devices-usb-devices
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices


  Core certification benefitsCore certification benefits

 Administrator Experience

 Certified devices

M A N UFA C T URERM A N UFA C T URER M O DELM O DEL Q UA L IF IEDQ UA L IF IED C ERT IF IED P RO GRA MC ERT IF IED P RO GRA M

EPOS IMPACT SDW 5066T 12/1/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS IMPACT SDW 5063T 12/1/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS IMPACT SDW 5036T 12/1/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS IMPACT SDW 5033T 12/1/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS IMPACT SDW 5016T 12/1/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS IMPACT SDW 5013T 12/1/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Jabra PanaCast 20 11/26/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Voyager Focus 2 and
Voyager Office Base

10/20/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

User notification of events and alerts from the Teams client (for example, meeting starting, voicemail or

missed call).

Ability to activate the Teams client or respond to notification with a press of the button (for example, to join a

meeting).

Certification designed for extensibility (new device/client features to be delivered via firmware update).

Automatic selection of default audio device and prioritization if multiple audio peripherals are present.

Devices automatically register with the Teams client and are ready to use.

Audio devices (for example, headsets, and speakerphones) offer :

Video devices meet requirements for noise, color, image detail, jitter, latency, frame rate, and field of view.

Basic call control across when used with a PC or a Mac device. Basic controls include answer/hang-up,

mute/unmute, and volume control.

Wide-band audio with no echo, distortion, or excessive glitches. Echo cancellation is also supported

across devices.

No provisioning required

All devices support firmware updates to allow new features and performance improvements.

If you're a manufacturer and want to join the certification program, see How to Join for requirements and

available programs.

Table Updated December 2021

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/certification/how-to-join


Poly Voyager 4320 and Voyager
Office Base

10/20/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Voyager 4310 and Voyager
Office Base

10/20/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Jabra Evolve 2 75 Headset 10/8/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Logitech Zone Wired Earbuds 9/2/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

AudioCodes RXVCam10 8/26/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Voyager 4320 8/6/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Voyager 4310 8/6/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser ADAPT 160T ANC 6/24/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Dell Ultrasharp Webcam
WB7022

6/16/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

NEC WD551 Windows
Collaboration Display

5/21/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly EncorePro 520 and DA85-
M

4/26/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly EncorePro 510 and DA85-
M

4/26/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly EncorePro 525-M 4/26/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly EncorePro 515-M 4/26/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Dell WL7022 Premier Wireless
ANC Headset

4/22/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Dell WL5022 Pro Wireless
Headset

4/22/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Dell WH3022 Pro Wired
Headset

4/22/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Logitech C920e Webcam 4/22/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

M A N UFA C T URERM A N UFA C T URER M O DELM O DEL Q UA L IF IEDQ UA L IF IED C ERT IF IED P RO GRA MC ERT IF IED P RO GRA M



Poly Studio P5 Webcam 4/22/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Jabra Biz 2400 II 4/22/2021 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Jabra Biz 2300 4/22/2021 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Modern Wireless Headset 4/19/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Microsoft Modern USB-C Speaker 4/15/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Microsoft Modern USB Headset 4/15/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Yealink UVC20 Webcam 3/30/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Microsoft Modern Webcam 3/24/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Adapt 200 Series Headsets 3/19/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Voyager Focus 2 Headset 3/11/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Jabra Evolve2 30 Headset 3/1/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Microsoft Surface Headphones 2+ 2/26/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Studio P15 Video bar 2/1/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Sync 40 speakerphone 1/19/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Sync 40+ speakerphone
with Poly BT600 USB
Dongle

1/19/2021 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Yealink UH34 Dual/Mono Headset 12/23/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Yealink MP50 USB Phone 12/23/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Yealink WH67 DECT Headset 12/23/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

M A N UFA C T URERM A N UFA C T URER M O DELM O DEL Q UA L IF IEDQ UA L IF IED C ERT IF IED P RO GRA MC ERT IF IED P RO GRA M



Yealink WH66 Dual/Mono DECT
Headset

12/23/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Yealink WH63 DECT Headset 12/23/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Yealink WH62 Dual/Mono DECT
Headset

12/23/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Adapt 100 Series Headsets 12/22/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Dell Pro Stereo Headset -
UC350

12/21/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Dell Pro Stereo Headset -
UC150

12/21/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Lenovo Pro Wired VoIP Stereo
Headset

12/21/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Savi Office 7320 12/18/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Savi Office 7310 12/18/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Jabra Evolve 75e Headset 12/16/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Jabra Evolve 65e Headset 12/16/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Dell C3422WE Monitor 12/11/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Dell C2722DE Monitor 12/11/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Dell C2422HE Monitor 12/11/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Sync 20 + speakerphone
with Poly BT600 USB
Dongle

11/9/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Sync 20 speakerphone 11/9/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Jabra Evolve 65t Headset 10/31/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser MB Pro 1 10/2/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

M A N UFA C T URERM A N UFA C T URER M O DELM O DEL Q UA L IF IEDQ UA L IF IED C ERT IF IED P RO GRA MC ERT IF IED P RO GRA M



EPOS/Sennheiser MB Pro 2 10/2/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Jabra Evolve 80 Headset 8/23/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Jabra Evolve 40 Headset 8/23/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Jabra Evolve 30 II Headset 8/23/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Jabra Evolve 20 Headset 8/23/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennhesier COMMAND 260 USB PTT 8/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 660 with USB-ED
CC 01 MS connector

8/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 630 with USB-ED
CC 01 MS connector

8/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 260 with USB-ED
CC 01 MS connector

8/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Jabra Evolve 75 Headset 7/31/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Jabra Evolve 65 Headset 7/31/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Jabra Engage 50 Headset 7/31/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Avocor WCD- AVW-6555 7/30/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Jabra Evolve2 85 Headset 7/17/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Bose NC 700 Headset 6/8/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Jabra Speak 750 speakerphone
with Jabra Link 370 USB
Dongle

5/21/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS Sennheiser Adapt 660
headset

5/15/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS Sennheiser Adapt 560
Headset

5/15/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

M A N UFA C T URERM A N UFA C T URER M O DELM O DEL Q UA L IF IEDQ UA L IF IED C ERT IF IED P RO GRA MC ERT IF IED P RO GRA M



EPOS Sennheiser Adapt 460T
headset

5/15/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS Sennheiser Adapt 360
headset

5/15/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Yealink UH36 headset 5/13/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Savi 8210 Office 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Savi 8210 UC 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Savi 8220 Office 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Savi 8220 UC 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Savi 8240 Office 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Savi 8240 UC 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Savi 8245 Office 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Savi 8245 UC 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Blackwire 5210 Headset 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Blackwire 5220 Headset 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Blackwire 7225 Headset 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Voyager Focus UC 4/20/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Yealink CP700 4/13/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Jabra Evolve2 65 Headset 4/13/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 30 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

M A N UFA C T URERM A N UFA C T URER M O DELM O DEL Q UA L IF IEDQ UA L IF IED C ERT IF IED P RO GRA MC ERT IF IED P RO GRA M



EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 45 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 60 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 75 MS 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 75 MS EUL 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 230 USB MS II 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 260 USB MS II 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 630 USB MS 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 635 USB 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 660 USB MS 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 660 ANC USB 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

EPOS/Sennheiser Impact SC 665 USB 4/9/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Logitech Zone Wireless 4/8/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Voyager 8200 Headset 3/26/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Logitech Zone Wired 3/26/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Jabra Evolve2 40 Headset 3/26/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Voyager 6200 Headset 3/23/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Voyager 4245 Office 3/23/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Blackwire 8225 Headset 3/23/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

M A N UFA C T URERM A N UFA C T URER M O DELM O DEL Q UA L IF IEDQ UA L IF IED C ERT IF IED P RO GRA MC ERT IF IED P RO GRA M



Poly Calisto 5300-M 03/05/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Voyager 4210 Office 03/05/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Voyager 4210 UC 03/05/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Voyager 4220 Office 03/05/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Voyager 4220 UC 03/05/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Voyager 5200 Office 03/05/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Voyager 5200 UC 03/05/2020 Skype for Business with
upgrade to Microsoft Teams

Poly Blackwire 3310-M 03/05/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Blackwire 3315-M 03/03/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Blackwire 3320-M 03/05/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

poly Blackwire 3325-M 03/05/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Poly Calisto 3200-M 01/27/2020 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Crestron CCS-UCA-MIC 12/18/2019 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Sennheiser SP 30T 12/05/2019 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Polycom Elara 11/06/2019 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Polycom Studio Soundbar 10/18/2019 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Yealink UVC30 10/18/2019 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

Jabra PanaCast 08/14/2019 Certified for Microsoft
Teams

M A N UFA C T URERM A N UFA C T URER M O DELM O DEL Q UA L IF IEDQ UA L IF IED C ERT IF IED P RO GRA MC ERT IF IED P RO GRA M



   

 

Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android
 12/7/2021 • 5 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Site readiness

TIPTIP

    

 

Decision points

Deployment of Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android can be broken down into the following phases:

S ite readinessSite readiness  Confirm that your deployment locations (rooms) meet the deployment requirements.

Ser vice readinessSer vice readiness  Create resource accounts and assign them to the devices (see Create a resource account

using the Microsoft 365 admin center). While we recommend using a dedicated room license, a properly

licensed end user account can also sign in to Teams Rooms on Android.

Configuration and deploymentConfiguration and deployment Set up Teams Rooms and connect the peripheral devices you need (see

the manufacturer's documentation for details).

To manage Teams Rooms, you need to be a Global admin, Teams Service admin, or Teams Device admin. For

more information about admin roles, see Use Microsoft Teams administrator roles to manage Teams.

While the ordered devices are being delivered to your organization, work with your networking, facilities, and

audio-visual teams to make sure that deployment requirements are met and each site and room is ready in

terms of power, networking, and display.

Our recommendations for collaboration bar sites are:

Rooms up to 5 people in size

Dedicated resource accounts

Touch-enabled displays

Ethernet cabling

Quality of Service (QoS) enabled on the network for Microsoft Teams media

For physical installation considerations, see the manufacturer's documentation and, if you have one, leverage

the experience of your audio-visual team before you install and mount screens and run cabling.

Be sure to check out Prepare your network for Teams for bandwidth planning and assessing your network’s suitability for

real-time traffic.

We don't recommend placing proxy servers between Teams devices and the Internet. For more information about proxy

servers and Teams, check out Proxy servers for Teams.

Confirm that your sites meet the site readiness
requirements for collaboration bars for Microsoft
Teams.

Confirm that you've provided sufficient bandwidth for
each site.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/collab-bar-deploy.md


Next steps

    

 Service readiness

  Using a resource accountUsing a resource account

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

 Configuration and deployment

Start to plan your collaboration bar deployment and
configuration.

Before you deploy Teams Rooms, you need to decide if they'll use Microsoft 365 resource accounts, end-user

accounts, or a mixture of both. Microsoft 365 resource accounts are mailbox and Teams accounts that are

dedicated to specific resources, such as a room, projector, and so on. These resource accounts can automatically

respond to meeting invites using rules you define when they're created. Unless Teams Rooms is dedicated to a

specific individual for their private use, we recommend setting up a Microsoft 365 resource account for it.

If you decide to set up a Microsoft 365 resource account, you'll need to purchase a Meeting Room license for it.

The Meeting Room license includes a resource mailbox that enables people in your organization to book the

meeting room via Outlook or Teams. The license also enables video and audio conferencing and screen sharing

among meeting participants.

If you need to receive or make calls to or from an external telephone number, you may need a Calling Plan or

Microsoft 365 Business Voice add-on license. If you have Direct Routing enabled in your organization, you only

need the Meeting Room SKU.

When you create a resource account, you can choose whether to let the account automatically accept or decline

meeting requests, allow recurring meetings, specify how far in advance people can book the resource, and so

on.

Microsoft 365 resource accounts aren't the same as Teams resource accounts. Teams resource accounts can be used with

call queues and auto attendants to accept phone calls from external phone numbers. Microsoft 365 resource accounts are

tied to an Exchange Online mailbox and enable booking of shared resources, such as rooms, projectors, and so on.

If you want to know more about Teams resource accounts, see Manage resources accounts in Microsoft Teams.

For more information about Microsoft 365 resource accounts, see Create a resource account using the Microsoft

365 admin center.

Decide whether you want to make or receive external
phone calls and identify licensing requirements for
your resource accounts.

Prepare resource accounts.

Planning for configuration and deployment covers the following key areas:

Resource account provisioning

Device deployment



  Account provisioningAccount provisioning

TIPTIP

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

  Device deploymentDevice deployment

    

 

Decision points

Next steps

  TestingTesting

Teams Rooms application and peripheral device configuration

Testing

Asset management

If you plan on using Microsoft 365 resource accounts to let users book collaboration bars, follow the

instructions in Create a resource account using the Microsoft 365 admin center to create a Microsoft 365

resource account for each collaboration bar that needs one. This is also where you'll need to add a Meeting

Room license to the resource account and, if you want to make or receive calls to or from external phone

numbers, a Calling Plan or Business Voice license if your organization is not using Direct Routing.

If you want to assign Teams Rooms to individual users for their private use, you don't need to set up any

additional accounts. Users can sign into collaboration bars using their personal accounts.

Make the display names for your Microsoft 365 resource accounts descriptive and easy to understand. These are the

names that users will see when searching for and adding Teams Rooms to meetings. You could use a convention like

Site-Room Name(Max Room Capacity), so for example Curie, a 4-person meeting room in London, might have the display

name LON-CURIE(4).

Decide the naming convention for your dedicated
resource accounts.

Decide whether you’ll create individual accounts or
use bulk-provisioning scripts.

Start to plan your device deployment.

Next, you need to create your plan to deliver the devices and their assigned peripheral devices to your rooms,

and then proceed with installation and configuration.

Decide who will manage the site-by-site deployment.

Identify the resources who will install Teams Rooms
on site and undertake the configuration and testing.

Start device testing.

After you have deployed Teams Rooms, you should test them. Sign in to Teams Rooms and check that the

expected capabilities are working. We highly recommend that you verify that they are appearing in the

Collaboration barsCollaboration bars  section under the Teams DevicesTeams Devices  tab of Microsoft Teams admin center. It's also important

that you make a number of test calls and meetings to check quality and performance.

We recommend that as part of the general Microsoft Teams rollout, you configure building files for Call Quality

Dashboard (CQD), monitor quality trends, and engage in the Quality of Experience Review process. For more



  Asset managementAsset management

 Related topics

information, see the Quality of Experience Review Guide.

As part of the deployment, you'll want to update your asset register with the room name, signed-in resource

account, and assigned peripheral devices.

Configure accounts for Microsoft Teams Rooms using Microsoft Teams admin center



   

 

Set Microsoft Teams Android devices user interface
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Microsoft Teams Android devices can display a specific user interface based on the type of license assigned to

the signed-in account. You can override this behavior and control which interface is shown. This article details

how the default user interface is chosen and how you can change the interface using a Powershell policy.

There are three types of user interfaces on Teams Android devices:

1. User

2. Common Area

3. Meeting

If you assign a user license to an account, like an E3 or an E5 license, the Teams device will display the default

end-user interface which is fully featured for most user scenarios. However, if a device is performing a specific

function, such as a common area phone or a meeting room, there are specific user interfaces for these usages.

The following three images show how the user interface changes based on the license assigned to the user

account. In the first image, the user account is assigned an E5 license. This is a user license, so the device shows

the default end-user interface:

In this image, the user account has been assigned a common area phone license. Common area phones are

primarily used for making and receiving phone calls. As such, the dial pad is shown on the display:

Finally, this image shows a user account with a Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard license assigned. Teams Rooms

licenses are meant to be used in meeting rooms or shared spaces, so the user interface changes to make it easy

to join a meeting by showing the calendar view:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/Teams-Android-devices-user-interface.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/user-access
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/set-up-common-area-phones
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/rooms-licensing


NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Override automatic user interface detection

NOTENOTE

  Create a new policy and assign to userCreate a new policy and assign to user

Changing the user interface doesn't affect your ability to use other licensed features. For example, even though the Team

Rooms license's default view is the calendar view, you can still make and receive Public Switch Telephone Network (PSTN)

phone calls if the account is correctly licensed and configured.

There are other elements of the interface that change. For example, to prevent end-users from signing out of a common

area phone or meeting room device, the "Sign out" option on these devices is moved to a part of the settings menu that

requires administrator permissions to access.

In some cases, you may choose to assign a license to an account that doesn't match its intended use. For

example, you may assign a user license to an account meant to sign in to Teams Rooms on Android. By default,

you would see the end-user interface instead of the meeting room interface. To override the default interface,

create a new Teams IP Phone Policy and apply to it to that account.

The license assigned to the user account must have at least the same license entitlements as the desired user interface.

The Common Area Phone license only allows the Common Area phone user interface. The meeting room license allows

meeting room and common area phone user interfaces. An E3 or E5 license supports all sign-in modes.

The following is an example of how to override automatic license detection. In this example, assume that a

meeting room resource account named conf-adams@contoso.com has been assigned an E3 license. When this

account is signed-in, you want users to see the meeting room user interface.

Connect-MicrosoftTeams

New-CsTeamsIPPhonePolicy –Identity 'Meeting Sign in' –Description 'Meeting Sign In Phone Policy' -
SignInMode 'MeetingSignIn'

1. Start a remote Windows PowerShell session and connect to Microsoft Teams using the following cmdlet:

2. Create a new Teams IP Phone policy and set the sign-in mode to "MeetingSignIn":

3. You can now assign this new policy to the meeting room resource account:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsipphonepolicy?view=skype-ps


Grant-CsTeamsIPPhonePolicy –Identity 'conf-adams@contoso.com' –PolicyName 'Meeting Sign In'

After granting the policy to the meeting room resource account, you'll need to wait for the policy assignment to

replicate. You'll also need to sign out of the device and sign back in.
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 Currently certified Teams phones

DEVIC E  M O DELDEVIC E  M O DEL F IRM WA RE VERSIO NF IRM WA RE VERSIO N REL EA SE DAT EREL EA SE DAT E

Crestron UC-P10-T (with and without
handset)

1.0.0.80 May 2021

Crestron UC-P8-T (with and without
handset)

1.0.0.56 February 2021

Crestron UC-P10-C-T (with and
without handset)

1.0.0.80 May 2021

Crestron UC-P8-C-T (with and without
handset)

1.0.0.80 May 2021

Yealink MP52 145.15.0.6 April 2021

AudioCodes C435HD 1.12.33 April 2021

AudioCodes C455HD 1.14.404 November 2021

Crestron UC-2 1.0.1.46 July 2020

Lenovo ThinkSmart View CD-18781Y.200410.067 April 2020

Poly Trio C60, Trio C60 NR, Trio C60
ND

5.9.3.6155 April 2020

Poly CCX400 1.0.0.0200 January 2020

Poly CCX600 5.9.12.1122 January 2020

Poly CCX500 5.9.12.1122 December 2019

Yealink EXP50 supported on MP56,
MP58, VP59

For each supported device model, see
update #7 firmware version

January 2021

Yealink MP58 122.15.0.27 December 2020

The Microsoft Teams certification programs ensure that customers who use certified desk phones and

conference phones will experience high-quality audio calls and meetings experience.

Microsoft Teams Certification programs ensure a higher-quality bar with higher performance targets and audio

quality metrics. Partners are actively working to meet this higher bar and are qualifying devices against

certification requirements. Some of our partners are also working to provide support for the Skype for Business

service on the same hardware as the Teams phones.

The following devices are Certified under the Microsoft Teams phones Certification Program:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/teams-ip-phones.md


Yealink MP54 122.15.0.27 November 2020

Yealink MP56 122.15.0.6 March 2020

Yealink VP59 91.15.0.16 June 2019

DEVIC E  M O DELDEVIC E  M O DEL F IRM WA RE VERSIO NF IRM WA RE VERSIO N REL EA SE DAT EREL EA SE DAT E

 Currently certified Teams Rooms on Android

DEVIC E  M O DELDEVIC E  M O DEL F IRM WA RE VERSIO NF IRM WA RE VERSIO N REL EA SE DAT EREL EA SE DAT E RO O M  SIZ ERO O M  SIZ E

EPOS EXPAND 80T 1.2.2.21182.10 October 2021 Bundled with the EPOS
Vision 3T

Logitech Tap Device 1.2.982 August 2021 Compatible with Logitech
Rally Bar and Rally Bar Mini

Logitech Rally Bar Mini 1.2.982 August 2021 Small Meeting Room (4.5m
x 4.5m)

Logitech Rally Bar 1.2.788 June 2021 Medium size room (4.5m x
6m)

AudioCodes RXV80 1.9.155 May 2021 Focus room(3m x 3m) 
Small meeting room(4.5m x
4.5m)

EPOS EXPAND Vision 3T 1.2.0.21102.03 April 2021 Focus room(3m x 3m) 
Small meeting room(4.5m x
4.5m)

Yealink MeetingBar A30 133.15.0.52 March 2021 Medium size room (4.5m x
6m)

Yealink CTP18 touch
console

137.15.0.28 March 2021 Compatible with Yealink
MeetingBar A20 and Yealink
MeetingBar A30

Yealink MeetingBar A20 133.15.0.19 November 2020 Focus room(3m x 3m) 
Small meeting room(4.5m x
4.5m)

Poly Studio X30 3.1.1.216109 June 2020 Focus room(3m x 3m) 
Small meeting room(4.5m x
4.5m)

Poly Studio X50 3.1.1.216109 June 2020 Focus room(3m x 3m) 
Small meeting room(4.5m x
4.5m)

Poly TC8 3.3.2.210441 March 2021 Compatible with Poly Studio
X30 and Poly Studio X50

The following devices are Certified under the Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android Certification Program:



Yealink VC210 118.15.0.14 February 2020 Focus room(3m x 3m) 
Small meeting room(4.5m x
4.5m)

DEVIC E  M O DELDEVIC E  M O DEL F IRM WA RE VERSIO NF IRM WA RE VERSIO N REL EA SE DAT EREL EA SE DAT E RO O M  SIZ ERO O M  SIZ E

 Currently certified Teams Displays

DEVIC E  M O DELDEVIC E  M O DEL F IRM WA RE VERSIO NF IRM WA RE VERSIO N REL EA SE DAT EREL EA SE DAT E

Lenovo ThinkSmart View CD-18781Y.201006.099 October 2020

 Currently certified Teams panels

DEVIC E  M O DELDEVIC E  M O DEL F IRM WA RE VERSIO NF IRM WA RE VERSIO N REL EA SE DAT EREL EA SE DAT E

Crestron TSS-770 1.003.0082 February 2021

Crestron TSS-1070 1.003.0082 February 2021

Yealink RoomPanel 147.15.0.1 May 2021

Logitech TAP Scheduler 1.3.111 December 2021

  Product release information for Teams phonesProduct release information for Teams phones

  App versionsApp versions

P RO DUC T  REL EA SEP RO DUC T  REL EA SE REL EA SE DAT EREL EA SE DAT E
M IC RO SO F T  T EA M SM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S
A P P  VERSIO NA P P  VERSIO N

C O M PA N Y  P O RTA LC O M PA N Y  P O RTA L
VERSIO NVERSIO N

A DM IN  A GEN TA DM IN  A GEN T
VERSIO NVERSIO N

2021 Update #3A Nov 22, 2021 1449/1.0.94.2021110101 5.0.5304.0 298

2021 Update #3 Nov 03, 2021 1449/1.0.94.2021101205 5.0.5304.0 298

2021 Update #2A June 10, 2021 1449/1.0.94.2021052803 5.0.5088.0 1.0.0.202103160138.product
(256)

2021 Update #2 June 8, 2021 1449/1.0.94.2021051303 5.0.5088.0 1.0.0.202103160138.product
(256)

2021 Update #1A April 5, 2021 1449/1.0.94.2021033002 5.0.5045.0 1.0.0.202101280722.product
(253)

2021 Update #1 March 26, 2021 1449/1.0.94.2021022403 5.0.5045.0 1.0.0.202101280722.product
(253)

2020 Update #7 December 8, 2020 1449/1.0.94.2020111101 5.0.4927.0 1.0.0.202010121132.product
(223)

2020 Update #6 October 12, 2020 1449/1.0.94.2020091801 5.0.4912.0 1.0.0.202006290446.product(216)

The following devices are Certified under the Microsoft Teams Displays Android Certification Program:

The following devices are Certified under the Microsoft Teams panels Certification Program:

The following are the latest Teams phone app and firmware versions.



2020 Update #5 August 31, 2020 1449/1.0.94.2020071702 5.0.4867.0 1.0.0.202006290446.product(216)

2020 Update #4 June 30, 2020 1449/1.0.94.2020051601 5.0.4771.0 1.0.0.202005060552

2020 Update #3 May 13, 2020 1449/1.0.94.2020040801 5.0.4715.0 1.210

P RO DUC T  REL EA SEP RO DUC T  REL EA SE REL EA SE DAT EREL EA SE DAT E
M IC RO SO F T  T EA M SM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S
A P P  VERSIO NA P P  VERSIO N

C O M PA N Y  P O RTA LC O M PA N Y  P O RTA L
VERSIO NVERSIO N

A DM IN  A GEN TA DM IN  A GEN T
VERSIO NVERSIO N

  Firmware versionsFirmware versions

DEVIC E  M O DELDEVIC E  M O DEL F IRM WA RE VERSIO NF IRM WA RE VERSIO N IN C L UDED P RO DUC T  REL EA SEIN C L UDED P RO DUC T  REL EA SE

Audiocodes C448HD C448HD_TEAMS_1.14.449 2021 Update #3

Audiocodes C450HD C450HD_TEAMS_1.14.449 2021 Update #3

Audiocodes C470HD C470HD_TEAMS_1.14.449 2021 Update #3

Poly Trio C60 7.1.3.0985 2021 Update #3

Poly CCX400/CCX500/CCX600 7.1.3.0991 2021 Update #3

Crestron UC-2 1.0.4.57 2021 Update #3

Yealink T55A/T56A/T58A 58.15.0.143 2021 Update #3

Yealink MP54/MP56/MP58 122.15.0.60 2021 Update #3

Yealink VP59 91.15.0.77 2021 Update #3

Yealink CP960 73.15.0.139 2021 Update #3

Poly Trio C60 7.0.3.0517 2021 Update #2

Poly CCX400/CCX500/CCX600 7.0.3.0515 2021 Update #2

Audio Codes
C448HD/C450HD/C470HD

1.10.143 2021 Update #2

Yealink T55/T56/T58 58.15.0.131 2021 Update #2

Yealink VP59 91.15.0.63 2021 Update #2

Yealink CP960 73.15.0.126 2021 Update #2

Yealink MP56/MP54/MP58 122.15.0.44 2021 Update #2

Crestron UC-2 1.0.3.66 2021 Update #2

When you install a new firmware version on your device, you can determine the corresponding installed

versions of the Microsoft Teams app, Company Portal, and Admin Agent. Find the product release in the

Included product releaseIncluded product release column, and then look up the product release in the preceding App versionsApp versions  table.



Poly Trio C60 7.0.2.1071 2021 Update #1

Poly CCX400/CCX500/CCX600 7.0.2.1072 2021 Update #1

Audio Codes
C448HD/C450HD/C470HD

1.10.120 2021 Update #1

Yealink T55/T56/T58 58.15.0.124 2021 Update #1

Yealink VP59 91.15.0.58 2021 Update #1

Yealink CP960 73.15.0.117 2021 Update #1

Yealink MP56/MP54/MP58 122.15.0.36 2021 Update #1

Crestron UC-2 1.0.3.52 2021 Update #1

AudioCodes C448HD C450HD_TEAMS_1.8.288 2020 Update #7

AudioCodes C450HD C450HD_TEAMS_1.8.288 2020 Update #7

Crestron UC-2 1.0.2.53 2020 Update #7

Lenovo ThinkSmart View CD-18781Y.200922.098 2020 Update #6

Poly CCX400 6.2.23.0202 2020 Update #7

Poly CCX500/CCX600 6.2.23.0202 2020 Update #7

Poly Trio C60 6.2.23.0202 2020 Update #7

Yealink T55/T56/T58 58.15.0.122 2020 Update #7

Yealink MP56 122.15.0.33 2020 Update #7

Yealink VP59 91.15.0.54 2020 Update #7

Yealink CP960 73.15.0.115 2020 Update #7

DEVIC E  M O DELDEVIC E  M O DEL F IRM WA RE VERSIO NF IRM WA RE VERSIO N IN C L UDED P RO DUC T  REL EA SEIN C L UDED P RO DUC T  REL EA SE

  Product release information for Teams Rooms on AndroidProduct release information for Teams Rooms on Android

  App versionsApp versions

P RO DUC T  REL EA SEP RO DUC T  REL EA SE REL EA SE DAT EREL EA SE DAT E
M IC RO SO F T  T EA M SM IC RO SO F T  T EA M S
A P P  VERSIO NA P P  VERSIO N

C O M PA N Y  P O RTA LC O M PA N Y  P O RTA L
VERSIO NVERSIO N

A DM IN  A GEN TA DM IN  A GEN T
VERSIO NVERSIO N

2021 Update #2A July 15, 2021 1449/1.0.96.2021070803 5.0.5088.0 1.0.0.202104280345.product
version code: 262

See Microsoft Teams phones feature set for information on features supported by these devices.

See Microsoft Teams displays.

The following are the latest Teams Rooms on Android app and firmware versions.



2021 Update #2 June 28, 2021 1449/1.0.96.2021051904 5.0.5088.0 1.0.0.202104280345.product
version code: 262

2021 Update #1A May 12, 2021 1449/1.0.96.2021042903 5.0.4927.0 1.0.0.202010121132.product
version code: 223

2021 Update #1 April 5, 2021 1449/1.0.96.2021032002 5.0.4927.0 1.0.0.202010121132.product
version code: 223

2020 Update #3 November 24, 2020 1449/1.0.94.2020102101 5.0.4927.0 1.0.0.202006290446.product
version code: 216

2020 Update #2 August 24, 2020 1449/1.0.94.2020062501 5.0.4771.0 1.0.0.202005060552.product
version code: 212

2020 Update #1 May 13, 2020 .040901 .4715 .210
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  Firmware versionsFirmware versions
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Poly Studio X30 3.8.0 2021 Update #2

Poly Studio X50 3.8.0 2021 Update #2

Poly TC8 3.8.0 2021 Update #2

Poly Studio X30 3.7.0 2021 Update #2A

Poly Studio X50 3.7.0 2021 Update #2A

Poly TC8 3.7.0 2021 Update #2A

Poly Studio X30 3.6.0.350035 2021 Update #2A

Poly Studio X50 3.6.0.350035 2021 Update #2A

Poly TC8 3.6.0.210534 2021 Update #2A

EPOS EXPAND Vision 3T 1.2.2.21182.10 2021 Update #2

AudioCodes RXV80 1.13.361 2021 Update #2

Yealink VC210 118.15.0.54 2021 Update #2

Yealink MeetingBar A20 133.15.0.60 2021 Update #2

Yealink MeetingBar A30 133.15.0.60 2021 Update #2

When you install a new firmware version on your device, you can determine the corresponding Microsoft Teams

app, Company Portal, and Admin Agent, versions that are installed by finding the product release in the

Included product releaseIncluded product release column. Then look up the product release in the App versionsApp versions  table above.



Yealink CTP18 137.15.0.37 2021 Update #2

Poly Studio X30 3.5.0.344025 2021 Update #2

Poly Studio X50 3.5.0.344025 2021 Update #2

Poly TC8 3.5.0.210489 2021 Update #2

Poly Studio X30 3.3.2.286154 2021 Update #1

Poly Studio X50 3.3.2.286154 2021 Update #1

Poly TC8 3.3.2.286154 2021 Update #1

Yealink VC210 118.15.0.47 2021 Update #1

Yealink MeetingBar A20 133.15.0.54 2021 Update #1

Yealink MeetingBar A30 133.15.0.54 2021 Update #1

Yealink CTP18 137.15.0.30 2021 Update #1

Yealink VC210 + CP900 118.15.0.42 2020 Update #3

Poly Studio X30 3.2.3.280012 2020 Update #3

Poly Studio X50 3.2.3.280012 2020 Update #3
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  Product release information for Teams DisplaysProduct release information for Teams Displays

  App versionsApp versions
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2021 Update #2 June 9, 2021 1449/1.0.95.2021042103 5.0.5088.0 1.0.0.202103160138.product
(256)

2021 Update #1 March 18, 2021 1449/1.0.95.2021021104 5.0.5045.0 1.0.0.202101280722.product
(253)

  Firmware versionsFirmware versions
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Lenovo ThinkSmart View CD-18781Y.210507.111 2021 Update #2

Lenovo ThinkSmart View CD-18781Y.210228.109 2021 Update #1

  

The following are the latest Microsoft Teams Displays app and firmware versions.

When you install a new firmware version on your device, you can determine the corresponding Microsoft Teams

app, Company Portal, and Admin Agent, versions that are installed by finding the product release in the

Included product releaseIncluded product release column. Then look up the product release in the App versionsApp versions  table above.



Product release information for Teams PanelsProduct release information for Teams Panels

  App versionsApp versions
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2021 Update #1 August 12, 2021 1449/1.0.97.2021070601 5.0.5211.0 268

  Firmware versionsFirmware versions
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Crestron -TSS770 1.004.0115 2021 Update #1

Crestron-TSS1070 1.004.0115 2021 Update #1

Yealink RoomPanel 147.15.0.17 2021 Update #1

 More resources

The following are the latest Microsoft Teams Panels app and firmware versions.

When you install a new firmware version on your device, you can determine the corresponding Microsoft Teams

app, Company Portal, and Admin Agent, versions that are installed by finding the product release in the

Included product releaseIncluded product release column. Then look up the product release in the App versionsApp versions  table above.

See Microsoft Teams phones feature set for information on features supported by these devices.

See Finding the Firmware version on a mobile device to determine the device firmware version on your mobile

device.

Microsoft Teams licenses can be purchased as part of Microsoft 365 or Office 365 subscriptions. To learn more

about the required licenses for using Microsoft Teams on phones, see available phone system licenses.

For more information about getting Teams, check out How do I get access to Microsoft Teams?

If you're a vendor seeking to join the certification program, see How to Join for requirements and available

programs.

Explore Microsoft Teams phones and certified devices.

Teams and Skype interoperability

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/voice-calling
https://support.office.com/article/fc7f1634-abd3-4f26-a597-9df16e4ca65b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/certification/how-to-join
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices


   

 

Plan for SIP Gateway
 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Benefits of SIP Gateway

 Requirements to use SIP Gateway

  

SIP Gateway lets your organization use any compatible SIP device with Microsoft Teams to preserve your

investments in SIP devices. Now you can sign-in to Teams with your corporate credentials and make and receive

calls with a compatible SIP device. Compatible devices can be Skype for Business IP phones with standard SIP

firmware, Cisco IP phones with multiplatform SIP firmware, or SIP devices from vendors such as Poly, Yealink,

and AudioCodes. To find out how to configure your SIP devices for SIP Gateway, see Configure SIP Gateway.

SIP Gateway connects compatible SIP devices to Teams to help your users migrate seamlessly to Teams

telephony. Using SIP Gateway, your users can do all of the following:

Make calls :Make calls : SIP device users can make calls to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), to other SIP

devices, and to Teams and Skype for Business users. SIP device users can only call users who have phone

numbers.

Receive calls :Receive calls : SIP device users can receive a call from the PSTN, from Teams or Skype for Business users

who have SIP devices, and from Teams and Skype for Business client applications. The SIP device acts as a

Teams endpoint. Inbound calls will also be forked to the user ’s SIP device.

Multiple simultaneous calls :Multiple simultaneous calls : A SIP device user in a call can put the call on hold to make or receive other

calls. A SIP device user can also conference two calls.

Do not disturb:Do not disturb: A SIP device user can set do not disturb on the device so that the device will not ring for

incoming calls. This has no impact on the user ’s status on all other Teams endpoints.

Hold/Resume and Mute/Unmute:Hold/Resume and Mute/Unmute: A SIP device user can hold and resume or mute and unmute a call by

using the features for those actions on the device.

Voicemail:Voicemail: SIP device users can listen to electronically stored voice messages that callers leave for them.

Message waiting indicator :Message waiting indicator : SIP device users can receive notifications that alert them when they have new

voicemail messages.

S ign-in and sign-out:S ign-in and sign-out: SIP devices users can sign in and sign out of Teams on the device.

Dual-tone multi-frequency:Dual-tone multi-frequency: SIP device users can press number keys to provide input during interactive

voice response calls.

Teams meetings:Teams meetings: A SIP device user can join a Teams meeting by dialing the meeting access number. Dialing

out to a same organization user ’s phone number is currently not supported. However, guest users from

another organization can be added to a Teams meeting by a participant who dials out to a guest user ’s

number to include that guest. NOTE:NOTE: Adding a Teams meeting participant via “request to join” currently

won’t alert a SIP device.

Call transfers:Call transfers: SIP device users can transfer calls. SIP Gateway supports both blind and consultative

transfers.

Local call for warding:Local call for warding: A SIP device user can set forwarding rules (always, on timeout, and busy) for the

device. If the device is connected to the SIP Gateway, then the call will be redirected to the target address

based on the rule that the device user set. To make local call forwarding work, the admin must set the 

AllowCallRedirect  attribute in Set-CsTeamsCallingPolicy  to Enabled .

Teams users must have a phone number with PTSN calling enabled to use SIP Gateway.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/sip-gateway-plan.md


Hardware, software, and licensesHardware, software, and licenses

 Compatible devices
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CiscoCisco Devices running
enterprise
firmware must
be converted to
multiplatform
firmware. Read
the guide at the
right to learn
how.

Cisco firmware
conversion guide

6821 11.1.1MPP 11-3-3MPP

7811 11.1.1MPP 11-3-3MPP

7821 11.1.1MPP 11-3-3MPP

7841 11.1.1MPP 11-3-3MPP

7861 11.1.1MPP 11-3-3MPP

8811 11.1.1MPP 11-3-3MPP

8841 11.1.1MPP 11-3-3MPP

8845 11.1.1MPP 11-3-3MPP

8851 11.1.1MPP 11-3-3MPP

8861 11.1.1MPP 11-3-3MPP

8865 11.1.1MPP 11-3-3MPP

PolyPoly The device will
auto-reboot and
install the
selected
firmware.

VVX150 5.9.5 6.3.1.8427

VVX201 5.9.5 6.3.1.8427

If you have a 3PIP or SIP device, you must have:

A license for Phone System (via E5 or a standalone license)

PTSN enablement (i.e., a phone number) via a Microsoft Teams Calling Plan, Direct Routing, or Operator

Connect

A Common Area Phone license for any common area devices

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/collaboration-endpoints/unified-ip-phone-7800-series/guide-c07-742786.html


VVX250 5.9.5 6.3.1.8427

VVX300 5.9.5 5.9.6.2327

VVX301 5.9.5 6.3.1.8427

VVX310 5.9.5 5.9.6.2327

VVX311 5.9.5 6.3.1.8427

VVX350 5.9.5 6.3.1.8427

VVX400 5.9.5 5.9.6.2327

VVX401 5.9.5 6.3.1.8427

VVX410 5.9.5 5.9.6.2327

VVX411 5.9.5 6.3.1.8427

VVX450 5.9.5 6.3.1.8427

VVX500 5.9.5 5.9.6.2327

VVX501 5.9.5 6.3.1.8427

VVX600 5.9.5 5.9.6.2327

VVX601 5.9.5 6.3.1.8427

YealinkYealink Yealink support

T40P 83 54.84.0.125

T41S 83 66.85.0.5

T41S 83 66.85.0.5

T41S 83 66.85.0.5

T42G 83 29.83.0.130

T42S 83 66.85.0.5

T42U 83 108.86.0.20

T43U 83 108.86.0.20

T46S 83 66.85.0.5
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https://support.yealink.com/


T46U 83 108.86.0.20

T48S 83 66.85.0.5

T48G 83 35.83.0.130

T48U 83 108.86.0.20

T53 83 96.85.0.5

T53W 83 96.85.0.5

T54W 83 96.85.0.5

T57W 83 96.85.0.5

T21P 83 52.84.0.140

T23G 83 44.84.0.140

T27G 83 69.85.0.5

T29G 83 46.83.0.130

T30 83 124.85.0.40

T30P 83 124.85.0.40

T31G 83 124.85.0.40

T33G 83 124.85.0.40

T40G 83 76.84.0.125

T41P 83 36.83.0.120

T46G 83 28.83.0.130

AudioCodesAudioCodes Some
AudioCodes SIP
devices need a
provisioning URL
setting.
Download and
install upgrade
files for the
affected
AudioCodes
devices at the
right.

Downloadable
files for affected
devices at
AudioCodes
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https://audiocodes.sharefile.com/share/view/sc9cdf17f9ec45d09/fo19ecda-cf14-4a53-842b-5eab33a0b9b0


405 2.2.8 2.2.16.525

405HD 3.2.1 2.2.16.525

420HD 3.2.1 2.2.16.525

430HD 3.2.1 2.2.16.525

440HD 3.2.1 2.2.16.525

450HD 3.2.1 3.4.6.558

C450HD 3.2.1 3.4.6.558

445HD 3.2.1 3.4.6.558
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Configure SIP Gateway
 12/7/2021 • 10 minutes to read • Edit Online

This article explains how to configure SIP Gateway so that your organization can use compatible SIP devices

with Microsoft Teams. To find out what SIP Gateway can do for your organization and what hardware, software,

and licenses your organization needs for it, read Plan for SIP Gateway.

Before you can configure SIP Gateway, do the following:

Reset S IP devices to factor y default settings.Reset S IP devices to factor y default settings. You or your organization's users must reset each SIP

device used with SIP Gateway to its factory default settings. To find out how to do that, see the

manufacturer ’s instructions.

Open your firewall to Microsoft 365 and Teams.Open your firewall to Microsoft 365 and Teams. Open your network's firewall to Microsoft 365 and

Teams traffic as described in Office 365 URLs and IP address ranges.

Make sure the SIP devices are not behind a proxy.Make sure the SIP devices are not behind a proxy. Ensure that http/s traffic bypasses any corporate

http/s proxy.

Open the UDP por t.Open the UDP por t. Open UDP port in the range 49152 to 53247.

Open the TCP por t.Open the TCP por t. Open TCP port 5061 for IP ranges 52.112.0.0/14 to 52.120.0.0/14.

Open the following https endpoints (IP addresses and URLs):Open the following https endpoints (IP addresses and URLs):

13.75.175.145

52.189.219.201

51.124.34.164

13.74.250.91

13.83.55.36

23.96.103.40

https://blobsdgapac.blob.core.windows.net

https://blobsdgemea.blob.core.windows.net

https://blobsdgnoam.blob.core.windows.net

https://httpblobsdgapac.blob.core.windows.net

https://httpblobsdgemea.blob.core.windows.net

https://httpblobsdgnoam.blob.core.windows.net

The following sections describe what you must do as an administrator to configure SIP Gateway.

Verify that SIP Gateway is available for your organization.

Enable SIP Gateway for the users in your organization.

Set the SIP Gateway provisioning server URL.

This article also describes how to:

Enroll SIP devices either individually or in batches for your convenience.

View and monitor your SIP devices.

Enable support for a multi-language user interface.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/sip-gateway-configure.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://blobsdgapac.blob.core.windows.net
https://blobsdgemea.blob.core.windows.net
https://blobsdgnoam.blob.core.windows.net
https://httpblobsdgapac.blob.core.windows.net
https://httpblobsdgemea.blob.core.windows.net
https://httpblobsdgnoam.blob.core.windows.net


 

Verify that SIP Gateway is available for your organization

 Enable SIP Gateway for the users in your organization

  By using Teams admin centerBy using Teams admin center

  By using PowerShellBy using PowerShell

 Set the SIP Gateway provisioning server URL

  Using DHCPUsing DHCP

  ManuallyManually

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. At the left, select Teams devicesTeams devices  and see if the SIP devicesSIP devices  tab is visible. If it is, the SIP Gateway service

is enabled for your organization.

You can enable SIP Gateway for your organization in either of two ways: by using the Teams admin center, or by

using a PowerShell cmdlet.

To enable SIP Gateway in the Teams admin center, follow these steps:

1. Go to the Teams admin center

2. At the left, under VoiceVoice, select Calling policiesCalling policies .

3. At the right under Manage policiesManage policies , select the appropriate calling policy assigned to users or, if

necessary, create a new calling policy and assign it to the required users.

4. Select Manage policiesManage policies , select a policy, and then select EditEdit.

5. Turn on the setting for S IP devices can be used for callsS IP devices can be used for calls , and then select SaveSave.

You can also enable SIP Gateway by using the PowerShell Set-CsTeamsCallingPolicy cmdlet. To enable users for

SIP devices, select a policy, and set the -AllowSIPDevicesCalling  attribute to True . The default value is False ,

so users will not be able to use their SIP devices unless you enable them.

You can set the SIP Gateway provisioning server's URL in your Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)

server. Users who work remotely must configure it manually.

For each SIP device, set one of the following SIP Gateway provisioning server URLs:

EMEA: http://emea.ipp.sdg.teams.microsoft.com

Americas: http://noam.ipp.sdg.teams.microsoft.com

APAC: http://apac.ipp.sdg.teams.microsoft.com

Add SIP devices to your Teams organization by configuring the above SIP Gateway provisioning server URL in

your DHCP server. To learn more about DHCP server, see Deploy and manage DHCP. Also, you can use DHCP

option 42 to specify the Network Time Protocol (NTP) server, and DHCP option 2 to specify the offset from

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) in seconds. The devices in your organization will be routed to the SIP

Gateway provisioning server. Successfully provisioned SIP phones will display the Teams logo and a soft button

for sign-in.

Ensure SIP devices are on the minimum supported firmware version for onboarding. During onboarding, SIP

Gateway will push the default configuration and authentication user interface to the device. To find out the

required firmware version for SIP devices, see Plan for SIP Gateway.

Users who work remotely must manually configure the provisioning server URL into their SIP device by using

the following steps:

https://admin-teams.microsoft.net/
https://admin.teams.microsoft.net/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csteamscallingpolicy?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/modules/deploy-manage-dynamic-host-configuration-protocol


NOTENOTE

 Configure conditional access

 Provision and enroll SIP devices as common area phones

NOTENOTE

1. Open SettingsSettings  on the device and get the device's IP address.

2. Open a browser window, enter the device’s IP address, log in (if necessary) and configure the

provisioning server ’s URL in the device's web utility.

3. Under SettingsSettings  or Advanced settingsAdvanced settings  on the web utility, enter the provisioning server URL shown

above.

Only compatible SIP devices can be onboarded to SIP Gateway.

Cisco IP phones must be flashed to multiplatform firmware before they can be onboarded. To learn how, see Cisco

firmware conversion guide.

For Yealink phones, use option 66.

For Cisco, Poly, and AudioCode phones, use option 160.

For Cisco devices, append /$PSN.xml/$PSN.xml to the provisioning server URL.

Conditional Access is an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) feature that helps ensure that devices that access

your Microsoft 365 resources are properly managed and secure. SIP Gateway authenticates SIP devices with

Azure AD, so if your organization uses Conditional Access for devices in the corporate network, it should exclude

the following IP addresses:

North America:

EMEA region:

APAC region:

East US: 52.170.38.140

West US: 40.112.144.212

North EU: 40.112.71.149

West EU: 40.113.112.67

Australia East: 20.92.120.71

Australia Southeast: 13.73.115.90

For more information, see IP address ranges.

A SIP device must be onboarded to SIP Gateway before it can be enrolled.

To streamline your tasks, you can enroll SIP devices in the Teams admin center either one at a time or in batches.

Here's how:

1. Log in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. Select Teams devicesTeams devices  > SIP devicesSIP devices .

3. At the upper right, select ActionsActions  > Provision devicesProvision devices  and follow one of these steps:

To provision one device:To provision one device:

a. Under Waiting on activationWaiting on activation, select AddAdd.

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/collaboration-endpoints/unified-ip-phone-7800-series/guide-c07-742786.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/location-condition#ip-address-ranges
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


 How to sign in and sign out

  User pairing and sign-inUser pairing and sign-in

b. On the Add MAC addressesAdd MAC addresses  pane, enter the MAC addressMAC address  and LocationLocation of the device, and then

select ApplyApply .

c. Under Waiting on activationWaiting on activation, select the device you just added, and then select GenerateGenerate

verification codeverification code.

d. On the Provision devicesProvision devices  pane, under Verification codeVerification code, note the verification code for the SIP

device.

To provision many devices:To provision many devices:

a. Under Waiting on activationWaiting on activation, at the right, select Expor tExpor t (the Microsoft Excel icon).

b. On the Provision devicesProvision devices  pane, under Upload multiple MAC addressesUpload multiple MAC addresses , select download adownload a

templatetemplate.

c. Save Template_Provisioning.csvTemplate_Provisioning.csv  to your computer and fill in the MAC idMAC id and LocationLocation fields.

d. On the Provision devicesProvision devices  pane, select Upload multiple MAC addressesUpload multiple MAC addresses .

e. At the right on the Upload MAC addressesUpload MAC addresses  pane, select Select a fileSelect a file, and select the

Template_Provisioning.csvTemplate_Provisioning.csv  file that contains your data.

f. On the Provision devicesProvision devices  pane, under Waiting on activationWaiting on activation, select a device and then select

Generate ver ification codeGenerate ver ification code to generate a one-time verification code for each provisioned device. Note

the verification code for each SIP device.

4. On the SIP device, dial the enrollment feature code followed by the verification code. For example, if the

enrollment feature code is *55* and the verification code is 123456, dial *55*123456 to enroll the device.

5. On the Provision devicesProvision devices  pane, under Waiting for sign inWaiting for sign in , select S igned outSigned out.

6. In the S ign in a userS ign in a user  dialog, copy or note the SIP device's pairing code.

7. Go to https://microsoft.com/devicelogin, and under Enter codeEnter code, enter the SIP device's pairing code, and

then select NextNext.

8. On the Microsoft S ign inSign in page, in the Email or phoneEmail or phone field, enter the email address for the SIP device,

and then select NextNext.

9. On the PasswordPassword page, enter the password for the email address for the SIP device, and then select S ignSign

inin .

10. On the Are you tr ying to sign in to Teams SIP devices gatewayAre you tr ying to sign in to Teams SIP devices gateway  page, select ContinueContinue.

Only local sign-in is supported for users’ personal devices. To sign out a device from the Admin center, follow

these steps:

1. Log in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. Select Teams devicesTeams devices  > SIP devicesSIP devices .

3. At the right, select a SIP device, and then select S ign outSign out.

To pair a SIP device after the user authenticates using corporate credentials, a user must:

1. Press S ign-inSign-in on the SIP phone to display the authentication URL and pairing code. The pairing code is

time-sensitive. If it expires, the user must press BackBack on the phone and start the sign-in process again.

https://microsoft.com/devicelogin
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


NOTENOTE

  Sign-outSign-out

 View and monitor SIP devices

 Restart a SIP device

 Sync policy changes to SIP devices to enforce policies

 Set a SIP device's UI language

2. Navigate to the authentication URL on the user's desktop or mobile browser and use corporate

credentials to log in.

3. Enter the pairing code displayed on the SIP phone into the web authentication app to pair the SIP phone

with the user's account. On a successful sign-in, which might take a while, the SIP phone will display the

phone number and username, if the device supports it.

The location of the device shown on the Azure Active Directory web authentication app is the SIP Gateway datacenter to

which the device is connected. SIP phones in scope are not OAuth-capable, so SIP Gateway authenticates the user

through the web authentication app and then pairs the device with the user’s credentials. Learn more here: Microsoft

identity platform and the OAuth 2.0 device authorization grant flow.

To sign out, a device user can:

Press S ign-OutSign-Out on the SIP device and follow the steps described on the device.

To sign out a device on the Teams admin center :

1. Log in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. Select Teams devicesTeams devices  > SIP devicesSIP devices .

3. At the right, in the SIP devicesSIP devices  pane, select the device.

4. On the device's Details paneDetails pane, select the DetailsDetails  tab, and at the upper right on the ActionsActions  menu, select

S ign outSign out.

You can view and monitor your SIP device inventory in the Teams admin center after the devices' users sign in at

least once. Here's how:

1. Log in to the Teams admin center.

2. Select Teams devicesTeams devices  > SIP devicesSIP devices . All signed-in SIP devices are listed on the right.

1. Log in to the Teams admin center.

2. Select Teams devicesTeams devices  > SIP devicesSIP devices .

3. On the right, select the SIP device that you want to restart, and then select Restar tRestar t.

User details and policies will be fetched to SIP devices when users sign in. Any policy changes thereafter for

signed-in users will be synced to the device within one hour. Devices must have their registration refreshed with

the SIP Gateway periodically. SIP phones depend on Call Redirect, so the admin must set the AllowCallRedirect

attribute in Set-CsTeamsCallingPolicy  to Enabled .

A SIP device can usually display information in many languages. Setting its UI language affects its interface,

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/v2-oauth2-device-code
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.net/
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


  Supported languagesSupported languages

L A N GUA GE N A M EL A N GUA GE N A M E L A N GUA GE C O DE]L A N GUA GE C O DE]

English (default) en

Spanish es

Japanese ja

German de

French fr

Portuguese pt

NOTENOTE

 Microsoft Teams and IPv6

 Emergency calling

 Report problems to Microsoft

including softkeys and sign-in/sign-out system messages. Setting the UI language is done in the provisioning

server, using DHCP server, or manually by appending a code string in the URL as in the following examples.

How to set German for Polycom, AudioCodes, and Yealink phones:

http://emea.ipp.sdg.teams.microsoft.com/lang_de

How to set Japanese for Cisco phones:

http://emea.ipp.sdg.teams.microsoft.com/lang_ja/$PSN.xml

Japanese is not supported by Yealink and partially supported by Polycom VVX.

The system defaults to English if the selected language is not supported by the SIP endpoint.

When the lang_xxlang_xx parameter is not set via the provisioning URL, English is used as the default language.

If Sign in to make an emergency callSign in to make an emergency call text is not translated to other languages, an abbreviated version in English

only will be presented on Press Sign InPress Sign In on the following IP phone models due to a screensize limitations:

Poly VVX 150, VVX 201

Cisco CP-6821, CP-7811, CP-7821, CP-7841, CP-7861

Voice mail softkey label is hardcoded with VMVM text across all languages for Poly VVX because of a limitation of

string length.

SIP Gateway only supports IPv4. Microsoft Teams service and client support both IPv4 and IPv6. If you want to

control communications to Microsoft Teams, use the IP address ranges in Microsoft 365 URLs and IP address

ranges.

SIP Gateway only supports static—also called registered—emergency addresses. Currently, registered addresses

are not supported for Direct Routing scenarios. For more information about emergency calling, see Plan and

manage emergency calling.

To report problems, contact Microsoft Support.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/urls-and-ip-address-ranges
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/what-are-emergency-locations-addresses-and-call-routing
https://support.microsoft.com
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 How to manage monitoring and alerting

 Teams monitoring rules reference

RUL ERUL E M O N ITO RIN G C A PA B IL IT YM O N ITO RIN G C A PA B IL IT Y W H AT 'S M O N ITO RED?W H AT 'S M O N ITO RED?

Device health status Teams Devices Pro-actively monitor Teams devices if
they go offline.

New monitoring and alerting capabilities for Microsoft Teams are available in the Teams admin center. Use

different sets of rules available under the Notifications & aler tsNotifications & aler ts  section in the Teams admin center to monitor

Teams capabilities and receive alerts. For example, you can actively monitor the health of Teams devices such as

IP Phones, collaboration bars, and others if they unexpectedly go offline.

Your organization can use Teams monitoring and alerting to do the following items:

Automatically manage Teams capabilities

Be alerted if they show something unexpected.

Take corrective actions to get things back on-track.

You must be a global admin in Microsoft 365 or a Teams service admin to configure alerting rules. See Use

Teams administrator roles to manage Teams to learn more about Teams admin roles and which reports each

admin role can access.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. From the left navigation, select Notifications & aler tsNotifications & aler ts .

3. Choose the rule you want to configure from RulesRules .

We continue adding to and improving the Teams monitoring experience by adding various monitoring

capabilities and configuration functionalities. Here's a list of the Teams monitoring rules currently available in the

Teams admin center.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/alerts/teams-admin-alerts.md
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 Configure device state rule

Device health monitoring in the Microsoft Teams admin center gives you an ability to proactively monitor the

health of various Teams devices. Monitor the offline state of a device and receive alerts in real time if the

monitored device in your organization goes offline.

Before you start, you'll need the teams/channel creation permissions in your tenant. Learn More.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, select Notifications & aler tsNotifications & aler ts  > RulesRules .

2. In the RulesRules  Page, select Device state ruleDevice state rule.

3. Select the device to configure the state rule for enabling alerts.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/alerts/device-health-status.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/manage-creation-of-groups?view=o365-worldwide


 

Interpret the rule configuration

F IEL DF IEL D DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Rule typeRule type The device state rule helps you effectively manage. Teams
devices and is classified as a device management type. In the
future, more rules of device management type will be
available to monitor other related capabilities (examples may
include: unhealthy device and the sign-in status of device).

ConditionCondition You can monitor the health of devices if they go offline.
Learn more about device management in Teams admin
center.

ScopeScope You can specify how frequently you want to monitor device
health status by mentioning the rule evaluation frequency.
By default teams devices will be monitored in near real time
if they go offline.

Device usersDevice users You can specify which devices need proactive offline statue
monitoring by selecting them based on signed-in users.
Refer to Select devices for configuration for more details.

ActionsActions > Channel aler tChannel aler t In the Actions section, you can specify teams channels you
want to get alerts for. Currently, a default team named
Admin Aler ts and NotificationsAdmin Aler ts and Notifications and channel named
MonitoringAler tsMonitoringAler ts  will be created where notifications will
be delivered to. 

Global administrators and Teams administrators in your
tenant will be automatically added to this default team.

ActionsActions > WebhookWebhook You can also get notifications with an external webhook
(optional). Specify an external public webhook URL in the
webhook section where a JSON notification payload will be
sent. 

The notification payload, via webhooks, can be integrated
with other systems in your organization to create custom
workflows.

JSON payload schema for webhook :JSON payload schema for webhook : 



{ 
    "type": "object",
    "properties": { 
      "AlertTitle": { "type": "string "} ,
      "DeviceLoggedInUserId": { "type": "string" } ,
      "DeviceId": { "type": "string" } , 
      "MetricValues": { 
            "type": "object",
            "properties": { 
                 "DeviceHealthStatus": { "type": "string"} 
            } 
       } ,
       "RuleName": { "type": "string"} ,
       "RuleDescription": { "type": "string"} ,
       "RuleFrequency": { "type": "string"} ,
       "RuleType": { "type": "string"} ,
       "TenantId": { "type": "string"} , 
       "RuleCondition": { "type": "string"} , 
       "AlertRaisedAt": { "type": "string"} 
    } 
} 

    { 
      "AlertTitle":"sample_device_name of User_Name has become offline",
      "DeviceLoggedInUserId": User_GUID ,
      "DeviceId": Device_GUID , 
      "MetricValues": { 
         DeviceHealthStatus": "offline" 
            }, 
        
       "RuleName": "Device state rule" ,
       "RuleDescription": ":"Alerts when device health status is detected as offline" ,
       "RuleFrequency": "Real-time" ,
       "RuleType": "Device Management" ,
       "TenantId": Tenant_GUID , 
       "RuleCondition": "DeviceHealthStatus = Offline" , 
       "AlertRaisedAt": "2020-02-28T12:49:06Z" 
    }  

 Select devices for configuration

Sample JSON payloadSample JSON payload:

1. You can select Teams devices you want to monitor by selecting users signed in to those devices. Select

AddAdd from the Device usersDevice users  section.

2. Select one or more users for which you want to monitor device health state



 Notifications in Teams client

The selected list of users shows in Device usersDevice users  section. You can modify this list by adding or removing

users.

All the sign-in devices used by the selected list of users will be monitored for the offline health state.

The notifications are delivered in the auto-created Monitor ingAler tsMonitor ingAler ts  channel of the Admin Aler ts andAdmin Aler ts and

NotificationsNotifications  Team. You'll receive an alert within 15 minutes of the device going offline.

A device offline notification can include the following information:

The device name that's offline.

The user of the offline device.

What time the device went offline. (Currently, the time is presented in UTC.)

The type of rule that raised the alert.

Why an alert is raised.
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 Feature details

NOTENOTE

 How does this work?

SET T IN GS O P T IO N SSET T IN GS O P T IO N S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Non-urgentNon-urgent When set for a peripheral category (such as a display or a
speaker) and the peripheral is disconnected, the health
status of the Teams Rooms device will become Non-urgentNon-urgent
(instead of CriticalCritical). New issues will be categorized in the
Non-urgentNon-urgent  section of the health status panel.

Administrators can monitor the health of devices installed with Microsoft Teams by using health status, which

indicates the severity of issues. To check the health of a device, you can go to the device list present under the

Teams DevicesTeams Devices  section of the Teams admin center. The health status column in this list indicates the current

health status of the device. Selecting that status opens the Health status panelHealth status panel , which provides more details

about health issues.

Many types of issues can contribute towards device health status, and the Teams admin center system evaluates

the severity of these issues as they occur.

The administrator managing the Teams devices for their organization may decide the severity of issues for them

isn't the same as the default configuration Teams provides. There's a way for the administrators to customize the

severity and the impact on the health of their devices to match their organization's priorities.

Teams Rooms devices have peripherals attached for providing a complete meeting experience, like Speaker,

Microphone, Display, Camera. Details about them are available on the device page under the Peripherals and

Health tabs. The connectivity of these peripherals impacts the health of the parent device.

When viewing peripheral details on a device page, you'll now see a Manage health impactManage health impact option.

Additionally, administrators can also view the impact each peripheral has on the health of the device.

By default all peripherals are set to have Critical impactCritical impact on the device health. If a peripheral is disconnected,

the parent device’s health will become CriticalCr itical  and this issue will show up under Cr itical issuesCritical issues  in the health

status panel.

The peripheral categories HDMI ingestHDMI ingest  and ComputeCompute aren't available for customization as they are crucial to the

functioning of the parent device.

1. An administrator can select the peripherals they want to change the health impact for. Then they can select

Manage health impactManage health impact. Alternatively they can also find the Manage health impactManage health impact option under the

PeripheralsPeripherals  tab on each peripheral card.

2. The Health impactHealth impact panel will open, and the administrator can select the desired impact level for the selected

peripherals and save it.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-device-health.md


No ImpactNo Impact When set for a peripheral category and the peripheral is
disconnected, the health status of the Teams Rooms device
will stay HealthyHealthy  (instead of CriticalCritical). This health issue
won't show up in the health status panel.

CriticalCritical When set for a peripheral category and the peripheral is
disconnected, the health status of the Teams Rooms device
will become CriticalCritical. New such issues will be categorized in
the CriticalCritical section of the health status panel.

Reset to defaultReset to default When set for a peripheral category, the health impact for
that category will be reset to CriticalCritical. Once this choice is
saved, the changes will be applied and health impact will
reflect those changes going forward.

SET T IN GS O P T IO N SSET T IN GS O P T IO N S DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

 Applicable device categories

 Impact on other workflows

Currently, this feature is available to manage the health impact of peripherals associated with the Microsoft

Teams Rooms (Windows) devices.

If the health impact of the peripherals is reduced in severity, administrators may not notice issues when they

happen. You should be mindful of high-priority devices that need close monitoring.

For example if an alert is configured to be triggered for ConfRoom1 if its health becomes CriticalCr itical . The

administrator had reduced the health impact of the display and speaker for that meeting room from the default,

Cr iticalCr itical , to Non-urgentNon-urgent. Now, if the display is disconnected, the health of ConfRoom1 will become Non-Non-

urgenturgent. In this case, the alert won't be triggered.
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 Use Microsoft-provided apps

 Use third-party apps

 Use Teams templates

 Create custom apps

 Apps deployment decisions

 Core deployment decisions

  App availability settingsApp availability settings

Apps let you find content from your favorite services and share it in Teams. They help you do things such as pin

services at the top of a channel, chat with bots, or share and assign tasks. To learn more, read Overview of apps

in Teams.

You can add apps to your Teams deployment by using the apps provided with Microsoft Teams, by using

certified third-party apps and templates, and by creating your own custom apps.

Teams comes with a set of built-in apps, including Lists, Tasks, Praise, Approvals, and more. We recommend that

you include Teams featured apps - such as Planner - in your initial Teams rollout. Add other apps, bots, &

connectors as you drive Teams adoption.

In addition to Microsoft-provided apps, you can use Microsoft-certified third-party apps. Microsoft works with

Microsoft 365 developer partners to provide the information needed to expedite decisions about using Teams

apps and add-ins. For more information, see Microsoft Teams App Security and Compliance.

You can also use Teams templates, production-ready apps for Microsoft Teams that are community driven, open-

source, and available on GitHub.

You can quickly build custom low-code solutions by using Teams integration with Microsoft Power Platform. You

can also create your own custom app to suit your business needs. For more information, see Build apps for

Microsoft Teams.

Teams provides a great out-of-the-box collaboration experience for your organization, and most organizations

find that the default settings work for them. This article helps you decide whether to change any of the default

settings, based on your organization's profile and business requirements, then it walks you through each

change. We've split the settings into two groups, starting with the core set of changes you're more likely to

make. The second group includes the additional settings you may want to configure, based on your

organization's needs.

These are the apps settings that most organizations want to change (if the Teams default settings don't work for

them).

Teams provides many apps published by Microsoft and by third parties to engage users, support productivity,

and integrate commonly used business services into Teams. Get apps from the Teams Store. By default, all apps,

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/deploy-apps-microsoft-teams-landing-page.md
https://support.office.com/article/overview-of-apps-in-teams-747492ee-7cdd-4115-a993-8c7e7f98a3d0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365-app-certification/teams/teams-apps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/samples/app-templates?bc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252fbreadcrumb%252ftoc.json&toc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252ftoc.json
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/overview


A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Will you change the default Teams apps settings? For more information about policies and settings that you
can use to manage apps in your organization, see Admin
settings for apps in Microsoft Teams.

  App permissions and other considerationsApp permissions and other considerations

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Which apps do I want to allow access to? Which ones do I
not want to allow access to?

  Bots for private chats and channelsBots for private chats and channels

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Do I want to allow custom bots in my organization? For more information about adding bots, see Add bots for
private chats and channels in Microsoft Teams. For
information about turning custom bots on or off, see Admin
settings for apps in Microsoft Teams.

  Built-in and custom tabsBuilt-in and custom tabs

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

including custom apps that you've submitted via the Teams Store approval process, are turned on for all users.

For example, users can use the Planner app to build and manage team tasks in Teams.

By default, all Microsoft-provided, third-party, and custom apps are available, and you can turn individual apps

on or off. There are org-wide settings that lets you turn all third-party and/or custom apps on or off for your

entire organization.

Apps are consented to by users and managed by the admin or IT pro through policies. However, for the most

part, an app's permissions and risk profile are defined in the app itself.

See Microsoft Teams apps permissions and
considerations for a list of things you should consider
when allowing access to an app, bot, tab, or
connector.

See Manage your apps in the Microsoft Teams admin
center for information about making an app available
to users in your organization.

Bots are automated programs that respond to queries or give updates and notifications about details users find

interesting or want to stay informed about. Bots allow users to interact with cloud services such as task

management, scheduling, and polling in a Teams chat. Teams supports bots in private chats and channels.

Administrators can control whether the use of bots is allowed in a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization.

Owners and team members can add tabs to a channel, private chat, and group chat to help integrate their cloud

services. Add tabs to help users access and manage the data they need or use the most. In channels, the

Conversations and Files tabs are created by default. In every private chat, the Conversations, Files, Organization,

and Activity tabs are created by default. In addition to these built-in tabs, you can design and add custom tabs. To

learn about turning Teams apps on or off for your organization, read Admin settings for apps in Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/publishing/apps-publish#microsoft-teams-app-approval-process
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/bots/what-are-bots


Do I want to allow custom tabs in my organization? For more information, see Use built-in and custom tabs in
Teams.

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

  Custom connectorsCustom connectors

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Do I want to allow users to create custom connectors? For more information, see Use custom connectors in Teams.

 Additional deployment decisions

  Activity reportsActivity reports

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Who needs to see the activity reports, and do they have the
correct permissions to view them?

  App templatesApp templates

A SK  Y O URSEL FA SK  Y O URSEL F A C T IO NA C T IO N

Do I want to install any Teams app templates, such as
Icebreaker?

To learn more, read App templates for Teams.

Connectors keep your team current by delivering content and updates from services you frequently use directly

into a channel. With connectors, your Teams users can receive updates from popular services such as Twitter,

Trello, Wunderlist, GitHub, and Azure DevOps Services in their Teams chats.

You may want to change these settings, based on your organization's needs and configuration.

You can use activity reports to see how users in your organization are using Teams. For example, if some don't

use Teams yet, they might not know how to get started or understand how they can use Teams to be more

productive and collaborative. Your organization can use the activity reports to decide where to prioritize training

and communication efforts. To view activity reports, you must be a global admin in Microsoft 365 or Office 365,

Teams service admin, or Skype for Business admin.

If you don't want to assign an admin role to a user,
you can assign the Reports reader role.

See Roles and permissions and View and assign roles
for information about assigning admin roles in Azure
Active Directory.

App templates are production-ready apps for Microsoft Teams that are community driven, open-source, and

available on GitHub. Each contains detailed instructions for deploying and installing that app for your

organization, providing a ready-to-use app that you can install and begin using immediately. The complete

source code is available as well, so you can explore it in detail, or fork the code and alter it to meet your specific

needs.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/directory-assign-admin-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/directory-manage-roles-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/samples/app-templates?bc=%252fmicrosoftteams%252fbreadcrumb%252ftoc.json&toc=microsoftteams%252ftoc.json
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 Prerequisites for using the Bookings app in Teams

 Availability of Bookings in Teams

  Control access to Bookings within your organizationControl access to Bookings within your organization

 Recommended meeting policy settings

The Bookings app in Microsoft Teams offers a simple way to schedule in-person and virtual appointments, such

as healthcare visits, financial consultations, interviews, customer support, education office hours, and much

more. To learn more, see Virtual visits with Teams and the Bookings app.

Schedulers can manage multiple department and staff calendars, as well as communications with internal and

external attendees, from a single experience. The virtual appointments themselves are held via Microsoft Teams

meetings, which offers robust videoconferencing capabilities.

Only schedulers need to have the Bookings app installed in Teams. Staff who conduct or participate in virtual

appointments don't need the app. They can simply join appointments from their Outlook or Teams calendar or from the

Teams meeting link in their booking confirmation email.

The Exchange mailbox must be in Exchange Online. On-premises Exchange Server mailboxes aren't

supported.

Microsoft Bookings must be turned on for the organization.

Users must have an appropriate license. Office 365 A3, A5, E3, E5, F1, F3, Microsoft 365 A3, A5, E3, E5, F1,

F3, and Business Standard are supported.

All users of the Bookings app and all staff participating in meetings must have a license that supports

Teams meeting scheduling.

Your systems must meet all software and browser prerequisites.

Microsoft Bookings app for Teams is available on the desktop and web. It can be found under Apps in Teams and

under Manage AppsManage Apps  in the Teams admin center.

There are several ways to control who has access to the Bookings app and to specific features of the app.

To learn how to turn Microsoft Bookings on or off in the Microsoft 365 admin center and how to create a

Bookings app policy to allow selected users to create Bookings calendars, see Get access to Microsoft Bookings.

You can also create a Teams app setup policy to pin the Bookings app for select users.

To enable the best experience for Bookings, create a Teams meeting policy to automatically admit Ever yone inEver yone in

your organizationyour organization and assign the policy to your staff. Doing this allows staff to join the appointment

automatically and enable the lobby experience for external attendees. Learn more about how to automatically

admitting people to meetings.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/bookings-app-admin.md
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/app/4c4ec2e8-4a2c-4bce-8d8f-00fc664a4e5b?source=store-copy-link
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/get-access-to-microsoft-bookings-5382dc07-aaa5-45c9-8767-502333b214ce


 

Optional staff approvals setting

 Changing your default domain when setting up Bookings mailboxes

Set-Mailbox -identity business@domain.onmicrosoft.com -WindowsEmailAddress business@domain.com -
EmailAddresses business@domain.com

NOTENOTE

 Sending feedback

 Related articles

As an extra privacy setting, you can choose to require staff to opt in before their schedule availability

information is shared through Bookings and before they can be booked for an appointment.

To enable this setting, go to Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center  > SettingsSettings  > SettingsSettings , and then select BookingsBookings .

With this setting turned on, staff will receive an email in which they're' asked to approve membership to a

booking calendar.

This feature is gradually being rolled out worldwide to Microsoft 365 and Office 365 customers. If all options

aren't yet available in your environment, check back soon.

When setting up a Bookings mailbox, the default email domain of your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization

is used. However, this can cause problems when sending meeting invites to external recipients; your invite might

be flagged as spam and moved to the recipient’s junk folder, so the recipient might never see your invite.

We recommend that you change the default domain before you create your Bookings mailbox. For information

on how to do this, see the Domains FAQ.

If you need to change the default domain after your Bookings mailbox has already been created, you can do so

with PowerShell:

For more information, see the PowerShell documentation for the Set-Mailbox cmdlet.

If you're using an Exchange hybrid configuration, we recommend that you thoroughly test mail flow between on-premises

Exchange and Exchange Online when changing the default domain.

We welcome your feedback on:

User experience or ease of use

Feature gaps or missing functionality

Bugs or issues

To send feedback, select the HelpHelp button near the bottom of the Teams left navigation bar, and then select

Repor t a ProblemRepor t a Problem for ALLALL  issues. Indicate at the beginning of your feedback report that you're sending

feedback about "Bookings" so we can easily identify Bookings issues.

Manage the join experience for Teams virtual visits on mobile browsers

Bookings documentation for end users

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/setup/domains-faq#how-do-i-set-or-change-the-default-domain-in-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/mailboxes/set-mailbox
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US#PickTab=Bookings
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 Overview of Lists
The Lists app in Microsoft Teams helps users in your organization track information, organize work, and manage

workflows. With Lists, users can track data such as issues, assets, routines, contacts, inventory, incidents, loans,

patients, and more using customizable views, rules, and alerts to keep everyone on the team in sync.

In Teams, users access Lists as a tab in a channel. Click ++ to open the tab gallery and add a new Lists app tab

instance to a channel to get started.

Users can create new lists or pin existing lists from within the same team or from a different SharePoint site that

they have access to. New lists can be created from scratch, from built-in templates, based on the structure of an

existing list, or by importing data from an Excel workbook. The Lists app is available in Teams desktop, web, and

mobile clients.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-lists-app.md


 Templates

 Example scenario

 What you need to know about Lists

Templates in Lists are tailored to common information tracking scenarios for users. Each template comes with a

predefined list structure, form layouts, and formatting options at both a list view and a details view level to help

users get started quickly. After selecting a template, users get a preview of what the list will look like, along with

some sample data. Here's some examples of how teams in your organization can use the predefined templates

in Lists:

Track issues and bring them to closure using the Issue tracker template.

Organize all your event details with the Event itinerary template.

Use the Patients template to record the needs and status of patients for health teams in your healthcare

organization to monitor and coordinate care.

Track the status of loan applications with the Loans template.

A local post office is responsible for sorting and delivering mail in their district. Each morning, the post office

has a team huddle to review daily goals, share announcements, and discuss known incidents.

After the huddle, mail carriers pick up their mail and start their delivery route. Incidents can occur along a route,

for example, a vehicle accident, dog-related issue, or social unrest protest. When mail carriers encounter an

incident, they use Teams on their mobile devices to record the incident details, which are tracked in a list in the

team channel. Everyone on the team, including mail carriers in the field, can see this information and stay

informed.

Before moving to Teams, mail carriers had to go back to the post office to complete a hard-copy form to report

an incident which was entered in an Excel spreadsheet. Teams gives mail carriers a mobile first, experience

where they can use Lists to report incidents in the field as they happen, share incident details with team

members, have conversations about them on the channel, and drive incidents to resolution.



  Lists is available in every team and channelLists is available in every team and channel

  Lists and SharePointLists and SharePoint

NOTENOTE

  LimitationsLimitations

  Lists and the SharePoint appLists and the SharePoint app

 Set up Lists
  Enable or disable Lists in your organizationEnable or disable Lists in your organization

  Enable or disable Lists for specific users in your organizationEnable or disable Lists for specific users in your organization

 

Lists is pre-installed for all Teams users and is available directly in the tab gallery of every team and channel.

This means that users don't have to go to the Teams app store to install it.

Lists data is stored in the SharePoint Online team site. To learn more about how SharePoint Online interacts with

Teams, see How SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business interact with Teams.

Permissions set in SharePoint apply to lists created in the Lists app. By default, lists inherit permissions from the

site to which they belong. These permissions govern the types of actions that users can do, such as whether they

can create or edit lists. To learn more, see Permission levels in SharePoint and User permissions and permission

levels in SharePoint Server.

In certain scenarios, you may want restrict what actions users can do in lists. For example, a person on a team

edits a list view, which changes it for all team members, and you want to allow only the team owner or certain

team members to edit list views. To learn more, see Customize permissions for a SharePoint list or library.

At this point, owner and member permissions in a team aren't linked in any way to permissions in the team site that

govern the behavior of lists or the Lists App. However, based on customer feedback and usage, this will be considered for

a future iteration of the product.

With Lists, users get a desktop, web, and mobile experience. It's important to know that users can't create new

lists or pin existing lists using Lists on the Teams mobile client. To view or edit a list on the Teams mobile client, a

list must first be created or added using Lists on the Teams desktop or web client.

Guests can't create or delete a list. They can add list items to existing lists, start new conversations about list

items, and reply to existing conversations about list items.

If users in your organization created lists using the SharePoint app, those lists will be automatically moved to

Lists without any action needed from the user. To get the best and richest lists integration experience in Teams,

use the Lists app and pin your existing lists.

Lists is enabled by default for all Teams users in your organization. You can turn off or turn on the app at the org

level on the Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps  .

2. Do one of the following:

To turn off Lists for your organization, search for the Lists app, select it, and then click BlockBlock .

To turn on Lists for your organization, search for the Lists app, select it, and then click AllowAllow .

To allow or block specific users in your organization from using Lists, make sure Lists is turned on for your

organization on the Manage apps page, and then create a custom app permission policy and assign it to those

users. To learn more, see Manage app permission policies in Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/understanding-permission-levels
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/sites/user-permissions-and-permission-levels
https://support.microsoft.com/office/customize-permissions-for-a-sharepoint-list-or-library-02d770f3-59eb-4910-a608-5f84cc297782#ID0EAACAAA=Online,_2019,_2016,_2013


Search the audit log for list events

 Power Automate, Power Apps, and Graph API

 Give feedback or report an issue

 Related topics

Lists are enabled with enterprise-level auditing so you can search for lists and list item events in the audit log in

the Security & Compliance Center. To learn more, see Search the audit log in the Security & Compliance Center.

For a list of audit events that are relevant to the Lists app in Teams, see SharePoint list activities.

Before you can search the audit log, you have to first turn on auditing in the Security & Compliance Center. Keep

in mind that audit data is only available from the point at which you turned on auditing.

Lists supports Power Automate for workflows and Power Apps for list forms. Developers can use the Lists API to

connect list data as a source through Microsoft Graph.

To send us feedback or report an issue, click HelpHelp near the bottom of the left navigation in Teams, and then

select Repor t a problemRepor t a problem. Select L istsL ists , and then enter your feedback or details about the issue you're

experiencing.

Lists help documentation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-the-audit-log-in-security-and-compliance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-the-audit-log-in-security-and-compliance#sharepoint-list-activities
https://protection.office.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/flow-types
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/customize-list-form
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/dev/sp-add-ins/working-with-lists-and-list-items-with-rest
https://support.microsoft.com/office/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b#PickTab=Lists
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 Overview of Tasks

NOTENOTE

 

The Tasks app brings a cohesive task management experience to Microsoft Teams, integrating individual tasks

powered by Microsoft To Do and team tasks powered by Planner in one place. Users can access Tasks as an app

on the left side of Teams and as a tab in a channel within individual teams. My tasksMy tasks  and Shared plansShared plans  in Tasks

let users view and manage all their individual and team tasks and prioritize their work. Tasks is available in

Teams desktop, web, and mobile clients.

As we roll out the Tasks experience on Teams desktop clients, the app name will initially appear as PlannerPlanner  to users. The

name will then temporarily change to Tasks by Planner and To DoTasks by Planner and To Do, and later on, it will be renamed to TasksTasks . On Teams

mobile clients, users will always see the app name as TasksTasks . There may be a short delay in the availability of the mobile

experience after the desktop experience is available.

For organizations who want to streamline task management for Frontline Workers, Tasks also includes

capabilities that enable you to target, publish, and track tasks at scale across your Frontline Workforce. For

example, corporate and regional leadership can create and publish task lists targeted to relevant locations, such

as specific retail stores, and track progress through real-time reports. Managers can assign tasks to their staff

and direct activities within their locations, and Frontline Workers have a prioritized list of their assigned tasks on

mobile or desktop. To enable task publishing, you'll first need to set up a team targeting hierarchy for your

organization, which defines how all teams in the hierarchy are related to each other.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-tasks-app.md
https://todo.microsoft.com/tasks/


What you need to know about Tasks

 Set up Tasks

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Enable or disable Tasks in your organizationEnable or disable Tasks in your organization

NOTENOTE

  Enable or disable Tasks for specific users in your organizationEnable or disable Tasks for specific users in your organization

  Use an app setup policy to pin Tasks to TeamsUse an app setup policy to pin Tasks to Teams

Tasks is available as an app and as a tab in a channel. Keep in mind that the app comprises both individual tasks

from To Do and team tasks from Planner whereas the tab shows only team tasks.

With Tasks, users get a desktop, web, and mobile experience. If Tasks is installed on the Teams desktop client,

users will also see it on their Teams web and mobile clients. The exception is guest users. It's important to know

that guests can only access Tasks as an app from the Teams mobile client. Guests will see Tasks tabs on both

Teams desktop and web clients.

My tasksMy tasks  shows a user's individual tasks. Shared plansShared plans  show tasks that the whole team is working on and

includes any task list that's added as a Tasks tab to a channel. Note the following:

Task lists that a user creates in the Tasks app will also appear in To Do clients for that user. Similarly, task

lists that a user creates in To Do will appear in My tasksMy tasks  in Tasks for that user. The same is true for

individual tasks.

Any Tasks tab that's added to a channel will also appear in Planner clients. When a user creates a plan in

Planner, the plan won't show in the Tasks or Planner app unless it's added as a tab to a channel. When a

user adds a new Tasks tab, they can create a new list or plan or choose an existing one.

Settings and policies that you configured for Planner will also apply to Tasks.

Tasks is enabled by default for all Teams users in your organization. You can turn off or turn on the app at the

org level on the Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps  .

2. In the list of apps, do one of the following:

To turn off Tasks for your organization, search for the Tasks app, select it, and then click BlockBlock .

To turn on Tasks for your organization, search for the Tasks app, select it, and then click AllowAllow .

If you can't find the Tasks app, search for the names in the first note of this article. The app could still be in the process of

being renamed.

To allow or block specific users in your organization from using Tasks, make sure Tasks is turned on for your

organization on the Manage apps page, and then create a custom app permission policy and assign it to those

users. To learn more, see Manage app permission policies in Teams.

App setup policies let you customize Teams to highlight the apps that are most important for users in your

organization. The apps you set in a policy are pinned to the app bar—the bar on the side of the Teams desktop

client and at the bottom of the Teams mobile clients—where users can quickly and easily access them.

To pin the Tasks app for your users, you can edit the global (Org-wide default) policy or create and assign a

custom app setup policy. To learn more, see Manage app setup policies in Teams.



  A user's My tasks is visible if the user is licensed for Exchange OnlineA user's My tasks is visible if the user is licensed for Exchange Online

 Task publishing

If you don't want a user to see My tasksMy tasks , you can hide it. To do this, remove the user's Exchange Online license.

It's important to know that after you remove an Exchange Online license, the user no longer has access to their

mailbox. Mailbox data is held for 30 days, after which the data will be removed and can't be recovered unless the

mailbox is placed on In-Place Hold or Litigation Hold.

We don't recommend this for information workers, but there may be some scenarios where this could apply,

such as for Frontline Workers who don't depend on email.

With task publishing, your organization can publish task lists targeted to specific locations (teams) across your

organization to define and share a work plan to be completed at those locations.

People on the publishing team, such as corporate or regional leadership, can create task lists and publish

them to specific teams.

Managers on the recipient teams can review the published task lists and assign individual tasks to team

members.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/remove-licenses-from-users
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/security-and-compliance/in-place-and-litigation-holds


  Example scenarioExample scenario

Frontline Workers have a simple mobile experience to see tasks assigned to them. They can attach photos to

show their work when appropriate and mark their tasks as completed.

Publishers and managers can view reports to see assignment and completion status of tasks at each level,

including by location (team), task list, and individual task.

Users create, manage, and publish task lists on the Published listsPublished lists  tab in the Tasks app. This tab only shows for

a user if your organization set up a team targeting hierarchy and the user is on a team that's included in the

hierarchy. The hierarchy determines whether the user can publish or receive task lists and view reporting for

received lists.

Here's an example of how task publishing works.

Contoso is rolling out a new food takeout and delivery promotion. To maintain a consistent brand experience,

they need to coordinate consistent execution of the rollout across over 300 store locations.

The Marketing team shares the promotion details and the corresponding list of tasks with the Retail

Communications Manager. The Retail Communications Manager, who serves as the gatekeeper for stores,



  Set up your team targeting hierarchySet up your team targeting hierarchy

 Power Automate and Graph API

reviews the information, creates a task list for the promotion, and then creates a task for each unit of work that

needs to be performed by each of the affected stores. When the task list is complete, she needs to select the

stores that must complete the work. In this case, the promotion only applies to stores in the United States that

have an in-store restaurant. In Tasks, she filters the store list based on the in-store restaurant attribute, selects

the matching United States locations in the hierarchy, and then publishes the task list to those stores.

Store managers at each location receive a copy of the published tasks and assign those tasks to their team

members. Managers can use the Tasks experience to understand all the work required across their store. They

can also use the available filters to focus on a specific set of work, such as work due today or work in a

particular area.

Frontline Workers at each store location now have a prioritized list of their work in Tasks on their mobile device.

When they finish a task, they mark it complete. Some may even choose to upload and attach a photo to the task

to show their work.

Contoso headquarters and intermediate managers can view reporting to see the assignment and completion

status of tasks at each store and across stores. They can also drill down to a specific task to see the status within

different stores. As the launch date gets closer, they can spot any abnormalities and check in with their teams as

needed. This visibility allows Contoso to improve the efficiency of the rollout and provide a more consistent

experience across their stores.

To enable task publishing in your organization, you have to first set up your team targeting schema in a .CSV file.

The schema defines how all the teams in your hierarchy are related to each other and the attributes used to filter

and select teams. After you create the schema, upload it to Teams to apply it to your organization. Members of

the publishing team, such as the Retail Communications Manager in the example scenario, can then filter teams

by hierarchy, attributes, or a combination of both to select the relevant teams that should receive the task lists,

and then publish the task lists to those teams.

For steps on how to set up your team targeting hierarchy, see Set up your team targeting hierarchy.

Tasks supports Power Automate for To Do and Graph APIs for Planner. To learn more, see:

Planner tasks and plans API overview

Using Microsoft To Do with Power Automate

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/planner-concept-overview
https://support.office.com/article/using-microsoft-to-do-with-power-automate-526e8f75-217b-46e0-9e06-44780b72c295
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NOTENOTE

 Use built-in badge sets

Admins must have a Teams license to access this feature. If you try to access this feature without a Teams license, you'll

get an error message.

The Praise app in Microsoft Teams helps users show appreciation to members of their organization or

classroom. With a selection of badge sets to choose from and the option to create your own badges, Praise is

designed to help recognize the effort that goes into the wide range of work that Teams users do, from educators

to Frontline Workers. To learn more, check out Send Praise to people.

Admins can control what badges are available to their organization from the Microsoft Teams admin center. In

the left navigation, go to Teams apps > Manage appsTeams apps > Manage apps . In the list of apps, click PraisePraise, and then select

SettingsSettings . From here, you can choose to enable default and built-in badge sets and create custom badges.

The Praise app is available for GCC cloud environment, but not for GCC High or DoD.

Built-in sets are collections of badges designed by Microsoft for the Praise app. These sets are not editable by

admins. The default badge set is already enabled and available in the Praise app. To change the availability of the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-praise-app.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/send-praise-to-people-50f26b47-565f-40fe-8642-5ca2a5ed261e


  Default badgesDefault badges

  Social and emotional learning badges for educationSocial and emotional learning badges for education

default set or of any badges sets, switch the corresponding toggle to On or Off.

 

The default badge set is designed to help Teams users recognize their peers for going above and beyond with

their work.

 

Educators can recognize individual students for social and emotional learning (SEL) achievements and behaviors

with badges that illustrate these concepts.



 Create your own badges

 

Select Create a custom badgeCreate a custom badge. From here, you can design a custom badge in the side panel. You can create up

to 25 custom badges.



TIPTIP

1. Enter a badge name. This is the name that will appear on the badge when users send praise.

2. Set your badge colors. To set the text and background colors of your badge, you need to enter the colors

as hexadecimal (hex) values.

If you’re new to hex values, this article includes a quick introduction to show you how to use them.

3. Upload a badge image. The accepted file type is .PNG. The image file must be less than 40 KB with

maximum dimensions of 216 X 216 pixels. 



NOTENOTE

 Specify colors with hex values

C O LO RC O LO R H EX VA L UEH EX VA L UE

#FF6666

4. Localize your badge name: Under Localized badge namesLocalized badge names , select AddAdd. Select the desired locale from

the drop-down list. Then enter the badge name in the designated language.

5. Exclude your badge from specific locales: Under Exclude badge from these localesExclude badge from these locales , select AddAdd. Select

the locales you want to exclude from the drop-down list.

6. Select ApplyApply . Your new badge will now appear in the custom badges table.

If steps 4 and 5 are skipped, the badge will be in the default language for all locales.

When you’re finished making changes to your badge selection, make sure to select SubmitSubmit . It may take up to a few

hours before these changes are available to your organization.

 

Hex color values are strings of six hexadecimal digits that represent the intensity of red (RR), green (GG), and

blue (BB) in a specific color on a scale of 00 to FF. When you put the values of all three colors together, you get a

hex value: #RRGGBB

For example, the hex value for the color red is #FF0000 because red is set at the highest possible value, FF, and

green and blue are each set at the lowest possible value, 00.

To explore different colors and their hex values, check out Bing color picker.

Below is a list of example colors to get you started:

https://www.bing.com/search?q=color+picker


#7FFFD4

#FF75F0

#00BFFF

#800080

#000000

C O LO RC O LO R H EX VA L UEH EX VA L UE

 Best practices for creating custom badges

 Badge set assets

 

Submit all your badges at once.Submit all your badges at once. Because it takes a while for new badges to be processed, it’s best to add all

your custom badges to the table before submitting them.

When choosing colors, keep accessibility in mind.When choosing colors, keep accessibility in mind. Some colors go together better than others. Create

contrast between your text and background colors to make the badge name easy to read. For example, if you

chose a dark background color, choose a light text color.

When selecting an image, keep badge dimensions in mind.When selecting an image, keep badge dimensions in mind. For the best quality, we recommend

uploading an image file that is 216 x 216 pixels (which are the maximum dimensions). Avoid stretching or

distorting the image to fit these dimensions.

If your badge image isn’t rectangular, make the image transparent.If your badge image isn’t rectangular, make the image transparent. You’ll need to do this before

uploading the image file to Praise.

Built-in badge sets can't be modified, so when a built-in set is enabled, all badges in the set are added to the

Praise app. If you want to add specific badges from a built-in set and leave out others, re-create the badges you



  Default badges assetsDefault badges assets

B A DGE N A M EB A DGE N A M E IM A GE F IL EIM A GE F IL E T EXT  C O LO RT EXT  C O LO R B A C KGRO UN D C O LO RB A C KGRO UN D C O LO R

Achiever Achiever PNG #D36E70 #E3F4FC

Awesome Awesome PNG #8283B2 #D1EFF2

Coach Coach PNG #6AA55A #DBF1D6

Courage Courage PNG #DC5041 #FCF6C8

Creative Creative PNG #CF9D50 #FCF6C8

Inclusive Inclusive PNG #3C77BB #E2F4FC

Kind Heart Kind Heart PNG #D36D6E #F4DEDE

Leadership Leadership PNG #419098 #D2EAEC

Optimism Optimism PNG #D8338C #F4DDDE

Problem solver Problem solver PNG #B8916E #CBDADF

Team player Team player PNG #8B8DC0 #F4EEC0

Thank you Thank you PNG #469CA4 #BACCB6

  Social and emotional learning badges for education assetsSocial and emotional learning badges for education assets

B A DGE N A M EB A DGE N A M E IM A GE F IL EIM A GE F IL E T EXT  C O LO RT EXT  C O LO R B A C KGRO UN D C O LO RB A C KGRO UN D C O LO R

Communication Communication PNG #FFFFFF #173B65

Critical thinking Critical thinking PNG #FFFFFF #084D26

Curiosity Curiosity PNG #FFFFFF #008078

Empathy Empathy PNG #FFFFFF #650B35

Goal pursuit Goal pursuit PNG #FFFFFF #006F95

Motivation Motivation PNG #FFFFFF #C52127

Persistence Persistence PNG #FFFFFF #167D3E

want to use as custom badges. You can download the badge image and find the text and background colors of

badges from built-in sets in the tables below.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/achiever-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/awesome-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/coach-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/courage-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/creative-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/inclusive-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/kind-heart-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/leadership-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/optimism-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/problem-solver-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/team-player-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/default-set/thank-you-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/communication-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/critical-thinking-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/curiosity-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/empathy-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/goal-pursuit-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/motivation-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/persistence-badge.png


Respect Respect PNG #FFFFFF #8251A0

Responsibility Responsibility PNG #FFFFFF #B05DA3

Self-awareness Self-awareness PNG #FFFFFF #1680E5

Self-management Self-management PNG #FFFFFF #4C144D

Thoughtfulness Thoughtfulness PNG #FFFFFF #EE4086

B A DGE N A M EB A DGE N A M E IM A GE F IL EIM A GE F IL E T EXT  C O LO RT EXT  C O LO R B A C KGRO UN D C O LO RB A C KGRO UN D C O LO R

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/respect-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/responsibility-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/self-awareness-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/self-management-badge.png
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/raw/live/Teams/downloads/praise-app/sel-edu-set/thoughtfulness-badge.png
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 Required permissions and licenses

The Approvals app is available as a personal app for all Microsoft Teams users. The Approvals app provides a

simple way to bring auditing, compliance, accountability, and workflows to both structured and unstructured

Approvals in Teams.

Users can pin the Approvals app to save it to the menu bar.

The first approval created from the Approvals app will trigger the provisioning of the Approval Solution in the

default Common Data Service (CDS) environment. Approvals created from the Approvals app will be stored in

the default CDS environment.

This article describes the Approvals app requirements and roles.

This feature hasn't been released to Government Community Cloud (GCC), Government Community Cloud High (GCCH),

and Department of Defense (DOD) users yet.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/approval-admin.md


 Storage with CDS
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 Approvals Teams app permissions

To deploy the Approvals app, you need permission for the following items:

Permissions to create a Microsoft CDS database.

An account on flow.microsoft.com

Administrator Role in the target environment.

License for Power Automate, Office 365, or Dynamics 365.

License for Microsoft Forms is required for users to set up new approval templates.

To use the Approvals app, you need a license for Power Automate, and your account will be added automatically

to the Approvals User role in the target environment on your first approval assignment.

The Common Data Model (CDM) is the shared data language used by business and analytical applications in the

CDS. It consists of a set of a standardized, extensible data schemas published by Microsoft and our partners that

enables consistency of data and its meaning across applications and business processes. Learn more about the

Common Data Model of the Microsoft Power Platform.

Learn more about the Approval workflow.

Approvals that are created from a template still store data in CDS, such as their title, details, template ID, and

more. Responses that are submitted on the approval request are stored in Forms. Learn more about Data

storage for Microsoft Forms.

If you delete the Form template on the Microsoft Forms site, it will break your Approval template and users will not be

able to start the request. Users will get an error "CDB TableNotFound" when trying to open an Approval template that

has been deleted on Microsoft Forms.

Org-scoped templates share the same lifetime of the tenant and team-scoped templates share the same lifetime

of the team. So, permanently deleting the team deletes the related templates.

The Approvals Teams app lets you access the following features:

Receive messages and data that you provide to it.

Send you messages and notifications.

Render personal apps and dialogs without a Teams-provided header.

Access your profile information such as your name, email address, company name, and preferred

language.

Receive messages and data that team members provide to it in a channel.

Send messages and notifications in a channel.

Access your team's information:

team name

channel list

roster (team member's names and email addresses).

https://flow.microsoft.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/get-started-approvals
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/get-started-approvals
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/modern-approvals
https://support.microsoft.com/office/data-storage-for-microsoft-forms-97a34e2e-98e1-4dc2-b6b4-7a8444cb1dc3#:%257E:text=Where%20data%20is%20stored%20for%20Microsoft%20Forms.%20Microsoft,European-based%20tenants%20is%20stored%20on%20servers%20in%20Europe
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 Disable the Approvals app

Use the team's information to contact them.

Approval Template Permissions

All team owners can create an approval template for teams that they own.

When an Admin creates a template for their entire organization for the first time, it will automatically

create a new Azure Active Directory(AAD) group for all admins of the tenant, including the global and

Team’s service admins. These admins will be added as owners of the group, so they can co-manage

organizational templates. Admins that are new to the organization after the team has been created need

to be manually added as group owners so they have the same permissions to manage organization-wide

templates.

If an admin deletes the group, you have one month to restore it within the Azure Active Directory (AAD) portal to restore

all related data. After one month, or if the admin deletes this group within the recycle bin, you will lose all related data.

The Approvals app is available by default. You can disable the app in the Teams admin center.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. Expand Teams appsTeams apps  and select Manage appsManage apps .

3. Search for the Approvals app.

4. Select Approvals.

5. Select the toggle to disable the app for your organization.



 Retention policy

 Data limitations

 Auditing

Approvals created from the Approvals App are stored in the default CDS environment, which doesn’t support

backups at this time. Learn more about how to Back up and restore environments - Power Platform | Microsoft

Docs.

Data stored in Forms will not be deleted until the team owners clean it up from the deleted formsdeleted forms tab in the

Microsoft Forms web app.

Each team can contain at most 400 approvals templates, and each template can collect a maximum of 50,000

requests based on the current capability in Microsoft Forms.

The Approvals App logs audit events within the Microsoft 365 Security and Compliance Center. You can view the

audit log.

1. Go to the Microsoft 365 Compliance Site.

2. Select the AuditAudit section.

3. Search for activities under Microsoft Teams approvals activitiesMicrosoft Teams approvals activities .

You can search for the following activities:

Create new approval request

View approval request details

Approved approval request

Rejected approval request

Canceled approval request

Shared approval request

File attached to approval request

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/approvals-details-new.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/backup-restore-environments
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 Approvals e-signature integration

Reassigned approval request

Added e-signature to approval request

Viewed e-signature request details

Reviewed e-signature request

Canceled e-signature request

Create a new template

Edit an existing template

Enable/disable a template

Viewed template

For access to more auditing approvals within Flow, enable and configure auditing in the default environment for

the primary approval entities Approval, Approval Request, and Approval Response. Create, update, and delete

operations are auditable events for Approval records. Learn more about Audit data and user activity for security

and compliance - Power Platform | Microsoft Docs.

Auditing can be customized further in the Microsoft 365 Security and Compliance Center.

1. To use the preconfigured reports, sign in to Microsoft 365 Security and Compliance.

2. Select Search & investigationSearch & investigation.

3. Search the Audit log and select the Dynamics 365 activitiesDynamics 365 activities  tab.

Learn more about Microsoft Dataverse and model-driven apps activity logging - Power Platform.

From the Teams Approvals app, users have access to create new Approvals and view Approvals that they have

sent and received. Users won't have access to Approvals that are created by others unless they're either a

responder or a viewer of the request.

A user will be given a viewer role of a request if they are part of the chat or channel where the approval was created. They

won't have the ability to take action on the request if they weren't given that role when the approval was created.

E-signature approvals created from the Approvals app are stored in the selected provider's cloud environment.

For further information about storage around the e-signature agreement, view the selected provider's storage

documentation.

To use the Approvals app e-signature feature, you need the following items:

License for the specific e-signature provider you're choosing to use. In order to obtain a license for your

organization, you'll need to go to the provider ’s site.

For the Approvals e-signature functionality, third-party signature partners will appear in the Teams Approvals

app by default. You can disable specific e-signature providers by accessing app settings in the Teams admin

center.

1. In the Teams admin center, under Manage appsManage apps , select the Approvals appApprovals app and choose SettingsSettings .

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/audit-data-user-activity
https://support.office.com/article/go-to-the-office-365-security-compliance-center-7e696a40-b86b-4a20-afcc-559218b7b1b8?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/enable-use-comprehensive-auditing


2. Each e-signature provider has a toggle next to it that is in the on position (right) by default. Slide the

toggle to the left to disable a specific e-signature provider. If a Teams admin disables a provider, end users

won't see the provider when creating an approval. End users will also be unable to view any e-signature

requests that were made with that provider.

E-signature Approvals created from the Approvals App are stored in the selected provider ’s cloud. You will

therefore need to go to the provider's site in order to export any data about e-signatures. Refer to the provider's

documentation about export and retention of these agreements.
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Overview of Shifts

NOTENOTE

 Availability of Shifts

 Location of Shifts data

 Set up Shifts
  Enable or disable Shifts in your organizationEnable or disable Shifts in your organization

Effective June 30, 2020, Microsoft StaffHub has been retired. We're building StaffHub capabilities into Microsoft Teams.

Today, Teams includes the Shifts app for schedule management and additional capabilities will roll out over time. StaffHub

stopped working for all users on June 30, 2020. Anyone who tries to open StaffHub is shown a message directing them to

download Teams. To learn more, see Microsoft StaffHub has been retired.

The Shifts app in Microsoft Teams keeps frontline workers connected and in sync. It's built mobile first for fast

and effective time management and communication for teams. Shifts let frontline workers and their managers

use their mobile devices to manage schedules and keep in touch.

Managers create, update, and manage shift schedules for teams. They can send messages to one person

("there's a spill on the floor") or the entire team ("the regional GM is arriving in 20 minutes"). They can also

send policy documents, news bulletins, and videos.

Employees view their upcoming shifts, see who else is scheduled for the day, request to swap or offer a shift,

and request time off.

It's important to know that Shifts currently don't support guests. This means that guests on a team can't be

added to or use shift schedules when Guest access is turned on in Teams.

For details about Shifts capabilities on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

Shifts is available in all Enterprise SKUs where Teams is available.

Shifts data is currently stored in Azure in data centers in North America, Western Europe, and Asia Pacific. For

more information about where data is stored, see Where is my data?

Shifts is enabled by default for all Teams users in your organization. You can turn off or turn on the app at the

org level on the Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

2. In the list of apps, do one of the following actions:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts/manage-the-shifts-app-for-your-organization-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts/microsoft-staffhub-to-be-retired
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
http://o365datacentermap.azurewebsites.net/


  Enable or disable Shifts for specific users in your organizationEnable or disable Shifts for specific users in your organization

  Use the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to pin Shifts to TeamsUse the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to pin Shifts to Teams

  Assign the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to usersAssign the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to users

 Search the audit log for Shifts events

 Related topics

To turn off Shifts for your organization, search for the Shifts app, select it, and then select BlockBlock .

To turn on Shifts for your organization, search for the Shifts app, select it, and then select AllowAllow .

To allow or block specific users in your organization from using Shifts, make sure Shifts be turned on for your

organization on the Manage apps page. Then create a custom app permission policy and assign it to those users.

To learn more, see Manage app permission policies in Teams.

App setup policies let you customize Teams to highlight the apps that are most important for users in your

organization. The apps set in a policy are pinned to the app bar—the bar on the side of the Teams desktop client

and at the bottom of the Teams mobile clients—where users can quickly and easily access them.

Teams includes a built-in FirstLineWorker app setup policy that you can assign to frontline workers in your

organization. By default, the policy includes the Activity, Shifts, Chat, and Calling apps.

To view the FirstLineWorker policy, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appTeams app

> Setup policiesSetup policies .

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

(in preview)(in preview)

You can search the audit log to view Shifts activity in your organization. To learn more about how to search the

audit log and to see a list of Shifts activities that are logged in the audit log, see Search the audit log for events

in Teams.

Before you can search the audit log, you have to first turn on auditing in the Security & Compliance Center. To

learn more, see Turn audit log search on or off. Keep in mind that audit data is only available from the point at

which you turned on auditing.

Shifts Help for frontline workers

Assign policies to your users in Teams

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/firstline-worker-app-setup-policy-new.png#lightbox
https://protection.office.com
https://support.office.com/article/Turn-Office-365-audit-log-search-on-or-off-e893b19a-660c-41f2-9074-d3631c95a014
https://support.office.com/article/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b
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 Purchase apps in the Teams admin center

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Teams apps are free to install and some may require purchasing service subscriptions to experience the app's

full functionality and scope. These service subscriptions are called Software as a Service (SaaS) offers, which are

available for purchase through AppSource and now through the Microsoft Teams admin center.

The Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center is where you view and manage all Teams apps for

your organization. For example, you can see the org-level status and properties of apps, upload new custom

apps to your organization's app store, block or allow apps at the org level, and manage org-wide app settings.

Here, you can also purchase licenses for services offered by third-party apps for users in your organization. The

LicensesLicenses  column in the table indicates whether an app offers a SaaS subscription for purchase.

If you want to block your users from purchasing an app through the Teams app store, you have to block the app. For

more information on how to block an app, see Manage app policies or learn how to block an app at the org-level.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps . You must be

a Global admin or Teams service admin to access the page.

2. Search for the app that you want. To identify apps that have a paid SaaS subscription, look in the L icensesLicenses

column. Each app will have one of the following values:

3. When you find the app, click PurchasePurchase to go to the Plans and pricingPlans and pricing tab of the app details page. Review

the plans and pricing information for the SaaS offer for the app. If you need more information, select LearnLearn

moremore to go to the app's page on AppSource.

PurchasePurchase: The app offers a SaaS subscription and is available to purchase.

PurchasedPurchased: The app offers a SaaS subscription and you've purchased licenses for it.

- -- -: The app doesn't offer a SaaS subscription.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/purchase-third-party-apps.md
https://appsource.microsoft.com/
https://appsource.microsoft.com/
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Private plans may also be listed for purchase, which include special pricing that your organization has previously

negotiated with an ISV. These plans will have the label Private planPrivate plan under the plan name.

4. To subscribe to an app, choose the plan you want, and select PurchasePurchase. The checkout flow will open directly

in the Teams admin center.

5. Select the number of user licenses you want to buy.

6. Check that the billing account and sold-to address is correct. If you don't already have one, add a new one by

selecting AddAdd. For more information on billing accounts, see Understand billing accounts.

You have to be a Global admin to add a new billing account.

7. Check that the correct billing profile is selected. If you don't already have one, add a new one by selecting

Add newAdd new . You have the option to pay with a credit card, debit card, or with invoice billing. The billing profile

also lets you add a purchase order number to identify your order later. For more information on billing

profiles, see Understand billing profiles.

8. Select Place orderPlace order .

9. Select Set upSet up to activate your subscription on the publisher's website. If you don't set up your subscription

after your purchase, you can do it later by selecting Manage licensesManage licenses .

After you've purchased the SaaS offer associated with the Teams app, you can view the following purchase

details on the Plans and pricingPlans and pricing tab of the app details page.

L icense activation dateLicense activation date: Date on which your license was activated. If your account isn't yet set up, this

shows as Subscr iption pending activationSubscr iption pending activation.

L icensesLicenses : Number of licenses you purchased.

Select Manage licensesManage licenses  to go to the Microsoft 365 admin center to view and manage the licenses you

purchased.

Global admins can add more licenses, remove licenses, and cancel subscriptions for purchases made by anyone

in the organization. Teams service admins can perform the same actions for purchases made by themselves.

However, if a Teams service admin also has the Billing admin role, they can manage purchases made by anyone

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/commerce/manage-billing-accounts
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/commerce/billing-and-payments/manage-billing-profiles
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  Invoice billingInvoice billing

 Have a SaaS offer for a Teams app that you want to list and sell in the
Microsoft Teams admin center and AppSource?

 Related topics

in the organization.

If a Global admin wants to manage a subscription purchased by another global admin, they need to be in the same billing

account. You can give another Global admin access to a subscription you purchased by selecting the app in the Microsoft

365 admin center. From there, go to View billing profileView billing profile > Select billing accountSelect billing account  > Assign rolesAssign roles > Add otherAdd other

Global adminsGlobal admins .

Invoice billing is available as a payment option for some transactions.

A credit review is required the first time you use invoice billing, which can take up to 24 to 48 hours for

approval. Invoice billing won't be available until the credit check is complete. You can place your order with a

credit card or try again later after your credit review is approved.

Invoice billing is only available for Global admins or an admin with both Teams service admin and Billing

admin permissions.

Invoice billing isn't available when purchasing a plan with a 30-day free trial.

Developers can create SaaS offers associated with their Teams apps. These offers are published through Partner

Center and are available for organizations to purchase through AppSource and the Microsoft Teams admin

center.

Third-party app developers can go to Create a SaaS offer for more information.

Manage your apps in the Microsoft Teams admin center

Create a SaaS offer

Azure AD built-in roles

Microsoft 365 admin roles

https://partner.microsoft.com
https://appsource.microsoft.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/marketplace/partner-center-portal/create-new-saas-offer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/marketplace/partner-center-portal/create-new-saas-offer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/roles/permissions-reference
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/about-admin-roles
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Microsoft Power Platform helps users accelerate their development with low-code tools to analyze data using

Power BIPower BI, build custom apps using Power AppsPower Apps , automate processes using Power AutomatePower Automate, and create

intelligent bots using Power Vir tual AgentsPower Vir tual Agents  more quickly than ever. With the shift to remote and hybrid work,

Microsoft Teams has enabled people around the world to continue to create, collaborate, and communicate.

With more than 75 million daily active users, Teams is how people are getting work done.

Microsoft Power Platform provides many integration capabilities with Teams where you can embed Power BIPower BI

reports in the Teams workspace, embed apps created using Power AppsPower Apps  as a tab or personal app, trigger a

Power AutomatePower Automate flow from any message or use adaptive cards, and add your bot created using PowerPower

Vir tual AgentsVir tual Agents  to Teams for other members of your organization to interact with.

Starting September 2020, integration with Microsoft Power Platform has improved to let users do the following

without ever leaving the Teams interface:

Create and share dashboards, reports, and apps using Power BIPower BI to make data-driven decisions.

Create and share low-code, purpose-built apps using an integrated Power AppsPower Apps  studio by connecting to

your business data stored either in the new underlying data platform (Microsoft Dataverse for Teams),

Microsoft 365, or in other data sources through connectors.

Create automated workflows between your apps and services to synchronize files, get notifications, collect

data, and more using Power AutomatePower Automate.

Build bots using a guided, no-code graphical interface using Power Vir tual AgentsPower Vir tual Agents  to easily create digital

assistants within Teams and make them available to your colleagues to chat with.

The new capabilities to create apps, bots, and workflows are backed by the new built-in, low-code data platform

for Teams, Dataverse for Teams, which provides relational data storage, rich data types, enterprise grade

governance, and one-click solution deployment. Dataverse for Teams is built on top of Microsoft Dataverse. With

Dataverse for Teams, Teams users can find and install custom, ready-to-use solutions from the Teams app store

that showcase common scenarios across industries. You can customize and extend these custom solutions to

adapt to your organization's branding and requirements.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-power-platfom-integration.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/teams/overview-data-platform
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/common-data-service/data-platform-intro


 

Licensing

 How do I get started?

The new capabilities are available to the select Microsoft 365 subscriptions.

For more information about licensing requirements for Power Apps, Power Automate, Power Virtual Agents,

and Dataverse for Teams, see Licensing.

For more information about licensing requirements for Power BI, see Requirements.

Power BI and Teams

Power Apps and Teams

Power Automate and Teams

Power Virtual Agents and Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/about-teams-environment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/collaborate-share/service-collaborate-microsoft-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/collaborate-share/service-collaborate-microsoft-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/teams/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/teams/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-virtual-agents/teams/fundamentals-what-is-power-virtual-agents-teams
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 Microsoft Power Platform apps in Teams

NOTENOTE

This article gives you an overview of how to manage Microsoft Power Platform apps in the Microsoft Teams

admin center.

This article applies to custom apps created by makers in your organization using Power Apps or Power Virtual Agents.

These custom apps are automatically added to Teams. This article doesn't apply to the Power Apps app or Power Virtual

Agents app that are installed from the Apps page or pinned to Teams through an app setup policy. You manage those

apps as you would for any other app on the Manage apps page, using app permission policies, and app setup policies.

Power Apps is a low-code/no-code application development environment that makers in your organization can

use to build custom apps that connect to your business data. Power Virtual Agents is a no-code bot building

environment for makers to create powerful bots. With the integration of Microsoft Power Platform apps into

Teams, organizations can streamline business processes, respond to changing business needs more rapidly to

drive greater collaboration, and create and share custom solutions to be more productive.

Microsoft Power Platform apps created by makers in your organization are automatically added to Teams.

Makers can control who can access their app by using the sharing feature in Power Apps and the sharing feature

in Power Virtual Agents.

When a Microsoft Power Platform app is created or shared, users can view and install it on the Apps page by

going to Built for Built for Your Organization NameYour Organization Name > Built by your colleaguesBuilt by your colleagues . (It might take a few minutes after

an app is created or shared for the app to appear here.)

A user will see an app in Built by your colleaguesBuilt by your colleagues  if the app meets one of the following conditions.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-power-platform-apps.md
https://powerplatform.microsoft.com/
https://powerapps.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-virtual-agents/fundamentals-what-is-power-virtual-agents
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/share-app
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-virtual-agents/admin-share-bots
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 Manage access to Microsoft Power Platform apps in the Microsoft
Teams admin center

NOTENOTE

  Allow or block Microsoft Power Platform apps for your organizationAllow or block Microsoft Power Platform apps for your organization

The user created the app.

The app was shared directly with the user.

The user recently used the app.

The user created the bot.

The bot is owned by a team the user is a member of.

Users install Microsoft Power Platform apps in the same way they install any other Teams app. Keep in mind that

users can only install apps to the context to which they have permissions, for example, a team they own, a chat

that they're a part of, or their personal scope.

As an admin, you can control whether Microsoft Power Platform apps are listed in Built by your colleaguesBuilt by your colleagues

on the Apps page in Teams. You can collectively block or allow all apps created in Power Apps or all apps created

in Power Virtual Agents at the org level on the Manage apps page or for specific users using app permission

policies.

The Shared Power AppsShared Power Apps  and Shared Power Vir tual Agent AppsShared Power Vir tual Agent Apps  apps in your organization's app store

represent all apps created on that particular platform. If you block one or both these apps at the org level or for

specific users, those users can't see any apps from those platforms in Built by your colleaguesBuilt by your colleagues  and can't

install them in Teams.

Keep in mind that you can control access to all apps created in Power Apps and Power Virtual Agents but you

can't allow or block individual apps. Makers decide who can access the apps they create through the sharing

feature from within Power Apps and Power Virtual Agents. If a maker shared an app they created in Power

Virtual Agents with a user and you blocked Shared Power Vir tual Agents AppsShared Power Vir tual Agents Apps  for that user, the user won't

be able to see or install any apps from that platform in Teams.

If a user is allowed to access apps from Power Apps or Power Virtual Agents, and you then block the user from

accessing apps from one or both these platforms, the user can still access and use Microsoft Power Platforms

apps that they installed before you blocked the app or apps. However, the user can no longer see or install any

apps from those platforms in Built by your colleaguesBuilt by your colleagues .

The Allow interaction with custom appsAllow interaction with custom apps org-wide app setting on the Manage apps page applies to everyone in your

organization and governs whether they can interact with custom apps. Org-wide app settings govern the behavior for all

users and override any other app permission policies assigned to users. By default, this setting is turned on. If this setting

is turned off, users in your organization can't see or install any custom apps, including Microsoft Power Platform apps. To

learn more, see Manage org-wide app settings.

By default, Shared Power AppsShared Power Apps  and Shared Power Vir tual Agent AppsShared Power Vir tual Agent Apps  are allowed for all Teams users in

your organization. You can block or allow them at the org level on the Manage apps page of the Microsoft Teams

admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps . You must

be a global admin or Teams service admin to access the page.

2. In the list of apps, do one of the following.



  Allow or block Microsoft Power Platform apps for specific usersAllow or block Microsoft Power Platform apps for specific users

  Use audit logs to investigate Microsoft Power Platform installation activityUse audit logs to investigate Microsoft Power Platform installation activity

To block apps created in Power Apps or Power Virtual Agents for all users in your organization, search

for Shared Power AppsShared Power Apps  or Shared Power Vir tual Agent AppsShared Power Vir tual Agent Apps , select it, and then click BlockBlock .

To allow apps created in Power Apps or Power Virtual Agents for all users in your organization, search

for Shared Power AppsShared Power Apps  or Shared Power Vir tual Agent AppsShared Power Vir tual Agent Apps , select it, and then click AllowAllow .

To allow or block specific users in your organization from accessing apps created in Power Apps or Power

Virtual Agents, create and assign one or more custom app permission policies.

For example, to block specific users from accessing apps created in Power Apps, create a custom app permission

policy to block Shared Power AppsShared Power Apps , and then assign the policy to those users.

You can use audit logs for Teams to investigate events where users installed Microsoft Power Platform apps



NOTENOTE

 Related topics

from the Built by your colleaguesBuilt by your colleagues  section of the Apps page in Teams. To do this, search the audit log for the

Installed appInstalled app Teams event (under the AppInstalledAppInstalled operation) for a user or set of users. To find apps installed

from Built by your colleaguesBuilt by your colleagues , look for the TemplatedInstanceTemplatedInstance value in the AppDistr ibutionModeAppDistr ibutionMode

property in a given record's details.

You can export audit records in CSV format for easier filtering.

Share a canvas app in Power Apps

Share your bot with other users

Manage apps in the Microsoft Teams admin center

Manage app permission policies in Teams

Publish a custom app submitted through the Teams App Submission API

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/share-app
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-virtual-agents/admin-share-bots
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 Develop
  Create the appCreate the app

When you publish a custom Teams app, it's available to users in your organization's app store. There are two ways to

publish a custom app and the way that you use depends on how you get the app. This ar ticle focuses on how toThis ar ticle focuses on how to

approve and publish a custom app that a developer submits through the Teams App Submission APIapprove and publish a custom app that a developer submits through the Teams App Submission API . The

other method, uploading a custom app, is used when a developer sends you an app package in .zip format. To learn more

about that method, see Publish a custom app by uploading an app package. The approve app widget isn't available in

GCC tenants.

This method is not currently available for GCC environments. You must use the uploading a custom app method.

This article provides end-to-end guidance for how to take your Teams app from development to deployment to

discovery. You'll get an overview of the connected experiences that Teams provides across the app lifecycle to

streamline how to develop, deploy, and manage custom apps in your organization's app store.

We'll cover each step of the lifecycle, including how developers can use the Teams App Submission API to

submit custom apps directly to the Microsoft Teams admin center for you to review and approve, how to set

policies to manage apps for users in your organization, and how your users discover them in Teams.

This guidance focuses on the Teams aspects of the app and is intended for admins and IT pros. For information

about developing Teams apps, see the Teams developer documentation.

The Microsoft Teams developer platform makes it easy for developers to integrate your own apps and services

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/submit-approve-custom-apps.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upload-custom-apps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform


  Submit the appSubmit the app

 Validate

to improve productivity, make decisions faster, and create collaboration around existing content and workflows.

Apps built on the Teams platform are bridges between the Teams client and your services and workflows,

bringing them directly into the context of your collaboration platform. For more information, go to the Teams

developer documentation.

When the app is ready for use in production, the developer can submit the app using the Teams App Submission

API, which can be called from Graph API, an integrated development environment (IDE) such as Visual Studio

Code, or a platform such as Power Apps and Power Virtual Agents. Doing this makes the app available on the

Manage apps page of the Microsoft Teams admin center, where you, the admin, can review and approve it.this

The Teams App Submission API, built on Microsoft Graph, allows your organization to develop on the platform

of your choice and automates the submission-to-approval process for custom apps on Teams.

Here's an example of what this app submission step looks like in Visual Studio Code:

Keep in mind that this doesn't publish the app to your organization's app store yet. This step submits the app to

the Microsoft Teams admin center where you can approve it for publishing to your organization's app store.

For more information about using the Graph API to submit apps, see here.

The Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center (in the left navigation, go to Teams appsTeams apps  >

Manage appsManage apps ), gives you a view into all Teams apps for your organization. The Pending approvalPending approval  widget at

the top of the page lets you know when a custom app is submitted for approval.

In the table, a newly submitted app automatically shows a Publishing statusPublishing status  of SubmittedSubmitted and StatusStatus  of

BlockedBlocked. You can sort the Publishing statusPublishing status  column in descending order to quickly find the app.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/teamsapp-publish
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-apps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/teamsapp-publish
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/teamsapp-publish
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-apps


 Publish

 

Click the app name to go to the app details page. On the AboutAbout tab, you can view details about the app,

including description, status, submitter, and app ID.

For more information about using the Graph API to check the Publishing statusPublishing status , see here.

When you're ready to make the app available to users, publish the app.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

2. Click the app name to go to the app details page, and then in the Publishing statusPublishing status  box, select PublishPublish .

After you publish the app, the Publishing statusPublishing status  changes to PublishedPublished and the StatusStatus  automatically

changes to AllowedAllowed.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/appcatalogs-list-teamsapps


Set up and manage
  Control access to the appControl access to the app

  Pin and install the app for users to discoverPin and install the app for users to discover

  Search the audit log for Teams app eventsSearch the audit log for Teams app events

 Discover and adopt

 Update

By default, all users in your organization can access the app in your organization's app store. To restrict and

control who has permission to use the app, you can create and assign an app permission policy. To learn more,

see Manage app permission policies in Teams.

By default, for users to find the app they have to go to your organization's app store and browse or search for it.

To make it easy for users to get to the app, you can pin the app to the app bar in Teams. To do this, create an app

setup policy and assign it to users. To learn more, see Manage app setup policies in Teams.

You can search the audit log to view Teams apps activity in your organization. To learn more about how to search

the audit log and to see a list of Teams activities that are logged in the audit log, see Search the audit log for

events in Teams.

Before you can search the audit log, you have to first turn on auditing in the Security & Compliance Center. To

learn more, see Turn audit log search on or off. Keep in mind that audit data is only available from the point at

which you turned on auditing.

Users who have permissions to the app can find it in your organization's app store. Go to Built for Built for YourYour

Organization NameOrganization Name on the Apps page to find your organization's custom apps.

If you created and assigned an app setup policy, the app is pinned to the app bar in Teams for easy access for

those users who were assigned the policy.

To update an app, developers should continue to follow the steps in the Develop section.

When the developer submits an update to a published custom app, you'll get notified in the Pending approvalPending approval

widget of the Manage apps page. In the table, the Publishing statusPublishing status  of the app will be set to UpdateUpdate

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-app-permission-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-app-setup-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/audit-log-events
https://protection.office.com
https://support.office.com/article/Turn-Office-365-audit-log-search-on-or-off-e893b19a-660c-41f2-9074-d3631c95a014
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-apps


submittedsubmitted.

To review and publish an app update:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

2. Click the app name to go to the app details page, and then select Update availableUpdate available to review details of

the update.

3. When you're ready, select PublishPublish to publish the update. Doing this replaces the existing app, updates the

version number, and changes the Publishing statusPublishing status  to PublishedPublished. All app permission policies and app

setup policies remain enforced for the updated app.

If you reject the update, the earlier version of the app remains published.

Keep in mind the following:

When an app is approved, any one can submit an update to the app. This means other developers, including

the developer who originally submitted the app, can submit an update to the app.



 Related topics

When a developer submits an app and the request is pending, only that same developer can submit an

update to the app. Other developers can submit an update only after the app is approved.

For more information about using the Graph API to update apps, see here.

Publish a custom app by uploading an app package

Manage your apps in the Microsoft Teams admin center

Manage custom app policies and settings in Teams

Manage app permission policies in Teams

Manage app setup policies in Teams

Microsoft Graph API for Teams apps

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/teamsapp-update
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teamsapp
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 Develop
  Create your appCreate your app

 Validate
  Get the app packageGet the app package

  Allow trusted users to upload custom appsAllow trusted users to upload custom apps

When you publish a custom Teams app, it's available to users in your organization's app store. There are two ways to

publish a custom app and the way that you use depends on how you get the app. This ar ticle focuses on how toThis ar ticle focuses on how to

publish a custom app by uploading an app package (in .zip format) that a developer sends youpublish a custom app by uploading an app package (in .zip format) that a developer sends you. The other

method, approving a custom app, is used when a developer submits an app directly to the Manage apps page through

the Teams App Submission API. To learn more about that method, see Publish a custom app submitted through the

Teams App Submission API.

This article provides end-to-end guidance for how to take your Teams app from development to deployment to

discovery. This guidance focuses on the Teams aspects of the app and is intended for admins and IT pros. For

more information about developing Teams apps, see the Teams developer documentation.

The Microsoft Teams developer platform makes it easy for developers to integrate your own apps and services

to improve productivity, make decisions faster, and create collaboration around existing content and workflows.

Apps built on the Teams platform are bridges between the Teams client and your services and workflows,

bringing them directly into the context of your collaboration platform. For more information, go to the Teams

developer documentation.

When the app is ready for use in production, the developer should produce an app package. They can use App

Studio for that. They'll send you the file in .zip format.

Microsoft uses these guidelines to ensure apps comply with the quality and security standards of the global

Teams apps store.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upload-custom-apps.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-apps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/submit-approve-custom-apps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/get-started/get-started-app-studio
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/publishing/office-store-approval
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To validate that the app is working correctly in your production tenant, you need to allow yourself and/or trusted

users to upload custom apps in the production tenant. You use app setup policies to do this.

If you're uncomfortable with uploading the app to your production tenant for validation, even for yourself or trusted

users, you can skip this step and follow the steps in the Upload and Set up and manage sections to publish the

unvalidated app to your organization's app store. Then, restrict access to that app to only yourself and users you trust.

These users can then get the app from your organization's app store to perform validation. After the app is validated, use

the same permission policies to open access and roll the app out for production use.

To allow trusted users to upload custom apps, follow these steps:

1. Turn on the Allow interaction with custom appsAllow interaction with custom apps  org-wide app setting. To do this:

a. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps , and

then click Org-wide app settingsOrg-wide app settings .

b. Under Custom appsCustom apps , turn on Allow interaction with custom appsAllow interaction with custom apps , and then click SaveSave.

2. Turn off the Upload custom appsUpload custom apps  setting in the global app setup policy. To do this:

a. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Setup policiesSetup policies , and

then click the Global (Org-wide default)Global (Org-wide default)  policy.

b. Turn off Upload custom appsUpload custom apps , and then click SaveSave.

3. Create a new app setup policy that allows uploading custom apps and assign it to your set of trusted

users. To do this:

a. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Setup policiesSetup policies ,

and then click the AddAdd. Give the new policy a name and description, turn on Upload customUpload custom

appsapps , and then click SaveSave.

b. Select the new policy you created, and then click Manage usersManage users . Search for a user, click AddAdd, and

then click ApplyApply . Repeat this step to assign the policy to all your trusted users.

These users can now upload the app manifest to validate that the app is working correctly in the

production tenant.

To make the app available to users in your organization's app store, upload the app. You can do this on the

Manage apps page of the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

2. Click UploadUpload, click Select a fileSelect a file, and then select the app package that you received from the developer.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-app-setup-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-apps


 Set up and manage
  Control access to the appControl access to the app

  Pin and install the app for users to discoverPin and install the app for users to discover

  Search the audit log for Teams app eventsSearch the audit log for Teams app events

 Discover and adopt

By default, all users in your organization can access the app in your organization's app store. To restrict and

control who has permission to use the app, you can create and assign an app permission policy. To learn more,

see Manage app permission policies in Teams.

By default, for users to find the app they have to go to your organization's app store and browse or search for it.

To make it easy for users to get to the app, you can pin the app to the app bar in Teams. To do this, create an app

setup policy and assign it to users. To learn more, see Manage app setup policies in Teams.

You can search the audit log to view Teams apps activity in your organization. To learn more about how to search

the audit log and to see a list of Teams activities that are logged in the audit log, see Search the audit log for

events in Teams.

Before you can search the audit log, you have to first turn on auditing in the Security & Compliance Center. To

learn more, see Turn audit log search on or off. Keep in mind that audit data is only available from the point at

which you turned on auditing.

Users who have permissions to the app can find it in your organization's app store. Go to Built for Built for YourYour

Organization NameOrganization Name on the Apps page to find your organization's custom apps.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-app-permission-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-app-setup-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/audit-log-events
https://protection.office.com
https://support.office.com/article/Turn-Office-365-audit-log-search-on-or-off-e893b19a-660c-41f2-9074-d3631c95a014
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  End user update experienceEnd user update experience

If you created and assigned an app setup policy, the app is pinned to the app bar in Teams for easy access for

those users who were assigned the policy.

To update an app, developers should continue to follow the steps in the Develop and Validate sections.

You can update the app on the Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center. To do this, in the left

navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps . Click the app name, and

then click UpdateUpdate. Doing this replaces the existing app, and all app permission policies and app setup policies

remain enforced for the updated app.

In most cases, after you complete an app update the new version automatically appears for end users. However,

there are some updates to the Microsoft Teams manifest that require user acceptance to complete:

A bot was added or removed

An existing bot's "botId" property changed

An existing bot's "isNotificationOnly" property changed

The bot's "supportsFiles" property changed

A Messaging extension was added or removed

A new connector was added

A new static tab was added

A new configurable tab was added

Properties inside "webApplicationInfo" changed

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/resources/schema/manifest-schema


 Related topics
Publish a custom app submitted through the Teams App Submission API

Manage your apps in the Microsoft Teams admin center

Manage custom app policies and settings in Teams

Manage app permission policies in Teams

Manage app setup policies in Teams
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 Customize your organization logo

 Customize your small logo

Now you can customize your organization's apps store in Teams with your company branding by adding your

logo, custom backgrounds, and custom text colors to make it more inviting to end users.

Changes to branding will require 24 hours to take effect.

You can access the customize store in the admin center by selecting Teams appsTeams apps  > Customize storeCustomize store.

This article describes the Custom apps store features and how to use them.

 

Here you can upload your organization logo. The logo selected will appear in the Teams client in AppsApps  > BuiltBuilt

for your tenantfor your tenant page.

When you select the Choose a pictureChoose a picture option, you can upload the file of your choice. The logo should be

240x60, or it will be scaled to that size. It should be no larger than 5 MB. The supported formats are:

.svg

.png

.jpg

The logo is shown in the top, right corner of the tenant app catalog in the Teams store.

 

Your organization logomark or small logo is an image or symbol that represents your organization brand and

doesn't include your company name. The lovemark helps team members identify the Apps store. The logo

selected will appear in the Teams client in Apps page.

When you select the Choose a pictureChoose a picture option, you can upload the file of your choice. The logomark should be

32x32 pixels, or it will be scaled to that size. It should be no larger than 5 MB. The supported formats are:

.svg

.png

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/customize-your-app-store.md


 Customize the background color

 Customize the text color of your name

 Complete the customization of your team apps store

.jpg

The small logo is shown next to the Built for tenantBuilt for tenant section title in the Teams store landing page.

 

Make sure that the background has enough contrast with the text so the users can read the text clearly. The

background will appear in the Teams client in AppsApps  > Built for your tenantBuilt for your tenant header.

Your options are:

Use Teams client default background theme

Choose a picture. When you select the background picture, you can upload the file of your choice. The

background should be 1212x100 pixels, or it will be scaled to that size. It should be no larger than 5 MB. The

supported formats are:

Choose a custom background. When you select Choose a custom colorChoose a custom color , a color chooser opens. Select the

color that you want by adjusting the scale of the color chooser.

.svg

.png

.jpg

The background image or color is used as the background for the top banner in the Teams tenant app catalog.

 

Make sure the text color has enough contrast with the background so that the users can read the name of your

organization clearly. The text will appear in the Teams client in AppsApps  > Built for your tenantBuilt for your tenant header.

When you select Choose a custom colorChoose a custom color , a color chooser opens. Select the color that you want by adjusting

the scale of the color chooser.

When you've finished customizing your apps store, be sure to select SaveSave to save your changes. To preview

your changes, select Preview apps storePreview apps store to see a representation of your customized apps store.
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The representation might vary from the final version of your customized apps store because some default colors are

based on your users' version of Teams client.

Manage your apps
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 View apps

As an admin, you can view and manage all Teams apps for your organization. On the Manage apps page in the

Teams admin center you can:

Allow or block apps at the org level

Apps blocked by publishers

Add apps to teams

Approve or upload new custom apps to your organization's app store

View permissions requested by apps

Grant consent to apps

Purchase service for third-party apps

See org-level status and properties of apps

Manage org-wide app settings

View security and compliance information for Microsoft 365 Certified apps

The Manage apps page gives you a view into all available apps, providing you with the information you need to

decide which apps to allow or block across your organization. You can then use app permission policies, app

setup policies, and custom app policies and settings to configure the app experience for specific users in your

organization.

In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps . You must be a

global admin or Teams service admin to access the page.

The Manage apps page isn't available yet in Microsoft 365 Government Community Cloud High (GCCH) or Department

of Defense (DoD) deployments of Teams.

You can view every app including the following information about each app.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-apps.md


NameName: The app name. Select the app name to go to the app details page to see more information about

the app. This includes a description of the app, whether it's allowed or blocked, version, privacy policy,

terms of use, categories that apply to the app, certification status, supported capabilities, and app ID.

Here's an example:

Cer tificationCer tification: If the app has gone through certification, you'll see either Microsoft 365 cer tifiedMicrosoft 365 cer tified or

Publisher attestationPublisher attestation. Select the link to view certification details for the app. If you see "----", we don't

have certification information for the app. To learn more about certified apps in Teams, read Microsoft

365 App Certification program.

PublisherPublisher : Name of the publisher.

Publishing statusPublishing status : Publishing status of custom apps.

StatusStatus : Status of the app at the org level, which can be one of the following:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/teams-app-certification/all-apps


 Publish a custom app to your organization's app store

  Approve a custom appApprove a custom app

AllowedAllowed: The app is available for all users in your organization.

BlockedBlocked: The app is blocked and not available for any users in your organization.

Blocked by publisherBlocked by publisher : The app is blocked by the publisher and is hidden from end-users by default.

After you set up the app using the publisher's guidance, you can allow or block the app to make it

available to end-users.

Blocked org-wideBlocked org-wide: The app is blocked in org-wide app settings. It's important to know that this

column represents the allowed and blocked status of apps that were formerly on the Org-wideOrg-wide

settingssettings  pane. You now view, block, and allow apps at the org-wide on the Manage appsManage apps  page.

L icensesLicenses : Indicates whether an app offers a Software as a Service (SaaS) subscription for purchase. This

column applies only to third-party apps. Each third-party app will have one of the following values:

PurchasePurchase: The app offers a SaaS subscription and is available to purchase.

PurchasedPurchased: The app offers a SaaS subscription and you've purchased licenses for it.

- -- -: The app doesn't offer a SaaS subscription.

Custom appCustom app: Whether the app is a custom app.

PermissionsPermissions : Indicates whether a third-party or custom app that's registered in Azure Active Directory

(Azure AD) has permissions that need consent. You'll see one of the following values:

View detailsView details : The app has permissions that require consent before the app can access data.

- -- -: The app doesn't have permissions that need consent.

CategoriesCategories : Categories that apply to the app.

VersionVersion: App version.

Admin can install in meetingsAdmin can install in meetings : Indicates whether an app can be installed by admins in Team meetings.

Learn more

To see the information that you want in the table, select Edit ColumnEdit Column in the upper-right corner to add or

remove columns to the table.

Use the Manage apps page to publish apps that are built specifically for your organization. After you publish a

custom app, it's available to users in your organization's app store. There are two ways to publish a custom app

to your organization's app store. The way that you use depends on how you get the app.

Approve a custom app: Use this method if the developer submits the app directly to the Manage apps page

using the Teams App Submission API. You can then review and publish (or reject) the app directly from the

app details page.

Upload an app package: Use this method if the developer sends you the app package in .zip format. You

publish the app by uploading the app package.

The Pending approvalsPending approvals  widget on the Manage apps page notifies you when a developer submits an app by

using the Teams App Submission API. A newly submitted app is listed with a Publishing statusPublishing status  of SubmittedSubmitted

and an StatusStatus  of BlockedBlocked. Go to the app details page to see more information about the app, and then to

publish it, set Publishing statusPublishing status  to PublishPublish .

You're also notified when a developer submits an update to a custom app. You can then review and publish (or

reject) the update on the app details page. All app permission policies and app setup policies remain enforced

for the updated app.



  Upload an app packageUpload an app package

 Allow and block apps

NOTENOTE

 Apps blocked by publishers

 Add an app to a team

To learn more, see Publish a custom app submitted through the Teams App Submission API.

The developer creates a Teams app package using Teams App Studio, and then sends it to you in .zip format.

When you have the app package, you can upload it to your organization's app store.

To upload a new custom app, select UploadUpload to upload the app package. The app isn't highlighted after it's

uploaded so you'll need to search the list of apps on the Manage apps page to find it.

To update an app after it's uploaded, in the list of apps on the Manage apps page, select the app name, and then

select UpdateUpdate. Doing this replaces the existing app and all app permission policies and app setup policies

remain enforced for the updated app.

To learn more, see Publish a custom app by uploading an app package.

The Manage apps page is where you allow or block individual apps at the org level. It shows every available app

and its current org-level app status. (Blocking and allowing apps at the org level has moved from the Org-wideOrg-wide

app settingsapp settings  pane to here.)

To allow or block an app, select it, and then select AllowAllow  or BlockBlock . When you block an app, all interactions with

that app are disabled and the app doesn't appear in Teams for any users in your organization.

When you block or allow an app on the Manage apps page, that app is blocked or allowed for all users in your

organization. When you block or allow an app in a Teams app permission policy, it's blocked or allowed for users

who are assigned that policy. For a user to be able to install and interact with any app, you must allow the app at

the org level on the Manage apps page and in the app permission policy that's assigned to the user.

To uninstall an app, right-click the app, and then click UninstallUninstall or use the More appsMore apps menu on the left side.

When an ISV publishes an app to the global app store, they might need admins to configure or customize the

app experience. The admin can make it available to end-users when the app is fully set up.

For example, Contoso Electronics is an ISV that built a help desk app for Microsoft Teams. Contoso Electronics

wants its customers to set up certain properties of the app so that when users interact with it the app, it

functions as expected. Before an admin can allow or block the application, it will show as Blocked byBlocked by

publisherpublisher  in the Teams admin center and will be hidden from end-users by default. After following the

publisher's guidance to set up the app, you can makes it available to users by changing to status to AllowedAllowed, or

block users from using the app by changing the status to BlockedBlocked.

You use the Add to teamAdd to team button to install an app to a team. Keep in mind that this is only for apps that can be

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/get-started/get-started-app-studio


 Customize an app

 Purchase services for third-party apps

 Grant admin consent to apps

 View resource-specific consent permissions

 Manage org-wide app settings
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installed in a team scope. The Add to teamAdd to team button isn't available for apps that can only be installed in the

personal scope.

1. Search for the app you want, and then select the app by clicking to the left of the app name.

2. Select Add to teamAdd to team.

3. In the Add to teamAdd to team pane, search for the team you want to add the app to, select the team, and then select

ApplyApply .

You can now customize an app to include a specific look and feel according to your organization needs. See

Customize apps in Teams.

You can search for and purchase licenses for services offered by third-party apps for users in your organization

directly from the Manage apps page. The L icensesLicenses  column in the table indicates whether an app offers a paid

SaaS subscription. Select Purchase nowPurchase now  to view plans and pricing information and buy licenses for your users.

To learn more, see Purchase services for Teams third-party apps in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

You can review and grant consent to apps that request permissions on behalf of all users in your organization.

You do this so that users don't have to review and accept the permissions requested by the app when they start

the app. The PermissionsPermissions  column indicates whether an app has permissions that need consent. You'll see a

View detailsView details  link for each app registered in Azure AD that has permissions that need consent. To learn more,

see View app permissions and grant admin consent in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Resource-specific consent (RSC) permissions let team owners grant consent for an app to access and modify a

team's data. RSC permissions are granular, Teams-specific permissions that define what an app can do in a

specific team. You can view RSC permissions on the PermissionsPermissions  tab of the app details page for an app. To

learn more, see View app permissions and grant admin consent in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Use org-wide app settings to control whether users can install third-party apps and whether users can upload or

interact with custom apps in your organization. Org-wide app settings govern the behavior for all users and

override any other app permission policies assigned to users. You can use them to control malicious or

problematic apps.

To learn how to use org-wide app settings in Microsoft 365 Government - Government Community Cloud High GCCH

and Department of Defense (DoD) deployments of Teams, see Manage app permission policies in Teams.

1. On the Manage apps page, select Org-wide app settingsOrg-wide app settings . You can then configure the settings you want

in the panel.



 View security and compliance information for Microsoft 365 Certified
apps

2. Under Third-par ty appsThird-par ty apps , turn off or turn on these settings to control access to third-party apps:

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

Allow third-par ty appsAllow third-par ty apps : This controls whether users can use third-party apps. If you turn off this

setting, your users won't be able to install or use any third-party apps and the app status of these

apps is displayed as Blocked org-wideBlocked org-wide in the table.

When Allow third-par ty appsAllow third-par ty apps is off, outgoing webhooks are still enabled for all users, but you can

control them at the user level by allowing or blocking the Outgoing Webhook app through app

permission policies. 

Note that if you have existing app permission policies for Microsoft appsMicrosoft apps that use the Allow specificAllow specific

apps and block all othersapps and block all others  setting, and you want to enable outgoing webhooks for users, add the

Outgoing Webhook app to the list.

Teams users can add apps when they host meetings or chats with people from other organizations. They

can also use apps shared by people in other organizations when they join meetings or chats hosted by

those organizations. The data policies of the hosting user's organization, as well as the data sharing

practices of any third-party apps shared by that user's organization, are applied.

Allow any new third-par ty apps published to the store by defaultAllow any new third-par ty apps published to the store by default: This controls whether

new third-party apps that are published to the Teams app store become automatically available in

Teams. You can only set this option if you allow third-party apps.

3. Under Custom appsCustom apps , turn off or turn on Allow interaction with custom appsAllow interaction with custom apps . This setting controls

whether users can interact with custom apps. To learn more, see Manage custom app policies and

settings in Teams.

4. Select SaveSave for org-wide app settings to take effect.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/webhooks-and-connectors/what-are-webhooks-and-connectors


NOTENOTE

 Related topics

When evaluating an app for their organization, admins can use independent Cloud Access Security Brokers

(CASB), such as Microsoft Cloud App Security (MCAS), to find information about security and behaviors of an

app. The Teams admin center includes security and compliance information from MCAS for Microsoft 365

Certified apps so you'll have more information on whether or not the app meets your needs.

This feature is available to all admins, whether or not your organization has a license that supports MCAS.

To access MCAS information, follow these steps:

1. In the Teams admin center, select Manage appsManage apps  under Teams appsTeams apps .

2. Select Cer tificationCer tification to sort apps and push all Microsoft 365 Certified apps to the top of the table.

3. Choose a Microsoft 365 Certified app.

4. Select the Security and complianceSecurity and compliance tab.

On this tab, you'll find information on security, compliance, and data protection. You can also expand each

dropdown list to get more details about which capabilities are supported for the selected application.

Admin settings for apps in Teams



   

 

Manage app policies in Microsoft Teams
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 App permission policies

 App setup policies

App policies are used to control applications in Microsoft Teams.

App permission policiesApp permission policies  are used to control what apps are available to your users. As an admin, you can

allow or block specific apps that your users install from the Teams app store. App permission policies are

managed through the Microsoft Teams admin center.

App setup policiesApp setup policies  enable you to pin and install applications on behalf of your users and control these

settings for your organization. App setup policies are managed in the Teams admin center.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/app-policies.md


 Custom app policies

 Related topics

You can control who can upload custom apps to Teams with custom app policiescustom app policies . Custom app settings and

policies are managed through the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Manage custom app policies and settings in Teams

Manage app setup policies in Teams

Manage app permission policies in Teams

Manage Teams with policies



   

 

View app permissions and grant admin consent in
the Microsoft Teams admin center

 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Grant org-wide admin consent to an app

The Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center is where you view and manage all Teams apps for

your organization. For example, you can see the org-level status and properties of apps, approve or upload new

custom apps to your organization's app store, block or allow apps at the org level, and manage org-wide app

settings.

Here, you can also grant org-wide admin consent to apps that request permissions to access data and view

resource-specific consent (RSC) permissions for apps.

If you're a global admin, you can review and grant consent to apps that request permissions on behalf of all

users in your organization. You do this so that users don't have to review and accept the permissions requested

by the app when they start the app. Additionally, depending on the user's consent settings in Azure Active

Directory (Azure AD), some users may not be allowed to grant consent to apps that access company data.

Examples of permissions requested by apps include the ability to read information stored in a team, read a

user's profile, and send an email on behalf of users. To learn more, see Permissions and consent in the Microsoft

identity platform endpoint.

The PermissionsPermissions  column indicates whether an app has permissions that need consent. You'll see a ViewView

detailsdetails  link for each app registered in Azure AD that has permissions that need consent. Keep in mind that this

applies only to custom and third-party apps. You won't see this link or need to grant admin consent for apps

published by Microsoft.

To grant org-wide consent to an app, follow these steps:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

2. Do one of the following:

Search for the app you want, click the app name to go to the app details page, and then select the

PermissionsPermissions  tab.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/app-permissions-admin-center.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/manage-apps/configure-user-consent
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/v2-permissions-and-consent


Sort the PermissionsPermissions  column in descending order to find the app, and then select View detailsView details .

Doing this takes you to the PermissionsPermissions  tab of the app details page.

3. Under Org-wide permissionsOrg-wide permissions , select Review permissions and consentReview permissions and consent.

You must be a global admin to do this. This option isn't available to Teams service admins.

4. On the PermissionsPermissions  tab, review the permissions requested by the app.



NOTENOTE

 View resource-specific consent permissions of an app

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT
Granting org-wide consent to an app allows the app to access your organization's data. Carefully review the

permissions requested by the app before you grant consent.

5. If you agree with the permissions requested by the app, click AcceptAccept to grant consent. A banner

temporarily appears at the top of the page to let you know that the requested permissions have been

granted for the app. The app now has access to the specified resources for all users in your organization

and no one else will be prompted to review the permissions.

After you accept the permissions, you'll see a message under Org-wide permissionsOrg-wide permissions  on the app details page

to let you know that consent was granted. To view details about the app's permissions, click the Azure ActiveAzure Active

Director yDirector y  link to go to the app's page in the Azure AD portal.

If users in your organization are allowed to grant consent and if one or more users granted consent to a

particular app, you'll also see the same message to let you know that consent was granted and the Azure Active

Directory link to the app's page in the Azure AD portal.

Although, the Review permissions and consentReview permissions and consent  option isn't available to Teams service admins and they can't grant

org-wide admin consent to apps, Teams service admins can view the content on the PermissionsPermissions tab for an app. For

example, a Teams service admin can click the Azure Active Director yAzure Active Director y  link to view app permissions details in the Azure

AD portal.

RSC permissions let team owners grant consent for an app to access and modify a team's data. RSC permissions

are granular, Teams-specific permissions that define what an app can do in a specific team. Examples of RSC

permissions include the ability to create and delete channels, get the settings for a team, and create and remove



 Known issues
  The "View details" link isn't displayed in the Permissions column for some third-party apps that requestThe "View details" link isn't displayed in the Permissions column for some third-party apps that request
permissionspermissions

 Related topics

channel tabs.

RSC permissions are defined in the app manifest and not in Azure AD. You grant consent to RSC permissions

when you add the app to a team. To learn more, see Resource-specific consent (RSC).

Global admins and Teams service admin can view RSC permissions for an app on the PermissionsPermissions  tab of the

app details page.

To view RSC permissions for an app, follow these steps:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

2. Search for the app you want, click the app name to go to the app details page, and then select the

PermissionsPermissions  tab.

3. Under Microsoft Graph resource-specific consent (RSC) permissionsMicrosoft Graph resource-specific consent (RSC) permissions , review the RSC

permissions requested by the app.

Currently, the ability to review permissions and grant consent isn't available for all third-party apps registered in

Azure AD that request permissions. Instead of the View detailsView details  link, you'll see ---- in the PermissionsPermissions  column.

We're working with ISVs to enable this feature for their apps.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/graph-api/rsc/resource-specific-consent


Manage your apps in the Microsoft Teams admin center

Permissions and consent in the Microsoft identity platform endpoint

Resource-specific consent in Teams

Resource-specific consent (RSC)

Navigating the Teams app lifecycle (Ignite 2020 session)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/v2-permissions-and-consent
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/graph-api/rsc/resource-specific-consent
https://aka.ms/PR132
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 Set whether team owners can give consent to apps

  Settings in Azure ADSettings in Azure AD

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  The "Users can consent to apps accessing company data on their behalf" settingThe "Users can consent to apps accessing company data on their behalf" setting

  The "EnableGroupSpecificConsent" settingThe "EnableGroupSpecificConsent" setting

  Settings in the Microsoft Teams admin centerSettings in the Microsoft Teams admin center

This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Resource-specific consent in Microsoft Teams lets team owners give consent to apps to access team data.

Examples of such access include the ability to read channel messages, create and delete channels, and create and

remove channel tabs.

As an admin, you control whether team owners in your organization can give consent through settings that you

configure by using the Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) PowerShell module or the Azure portal and the

Microsoft Teams admin center.

Here are the settings that you must set to control whether team owners can give consent to apps. Be sure to

review all the following settings.

The following two settings determine whether team owners can give consent to apps.

Changing any of these settings doesn't affect data access for apps that were already granted consent. For example, if you

configure these settings to prevent team owners from giving consent, these changes don't remove data access that's

already been granted.

This setting controls whether users in your organization can consent to apps on their behalf. To enable team

owners to give consent, this setting must be set to YesYes . To manage this setting, do the following:

1. In the Azure portal, go to Enterprise applicationsEnterprise applications  > User settingsUser settings .

2. Under Enterprise applicationsEnterprise applications , set Users can consent to apps accessing company data on theirUsers can consent to apps accessing company data on their

behalfbehalf  to NoNo or YesYes .

You can also manage this setting using PowerShell. To learn more, see Configure user content to applications.

This setting controls whether users in your organization can consent to apps accessing company data for the

groups that they own. This setting must be enabled for team owners to give consent. For steps on how to

manage this setting by using PowerShell, see Configure group owner consent to apps accessing group data.

In addition to settings in Azure AD, org-wide app settings on the Manage apps page, whether an app is blocked

or allowed on the Manage apps page, and the app permission policy assigned to the team owner determine

whether a team owner can give consent.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/resource-specific-consent.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/manage-apps/configure-user-consent#configure-user-consent-to-applications
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/manage-apps/configure-user-consent#configure-group-owner-consent-to-apps-accessing-group-data


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  The "Allow third party apps" setting in org-wide app settingsThe "Allow third party apps" setting in org-wide app settings

  Allow or block the app at the org levelAllow or block the app at the org level

Changing any of these settings doesn't affect data access for apps that were already granted consent. For example, if you

disable third-party apps org-wide or if you block specific apps to prevent team owners from giving consent, these

changes don't remove data access that's already been granted.

This org-wide app setting controls whether users in your organization can use third-party apps. This setting

must be on to enable team owners to give consent. To manage this setting, do the following:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps , and then

click Org-wide app settingsOrg-wide app settings .

2. Under Third par ty appsThird par ty apps , turn off or turn on Allow third par ty appsAllow third par ty apps .

You may have to wait up to 24 hours for your changes to take effect.

When you block or allow an app on the Manage apps page, that app is blocked or allowed for all users in your

organization. Team owners can only give consent to an app if the app is allowed. To allow or block an app at the

org level, do the following:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

2. On the Manage apps page, select the app, and then click BlockBlock to block it or click AllowAllow  to allow it.



  App permission policy assigned to the team ownerApp permission policy assigned to the team owner

 Uploading custom apps

 Related topics

Team owners can only give consent to apps that their app permission policy allows them to run. To view and

manage the app permission policy that's assigned to a team owner, do the following:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to UsersUsers .

2. Double-click the display name of the team owner, and then click PoliciesPolicies .

3. The policy assigned to the team owner is listed under App permission policyApp permission policy .

To assign a different policy, click EditEdit, and then select the policy that you want to assign.

To edit the settings of the policy that's assigned to the team owner, click the policy name, and then

make the changes that you want.

When uploading a custom app (also known sideloading) that uses resource-specific consent, the app must come

from the tenant that it's being installed to. In other words, the Azure AD app registration must be from this

tenant. Global admins are exempted from this restriction, and can upload custom apps from any tenant, either

directly to a team (sideloading) or to the tenant app catalog.

Available RSC permissions

Microsoft Graph

Manage your apps in the Microsoft Teams admin center

Manage app permission policies in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/graph-api/rsc/resource-specific-consent
https://developer.microsoft.com/graph
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Decision point

Next step

 Global app permissions and considerations
  Required permissionsRequired permissions

  Optional permissionsOptional permissions

  ConsiderationsConsiderations

Microsoft Teams apps are a way to aggregate one or more capabilities into an app package that can be installed,

upgraded, and uninstalled. The capabilities include:

Bots

Messaging extensions

Tabs

Connectors

Apps are consented to by users and managed by IT from a policy perspective. However, for the most part, an

app's permissions and risk profile are defined by the permissions and risk profiles of the capabilities that the

app contains. Therefore, this article focuses on permissions and considerations at the capability level.

The permissions listed below in capital letters, for example RECEIVE_MESSAGE and REPLYTO_MESSAGE, don't

appear anywhere in the Microsoft Teams developer documentation or the permissions for Microsoft Graph.

They're simply a descriptive shorthand for the purpose of this article.

Use the tables below as a guide to understand which
permissions the apps you're investigating are
requesting.

Research the app or service itself to decide whether
you want to allow access to it within your
organization. For example, bots send and receive
messages from users, and—except for enterprise
custom bots—they're located outside the compliance
boundary. Therefore, any app that includes a bot
requires those permissions and has that risk profile,
at a minimum.

See also Request device permissions for your Microsoft Teams tab.

None

None

An app must disclose what data it uses and what the data is used for in its terms of use and privacy policy

links.

Resource-specific consent provides a set of permissions that apps can request, which appears on the

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/app-permissions.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/permissions-reference
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/concepts/device-capabilities/native-device-permissions


 Bots and messaging extensions
  Required permissionsRequired permissions

  Optional permissionsOptional permissions

  ConsiderationsConsiderations

installation screen of the app. To learn more about resource-specific consent permissions, see Graph

permissions reference.

Apps may also need permissions other than resource-specific consent permissions. After an app is

installed, the app may request Graph permissions through a consent prompt. To learn more, see

Understanding Azure AD application consent experiences. You can configure API permissions and consent

in the Azure portal. To learn more, see Azure Active Directory consent framework.

RECEIVE_MESSAGE, REPLYTO_MESSAGE. The bot can receive messages from users and reply to them.1

POST_MESSAGE_USER. After a user has sent a message to a bot, the bot can send the user direct

messages (also called proactive messages at any time.

GET_CHANNEL_LIST. Bots added to teams can get a list of names and IDs of the channels in a team.

IDENTITY. When it's used in a channel, the app's bots can access basic identity information of team

members (first name, last name, user principal name [UPN], email address); when it's used in a personal

or group chat, the bot can access the same information for those users.

POST_MESSAGE_TEAM. Allows an app's bots to send direct (proactive) messages to any team member at

any time, even if the user has never talked to the bot before.

The following are not explicit permissions, but are implied by RECEIVE_MESSAGE and

REPLYTO_MESSAGE and the scopes into which the bots can be used, declared in the manifest:

RECEIVE_MESSAGE_PERSONAL, REPLYTO_MESSAGE_PERSONAL

RECEIVE_MESSAGE_GROUPCHAT, REPLYTO_MESSAGE_GROUPCHAT

RECEIVE_MESSAGE_TEAM, REPLYTO_MESSAGE_TEAM

SEND_FILES, RECEIVE_FILES.  Controls whether a bot can send and receive files in personal chat (not yet

supported for group chat or channels).

2

Bots only have access to teams to which they've been added or to users who have installed them.

Bots only receive messages in which they're explicitly mentioned by users. This data leaves the corporate

network.

Bots can only reply to conversations in which they're mentioned.

After a user has conversed with a bot, if the bot stores that user's ID, it can send that user direct messages

at any time.

It is theoretically possible for bot messages to contain links to phishing or malware sites, but bots can be

blocked by the user, the tenant admin, or globally by Microsoft.

A bot can retrieve (and might store) very basic identity information for the team members the app has

been added to, or for individual users in personal or group chats. To get further information about these

users, the bot must require them to sign in to Azure Active Directory (Azure AD).

Bots can retrieve (and might store) the list of channels in a team; this data leaves the corporate network.

When a file is sent to a bot, the file leaves the corporate network. Sending and receiving files requires

user approval for each file.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/permissions-reference#teams-resource-specific-consent-permissions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/application-consent-experience
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/consent-framework


NOTENOTE

 Tabs

  Required permissionsRequired permissions

  Optional permissionsOptional permissions

  ConsiderationsConsiderations

 Connectors

  Required permissionsRequired permissions

By default, bots don't have the ability to act on behalf of the user, but bots can ask users to sign in; as

soon as the user signs in, the bot will have an access token with which it can do additional things. Exactly

what those additional things are depends on the bot and where the user signs in: a bot is an Azure AD

app registered at https://apps.dev.microsoft.com/ and can have its own set of permissions.

Bots are informed whenever users are added to or deleted from a team.

Bots don't see users' IP addresses or other referrer information. All information comes from Microsoft.

(There is one exception: if a bot implements its own sign-in experience, the sign-in UI will see users' IP

addresses and referrer information.)

Messaging extensions, on the other hand, do see users' IP addresses and referrer information.

App guidelines (and our AppSource review process) require discretion in posting personal chat messages

to users (via the POST_MESSAGE_TEAM permission) for valid purposes. In the event of abuse, users can

block the bot, tenant admins can block the app, and Microsoft can block bots centrally if necessary.

 Some bots only send messages (POST_MESSAGE_USER). They're called "notification-only" bots, but the term

doesn't refer to what a bot is allowed or not allowed to do, it means that the bot doesn't want to expose a

conversational experience. Teams uses this field to disable functionality in the UI that would ordinarily be

enabled; the bot isn't restricted in what it's allowed to do compared to bots that do expose a conversational

experience.

1

 Governed by the supportsFiles Boolean property on the bot object in the manifest.json file for the app.2

If a bot has its own sign-in, there's a second—different—consent experience the first time the user signs in.

Currently, the Azure AD permissions associated with any of the capabilities inside a Teams app (bot, tab, connector, or

messaging extension) are completely separate from the Teams permissions listed here.

A tab is a website running inside Teams.

SEND_AND_RECEIVE_WEB_DATA

None (currently)

The risk profile for a tab is almost identical to that same website running in a browser tab.

A tab also gets the context in which it's running, including the sign-in name and UPN of the current user,

the Azure AD Object ID for the current user, the ID of the Microsoft 365 Group in which it resides (if it's a

team), the tenant ID, and the current locale of the user. However, to map these IDs to a user's information,

the tab would have to make the user sign in to Azure AD.

A connector posts messages to a channel when events in an external system occur.

POST_MESSAGE_CHANNEL

https://apps.dev.microsoft.com/


  

Optional permissionsOptional permissions

  ConsiderationsConsiderations

NOTENOTE

 Outgoing webhooks

  Required permissionsRequired permissions

  Optional permissionsOptional permissions

  ConsiderationsConsiderations

REPLYTO_CONNECTOR_MESSAGE. Certain connectors support actionable messages, which allow users to post

targeted replies to the connector message, for example by adding a response to a GitHub issue or adding a date

to a Trello card.

The system that posts connector messages doesn't know who it's posting to or who receives the

messages: no information about the recipient is disclosed. (Microsoft is the actual recipient, not the

tenant; Microsoft does the actual post to the channel.)

No data leaves the corporate network when connector messages are posted to a channel.

Connectors that support actionable messages (REPLYTO_CONNECTOR_MESSAGE permission) also don't

see IP address and referrer information; this information is sent to Microsoft and then routed to HTTP

endpoints that were previously registered with Microsoft in the Connectors portal.

Each time a connector is configured for a channel, a unique URL for that connector instance is created. If

that connector instance is deleted, the URL can no longer be used.

Connector messages can't contain file attachments.

The connector instance URL should be treated as secret/confidential: anyone who has that URL can post

to it, like an email address. Therefore, there's some risk of spam or links to phishing or malware sites. If

that were to happen, team owners can delete the connector instance.

If the service that sends connector messages were to become compromised and start sending

spam/phishing/malware links, a tenant administrator can prevent new connector instances from being

created and Microsoft can block them centrally.

It's not currently possible to know which connectors support actionable messages (REPLYTO_CONNECTOR_MESSAGE

permission).

Outgoing webhooks are created on the fly by team owners or team members. They aren't capabilities of Teams

apps; this information is included for completeness.

RECEIVE_MESSAGE, REPLYTO_MESSAGE. Can receive messages from users and reply to them.

None

Outgoing webhooks are similar to bots but have fewer privileges. They must be explicitly mentioned, just

like bots.

When an outgoing webhook is registered, a secret is generated, which allows the outgoing webhook to

verify that the sender is Microsoft Teams as opposed to a malicious attacker. This secret should remain a

secret; anyone who has access to it can impersonate Microsoft Teams. If the secret is compromised, the

outgoing webhook can be deleted and re-created, and a new secret will be generated.

Although it's possible to create an outgoing webhook that doesn't validate the secret, we recommend

against it.



Other than receiving and replying to messages, outgoing webhooks can't do much: they can't proactively

send messages, they can't send or receive files, they can't do anything else that bots can do except receive

and reply to messages.
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Manage apps

 App permission policies

 App setup policies

The Microsoft Teams admin center is gradually replacing the Skype for Business admin center, and we're migrating Teams

settings to it from the Microsoft 365 admin center. If a setting has been migrated, you'll see a notification and then be

directed to the setting's location in the Teams admin center. For more information, see Manage Teams during the

transition to the Teams admin center.

Apps provide out-of-the-box tools for your organization to get more out of Teams. These apps combine the

functionality of tabs, messaging extensions, connectors, and bots provided by Microsoft, built by a third-party, or

by developers in your organization.

You manage apps for your organization in Teams appsTeams apps  in the admin center. (See Use Teams administrator roles

to manage Teams to read about getting admin roles and permissions.) For example, you can allow or block apps

at the org level, set policies to control what apps are available to Teams users, and customize Teams by pinning

the apps that are most important for your users.

We're continually improving the app experience in Teams and adding features and functionality. Over time, we'll

be building additional app management capabilities, so check back for the most up-to-date information on app

policies.

Use the Manage appsManage apps  page to view and manage all Teams apps in your organization's app catalog. You can see

the org-level status and properties of apps, block or allow apps at the org level, upload new custom apps to

your tenant catalog, and manage org-wide app settings.

The Manage appsManage apps  page gives you a view into all available apps in your tenant catalog, providing you with the

information you need to decide which apps to allow or block across your organization. You can then use app

permission policies, app setup policies, and custom app policies and settings to configure the app experience for

specific users in your organization.

To learn more, see Manage apps in Teams.

With app permission policies, you can control what apps are available to specific users in your organization. You

can allow or block all apps or specific apps published by Microsoft, third-parties, and your organization.

For example, you can use app permission policies to:

Gradually roll out new third-party or custom built apps to specific users.

Simplify the user experience, especially when you start rolling out Teams across your organization.

To learn more, go to Manage app permission policies in Teams.

App setup policies let you customize the app experience for your users. You choose the apps that you want to

pin to the app bar in the Teams clients and the order in which they appear, on web, desktop, and mobile clients.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/admin-settings.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-teams-skypeforbusiness-admin-center


 Custom app policies and settings

Here's some examples of how you can use app setup policies:

Drive awareness and adoption of core apps. For example, pin a custom recruiting and talent management

app for users on your HR team.

Selectively pin core Teams features, such as Chat, Teams, and Calling. Doing so can help ensure users are

engaged in specific activities within Teams.

To learn more, check out Manage app setup policies in Teams.

Teams allows developers in your organization to build, test, and deploy custom apps to other users. Custom

apps can be added to Teams by uploading an app package in a .zip file directly to a team or in the personal

context. You can use app setup policies to control who in your organization can upload custom apps. You can

also set org-wide settings to control whether users can interact with specific custom apps.

To learn more, go to Manage custom app policies and settings in Teams.
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 Work with tabs

Tabs allow team members to access services and content in a dedicated space within a channel or in a chat. This

lets the team work directly with tools and data, and have conversations about the tools and data, all within the

context of the channel or chat.

Owners and team members can add tabs to a channel, private chat, and group chat to help integrate their cloud

services. Tabs can be added to help users easily access and manage the data they need or interact with the most.

This can be a Power BI report, a dashboard, or even a Microsoft Stream video channel where you publish

training videos.

The change from using Microsoft Stream to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for meeting recordings will be a phased

approach. At launch you'll be able to opt-in to this experience, in November you'll have to opt-out if you want to continue

using Stream, and some time in early 2021 we'll require all customers to use OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for

new meeting recordings.

With every new channel, two tabs are provisioned by default: Conversations and Files.

With every private chat, four tabs are provisioned by default: Conversations, Files, Organization, and

Activity.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/built-in-custom-tabs.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=855785


 

Owners and team members can add more tabs to a channel or chat by clicking Add a tabAdd a tab  at the top

of the channel or chat.

Excel, PowerPoint, Word, and PDF files must be uploaded to the FilesFiles  tab before they can be converted to

tabs. Any existing uploaded file can be converted to a tab with a single click, as shown below.

To add a website, the URL must start with an httpshttps  prefix so information that's exchanged remains

secure.

Detailed instructions are provided when a team member tries to add a custom tab to their channel or

chat. When a custom tab is added to a channel, a Tab conversationTab conversation is created that allows team

members to have focused discussions about the content.



Develop custom tabs
In addition to the built-in tabs, you can design and develop your own tabs to integrate to Teams or share with

the rest of the community. See our developer documentation for more information.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/tabs/what-are-tabs
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 Add a connector to a channel

Connectors keep your team current by delivering frequently used content and service updates directly into a

channel. With connectors, your Microsoft Teams users can receive updates from popular services such as Trello,

Wunderlist, GitHub, and Azure DevOps Services within the chat stream in their team.

Any member of a team can connect their team to popular cloud services with the connectors if the team

permissions allow, and all team members are notified of activities from that service. Connectors will continue to

function even after the member who has initially setup the connector has left. Any team member with the

permissions to add\remove can modify connectors setup by other members.

Microsoft 365 connectors can be used with both Microsoft Teams and Microsoft 365 groups, making it easier for

all members to stay in sync and receive relevant information quickly. Both Microsoft Teams and Exchange use

the same connector model, which allows you to use the same connectors within both platforms. It is worth

noting, however, that disabling connectors for the Microsoft 365 group that a team is dependent upon will

disable the ability to create connectors for that team as well.

Connectors are disabled by default in the Government Cloud Community (GCC) environments. If you need to enable

them, set the ConnectorsEnabled or ConnectorsEnabledForTeams parameters to $true with the SetOrganizationConfig

cmdlet. You need to connect to the Exchange Online PowerShell.

Currently, you can add connectors by using Microsoft Teams desktop and web clients. However, information

posted by these connectors can be viewed in all clientsall clients  including mobile.

1. To add a connector to a channel, click the ellipses (…),ellipses (…), on the right of a channel name, then click

ConnectorsConnectors .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/Office-365-custom-connectors.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/exchange/connect-to-exchange-online-powershell?view=exchange-ps


2. You can select from a variety of available connectors, and then click AddAdd.

3. Fill in the required information of the selected connector and click SaveSave. Each connector requires a

diverse set of information to function properly, and some may require you to sign in to the service using

the links provided on the connector configuration page.



4. Data provided by the connector is automatically posted to the channel.



IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Develop custom connectors

Connector URL update notificationConnector URL update notification

The Teams connectors are transitioning to a new URL to enhance security. During the course of this transition, you will

receive certain notifications to update your configured connector to use the new URL. It is strongly recommended that

you update your connector immediately to prevent any disruption to connector services. The following steps need to be

followed to update the URL:

1. In the connectors configuration page, an "Attention Required" message will be displayed under the "Manage" button

for the connections that need to be updated. 

2. For incoming webhook connectors, users can recreate the connection by simply selecting Update URLUpdate URL  and using the

newly generated webhook URL. 

3. For other connector types, the user would need to remove the connector and recreate the connector configuration.

4. You will see a message "URL is up-to-date" after the URL has been successfully updated. 

You can also build custom connectors, as well as incoming and outgoing webhooks. See our developer

documentation for more information.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/webhooks-and-connectors/what-are-webhooks-and-connectors
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 Guest users
  Install, update, and delete for guest usersInstall, update, and delete for guest users

  Usage behavior and policy for guest usersUsage behavior and policy for guest users

  Bots installed to a channelBots installed to a channel

  Personal bots installed with policiesPersonal bots installed with policies

 External (Federated) users
  Install, update, and delete for external usersInstall, update, and delete for external users

This article describes how apps in Teams behave when guest, external (federated), and anonymous users are

present in a Teams context.

NOTENOTE

A guest userguest user  is someone who isn't an employee, student, or member of your organization. They don't

have a school or work account with your organization.

An external (federated) userexternal (federated) user  belongs to another domain and has no access to your organization's

teams or team resources.

For a more detailed comparison of guest versus external users, see communicate with users from other

organizations.

An anonymous useranonymous user  is a concept in Teams meetings where the user has joined the meeting via a link.

The user hasn't logged in with their Microsoft or organization’s account.

Guests can't install, update, or delete apps into a shared context, such as a chat, channel, or meeting, but they can

to their personal scope using message extensions and direct links. Guests don't have access to the Teams app

store from the Teams desktop application, but they can access it with a direct link.

Guests can use an app if the app was installed by a native user.

Bots can proactively message guest users, but guests can't interact with the bot. Guests can't message the bot

one-to-one, mention the bot, or interact with adaptive cards that communicate with the bot.

Guests will adhere to global and org-wide permission policies set for the host tenant for any app. If an app is

blocked for the whole host organization, then guests can't use the app either.

Any bot included in the global default app setup policy will also be installed for guests.

After a bot is installed, bots can proactively communicate with guests and guests can communicate back with

bots.

You can't remove a guest from the global default app setup policy.

To avoid guest from accessing bots, you can create more app setup policies, assign them to internal users,

and install bots with the custom policies.

External users can't install, update, or delete apps into any context, such as a personal, chat, channel, or meeting.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/non-standard-users.md


  Usage behavior and policy for external usersUsage behavior and policy for external users

 Anonymous users
  Install, update, and delete for anonymous usersInstall, update, and delete for anonymous users

  Usage behavior and policy for anonymous usersUsage behavior and policy for anonymous users

 Related topics

They don't have access to the Teams app store of the hosting organization.

People from other organizations adhere to the hosting organization's global (org-wide default) policy

Users in the hosting organization can add apps in meeting chats with people from other organizations.

People from other organizations cannot add apps in meeting chats but can interact with bots, tabs and

message extensions once added to the chat.

After a bot is installed in a meeting chat, it can proactively communicate with people from other

organizations in that chat and those people can communicate with bot.

The data policies of the hosting organization, as well as the data sharing practices of any third-party apps

shared by that user's organization, are applied.

Anonymous users can't install, update, or delete apps in meetings.

Anonymous users can't directly use apps in meetings. Native users can continue to use meetings apps if

anonymous users are present. If an app sends an adaptive card in the chat, anonymous users can interact with

the card. For more information, read Allow anonymous users to join meetings.

Anonymous users will inherit the user-level global default permission policy. They can interact with apps in

Teams meetings if the user-level permission policy has enabled the app. Anonymous users can only interact with

apps that are already available in a meeting and can't acquire and/or manage these apps.

Manage app setup policies in Microsoft Teams
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As an admin, you can use app permission policies to control what apps are available to Microsoft Teams users in

your organization. You can allow or block all apps or specific apps published by Microsoft, third-parties, and

your organization. When you block an app, users who have the policy are unable to install it from the Teams app

store. You must be a global admin or Teams service admin to manage these policies.

You manage app permission policies in the Microsoft Teams admin center. You can use the global (Org-wide

default) policy or create and assign custom policies. Users in your organization will automatically get the global

policy unless you create and assign a custom policy. After you edit or assign a policy, it can take a few hours for

changes to take effect.

Org-wide app settings override the global policy and any custom policies that you create and assign to users.

If your organization is already on Teams, the app settings you configured in Tenant-wide settingsTenant-wide settings  in the

Microsoft 365 admin center are reflected in org-wide app settings on the Manage apps page. If you're new to

Teams and just getting started, by default, all apps are allowed in the global policy. This includes apps published

by Microsoft, third-parties, and your organization.

Say, for example, you want to block all third-party apps and allow specific apps from Microsoft for the HR team

in your organization. First, you would go to the Manage apps page and make sure that the apps that you want to

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-app-permission-policies.md


NOTENOTE

 Create a custom app permission policy

allow for the HR team are allowed at the org level. Then, create a custom policy named HR App Permission

Policy, set it to block and allow the apps that you want, and assign it to users on the HR team.

If you deployed Teams in a Microsoft 365 Government Community Cloud High (GCCH) and Department of Defense

(DoD) environment, see Manage org-wide app settings for Microsoft 365 Government to learn more about third-party

app settings that are unique to GCCH and DoD.

If you want to control the apps that are available for different groups of users in your organization, create and

assign one or more custom app permission policies. You can create and assign separate custom policies based

on whether apps are published by Microsoft, third-parties, or your organization. It's important to know that after

you create a custom policy, you can't change it if third-party apps are disabled in org-wide app settings.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Permission policiesPermission policies .

2. Click AddAdd. 

3. Enter a name and description for the policy.

4. Under Microsoft appsMicrosoft apps , Third-par ty appsThird-par ty apps , and Custom appsCustom apps , select one of the following:

Allow all appsAllow all apps

Allow specific apps and block all othersAllow specific apps and block all others

Block specific apps and allow all othersBlock specific apps and allow all others

Block all appsBlock all apps

5. If you selected Allow specific apps and block othersAllow specific apps and block others , add the apps that you want to allow:

a. Select Allow appsAllow apps .



 Edit an app permission policy

 Assign a custom app permission policy to users

 Manage org-wide app settings for Microsoft 365 Government

b. Search for the apps that you want to allow, and then click AddAdd. The search results are filtered to the

app publisher (Microsoft appsMicrosoft apps , Third-par ty appsThird-par ty apps , or Custom appsCustom apps).

c. When you've chosen the list of apps, click AllowAllow .

6. Similarly, if you selected Block specific apps and allow all othersBlock specific apps and allow all others , search for and add the apps that

you want to block, and then click BlockBlock .

7. Click SaveSave.

You can use the Microsoft Teams admin center to edit a policy, including the global policy and custom policies

that you create.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Permission policiesPermission policies .

2. Select the policy by clicking to the left of the policy name, and then click EditEdit.

3. From here, make the changes that you want. You can manage settings based on the app publisher and add

and remove apps based on the allow/block setting.

4. Click SaveSave.

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

In a Microsoft 365 Government - GCCH and DoD deployment of Teams, it's important to know the following

about third-party app settings, which are unique to GCCH and DoD.

In GCCH and DoD, all third-party apps are blocked by default. Additionally, you'll see the following note about

managing third-party apps on the app permission policies page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Use org-wide app settings to control whether users can install third-party apps. Org-wide app settings govern

the behavior for all users and override any other app permission policies assigned to users. You can use them to

control malicious or problematic apps.

1. On the Permission policiesPermission policies  page, select Org-wide app settingsOrg-wide app settings . You can then configure the settings

you want in the panel.



 FAQ
  Working with app permission policiesWorking with app permission policies
  What app interactions do permission policies affect?What app interactions do permission policies affect?

  Can I control line of business (LOB) apps?Can I control line of business (LOB) apps?

  How do app permission policies relate to pinned apps and app setup policies?How do app permission policies relate to pinned apps and app setup policies?

  Can I use app permission policies to restrict uploading custom apps?Can I use app permission policies to restrict uploading custom apps?

2. Under Third-par ty appsThird-par ty apps , turn off or turn on these settings to control access to third-party apps:

Allow third-par ty appsAllow third-par ty apps : This controls whether users can use third-party apps. If you turn off this

setting, your users won't be able to install or use any third-party apps. In a Microsoft 365 Government

- GCCH and DoD deployment of Teams, thissetting is off by default.

Allow any new third-par ty apps published to the store by defaultAllow any new third-par ty apps published to the store by default: This controls whether new

third-party apps that are published to the Teams app store become automatically available in Teams.

You can only set this option if you allow third-party apps.

3. Under Blocked appsBlocked apps , add the apps you want to block across your organization. In a Microsoft 365

Government - GCCH and DoD deployment of Teams, all third-party apps are added to this list by default.

For any third-party app you want to allow in your organization, remove the app from this blocked apps

list. When you block an app org-wide, the app is automatically blocked for all your users, regardless of

whether it's allowed in any app permission policies

4. Click SaveSave for org-wide app settings to take effect.

As mentioned earlier, to allow third-party apps, you can either edit and use the global (Org-wide default) policy

or create and assign custom policies.

Permission policies govern app usage by controlling installation, discovery, and interaction for end users.

Admins can still manage apps in the Microsoft Teams admin center regardless of the permission policies

assigned to them.

Yes, you can use app permission policies to control the rollout and distribution of custom (LOB) apps. You can

create a custom policy or edit the global policy to allow or block custom apps based on the needs of your

organization.

You can use app setup policies together with app permission policies. Pre-pinned apps are selected from the set

of enabled apps for a user. Additionally, if a user has an app permission policy that blocks an app in their app

setup policy, that app won't appear in Teams.

You can use org-wide settings on the Manage appsManage apps  page, or app setup policies to restrict uploading custom

apps for your organization.



  Does blocking an app apply to Teams mobile clients?Does blocking an app apply to Teams mobile clients?

  User experienceUser experience
  What does a user experience when an app is blocked?What does a user experience when an app is blocked?

 Related topics

To restrict specific users from uploading custom apps, use custom app policies. To learn more, see Manage

custom app policies and settings in Teams.

Yes, when you block an app, that app is blocked across all Teams clients.

Users can't interact with a blocked app or its capabilities, such bots, tabs, and messaging extensions. In a shared

context, such as a team or group chat, bots can still send messages to all participants of that context. Teams

indicates to the user when an app is blocked.

For example, when an app is blocked, users can't do any of the following:

Add the app personally or to a chat or team

Send messages to the app’s bot

Perform button actions that send information back to the app, such as actionable messages

View the app’s tab

Set up connectors to receive notifications

Use the app’s messaging extension

The legacy portal allowed controlling apps at the organization level, which means when an app is blocked, it's

blocked for all users in the organization. Blocking an app on the Manage apps page works exactly the same way.

For app permission policies assigned to specific users, if an app with bot or connector capability was allowed

and then blocked, and if the app is then allowed only for some users in a shared context, members of a group

chat or channel that don't have permission to that app can see the message history and messages that were

posted by the bot or connector, but can't interact with it.

Admin settings for apps in Teams

Assign policies to your users in Teams
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 Pin apps
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As an admin, you can use app setup policies to install and pin apps to promote the most used apps in your

organization, and to decide if you want users to upload custom apps to Teams.

Pin apps:Pin apps: app setup policies let you choose apps to pin, set the order they show up in for your users, and

control whether or not users can pin their own apps to the Teams app bar. For more information, see Pin

apps.

Install apps:Install apps: app setup policies let you install apps on behalf of users when they start Teams and during

meetings. For more information, see Install apps.

Upload custom apps:Upload custom apps: app setup policies let you allow users to upload custom apps to Teams. For more

information, see Upload custom apps.

Pinning apps lets you showcase apps that users in your organization need, including apps built by third parties

or by developers in your organization.

Using an app setup policy, you can do the following tasks:

Customize Teams to highlight the apps that are most important for your users. You choose the apps to pin

and set the order that they appear.

Control whether users can pin apps to Teams.

Apps are pinned to the app bar, which is the bar on the side of the Teams desktop client and at the bottom of the

Teams mobile clients (iOS and Android).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-app-setup-policies.md


NOTENOTE
If you have Teams for Education, it's important to know that the Assignments app is pinned by default in the global policy

even though currently, you don't see it listed in the global policy. It will be the fourth app in the list of pinned apps on

Teams clients.

To create an app setup policy to pin apps, do the following steps:

NOTENOTE

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Setup policiesSetup policies .

2. Select AddAdd.

3. Enter a name and description for the policy.

4. Turn on or turn off User pinningUser pinning, depending on whether you want to let users personalize their app bar

by pinning apps to it.

The User pinningUser pinning setting is available in the Teams admin center in Microsoft 365 Government Community Cloud

(GCC) environments (GCC, GCC High and DoD), but currently it has no effect.

5. Under Pinned appsPinned apps , select Add appsAdd apps .

6. In the Add pinned appsAdd pinned apps  pane, search for the apps you want to add, and then select AddAdd. You can also

filter apps by app permission policy.

7. Select AddAdd.

8. Arrange the apps in the order that you want them to appear in Teams.



 Install apps

NOTENOTE

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Upload custom apps

9. Select SaveSave.

You can choose which apps are installed by default for users in their personal Teams environment, install apps as

messaging extensions, and designate apps to be installed in meetings.

Using an app setup policy, you can do the following tasks:

Install apps for users in their personal Teams environment

Install apps for users as messaging extensions

Install apps in meetings for meeting organizers

Users can still install apps themselves if the app permission policy that's assigned to them allows it.

To create an app setup policy to install apps, do the following steps:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Setup policiesSetup policies .

2. Select AddAdd.

3. Enter a name and description for the policy.

4. Under Installed appsInstalled apps , select Add appsAdd apps .

5. In the Add installed appsAdd installed apps  pane, search for the apps you want to automatically install for users. You can

also filter apps by app permission policy.

6. Select AddAdd.

Users can't uninstall apps that are installed by admins.

You can use the Microsoft Teams admin center to create a custom policy that allows users to upload custom

apps to Teams.

To create an app setup policy to allow users to upload custom apps to Teams, do the following steps:

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Setup policiesSetup policies .

2. Select AddAdd.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/messaging-extensions/what-are-messaging-extensions
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 Manage app setup policies

  Edit an app setup policyEdit an app setup policy

  Assign a custom app setup policy to usersAssign a custom app setup policy to users

 FAQ
  Working with app setup policiesWorking with app setup policies
  Can I assign an app setup policy to a groupCan I assign an app setup policy to a group

  What built-in app setup policies are included in the Microsoft Teams admin centerWhat built-in app setup policies are included in the Microsoft Teams admin center

3. Enter a name and description for the policy.

4. Turn on or turn off Upload custom appsUpload custom apps , depending on whether you want to let users upload custom

apps to Teams.

You can't change this setting if Allow third-par ty appsAllow third-par ty apps is turned off in org-wide app settings.

You manage app setup policies in the Microsoft Teams admin center. Use the global (Org-wide default) policy or

create and assign custom policies. Users in your organization will automatically get the global policy unless you

create and assign a custom policy. You must be a global admin or Teams service admin to manage these policies.

You edit the settings in the global policy to include the apps that you want. To customize Teams for different

groups of users in your organization, create and assign one or more custom policies.

You can use the Microsoft Teams admin center to edit a policy, including the global (Org-wide default) policy and

custom policies that you create.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Setup policiesSetup policies .

2. Choose the policy you want to edit and then select EditEdit.

3. Make the changes that you want.

4. Select SaveSave.

For more information on assigning policies to your users, see Assign policies to users and groups.

App setup policies can be assigned to groups using PowerShell. For more information on assigning policies to

groups using PowerShell, see Assign policies to users and groups.

Global (Org-wide default)Global (Org-wide default) : This default policy applies to all users in your organization unless you

assign another policy. Edit the global policy to pin apps that are most important for your users.



  Why can't I find an app in the Add pinned apps paneWhy can't I find an app in the Add pinned apps pane

  I'm a Teams for Education admin. What do I need to know about app setup policies in Teams for EducationI'm a Teams for Education admin. What do I need to know about app setup policies in Teams for Education

  How many pinned apps can be added to a policyHow many pinned apps can be added to a policy

  How long does it take for policy changes to take effectHow long does it take for policy changes to take effect

  User experienceUser experience
  How can users see all their pinned apps in TeamsHow can users see all their pinned apps in Teams
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In the app bar on the side of Teams, select ... More apps... More apps. In the app bar near the bottom of Teams, swipe up.

  What do I need to know about the Teams mobile experienceWhat do I need to know about the Teams mobile experience

FrontlineWorkerFrontlineWorker : This policy is for Frontline Workers. You can assign it to Frontline Workers in your

organization. It's important to know that like custom policies that you create, you have to assign the

policy to users for the settings to be active. For more information, go to the Assign a custom app setup

policy to users section of this article.

Not all apps can be pinned to Teams through an app setup policy. Some apps may not support this functionality.

To find apps that can be pinned, search for the app in the Add pinned appsAdd pinned apps  pane. Tabs that have a personal

scope (static tabs) and bots can be pinned to the Teams desktop client and these apps are available in the AddAdd

pinned appspinned apps  pane.

Keep in mind that the Teams app store lists all Teams apps. The Add pinned appsAdd pinned apps  pane includes only apps that

can be pinned to Teams through a policy.

The Calling app isn't available in Teams for Education. When you create a new custom app setup policy, the

Calling app is displayed in the list of apps. However, the app isn't pinned to Teams clients and Teams for

Education users won't see the Calls app in Teams.

A minimum of two apps must be pinned to the Teams mobile clients (iOS and Android). If a policy has fewer

than two apps, the mobile clients won't reflect the policy settings and instead will continue to use the existing

configuration.

There's no limit on the number of pinned apps you can add to a policy.

After you edit or assign a policy, it can take a few hours for changes to take effect.

To view all apps that are pinned for a user, users might have to do the following depending on the number of

installed apps and the size of their Teams client window.



  Can users change the order of apps pinned through a policyCan users change the order of apps pinned through a policy

  Does user pinning take precedenceDoes user pinning take precedence

  Custom Teams appsCustom Teams apps
  My organization built a custom Teams app and published it, either to AppSource or the tenant app catalog, but the app icon isn'tMy organization built a custom Teams app and published it, either to AppSource or the tenant app catalog, but the app icon isn't
displayed as expected when the app is pinned to the app bar in Teams. How do I fix itdisplayed as expected when the app is pinned to the app bar in Teams. How do I fix it

 Related articles

The Teams mobile clients (iOS and Android) support personal apps with static tabs. Apps pinned to the Teams

desktop client will appear in the Teams mobile clients. Personal bots will appear in Chat on mobile clients.

Third-party apps (which can be downloaded from Teams Store) need to be approved before they show up on

mobile. If an admin pins an app, which is unapproved by Microsoft for Mobile, it will show up on the Teams

Desktop, but not show up on mobile. See Mobile clients for more information.

With the Teams mobile clients, users will see core Teams apps such as Activity, Chat, and Teams, and you can pin

some first-party apps from Microsoft, such as Shifts.

Users can change the order of their pinned apps on Teams desktop and mobile clients if the User pinningUser pinning

option is turned on. Users can't change the order of their pinned apps on Teams web clients.

Admin pins always take precedence. If the User pinningUser pinning option is turned on, then users will retain their pinned

apps below admin pinned apps. If the User pinningUser pinning option is turned off, then users will lose their pre-existing

pins, and only admin-pinned apps will be present in the app bar.

Make sure that you follow the logo guidelines before you submit the app. To learn more, see Checklist for Seller

Dashboard submission.

Admin settings for apps in Teams

Assign policies to your users in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/tabs/what-are-tabs#mobile-clients
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/concepts/deploy-and-publish/appsource/prepare/overview
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 Overview of custom apps

 Custom app policy and settings

To use App Studio see Get started on the Microsoft Teams platform with C#/.NET and App Studio The last step is not

working yet, so you will need to download the zip and install it the old way at Upload an app package to Microsoft Teams.

As an admin, you can use custom app policies and settings to control who in your organization can upload

custom apps to Microsoft Teams. Admins decide which users can upload custom apps, and admins and team

owners can determine whether specific teams in your organization allow custom apps to be added to them.

After you edit the custom app policy, it can take a few hours for changes to take effect. You must be a global

admin or Teams service admin to manage these policies.

Users can add a custom app to Teams by uploading an app package (in a .zip file) directly to a team or in the

personal context. This is different from how apps are added through the Teams app store. Adding a custom app

by uploading an app package, also known as sideloading, lets you test an app as it's being developed, before it's

ready to be widely distributed. It also lets you build an app for internal use only and share it with your team

without submitting it to the Teams app catalog in the Teams app store.

Three components determine whether a user can upload a custom app to a team, giving you granular control

over who can add custom apps to a team and which teams custom apps can be added to:

User custom app policy

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-custom-app-policies-and-settings.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/get-started/get-started-dotnet-app-studio
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/concepts/apps/apps-upload


  User custom app policyUser custom app policy

  Set a user custom app policySet a user custom app policy

  Team custom app settingTeam custom app setting

  Configure the team custom app settingConfigure the team custom app setting

Team custom app setting

Org-wide custom app setting

These settings don't affect the ability to block third-party apps.

As part of app setup policies, admins can use a policy setting, Upload custom appsUpload custom apps , to control whether a user

can upload custom apps to Teams.

If this setting is turned off:

The user can't upload a custom app to any team in your organization or in the personal context.

The user can interact with custom apps, depending on the org-wide custom app setting.

If this setting is turned on:

The user can upload custom apps to teams that allow it and to teams for which they are owners, depending

on the org-wide custom app setting.

The user can upload custom apps to the personal context.

The user can interact with custom apps, depending on the org-wide custom app setting.

You can edit the settings in the global app setup policy to include the apps that you want. If you want to

customize Teams for different groups of users in your organization, create and assign one or more custom app

setup policies.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Setup policiesSetup policies .

2. Click AddAdd.

3. Turn on or turn off Upload custom appsUpload custom apps .

4. Choose any other settings that you want to for the policy.

5. Click SaveSave.

Admins and team owners can control whether a team allows for custom apps to be added to it. This setting,

Allow members to upload custom appsAllow members to upload custom apps , together with a user's custom app policy determines who can add

custom apps to a particular team.

If this setting is turned off:

Team owners can add custom apps, if their custom app policy allows it.

Team members who aren't team owners can't add custom apps to the team.

If this setting is turned on:

Team owners can add custom apps, if their custom app policy allows for it.

Team members who aren't team owners can add custom apps, if their custom app policy allows for it.

1. In Teams, go to the team, click More options úúúMore options úúú > Manage teamManage team.

2. Click SettingsSettings , and then expand Member permissionsMember permissions .

3. Select or clear the Allow members to upload custom appsAllow members to upload custom apps  check box.



  Org-wide custom app settingOrg-wide custom app setting

  Configure the org-wide custom app settingConfigure the org-wide custom app setting

The Allow interaction with custom appsAllow interaction with custom apps  org-wide custom app setting on the Manage apps page applies to

everyone in your organization and governs whether they can upload or interact with custom apps. This setting

acts as a master on/off switch for the user and team custom app policy settings. It's intended to serve as a

master on/off switch during security events. As such, user and team custom app policy settings will not take

effect unless the org-wide custom app setting is enabled even if user and team custom app policy settings are

enabled.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

2. Click Org-wide app settingsOrg-wide app settings .

3. Under Custom appsCustom apps , turn on or turn off Allow interaction with custom appsAllow interaction with custom apps .



 How custom app policies and settings work together
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Off Off Off Interaction with all custom
apps is blocked for your
organization. Custom apps
can't be uploaded by
anyone except a Teams
Service Admin or a Global
admin. You can use
PowerShell to remove the
custom app.

Off Off On Interaction with all custom
apps is blocked for your
organization. Custom apps
can't be uploaded by
anyone except a Teams
Service Admin or a Global
admin. You can use
PowerShell to remove the
custom app.

This table summarizes the custom app policy and settings, how they work together, and their combined effect on

controlling who in your organization can upload custom apps to Teams.

Say, for example, you want to allow only team owners to upload custom apps to specific teams. You would set

the following:

Turn on the Allow interaction with custom appsAllow interaction with custom apps  setting in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

Turn off the Allow members to upload custom appsAllow members to upload custom apps  for every team to which you want to restrict access.

Create and assign a custom app setup policy in the Microsoft Teams admin center with the Upload customUpload custom

appsapps  setting turned on, and assign it to the team owners.



Off On Off Interaction with all custom
apps is blocked for your
organization. Custom apps
can't be uploaded by
anyone except a Teams
Service Admin or a Global
admin. You can use
Windows PowerShell to
delete custom apps.

Off On On Interaction with all custom
apps is blocked for your
organization. Custom apps
can't be uploaded by
anyone except a Teams
Service Admin or a Global
admin. You can use
PowerShell to remove the
custom app.

On Off Off The user can't upload
custom apps.

On Off On If the user is a team owner,
they can upload custom
apps to the team. If the
user isn't a team owner,
they can't upload custom
apps to the team. The user
can upload custom apps in
the personal context.

On On Off The user can't upload
custom apps.

On On On The user can upload custom
apps to the team,
regardless of whether the
user is a team owner. The
user can upload custom
apps in the personal
context.
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 Related topics
Admin settings for apps in Teams

Assign policies to your users in Teams
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NOTENOTE

 Customize the app's details

Microsoft Teams provides app customization to enhance the Teams experience. Some app developers allow an

app to be customized by the Teams admin. The admin can customize or rebrand the app properties based on the

organizational needs using the Teams admin center Manage appsManage apps  page. The details you can customize are:

Short name

Short description

Full description

Privacy policy URL

Website URL

Terms of use URL

Color icon

Outline icon

Accent color

See the Teams Manifest schema for details about the fields that you can customize.

Customizing apps isn't supported in Government Community Cloud High (GCCH) or Department of Defense (DoD) at

this time. Currently, this feature is not available for sideloaded Microsoft Teams apps.

To start customizing an app, complete the following steps:

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. Expand Teams AppsTeams Apps  and select Manage appsManage apps .

3. Check the CustomizableCustomizable column of the apps list and sort by apps that are customizable.

There are three entry points to access the customize feature:

Select next to the app that you want to customize, and then select CustomizeCustomize.

Select the app name and then CustomizableCustomizable.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/customize-apps.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/resources/schema/manifest-schema


Select the app name, and then select CustomizeCustomize from the ActionsActions  dropdown.

4. Expand the DetailsDetails  section and customize the following fields:

Short name

Short description

Full description

Website

Privacy policy URL

Terms of use URL



NOTENOTE
Only the fields that the app developer has assigned as customizable will be visible.

5. Expand the IconIcon section.

a. Upload an icon. Use one full-color icon (192x192) pixel in PNG format.

b. Choose an icon outline color. Use one transparent outline (32x32) pixel in PNG format.

c. Select an app accent color that matches the icon.

6. Once your app has been customized, select ApplyApply .

7. Select PublishPublish to publish the customized app.

The customized app is now listed in your Manage appsManage apps  page. You'll have only one version of the app,

since customizing the app features doesn't create a copy of the app.

Now your Teams end users can open their Teams client to see the customized app.



  Special considerations for customizing an appSpecial considerations for customizing an app

NOTENOTE

 Review app details

 Reset app details to default

The following note includes important details about customizing an app.

When you customize apps, and any description related to an app, ensure that you follow any customization guidelines

if provided by the app publisher in their documentation or terms of use. You're also responsible for respecting the

rights of others regarding any third-party images you might use.

Admin-provided customization data is stored in the nearest region.

You are responsible for ensuring that links to terms of use or privacy policy are valid.

In case the app publisher no longer allows a field to be customizable, a message appears on the app details page

notifying the admin about the fields that can't be customized any longer. All the changes made to that field will be

reverted to the original values.

We recommend testing app customization changes in a Teams test tenant before making these changes in your

production environment.

Changes to branding might require up to 24 hours for the users to see the changes.

You might want to see the app details to review the information.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. Expand Teams appsTeams apps  and select Manage appsManage apps .

3. Select the app name.

4. View the app details, including the original app name Shor t name from publisherShor t name from publisher .

The Shor t name from publisherShor t name from publisher  field is only visible if you've changed the app's short name.

At any time, you can reset the app details to the original settings.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. Expand Teams AppsTeams Apps  and select Manage appsManage apps .

3. Select the app name.



 Frequently asked questions

 Related article

4. Select Reset to defaultReset to default from the ActionsActions  dropdown.

How long will it take for my users to see the customized app?How long will it take for my users to see the customized app?

Although the admin can immediately see the changes in Teams Admin Center, it might take up to 24 hours for

the end users to see the changes.

Can the app provider customize the app for its customers?Can the app provider customize the app for its customers?

No, the admin of a tenant needs to customize the app for their tenant using the Teams Admin Center.

Will the customized app automatically get deployed to replace my current custom app in a tenant?Will the customized app automatically get deployed to replace my current custom app in a tenant?

No, the tenant admins will have to manually remove any custom app and publish the customized version of the

app. If you have customized an app and published it as a custom app, the new app customized using the app

customization feature won't replace the current custom app.

Will the app usage repor t also show the customized values such as customized shor t name?Will the app usage repor t also show the customized values such as customized shor t name?

No, the app usage report will still show the original name of the app sent from the publisher.

Which apps can I customize using the app customization feature?Which apps can I customize using the app customization feature?

You can only customize apps that have been allowed to be customizable by the app publisher. The app publisher

will need to opt in to allow its customers to customize the app.

Will the customized proper ties show up on the graph permission consent screen?Will the customized proper ties show up on the graph permission consent screen?

No, the permission consent screen will still show the original value sent by the publisher.

Manage apps

Customize your app store

Rebrand your apps

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/microsoft-teams-blog/rebrand-apps-to-your-own-organization-s-branding-with-app/ba-p/2376296
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In most cases, after app developers publish an app update, the new version automatically appears for users.

However, there are some updates to the Microsoft Teams manifest that require user acceptance to complete:

A bot was added or removed

An existing bot's "botId" property changed

An existing bot's "isNotificationOnly" property changed

A bot's SupportsCalling,SupportsVideo, andSupportsFilescapability was added

A messaging extension was added

A new connector was added

Properties inside "webApplicationInfo" changed

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/apps-update-experience.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/resources/schema/manifest-schema


NOTENOTE

 Related topics

The update process applies to all app updates for Microsoft apps, custom apps, and third-party apps.

Manage apps
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Shifts for Teams Teams for
Healthcare

Teams for
Education

Teams for Retail Teams for
Government

These resources build on the standard Teams deployment guidance and are designed to help you get the most

out of Teams for specific organization types. If you haven't deployed Teams yet, see the recommended path to

Teams in How to roll out Microsoft Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/expand-teams-across-your-organization-landing-page.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/teams-for-healthcare-landing-page
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  Set up and manage Shifts for your organizationSet up and manage Shifts for your organization

        

Manage Shifts in yourManage Shifts in your
organizationorganization

Shifts Help for frontlineShifts Help for frontline
workersworkers

  Shifts extensionsShifts extensions

    

Shift Graph APIsShift Graph APIs  Shifts Graph APIs allow you to integrate
Shifts data with external workforce management systems.
You'll have the flexibility to build custom Shifts experiences in
the back end, while giving users a rich, front-end experience
in Teams.

Workforce management integrationsWorkforce management integrations If you're using
third-party workforce management systems, such as Kronos
and JDA, for scheduling, time, and attendance, you can
integrate directly with Shifts through Shifts Graph APIs and
SDK with open source integrations.

Shifts + Power AutomateShifts + Power Automate Shifts + Power Automate lets
you take info from Shifts and create custom workflows with
other apps and perform operations at scale. Automate key
processes with little to no code. The triggers and templates
support a variety of scenarios such as enabling auto-
approvals for shift requests when a manager’s approval isn't
needed.

 Featured training

            

Video: What is
Shifts?

Video: What is
Shifts?

Video: Manage a
Shifts schedule

Teams gives frontline workers in your organization the tools they need to communicate and collaborate

effectively. See the following resources to learn more about how to set up and manage Shifts, the schedule

management tool in Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts-for-teams-landing-page.md
https://support.office.com/article/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b#PickTab=Specific_apps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/shift?view=graph-rest-1.0
https://github.com/OfficeDev/Microsoft-Teams-Shifts-WFM-Connectors
https://github.com/OfficeDev/Microsoft-Teams-Shifts-Power-Automate-Templates
https://support.office.com/article/what-is-shifts-f8efe6e4-ddb3-4d23-b81b-bb812296b821
https://support.office.com/article/create-a-shifts-schedule-2b94ca38-36db-4a1c-8fee-f8f0fec9a984
https://support.office.com/article/manage-a-shifts-schedule-63acda7b-ea39-441a-b1c6-c404a72e79f7
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Overview of Shifts

NOTENOTE

 Availability of Shifts

 Location of Shifts data

 Set up Shifts
  Enable or disable Shifts in your organizationEnable or disable Shifts in your organization

Effective June 30, 2020, Microsoft StaffHub has been retired. We're building StaffHub capabilities into Microsoft Teams.

Today, Teams includes the Shifts app for schedule management and additional capabilities will roll out over time. StaffHub

stopped working for all users on June 30, 2020. Anyone who tries to open StaffHub is shown a message directing them to

download Teams. To learn more, see Microsoft StaffHub has been retired.

The Shifts app in Microsoft Teams keeps frontline workers connected and in sync. It's built mobile first for fast

and effective time management and communication for teams. Shifts let frontline workers and their managers

use their mobile devices to manage schedules and keep in touch.

Managers create, update, and manage shift schedules for teams. They can send messages to one person

("there's a spill on the floor") or the entire team ("the regional GM is arriving in 20 minutes"). They can also

send policy documents, news bulletins, and videos.

Employees view their upcoming shifts, see who else is scheduled for the day, request to swap or offer a shift,

and request time off.

It's important to know that Shifts currently don't support guests. This means that guests on a team can't be

added to or use shift schedules when Guest access is turned on in Teams.

For details about Shifts capabilities on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

Shifts is available in all Enterprise SKUs where Teams is available.

Shifts data is currently stored in Azure in data centers in North America, Western Europe, and Asia Pacific. For

more information about where data is stored, see Where is my data?

Shifts is enabled by default for all Teams users in your organization. You can turn off or turn on the app at the

org level on the Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

2. In the list of apps, do one of the following actions:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts/manage-the-shifts-app-for-your-organization-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts/microsoft-staffhub-to-be-retired
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
http://o365datacentermap.azurewebsites.net/


  Enable or disable Shifts for specific users in your organizationEnable or disable Shifts for specific users in your organization

  Use the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to pin Shifts to TeamsUse the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to pin Shifts to Teams

  Assign the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to usersAssign the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to users

 Search the audit log for Shifts events

 Related topics

To turn off Shifts for your organization, search for the Shifts app, select it, and then select BlockBlock .

To turn on Shifts for your organization, search for the Shifts app, select it, and then select AllowAllow .

To allow or block specific users in your organization from using Shifts, make sure Shifts be turned on for your

organization on the Manage apps page. Then create a custom app permission policy and assign it to those users.

To learn more, see Manage app permission policies in Teams.

App setup policies let you customize Teams to highlight the apps that are most important for users in your

organization. The apps set in a policy are pinned to the app bar—the bar on the side of the Teams desktop client

and at the bottom of the Teams mobile clients—where users can quickly and easily access them.

Teams includes a built-in FirstLineWorker app setup policy that you can assign to frontline workers in your

organization. By default, the policy includes the Activity, Shifts, Chat, and Calling apps.

To view the FirstLineWorker policy, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appTeams app

> Setup policiesSetup policies .

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

(in preview)(in preview)

You can search the audit log to view Shifts activity in your organization. To learn more about how to search the

audit log and to see a list of Shifts activities that are logged in the audit log, see Search the audit log for events

in Teams.

Before you can search the audit log, you have to first turn on auditing in the Security & Compliance Center. To

learn more, see Turn audit log search on or off. Keep in mind that audit data is only available from the point at

which you turned on auditing.

Shifts Help for frontline workers

Assign policies to your users in Teams

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/firstline-worker-app-setup-policy-new.png#lightbox
https://protection.office.com
https://support.office.com/article/Turn-Office-365-audit-log-search-on-or-off-e893b19a-660c-41f2-9074-d3631c95a014
https://support.office.com/article/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b
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 Overview

IN DUST RYIN DUST RY EXA M P L ESEXA M P L ES

Financial services Virtual visits for remote sales and service
Schedule and manage virtual appointments for bank
relationship managers, financial advisors, and claims
adjusters, just to name a few, to serve your customers with
increased efficiency and convenience.

Healthcare Virtual visits for patient care 
Schedule and manage virtual visits for your care team
members to meet with patients or other healthcare
providers to discuss medical care.

Retail Virtual shopping experiences 
Schedule and manage appointments for your sales
associates, product experts, and design consultants to
conduct virtual shopping experiences with customers.

 Before you get started

The Bookings app in Microsoft Teams gives organizations a simple way to schedule and manage virtual

appointments for staff and attendees. Use it to schedule virtual appointments such as healthcare visits, financial

consultations, interviews, customer support, virtual shopping experiences, education office hours, and more.

The Bookings app makes it easy to manage complex scheduling demands of any organization. Schedulers can

manage multiple department and staff calendars, as well as communications with internal and external

attendees, from a single experience.

The virtual visits are held through Microsoft Teams meetings, which offers robust video conferencing

capabilities. For example, a doctor can share their screen and review test results with a patient. Or, a banking

advisor can request electronic signatures on documents, allowing them to close transactions remotely.

Each virtual appointment includes a Teams meeting link that’s sent to attendees in email where they can easily

join from a web browser or in Teams on any device. Automated email reminders help reduce no-shows and

enhance customer and client engagement.

With Bookings, you get an experience that's tailored to your industry. Here's a few examples of how you can use

it in your organization:

This article gives you an overview of how to use the Bookings app in Teams to schedule, manage, and conduct

virtual visits.

If you’re an admin, see Manage the Bookings app in Teams to learn about the prerequisites for using the

Bookings app in Teams, how to control access to Bookings in your organization, and recommended policy and

admin settings.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/bookings-virtual-visits.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/what-is-bookings-42d4e852-8e99-4d8f-9b70-d7fc93973cb5


 Set up a new booking calendar
  Create the booking calendarCreate the booking calendar

NOTENOTE

  Add staffAdd staff

  Create appointment typesCreate appointment types

Remember that only schedulers in your organization need to have the Bookings app installed in Teams. Staff

who conduct or participate in virtual appointments don't need the app. They join appointments from their

Teams or Outlook calendar or by using the meeting link in their booking confirmation email.

In Teams, go to BookingsBookings  > Get star tedGet star ted, and then select New booking calendarNew booking calendar . Complete the form and be

sure to choose the relevant business type for your organization.

If you’re a larger organization, consider creating more than one booking calendar if you want attendees to

receive a booking email from a specific department rather than your overall organization. To learn more, see

Create a Bookings calendar.

If this isn't your first time in the Bookings app or if you want to work in an existing booking calendar, in Bookings, select

the dropdown arrow next to your organization name, and then choose Existing booking calendarExisting booking calendar . From here, you can

search for the one you want.

In the booking calendar, go to More optionsMore options  (...) > SettingsSettings , and then select StaffStaff . Add staff members and

assign a role to each person you add.

The Bookings app integrates with Outlook. After you add staff, you’ll be able to view that person’s calendar

availability and schedule bookings for them. To learn more, see Add staff and view a Bookings calendar.

Create specific appointment types to represent the services offered by your organization and to tailor the

booking experience.

In the booking calendar, go to More optionsMore options  (...) > Appointment typesAppointment types , and then select New appointmentNew appointment

typetype. Enter a name—for example, Account opening, Prescription renewal, Loan consultation, Tax preparation—

and any other information and settings you want.

https://support.microsoft.com//office/create-a-bookings-calendar-921cfd26-a24d-4aca-9004-561594112148
https://support.microsoft.com/office/add-staff-and-view-a-bookings-calendar-6c579f61-8adb-4514-9458-021de2023fa0


 Schedule a virtual visit

 Conduct a virtual visit

 Additional capabilities with the Bookings web app

 Related articles

The information and links that you add are included in the email confirmation that's sent to attendees every

time this type of appointment is booked. You can even set email reminders and other options such as whether

attendees can join from a mobile browser without having to download Teams. To learn more, see Create an

appointment type.

In the booking calendar, select New bookingNew booking. Select an appointment type, and then fill out the relevant

information.

This includes attendee contact information, the staff member who will be providing the service, internal notes

that only staff can see, email reminders, and whether the attendee can join from a mobile browser. To learn

more, see Schedule a booking in the Teams Bookings app.

The email confirmation sent to the attendee includes the meeting link and an attachment so that they can add

the virtual appointment to their calendar. Staff also receive an email confirmation and meeting invite.

In your Teams or Outlook calendar, go to the booking, and then select JoinJoin or the Teams meeting link. Check

your audio and video settings, and then select Join nowJoin now . To learn more, see Conduct a Bookings appointment.

The Bookings web app gives you additional capabilities. For example, you can publish a self-serve online

booking page where people can schedule appointments with your staff. To access the Bookings web app, go to

More optionsMore options  (...) > Open Bookings web appOpen Bookings web app.

To learn more, see Microsoft Bookings.

Manage the join experience for Teams virtual visits on mobile browsers

Get started with Teams for healthcare organizations

Bookings app in Teams help documentation

https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-an-appointment-type-810eac77-6a65-4dc8-964d-c00eadf43887
https://support.microsoft.com/office/schedule-a-booking-in-the-teams-bookings-app-e275049d-0d0f-4161-8526-461a9f29439f
https://support.microsoft.com/office/conduct-a-bookings-appointment-a86a4007-e26c-4909-9893-f7036e2747cd
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/bookings/bookings-overview
https://support.office.com/article/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b?#PickTab=Bookings
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 Prerequisites for using the Bookings app in Teams

 Availability of Bookings in Teams

  Control access to Bookings within your organizationControl access to Bookings within your organization

 Recommended meeting policy settings

The Bookings app in Microsoft Teams offers a simple way to schedule in-person and virtual appointments, such

as healthcare visits, financial consultations, interviews, customer support, education office hours, and much

more. To learn more, see Virtual visits with Teams and the Bookings app.

Schedulers can manage multiple department and staff calendars, as well as communications with internal and

external attendees, from a single experience. The virtual appointments themselves are held via Microsoft Teams

meetings, which offers robust videoconferencing capabilities.

Only schedulers need to have the Bookings app installed in Teams. Staff who conduct or participate in virtual

appointments don't need the app. They can simply join appointments from their Outlook or Teams calendar or from the

Teams meeting link in their booking confirmation email.

The Exchange mailbox must be in Exchange Online. On-premises Exchange Server mailboxes aren't

supported.

Microsoft Bookings must be turned on for the organization.

Users must have an appropriate license. Office 365 A3, A5, E3, E5, F1, F3, Microsoft 365 A3, A5, E3, E5, F1,

F3, and Business Standard are supported.

All users of the Bookings app and all staff participating in meetings must have a license that supports

Teams meeting scheduling.

Your systems must meet all software and browser prerequisites.

Microsoft Bookings app for Teams is available on the desktop and web. It can be found under Apps in Teams and

under Manage AppsManage Apps  in the Teams admin center.

There are several ways to control who has access to the Bookings app and to specific features of the app.

To learn how to turn Microsoft Bookings on or off in the Microsoft 365 admin center and how to create a

Bookings app policy to allow selected users to create Bookings calendars, see Get access to Microsoft Bookings.

You can also create a Teams app setup policy to pin the Bookings app for select users.

To enable the best experience for Bookings, create a Teams meeting policy to automatically admit Ever yone inEver yone in

your organizationyour organization and assign the policy to your staff. Doing this allows staff to join the appointment

automatically and enable the lobby experience for external attendees. Learn more about how to automatically

admitting people to meetings.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/bookings-app-admin.md
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/app/4c4ec2e8-4a2c-4bce-8d8f-00fc664a4e5b?source=store-copy-link
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/get-access-to-microsoft-bookings-5382dc07-aaa5-45c9-8767-502333b214ce


 

Optional staff approvals setting

 Changing your default domain when setting up Bookings mailboxes

Set-Mailbox -identity business@domain.onmicrosoft.com -WindowsEmailAddress business@domain.com -
EmailAddresses business@domain.com

NOTENOTE

 Sending feedback

 Related articles

As an extra privacy setting, you can choose to require staff to opt in before their schedule availability

information is shared through Bookings and before they can be booked for an appointment.

To enable this setting, go to Microsoft 365 admin centerMicrosoft 365 admin center  > SettingsSettings  > SettingsSettings , and then select BookingsBookings .

With this setting turned on, staff will receive an email in which they're' asked to approve membership to a

booking calendar.

This feature is gradually being rolled out worldwide to Microsoft 365 and Office 365 customers. If all options

aren't yet available in your environment, check back soon.

When setting up a Bookings mailbox, the default email domain of your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization

is used. However, this can cause problems when sending meeting invites to external recipients; your invite might

be flagged as spam and moved to the recipient’s junk folder, so the recipient might never see your invite.

We recommend that you change the default domain before you create your Bookings mailbox. For information

on how to do this, see the Domains FAQ.

If you need to change the default domain after your Bookings mailbox has already been created, you can do so

with PowerShell:

For more information, see the PowerShell documentation for the Set-Mailbox cmdlet.

If you're using an Exchange hybrid configuration, we recommend that you thoroughly test mail flow between on-premises

Exchange and Exchange Online when changing the default domain.

We welcome your feedback on:

User experience or ease of use

Feature gaps or missing functionality

Bugs or issues

To send feedback, select the HelpHelp button near the bottom of the Teams left navigation bar, and then select

Repor t a ProblemRepor t a Problem for ALLALL  issues. Indicate at the beginning of your feedback report that you're sending

feedback about "Bookings" so we can easily identify Bookings issues.

Manage the join experience for Teams virtual visits on mobile browsers

Bookings documentation for end users

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/setup/domains-faq#how-do-i-set-or-change-the-default-domain-in-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/mailboxes/set-mailbox
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US#PickTab=Bookings
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Virtual visits with Electronic Healthcare
Record (EHR) integration

Schedule, manage, and conduct virtual
visits with patients. This scenario
connects Teams and the Cerner or Epic
platform to support virtual visits.

Active subscription to Microsoft Cloud
for Healthcare or subscription to
Microsoft Teams EHR connector
standalone offer. 
Users must have an appropriate
Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license
that includes Teams meetings*. 
Organizations must have Cerner
version November 2018 or later or
Epic version November 2018 or later. 
Details for Cerner EHR and Epic EHR
requirements

Virtual visits with Microsoft Bookings
and the Bookings app

Schedule, manage, and conduct virtual
visits with patients. This scenario relies
on Microsoft Bookings to support
virtual visits.

Microsoft Bookings must be turned on
for the organization. 
All users of the Bookings app and all
staff participating in meetings must
have a license that supports Teams
Meeting scheduling*. 
Details for Bookings requirements

Microsoft Teams offers a number of telemedicine features useful for hospitals and other Healthcare

organizations. Teams features are under development to aid hospitals with:

Virtual visits and Electronic Healthcare Record (EHR) integration

Teams policy packages

Secure messaging

Teams templates

Care coordination and collaboration

This functionality is part of Microsoft Cloud for Healthcare. Learn more about using this solution, which brings

together capabilities from Azure, Dynamics 365, and Microsoft 365 at Microsoft Cloud for Healthcare.

Watch the following video to learn more about using the healthcare collection to enhance health team

collaboration in Teams.

The content in this section assumes that you've already deployed Teams in your organization. If you haven't yet rolled out

Teams, start by reading How to roll out Microsoft Teams.

The following scenarios are available for healthcare organizations:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/teams-in-hc.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/industry/healthcare
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE4Hqan


Teams policy packages Ensure that clinical workers,
information workers, and patient room
devices have the appropriate access to
Teams functionality.

Users must have an appropriate
license*.

Secure messaging Get quicker attention to urgent
messages and have confidence that
the message was received and read.

Users must have an appropriate
license*.

Teams templates Create teams that include a predefined
template of settings, channels, and
pre-installed apps for communication
and collaboration within a ward, pod,
or department, or between multiple
wards, pods, and departments within a
hospital.

Users must have an appropriate
license*.

Care coordination and collaboration Clinicians and staff can collaborate
internally on schedules, documents,
tasks, and so on.

Users must have an appropriate
license*.

SC EN A RIOSC EN A RIO DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N REQ UIREM EN T SREQ UIREM EN T S

 Virtual visits and Electronic Healthcare Record (EHR) integration

 Teams policy packages

*Office 365 A3, A5, E3, E5, F1, F3, Microsoft 365 A3, A5, E3, and E5, Business Standard are supported. For more

information about general Teams licensing, see Manage user access to Teams.

Use the complete meetings platform in Teams to schedule, manage, and conduct virtual visits with patients.

If your organization already uses Electronic Health Records, or EHR, you can integrate Teams for a more

seamless experience. Teams Electronic Health Record (EHR) connector makes it easy for clinicians to launch a

virtual patient visit or consultation with another provider in Teams directly from the EHR system. To learn

more, see Virtual visits with Teams - Integration into Cerner EHR and Virtual visits with Teams - Integration

into Epic EHR.

If you aren't using a supported EHR, you can use Microsoft Bookings and the Bookings app in Teams. To learn

more, see Virtual visits with Teams and the Bookings app.

Apply Teams policy packages to define what different roles can do in Teams. For example, specify policies for :

Clinical workers, such as registered nurses, charge nurses, physicians, and social workers, so that they can

have full access to chat, calling, shift management, and meetings.



 Secure messaging

 Teams templates for healthcare organizations

 Care coordination and collaboration

Information workers in your healthcare organization, such as IT personnel, informatics staff, finance

personnel, and compliance officers, can have full access to chat, calling, and meetings.

Patient rooms, to control settings for patient room devices.

To learn more, see Teams policy packages for healthcare.

Secure messaging supports collaboration within health teams, including several new features:

A message sender can set a special priority for their message, so the recipient is repeatedly notified until they

read the message.

A message sender can request a read receipt, so they are notified when a message they sent was read by the

message recipient.

Together, these features allow quicker attention to urgent messages and confidence that the message was

received and read. New health teams using these features can be created on a per-patient basis. These features

are policy-based, and can be assigned to individuals or entire Teams.

To learn more, see Get started with Secure Messaging policies for Healthcare organizations.

Also related to secure messaging is the ability to have other tenants federated by Healthcare organizations,

allowing richer inter-tenant communication. (See Manage external access (federation) in Microsoft Teams).

New templates for creating Teams were developed to apply to a Hospital setting, and more are expected soon.

This makes it easier to create teams that Healthcare workers use to coordinate care for patients in various

departments or wards. To learn more, see Get started with Teams templates for Healthcare organizations. Teams

can be started for internal departments such as cardiology, or for care wards, and more templates are in

development.

Bring your health team together to coordinate care and collaborate with Teams.

Teams enables physicians, clinicians, nurses, and other staff to collaborate efficiently with included collaboration

features in Teams, such as:

Set up teams and channels for your health teams and information workers. Use channels with tabs as a way

to structure their work, with additional help from tabs to which they can pin information sources.

Chat, post messages, and communicate. Your team can have persistent conversations about different patients

needing attention.

Call and meet with members of the health team. Set up individual meetings, or use channel meetings to

manage daily meetings, both with the power of Teams audio, video, screen sharing, recording, and



  Share lists and track information with the Lists appShare lists and track information with the Lists app

NOTENOTE

  Track and monitor tasks with the Tasks appTrack and monitor tasks with the Tasks app

transcription features.

Store and share files and documents. Your health team is part of a single virtualized team that works and

collaborates on Office documents.

In addition, your team can use apps in Teams to:

Share lists and track information with the Lists app

Track and monitor tasks with the Tasks app

Streamline approvals with the Approvals app

Create, manage, and share schedules with the Shifts app

Effective October 30, 2020, the Patients app has been retired and replaced by the Lists app in Teams. With Lists, care

teams in your healthcare organization can create patient lists for scenarios ranging from rounds and interdisciplinary team

meetings to general patient monitoring.

The Lists app in Teams helps teams track information and organize work. The app is pre-installed for all Teams

users and is available as a tab in every team and channel. Lists can be created from scratch, from predefined

templates, or by importing data to Excel.

Health teams can use the Patients template to get started. They can create lists to track the needs and status of

patients. Existing patient data on Excel spreadsheets can be brought in to create a list in Teams. These lists can be

used for scenarios such as rounds and patient monitoring to coordinate care.

For example, a charge nurse creates a patient list in a team that includes all health team members. During

rounds, the health team access Teams on their mobile devices and update patient information in the list, which

everyone on the team can view to stay in sync. At rounding sessions where the health team gathers to discuss

and evaluate key health performance metrics to ensure a patient is on the right glide path to discharge, they can

share this information using Teams on a large display screen. health team members who aren't on site can join

remotely.

Here's an example list which was set up for patient rounding.

To learn more, see Manage the Lists app for your organization in Teams.

Use Tasks in Teams to track to do items for your whole health team. Your health team can create, assign, and

schedule tasks, categorize tasks, and update status at any time, from any device running Teams. IT pros and

admins can also publish tasks to specific teams for your organization. For example, you could publish a set of

tasks for new safety protocols or a new intake step to be used across a hospital.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/get-started-with-lists-in-teams-c971e46b-b36c-491b-9c35-efeddd0297db
https://support.microsoft.com/office/use-the-tasks-app-in-teams-e32639f3-2e07-4b62-9a8c-fd706c12c070


  Streamline approvals with the Approvals appStreamline approvals with the Approvals app

  Create, manage, and share schedules with the Shifts app and Frontline Worker integrationCreate, manage, and share schedules with the Shifts app and Frontline Worker integration

 Help your clinical and information workers get going with Teams

To learn more, see Manage the Tasks app for your organization in Microsoft Teams

Use Approvals to streamline all of your requests and processes with your team. Create, manage, and share

approvals directly from your hub for teamwork. Start an approval flow from the same place you send a chat, in

a channel conversation, or from the Approvals app itself. Just select an approval type, add details, attach files,

and choose approvers. Once submitted, approvers are notified and can review and act on the request.

You can allow the Approvals app for your organization and add it to your teams. To learn more, see Teams

Approvals app availability.

Teams integrates with the Shifts app and Frontline Worker, which can be used to coordinate shift staffing

features and more. For example, in Shifts, Nurse managers can set up and coordinate schedules for their staff,

and nurses can check schedules and swap shifts. Teams includes a built-in Frontline Worker app setup policy

that you can assign to Frontline Workers in your organization. By default, the policy includes the Activity, Shifts,

Chat, and Calling apps. This policy controls behavior for these apps, for example, pinning the Shifts app to the

app bar so the team can quickly access it.

To learn more, see Manage the Shifts app for your organization in Microsoft Teams.

There are many resources available to help all of the users in your organization get comfortable with using

Teams:

Visit the Teams adoption center for advice on rolling out Teams if you are just starting your organization's

journey with Teams, or expanding Teams into more areas of your organization.

Consider setting up custom learning pathways for your users to cover just the tasks they need to do.

Get help and training for your users on how to perform basic tasks in Teams on the Teams support site,

including quick training videos. This site also has help and training for the Teams apps, including Lists, Tasks,

Approvals, Bookings, and Shifts.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/what-is-approvals-a9a01c95-e0bf-4d20-9ada-f7be3fc283d3
https://adoption.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/
https://adoption.microsoft.com/microsoft-365-learning-pathways/
https://support.microsoft.com/teams
https://support.microsoft.com/office/microsoft-teams-video-training-4f108e54-240b-4351-8084-b1089f0d21d7
https://support.microsoft.com/office/get-started-with-lists-in-teams-c971e46b-b36c-491b-9c35-efeddd0297db
https://support.microsoft.com/office/use-the-tasks-app-in-teams-e32639f3-2e07-4b62-9a8c-fd706c12c070
https://support.microsoft.com/office/what-is-approvals-a9a01c95-e0bf-4d20-9ada-f7be3fc283d3
https://support.microsoft.com/office/overview-of-the-bookings-app-in-teams-7b8569e1-0c8a-444e-b712-d9968b05110b
https://support.microsoft.com/office/what-is-shifts-f8efe6e4-ddb3-4d23-b81b-bb812296b821
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  PrerequisitesPrerequisites

 Set up the Teams EHR connector

The Microsoft Teams Electronic Health Record (EHR) connector makes it easy for clinicians to launch a virtual

visit with a patient or consult with another provider in Microsoft Teams directly from the Cerner EHR system.

Built on the Microsoft 365 cloud, Teams enables simple, secure collaboration and communication with chat,

video, voice, and healthcare tools in a single hub that supports compliance with HIPAA, HITECH certification, and

more.

The communication and collaboration platform of Teams makes it easy for clinicians to cut through the clutter of

fragmented systems so they can focus on providing the best possible care. With the Teams EHR connector, you

can:

Conduct Teams virtual visits from your Cerner EHR system with an integrated clinical workflow.

Enable patients to join Teams virtual visits from email or SMS notifications.

View consumption data reports and customizable Call Quality information for EHR-connected visits.

This article describes how to set up and configure the Teams EHR connector to integrate with the Cerner

platform. It also gives you an overview of the Teams virtual visits experience from the Cerner EHR system.

Make sure you talk to your Cerner representative and review your Cerner integration guide before you enable the

integration.

Before you integrate the Teams EHR connector in your healthcare organization, you must have the following:

An active subscription to Microsoft Teams EHR connector standalone offer (only enforced while testing in a

production EHR environment).

An appropriate Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license that includes Teams meetings.

Teams is adopted and used in your healthcare organization.

Your systems meet all software and browser requirements for Teams.

Cerner version November 2018 or later

The connector setup requires that you:

Launch the EHR connector configuration portal

Enter configuration information

Enable SMS notifications (optional)

Review and finish the configuration

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/ehr-admin-cerner.md


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Launch the EHR connector configuration portalLaunch the EHR connector configuration portal

  Enter configuration informationEnter configuration information

  Enable SMS notifications (optional)Enable SMS notifications (optional)

These steps must be completed by the Microsoft 365 global admin in your organization.

To get started, your Microsoft 365 admin launches the EHR connector configuration portal and signs in using

their Microsoft credentials.

Your Microsoft 365 admin can configure a single department or multiple departments to test the integration.

Configure the test and production URL in the configuration portal. Make sure to test the integration from the

Cerner test environment before moving to production.

Next, to set up the integration, your Microsoft 365 admin adds a Fast Health Interoperability Resources (FHIR)

base URL from Cerner and specifies the environment. Configure as many FHIR base URLs as needed, depending

on your organization’s needs and the environments you want to test.

The FHIR base URL is a static address that corresponds to your server FHIR API endpoint. An example

URL is https://lamnahealthcare.org/fihr/auth/connect-ocurprd-oauth/api/FHDST .

You can set up the integration for test and production environments. For initial setup, we encourage you

to configure the connector from a test environment before moving to production.

After the FHIR base URL is validated and the environment is selected, choose DoneDone. Then, add more FHIR base

URLs for other environments, as needed.

Select NextNext to go to the next step.

Complete this step if your organization wants Microsoft to manage SMS notifications for your patients. When

you enable SMS notifications, your patients will receive confirmation and reminder messages for scheduled

virtual visits.

To enable SMS notifications, your Microsoft 365 admin does the following:

1. On the SMS notifications page, select both consent checkboxes to:

Allow Microsoft to send SMS notifications to patients on behalf of your organization.

Acknowledge that you'll ensure attendees have consented to send and receive SMS messages.

https://ehrconnector.teams.microsoft.com
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/media/ehr-admin-cerner-configuration.png#lightbox


2. Under Your phone numbersYour phone numbers , select Generate a new phone numberGenerate a new phone number  to generate a phone number for

your organization. Doing this starts the process to request and generate a new phone number. This

process might take up to 2 minutes to complete.

After the phone number is generated, it's displayed on the screen. This number will be used to send SMS

confirmations and reminders to your patients. The number has been provisioned but isn’t linked to the

FHIR base URL yet. You do that in the next step.

Choose DoneDone, and then select NextNext.

3. To link the phone number to a FHIR base URL, under Phone numberPhone number  in the SMS configurationSMS configuration

section, select the number. Do this for each FHIR base URL for which you want to enable SMS

notifications.

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/media/ehr-admin-cerner-sms-notifications.png#lightbox
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/media/ehr-admin-cerner-phone-number.png#lightbox


  Review and finish the configurationReview and finish the configuration
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 Launch Teams virtual visits

  Virtual visits prerequisitesVirtual visits prerequisites

  Provider experienceProvider experience

If this is the first time you’re configuring the connector, you’ll see the FHIR base URL that was entered in

the earlier step. The same phone number can be linked to multiple FHIR base URLs, which means that

patients will receive SMS notifications from the same phone number for different organizations and/or

departments.

Select NextNext.

You'll be presented with integration records for patient and provider launch. These records are necessary to

complete the virtual visit configuration in Cerner. For more information, see the Cerner-Microsoft Teams

Telehealth Integration guide.

At any time, your Microsoft 365 admin can sign in to the configuration portal to view integration records and change

configuration settings, if needed.

After completing the EHR connector steps and Cerner configuration steps, your organization is ready to support

video visits with Teams.

Your systems must meet all software and browser requirements for Teams.

You completed the integration setup between the Cerner organization and your Microsoft 365 organization.

Healthcare providers in your organization can join virtual visits using Teams from the PowerChart portal. The

provider must navigate to the patient board where the Teams option is available.

From there, the provider can view virtual visit information, join virtual visits, and send the meeting link. After the

one-time sign-in, the provider is taken directly to the virtual appointment in Teams.

Key features of the provider experience:

Providers can join virtual visits using supported browsers or the Teams app.

Providers can use all supported Teams meeting features, including screen sharing, custom background, and

recording.

Providers can see real-time updates of patients connecting to a virtual visit for a given appointment in

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/media/ehr-admin-cerner-link-phone-number.png#lightbox


  Patient experiencePatient experience

 Privacy and location of data

 Related articles

PowerChart.

Provider information isn’t visible to patients during the virtual visit.

The connector supports patients joining virtual visits through a link in the SMS text message. At the time of the

appointment, patients can start a virtual visit by tapping the link in the SMS text message.

Key features of the patient experience

Patients can join virtual visits from modern web browsers on desktop and mobile without having to install

the Teams app.

Patients can join virtual visits with a single click and no other account or sign-in is required.

Patients aren't required to create a Microsoft account or sign in to launch a virtual visit.

Patients are placed in a lobby until the provider joins the appointment and admits them to the virtual visit.

Patients can test their video and microphone in the lobby before joining the virtual visit.

Teams integration into EHR systems optimizes the amount of data that’s used and stored during integration and

virtual visit flows. The solution follows the overall Teams privacy and data management principles and

guidelines outlined in Teams Privacy.

The Teams EHR connector doesn't store or transfer any identifiable personal data or any health records of

patients or healthcare providers from the EHR system. The only data that the EHR connector stores is the EHR

user ’s unique ID, which is used during Teams meeting setup.

The EHR user ’s unique ID is stored in one of the three geographic regions described in Where your Microsoft

365 customer data is stored. All chats, recordings, and other data shared in Teams by meeting participants are

stored according to existing storage policies. To learn more about the location of data in Teams, see Locations of

data in Teams.

Teams EHR connector admin reports

Get started with Teams for healthcare organizations

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/o365-data-locations
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 Connector setup

Microsoft Teams Electronic Health Record (EHR) connector makes it easy for clinicians to launch a virtual patient

visit or consultation with another provider in Teams directly from the EHR system. Built on the Microsoft 365

cloud, Microsoft Teams enables simple, secure collaboration and communication with chat, video, voice, and

healthcare tools in a single hub that supports compliance with HIPAA, HITECH certification, and more. The

communication and collaboration platform of Teams makes it easy for clinicians to cut through the clutter of

fragmented systems so they can spend time providing the best possible care. Microsoft Teams Electronic Health

Record (EHR) connector can:

Launch Teams virtual visits from the provider EHR system with an integrated clinical workflow.

Enable patients to join Teams virtual visits from within the patient portal.

Write metadata back to the EHR system regarding Teams virtual visits to record when attendees connect

and disconnect and enable automatic auditing and record keeping.

Watch the video of How to manage virtual visits from the EHR portal.

You’ll need to make sure you have the following prerequisites before you can integrate the EHR connector :

Access to use to the Microsoft Teams app in Epic’s App Orchard marketplace.

Active subscription to Microsoft Cloud for Healthcare or subscription to Microsoft Teams EHR connector

standalone offer (only enforced during production testing).

Users must have an appropriate Microsoft 365 or Office 365 license that includes Microsoft Teams

meetings.

Microsoft Teams should be adopted and used inside the organization.

Organizations must have with Epic version November 2018 or later.

Your systems must meet all software and browser prerequisites.

You’ll also need information from the following people in your organization:

Microsoft 365 administrator

Epic customer analyst

Review the Epic-Microsoft Teams Telehealth Integration Guide with your Epic technical specialist. Make sure that all pre-

requisites are completed.

The connector setup requires that you:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/ehr-admin.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE4HAtn
https://apporchard.epic.com/Gallery?id=6153
https://galaxy.epic.com/Search/GetFile?Url=1!68!100!100100357


  Launch the EHR connector configuration portalLaunch the EHR connector configuration portal

  Configuration informationConfiguration information

  Approve or view configurationApprove or view configuration

Launch the EHR connector configuration portal

Configuration information

Approve or view configuration

Review and finish the configuration

Configuring your healthcare organization to launch virtual visits with Microsoft Teams starts by launching the

EHR connector configuration portal. You configure a single or multiple organizations to test the integration.

Configure the test and production URL in the configuration portal. Test the integration from Epic’s test

environment before moving to production.

EHR connector configuration URL: https://ehrconnector.teams.microsoft.com

The Microsoft 365 admin and Epic customer analyst from your organization must complete the information and

integration steps in the configuration portal. For Epic configuration steps, contact the Epic technical specialist

resource assigned to your organization.

This step is to be completed by the Microsoft 365 administratorMicrosoft 365 administrator . The Microsoft 365 administrator must

launch the connector configuration portal and sign in with Microsoft credentials to start the configuration

process.

To complete this step, the Microsoft 365 administrator must receive a valid Fast Health Interoperability

Resources (FHIR) base URL from your Epic technical specialist and the username of the Epic customer analyst

who will be approving the configuration. The Microsoft 365 administrator must launch the connector

configuration page and sign in with Microsoft credentials to start the configuration process.

The FHIR base URL is a static address corresponding to your server FHIR API endpoint. An example URL

is https://lamnahealthcare.org/fihr/auth/connect-ocurprd-oauth/api/FHDST .

Configuration approver name is the name of the Epic customer analyst who will be responsible for

approving the configuration in the next step. The Epic customer analyst is a person in your organization

with sign-in access to Epic.

The Epic customer analyst for your healthcare organization who was added as an approver must now use the

same EHR connector URL from the previous step to sign in using their Microsoft 365 credentials. After

successful validation, the approver is going to be asked to sign in using their Epic credentials to validate the Epic

organization.

https://ehrconnector.teams.microsoft.com


NOTENOTE

  Review and finish the configurationReview and finish the configuration

NOTENOTE

The Microsoft 365 admin and Epic customer analyst in your organization can be the same person. In that case, add your

own username as approver. You'll still need to sign in to Epic to validate your access. The Epic sign in is only used to

validate your FHIR base URL. Microsoft won't store credentials or access EHR data with this sign in.

After a successful Epic sign in, the Epic customer analyst mustmust approve the configuration. If the configuration

isn't correct, the Microsoft 365 admin will have the ability to modify the original configurations by signing in to

the Microsoft EHR connector portal again.

When the configuration information is approved by the Epic administrator, you'll be presented with integration

records for patient and provider launch. These records are necessary to complete the virtual visit configuration

in Epic. Refer to the Epic-Microsoft Teams Telehealth Integration guide for more details.

At any time the Microsoft 365 or Epic customer analyst can sign in to the configuration portal to view integration records

and modify organization configuration, if needed.



NOTENOTE

 Launch Teams virtual visits

  Virtual visit prerequisitesVirtual visit prerequisites

  Provider experienceProvider experience

The approval process must be completed by the Epic customer analyst for every FHIR URL configured by the Microsoft

admin before.

After completing the EHR connector steps and Epic configuration, your organization is ready to support video

visits with Microsoft Teams.

Your systems must meet all software and browser prerequisites.

Healthcare organization must have completed the setup between the Epic organization and Microsoft

365 organization.

Healthcare providers from your organization can also join virtual visits with Microsoft Teams from their Epic

provider applications (Hyperspace, Haiku, Canto). The Begin vir tual visitBegin vir tual visit button is embedded in the provider

flow.

Key features of the provider experience:



  Patient experiencePatient experience

Providers can join virtual visits using supported browsers or the Microsoft Teams application.

Providers must do a one-time sign-in with their Microsoft 365 account when joining a virtual visit for the

first time.

After the one-time sign-in, the provider will be taken straight to the virtual appointment in Microsoft

Teams. (Provider must be signed-in to Microsoft Teams).

Provider can see real-time updates of participants connect and disconnect for a given appointment. The

provider can see when the patient is connected to a virtual visit.

The connector supports patients joining virtual visits through MyChart web and mobile. At the time of the

appointment, patients can start a virtual visit from MyChart using the Begin vir tual visitBegin vir tual visit button.

Key features of the patient experience:

Patients can join virtual visits from modern web browsers on desktop and mobile without app

installation.

Patients can join virtual visits with a single click and there is no other account or sign-in required.

Patients aren't required to create a Microsoft account or sign in to launch a virtual visit.

Patients will be placed in a lobby until the healthcare provider joins the appointment and admits them to

the virtual visit.

Testing of the video and microphone is available in the lobby before joining the virtual visit.



NOTENOTE

  Privacy and location of dataPrivacy and location of data

 Related topics

Epic, MyChart, Haiku, and Canto are trademarks of Epic Systems Corporation.

Teams integration into EHR systems optimizes the amount of data being used and stored during integration and

virtual visit flows. The solution follows the overall Teams privacy and data management principles and

guidelines outlined in Teams Privacy.

The Microsoft Teams EHR connector doesn't store nor transfer any identifiable personal data or any health

records of patients or healthcare providers from the EHR system. The only data that is stored by the EHR

connector is the EHR user ’s unique ID, which is used during Teams meeting setup. The EHR user ’s unique ID is

stored in one of the three geographic regions described in Where your Microsoft 365 customer data is stored.

All chat, recordings, and other data entered into Teams by the meeting participants are stored according to

existing storage policies. If you want to learn more information on the location of data in Microsoft Teams, visit

Locations of data in Teams.

Teams EHR connector admin reports

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/o365-data-locations
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 Related articles

The Microsoft Teams Electronic Health Record (EHR) connector admin report dialog provides a quick and easy to

read view of usage data.

You can see the Teams EHR connector admin report by going to the Microsoft Teams admin center dashboard

and viewing the dialog there.

Access the report from the Microsoft Teams admin center dashboard.

The dialog provides the following data:

Exceeded limit

Remaining allocation

Completed visits

You can use the report dialog to buy more virtual visits.

Virtual visits with Teams - Integration into Cerner EHR

Virtual visits with Teams - Integration into Epic EHR

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/ehr-admin-reports.md
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 Overview

IN DUST RYIN DUST RY EXA M P L ESEXA M P L ES

Financial services Virtual visits for remote sales and service
Schedule and manage virtual appointments for bank
relationship managers, financial advisors, and claims
adjusters, just to name a few, to serve your customers with
increased efficiency and convenience.

Healthcare Virtual visits for patient care 
Schedule and manage virtual visits for your care team
members to meet with patients or other healthcare
providers to discuss medical care.

Retail Virtual shopping experiences 
Schedule and manage appointments for your sales
associates, product experts, and design consultants to
conduct virtual shopping experiences with customers.

 Before you get started

The Bookings app in Microsoft Teams gives organizations a simple way to schedule and manage virtual

appointments for staff and attendees. Use it to schedule virtual appointments such as healthcare visits, financial

consultations, interviews, customer support, virtual shopping experiences, education office hours, and more.

The Bookings app makes it easy to manage complex scheduling demands of any organization. Schedulers can

manage multiple department and staff calendars, as well as communications with internal and external

attendees, from a single experience.

The virtual visits are held through Microsoft Teams meetings, which offers robust video conferencing

capabilities. For example, a doctor can share their screen and review test results with a patient. Or, a banking

advisor can request electronic signatures on documents, allowing them to close transactions remotely.

Each virtual appointment includes a Teams meeting link that’s sent to attendees in email where they can easily

join from a web browser or in Teams on any device. Automated email reminders help reduce no-shows and

enhance customer and client engagement.

With Bookings, you get an experience that's tailored to your industry. Here's a few examples of how you can use

it in your organization:

This article gives you an overview of how to use the Bookings app in Teams to schedule, manage, and conduct

virtual visits.

If you’re an admin, see Manage the Bookings app in Teams to learn about the prerequisites for using the

Bookings app in Teams, how to control access to Bookings in your organization, and recommended policy and

admin settings.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/bookings-virtual-visits.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/what-is-bookings-42d4e852-8e99-4d8f-9b70-d7fc93973cb5


 Set up a new booking calendar
  Create the booking calendarCreate the booking calendar

NOTENOTE

  Add staffAdd staff

  Create appointment typesCreate appointment types

Remember that only schedulers in your organization need to have the Bookings app installed in Teams. Staff

who conduct or participate in virtual appointments don't need the app. They join appointments from their

Teams or Outlook calendar or by using the meeting link in their booking confirmation email.

In Teams, go to BookingsBookings  > Get star tedGet star ted, and then select New booking calendarNew booking calendar . Complete the form and be

sure to choose the relevant business type for your organization.

If you’re a larger organization, consider creating more than one booking calendar if you want attendees to

receive a booking email from a specific department rather than your overall organization. To learn more, see

Create a Bookings calendar.

If this isn't your first time in the Bookings app or if you want to work in an existing booking calendar, in Bookings, select

the dropdown arrow next to your organization name, and then choose Existing booking calendarExisting booking calendar . From here, you can

search for the one you want.

In the booking calendar, go to More optionsMore options  (...) > SettingsSettings , and then select StaffStaff . Add staff members and

assign a role to each person you add.

The Bookings app integrates with Outlook. After you add staff, you’ll be able to view that person’s calendar

availability and schedule bookings for them. To learn more, see Add staff and view a Bookings calendar.

Create specific appointment types to represent the services offered by your organization and to tailor the

booking experience.

In the booking calendar, go to More optionsMore options  (...) > Appointment typesAppointment types , and then select New appointmentNew appointment

typetype. Enter a name—for example, Account opening, Prescription renewal, Loan consultation, Tax preparation—

and any other information and settings you want.

https://support.microsoft.com//office/create-a-bookings-calendar-921cfd26-a24d-4aca-9004-561594112148
https://support.microsoft.com/office/add-staff-and-view-a-bookings-calendar-6c579f61-8adb-4514-9458-021de2023fa0


 Schedule a virtual visit

 Conduct a virtual visit

 Additional capabilities with the Bookings web app

 Related articles

The information and links that you add are included in the email confirmation that's sent to attendees every

time this type of appointment is booked. You can even set email reminders and other options such as whether

attendees can join from a mobile browser without having to download Teams. To learn more, see Create an

appointment type.

In the booking calendar, select New bookingNew booking. Select an appointment type, and then fill out the relevant

information.

This includes attendee contact information, the staff member who will be providing the service, internal notes

that only staff can see, email reminders, and whether the attendee can join from a mobile browser. To learn

more, see Schedule a booking in the Teams Bookings app.

The email confirmation sent to the attendee includes the meeting link and an attachment so that they can add

the virtual appointment to their calendar. Staff also receive an email confirmation and meeting invite.

In your Teams or Outlook calendar, go to the booking, and then select JoinJoin or the Teams meeting link. Check

your audio and video settings, and then select Join nowJoin now . To learn more, see Conduct a Bookings appointment.

The Bookings web app gives you additional capabilities. For example, you can publish a self-serve online

booking page where people can schedule appointments with your staff. To access the Bookings web app, go to

More optionsMore options  (...) > Open Bookings web appOpen Bookings web app.

To learn more, see Microsoft Bookings.

Manage the join experience for Teams virtual visits on mobile browsers

Get started with Teams for healthcare organizations

Bookings app in Teams help documentation

https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-an-appointment-type-810eac77-6a65-4dc8-964d-c00eadf43887
https://support.microsoft.com/office/schedule-a-booking-in-the-teams-bookings-app-e275049d-0d0f-4161-8526-461a9f29439f
https://support.microsoft.com/office/conduct-a-bookings-appointment-a86a4007-e26c-4909-9893-f7036e2747cd
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/bookings/bookings-overview
https://support.office.com/article/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b?#PickTab=Bookings
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 Set up mobile browser join
  Appointments scheduled through the Bookings appAppointments scheduled through the Bookings app

  Turn on mobile browser join for an appointment typeTurn on mobile browser join for an appointment type

Microsoft Teams makes it easy for people to join appointments on their mobile devices without having to

download Teams. For a more seamless experience, attendees can join appointments such as healthcare visits,

financial consultations, educator office hours, and so on, from a mobile browser. Attendees don't need to install

the Teams mobile app on their Android or iOS mobile devices.

With mobile browser join, when an attendee joins an appointment from a mobile device, they aren't prompted

to download Teams. Instead, Teams opens in a mobile browser, where the attendee can select Join nowJoin now  to join.

With this feature, keep in mind that if Teams is already installed on an attendee's mobile device, Teams will open

in a mobile browser and not in the app.

Currently, mobile browser join is available for appointments that are scheduled through the following:

The Bookings app

Microsoft Teams Electronic Health Records (EHR) connector

Integration with Cerner EHR

Integration with Epic EHR

Schedulers in your organization can turn on this feature for specific appointment types and for individual

appointments in the Bookings app.

After this feature is turned on, the confirmation email or SMS text that’s sent to attendees will contain a meeting

join link that opens Teams in a mobile browser. On Android mobile devices, Teams opens in Chrome. On iOS

mobile devices, Teams opens in Safari.

In Bookings, go to SettingsSettings  > Appointment typesAppointment types , select an appointment type, and then turn on AllowAllow

attendees to join from a mobile browserattendees to join from a mobile browser . Doing this enables mobile browser join for all appointments of

this type.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/mobile-browser-join.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b?ui=en-us&rs=en-us&ad=us#PickTab=Bookings
https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-an-appointment-type-810eac77-6a65-4dc8-964d-c00eadf43887


  Turn on mobile browser join for an individual appointmentTurn on mobile browser join for an individual appointment

  Appointments scheduled through the Teams EHR connectorAppointments scheduled through the Teams EHR connector

 Supported mobile browsers

In Bookings, select New bookingNew booking, and then turn on Allow attendees to join from a mobile browserAllow attendees to join from a mobile browser .

No set up is needed by you or your staff!

Integration with Cerner EHRIntegration with Cerner EHR : The Teams EHR connector supports patients joining virtual visits through

mobile. At the time of the appointment, patients can join a virtual visit by tapping the link in the SMS text

message. The patient chooses the browser they want, and then Teams opens in that browser.

Integration with Epic EHRIntegration with Epic EHR : The Teams EHR connector supports patients joining virtual visits through MyChart

web and mobile. At the time of the appointment, patients can start a virtual visit from MyChart by using the

Begin vir tual visitBegin vir tual visit button. The patient chooses the browser they want, and then Teams opens in that browser.

Here are the mobile browsers that are currently supported. We support the latest version plus two previous

versions, unless otherwise indicated.



P L AT F O RMP L AT F O RM C H RO M EC H RO M E SA FA RISA FA RI EDGE ( C H RO M IUM )EDGE ( C H RO M IUM )

Android ✔

iOS ✔ ¹

macOS ✔ ²

 Things to consider

NOTENOTE

 Related articles

¹ iOS apps on Safari can't select microphone and speaker devices. For example, Bluetooth devices. This is a

limitation of the operating system, which controls the default device selection.

² Safari 14+ and macOS 11+ is needed for outgoing video support.

The staff member who conducts the virtual visit can share their screen from their Teams desktop, mobile, or web

client with an attendee who joins from a mobile browser. However, attendees can't share their screen from a

mobile browser.

We're adding more capabilities to the meeting join experience in future releases of Teams, so check back for the most up-

to-date information. To stay on top of upcoming Teams features, check out the Microsoft 365 Roadmap.

Virtual visits with Teams and the Bookings app

Create an Bookings appointment type

Join a Bookings appointment as an attendee

Virtual visits with Teams - Integration into Cerner EHR

Virtual visits with Teams - Integration into Epic EHR

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/roadmap?filters=&searchterms=microsoft%252Cteams
https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-an-appointment-type-810eac77-6a65-4dc8-964d-c00eadf43887
https://support.microsoft.com/office/join-a-bookings-appointment-as-an-attendee-95cea12d-2220-421f-a663-6efb20913c7f
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 Overview

PA C KA GE N A M E IN  T H E M IC RO SO F TPA C KA GE N A M E IN  T H E M IC RO SO F T
T EA M S A DM IN  C EN T ERT EA M S A DM IN  C EN T ER B EST  USED F O RB EST  USED F O R DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Healthcare clinical worker Clinical workers in your healthcare
organization

Creates a set of policies and policy
settings that give clinical workers such
as registered nurses, charge nurses,
physicians, and social workers full
access to chat, calling, shift
management, and meetings.

Healthcare information worker Information workers in your healthcare
organization

Creates a set of policies and policy
settings that give information workers
such as IT personnel, informatics staff,
finance personnel, and compliance
officers, full access to chat, calling, and
meetings.

Healthcare patient room Patient room devices Creates a set of policies and policy
settings that apply to patient rooms in
your healthcare organization.

A policy package in Microsoft Teams is a collection of predefined policies and policy settings that you can assign

to users who have similar roles in your organization. Policy packages simplify, streamline, and help provide

consistency when managing policies. You can customize the settings of the policies in the package to suit the

needs of your users. When you change the settings of policies in a policy package, all users who are assigned to

that package get the updated settings. You can manage policy packages by using the Microsoft Teams admin

center or PowerShell.

Policy packages pre-define policies for the following, depending on the package:

Messaging

Meetings

Calling

App setup

Live events

Teams currently includes the following healthcare policy packages.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/policy-packages-healthcare.md
https://www.microsoft.com/videoplayer/embed/RE4Ht2o


 Get started with policy packages

 Manage policy packages

Each individual policy is given the name of the policy package so you can easily identify the policies that are

linked to a policy package. For example, when you assign the Healthcare clinical worker policy package to

clinicians in your organization, a policy named Healthcare_ClinicalWorker is created for each policy in the

package.

To get you started with Healthcare policy packages, on the Microsoft Admin Center onboarding hub, select

HealthcareHealthcare, and then select Assign policy settings by roleAssign policy settings by role. Once you’re ready to get started, decide which

policy packages you'd like to assign individuals in your organization to.

Select View policy detailsView policy details  to learn more about the specific policies in a package and their respective settings.

These can be customized after assignment in the Teams Admin Center.

Choose one or multiple packages to assign and then click NextNext. You can search for and add people to the policy

package best suited for their role. An individual can't be assigned to more than one policy package at one time.

Once you’ve added people to the right policy package, FinishFinish finalizes your selections. You can continue to

customize and manage policy packages in the Microsoft Teams admin center.



  

ViewView

  CustomizeCustomize

  AssignAssign

NOTENOTE

  Assign a policy package to one or several usersAssign a policy package to one or several users

  Assign a policy package to a groupAssign a policy package to a group

View the settings of each policy in a policy package before you assign a package. In the left navigation of the

Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Policy packagesPolicy packages , select the package name, and then select the policy

name.

Decide whether the predefined values are appropriate for your organization or whether you need to customize

them to be more restrictive or lenient based on your organization's needs.

Customize the settings of policies in the policy package, as needed, to fit the needs of your organization. Any

changes you make to policy settings are automatically applied to users who are assigned the package. To edit

the settings of a policy in a policy package, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to

Policy packagesPolicy packages , select the policy package, select the name of the policy you want to edit, and then select EditEdit.

Keep in mind that you can also change the settings of policies in a package after you assign the policy package.

To learn more, see Customize policies in a policy package.

Assign the policy package to users. If a user has a policy assigned, and then later you assign a different policy,

the most recent assignment will take priority.

Each user will require the Advanced Communications add-on in order to receive a custom policy package assignment. For

more information, see Advanced Communications add-on for Microsoft Teams.

To assign a policy package to one or multiple users, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center,

go to Policy packagesPolicy packages , and then select Manage usersManage users .

To learn more, see Assign a policy package.

If a user has a policy assigned, and then later you assign a different policy, the most recent assignment will take

priority.

This feature is in pr ivate previewThis feature is in pr ivate preview

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-add-on-licensing/advanced-communications


  Assign a policy package to a large set (batch) of usersAssign a policy package to a large set (batch) of users

 Related topics

Policy package assignment to groups let you assign multiple policies to a group of users, such as a security

group or distribution list. The policy assignment is propagated to members of the group according to

precedence rules. As members are added to or removed from a group, their inherited policy assignments are

updated accordingly. This method is recommended for groups of up to 50,000 users but will also work with

larger groups.

To learn more, see Assign a policy package to a group.

Use batch policy package assignment to assign a policy package to large sets of users at a time. You use the

New-CsBatchPolicyPackageAssignmentOperation cmdlet to submit a batch of users and the policy package that

you want to assign. The assignments are processed as a background operation and an operation ID is generated

for each batch.

A batch can contain up to 5,000 users. You can specify users by their object Id, UPN, SIP address, or email

address. To learn more, see Assign a policy package to a batch of users.

Manage policy packages in Teams

Assign policy packages to users and groups

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicypackageassignmentoperation
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Messaging policies are used to control which chat and channel messaging features are available to users in

Microsoft Teams, and are part of the overall deployment of Secure Messaging for healthcare organizations like

Hospitals, clinics, or doctor's offices, where having a message picked up and acted upon in a timely manner is

crucial, as is knowing when crucial messages are read.

You can use the global (Org-wide default) policy or create one or more custom messaging policies for people in

your organization. Users in your organization will automatically get the global policy unless you create and

assign a custom policy. After you create a custom policy, assign it a user or groups of users in your organization.

For example, you may choose to only allow certain job roles to use these features (perhaps doctors and nurses

only) and other workers (like the janitorial or kitchen staff) to get a more limited set of features. Decide for

yourself what needs your organization has, the guidance here is at most a suggestion.

Policies can be easily managed in the Microsoft Teams admin center by logging in with administrator credentials

and choosing Messaging policiesMessaging policies  in the left navigation pane.

To edit the existing default Messaging policy for your organization, click Global (Org-wide default)Global (Org-wide default) , and then

make your changes. To create a new custom messaging policy, click AddAdd and then select your settings. Choose

SaveSave when you are done.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/messaging-policies-hc.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/hc-messaging-policy-admin-center-new.png#lightbox


 Read receipts

The following settings are of special interest for Healthcare applications, and should be considered when

designing a custom policy used in the Healthcare field:

Read receipts allows the sender of a chat message to know when their message was read by the recipient in 1:1

and group chats 20 people or less. Use this setting to specify whether read receipts are user controlled, on for

everyone, or off for everyone. Message read receipts are important in Healthcare organizations because they

remove uncertainly about whether a message was read.

For Healthcare applications, choose either User controlledUser controlled or On for ever yoneOn for ever yone. Be aware that when using

the On for ever yoneOn for ever yone setting, the only way to set receipts for the whole tenant is either to have only one

messaging policy for the whole tenant (the default policy named "Global (Org-wide Default)") or to have all

messaging policies in the tenant use the same settings for receipts. The read receipts feature is most effective

when the feature is enabled to On for ever yoneOn for ever yone.

Usage example without read receipts: Jakob Roth, a high risk patient, is admitted to the hospital.  Sofia Krause is

a nurse working as part of the inter-disciplinary team (IDT) of medical workers, including different specialists, is

assigned as the primary care coordinator in charge of this patient. Sofia sends emails and other instant

messages to a groups of nurses and doctors who use a variety of messaging clients and apps, and often gets no

response or indication whether a message was read by team members. Due to tangled communication

processes, Jakob's medication is misapplied and his hospital stay is extended.

Usage example with read receipts: Jakob Roth, a high risk patient, is admitted to the hospital.  Sofia Krause is a

nurse working as part of the inter-disciplinary team (IDT) of medical workers, including different specialists, is



 Send urgent messages using priority notifications

 Related topics

assigned as the primary care coordinator in charge of this patient. Sofia starts a group chat with a set of doctors

and other nurses who will be working with the patient to coordinate care and starts an emergency triage.  The

nurses and doctors communicate and collaborate over the patient's care plan throughout the care coordination

process. Important and urgent messages are sent through 1:1 and group chat conversations. Sofia uses the read

receipts functionality to determine if messages sent requesting support are delivered and read by the targeted

physicians or nurses. Jakob's patient outcomes are near-optimal and he goes home sooner because his health

team communicates smoothly.

A user can mark a message as urgent when sending chat messages to other users. This feature helps hospital

staff alert one another when a critical incident requires their attention. Unlike regular important messages,

priority notifications notify users every two minutes for up to 20 minutes or until the message is picked up and

read by the recipient, maximizing the likelihood that the message is acted upon in a timely manner.

An admin can enable or disable the ability for users assigned this policy to send priority notifications. This

feature is on by default. The recipient of the priority message might not have the same messaging policy, and

will not have an option to disable receiving priority messages. For Healthcare applications, we recommend

enabling the feature for at least some users, but you'll need to determine which ones.

Usage example: Sofia Krause is readmitting a high-risk patient, Jakob Roth. Manuela Carstens, a physician, is the

primary care doctor for this patient. Sofia sends a message to Manuela using a priority notification asking for

immediate help with triage of Jakob. Manuela's phone receives the message but Manuela didn't feel the phone

vibration and does not reply. Teams re-notifies Manuela and will continue to persistently re-notify until she

reads the message. If read receipts are also enabled, Sofia can be aware that the message was read by Manuela,

even before Manuela decides how to respond.

Manage messaging policies in Teams

Get started with Teams for Healthcare organizations

https://support.microsoft.com/article/mark-a-message-as-important-or-urgent-in-teams-ea99d5b6-1317-4550-8d75-86ff14cd4462
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 Delegation use scenario in Healthcare

 Impact of co-existence modes on user status in the Teams client

C O -EX IST EN C E M O DEC O -EX IST EN C E M O DE EXP EC T ED B EH AVIO REXP EC T ED B EH AVIO R

TeamsOnly Users can set a note only from Teams. 
User's Teams note is visible in Teams & SfB.

Islands User's note set in Teams visible only in Teams. 
User's note set in SfB visible only in SfB

SfB* modes Users can set a note only from SfB. 
User's SfB note is visible in SfB & Teams.

  Displaying notes set in Skype for BusinessDisplaying notes set in Skype for Business

A user can already explicitly set their status to Away or Do not Disturb, and provide custom text. The message

delegation feature works as follows:

1. A user @username mentions another user in part of a text status message, suggesting that while they are

unavailable people who want to contact them instead contact the @username mentioned user.

2. The person who has been assigned as a delegate is notified that they were nominated to be a delegate.

3. Someone trying to contact the first user can then hover over the nominated delegate and easily message the

delegate instead.

This is a user-initiated process in the client, and no Admin involvement is required to enable the feature.

Usage example without setting delegates: Dr. Franco Piccio is on-call at the radiology department. He receives an

urgent personal call and has to step away for the next couple of hours. He asks one of his peers in the radiology

department, Dr. Lena Ehrle, to cover for him while he is gone. He informally hands over his pager to Dr. Ehrle,

who is listening for urgent messages and pings on the pager and responds to them on behalf of Dr. Piccio in

addition to her current responsibilities. Others on the team may not realize the informal delegation happened,

and confusion ensues with a patient's care.

Usage example with setting delegates: Dr. Franco Piccio is on-call at the radiology department. He receives an

urgent personal call and has to step away for the next couple of hours. He asks one of his peers in the radiology

department, Dr. Lena Ehrle to cover for him while he is gone. He changes his custom status message to say

something similar to "I am unavailable for the next few hours. Please contact @DrEhrle for any emergencies."

Others on the team realize the delegation happened as they're attempting to contact Dr. Piccio, so they now

know to contact Dr. Ehrle in the meantime. Little to no confusion ensues with a patient's care.

Admins should be aware that status notes and delegation mention behaviors will depend partly on a user's co-

existence mode. This matrix shows the possibilities:

A user can only set a note in Teams if their mode is TeamsOnly or Islands.

There is no visual indication that a note was set from Skype for Business.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/hc-delegates.md


 Related topics

Skype for Business doesn't enforce a character limit on status notes. Microsoft Teams will only display the first

280 characters of a note set from Skype for Business. An ellipse (…) at the end of a note indicates truncation.

Skype for Business doesn't support expiry times for notes.

Migration of notes from Skype for Business to Teams is not supported when a user is upgraded to TeamsOnly

mode.

Coexistence with Skype for Business

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/coexistence-chat-calls-presence
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IF  Y O U'RE :IF  Y O U'RE : T H EN ,  Y O U:T H EN ,  Y O U:

An admin or IT pro Manage team templates in the Teams admin center. View
team templates and apply templates policies to control
which templates your staff can use in Teams for creating
teams.

A developer Use Microsoft Graph to create teams from team templates.

 Manage team templates in the Teams admin center

  Patient carePatient care
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Team templates in Microsoft Teams allow you to quickly and easily create teams by providing a predefined team

structure of settings, channels, and pre-installed apps.

For healthcare organizations, team templates can be especially powerful, as they help you to quickly deploy

consistent teams across your organization. Templates also help staff to get oriented with how to effectively use

Teams.

Teams includes templates designed specifically for healthcare organizations. Use these pre-built templates to

quickly create teams for staff to communicate and collaborate on patient care or operational needs. In this

article, we introduce you to each of these templates and recommend how to use them.

How you manage and work with team templates depends on whether you're an admin or developer.

As an admin, you can manage team templates in the Microsoft Teams admin center. Here, you can view details

about each template. You can also create and assign templates policies to your staff to control which templates

they see in Teams for creating teams.

To learn more about team templates in general, see Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center.

We currently offer the following pre-built healthcare team templates. To view them, in the left navigation of the

Teams admin center, go to TeamsTeams > Team templatesTeam templates .

This template is meant for communication and collaboration within a ward, pod, or department. You can use this

template to facilitate patient management and the operational needs of a ward. For example, post ward

announcements in the Announcements channel and manage shifts in the Staffing channel.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/healthcare-templates-admin-console.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-with-team-templates-702a2977-e662-4038-bef5-bdf8ee47b17b


Patient care healthcareWard Channels:

Apps:
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  HospitalHospital
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Hospital healthcareHospital Channels:

Apps:

General

Announcements

Huddles

Rounds

Staffing

Training

Bulletins¹

Lists (Patient list)¹

Inspection¹

Wiki

Lists

Tasks

Approvals

Shifts

Bulletins

Inspection

¹App added to the channel as a tab

This template is meant for communication and collaboration between multiple wards, pods, and departments

within a hospital. This template includes a set of channels for hospital operations, and can be extended for

further customization.

General

Announcements

Compliance

Custodial

Human resources

Pharmacy

Lists¹

Bulletins¹

Inspection¹

Ideas¹

Wiki

Tasks

Lists

Approvals

Shifts

Bulletins

Inspection

Ideas
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 Use team templates with Microsoft Graph

  WardWard

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID T EM P L AT E C H A N N EL ST EM P L AT E C H A N N EL S

Healthcare - Ward https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/

teamsTemplates('healthcareWard')

General
Announcements² 
Huddles² 
Rounds² 
Staffing² 
Training²

  HospitalHospital

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID T EM P L AT E C H A N N EL ST EM P L AT E C H A N N EL S

Healthcare - Hospital https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/

teamsTemplates('healthcareHospital')

General
Announcements² 
Compliance² 
Custodial 
Human Resources 
Pharmacy

  How to use team templates with Microsoft GraphHow to use team templates with Microsoft Graph

¹App added to the channel as a tab

Developers can use Microsoft Graph to create teams from pre-built team templates. To learn more about using

team templates with Microsoft Graph, see Get started with team templates using Microsoft Graph, Microsoft

Teams API overview, and teamsTemplate resource type.

Here are the pre-built healthcare team templates.

The ward template is meant for communication and collaboration within a ward, pod, or department. The

template can be used to facilitate patient management and operational needs of a ward. For example, ward

announcements can be posted in the Announcements channel and shifts can be managed in Staffing. If you're

looking to streamline your ward operations, then this template is for you.

²Auto-favorited channels

The hospital template is meant for communication and collaboration between multiple wards, pods, and

departments within a hospital. This template includes several operational channels such as Announcements,

Custodial, and Pharmacy. We also provide a script that you can use to extend the template with additional

departments or specialty channels. You can edit it to fit your needs.

For example, if you have an Endocrinology department, but don't need a channel for Ophthalmology, the script

can be adapted to include an Endocrinology channel and remove the Ophthalmology channel. We recommend

that these specialty or ward-modeled channels not be auto-favorited to avoid notification saturation. Users

generally favorite any channels that they find relevant.

²Auto-favorited channels

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/teams-concept-overview?view=graph-rest-1.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teamstemplate?view=graph-rest-1.0


NOTENOTE

  Example: Hospital template extension scriptExample: Hospital template extension script

{ 
          "template@odata.bind": "https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teamsTemplates('healthcareHospital')",
          "DisplayName": "Contoso Hospital",
          "Description": "Team for all staff in Contoso Hospital",
          "Channels": [
            {
              "displayName": "Ambulatory",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Anesthesiology",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Cardiology",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "CCU",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Ear, Nose, and Throat",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Emergency Care",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Family Medicine",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Gynecology",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "ICU",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Mother-Baby",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            }, 
            {
              "displayName": "Neonatal",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Neurology",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Oncology",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false

To use these templates, change the 'template@odata.bind' property in the request body from 'standard' to the

TemplateIds above. For more information on how to deploy team templates, see the Microsoft Graph article on

how to create a team.

The channels in the template will be automatically created under the GeneralGeneral tab.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-post?view=graph-rest-beta


              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Ophthalmology",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "PACU",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Psychiatric",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Radiology",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Rehabilitation",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Surgical",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Urology",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            },
            {
              "displayName": "Women's Health",
              "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
            }
          ],
          "Apps": [
            {
              "Id": "1542629c-01b3-4a6d-8f76-1938b779e48d"
            }
          ]
          }

  Related articlesRelated articles
Create a team from a template

Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center

Get started with team templates using Microsoft Graph

Get started with Teams for Healthcare organizations

https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-with-team-templates-702a2977-e662-4038-bef5-bdf8ee47b17b
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 Overview of Lists
The Lists app in Microsoft Teams helps users in your organization track information, organize work, and manage

workflows. With Lists, users can track data such as issues, assets, routines, contacts, inventory, incidents, loans,

patients, and more using customizable views, rules, and alerts to keep everyone on the team in sync.

In Teams, users access Lists as a tab in a channel. Click ++ to open the tab gallery and add a new Lists app tab

instance to a channel to get started.

Users can create new lists or pin existing lists from within the same team or from a different SharePoint site that

they have access to. New lists can be created from scratch, from built-in templates, based on the structure of an

existing list, or by importing data from an Excel workbook. The Lists app is available in Teams desktop, web, and

mobile clients.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-lists-app.md


 Templates

 Example scenario

 What you need to know about Lists

Templates in Lists are tailored to common information tracking scenarios for users. Each template comes with a

predefined list structure, form layouts, and formatting options at both a list view and a details view level to help

users get started quickly. After selecting a template, users get a preview of what the list will look like, along with

some sample data. Here's some examples of how teams in your organization can use the predefined templates

in Lists:

Track issues and bring them to closure using the Issue tracker template.

Organize all your event details with the Event itinerary template.

Use the Patients template to record the needs and status of patients for health teams in your healthcare

organization to monitor and coordinate care.

Track the status of loan applications with the Loans template.

A local post office is responsible for sorting and delivering mail in their district. Each morning, the post office

has a team huddle to review daily goals, share announcements, and discuss known incidents.

After the huddle, mail carriers pick up their mail and start their delivery route. Incidents can occur along a route,

for example, a vehicle accident, dog-related issue, or social unrest protest. When mail carriers encounter an

incident, they use Teams on their mobile devices to record the incident details, which are tracked in a list in the

team channel. Everyone on the team, including mail carriers in the field, can see this information and stay

informed.

Before moving to Teams, mail carriers had to go back to the post office to complete a hard-copy form to report

an incident which was entered in an Excel spreadsheet. Teams gives mail carriers a mobile first, experience

where they can use Lists to report incidents in the field as they happen, share incident details with team

members, have conversations about them on the channel, and drive incidents to resolution.



  Lists is available in every team and channelLists is available in every team and channel

  Lists and SharePointLists and SharePoint

NOTENOTE

  LimitationsLimitations

  Lists and the SharePoint appLists and the SharePoint app

 Set up Lists
  Enable or disable Lists in your organizationEnable or disable Lists in your organization

  Enable or disable Lists for specific users in your organizationEnable or disable Lists for specific users in your organization

 

Lists is pre-installed for all Teams users and is available directly in the tab gallery of every team and channel.

This means that users don't have to go to the Teams app store to install it.

Lists data is stored in the SharePoint Online team site. To learn more about how SharePoint Online interacts with

Teams, see How SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business interact with Teams.

Permissions set in SharePoint apply to lists created in the Lists app. By default, lists inherit permissions from the

site to which they belong. These permissions govern the types of actions that users can do, such as whether they

can create or edit lists. To learn more, see Permission levels in SharePoint and User permissions and permission

levels in SharePoint Server.

In certain scenarios, you may want restrict what actions users can do in lists. For example, a person on a team

edits a list view, which changes it for all team members, and you want to allow only the team owner or certain

team members to edit list views. To learn more, see Customize permissions for a SharePoint list or library.

At this point, owner and member permissions in a team aren't linked in any way to permissions in the team site that

govern the behavior of lists or the Lists App. However, based on customer feedback and usage, this will be considered for

a future iteration of the product.

With Lists, users get a desktop, web, and mobile experience. It's important to know that users can't create new

lists or pin existing lists using Lists on the Teams mobile client. To view or edit a list on the Teams mobile client, a

list must first be created or added using Lists on the Teams desktop or web client.

Guests can't create or delete a list. They can add list items to existing lists, start new conversations about list

items, and reply to existing conversations about list items.

If users in your organization created lists using the SharePoint app, those lists will be automatically moved to

Lists without any action needed from the user. To get the best and richest lists integration experience in Teams,

use the Lists app and pin your existing lists.

Lists is enabled by default for all Teams users in your organization. You can turn off or turn on the app at the org

level on the Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps  .

2. Do one of the following:

To turn off Lists for your organization, search for the Lists app, select it, and then click BlockBlock .

To turn on Lists for your organization, search for the Lists app, select it, and then click AllowAllow .

To allow or block specific users in your organization from using Lists, make sure Lists is turned on for your

organization on the Manage apps page, and then create a custom app permission policy and assign it to those

users. To learn more, see Manage app permission policies in Teams.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/understanding-permission-levels
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/sites/user-permissions-and-permission-levels
https://support.microsoft.com/office/customize-permissions-for-a-sharepoint-list-or-library-02d770f3-59eb-4910-a608-5f84cc297782#ID0EAACAAA=Online,_2019,_2016,_2013


Search the audit log for list events

 Power Automate, Power Apps, and Graph API

 Give feedback or report an issue

 Related topics

Lists are enabled with enterprise-level auditing so you can search for lists and list item events in the audit log in

the Security & Compliance Center. To learn more, see Search the audit log in the Security & Compliance Center.

For a list of audit events that are relevant to the Lists app in Teams, see SharePoint list activities.

Before you can search the audit log, you have to first turn on auditing in the Security & Compliance Center. Keep

in mind that audit data is only available from the point at which you turned on auditing.

Lists supports Power Automate for workflows and Power Apps for list forms. Developers can use the Lists API to

connect list data as a source through Microsoft Graph.

To send us feedback or report an issue, click HelpHelp near the bottom of the left navigation in Teams, and then

select Repor t a problemRepor t a problem. Select L istsL ists , and then enter your feedback or details about the issue you're

experiencing.

Lists help documentation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-the-audit-log-in-security-and-compliance
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-the-audit-log-in-security-and-compliance#sharepoint-list-activities
https://protection.office.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/flow-types
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/customize-list-form
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/dev/sp-add-ins/working-with-lists-and-list-items-with-rest
https://support.microsoft.com/office/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b#PickTab=Lists
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 Overview of Tasks

NOTENOTE

 

The Tasks app brings a cohesive task management experience to Microsoft Teams, integrating individual tasks

powered by Microsoft To Do and team tasks powered by Planner in one place. Users can access Tasks as an app

on the left side of Teams and as a tab in a channel within individual teams. My tasksMy tasks  and Shared plansShared plans  in Tasks

let users view and manage all their individual and team tasks and prioritize their work. Tasks is available in

Teams desktop, web, and mobile clients.

As we roll out the Tasks experience on Teams desktop clients, the app name will initially appear as PlannerPlanner  to users. The

name will then temporarily change to Tasks by Planner and To DoTasks by Planner and To Do, and later on, it will be renamed to TasksTasks . On Teams

mobile clients, users will always see the app name as TasksTasks . There may be a short delay in the availability of the mobile

experience after the desktop experience is available.

For organizations who want to streamline task management for Frontline Workers, Tasks also includes

capabilities that enable you to target, publish, and track tasks at scale across your Frontline Workforce. For

example, corporate and regional leadership can create and publish task lists targeted to relevant locations, such

as specific retail stores, and track progress through real-time reports. Managers can assign tasks to their staff

and direct activities within their locations, and Frontline Workers have a prioritized list of their assigned tasks on

mobile or desktop. To enable task publishing, you'll first need to set up a team targeting hierarchy for your

organization, which defines how all teams in the hierarchy are related to each other.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-tasks-app.md
https://todo.microsoft.com/tasks/


What you need to know about Tasks

 Set up Tasks

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Enable or disable Tasks in your organizationEnable or disable Tasks in your organization

NOTENOTE

  Enable or disable Tasks for specific users in your organizationEnable or disable Tasks for specific users in your organization

  Use an app setup policy to pin Tasks to TeamsUse an app setup policy to pin Tasks to Teams

Tasks is available as an app and as a tab in a channel. Keep in mind that the app comprises both individual tasks

from To Do and team tasks from Planner whereas the tab shows only team tasks.

With Tasks, users get a desktop, web, and mobile experience. If Tasks is installed on the Teams desktop client,

users will also see it on their Teams web and mobile clients. The exception is guest users. It's important to know

that guests can only access Tasks as an app from the Teams mobile client. Guests will see Tasks tabs on both

Teams desktop and web clients.

My tasksMy tasks  shows a user's individual tasks. Shared plansShared plans  show tasks that the whole team is working on and

includes any task list that's added as a Tasks tab to a channel. Note the following:

Task lists that a user creates in the Tasks app will also appear in To Do clients for that user. Similarly, task

lists that a user creates in To Do will appear in My tasksMy tasks  in Tasks for that user. The same is true for

individual tasks.

Any Tasks tab that's added to a channel will also appear in Planner clients. When a user creates a plan in

Planner, the plan won't show in the Tasks or Planner app unless it's added as a tab to a channel. When a

user adds a new Tasks tab, they can create a new list or plan or choose an existing one.

Settings and policies that you configured for Planner will also apply to Tasks.

Tasks is enabled by default for all Teams users in your organization. You can turn off or turn on the app at the

org level on the Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps  .

2. In the list of apps, do one of the following:

To turn off Tasks for your organization, search for the Tasks app, select it, and then click BlockBlock .

To turn on Tasks for your organization, search for the Tasks app, select it, and then click AllowAllow .

If you can't find the Tasks app, search for the names in the first note of this article. The app could still be in the process of

being renamed.

To allow or block specific users in your organization from using Tasks, make sure Tasks is turned on for your

organization on the Manage apps page, and then create a custom app permission policy and assign it to those

users. To learn more, see Manage app permission policies in Teams.

App setup policies let you customize Teams to highlight the apps that are most important for users in your

organization. The apps you set in a policy are pinned to the app bar—the bar on the side of the Teams desktop

client and at the bottom of the Teams mobile clients—where users can quickly and easily access them.

To pin the Tasks app for your users, you can edit the global (Org-wide default) policy or create and assign a

custom app setup policy. To learn more, see Manage app setup policies in Teams.



  A user's My tasks is visible if the user is licensed for Exchange OnlineA user's My tasks is visible if the user is licensed for Exchange Online

 Task publishing

If you don't want a user to see My tasksMy tasks , you can hide it. To do this, remove the user's Exchange Online license.

It's important to know that after you remove an Exchange Online license, the user no longer has access to their

mailbox. Mailbox data is held for 30 days, after which the data will be removed and can't be recovered unless the

mailbox is placed on In-Place Hold or Litigation Hold.

We don't recommend this for information workers, but there may be some scenarios where this could apply,

such as for Frontline Workers who don't depend on email.

With task publishing, your organization can publish task lists targeted to specific locations (teams) across your

organization to define and share a work plan to be completed at those locations.

People on the publishing team, such as corporate or regional leadership, can create task lists and publish

them to specific teams.

Managers on the recipient teams can review the published task lists and assign individual tasks to team

members.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/remove-licenses-from-users
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/security-and-compliance/in-place-and-litigation-holds


  Example scenarioExample scenario

Frontline Workers have a simple mobile experience to see tasks assigned to them. They can attach photos to

show their work when appropriate and mark their tasks as completed.

Publishers and managers can view reports to see assignment and completion status of tasks at each level,

including by location (team), task list, and individual task.

Users create, manage, and publish task lists on the Published listsPublished lists  tab in the Tasks app. This tab only shows for

a user if your organization set up a team targeting hierarchy and the user is on a team that's included in the

hierarchy. The hierarchy determines whether the user can publish or receive task lists and view reporting for

received lists.

Here's an example of how task publishing works.

Contoso is rolling out a new food takeout and delivery promotion. To maintain a consistent brand experience,

they need to coordinate consistent execution of the rollout across over 300 store locations.

The Marketing team shares the promotion details and the corresponding list of tasks with the Retail

Communications Manager. The Retail Communications Manager, who serves as the gatekeeper for stores,



  Set up your team targeting hierarchySet up your team targeting hierarchy

 Power Automate and Graph API

reviews the information, creates a task list for the promotion, and then creates a task for each unit of work that

needs to be performed by each of the affected stores. When the task list is complete, she needs to select the

stores that must complete the work. In this case, the promotion only applies to stores in the United States that

have an in-store restaurant. In Tasks, she filters the store list based on the in-store restaurant attribute, selects

the matching United States locations in the hierarchy, and then publishes the task list to those stores.

Store managers at each location receive a copy of the published tasks and assign those tasks to their team

members. Managers can use the Tasks experience to understand all the work required across their store. They

can also use the available filters to focus on a specific set of work, such as work due today or work in a

particular area.

Frontline Workers at each store location now have a prioritized list of their work in Tasks on their mobile device.

When they finish a task, they mark it complete. Some may even choose to upload and attach a photo to the task

to show their work.

Contoso headquarters and intermediate managers can view reporting to see the assignment and completion

status of tasks at each store and across stores. They can also drill down to a specific task to see the status within

different stores. As the launch date gets closer, they can spot any abnormalities and check in with their teams as

needed. This visibility allows Contoso to improve the efficiency of the rollout and provide a more consistent

experience across their stores.

To enable task publishing in your organization, you have to first set up your team targeting schema in a .CSV file.

The schema defines how all the teams in your hierarchy are related to each other and the attributes used to filter

and select teams. After you create the schema, upload it to Teams to apply it to your organization. Members of

the publishing team, such as the Retail Communications Manager in the example scenario, can then filter teams

by hierarchy, attributes, or a combination of both to select the relevant teams that should receive the task lists,

and then publish the task lists to those teams.

For steps on how to set up your team targeting hierarchy, see Set up your team targeting hierarchy.

Tasks supports Power Automate for To Do and Graph APIs for Planner. To learn more, see:

Planner tasks and plans API overview

Using Microsoft To Do with Power Automate

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/planner-concept-overview
https://support.office.com/article/using-microsoft-to-do-with-power-automate-526e8f75-217b-46e0-9e06-44780b72c295
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NOTENOTE

 Required permissions and licenses

The Approvals app is available as a personal app for all Microsoft Teams users. The Approvals app provides a

simple way to bring auditing, compliance, accountability, and workflows to both structured and unstructured

Approvals in Teams.

Users can pin the Approvals app to save it to the menu bar.

The first approval created from the Approvals app will trigger the provisioning of the Approval Solution in the

default Common Data Service (CDS) environment. Approvals created from the Approvals app will be stored in

the default CDS environment.

This article describes the Approvals app requirements and roles.

This feature hasn't been released to Government Community Cloud (GCC), Government Community Cloud High (GCCH),

and Department of Defense (DOD) users yet.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/approval-admin.md


 Storage with CDS

NOTENOTE

 Approvals Teams app permissions

To deploy the Approvals app, you need permission for the following items:

Permissions to create a Microsoft CDS database.

An account on flow.microsoft.com

Administrator Role in the target environment.

License for Power Automate, Office 365, or Dynamics 365.

License for Microsoft Forms is required for users to set up new approval templates.

To use the Approvals app, you need a license for Power Automate, and your account will be added automatically

to the Approvals User role in the target environment on your first approval assignment.

The Common Data Model (CDM) is the shared data language used by business and analytical applications in the

CDS. It consists of a set of a standardized, extensible data schemas published by Microsoft and our partners that

enables consistency of data and its meaning across applications and business processes. Learn more about the

Common Data Model of the Microsoft Power Platform.

Learn more about the Approval workflow.

Approvals that are created from a template still store data in CDS, such as their title, details, template ID, and

more. Responses that are submitted on the approval request are stored in Forms. Learn more about Data

storage for Microsoft Forms.

If you delete the Form template on the Microsoft Forms site, it will break your Approval template and users will not be

able to start the request. Users will get an error "CDB TableNotFound" when trying to open an Approval template that

has been deleted on Microsoft Forms.

Org-scoped templates share the same lifetime of the tenant and team-scoped templates share the same lifetime

of the team. So, permanently deleting the team deletes the related templates.

The Approvals Teams app lets you access the following features:

Receive messages and data that you provide to it.

Send you messages and notifications.

Render personal apps and dialogs without a Teams-provided header.

Access your profile information such as your name, email address, company name, and preferred

language.

Receive messages and data that team members provide to it in a channel.

Send messages and notifications in a channel.

Access your team's information:

team name

channel list

roster (team member's names and email addresses).

https://flow.microsoft.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/get-started-approvals
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/get-started-approvals
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/modern-approvals
https://support.microsoft.com/office/data-storage-for-microsoft-forms-97a34e2e-98e1-4dc2-b6b4-7a8444cb1dc3#:%257E:text=Where%20data%20is%20stored%20for%20Microsoft%20Forms.%20Microsoft,European-based%20tenants%20is%20stored%20on%20servers%20in%20Europe
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 Disable the Approvals app

Use the team's information to contact them.

Approval Template Permissions

All team owners can create an approval template for teams that they own.

When an Admin creates a template for their entire organization for the first time, it will automatically

create a new Azure Active Directory(AAD) group for all admins of the tenant, including the global and

Team’s service admins. These admins will be added as owners of the group, so they can co-manage

organizational templates. Admins that are new to the organization after the team has been created need

to be manually added as group owners so they have the same permissions to manage organization-wide

templates.

If an admin deletes the group, you have one month to restore it within the Azure Active Directory (AAD) portal to restore

all related data. After one month, or if the admin deletes this group within the recycle bin, you will lose all related data.

The Approvals app is available by default. You can disable the app in the Teams admin center.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin center.

2. Expand Teams appsTeams apps  and select Manage appsManage apps .

3. Search for the Approvals app.

4. Select Approvals.

5. Select the toggle to disable the app for your organization.



 Retention policy

 Data limitations

 Auditing

Approvals created from the Approvals App are stored in the default CDS environment, which doesn’t support

backups at this time. Learn more about how to Back up and restore environments - Power Platform | Microsoft

Docs.

Data stored in Forms will not be deleted until the team owners clean it up from the deleted formsdeleted forms tab in the

Microsoft Forms web app.

Each team can contain at most 400 approvals templates, and each template can collect a maximum of 50,000

requests based on the current capability in Microsoft Forms.

The Approvals App logs audit events within the Microsoft 365 Security and Compliance Center. You can view the

audit log.

1. Go to the Microsoft 365 Compliance Site.

2. Select the AuditAudit section.

3. Search for activities under Microsoft Teams approvals activitiesMicrosoft Teams approvals activities .

You can search for the following activities:

Create new approval request

View approval request details

Approved approval request

Rejected approval request

Canceled approval request

Shared approval request

File attached to approval request

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/approvals-details-new.png#lightbox
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/backup-restore-environments
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 Approvals e-signature integration

Reassigned approval request

Added e-signature to approval request

Viewed e-signature request details

Reviewed e-signature request

Canceled e-signature request

Create a new template

Edit an existing template

Enable/disable a template

Viewed template

For access to more auditing approvals within Flow, enable and configure auditing in the default environment for

the primary approval entities Approval, Approval Request, and Approval Response. Create, update, and delete

operations are auditable events for Approval records. Learn more about Audit data and user activity for security

and compliance - Power Platform | Microsoft Docs.

Auditing can be customized further in the Microsoft 365 Security and Compliance Center.

1. To use the preconfigured reports, sign in to Microsoft 365 Security and Compliance.

2. Select Search & investigationSearch & investigation.

3. Search the Audit log and select the Dynamics 365 activitiesDynamics 365 activities  tab.

Learn more about Microsoft Dataverse and model-driven apps activity logging - Power Platform.

From the Teams Approvals app, users have access to create new Approvals and view Approvals that they have

sent and received. Users won't have access to Approvals that are created by others unless they're either a

responder or a viewer of the request.

A user will be given a viewer role of a request if they are part of the chat or channel where the approval was created. They

won't have the ability to take action on the request if they weren't given that role when the approval was created.

E-signature approvals created from the Approvals app are stored in the selected provider's cloud environment.

For further information about storage around the e-signature agreement, view the selected provider's storage

documentation.

To use the Approvals app e-signature feature, you need the following items:

License for the specific e-signature provider you're choosing to use. In order to obtain a license for your

organization, you'll need to go to the provider ’s site.

For the Approvals e-signature functionality, third-party signature partners will appear in the Teams Approvals

app by default. You can disable specific e-signature providers by accessing app settings in the Teams admin

center.

1. In the Teams admin center, under Manage appsManage apps , select the Approvals appApprovals app and choose SettingsSettings .

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/audit-data-user-activity
https://support.office.com/article/go-to-the-office-365-security-compliance-center-7e696a40-b86b-4a20-afcc-559218b7b1b8?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/enable-use-comprehensive-auditing


2. Each e-signature provider has a toggle next to it that is in the on position (right) by default. Slide the

toggle to the left to disable a specific e-signature provider. If a Teams admin disables a provider, end users

won't see the provider when creating an approval. End users will also be unable to view any e-signature

requests that were made with that provider.

E-signature Approvals created from the Approvals App are stored in the selected provider ’s cloud. You will

therefore need to go to the provider's site in order to export any data about e-signatures. Refer to the provider's

documentation about export and retention of these agreements.
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  Set up and manage Shifts for your organizationSet up and manage Shifts for your organization

        

Manage Shifts in yourManage Shifts in your
organizationorganization

Shifts Help for frontlineShifts Help for frontline
workersworkers

  Shifts extensionsShifts extensions

    

Shift Graph APIsShift Graph APIs  Shifts Graph APIs allow you to integrate
Shifts data with external workforce management systems.
You'll have the flexibility to build custom Shifts experiences in
the back end, while giving users a rich, front-end experience
in Teams.

Workforce management integrationsWorkforce management integrations If you're using
third-party workforce management systems, such as Kronos
and JDA, for scheduling, time, and attendance, you can
integrate directly with Shifts through Shifts Graph APIs and
SDK with open source integrations.

Shifts + Power AutomateShifts + Power Automate Shifts + Power Automate lets
you take info from Shifts and create custom workflows with
other apps and perform operations at scale. Automate key
processes with little to no code. The triggers and templates
support a variety of scenarios such as enabling auto-
approvals for shift requests when a manager’s approval isn't
needed.

 Featured training

            

Video: What is
Shifts?

Video: What is
Shifts?

Video: Manage a
Shifts schedule

Teams gives frontline workers in your organization the tools they need to communicate and collaborate

effectively. See the following resources to learn more about how to set up and manage Shifts, the schedule

management tool in Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts-for-teams-landing-page.md
https://support.office.com/article/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b#PickTab=Specific_apps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/shift?view=graph-rest-1.0
https://github.com/OfficeDev/Microsoft-Teams-Shifts-WFM-Connectors
https://github.com/OfficeDev/Microsoft-Teams-Shifts-Power-Automate-Templates
https://support.office.com/article/what-is-shifts-f8efe6e4-ddb3-4d23-b81b-bb812296b821
https://support.office.com/article/create-a-shifts-schedule-2b94ca38-36db-4a1c-8fee-f8f0fec9a984
https://support.office.com/article/manage-a-shifts-schedule-63acda7b-ea39-441a-b1c6-c404a72e79f7
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Overview of Shifts

NOTENOTE

 Availability of Shifts

 Location of Shifts data

 Set up Shifts
  Enable or disable Shifts in your organizationEnable or disable Shifts in your organization

Effective June 30, 2020, Microsoft StaffHub has been retired. We're building StaffHub capabilities into Microsoft Teams.

Today, Teams includes the Shifts app for schedule management and additional capabilities will roll out over time. StaffHub

stopped working for all users on June 30, 2020. Anyone who tries to open StaffHub is shown a message directing them to

download Teams. To learn more, see Microsoft StaffHub has been retired.

The Shifts app in Microsoft Teams keeps frontline workers connected and in sync. It's built mobile first for fast

and effective time management and communication for teams. Shifts let frontline workers and their managers

use their mobile devices to manage schedules and keep in touch.

Managers create, update, and manage shift schedules for teams. They can send messages to one person

("there's a spill on the floor") or the entire team ("the regional GM is arriving in 20 minutes"). They can also

send policy documents, news bulletins, and videos.

Employees view their upcoming shifts, see who else is scheduled for the day, request to swap or offer a shift,

and request time off.

It's important to know that Shifts currently don't support guests. This means that guests on a team can't be

added to or use shift schedules when Guest access is turned on in Teams.

For details about Shifts capabilities on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

Shifts is available in all Enterprise SKUs where Teams is available.

Shifts data is currently stored in Azure in data centers in North America, Western Europe, and Asia Pacific. For

more information about where data is stored, see Where is my data?

Shifts is enabled by default for all Teams users in your organization. You can turn off or turn on the app at the

org level on the Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

2. In the list of apps, do one of the following actions:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts/manage-the-shifts-app-for-your-organization-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts/microsoft-staffhub-to-be-retired
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
http://o365datacentermap.azurewebsites.net/


  Enable or disable Shifts for specific users in your organizationEnable or disable Shifts for specific users in your organization

  Use the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to pin Shifts to TeamsUse the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to pin Shifts to Teams

  Assign the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to usersAssign the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to users

 Search the audit log for Shifts events

 Related topics

To turn off Shifts for your organization, search for the Shifts app, select it, and then select BlockBlock .

To turn on Shifts for your organization, search for the Shifts app, select it, and then select AllowAllow .

To allow or block specific users in your organization from using Shifts, make sure Shifts be turned on for your

organization on the Manage apps page. Then create a custom app permission policy and assign it to those users.

To learn more, see Manage app permission policies in Teams.

App setup policies let you customize Teams to highlight the apps that are most important for users in your

organization. The apps set in a policy are pinned to the app bar—the bar on the side of the Teams desktop client

and at the bottom of the Teams mobile clients—where users can quickly and easily access them.

Teams includes a built-in FirstLineWorker app setup policy that you can assign to frontline workers in your

organization. By default, the policy includes the Activity, Shifts, Chat, and Calling apps.

To view the FirstLineWorker policy, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appTeams app

> Setup policiesSetup policies .

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

(in preview)(in preview)

You can search the audit log to view Shifts activity in your organization. To learn more about how to search the

audit log and to see a list of Shifts activities that are logged in the audit log, see Search the audit log for events

in Teams.

Before you can search the audit log, you have to first turn on auditing in the Security & Compliance Center. To

learn more, see Turn audit log search on or off. Keep in mind that audit data is only available from the point at

which you turned on auditing.

Shifts Help for frontline workers

Assign policies to your users in Teams

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/firstline-worker-app-setup-policy-new.png#lightbox
https://protection.office.com
https://support.office.com/article/Turn-Office-365-audit-log-search-on-or-off-e893b19a-660c-41f2-9074-d3631c95a014
https://support.office.com/article/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b
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Quick start - Teams for Education admins

Assignments in Teams for Education

Insights in Teams for Education

Resources for Teams for Education admins

Governance FAQ for Teams for Education admins

With Teams, educators and faculty can create collaborative classrooms, connect in professional learning

communities, and communicate with students and educators. Use the admin resources here to help you

successfully deploy, adopt, and manage Teams in your school or institution.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/teams-for-education-landing-page.md
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/teams-quick-start-edu.html#body
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NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

For an overview of making the transition to remote learning and resources to help you get started, see our

remote learning home page.

Resources to assist educators and students with remote learning are available in Remote teaching and learning

in Office 365 Education.

This article covers the actual steps to take in order to get your educational institution set up for remote learning.

For details about remote learning capabilities on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

If you're an educator, educational leader, or IT professional, these resources may help:

Get your entire educational institute up and running on Teams quickly with the Getting Star ted one-pagerGetting Star ted one-pager .

Download How to get star ted with TeamsHow to get star ted with Teams: A guide for IT professionals with helpful practices for security and

change management.

A collection of articles written for educators including how-to guidance for the most important first steps infirst steps in

teaching in Teamsteaching in Teams.

A 1-hour online course in the Microsoft Educator Center shows how educators use Teams in their professional lives.

Transform Learning with Microsoft TeamsTransform Learning with Microsoft Teams.

A 1-hour online course in the Microsoft Educator Center leads educators through teaching in Class Teams. Crafting aCrafting a

Collaborative Learning Environment with Class TeamsCollaborative Learning Environment with Class Teams.

If you're an educator, student, or a parent or guardian, get more guidance on teaching and learning remotelyteaching and learning remotely

with Office 365with Office 365 .

Parents and guardians can also go to our Parent Suppor t PageParent Suppor t Page for help with remote learning.

Don't miss the March 4, 2020 blog, How schools can ramp up remote learning programs quickly with Microsoft

Teams.

Learning online can be just as personal, engaging and socially connected as learning in a classroom. Students

and educators can stay in touch and help each other using conversations, and can feel like they are meeting in

person using live meetings. Educators can track student progress in their daily work using Assignments. No one

needs to feel out of touch. Many students who learn online say they feel they have more of a voice, and they feel

more connected to their educators and peers than they did in the classroom. And, just like in a classroom,

educators can use the apps and functions of Teams to support how they work best.

Microsoft Teams is a digital hub that brings conversations, content, assignments, and apps together in one place,

letting educators create vibrant learning environments. Build collaborative classrooms, connect in professional

learning communities, and connect with colleagues – all from a single experience.

Within Teams, educators can quickly converse with students, share files and websites, create a OneNote Class

Notebook, and distribute and grade assignments. Built-in OneNote Class Notebooks and end-to-end

assignment management allow educators to organize interactive lessons and provide effective and timely

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/remote-learning-edu.md
https://www.microsoft.com/education/remote-learning
https://support.office.com/article/remote-teaching-and-learning-in-office-365-education-f651ccae-7b65-478b-8366-51bb884025c4
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/teams-for-education-getting-started-1-pager.pdf?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/Teams-for-Education-ITAdmin-get-started-guide.pptx?raw=true
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-teams-5aa4431a-8a3c-4aa5-87a6-b6401abea114
https://education.microsoft.com/course/9c9f5c11/overview
https://education.microsoft.com/course/b1e15cfc/overview
https://aka.ms/RemoteLearningHelp
https://support.office.com/article/remote-learning-with-office-365-guidance-for-parents-and-guardians-89d514f9-bf5e-4374-a731-a75d38ddd588
https://aka.ms/teamseduremoteblog
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 Easily set up Teams

  1. Allow users to create teams1. Allow users to create teams

  2. Configure user experiences using policies2. Configure user experiences using policies

feedback. Educational institute administrators and staff can stay up-to-date and collaborate using Staff Teams

for announcements and topical conversations. Educators can share instructional material using Professional

Learning Communities.

Use the best practices in this article to start using Teams for your educational needs to enable remote learning

capabilities. Class Teams can be used to create collaborative class spaces, provide a virtual meeting platform,

facilitate learning with assignments and feedback, and lead live calls with students.

Teams has clients available for desktop (Windows, Mac, and Linux), web, and mobile (Android and iOS) to make

sure all your staff and students can stay connected.

Learn more about Teams usage scenarios at the Teams for education webinar series.

Teams leverages Microsoft 365 capabilities to authenticate users and provide services. Staff, instructors, and

students should have identities established to facilitate collaboration. If identities do not already exist, follow this

process to establish them.

Licenses need to be assigned to the users before they can use Teams capabilities. Teams relies on additional

Microsoft 365 capabilities such as Microsoft 365 groups, Exchange, SharePoint and OneDrive to enable

collaborative scenarios. Users receive the best Teams experience if all these services are also enabled. Teams is

supported for users who have email hosted by Google.

Microsoft Teams is included in Office 365 A1, which is free for educational institutions. For IT guidance on how

to deploy Office 365 and get your entire educational institution started on Teams, check out this page. For

support, you can file a ticket here and for trainings on Teams, visit your local Microsoft Store to speak with a

Specialist.

Please review Updated Guidance for M365 EDU Deployment during COVID-19 for our latest information on EDU

deployments.

These are the two things you need to do to get up and running with Teams:

Students and educators will get the most out of Teams when they can use it with minimal barriers and have the

flexibility to tailor it to their needs. One way users can tailor their Teams experience is by having the ability to

create teams that meet their needs. By default, ever yone can create Microsoft 365 groups and TeamsBy default, ever yone can create Microsoft 365 groups and Teams .

There are times when this capability may not be appropriate; for example, some customers may want to restrict

primary-secondary students from creating Teams. If needed, Microsoft 365 group and Team creation can be

restricted to certain security groups within your environment.

Higher education institutions benefit when you let everyone, including students, create teams for classes,

research, group projects, and study groups. Primary-secondary schools may want to restrict students from

creating Teams to make sure that all student to student communications are happening within a forum that

include an adult. In this case, Microsoft 365 group and Team creation can be restricted to all educators and staff.

For a walkthrough of how to create Teams, check out: Create a class team in Microsoft Teams.

https://aka.ms/TeamsEDUWebinars
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/education/deploy/enabling-teams-for-education-for-google-users
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/education/intune-edu-trial/set-up-office365-edu-tenant
https://signup.microsoft.com/Signup?OfferId=03ee83a5-5cb4-4545-aca9-33ead43f222a,d764709a-7763-45ef-a2a8-db5b8b6ae704&DL=ENTERPRISEPREMIUM_FACULTY&ali=1
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/education/deploy/guidance-for-m365-edu-deployment-during-covid19
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/manage-creation-of-groups
https://support.office.com/article/create-a-class-team-in-microsoft-teams-preview-fae422eb-58b7-4431-9ff2-a4b9b6ae7c5b
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 Start using Teams
  Create class teams for secure classroom useCreate class teams for secure classroom use

You can run the Teams for Education Policy Wizard to easily apply policies for your students, educators and staff. The tool

adjusts the Global (Org-wide default) policy definition of a core set of policies with settings that we recommend for

student safety and applies it to students. The tool also creates and assigns a set of custom policies to educators and staff.

If you already used the wizard to apply policies for your students, educators and staff, use this article as a reference or

only if you want to manually create and manage policies for your students, educators and staff.

To learn more about the actions you must take to protect students, you can check out the Keeping students safe in Teams

for distance learning. If you want to deep dive into our admin EDU policy recommendations, you should go to Teams

policies and policy packages for Education.

Teams policies provide the ability to control the options available for specific users or groups of users. Policies

can be applied to define who should be allowed to use private chat, private calling, meeting scheduling, content

types that can be shared, and more.

Higher education staff, educators, and studentsHigher education staff, educators, and students  benefit from the capabilities included with the default

(global) policies. Some additional policy settings can be enabled to add more functionality to Teams, including

enabling translate capabilities in the messaging policy and allowing for automatic meeting transcription in the

meeting policy.

Pr imar y-secondar y school studentsPrimar y-secondar y school students  may need restricted capabilities provided to students. Policies set

boundaries on what the students can do. Because the student population is often the largest set of users and

they often receive the most restrictive settings, it is recommended that student policy changes be made to the

'Global (Org-wide default)' polices.

For meeting policies assigned to any users, we recommend setting the "Automatically admit people" setting to "Everyone

in your organization". This setting will ensure that non-authenticated users must be admitted from the lobby before they

can join Teams meetings. For more information, check out Manage meeting policies in Teams.

Primar y school staff and educatorsPr imar y school staff and educators  should be assigned policies that grant the core capabilities that may be

restricted for students. Create new policies that allow the for private chat and meeting scheduling (the default

settings for a new policy). Assign these policies in bulk to your staff and educators.

Microsoft Teams for Education offers specific team types for educational use. The Class team type is designed for

classroom use and comes with specific features that support classroom needs including:

Assignments

Grades

OneNote classroom notebook

Class Materials folder for securing read-only content for students

Insights to provide real-time data regarding student's engagement, assignments, and well-being for each

classroom.

Early educator access to set up the class before students are added

The ability to mute disruptive students and other special permissions

https://support.office.com/article/f00fa399-0473-4d31-ab72-644c137e11c8
https://support.office.com/article/choose-a-team-type-to-collaborate-in-microsoft-teams-0a971053-d640-4555-9fd7-f785c2b99e67
https://support.office.com/article/create-a-class-team-in-microsoft-teams-fae422eb-58b7-4431-9ff2-a4b9b6ae7c5b
https://support.office.com/article/Use-folders-to-create-read-only-files-for-students-or-other-team-members-0e7791d7-8c9c-4749-9bca-984289477988
https://support.microsoft.com/article/activate-early-access-class-teams-created-with-school-data-sync-0d154696-66ab-4fcf-b22f-c3d9a82aaf78


  Automatic team creation using SDSAutomatic team creation using SDS

  B e n e f i t sB e n e f i t s

  C o n s i d e r a t i o n sC o n s i d e r a t i o n s

  G e t  s t a r t e dG e t  s t a r t e d

  Educator-led team creation from Office 365 class groupsEducator-led team creation from Office 365 class groups

There are a few ways in which class teams can be created, and Teams for Education has a unique set of

deployment tools to make it as easy as possible.

Automatic team creation using SDS

Educator-led team creation from Office 365 class groups

PowerShell script using Graph APIs

Manual team creation

We'll step through various options to help you choose the right deployment path that best fits your needs.

Automating team creation saves both IT admins and educators time. It ensures that educators have all their class

teams created and ready to set up upon sign in. School Data Sync (SDS) is a free Office 365 Education tool that

reads the data from an educational institution's system of record, for example a Student Information System

(SIS) or Learning Management system (LMS). SDS uses the data to enrich Office 365 setup in many ways,

including creating class teams in bulk and staying in sync with your information system to keep your instructor

and student membership updated as enrollment changes. SDS can import data from any system of record and

has built-in connectors to many of the world’s existing SIS vendors. We highly recommend using SDS, as it

provides the following benefits.

Automatic creation and maintenance of class teams – educators will be able to sign in to Teams and

immediately start teaching.

Membership sync with SIS/LMS to maintain student membership changes.

EDU Customer Success Team available for free deployment assistance.

Early educator access: Educators have time to prepare their team before admitting students.

Optionally creates users and applies Office 365 licenses.

Creates security groups for use across Office 365 including Teams policy.

Creates Administrative Units for scoped administrative delegation and Teacher Password Reset.

Built-in error and retry handling, throttling backoff, and session stability for large scale processing to reduce

work on admins.

Built-in cleanup capabilities to rename and archive groups and teams once they are obsolete.

Grade Sync: Educators can do all their grading in Teams and have it automatically write grades from Teams

back to the SIS gradebook.

Student Data Protection: Prevent students from using non-Microsoft apps and to track and manage parent

consent.

Imported data is used to enrich Education Insights with user roles, organizations (schools) and other

important data.

SDS creates teams in two steps. The first step creates a Microsoft 365 group in Azure Active Directory (Azure

AD) and the second step automatically turns that group into a team. The second step of creating teams is

optional in SDS. An admin may not want to automatically create teams depending on deployment time and the

number of unused teams that may result. We recommend institutions with 500,000 teams or more to turn off

the automatic team creation toggle in SDS and use the educator-led team creation method.

To get started, go to School Data Sync (SDS) and contact https://aka.ms/sdssupport deployment assistance.

Educator-led team creation is a great deployment option if you want to make it easy for educators to quickly

create the classes they need. We also recommend that institutions with more than 500,000 teams use this

method to minimize the number of extraneously-created teams.

This hybrid approach allows you to either use SDS to create groups for each class (recommended) or use Graph

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/frequently-asked-questions#what-sismis-vendors-does-school-data-sync-support
https://support.office.com/article/activate-early-access-class-teams-created-with-school-data-sync-0d154696-66ab-4fcf-b22f-c3d9a82aaf78
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/how-to-enable-teacher-password-reset
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/grade-sync
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/protecting-student-personal-data
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync
https://aka.ms/sdssupport
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/educationroot-post-classes
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API to create them on your own. After class groups are prepared, educators can convert their groups into teams

by using the Suggested classesSuggested classes  icon.

Early educator access: Educators have time to prepare their team before admitting students.

Reduces the number of unused and unnecessary teams. The classes are prepared and suggested but not

created unless the teacher intends to use them. We recommend this option for large institutions that have

more than 500,000 teams to reduce clutter.

SDS

Graph API

Membership sync with SIS/LMS to maintain student membership changes.

EDU Customer Success Team available for free deployment assistance.

Optionally creates users and applies Office 365 licenses.

Creates security groups for use across Office 365 including Teams policy.

Creates Administrative Units for scoped administrative delegation and Teacher Password Reset.

Built-in error and retry handling, throttling backoff, and session stability for large scale processing to

reduce work on admins.

Built-in cleanup capabilities to rename and archive groups and teams once they are obsolete.

Grade Sync: Educators can do all their grading in Teams and have it automatically write grades from

Teams back to the SIS gradebook.

Student Data Protection: Prevent students from using non-Microsoft apps and to track and manage

parent consent.

Imported data is used to enrich Education Insights with user roles, organizations (schools) and other

important data.

Additional flexibility and control.

Doesn't require integration with SDS.

Not fully automated and requires some educator action.

Educators who don't have permission to create teams can still create teams from existing groups as shown

here.

Graph API requires a high level of technical expertise and time to create and run the script and fix any issues

when creating class groups.

To get started with the SDS method, go to School Data Sync (SDS) and contact https://aka.ms/sdssupport

deployment assistance.

https://support.office.com/article/activate-early-access-class-teams-created-with-school-data-sync-0d154696-66ab-4fcf-b22f-c3d9a82aaf78
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/how-to-enable-teacher-password-reset
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/grade-sync
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/protecting-student-personal-data
https://support.office.com/article/create-a-class-team-in-microsoft-teams-preview-fae422eb-58b7-4431-9ff2-a4b9b6ae7c5b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync
https://aka.ms/sdssupport
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  Recommended best practicesRecommended best practices

To use the Graph API method, see Graph API and Create a class team.

To use this method with SDS, you'll need to turn the automatic team creation toggle off in your SDS profile. You can also

use a combination of automatic and educator-led team creation for required and optional class teams by using two SDS

profiles.

With PowerShell, you can write a script to create teams, channels and configure settings automatically. It

requires the admin to first create the group, add educators and students, and then create the team as outlined

here. You can also use the Microsoft Graph API to create, configure, clone, and archive teams. For more

information, see Use the Microsoft Graph API to work with Microsoft Teams, Microsoft Teams PowerShell and

Create a class team. Using Graph APIs is a great way to have more control and flexibility, however, it requires a

high level of technical expertise and takes more time to set up initially.

Additional flexibility and control.

Option to create early educator access teams or immediate student access to teams.

If you create teams from groups, educators will have early access and student membership changes to the

Azure AD group will be synced.

Requires a high level of technical expertise and time to create and run the script and fix any issues when

creating class groups.

No built-in error handling or retry logic.

Membership changes are not synced with SIS.

Class teams require hidden group membership so only educators and students within the class can see the members of

that class. To create an Office 365 class group, see Create a class team to meet the same privacy requirements.

Students and educators will get the most out of Teams when they can use it with minimal barriers and have the

flexibility to tailor it to their needs. One way users can tailor their Teams experience is by having the ability to

create teams. Educators set up their own class type team and invite students as shown here. Educators can invite

students by adding students to the team, sharing a join code, or sharing a link to the team. If possible, it’s best to

have educators add their students to the team to ensure the students get access and are notified that they’ve

been added to a team.

Additional flexibility for educators.

Immediate team creation and access.

Requires educator action and time.

Student membership is not synced with SIS and requires manual management.

Doesn't give educators early access to their teams. Students will gain immediate access.

Deploy early! Deploy early to ensure everything is working reliably and ready for the first day of school.

If you have more than 500,000 teams, we recommend using the educator-led team creation method. It

reduces unused teams and clutter by only creating class teams that are relevant and needed.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/educationroot-post-classes?tabs=http&view=graph-rest-1.0&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/educationroot-post-classes?tabs=http&view=graph-rest-beta&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/teams-create-group-and-team
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teams-api-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-post?tabs=http&view=graph-rest-beta#example-6-create-a-team-with-a-non-standard-base-template-type&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-post?tabs=http&view=graph-rest-beta#example-4-create-a-team-from-group&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/educationroot-post-classes?tabs=http&view=graph-rest-beta&preserve-view=true
https://support.microsoft.com/article/create-a-class-team-in-microsoft-teams-fae422eb-58b7-4431-9ff2-a4b9b6ae7c5b#ID0EADAAA=Create_a_team_from_scratch
https://support.office.com/article/add-a-student-to-a-class-team-b88263bb-ace1-4702-8a48-f8a2cf4af954
https://support.office.com/article/Create-a-link-or-a-code-for-joining-a-team-11b0de3b-9288-4cb4-bc49-795e7028296f
https://support.office.com/article/Create-a-link-or-a-code-for-joining-a-team-11b0de3b-9288-4cb4-bc49-795e7028296f
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  Create staff teams for staff communication and collaborationCreate staff teams for staff communication and collaboration

 Teams meeting scenarios
  Collaborative meetings for virtual classesCollaborative meetings for virtual classes

  District/University events or updatesDistrict/University events or updates

If there are any issues (for example, classes are missing) with SDS automatic team creation and educators

need them immediately, then they can use the educator-led team creation method to retry. Manual team

creation is another solution, however, it won't keep your team membership updated.

The tenant team limit is 500,000 teams. Therefore, admins should proactively try to reduce the number of

unused teams to avoid hitting these limits and extending their setup time. For more information about limits,

see Limits and specifications for Microsoft Teams.

Early Access Class Teams allows educators access to their class teams before their students can view it and begin

participating. This allows educators time to set up, add files, and get organized before granting access to their

students. When they are ready for students to access the team, they can easily activate their class. As an admin,

you also have additional control and capabilities around creating and setting up Early Access Class Teams.

Teams created from groups (through SDS, educator-led or Graph API) automatically create early access teams by

default. To create your own early access teams using Graph API, you’ll need to create a class and create the team

from a group.

In the team resource type, we added a new property, isMembershipLimitedToOwners, to determine whether a

class is activated. Use the Get Team API to query the isMembershipLimitedToOwners  property for a specific class. If

the team is activated, it will return a value of false. If the team hasn't been activated by the team owner, it will

return a value of true.

Use the Update Team API and set the isMembershipLimitedToOwners  property to false to activate the team on your

educator ’s behalf. Note that after a team is activated, it can't be reversed.

Staff type teams are designed for educational institute administrators and staff to easily share information and

work together on institute-wide initiatives, including making announcements, settings up meetings, sharing

content, and bringing in external apps, like Planner for task tracking. Educational institute administrators can add

staff members to the team via the team creation wizard, adding members after the team is created, or by

sharing a join code or link to the team. Creating channels is a great way to organize conversation and files by

workstream or subject. The Go-to guide for team owners is an excellent place to learn about team owner duties

and capabilities.

Microsoft Teams meetings support up to 250 concurrent attendees, including the ability to have audio, video,

content sharing, whiteboards, and shared notes. Meetings can be scheduled within the Teams client for meeting

within a private space or within a team channel, so all team members know about it. Meetings can be recorded

and saved for attendees to review later. These recordings can also be transcribed to easily find content that had

been discussed. A laptop or mobile phone webcam, microphone, and speaker can be used for meetings, and you

can get premium audio/video quality from Microsoft Teams optimized devices.

In Teams, meeting organizers can end a meeting for all participants. With this capability, educators can ensure

that students don't stay in a meeting unsupervised after a class is finished.

Some instruction needs larger audiences and additional production capabilities. These meetings often have

defined presenters, producers, and moderated Q&A. Teams supports these sessions using Microsoft Teams live

events. Live Events can be used for scenarios, such as district or university-wide updates, leadership addresses,

and for instruction to large classes or student groups, or extend to your community. Learn more about

https://support.office.com/article/activate-early-access-class-teams-created-with-school-data-sync-0d154696-66ab-4fcf-b22f-c3d9a82aaf78
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/educationroot-post-classes?tabs=http&view=graph-rest-beta&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-post?tabs=http&view=graph-rest-beta#example-4-create-a-team-from-group&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/team?view=graph-rest-beta&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/team?view=graph-rest-beta#properties&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-get?tabs=http&view=graph-rest-beta&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-update?tabs=http&view=graph-rest-beta&preserve-view=true
https://support.office.com/article/create-a-staff-team-in-microsoft-teams-314ac9d5-36a9-408e-8ae4-7ef20e9f1ddf
https://support.office.com/article/create-a-plan-with-planner-d000976a-7490-4ddf-b9af-09ee764891e2
https://support.office.com/article/add-members-to-a-team-in-teams-aff2249d-b456-4bc3-81e7-52327b6b38e9
https://support.office.com/article/create-a-link-or-a-code-for-joining-a-team-11b0de3b-9288-4cb4-bc49-795e7028296f
https://support.office.com/article/create-a-channel-in-teams-fda0b75e-5b90-4fb8-8857-7e102b014525
https://support.office.com/article/go-to-guide-for-team-owners-75f9669b-bd8f-457d-b60b-ac2ac9c8ead4
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-meetings-in-teams
https://support.office.com/article/show-your-screen-during-a-meeting-90c84e5a-b6fe-4ed4-9687-5923d230d3a7
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-meetings-in-teams
https://support.office.com/article/Microsoft-Stream-automatically-creates-closed-captions-for-videos-8d6ac353-9ff2-4e2b-bca1-329499455308
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices
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  Prevent users from changing their profile photoPrevent users from changing their profile photo

 Adoption content

 Support Readiness

conducting live sessions at: plan and schedule a live event, produce a live event, attend a live event, and

moderating a Q&A.

You can learn more about how Teams is used in Education at: Microsoft Teams for Education.

Some key Teams features are not specific to education. Tips and tricks for core Teams capabilities can be found at: Teams

Help and Learning.

Teams honors the Outlook on the web mailbox policy setting that's configured by tenant admins to control

whether users can change their profile picture. If the -SetPhotoEnabled-SetPhotoEnabled setting is turned off, users can't add,

change, or remove their profile picture. To prevent students or staff from changing or removing their profile

picture, turn off this setting in the Outlook on the web mailbox policy that's assigned to them.

For example, if a student uploads a profile picture that's approved by your educational institute's IT or HR

department, no action is needed. However, if a student uploads a picture that's inappropriate, change the picture

according to your educational institute's internal policies.

Microsoft has developed adoption content and strategy guidance for deploying Teams. The Teams adoption

guide provides a good overview of available content and the Teams Customer Success Kit provides many

templates that can be used for Teams awareness. The Microsoft Educator Center provides education specific

training on how Microsoft Teams and OneNote are used in the classroom.

Additional adoption resources include:

"You can in :90" quick tip videos

Teams for Education video playlist

BLOG: See how this school uses Teams for distance learning

IT professionals and support staff can get up to speed with Teams architecture and underlying use of Microsoft

365 capabilities with the Teams IT architecture posters and admin technical training.

Additional support resources include:

Teams Troubleshooting

Troubleshoot Microsoft Teams installation and update issues

File a support ticket (can be used by educators and staff)

Support and Help center for educators using Teams

Student Help center

Teams for Virtualized Desktop Infrastructure

How to quickly optimize Office 365 traffic for remote staff

Monitor and manage call quality

Verify service health for Teams

Support resources for Teams

Teams help center

https://support.office.com/article/video-plan-and-schedule-a-live-event-f92363a0-6d98-46d2-bdd9-f2248075e502
https://support.office.com/article/video-produce-a-live-event-34c89e79-ffd4-4a6a-baf6-77055e0709cb
https://support.office.com/article/video-attend-a-live-event-d837ad8d-ce34-44d0-9744-9beb50e943ac
https://support.office.com/article/video-moderating-a-q-a-4984e582-8c66-4ea3-aaaf-d93cf62e1b76
https://support.office.com/article/Teams-5aa4431a-8a3c-4aa5-87a6-b6401abea114
https://support.office.com/teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/client-access/set-owamailboxpolicy
https://support.office.com/article/video-moderating-a-q-a-4984e582-8c66-4ea3-aaaf-d93cf62e1b76
https://teamworktools.azurewebsites.net/tft/index.html
https://aka.ms/TeamsCustomerSuccess
https://education.microsoft.com/learningPath/18793af1
https://education.microsoft.com/learningPath/b6e3b5f2
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLiluTszfwwMKx-yVe7ekBX6gsLIHf1Z8k
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLiluTszfwwMKicAo6agloFALEB5WvYNYs
https://www.wellingtoncollege.cn/tianjin-international/teaching-and-learning-update/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams
https://aka.ms/edusupport
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-teams-5aa4431a-8a3c-4aa5-87a6-b6401abea114
https://support.office.com/article/student-help-center-395ab230-55bf-44c6-b265-e832d729b694
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/office-365-blog/how-to-quickly-optimize-office-365-traffic-for-remote-staff-amp/ba-p/1214571
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/contact-support-for-business-products
https://support.office.com/teams
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 Admins: Getting started with Microsoft Teams policy management

You can run the Teams for Education Policy Wizard to easily apply policies for your students, educators and staff. The tool

adjusts the Global (Org-wide default) policy definition of a core set of policies with settings that we recommend for

student safety and applies it to students. The tool also creates and assigns a set of custom policies to educators and staff.

If you already used the wizard to apply policies for your students, educators and staff, use this article as a reference or

only if you want to manually create and manage policies for your students, educators and staff.

For the larger story on policies in Microsoft Teams, please review Assign policies to your users in Microsoft Teams.

Microsoft Teams allows users to do things like attend online meetings or live events, chat, make calls, and use

apps. Setting the right Microsoft Teams admin policies is a critical step in ensuring that Teams is a safe learning

environment for students. As an admin, you can use policies to control the Teams features that are available to

users in your educational institute. In most cases, policies must be adjusted for both students and educators to

keep the environment safe.

Here's a list of the main policy areas you will find in Microsoft Teams. To learn more about the policies in each

area and the capabilities they control, use the links below:

Meetings

Live events

Calling

Messaging

Teams

App permissions

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/policy-packages-edu.md
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  How to create and update a policy definitionHow to create and update a policy definition
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You can manage all Teams policies in the Microsoft Teams admin center by signing in with your admin

credentials.

Once you've logged into the Teams admin center, you'll be able to go to the policy settings for any area of Teams

you need to manage, by clicking on the policy option in the left hand navigation of the Teams admin center.

We've included a screenshot of the location of the messaging policies.

Before you assign policies to your users, you need to first add and create your policy definitions for each

capability area with Teams.

We recommend that you set different policy definitions for your students and educators.

By default, every new user (student or educator) will be assigned the Global (Org-wide default) policy definition

for each capability area. We recommend that you use the Global (Org-wide default) for your strictest set of

policy definitions. In most cases, this stricter policy set will be more appropriate for students. Using your Global

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com


(Org-wide default) policy definition in this way will ensure that new users will have the tightest restrictions when

they are added to your tenant. To adhere to this guidance, we recommend you follow these steps:

1. Create a custom policy definition for each Teams capability area with policy values that are fitting for your

educators' needs (without this, educators will have the same restricted access as your students as defined

within the Global (Org-wide default) policy definition).

2. Assign these new custom policy definitions to your educators.

3. Edit the Global (Org-wide default) policy definitions for each capability area with values that are

appropriate for your students.

4. The Global (Org-wide default) policy definitions will be applied to your students as long as they have no

other policy definitions assigned.

To create or edit policy definitions, go to the policy capability area you want to work in (for example, Messaging

policies). Select AddAdd to create a new custom policy definition. To change an existing policy definition, select EditEdit.

Whether you choose to add or edit a policy definition, you're brought to a view that lists all the policy options

related to this policy area. Use this list to select what values you want set in your policy definition.
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  Assigning policy definitionsAssigning policy definitions

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  How to assign a policy definition to a userHow to assign a policy definition to a user
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Don’t forget to select SaveSave before you leave the page.

There are multiple methods you can use to assign policy definitions to your users. Each method has its own

advantages and disadvantages, which will differ depending on your institution's unique needs.

In most cases, we recommend that you use group policy assignment to assign policies to your users. This

method allows for faster and more seamless policy application. When a user is added to a group that has a

policy definition assigned to it, the new user automatically inherits the policies of the group. This allows for

easier policy management when large numbers of users are added and removed to the environment, for

example at the beginning and ending of a school term.

For large organizations, we also recommend batch policy assignment, which is tailored for cases where you

need to assign policies to large sets of users. To learn more about these application methods, refer to Assign

policies to large sets of users in your school.

If you have a smaller institution or have a need to update an individual student or educator's policy settings,

follow the instructions below.

Policy assignments given at the individual user level override any group policies assigned to the user. Ensure that you are

only using individual policy assignments when you desire to override group policy settings.

Assigning a policy definition may take a while to propagate out to all the users and clients. You might want to do this

when the user accounts are first created in Azure/M365, and whenever a new student joins the educational institute.

Once your policy definition is created or updated, you can assign it to a user by selecting Manage usersManage users  on the

policy page, searching for the desired user, then applying the policy.



  Policy packages in Microsoft TeamsPolicy packages in Microsoft Teams
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You can also assign a policy to a user by navigating to UsersUsers , selecting the user you wish to update policies for,

selecting PoliciesPolicies , then EditEdit. From there, you can select the policy definition you’d like to assign to the user for

each capability area.

For more reading, you can check out Manage policy packages in Microsoft Teams for step by step guidance on assigning

single users a package, assigning packages in bulk to up to 5000 users, and managing and updating the policies linked to

each package.

A policy package in Teams collects predefined policies and policy settings that you learned about outlined above,

and assigns them to users with similar roles in your institution. Policy packages simplify, streamline, and help

provide consistency when managing policies. In normal practice, you assign each of your users a policy package,

and redefine the policies in each package as needed to suit the needs of that user group. When you update

settings in a package, all users assigned to that package are changed as a bulk update.

Educational institutions in general have many users with unique needs, depending partly on the age and
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Education_TeacherEducation_Teacher Educators and staff Use this set of policies and policy
settings to grant educators and staff
within your organization full access to
chat, calling and meetings through
Microsoft Teams.

Education_Primar yStudentEducation_Primar yStudent Primary school aged students Younger, primary school aged students
within your institution may need more
limits within Microsoft Teams. Use this
set of policies and policy settings to
limit capabilities like meetings creation
and management, chat management,
and private calling.

Education_Secondar yStudentEducation_Secondar yStudent Secondary school aged students Secondary school aged students within
your institution may need more limits
within Microsoft Teams. Use this set of
policies and policy settings to limit
capabilities like meetings creation and
management, chat management, and
private calling.

Education_HigherEducationStudeEducation_HigherEducationStude
ntnt

Higher education students Higher education students within your
intuition may need fewer limits than
younger students, but some
limitations may be recommended. You
can use this set of policies and policy
settings to give access to chat, calling,
and meetings within your organization,
but limit how your students use
Microsoft Teams with external
participants.

maturity of the students. For example, you may want to grant educators and staff full access to Microsoft Teams,

but want to limit Microsoft Teams capabilities for students to encourage a safe and focused learning

environment. You can use policy packages to tailor settings based on the needs of different cohorts in your

educational institute community.

Our primary recommendation is that you use the Global (Org-wide default) policy definition for students instead of a

policy package. This ensures that new users in your organizations always have the strictest set of policies appropriate for

students. If this recommendation does not meet the needs of your institution, one of the student policy packages below

may be a good alternative.

Just like the policy list earlier in this article, policy packages predefine policies for :

Meetings

Live events

Calling

Messaging

App permissions

Microsoft Teams currently includes the following policy packages:



Education_Primar yTeacher_RemotEducation_Primar yTeacher_Remot
eLearningeLearning

Educators and staff Creates a set of policies that apply to
primary teachers to maximize student
safety and collaboration when using
remote learning.

Education_Primar yStudent_RemotEducation_Primar yStudent_Remot
eLearningeLearning

Primary school aged students Creates a set of policies that apply to
primary students to maximize student
safety and collaboration when using
remote learning.

PA C KA GE N A M E L IST ED INPA C KA GE N A M E L IST ED IN
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Each individual policy is given the name of the policy package so you can identify policies linked to a policy

package. For example, when you assign the Education_Teacher policy package to educators in your educational

institution, a policy named Education_Teacher is created for each policy in the package.
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 Manage policy packages
  ViewView

  CustomizeCustomize

  AssignAssign

NOTENOTE

  Assign a policy package to one or several usersAssign a policy package to one or several users

If you decide that educators and administrative support staff need different policies, you can repurpose an existing

package: identify a package you aren't currently using and change the settings to be appropriate for that group. You

might have to make a note to yourself which group has which package, but that's the only impediment to repurposing a

package.

View the settings of each policy in a policy package before you assign a package. In the left navigation of the

Microsoft Teams admin center, select Policy packagesPolicy packages , select the package name, and then select the policy

name.

Decide whether the predefined values are appropriate for your organization or whether you need to customize

them to be more restrictive or lenient based on your organization's needs.

Customize the settings of policies in the policy package, as needed, to fit the needs of your organization. Any

changes you make to policy settings are automatically applied to users who are assigned the package. To edit

the settings of a policy in a policy package, in the Microsoft Teams admin center, select the policy package, select

the name of the policy you want to edit, and then select EditEdit.

Keep in mind that you can also change the settings of policies in a package after you assign the policy package.

To learn more, see Customize policies in a policy package.

Assign the policy package to users. If a user has a policy assigned, and then later you assign a different policy,

the most recent assignment will take priority.

Each user will require the Advanced Communications add-on in order to receive a custom policy package assignment. For

more information, see Advanced Communications add-on for Microsoft Teams.

To assign a policy package to one or multiple users, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center,

go to Policy packagesPolicy packages , and then select Manage usersManage users .

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-add-on-licensing/advanced-communications


  Assign a policy package to a groupAssign a policy package to a group

  Assign a policy package to a large set (batch) of usersAssign a policy package to a large set (batch) of users

 Policies that should be assigned for student safety

To learn more, see Assign a policy package.

If a user has a policy assigned, and then later you assign a different policy, the most recent assignment will take

priority.

This feature is in pr ivate previewThis feature is in pr ivate preview

Policy package assignment to groups let you assign multiple policies to a group of users, such as a security

group or distribution list. The policy assignment is propagated to members of the group according to

precedence rules. As members are added to or removed from a group, their inherited policy assignments are

updated accordingly. This method is recommended for groups of up to 50,000 users but will also work with

larger groups.

To learn more, see Assign a policy package to a group.

Use batch policy package assignment to assign a policy package to large sets of users at a time. You use the

New-CsBatchPolicyPackageAssignmentOperation cmdlet to submit a batch of users and the policy package that

you want to assign. The assignments are processed as a background operation and an operation ID is generated

for each batch.

A batch can contain up to 5,000 users. You can specify users by their object Id, UPN, SIP address, or email

address. To learn more, see Assign a policy package to a batch of users.

For more information on the steps you need to take to protect students in your environment, carefully review

Keeping students safe while using Teams for distance learning.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicypackageassignmentoperation
https://support.office.com/article/keeping-students-safe-while-using-meetings-in-teams-for-distance-learning-f00fa399-0473-4d31-ab72-644c137e11c8


   

 

Assign policies to large sets of users in your school
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

 Overview

You can run the Teams for Education Policy Wizard to easily apply policies for your students, educators and staff. The tool

adjusts the Global (Org-wide default) policy definition of a core set of policies with settings that we recommend for

student safety and applies it to students. The tool also creates and assigns a set of custom policies to educators and staff.

If you already used the wizard to apply policies for your students, educators and staff, use this article as a reference or

only if you want to manually create and manage policies for your students, educators and staff.

For the larger story on assigning policies in Microsoft Teams, see Assign policies to your users in Teams.

Do you need to give your students and educators access to different features in Microsoft Teams? You can

quickly identify the users in your organization by license type and then assign them the appropriate policy. This

tutorial shows you how to assign a meeting policy to large sets of users in your school. You can assign policies

using the Microsoft Teams admin center and PowerShell and we'll show you both ways.

You can assign a meeting policy to a security group that the users are members of or directly to users at scale

through a batch policy assignment. You'll learn how to:

Use Use policy assignment to groupspolicy assignment to groups  to assign a meeting policy to a security group to assign a meeting policy to a security group

(recommended)(recommended) . This method lets you assign a policy based on group membership. You can assign a

policy to a security group or distribution list. As members are added to or removed from the group, their

inherited policy assignments are updated accordingly. We recommend you use this method because it

reduces the time to manage policies for new users or when users' roles change. This method works best

for groups of up to 50,000 users but will also work with larger groups.

Use Use batch policy assignmentbatch policy assignment to assign a meeting policy directly to users in bulk to assign a meeting policy directly to users in bulk . You can

assign a policy for up to 5,000 users at a time. If you have more than 5,000 users, you can submit

multiple batches. With this method, when you have new users, you'll need to re-run the batch assignment

to assign the policy to those new users.

Remember that in Teams, users automatically get the Global (Org-wide default) policy for a Teams policy type

unless you create and assign a custom policy. Because the student population is often the largest set of users

and they often receive the most restrictive settings, we recommend that you do the following:

Create a custom policy that allows core capabilities such as private chat and meeting scheduling and assign

the policy to your staff and educators.

Assign the custom policy to your staff and educators.

Edit and apply the Global (Org-wide default) policy to restrict capabilities for students.

Keep in mind that the Global policy will apply to all users in your school until you create a custom policy and

assign it to your staff and educators.

In this tutorial, students will get the Global meeting policy and we'll assign a custom meeting policy named

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/batch-group-policy-assignment-edu.md


 Assign a policy to a group

  Before you get startedBefore you get started

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Create security groupsCreate security groups

EducatorMeetingPolicy to staff and educators. We assume that you've edited the Global policy to tailor meeting

settings for students and created a custom policy that defines the meeting experience for staff and educators.

Follow these steps to create a security group for your staff and educators, and then assign a custom meeting

policy named EducatorMeetingPolicy to that security group.

When you assign a policy to a group, the policy assignment is propagated to members of the group according to

precedence rules. For example, if a user is directly assigned a policy (either individually or through a batch assignment),

that policy takes precedence over a policy that's inherited from a group. This also means that if a user has a meeting

policy that was directly assigned to them, you'll have to remove that meeting policy from the user before they can inherit

a meeting policy from a security group.

Before you get started, it's important to understand precedence rules and group assignment ranking. MakeMake

sure that you read and understand the concepts in sure that you read and understand the concepts in What you need to know about policyWhat you need to know about policy

assignment to groupsassignment to groups .

You'll need to complete all these steps for your staff and educators to inherit a meeting policy from a security

group.

1. Create security groups.

2. Assign a policy to a security group.

3. Remove a policy that was directly assigned to users.

First, create a security group for your staff and educators.

With School Data Sync (SDS), you can easily create security groups educators and students in your school. We

recommend that you use SDS to create the security groups you need to manage policies for your school.

If you're unable to deploy SDS within your environment, use this PowerShell script to create two security groups,

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/edu-security-groups


  Assign a policy to a security groupAssign a policy to a security group
  Using the Microsoft Teams admin centerUsing the Microsoft Teams admin center

NOTENOTE

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell

NOTENOTE

  I n s t a l l  a n d  c o n n e c t  t o  t h e  M i c r o so ft  Te a m s  P o w e r Sh e l l  m o d u l eIn s t a l l  a n d  c o n n e c t  t o  t h e  M i c r o so ft  Te a m s  P o w e r Sh e l l  m o d u l e

one for all staff and educators who have a Faculty license assigned and another for all students who have a

Student license assigned. You'll need to run this script routinely to keep the groups fresh and up to date.

Currently, policy assignment to groups using the Microsoft Teams admin center is only available for Teams calling policy,

Teams call park policy, Teams policy, Teams live events policy, Teams meeting policy, and Teams messaging policy. For other

policy types, use PowerShell.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to MeetingsMeetings  > Meeting policiesMeeting policies .

2. Select the Group policy assignmentGroup policy assignment tab.

3. Select Add groupAdd group, and then in the Assign policy to groupAssign policy to group pane, do the following:

a. In the Select a groupSelect a group box, search for and add the security group that contains your staff and

educators.

b. In the Select rankSelect rank box, enter 11 .

c. In the Select a policySelect a policy  box, select EducatorMeetingPolicyEducatorMeetingPolicy .

d. Select ApplyApply .

To remove a group policy assignment, on the Group policy assignmentGroup policy assignment tab of the policy page, select the

group assignment, and then select RemoveRemove.

To change the ranking of a group assignment, you have to first remove the group policy assignment. Then,

follow the steps above to assign the policy to a group.

Currently, policy assignment to groups using PowerShell isn't available for all Teams policy types. See New-

CsGroupPolicyAssignment for the list of supported policy types.

Run the following to install the Teams PowerShell module (if it's not already installed). Make sure you install

version 1.0.5 or later.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csgrouppolicyassignment
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams


Install-Module -Name MicrosoftTeams

Connect-MicrosoftTeams

  A ss i g n  a  p o l i c y  t o  a  g r o u pA ss i g n  a  p o l i c y  t o  a  g r o u p

New-CsGroupPolicyAssignment -GroupId staff-faculty@contoso.com -PolicyType TeamsMeetingPolicy -PolicyName 
"EducatorMeetingPolicy" -Rank 1

  Remove a policy that was directly assigned to usersRemove a policy that was directly assigned to users

  Install and connect to the Microsoft Teams PowerShell moduleInstall and connect to the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module

Install-Module -Name MicrosoftTeams

Connect-MicrosoftTeams

  Unassign a policy that was directly assigned to usersUnassign a policy that was directly assigned to users

$users_ids = @("reda@contoso.com", "nikica@contoso.com", "jamie@contoso.com")
New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -PolicyType TeamsMeetingPolicy -PolicyName $null -Identity $users_ids -
OperationName "Unassign meeting policy"

Run the following to connect to Teams and start a session.

When you're prompted, sign in using your admin credentials.

Run the following to assign the meeting policy named EducatorMeetingPolicy to the security group that

contains your staff and educators and set the assignment ranking to 1. You can specify a security group by using

the object Id, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) address, or email address. In this example, we use an email address

(staff-faculty@contoso.com).

Remember that if a user was directly assigned a policy (either individually or through a batch assignment), that

policy takes precedence. This means that if a user has a meeting policy that was directly assigned to them, you'll

have to remove that meeting policy from the user before they can inherit a meeting policy from a security

group.

To learn more, see What you need to know about policy assignment to groups.

Follow these steps to remove the meeting policy that was directly assigned to your staff and educators.

Run the following to install the Teams PowerShell module (if it's not already installed). Make sure you install

version 1.0.5 or later.

Run the following to connect to Teams and start a session.

When you're prompted, sign in using the same admin credentials you used to connect to Azure AD.

Run the following to remove a meeting policy from users who were directly assigned that policy. You can specify

users by email address or object ID.

In this example, the meeting policy is removed from users specified by their email address.

In this example, the meeting policy is removed from the list of users in a text file named user_ids.txt.

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams


$user_ids = Get-Content .\users_ids.txt
New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -PolicyType TeamsMeetingPolicy -PolicyName $null -Identity $users_ids -
OperationName "Unassign meeting policy"

  G e t  p o l i c y  a ss i g n m e n t s  fo r  a  g r o u pG e t  p o l i c y  a ss i g n m e n t s  fo r  a  g r o u p

Get-CsGroupPolicyAssignment -GroupId staff-faculty@contoso.com

  G e t  t h e  p o l i c i e s  a ss i g n e d  t o  a  u se rG e t  t h e  p o l i c i e s  a ss i g n e d  t o  a  u se r

Get-CsUserPolicyAssignment -Identity reda@contoso.com

 Assign a policy to a batch of users

  Using PowerShellUsing PowerShell
  Connect to the Azure AD PowerShell for Graph module and the Teams PowerShell moduleConnect to the Azure AD PowerShell for Graph module and the Teams PowerShell module

  I n s t a l l  a n d  c o n n e c t  t o  t h e  A z u r e  A D  P o w e r Sh e l l  fo r  G r a p h  m o d u l eIn s t a l l  a n d  c o n n e c t  t o  t h e  A z u r e  A D  P o w e r Sh e l l  fo r  G r a p h  m o d u l e

Install-Module -Name AzureAD

Connect-AzureAD

  I n s t a l l  a n d  c o n n e c t  t o  t h e  M i c r o so ft  Te a m s  P o w e r Sh e l l  m o d u l eIn s t a l l  a n d  c o n n e c t  t o  t h e  M i c r o so ft  Te a m s  P o w e r Sh e l l  m o d u l e

Install-Module -Name MicrosoftTeams

Connect-MicrosoftTeams

Run the following to see all the policies assigned to a specific security group. Note that groups are always listed

by their group ID even if its SIP address or email address was used to assign the policy.

Run the following to see all the policies that are assigned to a specific user. The following example shows you

how to get the policies that are assigned to reda@contoso.com.

Follow these steps to assign a custom meeting policy named EducatorMeetingPolicy directly to your staff and

educators in bulk.

Before you perform the steps in this article, you'll need to install and connect to the Azure AD PowerShell for

Graph module (to identify users by their assigned licenses) and the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module (to

assign the policies to those users).

Open an elevated Windows PowerShell command prompt (run Windows PowerShell as an administrator), and

then run the following to install the Azure Active Directory PowerShell for Graph module.

Run the following to connect to Azure AD.

When you're prompted, sign in using your admin credentials.

To learn more, see Connect with the Azure Active Directory PowerShell for Graph module.

Run the following to install the Teams PowerShell module (if it's not already installed). Make sure you install

version 1.0.5 or later.

Run the following to connect to Teams and start a session.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/connect-to-office-365-powershell#connect-with-the-azure-active-directory-powershell-for-graph-module
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams


  Identify your usersIdentify your users

Get-AzureAdSubscribedSku | Select-Object -Property SkuPartNumber,SkuId

SkuPartNumber      SkuId
-------------      -----
M365EDU_A5_FACULTY e97c048c-37a4-45fb-ab50-922fbf07a370
M365EDU_A5_STUDENT 46c119d4-0379-4a9d-85e4-97c66d3f909e

NOTENOTE

$faculty = Get-AzureADUser -All $true | Where-Object {($_.assignedLicenses).SkuId -contains "e97c048c-37a4-
45fb-ab50-922fbf07a370"}

  Assign a policy in bulkAssign a policy in bulk

New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -PolicyType TeamsMeetingPolicy -PolicyName EducatorMeetingPolicy -
Identity $faculty.ObjectId

NOTENOTE

  Get the status of a bulk assignmentGet the status of a bulk assignment

Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -OperationId 3964004e-caa8-4eb4-b0d2-7dd2c8173c8c | fl

When you're prompted, sign in using the same admin credentials you used to connect to Azure AD.

First, run the following to identify your staff and educators by license type. This tells you what SKUs are in use in

your organization. You can then identify staff and educators that have a Faculty SKU assigned.

Which returns:

In this example, the output shows that the Faculty license SkuId is "e97c048c-37a4-45fb-ab50-922fbf07a370".

To see a list of Education SKUs and SKU IDs, see Education SKU reference.

Next, we run the following to identify the users that have this license and collect them all together.

Now, we assign the appropriate policies to users in bulk. The maximum number of users for which you can

assign or update policies is 5,000 at a time. For example, if you have more than 5,000 staff and educators, you'll

need to submit multiple batches.

Run the following to assign a custom meeting policy named EducatorMeetingPolicy to your staff and educators.

To assign a different policy type in bulk, like TeamsMessagingPolicy, you'll need to change PolicyType  to the policy that

you're assigning and PolicyName  to the policy name.

Each bulk assignment returns an operation ID, which you can use to track the progress of the policy assignments

or identify any failures that might occur. For example, run the following:

To view the assignment status of each user in the batch operation, run the following. Details of each user are in

the UserState  property.



Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -OperationId 3964004e-caa8-4eb4-b0d2-7dd2c8173c8c | Select -
ExpandProperty UserState

  Assign a policy in bulk if you have more than 5,000 usersAssign a policy in bulk if you have more than 5,000 users

$faculty.count

New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation -PolicyType TeamsMeetingPolicy -PolicyName EducatorMeetingPolicy -
Identity $faculty[0..19999].ObjectId

  Get the policies assigned to a userGet the policies assigned to a user

Get-CsUserPolicyAssignment -Identity hannah@contoso.com

 FAQ

 Related topics

First, run the following to see how many staff and educators you have:

Instead of providing the whole list of user IDs, run the following to specify the first 5,000, and then the next

5,000, and so on.

You can change the range of user IDs until you reach the full list of users. For example, enter $faculty[0..4999

for the first batch, use $faculty[5000..9999  for the second batch, enter $faculty[10000..14999  for the third

batch, and so on.

Run the following to see all the policies that are assigned to a specific user. The following example shows you

how to get the policies that are assigned to hannah@contoso.com.

I'm not familiar  with PowerShell for Teams. Where can I learn more?I'm not familiar  with PowerShell for Teams. Where can I learn more?

For an overview of using PowerShell to manage Teams, see Teams PowerShell overview. For more information

about the cmdlets used in this article, see:

New-CsGroupPolicyAssignment

Get-CsGroupPolicyAssignment

New-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation

Get-CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation

Get-CsUserPolicyAssignment

Assign policies to your users

Teams policies and policy packages for Education

Manage meeting policies in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csgrouppolicyassignment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csgrouppolicyassignment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csbatchpolicyassignmentoperation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csuserpolicyassignment
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Before you start

 Sample script

<#
Script Name:
CreateOrUpdate_SecurityGroup_Per_LicenseType.ps1
Synopsis:
This script is designed to perform following operations:
1. Create a security group for faculty and student members based on the assigned license SKU and add the 
members accordingly.
2. Update the security group to add/remove teachers and students so that only users who have a valid 
teacher/student license are present in the group.
The output of the script is written in a log file present at location: C:\results\log.txt
Written By: 
Mihir Roy

Use this PowerShell script to create the security groups that you need to manage Microsoft Teams policies in

your school. The policy assignment to groups feature in Teams lets you assign a policy to a group of users, such

as a security group. The policy assignment is propagated to members of the group according to precedence

rules. As members are added to or removed from a group, their inherited policy assignments are updated

accordingly.

This PowerShell script creates two security groups, one for staff and educators and another for students in your

school, based on license type. You can then assign policies to the security groups that you created. For more

information about using this script, see Assign policies to large sets of users in your school.

This script does the following:

Identifies staff and educators who are assigned a Faculty SKU, creates a security group, and then adds staff

and educators to the group.

Identifies students who are assigned a Student SKU, creates a security group, and then adds the students to

the group.

Updates the membership of each security group to add or remove staff, educators, and students based on

whether they have a license.

You'll need to run this script regularly to keep the security groups fresh and up to date.

It's important to understand precedence rules and group assignment ranking when assigning policies to groups. Make

sure that you read and understand the concepts in What you need to know about policy assignment to groups.

Download and install the Skype for Business Online PowerShell module, and then restart your computer if

prompted.

To lean more, see Manage Skype for Business Online with Office 365 PowerShell and Teams PowerShell

overview.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/scripts/powershell-script-security-groups-edu.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/manage-skype-for-business-online-with-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/manage-skype-for-business-online-with-office-365-powershell


Change Log:
Version 1.0, 10/08/2019 - First Draft
#>

#Figure out to determine if the user is using an existing group or creating a new one
param
(
    [string]$teachergroupname,
 [string]$teachergroupdesc,
 [string]$studentgroupname,
 [string]$studentgroupdesc,
 [Guid]$facultyid,
 [Guid]$studentid
)

[bool] $create = $false

if ([string]::IsNullOrEmpty($teachergroupname) -and [string]::IsNullOrEmpty($studentgroupname) -and 
[string]::IsNullOrEmpty($studentid) -and [string]::IsNullOrEmpty($facultyid)) {
 throw "Please enter valid groupnames to create groups for Teachers and Students. In order to update a 
group, please enter the teacher and/or student group id's."
}

#Connect to Azure AD
Write-Host "`n"
Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Please enter your Global Administrator Username and Password"
Write-Host "`n"
Connect-MsolService

[Guid] $teachergroupid = New-Guid
[Guid] $studentgroupid = New-Guid

if (![string]::IsNullOrEmpty($teachergroupname)) {
 New-MsolGroup -DisplayName $teachergroupname -Description $teachergroupdesc
 $Group = Get-MsolGroup -SearchString $teachergroupname
 $teachergroupid = $Group.ObjectId
 $create = $true
}

if (![string]::IsNullOrEmpty($studentgroupname)) {
 New-MsolGroup -DisplayName $studentgroupname -Description $studentgroupdesc
 $Group = Get-MsolGroup -SearchString $studentgroupname
 $studentgroupid = $Group.ObjectId
 $create = $true
}

#Build the Students Array
$StudentsArray = @()

#Build the Teachers Array
$TeachersArray = @()

#Build the Student Sku Array
$StudentSkus = @()
$AllSkus = Get-AzureADSubscribedSku
$StudentSkuIDs = ($AllSkus | ? {$_.skupartnumber -like "*student*"}).skuid
Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "The Student Skus identified are listed below:"
Foreach ($Element in $StudentSkuIDs) {
$SkuPart = (Get-AzureADSubscribedSku | ? {$_.SkuID -eq $Element}).SkuPartNumber
Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Student SkuID ${Element} for License $SkuPart"
}
Write-Host "`n"

#Build the Teacher Sku Array
$TeacherSkus = @()
$AllSkus = Get-AzureADSubscribedSku
$TeacherSkuIDs = ($AllSkus | ? {$_.skupartnumber -like "*faculty*"}).skuid
Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "The Teacher Skus identified are listed below:"



Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "The Teacher Skus identified are listed below:"
Foreach ($Element in $TeacherSkuIDs) {
$SkuPart = (Get-AzureADSubscribedSku | ? {$_.SkuID -eq $Element}).SkuPartNumber
Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Teacher SkuID ${Element} for License $SkuPart"
}
Write-Host "`n"

#Get All Users in AAD
Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Getting All Users in Azure Active Directory with an assigned license"
Write-Host "`n"
$AllUsers = Get-AzureADUser -All $true | ? {$_.AssignedLicenses -ne $null}

$teacherAdd = $create -and ($teachergroupid -ne $null)
$studentAdd = $create -and ($studentgroupid -ne $null)

#Start foreach loop for all users with student licenses
if ($teacherAdd -or $studentAdd) {
 Foreach ($User in $AllUsers) {
 $ObjectID = $User.ObjectID
 Write-host "`n"
 Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Getting Assigned Licenses for $DN"
 $GetUser = Get-AzureADUser -objectid $user.objectid
 $AssignedLicenses = ($GetUser | select -ExpandProperty assignedlicenses).skuid
 Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "User Assigned License: " $User.Displayname "-" $AssignedLicenses "-" 
$User.ObjectId

 #Set Variables
 $UPN = $User.userprincipalname
 $DN = $User.Displayname
 $OBJ = $User.ObjectID
 $Age = $User.AgeGroup
 $Consent = $User.ConsentProvidedForMinor
 $Legal = $User.LegalAgeGroupClassification

  #Start foreach loop for all assigned skus
  Foreach ($License in $AssignedLicenses) {

   #Creating new PS Object for each Sku and adding to the array
   If ($TeacherSkuIDs -contains $License) {
    $TeacherObj = New-Object PSObject
    $TeacherObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name UserPrincipalName -Value $UPN
    $TeacherObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name DisplayName -Value $DN
    $TeacherObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name ObjectID -Value $OBJ
    $TeacherObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name SkuID -Value $License
    $TeacherObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name AgeGroup -Value $Age
    $TeacherObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name ConsentProvidedForMinor -Value $Consent
    $TeacherObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name LegalAgeGroupClassification -Value $Legal
    $TeachersArray += $TeacherObj
    if ($teachergroupid -ne $null) {
     Add-MsolGroupMember -GroupObjectId $teachergroupid -GroupMemberType User -GroupMemberObjectId $OBJ
    }
   }
      
   If ($StudentSkuIDs -contains $License) {
    $StudentObj = New-Object PSObject
    $StudentObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name UserPrincipalName -Value $UPN
    $StudentObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name DisplayName -Value $DN
    $StudentObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name ObjectID -Value $OBJ
    $StudentObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name SkuID -Value $License
    $StudentObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name AgeGroup -Value $Age
    $StudentObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name ConsentProvidedForMinor -Value $Consent
    $StudentObj | Add-Member NoteProperty -Name LegalAgeGroupClassification -Value $Legal
    $StudentsArray += $StudentObj
    if ($studentgroupid -ne $null) {
     Add-MsolGroupMember -GroupObjectId $studentgroupid -GroupMemberType User -GroupMemberObjectId $OBJ
    }
   }
  }
 }



 }
}

if ((!$teacherAdd) -and ($facultyid -ne $null)) {
 #Users to be Added in the Teacher Group that are not present
 $teacherGrpMembers = Get-MsolGroupMember -GroupObjectId $facultyid
 $teachersToAdd = ($AllUsers | ? {$_.ObjectId -ne $null}).objectid | Where {($teacherGrpMembers | ? 
{$_.ObjectId -ne $null}).objectid -NotContains $_}
 Foreach ($id in $teachersToAdd) {
  $GetUser = Get-AzureADUser -objectid $id
  $AssignedLicenses = ($GetUser | select -ExpandProperty assignedlicenses).skuid
  Foreach ($License in $AssignedLicenses) {

   #Adding faculty members to the security group
   If ($TeacherSkuIDs -contains $License) {
    Add-MsolGroupMember -GroupObjectId $facultyid -GroupMemberType User -GroupMemberObjectId $id
   }
  }
 }
 
 #Users (Faculty) to be removed from the group that are not in tenant anymore
 $teachersToRemove = ($teacherGrpMembers | ? {$_.ObjectId -ne $null}).objectid | Where {($AllUsers | ? 
{$_.ObjectId -ne $null}).objectid -NotContains $_}
 if ($teachersToRemove.Count > 0) {
  Foreach ($id in $teachersToRemove) {
   Remove-MsoLGroupMember -GroupObjectId $facultyid -GroupMemberType User -GroupmemberObjectId $id
  }
 }
}

if ((!$studentAdd) -and ($studentid -ne $null)) {
 #Users to be Added in the Student Group that are not present
 $studentGrpMembers = Get-MsolGroupMember -GroupObjectId $studentid
 $studentsToAdd = ($AllUsers | ? {$_.ObjectId -ne $null}).objectid | Where {($studentGrpMembers | ? 
{$_.ObjectId -ne $null}).objectid -NotContains $_}
 Foreach ($id in $studentsToAdd) {
  $GetUser = Get-AzureADUser -objectid $id
  $AssignedLicenses = ($GetUser | select -ExpandProperty assignedlicenses).skuid
  Foreach ($License in $AssignedLicenses) {

   #Adding student members to the security group
   If ($StudentSkuIDs -contains $License) {
    Add-MsolGroupMember -GroupObjectId $studentid -GroupMemberType User -GroupMemberObjectId $id
   }
  }
 }
 
 #Users (Students) to be removed the group that are not in tenant anymore
 $studentsToRemove = ($studentGrpMembers | ? {$_.ObjectId -ne $null}).objectid | Where {($AllUsers | ? 
{$_.ObjectId -ne $null}).objectid -NotContains $_}
 if ($studentsToRemove.Count > 0) {
  Foreach ($id in $studentsToRemove) {
   Remove-MsolGroupMember -GroupObjectId $studentid -GroupMemberType User -GroupmemberObjectId $id
  }
 }
}

Start-Transcript -Path "C:\results\log.txt"
if ($facultyid -ne $null) {
 $TeacherGroup = Get-MsolGroupMember -GroupObjectId $facultyid
 Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Teacher Group Count:" $TeacherGroup.Count
 Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Teacher Group Id:" $facultyid
}
else {
 $TeacherGroup = Get-MsolGroupMember -GroupObjectId $teachergroupid
 Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Teacher Group Count:" $TeacherGroup.Count
 Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Teacher Group Id:" $teachergroupid
}

if ($studentid -ne $null) {



if ($studentid -ne $null) {
 $StudentGroup = Get-MsolGroupMember -GroupObjectId $studentid
 Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Student Group Count:" $StudentGroup.Count
 Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Student Group Id:" $studentid
}
else {
 $StudentGroup = Get-MsolGroupMember -GroupObjectId $studentgroupid
 Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Student Group Count:" $StudentGroup.Count
 Write-Host -ForegroundColor Green "Student Group Id:" $studentgroupid
}
Stop-Transcript

 Related topics
Assign policies to your users in Teams



   

 

Help for low-bandwidth situations for Teams for
EDU

 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Resolving low-bandwidth issues for Admins

NOTENOTE

  Meetings and videoMeetings and video

  Meeting policiesMeeting policies

There are numerous network elements when it comes to working with Microsoft Teams that can affect

performance. Low bandwidth is one of the situations that can feel entirely out of your control. Consider the

following situations:

A low-speed internet connection for the school.

A low-speed internet connection for one or more students.

Times of the day when there's low bandwidth because of network usage in an area.

Low-bandwidth periods because of outages local to neither the school nor to students, but, which affect

performance nonetheless.

Non-bandwidth issues (for example, issues with hardware) that masquerade as low-bandwidth issues.

This article will give you best practices to follow for various Teams activities when you're faced with a low-

bandwidth issue.

There's information here on How Microsoft Teams uses memory, because in addition to low bandwidth problems, you

may be having resource issues on your device. If you're looking for network guidance for Microsoft Teams, review Prepare

your organization's network for Microsoft Teams.

The important thing to remember, as an IT Admin, is that while you have solutions for low-bandwidth issues that

are wide-spread that will resolve problems quickly, solutions should be considered carefully. Some issues may

be able to resolve with a more narrow focus taken at the educator or even the student/parent level.

In short, if the low-bandwidth issue occurs for a wide group of students, taking action as an IT Admin makes

sense, and it also makes sense if the actions taken at the student/educator level haven't been helpful.

If you've got the time to invest, the Quality of Experience Review Guide is a worthwhile read (this is not EDU-specific, but

it will still have valuable information). This guide will allow experienced IT Admins to go in-depth on the experience for

their educators and students.

A primary focus for low-bandwidth issues is meetings; specifically, video in meetings. An IT Admin should

consider the actions below when dealing with issues reported by students or educators in regard to having the

best meeting experience in an educational setting.

Regarding meetings, one of the most concerning areas for low-bandwidth situations has to do with videos. In

addition to Teams being able to scale to detected bandwidth automatically, you as an IT Admin have policy

options you can set at the per-organizer and/or per-user level. These options allow you to give everyone the

best experience in light of the bandwidth they have to work with at a given time.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/edu-remote-low-bandwidth.md


  Screen sharing policiesScreen sharing policies

  Dial-in number for meetingsDial-in number for meetings

 Low-bandwidth scenarios as an educator

 Low-bandwidth scenarios as a parent or student

Some of the things you can set via policy include:

Disabling video altogether, so no one could enable it.

Media bit rate (this setting is set per-user).

To learn more about your options, and to walk through the specifics of what policies you'd need to set for

meetings and video, check out Meeting policy settings in Teams: Audio and video.

In other cases, educators may be sharing their entire screen to students, when sharing should be limited to an

application relevant to the lesson being taught. This setting can also be set via policy, if that's a more desirable

way to do it than to have educators making that choice individually.

For a good idea of what you can do about limiting screen sharing via policy settings, check out Meeting policy

settings in Teams: Audio and video.

It may be easier for some students to attempt to dial in to some classroom sessions. You can provide a dial-in

number for Teams meetings, so students with issues can phone in as an alternative to attending a video

meeting.

For more information on this, you can read Set the phone numbers included on invites in Microsoft Teams.

Educators should feel empowered to take steps to resolve low-bandwidth issues, and may be a superior choice

to IT Admin action in the following situations:

If the problem is intermittent, or relatively transitory.

If there is a specific time of the day you can anticipate there being an issue, or the low bandwidth period has

some predictability to it.

In these situations, you can take some actions.

For more information, check out Use Teams for schoolwork when bandwidth is low.

There are also situations, and you should proactively discuss them with your educators, where the bandwidth

problem may be on the student's side (for example, a large number of students are able to watch the video

lessons without issue, but a small number of students have difficulties).

It's not reasonable to expect many parents to be able to troubleshoot these issues. Low-bandwidth issues may

be out of a student or parent's control (their home may not have access to high bandwidth, they may have

numerous people in their immediate area consuming bandwidth and affecting what they can do, there may be

internet instability, and so on).

We've put together guidance in our Use Teams for schoolwork when bandwidth is low article for parents and

students as well, you can review and try these recommendations if you're having any problems.

https://support.office.com/article/use-teams-for-schoolwork-when-bandwidth-is-low-5c5675f7-1b55-471a-9daa-ec1e6df38262
https://support.office.com/article/use-teams-for-schoolwork-when-bandwidth-is-low-5c5675f7-1b55-471a-9daa-ec1e6df38262


   

 

Use the Teams for Education Policy Wizard to easily
apply policies for a safe learning environment

 12/7/2021 • 15 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Overview
The Microsoft Teams for Education Policy Wizard simplifies managing policies for your students and educators.

Use it to easily and quickly apply the most important set of policies relevant to creating a safe and productive

learning experience.

Policiesin Teams let you control how Teams behaves in your environment and what features are available to

users. For example, there are calling policies, meeting policies, and messaging policies, to name a few, and each

policy area can be customized to meet your organization's needs.

To maintain a safe and focused learning environment, it's important to set policies to control what students can

do in Teams. For example, you can use policies to control who can use private chat and private calling, who can

schedule meetings, and what content types can be shared. You can also use policies to turn on Teams features

that enrich the learning experience.

Policies must be adjusted for both students and educatorsto keep the learning experience safe. Policies for

students need to be more restrictive to reduce their risk of receiving inappropriate levels of access. Educators

and staff need a separate set of policies that can be more permissive to enable them to be successful. For

example, allow educators to schedule meetings and restrict students from doing so.

This article walks you through how to run the wizard.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/easy-policy-setup-edu.md


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Teams for Education Policy Wizard

NOTENOTE

 Run the wizard

The policies applied by the wizard will satisfy the needs of the majority of Teams for Education customers. The wizard

adjusts the Global (Org-wide default) definition of a core set of policies with settings that we recommend for student

safety and applies it to students. The wizard also creates and assigns a set of custom policies to educators and staff. Most

Teams for Education customers won't need to use other policy assignment methods after running this wizard. Use other

policy assignment methods only if you want to manually create and manage policies for your students, educators and

staff.

 

The wizard applies a set of core policy definitions to students and a separate set of core policy definitions to

educators and staff, with settings that are appropriate for each. Here's what happens when you run the wizard.

The wizard sets up policies based on educational institution type (Pr imar y or Secondar yPrimar y or Secondar y  or HigherHigher

educationeducation). You select your institution type, and the wizard does the following:

StudentsStudents : The wizard adjusts the Global (Org-wide default) policy definition of each policy area covered by

the wizard with new default settings that are appropriate to keep your students safe. This ensures that your

current students and all new students get the most restrictive set of policies.

Educators and staffEducators and staff : The wizard creates a set of custom policy definitions for each policy area covered by

the wizard with settings tailored to the needs of educators and staff. Then, it assigns the policy definitions to

the group of educators and staff that you choose. In this way, your educators and staff get a more permissive

set of policies to enable them to be successful.

You only need to run the wizard one time. New students automatically get the Global (Org-wide default) policy

definitions applied by the wizard and new staff that you add to the group you selected are automatically

assigned the custom policies.

Also, whenever a new feature is added to Teams, the appropriate EDU relevant default value of the policy for that

feature will be automatically added to the Global (Org-wide default) without requiring any admin intervention.

This helps to ensure that the right policies are in place to keep students secure and engaged.

See Policies applied by the wizard for a detailed list of policy definitions applied by the wizard.

Now, let's get started!

 

Follow these steps to run the wizard.

1. If you're new to Teams, the wizard automatically starts. Otherwise, you can start the wizard any time from

the dashboard. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to HomeHome, and then in the

Easy policy setup for a safe learning environmentEasy policy setup for a safe learning environment tile, select Quick setupQuick setup.



2. Select your educational institution type (Pr imar y or Secondar yPrimar y or Secondar y  or Higher educationHigher education), and then select

NextNext.

3. Search for and select a group that contains your educators and staff, and then select NextNext. If you don’t

have any groups set up yet for your educators and staff, create a group, and then re-run the wizard. 

Currently, you can only select one group. Educators and staff in the group you select will be assigned a

set of custom policies tailored to their needs. Remember that this set of policies is separate from the

policies applied to students.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/create-groups


4. Review your selections.

5. Select ApplyApply  to apply your changes. This may take a few minutes to complete.

The Global (Org-wide default) policy definitions are immediately applied to students. For your educators

and staff, it could take few hours for the custom policies to be assigned to each member of the group you

selected, depending on the size of the group. This happens in the background, after you successfully

complete this step.

6. You're on your way but you're not done yet! There's a few more things to consider. Next, check out the

steps in the What to do after running the wizard section of this article.



 What to do after running the wizard

  Step 1: Remove existing policy assignments that conflict with policies applied by the wizardStep 1: Remove existing policy assignments that conflict with policies applied by the wizard

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

P O L IC Y  A SSIGN M EN T S O F  A  USERP O L IC Y  A SSIGN M EN T S O F  A  USER P O L IC Y  T H AT  TA KES EF F EC TP O L IC Y  T H AT  TA KES EF F EC T

Policy assigned to group: No
Policy assigned directly to user: No

Global (Org-wide) default policy

Policy assigned to group: No
Policy assigned directly to user: Yes

Policy assigned directly to user

Policy assigned to group: Yes
Policy assigned directly to user: Yes

Policy assigned directly to user

Policy assigned to group: Yes
Policy assigned directly to user: No

Policy assigned to group

If the user is a member of multiple groups and each group is
assigned a policy of the same policy area, the policy that has
the highest group assignment ranking takes effect.

 

Complete this step only if you have existing policies assigned to students or educators and staff Complete this step only if you have existing policies assigned to students or educators and staff beforebefore

you ran the wizardyou ran the wizard. If you're new to Teams and don't have any existing policies other than the policies created by the

wizard, skip this and go to step 2.

In Teams, for a given policy area, a policy can be applied to a user in the following ways:

Direct assignment to the user

Assignment to a group the user is a member of

If the user isn't directly assigned a policy or isn't a member of any group that's assigned a policy, the user

automatically gets the Global (Org-wide default) policy

If more than one of these policy assignments exist for a user, Teams uses the following order to determine which

policy assignment takes effect. For more info, see Which policy takes precedence or Precedence rules for groups.



  Step 2: Check for additional measures that you can take for student safetyStep 2: Check for additional measures that you can take for student safety

  Step 3: Check Message Center for policy updatesStep 3: Check Message Center for policy updates

 Make changes in the wizard

T Y P E  O F  C H A N GET Y P E O F  C H A N GE P O L IC Y  B EH AVIO RP O L IC Y  B EH AVIO R

Because of this order, the policies created by the wizard won't take effect if a user has existing direct assignments

or group assignments. This means that you'll have to remove the existing policy assignments from the user so

the policy applied by the wizard takes effect.

For each policy area applied by the wizard, do the following:

Remove all existing direct assignments and group assignments from your students so that the Global (Org-

wide default) policy definition applied by the wizard takes effect.

Remove any conflicting direct assignments for your educators and staff so that the custom policy definition

created by the wizard takes effect. Use the above table to determine the scenarios that apply to you. 

Keep in mind that the wizard assigns policies to your educators and staff group using a group assignment

ranking of 1, which is the highest ranking. If your educators and staff group has an existing policy of the

same policy area assigned to it, that existing policy is moved to a lower ranking and the policy assigned by

the wizard takes effect.

Learn more about how to remove policies that are directly assigned to users.

For example, you assigned a meeting policy directly to educators and your students have the Global (Org-wide

default) meeting policy. In this scenario, remove the meeting policy that you directly assigned to educators so

that the custom policy definition for the meeting policy created by the wizard will take effect. You don't have to

do anything with the existing Global (Org-wide default) meeting policy for students because no other meeting

policies conflict with it.

 

The wizard automatically adjusts and applies these policies. There are few additional measures, which you may

want to take based on the needs of your institution to stay safe.

See Keeping students safe while using Teams for distance learning for additional safety recommendations.

 

Currently, the wizard applies our recommended policies when you run it. It's important to know that as new

policies become available in Teams, the Global (Org-wide default) settings for student safety are automatically

updated by the wizard.

But do check the Message Center (in the Microsoft 365 admin center) frequently to stay up to date on new

features and their policies and policy settings in Teams.

 

If you need to make changes after you run the wizard, you can re-run it and change your selections.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to HomeHome, and then in the Easy policy setupEasy policy setup

for a safe learning environmentfor a safe learning environment tile, select ChangeChange.

2. From here, continue through each page of the wizard to make your changes. You can change your institution

type, the group of educators and staff to which you want to assign policies, or both.

The following table summarizes what happens when you make a change in the wizard.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/keeping-students-safe-while-using-teams-for-distance-learning-f00fa399-0473-4d31-ab72-644c137e11c8#ID0EBBAAA
https://admin.microsoft.com/AdminPortal/Home?#/MessageCenter


Change both the educational institution type and the
educators and staff group

Change only the educational institution type

Change only the educators and staff group

T Y P E  O F  C H A N GET Y P E O F  C H A N GE P O L IC Y  B EH AVIO RP O L IC Y  B EH AVIO R

 Policies applied by the wizard

  Policy areasPolicy areas

 

 

P O L IC Y  A REAP O L IC Y  A REA
P RIM A RY  O R SEC O N DA RY  P O L IC YP RIM A RY  O R SEC O N DA RY  P O L IC Y
N A M EN A M E H IGH ER EDUC AT IO N  P O L IC Y  N A M EH IGH ER EDUC AT IO N  P O L IC Y  N A M E

Teams policy Global (Org-wide default) Global (Org-wide default)

Meeting policy Global (Org-wide default) Global (Org-wide default)

Live events policy Global (Org-wide default) Global (Org-wide default)

App setup policy Global (Org-wide default) Global (Org-wide default)

App permission policy Global (Org-wide default) Global (Org-wide default)

Messaging policy Global (Org-wide default) Global (Org-wide default)

StudentsStudents : The Global (Org-wide default) policy
definitions based on the new educational institution
type are applied to students.

Educators and staffEducators and staff: A set of custom policy
definitions based on the new educational institution
type is created and assigned to the new educator
and staff group. The previous custom policy
definitions are removed from the previous educators
and staff group.

StudentsStudents : The Global (Org-wide default) policy
definitions based on the new educational institution
type are applied to students.

Educators and staffEducators and staff: A set of custom policy
definitions based on the new educational institution
type is created and assigned to the educators and
staff group. The custom policy definitions created for
the previous educational institution type are
removed from the educators and staff group.

StudentsStudents : No change to the Global (Org-wide
default) policy definitions applied to students.

Educators and staffEducators and staff: The custom policy definitions
are assigned to the new educators and staff group
and removed from the previous educators and staff
group.

 

Here's the policy areas and corresponding policy names covered by the wizard. To find these policies, go to the

Microsoft Teams admin center, and then in the left navigation, go to each policy area page.

StudentsStudents

Educators and staffEducators and staff



Calling policy Global (Org-wide default) Global (Org-wide default)

P O L IC Y  A REAP O L IC Y  A REA
P RIM A RY  O R SEC O N DA RY  P O L IC YP RIM A RY  O R SEC O N DA RY  P O L IC Y
N A M EN A M E H IGH ER EDUC AT IO N  P O L IC Y  N A M EH IGH ER EDUC AT IO N  P O L IC Y  N A M E

  Policy settingsPolicy settings

 

 

P O L IC Y  A REAP O L IC Y  A REA SUB -A REASUB -A REA P O L IC Y  SET T IN GP O L IC Y  SET T IN G
P RIM A RY  O RP RIM A RY  O R
SEC O N DA RYSEC O N DA RY H IGH ER EDUC AT IO NH IGH ER EDUC AT IO N

Teams policy Create private
channels

Off On

Meetings policy General Meet now in
channels

Off On

Outlook add-in Off On

Channel meeting
scheduling

Off On

Private meeting
scheduling

Off On

Meeting registration On On

Who can register Everyone in the
organization

Everyone in the
organization

Audio & video Transcription On On

Cloud recording Off On

Mode for IP audio Outgoing and
incoming audio
enabled

Outgoing and
incoming audio
enabled

Mode for IP video Outgoing and
incoming video
enabled

Outgoing and
incoming video
enabled

IP video On On

Allow NDI streaming Off Off

Media bit rate (Kbs) 50,000 50,000

Content sharing Screen sharing mode Entire screen Entire screen

Here's a summary of the settings applied by the wizard for each policy area.

StudentsStudents

Educators and staffEducators and staff

Here's a list of the Global (Org-wide default) policy definitions adjusted by the wizard and applied to students.



Allow a participant to
give or request
control

On On

Allow an external
participant to give or
request control

On On

PowerPoint sharing On On

Whiteboard On On

Shared notes On On

Participants & guests Let anonymous
people start a
meeting

Off On

Roles that have
presenter rights in
meetings

EveryoneUserOverrid
e

EveryoneUserOverrid
e

Automatically admit
people

EveryoneInCompany EveryoneInCompany

Allow dial-in users to
bypass the lobby

Off Off

Meet now in private
meetings

Off On

Live captions Disabled but user can
override

Disabled but user can
override

Chat in meetings On On

Live events policy Live events
scheduling

Off Off

Transcription for
attendees

On On

Who can join
scheduled live events

Everyone in
organization

Everyone in
organization

Who can record an
event

Always Always

Messaging policy Owners can delete
sent messages

Off On

Delete sent messages Off On

P O L IC Y  A REAP O L IC Y  A REA SUB -A REASUB -A REA P O L IC Y  SET T IN GP O L IC Y  SET T IN G
P RIM A RY  O RP RIM A RY  O R
SEC O N DA RYSEC O N DA RY H IGH ER EDUC AT IO NH IGH ER EDUC AT IO N



Edit sent messages Off On

Read receipts User controlled User controlled

Chat Off On

Giphys in
conversations

Off On

Giphy content rating Strict Strict

Memes in
conversations

On On

Stickers in
conversations

On On

URL previews On On

Translate messages On On

Immersive reader for
messages

On On

Send urgent
messages using
priority notifications

Off On

Create voice
messages

Allowed in chats and
channels

Allowed in chats and
channels

On mobile devices,
display favorite
channels above
recent chats

Enabled Enabled

Remove users from
group chats

Off On

App permission
policy

Microsoft apps Block specific apps
and allow all others >
Walkie Talkie blocked

Allow all apps

Third-party apps Allow all apps Allow all apps

Custom apps Allow all apps Allow all apps

App setup policy Upload custom apps Off Off

User pinning On On

Installed apps None None

P O L IC Y  A REAP O L IC Y  A REA SUB -A REASUB -A REA P O L IC Y  SET T IN GP O L IC Y  SET T IN G
P RIM A RY  O RP RIM A RY  O R
SEC O N DA RYSEC O N DA RY H IGH ER EDUC AT IO NH IGH ER EDUC AT IO N



Pinned apps Activity, Calendar,
Teams

Activity, Chats,
Teams, Calendar,
Calling, File

Calling policy Make private calls Off On

Call forwarding and
simultaneous ringing
to people in your
organization

Off On

Call forwarding and
simultaneous ringing
to external phone
numbers

Off On

Voicemail is available
for routing inbound
calls

User controlled User controlled

Inbound calls can be
routed to call groups

Off On

Allow delegation for
inbound and
outbound calls

Off On

Prevent toll bypass
and send calls
through the PSTN

Off Off

Busy on busy is
available when in a
call

Off Off

Allow web PSTN
calling

Off On

P O L IC Y  A REAP O L IC Y  A REA SUB -A REASUB -A REA P O L IC Y  SET T IN GP O L IC Y  SET T IN G
P RIM A RY  O RP RIM A RY  O R
SEC O N DA RYSEC O N DA RY H IGH ER EDUC AT IO NH IGH ER EDUC AT IO N

 Related topics
Teams policies and policy packages for Education

Assign policies to large sets of users in your school

Keeping students safe while using Teams for distance learning

https://support.microsoft.com/office/keeping-students-safe-while-using-teams-for-distance-learning-f00fa399-0473-4d31-ab72-644c137e11c8


   

 

Purchase, configure, and enable Career Coach for
Microsoft Teams

 12/7/2021 • 12 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Supported languages

TIPTIP

 Review the requirements

Career Coach is a Microsoft Teams for Education app powered by LinkedIn that provides personalized guidance

for higher education students to navigate their career journey. Career Coach offers educational institutions a

unified career solution for students to discover their career path, grow real-world skills, and build their network

all in one place.

Career Coach is localized in the following languages:

Chinese (Simplified, Mainland China)

Chinese (Traditional, Taiwan)

English (US)

English (UK)

French (Canada)

French (France)

German (Deutschland)

Japanese (Japan)

Portuguese (Brazil)

Spanish (Spain)

Spanish (Mexico)

Learn more about Career Coach.

Use the best practices and helpful tips in this guide to enable the capabilities of Career Coach for students, faculty, and

staff. See the Quick planning guide article.

To enable Career Coach for your educational institution, review what you need to get the app up and running.

Technical requirementsTechnical requirements

Office 365 tenant with Azure Active Directory.

Microsoft Teams.

LinkedIn account connections in Azure Active Directory.

L icensesLicenses

Faculty

Students

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/career-coach.md
https://aka.ms/career-coach
https://support.microsoft.com/office/c5d0b934-bfcf-4fe7-8a85-ba7bbb1b6ad4


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Purchase the Career Coach licenses

  Assign app licenses to usersAssign app licenses to users

  Turn on LinkedIn account connectionsTurn on LinkedIn account connections

A Career Coach Faculty license must be assigned to the IT admin completing the configuration.

Data and files from your educational institutionData and files from your educational institution

Educational institution's logo and graphical assets in the required format.

Course catalog data.

List of fields of study offered.

Educational institution’s LinkedIn page.

Educational institution's privacy policy URL.

Educational institution links to career-related resources such as career services and student job postings

(optional).

LinkedIn Learning campus subscription (preferred).

Career Coach is available worldwide (except China and Russia) for qualified higher education institutions as an

add-on license through Enrollment for Education Solutions (EES), Cloud Service Providers (CSP), and Microsoft

365 admin center (web direct). As a Microsoft Teams app, customers must have Microsoft 365 A3/A5 or Office

365 A1/A3/A5 in order to purchase the add-on Career Coach license.

For step-by-step instructions, see Assign licenses to users.

Career Coach requiresrequires  your educational institution’s users to have the ability to connect their Microsoft 365

account to their LinkedIn account that is facilitated within Career Coach.

NOTENOTE

1. Sign in to the Azure AD admin center with an account that's a global admin for the Azure AD

organization.

2. Select UsersUsers .

3. On the UsersUsers  page, select User settingsUser settings .

4. L inkedIn account connectionsLinkedIn account connections  must be set to YesYes  or Selected groupSelected group for Career Coach to be properly

configured.

No data is shared until users consent to connect their accounts.

Select YesYes  to enable the service for all users in your educational institution.

Select Selected groupSelected group to enable the service for only a group of selected users in your

educational institution.

For more information, see LinkedIn account connections in Azure Active Directory.

https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/40133/differences-between-a-linkedin-page-for-a-school-and-company?lang=en
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users
https://aad.portal.azure.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/enterprise-users/linkedin-integration


 

Access the Career Coach app settings

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Configure the Career Coach app settings

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Brand and preferencesBrand and preferences

Use Microsoft Teams admin center to configure Career Coach for your educational institution and enable it for

users.

You must be a global admin or Teams service admin to access the page.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. In the left navigation, select Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

3. Search or browse for Career CoachCareer Coach.

4. Select Career CoachCareer Coach, and then select SettingsSettings .

Career Coach has five configuration categories:

Brand and preferences - required

LinkedIn connection - required

Course catalog - required

Fields of study - required

Customization

Brand and preferences, LinkedIn configuration, Course catalog, and Fields of study are requiredrequired to effectively enable the

app for students, faculty, and staff.

Customize Career Coach to match your educational institution’s brand. You are responsible for respecting

others' rights, including copyright and trademark rights.

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/policies/manage-apps


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  LinkedIn connectionLinkedIn connection

This is a required section - Career Coach can not be enabled without the Brand and preferences submitted.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. Select Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps  > Career CoachCareer Coach > Brand and preferencesBrand and preferences .

3. Upload the educational institution iconeducational institution icon. The icon is used throughout Career Coach to identify content

unique to your educational institution, course catalog resources throughout the app, and on the real-

world experiences section of the dashboard. The icon is best formatted as:

A transparent PNG

Aspect ratio of 1:1

Maximum size of 64 px x 64 px

4. Upload the educational institution thumbnaileducational institution thumbnail . The thumbnail will be used for course catalog

resources throughout the app when a specific image isn't available for a course. The thumbnail is best

formatted as:

A PNG

Aspect ratio of 16:9

Maximum size of 360 px x 200 px

5. Add the educational institution's pr ivacy policy URLeducational institution's pr ivacy policy URL . If added, the institution's privacy policy will be

available for students to review in the Career Coach app.

6. Select SubmitSubmit.

The LinkedIn configuration connects Career Coach with public alumni data from LinkedIn.

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/policies/manage-apps


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Add the LinkedIn pageAdd the LinkedIn page

  Verify the LinkedIn pageVerify the LinkedIn page

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

This is a required section - Career Coach can not be enabled without the LinkedIn page connection verified.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. Select Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps  > Career CoachCareer Coach > L inkedIn connectionLinkedIn connection.

3. Find the LinkedIn page by searching on LinkedIn and selecting the SchoolSchool  filter. Or connect with a career

services staff member to determine the correct LinkedIn school page to use. For more information, see

How to identify LinkedIn pages.

4. Add the LinkedIn school page URL. The URL must be a school page and not a company page and are

typically formatted as https://www.linkedin.com/school/willow-university/ .

5. Select SubmitSubmit.

The verification must be completed by your educational institution’s LinkedIn page super admin.

1. If successfully submitted, the page will be updated to show the Verification linkVerification link and Verification linkVerification link

expirationexpiration. The verification link expires after 30 days.

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/policies/manage-apps
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/40133/differences-between-a-linkedin-page-for-a-school-and-company?lang=en


  Course catalogCourse catalog

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

2. Copy the verification link and share it with your educational institution’s LinkedIn page super admin.

Learn more about the LinkedIn page super admin role in the LinkedIn page admin documentation.

3. The LinkedIn page super admin will use the unique verification link to associate Career Coach with your

school's page. See Additional documentation about LinkedIn page verification for more information.

The course catalog represents the courses and classes offered to students by your educational institution.

This is a required section - Career Coach can not be enabled without a course catalog.

These courses are used within the app in two areas:

Courses are returned as part of learning resources.

https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/102672
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/102672


  Add the course catalogAdd the course catalog

  Course catalog document format and schemaCourse catalog document format and schema

TIPTIP

N A M EN A M E STAT USSTAT US T Y P ET Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

courseId Required string Usually the course id
(Typically maps to what is
generated in the transcript).

title Required string Usually the course title.

sourceLink Required URL Website link to the course
page.

Courses and course meta data, like descriptions, are used to help students identify their skills when they

upload a transcript.

To create the course catalog, put together a list of all courses taught at your educational institution and upload it

as a CSV file. The app draws from the course catalog to identify a student’s skills from their transcript and to

suggest courses to take.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. Select Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps  > Career CoachCareer Coach > SettingsSettings  > Course catalogCourse catalog.

3. Upload courses in CSV format with the required columns: courseId, title, and sourceLink. Each row must

include data for each of the required columns. Including the recommended fields improves the

experience for students by returning better search results and skill identification.

4. Select SubmitSubmit.

The document needs to be in CSV format with a maximum size of 18 MB. The document must contain the

required fields course titlecourse title, course IDcourse ID, and course URLcourse URL .

Start with the sample course catalog document to ensure proper formatting. Including the recommended fields improves

the experience for students by returning better search results and skill identification.

The following table shows the items to include in the course catalog:

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/policies/manage-apps
https://aka.ms/career-coach/docs/it-admins/sample-catalog


description Recommended string Introduction text for the
course.

language Recommended string Language of the course.
Use standard language
codes.

format Recommended string Mode of teaching (online,
video, in person).

thumbnailLink Recommended URL Thumbnail link to the
course image.

thumbnailAltText Recommended string Accessibility alt text for the
image

educationLevel Recommended string Study level, ex.
Undergraduate/Graduate.

topics Recommended string Topics or tags that are
associated with the skills
the courses teach.

N A M EN A M E STAT USSTAT US T Y P ET Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

  Fields of studyFields of study

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Add the fields of studyAdd the fields of study

  Fields of study document format and schemaFields of study document format and schema

TIPTIP

N A M EN A M E STAT USSTAT US T Y P ET Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

The fields of study are synonymous with major areas of interest, academic major, and degree. These titles are

referenced by students when they start using the app and begin setting up their personalized profile.

This is a required section - Career Coach can not be enabled without a list of fields of study.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. Select Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps  > Career CoachCareer Coach > SettingsSettings  > Fields of studyFields of study .

3. Upload field of study in CSV format.

4. Select SubmitSubmit.

Add all fields of study available to students such as Engineering, English, Business, and so on. The list of fields

lets students discover fields of study that may interest them and add their area of focus to their profile.

Start with the sample field of study document to ensure proper formatting.

The following table shows the items to include in the fields of study:

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/policies/manage-apps
https://aka.ms/career-coach/docs/it-admins/sample-fieldsofstudy


fieldsOfStudy Required string The name of the field of
study

N A M EN A M E STAT USSTAT US T Y P ET Y P E DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

  CustomizationCustomization

  Add customized experiencesAdd customized experiences

 Making Career Coach available to your organization

  Enable the appEnable the app

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Add Career Coach as an installed appAdd Career Coach as an installed app

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Career Coach can be customized to be unique to your educational institution. The customization supports

adding experiences to the dashboard. It's recommended to add links to job boards, events, career services office,

career-related events, student clubs, and any other resources that help students gain real-world experience.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. Select Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps  > Career CoachCareer Coach > SettingsSettings  > CustomizationCustomization.

3. Add each title, URL, and short description.

4. Select SubmitSubmit.

Now that Career Coach has been configured for your organization. Follow these steps to ensure that Career

Coach is available to organization in Microsoft Teams.

After you complete the configuration, enable the app for students and licensed users so they'll have access to

Career Coach.

You must have Global or Teams admin role permissions.

NOTENOTE

1. Sign in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. Select Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps  > Career CoachCareer Coach.

3. Move the Status toggle to AllowedAllowed.

AllowedAllowed means that the app is available for users in your educational institution. Blocked means that the app isn't

available to students.

This step ensures that Career Coach is properly configured for your organization and that students find Career Coach.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. Select Teams appsTeams apps  > Setup policiesSetup policies  and select your preferred policy. If you are unsure which policy to

use you can refer to the Microsoft Teams Policy management documentation or utilize the Education

Policy Wizard to configure a policy for Microsoft Teams.

3. Under Installed apps, select Add appsAdd apps .

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/policies/manage-apps
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/policies/manage-apps
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/policy-packages-edu
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/easy-policy-setup-edu?tabs=students%252cstudent-settings


NOTENOTE

  Pin the appPin the app

NOTENOTE

 Troubleshooting

 Removing your tenant data

4. In the Add installed apps pane, search for the apps you want to automatically install for users when they

start Teams. You can also filter apps by app permission policy. When you've chosen your list of apps,

select AddAdd.

5. Select SaveSave.

Editing or assigning a policy can take a few hours for changes to take effect. The Career Coach app will not be available in

Microsoft Teams until the changes are complete.

Pinning Career Coach will make the app more accessible and visible for students.

1. Sign in to the Teams admin centerTeams admin center .

2. Select Teams appsTeams apps  > Setup policiesSetup policies  and select your preferred policy. If you are unsure which policy to

use you can refer to the Microsoft Teams Policy management documentation or utilize the Education

Policy Wizard to configure a policy for Microsoft Teams.

3. Under Pinned appsPinned apps , choose Add appsAdd apps .

4. Search for Career CoachCareer Coach, and then select AddAdd.

5. Choose the order for the app to appear and select SaveSave.

Students will be notified in Microsoft Teams that Career Coach has been pinned.

Reference Manage app setup policies in Microsoft for more details.

If you see "Career Coach is currently being set up for you to use soon" in the Career Coach app, thethe

required sections have not been completedrequired sections have not been completed. The following sections are requiredsections are required to be complete

before Career Coach can be used: Brand and preferences, LinkedIn connection, Course catalog, and Fields

of study.

CSVs for course catalog and field of study have required formats and a maximum size of 18 MB.

Reference the Career Coach course catalog document schema and Career Coach fields of study document

schema to ensure proper configuration.

On settings pages with required fields, if the fields are not completed, the page will not submit. You will

not see a warning message; the page will simply not submit.

When first configuring Career Coach, an error banner may appear stating "We can't update the app's

settings. Try again." This is likely due to the tenant provisioning the Career Coach app, which can take up

to 15 minutes. If this happens, wait 15 minutes before submitting again.

If the Career Coach app is not showing in Microsoft Teams, the policy changes may not have taken effect.

Policy changes can take a few hours to update. The Career Coach app will not be available in Microsoft

Teams until the changes are complete.

https://admin.teams.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/policy-packages-edu
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/easy-policy-setup-edu?tabs=students%252cstudent-settings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-app-setup-policies


 Resources

Your tenant data includes information that's uploaded or generated as a part of application configuration. To

delete all data within a Career Coach tenant, have your tenant’s global administrator open a support ticket

requesting that the tenant’s data be permanently deleted. Be aware that this process isn't reversible. After the

data removal is complete, the Career Coach application will return to its pre-configured, non-personalized state

for all users and a Teams administrator will need to set up the application again to continue using it.

The following explains the process for deletion:

A support ticket must be filed by a tenant global admin clearly stating the request for your tenant’s data

to be permanently deleted. There's no ability to limit the data set or time window of theThere's no ability to limit the data set or time window of the

deletiondeletion.

Once filed, the support ticket will be addressed after one week to meet compliance's minimal retention

policy. You can cancel the operation during this time.

After one week, the Career Coach team ensures all data related to the tenant is deleted. Microsoft support

monitors the ticket and will notify you once the deletion process is complete, in no more than 30 daysin no more than 30 days .

The following resources will help you plan your Career Coach app.

Welcome to Microsoft Teams

How to roll out Teams

Overview of teams and channels in Microsoft Teams

Managing apps in Microsoft Teams Admin Center

Online Virtual Orientation Kit

Limits and specification of Teams channels

Getting started with admin training for Microsoft Teams

Teams troubleshooting

Manage app permission policies in Microsoft Teams

https://edusupport.microsoft.com/support?product_id=career_coach
https://www.microsoft.com/education/remote-learning/virtual-orientation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams-welcome


   

 

Supervised chats in Microsoft Teams
 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Review use cases for supervised chats

 Enable supervised chat

NOTENOTE

  Define chat permission roles for each user in your environmentDefine chat permission roles for each user in your environment

Education institutions provide a safe and healthy digital space for students. The digital space includes emails,

online meetings and calls, and messaging in Teams. To prevent inappropriate messaging behavior, many schools

disable private chat in Teams. Unfortunately, disabling chat also blocks the opportunity for teachers to reach out

to students privately for personalized learning. With chat disabled, students can't reach out to teachers when

they prefer not to post the messages publicly in class teams.

Supervised chat allows designated educators to initiate chats with students and blocks students from starting

new chats unless an appropriate educator is present. When chat supervision is enabled, supervisors aren't

allowed to leave chats and other participants aren't allowed to remove them, ensuring that chats involving

students are properly supervised.

These limitations are only applied to new private chats that are created after supervised chat has been fully

enabled. They don't apply to existing private chats, meetings chats, or channels. To learn more about best

practices for meeting chat, channel safety, and keeping students safe, view Keeping students safe while using

Teams.

Supervised chat protects new chats created after the feature is enforced. It doesn't protect existing chats.

The following examples are descriptions of when a supervised chat is necessary.

A 1.1 follow-up with an educator when students aren't comfortable sharing or asking questions publicly.

Educators reaching out 1.1 to a student about an assignment, recent class interaction (or lack of), or other

topic.

Student group discussions monitored by an educator.

Allow non-teaching staff to chat with student in a supervised environment.

Ensure that you set up chat permission roles and the role-based chat permission policies before enabling chat for your

institution to avoid unwanted student access to unsupervised chats.

For supervised chat to work as expected each user within your environment needs to be assigned the correct

chat permission role. There are three roles that a user can have assigned:

Full permissions – This role is ideal for educators who should have full access to students and other staff

members. They can start chats with any user within your environment. Users with full permissions are

expected to supervise the chats they participate in. They can't leave or be removed from chats that they

start or chats that they're supervising in federated tenants.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/supervise-chats-edu.md
https://support.microsoft.com/topic/keeping-students-safe-while-using-teams-for-distance-learning-f00fa399-0473-4d31-ab72-644c137e11c8?ui=en-us&rs=en-us&ad=us#ID0EBBAAA=For_educators&ID0EDD=For_educators


  Allow supervised chatAllow supervised chat

  Enable chatEnable chat

 Maintain supervised chats

 Related topics

Limited permissions – This role is ideal for staff members who should only have supervised access to

students and have full access to other staff and educators. They can start chats with any full or limited

users but can't start chats with restricted users. If a user with full permissions begins a chat with a

restricted user, limited users can be brought into the conversation. This access happens because a user

with full permissions is present to supervise collaboration between limited and restricted users.

Restricted permissions – This role is ideal for students who need to be supervised. They can only start

chats with users who have full permissions. They can participate in any conversation that a user with full

permissions invites them to. In federated chat cases, restricted users can only be added to chats by a user

with full permissions who is from the restricted user ’s tenant.

To set your users’ chat permission role, use the Chat permissionsChat permissions  rolerole policy found within your Messaging

policy options in the Teams admin portal. You can use PowerShell to define roles using the ChatPermissionRole

policy with the values Full, Limited, or Restricted. This policy is under CsTeamsMessagingPolicy.

To learn more about setting. Teams policies see Teams policies and policy packages for Education and Assign

policies to large sets of users guides.

Roles can't be assigned to guests in your tenant. Guests are assigned the limited role.

Supervised chat is disabled by default for your tenant. After you've set chat permission roles for your users, you

can enable supervised chat within your tenant by going to TeamsTeams > Teams settingsTeams settings  and setting Role-basedRole-based

chat permissionschat permissions  policy to On. You can also use PowerShell to enable Supervised Chat by setting

AllowRoleBasedChatPermissions to True. This cmdlet is under CsTeamsClientConfiguration.

Supervised chat must be enabled for all users in the tenant and cannot be enabled for only a portion of your

users.

Enable chat for all your users using the existing Chat policy available in Teams admin center.

After supervised chat is initially enabled, you'll need to do a few things to ensure that the chats in your

environment remain supervised:

Assign appropriate roles to any new users that join your tenant. By default, users will be assigned a

restricted role.

If a user with full permissions leaves or is removed from a tenant, the chats they were supervising will be

left unattended. Before you remove the original user, ensure that another user with full permissions is

added to these conversations so that the chat can remain supervised. Once the original supervisor is

removed, new participants can't be added to the conversation, but current participants can continue to

communicate.

Supervised chats for Teams in education

https://support.microsoft.com/topic/supervised-chats-in-microsoft-teams-for-education-ad3aaafc-c85a-416f-95f9-d691f419cbb8?storagetype=live


   

 

IT Admin Guide to Education Insights in Microsoft
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 Overview

 Who uses Insights?
  EducatorsEducators

  Education leadersEducation leaders

This document provides the steps required to get Education Insights in Microsoft Teams up and running and

help educators and education leaders adopt the platform and successfully use the app.

Each student has unique experiences, skills , and voice.Each student has unique experiences, skills , and voice.

Insights helps you understand your students and respond to their  needs.Insights helps you understand your students and respond to their  needs.

Insights provides real-time analytics of student progress and activity within their classes. With easily digestible

visualizations, school communities can proactively and easily track student experiences. Educators and

education leaders are presented with meaningful, reliable data to make informed decisions regarding their class

teams. Guided by this data, educators have the information they need to ensure that their students' emotional,

social, and academic needs are being met.

School communities can channel their efforts and achieve a more significant impact when educators know

which strategies work for their students. With the timely data provided by Insights, educators and education

leaders focus time and energy on taking actions that improve the learning environment, drive student success,

and help learners thrive.

An educator is anyone who owns a class team. Educators may include teachers, lecturers, and professors.

Educators access Insights at the class level. They see the activity of students assigned to their classes but cannot

access data from other classes. Insights helps educators understand and support their students.

There are no prerequisites to using Insights, and educators just need to add the Insights to the left app bar or as

a tab to each of their classes in Teams.

Educators are identified by faculty licenses. Educators must have a faculty license and be a class team owner to

see the data in Insights.

Education leaders are all those roles in the institution that need an organizational view to understand their

student engagement, progress, well-being, etc. Educators can also be education leaders when they own a class

team and need more than their classes view, such as the head of a subject department.

Education leaders may include chief academic officers, heads of department, district leaders, school principals,

head teachers, counselors, heads of a subject, program directors, social workers, and psychologists.

Education leaders get an organizational view that depends on the permissions assigned by the IT Admin. For

example, school district administrators can see all the schools they access. In contrast, a school principal or a

school supervisor only sees that school's grade levels and classes.

Assuming a supervisor also teaches, they are considered both an educator and an education leader and can

access both views of Insights (for educators and education leaders). Here, Insights helps education leaders

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/class-insights.md


NOTENOTE

 Where do users find Insights?

  EducatorsEducators

  Education leadersEducation leaders

support educators and students. At the organizational level, the IT admin needs to connect the student

information system and assign permissions to each role to access the schools or departments relevant to them.

Education leaders are identified by faculty licenses, and they also need explicit permissions from the IT global

admin to view their organization's Insights reports.

Regarding students:Regarding students:

Insights collects data about student activity in Teams.

Students are members of a class team within Teams. They are identified by their license anddo not have accessdo not have access to the

Insights app or tab (even if they are the team owner).

Guests cannot be considered students.

Educators and education leaders have different ways to access Insights.

Educators can use these two methods:

Personal app - an overview of all their active classes is available from Teams left app bar, with the ability to

drill-down to class data.

Tabs - Insights for specific classes they own are available in a tab from a class team's top navigation menu.

This tab enables the educator to directly access the relevant data when they are in that class in Teams to see

the data in the class context.

Insights surfaces activity data from all channels within a class team but can only be added as a tab to public

channels. The tab reflects activity from everyone in the class team who isn't an owner (including educators who

aren't owners of the class team).

In both views, an educator can access class data. Using the personal app, the educator needs to drill down to the

class level, whereas the tab provides direct access to class data.

At the class level, if an educator owns a class Team, Insights is available without any other action on the part of

the IT Admin.

Education leaders can use Insights as a personal app available from Teams left app bar.

At the organizational level, the IT admin needs to connect the student information system and assign

permissions to each role to access the schools or departments relevant to them.

For example, a principal sees only the classes in their school, or the head of a department sees only the

department's classes. The student data is aggregated at the class, department, school, and district level, and we

provide insights at each level (based on the permission of each user) Both educators and education leaders can

zoom in and see the data for individual students.

To add the Insights app in Teams:To add the Insights app in Teams:

Click “……” on the app bar.

Search for InsightsInsights  and select it.

A description screen will open. Click AddAdd.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/747fd8d9-00b0-43e6-bacc-a1bf030b1867
https://support.microsoft.com/office/1386d1b4-3641-4a23-9b9c-0c6c774c2b6c
https://support.microsoft.com/office/8738d1b1-4e1c-49bd-9e8d-b5292474c347


TIPTIP

 When is Insights used?

Right click on the Insights icon and select PinPin .

You can also locate the Insights app through this link: https://aka.ms/addInsights

Insights supports learning communities throughout the learning cyclethe learning cycle. With real-time metrics across multiple

dimensions, Insights supports a continuous cycle of identification, reflection, discussion, and taking action

amongst members of the school community.

IdentifyIdentify  how and when students engage with educators, course materials, and their peers, and how they

perform on assignments.

ReflectReflect on how the inputs support the students to succeed, determine areas for growth, and where

assistance is required.

DiscussDiscuss  findings with students and the school community to strengthen relationships, goal setting, self-

review, spark collaboration, and improve outcomes.

Take ActionTake Action to develop interventions, provide feedback on growth areas, modify teaching strategies, and

identify additional support required.

https://aka.ms/addInsights


 How Insights works?

  Data collectionData collection

T EA M S C O M P O N EN TT EA M S C O M P O N EN T DATA  C O L L EC T EDDATA  C O L L EC T ED

AssignmentsAssignments Opening, turning in, and grade on assignments.

Channel engagementChannel engagement Visiting a channel, creating a post, replying to and liking a
post (not including chat content).

FilesFiles Uploading, downloading, accessing, modifying, commenting
on, and sharing a file (not including file content).

OneNote Class NotebookOneNote Class Notebook Editing a page or section in a notebook (not including page
content).

MeetingsMeetings Attendance (not including meeting content).

Reading ProgressReading Progress Accuracy rate, most challenging words, and words per
minute.

ReflectReflect Check-ins (including values).

Insights produces powerful analytics to help educators deliver better learning outcomes. It does this by

analyzing student activity within Teams and optionally leveraging the Student Information System (SIS) data that

you provide to help contextualize and group that activity.

Before you start to deploy Insights for your institution, please take a quick look at how Insights works, our

commitment to data ethics, and the required licensing.

Data is collected for Insights from student and educator activity in Teams. Guest data is not collected.

Insights does not display data about educators. Analysis of the data provides actionable insights to aid in

teaching and learning.

Currently, data is collected from the following areas in class teams:

https://support.microsoft.com/topic/e71705a2-a79a-4d7e-bcef-a1e0aa336017


NOTENOTE

  Privacy and securityPrivacy and security

NOTENOTE

  Performance and reliabilityPerformance and reliability

TIPTIP

  Data storageData storage

  Using data ethicallyUsing data ethically

  Data to support learningData to support learning

Most of the collected data shows up in Insights within a few minutes. Attendance in class meetings (meetings associated

with one of the class channels) appears a few hours after the end of the meeting, usually up to 24 hours later.

The information collected and shown through Insights meets more than 90 regulatory and industry standards,

including GDPR and the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) for students and children's security and

other, similar, privacy-oriented regulations.

The data belongs to the institution, and Microsoft only collects the data and stores it. Microsoft personnel cannot

access the data or see it, except as allowed by compliance in an audited way to maintain the service, such as data

recovery.

Visit the Microsoft Trust Center to learn more about how Microsoft protects your data.

Insights is designed to handle a high volume of data collected from Teams with optimal performance and

reliability. We cannot guarantee 100% availability, but we endeavor to be available as close as possible to that

target.

The data collection process takes place on separate servers to the installation of the Insights tab in Teams. The

Insights tab or personal app does not affect application performance or network bandwidth for educators and

students using the rest of the Teams functionality.

For more details, read Help for low-bandwidth situations for Teams for EDU.

Insights is currently deployed in Europe and the United States. Data for European-based users is stored on

servers in Europe. Data for Australian-based and US-based users is stored on servers in the United States. Data

for users outside of Europe, Australia, or the United States, will be stored in one of our geographic regions.

We are committed to using data responsibly and ethically. Insights follows our Microsoft principles for

Responsible data and AI. This means that we are transparent about how the data is used, and we put the

interests of educators and students first. We use the highest security and privacy standards, monitor for

continuous reliability and accuracy, and ensure ongoing compliance for your institution.

Microsoft has built Insights from the ground up to ensure data protection. We are aware of the potential

sensitivity of how this data can be used, and we care for your data and the privacy of individuals.

Insights shines a spotlight on student learning and digital engagement. The data supports learning and shows

the level of student engagement on the digital learning platform. While you can drill down to the individual level

for class activities, Microsoft does not assign any positive or negative valuedoes not assign any positive or negative value assigned to these actions. The

purpose of the data it collects is to support students and educators to achieve their best.

Educators know and understand their students best. The information presented in Insights is there to aid them

in providing suppor t to studentsproviding suppor t to students  in a digital learning scenario. It replicates the insights usually available in

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/compliance/regulatory/offering-home
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/compliance/regulatory/gdpr
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/compliance/regulatory/offering-ferpa
https://www.microsoft.com/trust-center


  LicensingLicensing

 Student Information System (SIS) integration

 Manage permissions

 Manage the setup policy

an in-person experience. For example, suppose a student has not been active during a specific period or didn't

complete all their assignments last week on-time. The data is surfaced to the educator to provide the right

nudges or to check in on the student. It remains the educator's responsibility to interact with the student, or that

student's family or guardians, to determine the underlying reason for any activity or inactivity detected.

Insights has been designed to support both students and educators in the digital learning environment

framework. Insights does not directly capture data about educatorsdoes not directly capture data about educators . In addition to individual student data,

it provides aggregations of student activity and outcomes for a specific educator to enable education leaders to

support students and educators.

To access Insights, users must have an A1, A3, or A5 faculty license for Microsoft 365.

Education Insights Premium is a paid upgrade which provides education leaders an organizational level view of

Education Insights data as well as expanded access to historical data views for educators. Eligible educational

institutions can purchase an Education Insights Premium add-on license through Enrollment for Education

Solutions (EES), Cloud Service Providers (CSP), and Microsoft 365 admin center (web direct).

The Education Insights Premium add-on will be available for organizations based on purchasing licenses for all

digitally active students in the tenant.

The more data is fed into Insights, the better educators can support their students, and education leaders can

support the educators.

To provide organization-level Insights, we must use School Data Sync (SDS) to connect to the Student

Information System (SIS) so that Insights has the hierarchical structure of the educational system mapped

correctly.

Viewing class-level Insights as the class educator does not require this because we use Teams' class structure

and permissions.

To learn more, read Sync Student Information System (SIS) data with Education InsightsSync Student Information System (SIS) data with Education Insights .

As an IT admin you can provide permissions for education leaders, district leaders, school principals, head

teachers, counselors, heads of learning areas, program directors, social workers, and psychologists. Educators

are automatically given permission when they own a class team.

To learn more, read Manage user access to Education InsightsManage user access to Education Insights .

As an IT Admin, you can use the app setup policy to install Insights by default for your educators and leaders

when they start Teams. With the setup policy, you can customize Teams to highlight Insights and pin it on the

apps bar.

If educators want direct access to each class, they can manually install the Insights tab on the top navigation

menu. This tab enables the educator to directly access the relevant data when they are in that class in Teams to

see the data in the class context.

In both views, an educator can access class data. Using the personal app, the educator needs to drill down to the

class level, whereas the tab provides direct access to class data.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync


TIPTIP

 Encourage the adoption of Insights

  Turn Insights on or offTurn Insights on or off

NOTENOTE

  Turn SDS for Insights on or offTurn SDS for Insights on or off

  How to delete your dataHow to delete your data

For more details, read Teams Policies and Policy Packages for Education.

Get your educational institution excited about using Insights.

Feel free to distribute the following material to your educatorseducators :

Check the Insights support page for more help.

Get up and running quickly – get the Insights 1-pager PDF.

Read the complete guide PDF.

Watch step-by-step tutorials on how to use Insights.

Train yourself with the free Insights course at the Microsoft Educator Center

And lastly, check out this blog dedicated to Insights.

Material for education leaderseducation leaders :

Insights for education organizations support page.

By default, Insights is turned on, which enables us to collect analytics of students' activities within Teams, to be

used in insights. You may decide to opt-out from Insights, in which case we delete all the data collected for

Insights and stop collecting any future data. If you turn Insights back on, we start collecting data from the time

it's re-enabled.

To turn Insights on or off, open the SDS Admin Center and go to SettingsSettings  > Manage Education InsightsManage Education Insights .

Turn Collect activity data for InsightsCollect activity data for Insights  off or on to disable or enable Insights.

If you've turned Insights off, the data that's been collected is deleted. The deleted data on opt-out canot be restored at a

later time, even if Insights is re-enabled.

School Data Sync (SDS) helps automate the import and synchronization of the Student Information System (SIS)

data with Teams.

The use of Insights does not require the use of SDS. However, you may choose to opt-out from Insights at any

time.

To turn off Insights use of School Data Sync follow the instruction in Disabling SDS for Insights.

To turn it back on follow the instructions in How to deploy SDS for Insights.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/27b56255-90c0-47aa-bac3-1c9f50157181
https://aka.ms/insights/start
https://aka.ms/insights/guide
https://aka.ms/insights/resources
https://aka.ms/insights/course
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/education-blog/6-ways-to-be-insight-ful-and-support-student-engagement/ba-p/1903091
https://support.microsoft.com/office/8738d1b1-4e1c-49bd-9e8d-b5292474c347
https://sds.microsoft.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/how-to-deploy-sds-for-insights#disabling-sds-for-insights
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/how-to-deploy-sds-for-insights


 Troubleshooting
  Why doesn't my institution see any data in Insights?Why doesn't my institution see any data in Insights?

  Why do I see data for some students or classes, not all?Why do I see data for some students or classes, not all?

  Why don't educators see meeting data?Why don't educators see meeting data?

TIPTIP

NOTENOTE

Insights stores student and educator actions performed in the context of a class team. This data is considered a

comingled data set and therefore isn't automatically deleted from the service once student or educator user

accounts are deleted from your organization. Note: Deleting data harms Insights' ability to analyze class team

engagement over time.

Open a support ticket. The support ticket must state clearly the request for a GDPR Delete DSR operation and

contain the user object ID to be deleted. There is no ability to limit the data set or time window of the

deletion.

Once filed, the support ticket waits in the queue for one week to meet compliance's minimal retention policy.

You have the opportunity to cancel the operation during this time.

After one week, the Education Insights team ensures all data related to the user ID is deleted from the

service. Microsoft support monitors the ticket and will notify you once the deletion process is complete, in no

more than 28 days.

If it’s a new tenant and you've never seen data in Insights, check that your tenant is ver ified as an educationverified as an education

tenanttenant to access Insights. Contact your Microsoft account manager and ask them to check that the tenant is

configured correctly.

If you don't have an account manager, please open a ticket. Go to the Office 365 Admin Center > Suppor tSuppor t >

New Ser vice RequestNew Ser vice Request. In the title of the ticket, write: "Need assistance with education verification".

Also, verify that data collection for Insights is enabled. While it’s on by default, IT Admin may have turned it off

and therefore deleted all the data held by Insights.

To verify this, open the SDS Admin Center and go to SettingsSettings  > Manage Education InsightsManage Education Insights . Check the

status of 'Collect activity data for Insights'.

If it's turned off, turn it back on. Insights starts to collect data, but it may take up to 24 hours to see it in the

reports.

We only collect data for licensed students, so the most probable reason is that you have guest students

attending classes, and their data is not collected. You might see their name but without any data.

Check the status of your students to ensure they all have student licenses.

It takes up to 24 hours to see meeting data in Insights reports. So, check that enough time has passed.

Also, check that students did not join the class meeting without a Teams account. In such a scenario, the student

activity is not collected.

For those educators who want to track student attendance, you can recommend sending a message during the meeting

asking students to reply. This registers their attendance within a few minutes.

If your question is still unanswered, please open a support ticket. Include the relevant screenshots representing the

problem and the date the problem occurred. Add any additional data you think might help us to resolve the issue.

https://aka.ms/edusupport
https://admin.microsoft.com/AdminPortal/
https://sds.microsoft.com
https://support.microsoft.com/office/c6efc38f-4e03-4e79-b28f-e65a4c039508
https://aka.ms/edusupport


  What licenses do I need to activate Education Insights Premium?What licenses do I need to activate Education Insights Premium?
In order for Education Insights Premium to be enabled for your organization, the tenant must purchase licenses

based on the number of the digitally active students in the organization's tenant. That is, for all students who use

a Teams class as part of their school work for activities such as meetings, communication, chat, assignments,

editing files, Class Notebook or Reflect.



   

 

Sync Student Information System (SIS) data with
Education Insights

 12/7/2021 • 6 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Plan your School Data Sync integration

  Differences between SDS V1 and V2 file formatsDifferences between SDS V1 and V2 file formats

DATA  T Y P EDATA  T Y P E V1V1 V2 A N D V2. 1V2 A N D V2. 1

UsersUsers Supports only ‘educator’ role, as a
result org-level permissions for your
education leaders need to be set
manually

Supports multiple roles so that role-
based permissions can be set

OrgsOrgs Supports only ‘schools’, aggregation
level.

As a result, does not provide multiple
aggregation levels and provide limited
ability to compare different types of
schools (e.g primary vs. secondary
school, science vs. art school)

Supports multi-layer hierarchy,
including district/institution,
universities, colleges, faculties,
campuses, regions, programs, etc.

Allows for multiple aggregation levels
and to easily compare between
organizational units at each level,
assign permissions to specific levels,
set goals by org level, etc.

Additional optional informationAdditional optional information None V2.1 file format onlyV2.1 file format only

Academic Sessions - timeframes of
sessions (semesters, school years etc.)

Demographics and student flags* -
data like race, ethnicity, and gender, as
well as special programs (IEP, 504)

The more data is fed into Education Insights, the better educators can support their students, and education

leaders can support the educators.

To provide organization-level Insights, we must use School Data Sync (SDS) to connect to the Student

Information System (SIS) so that Insights has the hierarchical structure of the educational system mapped

correctly.

Viewing class-level Insights as the class educator does not require this sync because we use Teams' class

structure and permissions.

The Microsoft School Data Sync (a.k.a SDS) provides the School Information System (a.k.a SIS) data and it’s

hierarchical structure of the educational system and maps which user is assigned where, as well as provides

additional data on the student and organizational hierarchy.

Insights works best when using SDS V2.1 file format but also supports SDS V2 file format and SDS V1 file

format with limited functionality.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/education-insights-sis-data-sync.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/sds-v2.1-csv-file-format
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/sds-v2-csv-file-format
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/school-data-sync-format-csv-files-for-sds


NOTENOTE

  Best practicesBest practices

  File format version to use adn data to syncFile format version to use adn data to sync

  Users and RolesUsers and Roles

  OrganizationsOrganizations

NOTENOTE

 

Customers will not be able on onboard file format v2 starting July 15th 2021, and will need to use the v2.1 format

instead, all future upgrades and new capabilitie will be done on the v2.1 format and it will be fully backward compatible to

file format v1.

The accurate mapping of the hierarchy and where everyone belongs within that hierarchy, enables Insights to

provide accurate data and more precise and relevant insights for the different types of education leaders.

The more detail you provide, the better and more relevant the reports and spotlights will be.

Use file format V2.1 and sync the optional data used by Education Insights as described here.

Make sure all users are listed in the filesall users are listed in the files  you provide and synced. This includes all students and staff

that need to see data for the organizational units they cover.

If you currently only have educators listed in your SIS, add all other users manually before uploading the

files to SDS and syncing the data. The stats gathered by Insights will onlybe from the registered students,

if some students are missing, that will make the data and conclusions misleading.

If you use SDS for provisioning as well, make sure to provide the first and last name of each userprovide the first and last name of each user .

Otherwise, students will be referenced by their email address, resulting in a non-optimal experience.

The grade/year level must be based on this mapping list.

Make sure to add the year/grade level to all studentsadd the year/grade level to all students  .

Make sure to assign each user to their  relevant organizational unitassign each user to their  relevant organizational unit.

A student can be associated to more than one organizational unit, for example, students who are

registered in a special program or two faculties. In case the student has more then one

organizational unit, provide a line for each in the users file for that student.

IT admin can grant permissions based on organizational unit for staff. Make sure staff membersMake sure staff members

are associated with the correct unit levelare associated with the correct unit level , so they receive the permissions they need. For

example, a counselor assigned to four schools needs to see all the grades in those schools; a

principal needs to see all the classes in their school.

The role is vitalThe role is vital . Although this list is closed, try to match the role from the list to the real role of each

user you upload. This will enable you to assign role-based permissions accordingly. For example, provide

permissions for all principals to see the classes in their school, or for all professors to see their faculty.

Make sure to reflect the real and full hierarchy of your organizationreflect the real and full hierarchy of your organization. In some cases, this hierarchy

is not reflected in the SIS, in which case it needs to be added manually to the CSV file efore syncing.

Make sure that all organization units down the organization tree include students or classesall organization units down the organization tree include students or classes .

We recommend that students are on the lowest branch of the tree.

For more details about SDS deployment, visit Planning SDS.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/sds-for-insights-overview#education-insights-capabilities-matrix-and-sds-v21-csv
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/sds-v2-csv-file-format#enumerated-values-enum-supported
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/planning-school-data-sync


Integrate SIS data using SDS

  Deploy SDSDeploy SDS

NOTENOTE

  Verify the sync processVerify the sync process

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Supported grade level values

  United States / worldwide grade levelsUnited States / worldwide grade levels

VA L UE IN  F IL E  ( GRA DE C O L UM N )VA L UE IN  F IL E  ( GRA DE C O L UM N ) L A B EL  IN  IN SIGH T SL A B EL  IN  IN SIGH T S

IT Infant

PR Pre-school

PK Pre-kindergarten

TK Transitional Kindergarten

KG Kindergarten

01 or 1 First grade

School Data Sync (SDS) is provided with Office 365 for Education. SDS reads the data from an educational

institution's Student Information System (SIS) and integrates it with Microsoft applications like Teams to enable

the automatic creation of online classrooms and users.

It also synchronizes the SIS data with Insights.

As an IT Admin, you can choose to use SDS for provisioning only, Insights only or for both.

To Sync your SIS information with Educations Insights follow the instructions in How to deploy SDS for Insights.

If you already use SDSIf you already use SDS , we recommend you follow our best practices.

If you don't use SDS yetIf you don't use SDS yet, you now need to deploy it.

During the deployment process, you can decide if you want to use SDS for provisioning users and classes to

Teams or to use it only to provide user and organizational hierarchy to Insights as well.

If it's the middle of the year and you already created teams manually, use SDS only to provide the user and organizational

hierarchy data to Insights, and next year consider using SDS for provisioning users and classes for Teams as well.

To verify the sync status progress follow the instructions in SDS for Insights Data Health and Monitoring.

If you run into any problems, customer support is there to help you.

In the SDS files, grade/year level defined as Enumerated values, which means you can only provide a selected

set of values within the CSV file. Anything other than values specified will result in an error during sync

processing.

The section below defines the supported values in the users file.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/how-to-deploy-sds-for-insights
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/deploying-school-data-sync
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/sds-for-insights-data-health-and-monitoring
https://aka.ms/edusupport


02 or 2 Second grade

03 or 3 Third grade

04 or 4 Fourth grade

05 or 5 Fifth grade

06 or 6 Sixth grade

07 or 7 Seventh grade

08 or 8 Eighth grade

09 or 9 Ninth grade

10 Tenth grade

11 Eleventh grade

12 Twelfth grade

PS Postsecondary

PS1 Postsecondary freshman

PS2 Postsecondary sophomore

PS3 Postsecondary junior

PS4 Postsecondary senior

undergraduate Undergraduate

graduate Graduate

postgraduate Postgraduate (graduate with an emphasis on research)

alumni Alumni

adultEducation Adult Education

UG Ungraded

Other Other

VA L UE IN  F IL E  ( GRA DE C O L UM N )VA L UE IN  F IL E  ( GRA DE C O L UM N ) L A B EL  IN  IN SIGH T SL A B EL  IN  IN SIGH T S

  United Kingdom year groupsUnited Kingdom year groups



VA L UE IN  F IL E  ( GRA DE C O L UM N )VA L UE IN  F IL E  ( GRA DE C O L UM N ) L A B EL  IN  IN SIGH T SL A B EL  IN  IN SIGH T S

IT Nursery

PR Pre-school

PK Reception

01 or 1 Year 1

02 or 2 Year 2

03 or 3 Year 3

04 or 4 Year 4

05 or 5 Year 5

06 or 6 Year 6

07 or 7 Year 7

08 or 8 Year 8

09 or 9 Year 9

10 Year 10

11 Year 11

12 Year 12

13 Year 13

PS Postsecondary

PS1 Postsecondary Year 1

PS2 Postsecondary Year 2

PS3 Postsecondary Year 3

PS4 Postsecondary Year 4

undergraduate Undergraduate

graduate Graduate

postgraduate Postgraduate (graduate with an emphasis on research)

alumni Alumni



adultEducation Adult Education

UG Ungraded

Other Other

VA L UE IN  F IL E  ( GRA DE C O L UM N )VA L UE IN  F IL E  ( GRA DE C O L UM N ) L A B EL  IN  IN SIGH T SL A B EL  IN  IN SIGH T S



   

 

Manage user access to Education Insights
 12/7/2021 • 3 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 Manange permissions

NOTENOTE

 Role-based permissions

This document provides the steps required to manage user access to Education Insights in Microsoft Teams.

You need to provide permissions for education leaders, district leaders, school principals, head teachers,

counselors, heads of learning areas, program directors, social workers, and psychologists. Educators are

automatically given permission when they own a class team.

To provide organization-level Insights, you must import data from the Student Information System (SIS) so that

Insights has the hierarchical structure of the educational system mapped correctly.

Only Global Administrator can manage user access to Insights.

We recommend that you enable Insights for all your education leaders so that they have the data to understand each

school, and the ability to quickly identify problems and provide support to their educators. Even if you're running a pilot,

it may still be helpful to keep Insights enabled for all education leaders, but only target communications to the pilot group

of users.

Open the Insights app, click SettingsSettings , and select User permissionsUser permissions

When you provide permission for an organizational level, the user can see all the org units below it.

Only provide permission to those education leaders that need them and only to the organizational units they are

responsible for. If you are unsure whether user permission for a specific organization is required, consult your institution's

privacy subject matter experts, such as legal or HR personnel.

If you use SDS V2.1 file format or SDS V2 file format, you can import all roles and the full hierarchy of schools

within the education system. This complete mapping enables you to assign permissions to roles.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/education-insights-manage-access.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/sds-v2.1-csv-file-format
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/sds-v2-csv-file-format


NOTENOTE
When a user is assigned a role, they automatically receive the correct permissions to see the data relevant to them.

If a user is no longer in a role, their permission for that role is automatically revoked (though they may still have individual

permissions).

If required, click the Role-based permissionsRole-based permissions  tab.

You'll see a list of the roles in your educational organization, the level in that hierarchy for each one, how

many users are assigned that role, and the role's permission level.

If there is a role at more than one org level, that role appears multiple times, once for each level. In the

screenshot, we have principals at the school, district and department level, so there are three lines for

'principal'.

For each role, click the pencil icon to select the permission level. The default is the role has no permission

to see Insights.

Select the permission level – View data for their  organizationView data for their  organization or NoneNone.



 Individual permissions

If you see a user on the list who needs a more nuanced permission level, adjust their role and / or

organization in the imported data from your SIS and grant them individual permissions (if needed).

Click Save changesSave changes .

This permission level is now automatically assigned to any new user with this role and org level. The user

will see the data for all org units at their level of the hierarchy and under it.

Use individual permissions to adjust the permission for a user or to assign permissions for each user if you have

not used SDS V2 to import SIS data for the organization.

Click the Individual permissionsIndividual permissions  tab.

You'll see the users in your educational organization granted individual permission.



  Grant individual permission to a userGrant individual permission to a user

  Change the individual permission of a userChange the individual permission of a user

Click Grant individual permissionGrant individual permission at the top left of the screen.

Enter the username or email address of each user.

Select the permission level:

Click Grant permissionGrant permission to save.

AllAll  means the user sees all the org units at all levels. This is very rarely used.

Specific organizationSpecific organization means the user sees the selected org unit, and all the org units below it. Start

typing and select the org unit from the list.

For the relevant user, click the pencil icon to select the individual permission level.

Select the permission level:

AllAll  means the user sees all the org units at all levels. This is very rarely used.

Specific organizationSpecific organization means the user sees the selected org unit, and all the org units below it. Start

typing and select the org unit from the list.

NoneNone means that the user only sees the org units automatically assigned by their role (if any).



Click Save changesSave changes  to save.



   

 

IT Admin Guide to Reflect in Microsoft Teams
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 Privacy and Security

NOTENOTE

 Data collection and storage

 Enable Reflect

This document provides information concerning Reflect – an integral part of Education Insights in Microsoft

Teams. Reflect helps students recognize and navigate their emotions by providing regular opportunities to share

and be heard. Reflect can help broaden learners' emotional vocabulary and deepen empathy for their peers

while also providing valuable feedback to educators for a healthy classroom community.

This check-in app uses emojis and research-backed emotional granularity to support educators in adding social

and emotional learning into their already busy routine.

Reflect follows the same privacy and security standards as Education Insights to protect students' sensitive

information.

The information collected and shown through Reflect meets more than 90 regulatory and industry standards,

including GDPR and the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) for students and children's security and

other, similar, privacy-oriented regulations.

Students never see the names of other students, only how they responded. While they can see the distribution of

responses, they cannot see names associated with each reflection.

If less than five students respond, no data is shown to the students. This is to minimize the possibility of students

identifying each other's responses.

The data belongs to the educational institution, and Microsoft only collects the data and stores it. Microsoft

personnel cannot access the data or see it, except as allowed by compliance in an audited way to maintain the

service, such as data recovery.

The data is stored in Education Insights. By default, Education Insights is turned on. When you opt-out, we

delete all the data collected for Reflectdelete all the data collected for Reflect. Turn Education Insights back on, and we start collecting data from

the time it's re-enabled.

In the IT Admin Guide to Education Insights, you can read how Education Insights works (including storage

locations) and how to turn Education Insights off or on when you want to delete the data or enable the service.

Data is collected from student in Reflect, though guest data is not collected. If a student is defined as aIf a student is defined as a

guest, their  data is not collected.guest, their  data is not collected.

If you manage the app setup policy for your institution, ensure that Reflect is allowed in your tenant. You can

also add Reflect to the relevant class teams from the Teams admin center.

To enable a user to install and interact with any app, you must allow the app at the org level on the ManageManage

appsapps  page and the app permission policyapp permission policy  assigned to the user.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/reflect.md
https://aka.ms/reflect
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/compliance/regulatory/offering-home
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/compliance/regulatory/gdpr
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/compliance/regulatory/offering-ferpa


NOTENOTE

TIPTIP

 Where do educators find Reflect?

TIPTIP

If you have previously defined that each app needs to be allowed, please go to the Manage apps page and

'allow' Reflect. When you block an app, the app doesn't appear in Teams for any users in yourWhen you block an app, the app doesn't appear in Teams for any users in your

organization.organization.

To have access to the Reflect app, you will need an A1, A3, or A5 license for Microsoft 365.

For more details, read how to allow an app or to add it to a class team.

Once you have enabled Reflect, educators go to the class and select New ConversationNew Conversation. They then select '…… ' to

bring up messaging extensions and enter ReflectReflect in the search bar. The dialog box guides them through

defining the question and who can see what.

They can right-click on the Reflect icon and select PinPin for easy access.

You can also locate the Reflect app through this link: https://aka.ms/getReflect

https://aka.ms/getReflect


TIPTIP
For more details, visit Reflect support page. This page provides guidelines for both educators and students and helps with

how to create their first Reflect check-in.

https://support.microsoft.com/topic/e9198f62-7860-4532-821f-53ef14afa79a
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NOTENOTE

 Assignments integrations in the Microsoft Teams admin center

  Weekly guardian email digestWeekly guardian email digest

  MakeCodeMakeCode

The Assignments and Grades features in Teams for Education allow educators to assign tasks, work, or quizzes

to their students. Educators can manage assignment timelines, instructions, add resources to turn in, grade with

rubrics, and more. They can also track class and individual student progress in the Grades tab.

Learn more about Assignments and Grades in Teams for Education.

For details about Teams assignments on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

Using the admin settings in the Microsoft Teams admin center, you can turn features on or off for educators

within your organization and their students. The following are settings related to Assignments:

 

Guardian emails are sent each weekend to parents or guardians. The email contains information about

assignments from the previous week and for the upcoming week. The Parent and Guardian Sync can be setup

using School Data Sync.

NOTENOTE

1. Import parent contact information via Parent and Guardian Sync in SDS. For instructions on how to

enable Parent and Guardian Sync, see Enabling Parent and Guardian Sync.

2. Turn on the Guardian Setting in the Microsoft Teams admin center, as the setting is turned off by default.

This will enable teachers to send out a weekly digest.

Teachers can opt-out of the digest by deselecting the setting inside their own personal class team (AssignmentAssignment

Settings > Parent/Guardian EmailsSettings > Parent/Guardian Emails ).

To verify that Parents will get the email, the following three items must be true:

Email address attached to the student profile in SDS and tagged as Parent or Guardian. For details, see

Parent and Guardian Sync File Format.

Students belong to at least one class in which e-mail is not disabled by the teacher in assignment settings.

The emails will contain information about assignments that have a due date from the previous week or in

the upcoming week.

Default setting for this feature is - OffOff .

 

Microsoft MakeCode is a block-based coding platform that brings computer science to life for all students.

MakeCode is a Microsoft product that is subject to the Microsoft terms of use and privacy policies.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/assignments-in-teams.md
https://support.office.com/article/microsoft-teams-5aa4431a-8a3c-4aa5-87a6-b6401abea114?ui=en-US&rs=en-IE&ad=IE#ID0EAABAAA=Assignments
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/parent-contact-sync
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/parent-contact-sync#enabling-parent-and-guardian-sync
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/parent-contact-sync-file-format
https://support.microsoft.com/office/adjust-assignment-settings-in-your-class-team-05bb3b89-1cdf-415a-b6c7-44add0376a77
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=206977
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=521839


  TurnitinTurnitin

Default setting for this feature is - OffOff .

To enable MakeCode assignments in Teams, go to the Teams Admin CenterTeams Admin Center , navigate to the AssignmentsAssignments

section, and turn the MakeCode toggle option to OnOn. Click SaveSave. Allow a few hours for these settings to take

effect.

For more information on how this feature works, watch this video demonstration.

Learn more about MakeCode.

 

Turnitin is an academic integrity service. This is a third-party service that is subject to its own terms and privacy

policy. You are responsible for your use of any third-party products and services.

Default setting for this feature is - OffOff ..

To enable Turnitin for your organization, you will need a Turnitin subscription. Then, you can input the following

information, which can be found in your Turnitin admin console:

TurnitinApiKeyTurnitinApiKey : This is a 32-character GUID found in the admin console under Integrations.

TurnitinApiUrlTurnitinApiUrl : This is the HTTPS URL of your Turnitin admin console.

Here are some instructions to help you obtain this information.

The TurnitinApiUrlTurnitinApiUrl  is the host address of your admin console. Example: https://your-tenant-name.turnitin.com

The admin console is where you can create an integration and an API key associated with the integration.

Select IntegrationsIntegrations  from the side menu, then select Add IntegrationAdd Integration and give the integration a name.

The TurnitinApiKeyTurnitinApiKey  will be given to you after you follow the prompts. Copy the API key and paste it into the

Microsoft Teams admin center. This is the only time you can view the key.

https://makecode.com/blog/teams/teams-assignments
https://aka.ms/makecode
https://www.turnitin.com/


 Assignments data

NOTENOTE

  Assignments data in SharePoint document librariesAssignments data in SharePoint document libraries

  Files associated with the studentFiles associated with the student

  Files associated with the teacherFiles associated with the teacher

  Assignments data outside of SharePoint document librariesAssignments data outside of SharePoint document libraries

Upon clicking the SaveSave button in the admin center for this setting, allow a few hours for these settings to take

effect.

Assignments stores information that is generated both by teachers and students. All the data is co-shared

between teacher and the specific student for which the information is intended in class. There are two stores of

this, SharePoint and outside of SharePoint.

The same rules also apply to first-party integrations such as Reading Progress.

Students' files associated with a Submission for Assignment are stored in a document library (named: Student

Work). Files associated with Assignments that are created by teachers and accessible by Students are stored in

another document library (named: Class Files) in the corresponding Class Team SharePoint site. First-party

integrations may also store Assignments data in the same corresponding Class Team SharePoint site (named:

Assignments title + time stamp).

IT admins can use the Content Search tool to search for student files (Student Work, Class Files, or other 1st-

party integration files) that are related to assignment submissions and files that are related to assignments. For

example, an admin could search all SharePoint sites in the organization and use the student’s name and class or

assignment name in the search query to find data relevant to a data subject request (DSR).

IT admins can use the Content Search tool to search for teacher files (Student Work, Class Files, or other 1st-

party integration files) that are related to assignments as well as files distributed to students by the teachers

within a class on assignments. For example, an admin could search all SharePoint sites in the organization and

use the teacher's name and class or assignment name in the search query to find data relevant to a DSR.



NOTENOTE

  Bulk Export assignment data outside of SharePoint document librariesBulk Export assignment data outside of SharePoint document libraries
  For a studentFor a student

  For a teacherFor a teacher

  Bulk Delete assignment data outside of SharePoint document librariesBulk Delete assignment data outside of SharePoint document libraries
  For a studentFor a student

  For a teacherFor a teacher

 Removing Assignments and Grades

Some data related to Assignments isn’t stored in the class team SharePoint site, which means it’s not

discoverable with Content Search. This includes:

Student grades and feedback from the teacher

The list of documents submitted for an assignment by each student

Assignment details like Due Date, etc.

First-party integration data like Reading Progress passages or student pronunciation data

For this type of data, an IT admin or data owner, such as a teacher, may have to go into the assignment in the

class team to find data relevant to a DSR. The admin can add themselves as an owner to the class and view all

the assignments for that class team.

If a student is no longer part of the class, their data might still be present in the class as no longer enrolled. The student

will have to provide the tenant admin the list of such classes that they were ever a part of.

To bulk export a single student's data, before removing the student from the classes they're part of,run the script

and provide the userId . If the student has been removed from the site, either the admin can add the student

back to the class before running the script, or the admin can provide the userId  and the classId  that the

student was ever a part of.

The data about the student submissions will be exported.

Bulk Export assignment data works the same way for a student, but all submissions that the teacher has access

to will be exported.

To bulk delete a single student's data, before removing the student from the classes they're part of, run the script

and provide the userId . If the student has been removed from the site, either the admin can add the student

back to the class before running the script, or the admin can provide the userId  and the classId  that the

student was ever a part of.

Providing a ClassId  will allow the admin to only delete information about the student from a specific class.

Since an assignment's data for a teacher is shared across the class, there's no bulk delete option. Instead the

admin can add themselves to the class, go to the app, and delete the assignment.

For more information, seeConfigure assignments for Teams.

You can also use Teams policies to remove Assignments and Grades for a specific user or for your entire tenant.

To remove Assignments and Grades for an individual user, go to Teams Admin CenterTeams Admin Center  and navigate to TeamsTeams

apps > Permission policiesapps > Permission policies  to create a new app permission policy definition. When creating the new policy

definition, set the Microsoft appsMicrosoft apps  policy to Block specific apps and allow all others and add AssignmentsAssignments  to

the list of blocked applications. Once your new policy definition is saved, assign it to the appropriate users.

To remove Assignments and Grades for your entire tenant, go to Teams Admin CenterTeams Admin Center , navigate to TeamsTeams

apps > Manage appsapps > Manage apps , and search for and select AssignmentsAssignments  from the application list. Change the status

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/education/deploy/configure-assignments-for-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/education/deploy/configure-assignments-for-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/education/deploy/configure-assignments-for-teams


setting within the Assignment application settings page to Blocked.
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 Resources for remote learning

 Adoption content

  Physical assetsPhysical assets

    

Posters - customizable and print-ready Handouts

Flyers Book adverts

Does your school or university need to enable Microsoft Teams for remote learning? Get up and running quickly

with the Getting Started one-pager and any of the below adoption materials!

Get your school excited about Microsoft Teams with emails, posters, handouts, and more resources that you are

free to use now. You can also reach students online and across campus with the new digital toolkit filled with

banners, GIFs, and videos. Get started today!

Please read the terms and conditions before you use these materials.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/resources-teams-edu.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/teams-for-education-getting-started-1-pager.pdf?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/license_agreement_teams_for_education.pdf?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/posters-customizable.zip?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/posters-print-ready.zip?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/handouts.zip?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/flyers.zip?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/book-adverts.zip?raw=true


Photo of Tips and Tricks booklet.

    

  Digital assetsDigital assets

    

Email templates GIFs 

Web banners Videos

Digital screen adverts

 Call to action

 Additional resources

Be sure to check out the Digital Toolkit Guidance to maximize your Teams launch!

Visit the Teams for Education page for trainings, videos, and interactive demos

Turn on Teams in the Microsoft 365 admin center (sign in as an Office 365 admin)

Download Teams clients: Get Teams on all your devices

Learn more about Office 365 for Education at the Education help center

Teams roadmap

Stay up to date with our Tech Community Blog

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/get-started-tips-tricks.zip?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/digital-toolkit-guidance.zip?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/email-templates.zip?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/gifs.zip?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/web-banners.zip?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/videos.zip?raw=true
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/edu-resources/digital-screen-adverts.zip?raw=true
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/education/products/teams/default.aspx
https://portal.office.com/adminportal/home#/Settings/ServicesAndAddIns
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads
https://support.office.com/education
https://aka.ms/teamsroadmap
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams-Blog/bg-p/MicrosoftTeamsBlog


Teams PowerShell overview

Send a suggestion

Contact support

Ask the Teams community

Find more resources for education

https://aka.ms/eduuservoice
https://aka.ms/o365portal
https://aka.ms/msteamscommunity
https://education.microsoft.com/
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TIPTIP

 How do I control team creation? I'm worried students are going to
create inappropriate teams.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

 Can I see who created a team?

 Can I control who can create teams?

Watch the following session to learn about more about management in Microsoft Teams: Governance, management and

lifecycle in Microsoft Teams

To avoid inappropriate or misleading names, or just to provide more structure for how teams are named, you

can use the Microsoft 365 Groups naming policy (currently in preview):

Prefix-Suffix naming policyPrefix-Suffix naming policy  You can use prefixes or suffixes to define the naming convention of teams

(groups), for example, GRP_US_My Group_EngineeringGRP_US_My Group_Engineering. The prefixes and suffixes can be fixed strings or

user attributes (such as [Depar tment][Depar tment] ) that are added to the name based on the user who's creating the

team.

Custom Blocked WordsCustom Blocked Words  You can upload a set of words that users in a specific organization are blocked

from using in names of teams they create. For example, you can block the terms CEOCEO, PayrollPayroll , and HRHR  from

being used in team names for groups they don't apply to.

ClassificationClassification You can create classifications that the users in your organization can set when they create a

Microsoft 365 Group.

Using the Microsoft 365 Groups Naming Policy requires Azure Active Directory Premium P1 licenses or Azure AD Basic

EDU licenses for each unique user that is a member of one or more Microsoft 365 groups.

For detailed instructions, see Office groups naming policy.

If teams are created automatically by using the input from another system (for example, School Data Sync), verify that the

input data complies with the naming policy you've configured; if it doesn't, team creation will fail.

To find out who created a specific team, see Search the audit log for events in Microsoft Teams.

In general, we recommend against preventing anyone from creating teams. If everyone can create teams, Teams

is more likely to be widely adopted. Faculty, teachers, or students can use Teams to create study groups or

special interest groups. This will help Teams be accepted inside and outside of the classroom.

In our experience, user education helps ensure responsible Teams usage. As soon as users understand that

creating teams isn't anonymous, they understand the implications of carelessly creating them and tend to shy

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/plan-teams-governance-edu.md
https://aka.ms/teams-governance
https://support.office.com/article/office-365-groups-naming-policy-6ceca4d3-cad1-4532-9f0f-d469dfbbb552


 How do I automatically create a team for each course at the
beginning of the semester or quarter?

TIPTIP

 How do I deal with teams when the semester or quarter ends?

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Are there team templates for my faculty members to use when

away from misusing the tool.

If you're sure you want to control who can create teams, see Manage who can create Microsoft 365 Groups.

At the start of each semester or quarter, you'll need a number of new teams. It might make sense to take an

automated approach to create these teams automatically, populate them with the right users, and set the right

permissions:

School Data Sync can create Microsoft 365 Groups for Exchange Online and SharePoint Online, class teams

for Microsoft Teams and OneNote Class notebooks, school groups for Intune for Education, and rostering

and single sign-on (SSO) integration for many other third-party applications. Learn more at Overview of

School Data Sync.

With PowerShell, you can create teams and channels, and configure settings automatically. See Microsoft

Teams PowerShell for more information.

You can use the Microsoft Graph API (currently in beta) to create, configure, clone, and archive teams. See

Use the Microsoft Graph API to work with Microsoft Teams for more information.

School Data Sync creates a Microsoft 365 Group for each class synced and enables hidden group membership so only

teachers and students within the class can see the members of that class. If using a different process to create class

groups use the HiddenGroupMembershipEnabled parameter of the New-UnifiedGroup cmdlet to meet the same privacy

requirements.

We recommend that you first think about how you want to handle Teams data when the school semester or

quarter is over : whether to delete it or keep it available for students even after they've completed the course.

You'll want to keep the school calendar in mind so any policies you set don't conflict with holidays. You can use

the following tools to implement your strategy:

Retention policy:Retention policy: Use this to delete all data older than an age you specify to make sure that old data is

removed from chats (for all or some users) and channels. You can also configure Teams to retain content

so it can't be deleted. For more information, see Retention policies for Microsoft Teams.

Expir y policy:Expir y policy: Configure teams to expire after a certain number of days. Thirty days before expiration,

all owners of a team are notified that their team needs to be renewed, otherwise it will be deleted

(though an administrator can recover deleted teams for an additional 30 days). This setting is very useful

for making sure unused teams are sunsetted. Learn more at Microsoft 365 group Expiration Policy.

Archive team:Archive team: This setting puts teams into read-only mode. They can still be browsed and searched, but

no one can add any new posts. Archive or restore a team describes how team owners can archive a team;

Team owners can also use the Graph API (beta) to archive or restore a team.

Using the Microsoft 365 Groups Expiration Policy requires Azure Active Directory Premium P1 licenses for each unique

user that is a member of one or more Microsoft 365 groups.

https://support.office.com/article/manage-who-can-create-office-365-groups-4c46c8cb-17d0-44b5-9776-005fced8e618
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/schooldatasync/overview-of-school-data-sync
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teams-api-overview
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/School-Data-Sync/HiddenGroupMembershipEnabled-SDS-setting/td-p/159945
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams-Blog/Retention-policies-for-Microsoft-Teams/ba-p/178011
https://support.office.com/article/office-365-group-expiration-policy-8d253fe5-0e09-4b3c-8b5e-f48def064733
https://support.office.com/article/archive-or-restore-a-team-dc161cfd-b328-440f-974b-5da5bd98b5a7
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teams-api-overview


creating a team?

 What tasks can I automate via PowerShell or Graph?

TIPTIP

 Can I control what Teams features my faculty and students have
access to?

 Can I control what external parties my faculty and students
collaborate with?

Yes. Users can select Create Team from existing templateCreate Team from existing template when creating a new team, and Teams owners can

also use the Graph API (beta) to create a new team from the available templates.

The Microsoft Graph API (beta) can do the following:

Create a team.

Add members and owners.

Add channels.

Add apps.

Shortcut those steps by cloning an existing team, and get its tabs too.

Give the user a link to the team you just created.

Remove members, owners, channels, and apps when you no longer need them.

Archive the team when it's no longer active.

Delete the team.

Create a channel thread

PowerShell can do the following:

Create a team.

Add members and owners.

Add channels.

Remove members, owners, and channels when you no longer need them.

Delete the team.

The Graph API and PowerShell cmdlets are constantly adding functionality. Make sure to check the Microsoft Graph API

(beta) and PowerShell articles often for feature enhancements.

Yes. You can use policies to control specific messaging, meeting, calling, and live event features your users have

access to. You can use tenant-wide settings to apply the same settings to all, or apply user-level policies if

required.

For more details about Teams policies, see Manage Microsoft Teams settings for your organization.

You can use guest access to invite users from outside of your tenant, which can be useful for research

collaboration or guest lectures:

Use a domain allowlist to allow or block guests based on their domain.

Turn guest access on and off for particular Microsoft 365 Groups and teams, to control which teams can (and

can't) invite guests.

Use the audit log to see which alerts were sent to invited guests.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teams-api-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teams-api-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teams-api-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/?view=teams-ps


 What information can I review about existing teams?

 Teams evolves so quickly. How can I stay up-to-date?

For more information, see Guest access in Microsoft 365 Groups.

You can check the audit logs to see:

Who was invited as a guest to which team.

Who created which team.

For more information, see Search the audit log for events in Microsoft Teams.

We recommend the following resources to get the latest updates on Teams:

What's new in Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Teams blog

https://support.office.com/article/Guest-access-in-Office-365-Groups-bfc7a840-868f-4fd6-a390-f347bf51aff6#PickTab=Manage
https://support.office.com/article/What-s-new-in-Microsoft-Teams-d7092a6d-c896-424c-b362-a472d5f105de
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams-Blog/bg-p/MicrosoftTeamsBlog
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 Prerequisites

 Step 1: Install the Moodle Plugin

Moodle, the most popular and open-source Learning Management System (LMS) in the world, is now integrated

with Microsoft Teams! This integration helps educators and teachers collaborate around Moodle courses, ask

questions about their grades and assignments and stay updated with notifications -- right within Teams!

To help IT admins easily set this integration up, we have updated our open-source Moodle Plugin with the

following capabilities:

Auto-registration of your Moodle server with Azure AD.

One-click deployment of your Moodle Assistant bot to Azure.

Auto-provisioning of teams and auto-synchronization of team enrollments for all or select Moodle courses.

Auto-installation of the Moodle tab and the Moodle Assistant bot into each synchronized team. (Coming

soon)

One-click publishing of the Moodle app into your private Teams App Store. (Coming soon)

To learn more about the functionality this integration provides, see Installing the Moodle integration with

Microsoft Teams.

In order to install and configure this application you'll need:

1. Moodle administrator credentials

2. Azure AD administrator credentials

3. An Azure subscription you can create new resources in

The Moodle integration in Microsoft Teams is powered by the open source Moodle plugin set. To install the

plugin in your Moodle server :

1. First, download the Moodle plugin set and save it to your local computer. You'll need to use version 3.5 or

newer.

2. Sign in to your Moodle server as an administrator, and select S ite administrationSite administration from the left navigation

panel.

3. Select the PluginsPlugins  tab, and then click Install pluginsInstall plugins .

4. Under the Install plugin from ZIP fileInstall plugin from ZIP file section click the Choose a fileChoose a file button.

5. Select the Upload a fileUpload a file option from the left navigation, browse for the file you downloaded above and click

Upload this fileUpload this file.

6. Select the S ite administrationSite administration option from the left navigation panel again to return to your admin

dashboard. Scroll down to the Local pluginsLocal plugins  and click the Microsoft Office 365 IntegrationMicrosoft Office 365 Integration link. Keep

this configuration page open in a separate browser tab as you'll be using it throughout the rest of this

Installing the local_o365 plugin will also install the auth_oidc and boost_o365Teams plugins.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/install-moodle-integration.md
https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/OHlPt22nKoE
https://moodle.org/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/resources/moodleinstructions
https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/SETEC5nzMgk
https://github.com/Microsoft/o365-moodle
https://moodle.org/plugins/pluginversions.php?plugin=local_o365
https://moodle.org/plugins/auth_oidc
https://moodle.org/plugins/pluginversions.php?plugin=theme_boost_o365teams


 Step 2: Configure the connection between the Microsoft 365 or Office
365 plugin and Azure Active Directory

  Moodle tab for Microsoft Teams information flowMoodle tab for Microsoft Teams information flow

process.

You can find more information on how to install Moodle plugins in the Moodle documentation.

Impor tant Note:Impor tant Note: Keep your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Moodle Plugin configuration page open in a separate

browser tab as you will be returning to this set of pages throughout this process.

Don't have a Moodle site already? You might want to check out our Moodle on Azure repo where you can

quickly deploy a Moodle instance on Azure and customize it to your needs.

Next you'll need to register Moodle as an application in your Azure Active Directory. We've provided a

PowerShell script to help you complete this process. The PowerShell Script provisions a new Azure AD

application for your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization, which will be used by the Moodle Plugin. The

script will provision the app for your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 tenant, set up all the required Reply URLs and

Permissions for the provisioned app and return the AppID and Key. You can use the generated AppID and Key in

your Moodle Plugin Setup Page to configure your Moodle server with Azure AD. If you want to see the detailed

manual steps that the PowerShell script is automating, you can find them in the full documentation for the

plugin.

1. From the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Integration plugin page, select the SetupSetup tab.

2. Click the Download PowerShell Scr iptDownload PowerShell Scr ipt button and save it to your local computer.

3. You'll need to prepare the PowerShell script from the ZIP file. To do so:

4. Next you'll run PowerShell as an administrator :

Download and extract the Moodle-AzureAD-Powershell.zip  file.

Open the extracted folder.

Right-click on the Moodle-AzureAD-Script.ps1  file and select Proper tiesProper ties .

Under the GeneralGeneral  tab of the Properties window, check the Unblock  box next to the SecuritySecurity

attribute at the bottom.

Click OKOK.

Copy the directory path of the extracted folder.

Click Start.

Type PowerShell.

Right-click Windows PowerShell.

https://docs.moodle.org/34/en/Installing_plugins
https://github.com/azure/moodle
https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/FpGEezaJ3SA
https://docs.moodle.org/34/en/Office365#Register_your_Moodle_instance_as_an_Application


5. Navigate to the unzipped directory by typing cd ...\...\Moodle-AzureAD-Powershell  where ...\...  is the

path to the directory.

6. Execute the PowerShell script by:

7. Next you'll need to add the Id and Key to the Moodle Plugin. Return to the plugin administration page (Site

administration > Plugins > Microsoft 365 Integration).

8. On the SetupSetup tab add the Application IdApplication Id and Application KeyApplication Key  you copied previously, then click SaveSave

changeschanges .

9. Once the page refreshes you should now see a new section Choose connection methodChoose connection method. Click the

checkbox labeled DefaultDefault and then click Save changesSave changes  again.

10. Once the page refreshes you will see another new section Admin consent & additional informationAdmin consent & additional information.

11. Click the UpdateUpdate button to verify the installation, then Save changesSave changes .

12. Next you'll need to synchronize users between your Moodle server and Azure Active Directory. Depending

on your environment, you may select different options during this stage. Note that the configuration you set

here will run with each Moodle cron run (typically once a day) to keep everything in sync. To get started:

13. To validate the cron jobs (and run them manually if you wish to for the first run) click the Scheduled tasksScheduled tasks

management pagemanagement page link in the Sync users with Azure ADSync users with Azure AD section. This will take you to the ScheduledScheduled

TasksTasks  page.

14. Return to the plugin administration page (Site administration > Plugins > Microsoft 365 Integration) and

select the Teams SettingsTeams Settings  page. You'll need to configure some security settings to enable the Teams app

integration.

Click "Run as Administrator".

Enter Set-ExecutionPolicy -ExecutionPolicy RemoteSigned -Scope CurrentUser .

Enter .\Moodle-AzureAD-Script.ps1 .

Log in to your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Administrator account in the pop-up window.

Enter the name of the Azure AD Application (Ex. Moodle/Moodle plugin).

Enter the URL of your Moodle server.

Copy the Application IDApplication ID and Application KeyApplication Key  generated by the script and save them.

Click the Provide Admin ConsentProvide Admin Consent link, enter your Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Global Administrator

credentials, then AcceptAccept to grant the permissions.

Next to the Azure AD TenantAzure AD Tenant field click the DetectDetect button.

Next to the OneDrive for Business URLOneDrive for Business URL  click the DetectDetect button.

Once the fields populate, click the Save changesSave changes  button again.

Switch to the Sync Settings tabSync Settings tab

In the Sync users with Azure ADSync users with Azure AD section, select the checkboxes that apply to your environment.

Typically you would select at least:

In the User Creation Restr ictionUser Creation Restr iction section you can set up a filter to limit the Azure AD users that will

be synced to Moodle.

The User Field MappingUser Field Mapping section will allow you to customize the Azure AD to Moodle User Profile

field mapping.

In the Teams SyncTeams Sync section you can choose to automatically create Groups (i.e. Teams) for some, or all,

of your existing Moodle courses.

Create accounts in Moodle for users in Azure AD

Update all accounts in Moodle for users in Azure AD

Scroll down and find the job Sync users with Azure ADSync users with Azure AD job and click Run nowRun now .

If you chose to create Groups based on existing courses, you can also run the Create user groups inCreate user groups in

Office 365Office 365  job.

To enable OpenID Connect, click the Manage AuthenticationManage Authentication link, and click the eye icon on the

OpenId ConnectOpenId Connect line if it is greyed out.



 Step 3: Deploy the Moodle Assistant Bot to Azure

NOTENOTE

  Moodle bot information flowMoodle bot information flow

Next you'll need to enable frame embedding. Click the HTTP SecurityHTTP Security  link, then click the checkbox

next to Allow frame embeddingAllow frame embedding.

The next step is to enable web services which will enable the Moodle API features. Click the AdvancedAdvanced

FeaturesFeatures  link, then make sure the checkbox next to Enable web ser vicesEnable web ser vices  is checked.

Finally you'll need to enable the external services for Microsoft 365 or Office 365. Click the ExternalExternal

ser vicesser vices  link then:

Next you'll need to edit your authenticated user permissions to allow them to create web service

tokens. Click the Editing role 'Authenticated user 'Editing role 'Authenticated user '  link. Scroll down and find the Create a webCreate a web

ser vice tokenser vice token capability and mark the AllowAllow  checkbox.

Click EditEdit on the Moodle Office 365 Webser vicesMoodle Office 365 Webser vices  row.

Mark the checkbox next to EnabledEnabled, then click Save ChangesSave Changes

The free Moodle Assistant Bot for Microsoft Teams helps teachers and students answer questions about their

courses, assignments, grades and other information in Moodle. The bot also sends Moodle notifications to

students and teachers right within Teams. This bot is an open source project maintained by Microsoft, and is

available on GitHub.

In this section you will deploy resources to your Azure subscription, and all resources will be configured using the freefree tier.

Depending on the usage of your bot, you may need to scale these resources. If you want to just use the Moodle tab

without the bot, skip to step 4.

To install the bot, you'll first need to register it on the Microsoft Identity Platform. This allows your Bot to

authenticate against your Microsoft endpoints. To register your bot:

1. Return to the plugin administration page (Site administration > Plugins > Microsoft 365 Integration) and

select the Teams SettingsTeams Settings  tab.

2. Click the Microsoft Application Registration Por talMicrosoft Application Registration Por tal  link and login with your Microsoft Id.

3. Enter a name for your app (Eg. MoodleBot) and click the CreateCreate button.

4. Copy the Application IdApplication Id and paste it into the Bot Application IDBot Application ID field on the Team SettingsTeam Settings  page.

5. Click the Generate New PasswordGenerate New Password button. Copy the generated password and paste it into the BotBot

Application PasswordApplication Password field on the Team SettingsTeam Settings  page.

https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/gbkJxf8FlfY
https://github.com/microsoft/Moodle-Teams-Bot
https://identity.microsoft.com/Landing


 Step 4: Deploy your Microsoft Teams app

6. Scroll to the bottom of the form and click Save ChangesSave Changes .

Now that you've generated your Application Id and Password, it's time to deploy your bot to Azure. Click on the

Deploy to AzureDeploy to Azure button and fill out the form with the necessary information (the Bot Application Id, Bot

Application Password and the Moodle Secret are on the Team SettingsTeam Settings  page, and the Azure information is on

the SetupSetup page). Once you've got the form filled out, click the check box to agree to the terms and conditions

then click the PurchasePurchase button (all Azure resources are deployed to the free tier).

Once the resources are finished deploying to Azure, you'll need to configure the Moodle plugin with its

messaging endpoint. First, you'll need to get the endpoint from your Bot in Azure. To do that:

1. If you aren't already, log into the Azure portal.

2. In the left pane select Resource groupsResource groups .

3. From the list select the resource group you just used (or created) while deploying your Bot.

4. Select the WebApp BotWebApp Bot resource from the list of resources in the group.

5. Copy the Messaging EndpointMessaging Endpoint from the Over viewOver view  section.

6. In Moodle, open the Team SettingsTeam Settings  page of your Moodle Plugin.

7. In the Bot EndpointBot Endpoint field paste the URL you just copied and change the word messages to webhook. The

URL should now look like https://botname.azurewebsites.net/api/webhook

8. Click Save ChangesSave Changes

9. Once your changes have saved, go back to the Team SettingsTeam Settings  tab, click the Download manifest fileDownload manifest file

button and save the manifest package to your computer (you'll use it in the next section).

Now that you have your Bot deployed to Azure and configured to talk to your Moodle server, it's time to deploy

your Microsoft Teams app. To do this you'll load the manifest file you downloaded from the Moodle Plugin Team

Settings page in the previous step.

Before you can install the app you'll need to make sure external apps and sideloading of apps is enabled. To do

so you can follow these steps. Once you've ensured that external apps are enabled, you can follow the steps

below to deploy your app.

1. Open Microsoft Teams.

2. Click the StoreStore icon on the lower left of the navigation bar.

3. Click the Upload a custom appUpload a custom app link from the list of options. Note: If you're logged in as a global administer

you'll have the option of uploading the app to your organization's app store, otherwise you'll only be able to

load the app for Teams you're a part of ("sideloading").

4. Select the manifest.zip  package you downloaded previously and click SaveSave. If you haven't yet downloaded

the manifest package, you can do so from the Team SettingsTeam Settings  tab of the plugin configuration page in

Moodle.

Now that you have the app installed you can add the tab to any channel that you have access to. To do so

navigate to the channel, click the ++ symbol and select your app from the list. Follow the prompts to finish

adding your Moodle course tab to a channel.

That's it! You and your team, can now start working with your Moodle courses directly from Microsoft Teams.

To share any feature requests or feedback with us, please visit our User Voice page.

https://portal.azure.com
https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/2rMb7gtM_ZM
https://microsoftteams.uservoice.com/forums/916759-moodle


NOTENOTE
Microsoft will be moving from UserVoice to our own customer feedback solution on a product-by-product basis during

2021. Learn more.

https://support.microsoft.com/topic/-pages-430e1a78-e016-472a-a10f-dc2a3df3450a
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NOTENOTE

 Assign licenses to users on the Licenses page

NOTENOTE

Microsoft Teams is a digital hub that brings conversations, content, and apps together in one place. Because it's

built on Office 365, schools benefit from integration with their familiar Office apps and services. Your institution

can use Microsoft Teams to create collaborative classrooms, connect in professional learning communities, and

communicate with school staff all from a single experience in Office 365 for Education.

To get started, IT administrators need to use the Microsoft 365 Admin Center to enable Microsoft Teams for your

school. Once complete, you must assign licenses to user accounts so your faculty, staff, and students can access

Office 365 services, such as Microsoft Teams.

You can assign licenses to user accounts either individually or automatically through group membership. This

article will walk you through how to assign Office 365 licenses to an individual or a small set of user accounts

via the Microsoft 365 admin center. To assign licenses automatically through group membership, see one of our

supporting articles:

Office 365 Powershell

Group-based Licensing in Active Directory

You can assign licenses to users on either the L icensesLicenses  page, or on the Active UsersActive Users  page. Which method you

use depends on whether you want to assign product licenses to specific users, or assign users licenses to

specific products.

If you're not using the new Microsoft 365 admin center, you can turn it on by selecting the Tr y the new admin centerTr y the new admin center

toggle located at the top of the Home page.

You must be a Global admin, Billing admin, License admin, or User management admin. For more information, see About

Office 365 admin roles.

When you use the L icensesLicenses  page to assign licenses, you assign licenses for a specific product for up to 20 users.

On the L icensesLicenses  page, you see a list of all the products you have subscriptions for, together with the total

number of licenses for each product, how many licenses are assigned, and how many are available.

1. In the admin center, go to the BillingBilling > Licenses page.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-edu-licensing.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/education/intune-edu-trial/enable-microsoft-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/assign-licenses-to-user-accounts-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/licensing-groups-assign
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/about-admin-roles
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=842264


2. Select a product for which you want to assign licenses. Microsoft Teams is part of the free Office 365 A1

for Students SKU.

3. Select Assign licensesAssign licenses .

4. In the Assign licenses to usersAssign licenses to users  pane, begin typing a name, which should generate a list of names.

Choose the name you're looking for from the results to add it to the list. You can add up to 20 users at a

time.



 Assign licenses to an individual or multiple users on the Active users
page

5. Select Turn apps and ser vices on or offTurn apps and ser vices on or off  to assign or remove access to specific items, such as

Microsoft Teams. Ensure Microsoft TeamsMicrosoft Teams and Office for the web (Education)Office for the web (Education)  are selected.

6. When you're finished, select AssignAssign, then select CloseClose.

To change the apps and services a user has access to:

1. Select the row that contains the user.

2. In the right pane, select or deselect the apps and services that you want to give access to, or remove access

from.

3. When you're finished, select SaveSave, then select CloseClose.

1. In the admin center, go to the UsersUsers  > Active users page.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=834822


2. Select the circles next to the name(s) of the user(s) you want to assign license(s) to.

3. At the top select Manage product licensesManage product licenses .

4. In the Manage product licensesManage product licenses  pane, select Add to existing product license assignmentsAdd to existing product license assignments  >

NextNext.



5. In the Add to existing productsAdd to existing products  pane, switch the toggle to the OnOn position for the license that you

want the selected users to have. Ensure Microsoft TeamsMicrosoft Teams and Office for the web (Education)Office for the web (Education)  are

selected.

By default, all services associated with those license(s) are automatically assigned to the user(s). You can

limit which services are available to the users. Switch the toggles to the OffOff  position for the services that

you don't want the users to have.

6. At the bottom of the pane, select Add > Close.
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 Faculty licenses

P L A N  N A M EP L A N  N A M E SKUPA RT N UM B ERSKUPA RT N UM B ER SKUIDSKUID

Office 365 Education E3 for Faculty ENTERPRISEPACK_FACULTY e4fa3838-3d01-42df-aa28-
5e0a4c68604b

Office 365 Education for Faculty STANDARDWOFFPACK_FACULTY 94763226-9b3c-4e75-a931-
5c89701abe66

Office 365 Education for Faculty STANDARDWOFFPACK_IW_FACULTY 78e66a63-337a-4a9a-8959-
41c6654dfb56

Office 365 Education E5 for Faculty ENTERPRISEPREMIUM_FACULTY a4585165-0533-458a-97e3-
c400570268c4

Office 365 Education E5 without PSTN
Conferencing for faculty

ENTERPRISEPREMIUM_NOPSTNCONF_
FACULTY

9a320620-ca3d-4705-a79d-
27c135c96e05

Office 365 Education E1 for Faculty STANDARDPACK_FACULTY a19037fc-48b4-4d57-b079-
ce44b7832473

Office 365 Education E3 for Faculty ENTERPRISEPACK_EDULRG f5a9147f-b4f8-4924-a9f0-
8fadaac4982f

Office 365 Education E4 for Faculty ENTERPRISEWITHSCAL_FACULTY 16732e85-c0e3-438e-a82f-
71f39cbe2acb

Microsoft 365 Education A3 for Faculty M365EDU_A3_FACULTY 4b590615-0888-425a-a965-
b3bf7789848d

Microsoft 365 Education A5 for Faculty M365EDU_A5_FACULTY e97c048c-37a4-45fb-ab50-
922fbf07a370

Microsoft 365 A5 without Audio
Conferencing for Faculty

M365EDU_A5_NOPSTNCONF_FACULT
Y

e578b273-6db4-4691-bba0-
8d691f4da603

Office 365 Education for Homeschool
for Faculty

STANDARDWOFFPACK_HOMESCHOO
L_FAC

43e691ad-1491-4e8c-8dc9-
da6b8262c03b

Office 365 A1 for Faculty (for Device) STANDARDWOFFPACK_FACULTY_DEVI
CE

af4e28de-6b52-4fd3-a5f4-
6bf708a304d3

 Student licenses

This article lists Education Faculty and Student licensing plans (SKUs) and SKU IDs that you can use as a

reference when you use PowerShell to identify users in your organization by license type.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/sku-reference-edu.md


P RO DUC T  N A M EP RO DUC T  N A M E SKUPA RT N UM B ERSKUPA RT N UM B ER SKUIDSKUID

Office 365 Education E3 for Students ENTERPRISEPACK_STUDENT 8fc2205d-4e51-4401-97f0-
5c89ef1aafbb

Office 365 Education for Students STANDARDWOFFPACK_IW_STUDENT 314c4481-f395-4525-be8b-
2ec4bb1e9d91

Office 365 Education E5 for Students ENTERPRISEPREMIUM_STUDENT ee656612-49fa-43e5-b67e-
cb1fdf7699df

Office 365 Education E5 without PSTN
Conferencing for Students

ENTERPRISEPREMIUM_NOPSTNCONF_
STUDENT

1164451b-e2e5-4c9e-8fa6-
e5122d90dbdc

Office 365 Education E1 for Students STANDARDPACK_STUDENT d37ba356-38c5-4c82-90da-
3d714f72a382

Office 365 Education E4 for Students ENTERPRISEWITHSCAL_STUDENT 05e8cabf-68b5-480f-a930-
2143d472d959

Microsoft 365 Education A3 for
Students

M365EDU_A3_STUDENT 7cfd9a2b-e110-4c39-bf20-
c6a3f36a3121

Microsoft 365 Education A3 for
Students use benefits

M365EDU_A3_STUUSEBNFT 18250162-5d87-4436-a834-
d795c15c80f3

Microsoft 365 Education A5 for
Students

M365EDU_A5_STUDENT 46c119d4-0379-4a9d-85e4-
97c66d3f909e

Microsoft 365 A5 Student use benefits M365EDU_A5_STUUSEBNFT 31d57bc7-3a05-4867-ab53-
97a17835a411

Microsoft 365 A5 without Audio
Conferencing for Students

M365EDU_A5_NOPSTNCONF_STUDE
NT

a25c01ce-bab1-47e9-a6d0-
ebe939b99ff9

Microsoft 365 A5 without Audio
Conferencing for Students use benefit

M365EDU_A5_NOPSTNCONF_STUUSE
BNFT

81441ae1-0b31-4185-a6c0-
32b6b84d419f

Office 365 A3 for Students ENTERPRISEPACKPLUS_STUDENT 98b6e773-24d4-4c0d-a968-
6e787a1f8204

Office 365 A3 Student use benefit ENTERPRISEPACKPLUS_STUUSEBNFT 476aad1e-7a7f-473c-9d20-
35665a5cbd4f

Office 365 A5 Student use benefit ENTERPRISEPREMIUM_STUUSEBNFT f6e603f1-1a6d-4d32-a730-
34b809cb9731

Office 365 A5 without Audio
Conferencing for Students use benefit

ENTERPRISEPREMIUM_NOPSTNCONF_
STUUSEBNFT

bc86c9cd-3058-43ba-9972-
141678675ac1

Office 365 Education for Homeschool
for Students

STANDARDWOFFPACK_HOMESCHOO
L_STU

afbb89a7-db5f-45fb-8af0-
1bc5c5015709

Office 365 A1 for Students (for Device) STANDARDWOFFPACK_STUDENT_DEV
ICE

160d609e-ab08-4fce-bc1c-
ea13321942ac



Office 365 A1 Plus for students STANDARDWOFFPACK_IW_STUDENT e82ae690-a2d5-4d76-8d30-
7c6e01e6022e

P RO DUC T  N A M EP RO DUC T  N A M E SKUPA RT N UM B ERSKUPA RT N UM B ER SKUIDSKUID

 Related topics
Assign policies to large sets of users in your school
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 Overview
  Hybrid and blended education is here to stayHybrid and blended education is here to stay

  Student and educators alike excel with Microsoft Teams RoomsStudent and educators alike excel with Microsoft Teams Rooms

  Bring digital flexibility to physical spacesBring digital flexibility to physical spaces

Learning in the future will be hybrid and blended. Educators and students both require a fluid experience

realized across a continuum of spaces, motivated by a need for flexibility when it comes to how and where

learning takes place. Education won’t be confined to a physical classroom or strictly virtual environments;

remote participation will be just as dynamic as in-person learning. The flexibility that hybrid and blended

learning offers, while not new to all, will be new to many and will have far-reaching impact.

The modern, hybrid classroom will be boundaryless. Students and educators will be empowered by

synchronous and asynchronous learning as well as interactive, multi-modal engagement designed to meet the

needs of every student in every circumstance. Teams devices have been designed to support a range of spaces

so that no voice goes unheard.

Microsoft Teams Rooms enable safe, secure, student-focused learning, from classroom integration to

breakout rooms for more focused collaboration, and even one-on-ones to address specific student needs

and questions.

Using personal and shared devices in a digital or hybrid learning environment helps students socialize

and gain key skills they’ll use throughout their lives.

Teams functionality is not restricted to the classroom. Educators and administrators can easily connect

with other faculty and staff within the same school or within the entire school district from their home,

office, or wherever else they’ve optimized their environment. With Teams, professional development is

accessible from anywhere.

To ensure students and educators working remotely can fully participate in group collaboration and meetings,

education workspaces will need technology to help bridge the divide between the old, in-person models and the

new, hybrid and remote spaces.

This image represents future technology.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices-for-education.md


 Why choose a native Teams experience?

 Space considerations
  What is the role of the space?What is the role of the space?

Microsoft Teams certified peripherals and rooms are purpose-built, native calling and meeting solutions

delivering a complete Teams meeting experience, with high-definition audio and video, on Teams-certified first-

and third-party hardware.

When we say “purpose-built and native,” we mean the experience is specifically and thoughtfully designed by

Microsoft for the Teams user.

Teams Rooms go beyond what can be done with Teams on personal devices by providing unique in-room

capabilities, like one-touch join, content cameras to share physical whiteboards into the meeting in an intelligent

way, and proximity features like seamlessly transferring a Teams meeting from your personal device to the

room.

Non-native and self-built systems that rely on external services, or a bring-your-own-device connection, will

never truly match the ease of use or immersive quality of a native Teams Room.

Purpose-built for TeamsPurpose-built for Teams

Advanced audio and video and sharing

Expansive device por tfolio for any roomExpansive device por tfolio for any room

Select from fully modularized or integrated form factors across Android or Windows operating systems

Reimagined room experiencesReimagined room experiences

Join Teams meetings friction-free to engage in inclusive, collaborative meetings for students and educators alike

Easily managed from one placeEasily managed from one place

Fully manage and keep devices up to date and ready to go in Teams Admin Center and enable 24x7 proactive

management from Microsoft with Microsoft Teams Rooms Premium

Physical spaces are designed to accommodate the kinds of activities that will happen there. Different types of

activities or connections may facilitate different meeting behaviors. A classroom is going to see much different

behavior than that of a boardroom, for example.

Furniture helps define how a space is going to be used. Furniture and finishes will be important to think about

for a classroom or meeting space to be effective.

For existing spaces, the technology should align to the room’s existing layout. As an example, if tables and chairs

are set up for presentations and in-person instruction, the technology should follow. Microphones and cameras

need to be positioned optimally in the room, not simply added anywhere they fit without consideration of how

the room is used. Remote participants need to see the presentation material as clearly as in-person participants.

For new spaces, the intended use of the room should drive both furniture and technology considerations. For

example, when designing a room intended to facilitate multiple purposes (such as individual work and group

interaction), the space should be separated into two separate zones for maximum efficiency.

The following pair of images illustrates optimized Teams setups in an existing classroom space (top) and in a

new, multi-purpose space (bottom):



  What is the function of the space?What is the function of the space?

 Technology considerations

 

Will the activities in the space focus on collaborative co-creation?

Creativity requires a layout and a technology deployment that is designed around user collaboration. The right

space facilitates work between users and the technology seamlessly and eliminate friction for even the most

novice users. Teams devices are designed to be user-friendly enough for young students to navigate adeptly and

for educators to control and customize from first use.

What about spaces where content sharing with both in-person and remote participants is the priority?

Content sharing and remote collaboration each demand a different physical layout and technology

experience. The right space facilitates discussion and makes it easy for everyone to see and review shared

content. No matter what space you are equipping, from a dorm flex space to a lecture hall, it needs to be Teams

enabled.

The right audio and video technology choices will help users get the most out of their Microsoft Teams

meetings.

Audio

Audio considerations are critical to ensure both remote and in-room participants can be clearly heard and

understood. Microphone and speaker coverage must include every seat in the room without leaving gaps.



  What are the right audio devices for each space?What are the right audio devices for each space?

  What are the right cameras for each space?What are the right cameras for each space?

Pairing the right microphone and speakers for each space will give the best possible results for being heard

clearly without distraction.

In potentially noisy spaces, such as a common room in the home or desks in a classroom, headsets offer

the best possible experience by restricting sound only to the meeting participants. Headset microphones

are designed to pick up only the meeting speech, and the speakers are contained so that only the meeting

attendees can hear what is going on.

In more private settings (for example, a student’s bedroom), devices choice can expand to include things

like personal speakerphones. These personal devices allow for the same level of conversation quality as

on headsets, but without the restriction of having to wear the device.

In shared spaces, the options expand, but the same principles remain: meeting participants need to be

heard and hear others clearly.

All-in-one audio devices are easy-to-deploy, high-quality options for smaller spaces with a limited

number of participants seated relatively close to the audio device.

In larger spaces, the microphones and speakers separate to ensure maximum coverage across all

participants in the space. Many solutions for medium- to large-sized rooms are available as part of

a kit that requires no configuration, only physical installation of microphones and speakers.

In the very largest and most complex spaces, solutions are available that allow for a variety of

microphone and speaker types to be used together, such as capturing a lecturer and audience

voice from a large hall while simultaneously bringing the call to everyone. These solutions are best

achieved when deployed by a Microsoft partner who has expertise in the design and deployment

of more technically involved solutions.

Video

Video is as important as audio. Capturing physical, non-verbal communication like facial expressions or

gestures is as important as the classroom or meeting content to ensure maximum engagement and

understanding. Rooms need to be equipped with the appropriate size of display so that everyone can experience

the meeting properly, whether in the room or remote. Rooms also need to have the right camera coverage and

field of view (FOV) to effectively capture all the in-room meeting participants for those joining remotely.

High-quality video is a necessity for modern Teams collaboration. Technology for cameras has advanced

significantly with high-quality cameras now available for all spaces.

Included cameras in devices like laptops and tablets are a great starting point for use by individuals

participating in video calls. For users looking to bring a richer video experience to a personal space,

external cameras represent a step up from embedded devices and can be used in a greater number of

scenarios and configurations, ensuring that call participants share the best quality view of themselves.

These devices easily install with simple USB connections found on every PC.

In shared spaces, the options and features expand. Smaller rooms may be covered by cameras included

within all-in-one audio devices, such as soundbars. These cameras typically feature a wide field of view,

ensuring that they capture every participant in the space in a single shot. Many of these cameras also

feature things like intelligent framing of the image (so that the camera only shows the people in the

meeting and not empty chairs) to track and understand space utilization.

In larger rooms, cameras feature the technology needed to capture participants in a variety of locations at

varying distances away. These cameras can capture groups or focus on specific individuals while

maintaining great visual clarity. Devices that can track and feature only active speakers are regularly used

in larger spaces so that many participants may be featured individually throughout a meeting as they

https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/teams-mrpp


  How do you interact virtually beyond video streams?How do you interact virtually beyond video streams?

 Example spaces
  Public spacePublic space

contribute their thoughts.

Teams meetings go beyond just audio and video calling for participants. There are a variety of ways to share and

interact dynamically with content.

A common scenario is sharing content directly from a participant’s device. Individual users can share the full

audio and visual experience from individual applications or the entire contents of their screen directly to the

meeting for everyone to view. This extends to all shared spaces with installed devices. Microsoft Teams Rooms

also have the option to use a wired monitor connection to allow participants to share even if they lack the ability

to join the meeting individually.

For content from the physical world, spaces with Microsoft Teams Room systems can handle a whiteboard or

document camera that allows for the coordinated review and discussion of content from the space.

For a fully interactive experience, interactive displays (such as the Surface Hub family of products and the

Microsoft digital Whiteboard) make it easy to interactively create content for in-person students as well as with

remote students.

A public space, such as a common room in a family home or a table at a library, usually means users have to

contend with noise, a lack of a permanent workspace, and other potential distractions.

The solution shown is:

A personal computer device used with a certified Teams headset.

Why this layout and device type?

A laptop running Teams ensures the user is not confined to one working area and can move their setup without

having to sign in and out of any meetings. A headset with a built-in microphone restricts audio to meeting

participants and filters background noise. The laptop’s built-in camera ensures the user can be seen by all

meeting participants.

Example devices:

HP Laptop – 14t-dq200

https://www.hp.com/shop/pdp/hp-laptop-14t-dq200-touch-optional-2d129av-1?jumpid=ma_intel-optane_product-tile_clamshell-laptops_1_2d129av-1_hp-laptop---14t-dq20


  Personal spacePersonal space

Alternate laptop options include:

Microsoft Surface Laptop 4 – Greater for Higher Education

Microsoft Surface Go Laptop – Great for K-12

EPOS Sennheiser Headset – Adapt 560

Installing or setting up this solution is:

Very easy. This is something that can handled entirely by end users by simply combing their PC with a certified

headset for audio and video calling. 

A personal space can be anything from a student’s bedroom to an educator ’s office. Personal spaces generally

mean the user has privacy within their working or learning environment, as well as a dedicated workspace.

Example A:

The solution shown is:

A personal PC with a high-quality USB camera and a separate USB speakerphone audio device.

Why this layout and device type?

A smaller, quieter, more focused personal space means the user doesn’t have the distractions of public shared

spaces or a traditional classroom. A PC running Teams allows for a dedicated workspace, and a USB camera

ensures the user is seen within the meeting in high quality. A speakerphone device is best in private spaces

where meeting audio doesn’t have to compete with other noise and distractions.

Devices shown:

Personal PC with Windows 10 and External Display

Yealink USB Webcam – UVC20

Poly Speakerphone – Sync 20

Example B:

https://www.microsoft.com/d/surface-laptop-4/946627FB12T1?OCID=AID2200083_SEM_6341646f18fa14c7e4d80565e0debe72%253aG%253as&ef_id=6341646f18fa14c7e4d80565e0debe72%253aG%253as&s_kwcid=AL!4249!10!79302431130415!79302713431201&msclkid=6341646f18fa14c7e4d80565e0debe72&activetab=pivot%253aoverviewtab
https://www.microsoft.com/d/surface-laptop-go/94FC0BDGQ7WV?OCID=AID2200083_SEM_215e2d5fa8281476bdd84c555fcf1fad%253aG%253as&ef_id=215e2d5fa8281476bdd84c555fcf1fad%253aG%253as&s_kwcid=AL!4249!10!78890114459337!78890368468596&msclkid=215e2d5fa8281476bdd84c555fcf1fad&activetab=pivot%253aoverviewtab
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/epos-sennheiser-adapt-560/467
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/yealink-uvc20/854
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/poly-sync-20/825


  ClassroomsClassrooms

The solution shown is:

A personal PC with an all-in-one camera, microphone, and speaker soundbar.

Why this layout and device type?

Serving the same purpose as Example A, this solution addresses a focused personal space. A PC running Teams

allows for a dedicated workspace in combination with a combination USB camera, microphone, and speaker

soundbar.

Devices shown:

Personal PC with Windows 10 and External Display

Poly Soundbar – Studio P15

Installing or setting up this solution is:

Very easy. This can be handled entirely by end users by combing their PC with the certified USB peripherals.

Cameras and personal soundbars can easily be mounted above the display.

Classrooms, including traditional and reverse classrooms, require active engagement from everyone present.

Effective instruction, discussion, and collaboration among many parties is key.

The solution shown is:

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/poly-studio-p15/821


  Lecture hallsLecture halls

A classroom designed for both in-person and remote student participants with a layout that accommodates a

single educator addressing both groups simultaneously.

Why this layout and device type?

A large display gives remote participants a physical presence within the room, along with front-of-the-room

speakers that allow their voices to be heard by all, even by those at desks furthest from the source. Microphones

are situated at the front of the room so teachers and students can be heard by all. A traditional whiteboard for

analog content can be captured the room system and shared with both in-room and remote participants. The

digital Microsoft Whiteboard is also a good solution for collaboration between remote and in-person students,

as well as for post-class reference.

Devices shown:

Room System - Microsoft Surface Hub 2S

Note that the Surface Hub solution represents a premium experience for collaboration and interactive

usage. A Microsoft Teams Room solution paired with a large display can be used as an alternative in

this same scenario.

Analog Whiteboard capture – Logitech Brio Content Camera Kit

Camera and Audio - Logitech Rally Plus kit

Touch Console for Room Control – Logitech TAP

Installing or setting up this solution is:

Complex. This room features a physical installation, including wiring, that requires a knowledgeable AV

deployment partner to properly plan for and deploy the camera and audio solutions so that they work

seamlessly for the end users in the space.

Much like classrooms, lecture halls contain numerous students who must focus on an educator and any

information they’re presenting. However, lecture halls generally don’t require the same amount of interaction

among students. The focus is on information, not collaboration.

The solution shown is:

A lecture hall designed for both in-person and remote student participants with a layout that accommodates a

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/microsoft-surface-hub-2s/822
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/category/teams-rooms/20?page=1&filterIds=
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/logitech-brio-content-camera-kit/349
https://www.logitech.com/products/video-conferencing/room-solutions/rally-ultra-hd-conferencecam.html
https://www.logitech.com/products/video-conferencing/room-solutions/tap.html?crid=1691


  Multi-purpose spacesMulti-purpose spaces

single educator addressing both groups simultaneously, as well as creating and annotating content from a touch

surface.

Why this layout and device type?

Remote participants can see the same field of view that in-person participants have via the mounted camera.

The lecturer can see the remote students via their cameras on a display screen. A dedicated presentation screen

and a touch-surface screen for whiteboarding display the lecturer ’s educational material for all. Ceiling-tile

microphones and powerful speakers make sure the lecturer and any student questions are heard clearly.

Devices shown:

Room System – Crestron Flex C100 for Teams with both an installed projector and a cart-based display

Optional Digital Whiteboard - Microsoft Surface Hub 2S

Camera – AVer CAM520 Pro

Installed Audio – QSC and Sennheiser for Large Rooms

Installing or setting up this solution is:

Highly complex. This room features a physical installation that will require a knowledgeable AV deployment

partner to properly plan for and deploy the camera and audio solutions so that they work seamlessly for the

end users in the space. The installation requires expertise as it relates to wiring, audio configuration, and correct

configuration of both the Microsoft Teams Room system and the associated Surface Hub 2 device.

Teams can be implemented in almost any educational or multi-purpose space you can think of. Libraries, mixed-

use presentation and collaboration spaces, café spaces, and open-air spaces can all be outfitted with a Teams

system or Teams devices.

This solution shown is:

A room system with a large, projector-based front-of-room display, multiple touch consoles for operation, and

multiple Surface Hub 2 devices for a wide range of uses.

Devices shown:

Room System – Crestron Flex C100 for Teams with installed projector

Optional Dual Digital Whiteboards - Microsoft Surface Hub 2S

https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Integrator-Kits/UC-C100-T
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/microsoft-surface-hub-2s/822
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/aver-cam520-pro-standard/575
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/qsc-meeting-room-audio-in-ceiling-speakers/701
https://www.crestron.com/Products/Workspace-Solutions/Unified-Communications/Crestron-Flex-Integrator-Kits/UC-C100-T
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/microsoft-surface-hub-2s/822


 Don't forget security

 More information

Camera – Yealink UVC84

Installed Audio – QSC and Sennheiser for Large Rooms

Installing or setting up this solution is:

Highly complex. A multi-purpose space as described requires a knowledgeable AV deployment partner to

properly plan for and deploy the projector-based display and camera and audio solutions, as well as to correctly

configure both the Microsoft Teams Room system and the associated Surface Hub 2 devices so that they work

seamlessly for the end users in the space.

It’s vital to ensure your solutions are secure against cyber threats. Microsoft uses cutting-edge AI and

automation to keep data and private information safe when using a Teams Rooms system or device. Protecting

your school or institution starts with identity and access management (via the Azure Active Directory) and

device management (via Intune/AutoPilot).

View the following pages to learn more about Teams devices and partners:

Microsoft Teams for Education – A great source of information for using Microsoft Teams in education

Certified devices for Microsoft Teams – A comprehensive list of devices certified for Microsoft Teams

Learn More about Microsoft Teams Rooms – A guide to Microsoft Teams Rooms covering planning, deployment,

and usage

Teams Meeting Room Partner Program – A list of worldwide partners available to assist with planning and

deploying Teams Room systems

https://www.yealink.com/product/camera-uvc84
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/qsc-meeting-room-audio-in-ceiling-speakers/701
https://www.microsoft.com/education/products/teams
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/across-devices/devices/product/poly-sync-20/825
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rooms/
https://cloudpartners.transform.microsoft.com/teams-mrpp


   

 

Use the Frontline Worker onboarding wizard to get
your frontline workforce up and running
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 Overview

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Run the wizard

The Frontline Worker onboarding wizard in the Microsoft 365 admin center simplifies onboarding frontline

workers to your organization. The wizard lets you quickly deploy an experience in Microsoft Teams that's

tailored to your frontline workforce. Using the wizard, you can easily kick off your pilot deployment of Teams for

the frontline workers in your organization.

The wizard sets up a team for your frontline workers and assigns licenses and policy packages to each team

member. You can create your team from scratch or from a team template, and then you add users and assign

roles. The role determines the policy package that the wizard assigns to each user.

Currently, the wizard supports adding 100 users each time you run it. We're working on increasing the number

of users per run soon. Check back here for the latest updates.

The wizard is available to all organizations that have at least one Microsoft 365 F license. You can run the wizard

as many times as you need to roll out Teams to your frontline workforce in different locations or sites across

your organization.

This wizard lets you quickly onboard your frontline workers to Teams through the Microsoft 365 admin center. For

information about how deploy Teams to your frontline workers using scripts, see How to provision Teams at scale for

Frontline Workers.

The wizard doesn't support sensitivity labels yet. If your organization requires sensitivity labels to create a team, you won't

see the wizard in the Microsoft 365 admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft 365 admin center, choose SetupSetup. Go to the Apps and emailApps and email

section, and then under Get your frontline workforce up and runningGet your frontline workforce up and running, select ViewView . Here, you can

learn more about the capabilities that Microsoft 365 for frontline workers offers.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/flw-onboarding-wizard.md
https://admin.microsoft.com/


2. When you're ready, select Get star tedGet star ted to run the wizard.

3. Enter a name for your team, add one or more team owners, and select a privacy setting. Then, choose

whether to create your team from scratch or from a team template. Team templates come with

predefined channels and tabs, which optimize the team for a particular business need or project.

4. Add users to the team. You can also add groups. If you add groups, keep in mind that licenses and policy

packages are directly assigned to each user in the group, not the group itself.



5. Assign one of the following roles to each team member: Frontline Worker, Frontline Manager, None.

By assigning a Frontline Worker or Frontline Manager role, that user will receive a policy package. The

policy package will create an experience in Teams that's tailored to their role. This experience includes

pre-pinned apps and policies for healthy frontline worker and manager communication and

collaboration.

Next, select a location and assign a Microsoft 365 F license to each team member. If you don’t have

enough licenses, you can select Buy more licensesBuy more licenses  to purchase more licenses.

6. Choose who receives the status email after the wizard is completed. The email contains success and

failure information about the actions performed by the wizard—creating the team, adding team

members, and assigning a license and policy package to each team member. Use this information to

troubleshoot any errors that may occur.



 What to do after running the wizard

7. Review your selections, and then select ConfirmConfirm .

The wizard creates your team and assigns licenses and policy packages to team members. This may take

a few minutes to complete, after which the recipients you chose receive a status email.

8. You're on your way but you're not done yet! Next, check out the What to do after running the wizard

section of this article.

After you run the wizard, it's important to:

Let your frontline workers and managers know that they're assigned Teams licenses.

If you're using shared devices, make sure Teams is installed on those devices. If your organization uses a

"bring your own device" model, let your frontline workers and managers know that they have to download

and install Teams to their devices.

When the frontline employee opens Teams for the first time, they'll receive a tailored first run experience, which



 Related articles

includes chats and channels, calling, and task management all within Teams.

Manage policy packages in Teams

Use team templates in the Teams admin center



   

 

How to provision Teams at scale for Frontline
Workers

 12/7/2021 • 17 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Prerequisites

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Technical requirements

 Step-by-step process overview

Do you need to rapidly onboard a large number of users to Microsoft Teams and configure a streamlined

experience for them? You can quickly provision identities, provision teams, and assign all relevant policies to

control the end user experience by walking through the following instructions.

In this walkthrough, you'll learn how to:

Create a large number of users.

Create a large number of teams and set up the appropriate channels.

Assign licensing at scale.

Create appropriate Teams messaging policies, app setup policies, and app permission policies.

Apply those policies to users at scale.

Assign a large number of users to a designated team.

If you've reviewed this information and feel like you need some help or have some questions, you can click hereclick here to reach

out for White Glove Support.

Download the assets from this location.

The scripts in the link provided above are provided as-is by Microsoft, and must be modified for your individual needs.

Your tenant must have the appropriate number of licenses available that include Microsoft Teams. If you do

not already have these licenses, check out Teams Exploratory for a free trial subscription.

The user taking these steps must have these roles assigned: Global Admin, User Admin, and Teams Service

Admin, in Azure AD.

User must have the rights to install and configure software on their local machine.

1. Set up your environmentSet up your environment

2. Create and set up teamsCreate and set up teams

a. Download from the GitHub repository containing the sample PowerShell scripts and documentation

b. Configure the local environment

c. Set up credentials

d. Configure PowerShell Modules and environmental variables

a. Create teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/flw-scripted-deployment.md
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=v4j5cvGGr0GRqy180BHbRyMDv-1voW9MqL7zkQ11DzBUREZaU1E0WEk5T0NYS0NDSkFMSDROUUdYMC4u
https://aka.ms/flwteamsscale


 Set up your environment

  Download from the GitHub repository containing sample PowerShell scripts and documentationDownload from the GitHub repository containing sample PowerShell scripts and documentation

  Configure the local environmentConfigure the local environment

  Set up credentialsSet up credentials

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

3. Create Teams policiesCreate Teams policies

4. Users and security groupsUsers and security groups

5. Assign users and policiesAssign users and policies

6. Test and validateTest and validate

7. Fur ther readingFur ther reading

b. Steps to create teams

c. Create channels for teams

a. Create Teams message policies

b. Create Teams app setup policies

c. Create Teams app permission policies

a. Create users and security groups

b. Assign licensing to users via group-based licensing

a. Assign users to teams

b. Assign Teams policies to users

c. Optional: Convert group membership type

a. Sign in to Teams with a test user

b. Check for errors

c. Error handling

The following steps will allow you to set up your environment:

Before you can proceed, you'll need to download the scripts at this location.

Setting the local environment variables allows the scripts referenced here to be run using relative paths. The

rootPath is the root of where you cloned this repository, and the tenantName is in the form

yourTenant.onmicrosoft.comyourTenant.onmicrosoft.com (https should not be included).

1. Open a PowerShell session and navigate to the scripts folder inside the cloned git repo.

2. Run the script .\SetConfig.ps1 -tenantName [your tenant name] -rootPath "full path to the root of the git

repo".

For example: .\SetConfig.ps1 -tenantName contoso.onmicrosoft.com -rootPath "C:\data\source\FLWTeamsScale"

How credentials are managed in these scripts may not be appropriate for your use, and they're easily changed to meet

your requirements. Always follow your company's standards and practices for securing service accounts and managed

identities.

The scripts use credentials that are stored as XML files in $ENV:LOCALAPPDATA\keys, that is, the AppData\Local

folder. The helper function Set-CredsSet-Creds  in the module BulkAddFunctions.psm1BulkAddFunctions.psm1  needs to be called to set the

credentials used to run these scripts. This technique removes the need for you to authenticate to all various

service endpoints while maintaining the credentials in a local store. From within each script, the appropriate

credentials are read with the helper function Get-CredsGet-Creds  and those credentials are used to connect to the

various services.

https://aka.ms/flwteamsscale


NOTENOTE

# Connect to MicrosoftTeams
$teams_cred = Get-Creds teams-cred.xml
Connect-MicrosoftTeams -Credential $teams_cred

  Configure PowerShell modules and environmental variablesConfigure PowerShell modules and environmental variables

 Create and set up teams

  Create teamsCreate teams

  Steps to create teamsSteps to create teams

When you call Set-CredsSet-Creds , you're prompted to provide an XML file name that will be written to

$ENV:LOCALAPPDATA\keys. You might have different credentials for different services. For example, you might

have different credentials for MicrosoftTeams, AzureAD, and MSonline, in which case you can run Set-CredsSet-Creds

more than once, saving each credential file with its own meaningful name.

Examples: Set-Creds msol-cred.xml Set-Creds azuread-cred.xml Set-Creds teams-cred.xml

Run the script SetCreds.ps1SetCreds.ps1  to save your credentials. You will be prompted with "Performing the operation

"Export-Clixml"..." and enter 'Y' to approve.

The account used for the credentials cannot require Multi-Factor Auth (MFA).

Here's an example of how the various scripts use the saved credentials to authenticate:

You'll need to install and connect to several PowerShell modules, including Azure AD, MSAL, MSCloudUtils, and

MicrosoftTeams.

1. Find the ConfigurePowerShellModules.ps1ConfigurePowerShellModules.ps1  in the scripts folder in the repository.

2. From PowerShell, run the ConfigurePowerShellModules.ps1ConfigurePowerShellModules.ps1  script.

In order to communicate and collaborate with your frontline workers, you will first need to establish a series of

teams and add standard channels to those teams, which we'll walk through next.

Teams are a collection of people, content, and tools within your organization. For most frontline worker-centric

organizations, it is best practice to anchor a team around a physical location. For example, a team for each of the

following:

Store

Distribution center

Manufacturing plant

Hospital

Grocery store

Best practice discussion: When designing your teams, it's important to keep in mind Teams limits and

specifications. For smaller organizations, an org-wide team can be used to streamline communication and

complement a physical location structure. For others, a structured physical location Team naming convention

helps assist Corporate Communications with Cross Posting to multiple teams simultaneously with ease. For

example, you can search and cross-post to all Teams with US in the name to target all US locations. More

information on cross-posting can be found here.

1. Find the TeamsInformation.csvTeamsInformation.csv  file in the data folder in the repository.

2. Update the information in the TeamsInformation.csvTeamsInformation.csv  file with your organization's specific information.

Keep in mind our best practices above.

https://support.office.com/article/cross-post-a-channel-conversation-in-teams-9c1252a3-67ef-498e-a7c1-dd7147b3d295


  Create channels for teamsCreate channels for teams

NOTENOTE

  Steps to create channels for teamsSteps to create channels for teams

 Create Teams policies

  Create Teams messaging policiesCreate Teams messaging policies

3. Find the CreateTeams.ps1CreateTeams.ps1  script.

4. From PowerShell, run the CreateTeams.ps1CreateTeams.ps1  script.

Channels are dedicated sections within a team to keep conversations organized by specific topic, project,

discipline, and more. Every team automatically gets a General channel, but from there you can customize your

structure according to the needs of your business. For example, your additional channel structure could include:

Manufactur ingManufactur ing - Safety, Line 1, Line 2, Corporate Communications, Training

Grocer yGrocer y  - Bakery, Produce, Meat, Corporate Communications, Training

HealthcareHealthcare - Nurses, Doctors, Critical Care Unit 1, Critical Care Unit 2

HospitalityHospitality  - Front Desk, Maintenance, Housekeeping, Valet and Baggage, Corporate Communications,

Training

RetailRetail  - Front of Store, Back of Store, Corporate Communications, Training

Channels should not be thought of as a security boundary. They are a means of organizing your workers for the purposes

of collaboration.

Best practice discussion: When designing your channel structure, it's important to keep things simple, especially

when you're looking to onboard a lot of users. Resist the urge to create channels for every situation, role, or

topic in order to minimize the need for training. Pick 3-5 channels at most to get started. Additional channels

can easily be created as the need arises. In fact, it's okay to just use the General channel alone for now!

1. Find the TeamsChannels.csvTeamsChannels.csv  file in the scripts folder in the repository.

2. Update the TeamsChannels.csvTeamsChannels.csv  file with your organization's specific information. Keep in mind our best

practices above.

3. Find the CreateTeamsChannels.ps1CreateTeamsChannels.ps1  script in the scripts folder in the repository.

4. From PowerShell, run the CreateTeamsChannels.ps1CreateTeamsChannels.ps1  script.

As an admin, you can use teams policies in Microsoft Teams to control what users in your organization see and

can. For example, you can control which applications are pinned to the left rail on your desktop or web browser,

or the bottom bar on mobile devices, in order to simplify the end user experience when onboarding a large

amount of users. Some of these policies can be created with PowerShell, and others have to be manually created

in the Teams admin center.

Best practice discussion: For each of the following policies, we're choosing to actually create two policies: one for

frontline workers and one for frontline managers. You can choose to create as many or as few as you like. For

most customers, two is a good place to start, even if you give the same settings to each group initially. As your

experience with Teams grows, you may choose to differentiate their experience further and having the two

separate policies already created can make that simpler.

Messaging policies are used to control which chat and channel messaging features are available to users in

Microsoft Teams.

Best practice discussion: While you can use the default Global policy that is created automatically, we have opted

to create a custom policy using the steps below to provide a more locked down, simple, and differentiated

experience for frontline managers and frontline workers.



  

Steps to create Teams messaging policiesSteps to create Teams messaging policies

  Create Teams app setup policiesCreate Teams app setup policies

T EA M S DESKTO P  C L IEN TT EA M S DESKTO P  C L IEN T   T EA M S M O B IL E  C L IEN TT EA M S M O B IL E  C L IEN T

  Create the frontline manager app setup policyCreate the frontline manager app setup policy

1. Find the TeamsMessagingPolicies.csvTeamsMessagingPolicies.csv  file in the scripts folder in the repository.

2. Update the TeamsMessagingPolicies.csvTeamsMessagingPolicies.csv  file with your organization's specific information. Additional

information on some of the various options can be found here.

3. Find the CreateTeamsMessagePolicies.ps1CreateTeamsMessagePolicies.ps1  script in the scripts folder in the repository.

4. From PowerShell, run the CreateTeamsMessagePolicies.ps1CreateTeamsMessagePolicies.ps1  script.

As an admin, you can use app setup policies to do the following:

Customize Teams to highlight the apps that are most important for your users. You choose the apps to pin

and set the order in which they appear. Pinning apps lets you showcase apps that users in your organization

need, including those built by third parties or by developers in your organization.

Control whether users can pin apps to Teams.

Apps are pinned to the app bar. This is the bar on the side of the Teams desktop client and at the bottom of the

Teams mobile clients (iOS and Android).

Best practice discussion: You manage app setup policies in the Microsoft Teams admin center. They aren't able to

be created with PowerShell. You can use the global (Org-wide default) policy or create custom policies and

assign them to users. Users in your organization will automatically be assigned to the global policy unless you

create and assign a custom policy. For our purposes, we are creating two new policies for frontline workers and

frontline managers, in order to provide them a simpler and more streamlined experience to ease onboarding a

large number of users simultaneously. You can choose to customize the experience as your business needs.

The following settings can be customized to meet your business needs. We have chosen some recommended

options based on best practices and to improve the ease of onboarding new users at scale. For more

information, click here.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go toTeams appsTeams apps>Setup policiesSetup policies .

2. ClickAddAdd.

3. Enter a name and description for the policy. For example, Frontline manager app setup policy.



  Create the frontline worker app setup policyCreate the frontline worker app setup policy

4. Turn off Upload custom appsUpload custom apps .

5. Turn off Allow user pinningAllow user pinning.

6. If it's not already listed, add the ShiftsShifts  app. For more information about Shifts, click here.

7. Remove Calling, if it appears. Removing this feature will not disable it for the user, but will prevent it from

appearing on the app bar to simplify the end user experience.

8. Arrange the apps in the following order to dictate their order in the Teams app bar, and then clickSaveSave.

Activity

Chat

Teams

Calendar

Shifts

The following settings can be customized to meet your business needs. We have chosen some recommended

options based on best practices and to improve the ease of onboarding new users at scale. For more

information, click here.



  Create Teams app permission policiesCreate Teams app permission policies

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go toTeams appsTeams apps>Setup policiesSetup policies .

2. ClickAddAdd.

3. Enter a name and description for the policy. For example, Frontline worker app setup policy.

4. Turn off Upload custom appsUpload custom apps .

5. Turn off Allow user pinningAllow user pinning.

6. If it's not already listed, add the ShiftsShifts  app. For more information about Shifts, click here.

7. Remove Meetings and Calling, if they appear. Removing these features will not disable them for the user,

but will prevent them from appearing on the app bar to simplify the end user experience.

8. Arrange the apps in the following order to dictate their order in the Teams app bar, and then clickSaveSave.

Activity

Chat

Teams

Shifts

As an admin, you can use app permission policies to control what apps are available to Microsoft Teams users in



  Create the frontline manager app permission policyCreate the frontline manager app permission policy

  Create the frontline worker app permission policyCreate the frontline worker app permission policy

your organization. You can allow or block all apps, or specific apps published by Microsoft, third-parties, and

your organization. When you block an app, users who have the policy are unable to install it from the Teams app

store. You must be a global admin or Teams service admin to manage these policies.

Best practice discussion: You manage app setup policies in the Microsoft Teams admin center. They aren't able to

be created with PowerShell. You can use the global (Org-wide default) policy or create custom policies and

assign them to users. Users in your organization will automatically get the global policy unless you create and

assign a custom policy. For our purposes, we are creating two new policies for frontline workers and frontline

managers in order to provide a secure and more streamlined experience to ease onboarding a large number of

users simultaneously. You can of course choose to customize the experience as your business needs.

The following settings can be customized to meet your business needs. These are some recommended options

based on best practices that can improve the ease of onboarding new users at scale. For more information, click

here.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go toTeams appsTeams apps>Permission policiesPermission policies .

2. ClickAddAdd.

3. Enter a name and description for the policy. For example, Frontline manager app permission policy.

4. UnderMicrosoft appsMicrosoft apps , select Allow all appsAllow all apps .

5. UnderThird-par ty appsThird-par ty apps , select Allow all appsAllow all apps .

6. Under Custom appsCustom apps , select Allow all appsAllow all apps .

7. ClickSaveSave.

The following settings can be customized to meet your business needs. These are some recommended options



 Users and security groups
  Create users and security groupsCreate users and security groups

based on best practices that can improve the ease of onboarding new users at scale. For more information, click

here.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go toTeams appsTeams apps>Permission policiesPermission policies .

2. ClickAddAdd.

3. Enter a name and description for the policy. For example, Frontline worker app permission policy.

4. UnderMicrosoft appsMicrosoft apps , select Allow all appsAllow all apps .

5. UnderThird-par ty appsThird-par ty apps , select Block all appsBlock all apps .

6. Under Custom appsCustom apps , select Allow all appsAllow all apps .

7. ClickSaveSave.

To work with a large amount of users in Teams you first need to have the users created in Azure AD. There are

many ways to provision a large number of users, but we're going to highlight the following:

If these users already exist in one of the following HR systems, use the following links to set up user

provisioning:

If you have your user information in other systems, proceed with the following steps.

SAP Success Factors - Tutorial: Configure SAP SuccessFactors to Active Directory user provisioning.

Workday - Tutorial: Configure Workday for automatic user provisioning.

In order to manage these users at scale more effectively, you need to create two security groups for frontline

workers and frontline managers, and provision those users into the security groups directly, following these

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/saas-apps/sap-successfactors-inbound-provisioning-tutorial
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/saas-apps/workday-inbound-tutorial


  Assign licensing to users via group-based licensingAssign licensing to users via group-based licensing

 Assign users and policies
  Assign users to teamsAssign users to teams

  Assign Teams policies to usersAssign Teams policies to users

  Optional: Convert group membership typeOptional: Convert group membership type

steps:

1. Find the Users.csvUsers.csv  file in the scripts folder in the repository.

2. Update the Users.csvUsers.csv  file with your organization's specific information.

3. Find the SecurityGroups.csvSecurityGroups.csv  file in the scripts folder in the repository.

4. Update the SecurityGroups.csvSecurityGroups.csv  file with your organization's specific security group information.

5. From PowerShell, run the script CreateUsers.ps1CreateUsers.ps1  from assets.

a. By default, the script we've provided will create a user with a temporary password that must be

changed at first sign in. If you don't want to use the default password, edit the CreateUsers.ps1CreateUsers.ps1

script to meet your requirements.

b. Make sure to update the SecurityGroup field to reflect the appropriate name created earlier.

a. Make sure to update the MessagePolicyMessagePolicy , AppPermissionPolicyAppPermissionPolicy , and AppSetupPolicyAppSetupPolicy  fields to

map to the appropriate policies you created earlier.

b. Make sure to update the L icensePlanLicensePlan field to reflect the licensing that you intend to give each of

these users. For more information on product names and service plan identifiers, review the

documentation here.

Microsoft paid cloud services, such as Microsoft 365, Office 365, Enterprise Mobility + Security, Dynamics 365,

and other similar products, require licenses. These licenses are assigned to each user who needs access to these

services. To manage licenses, administrators use one of the management portals (Office or Azure) and

PowerShell cmdlets. Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) is the underlying infrastructure that supports identity

management for all Microsoft cloud services. Azure AD stores information about license assignment states for

users.

In order to enable licensing at scale, Azure AD now includes group-based licensing, and for this reason we

created the security groups earlier in this article. You can assign one or more product licenses to a group. Azure

AD ensures that the licenses are assigned to all members of the group. Any new members who join the group

are assigned the appropriate licenses. Licenses are removed from members who leave the group. This licensing

management eliminates the need for automating license management via PowerShell to reflect changes in the

organization and departmental structure on a per-user basis.

Now that you've created the users and created the teams, it's time to put all the users in the appropriate teams.

1. Find the Users.csvUsers.csv  file in the data folder in the repository and make sure you have accurate mapping to

Teams in this file.

2. From PowerShell, run the script AssignUserstoTeams.ps1AssignUserstoTeams.ps1  from the scripts folder in the repository.

Now that you've created the users and the policies to modify their experience in Teams, it's time to assign those

policies to the correct users.

1. Find the SecurityGroups.csvSecurityGroups.csv  file in the data folder in the repository and make sure you have accurate

mapping of the policies to the groups.

2. From PowerShell, run the script AssignPoliciestoUsers.ps1AssignPoliciestoUsers.ps1  from the scripts folder in the repository.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/licensing-service-plan-reference


NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Test and validate
  Sign in to Teams with a test userSign in to Teams with a test user

NOTENOTE

  Check for errorsCheck for errors

  Error handlingError handling

This step is for people who have Azure AD P1 or above.

When licensed for Azure AD P1 or above, you have the option of using Dynamic Group Membership instead of

using assigned membership. The scripts that created the Teams also created Office Groups of the membership

type Assigned, which means its members must be explicitly added.

Using Dynamic membership, rules are written to determine if someone is a member of the team or not.

When you run this script, the current membership of the group will be removed (except for its owners), and new members

will be added when the membership synch job runs.

1. Find the migrateGroups.csvmigrateGroups.csv  file in the data folder in the repository.

2. Update the CSV file migrateGroups.csvmigrateGroups.csv  with the groups that will be migrated, along with the rule for

dynamic membership.

3. Find the Conver tGroupMembershipType.ps1Conver tGroupMembershipType.ps1  file in the scripts folder in the repository.

4. From PowerShell, run the script Conver tGroupMembershipType.ps1Conver tGroupMembershipType.ps1

Now that you've completed all the steps, it's time to verify the work you've completed.

1. The created user will have an initial password that is in the CreateUsers.ps1 and they are required to change

it at their first sign in.

2. Verify the look and feel of Teams is what you expected. If not, review the Create Teams policiesCreate Teams policies  and the

Assign Teams policies to UsersAssign Teams policies to Users  sections.

3. Verify the user is in the correct team. If not, review the Create and set up usersCreate and set up users  and Assign users toAssign users to

teamsteams sections.

If frontline employee provisioning is managed through your Identity and Access Management team, you will need to

follow their process for providing the employee their credentials.

As you ran the earlier scripts, errors or exceptions were written to a .csv file located in the logs folder in your

copy of the repository. This file can be used to investigate any issues that may have occurred.

An example of an exception could be if you tried to create a team that already existed in your tenant.

1. Find the LogsLogs  folder and review any .csv file it may contain. If there are no exceptions, you may not find an

exception file here.

Minimal error handling has been implemented in these sample scripts. There are try/catch blocks and, if

triggered, we store the error into a variable in the catch block. Additional error handling must be implemented

according to your preferences.



 Further reading
New Team Channel (PowerShell)

New Teams Messaging Policy (PowerShell)

Assign policies to your users in Microsoft Teams

Assign licenses and user accounts with Office 365 PowerShell

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-teamchannel
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csteamsmessagingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/assign-licenses-to-user-accounts-with-office-365-powershell
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Overview of Shifts

NOTENOTE

 Availability of Shifts

 Location of Shifts data

 Set up Shifts
  Enable or disable Shifts in your organizationEnable or disable Shifts in your organization

Effective June 30, 2020, Microsoft StaffHub has been retired. We're building StaffHub capabilities into Microsoft Teams.

Today, Teams includes the Shifts app for schedule management and additional capabilities will roll out over time. StaffHub

stopped working for all users on June 30, 2020. Anyone who tries to open StaffHub is shown a message directing them to

download Teams. To learn more, see Microsoft StaffHub has been retired.

The Shifts app in Microsoft Teams keeps frontline workers connected and in sync. It's built mobile first for fast

and effective time management and communication for teams. Shifts let frontline workers and their managers

use their mobile devices to manage schedules and keep in touch.

Managers create, update, and manage shift schedules for teams. They can send messages to one person

("there's a spill on the floor") or the entire team ("the regional GM is arriving in 20 minutes"). They can also

send policy documents, news bulletins, and videos.

Employees view their upcoming shifts, see who else is scheduled for the day, request to swap or offer a shift,

and request time off.

It's important to know that Shifts currently don't support guests. This means that guests on a team can't be

added to or use shift schedules when Guest access is turned on in Teams.

For details about Shifts capabilities on different platforms, see Teams features by platform.

Shifts is available in all Enterprise SKUs where Teams is available.

Shifts data is currently stored in Azure in data centers in North America, Western Europe, and Asia Pacific. For

more information about where data is stored, see Where is my data?

Shifts is enabled by default for all Teams users in your organization. You can turn off or turn on the app at the

org level on the Manage apps page in the Microsoft Teams admin center.

1. In the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appsTeams apps  > Manage appsManage apps .

2. In the list of apps, do one of the following actions:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts/manage-the-shifts-app-for-your-organization-in-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts/microsoft-staffhub-to-be-retired
https://support.microsoft.com/office/teams-features-by-platform-debe7ff4-7db4-4138-b7d0-fcc276f392d3
http://o365datacentermap.azurewebsites.net/


  Enable or disable Shifts for specific users in your organizationEnable or disable Shifts for specific users in your organization

  Use the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to pin Shifts to TeamsUse the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to pin Shifts to Teams

  Assign the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to usersAssign the FirstLineWorker app setup policy to users

 Search the audit log for Shifts events

 Related topics

To turn off Shifts for your organization, search for the Shifts app, select it, and then select BlockBlock .

To turn on Shifts for your organization, search for the Shifts app, select it, and then select AllowAllow .

To allow or block specific users in your organization from using Shifts, make sure Shifts be turned on for your

organization on the Manage apps page. Then create a custom app permission policy and assign it to those users.

To learn more, see Manage app permission policies in Teams.

App setup policies let you customize Teams to highlight the apps that are most important for users in your

organization. The apps set in a policy are pinned to the app bar—the bar on the side of the Teams desktop client

and at the bottom of the Teams mobile clients—where users can quickly and easily access them.

Teams includes a built-in FirstLineWorker app setup policy that you can assign to frontline workers in your

organization. By default, the policy includes the Activity, Shifts, Chat, and Calling apps.

To view the FirstLineWorker policy, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center, go to Teams appTeams app

> Setup policiesSetup policies .

You can assign a policy directly to users, either individually or at scale through a batch assignment (if supported

for the policy type), or to a group that the users are members of (if supported for the policy type).

To learn about the different ways that you can assign policies to users, see Assign policies to your users in

Teams.

(in preview)(in preview)

You can search the audit log to view Shifts activity in your organization. To learn more about how to search the

audit log and to see a list of Shifts activities that are logged in the audit log, see Search the audit log for events

in Teams.

Before you can search the audit log, you have to first turn on auditing in the Security & Compliance Center. To

learn more, see Turn audit log search on or off. Keep in mind that audit data is only available from the point at

which you turned on auditing.

Shifts Help for frontline workers

Assign policies to your users in Teams

file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/media/firstline-worker-app-setup-policy-new.png#lightbox
https://protection.office.com
https://support.office.com/article/Turn-Office-365-audit-log-search-on-or-off-e893b19a-660c-41f2-9074-d3631c95a014
https://support.office.com/article/apps-and-services-cc1fba57-9900-4634-8306-2360a40c665b
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Overview

 Scenario

 Shift-based presence states

Effective June 30, 2020, Microsoft StaffHub has been retired. We’re building StaffHub capabilities into Microsoft Teams.

Today, Teams includes the Shifts app for schedule management and additional capabilities will roll out over time. StaffHub

stopped working for all users on June 30, 2020. Anyone who tries to open StaffHub is shown a message directing them to

download Teams. To learn more, see Microsoft StaffHub has been retired.

This is a preview or ear ly release feature.This is a preview or ear ly release feature.

Presence in Microsoft Teams indicates a user's current availability and status to other users. The presence of

frontline workers is often less predictable than other staff as their working hours are typically not the same each

day. As an admin, you can configure Teams to show a set of shift-based presence states for the frontline workers

in your organization to indicate when they are on and off shift.

These shift-based presence states—  On shiftOn shift,  Off shiftOff shift,  BusyBusy—are separate from the default set of

presence states in Teams. With these two sets of presence states, you can configure different experiences for

people in your organization based on their role.

With shift-based access, you can manage access to Teams when frontline workers are off shift. For example, you

can set Teams to display a message that frontline workers must acknowledge before they can use Teams when

they're not on a scheduled shift.

Here's an example of how your organization can manage shift-based access.

You have frontline workers in your organization that should only be paid for hours they work on a shift that

their manager scheduled and approved. They shouldn't be paid for time spent working outside a scheduled shift,

which includes using the Teams app. You set up a custom message that says "Your time on Teams when on off

shift won't count toward payable hours", which is displayed when frontline workers try to access Teams when

off shift. If they choose to use Teams, they click I acceptI accept with the understanding that they won't be paid for this

time.

You also have information workers in your organization who are salaried and who don't work shifts. You

configure your information workers to use the default presence states in Teams while giving your frontline

workers shift-based presence.

Here are the shift-based presence states.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts/manage-shift-based-access-flw.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts/microsoft-staffhub-to-be-retired


A P P  C O N F IGUREDA P P  C O N F IGURED USER C O N F IGUREDUSER C O N F IGURED M O RE IN F O RM AT IO NM O RE IN F O RM AT IO N

 On shift Automatically set at the start of a shift

 Off shift Automatically set at the end of a shift

 Busy  Busy Automatically set. Can also be
manually set when the frontline worker
is on shift.

 Off shift access to Teams

 Manage shift-based access

This feature lets you manage access to Teams when frontline workers are off shift. You can set Teams to display a

message to frontline workers if they access Teams when off shift. Frontline workers must click I acceptI accept to

acknowledge the message before they can use Teams.

You can use the default message, choose from a set of pre-defined messages, or customize the message to

display any text that you want. Here's the default message:

You can also set the frequency when the message is displayed and set a grace period between when the first

shift starts or last shift ends and when access to Teams is restricted.

As an admin, you use policies to control shift-based presence for frontline workers in your organization. You

manage these policies by using the following PowerShell cmdlets:

New-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy

Get-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy

Set-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy

Grant-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy

Remove-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy

Use the New-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy cmdlet to create a new policy, set the policy settings that you want, and then

use the Grant-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy cmdlet to assign the policy to users.

Here's some examples. For detailed information about each policy setting and parameter, including the list of

predefined off shift messages that you can choose from, see New-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csteamsshiftspolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csteamsshiftspolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/set-csteamsshiftspolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/grant-csteamsshiftspolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/remove-csteamsshiftspolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csteamsshiftspolicy


  Example 1Example 1

New-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy -Identity "Off Shift Teams Access Default Message"-EnableShiftPresence $true -
ShiftNoticeFrequency always -ShiftNoticeMessageType DefaultMessage -AccessType UnrestrictedAccess_TeamsApp -
AccessGracePeriodMinutes 10

NOTENOTE

  Example 2Example 2

New-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy -Identity "Off Shift Teams Access Custom Message" -EnableShiftPresence $true -
ShiftNoticeFrequency always -ShiftNoticeMessageType CustomMessage -ShiftNoticeMessageCustom "Your time on 
Teams when on off shift won't count toward payable hours" -AccessType UnrestrictedAccess_TeamsApp -
AccessGracePeriodMinutes 15

NOTENOTE

  Example 3Example 3

New-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy -Identity "Off Shift Teams Access Message1"-EnableShiftPresence $true -
ShiftNoticeFrequency always -ShiftNoticeMessageType Message1 -AccessType  UnrestrictedAccess_TeamsApp -
AccessGracePeriodMinutes 3

NOTENOTE

In this example, we create a new policy named Off Shift Teams Access Default Message. In this policy, shift-based

presence is turned on and the default message is displayed every time a user who is assigned this policy

accesses Teams when off shift. The user can use Teams when off shift if they accept the message, and the grace

period between when the first shift starts or last shift ends and when access is restricted is 10 minutes.

Use the ShiftNoticeMessageTypeShiftNoticeMessageType parameter to set the message that you want to display. To see a list of the pre-

defined messages that you can choose from for this parameter, see New-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy.

In this example, we create a new policy named Off Shift Teams Access Custom Message. In this policy, shift-

based presence is turned on and a custom message is displayed every time a user who is assigned this policy

accesses Teams when off shift. The user can use Teams when off shift if they accept the message, and the grace

period between when the first shift starts or last shift ends and when access is restricted is 15 minutes.

Use the ShiftNoticeMessageTypeShiftNoticeMessageType parameter to set the message that you want to display. To learn more, see New-

CsTeamsShiftsPolicy.

In this example, we create a new policy named Off Shift Teams Access Message1. In this policy, shift-based

presence is turned on and the following predefined message is displayed every time a user who is assigned this

policy accesses Teams when off shift.

"Your employer does not authorize or approve of the use of its network, applications, systems, or tools by non-

exempt or hourly employees during their non-working hours. By accepting, you acknowledge that your use of

Teams while off shift is not authorized and you will not be compensated."

The user can use Teams when off shift if they accept the message, and the grace period between when the first

shift starts or last shift ends and when access is restricted is three minutes.

Use the ShiftNoticeMessageTypeShiftNoticeMessageType parameter to set the message that you want to display. To see a list of the pre-

defined messages that you can choose from for this parameter, see New-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csteamsshiftspolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csteamsshiftspolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csteamsshiftspolicy


  Example 4Example 4

Grant-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy -Identity remy@contoso.com-PolicyName "Off Shift Teams Access Custom Message"

 Related topics

In this example, we assign a policy named Off Shift Teams Access Custom Message to a user named

remy@contoso.com.

Manage the Shifts app for your organization in Teams

Teams PowerShell overview
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 Overview

 Why Schedule Owner?

 Scenario

 Manage schedule ownership

Schedule Owner is a feature that lets you elevate the permissions of a team member to a schedule owner

without making the employee a team owner. This means that the employee is authorized to manage their team’s

schedule without being able to modify any other team properties such as updating, editing, or deleting team

channels.

What can a user with schedule owner permissions do?

Create, edit, and publish schedules to manage their team’s shift assignments.

View and approve shift requests including requests to swap shifts and take open shifts.

Manage settings in Shifts to enable certain features for the team.

View and modify their team’s timesheet to process employee payrolls.

Without the Schedule Owner feature, day-to-day business functions could be disrupted. While the team owner

helps to run the team, they might not necessarily be the person in charge of day-to-day scheduling. In this case,

transferring only the schedule management responsibility to another team member streamlines daily

operations within the team and eliminates the confusion of two team members having the same access

privileges.

Here’s an example of how your organization can use the Schedule Owner feature.

You work in a large organization where department managers report directly to the store manager. The store

manager has more authority within your company and is the team owner in Shifts. Department managers, on

the other hand, are only ever added to Shifts as team members. While store managers have more seniority than

department managers, it makes more sense for department managers to handle the day-to-day scheduling of

their team’s employees.

Without Schedule Owner, department managers must be given the exact same privileges as the team owner.

Recently, department managers have been moving information around, and changing the name of channels,

and it has caused complications with the store manager’s work. The store manager wants the department

managers to be able to organize their schedules, but doesn't want them to be able to change anything else on

the team, outside of Shifts.

With Schedule Owner, the department managers can be given scheduling privileges, without any other team

owner privileges.

As an admin, you use policies to control schedule management ownership in your organization. You manage

these policies by using the following PowerShell cmdlets:

New-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy

Get-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/shifts/schedule-owner-for-shift-management.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csteamsshiftspolicy?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/get-csteamsshiftspolicy?view=teams-ps


  Example 1Example 1

New-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy –Identity ScheduleOwnerPolicy  -EnableScheduleOwnerPermissions $true -AccessType 
UnrestrictedAccess_TeamsApp

  Example 2Example 2

Grant-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy -Identity remy@contoso.com -PolicyName ScheduleOwnerPolicy

 Related articles

Set-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy

Grant-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy

Remove-CsTeamsShiftsPolicy

Here, we create a new policy named ScheduleOwnerPolicy with the Schedule Owner feature turned on.

In this example, we assign a policy named ScheduleOwnerPolicy to a user named remy@contoso.com.

Manage the Shifts app for your organization in Teams

Manage shift-based access for frontline workers in Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/set-csteamsshiftspolicy?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/grant-csteamsshiftspolicy?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/remove-csteamsshiftspolicy?view=teams-ps
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 How to deploy Microsoft Teams for RealWear

 Required Licenses

 Managing RealWear devices
  Microsoft Endpoint ManagerMicrosoft Endpoint Manager

  Third-party Enterprise Mobility Managers (EMMs)Third-party Enterprise Mobility Managers (EMMs)

 End-user content

This article covers the Microsoft Teams client for RealWear head-mounted wearables. Frontline workers using

RealWear HMT-1 and HMT-1Z1 can now collaborate with a remote expert using video calling on Teams.

Through a voice-controlled user interface, Teams for RealWear allows field workers to remain 100% hands-free

while maintaining situational awareness in loud and hazardous environments. By showing what they see in real-

time, field workers can accelerate the time to resolve issues and reduce the risk of an expensive downtime.

RealWear devices updated to release 11.2 or above. More information here.

Access to RealWear Foresight for distributing the Microsoft Teams client for Realwear.

Microsoft Teams licenses are part of Microsoft 365 and Office 365 subscriptions. No additional licensing is

required to use Teams for RealWear. For more information about getting Teams, check outHow do I get access to

Microsoft Teams.

RealWear devices can be managed using Android Device Administrator mode. Support for management via

Android Enterprise is limited, as the devices currently don't have Google Mobile Services (GMS) available.

To learn more about managing RealWear devices on Microsoft Endpoint Manager, see Android device

administrator enrollment in Intune.

For more details on policies, see How to use Intune in environments without Google Mobile Services.

For guidance on third-party EMMs, see Supported Enterprise Mobility Management Providers.

For further reading on this from an end-user perspective, check out Using Microsoft Teams for RealWear.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/flw-realwear.md
https://realwear.com/knowledge-center/configure-on-release-10/wireless-update/
https://cloud.realwear.com/
https://support.office.com/article/fc7f1634-abd3-4f26-a597-9df16e4ca65b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/enrollment/android-enroll-device-administrator
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/manage-without-gms
https://www.realwear.com/knowledge-center/configure-on-release-10/remote-from-a-web-browser/emm/
https://support.office.com/article/using-microsoft-teams-for-realwear-af20d232-d18c-476f-8031-843a4edccd5f
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 Getting started
  Deploying Walkie TalkieDeploying Walkie Talkie

  Adding Walkie Talkie to your app listAdding Walkie Talkie to your app list

The Walkie Talkie app in Teams provides instant push-to-talk (PTT) communication for your team and is now

available on Android. Walkie Talkie allows users to connect with their team using the same underlying channels

they're members of. Only users who connect to Walkie Talkie in a channel become participants and can

communicate with each other using push-to-talk, one at a time.

With Walkie Talkie in Teams, frontline workers can now securely communicate with a familiar PTT experience

without needing to carry bulky radios, and Walkie Talkie works anywhere with WiFi or cellular internet

connectivity.

Currently, Walkie Talkie is available for Android devices with Google Mobile Services (GMS) and is not pre-

installed. To enable this feature for users in your organization, you need to add Walkie Talkie to theApp Setup

Policyassigned to users from the Teams Admin Center. Once enabled, Walkie Talkie will become available on the

Android app within 48 hours.

In the Microsoft Teams admin center, under Teams appTeams app > Setup policiesSetup policies , you should have Allow userAllow user

pinningpinning set to OnOn. Then, under the Pinned Apps section, click +Add Apps+Add Apps .

On the Add pinned appsAdd pinned apps  panel that appears on the right, use the SearchSearch textbox to look for Walkie Talkie.

When you have it as a search result, select the AddAdd button to the right of the name to add it to your list.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/walkie-talkie.md
https://admin.teams.microsoft.com/


  Network documentationNetwork documentation

M ET RICM ET RIC REQ UIREDREQ UIRED

Latency (RTT) < 300ms

Jitter < 30ms

Packet Loss < 1%

The Walkie Talkie app should now appear on the Pinned Apps list, and be available for use once you click the

SaveSave button.

Walkie Talkie in Teams requires Internet connectivity and below the network conditions are required for optimal

experience.

As noted above, the quality of real-time media over an IP network is greatly impacted by the quality of the

network connectivity, but especially by the amount of:

LatencyLatency  - This is the time it takes to get an IP packet from point A to point B on the network. This network

propagation delay is essentially tied to physical distance between the two points and the speed of light,

including more overhead taken by the various routers in between. Latency is measured as Round-trip Time

(RTT).



  Walkie Talkie devicesWalkie Talkie devices

NOTENOTE

  License requirementsLicense requirements

NOTENOTE

 Further information

Inter-Arr ival J itterInter-Arr ival J itter  - This is the average change in delay between successive packets.

Packet LossPacket Loss  - This is often defined as a percentage of packets that are lost in a given window of time. Packet

loss directly affects audio quality—from small, individual lost packets having almost no impact, to back-to-

back burst losses that cause complete audio cut-out.

Expected data usage from Walkie Talkie is around 20 Kb/s when sending or receiving audio. When idle, expected

data usage from Walkie Talkie is negligible.

Frontline workers often need to speak and receive Walkie Talkie calls even when their phones are locked. This

experience is possible through specialized devices with a dedicated PTT button.

HeadsetsHeadsets

Rugged phonesRugged phones

Wireless headsets

Wired headsets

BlueParrott

Klein Electronics

Samsung Galaxy XCover Pro, Galaxy XCover 5, Galaxy Tab Active 3

Manual setup - With Teams installed, navigate to Settings > Advanced Features >

XCover/Active key. Turn on 'Control XCover key with app' and select 'Teams'

MDM setup

These devices are not Teams certified. They have been validated to work with Teams Walkie Talkie.

Walkie Talkie app is included in all paid licenses of Teams in Office 365 subscriptions. For more information

about getting Teams, check outHow do I get access to Microsoft Teams?

Certain advanced features may require additional licensing. For example, integration with Samsung Galaxy XCover Pro

requires a Knox license.

ITAdmins can maintain control over who is using Walkie Talkie through App Policies.

If your frontline worker is using mobile data to communicate via Teams, Walkie Talkie will use the same

method.

Walkie Talkie should work well in low bandwidth situations, or situations where your smartphone is

connected and working. Walkie Talkie will not work when there is no connectivity at all.

For further reading on the end-user experience, see:

Get started with Teams Walkie Talkie

Communicate with your team with Walkie Talkie

https://www.blueparrott.com/microsoft-teams-walkie-talkie
https://www.kleinelectronics.com/poc-accessories/mtwt/
https://www.samsung.com/us/business/products/mobile/phones/galaxy-xcover-pro/
https://www.samsung.com/de/smartphones/others/galaxy-xcover-5-black-64gb-sm-g525fzkdeeb/buy
https://www.samsung.com/us/business/tablets/galaxy-tab-active/buy/
https://docs.samsungknox.com/admin/knox-service-plugin/intune-teams.htm
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://support.office.com/article/fc7f1634-abd3-4f26-a597-9df16e4ca65b
https://support.microsoft.com/office/get-started-with-teams-walkie-talkie-25bdc3d5-bbb2-41b7-89bf-650fae0c8e0c
https://support.microsoft.com/office/communicate-with-your-team-in-walkie-talkie-e4342550-5516-4451-b9ec-93166b60f8a4
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Nonprofit organizations have many unique business needs that Microsoft Teams and Microsoft 365 can help

with. In particular, nonprofits often rely on a large volume of volunteers to help achieve their mission outcomes.

So coordinating and communicating with internal staff and volunteers is key.

The following templates are designed specifically for nonprofit organizations. Use these templates to empower

your staff and engage volunteers.

Use the Manage volunteers team template to quickly and easily set up teams in Teams for your staff to

communicate and collaborate on volunteer management tasks and activities. This template includes

settings, channels, and apps designed to streamline volunteer management activities.

Your staff can use different channels to organize and share onboarding materials and frequently used

documents, view reporting, post important team and event announcements, and more. The template also

integrates with Volunteer Management, an app that's part of Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit, enabling staff

to manage volunteer engagement opportunities within Teams.

Use the Volunteer center SharePoint site template to set up a central hub where your volunteers can

access key information. Welcome new volunteers, post announcements, showcase upcoming events, and

introduce your organization and staff. Provide easy access to training and onboarding materials, and key

sites.

Teams features for nonprofit organizations are also part of Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit. Learn more about

Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit, which brings together capabilities from Microsoft Dynamics 365, Microsoft

Power Platform, Microsoft 365, Microsoft Azure, and LinkedIn.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/teams-for-nonprofit-landing-page.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/industry/nonprofit/volunteer-management-use
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/industry/nonprofit
https://support.microsoft.com/office/use-the-sharepoint-volunteer-center-template-b2ddd3b5-eb1a-425d-b059-a51ed9bff819
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/industry/nonprofit
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 Manage volunteers team template

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

Team templates in Microsoft Teams allow you to quickly and easily create teams by providing a predefined team

structure of settings, channels, and pre-installed apps.

For nonprofit organizations, team templates can be especially powerful, as they help you to quickly deploy

consistent teams across your organization. Templates also help staff to get oriented with how to effectively use

Teams.

Teams includes a Manage volunteers team template designed to streamline volunteer management activities.

Use this pre-built template to quickly create teams for staff to communicate and collaborate on volunteer

management tasks and activities.

In this article, you'll learn about the Manage volunteers team template and how to use it to create a team. This

article also gives you an overview of how to manage team templates in the Teams admin center.

Bring your staff together to communicate and collaborate on volunteer management tasks and activities.

This template includes channels and apps designed to streamline volunteer management activities. Staff can

organize and share onboarding materials and frequently used documents, view reporting, stay up to date on

important team and event announcements, and more. The template also integrates with Volunteer

Management, an app that's part of Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit, enabling staff to manage volunteer

engagement opportunities within Teams.

Here's the channels and apps that come with the Manage volunteers team template.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/team-templates-nonprofit.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/industry/nonprofit/volunteer-management-use
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/industry/nonprofit/


Manage volunteers ManageVolunteers Channels:

Apps:

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
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 Create a team using the Manage volunteers team template
  Create the teamCreate the team

  Add the Volunteer Management app to the Power Apps tabAdd the Volunteer Management app to the Power Apps tab

 View and manage team templates in the Teams admin center

General

Announcements

Reporting

Volunteer Management

Engagement Opportunities

Volunteer Onboarding

Website¹

Power BI¹

Power Apps¹

Tasks¹

SharePoint¹

OneNote¹

Website

YouTube

Power BI

Power Apps

Tasks

SharePoint

OneNote

¹App added to the channel as a tab.

It takes only a few quick steps to create a team from the Manage volunteers template.

1. In Teams, go to TeamsTeams > Join or create a teamJoin or create a team > Create teamCreate team.

2. Choose the Manage volunteersManage volunteers  team template.

3. Choose a privacy level:

4. Give your team a name and add a description. You can also rename channels to customize the team.

5. Select CreateCreate.

Pr ivatePrivate: People need permission from the team owner to join the team.

PublicPublic: Anyone in your organization can join the team.

To learn more, see Create a team with a team template.

To use the Volunteer Management app in Teams, add it to the Power Apps tab in the Volunteer Management

channel.

1. In Teams, go to the team you created, choose the Volunteer Management channel, and then select the PowerPower

AppsApps  tab.

2. In the drop-down list, select Model-dr iven appsModel-dr iven apps , and then search for and select Volunteer ManagementVolunteer Management.

3. Select SaveSave.

To learn more, see Embed a model-driven app as a tab app in Teams.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-with-team-templates-702a2977-e662-4038-bef5-bdf8ee47b17b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/teams/embed-model-driven-teams-tab


 Related articles

If you're an admin, you can view and manage team templates in the Microsoft Teams admin center. To view the

Manage volunteers template, in the left navigation of the Teams admin center, go to TeamsTeams > Team templatesTeam templates .

You can also create and assign templates policies to your users to control which templates they see in Teams for

creating teams.

To learn more about team templates in general, see Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center.

Teams help documentation

Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit documentation

https://support.microsoft.com/teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/industry/nonprofit/
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Get started with Retail Teams templates

Use the admin resources here to manage and get the most out of Teams for your retail stores and workforce.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/teams-for-retail-landing-page.md
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IF  Y O U'RE :IF  Y O U'RE : T H EN ,  Y O U:T H EN ,  Y O U:

An admin or IT pro Manage team templates in the Teams admin center. View
team templates and apply templates policies to control
which templates your staff can use in Teams for creating
teams.

A developer Use Microsoft Graph to create teams from team templates.

 Manage team templates in the Teams admin center

  Organize a storeOrganize a store

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
T EM P L AT ET EM P L AT E

Team templates in Microsoft Teams allow you to quickly and easily create teams by providing a predefined team

structure of settings, channels, and pre-installed apps.

For retailers, team templates can be especially powerful, as they help you to quickly deploy consistent teams

across your organization. Templates also help staff to get oriented with how to effectively use Teams.

Teams includes templates designed specifically for retailer needs. Use these pre-built templates to quickly create

teams for staff to communicate and collaborate. In this article, we introduce you to each of these templates and

recommend how to use them.

How you manage and work with team templates depends on whether you're an admin or developer.

As an admin, you can manage team templates in the Microsoft Teams admin center. Here, you can view details

about each template. You can also create and assign templates policies to your staff to control which templates

they see in Teams for creating teams.

To learn more about team templates in general, see Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center.

We currently offer the following pre-built retail team templates. To view them, in the left navigation of the Teams

admin center, go to TeamsTeams > Team templatesTeam templates .

Bring your retail employees together in one central experience to manage tasks, share documents, and resolve

customer issues. Integrate additional apps to streamline shift start and end processes.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/get-started-with-retail-teams-templates.md
https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-with-team-templates-702a2977-e662-4038-bef5-bdf8ee47b17b


Organize a store retailStore Channels:

Apps:

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
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  Manager CollaborationManager Collaboration

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID
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Retail for managers retailManagerCollaboration Channels:

Apps:

 Use team templates with Microsoft Graph

  StoreStore

General

Shift handoff

Store readiness

Learning

Inspection¹

Wiki

Tasks

Shifts

Inspection

¹App added to the channel as a tab

The Manager Collaboration template is ideal for creating a team for a set of managers to collaborate across

stores, regions, and so on. For example, if your organization has regions, you might create a Manager

Collaboration team for the California region and include all the store managers in that region, along with the

regional manager for that region.

General

Operations

Learning

Tasks (Operations
Tasks)¹

Inspection¹

Tasks (Learning Tasks)¹

Wiki

Tasks

Inspection

¹App added to the channel as a tab

Developers can use Microsoft Graph to create teams from pre-built team templates. To learn more about using

team templates with Microsoft Graph, see Get started with team templates using Microsoft Graph, Microsoft

Teams API overview, and teamsTemplate resource type.

Here are the pre-built retail team templates.

The Store template is ideal for creating a team to represent an individual retail store location. Using the Store

template, you can create a team for each retail store location in your organization.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/teams-concept-overview?view=graph-rest-1.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/teamstemplate?view=graph-rest-1.0
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Retail - 
Store

https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teamsTemplates('retailStore')Channels

Team properties

Member permissions

  Manager CollaborationManager Collaboration

T EM P L AT E T Y P ET EM P L AT E T Y P E T EM P L AT E IDT EM P L AT E ID T EM P L AT E C H A N N EL ST EM P L AT E C H A N N EL S

Retail - 
Store

https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/

teamsTemplates('retailManagerCollaboration')

Channels

Team properties

Member permissions

General

Shift handoff²

Store readiness

Learning²

Team visibility set to Public

Can't create, update, or delete
channels

Can't add or remove apps

Can't create, update, or remove
tabs

Can't create, update, or remove
connectors

²Auto-favorited channels

Recommended ways to customize the Store template for your organization:

If your organization has departments within each store, add a channel for each department. Adding a

channel facilitates communication and collaboration within the department.

If your organization has any internal websites (for example, a SharePoint site), consider pinning them as

tabs in the relevant team channel.

The Manager Collaboration template is ideal for creating a team for a set of managers to collaborate across

stores, regions, and so on. For example, if your organization has regions, you might create a Manager

Collaboration team for the California region and include all the store managers in that region, along with the

regional manager for that region.

General

Operations²

Learning²

Team visibility set to Private

Can create, update, and delete
channels

Can add and remove apps

Can create, update, and
remove tabs

Can create, update, and
remove connectors



  How to use team templates with Microsoft GraphHow to use team templates with Microsoft Graph

NOTENOTE

  Example: Store template extension scriptExample: Store template extension script

{
  "template@odata.bind": "https://graph.microsoft.com/beta/teamsTemplates('retailStore')",
  "DisplayName": "Contoso Store",
  "Description": "Team for all staff in Contoso Store",
  "Channels": [
    {
      "displayName": "Additional store channel",
      "IsFavoriteByDefault": false
    }
  ]
}

 Related articles

²Auto-favorited channels

Recommended ways to customize the Manager Collaboration template for your organization:

If your organization has any internal websites, such as a SharePoint site, that are relevant for managers,

consider pinning them as tabs in a relevant team channel.

To use these templates, change the 'template@odata.bind' property in the request body from 'standard' to the

TemplateIds above. For more information on how to deploy team templates, see the Microsoft Graph article on

how to create a team.

The channels in the template will automatically be created under the GeneralGeneral tab.

Get started with team templates in the Teams admin center

Create a team from a template

Get started with team templates using Microsoft Graph

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/team-post?view=graph-rest-beta
https://support.microsoft.com/office/create-a-team-with-team-templates-702a2977-e662-4038-bef5-bdf8ee47b17b
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Plan for Microsoft 365 Government - GCC deployments

Plan for Microsoft 365 Government - GCC High

Plan for Microsoft 365 Government - DOD deployments

Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High and
DoD

Use these resources to learn about specific considerations for deploying Teams in Microsoft 365 Government

environments. When you're ready, follow the same recommended deployment path for Teams as outlined in

How to roll out Microsoft Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/teams-for-government-landing-page.md
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 IT Guidance

 End user communication

 End user guidance

 Learn more

If you're running Microsoft Teams as part of Office 365 for Government, use this guidance to support your

remote workforce.

Learn how to get Teams ready in your organization:

Make sure everyone has access to Teams with a paid subscription that includes Teams.

If you already have a subscription, make sure that Teams is turned onTeams is turned on for everyone.

For rapid deployment, visit Teams FastPath PowerPointTeams FastPath PowerPoint to get Teams rolled out in your organization.

Understand how to get your organization started with Meetings in TeamsMeetings in Teams .

Ready to roll out Teams to your users? You can find these great email templates in the Customer Success KitCustomer Success Kit

for Governmentfor Government:

Generate excitement with an announcementannouncement letterletter  and countdowncountdown templatetemplate

Create weekly touch points with engaging emails:

Tease the launch of Teams with a countdown emailcountdown email

Let users know it's available with an announcement emailannouncement email

Show users new ways to work together with Tips and tr icksTips and tr icks

Share these assets and videos with your end users to help them get started quickly:

Download the Quick Star t Guide for GovernmentQuick Star t Guide for Government to learn the Teams basics.

Watch the Shor t Quick Star t VideosShor t Quick Star t Videos  for a walkthrough of Teams and Meetings VideosMeetings Videos  to learn how

to use meetings in Teams.

Start your Teams journey with a series of live, interactive trainingsinteractive trainings , designed to get your organization

up and running with Teams.

Join one of our online classesonline classes  to see Teams in action and get your questions answered.

Share in-depth training videosin-depth training videos  with users who want to learn more.

Read the Teams admin documentationTeams admin documentation to learn how to roll out and manage Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/expand-teams-across-your-org/GOV-support-remote-work-with-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://aka.ms/TeamsGovFastPath
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/tutorial-meetings-in-teams
https://aka.ms/TeamsCSKGov
https://aka.ms/quickstartgov
https://support.office.com/article/video-what-is-microsoft-teams-422bf3aa-9ae8-46f1-83a2-e65720e1a34d?wt.mc_id=otc_microsoft_teams
https://support.office.com/article/join-a-teams-meeting-078e9868-f1aa-4414-8bb9-ee88e9236ee4
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/instructor-led-training-teams-landing-page.html#body
file:///T:/fjwa/v51e/microsoftteams/instructor-led-training-teams-landing-page.html#body
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXPr7gfUMmKzR7_jXN5s886apYoHNC3Xk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/index
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 Coordinate incident response

B A SE T EM P L AT E T Y P EB A SE T EM P L AT E T Y P E B A SET EM P L AT E IDB A SET EM P L AT E ID
P RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H ISP RO P ERT IES T H AT  C O M E W IT H  T H IS
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Coordinate incident response com.microsoft.teams.template.CoordinateIncidentResponseChannels:

Apps:

Team templates allow you to quickly and easily create teams by providing a predefined template of settings,

channels, and pre-installed apps.

Team templates have pre-built definitions of team structures designed around governmental needs. You can also

extend the team templates to create teams that are tailored to your specific organizational needs.

In this article, we introduce each of the team templates and recommend how to use them.

This article is for you if you're responsible for planning, deploying, and managing multiple teams across your

governmental organization. You've already deployed Teams service in your organization. If you haven't yet rolled

out Teams, start by reading the How to roll out Microsoft Teams.

To learn more about team templates in general, refer to Get started with team templates.

Centralize communication and critical resources for your crisis management or incident response team. Within

this team, you can include many different types of files to help create a central place for all your documents. Use

online meetings to improve information flow and situational awareness.

General

Announcements

Logistics

Planning

Recovery

Urgent

Wiki

Excel

OneNote

SharePoint

Planner

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/government-teams-templates-in-the-admin-console.md
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 Manage the G1 Trial

  Upgrade users from the Office 365 G1 Trial licenseUpgrade users from the Office 365 G1 Trial license

NOTENOTE

  Remove an Office 365 G1 Trial licenseRemove an Office 365 G1 Trial license

 Related topics

As of July 1, 2020, the Office 365 E1 Trial license is no longer available. If you need to license users for Microsoft

Teams, read the Microsoft Teams service description for a list of paid subscriptions that include Teams.

Use the guidance in this article to manage your existing Office 365 G1 Trial licenses, including upgrading to a

paid subscription. To learn more, read Microsoft 365 Government Plans and the Microsoft Teams capabilities

available in the GCC Cloud.

Don't miss all of our guidance for supporting remote workers with Teams.

Once you've activated the Office 365 G1 Trial, turn on the license for any uses who need it. To learn how,

read Manage user access to Teams.

Once you've turned on the G1 Trial for the users who need it, you'll manage these users just like you manage

users who have a paid license. For more information, see Manage Teams settings for your organization.

To upgrade G1 Trial users to a paid subscription:

1. Purchase a subscription that includes Teams.

2. Remove the Office 365 G1 Trial subscription from the user.

3. Assign the newly purchased license.

For more information, see Teams for Government.

If the G1 Trial license ends and a user is not immediately upgraded to a subscription that includes Teams, the user data is

not removed. The user still exists in Azure Active Directory and all data within Teams still remains. Once a new license is

assigned to the user to enable Teams functionality again, all content will still exist.

If you would like to remove this license by using PowerShell, see: Remove licenses from user accounts

with Office 365 PowerShell

If you would like to remove this license through the admin portal, see: Delete a user from your

organization

Manage user access to Teams

Manage Teams settings for your organization

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/g1-trial-license.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/government/compare-office-365-government-plans
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/remove-licenses-from-user-accounts-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/delete-a-user
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

NOTENOTE

 Step 1. Determine whether your organization needs Microsoft 365
Government - GCC and meets eligibility requirements.

This guidance is for IT pros who are driving deployments of Microsoft 365 in US federal, state, local, tribal, or

territorial government entities or other entities that handle data that's subject to government regulations and

requirements, where the use of Microsoft 365 Government - GCC is appropriate to meet these requirements.

New March 26, 2020: Don't miss our downloadable Quick Start guide for GCC.

Microsoft Teams is experiencing a tremendous spike in online calls and audio/video conferencing due to the coronavirus

(COVID-19) pandemic.

In response to the unprecedented increase in calls, and to ensure continuity and availability, Microsoft is allowing

Microsoft Teams GCC audio/video servers to leverage processing capacity in our commercial datacenters, as well as in our

government datacenters.

These audio/video servers reside within the Microsoft Azure FedRAMP High accreditation boundary servers in the United

States and do not store any customer content. However, these servers are processing audio and video for calls and

conferences and are operating under our commercial staff during this interim period.

Qualified, screened personnel are monitoring these servers for potential access to customer data by reviewing any

interactive log-ons to these servers. Qualified personnel meet GCC requirements for access to customer content. For

details about screening requirements, see the GCC service description.

Thank you for your support as we take steps to ensure that our services remain available and reliable in these

extraordinary times.

If your organization has already met the Microsoft 365 Government - GCC eligibility requirements and applied for and

been accepted into the program, you can skip steps 1 and 2 and go directly to step 3.

The Microsoft 365 Government - GCC environment provides compliance with US government requirements for

cloud services, including FedRAMP Moderate, and requirements for criminal justice and federal tax information

systems (CJI and FTI data types).

In addition to enjoying the features and capabilities of Microsoft 365, organizations benefit from the following

features that are unique to Microsoft 365 Government - GCC:

Your organization's customer content is logically segregated from customer content in the commercial

Microsoft 365 services from Microsoft.

Your organization's customer content is stored within the United States.

Access to your organization's customer content is restricted to screened Microsoft personnel.

Microsoft 365 Government - GCC complies with certifications and accreditations that are required for US

Public Sector customers.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/plan-for-government-gcc.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/Quick-Start-Guide-for-GCC.pdf?raw=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-platform-service-description/office-365-us-government/gcc
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Decision points

NOTENOTE

 Step 2. Apply for Microsoft 365 Government - GCC

 Step 3. Understand Microsoft 365 Government - GCC default security
settings.

    

 

Decision point

 Step 4. Understand which capabilities are currently unavailable or
disabled by default.

You can find more information about the Microsoft 365 Government - GCC offering for US Government

customers at Microsoft 365 Government plans, including eligibility requirements.

The Microsoft 365 US Government service description describes the platform's benefits, which are centered

around meeting compliance requirements within the United States.

You might want to transfer the tables of information in the service description into an Excel workbook and add two

columns: Relevant for my organization Y/NRelevant for my organization Y/N and Meets the needs of my organization Y/NMeets the needs of my organization Y/N. Then you can review

this list with your colleagues to confirm that this service meets your organization's needs.

Decide whether Microsoft 365 Government - GCC is
appropriate for your organization.

Confirm that your organization meets eligibility
requirements.

Microsoft 365 Government - GCC is only available in the United States. Non–US Government customers can choose from

a number of Microsoft 365 Government plans.

Having decided that this service is right for your organization, start the process of applying for this service here.

We recommend that you take time to carefully review your admin and security settings before you modify

them, and consider impacts on compliance before you make any changes to the default security settings.

Decide whether you'll modify any of the default
Microsoft 365 Government - GCC security settings,
resolving to first understand the impact of any
changes you might make.

To accommodate the requirements of our government cloud customers, there are some differences between

Microsoft 365 Government - GCC and Enterprise plans. Refer to the following table to see which features are

available.

Microsoft Teams service description

https://products.office.com/government/compare-office-365-government-plans
https://products.office.com/government/compare-office-365-government-plans#EligibilityRequirements
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-platform-service-description/office-365-us-government/office-365-us-government
https://products.office.com/en/government/compare-office-365-government-plans
https://products.office.com/government/eligibility-validation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description


NOTENOTE

    

 

Decision point

 Step 5. Plan for governance

    

 

Decision point

 Step 6. Deploy Teams for collaboration

 Step 7. Deploy Teams for meetings and voice

Once other workloads are fully available in the GCC cloud, then they will become available in Teams when all additional

integration work is completed.

Decide whether the Teams feature set meets your
organization's needs.

Determine your requirements for governance and how you can meet them. Go to Plan for governance in Teams

for more information.

Determine and document your governance
requirements, following the guidelines in Plan for
governance in Teams.

After you've been onboarded to Microsoft 365 Government – GCC, follow the recommended deployment path

outlined in How to roll out Microsoft Teams. Be sure to engage with your Adoption and Change Management

team and Teams champions.

You can also work with FastTrack or your chosen partner to onboard the service.

This is also a great time to use Teams with your wider stakeholder group to start planning for rolling out

meetings and cloud voice features.

https://www.microsoft.com/fasttrack
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NOTENOTE

 Step 1. Determine whether your organization needs Office 365
Government - GCC High and meets eligibility requirements.

TIPTIP

    

 

Decision points

This guidance is for IT pros who are driving deployments of Office 365 in US federal government entities or

other entities that handle data that's subject to government regulations and requirements, where the use of

Office 365 Government – GCC High is appropriate to meet these requirements.

If your organization has already met the Office 365 Government – GCC High eligibility requirements and applied for and

been accepted into the program, you can skip steps 1 and 2 and go directly to step 3.

The Office 365 Government - GCC High environment provides compliance with US government requirements

for cloud services. In addition to enjoying the features and capabilities of Office 365, organizations benefit from

the following features that are unique to Office 365 Government – GCC High:

Your organization's customer content is logically segregated from customer content in the commercial Office

365 services from Microsoft.

Your organization's customer content is stored within the United States.

Access to your organization's customer content is restricted to screened Microsoft personnel.

Office 365 Government – GCC High complies with certifications and accreditations that are required for US

Public Sector customers.

You can find more information about the Office 365 Government – GCC High offering for US Government

customers at Office 365 Government plans, including eligibility requirements.

The Office 365 US Government service description describes the platform's benefits, which are centered on

meeting compliance requirements within the United States.

You might want to transfer the tables of information in the service description into an Excel workbook and add two

columns: Relevant for my organization Y/NRelevant for my organization Y/N and Meets the needs of my organization Y/NMeets the needs of my organization Y/N. Then you can review

this list with your colleagues to confirm that this service meets your organization's needs.

Decide whether Office 365 Government - GCC High
is appropriate for your organization.

Confirm that your organization meets eligibility
requirements.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/plan-for-government-gcc-high.md
https://products.office.com/government/compare-office-365-government-plans
https://products.office.com/government/compare-office-365-government-plans#EligibilityRequirements
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-platform-service-description/office-365-us-government/office-365-us-government


NOTENOTE

 Step 2. Apply for Office 365 Government - GCC High

 Step 3. Understand Office 365 Government - GCC High default
security settings.

    

 

Decision point

 Step 4. Understand which Teams capabilities are currently available in
Office 365 Government - GCC High

 Step 5. Plan for governance

      

Decision point

 Step 6. Deploy Teams for collaboration

Office 365 Government - GCC High is only available in the United States. Non–US Government customers can choose

from a number of Office 365 Government plans.

Having decided that this service is right for your organization, start the process of applying for this service.

We recommend that you take time to carefully review your admin and security settings before you modify

them, and consider impacts on compliance before you make any changes to the default security settings.

Decide whether you'll need to modify any of the
default Office 365 Government - GCC High security
settings, resolving to first understand the impact of
any changes you might make.

To accommodate the requirements of our government cloud customers, there are some differences between

Teams in Office 365 Government - GCC High and Teams in the Enterprise plans. Refer to the following table to

see which features are available.

Microsoft Teams service description

Determine your requirements for governance and how you can meet them. Go to Plan for governance in Teams

for more information.

Determine and document your
governance requirements,
following the guidelines in Plan
for governance in Teams.

After you've been onboarded to Office 365 Government – GCC High, follow the recommended deployment path

outlined in How to roll out Microsoft Teams. Be sure to engage with your Adoption and Change Management

team and Teams champions.

You can also work with FastTrack or your chosen partner to onboard the service.

https://products.office.com/en/government/compare-office-365-government-plans
https://products.office.com/government/eligibility-validation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://www.microsoft.com/fasttrack
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NOTENOTE

 Step 1. Determine whether your organization needs Office 365
Government - DoD and meets eligibility requirements.

TIPTIP

    

 

Decision points

This guidance is for IT pros who are driving deployments of Office 365 in US federal government entities or

other entities that handle data that's subject to government regulations and requirements, where the use of

Office 365 Government – DoD is appropriate to meet these requirements.

If your organization has already met the Office 365 Government – DoD eligibility requirements and applied for and been

accepted into the program, you can skip steps 1 and 2 and go directly to step 3.

The Office 365 Government - DoD environment provides compliance with US government requirements for

cloud services. In addition to enjoying the features and capabilities of Office 365, organizations benefit from the

following features that are unique to Office 365 Government – DoD:

Your organization's customer content is logically segregated from customer content in the commercial Office

365 services from Microsoft.

Your organization's customer content is stored within the United States.

Access to your organization's customer content is restricted to screened Microsoft personnel.

Office 365 Government – DoD complies with certifications and accreditations that are required for US Public

Sector customers.

You can find more information about the Office 365 Government – DoD offering for US Government customers

at Office 365 Government plans, including eligibility requirements.

The Office 365 US Government service description describes the platform's benefits, which are centered on

meeting compliance requirements within the United States.

You might want to transfer the tables of information in the service description into an Excel workbook and add two

columns: Relevant for my organization Y/NRelevant for my organization Y/N and Meets the needs of my organization Y/NMeets the needs of my organization Y/N. Then you can review

this list with your colleagues to confirm that this service meets your organization's needs.

Decide whether Office 365 Government - DoD is
appropriate for your organization.

Confirm that your organization meets eligibility
requirements.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/plan-for-government-dod.md
https://products.office.com/government/compare-office-365-government-plans
https://products.office.com/government/compare-office-365-government-plans#EligibilityRequirements
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/office-365-platform-service-description/office-365-us-government/office-365-us-government
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 Step 2. Apply for Office 365 Government - DoD

 Step 3. Understand Office 365 Government - DoD default security
settings.

    

 

Decision point

 Step 4. Understand which Teams capabilities are currently available in
Office 365 Government - DoD

 Step 5. Plan for governance

      

Decision point

 Step 6. Deploy Teams for collaboration

Office 365 Government - DoD is only available in the United States. Non–US Government customers can choose from a

number of Office 365 Government plans.

Having decided that this service is right for your organization, start the process of applying for this service.

We recommend that you take time to carefully review your admin and security settings before you modify

them, and consider impacts on compliance before you make any changes to the default security settings.

Decide whether you'll need to modify any of the
default Office 365 Government - DoD security
settings, resolving to first understand the impact of
any changes you might make.

To accommodate the requirements of our government cloud customers, there are some differences between

Teams in Office 365 Government - DoD and Teams in the Enterprise plans. Refer to the following table to see

which features are available.

Microsoft Teams service description

Determine your requirements for governance and how you can meet them. Go to Plan for governance in Teams

for more information.

Determine and document your
governance requirements,
following the guidelines in Plan
for governance in Teams.

After you've been onboarded to Office 365 Government – DoD, follow the recommended deployment path

outlined in How to roll out Microsoft Teams. Be sure to engage with your Adoption and Change Management

team and Teams champions.

You can also work with FastTrack or your chosen partner to onboard the service.

https://products.office.com/en/government/compare-office-365-government-plans
https://products.office.com/government/eligibility-validation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://www.microsoft.com/fasttrack


NOTENOTE
The Mac Teams client for DOD environments is not yet supported.
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 Deploy Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High and
DoD
  Step 1: Get Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High or DoD licensesStep 1: Get Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High or DoD licenses

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Step 2: Set up Direct RoutingStep 2: Set up Direct Routing

Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High and DoD enables participants to join Teams meetings in

your GCC High or DoD organization by using a phone device. Meeting participants might prefer to use a phone

device to join Teams meetings in scenarios such as when internet connectivity is limited or when users are on

the road and don't have access to Teams. Participants can choose to join meetings by either dialing in to a dial-in

phone number for your organization or by having the meeting dial out to their phone device.

With Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High and DoD, your organization uses its own numbers as

dial-in phone numbers and all meeting dial-outs to phone devices are routed via Direct Routing. To enable the

service, organizations need to set up Direct Routing and configure phone numbers that can be used as dial-in

phone numbers. The requirement to use Direct Routing is different from the Audio Conferencing service that's

offered to non-GCC High and non-DoD organizations where the dial-in phone numbers are provided by

Microsoft.

To use Audio Conferencing in GCC High or DoD, your organization and the users in your organization need to

have an Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing license assigned. Here are the licenses you need to enable

Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High or DoD.

GCC High: An Audio Conferencing - GCC High Tenant license for your organization and Audio

Conferencing - GCC High licenses for your users.

DoD: An Audio Conferencing - DoD Tenant license for your organization and Audio Conferencing - DoD

licenses for your users.

A tenant license and at least one user license are required to enable the service. You can't enable the service with

only the tenant license or with only user licenses. To get service licenses for your tenant and the users in your

organization, contact your account team.

Users can't be enabled for Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing until dial-in phone numbers are set up. We

recommend that you do not assign Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High or DoD licenses to users until

you set up dial-in phone numbers as outlined in this article. Failure to follow this guidance may cause the dial pad to be

completely missing in the Teams client.

To set up Direct Routing, see the following articles:

Plan Direct Routing

Configure Direct Routing

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/audio-conferencing-with-direct-routing-for-gcch-and-dod.md


NOTENOTE

  Step 3: Set up dial-in phone numbersStep 3: Set up dial-in phone numbers

  Define service phone numbers in your tenantDefine service phone numbers in your tenant

New-csHybridTelephoneNumber -TelephoneNumber <Phone number in E.164 format>

New-csHybridTelephoneNumber -TelephoneNumber "+14250000000"

  Assign the service phone numbers to the Audio Conferencing bridge of your organizationAssign the service phone numbers to the Audio Conferencing bridge of your organization

Register-csOnlineDialInConferencingServiceNumber -identity <Telephone number in E.164 format> -BridgeId 
<Identity of the audio conferencing bridge>

$b= Get-CsOnlineDialInConferencingBridge
Register-csOnlineDialInConferencingServiceNumber -identity 14257048060 -BridgeId $b.identity

  Step 4: Define a global voice routing policy to enable the routing of outbound calls from meetingsStep 4: Define a global voice routing policy to enable the routing of outbound calls from meetings

NOTENOTE

When you set up Direct Routing, remember to use the GCC High or DoD-specific FQDNs and ports that are described in

these two articles.

Dial-in phone numbers are the phone numbers that are associated to your Audio Conferencing bridge. These

numbers are used by participants to join meetings scheduled by users in your organization. These numbers are

also included in the meeting invites of the users who schedule meetings in your organization and on the "Find a

local number" page.

You can use the New-csHybridTelephoneNumber PowerShell cmdlet to define service phone numbers in your

tenant that can be used to route calls to the Audio Conferencing service via Direct Routing.

For example:

You can assign service phone numbers to the Audio Conferencing bridge of your organization by using the

Register-csOnlineDialInConferencingServiceNumber PowerShell cmdlet.

You can see the ID of your Audio Conferencing Bridge using Get-CsOnlineDialInConferencingBridge. For

example:

The routing of outbound calls that are made to the PSTN from meetings organized by users in your organization

is defined by the global voice routing policy of your organization. If your organization has a global voice routing

policy defined, please verify that the global voice routing policy allows the outbound calls to the PSTN that are

expected to be initiated from meetings organized by users in your organization. If your organization doesn’t

have a global voice routing policy defined, you will need to define one to enable the routing of outbound calls to

the PSTN from meetings organized by users in your organization. Please note that the global voice routing

policy of your organization also applies to one-to-one calls made to the PSTN by users in your organization. If

one-to-one calls to the PSTN are enabled for users in your organization, make sure that the global voice routing

policy meets the needs of your organization for both types of calls.

Location-Based Routing isn't available in Microsoft 365 Government Community Cloud (GCC) High or DoD deployments.

When enabling Audio Conferencing, please verify that no Audio Conferencing users in the GCC High or the DoD

environments are enabled for Location-Based Routing.



  Defining a global voice routing policyDefining a global voice routing policy

Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage -Identity Global -Usage @{Add="International"}

New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute -Identity "International" -NumberPattern ".*" -OnlinePstnGatewayList sbc1.contoso.biz 
-OnlinePstnUsages "International"

New-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy "InternationalVoiceRoutingPolicy" -OnlinePstnUsages "International"

Grant-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy -PolicyName "InternationalVoiceRoutingPolicy" -Global

A global voice routing policy can be defined by defining a PSTN usage, a voice route, a voice routing policy, and

assigning the new voice routing policy as the global voice routing policy of your organization.

The following steps describe how to define a new global voice routing policy for an organization without one. If

your organization already has voice routing policies defined, verify that the following configuration doesn’t

conflict with the existing voice routing policies of your organization.

To create a new PSTN usage in a remote PowerShell session in Skype for Business Online, use the following

command:

For additional information, see Set-CsOnlinePstnUsage.

To create a new voice route, use the following command:

When defining a new voice route for your organization, please specify one or multiple of the PSTN online PSTN

gateways that have been defined for your organization during the configuration of Direct Routing.

The number pattern specifies which calls will be routed through the specified list of gateways based on the

destination phone number of the call. In the example above, calls to any destinations in the world will match the

voice route. If you would like to restrict the phone numbers that can be dialed from the meetings of users in

your organization, you can change the number pattern to have the voice route match only the number patterns

of the destinations allowed. Please note that if there are no voice routes that match the number pattern of the

destination phone number of a given call, the call will not be routed.

For additional information, see New-CsOnlineVoiceRoute.

To create a new voice routing policy, use the following command:

If multiple PSTN usages are being defined in the voice routing policy, they will be evaluated in the order in which

they are defined. It is recommended that the PSTN usages are defined in the order of the most specific to the

more generic in terms of the number patterns of the voice routes associated with the PSTN usages. For example,

if a PSTN usage was defined to route calls to the United States, and another PSTN usage was defined to route

calls to any other location in the world, the PSTN usage for calls to the United States should be listed in the voice

routing policy ahead of the PSTN usage to route calls to any other location in the world.

For additional information, see New-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy.

To assign the new voice route to the global voice routing policy of your organization, use the following

command:

For additional information, see Grant-CsOnlineVoiceRoutingPolicy.

Once the global voice routing policy has been defined, any outbound calls made from meetings organized by

users in your organization will be evaluated against the voice routes associated to the PSTN usages of the global

voice routing policy. The outbound calls will be routed according to the first voice route that matches the

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/set-csonlinepstnusage
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinevoiceroute
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/new-csonlinevoiceroutingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/grant-csonlinevoiceroutingpolicy


  Step 5: Assign Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High or DoD licenses to your usersStep 5: Assign Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High or DoD licenses to your users

  Step 6: (Optional) See a list of Audio Conferencing numbers in TeamsStep 6: (Optional) See a list of Audio Conferencing numbers in Teams

  Step 7: (Optional) Set auto attendant languages for the Audio Conferencing dial-in numbers of youStep 7: (Optional) Set auto attendant languages for the Audio Conferencing dial-in numbers of you
organizationorganization

  Step 8: (Optional) Change the settings of the Audio Conferencing bridge of your organizationStep 8: (Optional) Change the settings of the Audio Conferencing bridge of your organization

  Step 9: (Optional) Set the phone numbers included in the meeting invites of the users in your organizationStep 9: (Optional) Set the phone numbers included in the meeting invites of the users in your organization

 Audio Conferencing capabilities not supported in Audio Conferencing
with Direct Routing for GCC High and DoD

number pattern of the dialed phone number.

To assign Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High or DoD licenses to your user, see Assign licenses

to users.

To see the list of Audio Conferencing numbers of your organization, go to See a list of Audio Conferencing

numbers in Microsoft Teams.

To change the languages of the Audio Conferencing dial-in numbers of your organization, see Set auto

attendant languages for Audio Conferencing in Microsoft Teams.

To change the settings of the Audio Conferencing bridge of your organization, see Change the settings for an

Audio Conferencing bridge.

To change the set of phone numbers that are included in the meeting invites of the users is your organization,

see Set the phone numbers included on invites in Microsoft Teams.

The following are Audio Conferencing capabilities that are not supported in Audio Conferencing with Direct

Routing for GCC High and DoD:

Entry and exit notifications using name recording. For Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing, entry and

exit notifications are played in the meeting as tones.

Disable the usage of toll-free numbers for the meetings specific organizer. User-level controls to restrict

the usage of toll-free numbers to join the meetings of your organization aren't applicable to calls routed

via Direct Routing.

Sending notification emails to users when their settings change. Audio Conferencing notification emails

aren't supported for Audio Conferencing with Direct Routing for GCC High and DoD.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users
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NOTENOTE

 Overview

PA C KA GE N A M E IN  T H E M IC RO SO F TPA C KA GE N A M E IN  T H E M IC RO SO F T
T EA M S A DM IN  C EN T ERT EA M S A DM IN  C EN T ER B EST  USED F O RB EST  USED F O R DESC RIP T IO NDESC RIP T IO N

Public safety officer Public safety officers in your
government organization

Creates a set of policies and policy
settings that apply to public safety
officers in your organization.

Frontline manager Frontline Managers in your
government organization

Creates a set of policies and applies
those settings to Frontline Managers
in your organization.

Frontline worker Frontline Workers in your government
organization

Creates a set of policies and applies
those settings to Frontline Workers in
your organization.

Policy packages are currently not available in Microsoft 365 Government GCC High or DoD deployments.

A policy package in Microsoft Teams is a collection of predefined policies and policy settings that you can assign

to users who have similar roles in your organization. Policy packages simplify, streamline, and help provide

consistency when managing policies. You can customize the settings of the policies in the package to suit the

needs of your users. When you change the settings of policies in a policy package, all users who are assigned to

that package get the updated settings. You can manage policy packages by using the Microsoft Teams admin

center or PowerShell.

Policy packages pre-define policies for the following, depending on the package:

Messaging

Meetings

Calling

App setup

Live events

Teams currently includes the following policy packages for government.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/policy-packages-gov.md


 Manage policy packages
  ViewView

  CustomizeCustomize

Each individual policy is given the name of the policy package so you can easily identify the policies that are

linked to a policy package. For example, when you assign the Public safety officer policy package to users in

your organization, a policy named PublicSafety_Officer is created for each policy in the package.

View the settings of each policy in a policy package before you assign a package. In the left navigation of the

Microsoft Teams admin center, select Policy packagesPolicy packages , select the package name, and then select the policy

name.

Decide whether the predefined values are appropriate for your organization or whether you need to customize

them to be more restrictive or lenient based on your organization's needs.

Customize the settings of policies in the policy package, as needed, to fit the needs of your organization. Any

changes you make to policy settings are automatically applied to users who are assigned the package. To edit

the settings of a policy in a policy package, in the Microsoft Teams admin center, select the policy package, select

the name of the policy you want to edit, and then select EditEdit.



  AssignAssign

NOTENOTE

  Assign a policy package to one or several usersAssign a policy package to one or several users

  Assign a policy package to a groupAssign a policy package to a group

  Assign a policy package to a large set (batch) of usersAssign a policy package to a large set (batch) of users

Keep in mind that you can also change the settings of policies in a package after you assign the policy package.

To learn more, see Customize policies in a policy package.

Assign the policy package to users. If a user has a policy assigned, and then later you assign a different policy,

the most recent assignment will take priority.

Each user will require the Advanced Communications add-on in order to receive a custom policy package assignment. For

more information, see Advanced Communications add-on for Microsoft Teams.

To assign a policy package to one or multiple users, in the left navigation of the Microsoft Teams admin center,

go to Policy packagesPolicy packages , and then select Manage usersManage users .

To learn more, see Assign a policy package.

If a user has a policy assigned, and then later you assign a different policy, the most recent assignment will take

priority.

This feature is in pr ivate previewThis feature is in pr ivate preview

Policy package assignment to groups let you assign multiple policies to a group of users, such as a security

group or distribution list. The policy assignment is propagated to members of the group according to

precedence rules. As members are added to or removed from a group, their inherited policy assignments are

updated accordingly. This method is recommended for groups of up to 50,000 users but will also work with

larger groups.

To learn more, see Assign a policy package to a group.

Use batch policy package assignment to assign a policy package to large sets of users at a time. You use the

New-CsBatchPolicyPackageAssignmentOperation cmdlet to submit a batch of users and the policy package that

you want to assign. The assignments are processed as a background operation and an operation ID is generated

for each batch.

A batch can contain up to 5,000 users. You can specify users by their object Id, UPN, SIP address, or email

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-add-on-licensing/advanced-communications
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/new-csbatchpolicypackageassignmentoperation


 Related topics

address. To learn more, see Assign a policy package to a batch of users.

Manage policy packages in Teams

Assign policy packages to users and groups
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 Teams and channels

F EAT UREF EAT URE M A XIM UM  L IM ITM A XIM UM  L IM IT

Number of teams a user can create Subject to a 250 object limit¹

Number of teams a user can be a member of 1,000²

Number of members in a team 25,000

Number of owners per team 100

Number of org-wide teams allowed in a tenant 5²

Number of members in an org-wide team 10,000

Number of teams a global admin can create 500,000

Number of teams a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization
can have

500,000³

Number of channels per team 200 (includes deleted channels)

Number of Private channels per team 30 (includes deleted channels)

Number of members in a Private channel 250

Maximum size of distribution list, security group or Office
365 group that can be imported in to a team

3,500

Maximum number of members in an Office 365 group that
can be converted to a team

10,000

Channel conversation post size Approximately 28 KB per post

This article describes some of the limits, specifications, and other requirements that apply to Teams.

6

4

4

6

5

 Any directory object in Azure Active Directory counts towards this limit. Global admins are exempt from this

limit, as are apps calling Microsoft Graph using application permissions.

1

 This limit includes archived teams.2

 To further increase the number of teams, you must contact Microsoft support and request further increase to

the number of Azure Active Directory objects in your tenant. Increase is only made for real-life production

scenarios.

3

 Deleted channels can be restored within 30 days. During these 30 days, a deleted channel continues to be

counted towards the 200 channel or 30 private channel per team limit. After 30 days, a deleted channel and its

4

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/limits-specifications-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/permissions-reference


 Messaging
  ChatChat

F EAT UREF EAT URE M A XIM UM  L IM ITM A XIM UM  L IM IT

Number of people in a private chat 250

Number of people in a video or audio call from chat 20

Number of file attachments 10

Chat size Approximately 28 KB per post

  Emailing a channelEmailing a channel

F EAT UREF EAT URE M A XIM UM  L IM ITM A XIM UM  L IM IT

Message size 24 KB

Number of file attachments 20

Size of each file attachment Less than 10 MB

content are permanently deleted and the channel no longer counts towards the per team limit.

 28 KB is an approximate limit because it includes the message itself (text, image links, etc.), @-mentions,

number of connectors, and reactions.

5

 Teams in GCC can accommodate 25,000 members but teams in GCCH/DoD can only accommodate 2,500

members. Further note that teams/channel mentions are blocked in teams with over 10,000 members.

6

Users who participate in conversations that are part of the chat list in Teams must have an Exchange Online

(cloud-based) mailbox for an admin to search chat conversations. That's because conversations that are part of

the chat list are stored in the cloud-based mailboxes of the chat participants. If a chat participant doesn't have an

Exchange Online mailbox, the admin won't be able to search or place a hold on chat conversations. For example,

in an Exchange hybrid deployment, users with on-premises mailboxes might be able to participate in

conversations that are part of the chat list in Teams. However, in this case, content from these conversations isn't

searchable and can't be placed on hold because the users don't have cloud-based mailboxes. (For more, see How

Exchange and Microsoft Teams interact.)

1 2

3

4

 If you have more than 20 people in a chat, the following chat features are turned off: Outlook automatic replies

and Teams status messages; typing indicator ; video and audio calling; sharing; read receipts. The "Set Delivery

Options" button (!) is also removed when private group chats contain more than 20 members.

1

 Only 200 members at a time can be added to a group chat. See this article for more information.2

 If the number of attachments exceeds this limit, you'll see an error message.3

 28 KB is an approximate limit because it includes the message itself (text, image links, etc.), @-mentions, and

reactions.

4

If users want to send an email to a channel in Teams, they use the channel email address. When an email is part

of a channel, anyone can reply to it to start a conversation. Here are some of the applicable limits for sending

email to a channel.

1

2

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/teams-administration/unable-send-message-group-chat


Number of inline images 50

F EAT UREF EAT URE M A XIM UM  L IM ITM A XIM UM  L IM IT

NOTENOTE

 Channel names

T Y P ET Y P E EXA M P L EEXA M P L E

Characters ~ # % & * { } + / \ : < > ? | ' " , ..

Characters in these ranges 0 to 1F
80 to 9F

Words forms, CON, CONIN$, CONOUT$, PRN, AUX, NUL, COM1 to
COM9, LPT1 to LPT9, desktop.ini, _vti_

 Meetings and calls

F EAT UREF EAT URE M A XIM UM  L IM ITM A XIM UM  L IM IT

Number of people in a meeting (can chat and call in) 1000, includes GCC, GCCH, and DoD, but not A1 (300).
View-onlyView-only  allows for up to 20,000 listen-only participants
to join a meeting in which the organizer has a license for
E3/E5/A3/A5 SKU, as well as, Government (GCC, GCC High,
DoD). The view-only experience will soon be available for
webinars as well. Learn more about the View-only
experience.

Number of people in a video or audio call from chat 20

Max PowerPoint File Size 2GB

Teams keeps meeting recordings that don't get uploaded to
Microsoft Stream, available for local download

20 days

2

 If the message exceeds this limit, a preview message is generated and the user is asked to download and view

the original email from the link provided.

1

 If the number of attachments or images exceeds this limit, you'll see an error message.2

For more information, see Exchange Online limits.

Message size, file attachments, and inline images limits are the same across all Microsoft 365 and Office 365 licenses.

Emailing a channel is not available in Teams for Office GCC/GCCH/DOD organizations.

Channel names can't contain the following characters or words:

Channel names also can't start with an underscore (_) or period (.), or end with a period (.).

1,2

 For the best experience in large meetings, webinars, and live events, Microsoft recommends using the latest

version of Teams desktop client or Teams mobile clients.

1

 Presenters in large meetings, webinars, and live events should use the Teams desktop client. For more tips on2

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/exchange-online-service-description/exchange-online-limits


NOTENOTE

  Meeting expirationMeeting expiration

NOTENOTE

M EET IN G T Y P EM EET IN G T Y P E
M EET IN G EXP IRES A F T ER T H IS M UC HM EET IN G EXP IRES A F T ER T H IS M UC H
T IM ET IM E

EA C H  T IM E Y O U STA RT  O R UP DAT E AEA C H  T IM E Y O U STA RT  O R UP DAT E A
M EET IN G,  EXP IRAT IO N  EXT EN DS B YM EET IN G,  EXP IRAT IO N  EXT EN DS B Y
T H IS M UC H  T IM ET H IS M UC H  T IM E

Meet now Start time + 8 hours N/A

Regular with no end time Start time + 60 days 60 days

Regular with end time End time + 60 days 60 days

Recurring with no end time Start time + 60 days 60 days

Recurring with end time End time of last occurrence + 60 days 60 days

NOTENOTE

 Teams Live Events

F EAT UREF EAT URE M A XIM UM  L IM ITM A XIM UM  L IM IT

Audience size 10,000 attendees

Duration of event 4 hours

Concurrent Live Events running in a Microsoft 365 or Office
365 organization 

15

hosting large meetings, please see Best practices for a large Teams meeting.

Breakout rooms can only be created in meetings that have fewer than 300 attendees. In addition, creating breakout

rooms in a meeting automatically limits the number of meeting attendees to 300. Advise your end-users to not initiate

breakout rooms in meetings where they expect more than 300 participants. For more information on large Team

meetings, share the guidance Best practices for a large Teams meeting with your end-users.

A meeting URL will never stop working. The expiry only relates to any PSTN dial-in numbers, CVI coordinates, and/or

underlying meeting policies and settings.

Microsoft Teams meetings have a time limit of 30 hours.

1

 You can schedule as many Live Events as you want, but you can only run 15 at a time. As soon as the producer

joins a live event, it's considered to be running. The producer who attempts to join the 16th live event gets an

error.

1

For more information about live events and a comparison of Teams live events to Skype Meeting Broadcast, go

to Teams live events and Skype Meeting Broadcast. See also Schedule a Teams live event.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/best-practices-for-a-large-teams-meeting-ce2cdb9a-0546-43a4-bb55-34ab98ab6b16
https://support.microsoft.com/office/best-practices-for-a-large-teams-meeting-ce2cdb9a-0546-43a4-bb55-34ab98ab6b16
https://support.microsoft.com/office/schedule-a-teams-live-event-7a9ce97c-e1cd-470f-acaf-e6dfc179a0e2


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Presence in Outlook

 Storage

NOTENOTE

F EAT UREF EAT URE

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
365 B USIN ESS365 B USIN ESS
B A SICB A SIC

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
365 B USIN ESS365 B USIN ESS
STA N DA RDSTA N DA RD

O F F IC E  365O F F IC E  365
EN T ERP RISEEN T ERP RISE
E1E1

O F F IC E  365O F F IC E  365
EN T ERP RISEEN T ERP RISE
E3E3

O F F IC E  365O F F IC E  365
EN T ERP RISEEN T ERP RISE
E5E5

O F F IC E  365O F F IC E  365
EN T ERP RISEEN T ERP RISE
F 1F 1

Storage 1 TB per
organization
plus 10 GB
per license
purchased

1 TB per
organization
plus 10 GB
per license
purchased

1 TB per
organization
plus 10 GB
per license
purchased

1 TB per
organization
plus 10 GB
per license
purchased

1 TB per
organization
plus 10 GB
per license
purchased

1 TB per
organization

Storage for
Teams Files

Up to 25 TB
per site or
group

Up to 25 TB
per site or
group

Up to 25 TB
per site or
group

Up to 25 TB
per site or
group

Up to 25 TB
per site or
group

Up to 25 TB
per site or
group

Microsoft 365 live event limit increasesMicrosoft 365 live event limit increases

To continue suppor ting our customers' needs, we will extend temporar y limit increases for live eventsTo continue suppor ting our customers' needs, we will extend temporar y limit increases for live events

through June 30, 2022, includingthrough June 30, 2022, including:

Event support for up to 20,000 attendees

50 events can be hosted simultaneously across a tenant

Event duration of 16 hours per broadcast

Additionally, Live Events with up to 100,000 attendees can be planned through the Microsoft 365 assistance program.

The team will assess each request and work with you to determine options that may be available. Learn more.

Teams presence in Outlook is supported on the Outlook 2013 desktop app and later. To learn more about

presence in Teams, see User presence in Teams.

Each team in Microsoft Teams has a team site in SharePoint Online, and each channel in a team gets a folder

within the default team site document library. Files shared within a conversation are automatically added to the

document library, and permissions and file security options set in SharePoint are automatically reflected within

Teams.

Each private channel has its own SharePoint site (previously called "site collection").

If you don't have SharePoint Online enabled in your tenant, Microsoft Teams users cannot always share files in

teams. Users in private chat also cannot share files because OneDrive for Business (which is tied to the

SharePoint license) is required for that functionality.

By storing the files in the SharePoint Online document library and OneDrive for Business, all compliance rules

configured at the tenant level will be followed. (For more, see How SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business

interact with Microsoft Teams.)

Because Teams runs on a SharePoint Online backend for file sharing, SharePoint limitations apply to the Files

section within a Team. Here are the applicable storage limits for SharePoint Online.

https://aka.ms/Stream/Blog/LiveEventOptions


File upload
limit (per file)

250 GB 250 GB 250 GB 250 GB 250 GB 250 GB

F EAT UREF EAT URE

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
365 B USIN ESS365 B USIN ESS
B A SICB A SIC

M IC RO SO F TM IC RO SO F T
365 B USIN ESS365 B USIN ESS
STA N DA RDSTA N DA RD

O F F IC E  365O F F IC E  365
EN T ERP RISEEN T ERP RISE
E1E1

O F F IC E  365O F F IC E  365
EN T ERP RISEEN T ERP RISE
E3E3

O F F IC E  365O F F IC E  365
EN T ERP RISEEN T ERP RISE
E5E5

O F F IC E  365O F F IC E  365
EN T ERP RISEEN T ERP RISE
F 1F 1

 Class teams

NOTENOTE

F EAT UREF EAT URE M A XIM UM  L IM ITM A XIM UM  L IM IT

Number of members in a team See the Teams and channels section of this article

Number of members to use Assignments in a class team 300

Number of members to use a OneNote Class Notebook in a
class team

300

 Tags

F EAT UREF EAT URE M A XIM UM  L IM ITM A XIM UM  L IM IT

Number of tags per team 100

Number of suggested default tags per team 25

Number of team members assign to a tag 100

Number of tags assigned to a user per team 25

 Contacts

Channels are backed by folders within the SharePoint Online site (previously called "site collection") created for

the team, so file tabs within Channels share the storage limits of the team they belong to.

For more information, see SharePoint Online limits.

Microsoft Teams for Education provides templates designed for unique education scenarios, such as classroom

teaching. More information about team types, including class teams, is available in Choose a team type to

collaborate in Microsoft Teams.

A class team is a template type with additional apps included, and with limits separate to the number of team

members.

Using class teams requires an Office 365 Education license.

Limits for class teams are listed in the following table:

A class team can support more than 300 members. However, if you plan to use either the Assignments app or

Class Notebook app within your team, you will need to keep the number of members below the maximum

limits above.

https://support.office.com/article/SharePoint-Online-limits-8f34ff47-b749-408b-abc0-b605e1f6d498
https://support.microsoft.com/office/choose-a-team-type-to-collaborate-in-microsoft-teams-0a971053-d640-4555-9fd7-f785c2b99e67
https://www.microsoft.com/education/products/office


 Browsers

B RO W SERB RO W SER
C A L L IN G -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N DC A L L IN G -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N D
SH A RIN GSH A RIN G

M EET IN GS -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N DM EET IN GS -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N D
SH A RIN GSH A RIN G     

Internet Explorer 11 Not supported Meetings are supported only if the
meeting includes PSTN coordinates. To
attend a meeting on IE11 without
PSTN coordinates, users must
download the Teams desktop client.

Video: Not supported

Sharing: Incoming sharing only (no
outgoing)  

Microsoft 365 apps and services will
not support Internet Explorer 11
starting August 17, 2021 (Microsoft
Teams will not support Internet
Explorer 11 earlier, starting November
30, 2020). Learn more. Please note
that Internet Explorer 11 will remain a
supported browser. Internet Explorer
11 is a component of the Windows
operating system and follows the
Lifecycle Policy for the product on
which it is installed.

Microsoft Edge, RS2 or later Fully supported, except no outgoing
sharing

Fully supported, except no outgoing
sharing

Microsoft Edge (Chromium-based), the
latest version plus two previous
versions

Fully supported Fully supported

Google Chrome, the latest version plus
two previous versions

Fully supported Fully supported 

Sharing is supported without any
plug-ins or extensions on Chrome
version 72 or later.

Teams uses these contacts:

Contacts in your organization's Active Directory

Contacts added to the user's Outlook default folder

Teams users can communicate with anyone in your organization's Active Directory and can add anyone in your

organization's Active Directory as a contact and to their contact lists by going to ChatChat > ContactsContacts  or CallsCalls  >

ContactsContacts .

Teams users can also add a person who isn't in your organization's Active Directory as a contact by going to

CallsCalls  > ContactsContacts .

Teams fully supports the following Internet browsers, with noted exceptions for calling and meetings. This table

applies to operating systems running on desktop computers.

11 22 33

4

https://www.microsoft.com/edge/business
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/lifecycle/faq/internet-explorer-microsoft-edge


Safari 14+ 1:1 calls not supported. Group calls
fully supported.

Video: Fully supported

Sharing: Fully supported 

Meetings: Fully supported

Video: Fully supported

Sharing: Fully supported 

Safari 13.1+ 1:1 calls not supported. Group calls
supported with full audio support.

Video: Incoming only

Sharing: Fully supported 

Meetings are supported with full audio
support.

Video: Incoming only

Sharing: Fully supported 

Firefox, the latest version plus two
previous versions

Not supported Meetings are supported only if the
meeting includes PSTN coordinates. To
attend a meeting on Firefox without
PSTN coordinates, users must
download the Teams desktop client.

Video: Not supported

Sharing: Incoming sharing only (no
outgoing) 

Safari versions before 13 Not supported Meetings are supported only if the
meeting includes PSTN coordinates. To
attend a meeting on Safari without
PSTN coordinates, users must
download the Teams desktop client.

Video: Not supported

Sharing: Incoming sharing only (no
outgoing)

Safari is enabled on versions higher
than 11.1 in preview. While in preview,
there are known issues with Safari's
Intelligent Tracking Prevention.

B RO W SERB RO W SER
C A L L IN G -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N DC A L L IN G -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N D
SH A RIN GSH A RIN G

M EET IN GS -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N DM EET IN GS -  A UDIO,  VIDEO,  A N D
SH A RIN GSH A RIN G     

 To give and take control of shared content during sharing, both parties must be using the Teams desktop client.

Control isn't supported when either party is running Teams in a browser. This is due to a technical limitation that

we're planning to fix.

1

 Blur my background isn't available when you run Teams in a browser. This feature is only available in the Teams

desktop client.

2

 Teams meetings on browsers are limited to a single incoming video feed of active speaker.3

 Edge RS2 or later doesn't support sending real-time audio and video traffic through HTTP proxies.4

https://support.office.com/article/safari-browser-support-1aac0a7c-35a8-42c1-a7df-f674afe234df


NOTENOTE

 Operating systems

As long as an operating system can run the supported browser, Teams is supported on desktop computers. For example,

running Firefox on the Linux operating system is an option for using Teams.

For mobile operating systems, we recommend that you run the Teams app, available from the Android and iOS stores.

Running Teams in a mobile operating system is supported, but many features are unavailable.

For information about operating system requirements, see Get clients for Microsoft Teams.



   

 

Manage user access to Teams
 12/7/2021 • 4 minutes to read • Edit Online

NOTENOTE

 Using the Microsoft 365 admin center

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Assign a Teams licenseAssign a Teams license

You manage access to Teams at the user level by assigning or removing a Microsoft Teams product license.

Except for joining Teams meetings anonymously, each user in your organization must have a Teams license

before they can use Teams. You can assign a Teams license for new users when new user accounts are created or

to users with existing accounts.

By default, when a licensing plan (for example, Microsoft 365 Enterprise E3 or Microsoft 365 Business Premium)

is assigned to a user, a Teams license is automatically assigned, and the user is enabled for Teams. You can

disable or enable Teams for a user by removing or assigning a license at any time.

Use messaging policies, managed from the Teams Admin Center, to control what chat and channel messaging

features are available to users in Teams. You can use the default policy or create one or more custom messaging

policies for people in your organization. To learn more, read Manage messaging policies in Teams. You manage

Teams licenses in the Microsoft 365 admin center or by using PowerShell. You must be a Global admin or User

management admin to manage licenses.

We recommend that you enable Teams for all users so that teams can be formed organically for projects and other

dynamic initiatives. Even if you're running a pilot, it may still be helpful to keep Teams enabled for all users, but only target

communications to the pilot group of users.

Teams user-level licenses are managed directly through the Microsoft 365 admin center user management

interfaces. An administrator can assign licenses to new users when new user accounts are created, or to users

with existing accounts.

The administrator must have Global Administrator or User Management Administrator privileges to manage Microsoft

Teams licenses. Use the Microsoft 365 admin center to manage Teams licenses for individual users or small sets of users at

a time. You can manage Teams licenses on the LicensesLicenses page (for up to 20 users at at time) or Active usersActive users  page. The

method you choose depends on whether you want to manage product licenses for specific users or manage user licenses

for specific products.

If you need to manage Teams licenses for a large number of users, such as hundreds or thousands of users, use

PowerShell or group-based licensing in Azure Active Directory (Azure AD).

The steps are different depending on whether you use the L icensesLicenses  page or Active usersActive users  page. For step-by-

step instructions, see Assign licenses to users.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/user-access.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=2024339
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/licensing-groups-assign
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users


    

  Remove a Teams licenseRemove a Teams license

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

    

 Using PowerShell

  Assign Teams licenses in bulkAssign Teams licenses in bulk

  Remove Teams licenses in bulkRemove Teams licenses in bulk

It takes about 24 hours for disabling a Teams SKU to take effect.

When you remove a Teams license from a user, Teams is disabled for that user, and they will no longer see Teams

in the app launcher or homepage. For detailed steps, see Unassign licenses from users.

Use PowerShell to manage Teams licenses for users in bulk. You enable and disable Teams through PowerShell

in the same way that you would for any other service plan license. You'll need the identifiers for the service

plans for Teams, which are as follows:

Microsoft Teams: TEAMS1

Microsoft Teams for GCC: TEAMS_GOV

Microsoft Teams for DoD: TEAMS_DOD

For detailed steps, see Assign licenses to user accounts with PowerShell.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/remove-licenses-from-users
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/assign-licenses-to-user-accounts-with-office-365-powershell


  ExampleExample

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Get-MsolAccountSku

$acctSKU="<CompanyName:License>
$x = New-MsolLicenseOptions -AccountSkuId $acctSKU -DisabledPlans "TEAMS1"

Get-MsolUser | Where-Object {$_.licenses[0].AccountSku.SkuPartNumber -eq  
($acctSKU).Substring($acctSKU.IndexOf(":")+1,  $acctSKU.Length-$acctSKU.IndexOf(":")-1) -and $_.IsLicensed -
eq $True} |  Set-MsolUserLicense -LicenseOptions $x

 Related topics

For detailed steps, see Disable access to services with PowerShell and Disable access to services while assigning

user licenses.

The following is an example of how to use the New-MsolLicenseOptions and Set-MsolUserLicense cmdlets to

disable Teams for users who have a specific licensing plan. For example, follow these steps to first disable Teams

for all users who have a particular licensing plan. Then enable Teams for each individual user who should have

access to Teams.

The New-MsolLicenseOptions cmdlet will enable all services that were previously disabled unless explicitly identified in

your custom script. For example, if you want to leave both Exchange and Sway disabled while also disabling Teams, you'll

need to include this in the script or both Exchange and Sway will be enabled for those users you identified.

Run the following command to display all available licensing plans in your organization. To learn more, see View

licenses and services with PowerShell.

Run the following commands, where <CompanyName:License> is your organization name and the identifier for

the licensing plan that you retrieved in the earlier step. For example,

ContosoSchool:ENTERPRISEPACK_STUDENT.

Run the following command to disable Teams for all users who have an active license for the licensing plan.

Teams add-on licenses

Assign Teams add-on licenses

View licenses and services with PowerShell

Product names and service plan identifiers for licensing

Education SKU reference

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/disable-access-to-services-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/disable-access-to-services-while-assigning-user-licenses
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/msonline/new-msollicenseoptions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/msonline/set-msoluserlicense
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/msonline/new-msollicenseoptions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/view-licenses-and-services-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/view-licenses-and-services-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/licensing-service-plan-reference
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 What are add-on licenses?

 What features can I get with add-on licenses?

        

Feature Description Small business (<300 users) Large business (>300 users)

Microsoft 365 BusinessMicrosoft 365 Business
VoiceVoice 

Business Voice is a
telephony solution
designed for small and
medium businesses of up to
300 users that bundles
Phone System, Audio
Conferencing, a Domestic
Calling Plan, and more.
Phone System capabilities
that you'll get include
voicemail, caller ID, call park,
call forwarding, auto
attendants, and call queues.
To find out whether
Business Voice is available in
your country or region, see
Country and region
availability for Business
Voice. For pricing info, see
Pricing for Business Voice. 

✓

Add-on licenses are licenses for specific Microsoft Teams features. They give you the flexibility to add features

only for users in your organization who need them. To add a feature, buy one add-on license for each user who

will use it.

Here's a list of features that you can add with Teams add-on licenses. The add-on licensing options available to

you depend on the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 plan you have.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-add-on-licensing/microsoft-teams-add-on-licensing.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2127221


Audio ConferencingAudio Conferencing Sometimes people in your
organization will need to
use a phone to call in to a
Teams meeting instead their
computer. Set up Audio
Conferencing for users who
schedule or lead meetings. 
To find out whether Audio
Conferencing is available in
your country or region, see
Country and region
availability for Audio
Conferencing and Calling
Plans. For pricing info, see
Pricing for Audio
Conferencing. 

If you're a small or medium-
sized business with up to
300 users and you currently
don’t have Audio
Conferencing licenses, you
can get Audio Conferencing
free for one year. Starting
October 1, 2020, the free
Audio Conferencing offer is
available to users who have
Microsoft 365 Business
Basic, Business Standard,
Business Premium,
Enterprise E1, or Enterprise
E3 licenses. To learn more,
see Set up Audio
Conferencing for small and
medium businesses.

✓ ✓

Toll free numbersToll free numbers If you want toll-free
numbers for Audio
Conferencing, auto
attendants, or call queues,
you must set up
Communications Credits. 

✓ ✓

        

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=799762


Phone SystemPhone System Phone System is a hosted
telephone service that gives
you call control and Private
Branch Exchange (PBX)
capabilities, with options for
connecting to the Public
Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN). Phone
System features include
cloud voicemail, caller ID,
call park, call forwarding,
auto attendants, call
queues, call transfer, caller
ID, and more. 
To learn more, see Here's
what you get with Phone
System. For pricing info, see
Pricing for Phone System. 

✓ ✓

Calling PlansCalling Plans If you want users to be able
to call phone numbers
outside your organization,
get a Calling Plan. There are
Domestic Calling Plans and
Domestic and International
Calling Plans. For pricing
info, see Pricing for Calling
Plans. 

✓ ✓

Microsoft Teams RoomsMicrosoft Teams Rooms Microsoft Teams Rooms isn't
an add-on, but a feature
that brings video, audio,
and content sharing to
conference rooms. See
Teams Meeting Room
Licensing. 

✓ ✓

AdvancedAdvanced
CommunicationsCommunications 

Advanced Communications
includes advanced meetings
customization and tools to
manage your organization's
communication policies.
Additional features include
custom branded meeting
lobby to tailor your
meetings, and tools to
monitor, track, and analyze
data on users and devices.

✓ ✓

        

 What voice features are available with my plan?

1

1

 If you're a small or medium-sized business who has a Microsoft 365 Enterprise plan, you can still buy add-on

licenses for these voice features, however, we recommend that you consider a Microsoft 365 Business plan and

Business Voice.

1

See what add-on licenses you need to get voice features in Teams, depending on the plan you have.

Depending on the voice features that you want, we recommend comparing whether it's more cost effective for

you to switch to a plan that includes those features. For example, for most large organizations, buying a bundle

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=799763
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/calling-plans-for-office-365
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=799761
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/compare-all-microsoft-365-products?&activetab=tab:primaryr2
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/business/business-voice
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Base planBase plan Voice calling and conferencing optionsVoice calling and conferencing options

Microsoft 3
65 Business
 Basic
Microsoft 3
65 Business
 Standard
Microsoft 3
65 Business
 Premium

Microsoft 3
65 Business
 Voice
Internation
al Calling Pl
an 
(optional)
Communic
ation
Credits 

Or Microsoft 3
65 Business
 Voice with
out calling 
plan
Audio Conf
erencing C
ommunicati
on Credits 

Or Audio Conf
erencing
Communic
ation
Credits

of software in a Microsoft 365 Enterprise plan will result in lower overall cost. Typically, when you buy several

add-on licenses individually instead of as part of a plan, you may end up with a higher combined cost.

Small businessSmall business

EnterpriseEnterprise

EducationEducation

GovernmentGovernment

NonprofitNonprofit

Tr ial offersTr ial offers

If you're a small or medium-sized business (less than 300 users), you have four ways to get voice features:

Buy a Microsoft 365 Business plan and Microsoft 365 Business Voice.

Buy an Enterprise E1 or E3 plan and Microsoft 365 Business Voice.

Buy an Enterprise E1 or E3 plan and add voice features individually.

Buy an Enterprise E5 plan, which includes voice features.

For Microsoft 365 Business Voice, you have two options to choose from:

Microsoft 365 Business Voice with a Calling PlanMicrosoft 365 Business Voice with a Calling Plan: Get this if you want all phone number management

and billing to be handled by Microsoft.

Microsoft 365 Business Voice without a Calling Plan (Direct Routing)Microsoft 365 Business Voice without a Calling Plan (Direct Routing) : Get this if you want all phone

number management and billing to be handled by your third-party telephone provider. You'll need to set up

and deploy Direct Routing to connect your on-premises Session Border Controllers (SBCs) to Microsoft 365

or Office 365.

To learn more, see What do I need to buy to use Microsoft 365 Business Voice?.

Here's a summary based on licensing plan.



Microsoft
365
Enterprise
E1/E3
Office 365
Enterprise
E1/E3
Microsoft
365 F3
Office 365
F3
Microsoft
365 F1
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Microsoft
365
Enterprise
E5
Office 365
Enterprise
E5

Domestic
Calling Plan
Domestic
and
Internation
al Calling
Plan
(optional)
Communic
ation
Credits
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NOTENOTE

 Need help?

 Related topics

If Audio Conferencing isn't supported in your country or region, you have the option to get a Microsoft 365

Enterprise E5 without Audio Conferencing plan or an Office 365 Enterprise E5 without Audio Conferencing plan.

If you already have a Microsoft 365 Enterprise or Office 365 Enterprise plan, you can still buy add-on licenses

for individual voice features. However, you have the option to switch to a Microsoft 365 Business plan and

Microsoft 365 Business Voice. In some cases, depending on the features that you want, it might be more cost

effective to get a Microsoft 365 Business plan with Microsoft 365 Business Voice.

If you need to use a third-party telephone service, Direct Routing is deployed in your organization, or if Calling Plans

aren't available in your country or region, you need to use Direct Routing for voice features.

Need to talk to someone about the add-on options? Contact support for business products - Admin Help.

Assign Teams add-on licenses

Manage user access to Teams

Teams service description

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/compare-all-microsoft-365-products?&activetab=tab:primaryr2
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/business/business-voice
https://support.office.com/article/32a17ca7-6fa0-4870-8a8d-e25ba4ccfd4b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
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NOTENOTE

 What you need to know before you assign Phone System, Calling
Plan, and Communication Credits licenses

 Using the Microsoft 365 admin center

 Using PowerShell

Add-on licenses are licenses for specific Teams features such as Audio Conferencing, Phone System, and Calling

Plans. This article describes how to assign add-on licenses to individual users and to large sets of users in bulk.

See Teams add-on licensing for Teams features that are available with add-on licenses. You'll also find information about

what licenses you need to buy and how to buy them (depending on your plan), so users can get features such as Audio

Conferencing, toll-free numbers, and the ability to call phone numbers outside your organization. After you decide which

features you want for your users, assign the licenses to them.

You can use the Microsoft 365 admin center or PowerShell to assign licenses to users in your organization. You

must be a Global admin or User management admin to manage licenses.

Before you get started, review the following requirements:

If you're using on-premises Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) connectivity for hybrid users, you

only need to assign a Phone System license. Do NOT assign a Calling Plan license.

Because of the latency between Microsoft 365 and Microsoft Teams, it can take up to 24 hours for a user

to be assigned a Calling Plan after you assign a license. If the user isn't assigned a Calling Plan after 24

hours, contact support for business products - admin help.

You'll get an error message if you haven't purchased the correct number of licenses. If you need to buy

more Calling Plan licenses, choose the option to buy more.

Even if your users are assigned Enterprise E5 licenses, you still need to assign Communications Credits

licenses to them if they want to make or receive calls from the PSTN.

After you assign Calling Plan or Communication Credits licenses to your users, you'll need to get phone

numbers for your organization, and then assign those numbers to users. For step-by-step instructions,

see Set up Calling Plans.

Use the Microsoft 365 admin center to assign licenses to individual users or small sets of users at a time. You

assign licenses on the L icensesLicenses  page (for up to 20 users at a time) or the Active usersActive users  page (for up to 40 users

at a time). The method you choose depends on whether you want to manage product licenses for specific users

or manage user licenses for specific products.

For step-by-step instructions, see Assign licenses to users.

If you need to assign licenses for a large number of users, such as hundreds or thousands of users, use

Powershell or group-based licensing in Azure Active Directory (Azure AD).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-add-on-licensing/assign-teams-add-on-licenses.md
https://support.office.com/article/32a17ca7-6fa0-4870-8a8d-e25ba4ccfd4b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/licensing-groups-assign


  Example scriptExample script

Use PowerShell to assign licenses to users in bulk. To learn more, see Assign licenses to user accounts with

PowerShell.

Here's an example of how to use a script to assign licenses to your users.

#Create a text file with a single column that lists the user principal names (UPNs) of users to 
assign licenses to. The MSOL service uses the UPN to license user accounts.
#Example of text file:''
#user1@domain.com
#user2@domain.com

#Import Module
ipmo MSOnline

#Authenticate to MSOLservice
Connect-MSOLService
#File prompt to select the userlist txt file
[System.Reflection.Assembly]::LoadWithPartialName("System.windows.forms") | Out-Null
  $OFD = New-Object System.Windows.Forms.OpenFileDialog
  $OFD.filter = "text files (*.*)| *.txt"
  $OFD.ShowDialog() | Out-Null
  $OFD.filename

If ($OFD.filename -eq '')
{
Write-Host "You did not choose a file. Try again" -ForegroundColor White -BackgroundColor Red
}

#Create a variable of all users
$users = Get-Content $OFD.filename

#License each user in the $users variable
foreach ($user in $users)
    {
    Write-host "Assigning License: $user"
    Set-MsolUserLicense -UserPrincipalName $user -AddLicenses "litwareinc:<CompanyName:License>" -
ErrorAction SilentlyContinue
    Set-MsolUserLicense -UserPrincipalName $user -AddLicenses "litwareinc:<CompanyName:License>" -
ErrorAction SilentlyContinue
    }

1. Install the 64-bit version of the Microsoft Online Services Sign-in Assistant for IT Professionals RTW.

2. Install the Microsoft Azure Active Directory Module for Windows PowerShell:

a. Open an elevated Windows PowerShell command prompt (run Windows PowerShell as an admin).

b. Run the following command:

Install-Module MSOnline

c. If you're prompted to install the NuGet provider, type YY , and then press Enter.

d. If you're prompted to install the module from PSGallery, type YY , and then press Enter.

3. At the Windows PowerShell command prompt, run the following script to assign licenses to your users,

where <CompanyName:License> is your organization name and the identifier for the license that you

want to assign. For example, litwareinc:MCOMEETADV.

The identifier is different than the friendly name of the license. For example, the identifier for Audio

Conferencing is MCOMEETADV. To learn more, see Product names and SKU identifiers for licensing.

For example, to assign Microsoft 365 Enterprise 1 and Audio Conferencing licenses, use the following

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/assign-licenses-to-user-accounts-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/collaborate/connect-redirect?downloadid=59185


 Product names and SKU identifiers for licensing

P RO DUC T  N A M EP RO DUC T  N A M E SKU PA RT  N A M ESKU PA RT  N A M E

Microsoft Enterprise E5 (with Phone System) ENTERPRISEPREMIUM

Microsoft Enterprise E5 (without Audio Conferencing) ENTERPRISEPREMIUM_NOPSTNCONF

Microsoft Enterprise E5 (with Audio Conferencing) ENTERPRISEPREMIUM

Microsoft Enterprise E3 ENTERPRISEPACK

Microsoft Enterprise E1 STANDARDPACK

Microsoft 365 Business Basic O365_BUSINESS_ESSENTIALS

Microsoft 365 Business Standard O365_BUSINESS_PREMIUM

Microsoft 365 Business SPB

Microsoft Business Voice (Canada) BUSINESS_VOICE_MED

Microsoft Business Voice (United Kingdom) BUSINESS_VOICE

Microsoft Business Voice (United States) BUSINESS_VOICE_MED2

Microsoft Business Voice (without Calling Plan) BUSINESS_VOICE_DIRECTROUTING

Microsoft Business Voice (without Calling Plan) for the
United States

BUSINESS_VOICE_DIRECTROUTING _MED

Audio Conferencing MCOMEETADV

Audio Conferencing Pay Per Minute (pay as you go)
Requires Communications Credits to be set up and enabled.

MCOMEETACPEA

Set-MsolUserLicense -UserPrincipalName $user -AddLicenses "litwareinc:ENTERPRISEPACK" -ErrorAction 
SilentlyContinue
Set-MsolUserLicense -UserPrincipalName $user -AddLicenses "litwareinc:MCOMEETADV" -ErrorAction 
SilentlyContinue

Set-MsolUserLicense -UserPrincipalName $user -AddLicenses "litwareinc:BUSINESS_VOICE_DIRECTROUTING" -
ErrorAction SilentlyContinue

syntax in the script:

To assign a Microsoft Business Voice (without Calling Plan) license, use the following syntax in the script:

Here's a partial list of product names and their corresponding SKU part names that you can use as a reference

when you use PowerShell to manage licenses in Teams.

To learn more, see View licenses and services with PowerShell, Product names and service plan identifiers for

licensing, and Education SKU reference.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/view-licenses-and-services-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/licensing-service-plan-reference


Phone System MCOEV

Domestic and International Calling Plan MCOPSTN2

Domestic Calling Plan (3000 minutes per user/month for
US/PR/CA, 1200 minutes per user/month for EU countries)

MCOPSTN1

Domestic Calling Plan (120 minutes per user/month for each
country) 
This plan isn't available in the United States.

MCOPSTN5

Domestic Calling Plan (240 minutes per user/month for each
country) 
This plan isn't available in the United States.

MCOPSTN6

Communications Credits MCOPSTNPP

P RO DUC T  N A M EP RO DUC T  N A M E SKU PA RT  N A M ESKU PA RT  N A M E

 Related topics
Teams add-on licensing

Manage user access to Teams

View licenses and services with PowerShell

Product names and service plan identifiers for licensing

Education SKU reference

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/view-licenses-and-services-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/licensing-service-plan-reference
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 Manage the E1 Trial

  Upgrade users from the Office 365 E1 Trial licenseUpgrade users from the Office 365 E1 Trial license

NOTENOTE

  Remove an Office 365 E1 Trial licenseRemove an Office 365 E1 Trial license

 Related topics

As of July 1, 2020, the Office 365 E1 Trial license is no longer available. If you need to license users for Microsoft

Teams, read the Microsoft Teams service description for a list of paid subscriptions that include Teams.

Alternatively, eligible organizations can use the Free version of TeamsFree version of Teams , or employees can activate the TeamsTeams

Explorator yExplorator y  experience.

If you're a Teams for Education customer, check out the free Office 365 A1 license.

Use the guidance in this article to manage your existing Office 365 E1 Trial licenses, including upgrading to a

paid subscription.

Don't miss all of our guidance for supporting remote workers with Teams.

Once you've activated the Office 365 E1 Trial, turn on the license for any uses who need it. To learn how, read

Manage user access to Teams.

Once you've turned on the E1 Trial for the users who need it, you'll manage these users just like you manage

users who have a paid license. For more information, see Manage Teams settings for your organization.

To upgrade E1 Trial users to a paid subscription:

1. Purchase a subscription that includes Teams.

2. Remove the Office 365 E1 Trial subscription from the user.

3. Assign the newly purchased license.

For more information, see Microsoft Teams service description.

If the E1 Trial license ends and a user is not immediately upgraded to a subscription that includes Teams, the user data is

not removed. The user still exists in Azure Active Directory and all data within Teams still remains. Once a new license is

assigned to the user to enable Teams functionality again, all content will still exist.

If you would like to remove this license by using PowerShell, see: Remove licenses from user accounts

with Office 365 PowerShell

If you would like to remove this license through the admin portal, see: Delete a user from your

organization

Manage user access to Teams

Manage Teams settings for your organization

Manage the Teams Exploratory experience

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/e1-trial-license.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://support.office.com/article/Welcome-to-Microsoft-Teams-free-6d79a648-6913-4696-9237-ed13de64ae3c
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/remove-licenses-from-user-accounts-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/delete-a-user


Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Nonprofit

Get assistance deploying Teams

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/nonprofit/office-365-nonprofit
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=780698
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 Manage the G1 Trial

  Upgrade users from the Office 365 G1 Trial licenseUpgrade users from the Office 365 G1 Trial license

NOTENOTE

  Remove an Office 365 G1 Trial licenseRemove an Office 365 G1 Trial license

 Related topics

As of July 1, 2020, the Office 365 E1 Trial license is no longer available. If you need to license users for Microsoft

Teams, read the Microsoft Teams service description for a list of paid subscriptions that include Teams.

Use the guidance in this article to manage your existing Office 365 G1 Trial licenses, including upgrading to a

paid subscription. To learn more, read Microsoft 365 Government Plans and the Microsoft Teams capabilities

available in the GCC Cloud.

Don't miss all of our guidance for supporting remote workers with Teams.

Once you've activated the Office 365 G1 Trial, turn on the license for any uses who need it. To learn how,

read Manage user access to Teams.

Once you've turned on the G1 Trial for the users who need it, you'll manage these users just like you manage

users who have a paid license. For more information, see Manage Teams settings for your organization.

To upgrade G1 Trial users to a paid subscription:

1. Purchase a subscription that includes Teams.

2. Remove the Office 365 G1 Trial subscription from the user.

3. Assign the newly purchased license.

For more information, see Teams for Government.

If the G1 Trial license ends and a user is not immediately upgraded to a subscription that includes Teams, the user data is

not removed. The user still exists in Azure Active Directory and all data within Teams still remains. Once a new license is

assigned to the user to enable Teams functionality again, all content will still exist.

If you would like to remove this license by using PowerShell, see: Remove licenses from user accounts

with Office 365 PowerShell

If you would like to remove this license through the admin portal, see: Delete a user from your

organization

Manage user access to Teams

Manage Teams settings for your organization

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/g1-trial-license.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/government/compare-office-365-government-plans
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/remove-licenses-from-user-accounts-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/delete-a-user
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 What's in the Teams Exploratory experience

 Who's eligible

The Microsoft Teams Exploratory experience lets users in your organization who have Azure Active Directory

(Azure AD) and aren't licensed for Teams initiate an exploratory experience of Teams. Admins can switch this

feature on or off for users in their organization.

The service plans that an admin will see as part of the Teams Exploratory experience are:

Exchange Online (Plan 1)

Flow for Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Insights by MyAnalytics

Microsoft Forms (Plan E1)

Microsoft Planner

Microsoft Search

Microsoft StaffHub

Microsoft Stream for Microsoft 365 and Office 365 E1 SKUs 1</1>

Microsoft Teams

Mobile Device Management for Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Office Mobile Apps for Office 365

Office Online

Power Apps for Microsoft 365 or Office 365

SharePoint Online (Plan 1)

Sway

To-Do (Plan 1)

Whiteboard (Plan 1)

Yammer Enterprise

 The change from using Microsoft Stream to OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for meeting

recordings will be a phased approach. At launch, you'll be able to opt in to this experience. In November,

you'll have to opt out if you want to continue using Stream. Sometime in early 2021, we'll require all

customers to use OneDrive for Business and SharePoint for new meeting recordings.

1

Users fit the criteria for a Teams Exploratory experience if they:

Have a managed Azure AD domain email address.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-exploratory.md


 Who isn't eligible

 How users sign up for the Teams Exploratory experience

 Manage the Teams Exploratory experience

  Prevent users from installing trial apps and servicesPrevent users from installing trial apps and services

Belong to a tenant with a paid subscription.

Do not have an active Teams license.

Are not in a tenant where a license assignment policy was created.

Users must be enabled to sign up for apps and trials (in the Microsoft 365 admin center). For more information,

see Manage the Teams Exploratory experience, later in this article.

Users don't fit the criteria if they:

Currently have Teams from a paid license or trial license, or previously had trial license

Are in a tenant that used/received at least one special COVID offer.

Your organization isn't eligible for this offer if you're a Syndication Partner Customer or a GCC, GCC High, DoD,

or EDU customer.

Eligible users can sign up for the Teams Exploratory experience by signing in to Teams from the desktop or web

(teams.microsoft.com). At this time, enabling Exploratory through mobile is not supported. When they sign up,

they'll be assigned this license automatically and the tenant admin will receive an email notification the first time

someone in your org starts the Teams Exploratory experience.

The Teams Exploratory experience is meant to be initiated by individual end users, and you can't initiate this

offer on behalf of end-user employees.

The Teams Exploratory experience comes with an Exchange Online license, but it won't be assigned to the user

until the admin assigns it. If the user doesn't have an Exchange license already, and the admin has yet to assign

the Exchange Online license, the user won't be able to schedule meetings in Teams and might be missing other

Teams functionality.

Admins can disable the ability for end users to run the Teams Exploratory experience within their organization

by using the Tr ial apps and ser vicesTr ial apps and ser vices  switch.

You can turn off a user's ability to install trial apps and services, which would prevent the user from running the

Teams Exploratory experience.

1. From the Microsoft 365 admin center, go to SettingsSettings  > Org settingsOrg settings , select Ser vicesSer vices , and then select

User owned apps and ser vicesUser owned apps and ser vices .

https://teams.microsoft.com


  Manage availability for a user with a license that includes TeamsManage availability for a user with a license that includes Teams

NOTENOTE

2. Clear the check mark from Let users install tr ial apps and ser vicesLet users install tr ial apps and ser vices .

If your organization is ineligible for the Teams Exploratory experience, you won't see the Let users install trialLet users install trial

apps and ser vicesapps and ser vices option.

A user who is assigned a license that includes Teams isn't eligible for the Teams Exploratory experience. When

the Teams service plan is turned on, the user can sign in and use Teams. If the service plan is disabled, the user

can't sign in and the Teams Exploratory experience isn't available. You must have admin privileges.

To turn off access to Teams:

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, select UsersUsers  > Active usersActive users .



  Manage Teams availability for users who are already using the Teams Exploratory experienceManage Teams availability for users who are already using the Teams Exploratory experience

2. Select the box next to the name of the user.

3. In the Product licensesProduct licenses  row, choose EditEdit.

4. In the Product licensesProduct licenses  pane, switch the toggle to OffOff .

If a user is running the Teams Exploratory experience, you can turn it off by removing the license or service plan.

You must have admin privileges.

To turn off the Teams Exploratory experience license:

1. In the Microsoft 365 admin center, select UsersUsers  > Active usersActive users .

2. Select the box next to the name of the user.

3. In the Product licensesProduct licenses  row, choose EditEdit.

4. In the Product licensesProduct licenses  pane, switch the toggle for this exploratory license to OffOff .



  Manage Teams for users who have the Teams Exploratory licenseManage Teams for users who have the Teams Exploratory license

  Upgrade users from Teams ExploratoryUpgrade users from Teams Exploratory

NOTENOTE

  Remove a Teams Exploratory licenseRemove a Teams Exploratory license

 What is the data retention policy

 How long does the Teams Exploratory experience last

NOTENOTE

  What should administrators do at the end of the 12 month Teams Exploratory experienceWhat should administrators do at the end of the 12 month Teams Exploratory experience

NOTENOTE
The Teams Exploratory toggle switch will appear after the first user in the organization launches the Teams

Exploratory experience.

You can manage users who have the Teams Exploratory license just like you manage users who have a regular

paid license. For more information, see Manage Teams settings for your organization.

You must have admin privileges to upgrade users from Teams Exploratory. For more information see Upgrade

users from the Teams Exploratory trial.

If the Teams Exploratory license ends and a user isn't immediately upgraded to a subscription that includes Teams, they

lose access to Teams after a 30-days grace period. Another 30 days after which, the data is deleted. The user still exists in

Azure Active Directory. Once a new license is assigned to the user to enable Teams functionality again, all content will still

exist if the user is added within the grace period time frame.

If you would like to remove this license by using PowerShell, see: Remove licenses from user accounts

with Office 365 PowerShell

If you would like to remove this license through the admin portal, see: Delete a user from your

organization

See Microsoft 365 subscription information.

Teams Exploratory is available as a 12 month subscription (from initial user sign-up) for all new customers. The

new Teams Exploratory subscription starts when the first user in an organization signs-up for Teams Exploratory

and it will expire after 12 months. The expiry date will apply to all users in the same tenant as the 12-month

term begins on the first user's sign-up date.

The end date for the experience is configured at an organization level, meaning it will apply to all users in the same

organization. For example, User 1 signs up for the subscription on January 1, 2021. This initiates a subscription end-date

of December 31, 2021. Another user, User 2, signs up for the subscription on October 1, 2021. User 2 can use Teams

Exploratory for two months, as their end-date will be December 31, 2021 because they're under the same organization's

subscription as User 1.

At the end of the 12 month subscription, administrators should convert all Teams Exploratory users to a paid

license that includes Teams. It is vital to ensure this is completed before the Teams Exploratory subscription

expires to avoid any disruption to user's experience.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/remove-licenses-from-user-accounts-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/delete-a-user
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/commerce/subscriptions/what-if-my-subscription-expires?view=o365-worldwide


NOTENOTE
Customers will be disabled and blocked from starting a new Exploratory trial licenses for 3 months past the expiration of

their previous Exploratory trial license.

For more information, see Upgrade users from Teams Exploratory, above in this article.
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 Step 1: When to upgrade

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Step 2: Choose an upgrade path

This article provides an overview of how to upgrade your users from a Teams Exploratory trial to paid Teams

licenses.

Step 1: When to upgrade

Step 2: Choose an upgrade path

Step 3: Assign paid licenses

To check when your organization’s Teams Exploratory trial is expiring and how many active users it has, go to

Billing >Billing > Your productsYour products  in the Microsoft 365 admin center. You’ll also be notified before the Teams

Exploratory trial expires.

You should make a plan to upgrade your users to paid licenses before the expiration date, so users don’t lose access to

Teams.

Users will lose access to Teams 30 days after the trial's expiration date. As long as users are assigned a paid license within

60 days of the expiration date, they can regain access to Teams and all content still exists. However, after 60 days, the

users’ data is deleted. After a new license is assigned to the users to enable Teams functionality, if they are added within

the grace period time frame, all content remains. For more information, see What happens to my data and access when

my subscription ends?

Depending on the subscriptions your organization currently has, there are three ways to upgrade from a

Microsoft Teams Exploratory trial to a paid license:

Upgrade an existing Microsoft 365 subscr iption.Upgrade an existing Microsoft 365 subscr iption. Use this option if your organization has

subscriptions to other Office products that don’t include Teams. For more information, see Upgrade to a

different business plan. To see active users for an existing subscription, go to Users >Users > Active usersActive users  in

the Microsoft 365 admin center.

Add users to an existing Microsoft 365 subscr iption.Add users to an existing Microsoft 365 subscr iption. Use this option if your organization doesn’t

have enough paid Teams licenses to cover the Teams Exploratory users. For more information, see Buy or

remove licenses. To add users to an existing subscription that already has enough available licenses, see

Move users to a different subscription. To see active users for an existing subscription, go to Users >Users >

Active usersActive users  in the Microsoft 365 admin center.

Buy a new Microsoft 365 subscr iption.Buy a new Microsoft 365 subscr iption. Use this option if your organization doesn’t have any existing

subscriptions to Office products, or if your organization wants to buy a subscription that’s different from

their existing subscription to cover Teams Exploratory users. For more information, see Buy a different

Microsoft 365 for business subscription.

If you’re not sure which Microsoft 365 subscription to upgrade to, see Microsoft 365 for Business. If you need

additional help choosing a subscription, or if your organization needs more than 300 licenses, contact your

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-from-teams-exploratory.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=842054
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/commerce/subscriptions/what-if-my-subscription-expires?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/commerce/subscriptions/upgrade-to-different-plan?view=o365-worldwide
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=834822
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/commerce/licenses/buy-licenses?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/commerce/subscriptions/move-users-different-subscription?view=o365-worldwide
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=834822
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/commerce/try-or-buy-microsoft-365?view=o365-worldwide
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/business#coreui-heading-hiatrep


 Step 3: Assign paid licenses

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  Auto-claim policiesAuto-claim policies

 Related topics

Microsoft partner or Microsoft account representative.

Before you unassign any Teams Exploratory licenses, assign the new licenses to all the users you’re upgrading. Otherwise,

they lose access to Teams until you assign a paid license.

To assign your newly acquired licenses, see Assign licenses to users.

After you assign the new licenses, unassign the Teams Exploratory licenses. See Unassign licenses from users,

for more information.

Next time you upgrade, use auto-claim policies to create policies for your organization to automatically assign

licenses from paid subscriptions to new users who haven’t acquired a Teams license. For more information, see

Manage auto-claim policies.

Manage the Microsoft Teams Exploratory license

https://www.microsoft.com/solution-providers/home
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users?view=o365-worldwide&viewfallbackfrom=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/remove-licenses-from-users?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/commerce/licenses/manage-auto-claim-policies?view=o365-worldwide
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 More information

 Get the right Teams trial

In the classic free version of Microsoft Teams, the first person who signs up in your organization has a limited

admin role. The person who has this limited role can add and remove team members and specify whether

anyone can invite additional members, but this user has no advanced administrative capabilities and no access

to the Microsoft Teams admin center. To learn more, read Invite people to Teams Free (classic).

To get the full set of Teams features, including enhanced administration, you'll need to upgrade to the full

version of Teams by purchasing an appropriate Microsoft 365 or Office 365 subscription plan for your users.

To find out more about Teams versions and their capabilities, see Compare Teams plans.

For a quick summary of the differences between Teams and Teams Free (classic), see Differences between

Microsoft Teams and Microsoft Teams Free (classic).

For more information about upgrading to the full version of Teams, see Upgrade from Teams Free (classic) to

Teams and Upgrade Microsoft Teams Free (classic) to subscription version.

To get started with additional admin tasks associated with upgrading users, including adding user licenses,

changing user names, and assigning temporary passwords, see For admins upgrading from Teams Free

(classic) to a paid subscription.

As an alternative to Teams Free (classic), check out Teams Exploratory.

EDU customers should use the free Office 365 A1 license.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/manage-freemium.md
https://support.office.com/article/invite-people-to-teams-free-53a9b20c-2ad7-442e-967c-2e9305e96463
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/free
https://support.office.com/article/0b69cf39-eb52-49af-b255-60d46fdf8a9c
https://support.office.com/article/29475bbd-a34f-4175-9b33-d44430f8ad39
https://support.office.com/article/75a95e7f-001e-42d0-a787-ae8b992d5a52
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/academic/compare-office-365-education-plans
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NOTENOTE

 How does Teams Free (classic) compare to the full version of Teams?

If your organization is using the free version of Microsoft Teams, you can easily upgrade to the full version by

purchasing a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 subscription plan for your users. The full version provides additional

Teams features — like scheduling, audio conferencing, enhanced administration, and security capabilities — that

the free version doesn't provide. Microsoft 365 and Office 365 combine the familiar Microsoft Office desktop

suite with cloud-based versions of Microsoft's next-generation communications and collaboration services —

including Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, and Office — to help users be productive from virtually

anywhere through the internet. When you upgrade Teams, your existing Teams data will not be lost; all your

teams, channels, chats, files, and permissions come with you.

If you already have a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 subscription, you're eligible for the trial version of Teams (with your

corporate identity), not the free version. The Teams trial provides the full version of Teams for a limited time. For more

information, see Manage the Microsoft Teams Commercial Cloud Trial offer.

Teams Free (classic) is designed for small to medium businesses and has the following features:

500,000 maximum users

Unlimited chat messages and search

Guest access

Integration with apps and services, including the Online versions of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote

2 GB of storage per user and 10 GB of shared storage

1:1 and group online audio and video calling

Channel meetings

Screen sharing

The full version of Teams included with a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 subscription provides the following

features in addition to the features that Teams free provides:

No user limit (with an enterprise license)

Exchange email hosting and custom email domain

OneDrive, SharePoint, Planner, Yammer, and more Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services

1 TB of storage per user

Scheduled meetings

Audio conferencing

Enhanced security and compliance features, including multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, and

advanced auditing and reporting

Administrative controls and support features, including 24 x 7 phone and web support, admin tools for

managing users and apps, usage reporting for Microsoft 365 or Office 365 services, service-level agreement,

and configurable user settings and policies

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-freemium.md


 Upgrade requirements

NOTENOTE

 Limitations

 How do I upgrade my organization?

For a detailed comparison of Teams Free (classic) and Teams features, see Compare Teams plans.

You can upgrade to the full version of Teams if you meet the following requirements:

You are the person who signed up for the existing Teams free subscription.

If you are bringing your own domain, it isn't already associated with Azure Active Directory (via trial or

purchased Microsoft 365 or Office 365 subscription).

To upgrade and transfer your data, you have to buy your subscription through the upgrade process in the Teams

application. If you purchased Microsoft 365 or Office 365 with Teams without going through the upgrade process, you

can't transfer your data because you will already have a separate tenant.

Keep the following limitations in mind:

You can't switch back to Teams Free (classic) after you upgrade.

You can't merge multiple Teams Free (classic) tenants into a single paid tenant.

All users must be in the same domain. (All users will get a sign-in in the format username@domain.com.)

All users must be upgraded: a mix of Teams Free (classic) and paid subscription users in the same tenant is

not supported.

To upgrade to the full version of Teams, select UpgradeUpgrade in Teams.

Enter the email address that you use to sign in to Teams, and then purchase an Microsoft 365 Business Standard

https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/free


 What's next?

 More information

plan. If you would like to purchase Microsoft 365 Business Basic or an Enterprise edition of Office 365, contact

support.

After your upgrade is complete, see Get started with Microsoft Teams for first steps and Adopt Microsoft Teams

for a phased approach to Teams adoption across your organization.

To find out more about Teams versions and their capabilities, see Compare Teams plans.

For more information about upgrading to the full version of Teams, see Upgrade from Teams Free (classic) to

Teams.

For additional admin tasks associated with upgrading users, including adding user licenses, changing user

names, and assigning temporary passwords, see For admins upgrading from Teams Free (classic) to a paid

subscription.

For information about managing Teams free in your organization, see Manage the free version of Microsoft

Teams.

https://portal.office.com/support/altusupport.aspx?app=teamsfreeupgrade
https://products.office.com/microsoft-teams/free
https://support.office.com/article/Upgrade-from-Teams-free-to-Teams-29475bbd-a34f-4175-9b33-d44430f8ad39
https://support.office.com/article/for-admins-upgrading-from-teams-free-to-a-paid-subscription-75a95e7f-001e-42d0-a787-ae8b992d5a52
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 What is Advanced Communications?

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Related articles

If your organization is looking to further enhance your communication experience, get Advanced

Communications for advanced meeting customization and tools to manage your organization’s communication

policies.

Advanced Communications includes advanced meetings customization, tools to manage your organization's

communication policies, premium manageability with custom policy packages, and custom branded meeting

lobby to tailor your meetings.

Customize your meeting pre-join experience with your company's logo in pre-join and the lobby.

Create unifying meeting experiences with custom Together Mode scenes designed to the needs of your

company and the meeting.

Tailored experiences with custom policy packages by bundling your own set of policies for users with similar

roles in your organization using the Teams Admin Center or PowerShell. Each user will require a license in

order to receive a custom policy package assignment.

Advanced Communications is available in all Microsoft 365 markets as an add-on to any paid Microsoft 365 or

Office 365 subscription. Features included in Advanced Communications won't be added to other Microsoft 365

or Office 365 plans and can't be purchased separately. To get the features, you must purchase the add-on.

Features will be released as they become available. Visit the Microsoft 365 Public Roadmap for the latest feature timing.

Advanced Communications isn't yet available for Microsoft 365 GCC High or Department of Defense (DoD) environments.

These features are available now in preview.

Introduction to Teams policy-based recording for callings & meetings

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-add-on-licensing/advanced-communications.md
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/roadmap?filters=Microsoft%20Teams
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We're hearing from customers around the globe how the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic has created new

challenges as they work to handle drastic shifts in their day-to-day operations. Being able to directly and quickly

connect with teammates during fast-changing conditions is essential to maintaining business continuity during

the crisis response and as many of us return to the workplace.

Originally announced in June 2019, priority notifications for Microsoft Teams grants users the ability to

continually send notifications that repeat every two minutes for up to 20 minutes on all messages marked as

urgent. Priority notifications had been made available as a promotion to all Teams customers until the second

half of 2020.

Effective immediately, we have ended this promotion and made priority notifications available to all Teams

customers as a basic capability. Users will now be able to send and receive unlimited urgent messages with

priority notification. Learn more about managing priority notifications.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-add-on-licensing/pri-message.md
https://support.microsoft.com/article/mark-a-message-as-important-or-urgent-in-teams-ea99d5b6-1317-4550-8d75-86ff14cd4462
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TIPTIP

 Virtual User license allocation

Organizations with Phone System licensed users can assign either a free Microsoft 365 Phone System – Virtual

User license or a paid Phone System user license to resource accounts. A Calling Plan isn't always required (see

Plan for Teams Auto attendant and call queues for prerequisites when transferring calls to an external phone

number). All auto attendants or call queues require an associated resource account. Resource accounts that

require a phone number need a free Microsoft 365 Phone System – Virtual User license or a paid Phone System

user license before a phone number can be applied to the resource account.

No license is needed for resource accounts that will be used with nested auto attendants or call queues that don't have a

phone number assigned. See the following diagram for reference.

Your organization is allotted Microsoft 365 Phone System – Virtual User licenses depending on its overall size.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-add-on-licensing/virtual-user.md


NOTENOTE

  License allocation exampleLicense allocation example

 How to buy Microsoft 365 Phone System – Virtual User licenses

 Change an existing resource account to use a Microsoft 365 Phone
System – Virtual User license

WARNINGWARNING

 Related information

Any organization that has at least one license including Phone System or has Phone System added has 25

Virtual User licenses available at no cost. When you add 10 Phone System user licenses in your organization,

one more Microsoft 365 Phone System – Virtual User license becomes available.

Phone System is an add-on license available with Microsoft 365 and Office 365 E1 and E3. Phone System is also included

as part of Microsoft 365 E5, Office 365 E5, and Microsoft 365 Business Voice licenses.

If your organization uses up the available free Microsoft 365 Phone System – Virtual User licenses in creating

auto attendant or call queue nodes, you can still use the paid Phone system licenses with a resource account.

Most organizations will have enough Virtual User licenses based on the scaling plan.

Contoso, Inc. purchased 600 licenses that included Phone System (one for each employee). Contoso is allotted

an initial 25 plus 60 Microsoft 365 Phone System – Virtual User licenses, 85 in total. Their organization has 90

call queues and auto attendants that have phone numbers. They need to assign all the Microsoft 365 Phone

System – Virtual User licenses and obtain five regular-priced Phone System licenses.

Contoso should consider redesigning the auto attendant and call queue system. If they use fewer phone

numbers and more nested nodes that don't need a phone number, they simplify the implementation and reduce

costs.

NOTENOTE

1. Sign in to the Microsoft 365 admin center.

2. Go to BillingBilling > Purchase ser vicesPurchase ser vices  > Add-onsAdd-ons

3. Scroll to the end to find the Microsoft 365 Phone System – Vir tual UserMicrosoft 365 Phone System – Vir tual User  license. Select Buy nowBuy now .

Keep in mind you must still BuyBuy the license even though it has a cost of zero.

If you decide to switch the license on your resource account from a Phone System license to a Microsoft 365

Phone System – Virtual User license:

1. Get the new Microsoft 365 Phone System – Virtual User license.

2. Follow the linked steps in the Microsoft 365 Admin center to Move users to a different subscription.

Always remove a full Phone System License and assign the Microsoft 365 Phone System – Virtual User license in the same

license activity. If you remove the old license, save the account changes, add the new license, and then save the account

settings again, the resource account may no longer function as expected. If this happens, we recommend you create a

new resource account for the Microsoft 365 Phone System – Virtual User license and remove the broken resource

account.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/manage/assign-licenses-to-users#move-users-to-a-different-subscription


Auto Attendant and Call Queues Service Update

Manage resource accounts in Microsoft Teams

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-Teams-Blog/Auto-Attendant-and-Call-Queues-Service-Update/ba-p/564521
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  Before you continueBefore you continue

 What Teams Essentials subscription do I have?

 How does Microsoft Teams Essentials compare to other Microsoft
Teams plans?
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FeatureFeature

Meeting andMeeting and
CallingCalling

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Unlimited group
meetings

Yes Yes Yes

Unlimited 1:1 calls Yes Yes Yes Yes

Microsoft Teams Essentials is a standalone Teams subscription that provides an all-in-one solution with

meetings, chat, and collaboration for small businesses. As your business adapts to the increased need for

remote working and virtual connections, you may be searching for a way to securely collaborate with

employees, partners, suppliers, and customers. Whether you're a multi-city bakery, or a nine-person event

agency, Microsoft Teams Essentials can bring your business together through one connected experience.

Microsoft Teams Essentials is available for purchase through Microsoft’s direct website and select Microsoft

Cloud Partners. Subscriptions through direct and partner differ in some ways because they use different identity

systems. Visit the table later in this article for more details, go here: Microsoft Teams Essentials plans

A subscription purchased through Microsoft’s direct website uses Microsoft account identity which allows you to

use your existing email address like MeganB@outlook.com, MeganB@gmail.com, or

MeganB@ContosoLandscaping.com to sign up.

Alternatively, Teams Essentials purchased through select Microsoft Certified Partners uses Azure Active

Directory (AAD) which asks you to create a new login/identity. Partners can configure Teams Essentials to

connect to your existing email address so you can sign in using your existing email address.

If you purchased Teams Essentials through Microsoft’s website (direct), you own Microsoft Teams EssentialsMicrosoft Teams Essentials .

If you purchased Teams Essentials through a Microsoft Certified Partner, you own Microsoft Teams EssentialsMicrosoft Teams Essentials

(AAD identity)(AAD identity) .

The following table lists the major Microsoft Teams features available across plans. Certain caveats apply. See

the footnotes for further information. This table may change without notice. For the most up-to-date, complete

list of features, visit Microsoft Teams service description.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/get-started-with-teams-essentials.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/setup/setup-business-basic?


Group meeting
participant capacity

100 300 300 300

Group meeting
duration

60 minutes 30 hours 30 hours 30 hours

Screen sharing Yes Yes Yes Yes

Customized
Backgrounds

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Live transcription Yes Yes Yes Yes

Schedule meetings Yes Yes Yes Yes

Calendar app Yes Yes Yes Yes

Together mode Yes Yes Yes Yes

Live reaction Yes Yes Yes Yes

Noise suppression Yes Yes Yes Yes

Meeting attendees
can join meetings
without an account

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Send meeting invites
to a phone number

Yes Yes

Meeting recordings
& transcripts

Yes Yes

Real-time translation Yes Yes

Breakout rooms Yes Yes

Whiteboard Yes Yes

Host webinars that
include attendee
registration pages,
email confirmations,
and reporting.

Available in Business
Standard

Chat andChat and
collaborationcollaboration

Unlimited chat
(private & group)

Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Real-time
collaboration in
Office apps

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Guest access: Chat
w/anyone inside &
outside your
company

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Polls Yes Yes Yes Yes

Group chat
templates

Yes Yes

Teams and Channels Yes Yes

Productivity appsProductivity apps
and ser vicesand ser vices

File & document
cloud storage (per
user)

5 GB 10 GB 10 GB 1 TB

Word, Excel,
PowerPoint web &
mobile apps

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Google calendar sync Coming soon Coming soon Yes¹ Yes¹

App Extensibility
(250+ integrated
apps & services)

Yes Yes

Exchange email
hosting with
customer email
domain address

2 GB² 50 GB

Security andSecurity and
compliancecompliance

Microsoft Teams data
encryption at rest
and in transit

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Single sign-on to all
services

Yes Yes

AdministrationAdministration
and suppor tand suppor t
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Administration tools
for managing users,
apps, settings &
policies

Yes Yes

Migrate existing data
& users to Microsoft
365

Yes Yes

Ability to add-on
services including
Audio Conferencing
& Teams Phone

Yes Yes
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Administration limits and specifications for Microsoft Teams Essentials

 Get Microsoft Teams Essentials

 Provides connection to Google Calendar and other 3rd party calendars with the following configuration:

Microsoft Teams Essentials (AAD Identity) Configuration Guide

1

 Teams Essentials (AAD Identity) through partner includes 2GB Exchange mailbox and no archiving, allowing

users to sync with third party email providers.

2

To get enhanced administration and entire full set of Teams features, you'll need to upgrade to the full version of Teams by

purchasing an appropriate Microsoft 365 or Office 365 subscription plan for your users. We recommend this as you'll

have more flexibility to manage the way your organization collaborates.

Here are a few important Teams Essentials limits and specifications to consider as an admin:

Administration:Administration: A Teams Essentials subscription does notdoes not come with access to the Teams Admin

Center. Teams Essentials users can enjoy a simplified view of the Microsoft 365 admin center to conduct

important tasks like,managing subscriptions and configuring new users.

Microsoft Teams PowerShell:Microsoft Teams PowerShell: You cannotcannot manage Teams Essentials directly using PowerShell

command line as there is no PowerShell support.

StorageStorage: Teams Essentials uses OneDrive's personal cloud storage for file storage.

Go here: Microsoft Teams limits and specifications to learn more about the limits, specifications, and other

requirements that apply to Teams.

Is your business new to Microsoft Teams? Thanks for choosing Microsoft!

To get started with Teams Essentials, follow these steps:

1. Purchase the subscr iption.Purchase the subscr iption. Go to Microsoft Teams Essentials for small business and select Buy nowBuy now

under Microsoft Teams Essentials.

2. S ign up with your existing email address.S ign up with your existing email address. Use an existing email address and follow the instructions to

purchase user licenses.

3. Review Teams ser vice descr iption.Review Teams ser vice descr iption. Visit Microsoft Teams service description to learn more about

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-teams/compare-microsoft-teams-options
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/limits-specifications-teams
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/compare-microsoft-teams-options
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/servicedescriptions/teams-service-description


 Upgrade from a free version of Microsoft Teams to Microsoft Teams
Essentials

  Upgrade RequirementsUpgrade Requirements

NOTENOTE

Microsoft Teams.

When you've completed these tasks, you're ready to plan, deploy, and use the Teams app.

To do that, complete these three steps:

1. Install the Teams app.Install the Teams app. Install the Teams client on your PC or mobile device by going to Download

Microsoft Teams and selecting an option under Teams for home.Teams for home. Ensure that you've downloaded a

Teams for home option as Teams for work and school are not compatible with Teams Essentials.

2. Get Familiar  with Teams.Get Familiar  with Teams. The best way to become familiar with Teams is to start using it right away.

Take some time to explore the application so you have a better understanding of its capabilities.

3. Plan for adoption.Plan for adoption. For small businesses, planning for user adoption can be as simple as individually

showing your users how to use Teams. Often, small business customers don't consider this step for new

applications, which negatively affects the application's success and adoption.

4. Manage Teams Essentials.Manage Teams Essentials. Similar to the free version of Microsoft Teams, you have a limited admin

role as the first person to sign up for Teams Essentials in your organization. You can add and remove

team members and specify whether anyone can invite another members with this role, but you won't

have advanced administrative capabilities or access to the Microsoft Teams admin center.

If your organization is using a free version of Microsoft Teams, you can easily upgrade to the Teams Essentials

version by purchasing a plan for your users directly in Teams.

You can upgrade to Microsoft Teams Essentials if you're the person who signed up for the existing Teams free

subscription. In the free version of Microsoft Teams, the first person who signed up for Teams in your

organization has a limited admin role.

To upgrade and transfer your data, you have to buy your subscription through the Teams application upgrade process

outlined in this section. Upgrading to Teams Essentials is not currently supported for Teams free (classic) users. You can

upgrade to the full version of Teams by following the steps in this article: Upgrade from Teams free to Teams.Upgrade from Teams free to Teams.

https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/download-app
https://support.microsoft.com/office/upgrade-from-teams-free-to-teams-29475bbd-a34f-4175-9b33-d44430f8ad39


  LimitationsLimitations

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

  How do I upgrade my organization?How do I upgrade my organization?

  Can I purchase Teams Essentials using AAD identity through Microsoft’s website?Can I purchase Teams Essentials using AAD identity through Microsoft’s website?

  Can I use an existing email system with Teams Essentials?Can I use an existing email system with Teams Essentials?

  Can I connect my existing calendar solution with Teams Essentials?Can I connect my existing calendar solution with Teams Essentials?

Keep the following limitations in mind:

You can't switch back to Teams (free) after you upgrade.

You can't merge multiple Teams (free) tenants into a single paid tenant.

All users must be in the same domain. (All users will get a login in the format username@domain.com.)

All users must be upgraded: a mix of Teams (free) and paid subscription users in the same tenant isn't

supported.

If you're currently using Microsoft Teams free (classic), you go here to upgrade to Microsoft 365 Upgrade from TeamsUpgrade from Teams

free to Teams.free to Teams.

To upgrade to the Microsoft Teams Essentials version of Teams, select …… in the top navgation menu. Next, select

the UpgradeUpgradebutton at the bottom of the drop down menu that appears.

After selecting the UpgradeUpgrade button in Teams, you'll be directed here: Microsoft Teams for Small Business

Enter the current email address you use to sign into Teams, and then purchase the Microsoft Teams Essentials

plan.

No. Teams Essentials with AAD identity is only available through select Microsoft Cloud Partners. If you're

interested in working with a Partner, visit Find a Microsoft Partner Cloud Solution Provider.

Yes. You can keep your existing email system and leverage Teams Essentials to meet, chat and collaborate.

Yes. You can sync existing calendars from Outlook.com and Google with Teams Essentials.

To connect an existing calendar solution with Teams Essentials (AAD Identity), follow the instructions later in this

article.

https://support.microsoft.com/office/upgrade-from-teams-free-to-teams-29475bbd-a34f-4175-9b33-d44430f8ad39
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-teams/upgrade-teams
https://partner.microsoft.com/membership/cloud-solution-provider/find-a-provider


  How do I connect my current email and calendar with Teams Essentials (AAD Identity)?How do I connect my current email and calendar with Teams Essentials (AAD Identity)?

  Can I upgrade Teams Essentials bought directly through Microsoft's website to Microsoft 365?Can I upgrade Teams Essentials bought directly through Microsoft's website to Microsoft 365?

 More information

To get started, visit Connect Microsoft Teams Essentials (AAD Identity) to an existing email systemConnect Microsoft Teams Essentials (AAD Identity) to an existing email system

with calendarwith calendar  for more information. You can connect an existing email system like Google Workspace to

Microsoft Teams Essentials (AAD Identity) to stay connected across platforms with integrated calendars and sign

in.

Upgrades from Teams Essentials to Microsoft 365 will be available soon.

Visit Configuration Guide for configuration steps on connecting Microsoft Teams Essentials (AAD Identity)

to an existing email system with calendar

To find out more about Teams versions and their capabilities, visit Compare Teams plans

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-teams/compare-microsoft-teams-options


   

 

Connect Microsoft Teams Essentials (AAD Identity)
to an existing email system with calendar

 12/7/2021 • 12 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Prerequisites

This guide provides configuration steps for connecting Microsoft Teams Essentials (AAD Identity) to an existing

email system with calendar.

Microsoft Teams Essentials (AAD Identity) brings together the best of Teams with meetings, chat, calling, and

collaboration. Teams Essentials (AAD Identity) can connect to your existing email system to provide an

integrated experience like having all Teams notifications in an existing email inbox, all calendar events in Teams,

and the ability to sign into Teams with your existing email address.

Once connected, you can see responses to scheduled meetings and invitations to collaborate in your mailbox

and Microsoft Teams. You can also view and interact with incoming meetings from your calendar using Teams

and third-party meeting software like Google Workspace.

The configuration steps in this article involve the process of automatically forwarding items from Exchange

Online. By default, automatic forwarding is disabled by the anti-spam outbound policy. This policy must be

enabled to connect Teams Essentials to an existing mailbox and calendar system.

To enable automatic forwarding:

1. Go to the Microsoft 365 Defender portal at https://security.microsoft.com/

2. Under the left navigation menu, go to Email & collaborationEmail & collaboration > Policies & rulesPolicies & rules  > Threat policiesThreat policies  >

Anti-spamAnti-spam in the Policies section

3. On the Anti-spam policiesAnti-spam policies  page, select Anti-spam outbound policy (Default)Anti-spam outbound policy (Default)  from the list

4. In the policy details flyout that appears, select Edit protection settingsEdit protection settings  to modify the autoforwarding rule.

5. Under For warding rulesFor warding rules , change the automatic forwarding condition to On – for warding is enabledOn – for warding is enabled

and save your changes.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/connect-teams-essentials-to-email.md
https://security.microsoft.com/


 Connect Teams Essentials to Exchange Online with Exchange on-
premises

 Connect Teams Essentials to third-party email systems with calendar

  Connect Teams Essentials to third-party email using vanity domain (Google Workspace example)Connect Teams Essentials to third-party email using vanity domain (Google Workspace example)

To learn more about configuring outbound spam policies, visit Configure outbound spam filtering - Office 365 |

Microsoft Docs.

You can enjoy all that Teams Essentials (AAD) has to offer by using a hybrid approach to configure the

connection between Microsoft Teams and Exchange Online with Exchange on-premises.

To make calendar access work for your on-prem mailboxes, follow the guidance provided atConfiguring Teams

calendar access for Exchange on-premises mailboxes - Microsoft Tech Community

To deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms in a hybrid environment with Exchange on premises, visit Deploy Microsoft

Teams Rooms with Exchange on-premises - Microsoft Teams | Microsoft Docs

If you don’t plan to switch your organization's mailbox to Microsoft 365, you can connect Teams Essentials to an

existing third-party email and calendar system. This connection allows you to receive Teams notifications in your

existing email system while viewing existing meeting invites and calendar events in Microsoft Teams.

The following section shows you how to connect Microsoft Teams to an existing email system with calendar, like

Google Workspace. You will accomplish this connection by leaving the current email system intact, forwarding

all email to Exchange Online, filtering everything except emails of the calendaring type. In doing so, calendaring

emails automatically appear in the Teams calendar accepted as tentative and non-calendaring type emails are

deleted.

All email generated in Microsoft 365 is forwarded to Google Workspace so that users get Teams reminders and

notifications. User identities, like the user ’s primary email, can be duplicated. Single sign-on is also possible, but

not required. Users should be able to join Teams meetings from either the third-party calendar or Teams

calendar. Another Teams features will work as expected.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/configure-the-outbound-spam-policy?view=o365-worldwide&preserve-view=true
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/exchange-team-blog/configuring-teams-calendar-access-for-exchange-on-premises/ba-p/1484009


These examples rely on the Connect-ExchangeOnline PowerShell commandlet that is part of the Exchange

Online PowerShell V2 module. If you get an error when running Connect-ExchangeOnline, ensure that you’ve

followed the recommended instructions for installing the module using Install the EXO V2 module. When

Connect-ExchangeOnline prompts for credentials, be sure to use a tenant administrator account.

Step One: Set up a new Microsoft 365 tenant domainStep One: Set up a new Microsoft 365 tenant domain

1. Go to the admin center at https://admin.microsoft.com.

2. Go to Set UpSet Up > DomainsDomains  and select Add domainAdd domain to add your existing domain. If you don't add a

domain, people in your organization will use the onmicrosoft.com domain for their email addresses until

you do. Be sure to add your domain before adding users, so you don't have to set them up twice.

3. Verify the domain with a TXT record by following the steps at Verify with a TXT Record.

4. When prompted, select Do not allow Microsoft 365 to configure DNSDo not allow Microsoft 365 to configure DNS .

5. When prompted, leave the existing MX records in place without altering them.

6. Update the existing SPF TXT record to include Microsoft 365.

7. Configure DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) for Microsoft 365 by following these steps to manually set

up DKIM.

8. Sign back into the Microsoft 365 admin center at https://admin.microsoft.com/AdminPortal/ to enable

DKIM

9. In the navigation panel on the left, select SetupSetup > DomainsDomains

10. Using the checkbox, select your existing non-Microsoft domain (ex:

JohannaL@contosolandscapting2.m365master.com) from the current lists of domains.

11. Select the button with three ver tical dotsthree ver tical dots  to open a menu.

12. From the menu, select Set as defaultSet as default

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/connect-exchangeonline?view=exchange-ps&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/exchange/exchange-online-powershell-v2&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/exchange/exchange-online-powershell-v2?view=exchange-ps&preserve-view=true
https://admin.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/get-help-with-domains/create-dns-records-at-any-dns-hosting-provider?view=o365-worldwide&preserve-view=true
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office-365-security/use-dkim-to-validate-outbound-email?view=o365-worldwide&preserve-view=true
https://admin.microsoft.com/AdminPortal/


13. Confirm set as defaultConfirm set as default in the window that appears to set your existing domain as default.

For more guidance on adding a domain to Microsoft 365, follow the steps described in Add a domain to

Microsoft 365.

Step Two: Add users and assign Teams Essentials licensesStep Two: Add users and assign Teams Essentials licenses

1. Go to the admin center at https://admin.microsoft.com to add an individual user

2. Go to UsersUsers  > Active usersActive users , and select Add a userAdd a user

3. In the Set up the basicsSet up the basics  pane, fill in the basic user information, then select NextNext.

Name:Name: Fill in the first and last name, display name, and username.

Domain:Domain: Choose the domain for the user's account. For example, if the user's username is Jakob, and

the domain is contoso.com, they'll sign in by using jakob@contoso.com.

Password settings:Password settings: Choose to use the autogenerated password or to create your own strong

password for the user. Determine whether you want to send the password in an email when the user

is added.

4. In the Assign product licensesAssign product licenses  pane, select the location and the appropriate license for the user. If you

don't have any licenses available, you can still add a user and buy more licenses. Select Next.

5. In the Optional settingsOptional settings  pane, expand RolesRoles  if you would like to make this user an admin. Expand

Profile infoProfile info to add additional information about the user.

6. Select NextNext, review your new user's settings, make any other changes if necessary, then select FinishFinish

addingadding, then close.

To add multiple users at the same time, follow the recommend steps at Add users and assign licenses -

Microsoft 365 admin | Microsoft Docs

Step Three: Configure Google WorkspaceStep Three: Configure Google Workspace

Configure email dual deliver y to Microsoft 365 and str ip attachments:Configure email dual deliver y to Microsoft 365 and str ip attachments:

1. Follow Google’s steps for setting up dual delivery: https://support.google.com/a/answer/9228551?hl=en

2. Add route for Office 365

Go the Google Admin console at https://admin.google.com)

https://support.office.com/article/add-a-domain-to-office-365-6383f56d-3d09-4dcb-9b41-b5f5a5efd611?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://admin.microsoft.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/add-users?view=o365-worldwide&preserve-view=true
https://support.google.com/a/answer/9228551?hl=en
https://admin.google.com


Go to Apps > Google Workspace > Gmail > Hosts.

Enter a route name. (For example, Microsoft 365)

Choose ‘Single host’ and enter the MX record specified for domain in Microsoft 365 (For example:

ContosoLandscaping2-m365master-com.mail.protection.outlook.com)

Smar t host method to resolve ATTR35 response code when mail is sent to Exchange onSmar t host method to resolve ATTR35 response code when mail is sent to Exchange on

premises/Exchange Online :premises/Exchange Online :

Choose ‘Single host’ and enter the MX record for the initial domain of the tenant as the smart host.

The initial domain is in the format GUID.onmicrosoft.com. A GUID is a unique value that's provided to

every organization as part of their enrollment in the service. A GUID is a 128-bit integer (16 bytes)

that can be used across all computers and networks wherever a unique identifier is required.

You can use command line: nslookup -type MX GUID.onmicrosoft.com to resolve the MX record (For

example: contosolandscaping2.mail.protection.outlook.com)

Choose Por t:25Por t:25

Proceed with recommended options

3. Configure route to Office 365

Open the Google Admin consoleGoogle Admin console at https://admin.google.com

Go to AppsApps  > Google WorkspaceGoogle Workspace > GmailGmail  > RoutingRouting

On the RoutingRouting tab, select ConfigureConfigure

Enter NameName for rule. (For example, Gmail to Office 365)

For email messages to affectemail messages to affect, select both InboundInbound and Internal receivingInternal receiving

Under For the above types of messagesFor the above types of messages , select Modify messageModify message

Under Also deliver toAlso deliver to, select Add more recipientsAdd more recipients  then select Add to add the secondar yAdd to add the secondar y

mail route.mail route.

Under RecipientsRecipients , select the down arrow "" and select Advanced.Advanced.

Select Change route.Change route.

From the list, select the secondary mail route you created earlier

Under AttachmentsAttachments , select Remove attachments from messageRemove attachments from message

Scroll down and select SaveSave.

Add your subdomain in Google workspace to receive email from Microsoft 365.Add your subdomain in Google workspace to receive email from Microsoft 365.

Next, you'll create forwarding rules on Microsoft 365 mailboxes to your subdomain. Choose a subdomain to use

in Google Workspace to receive email from Microsoft 365 (For example,

g.contosolandscaping2.m365master.com)

1. Start at Google Admin consoleGoogle Admin console (at admin.google.com)

2. Go to AccountAccount > DomainsDomains  > Manage DomainsManage Domains

3. Select Add a domainAdd a domain

4. Enter the domain name you selected

5. Select user alias domainuser alias domain

6. Select Add domain & star t ver ificationAdd domain & star t ver ification

7. Wait for verification to complete and refresh the page

https://admin.google.com


8. Select Activate GmailActivate Gmail

9. Choose Skip MX record setupSkip MX record setup and then select NEXTNEXT

10. On the Route mail to another ser verRoute mail to another ser ver  dialog, take note of the server to route mail to (For example,

aspmx.l.google.com) and select I use another mail ser verI use another mail ser ver

Allow email from Microsoft 365 to bypass SPAM filterAllow email from Microsoft 365 to bypass SPAM filter

1. Find an appropriate header from the Microsoft 365 tenant by sending an email to a user on Google

workspace.

2. Open the message and select Show OriginalShow Original

3. Choose an email header that uniquely identifies mail coming from your Microsoft 365 tenant. (For

example, X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-id: 92f60fc7-eab3-403b-9d7d-9d683bf0a4b5)

4. Go to Google Admin consoleGoogle Admin console at https://admin.google.com

5. Go to AppsApps  > Google WorkspaceGoogle Workspace > GmailGmail  > ComplianceCompliance

6. Navigate to Content ComplianceContent Compliance and select ConfigureConfigure

7. Give the setting a name. For example, Allowlist Microsoft 365 email.

8. Under email messages to affectemail messages to affect check Inbound

9. Under Add expressions that descr ibe the content you want to search for in each messageAdd expressions that descr ibe the content you want to search for in each message

select if ANY of the following match the messageif ANY of the following match the message

10. Under ExpressionsExpressions , select AddAdd xi. Under Add settingAdd setting, choose Advanced content matchAdvanced content match

11. Under LocationLocation choose Full HeadersFull Headers

12. Under Match TypeMatch Type choose Full TextFull Text

13. Under content, enter the email header that uniquely identifies email coming from your Microsoft 365

tenant (For example, X-MS-Exchange-CrossTenant-id: 92f60fc7-eab3-403b-9d7d-9d683bf0a4b5)

14. Select SaveSave

15. In the If the above expressions match, do the followingIf the above expressions match, do the following field > Modify MessageModify Message and check

Bypass spam filter  for this messageBypass spam filter  for this message under SpamSpam.

16. Select SaveSave

Step Four : Configure Microsoft 365 settings for the integrationStep Four : Configure Microsoft 365 settings for the integration

Configure connector to route mail from Microsoft 365 to Gmail:

1. Go to the Microsoft Admin CenterMicrosoft Admin Center  at https://admin.microsoft.com/AdminPortal

2. Select Show allShow all  in the left-hand navigation menu.

3. Under Admin centersAdmin centers , select ExchangeExchange to open the Exchange admin center in a new tab

4. In the Exchange admin centerExchange admin center ’s left-hand navigation menu, select Mail flowMail flow  > ConnectorsConnectors , open the

overflow menu (…) and select Add a connector

5. Under Connection fromConnection from in the new connector window, select Office 365Office 365

6. Under Connection toConnection to select your organization’s email server then select NextNext

7. Enter a NameName for the new connector (Ex: To Gmail) and continue NextNext

https://admin.google.com
https://admin.microsoft.com/AdminPortal


8. In the Use of ConnectorUse of Connector  section, select Only when I have a transpor t rule set up that redirectsOnly when I have a transpor t rule set up that redirects

messages to this connectormessages to this connector  and select NextNext.

9. In the Routing section, enter the appropriate smart mail host (For example, aspmx.l.google.com), select ++,

and then continue NextNext.

10. In the Security restr ictionsSecurity restr ictions  section, accept the default settings by selecting NextNext

11. In the Validation email sectionValidation email section, enter a valid email address for the Gmail system (For example,

johannal@g.contosolandscaping2.m365master.com), select the plus sign (+)plus sign (+) , and then select ValidateValidate

12. Wait for validation to complete and if successful press Next

13. Under Review connectorReview connector , verify configuration is correct and press Create Connector

14. When you see the Connector created notification, press DoneDone

Forward mail from Microsoft 365 mailboxes to Gmail

$forwardingDomain = "g.contosolandscaping2.m365master.com"
Connect-ExchangeOnline
$Mailboxes = Get-Mailbox -ResultSize Unlimited -Filter {RecipientTypeDetails -eq "UserMailbox"}
Foreach ($mbx in $mailboxes) {

Set-Mailbox $mbx.Identity -DeliverToMailboxAndForward $true -ForwardingSMTPAddress 
$($mbx.Alias,$forwardingDomain -join "@")
} 

1. Use the Microsoft 365 Admin CenterMicrosoft 365 Admin Center  to update each mailbox or you can use a PowerShellPowerShellscript,

such as the following:

Configure Exchange Online direct to calendar transport rule

Connect-ExchangeOnline
New-TransportRule -Name "Direct to Calendar" -MessageTypeMatches Calendaring -SetHeaderName "X-MS-
Exchange-Organization-CalendarBooking-Response" -SetHeaderValue Tentative
New-TransportRule -Name "Direct to Calendar triage action" -MessageTypeMatches Calendaring -
SetHeaderName "X-MS-Exchange-Organization-CalendarBooking-TriageAction" -SetHeaderValue 
MoveToDeletedItems

1. Configuring this setting will automatically accept calendar invites so that they show up in Teams calendar

without requiring users to interact with the invite in Outlook Web App.

2. The following script can be used to create the transport rules:

Disable Outlook on the web for mailboxes

Connect-ExchangeOnline
$Mailboxes = Get-Mailbox -ResultSize Unlimited -Filter {RecipientTypeDetails -eq "UserMailbox"}
Foreach ($mbx in $mailboxes) {
Set-CASMailbox $mbx.Identity -OWAEnabled $false
}

1. Follow the instructions at Enable or disable Outlook on the web for a mailbox in Exchange Online to

disable Outlook on the web for mailboxes.

2. You can disable Outlook on the web using the Exchange Admin CenterExchange Admin Center  or PowerShellPowerShell . You may use

the following PowerShell example to disable Outlook on the web for all mailboxes:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/recipients-in-exchange-online/manage-user-mailboxes/enable-or-disable-outlook-web-app


Step Five: Configure Exchange Online domain for internal relayStep Five: Configure Exchange Online domain for internal relay

This step ensures that email is sent to third-party system for final resolution.

1. Go to the Microsoft Admin CenterMicrosoft Admin Center  at https://admin.microsoft.com/AdminPortal

2. In left-hand navigation, select Show allShow all

3. Under Admin CentersAdmin Centers , select ExchangeExchange to open Exchange admin center in a new tab

4. In Exchange admin centerExchange admin center , select Mail flowMail flow  from the left-hand navigation menu, then select AcceptedAccepted

domainsdomains

5. Tap on the domain name configured in the third-party system (For example,

contosoLandscaping2.m365master.com)

6. Select Internal RelayInternal Relay , then click SaveSave

Step S ix: Create a rule to delete all inbound mail to Exchange Online except for CalendaringStep S ix: Create a rule to delete all inbound mail to Exchange Online except for Calendaring

https://admin.microsoft.com/AdminPortal


  Connect Teams Essentials to third-party email not using vanity domain (Gmail example)Connect Teams Essentials to third-party email not using vanity domain (Gmail example)

Connect-ExchangeOnline
New-TransportRule -Name "Delete all except Calendaring" -ExceptIfMessageTypeMatches Calendaring -
FromScope NotInOrganization -DeleteMessage:$true 

1. You can configure this rule in the Exchange Admin CenterExchange Admin Center  or PowerShellPowerShell . You may use the following

PowerShellPowerShell  example to create the rule:

You can schedule and join a Teams meeting directly from Google Workspace by connecting a consumer Gmail

account to Teams Essentials with primary reliance on the Teams G Suite Add On. This gives you the opportunity

to schedule video and audio conferencing with screen sharing, meeting chat, digital whiteboards, and more.

You will configure Gmail to pull email from Exchange Online to ensure mail generated in Microsoft 365 and

Teams arrive successfully in Gmail. Security defaults may need to be disabled to accomplish this connection,

which makes using a strong unique password essential. A custom domain isn't required for this scenario, but it

can be configured in Microsoft 365 for use in Gmail if you’d like to use one.

Ensure that you have a Gmail account set up.Ensure that you have a Gmail account set up.

If you already have an existing account, you can proceed to the next step. If not, visit Create new Google account

to set up a new Gmail account.

2 . Set up your Microsoft 365 tenant2. Set up your Microsoft 365 tenant

Configure Teams AAD users

1. Follow the guidance atAdd users and assign licenses to add multiple users

Configure identity protection

1. Disable Security defaults if active.

2. Configure multifactor authentication for users

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/install-the-teams-meeting-add-on-for-google-workspace-bba2dfbe-0b2b-4ee7-be10-261ad80ddb60
https://accounts.google.com/SignUp?hl=en
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/add-users/add-users?view=o365-worldwide&preserve-view=true


3. If using conditional access, be sure to make exception for POP access to mailbox

Add domain to Microsoft 365 Admin Center (optional)

1. Under navigation, select Settings > Domain, then select Add domain

2. Enter your domain name in the appropriate field

3. Follow the instructions on screen to verify your domain with TXT record

4. When prompted, allow Microsoft to configure DNS

5. Complete the instructions to verify MX record route to Microsoft 365

6. Configure SPF TXT record to include Microsoft 365

7. Complete the instructions for configuring DKIM TXT records for Microsoft 365

8. Verify DKIM is enabled by logging out and signing back into the Admin center

3. Configure Gmail3 . Configure Gmail

1. Configure Gmail to pull Exchange Online mail into its system

2. Configure the Teams Calendar add-in

3. Enable Gmail to use business domain (optional)
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 How Microsoft 365 Groups work with Teams

 Group membership

 Deleting groups and teams

 

Microsoft 365 Groups is the cross-application membership service in Microsoft 365. At a basic level, a Microsoft

365 Group is an object in Azure Active Directory with a list of members and a coupling to related workloads

including a SharePoint team site, shared Exchange mailbox, Planner and Power BI workspace. You can add or

remove people to the group just as you would any other group-based security object in Active Directory.

By default, users in Microsoft 365 can create and manage groups. For more information about Microsoft 365

Groups, see Learn about Microsoft 365 Groups and the Groups in Microsoft 365 for IT Architects poster.

When you create a team, a Microsoft 365 group is created to manage team membership. The group's related

services, such as a SharePoint site, Power BI workspace, etc. are created at the same time.

People who create teams can choose to use an existing Microsoft 365 group if they are an owner of that group.

Each channel in the team has a separate folder in the document library. Creating folders directly in the

document library does not create channels in the team.

When creating a Microsoft 365 group in Outlook or SharePoint, the group mailbox is visible in Outlook. When

creating a team in Teams, the group mailbox is hidden by default. You can use the Set-UnifiedGroup cmdlet with

the HiddenFromExchangeClientsEnabledHiddenFromExchangeClientsEnabled parameter to make a mailbox visible.

If you remove a member of a team, they are removed from the Microsoft 365 group as well. Removal from the

group immediately removes the team and channels from the Teams client. If you remove a person from a group

using the Microsoft 365 admin center, they will no longer have access to the other collaborative aspects such as

SharePoint Online document library, Yammer group, or shared OneNote. However, they will still have access to

the team's chat functionality for approximately two hours.

As a best practice for managing team members, add and remove them from the Teams client to ensure that

permissions updates for other group-connected workloads occur quickly. If you add or remove team members

outside of the Teams client (by using the Microsoft 365 admin center, Azure AD, or Exchange Online PowerShell),

it can take up to 24 hours for changes to be reflected in Teams.

Deleting a Microsoft 365 group will remove the mailbox alias for persistent Outlook/OWA conversations and

Teams meeting invites, and mark the SharePoint site for deletion. It takes approximately 20 minutes between the

removal of a team and its effect on Outlook. Deleting a team from the Teams client will remove it immediately

from view to all who are members of the team. If you remove members of a Microsoft 365 Group that has had

Teams functionality enabled on it, there could be a delay of approximately two hours before the team is

removed from view in the Teams client for the affected people who were removed.

For details about groups and teams end of lifecycle options, see End of lifecycle options for groups, teams, and

Yammer and Archive or delete a team in Microsoft Teams.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/Office-365-groups.md
https://support.office.com/article/b565caa1-5c40-40ef-9915-60fdb2d97fa2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/users-and-groups/set-unifiedgroup
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/solutions/end-life-cycle-groups-teams-sites-yammer


Related topics
Foundations of Microsoft Teams (video)

Restore a deleted Group

https://aka.ms/teams-foundations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/restore-deleted-group
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Licensing

  Create a resource account in the Microsoft 365 admin center

Microsoft 365 resource accounts are mailbox and Teams accounts that are dedicated to specific resources, such

as a room, projector, and so on. These resource accounts can automatically respond to meeting invites using

rules you define when they're created. For example, if you have a common resource such as a conference room,

you can set up a resource account for that conference room that will automatically accept or decline meeting

invites depending on its calendar availability.

Microsoft 365 resource accounts aren't the same as Teams resource accounts. Teams resource accounts can be used with

call queues and auto attendants to accept phone calls from external phone numbers. Microsoft 365 resource accounts are

tied to an Exchange Online mailbox and enable booking of shared resources, such as rooms, projectors, and so on.

If you want to know more about Teams resource accounts, see Manage resources accounts in Microsoft Teams.

Before you create a Microsoft 365 resource account, check to see what kind of license it needs. If you'll only use

a resource account to book a resource (that is, invite the resource to your meeting and have it automatically

accept or decline the invitation), you don't need to assign a license to a resource account. You'll need to assign a

license to the resource account in the following situations:

Teams meetingTeams meeting If you want the resource (such as a Microsoft Teams Rooms console, collaboration bar, and

so on) to join a Teams meeting so attendees can use it to present video and audio through it, you need a

Meeting Room license.

PSTN callsPSTN calls  If you want the resource to make or receive calls to or from an external phone numbers (called a

Public Switched Telephone Network or PSTN call), you need a Microsoft 365 Phone System or Microsoft 365

Business Voice license.

For more information about Meeting Room, Phone System, and Business Voice licenses, see Microsoft Teams

add-on licenses

1. Sign in to Microsoft 365 by visiting https://admin.microsoft.com

2. Provide the admin credentials for your Microsoft 365 tenant. This will take you to your Microsoft 365 admin

center.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/devices/resource-account-ui.md
https://admin.microsoft.com


NOTENOTE

3. In the admin center, navigate to ResourcesResources  in the left panel (you might need to select Show allShow all  first), and

then select Rooms & equipmentRooms & equipment.

 4. Select Add aAdd a

resource mailboxresource mailbox to create a new room account. Enter a display name and email address for the account,

select AddAdd, and then select CloseClose. We recommend you standardize on a naming convention for all of your

resource accounts.

By default, resource accounts are set up with the following settings. If you want to change them, select Set schedulingSet scheduling

optionsoptions before you select CloseClose. If you want to change them later, navigate to ResourcesResources > Rooms & equipmentRooms & equipment ,

select the resource account and then select EditEdit  under Booking optionsBooking options .

Allow repeat meetings

Automatically decline meetings outside of the following limits

Auto accept meeting requests

Booking window (days): 180

Maximum duration (hours): 24



 5. Navigate to the UsersUsers  section in

admin center and, in the Active usersActive users  list, you will see the room you just created.

6. Select on the name of the room and an account properties panel will appear on the right.



 7. Now you need to

assign a password to the resource account. In the panel, you can see the account properties and several optional

actions. Select the Reset passwordReset password key icon under the username to change the password. Unselect RequireRequire

this user to change their  password when they first sign inthis user to change their  password when they first sign in . It is not possible to change the password via

the device sign-in process. Select ResetReset.

 8. In the L icensesLicenses



and Appsand Apps  section, set Select locationSelect location to the country or region where the device will be installed. Scroll down

and check the box next to the license to be assigned - such as Meeting Room - and then select Save changesSave changes .

The license may vary depending on your organization.
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IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Microsoft Teams users can enhance an existing Microsoft 365 Group with Teams functionality. When looking at

enhancing a public Microsoft 365 Group, users can do that if the number of members is equal to or less than

5,000.

To do this, users should go through the flow of creating a new team from the Microsoft Teams client. Select

Create fromCreate from > Microsoft 365 groupMicrosoft 365 group, and then choose the existing group that you want to enhance with

Teams. Existing group members will be added as members to the team automatically.

Only Microsoft 365 Group owners have permission to enhance an existing group with Teams, and that group must

contain less than 5,000 users. Teams that have already been enhanced will not show up in the list.

The option to create a team from a Microsoft 365 Group will not be available unless these conditions have been met.

Users can also invite a distribution list to a team, and the members of that distribution list will be added to the

team. This is a one-time add, and later changes in group membership in the distribution list will not be

replicated or synced to Teams.

You can also add mail-enabled security groups as members of a team. But, if you later add more members to the

security group, those members are not automatically added to the team. You must add the new members

separately or re-add the security group to the team. (If you re-add the security group, deduplication makes sure

members are added only once.)

There are two types of privacy settings with Microsoft 365 groups, public and privatepublic and private. Whereas both group

types can be enabled for Teams, there is a slight difference when it comes to self-service.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/enhance-office-365-groups.md


Users can search for public groups and can join by themselves without a need for team owner's approval.

Private groups are not searchable, and users cannot join unless a team owner add them as a member.

When creating a new team in Teams, an owner of an existing private Microsoft 365 group has an option to use

the membership in the Microsoft 365 group to create the team. Users can add their existing SharePoint and

OneNote files by adding a tab for SharePoint and merging OneNote files.
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TIPTIP

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Watch the following session to learn how Teams interacts with Azure Active Directory (AAD), Microsoft 365 Groups,

Exchange, SharePoint and OneDrive for Business: Foundations of Microsoft Teams

For the full Teams experience, every user should be enabled for Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, and

Microsoft 365 Group creation.

Users' Exchange mailboxes can be hosted online or on-premises.

Users hosted on Exchange Online or Exchange Dedicated vNext can use all the features of Teams. They can

create and join teams and channels, create and view meetings, call and chat, modify user profile pictures (if the

Outlook on the web mailbox policy allows them to do so), and add and configure connectors, tabs, and bots. For

a more comprehensive list of available features, see the table below.

Users hosted on Exchange Online Dedicated (Legacy) must be synchronized to Azure Active Directory on

Microsoft 365 or Office 365. They can create and join teams and channels, add and configure tabs and bots, and

make use of the chat and calling features. However, they cannot modify profile pictures, manage meetings,

access outlook contacts, or manage connectors.

For integration with on-premises, it's highly recommended that you have an Exchange full Classic Hybrid deployment with

Exchange Server 2016 or later. Modern Hybrid support is limited to Free/Busy and will not provide calendar integration

from Teams to mailboxes on-premises, for example. For more information about setting up a hybrid deployment, see

Exchange Server hybrid deployments.

Users with mailboxes hosted on-premises must be synchronized to Azure Active Directory. They can make use

of all the features in the above scenario, but additionally, they can manage meetings if the requirements listed

on Requirements for mailboxes hosted on-premises section are met.

The following table provides a helpful quick reference to feature availability based on the Exchange

environment.

Actions suppor ted:Actions suppor ted:

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/Exchange-Teams-interact.md
https://aka.ms/teams-foundations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/exchange-hybrid
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 eDiscovery and Legal Hold for compliance on channel messages is supported for all hosting options.1

 Teams private chat messages are not yet supported for Legal Hold for this hosting option.2

3



 Requirements to get the most out of Microsoft Teams

 Requirements to create and view meetings for mailboxes hosted on-
premises

 Retention will use a shadow mailbox for the online user to store messages.3

 Teams users with on-premises Exchange mailbox may use voicemail with Teams and receive voicemail

messages in Outlook, but voicemail messages will not be available to view or play within the Teams client.

4

 If one of the owners of a team can add connectors, everyone else in that team will be able to do so, even if

their mailboxes are homed on-premises.

5

 Only contacts in default contacts folder. Access to other contacts folders or sub-folders is not supported.6

 Teams honors the Outlook on the web mailbox policy setting that's configured by tenant admins to control

whether users can change their profile picture. If the -SetPhotoEnabled-SetPhotoEnabled setting is turned off in the policy, users

cannot add, change, or remove their profile picture, so the profile picture won't be synced to teams if the admin

changes the photo.

7

 You need to meet the requirements listed in the Requirements to create and view meetings for mailboxes

hosted on-premises section.

8

 A minimum of an Exchange Online Plan 1 license is also required. For more information, see Search for Teams

chat data for on-premises users.

9

 On-premises users can use Teams to update their profile picture even if the SetPhotoEnabled  Outlook on the

Web mailbox policy is set to false .

10

Microsoft Teams works with several Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services to provide users with rich experience.

To support this experience, you need to enable certain features or services and assign licenses.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Users must be assigned an Exchange Online license.

SharePoint Online is required to share and store files in team conversations. Microsoft Teams doesn't

support SharePoint on-premises.

Users must be assigned a SharePoint Online license if they want to share files in Chats. If users aren't

assigned and enabled with SharePoint Online licenses, they don't have OneDrive for Business storage in

Microsoft 365 or Office 365. File sharing will continue to work in Channels, but users are unable to share

files in Chats without OneDrive for Business storage in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

Users must be enabled for Microsoft 365 group creation to create teams in Microsoft Teams.

If you uninstall the Skype for Business client after you move a user to Teams OnlyTeams Only  mode, presence may stop

working in Outlook and other Office apps. Presence works fine in Teams. To resolve this issue, select your profile

picture in the top right-hand corner of Microsoft Teams and then select SettingsSettings . On the GeneralGeneral tab under

ApplicationApplication, select Register Teams as the chat app for Office (requires restar ting Office applications)Register Teams as the chat app for Office (requires restar ting Office applications).

After you select this option, close and re-open all Office apps, including Outlook. After you open Outlook,

presence information will be available.

If mailboxes are hosted on-premises, to create and view meetings, the following requirements must be met:

The required Teams license needs to be assigned for the Azure Active Directory synced user.

Users must be synchronized to Azure Active Directory. For information about how to use Azure AD

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/exchange/client-access/set-owamailboxpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/search-cloud-based-mailboxes-for-on-premises-users


 Additional considerations

NOTENOTE

Connect to synchronize with Azure Active Directory, see Hybrid identity documentation.

Mailboxes are hosted in Exchange Server 2016 Cumulative Update 3 or later.

Autodiscover and Exchange Web Services is published externally.

OAuth authentication is configured preferably via the Exchange Hybrid Configuration Wizard running a

full hybrid configuration (Classic or Modern). If you are not able to use the Hybrid Configuration Wizard,

configure OAuth as described in Configure OAuth authentication between Exchange and Exchange Online

organizations.

Exchange trusts OAuth Token from Teams service which is known as EvoSTS. Step 1 should be enough, but just

the EvoSTS; ACS is used for Free/Busy lookup in the calendar.

The checkbox for the Exchange Hybrid Deployment feature in Azure AD Connect is set. For more

information, see Exchange hybrid writeback.

For calendar app support and Teams Outlook Add-In for Mac, Exchange Web Service URLs must be

configured as SPNs in Tenant Azure AD for the Exchange Service Principal. This step is done with Hybrid

Configuration Wizard or following manual steps for Hybrid Modern Authentication.

To enable calendar delegation for these users:

NOTENOTE

You must also complete steps as described in Configure Integration and OAuth between Skype for

Business Online and Exchange Server; these steps will provide the Teams scheduling application the

required permissions to confirm delegate permissions.

Step 2 includes role assignment for ArchiveApplication, which is not required for delegation.

The Teams Scheduling add-in for Outlook requires Exchange 2013 CU19 or later when scheduling a

meeting on behalf of someone else. This is to support the unauthenticated discovery of the mailbox by

our service to check delegate permissions against the delegator mailbox. The delegate and delegator

location could be Exchange 2013 or later, or Exchange online, but Autodiscover must resolve to Exchange

2013 CU19 or later.

Here are some extra things to think about as you implement Microsoft Teams in your organization.

In Microsoft Teams, security and compliance features like eDiscovery, Content Search, archiving, and legal

hold work best in Exchange Online and SharePoint Online environments. For channel conversations,

messages are journaled to the group mailbox in Exchange Online, where they're available for eDiscovery.

If SharePoint Online and OneDrive for Business (using work or school account) are enabled across the

organization and for users, these compliance features are available for all files within Teams as well.

Control and protect the configuration of compliance policies in Teams and Exchange using Conditional

Access. For more information see How do Conditional Access policies work for Teams?

If your organization has compliance requirements to ensure all meeting discussions are discoverable, you

should disable private meetings if the organizer has an Exchange on-premises mailbox. For more

information, see Private meeting scheduling.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/hybrid/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/configure-oauth-authentication-between-exchange-and-exchange-online-organizations-exchange-2013-help
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/hybrid/reference-connect-sync-attributes-synchronized#exchange-hybrid-writeback
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/configure-exchange-server-for-hybrid-modern-authentication#add-on-premises-web-service-urls-as-spns-in-azure-ad
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/deploy/integrate-with-exchange-server/oauth-with-online-and-on-premises


 Troubleshooting

In an Exchange hybrid deployment, content from chat messages is searchable regardless of whether chat

participants have a cloud-based mailbox or an on-premises mailbox. To learn more, read Searching

cloud-based mailboxes for on-premises users. To learn about searching for content in Teams, read

Content Search in the Microsoft 365 Compliance Center.

For presence status, Microsoft Teams must check whether the mailbox is hosted on Exchange Online or

on-premises. The service then decides where to access the mailbox. To enable the Teams service to check

the mailbox location through the REST API call to the Exchange Online service, you have to deploy an

Exchange hybrid environment by running the Exchange Hybrid Configuration wizard, as described in

Create a hybrid deployment with the Hybrid Configuration wizard.

For a full troubleshooting guide on the topic, make sure to check out Troubleshoot Microsoft Teams and

Exchange Server interaction issues.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/search-cloud-based-mailboxes-for-on-premises-users
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/content-search#searching-microsoft-teams-and-office-365-groups
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/hybrid-deployment/deploy-hybrid
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/troubleshoot/known-issues/teams-exchange-interaction-issue
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Generally, you should not have to configure any Exchange Online functionality for use with Microsoft Teams.

However, for Exchange Hybrid scenarios, there are steps necessary to ensure Group memberships are

synchronized between Exchange Server (on-premises) and Exchange Online. This involves enablement of Group

Writeback functionality in Azure AD Connect along with various initialization scripts: Configure Microsoft 365

Groups with on-premises Exchange hybrid.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/Exchange-hybrid-organization.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/hybrid-deployment/set-up-microsoft-365-groups
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TIPTIP

NOTENOTE

Watch the following session to learn how Teams interacts with Azure Active Directory (AAD), Microsoft 365 Groups,

Exchange, SharePoint and OneDrive: Foundations of Microsoft Teams

Each team in Microsoft Teams has a team site in SharePoint, and each standard channel in a team gets a folder

within the default team site document library. Each private channel gets its own, separate SharePoint site. To

learn more about these team sites and channel sites, see Manage Teams connected sites and channel sites.

Files shared within a conversation are automatically added to the document library, and permissions and file

security options set in SharePoint are automatically reflected within Teams. To see the impact of changing a site

address in SharePoint, read Change a site address.

Private chat files are stored in the sender's OneDrive folder, and permissions are automatically granted to all

participants as part of the file sharing process.

If users aren't assigned SharePoint licenses, they don't have OneDrive storage in Microsoft 365. File sharing

works in standard channels, but users won't be able to share files in chats without OneDrive storage in Microsoft

365.

By storing the files in the SharePoint document library and OneDrive, all compliance rules configured at the

organization level will be followed.

Integration with SharePoint Server is not supported for Teams.

The following is the example of relationships between team, standard channel, and document library.

For every team, a SharePoint site is created, and the Shared DocumentsShared Documents  folder is the default folder created for

the team. Each standard channel, including the GeneralGeneral  channel (the default channel for each team) has a folder

in Shared DocumentsShared Documents .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/sharepoint-onedrive-interact.md
https://aka.ms/teams-foundations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/teams-connected-sites
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/change-site-address


 Channel Files tab

The default SharePoint site and document library can't be replaced with a different one.

For every user, the OneDrive folder Microsoft Teams Chat FilesMicrosoft Teams Chat Files  is used to store all files shared within private

chats with other users (1:1 or 1:many), with permissions configured automatically to restrict access to the

intended user only.

Note that for public teams, the SharePoint team site is provisioned with "Everyone except external users" access.

The public team isn't displayed in Teams for people who aren't members of that team. However, they can access

content on the SharePoint team site using the URL of the SharePoint team site.

The FilesFiles  tab in Teams closely resembles the SharePoint documents view. On the FilesFiles  tab, users can:

See additional options in the NewNew  file menu.

Sync files to their local drive.

On the All DocumentsAll Documents  menu, switch from ListL ist view to Compact listCompact list to TilesTiles  view.



 Default link type setting

 Related topics

Identify files that need attention or have malware.

Immediately see whether a file is read-only or checked out.

Check out and check in files.

Pin, unpin, and change the sort order of files.

Identify which files need metadata

Choose from many more filter options.

Group files based on column headings.

Modify column settings (move left or right, hide) and column width.

The type of sharing link shown by default when a user shared a file is set in the SharePoint admin center. See

Change the default link type when users get links for sharing for information.

Manage Teams connected sites and channel sites

SharePoint and Teams: better together.

What the guest experience is like

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/change-default-sharing-link
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/teams-connected-sites
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Microsoft-SharePoint-Blog/SharePoint-and-Teams-Better-Together/ba-p/189593
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 Features

 Data collection

 Related topics

Microsoft Teams PowerShell module is a set of cmdlets for managing Teams directly from the PowerShell

command line. PowerShell provides powerful features for automation that can be leveraged for managing your

Teams workload.

You can use the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module using one of the following methods:

Install the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module via PowerShell Gallery (recommended option).

Install the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module via Manual Download.

The Microsoft Teams PowerShell module includes the following features:

Uses a single module to manage all aspects of Teams administration, including users, teams, policies, and

configuration.

Supports authentication mechanisms such as access tokens and credentials.

Microsoft Teams PowerShell module default settings collect telemetry data. Microsoft aggregates collected data

to identify patterns of usage and common issues, such as cmdlets with low success, to help us prioritize our

work to improve the Teams PowerShell experience. Microsoft Teams PowerShell module does not collect any

private or personal data. For more details, refer to the Microsoft Privacy Statement.

Installing Teams PowerShell

Managing Teams with Teams PowerShell

Teams PowerShell Release Notes

Microsoft Teams cmdlet reference

Skype for Business cmdlet reference

Use Microsoft Teams admin roles to manage Teams

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-powershell-overview.md
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams
https://privacy.microsoft.com/privacystatement
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/skype/intro?view=skype-ps
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 Requirements

$PSVersionTable.PSVersion 

Untrusted repository

You are installing the modules from an untrusted repository. If you trust this repository, change
its InstallationPolicy value by running the `Set-PSRepository` cmdlet.

Are you sure you want to install the modules from 'PSGallery'?
[Y] Yes  [A] Yes to All  [N] No  [L] No to All  [S] Suspend  [?] Help (default is "N"):

 Installing using the PowerShellGallery

Install-Module -Name PowerShellGet -Force -AllowClobber

Install-Module -Name MicrosoftTeams -Force -AllowClobber

 Offline Installation

This article explains how to install the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module usingPowerShell Gallery. The

Microsoft Teams PowerShell module is supported on all Windows platforms.

Microsoft Teams PowerShell module requires PowerShell 5.1 or higher on all platforms. Install thelatest version

of PowerShellavailable for your operating system.

To check your PowerShell version, run the following command from within a PowerShell session:

We recommend that you use the Install-Module cmdlet to install the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module.

If PowerShell Gallery (PSGallery) isn't configured as a trusted repository for PowerShellGetPowerShellGet, the first time you

use the PSGallery you'll see the following message:

Answer YesYes  or Yes to AllYes to All  to continue with the installation.

Microsoft Teams PowerShell module is currently supported for use with PowerShell 5.1 on Windows. Follow

these steps to install the module:

Update to Windows PowerShell 5.1. If you're on Windows 10 version 1607 or higher, you already have

PowerShell 5.1 installed.

Install .NET Framework 4.7.2 or later.

Run the following command to install the latest PowerShellGet:

Install the Teams PowerShell Module.

In some environments, it's not possible to connect to the PowerShell Gallery. In those situations, please follow

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-powershell-install.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/scripting/install/installing-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/scripting/windows-powershell/install/installing-windows-powershell#upgrading-existing-windows-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/framework/install


 Sign in

Connect-MicrosoftTeams 

 Update Teams PowerShell Module

Update-Module MicrosoftTeams

WARNINGWARNING

 Uninstall Teams PowerShell

Uninstall-Module MicrosoftTeams

# Uninstall all versions of the module
Uninstall-Module MicrosoftTeams -Allversions 

 Next Steps

 Related topics

these manual installation steps.

To start working with Microsoft Teams PowerShell module, sign in with your Azure credentials.

To update any PowerShell module, you should use the same method used to install the module. For example, if

you originally used Install-Module, then you should use Update-Module to get the latest version.

If Teams PowerShell has already been imported into your PowerShell session, updating the module will fail. Close

PowerShell and re-open a new elevated PowerShell session.

To uninstall Microsoft Teams PowerShell, open a new PowerShell command prompt and run the following:

Now you're ready to manage Microsoft Teams using Microsoft Teams PowerShell. See Managing Teams with

Teams PowerShell to get started.

Managing Teams with Teams PowerShell

Teams PowerShell Release Notes

Microsoft Teams cmdlet reference

Skype for Business cmdlet reference

https://aka.ms/psgallery-manualdownload
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/powershellget/update-module
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/skype/intro?view=skype-ps
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 Create and manage teams using PowerShell

New-Team -DisplayName "Contoso Marketing" -Description "Collaboration space for Contoso's Marketing 
department"

NOTENOTE

 Manage Teams with Azure Cloud Shell

This article shows you how to use Microsoft Teams PowerShell to manage Teams and Skype for Business.

Use this guidance in conjunction with the Microsoft Teams cmdlet reference and Skype for Business cmdlet

reference.

To manage Teams in the Teams admin center, see Manage Teams with Azure Cloud Shell.

The cmdlets for creating and managing teams are in the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module.

Teams are backed by Office 365 Groups, so when you create a team, you create a group. There are a set of

cmdlets provided for operating on the core team and its settings ( new-team , get-team , set-team ), managing

team users ( add-teamuser , remove-teamuser ), as well as cmdlets for managing the channels of the team (

new-teamchannel , remove-teamchannel ). All of these cmdlets can be run as end users, but they'll work only on the

teams that you own or are a member of. If you are a Global Admin or Teams Administrator, you'll be able to act

on all teams in your organization.

The GroupIdGroupId used in the Microsoft Teams PowerShell module cmdlets is the same as the IdentityIdentity  property returned by 

Get-UnifiedGroup  in the Exchange PowerShell module.

Cloud Shell is an interactive, authenticated, browser-accessible shell that lets you manage your resources. For

more information on Cloud Shell, see Azure Cloud Shell.

To access the Azure Cloud Shell and use PowerShell to manage Teams, sign in to the Teams admin center.

1. Select the Cloud Shell icon in the top right corner.

2. When prompted, choose PowerShellPowerShell .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-powershell-managing-teams.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/skype/intro?view=skype-ps
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-shell/overview
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 Manage policies via PowerShell

NOTENOTE

Connect-MicrosoftTeams

3. Run the following command to start a Teams PowerShell session:

After you've completed these steps, you're ready to run Teams PowerShell commands.

If you want to use Cs* cmdlets, you first need to connect to Teams by using the 

Connect-MicrosoftTeams -UseDeviceAuthentication  command.

Skype for Business Online Connector is being consolidated into Teams PowerShell. It is currently available in public

preview. In time, Skype for Business Online cmdlets that apply to Teams will be natively available in the Teams

PowerShell module. Installation steps are available in the Install Teams PowerShell article.

The cmdlets will be available in your PowerShell session once you connect to Skype for Business Online. For more

information, please see Manage Skype for Business Online with Office 365 PowerShell.

Find the cmdlets for managing policies in the Skype for Business cmdlet module.

A policy is a group of settings that can be applied granularly to individual users. Each policy type has its own set

of cmdlets for creating, viewing, deleting, and updating the policies themselves, and then assigning those

policies to users. The general structure is:

GETGET commands (for example, Get-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy ): Returns the policy documents that are available

for you to assign in your organization, including the policies created by Microsoft for you to use as well

as the custom policies you’ve created.

To find only the custom policies you’ve created in your organization, use -Filter "tag:*" .

NEWNEW commands (for example, New-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy ): Creates new policies for your organization to

assign to users in your organization. Not all policies support the creation of custom policies. Often this is

to ensure that the policies you use in your organization have a supported combination of settings.

SETSET commands (for example, Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy ): Sets particular values on a given policy. Some

policies don't have SET commands available, or they contain parameters that can't be customized in the

policy. The PowerShell descriptions tell you which parameters can't be customized.

To edit the policy that will by default be assigned to users in your organization who do not have a

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/powershell/manage-skype-for-business-online-with-office-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/manage-skype-for-business-online-with-microsoft-365-powershell
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 Manage configurations via PowerShell

 What can each admin role do?

 Related topics

custom policy assigned, run Set-Cs<PolicyName> -Identity Global .

REMOVEREMOVE commands (for example, Remove-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy ): Deletes a custom policy that has been

created in your tenant. If you delete a custom policy that has been assigned to at least one user in your

organization, that user will fall back to the global policy.

You can’t actually remove the global policy in your organization, but if you want to reset the global

policy in your organization to the Microsoft-provided default settings, run 

Remove-Cs<PolicyName> -Identity Global .

GRANTGRANT command (for example, Grant-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy ): Assigns a policy to a particular user.

To remove a custom policy assignment and make the user fall back to the default policy in your

organization, run Grant-Cs<PolicyName> -Identity <User Identity> -PolicyName $null .

Not all policies allow custom policies to be created, and some policies have settings that you can’t customize (so you can

view the setting but can’t set a custom value during set-  and new- ). The documentation for each cmdlet calls out

whether parameters are available for use by customers.

Common parameters:

IdentityIdentity : For Get- , Set- , New- , and Remove- , the IdentityIdentity  parameter will always refer to a specific policy

instance. For Grant , the IdentityIdentity  parameter refers to a specific user object to whom the policy is being

applied.

Find the cmdlets for managing your configuration in the Skype for Business cmdlet module.

Configurations are buckets of settings maintained in the service that can't be specified at a user level. Settings

always apply across the whole organization. Your global configuration is the only effective configuration in your

organization. Each configuration type comes with two primary cmdlets:

NOTENOTE

Get-Cs<ConfigurationName>  (for example, Get-CsTeamsClientConfiguration ):

SET commands (for example, Set-CsTeamsClientConfiguration ): set properties in the configuration of that

type. Specify the parameters that you want to modify.

You can reference the configuration that you’re modifying in one of two ways: by specifying -Identity GlobalIdentity Global, or

by running Get-Cs<ConfigurationName>  | Set-Cs<ConfigurationName> .

Read Use Microsoft Teams admin roles to manage Teams to understand which admin roles can run each

PowerShell cmdlet.

Installing Teams PowerShell

Teams PowerShell Release Notes

Teams cmdlet reference

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/manage-skype-for-business-online-with-microsoft-365-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/teams/?view=teams-ps


Skype for Business cmdlet reference

Use Teams admin roles to manage Teams

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/skype/intro?view=skype-ps
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 Release Notes
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DAT EDAT E VERSIO NVERSIO N UP DAT ESUP DAT ES

November 2021 3.0.0 Soon Microsoft Teams PowerShell
Module versions in the 3.x.x series will
be the only versions supported. All
earlier versions will be on the
deprecation path.

[BREAKING CHANGE] Get-
CsOnlineUser and Get-
CsOnlineVoiceUser: The following
changes apply for TeamsOnly tenants:

[BREAKING CHANGE] Get-CsTenant:
Attributes that are no longer relevant
in the Teams world have been
deprecated for TeamsOnly tenants—
see Get-CsTenant.

This page provides the latest Teams PowerShell change log for both General Availability and Public Preview

releases.

-preview-preview in the version column below represents updates to Teams PowerShell public preview.

These cmdlets have now been
migrated from the earlier
implementation to the newer
APIs.

(Using -Identity parameter):
Attributes that are no longer
relevant for Teams have been
deprecated for TeamsOnly
Tenants. Some attributes have
also been renamed/replaced—
see Get-CsOnlineUser and Get-
CsOnlineVoiceUser.

Get-CsOnlineUser (with -Filter
parameter): Formatting for
filtering based on
AssignedPlans and
EnterpriseVoice has been
modified. Filterable attributes
have also been temporarily
limited (based on usage) for
TeamsOnly Users—see Get-
CsOnlineVoiceUser.

These cmdlets will be gradually
rolled out and some tenants
will not experience these
changes until the rollout is
complete by the end of CY21.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-powershell-release-notes.md
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/3.0.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlineuser?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlinevoiceuser?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-csonlinevoiceuser?view=skype-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/skype/get-cstenant?view=skype-ps


Releases modernized versions of all
75+ Grant-Cs<Name>Policy cmdlets
(all parameter sets). These are expected
to work similar to their remoting
counterparts. The modern versions will
be gradually rolled out, so some
tenants will see the earlier remoting
version (until the rollout completes).

Releases modernized versions of all
75+ Remove-Cs<Name>Policy
cmdlets. These are expected to work
similar to their remoting counterparts.
The modern versions will be gradually
rolled out, so some tenants will see the
earlier remoting version (until the
rollout completes).

Releases [Set|Remove]-
CsPhoneNumberAssignment cmdlets.
These cmdlets will be gradually rolled
out, so some tenants will get an error
message referencing the existing
cmdlets that they can use (until the
rollout completes).

Releases new parameter
EnhancedEmergencyServiceDisclaimer
for [Set|New]-
CsTeamsEmergencyCallingPolicy
cmdlet.

Releases [Get|Add|Remove]-
TeamChannelUser cmdlets.

Releases Export-CsOnlineAudioFile
cmdlet.

Fixes error handlings for
[Get|Import|Remove]-
CsOnlineAudioFile cmdlets.

Fixes for Get-Team error handling.
Outputs the error message if fetching
teams data fails.

Fixes for Connect-MicrosoftTeams -
AccessTokens the difference in
expiration time is increased.

DAT EDAT E VERSIO NVERSIO N UP DAT ESUP DAT ES



November 2021 2.6.2-preview Releases modernized versions of all
75+ Grant-Cs<Name>Policy cmdlets
(all parameter sets). These are expected
to work similarly to their remoting
counterparts. The modern versions will
be gradually rolled out, tenants that
aren't flighted will see the older
remoting version.

Releases modernized versions of all
75+ Remove-Cs<Name>Policy
cmdlets. These are expected to work
similarly to their remoting
counterparts. The modern versions will
be gradually rolled out, tenants that
aren't flighted will see the older
remoting version.

Releases Set-CsUserCallingSettings
cmdlet. This cmdlet will be eventually
released in GA module. Releasing the
trial version in preview module.

Releases Export-CsOnlineAudioFile
cmdlet.

Fixes error handlings for
[Get|Import|Remove]-
CsOnlineAudioFile cmdlets.

October 2021 2.6.1-preview Releases [Set|Remove]-
CsPhoneNumberAssignment cmdlets.
These cmdlets will be gradually rolled
out. So some tenants will get an error
message referencing the existing
cmdlets they can use (until the rollout
completes).

Releases Get-
CsOnlineTelephoneNumberCountry
and Get-
CsOnlineTelephoneNumberType
cmdlets.

Releases new parameter
EnhancedEmergencyServiceDisclaimer
for [Set|New]-
CsTeamsEmergencyCallingPolicy
cmdlet.

Releases Get-CsUserCallingSettings
cmdlet. This cmdlet will be eventually
released in GA module. Releasing the
trial version in preview module.

DAT EDAT E VERSIO NVERSIO N UP DAT ESUP DAT ES

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.6.2-preview
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.6.1-preview


September 2021 2.6.0 Fixes the bug where MicrosoftTeams
module lookup failed if made a nested
module of another custom PowerShell
module. Now, MicrosoftTeams cmdlets
are available even if it's a nested
module of another module.

Releases [Get|New|Complete|Clear]-
CsOnlineTelephoneNumberOrder
cmdlets.

Releases Get-
CsOnlineTelephoneNumberCountry
and Get-
CsOnlineTelephoneNumberType
cmdlets.

Releases new parameters for these
cmdlets : Get-
CsOnlineApplicationInstance, New-
CsExternalAccessPolicy, New-
CsTeamsAppSetupPolicy, New-
CsTeamsCallingPolicy, New-
CsTeamsCallParkPolicy, New-
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy, New-
CsTeamsMessagingPolicy, Set-
CsTeamsAppSetupPolicy, Set-
CsTeamsCallParkPolicy, Set-
CsTeamsGuestMessagingConfiguration
, Set-CsTeamsMeetingPolicy, Set-
CsTenantFederationConfiguration, Set-
CsExternalAccessPolicy, Set-
CsTeamsCallingPolicy.

Fixes the failure that occurred when
retrying login with Connect-
MicrosoftTeams after an incorrect sign-
in attempt.

Updates to make the module's
release notes available in PowerShell
Gallery for each new version.

DAT EDAT E VERSIO NVERSIO N UP DAT ESUP DAT ES

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.6.0


September 2021 2.5.2-preview Note: Starting from this version, the
release notes will also be published on
PowerShell Gallery along with the
module itself to reduce the delay in
availability of release notes.

Releases
[Get|Set|Grant|New|Remove]-
CsTeamsEnhancedEncryptionPolicy
cmdlets.

Removes [Get|Set|New|Remove]-
CsTenantBlockedNumberExceptionPatt
ern cmdlets.

Fixes the bug where the Microsoft
Teams module lookup failed if it was
made a nested module of another
custom PowerShell module. Now,
Microsoft Teams cmdlets are available
even if its a nested module of another
module.

Releases [Get|New|Complete|Clear]-
CsOnlineTelephoneNumberOrder
cmdlets.

Releases Get-
CsOnlineTelephoneNumberCountry
and Get-
CsOnlineTelephoneNumberType
cmdlets.

Fixes the failure that occurred when
retrying sign-in with Connect-
MicrosoftTeams after an incorrect sign-
in attempt.

Fixes Add-TeamChannelUser and
Remove-TeamChannelUser failing for a
private channel.

DAT EDAT E VERSIO NVERSIO N UP DAT ESUP DAT ES

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.5.2-preview


August 2021 2.5.1 The Access Token login for Connect-
MicrosoftTeams now uses a unified
token array instead of separate
parameters for each resource-specific
token. More details can be found here:
Connect-MicrosoftTeams.

The interactive login failure of
Connect-MicrosoftTeams in Cloudshell
has been fixed. It now defaults to using
the logged-in identity of the user
instead of prompting for re-
authentication.

TeamsUnassignedNumberTreatment
cmdlets are now available.

Get-
CsOnlineDialInConferencingBridge and
Set-CsOnlineDialInConferencingBridge
cmdlets have now been migrated from
the older implementation to the newer
APIs.

Modernized versions of Get-
CsTenant and Get-CsOnlineUser (with
-identity parameter only) have been
released. They no longer emit
deprecated properties and have some
formatting changes compared to their
remoting counterparts.

Note: The New-Team related
updates have been reverted from 2.5.0
and the previous version has been
provided so as to avoid any breaking
changes.

July 2021 2.4.1-preview Grant cmdlets changes now
available.

New Voice related cmdlets are
released.

Removal of certificate thumbprint
authentication for -Cs* cmdlets.

Logging fix for logging files of all
cmdlets.

Fixes issues with *TeamChannelUser
cmdlets.

DAT EDAT E VERSIO NVERSIO N UP DAT ESUP DAT ES

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.5.1
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/teams/connect-microsoftteams
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.4.1-preview


June 2021 2.4.0-preview Preview only release of modernized
versions of Get-CsTenant, Get-
CsOnlineUser (with -identity
parameter only), Get-
CsOnlineDialInConferencingLanguages
Supported, and Import-
CsOnlineAudioFile.

Modernized versions of Get-
CsOnlineDialInConferencingLanguages
Supported and Import-
CsOnlineAudioFile are expected to
work similar/same to their remoting
counterparts.

Modernized versions of Get-
CsTenant and Get-CsOnlineUser (when
run with -identity parameter) don't
emit deprecated properties.

Modernized versions of Get-
CsTenant and Get-CsOnlineUser (when
run with -identity parameter) have
some formatting changes when
compared to their remoting counter
parts.

Releases
[Get|Set|Grant|New|Remove]-
CsTeamsAudioConferencingPolicy
cmdlets.

Releases Get-CsOnlineAudioFile and
Remove-CsOnlineAudioFile cmdlets.

Set-TeamTargetingHierarchy,
Remove-TeamTargetingHierarchy, Get-
TeamTargetingHierarchyStatus are now
available for GCC customers.

Fixes the endpoint called by the Get-
TeamTargetingHierarchyStatus
command.

May 2021 2.3.2-preview Support for AccessToken login with
Connect-MicrosoftTeams. Added -
AccessTokens parameter that accepts
the array of token. MSGraph and
Teams resource token are required
when using the AccessTokens
parameter.

Removed AadAccessToken and
MsAccessToken parameters.

May 2021 2.3.1 Update from .NETCore 2.1 to 3.1
Added cmdlet to get multi-geo

region for users and groups
Fixes for integrated windows

authentication to use -AccountId with
Connect-MicrosoftTeams

TeamsCallHoldPolicy cmdlets are
now available

Updates to input parameters and
output formats of many commands

Fixes large latency issue while
remoting commands

GA custom package features

DAT EDAT E VERSIO NVERSIO N UP DAT ESUP DAT ES

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.4.0-preview
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.3.2-preview
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.3.1


April 2021 2.2.0-preview Fixes for integrated Windows
authentication to use -AccountId with
Connect-MicrosoftTeams.

Added cmdlet to get details of total
change notification events that can be
sent to users.

Added cmdlet to get multi-geo
region for users and groups.

Handling of values passed to
TeamsEnvironment name was case
sensitive. This has been fixed.

Major refactor of remote session
management within the module to
facilitate unit tests. There should be no
functional change for tenant admins.

April 2021 2.1.0-preview Fixed output formatting of some
remoting cmdlets (for example, Get-
CsTeamsNetworkRoamingPolicy, Get-
CsTeamsMeetingPolicy, Get-
CsTeamsMessagingPolicy, and more).

Updated parameter list of policy
management cmdlets.

March 2021 2.0.0 Uses MSAL for authentication &
authorization

Connect-MicrosoftTeams is the
entry point for all cmdlets.

New-csOnlineSession is no longer
available. It has been replaced with
Connect-MicrosoftTeams.

Enable-
csonlinesessionforreconnection is no
longer required. The feature has been
natively implemented in Teams
PowerShell Module.

Refactored Policy Package cmdlets
and adds group package assignment

Significant performance
enhancements for Get-Team cmdlet

Improved logging and debugging
option for existing cmdlets

Added template management
cmdlets

Deprecation of New-
CsOnlineSession

February 2021 1.1.11-preview Added template management
cmdlets

Mezzo and batching enhancements
for Get-Team cmdlet

Improved logging and debugging
option for existing cmdlets

Refactored Policy Package cmdlets

December 2020 1.1.10-preview Updates to New-team cmdlet with
increased retries and sleep duration

DAT EDAT E VERSIO NVERSIO N UP DAT ESUP DAT ES

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.2.0-preview
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.1.0-preview
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/2.0.0
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.1.11-preview
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.1.10-preview


December 2020 1.1.9-preview Updates for Skype for Business
Online Integration

Fix for the duplicate prompt with
Connect-Microsoft Teams

November 2020 1.1.8-preview Adds custom policy package cmdlets
Fixes for the targeting hierarchy

upload commands

November 2020 1.1.7-preview Uses MSAL for authentication &
authorization

Refactored Policy Package cmdlets
and adds group package assignment

Refactored targeting hierarchy
upload commands to use an
asynchronous model

User will be prompted twice during
initial authentication when they do not
use the -credential parameter. Users
can pass credentials using the -
credential parameter to avoid a
duplicate prompt. This behavior will be
fixed in the next release.

September 2020 1.1.6 Skype for Business Online
Connector integration

September 2020 1.1.5-preview Skype for Business Online
Connector integration

July 2020 1.1.4 Added group policy assignment
cmdlets

June 2020 1.1.3-preview Skype for Business Online
Connector integration

Get-Team optimizations
Enhanced reliability

June 2020 1.0.7 Added Cmdlet preloading
.NET Framework optimizations

April 2020 1.0.6 Authenticode and assembly signing
Added Get-CsPolicyPackage
Added Get-CsUserPolicyPackage
Added Get-

CsUserPolicyPackageRecommendation
Added Grant-CsUserPolicyPackage
Added New-

CsBatchPolicyPackageAssignmentOper
ation

Added Set-TeamArchivedState
Added Set-TeamPicture
Removed Get-TeamHelp

March 2020 1.0.5 Added New-
CsBatchPolicyAssignmentOperation

DAT EDAT E VERSIO NVERSIO N UP DAT ESUP DAT ES

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.1.9-preview
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.1.8-preview
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.1.7-preview
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.1.6
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.1.5-preview
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.1.4
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.1.3-preview
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.0.7
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.0.6
https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.0.5


Feb 2020 1.0.4 Get-Team optimizations

DAT EDAT E VERSIO NVERSIO N UP DAT ESUP DAT ES

 Related topics
Teams PowerShell Overview

Installing Teams PowerShell

Managing Teams with Teams PowerShell

Microsoft Teams cmdlet reference

Skype for Business cmdlet reference

https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/MicrosoftTeams/1.0.4
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/teams/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/skype/intro
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NOTENOTE

 How to Migrate

Teams PowerShell Module provides a complete set of cmdlets for managing Teams directly from the PowerShell

command line. Administrators do not require Skype For Business Online Connector for their Teams

administration.

Teams administrator were notified through Message center post (MC244740, dated March 16, 2021; MC250940, dated

April 16 2021) about this change.

Teams PowerShell Module uses modern authentication, but the underlying Windows Remote Management (WinRM) client

must be configured to allow Basic authentication. See Download and install Windows PowerShell for instructions on how

to enable WinRM for Basic authentication.

Migrating from using Skype for Business Online Connector to Teams PowerShell module is easy and simple. The

below steps explains how to do this.

1. Install the latest Teams PowerShell module. For steps, see Install Microsoft Teams PowerShell.

2. Uninstall Skype For Business Online Connector. To do this, in Control Panel, go to Programs andPrograms and

FeaturesFeatures , select Skype for Business Online, Windows PowerShell ModuleSkype for Business Online, Windows PowerShell Module, and then select

UninstallUninstall .

3. In your PowerShell scripts, change the module name that's referenced in Import-Module  from

SkypeOnlineConnector  or LyncOnlineConnector  to MicrosoftTeams .

For example, change Import-Module -Name SkypeOnlineConnector  to Import-Module -Name MicrosoftTeams .

4. When using Teams PowerShell Module 2.0 or later, update your scripts that refers New-CsOnlineSession  to

Connect-MicrosoftTeams . Import-PsSession  is no longer required to establish a Skype for Business Online

Remote PowerShell Session as that is done implicit when using Connect-MicrosoftTeams .

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-powershell-move-from-sfbo.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/skypeforbusiness/set-up-your-computer-for-windows-powershell/download-and-install-windows-powershell-5-1


 Related topics

   # When using the Skype for Business online connector

     # Establishing a session
     Import-Module SkypeOnlineConnector [LyncOnlineConnector]
     $credential = Get-Credential
     $SkypeSession = New-CsOnlineSession -Credential $credential
     Import-Session $SkypeSession

     # Example getting tenant details
     Get-csTenant

     # Disconnecting and closing the Session 
     Get-PsSession $SkypeSession | Remove-PsSession

   # When using Teams PowerShell Module 2.0 or later

     # Establishing a session
     Import-Module MicrosoftTeams
     $credential = Get-Credential
     Connect-MicrosoftTeams -Credential $credential

     # Example getting tenant details
     Get-csTenant

     # Disconnecting and closing the Session  
     Disconnect-MicrosoftTeams

Install Microsoft Teams PowerShell

Manage Teams with Teams PowerShell

Teams PowerShell release notes

Microsoft Teams cmdlet reference

Skype for Business cmdlet reference

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/teams/?view=teams-ps
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/skype/intro?view=skype-ps
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 Week of November 29, 2021

P UB L ISH ED O NP UB L ISH ED O N TO P IC  T IT L ETO P IC  T IT L E C H A N GEC H A N GE

11/29/2021 Devices for Teams modified

11/29/2021 Install Teams using Microsoft
Endpoint Configuration Manager

modified

11/29/2021 Upgrade from the Teams Exploratory
trial

modified

11/30/2021 Manage meeting policies for
participants and guests

modified

11/30/2021 Admin setup for the Microsoft EDU
Parents app in Teams

modified

12/1/2021 Connect Microsoft Teams Essentials
(AAD Identity) to an existing email
system with calendar

added

12/1/2021 Teams Essentials QuickStart guide for
small businesses

added

12/1/2021 Configure Operator Connect
Conferencing

added

12/1/2021 Plan for Operator Connect
Conferencing

added

12/1/2021 Teams for Virtualized Desktop
Infrastructure

modified

12/1/2021 Live events recording policies modified

12/1/2021 Microsoft Teams PowerShell Release
Notes

modified

12/1/2021 Upgrade Microsoft Teams Free
(classic) to subscription

modified

12/1/2021 Teams Essentials QuickStart guide for
small businesses

modified

This topic lists Microsoft Teams topics that have been changed recently.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/teams-updates.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/devices/teams-ip-phones
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/msi-deployment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-from-teams-exploratory
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-policies-participants-and-guests
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/edu-parents-app
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/connect-teams-essentials-to-email
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/get-started-with-teams-essentials
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/operator-connect-conferencing-configure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/operator-connect-conferencing-plan
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-for-vdi
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-live-events/live-events-recording-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-powershell-release-notes
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-freemium
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/get-started-with-teams-essentials


12/1/2021 Here's what you get with Teams
Phone

modified

12/1/2021 Set up Teams Phone in your
organization

modified

12/1/2021 What is Teams Phone modified

12/2/2021 Plan your voice solution in Microsoft
Teams

modified

12/2/2021 Phones and Devices for Microsoft
Teams

modified

12/2/2021 Dimensions and measurements - Call
Quality Dashboard (CQD)

modified

12/2/2021 PSTN connectivity options modified

12/2/2021 Education Insights End User Notice added

12/2/2021 Configure dynamic emergency calling modified

12/2/2021 Connect Microsoft Teams Essentials
(AAD Identity) to an existing email
system with calendar

modified

12/3/2021 Assign policies to your users in
Microsoft Teams

removed

12/3/2021 Search the audit log for events in
Microsoft Teams

modified

12/3/2021 Devices for Teams modified

12/3/2021 Plan for media bypass with Direct
Routing

modified

12/3/2021 Teams Essentials QuickStart guide for
small businesses

modified

12/3/2021 Configure a Microsoft Teams Rooms
console

modified

12/3/2021 Learn how to setup content cameras
- Microsoft Teams

modified

12/3/2021 Set up coordinated meetings with
Microsoft Teams Rooms and Surface
Hub

modified

12/3/2021 Microsoft Teams Rooms requirements modified

P UB L ISH ED O NP UB L ISH ED O N TO P IC  T IT L ETO P IC  T IT L E C H A N GEC H A N GE

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/here-s-what-you-get-with-phone-system
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/setting-up-your-phone-system
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/what-is-phone-system-in-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/cloud-voice-landing-page
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/devices/usb-devices
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/dimensions-and-measures-available-in-call-quality-dashboard
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/pstn-connectivity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/insights-end-user-notice
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/configure-dynamic-emergency-calling
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/connect-teams-essentials-to-email
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/audit-log-events
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/devices/teams-ip-phones
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/direct-routing-plan-media-bypass
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/get-started-with-teams-essentials
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/console
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/content-camera
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/coordinated-meetings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/requirements


12/3/2021 Authentication in Microsoft Teams
Rooms

modified

12/3/2021 Configure accounts for Microsoft
Teams Rooms

modified

12/3/2021 Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms modified

12/3/2021 Microsoft Teams Rooms licenses modified

12/3/2021 Microsoft Teams Rooms app version
support

modified

12/3/2021 Manage Microsoft Teams Rooms modified

12/3/2021 Microsoft Teams Rooms maintenance
and operations

modified

12/3/2021 Microsoft Teams Rooms Security modified

P UB L ISH ED O NP UB L ISH ED O N TO P IC  T IT L ETO P IC  T IT L E C H A N GEC H A N GE

 Week of November 22, 2021

P UB L ISH ED O NP UB L ISH ED O N TO P IC  T IT L ETO P IC  T IT L E C H A N GEC H A N GE

11/22/2021 Devices for Teams modified

11/22/2021 Session Border Controllers certified
for Direct Routing

modified

11/22/2021 Microsoft Teams live event usage
report

modified

11/22/2021 Plan for live events in Microsoft
Teams

modified

11/23/2021 Manage meeting settings modified

11/23/2021 Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with
Exchange Online

modified

11/23/2021 Deploy Microsoft Teams Rooms with
Microsoft 365 or Office 365

modified

11/24/2021 Use the Microsoft Teams Meeting
add-in in Outlook

modified

11/24/2021 How Exchange and Microsoft Teams
interact

modified

11/24/2021 Microsoft Teams apps/Line of
Business (LOB) app support on Teams
panels

modified

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/rooms-authentication
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/rooms-configure-accounts
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/rooms-deploy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/rooms-licensing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/rooms-lifecycle-support
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/rooms-manage
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/rooms-operations
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/security
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/devices/teams-ip-phones
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/direct-routing-border-controllers
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-analytics-and-reports/teams-live-event-usage-report
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-live-events/plan-for-teams-live-events
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-settings-in-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/with-exchange-online
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/with-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-add-in-for-outlook
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/exchange-teams-interact
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/app-support-on-teams-panels


11/24/2021 Teams cloud meeting recording modified

11/24/2021 Configure desktop sharing in
Microsoft Teams

modified

11/24/2021 Cortana voice assistance in Microsoft
Teams

modified

11/24/2021 Teams for Education Policy Wizard to
easily apply policies for safe learning

modified

11/24/2021 Meeting policies and meeting
expiration in Microsoft Teams

modified

11/24/2021 Manage meeting policies for audio
and video

modified

11/24/2021 Manage meeting policies for content
sharing

modified

11/24/2021 Manage general meeting policies modified

11/24/2021 Manage meeting policies in Microsoft
Teams

modified

11/24/2021 Manage meeting policies for
participants and guests

modified

11/24/2021 Manage meeting settings modified

11/24/2021 Manage messaging policies in Teams modified

11/24/2021 Tenant Administration control for
voice recognition (voice profile) in
Teams Rooms

modified

11/24/2021 Set up for webinars in Microsoft
Teams

modified

11/24/2021 Advanced Communications add-on
for Microsoft Teams

modified

11/24/2021 Microsoft Teams meeting attendance
report

modified

11/24/2021 Manage app setup policies in
Microsoft Teams

modified

11/24/2021 Configure live event settings in
Microsoft Teams

modified

11/24/2021 Set up for live events in Microsoft
Teams

modified

P UB L ISH ED O NP UB L ISH ED O N TO P IC  T IT L ETO P IC  T IT L E C H A N GEC H A N GE

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/cloud-recording
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/configure-desktop-sharing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/cortana-in-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/easy-policy-setup-edu
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-expiration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-policies-audio-and-video
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-policies-content-sharing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-policies-in-teams-general
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-policies-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-policies-participants-and-guests
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-settings-in-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/messaging-policies-in-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/rooms/voice-recognition
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/set-up-webinars
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-add-on-licensing/advanced-communications
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-analytics-and-reports/meeting-attendance-report
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-app-setup-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-live-events/configure-teams-live-events
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-live-events/set-up-for-teams-live-events


 Week of November 15, 2021

P UB L ISH ED O NP UB L ISH ED O N TO P IC  T IT L ETO P IC  T IT L E C H A N GEC H A N GE

11/15/2021 Virtual visits with Teams - Integration
into Cerner EHR

modified

11/15/2021 Music on Hold modified

11/16/2021 Phone System Direct Routing modified

11/16/2021 Policy control overview for Microsoft
Teams

modified

11/16/2021 Coexistence with Skype for Business modified

11/17/2021 Auto Attendant & Call Queue
Historical Report

modified

11/17/2021 Approvals application availability in
Teams

modified

11/17/2021 IT Admin Guide to Education Insights
in Microsoft Teams

modified

11/17/2021 Devices for Teams modified

11/17/2021 Configure Session Border Controller -
Multiple tenants

modified

11/17/2021 Manage settings for your
organization

modified

11/17/2021 Phone number management for
France

modified

11/17/2021 Phone number management for
Germany

modified

11/17/2021 Manage meeting policies for
participants and guests

modified

11/17/2021 Set up Communications Credits for
your organization

modified

11/17/2021 Microsoft Teams user activity report modified

11/17/2021 Teams for Virtualized Desktop
Infrastructure

modified

11/17/2021 Outbound call restrictions - Audio
Conferencing & PSTN calls

modified

11/17/2021 Use real-time telemetry to
troubleshoot poor meeting quality

modified

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/healthcare/ehr-admin-cerner
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/music-on-hold
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/direct-routing-protocols-sip
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/policy-control-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/coexistence-chat-calls-presence
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/aa-cq-cqd-historical-reports
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/approval-admin
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/class-insights
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/devices/teams-ip-phones
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/direct-routing-sbc-multiple-tenants
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/enable-features-office-365
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-france
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/phone-number-management-for-germany
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-policies-participants-and-guests
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/set-up-communications-credits-for-your-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-analytics-and-reports/user-activity-report
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-for-vdi
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/outbound-calling-restriction-policies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/use-real-time-telemetry-to-troubleshoot-poor-meeting-quality


11/18/2021 Remote provisioning and sign in for
Teams Android devices

modified

11/18/2021 Remote sign in and sign out for
Teams Android devices

added

11/18/2021 Microsoft Teams PowerShell Release
Notes

modified

11/18/2021 Manage the Bookings app in
Microsoft Teams

modified

11/18/2021 Teams for Nonprofit organizations modified

11/18/2021 Configure Operator Connect modified

11/18/2021 Use Microsoft Teams scoped
directory search

modified

11/19/2021 Meeting policies and meeting
expiration in Microsoft Teams

modified

11/19/2021 Manage meeting policies for
participants and guests

modified

11/19/2021 Manage meeting settings modified

11/19/2021 Install Teams using Microsoft
Endpoint Configuration Manager

modified

11/19/2021 What's a port order? modified

11/18/2021 Troubleshoot problems with guest
access in Microsoft Teams

removed

11/19/2021 Upgrade checklist| Skype Business to
Teams Upgrade | Basic Steps

modified

11/19/2021 Accessibility Declaration of
Conformance - France

removed

11/19/2021 Microsoft Teams: Accessibility
Declaration of Conformance - France

modified

P UB L ISH ED O NP UB L ISH ED O N TO P IC  T IT L ETO P IC  T IT L E C H A N GEC H A N GE

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/devices/remote-provision-remote-login
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/devices/remote-sign-in-and-sign-out
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-powershell-release-notes
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/bookings-app-admin
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/expand-teams-across-your-org/teams-for-nonprofit-landing-page
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/operator-connect-configure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/teams-scoped-directory-search
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-expiration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-policies-participants-and-guests
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/meeting-settings-in-teams
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/msi-deployment
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/phone-number-calling-plans/port-order-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-basic
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/accessibility-declaration-of-conformance-in-france-for-teams


   

 

Availability in Albania
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes. Pay-per-minute-only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Albania.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-albania.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Tirana 

Are toll numbers available? Yes (on request) 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


   

 

Availability in Algeria
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes. Pay-per-minute only. 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Algeria.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-algeria.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Non-geographic. Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific
city or location. 

Are toll numbers available? Non-geographic (on request) 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


   

 

Availability in Antigua and Barbuda
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

Calling Plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Antigua and Barbuda.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-antigua-and-barbuda.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Argentina
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Argentina.

Buenos Aires

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-argentina.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for?

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Buenos Aires

Cordoba

La Plata

Mar Del Plata

Mendoza 

San Miguel de Tucuman 

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Australia
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No. Please contact us. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes, see Telstra Calling. 

Minutes available for Calling Plans See Telstra Calling. 

Can make outbound calls to? See Telstra Calling. 

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Australia.

To delete Australian subscriber numbers (provided by Telstra), contact Telstra directly. To update emergency address

information for Australian subscriber numbers (provided by Telstra), contact Telstra directly. For more information, see

Telstra Calling.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-australia.md
mailto:ptnapac@microsoft.com
https://aka.ms/TelstraVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/TelstraVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/TelstraVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/TelstraVoicePlan


  

If your tenant is located outside AustraliaIf your tenant is located outside Australia

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Americas United States, U.S. Outlying Islands

APAC Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Cambodia, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Laos, Macao, Malaysia, Maldives, Myanmar,
Nepal, Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Timor-
Leste, Vietnam

EMEA Åland Islands, Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Bouvet Island,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,
Faroe Islands, Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece,
Greenland, Guernsey, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Isle of Man,
Italy, Jan Mayen, Jersey, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, San Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Svalbard, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Vatican City

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

Starting September 1, 2019, if your tenant is located outside Australia, you can purchase Calling Plans for users

who are located in Australia. This is available for the following countries and regions.

Note that Telstra Calling will show up as an add-on only for users who are located in Australia and the countries

and regions listed above, once provisioned by Telstra. For users in other geographies, they'll continue to attach

Microsoft Calling Plans or Direct Routing, as applicable. For more information, see Telstra Calling.

Adelaide

Brisbane

Canberra

Darwin

Melbourne

Newcastle

Perth

Sydney

Wollongong

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for auto attendants, call queues or audio conferencing

service numbers, please contact us.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

https://aka.ms/TelstraVoicePlan
mailto:ptnapac@microsoft.com


 Related topics
Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Austria
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Austria.

Vienna

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-austria.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Yes 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Vienna 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in the Bahamas
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for the

Bahamas.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Direct Routing. With Direct Routing, you can use

Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-the-bahamas.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Bahrain
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? No 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Bahrain.

Manama

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-bahrain.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Manama 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? No 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Bangladesh
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes. Pay-per-minute only. 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Bangladesh.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-bangladesh.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Non-geographic. Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific
city or location. 

Are toll numbers available? Non-geographic (on request) 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Barbados.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-barbados.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Belarus
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available with Communications Credits pay per minute 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Belarus.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-belarus.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Belgium
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Belgium.

Brussels

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-belgium.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Bruges

Brussels

Charleroi

Ghent

Liege

Namur

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendant, and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in Belize
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Belize.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-belize.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Benin
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Benin.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-benin.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Non-geographic. Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific
city or location. 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Bermuda.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-bermuda.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Bosnia & Herzegovina
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Bosnia and Herzegovina.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-bosniaherzegovina.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Brazil.

Sao Paulo

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-brazil.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 See also
  Other ResourcesOther Resources

 Related topics

Rio de Janeiro

Sao Paulo

Other cities on request

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? No 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Not applicable 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Brunei.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-brunei.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Bulgaria.

Sofia

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-bulgaria.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Plovdiv

Sofia

Varna

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Cambodia.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-cambodia.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Phnom Penh

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Cameroon
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes. Pay-per-minute only. 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Cameroon.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-cameroon.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Non-geographic. Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific
city or location. 

Are toll numbers available? Non-geographic (on request) 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


   

 

Availability in Canada
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Canada.

Toronto

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

3000 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 3000
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-canada.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time.

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

When a Calling Plan (domestic or domestic and international) user in the U.S. dials a phone number in Canada, it will be

treated as a domestic call. This is also the case when a user in Canada dials a phone number in the U.S. However, if you

also use calling plan policies to limit user dial-out to “domestic” only, a U.S. user won't be able to call Canada and likewise,

a Canada user won't be able to call a U.S. user.

Calls to the U.S. are treated as domestic calls.

Calgary

Montreal

Toronto

Vancouver

Winnipeg

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for the

Cayman Islands.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-the-cayman-islands.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Chile
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Chile.

Santiago (only available to organizations within Chile)

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-chile.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Santiago 
Note:Note:  Only available to organizations within Chile.

Are toll numbers available? Yes 
Note:Note:  Only available to organizations within Chile.

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in China
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, for use by users located outside of China. Please contact
your account team for additional information. 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Non-geographic. Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific
city or location. 
If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Yes, except for customers who purchase the service from
China. Dial-out capabilities are disabled for customers who
purchase the service from China. 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

China.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-china.md


 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Beijing 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes (on request), except for customers who purchase the
service from China. Toll-free numbers are not available for
customers who purchase the service from China. 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? No 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Colombia.

Bogota

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-colombia.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Bogota

Medellin

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Costa Rica
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific city or location. 
If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.for Audio Conferencing and calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Costa Rica.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-costa-rica.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific city or location. 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Croatia
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Croatia.

Zagreb

120-minute Domestic Calling Plan

240-minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200-minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-croatia.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries or regions, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Osijek

Rijeka

Split

Zadar

Zagreb

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in Cyprus
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Cyprus.

Nicosia

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-cyprus.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Nicosia 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in the Czech Republic
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for the

Czech Republic.

Prague

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-the-czech-republic.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Hradec Kralove

Liberec

Olomouc

Pilsen

Prague

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Denmark.

Copenhagen

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-denmark.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Copenhagen 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Dominica.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-dominica.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in the Dominican Republic
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for Santiago. If you want dedicated phone numbers, see
Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and
Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for the

Dominican Republic.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-the-dominican-republic.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Santiago 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Ecuador
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Ecuador.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-ecuador.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Egypt
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Egypt.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-egypt.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for El

Salvador.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-el-salvador.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? San Salvador 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Estonia.

Tallinn

120-minute Domestic Calling Plan

240-minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200-minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-estonia.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries or regions, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Tallinn 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Finland.

Helsinki

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-finland.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Helsinki

Tampere

Turku

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

France.

Paris

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-france.md


Can make outbound calls to French premium numbers? Yes, fully supported when using Communications Credits to
pay per minute. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Angers

Bordeaux

Carcassonne

Dijon

Grenoble

Le Havre

Lille

Lyon

Marseille

Montpellier

Nantes

Nice

Paris

Reims

Rennes

Saint-Etienne

Strasbourg

Toulon

Toulouse

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Georgia.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-georgia.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Tbilisi 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Germany.

Munich

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic calling OR 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first within
a calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-germany.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Frankfurt

Munich

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Ghana.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-ghana.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Non-geographic. Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific
city or location. 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Greece.

Athens

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-greece.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Athens

Larissa

Patras

Thessaloniki

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Grenada.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-grenada.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Guam.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-guam.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Guatemala
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes. Pay-per-minute only. 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Guatemala.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-guatemala.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Cuidad de Guatemala

Are toll numbers available? Yes (on request) 
Toll numbers are only accessible from within the country.

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Honduras.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-honduras.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Tegucigalpa 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Hong Kong.

Hong Kong

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-hong-kong.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Hong Kong 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Hungary.

Budapest

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-hungary.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Budapest

Debrecen

Miskolc

Szeged

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in India
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Microsoft doesn’t sell Audio Conferencing in India. TATA
Communications offers a dial-in and dial-out service that is
compatible with Microsoft Teams Meetings. For more
information, please visit TATA Communications' website. 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

India.

Mumbai

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-india.md
https://www.tatacommunications.com/for-you/tata-communications-connections-for-microsoft-teams/


 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? No 

 Related topics

Chennai

Mumbai

Other cities on request

Note that in India, service numbers can only be used for Audio Conferencing. So, if you want to get toll and toll-

free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and

Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Indonesia.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-indonesia.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Jakarta (on request) 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Ireland.

Dublin

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-ireland.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Dublin 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Israel.

Tel Aviv

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-israel.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Haifa

Jerusalem

Tel Aviv

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Italy.

Milan

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-italy.md


Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Tariff Transparency (IT)
Tariff Transparency (EN)

Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Milan 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=102426
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=102426
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Jamaica.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-jamaica.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes, see SoftBank Calling for Office 365. 

Minutes available for Calling Plans See SoftBank Calling for Office 365. 

Can make outbound calls to? See SoftBank Calling for Office 365. 

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Japan.

Tokyo

Only available through SoftBank for Japanese-based tenants. For more information, see SoftBank Calling for Office 365).

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-japan.md
https://aka.ms/SoftBankVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/SoftBankVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/SoftBankVoicePlan
https://aka.ms/SoftBankVoicePlan


IMPORTANTIMPORTANT

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Tokyo 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

To delete user (subscriber) numbers in Japan (Provided by SoftBank) please contact SoftBank directly. To update

emergency address information for user (subscriber) numbers in Japan (Provided by SoftBank) please contact SoftBank

directly. For more information, see SoftBank Calling for Office 365.

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://aka.ms/SoftBankVoicePlan
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Jordan.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-jordan.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Amman (on request) 

Are toll numbers available? Yes (on request) 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Kenya.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-kenya.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Nairobi (on request) 

Are toll numbers available? Yes (on request) 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Kuwait.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-kuwait.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Kuwait City 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific city or location. If
you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Latvia.

120-minute Domestic Calling Plan

240-minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200-minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-latvia.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries or regions.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Riiga (on request) 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes (on request) 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

To get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues, see Getting

service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Lithuania.

Vilnius

120-minute Domestic Calling Plan

240-minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200-minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-lithuania.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries or regions, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Vilnius 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Luxembourg.

Luxembourg

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-luxembourg.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Luxembourg 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? No 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Macedonia.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-macedonia.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? No 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Malaysia.

Kuala Lumpur

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-malaysia.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Kuala Lumpur 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Malta.

Valletta

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-malta.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Valletta 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Mexico.

Mexico City

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-mexico.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Mexico City 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Moldova.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-moldova.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Monaco.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-monaco.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Morocco.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-morocco.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Casablanca 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for the

Netherlands.

Amsterdam

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-the-netherlands.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Amsterdam 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

New Zealand.

Wellington

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-new-zealand.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Auckland

Christchurch

Dunedin

Hamilton

Wellington

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in Nicaragua
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? No 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Nicaragua.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-nicaragua.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Managua (on request) 

Are toll numbers available? Yes (on request) 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? No 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Nigeria.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-nigeria.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Lagos 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes. Pay-per-minute only. 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Northern Mariana Islands.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-northern-mariana-islands.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Norway.

Oslo

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-norway.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Oslo 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? No 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Pakistan.

Karachi

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-pakistan.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Karachi 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? No 

 Related topics

Note that in Pakistan, service numbers can only be used for Audio Conferencing. So, if you want to get toll and

toll-free numbers for Audio Conferencing, see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and

Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Panama.

Panama City

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-panama.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Panama City 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Paraguay.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-paraguay.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Peru.

Lima

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-peru.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Lima 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for the

Philippines.

Manila

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-the-philippines.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Manila 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Poland.

Warsaw

120-minute Domestic Calling Plan

240-minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200-minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-poland.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries or regions, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Bydgoszcz

Gdansk

Katowice

Krakow

Lodz

Lublin

Poznan

Szczecin

Warsaw

Wroclaw

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Portugal.

Lisbon

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-portugal.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Lisbon 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans 3000 domestic minutes or 600 international minutes
(whichever is reached first per calendar month). United
States domestic calling includes calls to all 50 U.S. states and
Puerto Rico. Users assigned with the license usage location
of U.S. and/or Puerto Rico share the same pool of minutes. 

Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these. 

 

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Puerto Rico.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-puerto-rico.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? San Juan 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Qatar.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-qatar.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Romania
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific city or location. If
you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here is the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Romania.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-romania.md


Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Accessibility support for Microsoft Teams Prezentare
generală accesibilitate a Microsoft Teams - Asistență Office
MicrosoftOnlineServicesTerms(WW)(Romanian)
(February2021)

Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific city or location. 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

120 minutes Domestic Calling Plan

240 minutess Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minutes Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://support.microsoft.com/ro-ro/office/prezentare-general%25C4%2583-accesibilitate-a-microsoft-teams-2d4009e7-1300-4766-87e8-7a217496c3d5?ui=ro-RO&rs=ro-RO&ad=RO
https://www.microsoft.com/licensing/terms/productoffering/AudioServices/EAEAS#GeneralServiceTerms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in Russia
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Russia.

Moscow

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-russia.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? No 

 Related topics

Moscow

St. Petersburg (on request)

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


   

 

Availability in Saint Kitts and Nevis
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Saint Kitts and Nevis.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-saint-kitts-and-nevis.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Saint Lucia
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Saint Lucia.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-saint-lucia.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Saudi Arabia
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Saudi Arabia.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-saudi-arabia.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Serbia
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Serbia.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-serbia.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Singapore
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Singapore.

Singapore

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-singapore.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Singapore 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in Slovakia
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Slovakia.

Bratislava

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-slovakia.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Bratislava

Kosice

Nitra

Presov

Zilina

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in Slovenia
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Slovenia.

Ljubljana

120-minute Domestic Calling Plan

240-minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200-minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-slovenia.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries or regions, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Celje

Ljubljana

Maribor City

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in South Africa
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

South Africa.

Cape Town

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-south-africa.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Cape Town

Durban

Johannesburg

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

South Korea.

Seoul

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-south-korea.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? No 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for:

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Spain.

Madrid

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-spain.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Barcelona

Madrid

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific city or location. If
you want dedicated phone numbers, seeGetting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for Sri

Lanka.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-sri-lanka.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific city or location. 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Sweden
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Sweden.

Stockholm

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-sweden.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Gothenburg

Helsingborg

Linkoping

Malmo

Orebro

Stockholm

Uppsala

Vasteras

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in Switzerland
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Switzerland.

Zurich

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-switzerland.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Zurich 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in Taiwan
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Taiwan.

Taipei

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-taiwan.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Taipei 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? No 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Thailand
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Thailand.

Bangkok

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-thailand.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Bangkok

Chiang Mai

Chon Buri

Nakhon Ratchasima

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Trinidad and Tobago
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Trinidad and Tobago.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-trinidad-and-tobago.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Tunisia
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes, pay-per-minute only 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Tunisia.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-tunisia.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Non-geographic. Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific
city or location. 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Turkey
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Turkey.

Istanbul

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-turkey.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Ankara

Antalya

Istanbul

Izmir

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Turks and Caicos Islands
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes. Pay-per-minute only. 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Turks and Caicos Islands.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-turks-and-caicos-islands.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable

Are toll numbers available? No

Are toll free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Uganda
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes. Pay-per-minute only. 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Uganda.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-uganda.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Non-geographic. Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific
city or location. 

Are toll numbers available? Non-geographic (on request) 

Are toll free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants and Call queues, see

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


   

 

Availability in the Ukraine
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific city or location. If
you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Ukraine.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-the-ukraine.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Phone numbers aren't linked to a specific city or location. 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? No 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? No 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

United Arab Emirates.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-the-united-arab-emirates-uae.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in the United Kingdom (U.K.)
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for the

United Kingdom.

London

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan

1200 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 1200
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-the-united-kingdom-u-k.md


Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Partially supported: Calls to shared cost numbers (prefixes
44843, 44844, 44845, 44870, 44871, 44872) are supported
using Communications Credits to pay per minute. Calls to
449XX prefixes are not supported. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Birmingham

Bolton

Bournemouth

Bradford

Brighton

Bristol

Coventry

Hull

Leeds

Leicester

Liverpool

London

Manchester

Newcastle

Nottingham

Plymouth

Sheffield

Stoke-on-Trent

Teesside (Middlesbrough)

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


   

 

Availability in the United States (U.S.)
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

Yes, for: 

If you want dedicated phone numbers, see Getting service
phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams. 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Available 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? Yes 

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for the

United States. See How to buy a calling plan for more information.

Chicago

Dallas

Los Angeles

New York City

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-the-united-states-u-s.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/calling-plans-for-office-365


Minutes available for Calling Plans. There are four plan options available per calendar month:

Can make outbound calls to premium numbers? Not supported at this time. 

Can make outbound calls to? To 196 countries, including these.

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

NOTENOTE

NOTENOTE

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

120 minute Domestic Calling Plan (availability is
limited)

240 minute Domestic Calling Plan (availability is
limited)

3000 minute Domestic Calling Plan

Domestic and International Calling Plan: 3000
minutes of domestic -OR- 600 minutes of
international calling (whichever is reached first in the
calendar month)

When a Calling Plan (domestic or domestic and international) user in the U.S. dials a phone number in Canada, it will be

treated as a domestic call. This is also the case when a user in Canada dials a phone number in the U.S. However, if you

also use calling plan policies to limit user dial-out to “domestic” only, a U.S. user won't be able to call Canada and likewise,

a Canada user won't be able to call a U.S. user.

United States domestic calling includes calls to all 50 U.S. states and Puerto Rico. Users assigned with the license usage

location of U.S. and/or Puerto Rico share the same pool of minutes.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/users-can-make-outbound-calls-to-these-countries-and-regions


What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Alabama, Birmingham

Arizona, Phoenix

Arkansas, Little Rock

California, Los Angeles

California, San Francisco

Colorado, Denver

Columbia, Washington DC

Connecticut, Hartford

Delaware, Wilmington

Florida, Miami

Georgia, Atlanta

Hawaii, Honolulu

Idaho, Boise

Illinois, Aurora

Illinois, Chicago

Illinois, Cicero

Indiana, Indianapolis

Iowa, Iowa City

Kansas, Wichita

Kentucky, Louisville

Louisiana, New Orleans

Maine, Portland

Maryland, Baltimore

Massachusetts, Boston

Michigan, Pontiac

Minnesota, Minneapolis

Minnesota, St. Paul

Mississippi, Jackson

Missouri, Kansas City

Missouri, St. Louis

Montana, Billings

North Carolina, Charlotte

North Dakota, Fargo

Nebraska, Omaha

Nevada, Las Vegas

New Hampshire, Manchester

New Jersey, Newark

New Mexico, Albuquerque

New York, New York City

Ohio, Columbus

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City

Oregon, Portland

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

Rhode Island, Providence

South Carolina, Charleston

South Dakota, Sioux Falls

Tennessee, Memphis

Texas, Dallas

Texas, Houston

Utah, Salt Lake City

Vermont, Brattleboro

Virginia, Richmond

Washington, Seattle

West Virginia, Charleston

Wisconsin, Milwaukee

Wyoming, Laramie



Are toll numbers available? Yes 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Uruguay
 12/7/2021 • 2 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Uruguay.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-uruguay.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Montevideo (on request) 

Are toll numbers available? Yes (on request) 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


   

 

Availability in Venezuela
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Venezuela.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-venezuela.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? Not applicable 

Are toll numbers available? No 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans



   

 

Availability in Vietnam
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 Audio Conferencing

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Audio Conferencing available for purchase? Yes 

Are phone numbers automatically assigned for Audio
Conferencing? 

No 

Dial-out capability using the Call Me feature Requires communication credits 

 Phone System

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Is Phone System available for purchase? Yes 

Auto attendants Available 

Call queues Available 

Voicemail Available 

 Calling Plans

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Calling Plans are available to purchase? No 

Minutes available for Calling Plans Not applicable 

Can make outbound calls to? Not applicable 

 Toll and toll-free numbers for services

Find another country or region, or learn more about country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and

calling plans.

Here are the Microsoft 365 and Office 365 services for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams available for

Vietnam.

If Calling Plans are not available to purchase, consider using Phone System Direct Routing. With Direct Routing,

you can use Phone System with virtually any telephony carrier.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/country-and-region-availability-for-audio-conferencing-and-calling-plans/availability-in-vietnam.md


F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

What capitals or major cities can you get toll numbers for? 

Are toll numbers available? Yes (on request) 

Are toll-free numbers available? Yes 

 Communications Credits

F EAT UREF EAT URE DETA IL SDETA IL S

Are Communications Credits available? Yes 

 Related topics

Hanoi (on request)

Ho Chi Minh (on request)

If you want to get toll and toll-free phone numbers for Audio Conferencing, Auto attendants, and Call queues,

see Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams.

If you want to set them up, see Set up Communications Credits for your organization.

Getting service phone numbers for Skype for Business and Microsoft Teams

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/manage-phone-numbers-for-your-organization/contact-tns-service-desk


   

 

Microsoft Teams: EN 301 549 Déclaration de
conformité en matière d'accessibilité

 12/7/2021 • 31 minutes to read • Edit Online

 Section 1 Champ d'application

 Section 2 Références

 Section 3 Définitions et abréviations

 Section 4 Déclarations de conformité aux exigences fonctionnelles

 Exigences fonctionnelles d'accessibilité

 Section 5 Exigences génériques

C RIT ÈRESC RIT ÈRES
F O N C T IO N N A L IT ÉS P RISES ENF O N C T IO N N A L IT ÉS P RISES EN
C H A RGEC H A RGE REM A RQ UESREM A RQ UES

5.1.2.2 – 5.1.6.25.1.2.2 – 5.1.6.2 Non applicable Fonctionnalité fermée

Date : 23 juin 2021

Nom du produit : Microsoft Teams

Description du produit : Microsoft Teams, Teams for Work et Teams for Education sont des plateformes qui

permettent à toutes les personnes de chatter, de créer des canaux, de suivre les activités, de partager des

calendriers et de passer des appels/ faire des réunions, ainsi que d'utiliser une console d'administrateur.

Cette déclaration de conformité ne couvre pas les extensions de fonctionnalités qui peuvent être installées et

déployées au sein de la plateforme Teams (par exemple, les applications Office 365 telles que Word, PowerPoint,

Excel, OneNote, les listes de fichiers de SharePoint, et autres), dont beaucoup font l’objet de déclarations de

conformité distinctes dans les rapports de conformité des produits Microsoft.

Remarque : Teams ne prend pas en charge tous les paramètres de Windows, mais prend en charge un zoom

intégré jusqu'à 200 %.

Plate-forme : Win32

Version du produit : 1.2.00.6412

Site web en matière d'accessibilité : Microsoft Accessibility

Pour obtenir de l'aide sur ce rapport, veuillez nous envoyer un email.

La présente attestation de conformité à la norme EN 301 549 v2.1.2 (PDF) précise les exigences fonctionnelles

en matière d'accessibilité applicables aux produits et services TIC de Microsoft.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/accessibility-declaration-of-conformance-in-france-for-teams.md
https://www.microsoft.com/accessibility/
mailto:edad@microsoft.com?subject=Conformance%20Statement
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_en/301500_301599/301549/01.01.02_60/en_301549v010102p.pdf
http://mandate376.standards.eu/standard/scope


5.2 Activation des fonctionnalités5.2 Activation des fonctionnalités
d'accessibilitéd'accessibilité 
Dans le cas où la TIC présente des
fonctionnalités d'accessibilité
documentées, il est possible d'activer
les fonctionnalités qui sont requises
pour répondre à un besoin spécifique
sans faire appel à une méthode qui ne
prend pas en charge ce besoin.

Pris en charge

5.3 Biométrie5.3 Biométrie
Dans le cas où la TIC fait appel à des
caractéristiques biologiques, elle ne fait
pas de l'utilisation d'une
caractéristique biologique le seul
moyen d'identification de l'utilisateur
ou de contrôle de la TIC.

Non applicable

5.4 Préser vation des5.4 Préser vation des
informations d'accessibilitéinformations d'accessibilité
pendant la conversionpendant la conversion
Dans le cas où la TIC convertit des
informations ou une communication,
elle préserve toutes les informations
non exclusives documentées qui sont
fournies pour l'accessibilité dans la
mesure où ces informations peuvent
être contenues dans le format de
destination ou prises en charge par ce
dernier.

Non applicable

5.5.1 Mode de fonctionnement5.5.1 Mode de fonctionnement
Dans le cas où la TIC présente des
éléments actionnables qui doivent être
actionnés en les prenant, en les
pinçant ou en exerçant une torsion du
poignet, un autre mode de
fonctionnement accessible qui ne
nécessite pas ces gestes est proposé.

Non applicable

5.5.2 Discernabilité des éléments5.5.2 Discernabilité des éléments
actionnablesactionnables
Dans le cas où la TIC a des éléments
actionnables, elle propose un moyen
de discerner chaque élément
actionnable sans que la vision ne soit
nécessaire et sans accomplir le geste
associé à cet élément actionnable.

Non applicable

C RIT ÈRESC RIT ÈRES
F O N C T IO N N A L IT ÉS P RISES ENF O N C T IO N N A L IT ÉS P RISES EN
C H A RGEC H A RGE REM A RQ UESREM A RQ UES



5.6.1 Statut tactile ou auditif5.6.1 Statut tactile ou auditif
DDans le cas où la TIC est dotée d'une
commande de verrouillage et où cette
commande est présentée visuellement
à l'utilisateur, la TIC propose au moins
un mode de fonctionnement avec
lequel il est possible de déterminer le
statut de la commande par le son ou
par le toucher sans actionner la
commande.

Non applicable

5.6.2 Statut visuel5.6.2 Statut visuel
Dans le cas où la TIC est dotée d'une
commande de verrouillage et où cette
commande n'est pas présentée
visuellement à l'utilisateur, la TIC
propose au moins un mode de
fonctionnement avec lequel il est
possible de déterminer visuellement le
statut de la commande lorsque la
commande est présentée.

Non applicable

5.7 Répétition automatique des5.7 Répétition automatique des
touchestouches
Dans le cas où la TIC est dotée de la
fonction répétition automatique des
touches et où cette fonction ne peut
être désactivée :
a) le délai avant la répétition
automatique est réglable jusqu'à au
moins 2 secondes ; et
b) la vitesse de répétition peut être
réduite jusqu'à un caractère par
intervalle de 2 secondes.

Non applicable

5.8 Acceptation des doubles5.8 Acceptation des doubles
frappes sur le clavierfrappes sur le clavier
Dans le cas où un clavier est fourni, le
délai, après une frappe sur le clavier,
pendant lequel une autre frappe ne
sera pas acceptée si elle est identique à
la frappe précédente est réglable
jusqu'à au moins 0,5 seconde.

Non applicable

5.9 Actions simultanées de5.9 Actions simultanées de
l'utilisateurl'utilisateur
Dans le cas où la TIC nécessite, pour
fonctionner, plusieurs actions
simultanées de l'utilisateur, cette TIC
propose au moins un mode de
fonctionnement qui ne nécessite pas
plusieurs actions simultanées de la
part de l'utilisateur pour fonctionner.

Pris en charge

C RIT ÈRESC RIT ÈRES
F O N C T IO N N A L IT ÉS P RISES ENF O N C T IO N N A L IT ÉS P RISES EN
C H A RGEC H A RGE REM A RQ UESREM A RQ UES

 Section 6 TIC avec communication voix bidirectionnelle



C RIT ÈRESC RIT ÈRES
F O N C T IO N N A L IT ÉS P RISES ENF O N C T IO N N A L IT ÉS P RISES EN
C H A RGEC H A RGE REM A RQ UES ET  EXP L IC AT IO N SREM A RQ UES ET  EXP L IC AT IO N S

6.1 Bande passante audio pour la6.1 Bande passante audio pour la
parole (recommandation pourparole (recommandation pour
information)information)
Dans le cas où la TIC permet la
communication voix bidirectionnelle,
elle doit être capable, pour donner une
bonne qualité audio, de chiffrer et de
déchiffrer la communication voix
bidirectionnelle dans une bande de
fréquence plafonnée à au moins 7 000
Hz.

Pris en charge

6.2.1.1 Communication en temps6.2.1.1 Communication en temps
réel par texte (RTT)réel par texte (RTT)
Dans le cas où la TIC est compatible
avec la communication voix
bidirectionnelle dans un contexte
d'utilisation spécifié, elle permet à un
utilisateur de communiquer avec un
autre utilisateur en RTT.

Non applicable

6.2.1.2 Voix et texte simultanés6.2.1.2 Voix et texte simultanés
Dans le cas où la TIC ou les TIC
fournies à un utilisateur sont
compatibles avec la communication
voix bidirectionnelle et permettent à
un utilisateur de communiquer avec
un autre utilisateur en RTT, elles
proposent un mécanisme permettant
de sélectionner un mode de
fonctionnement qui permet la voix et
le texte simultanés.

Non applicable

6.2.2.1 Affichage visuellement6.2.2.1 Affichage visuellement
distinguabledistinguable
Dans le cas où la TIC est dotée de
capacités d'envoi et de réception en
RTT, l'affichage du texte envoyé est
visuellement différencié de celui du
texte reçu.

Non applicable

6.2.2.2 Direction envoi/réception6.2.2.2 Direction envoi/réception
déterminable par un programmedéterminable par un programme
informatiqueinformatique
Dans le cas où la TIC est dotée de
capacités d'envoi et de réception en
RTT, la direction (envoi/réception) du
texte transmis est déterminable par un
programme informatique, à moins que
le RTT n'ait une fonctionnalité fermée.

Non applicable



6.2.3 Interopérabilité6.2.3 Interopérabilité
Dans le cas où une TIC dotée de la
fonctionnalité RTT affiche une
interopérabilité avec d'autres TIC
dotées de la fonctionnalité RTT
(comme l'exige le 6.2.1.1), elles sont
compatibles avec au moins un des
quatre mécanismes d'interopérabilité
RTT décrits ci-dessous :
a) TIC inter-opérant sur le Réseau
Téléphonique Public (RTC) avec une
autre TIC qui se connecte directement
au RTC comme décrit dans la
Recommandation ITU-T V.18 [i.23] ou
l'une de ses annexes pour les signaux
de téléphonie en mode texte sur
l'interface RTC ;
b) TIC inter-opérant avec une autre
TIC utilisant la VoIP SIP et utilisant une
technologie RTT conforme au
document RFC 4103 ;
c) TIC inter-opérant avec une autre TIC
utilisant une technologie RTT conforme
à l'ensemble des protocoles IP
Multimedia Sub-System (IMS) spécifiés
dans les documents TS 126 114, TS
122 173 et TS 134 229 ;
d) TIC inter-opérant avec une autre
TIC utilisant une spécification
commune adaptée et applicable pour
l'échange RTT qui est publiée et peut
être consultée. Cette spécification
commune comprend une méthode
pour indiquer la perte ou de la
corruption de caractères.

Non applicable

6.2.4 Réactivité de la RTT6.2.4 Réactivité de la RTT
Dans le cas où la TIC utilise la saisie
RTT, cette saisie RTT est transmise au
réseau TIC compatible RTT dans la
seconde qui suit sa saisie.

Non applicable

6.3 Identification de l'appelant6.3 Identification de l'appelant
Dans le cas où la TIC propose
l'identification de l'appelant et où des
fonctions de télécommunications
similaires sont proposées,
l'identification de l'appelant et les
fonctions de télécommunication
similaires sont disponibles sous forme
de texte et via au moins une autre
modalité.

Pris en charge

C RIT ÈRESC RIT ÈRES
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6.4 Alternatives aux ser vices6.4 Alternatives aux ser vices
basés sur la voixbasés sur la voix
Dans le cas où la TIC propose la
communication voix en temps réel et
propose également des fonctions de
messagerie vocale, de réception
automatique ou de serveur vocal
interactif, la TIC doit offrir aux
utilisateurs un moyen d'accéder aux
informations et d'exécuter les
fonctions fournies par la TIC sans
utiliser l'audition ou la parole.

Pris en charge

6.5.2 Résolution6.5.2 Résolution
Lorsqu'une TIC qui permet la
communication voix bidirectionnelle
est également dotée d'une
fonctionnalité vidéo en temps réel,
cette TIC :
a) est compatible au moins avec la
résolution « QCIF » ;
b) doit de préférence être compatible
avec au moins la résolution « CIF ».

Pris en charge

6.5.3 Taux de trame (vitesse6.5.3 Taux de trame (vitesse
d'images)d'images)
Lorsqu'une TIC qui propose la
communication voix bidirectionnelle
est dotée d'une fonctionnalité de vidéo
en temps réel, cette TIC :
a) prend en charge un taux de trame
d'au moins 12 images par seconde
(IPS) ;
b) doit de préférence prendre en
charge un taux de trame d'au moins
20 images par seconde (IPS) avec ou
sans langue des signes dans le flux de
données vidéo.

Pris en charge

6.5.4 Synchronisation entre le6.5.4 Synchronisation entre le
signal audio et le signal vidéosignal audio et le signal vidéo
Lorsqu'une TIC qui permet la
communication voix bidirectionnelle
est dotée d'une fonctionnalité de vidéo
en temps réel, cette TIC doit garantir
un écart de temps de 100 ms
maximum entre la voix et les images
présentées à l'utilisateur.

Pris en charge

C RIT ÈRESC RIT ÈRES
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6.6 Alternatives aux ser vices6.6 Alternatives aux ser vices
vidéovidéo
Dans le cas où la TIC propose la
communication vidéo en temps réel et
propose également des fonctions de
répondeur, de réception automatique
ou de réponse interactive, la TIC doit
proposer aux utilisateurs un moyen
d'accéder aux informations et
d'accomplir les tâches associées à ces
fonctions :
a) pour les informations audibles, sans
utilisation de l'audition ;
b) pour les commandes vocales, sans
utilisation de la voix ;
c) pour les informations visuelles, sans
utilisation de la vision.

Pris en charge

C RIT ÈRESC RIT ÈRES
F O N C T IO N N A L IT ÉS P RISES ENF O N C T IO N N A L IT ÉS P RISES EN
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 Section 7 TIC avec fonctions vidéo

 Section 8 Matériel informatique

 Section 9 Web

 Section 10 Documents non basés dans le Web

 Section 11 Logiciel

C RIT ÈRESC RIT ÈRES
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11.1.1.1.1 Contenu non textuel11.1.1.1.1 Contenu non textuel
(lecture d'écran prise en charge)(lecture d'écran prise en charge)
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui prend en charge
l'accès aux technologies d'assistance
pour la lecture d'écran, elle remplit les
Critères de Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués
dans le Tableau 1.1.1 Contenu non
textuel

Pris en charge

Cette section ne s'applique pas à Microsoft Teams.

Cette section ne s'applique pas à Microsoft Teams.

Cette section ne s'applique pas à Microsoft Teams.

Cette section ne s'applique pas à Microsoft Teams.



11.1.2.1.1 Audio seulement et11.1.2.1.1 Audio seulement et
vidéo seulement (préenregistré)vidéo seulement (préenregistré)
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui prend en charge
l'accès aux technologies d'assistance
pour la lecture d'écran et où aucune
information sonore préenregistrée
n'est nécessaire pour permettre
l'utilisation des fonctions fermées de la
TIC, elle remplit les Critères de Succès
WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le Tableau
1.2.1 Audio seulement et vidéo
seulement (préenregistré).

Non-applicable

11.1.2.2 Sous-titres11.1.2.2 Sous-titres
(préenregistrés)(préenregistrés)
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 1.2.2 : Sous-titres
(préenregistrés).

Non-applicable

11.1.2.3.1 Audiodescription ou11.1.2.3.1 Audiodescription ou
média alternatif (préenregistré)média alternatif (préenregistré)
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui prend en charge
l'accès aux technologies d'assistance
pour la lecture d'écran, elle remplit les
Critères de Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués
dans le Tableau 1.2.3 :
Audiodescription ou média de
remplacement (préenregistré).

Non-applicable

11.1.2.4 Sous-titres (en direct)11.1.2.4 Sous-titres (en direct)
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès indiqués WCAG 2.1 dans le
Tableau 1.2.4. Sous-titre (en direct).

Non-applicable

11.1.2.5 Audiodescription11.1.2.5 Audiodescription
(préenregistrée)(préenregistrée)
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 1.2.5 Audiodescription
(préenregistrée).

Non-applicable
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11.1.3.1.1 Informations et11.1.3.1.1 Informations et
relationsrelations
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui prend en charge
l'accès aux technologies d'assistance
pour la lecture d'écran, elle remplit les
Critères de Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués
dans le Tableau 1.3.1 Informations et
relations.

Pris en charge Les cartes de contact qui ne sont pas
lues dans l'onglet Groupes utilisent
plutôt l'onglet A-Z qui se trouve à
côté.

11.1.3.2.1 Ordre séquentiel11.1.3.2.1 Ordre séquentiel
logiquelogique
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui prend en charge
l'accès aux technologies d'assistance
pour la lecture d'écran, elle remplit les
Critères de Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués
dans le Tableau 1.3.2 Ordre séquentiel
logique.

Pris en charge

11.1.3.3 Caractéristiques11.1.3.3 Caractéristiques
sensoriellessensorielles
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 1.3.3 Caractéristiques
sensorielles.

Pris en charge

11.1.3.4 Orientation11.1.3.4 Orientation
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 1.3.4 Orientation

Non évalué

11.1.3.5 Indentification du motif11.1.3.5 Indentification du motif
de la saisiede la saisie
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 1.3.5

Non évalué

11.1.4.1 Utilisation de la couleur11.1.4.1 Utilisation de la couleur
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 1.4.1 Utilisation de la couleur.

Pris en charge
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11.1.4.2 Contrôle du son11.1.4.2 Contrôle du son
Si du contenu audio d'un logiciel est
audible automatiquement pendant
plus de 3 secondes, il existe un
mécanisme pour l'arrêter ou le mettre
en pause, ou alors il existe un
mécanisme pour contrôler le volume
audio indépendamment du volume du
système général.

Pris en charge

11.2.1.12 Contraste (minimum)11.2.1.12 Contraste (minimum)
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 1.4.3 Contraste (minimum)> .

Pris en charge avec des exceptions Différents textes accessoires dans
l'interface utilisateur ont un rapport de
contraste inférieur à 4,5: 1 par rapport
à l'arrière-plan.

11.1.4.4.1 Redimensionner le11.1.4.4.1 Redimensionner le
textetexte
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui permet l'accès aux
fonctions d'agrandissement de la
plate-forme ou de la technologie
d'assistance, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 1.4.4 Redimensionner le texte.

Pris en charge

11.1.4.5.1 Images de texte11.1.4.5.1 Images de texte
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui prend en charge
l'accès aux technologies d'assistance
pour la lecture d'écran, elle remplit les
Critères de Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués
dans le tableau 11.14 Images de texte.

Pris en charge

11.1.4.10.1 Redistribution11.1.4.10.1 Redistribution
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui prend en charge
l'accès aux technologies d'assistance
pour la lecture d'écran, le contenu
peut être présenté sans perte
d'information ou de fonctionnalité, et
sans qu'il soit nécessaire de le faire
défiler en deux dimensions :

Contenu défilant verticalement sur
une largeur équivalente à 320 pixels
CSS ;

Contenu défilant horizontalement à
une hauteur équivalente à 256 pixels
CSS ;
Sauf pour les parties du contenu qui
nécessitent une mise en page
bidimensionnelle pour l'utilisation ou la
signification.

Non évalué
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11.1.4.11 Contraste non textuel11.1.4.11 Contraste non textuel
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
tableau 1.4.11 Contraste non textuel.

Non évalué

11.1.4.12 Espacement du texte11.1.4.12 Espacement du texte
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui n'a pas de zone de
mise en page de taille fixe essentielle
pour que l'information soit transmise,
elle remplit les Critères de Succès
WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le tableau
1.4.12 Espacement du texte.

Non évalué

11.1.4.13 Passer le curseur ou11.1.4.13 Passer le curseur ou
focaliserfocaliser
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
tableau 1.4.13 Passer le curseur ou
focaliser

Non évalué

11.2.1.1.1 Clavier11.2.1.1.1 Clavier
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui permet l'accès aux
claviers ou à une interface clavier, elle
remplit les Critères de Succès WCAG
2.1 indiqués dans le Tableau 2.1.1
Clavier.

Pris en charge avec des exceptions
Le retour à l'appel à partir de la

notification n'est pas pris en charge.
Pour revenir à l'appel, il convient
d'utiliser le moniteur d'appel situé dans
la fenêtre principale de l'application.

Les infobulles d'écran n'apparaissent
pas lorsque le clavier est centré sur les
icônes.

11.2.1.16 Pas de piège au clavier11.2.1.16 Pas de piège au clavier
Si le focus du clavier peut être
positionné sur un composant du
logiciel à l'aide d'une interface clavier,
réciproquement, il peut être déplacé
hors de ce même composant
simplement à l'aide d'une interface
clavier et, si ce déplacement exige plus
que l'utilisation d'une simple touche
flèche ou tabulation ou toute autre
méthode standard de sortie,
l'utilisateur est informé de la méthode
permettant de déplacer le focus hors
de ce composant.

Pris en charge
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11.2.1.4.1 Raccourcis touches de11.2.1.4.1 Raccourcis touches de
caractèrecaractère
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 2.1.4 Raccourcis touches de
caractère.

Non évalué

11.2.2.1 Réglage du délai11.2.2.1 Réglage du délai
Pour chaque délai qui est fixé par le
logiciel, au moins l'un des points
suivants est vrai :

Non applicable
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Suppression : l'utilisateur est
autorisé à supprimer la limite
de temps avant de la dépasser;
ou

Ajustement : l'utilisateur est
autorisé à ajuster la limite de
temps avant de la dépasser
dans un intervalle d'au moins
dix fois la durée paramétrée par
défaut ; ou

Prolongation : l'utilisateur est
averti avant que la limite de
temps n'expire et il lui est
accordé au moins 20 secondes
pour prolonger cette limite par
une action simple (par exemple,
« appuyer sur la barre d'espace
») et l'utilisateur est autorisé à
prolonger la limite de temps au
moins dix fois ; ou

L'exception du temps réel : la
limite de temps est une partie
constitutive d'un événement en
temps réel (par exemple, une
enchère) et aucune alternative
n'est possible ; ou

L'exception de la limite
essentielle : la limite de temps
est essentielle et la prolonger
invaliderait alors l'activité ; ou

L'exception des 20 heures : la
limite de temps est supérieure
à 20 heures.



11.2.2.2 Mettre sur pause,11.2.2.2 Mettre sur pause,
arrêter, masquerarrêter, masquer
Pour toute information en
mouvement, clignotante, défilante ou
mise à jour automatiquement, tous les
points suivants sont vrais :

Déplacement, clignotement, défilement
: pour toute information en
mouvement, clignotante ou défilante
qui (1) démarre automatiquement, (2)
dure plus de cinq secondes et (3) est
présentée conjointement avec un
autre contenu, l'utilisateur dispose
d'un mécanisme pour la mettre en
pause, l'arrêter ou la masquer, à moins
que le mouvement, le clignotement ou
le défilement s'avère un élément
essentiel au bon déroulement de
l'activité ; et

Mise à jour automatique : pour toute
information mise à jour
automatiquement qui (1) démarre
automatiquement et (2) est présentée
conjointement avec un autre contenu,
l'utilisateur dispose d'un mécanisme
pour la mettre en pause, l'arrêter ou
pour contrôler la fréquence des mises
à jour à moins que la mise à jour
automatique s'avère essentielle au bon
déroulement de l'activité.

Pas pris en charge L'arrêt des GIF animés n'est pas pris en
charge

11.2.3.1 Pas plus de trois flashs11.2.3.1 Pas plus de trois flashs
ou sous le seuil critiqueou sous le seuil critique
Le logiciel est exempt de tout élément
qui flashe plus de trois fois dans
n'importe quel intervalle d'une
seconde ou ce flash doit se situer sous
le seuil de flash générique et le seuil de
flash rouge.

Pris en charge

11.2.4.3 Parcours du focus11.2.4.3 Parcours du focus
Si un logiciel peut être parcouru de
façon séquentielle et que les
séquences de navigation affectent la
signification ou l'action, les éléments
reçoivent le focus dans un ordre qui
préserve la signification et l'opérabilité.

Pris en charge

11.2.4.4 Fonction du lien (selon11.2.4.4 Fonction du lien (selon
le contexte)le contexte)
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 2.4.4 Fonction du lien (selon le
contexte).

Pris en charge
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11.2.4.6 En-têtes et étiquettes11.2.4.6 En-têtes et étiquettes
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 2.4.6 En-têtes et étiquettes.

Pris en charge Les messages et les chaînes de
réponse sont marqués comme titres
pour une navigation efficace. Prise en
charge de l'accessibilité pour les
équipes Microsoft.

11.2.4.7 Visibilité du focus11.2.4.7 Visibilité du focus
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
2.4.7 Visibilité du focus.

Pris en charge

11.2.5.1 Mouvements du curseur11.2.5.1 Mouvements du curseur
Toutes les fonctionnalités qui utilisent
des mouvements multipoints ou basés
sur des trajectoires pour l'opération
peuvent être utilisées avec un seul
curseur sans geste basé sur une
trajectoire, à moins qu'un mouvement
multipoints ou basé sur une trajectoire
soit essentiel.

Non évalué

11.2.5.2 Annulation du curseur11.2.5.2 Annulation du curseur
Pour les fonctionnalités qui peuvent
être commandées à l'aide d'un seul
curseur, au moins l'un des points
suivants est vrai :

Non évalué

11.2.5.3 Nom de l'étiquette11.2.5.3 Nom de l'étiquette
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
2.5.3 Nom de l'étiquette.

Non évalué
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Pas d'événement bas :
L'événement bas du curseur
n'est pas utilisé pour exécuter
une partie de la fonction ;

Abandonner ou Annuler :
L'exécution de la fonction est
en cours d'exécution et un
mécanisme permet
d'interrompre la fonction avant
la fin ou d'annuler la fonction
après la fin ;

événement haut : L'événement
haut annule tout résultat de
l'événement bas précédent ;

Essentiel : Il est essentiel de
compléter la fonction sur
l'évènement bas



11.2.5.4 commande de11.2.5.4 commande de
mouvementmouvement
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
2.5.4 Commande de mouvement

Non évalué

11.3.1.1.1 Langue du logiciel11.3.1.1.1 Langue du logiciel
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui prend en charge
l'accès aux technologies d'assistance
pour la lecture d'écran, le langage
humain par défaut du logiciel peut être
déterminé par un programme
informatique.

Pris en charge

11.3.2.1 Au focus11.3.2.1 Au focus
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 3.2.1Au focus.

Pris en charge avec exceptions En passant la souris sur la carte d'un
contact, vous placez le curseur du
clavier à l'intérieur de la carte.

11.3.2.2 À la saisie11.3.2.2 À la saisie
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 3.2.2 À la saisie.

Pris en charge

11.3.3.1.1 Identification des11.3.3.1.1 Identification des
erreurserreurs
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur et qui prend en charge
l'accès aux technologies d'assistance
pour la lecture d'écran, elle remplit les
Critères de Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués
dans le Tableau 3.3.1 Identification des
erreurs.

Pris en charge

11.3.3.3 Étiquettes ou11.3.3.3 Étiquettes ou
instructionsinstructions
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 3.2.2 Étiquettes ou
instructions.

Pris en charge
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11.3.3.3 Suggestion après une11.3.3.3 Suggestion après une
erreurerreur
Dans le cas où la TIC est un logiciel
non-web qui est doté d'une interface
utilisateur, elle remplit les Critères de
Succès WCAG 2.1 indiqués dans le
Tableau 3.3.3 Suggestion après une
erreur.

Pris en charge

11.3.3.4 Prévention des erreurs11.3.3.4 Prévention des erreurs
( juridiques, financières, de( juridiques, financières, de
données)données)
Pour les logiciels qui entraînent des
obligations légales ou des transactions
financières de la part de l'utilisateur,
qui modifient ou effacent des données
contrôlables par l'utilisateur dans des
systèmes de stockages de données ou
qui enregistrent les réponses de
l'utilisateur à des tests, au moins l'une
des conditions suivantes est vraie :

Non applicable

11.4.1.1.1 Analyse syntaxique11.4.1.1.1 Analyse syntaxique
Pour un logiciel qui utilise des suivis de
modification de langue de telle
manière que le suivi est indiqué
séparément et à la disposition des
technologies d'assistance et
caractéristiques d'accessibilité du
logiciel ou d'un agent utilisateur
sélectionnable par un utilisateur, les
éléments ont des suivis de
modification de début et de fin
complètes, ils sont imbriqués
conformément à leurs spécifications, ils
ne contiennent pas d'attributs
dupliqués et chaque ID est unique,
sauf dans le cas où les spécifications
autorisent ces caractéristiques.

Pris en charge
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1. Réversibilité : les soumissions
sont réversibles.

2. Vérification : les données saisies
par l'utilisateur sont vérifiées au
niveau des erreurs de saisie et
la possibilité est donnée à
l'utilisateur de les corriger.

3. Confirmation : un mécanisme
est disponible pour examiner,
confirmer et corriger les
informations avant de finaliser
leur soumission.



11.4.1.2.1 Nom, rôle et valeur11.4.1.2.1 Nom, rôle et valeur  
Pour tout composant d'une interface
utilisateur (et notamment des
éléments de formulaire, liens et
composants générés par des scripts),
le nom et le rôle peuvent être
déterminés par un programme
informatique ; les états, les propriétés
et les valeurs qui peuvent être
paramétrés par l'utilisateur peuvent
être définis par un programme
informatique ; et la notification des
changements de ces éléments est mise
à la disposition des agents utilisateurs,
et notamment des technologies
d'assistance.

Pris en charge avec des exceptions La sélection « état de la réunion »
depuis la liste de réunion n'est pas
apparente du point de vue de la
programmation. Il convient d'utiliser le
bon contenu de l'application ou le bon
titre de la fenêtre pour vérifier.

11.5.2.2.1 Prise en charge du11.5.2.2.1 Prise en charge du
ser vice d'accessibilité de la plate-ser vice d'accessibilité de la plate-
forme pour les logiciels quiforme pour les logiciels qui
fournissent une interfacefournissent une interface
utilisateurutilisateur
Les logiciels de plate-forme fournissent
un ensemble de services de plate-
forme documentés qui permettent aux
logiciels qui fournissent une interface
utilisateur fonctionnant sur le logiciel
de plate-forme d'interagir avec la
technologie d'assistance.

Le logiciel de la plate-forme devrait
prendre en charge les exigences
11.5.2.5 à 11.5.2.2.17, sauf que,
lorsqu'un concept d'interface
utilisateur correspondant à l'une des
clauses 11.5.2.5 à 11.5.2.17 n'est pas
pris en charge par l'environnement
logiciel, ces exigences ne sont pas
applicables. Par exemple, les attributs
de sélection de 11.5.2.14 (Modification
des attributs de focalisation et de
sélection) peuvent ne pas exister dans
les environnements qui ne permettent
pas la sélection, qui est le plus souvent
associée au copier-coller.

Non applicable
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Certaines des informations
complémentaires résultant de
l'action de l'utilisateur lors
d'une réunion ne sont pas
automatiquement lues par les
lecteurs.

La possibilité d'ajouter du texte
alt. à une image n'est pas
supportée

Le contenu d'iFrame/webview
n'est pas accessible avec les
lecteurs d'écran. Utilisez plutôt
Teams web.



11.5.2.2 Prise en charge des11.5.2.2 Prise en charge des
ser vices d'accessibilité de laser vices d'accessibilité de la
plate-forme les technologiesplate-forme les technologies
d'assistanced'assistance
Le logiciel de la plate-forme fournit un
ensemble de services d'accessibilité de
plate-forme documentés qui
permettent aux technologies
d'assistance d'interagir avec un logiciel
doté d'une interface utilisateur
fonctionnant sur le logiciel de la plate-
forme.

Le logiciel de la plate-forme doit être
compatible avec les exigences des
clauses 11.5.2.5 à 11.5.2.17 étant
toutefois entendu que, dans le cas où
le concept d'une interface utilisateur
qui correspond à l'une des clauses
11.5.2.5 à 11.5.2.17 n'est pas
compatible avec l'environnement
logiciel, ces exigences ne s'appliquent
pas. Par exemple, les attributs de
sélection du 11.5.2.14 (Modification du
focus et attributs de sélection) peuvent
ne pas exister dans les
environnements qui ne permettent
pas la sélection, ce qui est le souvent le
cas de la fonction copier-coller.

Non applicable

11.5.2.3 Utilisation des ser vices11.5.2.3 Utilisation des ser vices
d'accessibilitéd'accessibilité
Dans le cas où le logiciel présente une
interface utilisateur, il utilisera les
services documentés d'accessibilité
applicables de la plate-forme. Si ces
services documentés d'accessibilité de
la plate-forme ne permettent pas au
logiciel de remplir les exigences
applicables des clauses 11.5.2.5 à
11.5.2.17, alors un logiciel qui est doté
d'une interface utilisateur utilise
d'autres services documentés pour
interagir avec la technologie
d'assistance.

Voir sections 11.5.2.5 à 11.5.2.17

11.5.2.4 Technologie d'assistance11.5.2.4 Technologie d'assistance
Dans le cas où la TIC est une
technologie d'assistance, elle utilise les
services documentés d'accessibilité de
la plate-forme.

Non applicable
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11.5.2.5 Informations relatives à11.5.2.5 Informations relatives à
l'objetl'objet
Dans le cas où le logiciel présente une
interface utilisateur il rendra, en
utilisant les services décrits dans la
clause 11.3.2.3, le rôle, l'état ou les
états, la frontière, le nom et la
description des éléments de l'interface
utilisateur déterminables par un
programme informatique par les
technologies d'assistance.

Pris en charge

11.5.2.6 Ligne, Colonne et titres11.5.2.6 Ligne, Colonne et titres
Dans le cas où le logiciel présente une
interface utilisateur, il rendra, à l'aide
des services décrits dans la clause
11.5.2.3, la ligne et la colonne de
chaque cellule d'un tableau de
données, y compris les titres de la
colonne et de la ligne s'il y en a,
déterminables par un programme
informatique par les technologies
d'assistance.

Pris en charge

11.5.2.7 Valeurs11.5.2.7 Valeurs  
Dans le cas où le logiciel présente une
interface utilisateur, il rendra, à l'aide
des services décrits dans la clause
11.5.2.3, la valeur actuelle d'un
élément de l'interface utilisateur et
toutes valeurs minimales ou maximales
de la fourchette, si l'élément de
l'interface utilisateur transmet des
informations sur une fourchette de
valeurs, déterminables par un
programme informatique par les
technologies d'assistance.

Pris en charge

11.5.2.8 Relations des étiquettes11.5.2.8 Relations des étiquettes
Dans le cas où le logiciel présente une
interface utilisateur, il exposera la
relation qu'un élément de l'interface
utilisateur a en tant qu'étiquette d'un
autre élément, ou en tant qu'élément
étiqueté par un autre élément, à l'aide
des services décrits dans la clause
11.5.2.3, de sorte que ces informations
soient déterminables par un
programme informatique par les
technologies d'assistance.

Pris en charge
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11.5.2.9 Relations parent-enfant11.5.2.9 Relations parent-enfant
Dans le cas où le logiciel présente une
interface utilisateur, il rendra, à l'aide
des services décrits dans la clause
11.5.2.3, la relation entre un élément
de l'interface utilisateur et des
éléments parent ou enfant
déterminables par un programme
informatique par les technologies
d'assistance.

Pris en charge

11.5.2.10 Texte11.5.2.10 Texte
Dans le cas où le logiciel présente une
interface utilisateur, il rendra, à l'aide
des services décrits dans la clause
11.5.2.3, les contenus textuels, les
attributs textuels et la frontière du
texte qui apparaît à l'écran,
déterminables par un programme
informatique par les technologies
d'assistance.

Pris en charge

11.5.2.11 Liste des actions11.5.2.11 Liste des actions
disponiblesdisponibles
Dans le cas où le logiciel présente une
interface utilisateur, il rendra, à l'aide
des services décrits dans la clause
11.5.2.3, une liste des actions
disponibles qui peuvent être exécutées
sur un élément de l'interface utilisateur
déterminable par un programme
informatique par les technologies
d'assistance.

Pris en charge

11.5.2.12 Exécution des actions11.5.2.12 Exécution des actions
disponiblesdisponibles
Quand les exigences de sécurité
l'autorisent, un logiciel qui est doté
d'une interface utilisateur autorise, en
utilisant les services décrits dans la
clause 11.5.2.3, l'exécution
programmatique des actions exposées
conformément à la clause 11.5.2.11
par les technologies d'assistance.

Pris en charge

11.5.2.13 Suivi du focus et des11.5.2.13 Suivi du focus et des
attributs de sélectionattributs de sélection
Dans le cas où le logiciel est doté
d'une interface utilisateur, il rendra, à
l'aide des services décrits dans la
clause 11.5.2.3, les informations et
mécanismes nécessaires pour suivre le
focus, le point d'insertion du texte et
les attributs de sélection des éléments
de l'interface utilisateur, déterminables
par un programme informatique par
les technologies d'assistance.

Pris en charge
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11.5.2.14 Modification du focus11.5.2.14 Modification du focus
et des attributs de sélectionet des attributs de sélection
Quand les exigences de sécurité
l'autorisent, un logiciel qui est doté
d'une interface utilisateur autorise, en
utilisant les services décrits dans la
clause 11.5.2.3, les technologies
d'assistance à modifier par un
programme informatique le focus, le
point d'insertion du texte et les
attributs de sélection des éléments de
l'interface utilisateur dans la mesure où
l'utilisateur peut les modifier.

Pris en charge

11.5.2.15 Notification des11.5.2.15 Notification des
changementschangements 
Dans le cas où le logiciel est doté
d'une interface utilisateur, il avisera, à
l'aide des services décrits dans la
11.5.2.3, les technologies d'assistance
de toute modification des attributs des
éléments de l'interface utilisateur
déterminables par un programme
informatique qui sont référencés dans
les exigences 11.5.2.5 à 11.5.2.11 et
11.5.2.13.

Pris en charge

11.5.2.16 Modifications de l'état11.5.2.16 Modifications de l'état
et des propriétéset des propriétés
Quand les exigences de sécurité
l'autorisent, un logiciel qui est doté
d'une interface utilisateur autorise les
technologies d'assistance, en utilisant
les services décrits dans la clause
11.5.2.3, à modifier par un programme
informatique l'état et les propriétés
des éléments de l'interface utilisateur,
dans la mesure où l'utilisateur peut les
modifier.

Pris en charge

11.5.2.17 Modifications des11.5.2.17 Modifications des
valeurs et du textevaleurs et du texte
Quand les exigences de sécurité
l'autorisent, un logiciel qui est doté
d'une interface utilisateur autorise les
technologies d'assistance, en utilisant
les services décrits dans la 11.5.2.3, à
modifier les valeurs et le texte des
éléments de l'interface utilisateur à
l'aide des méthodes de saisie de la
plate-forme, dans le cas où un
utilisateur peut les modifier sans
utiliser de technologie d'assistance.

Pris en charge
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11.6.1 Contrôle par l'utilisateur11.6.1 Contrôle par l'utilisateur
des caractéristiquesdes caractéristiques
d'accessibilitéd'accessibilité
Dans le cas où un logiciel est une
plate-forme, il propose des modes
d'utilisation suffisants pour permettre
un contrôle de l'utilisateur sur les
caractéristiques d'accessibilité de la
plate-forme qui sont documentées
comme étant destinées aux
utilisateurs.

Non applicable

11.6.2 Pas de per turbation des11.6.2 Pas de per turbation des
caractéristiques d'accessibilitécaractéristiques d'accessibilité
Dans le cas où le logiciel est doté
d'une interface utilisateur, il ne
perturbe pas les caractéristiques
d'accessibilité documentées qui sont
définies dans la documentation relative
à la plate-forme sauf si l'utilisateur le
demande en cours de fonctionnement
du logiciel.

Pris en charge avec exceptions

11.7 Préférences de l'utilisateur11.7 Préférences de l'utilisateur
Dans le cas où le logiciel est doté
d'une interface utilisateur, il propose
des modes d'utilisation suffisants qui
utilisent les préférences de l'utilisateur
pour les paramètres de la plate-forme
(couleur, contraste, police, taille de la
police et curseur de focus), à
l'exception des logiciels qui sont
destinés à être isolés de la plate-forme
à laquelle ils appartiennent.

Pris en charge avec exceptions

11.8.2 Création de contenu11.8.2 Création de contenu
accessibleaccessible
Les systèmes auteurs permettent et
guident la production de contenu
conforme aux clauses 9 (Contenu
Web) ou 10 (Contenu non-web) telles
qu'applicables.

Pris en charge avec exceptions La possibilité d'ajouter du texte alt.
pour les images n'est pas prise en
charge

11.8.3 Préser vation des11.8.3 Préser vation des
informations sur l'accessibilitéinformations sur l'accessibilité
dans le cadre desdans le cadre des
transformationstransformations
Si le système auteur assure des
transformations de restructuration ou
des transformations de recodage, alors
les informations sur l'accessibilité sont
préservées dans le résultat s'il existe
des mécanismes équivalents dans la
technologie du contenu du résultat.

Non applicable
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Pour un thème à contraste
élevé, utilisez le thème fourni
dans l'application à partir de la
boîte de dialogue Paramètres.

Le paramètre de désactivation
de l'animation fourni dans la
plate-forme n'est pas pris en
charge

Pour un thème à contraste
élevé, utilisez le thème fourni
dans l'application à partir de la
boîte de dialogue Paramètres.

Le paramètre de désactivation
de l'animation fourni dans la
plate-forme n'est pas pris en
charge



11.8.4 Assistance à la réparation11.8.4 Assistance à la réparation
Si la fonctionnalité de contrôle de
l'accessibilité d'un système auteur peut
détecter que le contenu ne remplit pas
une exigence des clauses 9 (Web) ou
10 (Documents non-web) selon le cas,
alors le système auteur présente une
ou plusieurs suggestions de
réparation.

Non applicable

1186.5 Modèles1186.5 Modèles
Quand un système auteur propose
des modèles, au moins un modèle
prenant en charge la création de
contenu conforme aux exigences des
clauses 9 (Web) ou 10 (Documents
non-web), selon le cas, est disponible
et identifié comme tel.

Non applicable
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 Section 12 Documentation et services d'assistance
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12.1.1 Caractéristiques12.1.1 Caractéristiques
d'accessibilité et de compatibilitéd'accessibilité et de compatibilité
La documentation produit fournie avec
la TIC, qu'elle soit fournie séparément
ou intégrée dans la TIC, dresse la liste
des caractéristiques d'accessibilité et
de compatibilité de la TIC et explique
comment les utiliser.

Pris en charge

12.1.2 Documentation accessible12.1.2 Documentation accessible
La documentation produit fournie avec
la TIC est mise à disposition dans au
moins un des formats électroniques
suivants :
a) un format web qui est conforme à la
clause 9, ou
b) un format non-web qui est
conforme à la clause 10.

Pris en charge

12.2.2 Informations sur les12.2.2 Informations sur les
caractéristiques d'accessibilité etcaractéristiques d'accessibilité et
de compatibilitéde compatibilité
Les services d'assistance de la TIC
communiquent des informations sur
les caractéristiques d'accessibilité et de
compatibilité qui sont mentionnées
dans la documentation produit.

Pris en charge

Section 11 Logiciels - Fonctionnalité ferméeSection 11 Logiciels - Fonctionnalité fermée Cette section ne s'applique pas à Microsoft Teams.



12.2.3 Efficacité de la12.2.3 Efficacité de la
communicationcommunication
Les services d'assistance de la TIC
répondent aux besoins en
communication des personnes
porteuses de handicap directement ou
depuis un point de référence.

Pris en charge Disability Answer Desk

12.2.4 Documentation accessible12.2.4 Documentation accessible
La documentation fournie par les
services d'assistance est mise à
disposition dans au moins un des
formats électroniques suivants :
a) un format Web qui est conforme à
la clause 9, ou 
b) un format non-web qui est
conforme à la clause 10.

Pris en charge
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 Section 13 TIC assurant le relais ou l'accès à des services d'urgence

 Related topics

Cette section ne s'applique pas à Microsoft Teams.
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 Accessibilité pour Microsoft Teams et Skype Entreprise

Rapport sur les actions engagées par Microsoft pour favoriser l’accès des personnes en situation de handicap

aux communications électroniques

Fournir des expériences accessibles à tous est au cœur de la mission de Microsoft, qui consiste à  permettre à

chaque personne et à chaque organisation de la planète d’accomplir davantage. Microsoft offre un certain

nombre de fonctionnalités d'accessibilité pour Skype Entreprise et Microsoft Teams qui s’inscrivent dans son

engagement fort en faveur de l'accessibilité et de l'inclusion.

Vue d'ensemble

Microsoft Teams et Skype for Business dans Office 365 sont des outils de collaboration sur le lieu de travail avec

des fonctions de conversation, de vidéoconférence et d'appel. Chacune de ces plateformes comprend des

fonctionnalités d'accessibilité pour faciliter la communication des utilisateurs ayant une déficience visuelle, une

dextérité limitée ou d'autres handicaps. Un résumé de ces fonctionnalités est disponible sur le site web

Accessibilité de Microsoft Teams https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/prise-en-charge-de-l-

accessibilit%C3%A9-dans-microsoft-teams-d12ee53f-d15f-445e-be8d-f0ba2c5ee68f?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-

FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR et sur le site web Accessibilité de Skype Entreprise https://support.office.com/fr-

fr/article/prise-en-charge-de-l-accessibilit%C3%A9-dans-skype-entreprise-fbe39411-6f25-405d-acb4-

861735865d18?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR. Pour une description plus détaillée des

fonctionnalités d'accessibilité de Microsoft Teams et de Skype Entreprise, nous vous invitons à lire ce qui suit.

Fonctionnalités d'accessibilité

Microsoft Teams fournit des pages d'aide avec des raccourcis clavier et des instructions de navigation pour les

utilisateurs de lecteurs d'écran :

Raccourcis clavier pour appeler, envoyer des messages et naviguer dans Microsoft Teams

https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/raccourcis-clavier-de-microsoft-teams-2e8e2a70-e8d8-4a19-

949b-4c36dd5292d2?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR

Utilisation d'un lecteur d'écran pour créer et modifier des équipes pour les conversations dans Microsoft

Teams https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/utiliser-un-lecteur-d-%C3%A9cran-pour-cr%C3%A9er-des-

%C3%A9quipes-dans-microsoft-teams-fcd5a839-0458-47d2-9688-7cffb66779c5?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-

FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR

Comment envoyer des messages privés ou chatter dans Microsoft Teams à l'aide d'un lecteur d'écran

https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/utiliser-un-lecteur-d-%C3%A9cran-pour-envoyer-un-message-ou-

discuter-en-priv%C3%A9-dans-microsoft-teams-c99901c9-00dc-44d4-8921-4aa120bf298b?omkt=fr-

FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR

Utilisation d'un lecteur d'écran pour trouver et répondre aux alertes dans Microsoft Teams

https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/utiliser-un-lecteur-d-%C3%A9cran-pour-rechercher-des-alertes-et-

y-r%C3%A9pondre-dans-microsoft-teams-8290757e-789d-4e5a-a2ac-9ae4a07d55c2?omkt=fr-

FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR

Microsoft Teams permet désormais aux utilisateurs de brouiller leur arrière-plan ou d'utiliser une image de fond

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/accessibility-solutions-in-france.md
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/prise-en-charge-de-l-accessibilit%25C3%25A9-dans-microsoft-teams-d12ee53f-d15f-445e-be8d-f0ba2c5ee68f?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/prise-en-charge-de-l-accessibilit%25C3%25A9-dans-skype-entreprise-fbe39411-6f25-405d-acb4-861735865d18?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/raccourcis-clavier-de-microsoft-teams-2e8e2a70-e8d8-4a19-949b-4c36dd5292d2?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/utiliser-un-lecteur-d-%25C3%25A9cran-pour-cr%25C3%25A9er-des-%25C3%25A9quipes-dans-microsoft-teams-fcd5a839-0458-47d2-9688-7cffb66779c5?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/utiliser-un-lecteur-d-%25C3%25A9cran-pour-envoyer-un-message-ou-discuter-en-priv%25C3%25A9-dans-microsoft-teams-c99901c9-00dc-44d4-8921-4aa120bf298b?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/utiliser-un-lecteur-d-%25C3%25A9cran-pour-rechercher-des-alertes-et-y-r%25C3%25A9pondre-dans-microsoft-teams-8290757e-789d-4e5a-a2ac-9ae4a07d55c2?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR


pendant les réunions, ce qui peut être utile aux personnes malentendantes qui ont du mal à lire sur les lèvres et

à celles qui peuvent être facilement distraites par un environnement actif: https://support.office.com/fr-

fr/article/rendre-votre-arrière-plan-flou-dans-une-réunion-en-équipe-f77a2381-443a-499d-825e-

509a140f4780?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR. Les utilisateurs de Microsoft Teams peuvent gérer les

notifications par le biais des paramètres, désactiver entièrement les notifications en activant le mode "Ne pas

déranger", et masquer, mettre en sourdine et épingler les discussions, tout cela contribuant à minimiser les

distractions et à aider l'utilisateur à se concentrer dans un environnement très actif. La possibilité d'activer la

suppression du bruit en temps réel pour réduire le bruit de fond pendant les réunions sera ajoutée.

Microsoft Teams a introduit une fonction "lever la main" qui permettra à toute personne participant à une

réunion Microsoft Teams d'envoyer un signal visuel indiquant qu'elle a quelque chose à dire, utile à tous les

utilisateurs qui souhaitent participer pleinement aux discussions de la réunion, y compris les personnes

souffrant de troubles de la parole.

Microsoft Teams permet aux utilisateurs d'épingler et de recadrer les vidéos et de passer de la visualisation du

contenu partagé pendant une réunion à celle des personnes qui y participent, ce qui peut être utile aux

personnes malentendantes qui lisent sur les lèvres ou utilisent un interprète en langue des signes. Les

utilisateurs peuvent également envoyer des messages audio et utiliser la technologie de dictée assistée par

Microsoft Windows pour convertir la parole en texte, ce qui peut aider les personnes malvoyantes et

malentendantes à communiquer avec les autres participants à la réunion.

En outre, la fonction de chat des équipes de Microsoft Teams est compatible avec un large éventail de

technologies d'assistance, notamment les lecteurs d'écran, les logiciels de dictée, le contrôle visuel (sous

Windows 10), le contrôle vocal (sous iOS et Android), les agrandisseurs d'écran et les commutateurs d'accès

(sous iOS et Android).

Skype Entreprise dans Office 365 prend également en charge diverses fonctionnalités d'accessibilité. Pour les

personnes qui utilisent des lecteurs d'écran, l'interface utilisateur de Skype Entreprise peut être parcourue à

l'aide du clavier, et des pages d'aide sont fournies pour expliquer :

les raccourcis clavier dans Skype Entreprise https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Raccourcis-clavier-

dans-Skype-entreprise-42ff538f-67f2-4752-afe8-7169c207f659?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-

FR&ad=FR

Comment ajouter des personnes à la liste de contacts en utilisant Skype Entreprise avec un lecteur

d'écran https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Ajouter-des-personnes-%c3%a0-vos-contacts-avec-

Skype-Entreprise-et-un-lecteur-d-%c3%a9cran-669b53a4-9dd1-4506-8fe2-aee42d8bafe8?omkt=fr-

FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR

Comment passer ou recevoir un appel dans Skype Entreprise à l'aide d'un lecteur d'écran

https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Passer-ou-recevoir-un-appel-%c3%a0-l-aide-de-Skype-Entreprise-

avec-un-lecteur-d-%c3%a9cran-d73b5b49-080f-436f-802c-208b958204e4?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-

FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR

Comment utiliser un lecteur d’écran avec Skype Entreprise pour consulter la messagerie vocale

https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Utiliser-un-lecteur-d-%c3%a9cran-avec-Skype-Entreprise-pour-

consulter-la-messagerie-vocale-6e2f9f74-980b-42c7-92d8-e2afbe69b7d9?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-

FR&ad=FR

Comment envoyer un message instantané dans Skype Entreprise à l'aide d'un lecteur d'écran

https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Envoi-d-un-message-instantan%c3%a9-dans-Skype-Entreprise-

%c3%a0-l-aide-d-un-lecteur-d-%c3%a9cran-e7059839-94fb-4f73-92b4-76de51133f2e?omkt=fr-

FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR

Comment participer à une réunion en ligne en utilisant Skype Entreprise avec un lecteur d'écran

https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Participer-%c3%a0-une-r%c3%a9union-en-ligne-avec-Skype-

https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/rendre-votre-arri%25C3%25A8re-plan-flou-dans-une-r%25C3%25A9union-en-%25C3%25A9quipe-f77a2381-443a-499d-825e-509a140f4780?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Raccourcis-clavier-dans-Skype-entreprise-42ff538f-67f2-4752-afe8-7169c207f659?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Ajouter-des-personnes-%25c3%25a0-vos-contacts-avec-Skype-Entreprise-et-un-lecteur-d-%25c3%25a9cran-669b53a4-9dd1-4506-8fe2-aee42d8bafe8?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Passer-ou-recevoir-un-appel-%25c3%25a0-l-aide-de-Skype-Entreprise-avec-un-lecteur-d-%25c3%25a9cran-d73b5b49-080f-436f-802c-208b958204e4?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Utiliser-un-lecteur-d-%25c3%25a9cran-avec-Skype-Entreprise-pour-consulter-la-messagerie-vocale-6e2f9f74-980b-42c7-92d8-e2afbe69b7d9?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Envoi-d-un-message-instantan%25c3%25a9-dans-Skype-Entreprise-%25c3%25a0-l-aide-d-un-lecteur-d-%25c3%25a9cran-e7059839-94fb-4f73-92b4-76de51133f2e?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR


 Assistance client

 Déclarations de conformité à la norme EN 301 549

Entreprise-et-un-lecteur-d-%c3%a9cran-68e8a11a-8796-4ce9-89d6-38a15b6da456?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-

FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR

Comment partager son écran en utilisant Skype Entreprise avec un lecteur d'écran

https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Partager-votre-%c3%a9cran-avec-Skype-Entreprise-et-un-lecteur-

d-%c3%a9cran-678ce631-1499-4a24-8d32-a68498ce9ff4?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR

Lorsque vous utilisez Skype Entreprise, les menus interactifs de réponse vocale peuvent être ralentis, accélérés

et redémarrés, et les utilisateurs peuvent choisir de sauter des messages, et Microsoft Teams prend en charge le

réglage de la vitesse de la boîte vocale. Microsoft Teams et Skype Entreprise prennent en charge les appels

textes (TTY). Les utilisateurs de Skype Entreprise utilisant Outlook 2010 ou des versions plus récentes peuvent

choisir de recevoir leurs messages vocaux au format texte, ce qui peut être bénéfique pour les personnes

malentendantes ou sourdes : https://support.microsoft.com/fr-fr/office/consultation-de-la-messagerie-vocale-

et-des-options-de-skype-entreprise-2deea7f8-831f-4e85-a0d4-b34da55945a8?ui=fr-fr&rs=fr-fr&ad=fr. Les

administrateurs informatiques de Microsoft Teams peuvent gérer la transcription pour leurs clients. Pour une

lecture plus facile, Microsoft Teams prend en charge le zoom et Skype Entreprise permet d'ajuster la taille du

texte des messages instantanés.

Les pages consacrées à chacune de ces plates-formes décrivent comment se présentent généralement Skype

Entreprise et Microsoft Teams sur les appareils qui prennent en charge ces plates-formes, telles que Windows,

Mac, iOS et Android. Les descriptions de des agencements de Skype Entreprise peuvent être particulièrement

utiles aux utilisateurs aveugles, malvoyants ou à mobilité réduite pour les aider à construire une représentation

mentale des points de repère des interfaces utilisateur (IU) afin de faciliter la navigation dans l'IU.

La reconnaissance vocale de Windows peut également aider les personnes à mobilité réduite et bénéficier de

l'utilisation de commandes vocales plutôt que du clavier ou de la souris. Les instructions pour activer la

reconnaissance vocale sur un ordinateur fonctionnant sous Windows 10 sont disponibles ici :

https://support.microsoft.com/fr-fr/help/17208/windows-10-use-speech-recognition.

Afin d'offrir la meilleure expérience possible à tous nos clients, Microsoft propose une assistance technique pour

les questions liées à l'accessibilité par l'intermédiaire de son bureau de réponse aux questions des personnes

handicapées. L'équipe d'assistance du Answer Desk Accessibilité est formée à l'utilisation de nombreuses

technologies d'assistance populaires et peut offrir une assistance en français par téléphone ou par chat :

https://support.microsoft.com/fr-fr/accessibility/disability-answer-desk.

Pour aider ses clients à évaluer l’accessibilité, Microsoft propose une documentation qui décrit comment Skype

Entreprise et Microsoft Teams se conforment à la norme européenne EN 301 549 relative aux exigences

d'accessibilité applicables aux marchés publics des produits et services liés aux TIC (Technologies de

l’Information et de la Communication) en Europe. Des copies des rapports EN 301 549 sont jointes en annexes.

https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Participer-%25c3%25a0-une-r%25c3%25a9union-en-ligne-avec-Skype-Entreprise-et-un-lecteur-d-%25c3%25a9cran-68e8a11a-8796-4ce9-89d6-38a15b6da456?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.office.com/fr-fr/article/Partager-votre-%25c3%25a9cran-avec-Skype-Entreprise-et-un-lecteur-d-%25c3%25a9cran-678ce631-1499-4a24-8d32-a68498ce9ff4?omkt=fr-FR&ui=fr-FR&rs=fr-FR&ad=FR
https://support.microsoft.com/fr-fr/office/consultation-de-la-messagerie-vocale-et-des-options-de-skype-entreprise-2deea7f8-831f-4e85-a0d4-b34da55945a8?ui=fr-fr&rs=fr-fr&ad=fr
https://support.microsoft.com/fr-fr/help/17208/windows-10-use-speech-recognition
https://support.microsoft.com/fr-fr/accessibility/disability-answer-desk
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 1. About Skype for Business

 2. Customer service

 3. Complaints and dispute resolution

 4. Number porting

 5. Service reliability

 6. Emergency calls

This Code applies to small business customers (organizations with 10 employees or less) in the United Kingdom

(UK) with respect to the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Calling Plan service (the "Service") in accordance with UK

communications regulations. Other Skype for Business services are governed by your service agreement with

Microsoft and any other terms applicable to your use of the particular service.

Skype for Business is provided in the UK by Microsoft Ireland Operations Limited, which has its registered office

at 70 Sir John Rogerson's Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland.

If you have any sales, billing, or technical support questions, you may contact us either by phone during normal

business hours or online:

Toll-Free Phone Number: 0800 032 6417

Online: Sign in to the Microsoft 365 admin center and submit a service request by selecting New ser viceNew ser vice

requestrequest under Suppor tSuppor t.

Normal business hours are Monday through Friday, from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm.

You may be able to answer some of your questions by visiting the Skype for Business website.

Our top priorities are customer satisfaction and excellent service. However, in the event that you have a

complaint, we will work quickly to help you resolve your issue. Our Calling Plans in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

- complaint handling code for the United Kingdom (U.K.) page details the procedures for small businesses to file

a complaint with us and our independent dispute resolution scheme.

Skype for Business in some cases may be unable to transfer a customer's telephone number for use with the

Service. Where number portability is available, Skype for Business will take all reasonable steps to ensure that

the transfer of the number and subsequent activation is completed promptly once an agreement to transfer the

number has been reached with the customer's current service provider.

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Calling Plan relies on your broadband connection. If your broadband connection

experiences a power cut or failure, you will not be able to make telephone calls. The causes for these failures

may be outside of our control.

Skype for Business provides access to 999/112 public emergency call services to customers within England,

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/code-of-practice-for-the-united-kingdom-u-k.md
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=820709&clcid=0x809


 7. Refund policy

 8. Contract terms and conditions

 9. Subscription fees and charges

 10. Directory listing

 11. Users with disabilities

 12. Premium rate services
  What are premium rate services?What are premium rate services?

  How do premium rate services work?How do premium rate services work?

Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. However, emergency calls to 999 or 112 operate differently with

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Calling Plan services than on traditional telephone services. Customers are required

to notify each user of the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Calling Plan services of these differences.

The differences include the following: (i) Skype for Business may not know the actual location of a caller, which

could result in the emergency services being despatched to the wrong location; (ii) when a Skype for Business

user dials an emergency call, the user may be asked by an operator to provide his or her current location to

assist in properly routing the emergency call and despatching emergency services; (iii) if the user's device has

no power, is experiencing a power outage or, for any reason, cannot otherwise access the Internet, the user

cannot make an emergency call through Microsoft 365 or Office 365 Calling Plan services; and (iv) although

Microsoft 365 and Office 365 Calling Plan services can be used anywhere in the world where an Internet

connection is available, users should not call 999 or 112 outside England, Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland

because the call likely will not be routed to the appropriate emergency service.

It is important that each customer registers the location of your users and keeps this information updated so

that it can be provided to the emergency services. You can make changes to location information online through

the Skype for Business administrator portal.

Our refund policy is stated in your service agreement.

Standard contract conditions for the Service are provided in your service agreement.

Information about subscription plans and usage charges (including Premium Rate Services and National

Translation Services number charges) can be found on Skype for Business website.

If you would like a Directory Enquiry listing (including an entry in the Phone Book) for your telephone number, it

can be provided for an additional fee. For further details, please contact us using our contact information

provided in Section 2.

This Code and the Complaints Handling Code are available in large print or audio format.

Premium Rate Services are telephone numbers that render information and entertainment that are charged to

your telephone bill. Premium Rate Services include, but are not limited to, charity donations, voting lines (i.e.

Britain's Got Talent), directory enquiries, gambling lines, and adult services lines (i.e. dating). Calls to Premium

Rate Services are more expensive than calls to other landline numbers and begin with 0871, 0872, 0873, 118,

and 09.

Premium Rate Services are delivered by service providers ("Service Providers"). Service Providers either (a)

provide the goods or services or (b) act as resellers or aggregators on behalf of a number of such providers.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=820709&clcid=0x809


  ChargesCharges

  Telephone preference service and fax preference servicesTelephone preference service and fax preference services

  Internet dialler protectionInternet dialler protection

  PhonepayPlusPhonepayPlus

  Service provider contact informationService provider contact information

  ComplaintsComplaints

Skype for Business sends your Premium Rate Services call to another telephone company ("Terminating

Communications Provider") which receives the call on behalf of the Services Provider. While Premium Rate

Services revenue is divided amongst the Services Provider, Skype for Business, and the Terminating

Communications Provider, most of the revenue is received by the Services Provider.

All usage charges for Premium Rate Services can be found on our website. The duration of a call for calling

premium rate numbers shall be based on one-minute increments. Fractions of minutes will be rounded up to

the next minute. The connection fee, where applicable, will be charged at the beginning of the call.

Telephone Preference Service ("TPS"), which is operated by the Direct Marketing Association on behalf of Ofcom,

is a register that enables customers to opt-out of receiving unsolicited sales calls. If you would like to register

with the TPS, you may do so at https://www.tpsservices.co.uk/tps-services-for-consumers/register-on-the-

tps.aspx or by calling 0843 005 9576.

Like TPS, Fax Preference Service ("FPS") is a register where businesses and individuals may opt-out of receiving

unsolicited sales and market faxes. You may register with FPS by calling 0843 005 9576 or online at

https://secure.dma.org.uk/cgi-bin/session.pl?reg_option=fps.

An Internet dialler, which is similar to a computer virus, is software that can be downloaded onto your computer

and can connect your computer to Premium Rate Services without your knowledge or consent. To protect your

computer, we recommend that you exercise caution when clicking on links or popups and downloading material

for unknown sources. For further protection, upon request by phone or e-mail, we can bar access to all or

specific Premium Rate Services for content and cost reasons. In addition, we recommend that you download all

necessary security software to protect your computer and that you frequently install updates for such software

as it becomes available. If you believe you have been victimized by an Internet dialler, please contact us by

phone or e-mail.

All Service Providers must register with PhonepayPlus, which is an independent organization approved by

Ofcom. PhonepayPlus regulates Premium Rate Services and investigates complaints filed by consumers. All

Service Providers must adhere to the PhonepayPlus Code of Practice, which can be found at

http://www.phonepayplus.org.uk/for-business/code-of-practice. If a Service Provider violates the Code of

Practice, PhonepayPlus may:

Require a party to remedy a breach

Issue fines

Bar access to services

To find contact information for a Service Provider, you can use PhonepayPlus' #NumberChecker tool at

http://www.phonepayplus.org.uk/for-consumers/making-an-enquiry/submit-an-online-enquiry. If you believe

that you were wrongfully charged for a Premium Rate Service, you should contact the Service Provider directly.

If you wish to file a complaint about a Service Provider with PhonepayPlus, you may, free of charge, submit an

enquiry either online or by phone:

Phone: 0300 30 300 20 (9:30 am - 5 pm Monday to Friday)

Online Enquiry: http://www.phonepayplus.org.uk/for-consumers/making-an-enquiry/submit-an-online-

enquiry

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=820709&clcid=0x809
https://www.tpsservices.co.uk/tps-services-for-consumers/register-on-the-tps.aspx
https://secure.dma.org.uk/cgi-bin/session.pl?reg_option=fps
http://www.phonepayplus.org.uk/for-business/code-of-practice
http://www.phonepayplus.org.uk/for-consumers/making-an-enquiry/submit-an-online-enquiry
http://www.phonepayplus.org.uk/for-consumers/making-an-enquiry/submit-an-online-enquiry


  Dispute resolutionDispute resolution

 13. National translation services, personal numbers and 0870
numbers

 Related topics

If you believe that the charge on your Premium Rate Service charge on you bill was an error on Skype for

Business' part and you would like a refund, you can file a complaint according to the Skype for Business

Complaint Handling Code. If you file a complaint with Skype for Business and either (a) the complaint is not

resolved after eight (8) weeks of submission or (b) you receive a letter from us stating that we have reached a

final decision, you may refer the complaint to Ombudsman Services, which is a third party approved by Ofcom

to deal with complaints regarding communications services.

National Translation Services are telephone numbers that begin with 08 or 0500 (Freephone numbers) and are

classified as "special service numbers" by the National Telephone Numbering Plan. Personal Numbers are

prefixed with the numbers 070.

Rates for National Translation Services, Personal Numbers, and 0870 numbers are provided on our website and

may fluctuate depending on the time of day and the day of the week that your call is made. Calls to 0800

numbers are free.

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=820709&clcid=0x809
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 How to make a complaint

 Timelines

 Alternative dispute resolution

This Code applies to small business customers (organizations with 10 employees or less) in the United Kingdom

(UK) with respect to the Microsoft 365 Calling Plan service (the "Service") in accordance with UK

communications regulations. Other Skype for Business services are governed by your service agreement with

Microsoft and any other terms applicable to your use of the particular service.

Customer satisfaction is a priority for Skype for Business. However, in the event that you are dissatisfied with the

Service for any reason, you may file a complaint by phone or online:

Toll-Free Phone Number: 0800 032 6417

Online: Sign in to the Microsoft 365 admin center and submit a service request by selecting NewNew

ser vice requestser vice request under Suppor tSuppor t.

If you file a complaint by phone during normal business hours, you will speak to a live Skype for Business

representative, who will attempt to resolve the issue during the phone call.

If you file a complaint online, a Skype for Business representative will respond to your complaint within two (2)

business days of receiving the complaint and will attempt to resolve the issue immediately.

If a Skype for Business representative is unable to resolve the issue immediately, he or she will clearly explain

further steps that need to be taken to investigate the matter. The representative will provide you his or her

contact information so that you may contact him or her with any questions throughout the course of the

investigation.

Skype for Business aims to resolve all complaints related to the Service within seven (7) business days of

receipt.

If you are unhappy with the manner in which your complaint regarding the Service is managed, you may ask

the Skype for Business representative handling your complaint, by phone or email, to escalate the complaint to

in accordance with your service agreement. Microsoft will evaluate the complaint within seven (7) days of

receipt.

If your complaint regarding the Service is not resolved after eight (8) weeks of submission or if you receive a

letter from us stating that we have reached a final decision, you may refer the complaint to Ombudsman

Services, which is a third party approved by Ofcom to deal with complaints regarding communications services.

We will also notify you, in writing, about the availability of such alternative dispute resolutions services.

Ombudsman Services is independent of Microsoft and will render an impartial decision on the merits of the

complaint. There is no cost for referring a complaint to Ombudsman Services.

All complaints must be sent to Ombudsman Services within twelve (12) months of filing the complaint with

Skype for Business.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/complaint-handling-code-for-the-united-kingdom-u-k.md


 Related topics

The steps for referring a complaint to Ombudsman Services can be found on the Ombudsman Services'

website.

You may reach Ombudsman Services by filling out a contact form on the Ombudsman Services' website or by

phone, letter, or email:

Contact Form: https://www.ombudsman-services.org/about-us/contact-us

Phone: 0330 440 1614

Fax: 0330 440 1615

Textphone: 0330 440 1600

E-mail: osenquiries@os-communications.org

Letter :

Ombudsman Services: Communications

PO Box 730

Warrington

WA4 6WU

Country and region availability for Audio Conferencing and Calling Plans

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=820708&clcid=0x809
https://www.ombudsman-services.org/about-us/contact-us
mailto:osenquiries@os-communications.org
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 IMPORTANT INFORMATION

 Related topics

Emergency Services calling operates differently with Calling Plans in Microsoft 365 or Office 365 than on

traditional telephone services. It is important that you understand these differences and communicate them to

all users with Calling Plans in Microsoft 365 or Office 365. You acknowledge and agree that you have read and

understand the differences in our Emergency Services calling and will provide this notice to each user with

Calling Plans in Microsoft 365 or Office 365.

The differences in our Emergency Services calling capabilities include the following: (i) Skype for Business and

Teams may not know the actual location of a caller making an Emergency Services call, which could result in the

call being routed to the wrong Emergency Services call center and/or emergency services being dispatched to

the wrong location; (ii) if the user's Teams client is offline, or if the user's device is unable to access the internet

for any reason, such as a network outage or power outage, Emergency Services calls through Phone System in

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 are not supported and are not expected to work; and (iii) although Calling Plans in

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 can be used anywhere in the world where an internet connection is available, users

should not make an Emergency Services call from a location outside their home country/region because the call

likely will not be routed to the appropriate call center in that country/region.

Transferring phone numbers common questions

Different kinds of phone numbers used for Calling Plans

Manage phone numbers for your organization

Emergency Calling disclaimer label

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/emergency-calling-terms-and-conditions.md
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/different-kinds-of-phone-numbers-used-for-calling-plans
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/downloads/emergency-calling/emergency-calling-label-(en-us)-(v.1.0).zip?raw=true
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 Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization details

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

Note the production Microsoft 365
or Office 365 organization 
name and ID in the Answer column 
If you have more than one tenant 
associated with your organization, 
note all the IDs.

Tenant Name: 
Tenant ID:

In what regions are the tenants
deployed?

Are these tenants Microsoft 365 or
Office 365 Multitenant or 
Dedicated?

 Multitenant
 Dedicated

Which Microsoft Online products are
in use today? 
Note the number of users enabled
for each 
service in the Comments column.

 Microsoft Teams 
 Skype for Business 

     Online 
 Exchange Online 
 SharePoint Online 
 OneDrive for Business 
 Yammer 
 Other

The following set of tables list questions that will help you evaluate your environment before upgrading to

Teams:

Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization details

Existing collaboration platform summary

Collaboration platform deployment details

Networking and access to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 services

Endpoints

Operations

Adoption and readiness

We highly recommend that you have an active Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization as you work with the

questionnaire. If you haven't activated or configured a Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization yet, see Plan

your setup of Microsoft 365 for business.

Use the following table to capture information about the Microsoft 365 or Office 365 organization.

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/OfficeDocs-SkypeForBusiness/blob/live/Teams/upgrade-plan-journey-discovery-questionnaire.md
https://support.office.com/article/plan-your-setup-of-office-365-for-business-eb926624-018b-4486-bf11-5fba6ee4d645


What license level is enabled for
Skype for 
Business Online users?

 E1/G1 
 E2/G2 
 E3/G3 
 E4/G4 E5 
 Standalone

The number of users 
for each SKU:

What is the current Active Directory
forest 
functional level in the environment? 
If there's more than one forest, note
the details 
in the Comments column.

 Windows Server 2000 
 Windows Server 2003 
 Windows Server 2008
 Windows Server 2008 R2 
 Windows Server 2012 
 Windows Server 2012 R2 
 Windows Server 2016

What are you using for directory 
synchronization today?

 No sync (cloud only) 
 Azure Active Directory 

     Connect 
 Other (Specify in the 

     Comments column.)

Is federated identity currently
deployed? 
(Active Directory Federation Services
or 
third-party)

 Yes 
 No

If you're using federated identity,
what is the 
federation infrastructure?

 Windows 2008 R2 AD FS 
 Windows 2012 AD FS 
 Windows 2012 R2 AD FS 
 Windows 2016 AD FS 
 Third-party federation 

     gateway 
     (Note the details in the 
     Comments column.)

If you currently maintain an active
Microsoft 365 or Office 365 
tenant, is the SMTP/SIP domain of
your 
targeted users associated with the
tenant?

 N/A – No Microsoft 365 or Office
365 
     tenant in place 

 No, users' SMTP/SIP 
     domain isn't associated 
     with any tenants in 
     Microsoft 365 or Office 365 

 Yes, users' SMTP/SIP 
     domain is associated 
     with an existing tenant 
     in Microsoft 365 or Office 365

Do user UPNs match their primary
SMTP address?

 Yes 
 No 
 Inconsistently

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

 Existing collaboration platform summary
Use the following table to capture information about your existing collaboration platform deployment.



Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

Is Microsoft Teams deployed?  Yes 
 No

Is Skype for Business deployed? 
For on-premises and hybrid
deployments, make sure 
you note the version and cumulative
update (CU) 
details in the Comments column.

 Yes, Microsoft 365 or Office 365 
 Yes, hybrid (with Microsoft 365 or

Office 365) 
 Yes, on-premises 
 Yes, online, dedicated 

     (Microsoft) 
 Yes, hosted, dedicated 

     (third party) 
 Yes, hosted, shared (third party) 
 No, other

Is Exchange deployed? 
For on-premises and hybrid
deployments, make sure 
you note the version and CU details
in the Comments 
column.

 Yes, Microsoft 365 or Office 365 
 Yes, hybrid (with Microsoft 365 or

Office 365) 
 Yes, on-premises 
 Yes, online, dedicated 

     (Microsoft) 
 Yes, hosted, dedicated 

     (third party) 
 Yes, hosted, shared 

     (third party) 
 No, other

Is SharePoint deployed? 
For on-premises and hybrid
deployments, make sure 
you note the version and CU details
in the Comments 
column.

 Yes, Microsoft 365 or Office 365 
 Yes, hybrid (with Microsoft 365 or

Office 365) 
 Yes, on-premises 
 Yes, online, dedicated 

     (Microsoft) 
 Yes, hosted, dedicated 

     (third party) 
 Yes, hosted, shared 

     (third party) 
 No, other

Is Microsoft 365 or Office 365
OneDrive for Business deployed?

 Yes 
 No

Do you have any other third-party
platforms deployed 
and in use today? If so, note the
number of users of 
these platforms and the usage details
in the Comments 
column.

 Cisco WebEx 
 Slack 
 Other (Specify in the Comments 

     column.)

Number of users: 
Details:

Are you planning to move users from
these third-party 
platforms to Teams?

 Yes 
 No

What is the current telephony and
conferencing solution 
of the users who are in scope for this
initiative?



Do you have SBCs that support
Direct Routing deployed for your
offices that are in scope for this
initiative? 
If Yes, note the details in the
Comments column.

 Yes 
 No

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

 Collaboration platform deployment details
  Microsoft Teams (if applicable)Microsoft Teams (if applicable)

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

What types of users are enabled for
Teams?

 All users in the organization 
 Specific users/user groups 

     (Specify in the Comments column)

Which Teams features and modalities
are in use?

 Channel-based conversations 
 Private chat 
 Guest access 
 Channel meetings 
 Private meetings 
 Private calling 
 Ad-hoc channel meetup 
 Videos in meetings 
 Screen sharing in meetings 
 Audio conferencing 
 Applications (apps)

      Tabs
      Bots 
      Connectors

 Custom cloud storage integration 
      Dropbox, Box, ShareFile, Google
Drive, Egnyte 

 Channel email integration 
 Other (Specify in the Comments

column.)

What applications have you deployed
to Teams?

Have you specifically blocked any
Teams capabilities? 
If Yes, note the details in the
Comments column.

 Yes 
 No

Which Teams clients are in use?  Web 
 Windows 
 Mac 
 iOS 
 Android 
 Windows Mobile

If applicable, capture the details of your Teams deployment by using the sample table below. If you haven't

deployed Teams, skip this section.



Who has permissions to create
teams?

 Everyone in the organization 
     (This is the default setting) 

 Specific people 
     (Specify in the Comments
column.)

Are you using security and
compliance features in Teams?

 Yes 
 No

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

  Skype for Business Online (if applicable)Skype for Business Online (if applicable)

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

What types of users are enabled for
Skype 
for Business Online?

 All users in the organization 
 Specific users/user groups 

     (Specify in the Comments column)

What modalities and features are
currently 
in use today?

 Instant Messaging and Presence
(IM/P)

 Meetings 
 Federation 
 Meeting Recording 
 Microsoft Audio Conferencing 
 Third-party audio conferencing 

     (Note the details in the
Comments column.) 

 Calling Plans (formerly PSTN
calling) 

 Organizational Auto Attendants 
 Call Queues

Have you specifically blocked any
Skype for 
Business Online capabilities? 
If Yes, note the details in the
Comments column.

 Yes 
 No

What method are you using or plan
to use to 
connect Phone System (formerly
Cloud PBX) to 
the PSTN? 
Select all that apply.

 Calling Plans (formerly PSTN
calling) 

 On-premises PSTN connectivity
(leveraging existing 
     Skype for Business 2015 or Lync
Server 2013 
     deployment) 

 On-premises PSTN connectivity
(using Cloud Connector)

Have you ported any phone
numbers to Microsoft? 
This is applicable to Calling Plans and
Audio 
Conferencing features.

 Yes 
 No

  

If applicable, capture the details of your Skype for Business Online deployment by using the sample table below.

If you haven't deployed Skype for Business Online deployment, skip this section.



Skype for Business on-premises (if applicable)Skype for Business on-premises (if applicable)

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

What versions of Lync or Skype for
Business currently 
are deployed on-premises?

 Office Communications Server
2007 "R1" 

 Office Communications Server
2007 R2 

 Lync Server 2010 
 Lync Server 2013 
 Skype for Business Server 2015 
 Skype for Business Server 2019 
 Skype for Business Cloud

Connector Edition

Is hybrid with Skype for Business
Online configured?

 Yes 
 No

Is this environment hosted and
managed by a third party? 
If Yes, note the details in the
Comments column.

 Yes 
 No

What modalities and features are
currently in use 
today?

 Instant Messaging and Presence
(IM/P) 

 Meetings 
 Federation 
 Meeting Recording 
 Persistent Chat / Group Chat 
 Microsoft Audio Conferencing 

     (formerly Dial in Conferencing) on
your 
     on-premises Lync Server or 
     Skype for Business deployment 

 Third-party audio conferencing 
     (Note the details in the
Comments column) 

 Enterprise Voice using on-
premises PSTN 
     connectivity 

 Calling Plans (formerly PSTN
calling) via 
     Hybrid with Skype for Business
Online

Which version(s) of Edge Server do
you have deployed?

 Office Communications Server
2007 "R1" 

 Office Communications Server
2007 R2 

 Lync Server 2010 
 Lync Server 2013 
 Skype for Business Server 2015 
 Skype for Business Server 2019

If applicable, capture the details of your Skype for Business deployment by using the sample table below. If you

haven't deployed Skype for Business on-premises, skip this section.



Do you have Lync or Skype for
Business Edge deployed 
into more than one datacenter? 
If Yes, note the details in the
Comments column.

 Yes 
 No

Select services that your Edge role
provides today.

 External user access (corporate
users) 

 Remote user access (anonymous
external 
     meeting participants) 

 Federation 
 Media relay

Which of the following voice calling
features do you 
currently have dependencies on? 
Note any additional dependencies in
the Comments 
column.

 Busy options 
 Call park 
 Call pickup or group call pickup 
 Common area phones, or "hot

desking" 
 Response groups or hunt groups 
 Shared line appearance 
 Private line 
 Voicemail 
 Call via work 
 Emergency or information

numbers 
     (911, 811, 411) 

 Extension dialing 
 Auto Attendant 
 Subscriber access 
 Analog devices 
 Fax 
 Caller ID masking or altering 
 Location-based routing 
 Least-cost routing 
 Elevator phones

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

 Networking and access to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 services

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

How do (or how will) the users in
scope for migration 
access Teams when they're in the
office? 
Select all that apply.

 Routed NAT connection 
 Proxy server 
 Public Wi-Fi 
 Managed (not public) Wi-Fi 
 ExpressRoute (Microsoft peering)

If access to Microsoft 365 or Office
365 is through a proxy server, is
there 
any way to bypass the proxy?

 Yes 
 No

Use the following table to capture your organization's networking details and how your users are (or will be)

connected to Microsoft 365 or Office 365 services.



Is ExpressRoute being used today?  Yes 
 No 
 No, but it's being planned

Have you performed a Network
Readiness Assessment?

 Yes 
 No

Are users required to use a VPN
when connecting to 
corporate resources remotely?

 Yes 
 No

If a VPN is used, can Teams traffic be
excluded from 
the VPN to access Microsoft 365 or
Office 365 Services directly?

 Yes 
 No

Does your network support QoS?  Yes 
 No

Can you prioritize Teams audio and
video traffic 
to drive a high-quality experience?

 Yes 
 No

Do all locations within a region have
internet egress, 
or is internet egress centralized for
the entire region?

 Regional access to the internet 
 Centralized access to the internet

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

 Endpoints

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

What desktop OS are the users
using?

 Windows XP 
 Windows 7 
 Windows 8 
 Windows 10 
 Mac (Specify the version in the

Comments column.) 
 Linux (Specify the distribution in

the Comments column.) 
 Other (Note the details in the

Comments column.)

What version of Microsoft Office is
deployed 
to these devices?

 Office 2003 
 Office 2007 
 Office 2010 
 Office 2013 
 Office 2016 
 Office for Mac 2011 
 Office for Mac 2016 
 Other (Note the details in the

Comments column.)

Use the following table to capture the details of the clients and endpoints in use.



Which Office deployment technology
is in use 
in your organization?

 MSI 
 Click-to-Run

What are the allowed and supported
mobile 
platforms in use? 
Select all that apply.

 Windows 
 Mobile 
 iOS 
 Android 
 Other (Note the details in the

Comments column.)

How are mobile devices provided? 
Select all that apply.

 Corporate devices 
 Bring your own device

What devices do users currently use
to access 
voice and conferencing services 
(handsets, headsets, phones, video)?

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

 Operations

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

What is your operations model for
your Lync Server, 
Skype for Business Server, Microsoft
365, or Office 365 deployment 
today?

Can you outline the current support
arrangement for 
Lync Server, Skype for Business
Server, Microsoft 365, or Office 365?

If you're deploying to multiple
countries or regions, 
does each country/region have its
own IT/telephony 
staff to work with, or will this be
managed centrally?

 Regional operations and support 
 Centralized operations and

support

Are you following the Call Quality
Methodology?

 Yes 
 No

Have you assigned an individual or
team to the 
Quality Champion role for the
collaboration platform 
in use?

 Yes 
 No

Use the following table to capture the details of the operational aspects of your environment.



How do you monitor your Lync
Server, Skype for 
Business Server, Microsoft 365, or
Office 365 deployment?

Do you experience call quality issues?  Yes
 No

How and when do you provide
training to your 
helpdesk on new services and
capabilities?

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

 Adoption and readiness

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S

What is your current active usage of 
Skype for Business?

____  % total active users versus
enabled users

How is your organization using 
Skype for Business?

1:1 conversations 
      IM 
      Calling 
      Sharing
Meetings 
      Conferencing
      Sharing
      Calling

Does your organization have a User
Adoption 
and Change Management team?

 Yes
 No

How do you currently measure
success for technology 
rollouts like Skype for Business?

What percentage of your user base
would you say has 
adopted Skype for Business?

What is user sentiment around Skype
for Business?

 Good 
 Neutral 
 Bad

Use the following table and capture the current adoption and readiness state of your organization.



Which of the following best describes
the rollout 
strategy used for your Skype for
Business 
deployment?

 Broad reach: Email campaign with 
     links to training 

 Expanded: Broad reach plus a
variety 
     of awareness campaigns (posters, 
     events, champions) and training 
     (videos, user guides, in-person) 

 Tailored: Expanded, plus targeted 
     messaging and training by
persona 

 Other 
     (Note the details in the
Comments column.)

Q UEST IO NQ UEST IO N A N SW ERA N SW ER C O M M EN T SC O M M EN T S
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